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INTRODUCTION
The observation is certainly correct that First and

Second Corinthians are in the full sense of the word
“letters” and not pieces of literature that were intended
for publication, and not “epistles,” learned compositions set down in letter form by a literary man. This
observation establishes the genuineness of these writ-

ings in a peculiar way so that all attempts to prove
that they were not written by the Apostle Paul are
proﬁtless efforts.

No man, save the great apostle.

could have composed these two “letters.”
The fact that these compositions have the character of “letters” causes some peculiar difﬁculties to the
present-day interpreter. Only the original recipients

of these letters could catch every intimation contained
in Paul’s words. We of today meet one diﬂiculty after
another in our attempts at projecting ourselves back
into the situation as it existed in Corinth. We ﬁnd
ourselves facing insuperable difﬁculties when reconstructing the complex situations that Paul would clear
up with his instructions and his admonitions. Yet such
a task will always be highly attractive and proﬁtable.
It bids us enter the throbbing life of one of the most
important of the apostolic congregations and at the

same time enables us to come into closest touch with
the soul of the great apostle who forms and shapes
that life with the divine power of the gospel.

An appreciation of the fact that these two writings
are “letters” will have another wholesome effect. It
will save the interpreter from the recent attempts to
cut up these letters and to make three or four or even
more of the two, or from rearranging certain portions
so as to have them accord with the interpreter’s idea as
to how Paul should have written to these Christians at

Corinth.

None of us can hope to know the Corinth-

(7)
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ians as Paul, who founded the church in their midst,
knew them.

The danger we must guard against is that

we may fail to follow the mind of Paul as it meets the
needs that existed at Corinth. It would be quite fatal
to follow our own imagination and, instead of penetrating into the heart of the letters themselves, to ﬁnd .in
them ideas of our own that never entered the apostle's
mind.
The outstanding fact that these are “letters” that
were written to the Corinthians by Paul has, however,
been made to yield too much. These are not ordinary
letters sUch as we write today. Although they have the
character of real letters, their contents are'eternal verities. They are authenticated with a divine seal. They
speak a truth that is eternal and cannot change.

These

“letters” are throughout grounded on divine facts that
no change of time affects.
Both the range of these facts and the penetrating
perception with which they are presented in order to
direct the minds and the hearts of the Corinthians far
transcend all that even our great men have been able
to achieve in their most pretentious writings. Even
the keenest modern mind must run until it is out of
breath in order to follow Paul as he walks on through
these mere “letters," and then, despite all such exertion, it will be left far behind. Paul always sees all
the facts, he never loses one of them in the course of
his presentation, and he sees the true signiﬁcance of
each fact and the true relation of those that belong
together. As a grand sample of this kind study the
paragraph 15 :20-28. He has many others of the same
kind. The modern interpreter should be content to
let Paul carry him in his arms as he walks along

through these “letters”; only then can we hope to keep
up with him as children do with a father.
Moreover, these divine facts and verities receive
perfect expression, although these writings are only

Intapdawtion
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“letters.” Every word is the proper word, every numher and every tense are true to the thought. We may
put every term and every thought under a microscope
and we shall ﬁnd never a flaw. Where, except in the
New Testament, have “letters” such as these appeared? Think of the many commentaries that have
been written about these “letters,” commentaries that
scrutinize every single word, phrase, and thought. Yet
the last commentary is not yet within sight. And all
this tremendous effort which is spent to elucidate what
are simply known as “letters” has not yet exhausted
their contents nor brought to full light the perfection
of their expression.
So often the masterly qualities of the mind that

composed these “letters” are overlooked by the interpreter. No philosopher and no orator ever wrote
like the tentmaker who dictated these simple “letters.”
Therefore one should not fault Paul for the inaptness
of his argument, criticize him for mixing his ﬁgures,

chide him for contradicting himself. These are “letters,” yet they are literature. Passage after passage,
when it is considered merely as a composition, stands
out with imperishable power and unfading beauty.
Who has ever written about love like this man whose
heart was full of love? The interpreter who fails to
perceive this mastery cannot do justice to Paul.

Paul writes about spiritual truth in these “letters"
—absolutely the highest subject with which the human
mind and heart can occupy themselves. He is in full
possession of this truth and pours it out in all its rich-

ness and its power wherever it is needed. Centuries
have tested this truth and have found it pure gold.
We live spiritually by this wealth today; so will all

believers who succeed us. In all these writings there
is not a single error, contradiction, or inadequacy. The
foes of our faith have scanned every sentence with a
hostile eye in order to ﬁnd Some ﬂaw in thought or in
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word. No other letters were ever so minutely examined
as Paul’s are. The service these foes have rendered us
should be fully appreciated. The result of their efforts
is negative in toto. The truth Paul enunciated in these

“letters” shines as brightly today as it did on the day
on which he wrote.
Only one explanation is adequate to account for
all this. No man could write as this man wrote by
means of his own natural powers or by means only of
his own regenerated powers. The evidential reason of

this fact is that no man has ever been able to do so.
The one explanation for the ability of Paul and of his
fellow apostles is divine inspiration. The hand of the

Holy Spirit is evident in all that he wrote. I Cor. 3 :13.
The only disproof of Paul’s inspiration that would be

worth consideration would be the composition of some
“letters” that are equal to this and are written by a
man who is not inspired. The Holy Spirit guided
Paul’s mind and thought so that the result bears the
divine stamp. I Cor. 14:37, 38. This written result
is the real evidence of inspiration. It covers in indissoluble union Paul’s thought and his word. This
is what the church terms Verbal Inspiration—and
there is none other as a point of fact. There is not one

wrong or faulty word.

This is Paul’s mind indeed;

Paul’s thoughts indeed; Paul’s words indeed; yet all of

them are under the divine mind and will.

This alone

is the adequate explanation for the “letters” that lie
before us. And this explanation is a fact and not a
theory and still less a hypothesis. You actually touch
this fact every time you read a section from Paul’s
writings.
*

*

It

In 146 B. C. the Roman general Mummius crushed

the aspirations of Greece toward independence by the
complete destruction of Corinth.

For a hundred years
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the site of the city lay waste.
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Julius Caesar sent a

colony of veterans and descendants of freedmen to
rebuild the city, and in due time a new Corinth arose
from the old ruins, that vied in prosperity with the
more ancient city.
Corinth is situated on the so-called Isthmus, a
strip of land that connects the lower peninsula of
Greece with the mainland; hence the term “isthmus”
is now used with reference to any strip of land between
two seas. The city was situated on a tableland 200
feet above the sea; and behind it on the south rose a
towering rock about 2,000 feet high, called the Acrocorinthus and having a summit that was extensive
enough to permit the building of a town upon it. It
was grander than the Acropolis of Athens or even than

Gibraltar.

Corinth had two harbors, Cenchrea on the

eastern sea and Lechmum on the western.

Aristides

called the city “a palace of Neptune,” others spoke
of it as “the city of the two seas,” “the eye of Greece,”
“the capital and grace of Greece.”

The situation of Corinth determined its character
to a great extent. It was a city that was admirably
adapted for shipping and for trade. This fact invited
a mixed population. Paul wrote Romans while he was
in Corinth, and the list of Latin names found at the
end of that letter agrees with the historical statement
that Corinth was a Roman colony. Jews naturally
found a place in Corinth, and their number was increased when the edict of Claudius expelled the Jews
from Rome. Among the arrivals from Rome, due to
this edict, were the tentmaker Aquila and his wife
Priscilla.

The descriptions of Corinth found in ancient writings state that there were many temples in this city,

several of which were devoted to Egyptian deities.
The fact that Egyptian deities were worshiped in this

Greek city is accounted for by the extensive trade
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carried on with Alexandria.

It was, therefore, not

strange that Apollos should go' to Corinth, for he had
studied in the schools of Alexandria.
This trade

brought much wealth to Corinth; nevertheless, a large
number of slaves and of poor people were found here

besides the wealthy. The congregation founded by
Paul was composed chieﬂy of converts from the lower
classes.
’
Corinth was a wicked city even as larger cities
in the empire went at this period.

The very term

“Corinthian” meant a proﬁigate, and the verb “to
Corinthianize" meant to have intercourse with prostitutes. The temple of Venus in the old city boasted that
a thousand female slaves were kept there who were
free to strangers. Venus worship was a mark of the
new city likewise although we have no account of the
females connected with the new temple. Non cuimis
homini contingz‘t adire Com'nthum (Horace) became a
proverb which was translated also into Greek. Money
was freely spent for sinful pleasures. Paul wrote his
description of pagan vice, Rom. 1:18-32, in Corinth.
One of the chief attractions was the Isthmian games,

the custody of which was restored to the new city.
Greeks and Romans flocked to these contests, and the
mobs came in crowds; but the effect of these spectacles
was degrading.
Corinth was never famous for its philosophers;
the name of not one outstanding Corinthian philosopher is known to us. Its boast was trade and the arts.
Corinthian brass became famous, and Corinthian capitals and pillars are still known in architecture. While
philosophic and speculative ideas were undoubtedly
current in Corinth, we should go wrong if we thought

that the members of this congregation were swayed by
philosophic considerations because Corinth was located
in Greece. Thus, fer instance, today many claim to
have yvcicns (they call it “science”) who are not sci-
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entists. or philosophers. Likewise, today many deny
the resurrection on the basis of reasoning only without
a trace of speculative philosophy. The puffed up people

whom Paul scores in Corinth, and the few doubters
there who made free with the resurrection were no
better than many superﬁcial scientists and philosophers
of modern times.

Paul came to Corinth for the ﬁrst time on his
second missionary journey toward the close of the year
51. What we know about his successful labors during
the 18 months of his stay is recorded by Luke in Acts
18:1—7. Paul left Corinth in the year 53. He wrote
First Corinthians in Ephesus during the spring of
the year 57. This letter is in good part Paul’s reply
to a letter just sent him by the Corinthians through
the three messengers mentioned in 16:15-18. Prior
to this time Paul had written a letter to the Corinthians, the only knowledge of which we have from his
own reference to a statement in that letter (5:9).
How and why this letter was lost no one knows. It
is proper to assume that oral news reached Paul from
Corinth at various times during the interval between
53 and 57, likewise that news from him reached the
Corinthians.
Shortly before Paul wrote First Corinthians he
dispatched Timothy to Corinth, sending him by the
land route through the other congregations that lay
along this route, Acts 19:22; I Cor. 4:17; 16:10.
Paul expected Timothy to arrive in Corinth after
First Corinthians had reached the congregation, and
he requested that he be returned without undue delay
to Paul at Ephesus. Timothy thus knew nothing
about First Corinthians until he had come to Corinth
and had found the congregation in possession of the
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letter. Beyond these few facts we know nothing about
Timothy’s visit to Corinth.
Paul left Ephesus, as he had promised in 16:8,
shortly after Pentecost in the year 57. Before leaving he dispatched Titus directly to Corinth by the
sea route while Paul himself took the longer land
route over which he had sent Timothy before Easter.
Titus was to go directly to Corinth and then to return
by land to Troas in order to bring a report to Paul.
This program was not carried out entirely as planned.
Titus was delayed, and Paul became anxious and went

on from Troas and met Titus in Macedonia. Titus
brought excellent news from Corinth. After receiving
a full report from Titus, Paul wrote Second Corinthians
in Macedonia, probably in Philippi, and sent Titus
back to Corinth with this letter. The introduction to
Second Corinthians shows that Timothy was with
Paul on this journey, but this is all we know. Paul
must have found important work to be done in the
different congregations along his route, and this im-

portant work caused him to change his original plan
which contemplated going directly by sea to Corinth,
stopping there a short time, then hastening to Macedonia, and then returning to Corinth.

Instead of fol-

lowing this original plan he ﬁrst attended to the work
in these other congregations and then came to Corinth.

He arrived there in the late fall of 57.
A brief visit of Paul’s to Corinth is indicated in
II Cor. 2:1; 12:14; 13:1, 2. This visit probably occurred

before Paul wrote First Corinthians or between the
writing of First and Second Corinthians. Paul reached
Corinth for the third time according to his program
outlined in I Cor. 16:3, etc., and remained there over
winter, for three months, Acts 20 :2, etc. He then left

for Jerusalem on the journey which Luke describes at
length, Acts 20:3, etc.
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The widest ﬁeld for conjecture is opened up by
some of the data here presented. One group of suppo-

sitions centers about Timothy’s visit to Corinth. Did
he reach Corinth, as Paul contemplated, after Paul’s
letter had been delivered? Some think that he arrived
at and departed from Corinth before the letter was

delivered and that this fact explains Paul’s silence
regarding this visit of Timothy’s to Corinth. Others
suppose that Timothy never got to Corinth and that

this failure explains the absence of further information. Still others think that Timothy came to Corinth
and found Paul’s letter there; and then they surmise
that some disturbances arose in Corinth, which Timothy failed to quell and as a result of which he hastened

back to Paul at Ephesus with a gloomy report. Thereupon Paul sent a better man, Titus, just before Paul

himself left for Corinth by land.
Another group of conjectures centers on the lost
letter and its contents. Not satisﬁed with Paul’s brief

remark in I Cor. 5 :9, efforts are made to ﬁnd the rest
of this letter in the two canonical letters; this is done
by means of a documentary hypothesis.

A third group of conjectures deals with the brief,
painful visit to Corinth which Paul made. The imagination is allowed to play on the phrase ('1! MW occurring
in II Cor. 2:1. This view has its variations but usually
runs in this fashion: Timothy arrives in Ephesus with
very bad news from Corinth regarding the reception of
First Corinthians; Paul hurries to Corinth by sea; he
appears there as a sick man, is indignant and harsh,
and suffers a thorough defeat at the hands of opponents ;
he does not remain long but hurries back to Ephesus
and soon leaves again for Corinth after Pentecost.

Even the time between Easter and Pentecost would be
too brief to allow for this view.
The history of interpretation shows that down to
recent times the various questions that naturally arise
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from the silence of Luke in Acts and from that of Paul
in his two letters were either left as they are, unanswered, or received simple and innocuous explanations.
In later times “the parties” in Corinth (1:21) began
to cause some agitation among the critics, and a number of explanations were offered. This trend still persists. Soon it was, however, overshadowed by a volume
of effort to illumine all the silences of Luke and of Paul
by means of hypotheses until now practically all of the
possibilities of conjecture in this ﬁeld are exhausted.
The more radical minds began to cut up the text of
Paul’s canonical letters, ﬁrst, in order to recover one
or more lost letters, secondly, to reconstruct and to
revamp the canonical letters themselves. These operations ran their course until they denied the authorship
of Paul’s canonical letters. These letters were regarded
as a conglomerate that was formed in the second cen—
tury; Second Corinthians appeared only as a pseudocomposition that was compiled by somebody from reminiscences. To the Hollanders belongs the credit for
running the entire hypothetical scheme into the ground.
We no longer have any letters to interpret.
This hypercritical spirit bore other fruit. In a large
number of places the obvious sense of Paul’s words is

questioned and contradicted. The question of sources
is raised. Where did Paul get this, and where did he
get that? Both pagan and Jewish apocalyptic literature
is scanned with painful effort and the assurance is
given that here lie the sources for many of Paul’s teachings and for many of the terms he employs. He is
credited only with using some of this source material
“in his own way.” Where pagan and Jewish sources

furnish no clear trace they are, nevertheless, assumed
as a reality—we are at present only waiting for the uncovering of these sources.

We decline to furnish the names of these critics
and to list their ﬁndings. For our purpose they are

Introduction
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arid territory. It is love’s labor lost to refute their contentions. Only in certain instances wrong conceptions
that might secure lodgement are exposed and refuted.
Paul’s logic, his rhetoric, and his psychology are also
elucidated and vindicated.
So many commentators overburden their introductions by restating their exegetical ﬁndings in lengthy
detail and by adding a good deal of material from other
sources. We can dispense with this cumbersome method. The very best references to grammar are inserted
Wherever they seem helpful. The translation aims only
at making clear the sense of the original.
Philipp Bachmann has the correct idea regarding
the interpreter’s aim. He should discard the enormous
ballast of false opinions and ephemeral notions and not
lose himself in hopeless efforts to clear up little historical details. He should seek as the palm of his effort
to penetrate with heart and mind into the “demonstration of the Spirit and of power” (I Cor. 2 :4) which is
presented in Paul's letters for the spiritual upbuilding
of the Corinthian congregation in the faith of our Lord
Jesus Christ.

CHAPTER I
The Greeting, 1:1-3
The greeting follows the regular form that is used

by Paul in all his letters. First, the writer’s name in
the nominative; secondly, the persons to whom he
writes in the dative; thirdly, the words of greeting

again in the nominative. Thus in this letter: “Paul
. and Sosthenes

to the church, etc.,

grace and peace.” Each of the three parts of the greeting, as is frequently done by Paul, receives an ampliﬁcation. In Paul's letters these ampliﬁcations invariably
reﬂect the thought and the feeling that are in his
heart as he sets out to write. The greeting thus fore-

shadows the contents and the character of the letter.
1)

Paul, called as an apostle of Jesus Christ

through the will of God, and Sosthenes, the brother.
In this instance the addition to the writer’s name
is compact and weighty. Paul stresses his peculiar
nearness to Jesus Christ as being one sent by him and
at the same time points to the divine authority behind

his words, an authority his readers are to acknowledge
and to obey. All the instructions and the admonitions
of this letter rest on this solid basis. They are all so
important because they come from 3. called apostle of

Jesus Christ. An “apostle” is one who is commissioned
and sent and thus an individual who represents his
sender. The title is itself highly signiﬁcant. While the

term is at times used in a wider sense so as to include
also the immediate assistants of the apostle like Bar-

nabas, Timothy, and others, this is evidently not the
case when the word is employed in the introduction to

a weighty letter. Only the Twelve and Paul are “apostles” in the strict sense of the term.
(19)
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The addition KAq‘rde, “called," a verbal that is used
much like a past participle in the passive, brings to
view the idea that is latent in the term “apostle,” namely that this ambassador of Christ became such by an immediate call from Christ himself. Paul is thinking of
the scene on the road to Damascus. The genitive “of
Jesus Christ” therefore also denotes more than mere
possession (an apostle who belongs to Jesus Christ) ;

it includes origin and agency (an apostle whom Jesus
Christ called and sent). Yet there is no reason to assume that in this connection ‘Paul contrasts himself
with others who falsely claimed apostleship and were
not called and sent by Jesus Christ. Paul is' merely
putting himself in the correct light for his Corinthian
readers in order that they may properly receive what
he writes to them.
The addition “through God’s will” enhances what
has just been said. Paul’s call on the road to Damascus was mediated (Sui) by a‘volition (Oéh‘q’w) formed
on God's part. In another connection Paul shows how
far back this will of God goes, namely to his very birth.
Paul’s call was not produced by a set of fortuitous circumstances. Not accidentally or in a temporal and a

passing manner was Paul called. Nor did he grow
into the call by a kind of evolution or spiritual development on his part. As far as Paul was concerned, he
was developing in the very opposite direction, had, in
fact, already reached the state of the most violent
antagonism to Christ. What turned him about and
changed his entire'character and his life was “God’s
will."
This is, however, not an arbitrary or absolute volitional act that worked irresistibly upon Paul so that
he was forced to become a believer and an apostle. The
Scriptures know of no divine volitional acts of this
kind. Paul himself says: “I was not disobedient unto
the heavenly vision,” Acts 26:19, and implies that he

First Cminthéans 1 :1
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might have disobeyed and set his will against that of
God. The volition of God through which he became an
apostle emanated from the good and gracious will of
God, the saving will of his love which employs the law
and the gospel and by these gracious means lifts men
from death to life, from enmity to devotion and service. In this way Paul was “called through God’s will"
and received his high commission as “an apostle of
Jesus Christ.” The full weight of this divine commission ever rested on Paul’s soul, and in writing to the
Corinthians he bids them, too, to recognize this commission and all that it implies for them.
Paul associates another with himself in writing
this letter: “and Sosthenes, the brother.” In First and

in Second Thessalonians Paul combines two others with
himself and in Galatians an undetermined number of
persons. Sosthenes is thus not designated as being
merely the amanuensis of Paul. The apostle dictated
most or all of his letters. Who received his dictation
in the present instance is a matter of conjecture. It

may have been Sosthenes, it may have been some other
efﬁcient scribe. The association of Sosthenes with Paul
in the composition and the sending of this letter means
much more, namely that Sosthenes and Paul had talked
over the contents of this letter and had fully agreed
on all that is here transmitted. In other words, Sosthenes subscribes to all that Paul has to say.
Many suppose that this Sosthenes is the individual
mentioned in Acts 18:17 and is thus a character who

was well known to the Corinthians and one who was
conversant with the situation in Corinth.

It is also

supposed that he was a half-Christian when he was
compelled to act as a spokesman before the-preconsul
Gallio and for this reason bungled his job. Then the
Jews beat him severely before Gallio’s tribunal (the
lictors of Gallio performed the deed) and thereby aided
in making him completely a Christian. The ﬂaw in this
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story is the fact that the Sosthenes mentioned in Acts
was so rabid that, when Gallio ordered the Jews to
leave, he persisted in remaining until the lictors put
speed into him with their rods.
Moreover, in this letter Paul does not write to the

Corinthians “your brother," does not intimate that any
connection whatever exists between Sosthenes and the
Corinthians. The Jewish Sosthenes mentioned in Acts
is not -the Christian “brother” of Paul’s letter. We
know nothing about him beyond this mention of “the
brother” in this letter. His name is not intended to
add authority to Paul’s letter. The authority back of
it is vested in the apostle. In associating himself with
this brother Paul conveys the idea that the voice of
apostolic authority here unites with the voice of broth-

erly solicitude and that each is represented in a person
who is known to the Corinthians.

2)

The recipients of the letter are, ﬁrst of all,

designated collectively as a body and then described

as to their Christian character and their associates.
To the church of God which is at Corinth, having

been sanctiﬁed in Christ Jesus, called as saints, together with all that call on the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ in every place, theirs and ours.

The term EKKAnaia, “church,” designates the local
congregation in Corinth. The word signiﬁes “assembly,” it is derived from a: and KaAdv and designates
an assembly that gathers in answer to a call issued for
that purpose. This may, of course, mean any kind of
gathering, civic, social, etc. When the Christian ecclesia is to be indicated, a modiﬁer is always added to
diﬁerentiate it and to mark its Christian character.
Here it is the church “of God,” the assembly which
belongs to God in a peculiar way. It is best to take
the genitive in the broadest sense since God is the
originator, lord, living power, protector, comforter,
and ruler of the church. Everything about this ecclesia

First Corinthians 1 :2
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is according. Thus we see how Paul regards the Co«
rinthians when he now writes to them; and he evidently
desires, we may say even calls upon them, to regard
themselves in the same way when this letter is read
to them.
The note thus struck is ampliﬁed by the addition:
“having been sanctiﬁed in Christ Jesus.” Now, how—
ever, Paul uses the plural whereas with the term ecclesia. he employed the singular. So often Paul loves

to dwell on the two or more sides of a concept or an
idea. The perfect participle ﬁymape’vot tells of a past
act and its present and continuing result. The Corinthians, once made holy by the grace of God in Christ
Jesus, by faith continue in this holiness.

This term,

oi ﬁyLaa'pe’vot, is a standard designation for true Christians in the New Testament; it is like at marcﬁome, “they
that believe,” oi KA-q-roi, “they that are called,” etc. The

idea expressed in ayuicew is separation from everything
profane and worldly and devotion to God in Christ
Jesus. Theologically this is called “sanctiﬁcation in
the wider sense,” for it includes conversion, faith,
justiﬁcation, and the life in good works—all that has

made and still makes us the Christians that we are.
This is to be distinguished from “sanctiﬁcation in
the narrow sense,” namely the life in good works,
which constitutes the fruit of faith and justiﬁcation.

The phrase “in Christ Jesus” is to be understood
as meaning “in union and communion with Christ

Jesus” or “in connection with him.” Our entire Christian life became such and is such only in vital connection with Christ Jesus. The moment this little preposition 61! is cancelled we cease to be ‘I'ijape'vot in any sense.
A fruitful study could be made of this pregnant phrase

which recurs again and again in Paul’s letters in all
manner of connections; the studies that have been
made are not satisfactory.
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Paul calls the Corinthians “they that are sanctiﬁed"
in spite of the fact that he has much fault to ﬁnd with
them. Those who overstrain the term to mean “total
sanctiﬁcation," or, if not that, a pietistic, puritanic, or
other type of self-chosen “holiness,” are here corrected
by Paul. He likewise corrects those who go to the other
extreme and think that holiness remains where grave
faults are allowed to continue and become permanent
in a congregation. Observe how Paul rings the changes

on the Savior’s name. “Christ Jesus,” which names
his person and his work in one breath, is the one source
of our Christian being.
Paul now adds appositionally: “called as saints.”
He thus makes a double combination. Like Paul, the
Corinthians are also “called” — he in his ofﬁce “called
as an apostle"; they in their church membership
“called as saints.” The other connection is by way
of «'1wa, “saints,” which takes up and emphasizes 'r'fytaope’von, “they that are sanctiﬁed.” That is what makes
them saints or “holy persons.” In this they have a
like experience with Paul. He was made what he is
by God’s call; they likewise.
In the epistles KA'qrds and depot always signify
called effectively, the call being both extended and accepted. In the Gospels the term is used as denoting
only the call extended so that “the called” are merely
the invitati, Matt. 22:14. The verbal with its passive
idea points to God as the agent who eﬁ'ectively called
the Corinthians by both extending the call and enabling them to accept it by his grace. It is not strange

that Paul uses fryiaa'nc'vot combined with 3wa in addressing this letter to the Corinthians, for the entire burden
of it is instruction and admonition to be more fully
just what these two terms convey.
Thus far Paul has ﬁxed attention only on Corinth,
“the church which is at Corinth,” the assembly of
saints which gathers in that city. It is characteristic
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of the apostle that he does not stop with this idea.
Although all he has to say applies to this city and to
its Christian congregation, Paul sees these people and
wants .them to see and to feel themselves a part of a
vaster whole. So he adds: “together with all that call
on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ in every place,
theirs and ours.” While the Corinthians are grouped
as one congregation in Corinth they are joined with ‘
(a-ﬁv, associative) many others, namely all those in
every place who call upon the Lord’s name.
The others thus named are, of course, not another.
and more extensive group to whom this letter is also
addressed. Paul is not writing a world encyclical.
They are fellow Christians of the Corinthians; and
whenever the Corinthians think of themselves they are

to remember the entire spiritual body of which they
are a part. Here there is the true antidote for individualism and sectionalism. We are not to be Christians just by ourselves but members together with all
the saints of God.
When Paul describes the Corinthians he states
what God has made of them, “they that are sanctiﬁed, that are called saints,” the passive idea is found

in both expressions. When Paul describes the fellow
Christians of the Corinthians he does the reverse: he
states what these Christians themselves do, namely
“call on the name of the Lord.” The one description

we may call objective, the other subjective. To call
on the Lord's name is at the same time the simplest
and the most sufﬁcient way of designating in others
than ourselves what not only makes but also show;
them to be Christians. For calling on the Lord’s name
is a confessional act, one that men generally are able
to perceive. We know that this act can be truly performed only “in connection with the Holy Ghost,"
I Cor. 12:3; and it certainly “saves,” for it goes together with a behaving heart, Rom. 10:9,10.
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But why did Paul vary the designations for the

Corinthians and for those other Christians? When we
are hidden to look at ourselves we can be asked to look
into our own hearts (holiness) ; but when we are bidden to look at others we cannot and really dare not
judge their hearts, we must attend to the confession
which they make in calling on the Lord. An unaccept-

able distinction is made at this point when this Anrufung Christi or calling on the Lord is regarded as
only a relative Anbetung or a relative worship of
Christ, an adoration “beneath” that accorded God. This
is done in support of subordinationism, the doctrine

that Christ is God in a secondary or lower sense. Ex—
egetically there is no ground here or anywhere else in
the Scriptures for such a lowering of Christ, the true
Son of God. The very contrary is true. To call on the

Lord Jesus Christ means the same as to call on God,
i. e., to worship him as God.
Paul loves the full, sonorous designation “our Lord
Jesus Christ.” In the possessive “our” he, of course,
includes himself. “Jesus Christ” combines the incarnate person and his mediatorial work. “Our Lord”
acknowledges this person as our heavenly Savior, Master, and King, to whom we belong with body and with
soul. “To call on him” means to praise, bless, thank,
worship him, and to ask of him all that we need for

body and for soul.
Paul writes: to call on “the name.” The “name”
always designates the person so that there is no difference whether we call on the person or on his name.
Yet the two are not identical, and we may note the
peculiar manner in which the Scriptures speak so
pointedly of the Name. For instance, we are to be
baptized “in the name” of the Father, etc. This “name”
signiﬁes the revelation of the person. It is more than
our names, which are usually only labels although even
we are known by our names, those given to us as babes
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and those acquired by our character, work, etc. We
know God, Christ, etc., by their name or revelation,
for in their cases the name brings them into connection with us so that we truly know, trust, love and
revere them.
There is much discussion regarding the ﬁnal genitive aﬁnrw ml (or 1': m2) may, “theirs and ours.” Sufﬁce it to say that “theirs” refers to “they that call on
the name,” etc., and “ours” refers to the two writers
of the letter. The Corinthians are to think of themselves as being joined together with all those who confess the Lord “in every place” over the entire world

wherever they may be, and all these places may be
divided into two, “theirs and ours.” The effect of the

last genitive is that Paul and Sosthenes are placed
among those that call on the Lord’s name, the “place”

or residence of these two being Ephesus where the letter is being written.
3)
The greeting itself is like that found in
other letters of Paul’s, such as Romans, Galatians,
and Ephesians: Grace to you and peace from God,
our Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ. The gram-

marians supply the optative of wish :17, or some other
verb form, but we prefer to regard the nominatives as

being exclamatory and thus needing no verb form even
in thought.
In these greetings the term xépw or grace takes the
place of the secular xalpsw, “that ye rejoice,” and denotes the undeserved favor Dei as it is in God’s heart

together with all the gifts of that favor, especially
such as pertain to the persons involved. Thus “grace
to you” means: May God and the Lord give you an
abundance of his undeserved gifts!
“And clpyiw,” is the Hebrew shalom, the German Heil,
and denotes the condition that results when God is our
friend, and all is well with us. The objective condition
of “peace” is always the fundamental thing which, of
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course, also has accompanying it the subjective feeling
of peace, namely rest, satisfaction, and happiness in

the heart. The condition is constant and essential, the
feeling may or may not always be present. The condition is to be our ﬁxed possession, and this fact will
assure us that, when the feeling ﬂuctuates and at times
sinks very low, it will revive to greater strength. The
order of these two, grace and peace, remains constant,
grace is always ﬁrst, peace always second. This is
due to the fact that grace is the source of peace. Without grace there is and can be no peace; but when grace
is ours, peace must of necessity follow.
In order to characterize the exalted value of these
gifts Paul adds the modiﬁers: “from God, our Father,”
etc. The preposition 6.176 conveys the idea that the bless.
ings indicated are to ﬂow down to us from above. The
thought of origin is also included. By using the preposition dmi, “from,” only once the two objects governed by it, “God, our Father,” and “the Lord Jesus
Christ,” are regarded as a unit and are thus placed
on a level of equality. This is so self-evident that no
scholar in the Greek will deny it. Yet subordinationism
and those who in other ways modify or cancel the Godhead of Christ lower the position of Christ that is here
expressed by Paul’s phrase. This is done by calling
attention to the two names “our Father" and “Lord”
and by ﬁnding a difference of being in these names so
that Christ’s deity is lowered or lost.
To be sure, not only the two persons here men-

tioned but all three persons of the Godhead have different names. The entire Scripture tells us that. How
this fact involves a subordination of one person to the
other is not apparent. The fact that one person is
called our Father and the other our Lord Jesus Christ
does not lower the second. It merely shows that in
the Holy Trinity all three persons were not fathers,
all three were not incarnate, etc., but that each bears
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a distinct relation to us and our salvation which is unaffected by the identity of their essence.
The names which Paul uses here and elsewhere ‘
apply to the revelation the persons have vouchsafed
to us in connection with the divine work of salvation.
The ﬁrst person is “our Father” because we are his
children in Christ Jesus; and the second person is “the
Lord” or “our Lord” because he has redeemed, purchased, and won us so that we are his own and live
under him in his kingdom and serve him in everlasting righteousness, innocence, and blessedness (Luther).
As long as this one preposition coordinates our Father
and our Lord and makes them one fountain of saving
grace and peace, no ingenuity of men will be able to
sever them and introduce a subordination.
The Introduction, 1 :4-9
4) Paul loves to begin his letters to congregations
with a statement of his gratitude for their spiritual
well-being. This is an entirely natural way of beginning a letter and resembles many of our letters to
friends when we hear that they are doing well. The
introduction to the present letter is certainly marked
with praise. But the passives show that this is praise
for what God has wrought and not for anything the
Corinthians have done. This fact is quite signiﬁcant
for an understanding of the body of the letter, which
has much to criticize in regard to the Corinthians.
Yet Paul is not writing in an ironical manner when
he uses these passive verbs. Such irony would be foolish
and ethically wrong. Nor is Paul thinking of only a
part of the congregation when he writes this praise,
passive though the verbs be (those “of Paul” or those

“of Christ” or the two combined), for the letter is addressed to the church as a whole. What Paul writes
by way of praise is true of the Corinthians in general,
and while he thus points to that which is delightful
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among them, it is understood from the very beginning
that he will have fault to ﬁnd in other respects.
So the apostle begins: I thank my God always
concerning you on the basis of the grace of God

which was given you in Christ Jesus, etc.
A little personal touch is added by inserting “my”
before “God,” although some MSS. omit this pronoun.
Paul is speaking about his prayer life when he writes:
“I thank my God.” He ever bore his congregations on

his heart and constantly prayed for them. He does not
merely ask God to bestow grace and gifts upon them to
supply their spiritual needs, he always remembers with

a grateful heart the many gifts God has already
granted to his people. Even when there is much to
ask for them, these needs do not dim Paul’s eyes to
the shining gifts God has already granted. This thank-

fulness on Paul’s part is an example for us all. God
loves to add new blessings when past blessings are re-

ceived and cherished with true gratitude.
Paul’s prayers rest on (ém’ with the dative) the
grace which God has vouchsafed to the Corinthians in
connection with (c'v as in v. 2) Christ Jesus. “Grace”
is itself the highest and most comprehensive of God’s

undeserved gifts and here embraces all that God has
so freely bestowed on the Corinthians. Yet Paul marks
this gift expressly as a gift by adding the aorist parti-

ciple Suede-q, “which was given.” The tense of the participle emphasizes the past fact of God’s giving and at
the same time summarizes all God’s giving. The great

Giver is “God,” and the sphere of his giving is the
blessed circle drawn by the phrase “in Christ Jesus.”
All the divine gifts of grace which enrich the Corinthians and all the grace itself from which they ﬂow
are connected from beginning to end with “Christ
Jesus,” i. e., with his person and his work.
5)
While “grace,” as here used, is all-comprehensive and includes all of God’s gifts to the
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Corinthians, Paul is thinking of this grace as being
something speciﬁc and concrete, hence he now speciﬁes: that in everything ye are enriched in him, in

all utterance and all knowledge. The passive of the
preceding participle “was given” is continued in the
case of the verb “were enriched.” A second time Paul
thus draws attention to what God has done for the
Corinthians: by the gift of his grace he “made them
rich.” The verb arxouri’gwaat instead of the more frequent

mpwaniew, “to abound,” is more select. It suggests that
formerly the Corinthians were poor spiritually, yea

utterly destitute, but that this has now been wondrously changed -— they have come into great spiritual

wealth. It is certainly true that the Corinthians possess, without any merit or worthiness on their part,
tremendous spiritual riches.

The idea of greatness is enhanced by the phrase
“in everything.” God had withheld nothing from them.
And all that he had given them was, of course, c‘v c.1574},
in connection with Christ. For the third time we meet

this signiﬁcant phrase in these ﬁrst lines. While the
aorist is historical and again sums up the entire enrichment in one punctiliar idea, Paul does not intend
to refer only to his own past work in founding the
congregation. Nor can he by the use of this aorist
mean that the Corinthians were so enriched at one
time, but that they had now lost a good part of this
enrichment through faults of their own, the faults Paul
is about to discuss. The aorist merely sums up all their
wealth from the beginning to the present time. The

question of faults and losses is not touched as yet.
It is enough that God has been so good to the Corin-

thians.
They have been made rich by God “in everything.”
What this means is now stated: “in all utterance and
in all knowledge.” The word Aéyoc means more than
“utterance” or speaking; it includes the thought as
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well as its expression by means of the sounds of language. The comprehensive phrase “in all utterance”
cannot be restricted to some speciﬁc type of utterance
such as the speaking in tongues, which Paul intends
to discuss in this letter. The phrase must here refer
to any and every form of expressing the saving truth
of Christ, namely practical and theoretical, devotional
and apologetic, pastoral instruction and admonition
and public preaching and teaching. This, of course,
includes the knowledge that is necessary for such utterance whenever teaching is engaged in.

However,

the addition “in all knowledge” does not intend to express this self-evident plea, for then “knowledge”

should be mentioned ﬁrst and “utterance” second. The
“knowledge” here added to “utterance” is the result
of the latter. Where all the forms of teaching and
of admonition abound, there, as a natural result, all
the forms of knowledge will spread in the congregation and'thus likewise abound. Such, then, was the
wealth with which the Corinthians were enriched when
Paul wrote this letter. Paul and Apollos and other
notable men had taught the Corinthians, and this work
had been done among them with very rich results.
6) The next clause indicates the deeper eﬁ‘ect
produced in the hearts of the Corinthians: even
as the testimony of Christ was conﬁrmed in you.
“In you” means in your hearts by an increase of faith.
Instead of writing “the gospel,” Paul says “the testimony of Christ” was conﬁrmed in you. This is not the

testimony which others brought to the Corinthians
“concerning Christ” as R. 500 supposes (objective genitive), but the testimony which Christ himself made
while he was here on earth

(subject genitive)

as we see from I~ Tim. 6 :13: Jesus roii [Lapmpﬁoawoc in:
nom’ov, Hika’d'ou, and from many other references to
Christ’s testimony. The verb is again passive: “was
conﬁrmed,” made solid and strong in your hearts, the
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passive pointing to God as the agent and thus strengthening the effect of the previous passives. To conﬁrm
Christ’s testimony in you means to plant it solidly in
your hearts by faith. Giving is the broadest of the
three verbs; making rich is more speciﬁc; conﬁrming
narrows the idea down still more and refers it to the

very hearts of the Corinthians.
7) The next clause: so that you come behind
in no gift, with its present inﬁnitive, points out the
result of all of this past activity of God’s as it is
found in the present condition of the Corinthians. As
Paul sees them now, they “come behind” in no gift.

We may say that they come behind no other of the
various churches. God has done no less for them and
in them than he has accomplished in others. Or, leaving out the comparison with other congregations, the

Corinthians fall short, as far as God’s activity in their
case is concerned, in no respect. Since Paul is here
speaking in general terms, “in no gift” cannot refer
to the special charismatic gifts of the early church
but must point to the general gracious gifts of God
with which true believers are always duly endowed,
the spiritual blessings of Christianity in general.
We may ask how Paul determines when a con-

gregation does not fall behind or come short. The
added participial clause contains the answer: waiting for the revelation of our Lord Jesus Christ. A
congregation does not come behind or fall short when
it is waiting for the Lord’s revelation. The present
participle does not include patient waiting, quiet holding out, but refers rather to an expecting something
which one does not as yet have but to which one is
looking forward. In the case of the Corinthians the

object of their waiting is “the revelation of our Lord
Jesus Christ,” which, of course, refers to the last great
day. This is, indeed, a “revelation” because the Lord
will then reveal himself fully by visibly appearing to
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the universe in all his glory. Whoever is equipped to
look forward aright to that glorious revelation does
not “come behind in any gracious gift.”
8) The two present tenses “ye do not come hehind” and “waiting for” point to the present state
of the Corinthians. Yet “the revelation” of Christ
lies in the future. In order to bridge this interval
Paul adds the relative clause concerning Christ and
then in v. 9 the new sentence concerning God. Concerning Christ, whose glorious revelation the Corinthians await at the last day, Paul writes: who shall
conﬁrm you until the end as not to be accused in
the day of our Lord Jesus Christ. Observe these
solemn repetitions of the sacred name “our Lord Jesus
Christ.” They echo through this introduction.
The future tense “shall conﬁrm you” has the force
of a divine promise. But as throughout this introductory paragraph Paul thanks God for what God has
done for the Corinthians, so in this relative clause it
is Christ and his work that are stressed. He will conﬁrm the Corinthians. The phrase “until the end,” as
its position indicates, modiﬁes the verb “shall conﬁrm"
you. And “end” is here not the end of life but the
ﬁnal end marked by the day of the Lord.
The verbal aveyxaﬁrous, “as not to be accused,” is
forensic so that no indictment can be lodged before a
judge. This shows the character of “the day” of the
Lord. In that day he shall be revealed as the Judge of
the whole world. And now his “conﬁrming” becomes
clear. He conﬁrms us by keeping us true in the faith
so that we have daily forgiveness of sins and are kept
from deadly errors and sins by which faith would be
destroyed and we should fall into the condemnation of
the devil.

9)

Paul doubles this assurance and promise:

Faithful is God, through whom ye were called into
the fellowship of his Son Jesus Christ, our Lord.
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The adjective manic is placed emphatically forward
and means trustworthy, reliable. The preceding context shows in what respect this is true, namely in
respect to all that he does for our ﬁnal salvation. If
we were left to depend on ourselves we should surely
be lost; but we can trust God completely. The work
he has begun in us he will most certainly also complete.
For this reason Paul reaches back with the relative
clause: “through whom ye were called,” to the very
beginning of God’s work upon the Corinthians. This
last verb, too, is in the passive. Yet Paul writes sent,
“through” whom, and not fmi, “by” whom. The passive
verb itself contains the idea that God is the agent in
our effective call, the cause principalis of that call
(inns) . When Paul writes Sui he adds the idea that God
is also the supreme medium through whom the call is
extended to us. It is a matter of how one desires to
present God when speaking about the call. This God
is “faithful” and worthy of our trust, not only in regard to what he will from now on do for our salvation,

but also because his faithfulness reaches back‘ to the
very ﬁrst moment of our saving contact with him. God,
who began the blessed work in the Corinthians, cannot
at any time thereafter become indifferent or show
neglect.

The phrase “into the fellowship,” etc., embraces
the entire communion with Christ, including the con-

summation at the last day. In this life our communion
with Christ is mediated on his part by Word and sacra—
ment, in and through which he comes to us, in and by

which he makes his abode with us and dwells in us.
There is no fellowship of Christ with us apart from

his Word and sacrament. On our part this communion
with Christ is mediated by faith. Love, devotion, worship, and all works by which we serve him are never

independent but spring forth as the fruits of faith.
Take away faith, and the communion ceases forth-
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with. It is as pure and intense as our faith is pure and
intense. Everything else indicates only the character
and the degree of our faith.
When he closes the introductory paragraph Paul
again uses the sacred name, but this time he adds the

designation “his Son.” The claim that Paul never calls
Jesus the Son of God is here refuted by the clearest
language. Likewise the abstract claim that Jesus is
not truly God. “His Son” appears without a modify—
ing adjective or phrase for the suﬁicient reason that

Jesus is God’s Son in no modiﬁed sense. Instead of
placing him on a lower level than that occupied by the

Father (subordinationism) or making him a being
that was created somewhere in eternity by the Father
(Arianism) or reducing him to a mere human being

who received divine glory from the Father (rationalism, etc.), Paul’s designation places our Lord on
an equality with the Father. The nature of “his Son”

cannot differ from that of the Father. Every other instance in which Jesus is called God’s Son in the Scriptures, in which his oneness with the Father is asserted
together with his eternal pre-existence, helps to make
plain what “his Son” signiﬁes in the present connec-

tion. Paul, of course, adds "his Son” at the end of
this paragraph in order to establish all that he writes

about Jesus as our Lord. For Jesus cannot be our
Lord and together with the Father our one fountain
of grace unless he is, indeed, God’s own Son, equal
with the Father and one with him in essence.
A silent signiﬁcance illuminates the entire paragraph. Paul does not praise the Corinthians as such
for their faith or for their love and their works. He

only thanks God for God’s grace, gift, conﬁrmation,
etc. The passive verbs have a silent purpose. For Paul
concludes with God’s and God’s Son’s conﬁrmation in
view of the ﬁnal judgment. The Corinthians are to
feel that they still need conﬁrmation in various re-
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spects. When Paul visits the congregations he has
founded he does this in order to conﬁrm them. He is

God’s humble instrument in this vital and necessary
work. This letter intends to serve the same blessed
purpose. The Corinthians are to be quite sure as to
how they shall appear at the last great day. On God
they can rely, but how about themselves? This is, in-

deed, a masterly introduction to the letter that now
follows.

The First Part of the Letter
The Preachers of the Corinthians, 1:10-4:21
I.

The Party Contentions, 1:10-17.

II.

The Foolishness of Preaching the Cross
of Christ, 1:18-31.

III.

The Preachers of the Wisdom of the
Cross, chapter 2.

IV.

V.
VI.

The

Preachers

as

God’s

Co—workers,

3:1-9.
God’s Building, 3:10-23.
God’s

Tried

and

Faithful

Stewards,

chapter 4.

I.

The Party Contentions, 1:10-17

10) In his other letters Paul ﬁrst oﬁ‘ers doctrine and secondly admonition. In this letter he at
once writes: “I admonish you.” The “conﬁrmation”
promised to the Corinthians in v. 8 is thus to be
realized at once. While this letter is thus to be built
up of admonition, this admonition is often combined

with doctrinal statements and explanations of the
greatest value.

Paul begins: Now I admonish you,
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brethren, through the name of the Lord Jesus Christ,
that you all speak the same thing, and that there
be no factions among you, but that you be perfected
in the same mind and in the same judgment.
I

(l

Paul uses the common transitional 8:, now,” and
also the loving address “brethren” with its friendly
appeal to the heart. There were many troubles and
faults among the Corinthians, and yet these do not
sever the fraternal tie that binds them to Paul. While
this is true and should not be minimized, a deduction
such as the following would be contrary to Paul’s in—
tention: that congregations may settle down perma—

nently into evil conditions like those which existed in
Corinth without impairing their fraternal relations
with Paul and with those who are true as he was. For
this entire letter is directed at one thing only, namely

to remove the faults and the evils thathad begun to
show themselves in Corinth. Only because Paul intends to and most sincerely hopes to accomplish this
purpose does he write to these “brethren.” His tone is
gentle and matches the fraternal address. The English
versions which translate “I beseech” may mislead, for
napalm)“; does not mean “I beg” but rather “I call upon
you,” “I summon,” “I admonish you.” This word is
tactful and brotherly, and yet Paul is not forgetting
that he writes as an apostle of Jesus Christ, v. 1. The
authority he would exercise is the same whether it

speaks softly or ﬁnds itself compelled to speak sternly.
Paul mediates (Sm‘) his summons “through the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ.” Once more we hear
the full, solemn designation of the Savior, which always brings to mind all of his saving power and grace.

And now again (v. 2) the sum: or “name” is joined
with this designation, which directs our attention to
the revelation by which Christ makes himself known
to us, and by which we know him. In all that Paul intends to write in his admonition he will use Christ’s
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name or revelation to enlighten and to move. ‘Ifhere is
no saving or no cleansing power apart from this
“name.” After verbs of urging or commanding the
subﬁnal Iva, “that,” may be used, R. 1046, which introduces the substance of the admonition or the command.
Here it is: “that you all speak the same thing.”
The subject as well as the object of the verb are emphatic by their position. In a broad way Paul states
in this brief summary the theme of the entire ﬁrst
part of his letter: That All May Speak The Same Thing.
They are all to be a unit in what they think and say
as Christians, for My» always involves the thought
that is put into words and never indicates merely the
sounds of the lips or the form of expression.
A negative formulation is at once added, and this
by coordination, Kai: “and that there be no factions
among you,” divisions or parties that disrupt the unity
that ought to be. When Paul writes “you all” he does
not imply that some of the Corinthians are not speaking as they ought. So he also writes: “that there be,”
and not: “that there may no longer be” (pnxe'n a}, or ’13]

yc'vq-rat), leaving unsaid whether the “factions” are already actual or only impending. We catch a glimpse
of Paul’s heart. He is not swift to put the worst construction upon questionable conditions, to surmise evil,
or to exaggerate. In this respect we shall always ﬁnd
him to be the same.
Paul’s carefulness appears also in the third and
positive statement which he attaches with the slightly
adversative b‘é: “but that you be perfected,” etc. Instead of the present subjunctive KarapriC'qaae, which
would imply an actual torn condition that is to be
remedied, he writes in xarapﬂa'pévon and uses the perfect
participle as a predicate after ﬁre: “that you may be
(or may go on being) such as have been perfectly ﬁtted
out" (from apnoe). Paul thus omits the implication
that the Corinthians are actually divided at this time.
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Such an implication is sometimes read into Paul’s
words, and a correspondingly dark picture is painted
of the conditions existing in Corinth; yet such a dis.
mal picture is not in accord with the facts. The Corinthians are to be Christians who have been perfected,
adjusted, and well furnished “in the same mind and
in the same judgment." The two phrases elucidate
Paul’s statement in which he calls on the Corinthians
to speak the same thing. When they are properly equipped they will not differ among themselves in regard to
spiritual understanding or in regard to spiritual judgment. Back of our speaking is the mind or the understanding by which we grasp a subject; and, having
grasped it, we form our judgment and our conclusions;
and these we put into speech.
Both voz‘s, “mind,” and yvu'ap'q, “judgment,” are
neutral terms and may deal with secular or spiritual
matters; here, of course, the latter are meant. Paul
desires that the same mind and the same judgment be
found in all of the Corinthians and not divergent or
contradictory conclusions. Yet mere harmony and
agreement is not Paul’s ideal but a unity of right understanding and of judgment. This is the thought that
underlies his words. The apostle is not thinking in a
special way about doctrinal unity as he does in Eph.
4:3, etc., although this, too, is included. He has in
mind the various questions that have arisen in Corinth
and the contradictory answers the Corinthians have
given to these questions. The situations that had developed were not properly understood by some, and hence
their judgments, too, had been warped. As a result
some spoke in favor of a thing, others against it; or
there was even a variety of opinions.
Similar clashes occur in our congregations today.
Paul would not have us believe that differences of this
kind are immaterial as long as no doctrine is directly
involved. If they are allowed to continue, the result
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must eventually be oxio‘ya‘ra, factions and rents in the
congregation, which are not only disturbing but also
destructive in their effect.
11) With all plainness of speech Paul now
states to What he refers and addresses his readers
even more tenderly than he did before: For it has

been signiﬁed to me concerning you, my brethren,
by Chloe’s people that there are contentions among
you.
The aorist c’quuﬁaq merely states the fact that Paul
has obtained this information, yet, placed forward as

it is, this verb has the emphasis: due information has
reached Paul. “By Chloe’s people,” literally, “by those
that belong to Chloe,” remains indeﬁnite for us since
we know nothing about this lady nor about the people
who belong to her, whether these were relatives of
hers or possibly slaves. Was she one of the well-known

members of the congregation at Corinth whose people
had occasion to visit Paul at Ephesus? Or did she her-

self reside in Ephesus, and had some of her people
been at Corinth? The Corinthians need no further explanation.

Paul names the source of ’his information. He is
not entertaining idle rumors which do so much damage

in the church before their evil buzzing can be ﬁnally
quieted. Nor is Paul secretive. The Corinthians need

not ask: “Who told him?” Paul is quite open. The
Corinthians themselves had sent a letter to Paul, which
he had just received, in which they asked him about
a number of things that troubled them, but they had
said nothing in their letter about the 5,3685; or “conten-

tions” that Chloe’s people reported to him. We do not
know why the Corinthians said nothing on this subject.
We note only that Paul does not reprove them for this
omission. Perhaps they did not realize the danger that
threatened them through these bickerings.
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We may ask whether it was ethically proper for

those of Chloe to tell Paul what they knew about the
conditions existing in Corinth. The question answers
itself, for Paul accepted and acted on the information
he thus received. Observe, too, that ro'w is plural. A
number of witnesses attested the facts to the apostle.
This is not a case of “talking behind people’s backs.”
Aus Liebe zur Besserung etwas an gehoerigem Ort anzeigen ist keine Sumde wider das achte Gebot, mar
huete 1mm sick, dass ueber die Waltrheit m‘chts hinzugesetzt werde. Hedinger. Another caution is in place:
“Beware lest ill-will or secret malice prompt you to

report.” Paul’s information is to the effect that aortas
or “contentions," Zaenkerez'en, quarrelings, prevail
among the Corinthians.
12) Paul at once speciﬁes: Now this I mean,
that each one of you says, I am of Paul; and I of
Apollos; and I of Cephas; and I of Christ.
Only as a matter of history would there be any
value in discussing the many varying opinions that
have been held in regard to these Corinthian parties.
Sufﬁce it to say that Paul enumerates four different
parties. Yet the case is overstated when these parties
are called axiapma, splits or divisions. That stage had
not yet been reached. The term ch8¢s implies only that
the members who used these various slogans wrangled
with each other. Of course, if this wrangling were to
continue, actual schisms and divisions would eventually
result. The genitive used with and denotes attachment:
“I belong to Paul,” etc. Paul and Apollos had labored
in Corinth, Peter had not, and, of course, Christ had
not.
The ﬁrst three slogans implied that those who used
‘them boasted of the excellency, the special gifts, and
the grand results attained on the part of the man
whose name they vauntingly proclaimed. Some had
been converted by Paul, others by Apollos who fol-
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lowed Paul, and still others by Peter. The latter mem—
bers had come to Corinth after Paul had left and in
all probability were Jewish Christians from Palestine
who extoled Peter as the foremost of the Twelve. Apollos, learned and eloquent and at the same time very
successful, could easily have gained a contentious personal following after he left this ﬁeld of his labors.
Since he was the founder of the congregation Paul
certainly stood high in the estimation of the original
members. The wrong and the dangerous feature attendant upon the estimation in which these men were
held was not the fact that these great teachers had
their devoted personal admirers, who praised their
excellencies and their achievements in the church, but
the fact that these friends should exalt these teachers
to an unwarranted degree, pit the one against the
other, and misuse their good names for the purpose of
forming parties and wrong distinctions in the 'con—
gregation.
Some of the members in Corinth sensed the wrong
nature of this proceeding and thus came to make their
shibboleth: “I of Christ.” This was in a manner correct. As Paul continues writing, we observe that he
discusses only three of these contentions, for the most
part only two, the one centering about himself and the
one centering about Apollos. The party of Peter was
in all likelihood small. Paul says no more regarding
the Christ party. Only in 3:21 we read: “Let no one
glary in men” ; then in v. 23: “You are Christ’s"; compare 1:31: “He that glorieth, let him glory in the
Lord." All this indicates that Paul in a way sided with
the Christ party. He can, however, not say this outright. It will not do to place Christ into competition
with man as the head of a party over against other
parties. The fault of the Christ party is the fact that
it allows itself to become only a. party and thus is also
drawn into the party wranglings.
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13) In a highly effective manner Paul at once
explodes the folly of this entire party matter. He
reduces the contentions of the Corinthians to absurdities. That is the true “understanding” and
“judgment” concerning them. Is Christ divided?
was Paul cruciﬁed for you? or were you baptized
in the name of Paul?
We regard the ﬁrst sentence as a question and not
as an exclamation although the Greek has no interrogative particle. Such a particle is not always needed.
To make the ﬁrst sentence exclamatory and the other
two interrogative would be too odd. “Has Christ been
divided?” does not, of course, intend to ask whether
he has been cut up into parts so that we have him in
so many separate parts (this is the force of the perfect
tense). This dividing refers to different kinds of
Christ: a Paul Christ, an Apollos Christ, a Peter
Christ, and beside these just a plain, unmarked Christ.
The very idea is absurd to Christians. Christ is one,
absolutely and always one. Why, then, these silly
wranglings?
There is, however, another possibility. When some
say: “I belong to Paul,” while others say: “I belong
to Christ,” the former speak against the latter as
though Paul, too, were a kind of Christ or in some
way an equivalent of Christ. Hence the question: “You
certainly do not intend to say, what your words
strangely seem to imply, that Paul was cruciﬁed for
you?” The particle mi, like the Latin num, implies a
negative answer. Cruciﬁxion is mentioned as the outstanding redemptive act of Christ. The very idea that
Paul might thus be cruciﬁed for the Corinthians is
absurd. This question is put only with regard to Paul
although it could with equal right have been put with
regard to Apollos and with regard to Peter. Paul is
not ﬂattered by these Corinthians who claim this attachment to him. The reverse is true. So Paul men-
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tions only his own party and their absurd action and
lets the readers supply the questions regarding the
other two preachers.

“Paul,” “Apollos,” “Peter,” and “Christ” are
names, and the Corinthians used them as labels in
their party contentions. Thinking of that, Paul asks:

“Or, certainly, you were not baptized ‘in Paul’s name’
or with a Paul baptism?” Only One was cruciﬁed for
our redemption, and so there are also not different
baptisms, a Pauline, an Apollos, and a Petrine bap-

tism, but only one, the Christ baptism. Any other notion is absurd. And yet this very absurdity is contained in the shibboleths of the Corinthians. Here Paul
again castigates only his own party and allows his
readers to supply what is necessary for the rest. When
he asks these questions Paul ﬁnds no fault with the
fourth party, the one that names itself after Christ.
This does not, of course, mean that they were wholly

faultless, for in a way, when they lower Christ to the
level of a party head and thus place him in competition
with other party heads, this party, too, is in the wrong.
Strange to say, men still invent Christs to suit their
own religious whims. Instead of the Christ that was,
and is, and ever shall be, the same yesterday, and today, and forever, they create a changeable and a variously colored Christ. All of them are distortions of the
genuine and only Christ, some of them have a Christ
in only the Oriental garments. He is to them no longer
virgin-born, nor risen from the dead, nor equal in
essence with the Father, etc.
The phrase “in the name of Paul” intends to allude
to the great commission: baptizing “in the name” of
the Father, etc. In regard to the term “name” see v. 2
and 10. To baptize in the name, etc., does not mean to

baptize by the authority of, etc. The preposition eis‘ is
static and has the idea of sphere: “in,” not that of

direction: “into” (as even the R. V. still translates).
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In the Koine, the Greek of this period, eis' has already
invaded the territory of the static verbs and the verbs
of being so that we ﬁnd even aim (is. See R. 591, etc.,
on the entire subject. f‘In the name” = in union or in
connection with the revelation, etc. There is such a
“name” of Christ in connection with which we are
baptized, but no such “name” of Paul, which makes it
absurd even to think of being baptized “in the name
of Paul.”
14) Paul is grateful to God for the fact that,
while he labored in Corinth, he was providentially
led so that he personally baptized only a few among
the ﬁrst converts in the Corinthian congregation.
I thank God that I baptized none of you save Crispus

and Gains. He can write “none of you” because this
states the rule of his procedure; he then adds the
few exceptions. These were so few in number that
they could never constitute a party on the ground of

their baptism through the agency of Paul. Crispus is
the late ruler of the Jewish synagogue, one of the very
ﬁrst converts to be gained in Corinth, Acts 18 :8, who
was baptized by Paul. Gaius we know as Paul’s host
on his later visit to Corinth when Paul there wrote
the letter to the Romans, Rom. 16:23.
15) The negative purpose clause: lest anyone
should say that you were baptized in my name,
depends on the previous 6n clause: “that I baptized
none of you,” etc., and not on the main verb: “I thank
God.” If Paul had baptized many in those early days

of his labor in Corinth, and if all these now gave Paul’s
name to a party that had been formed by them, those
of the other parties or any slanderous person among
them might say that those people who constituted
Paul’s party had been baptized in Paul’s name.
To understand what Paul refers to we should not
think of a substitution of the name of Paul for that
of the Trinity in the formula of baptism, for that is
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not the idea to be conveyed. To be baptized in Paul’s
name is an expression that is parallel to the one that
was well known, namely to be baptized in Christ’s
name or in Jesus’ name. “Christ” and “Jesus” are not
found in the baptismal formula, so also Paul’s name
need not be in order to make it a baptism in his name.
Although it is administered in the name of the Triune
God, baptism is said to be, a baptism in Jesus’ name
because he is the saving Mediator (note above “cruciﬁed”) ; and thus the sacrament is distinguished from
the various Jewish washings and lustrations that were
connected with the old ceremonial law. Baptism in
Paul’s name, while, of course, using the Trinitarian
formula for the act, would mean to place the mediatorial saving power in Paul’s person. The outrageous
idea which Paul combats throughout is that men or
any man should in any way be substituted for Christ
in the church, whether by loving attachment or by
Vituperative hostility (“lest anyone should say”). We
may today be glad to say that we were baptized (conﬁrmed or married) by some beloved and revered pastor, but let no one go beyond that and attribute any
special eﬂ‘icacy to that pastor’s acts.
16) Some are surprised that Paul should add:
Now I baptized also the household of Stephanas; besides I do not know whether I baptized anyone else.
Stephanas was an important person who together with
his family had done much for the Corinthians. At this
very time he was in Ephesus with Paul, I.Cor. 16:15.
The question is asked: “How could the baptism of so
important a family come to Paul’s mind as a kind of
afterthought?" The answer lies in 16 :15. Stephanas

was “the ﬁrst fruits of Achaia” (note: not of Corinth), and while he was now a member of the congregation in Corinth he had been baptized in Athens
where he was the ﬁrst person in all Achaia (Greece)

to be converted. When Paul runs over in his mind the
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persons whom he had baptized in Corinth he naturally
did not at once remember this family whom he baptized before he even reached Corinth.
There is likewise surprise that Paul should confess: “Besides I do not know whether I baptized anyone else.” A considerable time had elapsed since Paul
had left Corinth, and he had been very busy in other
places. Here, as elsewhere. we see that God does not
proceed in a mechanical fashion in Inspiration, but

that he uses the minds of the chosen writers with such
powars as they have. In this instance God does not
consider it necessary to stimulate Paul’s memory itself or to give it other aid so as to recall the entire
list of people whom he had baptized while he was in
Corinth. He may or he may not have baptized a few
more. The point to be noted is this, and that alone
is stressed, that Paul never baptized a sufﬁcient number to constitute a party of any kind in the Corinthian
congregation, and he is glad of that fact.
17) This may, however, cause surprise. Should
Paul, like our pastors, not be happy to have brought
as many families as possible into the church by
means of baptism? Paul explains at once (yép) :
For Christ sent me not to baptize but to preach the
gospel. This explanation is perhaps even more sur-

prising than the question of surprise which it answers.
It was a habit of Paul’s, we may say, to pursue a
thought to its real end, and to do so at once or eventually. This is the case here. The Lord’s commission reads:

“Disciple by baptizing,” Momma“ Bamizowec, Matt.
28:19, and, thinking superﬁcially, one might conclude
that the apostles were to go on baptizing as many
people as possible, but this is not the case. The duty.
of the apostles (the chosen men whom the Lord sent,
dws’cmuk) was to go from place to place and to spread
the gospel (note cl'xa'y'yeManﬁat) as far as possible. Thus
the work assigned to them is really preaching and
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The work of administering baptism when

the preaching and the teaching had produced conversion was a matter that any assistant of an apostle

could easily attend to, for it certainly required no immediate apostolic call.
So also the elders or pastors whom the apostles
appointed in the newly founded congregations went on
indeﬁnitely, baptizing the new converts that were won
after the apostles had left. Nothing derogatory is thus
implied in regard to the sacrament itself or to its vital

importance, it is merely the slight task of administering the sacrament of which Paul speaks. The chief
apostolic work, that for which men of no lesser standing than apostles were required, Paul declares is
EL’IayycNZcoeaL, spreading the gospel itself in the Wide
world.
With the word alayyalgwﬁal Paul reaches the great
truth which he intends to elaborate more fully in this

letter, this matter of preaching the gospel and judging
rightly those who do this preaching. The point at issue
in Corinth is therefore at once added: to preach the
gospel not in word-wisdom in order that the cross of
Christ may not be made empty.

Much has been written about the “wisdom” which
Paul begins to discuss. This ao4u’a is beyond question

a vital term in this ﬁrst part of Paul’s letter. At this
early stage of our study we need to note only that this
is “the wisdom of the wise,” v. 19, and that it goes to-

gether with “the prudence of the prudent”; it is “the
wisdom of the world,” v. 20, and is opposed by another wisdom, “the wisdom of God,” and by Christ
himself as the embodiment of “God-wisdom.” More
details will be furnished by the paragraphs that follow, but already here we have enough information to
determine what the aoqsta which Paul repudiates
signiﬁes.
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It cannot signify merely the philosophic form of
preaching the gospel as though this is forbidden to
Paul; also, as distinguished from this form, it is quite
self-evident that Paul would not preach the substance
of the worldly wisdom of his time. We need not sharply
divide substance from form. It should be rather selfevident that, where the substance is to be found, there
the natural and the proper form to express that substance ought also to appear; and where the substance
is absent, the form that accompanies it ought also to

disappear; and if it is appropriated by another substance, the form will be unnatural, a mere mask that
honest men will discard. The genitive Myou also does
not mean “form," for in verse 18 Paul uses Myo: with
reference to the cross of Christ.
This distinction between form and substance overlooks the preposition iv: Paul dare not preach e'v a‘ocln'u
Ao’you, “in word-wisdom." The preposition denotes
sphere. Paul’s preaching of the gospel must remain
entirely outside of the sphere here indicated. The inside of this forbidden sphere is oocﬁia A6701», both nouns
are without the article so that they are practically a
compound term, Wortweisheit, “word-wisdom.” The
chief term is, of course, “wisdom"; this is to be taken

in the sense indicated in the two verses following. The
minor term is “word” in its natural sense of “statement,” the expression of thought by means of language. “Word” is here practically equivalent to “doc-

trine," save that the doctrine is also spoken. Paul is
to keep his entire gospel preaching away from the
sphere, the inside of which consists of the world’s
“wisdom-statement” or “wisdom-doctrine.”
The translation of our versions is rather misleading: “wisdom of words.” The Greek does not have the
plural, and Paul does not have in mind a wisdom that
consists of “words" or offers only “words." Moreover,

we should not overlook the fact that the whole matter
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of preaching the gospel, aawaizwom, also deals with
Myos, “statement” or “doctrine,” for in the very next

verse we meet “the word (Aéyos) of the cross,” and
again in 2:4 Paul has “my word (Ad-yes) and my proclamation (xﬁpuypa),” both terms denoting the substance he proclaims.
We have a parallel in the Judaizers we meet in
Galatia. They preached the gospel in connection with
the law, they mingled the two and thereby nulliﬁed
the gospel. They made of Christ a law-Christ, a Christ
that does not, of course, exist. Something similar occurred in Corinth where Greek philosophic notions

prevailed. The danger was present that some would
admire and desire to have preached to them, not the
gospel that Christ proclaimed, but a wisdom-gospel,
a philosophy-gospel, a gospel that was ﬁtted to the
proud Greek learning of the day.
A similar situation exists today with regard to our
current, so-called “science.” Preachers who accept
the hypotheses and the speculations of this “science"
without question try to put the gospel or what they

make of the gospel into what they consider a necessary
and ﬁtting connection with (Ev) this “science,” especially with “evolution” and its supposed but spurious
facts and deductions. The resulting mixture is not the
gospel. Paul’s at, "not,” is highly peremptory even by
its position at the head of the phrase: “not in word-

wisdom.” It completely bars out this kind of procedure. The gospel is in no way to be accommodated to
any modern scientiﬁc or other wisdom. The plea of
modernists

that certain

Scriptural

“categories

of

thought” are worn out and must now be replaced by
modern categories is a species of deception that does
away with eternal, unchanging verities under the claim
that they are only temporary modes of thought.
What this mode of procedure results in, and what
Christ’s purpose is in forbidding it, Paul states with
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brevity and with force: “in order that the cross of
Christ may not be made empty.” The combination of
human wisdom with the gospel makes the gospel itself of none effect, xevée, “empty,” without inner reality
or substance. The gospel would not only lose some
quality or some part of itself; it would evaporate
entirely and leave only a hollow show of gospel terms
and phrases. Instead of saying that the gospel would
be made void and empty, Paul writes “the cross of
Christ,” because this is the very heart of the gospel.
If the cross is cancelled or lost, the entire gospel is
gone. 0n the cross Christ died for our sins, and this
is in brief what “the cross” signiﬁes: atonement for
sin and guilt, reconciliation with God, forgiveness and
peace blood-bought. Everything else contained in the
gospel radiates from this vital center. If this center
is blotted out, all the rays emanating from it are dissipated in everlasting night.
II.

The Foolishness of Preaching the Cross
of Christ, 1:18-31

18)

The new paragraph begins with an expla-

natory ydp and connects with what Paul has just said
about emptying out the cross of Christ. To nullify
the cross is to nullify the gospel, no matter how this

may be done.

Preachers and hearers who are guilty

of this nulliﬁcation may, of course, still use the term

“cross of Christ” and may make it mean this or
that according to their own wisdom, but the substance
will be gone, only the shell of the cross will be left.
“For” explains the matter by stating the nature of the
cross: For the word of the crossis to them that are
perishing foolishness, yet unto us who are being saved

it is the power of God.
The ﬁrst sentence points out where the trouble lies.
Paul writes the Myoc of the cross, which is the same
term that was used in the preceding verse. This “word”
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of the cross is the “statement” or “doctrine” by which
the cross of Christ is set before our hearts so that we
may believe and accept it in trust. We at once see
that “word” cannot refer to mere form as distinct
from substance. This “word” contains, offers, and
bestows all that is included in the cross, in Christ’s
sacriﬁcial and atoning death.

Yet when certain people hear this blessed “word”
of the cross they look at it only with the eyes of their
human wisdom and thus deem it to be only ,umpL’a, “foolishness.” They see no sense in it. Some try to put
sense into it: they add their own ao¢la to this O’Tavpds,
their “wisdom” to this “cross.” After it is thus embellished, but in reality nulliﬁed, they are pleased with

the gospel (as they still call it) and with the cross.
Alas, these are the dwoMﬁpcvoL, those in process of go-

ing to perdition. This present participle is qualitative
or descriptive. It does not, however, convey the idea
that they are from eternity fated to go to perdition;

it merely describes these people as they are when they
hear about the cross and think it all foolishness. Some
of them may later on still be won for the cross al-

though Paul intimates nothing on that point. It is altogether evident that they are on the road to perdition
for the reason that the one means able to save them,
“the word of the cross,” sounds like “silliness” to
them. Nor will they gain anything by altering either
the cross or the word of the cross, the gospel. Such an
alteration would, in fact, utterly deprive them of all
help.

In the two antithetical statements which Paul
makes regarding the word of the cross he says nothing
about the wonderful power of this word to enlighten
the heart so that this word eventually appears as what
it really is, not foolishness, but the efﬁcacious wisdom
of God. He is content to set down the two contrasting
statements. His one object is to show the utter folly
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of trying to improve the word of the cross by casting
it into the word of human wisdom in order to get rid

of its apparent “foolishness” for a certain class of
people. The Corinthians must know how great this
folly is so that they, who now have and believe the
word of the cross, may not after all suffer shipwreck
in faith and also be classed with those that are perishing.
The ,iév is followed by 8c’, which indicates the balance
between the two statements. This same “word of the
cross” (note it well) “to them that are being saved,
(namely) to us, is the power of God.” This cannot
seemingly be true, but it is nonetheless. Again we
have a present participle which is qualitative and descriptive and conveys the idea that these persons are
in a saved condition and continue therein. Paul adds
ﬁpiv, “to us,” and merges himself with the Corinthians
and assumes that all of them as a unit cling to the cross
by faith. Of course, only by “the word of the cross,”
i. e., by the saving power of both that word and that
cross are they awféﬂevot, such as are being saved. But
this very fact shows that for them the cross is, actually

is, 813mm.- @eoﬁ, Gotteskmft, a power of God that demonstrates itself as such by saving.

When he is thus contrasting the two ideas why
does Paul not say that the word of the cross is “God’s
wisdom”? Because “power" is the only proper correlative to “being saved.” Power—nothing less-—
is required to save. Yet this 815vapas or “power” should
not be regarded as omnipotent power, the almightiness
which called the world into being by its ﬁat. This

power cannot rescue sinners; if it could, the cross on
Calvary would never have been needed. The power
Paul has in mind is God’s grace which alone reaches
sinners.

.

“Those that are being saved” is the proper opposite to “those that are perishing.” So in this group
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of opposites “God’s power” is the term that correctly
matches “foolishness.” That which is “foolishness” is
always powerless and cannot save those who are perishing; and what we deem to be “foolishness,” even
though it'be most wonderful power, we throw aside
and thus prevent it from saving us. 'Yet the direct
contrast which Paul draws in regard to the word of
the cross is only a preliminary explanation which
shows that the judgment in regard to this word depends on two directly opposite kinds of people. More
is to follow. Yet even now it is clear that the Corinthians and we could do ourselves no greater harm than.
to let those who despise and spurn the gospel alter that
gospel and make it something that pleases them.
19)

Before proceeding Paul substantiates what

he has just said by a Scripture quotation, citing Isa.

29 :14: For it is written:
I will destroy the wisdom of the wise,
And the prudence of the prudent will I reject.

The perfect tense ye’ypa-rrrat = has been written and
now stands so. These perfects, which are used so often,

imply that the written Word stands for all time, for
every age, with all that the Word contains, Rom. 15 :4.
The two lines quoted from Isaiah are Hebrew poetry

in the form of a parallelismus membromm. In this
instance the parallelism is coordinate: the second line
restates the thought of the ﬁrst line in other words.
The beauty of the poetry thus lies in the thought itself as much as in the form of expression. In the days
of King Hezekiah, God declares in regard to the polit-_
ical cunning and the secret, tricky plans of this king’s
advisers, by which they hoped to escape the Assyrian
danger, that he would deal wondrously with his people
by at last saving it by his own great deeds so that the
wisdom of the wise would perish and be forced to hide
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itself. The LXX makes God the subject of the two
declarations. Paul is content to follow this translation.
But instead of the Hebrew f‘shall be hid,” LXX, “I
will hide,” Paul writes, “I will reject.” When Paul
translates independently into Greek he gives the sense
rather than the words, for a rejected thing is cast
aside, disappears, and is thus hidden.
The quotation is very much to the point with its
statement in regard to the wisdom of the wise, etc.
This “wisdom” of Hezekiah’s advisers was exactly like
that which was trying to magnify itself in Corinth.
It emanated, not from God, but from godless thinking.
The “prudence” of their tricky scheming failed to take
into account God’s promise and his power and was
thus ﬁt only to be cast aside and to be utterly forgot-

ten. Paul would have his readers conclude from this
quotation that what God did with this kind of wisdom
in the days of old he does with all wisdom of this kind:
he will destroy it and bring it to nought.
20) In a triumphant tone Paul now declares
that God’s threat in regard to this spurious wisdom
was actually carried out. Where is the wise? where

is the scribe? where is the disputer of this age? did
not God make foolish the wisdom of this world?
All of these questions are uttered in one breath as
it were and are really but one question. Paul is no
longer quoting but is merely alluding to Isa. 19 :12 and
33 :18, much as all of us do when we refer to our A. V.
If we are well read in it, some of its expressions rise to
our lips almost automatically. In Isa. 19:12 the prophet
asks concerning Pharaoh’s supposedly wise counselors:
“Where are thy wise men ?” The very question implies
that they have been made fools. When he recalls the
prophet’s question Paul uses the singular ”(#69, but
this means “any wise one,” no matter which one; and
thus Paul, too, implies that all of them have turned
out to be fools.
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In Isa. 33 :18 the prophet describes the peace which
shall follow after the terrors of the Assyrian danger
are past. Men will then ask in astonishment, “What
has become of the scribe, ypawmeﬁg, who was to tabulate
the tribute that had been forced from the Jews ?” They
will also ask what has become of the man who was to
weigh the money, and of the man who was to count the

towers of the walls which the Assyrians had planned
to capture: “Where are all of them!” Isaiah says, “All
cf them will be gone.” Out of the number of these
signiﬁcant questions Paul selects only the one concerning “the scribe” and, like Isaiah, asks, “Where is the

scribe ?” i. e., anyone that is a ypapaamie. To these two
questions which allude to Isaiah’s words of old Paul

adds a question of his own, one that he regards as
necessary in this connection, for which, however, the
Old Testament furnishes no reference or no suggestion: “Where is the disputer of this age?”

While a'oqbo's is a general expression and may designate any man that is governed by worldly wisdom,
the term exactly describes the people in Corinth who
were captivated by their bit of philosophy. The Greeks

surely loved their aogbr’a, “wisdom,” and extended themselves to become oo¢oL The two other terms bear even
a more precise reference. For ypaplua'reﬁs is the regular
Jewish term for “scribe,” one who is learned in the
Jewis law; and mlzm-qnjq is the regular Hellenic term
for a “disputant” in the Greek philosophic schools and
in their general discussions and debates. They sought

to become expert in philosophical learning and in dialectical skill. The genitive “of this age” or “of this

world age” is to be construed only with “disputer”
and not with all three terms, for “the disputer of this

age” is an expression that was coined by Paul himself while the other two terms were borrowed from
Isaiah.
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The term aiuiv denotes an era, but one that is marked
by what occurs in it and is thus stamped with a. peculiar character. The Scriptures distinguish “this
world age” from “the age to come." The former de-

notes the world era in which we now live, which is
marked by sin in all its manifestations; the latter denotes the blessed eternity that shall follow this present
era. In a sense it is, of course, true that the wise, the
scribe, and the disputer belong to this world age, for
the three operate only with worldly, transient, spurious
wisdom. In fact, they never get beyond this wisdom.
It is the gospel alone which connects us with the era
to come, and this gospel is the truth which all the wise
of this world reject as long as they remain only worldly
wise. Summing up, we may say: (104:6: =one who is
versed in a. subject, here in philosophic ideas; ypaHm-eﬁs
= one who is versed in literature; wgqmrﬁs = one who
is versed in the art of discussion. All three of these
abilities may, of course, be possessed by one person,
for the Jewish scribes were also fond of disputing and

of arguing, as were the Greek sophists.
Since the second reference to Isaiah introduces also
the Jewish idea of cooler, Paul’s three questions cover
the entire domain of mere human or worldly wisdom,
no matter by whom or in what manner it is traversed.

If the Corinthians sought some of this “wisdom” in
the heralds of the gospel, whether in the Jewish form
of legalistic teaching after the manner of a “scribe”
or in the Hellenistic form after the manner of a Greek

“disputer” or dialectician, they were surely wrong.
This is made self-evident by the next question which
implies an aﬂ‘irmative answer: “Did not God make
foolish the wisdom of the world ?” He most certainly
did.

All that the wise, the scribe, and the disputer

have to offer is here summarized in the phrase “the
wisdom of the world,” the genitive of possession also
characterizing this “wisdom” as belonging to the world
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(the world = men). The expression also reveals what
this wisdom really is. All of this world wisdom God
turned into silliness, and the aorist épépam states the
historic fact. Paul would,' of course, not say that God
wrought a change in this wisdom and made something
else out of it, namely silliness; he merely showed what
this wisdom really is, namely nothing but silliness.
Men merely thought it wisdom; when God touched it,
its true character of folly became evident.
21) When and how did God do this? We must
have full proof for what Paul asserts as a fact. He
furnishes that proof and introduces it with the

logical yap, “for.” For since in the wisdom of God
the world through its wisdom knew not God, God
made it his good pleasure through the foolishness of
preaching to save the believing.

The world of men failed completely in regard to
the one and supreme thing it needed: it did not know

God. The aorist aim Em, states the whole tragic fact
as a fact. 'Eym does not refer to mere intellectual
knowledge but to the genuine realization which grips,
holds, and dominates the entire person. Men never
attained to this real knowledge of God; they did not
know him. When he speaks to them in the gospel even
today, they laugh; they do not think that it is God
speaking. See John 8:19 regarding the Jews with
reference to this point; even though they talked about

God and boasted about him they did not know him.
In the New Testament éraSﬁ is not temporal but
causal: “since.” Here it introduces the reason that God
employed such a thing as “foolishness” when he was
dealing with the world in order to produce such a
mighty result as salvation. The phrase “in the wisdom

of God” is strongly emphatic by reason of its position.
The article as well as the genitive mark this as a particular, speciﬁc wisdom, namely God’s own wonderful
wisdom. This genitive “of God” shows, on the one
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hand, whose thoughts of wisdom are contained in this
wisdom and, on the other hand, what character this
wisdom thus possesses.
The preposition e'v marks'a sphere: God placed men,
the whole world of men, into this sphere which was
entirely ﬁlled with his wisdom, and yet despite all this
they did not know him. Here is a grand universe of
wisdom spread out before the eyes and the hearts of
men and surrounding them on every side: all the wonderful, incomprehensible thoughts of God in the whole
round of nature, the works of his creation and his
providence, the whole course of history, the wondrous
constitution of man himself, a. cosmos in porno, and,
in the case of the Jews, even the Old Testament revelation in addition. All this substance of divine wisdom
lay before the world of men (6 Manor) and normally
should have had the effect that they should know the
true God who was thus gloriously revealed, Acts 14:
15-17. But the very opposite resulted, Acts 17:23, etc.
Why? Because men applied their own foolish,
worldly wisdom to this wondrous sphere of divine
wisdom. They employed the wrong medium (Sui) . The
world operated (and still does so) “through its wisdom,” the substance of its own thinking and reasoning. Even the Jews read the Old Testament, not in
its own light, but in the light of their own notions and
their own desires and thus failed utterly to see the
God of grace. As Jesus told them, God was not their
Father, they did not know him; if they had known him
they would unquestionably have recognized his Son,
John 8:19, etc.
The world’s wisdom always goes off into its own
proud, self-sufﬁcient, self-glorifying paths and thus
blinds itself to God's wisdom which is spread out
around it. The astronomer gazes at the miracle of the
stars for years and then tells us with an air of ﬁnality

that he has found no God. The natural scientist an-
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nounces that the brutes are his ancestors and declares
that all life has evolved from a tiny cell that was
found in the primordeal slime. Pantheism proclaims:

“God is all, and all is God.” So the catalog of human
achievement lengthens and proclaims what “the
world” “through its wisdom” (using it as a medium)
has done and still does “in the wisdom of God” (in
this vast sphere of most wondrous wisdom).

This is true even of the church. When the wisdom
of revelation as it is found in the Scriptures is read
through the medium of our own preconceived notions

(“through its wisdom”), the true knowledge of God
and of salvation or of some blessed divine doctrine is
perverted (“did not know”). Not even intellectually
did the world know God, to say nothing about having

attained to spiritual and saving knowledge. The result
of the world’s “wisdom” shows it to be altogether
pmpz’a, “foolishness.” Paul’s proof is incontrovertible.
But by stating this proof for the fact he asserted Paul
also shows why God then proceeded as he did (ejuépavev,
made foolish the world’s wisdom).

We now learn also how God proceeded when he
made foolish the world’s wisdom. He did so in a most
astounding way. He did it by the silliness of preaching. Paul writes, “It was God’s good pleasure” to pro-

ceed in this matter as he did, eﬁséxqaey, he “pleased” to
do so (we also have the noun amt-Sonia, God’s “good pleasure”). The verb as well as the noun signify 1) God’s
free determination; 2) a determination that is good
and gracious toward those concerned. Nothing compels
God, he is moved to act by his own heart and will. And
again, when his good pleasure acts it always blesses;
it is never God’s eﬁSoxia. to destroy or to damn. God’s
good pleasure is the expression of his saving love and

grace.

In determining his gracious plans God, of

course, took into account the condition of the world as
Paul here describes it. Whereas the world failed be-
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cause it used the false medium of its own wisdom
(“through its wisdom”), God chose the very opposite
kind of a medium; instead of “wisdom” he actually
took “foolishness,” silliness, the ~last thing anyone
would expect him to take, “the foolishness of preachmg.”

Be sure to note the correspondence of the two Sui
phrases, and that in each instance the preposition introduces a medium. By employing foolishness where the
world used wisdom God really made a joke of the world
and of its lofty wisdom. This is, however, the blessed
irony of divine love. For whereas the world failed
utterly with its tremendous show of wisdom, God succeeded without the least trouble with this tiny medium
that looks so useless and even so childish.

“Preaching,” xﬁpu-ypa, is not the act of making a
proclamation but the contents of what is proclaimed.

The verb qutiaaelv=t0 announce as a herald, xﬁpus,
and is one of the standard terms for preaching. To announce as the Savior of the world one who died the
vile death of a criminal on the cross seems, indeed, to
he the acme of foolishness. To expect that this announcement will do What all the world with its mighty
effort of wisdom failed to do, namely actually to lift
man up again into communion with God, only intensiﬁes the impression of utter foolishness. In all the

world such a scheme was never heard of.
But we should note carefully that in this proceeding God breaks completely with the quota or wisdom of
the World. Not even in one slight point does he accommodate himself to this wisdom. He runs directly
counter to it. That shows the: great mistake we make

when we try to make Christ palatable to our age (as
we call it), try to accomodate the gospel to men and
to their wisdom and their ways of thinking, try to
make the Kﬁpvypa or proclamation reasonable to them.
The gospel is not even an argument, a piece of reason-
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ing that is gauged to convince men; it is only an an-

nouncement. And the astounding thing about this
announcement is the fact that it meets men’s hearts
square on, in a direct clash, that it aims to reverse
them completely, to set them going in the very opposite
direction. It intends to convert, to turn them completely around; nothing less. God does not even use a
special degree of ymﬁme (compare 27m) or “knowledge”
so that only people who are educated to the necessary

philosophic degree may be reached. In fact, this “foolishness" that God chose differs even from the “wisdom" he revealed in nature, etc., before men’s eyes.
Search the world of nature as we will, it does not even
put us on the track of the gospel.

And yet this “foolishness” succeeds: a’u-Jo’al, the
aorist inﬁnitive states what is actual, it actually saves,
rescues, delivers; it accomplishes the very thing the
perishing world needs, the mighty thing which it could
and did not attain with all its wisdom. Of what beneﬁt

is all the wisdom of this world or, for that matter, all
else that men have in this world if it fails to bring

them salvation? But note well: “to save the believing.” The divine m;pvwm and m’am are correlatives. The
proclamation calls for faith and is received only by
faith. The verb “to believe” as well as the noun, which
in the Greek is derived from the same root (mm-aim
and m’om) , denote the conﬁdence and trust of the heart

which rely on the gospel proclamation and on its con—
tents. The present participle characterizes the persons: such as believe and go on believing or trusting
the glad news. God revenged himself upon the wise
world by using foolishness to bring about its salvation
— but what a blessed revenge!
Both “the foolishness of preaching” and “believing” lie in a sphere that is entirely different from that
in which “the wisdom of this world,” the Wisdom of
“the wise, the scribe, and the disputer” operate, namely
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in the higher domain of spiritual contact which is
wrought by God through the gospel of Christ. Again
we-should not imagine that God ﬁrst tried the one way,
aodaia and 'ywﬁa'ts, and when that failed, used another,
pmpfa and aria-us, by which he then ﬁnally succeeded.
While the foolishness of preaching was established for
all nations during the New Testament era it also
marked the entire Old Testament era back to the days
of Adam. Faith is the door to salvation from the very
beginning.
22) A second “since” introduces a parallel to
the previous sentence, but a parallel that is elaborated in fuller detail. We have had the general
term xéapoc, “world,” we now have an explication
of that term, “Jews and Greeks.” Since both Jews
ask for signs and Greeks see]: after wisdom, we, etc.
The two Kai, “both . . . and,” combine Jews and
Greeks into one great class and place them over against
“we.” They differ from each other, but their diﬁ‘erence
does not change their relation to the gospel. “Jews”
are a prominent part of this general class, namely the
great majority of their nation that persisted in unbelief; “Greeks” constitute another prominent part,
and they are here named as the chief representatives
of the Gentile or non-Jewish world. Paul does not add
“barbarians,” for the mention of the two most prominent classes is adequate in this connection. No articles
are used, hence “Jews” as a class and “Greeks” as a
class are referred to.
Whereas Paul previously uses the general term
“the wisdom of the world” he now speciﬁes the two
grand types in which this world wisdom appears: the
Jews “ask for signs”—this has come to be their
characteristic; while Greeks “seek after wisdom” —
this is their distinguishing mark. The Jews ask or
require (airoi'm) signs because they had the Old Testsment. That Testament promised great signs in connec-
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tion with the Messiah, and when Jesus came, they felt
that they had the right to require them. Now Jesus
met the Old Testament promises most completely and

wrought the very signs foretold by God in great abundance. He more than accredited himself and thus
pleads with the Jews: “Believe the works,” John 14:11.

But instead of following the Old Testament the Jews
applied their own wisdom to its promises and thus
expected a Messiah who was equipped, not with signs
of grace and mercy, but with signs “from heaven,”
juggling the clouds or making the moon and the stars

play hide and seek.
The Greeks were of a different type. Having no
Bible, they were left to their own thoughts and their

own reasonings. They accordingly sought (Cnroim),
tried to attain, “wisdom,” something in the way of a
rational explanation of the universe and of their own
being. They demanded principles, chains of reasoning,
systems of philosophy which began with some ﬁxed
point and reached out as far as possible from that.
They found, too, what they were seeking after. But
what they found was like shifting sand, for one system
abrogated another, and they ﬁnally ended in a skepticism like that of Pilate who exclaimed: “What is
truth ?”

Both of these types of world wisdom still persist
but now in modernized form. Some want the church
to heal all social and even all physical evils. They demand an imposing, outward ecclesiastical organization
that will sweep the world before it. They look for a
millennium and the outward triumph of the gospel over
all the world. Signs, signs, big tangible, overpowering
results! Others bank on their reason; they assume
that their intellect is able to penetrate into everything.

So they follow philosophy in its latest forms, “science”
with its claims and hypotheses, other kinds of modern

learning, and refuse to take seriously anything else.
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All these fail, and in the very nature of the case must
fail.
23) Whereas previously Paul says that “it was
God’s good pleasure” he now writes funds, “we,” the
preachers of the gospel through whom God sends
out his proclamation. Since both Jews and Greeks

are on the wrong track, we preach Christ cruciﬁed.
to Jews I: deathtrap, to Gentiles foolishness.
Paul deﬁnes succinctly what he means by “the foolishness of preaching.” What is this “foolishness”?
“Christ cruciﬁed." Christ, the One whom God anointed
as our Redeemer, died on the cross and won salvation‘
for the world. The perfect participle émaupmpe’vov states
that, once cruciﬁed, Christ now stands before us continuously as such. The fact of his cruciﬁxion has be-

come something permanent and enduring from the
very moment when that fact occurred. This cruciﬁed
Christ is both the sum of the gospel and the center
from which every part of the gospel radiates, and in
which all of its parts meet. This Christ “we preach,”
mpﬁa’a'opev, the proper verb for Kq'pvylm, “we proclaim"
as God’s heralds, shout him out to the ears of the

world. The present tense means that this is our one,
constant business.
The ampliﬁcation is extended by two datives which

are marked by the particles of correspondence pév and
ae. The translation: “to Jews a stumbling block,” is
incorrect and one that misses the main point. One
may stumble, even fall and rise again, but the word
used here refers to something that is fatal and deadly.

A axdvsmv (later form of aanquopov) is the stick of a
trap to which the bait is ﬁxed and by which the trap
is sprung, metaphorically an oifense, but always one
that is fatal in its effects. The ﬁgure is that of a death-

trap which kills the victim. What acts thus for the
Jews and makes them reject Christ is the fact of his
having been cruciﬁed. From this fact, of course, result
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many other things such as the complete abrogation of
circumcision and of the ceremonial law, the absence
of the signs they expected, etc. But this offense ceases
entirely the moment the false wisdom that lies at the
root of it is given up and recognized as spurious.
Now the second dative: “to Gentiles foolishness."
The word “Gentiles” is a wider term which embraces
all non-Jews and thus makes plain what Paul means
by Greeks who, because of their culture and their
learning, were the upper class and thus the chief representatives of all Gentiles. In their wisdom these Gentiles scoﬂ’ at the very. idea that Christ’s blood should
expiate the world’s guilt. “Anything but that!” they
reply. The whole story of Christ is so much silliness
to them. The old “blood theology" still has these opponents who consider it pupza.
24) The two depressing datives are followed
by a third which sounds a tone of joy and triumph:
but to the called, Jews as well as Greeks, Christ,
God’s power and God’s wisdom.
The two terms “deathtrap” and “foolishness” are
not to be regarded subjectively, a trap and a foolishness in the opinion of Jews and of Gentiles, but objectively as expressing God’s intention; for he intended them to be nothing less than an actual trap and

actual foolishness to this world-1y wisdom. Christ was
that and is that today, and God wants it so. This gives
us the clue to the third dative: “to the called, Jews
as well as“Greeks.” This third class is composed of
both Jews and Greeks, ethnologically considered, and
become one class by being freed from its former false
worldly wisdom. These people are now “the called”
(see v. 2), and the verbal states that God called them
(by the gospel) and that this call proved effective in
them by separating them from “the world.” The called
are the saved mentioned in v. 18 and the believing mentioned in v. 21.
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In a’mCdMVOL, those that are being saved, the refer-

ence is to the divine agent who saves and to the su-

preme blessing which he bestows, namely salvation.
In K/\1)1'0[, the called, there is the same reference to the
agent and another to the effective means employed,
namely the call (gospel). While these two terms show
what has happened to us, wwrniovrcs shows what has

occurred in us: we ourselves believe, but in response to
the proclamation which came to us and called forth
faith in our hearts. Hodge repeats Calvin’s teaching:
“There is a twofold call of the gospel; the one external
by the Word; and the other internal by the Spirit.”
Paul teaches that there is one and only one call, namely

that contained in 7‘; ,mpta 'roﬁ Knptiypa‘ros, “the foolishness
of preaching,” the Word, the gospel. This call is identical for all men. Paul tells us here that some reject
this call and that others are won by it. The Word and
the Spirit are never separated; where the Word is,

there is the Spirit, and where the Spirit is, there is
the Word. The xxnroi’ of our passage received no other

call than did the Jews and the Greeks who resisted its
gracious power.

Again, not merely subjectively in the opinion of
the called, but objectively in fact, the Christ whom

we preach is both “God’s power” and “God’s wisdom,”
who is proved as such by the successful call of the
Akq‘roz. In their own experience they have found Christ

to be that. In both expressions “God” is emphatic:
God’s wisdom. What “the called” ﬁnd Christ to be
matches in a way what the foolish Jews and Greeks
require and seek. The Jews require signs; but these

could be wrought only by God’s power. Yet the most
stupendous signs wrought by omnipotence in the skies
could not save a single Jew; but this power of God,
the power of his grace in Christ Jesus, did save both

Jews and Greeks. The Greeks seek wisdom, speculative, earthly wisdom. Yet all the philosophies and all
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the sciences of these two millenniums have never saved
a single Gentile. This the wisdom of God alone has
done, actually and wondrously saved both Jews and
Greeks. “God’s wisdom” is in a sense “foolishness”;
unregenerate reason always thinks so. But the fact
that this “foolishness” does actually save proves, not

by a system of philosophic reasoning that is intended
for the intellect, but by actual fact and reality as ex—
hibited in “the called” that are saved, that this “foolishness” is “God’s wisdom.”

The idea of “power” is new in this paragraph, yet
it is involved in the term “to save,” v. 21, for only
power can do that; and it is implied in the demand

for “signs,” for only power can work them. Power
and wisdom conjoin in the description of “Christ” as

the content of the saving proclamation of the gospel.
Power and wisdom are inseparable attributes in God.

Both are needed for accomplishing our salvation. So
Christ is both in one, God’s power, God’s wisdom. Only

divine wisdom could plan to make Christ cruciﬁed
known in the world by means of the gospel, and only
divine power, the power of grace, could execute this
plan of wisdom and actually do this saving by it. The

emphatic genitives “God’s” characterize this power
and this wisdom as being inﬁnitely above everything
that is merely human, above all that human minds
could possibly conceive. Yet the caution should be added
never to confuse this power of God with his omnipotence; for we are saved by the power of grace, love,
mercy, attributes that are altogether distinct from
omnipotence.
25)
That Christ is God’s power and God’s wisdom is seen from a subjective fact, that experienced
by the called who are actually and in fact saved
through Christ. Paul does not rest with that thought.
He adds the objective proof, for even apart from the
called it is true and a mighty fact which the Corin-
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thians and all of us should keep before our eyes that
God's power and his wisdom are supreme. Why is
it that the called have the experience they do? Because the foolishness of God is wiser than men, and
the weakness of God is stronger than men.
It is difﬁcult to render the exact meaning of the
Greek into English, for instead of the abstract term
pupia, our English “foolishness," which Paul has been
using thus far he now writes 1'3 May 1-01? @eoﬁ, which
we can reproduce only in an awkward way: “the thing
that is foolish on God’s part.” The context shows that
Paul has in mind, not merely the general quality of
foolishness, but beyond that also the foolish thing itself with which God operates, which is Christ cruciﬁed.
We see that this neuter 1-5 popév continues to match the
idea of aoqbia or wisdom. To match the other idea, that
of 815mm or power, Paul again uses the neuter rt daaevés
701'; @eoi, “the thing that is weak on God’s part,” instead
of the abstract duoém, “God’s weakness.” Again, as
the context shows, Christ cruciﬁed is referred to. Compare II Cor. 13 :4: “He was cruciﬁed through weakness,
yet he liveth through the power of God”; to which Paul
adds: “For we also are weak in him, but we shall live
with him through the power of God toward you.” By
using these two neuters Paul avoids ascribing the abstract qualities of foolishness and of weakness to God
as though they were two of his actual attributes, for
as attributes both of them are contradictory to God’s
very being.

God indeed uses a foolish and a weak thing in giving salvation to a world that loves to see wisdom and
power in its own false fashion, but this foolish thing
on God’s part “is wiser than men,” 'and this weak thing

on his part “is stronger than men.” Only the two facts
are stated, and they are to impress us as facts. Yet
they imply so much with regard to God that our minds
cannot grasp it all. God moved only a little ﬁnger, as
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it were, in confounding the proud notions of wisdom
and of power which the world entertained. What might
have happened if he had called on all the resources of
his inﬁnite wisdom and power? He made only a slight
move, as it were, one that appears so inadequate, but
behold its actual tremendous effect! For it is surely a
foolish and a weak thing to let God’s own Son die
miserably on the cross; it did not only appear so to
men although it did that, too, in the highest degree.
And yet this foolish and this weak thing outranks and
absolutely outdoes all the wisdom and all the power
of men, not only the wisdom and the power they
actually possess, but also all that they conceive in their
minds. If men were asked how God should proceed to
save the world they would certainly not say by sending his Son to the cross. Yet this is what God did, and,
behold, this act saves! So wise is this foolish thing,
so powerful this weak thing. The adjective Za-xvpérepov
has in it taxis, Staerkebesitz, inherent strength, irrespective of whether it is put forth or not. It is thus
distinguished from Kpdros, strength that is put forth.
This ﬁts well the idea of Christ cruciﬁed as here
presented, for inherent in his cross but not outwardly
displayed at all is this strength of God that exceeds
all that men know.
26) We may begin a new paragraph with v. 26
as also the address “brethren” would lead us to do.
Yet the line of thought begun in v. 18 continues, and

the connective yép shows that the subject is to be
further elucidated. This also explains why Paul ends
v. 25 with a duality, power and wisdom, and does not
bring the two down to a unit. For it is his custom—
an evidence of his great mastery in thinking through
the great realities of God—ﬁrst to expand a truth
in two, three, or more lines as may be required and

then to focus these lines into their one true, uniﬁed
center where they come to rest. In no secular writer
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has the author ever found anything to compare with

the mastery found in Paul.
So Paul begins with ydp as if he would say:
WhatI have just told you about this wisdom of God’s
,mpo'y and this strength of God’s daﬁcvc’s you can

actually see in your own selves. For look at your
calling, brethren, that there are not many wise

after the ﬂesh, not many powerful, not many wellhom. The Corinthians need only look at their own
xAﬁmq, the call of grace that came to them through the
gospel and by its power of grace made them what they

now are, namely ram-oi. Let them glance over the list
of members in Corinth. The verb is imperative: “look
at,” not indicative: “you see,” for the former ﬁts the
connection exactly.

What Paul wants the Corinthians to see is the
plain fact that is open to all eyes that care to take
note of it, “that there are not many wise,” etc. This

6n clause is epexegetical to 19p: 067m inlay, and we need
supply only “are,” :lcn’. The great majority of the membership of the Corinthian congregation consisted of
plain people although there were among them some

men of intellectual and even political and social standing. There were slaves who stood very low in the social
scale, freedmen or former slaves who were now set
free who enjoyed a somewhat higher standing, and

also men like Stephanas, Crispus, Sosthenes, and Erastus, the city treasurer (Rom. 16:23). “Not many wise,”
etc., means, of course, that there were at least some
in the Corinthian congregation who belonged to the

higher classes. Paul does not need to say that they
dropped all carnal pride in regard to their outward

standing when they yielded to “the call.” But the fact
is outstanding: God does not choose worldly greatness,
he rejects it. His principle runs counter to that of the
“world” most directly and emphatically. Where men
have this type of worldly greatness, all pride in it
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is removed from their hearts when grace humbles them
at the foot of the cross.
We now see why Paul left the duality in v. 25 and
did not reduce it to a unity; he intends to expand and

to broaden it before he ﬁnally reduces it to a unit. So
he now enlarges it by the use of three terms: the wise,
the powerful, and the wellborn. The ﬁrst of these
terms must have a modiﬁer, “after the ﬂesh,” to indicate what sort of “wise,” aoqbof, Paul has in mind.
For the Scriptures, too, make us “wise unto salvation

through faith which is in Christ Jesus,” II Tim. 2:15.
“Wise after the flesh” means wise after the norm or
judgment of the ﬂesh (Kari is frequently so used);

and “ﬂesh” marks the sinful and depraved character
of the “world.” When anyone is thus wise after his

own ﬂeshly and worldly conceit and is drawn and won
by God’s gracious call, his foolish conceit disappears
through the humility of faith.
The other two terms are clear without a modifying
phrase. The Sivan-oi are those who are able and thus

“mighty" to do far more than others. They may wield
authority in one way or in another, be men who command respect by what they do and are capable of do-

ing. The ﬁrst two terms follow the two categories
which Paul has thus far used, the third adds another,
“the wellborn,” or noble, the aristocracy of birth, “blue
blood.” Grace reaches even this high class and wins

notable converts from it. In Corinth there were some
converts from the so-called “best families.”

27)

When Paul now states whom God did

choose by means of his gracious call he expands this
idea still more. He names four groups and then
climaxes these four with a comprehensive and astonishing ﬁnal group which also embraces these four.
This is typical of Paul. He ﬁrst expands widely and
then concentrates all into a vital feature. 0n the
contrary, God chose the foolish things of the world
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in order that he might put to shame the men that are
wise; and God chose the weak things of the world in
order that he might put to shame the things that are
strong; etc.

These two groups are known to us from preceding
statements, yet we note important new features re-

garding them in Paul’s restatement. When Paul repeats he loves to add; compare the two statements of
Jesus to Nicodemus, John 3:3, 5; also Mark 10:23, 24.
In the category of “wisdom” Paul has thus far used
the abstract term pmpt'a or “foolishness” to indicate
the opposite of “wisdom” and the neuter singular 1-6
[Mupév or “the foolish thing.” He now adds the neuter
plural 1a mp6 or “the foolish things” in order to make

the present statement entirely general so as to include
not only persons as such but likewise some feature in
or about them and, in fact, anything whatsoever that
bears a character of this kind. The genitive To": xéapou,

the foolish things “of the world,” is added and is twice
repeated in order to designate these things as being
foolish in the evaluation of the world.
Not accidentally did God select the foolish things
but purposely. He intended to heap shame on the m1»:
of the world. We should note that this term is masculine: the people or the men who are wise. Our versions are a little indeﬁnite on this point. Note that in
the next statement the corresponding term is not masculine but neuter. The world’s “wise men” are covered
with honor, they hear high titles and university degrees, they have great fame and are looked upon as
ﬁnal authorities. Their professional pride is often
according. With God, however, they have no standing
whatever, they are completely cast out. They must be
because all the a'odu'a of these worldly oodioi is spurious
and opposed to God.
When God chose the foolish things of the world
his purpose was to heap shame on these men. The
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verb «minty may mean to ﬁll with the feeling of
shame, bacchaemen, or to bring to shame and disgrace,
in Schamde bn'ngen; here the latter meaning is in place.
This divine purpose is already fulﬁlled, for its date
coincides with God’s elective act which has occurred
in the past. In the presence of God shame is already
their lot. Here in the world they still strut in high
honor, but this strutting is all a hollow show, about to

burst like a bubble the moment the election of God is
revealed at the last day.
The next statement is nearly an exact parallel. This
refers to the category of power. God chose “the weak
things of the world,” the neuter plural is exactly like

the one found in the previous statement. So also is
the purpose clause: “in order to put to shame the
things that are strong" (with inherent strength, compare v. 25). There is a change in the neuter plural:

“strong things’f whereas the previous statement has
“wise men.” This expression does not, of course, intend to exempt the strong men, for this neuter plural
embraces the entire category, whoever and whatever
is strong in the eyes of the world. God intends to disgrace all of it by his choice. He did so when he made
his choice and shall do so when the effect of it shall
be fully revealed. God was constrained to proceed in
this manner because all the strong things in the xéo‘pos‘
(world) of men are only strong shams, with no reality
of strength in their make-up, and full of hostility

against God. The whole world lieth in wickedness.
28) The third statement takes up the new
category that is added in v. 26, “the wellborn”:

and the base things of the world, Ta dycvﬁ, the very
opposite of oz cﬁycvezc, and again we note the neuter
plural of the entire category (persons and things in
the widest sense). “The base things” are the baseborn things or more exactly the things that have nothing whatever in their birth or origin to distinguish
l
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them, the commonest of the common. These God chose.
This is an astounding fact when we think of the claims,
honors, and pride of the people who deem themselves

“wellborn.” Paul is not pedantic, and he does not add:
“in order to put to shame the things that are well-

born.” There is no need to say it, we already know it.
So he at once adds: and the things that are accounted as nothing, as oﬁSe’v. Even the genitive “of
the world” is dropped since, having read thus far,

we have it in mind.

The perfect participle=the

things that were at one time set down as being nothing at all by the world and continue to be thus rated
as nil. We are on the way to an anticlimax and certainly have descended very far. We laugh at things

foolish; we scorn or pity the weak; we despise
things base and common; and we utterly disregard
things rated as nothing. The translation of our

versions: “things that are despised,” is not exact
enough and may mislead. For the third and last
time Paul repeats God chose and thus drives home
this astounding fact. Each time the Greek reads:
egg/\e’garo 6 956:. It is almost like a refrain, the subject
and the predicate are reversed and each is thus
made emphatic by its position. Moreover, both are
emphatic in the Greek because of their position after
the objects; and this occurs three times in succession.
The composition as composition is masterly.

One might well be excused if he should suppose
that when Paul reaches “the things accounted as
nothing” he has come to the end of the anticlimax.
Yet there is one last and still lower step that Paul
does not fail to see: and the things that are not, that
do not even exist. While this is the lowest step in the
series, beyond which even the mind cannot go, it is
at the same time more. Paul himself indicates that
by not repeating: “God chose.” It is, of course, again
God and his choice which take these things that are
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minus even an existence; there is no need to say it
as far as that is concerned.
But when we are told that God chose for himself
things that do not even exist, this last group in reality
includes the four groups previously mentioned. A new
light thus ﬂashes back upon those four other groups.
In foolish things true wisdom does not exist; in weak
things true strength does not exist; in baseborn things
true (divine) origin does not exist; in things that are

counted as nothing true value does not exist. Nil runs
through all four of them, something that does not exist.
While this nil is one that the judgment of the world
aﬂ‘ixes to these four groups which it casts aside, the

judgment of God in regard to these groups is by no
means the reverse as if he has keener eyes than the
world and sees wisdom, strength, good birth, and good
value in these things and therefore chooses them. Quite

the contrary; God, too, sees the nothingness in them.
When this is perceived, we shall see that Paul did
not assemble ﬁve groups and range them in succession.
He and we use only four to form a complete line. The
ﬁfth speciﬁcation, “things that do not exist,” is not
coordinate with the preceding four. Non-existence
could be paired only with one other, namely existence.

Now all these four are in reality hollow with non-existence, but in each of the four this is a non-existence
of something speciﬁc, of wisdom, strength, etc. These
types of non-existence end with the fourth group. What

Paul now adds is non-existence itself. The nil in the
four is a nil privativum; the nil Paul states at the end
is the 12.21 negativum: non-existence itself. In this masterly way the four cords that dangle apart from each
other are tied into a ﬁnal knot. Did God choose lack

of this and lack of that? Why, he chose very lack it—
self!
The negative ,ui in 12: #3] am is altogether regular

with a participle, and nothing subjective should be
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read into it. The question as to whether actual non-

existence is referred to or only an existence that
amounts to nothing is often answered in faVOr of the
latter. But the fourth group means this, namely “things
reckoned as nothing.” Besides, this raises the question
as to in whose opinion “things non-existing” amount
to nothing. It cannot be in God’s opinion because in
three previous groups Paul writes “of the world”; yet
it also cannot be in the world’s opinion because the
world cannot possibly have an opinion regarding what
does not exist. “The things that are not” simply are
not apart from the opinion of anyone. Yet, although
they are non-existent, God already sees, knows, and
even chose them. Do you ask what they are? The new
life God’s grace creates in our hearts, our faith and
our good works, our glory to be when we reach heaven.
These God chose for himself before any of them were.
Three times Paul writes ééae’ga-ro 6 (9:6: with the
resulting emphasis. The middle voice = God chose for
himself; and the aorist, by a deﬁnite past act. This is
really an eternal act although no modiﬁer to that eﬂect
is added. It antedates the “call” in time, for on it the
call rests and from it the call springs. The fact that
God chose at all, and that he chose as he did, is due

solely to himself. Yet this elective actis neither blind
nor arbitrary, for he chose according to certain ﬁxed
and deﬁnite principles which are here revealed to us.
God elected the foolish, the weak, and the despised
things of the world, not because in men of this class
there is anything meritorious and deserving above
others. He chose also some who are wise, great, noble,
etc., not, indeed, as such, but as men whom he is able
to make lowly and humble like the others he chose.
There can be no merit in foolishness and lack of culture, in weakness and lack of strength, in baseness of
birth, in complete good—for-nothingness, and, to sum
it all up, in utter non-existence. How could there be?
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Yet God can work only where there is nothing. God
can enter only where the place is not already ﬁlled.
Only where God can ﬁrst sweep out what is “of the

world” can he bring in what is “of the kingdom of

heaven.”

/

We again have a purpose clause: in order that
he might bring to nought the things that are. For
this reason God chose “the things that are not.” The
two purpose clauses found in v. 27 that Paul writes

out, as well as the two others he might have written
out in the ﬁrst half of v. 28, merge in this ﬁnal purpose clause which deals with all the things the world
has. “The things that are,” n‘z arm, embrace everything
men see, know, admire, handle, everything they count
as valuable and real. These things actually exist, such
as worldly wisdom, power, good birth, etc., and are
thus the opposites of the things that do not exist, such
as no wisdom, no power, no‘ nobility, no money, etc.
Yet, while these things exist, they are all merely transient. They are a vain show and nothing more. Therefore it is a true, right, and most beneﬁcial purpose
that God expose them in their vanity and non-value
lest men go on relying upon them to their everlasting
disappointment and loss. In the previous purpose
clauses the verb employed is “put to shame"; here it
is more intense: “to bring to nought,” to put completely out of commission, to abolish. The aorist intensiﬁes the completeness: “actually abolish.” This
purpose is fuﬁlled throughout the ages and will reach
its ultimate fulﬁllment at the last day when the last
of the things of the world that are will be swept out
of existence forever.
29) A ﬁnal purpose clause concludes all that
Paul says regarding God’s choosing: that no ﬂesh
should glory in the presence of God. We may call
this the grand ultimate purpose. For this reason, it
seems, Paul uses the rarer conjunction 5mm (always
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with mi when it is negative) and makes this ultimate
purpose stand out from the previous minor purposes
that are introduced by Iva. The Greek idiom joins the

negative to the verb: “not glory,” whereas the English
joins it to the subject: “no ﬂesh.” Back of this ultimate
purpose there lie two thoughts: ﬁrst, that all ﬂesh is
everlastingly trying to glory in God’s presence, and

that God stops it on this account; secondly, that no
ﬂesh really has anything in which to glory, it only
thinks it has, it only deceives and cheats itself, and
that therefore for very truth’s sake and in order to
undeceive men themselves God must stop this glorying. All have come short of the glory of God. Their
only hope is to realize their utter emptiness. Then

God will ﬁll them with his own blessed and saving
realities. “Flesh” means man in his fallen state, and
the context allows us to include all that pertains to

man in this state. “In the presence of God” reads as
if the hour of judgment is referred to when man faces

God, any hour when that happens.
30)
In v. 26 Paul asks the Corinthians to look
at themselves and at the character of their membership. In v. 27-29 the divine principle back of this
kind of membership is described. In v. 30 Paul re-

turns to the Corinthians and rounds out the thought
begun in V. 26. Now of him are you in Christ Jesus,
who was made wisdom to us from God and righteousness and sanctiﬁcation and redemption.
The main emphasis is on 5‘s abroﬁ, “of him,” and 86
is merely transitional (not “but”). The fact that the
Corinthians are now what they are is due wholly to
God; €K denotes the originating cause, das ursaechliche
Ausgehen. Eph. 2:8: “not of yourselves, it is the gift
of God.” “Of him” overthrows all the wisdom, power,

etc., of the world at one blow. If any of the Corinthians are admiring these spurious values they must
now feel ashamed. They can import nothing that is
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admirable or valuable from the world. God alone is
the source and the cause of all that they really are in

Christ Jesus.
Paul writes ﬁnds, “you,” which gives this word some
emphasis, but he does not place it ﬁrst in the sentence
and make it contrast with the wise, great, etc., in the

world. The silent contrast is between what the Corinthians now are (tuck éare’) and what they once were.
They are now “in Christ Jesus,” in saving union with
him (he is named according to his person and his
work). To be “in Christ” is a phrase that is constantly

used by Paul; hence we construe: “you are in Christ.”
We do not associate the phrase with the whole sentence: “of him are you” (and this) “in Christ.” “In

Christ”=in union and communion with him. This
union is mediated objectively by the Word, subjectively
by faith. So every believer of the Word is “in Christ,”

in vital, blessed connection with him.
And now there follows the wonderful description
of what it really means to be “in Christ,” a description
that is intended to contrast tremendously with the poor
things of which the world boasts so proudly and, secondly, with the original emptiness and poverty of those
whom God has chosen. Grammatically this description

is a relative clause joined to “Christ Jesus”: “who,”
etc. The aorist passive éymfeq “became,” “was made,”
has the force and the meaning of the middle e‘ye’vero; the
Koine coined many such passive forms and loved to
use them. The sense is, of course, not passive. The

tense is historical. No stress at all rests on may, “us."
Paul now joyfully includes himself and, in fact, all

his fellow Christians. That means that we should not
refer “became” to the moment when the Corinthians
were joined to Christ, i. e., when he subjectively became theirs by faith; but to the moment when Christ
wrought out our redemption on the cross, then for the
Corinthians, for Paul, and for all of us he “became”
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objectively what Paul now states. And the phrase
“from God,” like “of him” (God), once more stresses
the divine source over against anything that comes
from “the world.” The preposition 6.1115 has the thought
of transition from God to us.
Are the Corinthians desiring “wisdom,” actual wisdom? In Christ they have the very highest and the
most blessed wisdom that comes to them from God
himself. This cro4u’a consists of all the gracious, heav—
enly, and efﬁcacious thoughts of God that are embodied
in Christ Jesus, which enlighten our souls, to which
sophia there is none comparable. Paul might have
stopped with this statement regarding Christ’s being
made wisdom for us but he expands the idea by adding
four inﬁnite treasures that lie in Christ and are ours
and once more uses four to indicate completeness.
We do not translate 1': m’ “both . . . and”: “both
righteousness and holiness,” to which pair there would
be added: “and redemption.” These three would then,
as an epexegesis, deﬁne “Wisdom.” But this epexegesis
would give “wisdom” a sudden new sense that would
be contrary to the one this term has thus far had. The
little 1': intends to connect ao¢la and smawadvq, and the
two mi add the other two nouns. We note, however,

that the idea of 315mm: or power, which was hitherto
joined with aortic: or wisdom, is now omitted, for none
of the three terms added to wisdom contains the special
idea of power. When he is displaying what Christ is
to us who are joined to him Paul reaches out into
those glorious treasures about which the world knows
nothing. We are blessed in Christ far beyond anything
the world attempts. And Samoa-ﬁlo) is the ﬁrst of the
three additions to wisdom. This is the justitia. imputata, that quality which is ours when God’s verdict
acquits the believer for Christ’s sake. Where has the
world anything to compare with that? This term is

always forensic. There is a judge, a court with its bar
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of justice, one who stands at that bar, and a verdict
pronounced by the judge, in this case a verdict of acquittal. Read Rom. 3 :21-30, and see the word in C.-K.

Next is dywa'pdc, “sanctiﬁcation” in the narrow
sense, since it is subsequent to righteousness in the
present connection (compare v. 2) and here indicates
a life of good works. Christ dwells in us, and our
thoughts, words, and deeds show it. The world knows
of no such inner transforming power. The very idea
of “holiness” is foreign to its mind, for the essence of

holiness is separation from the world and devotion
unto God.
Finally dram-pm”, which, because of its position
after the preceding terms, cannot signify the original
“redemption” wrought by Christ on the cross but must
refer to our own ﬁnal “redemption” from sin and death
through Christ and our translation into glory. The
world has nothing to compare with this. All men are
redeemed or'ransomed because Christ paid the Mia-pow
or price of his sacriﬁcial blood for all of them. But
only those who beneﬁt by this redemption eventually
enter heaven. They are thus the redeemed in a narrow sense. The others spurn Christ’s “redemption,”
these appropriate it by 'faith and reach its consummation by their transfer into glory.
Nothing less than this entire blessedness of our
state of salvation is made ours in Christ Jesus. It embraces earth and heaven, time and eternity. What is
contained in the aorist inﬁnitive a’cEa'aL used in v. 21 is
here unfolded.

The fact that it can be only as at'rroﬁ, “of

him,” (God), is surely self-evident.
31) Paul now gathers all that he has said into
a single focus in the way he usually loves to do when
he comes to the end of a matter. He uses a purpose
clause and parallels it with the one found in v. 29.

There he writes in the negative: “that no ﬂesh should
glory in God’s presence.”

Here he writes the cor-
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responding positive: that, even as it is written: He
that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord!
The ﬁnal unit of thought into which Paul thus ties
everything together and brings all to its resting point
is our glorying: Let us glory, not in ourselves, but in
the Lord! Paul abbreviates Jer. 9:23, 24: “Let not
the wise man glory in his wisdom, neither let the

mighty man glory in his migh ” (note the correlation
of “wisdom” and of “power” which Paul himself has
used) ; let not the rich man glory in his riches: but
let him that glorieth glory in this, that he understandeth and knoweth me, that I am the Lord which
exercise lovingkindness, judgment, and righteousness
in the earth: for in these things I delight, saith the

Lord.”

Paul retains the impressive imperative “let

him glory” of the original Hebrew, although he writes

a purpose clause. We may supply the subjunctive 7*;
after he: “in order that it may be even as it is written,” etc., which makes the clause regular; or we may

call this an anacoluthon (broken construction), one
that is purposely employed by Paul. The latter view
is entirely acceptable when we remember that Paul
does purposely make use of an anacoluthon as a mode

of expressing his thought. Paul is usually excused for
employing such language on the ground that his
thoughts so crowd in upon his mind that he at times

breaks the construction of his sentences, but such an
excuse is superﬁcial because it fails to perceive that the
anacoluthon is exactly what Paul chooses to express the
desired thought. In regard to the formula of quotation,

yéypmrm, perfect tense, see v. 19. We are, indeed, to
glory, but in something that is far different from the
glory of the world.

Does “in the Lord” refer to God or to Christ? The
former is urged because “of him” in v. 30 and “in the
presence of God” in v. 29 both refer to God; yet the

reason for this interpretation may be the quiet sup-
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port of subordinationism. 0n the other hand, it is
urged that Christ is referred to by “the Lord” because
of the emphatic phrase “in Christ Jesus” found in
v. 30, and because in that verse all our spiritual blessings are connected with Christ. The question may be
decided when the original of Jeremiah is consulted,
for this speaks of Yahweh. To glory in the Lord means

to stop all boasting and all reliance on ourselves and
on anything in ourselves or produced by ourselves and

with a trustful, joyful, thankful heart to sing the
praises of him from whom all our spiritual blessings
ﬂow.

Summing up What Paul writes, we may say that it
is the gravest and the most dangerous error to promulgate the gospel by means of the wisdom of the
world, whether that be the wisdom of our present or

of any previous age. For thus at least a part of the
glory is withdrawn from Christ and transferred to
this false wisdom. The real issue at stake in the Corinthian “wranglings” about men is clearly brought
out. With all the energy at his command Paul deter-

mines to stop these disputes. All praise and all glory
of men must cease, and the praise and the glory of God

alone must prevail in Corinth and in the entire church.

CHAPTER ll
III.

The Preachers of the Wisdom of the Cross,
Chapter 2

In order to draw the Corinthians still farther away
from their “wranglings” (apes, 1:11) and their gloriﬁcation of men or glorying in men Paul reminds them
of the manner of his preaching among them when he
founded their congregation. At the same time he
reminds them of the result he intended to attain and
did actually attain by this preaching.

1)

Kat in Kd‘yé attaches the new section to 'the

previous one as it also tends in the same direction.
After dwelling on the principles involved in the Corinthian contentions about men Paul now reminds the
Corinthians of the contents of his preaching and of
the way in which he preached when he ﬁrst worked
among them. And I, having come to you, brethren,
came not with excellency of statement or of wisdom,
proclaiming to you the testimony of God.
He, indeed, brought them this blessed testimony
but he made no attempt to modify it so that in such a
new garb it might appeal to them. The addition of the
aorist participle may to the aorist verb ﬁhdov: I “having
come . . . came" is not intended as an intensiﬁcation
of the idea of Paul’s coming, for which there is no
call here.

In fact, the coming is subordinate to the

main thought of proclaiming the testimony, and Paul
might have written: “Having come, I did not proclaim,” etc. By inserting “I came” and then proceeding with “not . . . proclaiming” Paul is more
precise and says not merely that some time after his
coming, but at once, simultaneous with his coming, he

preached as he did.
(86)
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It is pointless to dispute whether the mud phrase is
to be construed with “came” or with “proclaiming,"
for this present participle combines with the main
verb to form one idea: “I came proclaiming.” The
next phrase adds the norm which Paul repudiated
when he was making his proclamation to the Corin-

thians: “not with excellency of statement or of wisdom.” These are not partitive genitives as though
Paul used only a moderate and not an excessive amount
of this excellency. The genitives are epexegetical or
qualitative: Paul did not at all preach with an excellency that consists in M70; or in Gupta. Any use of
these means w0uld have exalted them above the gospel,

and the Corinthians might have been attracted by these
means and not by the gospel.
Both Adyos and with; are entirely general here, they
are without the article or other modiﬁers. They are
also two separate concepts as the “or” indicates and
are not combined as they were in 1:17, “wisdom of
statement." Aéyos, as used by Paul, is equivalent to
the German Rede so that “excellency of statement” =
eloquent and persuasive oration after the fashion of

the Greek orators. Such a presentation the wisdom
of the world has to offer but never the gospel. The
term mph is, of course, worldly wisdom and
philosophy.

The dative “to you” is merely incidental and lacks
all emphasis. Hence there is not a contrast as though
Paul avoided these means only in the case of the Corinthians although he had employed them elsewhere.

The

following supposition is also contradicted, namely that
at Athens, where Paul had been just before he came
to Corinth, he had tried this “excellency” when speaking to the philosophers and had accomplished little
through its use so that he now resolved to return to
his old way of preaching. Also at Athens Paul
preached as he had always done, and he did not fail
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there; quite the contrary. Paul’s words imply rather
that when he came to Corinth—and he probably had

the same experience when he came to Athens —- he felt
a certain temptation, when speaking to these Greeks, to
employ a manner of preaching that might have made
a strong appeal to them, namely ﬁne dialectical oration
or striking speculative thought; but nothing of the
kind was ever uttered by him.
The readings differ as to the object of ‘ “proclaiming.” We much prefer: proclaiming “the testimony
of God” instead of “the mystery” (see R. V. and
margin). The genitive “of God” may be subjective:
God did the testifying; it is scarcely objective: the
testimony that deals with God, which is too general an
expression to indicate the gospel. One may regard
this as a genitive of origin: the testimony God has
imposed on his witnesses. Then, too, “testimony”
becomes signiﬁcant, for every testimony given unto us
must be repeated simply as it is. It dare not be altered
or embellished .with strange oratory or wisdom of our
own.
2) Paul continues and explains (ydp) what he
did not do: For I decided not to know anything
among you save Jesus Christ, and him cruciﬁed.
Yet when he is thus explaining what he decided to cast
aside Paul also mentions the positive means which he
determined to use. Paul intimates that he knew well
enough what would probably please and easily captivate the Corinthians, being what they were. He made
his decision, zxpwa, to use nothing whatever of this
sort. He remained true to his Lord and to himself.
Did he risk failure or meager results? He did not
allow that to sway him.
The plea that our age demands certain modiﬁcations
of the gospel captivates many today, and they do not
decide as Paul did. Of course, they intend to lose
nothing of the gospel but only to aid it in ﬁnding more
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ready and widespread acceptance among men. But
such good intentions on our part reﬂect on the Lord’s
intentions, who originally made the gospel what it is.

His intentions always work out to the glory of his
name, ours, even when they deviate only slightly from

his, dim the glory of his name—may even darken
that glory.

We may construe of: with Expwa: “I did not decide
to know a thing among you save," etc.; or with swim:
“I decided not to know,” etc. There is little difference
in force. In was Paul’s decision to know only Christ
cruciﬁed. Yet cisémr, “to know,” indicates that even
in his own mind and not merely in his presentation

Paul decided to know only Christ. This he decided in
spite of the fact that the cruciﬁed Christ must of
necessity be unpalatable to both Greeks and Jews in
Corinth. The emphasis is on the participle ('a'ravpoye’vov;
the cross always offends. The perfect participle states
the past fact of the cruciﬁxion and then the enduring
effect of that fact: Christ, once cruciﬁed, is such

forever. It is important to note that “Christ and him
the one cruciﬁed” is in no way restrictive as though

Paul presented only a portion of the gospel in Corinth
and omitted other portions. Nor does Paul say: “I
decided to use only the center of the gospel and to

leave out the rest." “Jesus Christ as the one cruciﬁed”
is the perfect summary of the entire gospel; whatever
is not comprised in this summary is not gospel, not

gospel in any sense.
Paul offers no excuse for preachers who desire to
eliminate certain teachings of the gospel on the plea

that they can thus reach and attract more people than
if they insisted also on these teachings.
Paul intends
to omit, even in his own mind, any addition to the
gospel, any admixture, any sugar—coating of it by
human, worldly wisdom. He states the same truth in
Gal. 3:1: “before whose eyes Jesus Christ was openly
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set forth cruciﬁed.” “Cruciﬁed” means blood, death,
sacriﬁce, atonement, substitution, reconciliation as the
Scriptures show in full detail. The cross is reduced
to a merely human level when, through human statement and wisdom, it is made to mean only martyrdom
for one’s convictions or is regarded as a mere symbol
of love.
3) Paul once more draws attention to his own
person: And I in weakness and in fear and in much

trembling got face to face with you. The context
does not suggest that Paul intends to contrast himself
with other preachers who may feel more cheerful
than he. This second “1” offers only additional in-

formation regarding the ﬁrst “I.” Verses 1 and 2
show that Paul discarded Myo: and ao¢fa and came
only with the cross. Now we learn that even beyond
that there was no personal impressiveness about Paul
when he began his work in Corinth. The three phrases
are placed before the verb for the sake of emphasis.
The aorist £7:me was {was does not mean: “I was
with you,” which would take in the entire time of
Paul’s stay in Corinth; or: “I came to you,” which
Paul has already said in v. 1 with the correct verb
imam This is the German: Ich geriet bet euch, and
‘n’pés is reciprocal (Paul facing the Corinthians, and

they him). Acts 18 :9-11 sheds the only light we have
on the condition into which Paul got when he arrived
in Corinth to begin his work there. From this passage
we learn that God cheered Paul by means of a vision
at night, from which fact it is fair to conclude that he
needed to be cheered. The surmise that Paul was
thoroughly discouraged by failure in Athens, ‘Whence

he had just come, does not rest on facts.
“Weakness” may well refer to poor physical condi—
tion or sickness. We should rid ourselves of the idea
that Paul was always in robust health and was always
physically ﬁt. Those who would make him an epileptic
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have yet to prove their supposition. A man who was
aﬁiicted with this disease cannot use his brain as Paul
constantly used his when he was composing his letters.
The aorist reports a weakness that occurred only at
this one time. A man who labored as intensely as Paul
did, who traveled under the hardship of those days
and endured in mind and in body what Paul bore, may
well report that at one very inconvenient time, just
when he began work in an important place and wished
he were quite ﬁt, he found himself “in (bodily)
weakness.”
While Paul merely parallels the three phrases, the
latter two, “in fear and in much trembling,” naturally
go together as referring to his mental condition, which
was a reaction to the physical. Fear and trembling
refer, of course, not to concern for his own person,
but for the work and its success in Corinth. The phrase

«p6: epic suggests Paul’s facing the Corinthians in his
poor condition; Robertson calls 111169 the face-to-face
preposition. Run down as he was, he was a poor ﬁgure
to come «p69, face to face with people who admired
oratory and philosophic presentation. Paul feared
and trembled that his condition might work a prejudice
against the blessed message he had to bring.
4) Paul succeeded in spite of his poor condition for the very reason that he threw aside mere
human aids and relied on the divine. God once more
showed that he had chosen for himself “the things
that are accounted nothing,” yea, “the things that
are not.” And my statement and my preaching
(were) not in persuasive words of wisdom hut in
demonstration of the Spirit and power, that your
faith should not be in the wisdom of men but in the
power of God.
These are the highly signiﬁcant facts which Paul
bids the Corinthians remember. Paul uses two terms
to describe the message he brought to Corinth: “my
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statement and my preaching,” both of which include
the substance and the form of its presentation. The

repetition is for the sake of emphasis, and Aéyos is
broader than Kﬁpuy/La. which means any “statement”
Paul made of the gospel plus the public “proclama-

tion” he made in the synagogue.
in the Greek.

N0 verb is needed

The thing that he spoke (Aéyoe), the

thing that he announced as a herald (xﬁpuwa) was
devoid of "persuasive words of wisdom.” The entire
sphere (6y) indicates what Paul avoided. He used no
philosophic terms, categories of thought, or reasonings
that were calculated to captivate his hearers and to

persuade their minds to assent.
Paul remained in an entirely different sphere (év),
“in the demonstration of the Spirit and power.” The
noun dmiSmes is found nowhere else in the New Testament and denotes proof or demonstration of some
proposition or of some claim or fact. The genitives
can scarcely be subjective: proof offered by the Spirit
and power; they are objective: proof demonstrating
that the Spirit and power are present. chti/La‘ros m2
Sui/(incurs are closely combined as forming a kind of unit,

the latter is even without the article.

There is no

spiritual power — and none other is here referred to —

apart from the Holy Spirit. And both are always
connected with the A670: and the xﬁpuwa of the gospel.
At no time and in no true presentation and for no

hearer are the gospel Ao’yoe and Kﬁpuyya. ever minus the
Holy Spirit and the saving power of his grace. The
Corinthians thus experienced the testimonimn Spiritus
sancti. Some, indeed, resisted, but a goodly number
Were brought to faith and to a new life. It goes without saying that no “persuasive words” in the employment of human “wisdom” (the genitive is subjective)
could have produced such a result.

5) While the purpose clause that now follows refers
to v. 4, it really includes all that is stated in v. 1-4.
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To think that Paul expresses merely his own purpose
is only a small part of the truth. Back of Paul’s is
God’s purpose. It is he who wants our faith grounded
on the true foundation: not “wisdom of men” but
“power of God.” Instead of connecting the negative

particle m; with Eva, “lest,” Paul connects it with the
verb a?) 17, “may not be.” The effect of this construction is to make the statement regarding human wisdom

more weighty and independent: “may not be in the
sphere of men’s wisdom,” to which for the sake of
completeness there is added: “but in the sphere of

God’s power.” This manner of stating the thought
reﬂects the trouble found in Corinth where so many
are inclined to rankthe human too highly. “To be in,"
chat c‘v, may, of course, refer to locality, but Paul

constantly uses it with reference to a vital inner union
and communion, the essence of which is faith, “may
be in,” i. e., in union with.
The plural “men’s” wisdom deserves notice as a
variant for “the wisdom of the world,” 1:20. This

plural denotes many men, and not only many as found
in one generation but in successive generations. Their
“wisdom” is not constant by any means, it changes
completely from age to age. What a sorry thing when

any man’s conﬁdence and trust (m’ans) in religious
things is joined only (2v) to “men’s wisdom” which
changes ceaselessly because each new generation ﬁnds
all manner of unreality, untruth, and falseness in the
wisdom of the generations that have preceded. Such
a “faith” would be disastrous. To found it on something that can never change because it is not the product of changing “men,” avgpw‘n'm, “human beings,”
but of “God,” that is safe, and that alone. Paul might

write in God’s “wisdom” but writes in God’s “power,”
for the wisdom of God is not like that of men, only
an intellectual product. Every thought of God is
reality and thus power, a power that always and every-
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where and to all eternity asserts itself and triumphs.
Paul writes “power" but in the sense of 1 :24: Christ
cruciﬁed, “the power of God.” This power of changeless grace is to be the basis of our faith. In order
to realize this divine purpose (Iva) Paul preached as he
did in Corinth and throughout his work. And this
purpose was achieved in Corinth.
6) Paul has thus far exposed the vacuity of
human wisdom. The stress is on this negative feature.
Christ cruciﬁed appears to the world as foolishness.
Yet this foolishness actually saves (Ga-ﬂat, aorist, 1:21) ;
this is a result which no human wisdom can bring to
pass. Only incidentally, when he is exposing human
wisdom, does Paul mention the fact that the foolishness of the cross is wisdom (1:24, 30). Now Paul
develops the thought that the gospel is in reality the
only genuine wisdom. Do the Corinthians want wisdom? Well, here it is, the one supreme wisdom in the
whole universe!
Wisdom, now, we are speaking among those
perfected, yet not the wisdom of this world age, nor
of the rulers of this world age who are coming to
nought.

“Wisdom” is placed emphatically forward,
the theme of this grand paragraph.

it is

The particle 8e’

is both continuative and adversative. Whereas Paul
has just written two é‘yu'i he now writes AaAoﬁm, “we
are speaking,” but he does not employ ﬁnds; and this
unemphatic “we” runs through this section.

It is not

a majestic plural, for no writer uses such a plural
immediately after he has employed two emphatic “I.”
Paul is using a true plural which includes all those who

preach the gospel properly without, however, referring to any who may be preaching it faultily. And he
uses AaAczv (not Ae’yew) because the former means only
to speak or give utterance. The real preachers of the

gospel are only a voice through which God conveys
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the gospel to men. What this “wisdom” is to which
they lend voice will now become clear.
There is much discussion in regard to El! rois Metals,
“among the perfected,” although this phrase intends
simply to designate the auditors among whom this
speaking is done, namely those who have apprehended
Christ. The view that at «'th designates the more

mature Christians as distinguished from the w’pnoa or
babes mentioned in 3:1, has the implication that Paul
speaks something else to these babes, something that
is not “God’s wisdom.” What could that be? The
effort is also made to distinguish between that which
is preached to the babes, namely only the elementary
parts of the gospel, and that which is preached to the
"Sum, namely the “wisdom" of the deeper mysteries
of Christianity. But this view that “wisdom” includes
only the difﬁcult things in the gospel is contrary to all
that Paul has already said in regard to this “wisdom”
when he calls Christ cruciﬁed “the wisdom of God,”
1:24. All attempts to name the deeper things which
constitute this “wisdom” for the more advanced Christians offer matter that is foreign to Paul’s words and
thought. The simple fact remains that the entire
gospel in all its parts is aoqbt'a, including every part that
anyone may label elementary.
The «mm: is one who has reached the ram: or goal.
The context invariably determines the goal referred to
and the sense in which the term is employed. The
present context speaks of only two classes of people:
such as accept the gospel in faith and such as spurn the
gospel and prefer their own wisdom. No reference
has been made to undeveloped Christians. The fact
that Paul speaks of such in the next chapter does not
give a special meaning to rs’Aaos as it is employed in this
chapter. The u’Aam are those who have reached Christ
cruciﬁed as the goal. We have no good English
equivalent for this Greek word. “The perfect” is
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rather misleading; “those perfected” is perhaps as
well as we can do although also this translation is

inadequate.
We now see why Paul uses the present tense
AaAoﬁaey, “we go on speaking” wisdom. Whereas v. 1
and 3 employ historical aorists when referring to the
past, to the time when Paul ﬁrst preached in Corinth.

this present tense mentions what Paul and his helpers
do as a regular thing when they speak among believers
who have come to apprehend Christ. All of their
preaching is really “wisdom,” true wisdom and nothing
less. No contrast is implied as though they speak
something else among unbelievers. Since the stress of
the entire sentence is on “wisdom," there is no con-

trast in the Tc’AELOL except the natural one, that these
will appreciate what Paul and others thus preach as

“wisdom” while, of course, the rest, because of their
unbelief, will not admit that the cross is “wisdom”;

they call it folly.
Paul at once and in a strong way differentiates
this divine wisdom from the other kind: “yet not the
wisdom of this world age,” the genitive characterizes the quality. On “world age” see 1:20. This aiu’w
or “age” (era) must end. Then what about its “wis-

dom”? Nor can a stream ever rise higher than its
source. More speciﬁcally and referring to the reppresentatives of this transient wisdom, Paul qualiﬁes
it as belonging to “the rulers of this world age,” those
who are foremost and leaders of others because of
their learning, their power, or their birth, 1:20, 26.
The fact that Paul includes political rulers and their
spurious religious wisdom we shall see in a moment

when we consider v. 8. “Already in this world one
card castle of human wisdom after another tumbles
down, and ﬁnally the sentence of destruction that is
uttered against all worldly things will be executed in
the judgment to come.” Besser. This thought is ex-
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pressed in the qualitative genitive 16v xarapymmz'mv (see
1 :28), “who are coming- to nough ,” really, “abolishing
themselves” however proudly they now strut about.
Every word and every act of theirs are only another
step forward on this road. Its end is indicated in
«arapyiia'o,

15:24,

“when he shall have abolished.”

People “who are abolishing themselves” have a poor
“wisdom” to offer, one that would induce others also
to abolish themselves.
7) No; this is not the kind of wisdom Paul and
his helpers oﬁ'er to believers; “on the contrary,” and,
it is the very opposite. The negative description is
now supplemented by the positive: on the contrary,
We are speaking God’s wisdom in mystery, the one
that has been hidden, which God did foreordain before the world ages unto our glory.
Paul repeats: “we are speaking God’s wisdom” and
now adds the qualitative genitive “God’s” in order to
distinguish this wisdom from the spurious “wisdom
of this world age.” In this genitive “God’s” which
we call qualitative there lies much more, namely origin
and contents as well as nature. Two types of wisdom
compete for men’s souls. Paul and his colaborers offer
the divine. Which do the Corinthian believers want?
There is no difﬁculty “in mystery” which modiﬁes
“wisdom." R. 589 construes it with the verb: “we
speak in the form of mystery,” but we question that ('1’

ever means “in the form 0 .” But apart from that.
if something is “in the form of,” it is “wisdom.”
Wisdom may have a form; the verb “we are speaking”
can have no form. Entire phrases, especially those
with év, very frequently modify nouns or even pronouns.
In the present instance the EV phrase is rather remotely
removed from the verb. Luther translates: Wir
reden van der heimlz'chen Weishez't Gottes, which is
substantially correct although it converts the phrase
into an adjective. No article is found with “mystery,"
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hence the quality of the noun is stressed: this wisdom
is connected with mystery. The article would point
to some special mystery, one that is known in this case;
none such exists in this instance.
The fact that this is a wisdom that is connected
with mystery is at once explained, ﬁrst by adding a

participle with the article attributively and then by
adding two relative clauses. “That hath been hidden,”

n‘yv dwoxexpv‘ufu'qu, is passive with God as the agent, and
the tense is perfect: God hid this wisdom and it still
bears this character; and for this reason it is certainly

connected with mystery. This mystery goes back to
eternity, to a time prior to the ages or eons which
constitute the course of time for the world. Then God
1rp0a’)pw’€v, ﬁxed and ordained in advance, this 00¢L'a.
This is the verb that is regularly employed to designate
God’s act of foreordaining or predestinating. Before
man was formed, before the ﬁrst phosphor light of
his little wisdom began to glow, God’s wisdom was

complete, God’s decision was ﬁxed as to the object and
as to the result of that wisdom.

This aorist rpouspmv, which takes us back into
eternity, recalls the thrice repeated egaégaro, also aorist,
found in 1:27, 28. While neither of these terms is
here connected with persons, the very election and
predestination of the gospel principles and contents
involves also persons, in particular the elect. Paul

indicates as much with the phrase “for our glory.”
This sea; is the ﬁnal goal to which God determined to
bring us, that blessed state in which we shall see the

Lord of glory as he is and shall be made like unto him.
What, pray, is all human wisdom compared with this
wisdom of God’s grace, which reaches from eternity
to eternity, which is full of divine, spiritual power to
lift us sinners from sin, corruption, and death to everlasting glory?
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8) -No wonder Paul can add a second relative
clause to describe this wisdom: which not one of the
rulers of this world age has known, for if they had

known it they would not have cruciﬁed the Lord of
glory. Not only is it not theirs to begin with, originating, as it did, far higher and far earlier than theirs and

sweeping on its sublime course far above their puny
thoughts; but not one of them, rulers though they are

in this world age, even “hath known” it, hath realized
it in the past or at any time since and thus made it his
own intellectually and spiritually when it was brought

to him by God. The verb ywu’iamv is used with reference
to the true apprehension and actual realization.

A striking and a convincing proof is at once added
with ydp: “for if they had known,” etc. This is a
regular conditional sentence that expresses a past
unreality: at with an aorist in the protasis and an

aorist with 11v in the apodosis: if they had known (but
they did not know) they would not have cruciﬁed (but
they did crucify). The cruciﬁxion of Christ is the
ﬁnal demonstration of the fact that the world’s highest
representatives did not and do not know God’s wisdom.

The Jewish and the Roman political leaders are here
referred to, but in Christ’s time the former were also
the ecclesiastical rulers. They even had the 01d Testament revelation to give them knowledge. Yet they did
not know. All their guilty and fatal ignorance comes
to the surface in the cruciﬁxion of Christ, John 18 :38;
Luke 23:34; Acts 3:17; 13:17. The Jewish and the

Gentile authorities of Christ’s day are typical in this
respect. “World is world; wherever the world lets
out its real self in its leaders, there Christ is killed, in
Jerusalem and in Rome, everywhere, always.” Besser.

Note the tremendous contrast between “crucify”
and “the Lord of glory.” The one represents the
deepest disgrace, the other the highest exaltation and
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majesty. The person is here designated according to
his divine nature (Lord of glory) while the thing
predicated of him belongs to his human nature (cruciﬁed). Theologically speaking, we here have the Communicatio Idimmtum (the Communication of Attributes), and this is an instance that belongs to the
ﬁrst group, the genus idioomticum. To this group belong all the Bible statements which predicate of the
person of Christ, no matter how it is designated (with
a divine, a human, or a merely personal or oﬁicial
name), either human or divine attributes, acts, etc. (or
both combined). Zwingli disposes of these Bible statements by inventing a special ﬁgure for them, his
allwos'is, a mere verbal change. Since such a ﬁgure
of speech is unknown to rhetoric, others seek to improve on Zwingli by calling this synecdoche: the whole
placed for the part; in the present instance the whole
person whereas only his humanity is meant. This is
no better. In either case we should have only mere
words that do not mean what they really say.
Luther: “Zwingli calls that an alloaosis when something is said of the divinity of Christ which really
belongs to the humanity, or vice versa. As Luke
24 :26: ‘Ought not Christ to have suffered these things,

and to enter into his glory?’ Here Zwingli juggles,
asserting that the word Christ is understood of the
human nature. Beware, beware, I say, of the allwos'is!
For it is a devil’s mask, for at last it manufactures
such a Christ after whom I certainly would not be a
Christian; namely, that henceforth Christ should be
no more and do no more with his sufferings and life
than any other mere saint. For if I believe this that
only the human nature has suﬁered for me, then Christ
is to me a poor Savior, then he himself needs a Savior.
In a word, it is unspeakable what the devil seeks with

the allceosis. . . . . If the old weather witch;"Qame
Reason, the grandmother of the allwosrls, would say,
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‘Yea, divinity cannot suffer or die’; you shall reply,
‘That is true’; yet, because in Christ divinity and
humanity are one person, Scripture, on account of this
personal union, ascribes also to divinity everything
that happens to the humanity, and vice versa. And
it is so in reality; for you must certainly answer this,
that the person (meaning Christ) suffers and dies.
Now the person is true God; therefore it is rightly
said: ‘The Son of God suffers.’ For although the one
part (to speak thus), namely the divinity, does not
suffer, yet the person, which is God, suffers in the
other part, namely in his humanity; for in truth God's
Son has been cruciﬁed for us, that is, the person which
is God. For the person, the person, I say was cruciﬁed
according to the humanity.” C. Tr. 1027, etc., F. 0.
VIII, 39.
“The Lord of glory” is the Son of God who possesses all the divine attributes, the sum of which the
Scriptures call his 8654 or “glory,” for they all shine
with heavenly splendor. By his incarnation this Lord
of glory assumed our human nature. He also entered a
state of lowliness, “he humbled himself, becoming
obedient even unto death, yea, the death of the cross,"
Phil. 2 :8. He suffered cruciﬁxion in his human nature;
yet it was he that suffered this. His person is one,
forever undivided.
9)

The wisdom which Paul and others are now

speaking, this wisdom which is connected with mys-

tery, of which the world rulers had no inkling as is
evidenced by their putting Christ to the cross, Paul
now states by means of a quotation: but as it has
been written:

What eye saw not, and ear heard not,
And into the heart of man entered not,
Whatever God made ready for them that
love him.
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This is the wisdom which Paul and the other
apostles speak, and it is plain that it is combined with
mystery. As regards the construction, «:95»: depends
on Aakoﬁpﬂ': “we speak as it has been written.” The
quotation is the remote object of Aakoﬁpzv: “we speak
. . . what eye saw not,” etc. And and is parallel to
the and occurring in v. 7, both adversatives contrast
the divine mystery wisdom with that of the world and
with the blindness of the world rulers. The effort to
make v. 9 the object of the exaiAu¢cv occurring in v. 10:
“what eye saw not, etc. . . . to us did God reveal,” etc.,
breaks down at several points; For if we construe:
“as it is written . . . God did reveal,” the quotation
would have to state that God made this revelation, and
yet the quotation which Paul uses states nothing of
the kind. Moreover, mat, “on the contrary,” refers to
something negative that precedes and introduces the
opposite of that negative; and- the quotation does exactly that. In the same way Ka9o59 points backward and
not forward.

Since the days of Clement of Rome who lived forty
years after Paul wrote this letter to the Corinthians
the source of Paul’s quotation has been in dispute.
As far as some known or some unknown apocryphal
source is concerned, the fact is now established that
no New Testament writer ever quotes from apocryphal
sources, and the formula: “even as it has been written,” always introduces inspired canonical utterances.
It would be strange to ﬁnd that Paul makes an exception in this instance. We know, too, that Paul often
quotes freely and also combines Old Testament sayings. His reason is always evident: he wishes to stress

certain expressions that are found in the passages
which he quotes; these he conserves while the rest,
about which he is unconcerned, is formulated to ﬁt
the general connection in which he writes. We ourselves exercise the same liberty.
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Bearing these facts in mind, we shall have no difﬁculty in this case. Paul uses Isa. 64:4 and Isa. 65:17

for the second line. When he uses expressions from
these two passages Paul’s evident object is to show the
mystery character of the wisdom which he and others
are preaching. The expressions he thus desires are

especially three: the one regarding the eye that does
not see, the one regarding the ear that does not hear,
and the one regarding the heart that does not even

conceive the thought. This psychological arrangement
and progression: eye, ear, heart, is Paul's own. Since

he found no single Old Testament passage that contained these three, he combines two such passages
freely and thus secures the three. The object which
is thus not perceived by eye, ear, and heart Paul restates from Isa. 64:4 by using the prophet’s thought

quite exactly.
No heathen people ever conceived a God who would
actually take care of those who placed their reliance

on him. The idea that this God of Israel could be such
a God never entered their minds. Delitzsch translates:
“From ancient time on no one has heard, has per—

ceived, no eye has seen a God except thee, who acts
for him that waits on him.” Then he comments: “No
ear, no eye, has ever come to perceive the existence of

a God who acts like Jehovah, i. e., effectually takes
the part of those who rest their hope on him.” August

Pieper in his excellent Jesaias II translates'and comments in the same way: “The enemies believe in no
intervention of the gods or of one god in behalf of a
deﬁnite nation. From of old they have never heard
of such a thing or actually seen it, no eye has ever
beheld the like. Therefore they are not afraid but
are quite assured in their violation of Israel that they
have nothing of this kind to fear from the God also
of this people although the prophets and teachers of
Israel speak of it. But the Lord is, indeed, an actual
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exception among the gods. He is, in fact, a God who .
interferes for those who wait on him.”
From Isa. 65:17, Paul desires only the expression:
“come upon the heart,” A. V. margin, which he renders into Greek: “entered not into the heart of man,”
and preserves as much as possible the Hebrew idiom
which uses “heart.” The object that is not perceived
by eye, ear, and heart is: “what he hath prepared for
him that waiteth for him," A. V., or more literally:
God, “who acts for him that waits on him.” Paul restates this but gives the same sense and thus changes
the ﬁnal dative. The LXX has the plural: “for them
that await mercy.” Paul retains this plural when he
writes: “for them that love him.” But, as in other
places in his letters when divine beneﬁts. are mentioned, the recipients of these beneﬁts are designated
as those that love God. Rom. 8:28: “To them that love
God all things work together for good.”
The quotation, in the formulation which Paul employs, ﬁnds such favor that from early days onward
we meet it in all manner of connections. It is often
used with reference to heaven and with reference to
the blessedness that awaits us in the life to come. This
use is legitimate, indeed, although it narrows the sense
originally intended by Paul. All that God offers us in
the gospel, all that he has prepared for us, and all he
does for us in Christ Jesus, not only the glory of. the
joy in heaven, is contained in the wisdom that Paul and
his helpers preach to us to make us wise unto salvation.
All of it not even the foremost among men, apart from

God, ever perceived or conceived; it was all “hidden
in mystery.” God alone revealed itin the gospel and
now reveals it to us by means of the gospel.

The “heart” is conceived as the organ of thought
and as such is paralleled with the senses, “eye and ear."
“To come upon (€170 the heart” is idiomatic for our
“entering the heart,” conceiving in the mind. Some
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prefer the reading .2 instead of 3m in the third line;
“things which,” instead of “as many as,” taking their
number together. The aorist ﬁfolpan’cv is probably historical. We may refer it back to eternity and then
think of the one eternal act of making ready; or, regarding the aorist as constative, we may think of the
preparation made during the entire Old Testament
time. If we wish to specify what things God thus made
ready we shall not go amiss if we mention pardon,
sonship, peace, etc., and ﬁnally everlasting glory in
Christ Jesus.
10) But to us God made revelation through
the Spirit, for the Spirit searches all things, even the
deep things of God.
The emphatic may, “to us,” does not refer to Christians in general but resumes the silent “we” of the
two mam, “we speak,” occurring in v. 6 and 7,
namely the apostles who are commissioned to speak
this wisdom and to make it known. As God originally
hid this wisdom in mystery, v. 7, so in due time he and
he alone revealed it. In the Greek: “God made revela—
tion” or “revealed” needs no object, the reader at once
understands what was thus revealed. After stating to
whom God made this wondrous revelation Paul states
the medium which God employed: “through the
Spirit," the third person of the Godhead. Both the
Revelator and the Medium are thus far above anything that transmits human wisdom. Paul here sets
aside the view of a religious evolution among the Jews
which at last resulted in Christianity. God discarded
absolutely all human religious wisdom and in his
“revelation” set up something that was entirely new
and transcendently superior.

The statement that this revelation was made
“through the Spirit” takes us into the profundities of
the Godhead itself and assigns a reason for it: “for
the Spirit searcheth all things,” etc. There is, of
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course, no thought here of setting the Spirit over
against the other two persons of the Godhead as if
he alone searches all things. All we know is what
Paul states here: the Spirit, who is one in essence with

the Father and the Son, exercises this divine function.
It is best not to attempt to follow this thought any
farther. All we can add is that in the economy of
grace it is the Spirit’s ofﬁce to convey God’s revelation
to us.

The verb “to search” that is used with reference
to the Spirit cannot mean, as it does in our case, a
process of investigation such as going from one thing
to another, putting two and two together, and thus
making one discovery after another. The tense is the
timeless present. In one timeless act the Spirit sounds

the absolute depth of “all things,” mivra (not merely n1
miym, all that God created and that now exists) in heaven

and in earth, millions of them being beyond the human
mind. They include “even the deep things of God,” his
essence and his attributes as well as his thoughts, his
purposes, his plans, his providences in regard to us,
etc. Rom. 11:33. And in these “deep things” we may
well include the cross of Christ which involves the Holy
Trinity itself, the incarnation, the union of the two
natures in Christ, etc. Although we know something
about these things through the Spirit’s revelation,

their inner profundities are still “in mystery” to our
minds.

11)

To aid us at least a little in our efforts to

apprehend what is too high for our ﬁnite minds Paul
introduces an analogy. For who knows of men in
general the things of some particular man save the
spirit of that particular man that is in him? Even so

the things of God no one has known save the Spirit
of God.
The inner feelings, the motives, the thoughts, and
the volitions of any individual man (roﬁ avﬁpdmov, note
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the individualizing article) only the spirit of the individual man (again 1-013 dwpuévrou) knows. Who else can
know them even though he belong to men in general

(dyapdmw, partitive genitive) ? They are hidden from
him, they belong to another whom he sees only from

the outside, into whose spirit he cannot penetrate.
When the Scriptures distinguish the mama from the
uvxq’ of man, the WWI-ma. or “spirit” is the real seat of
the ego, the latter only the soul life which animates his

body. In this sense Paul says that only “the spirit,”
the real ego of that particular man, knows the real

things that center in himself. This is true also with
respect to God.
The analogy is adequate only in regard to the one

point stressed, for there is an obvious difference between man’s spirit and the Spirit of God. Man’s wveﬁ/Aa.

is “in him,” év au’mp, was put there when God created
man and breathed his breath into man and made him
a spirit ego. No counterpart to this exists in God, the

essence of whose Spirit is identical (éyoonmos) with
that of the Father and of the Son. We cannot extend
Paul’s analogy beyond the one point indicated lest we
mislead ourselves in regard to God. As man’s spirit
alone knows what is in himself, thus (oiirw) God’s

Spirit alone knows what is in God, i. e., “the things
of God,” all of them, those that are utterly unsearchable to us and those that are included in his love, grace,
purposes, and plans for us, with which latter Paul is
here concerned. The perfect Eyuumev = has known from
eternity and thus ever knows and uses this human
tense with reference to a timeless divine act. Thus in

some tiny fashion Paul explains (yép) to us why the
Spirit is God’s divine medium for revelation to us.
Human wisdom needs no such explanation of the medium of its transmission.
12)
Having thus made plain the great Revelator
and the inﬁnite profundity of his knowledge, Paul con-
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tinues with the revelatory act mentioned in v. 10:
“To us he made revelation.” Once. more we have
the emphatic pronoun ﬁnds, “we,” which continues
through v. 13. Now we received, not the spirit of
the world, but the spirit which is from God in order
that we might know the things graciously granted
us by God.
How do “we,” the apostles, get the divine wisdom
which we proclaim to God’s people? Objectively, of
course, by means of a revelation which God makes to
us. But more must be said. How is this revelation
lodged in us subjectively so that we may possess it
subjectively and thus become channels for its transmission? The apostles do not receive the Spirit’s revelation like phonographic records which know nothing
of that which is impressed upon them. Paul has quite
signiﬁcantly referred to the spirit of each man and
has stated how that spirit knows what pertains to that
man. Regarding this subjective side Paul tells his
readers: “We received not the spirit of the world but
the spirit which is from God,” etc.
The term met-ma. signiﬁes animus, that which constitutes the speciﬁc character of a man, i. e., of the ego
that is in him. The world’s spirit is thus that which
animates the world, lends its distinctive character to
the World. It is what makes the world “world.” Because of this its spirit the world ever loves its spurious
wisdom. We see this spirit fully ilhi’strated in the
world’s leaders who cruciﬁed Christ. This “spirit of
the world” is not the faculty of reason created in man

although this “spirit” frightfully abuses also this
faculty just as it abuses rd. pan, the members of the
body, and all other possessions. This “spirit" is “received”; men get it from the world by birth and by
every kind of contact. Its characteristic mark is the
fact that it is “of the world,” roﬁ xo’apov, qualitative
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genitive. As long as a man has this “spirit” he is unﬁt to receive the Spirit's revelation, v. 14, he despises
the wisdom of God.
The apostles received the very opposite kind of
“spirit" or animus: “the spirit that is from God."
Our versions are careful to print “spirit” without a

capital letter. And Paul is careful not to write “the
spirit of God” although he writes “the spirit of the
world," but “the spirit from God,” 16 «ye-5pc 11‘) in 705
0:06, the one that is derived from God, ix denoting
source. This is the spirit of true faith and trust toward God, the spirit of humility and love, the opposite
of the spirit of “the rulers of this world age,” v. 6.
How the apostles “received” this new spirit Paul is not
concerned to state, he registers only the fact with a
decided historical aorist. The Corinthians know the
life’s history of Paul and of the Twelve. Thus subjectively God prepared the apostles to become recipients of his revelation so that they might transmit
it. God could use only men of this type, humble though
they were; he could employ absolutely none of the
world rulers, powerful and great though they seemed
to be.
From God the apostles received this subjective
preparation “in order that they might know the things
graciously granted them by God." These are the things
that comprise “the wisdom" of which Paul is speaking, the things which eye saw not, etc. The agent who
“graciously granted" and gave these things to the
apostles is indicated in the regular way: “God” and
{ms with the genitive. The apostles were to “know”
these things.

This is the subjective side of the ob-

jective divine act of revelation. The apostles are to
possess these blessed things personally for themselves
although God’s main purpose is that, by themselves
apprehending these things, the apostles might convey
them to others.
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The context indicates that Paul is speaking about
the gospel, for the transmission of which to men gen-

erally the apostles (ﬁpezs) were the divinely chosen
human instruments.

When “we” is referred to be-

lievers in general, and when Xapwee’vm is thus taken to
refer to the effects of the gospel in our hearts, as well
as when this participle is restricted to the future blessings of the saints in heaven, the thread of Paul’s instruction is broken.
13)

This is evidenced also by the following.

In v. 6 and 7 Paul asserts: “We speak wisdom . . .
we speak God’s wisdom.” He then adds important
explanations as to how the apostles get this wisdom

objectively by revelation and subjectively by reception into their minds and hearts. Now Paul concludes with the same AaAoﬁpcv, “we speak,” and once
more shows what he and his fellow apostles speak
and adds a statement in regard to the character of
the very words they employ when they are thus
speaking. Which things also we speak, not in words
taught of man’s wisdom, but in those taught of the
Spirit, combining with spiritual words spiritual
things.
The relative {i resumes “the things graciously
granted by God," the entire sum of the divinely
granted Wisdom, all that God revealed to the apostles
in the gospel. For the third time Paul says “we
speak,” AaAoﬁpev, these things: we are engaged in carrying out our apostolic command to teach these things to
all nations and to the church that has begun to receive
them. Paul is doing this very thing when he is now
writing to the Corinthians. In fact, the apostles still
teach us to this very day through their written word.
The very “words” which the apostles employ in
their divinely commissioned speaking are now described, ﬁrst by means of a negative and secondly by
means of a positive statement. “Not in words taught
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by man’s wisdom” declares that not even in regard
to the “words” is God’s wisdom dependent on the

world’s wisdom. Not even the z\o"yot of the latter are
exalted enough to serve for uttering the former. The
philosophers, the dialecticians, and the rhetoricians of
the world created and employed many concepts or
“thought words” (Aéyoc) to express their worldly
reasoning, but the apostles did not adopt them for their
utterance of the divine wisdom. They could not, for
these terms and expressions would not be adequate
for what the apostles had to convey._ The genitive
taught “by human wisdom” really expresses an ablative idea, R. 504, and this suggests the great teachers

of those days and the disciples who adopted their
reasoning.

Here is Paul’s answer to the modern commentators
who make efforts to trace many of the terms and expressions found in Paul’s letters to ancient apocalyptic

or to Hellenistic philosophical sources. Their results
are negligible. No gospel thought wears a dress of
pagan or pseudo-Jewish terms. The non-Christian
world of today also has learned teachers who wield a
great inﬂuence. Because they are animated by “the
spirit of the world,” v. 12, their logoi are valueless for

God’s wisdom. It is wasted effort to shape the wisdom
of the gospel so that it will ﬁt these foreign forms of
thought and language. One cannot, for instance, rewrite Genesis 1 and 2 in the language of the evolutionary hypothesis. The modernists of today regard
the Scriptures as wisdom of the world and then, be-

cause the Scriptures are old, proceed to do with them
as they do with the old philosophies of the world: they

discard such “categories of thought” (as they call
them) as are no longer modern in their opinion, such
as our age, they say, has outgrown.
“On the contrary,” Paul writes, “we speak in words
taught by the Spirit.” The very words which the apos-
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tles speak are taught them by the Spirit. He is their
teacher even as to the “words." This is proof positive
for Verbal Inspiration which is taught throughout the
Scriptures and is actually and factually apparent in
the Scriptures. The Spirit is the teacher of the 10901?
in regard to all that the apostles spoke and hence also

in regard to all of the gospel which they wrote, for the
two are identical.
This view has been called “the mechanical theory of
Inspiration,” which degrades the sacred penmen into
more automatons and machines; it is also called “the
dictation theory." The diversity of style manifested
by the individual writers of the sacred books has been
adduced to overthrow Verbal Inspiration. But Paul is
here stating a fact. To call it a “theory” is incorrect.
A fact cannot be overthrown, a theory is easily upset.
Paul says: We (apostles) were taught the words by
the Spirit (ablative, R. 576). The Spirit is the great-

est teacher in the universe. His teaching of the logoi
of inspired apostolic utterance is no more mechanical
than his teaching of the contents of these words, for

the two invariably go together, and we today teach
truth only by means of words that are ﬁt to convey
that truth, and in no other way. The Spirit’s teaching,
the most perfect in the world, is the very highest type
of spiritual operation. The very fact that the Spirit
used each writer with his fund of words and his personal style when recording the gospel shows that everything mechanical was removed from this teaching of
the Spirit. If he had compelled all of the writers to
use the same fund of words and the same style, we
might harbor the suspicion that he proceeded mechanically, and only then, and even then we might be
mistaken. Amid all the variety that resulted from the
dynamic use which the divine Master Teacher made
of the different writers the one astounding fact stands
out: not a single writer utters a false note, uses one.
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false word or phrase, or contradicts with a single
statement expressed in his style what another holy
writer expresses in a different style. If this it not
Verbal Inspiration —and there is no other—then

what, pray, 'shall it be called?
There is a beautiful paronomasia in chﬁpmos and
mwparmois mwparmd. The adverb mic-upa'rutés instead of
the dative has insufﬁcient attestation although Luther

so translates: and richten geistliche Sachen geistlich.
Grammatically and exegetically mwparmols can refer
only to A6706 and to c'v SLSaK-rmois (sc. Myers) chﬁpa-ros. The
neuter plural mwparmd likewise refers to the neuter
plural relative a at the beginning of v. 13. The things
which the apostles speak are “spiritual things,” mmpamd, and they speak them in connection with “spiritual words,” «vaarmois‘ (SC. )Lo'yors) .

The participle a'uyxpivowes: zusammensichten, to
combine with discrimination, to separate from other

matter and to combine anew, or simply to combine. In
a terse way'Paul thus sums up what he has said at
greater length: as a result of using words taught them

by the Spirit himself and not those gained from other
sources he and his fellow apostles combine only spiritual words with the spiritual things they preach. Both
the spiritual things and the spiritual words that convey
them emanate equally from the Spirit, and the apostles
combine the two accordingly. This is Paul's deﬁnition

of Verbal Inspiration. Note that Myot, Worte, is the
proper term in this connection and not Myam, Woerte'r.
We also heed Besser’s admonition not to treat spiritual
things in words of human wisdom as though they ever
needed such foreign dress. The rags of our own wisdom would only desecrate the divine truth which God
clothes in royal apparel.

Our English versions regard both wwpamoie and
mcupamd as neuter: “comparing spiritual things with
spiritual” (sc. things). Why Paul should make such
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8. statement is an unanswered question. After emphasizing, as he does, the logoi or “words’,’ which he and
his fellow apostles use, how can he then, when he
should clinch what he says about the logoi, suddenly
veer off in another direction? The English marginal
translation is no better: “interpreting spiritual things
to spiritual men.” Nothing is said about f‘men’fin the

context. If Paul refers to “men” in a context where

only “words” have been considered he should insert
the word “men.” Moreover, this rendering gives the
participle the highly unusual sense of “interpreting”
which is found only in the LXX of Gen. 40:8. The
American committee of the R. V. offers the correct
translation: “combining spiritual words with spiritual
things.”
_
14) After speaking of the character of the
divine wisdom and of its inspired transmission in
words taught by the Spirit alone Paul presents the
reception which this wisdom experienced among
men. Now a natural (carnal) man does not receive
the things of the Spirit of God, for foolishness are
they to him, and he is unable to understand them because they are spiritually judged.

In the wordwxwée we have a vivid illustration of
the manner in which, even the words of God’s wisdom
are derived from the Spirit. Paul takes the word which
the later Greek literature “constantly employed in
praise of the noblest part of man’.’ and reduces it to
its proper level. Paul no longer regards mud; as a

word of honor but, together with aapmée, uses it to designate man as a being who is under the dominion of
sin. Both of these terms are opposites of mpa'ruaie,
“spiritual.” The word tlruxuais‘ refers to a person who
has only the npux), {Gum and not the weﬁpa of divine regeneration, one, therefore, who has only the natural

powers of the 4mm; and is moved and controlled only
by them. Since these are altogether corrupt because
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of sin, every activity of his soul and his mind will be
darkened accordingly. The word aapKucds (Kara adpxa aw,
ﬂeshly) refers to one who obeys the promptings of his
bodily nature. We have no adjective in English that

is derived from “soul” which corresponds to the Greek
I/nrxmis from «puij. Hence the translation “natural man”
or “unspiritual” or “carnal,” one might say “psychial,”

but this is too learned.
This type of man “does not receive the things of
the Spirit of God,” which Paul has described, when
they are offered to him in preaching and in teaching.
He does not “accept” them into his heart for what they
are, precious divine truth. To a natural man they

sound like ppr'a. (1:21), silliness, something insipid,
tasteless, absurd.

In his pride he may call them

“fables” that are ﬁt only for children. They clash with
his own perverted ideas and desires, condemn them,
and work to root them out. Hence his opposition.

The case is even worse. Paul denies not only the
fact: “does not receive”; he denies also the ability:
“cannot understand.” “To receive” is in a way “to
understand”; yet “to understand” indicates how “to

receive” is meant. For this verb yvaaL indicates more
than intellectual apprehension, it means actual realiza-

tion. This verb corresponds to “the wisdom” which
Paul is describing, the substance of which consists of
”the things of the Spirit of God,” the entire gospel
with all that it offers, its objective gifts and treasures
like the saving deeds of God and its subjective blessings like life and salvation. The upvxmés- lacks the faculty
and the organ for this knowing and this receiving. He
has nothing beyond the organ of purely human condition, and this does not reach into the spiritual realm.

Just as a blind man cannot see the sun, so this man
cannot see the radiance of the Sun of righteousness;
just as a deaf man cannot hear the sweetest music, so
this man cannot appreciate the sweet tones of the
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gospel. Only he that is of God heareth God’s Word,
John 8:47. Luther on Ps. 90 (F. C. II, 20-21) : In his
natural state “man is like a pillar of salt, like Lot’s

wife, yea, like a log and a stone, like a lifeless statue
which uses neither eyes nor mouth, neither sense nor
heart. For man neither sees nor perceives the terrible
and ﬁerce wrath of God on account of sin and death
but ever continues in his security, even knowingly and
willingly, and thereby falls into a thousand dangers
and ﬁnally into eternal death and danmation . . . until
he is enlightened, converted, and regenerated by the
Holy Ghost, for which indeed no stone or block, but
man alone, Was created.” 0. Tr. 889. There is no synergism of any kind. It is wholly God’s work of grace
which opens the blind ears, the carnal heart, by his
Spirit and his Word.
The natural man cannot know the things of the
Spirit “because they are spiritually judged.” A “psychial” man cannot exercise a spiritual function. The
two exclude each other. In the same general sense as

“receive” and “know” Paul now writes “judge.” Yet
avaxptm-au is a juridic term. It is used with reference to a judge who examines a prisoner in advance of his trial. The things of the Spirit are
judicially and properly examined and probed only
mwparméis‘, “in a spiritual way.” Being of the Spirit
and in their nature spiritual, how can they be probed
so as to determine their real import and value in any
other than a spiritual way? And who except a spir-

itual man can do this? An ass and a sow want this-

tles. What do they care for the odor of roses and of
lilies?
15) In v. 14 Paul explains the rejection of the
divine wisdom. His statement is naturally of a
negative character. In v. 15 he sets forth the reception of this wisdom, and his statement is naturally

positive. How necessary it is that the Corinthians
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understand both! Paul conﬁnes himself to his subject, which is not the doctrine of conversion, how the
natural man becomes a spiritual man, but the real
character of the gospel wisdom, a wisdom that is so
lofty that a natural man cannot reach it but only
he who is spiritual. So Paul writes: But the spiritual
man judgeth all things, yet he himself is judged by
no one. “The spiritual man” is the very opposite of
“a natural man.” He can do What Paul states here,
for he is a new creature by having received “the spirit
that is from God,” v. 12. He has the spiritual organ
and thus the ability to do what Paul says. The verb
dvaupe'vav is retained (dvci, to follow up a series of points,
plus xpr’yew in order to distinguish and to arrive at the
true value) : to investigate or probe judicially, to
judge.
Yet arcivra, thus to judge “all things,” comes as a
surprise, for it goes far beyond the wisdom of the
gospel. A moment’s thought, however, shows us that
the natural man does not probe and judge aright even
the common things of this life, to say nothing about
the gospel; does not see their true nature, purpose, relation, etc. He magniﬁes these things out of all proportion and hence devotes himself to them exclusively
and thus misuses them. But the spiritual man has the
true standard whereby to measure even these earthly
things. He may sometimes be slothful in this respect

and let the wisdom of this world deceive him as the
Corinthians are in danger of doing, and he therefore

needs the admonition: “Be renewed in the spirit of
your mind,” Eph. 4 :23.
The particles pc’v and 8e' place two things in juxtaposition. The ﬁrst causes surprise, but the second does

so still more: “yet he himself is judged by no one."
The spiritual man is able to judge (investigate and
value aright) the natural man, but not vice versa.
When the natural man, nevertheless, tries it he only
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makes a fool of himself. What does he know about
spiritual things, to say nothing about a spiritual man?
What organ has he or what criterion for judging one
who is spiritual? He is bound to call the spiritual man
a fool and never realizes that the folly is all on the
other side. He cannot see our wealth nor his own

emptiness while we can see both. It all sounds strange
at ﬁrst, and yet it is quite true and simple. It will do
the Corinthians good to ponder this.
16) Paul establishes what he thus says in regard to the spiritual man, namely that he is judged
by no Jone. For who did understand the Lord’s mind
so that he shall instruct him? But we have Christ’s

mind.
Paul appropriates .Isa. 40:13 just as he does in
Rom. 11:34. The prophet’s words express just what
Paul desires to say at this point, and so he simply
adopts the prophet’s words as his own. The proof
which Paul offers is a syllogism, the conclusion of
which Paul need not state in so many words, for we
can easily draw it.

Major premise: Of course, no one

knows the Lord’s mind and instructs him—this is
admitted as self-evident. Minor premise: We have
Christ’s mind — he revealed it to us, and so this, too,
must be admitted. Ergo, the self-evident conclusion.
No one can instruct, know, probe, judge us, in a word,
evaluate aright what we are and have. Id est, no fool

of. this world. God, of course, can; Christ and all, who
have his mind can, but no one else can.

What folly is it then for thosewho have not even
the ability to accept the things of God’s Spirit, who
deem them to be foolishness, to sit in judgment on
these things and on the people who possess them and

glory in them! Do they, perhaps, intend to instruct the
Lord?Will they attempt this impossible, presumptu-

ous, blasphemous thing? Isaiah spoke about Yahweh,

and what the prophet said Paul refers to Christ as the
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last sentence shows. Christ is God, and God’s wisdom,
in which no one can instruct Christ, has its origin in

the Trinity.
The relative 5: has the consecutive idea, R. 724,
hence we translate: “so that he shall” ; and not: “that
he may,” A. V., which is ﬁnal. The R. V.’s translation

is indeﬁnite. “To know the Lord’s mind” is to know
its contents, its thoughts, its plans, and its purposes,
i. e., the wisdom of the gospel. No natural man who

has only his worldly mind ever knew the divine mind.
To have “Christ’s mind” is to possess its contents by

way of a gracious gift (xapwaévm may, v. 12).
The emphasis is on music and on Exopevi We are they
who have his mind. One who is great enough through

his own ability to know the Lord’s mind might, per~
haps, presume to instruct the Lord—note the crushing irony in the suggestion. We, to whom the Lord
graciously revealed his mind, are only too thankful to

receive this blessed wisdom, and no presumptuous
thought, such as improving on that wisdom, will ever

enter our minds. This emphatic “we” again refers to
the apostles as we have seen throughout this section.
To the Corinthians, Paul brought the mind of Christ
and made them share in the divine gospel wisdom. Will
they now fall back into their former state and with
worldly wisdom tell the Lord how to improve his mind
and to make the gospel wisdom what they think it
ought to be? Paul’s thrust is sharp indeed, but the Corinthians need it. We, too.
Blessed are the apostles who ﬁrst received the mind
of Christ, and blessed are all who received the same
mind from and through their inspired words. As we
walk thus in the light of God’s wisdom, having our
minds and our spirits renewed, we are surely a puzzle
to the world. But let its criticism and its mockery
never disturb us; let us rather test ourselves constantly
so that we may never deviate from the mind of Christ.

CHAPTER III
IV.

God’s Co-Workers, 3:1-9

Paul begins with the “wranglings” (Epo8ee) found
in Corinth, 1:10, and points out their absurdity in a
preliminary way. Then he adds the paragraphs concerning the character of the gospel as foolishness and
as wisdom and concerning its reception by the apostles

through revelation and inspirationf On the basis thus
laid Paul now proceeds to settle completely with the
Corinthian wranglings.
1) As he did in the ﬁrst paragraph of chapter
2, Paul again reaches back to the time when he ﬁrst
worked in Corinth, but he does so only brieﬂy in
oder to compare the present state of the Corinthians
with their beginnings in the faith, a comparison that
must ﬁll them with shame, for they still act like
babes, babes who have not grown up. This is bound

to hurt their pride, but Paul intends that it should.
He calls them “brethren”—shall we say baby-brethren? And I, brethren, was not able to speak to you
as to spiritual but only as to ﬂeshy people, only as to
babes in Christ.

The historical aorist takes us back into the past
when the Corinthians were beginners in the faith, and
the aorist inﬁnitive sums up the speaking and the
preaching of Paul at that time. The pronoun “I” is

emphatic, for the apostle was their preacher at that
time. The Corinthians were beginners in those early
days and as such could not then be treated as wwpaﬂxof,
real spiritually minded people, but only as adpxwoz,
people still ﬂeshy in their way of thinking and acting
and not able, like a truly spiritual man, to judge aright
all things, 2:15. Paul does not fault the Corinthians
(120)
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for this early condition of theirs, for he adds the apposition “as babes in Christ.” We must all be “babes”
at ﬁrst in the natural course of our spiritual development. There is something tender in the term, and it
implies maternal solicitude on Paul's part and motherly care in helping these babes to grow up and to be-

come strong and mature spiritually. Thank God that
the Corinthians were converted by Paul’s preaching
and were united to Christin faith and thus began their
Christian career!
While himoL, “babes,” removes all blame, it still suggests an unsatisfactory condition of immaturity that
ought soon to pass away. This suggestion is even

stronger in the word adpxwm, “ﬂeshy.” Paul does not
use npuxumi (2:14) to describe this early state of the
Corinthians, for this term denotes people who are
totally devoid of the Spirit, who therefore cannot be
“in Christ.” The term a'cipxwos = adpE «7:1! and names the
substance of which one is composed, “ﬂeshy.” A person
of this kind may be “in Christ” as Paul here states regarding the Corinthians when they were still beginners
in the faith, yet such a one ought to change from this
condition as soon as possible. To have too-much ﬂesh
is to have too little of the spirit or the new life in
Christ. Unless the ﬂesh is greatly reduced and the
spirit increased, the latter will soon be smothered and
killed. While the spirit is at ﬁrst naturally weak like

a babe it must soon grow strong in order to maintain
itself, and the stronger it grows, the better.
2) Paul tells the Corinthians: “When you
were still quite ﬂeshy and babes in Christ as to the
spirit, mere ABC scholars in the faith, I had to treat
you as such in order to make you grow, and I did so.”

Milk I gave you to drink, not meat, for not yet were
you able.

Milk is for babes, they cannot digest solid food.
This is a case of zeugma, R. 1201, for the verb “I gave
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you to drink” is proper only with “milk” and not with
“mea ” solid food, Paul does not intend to say that
these two ﬁgurative terms are to designate two groups
of gospel doctrines, milk doctrines and meat doctrines.
It is an erroneous deduction that preachers ought to
withhold certain doctrines from beginners in the faith
because-these are too hard for their spiritual stomachs
to digest. Some carry this idea so far that they think
that certain doctrines are ﬁt only for preachers and
for theologians and not at all for ordinary 'church
members. The doctrines of predestination and conversion have been treated in this manner._
But all that Christ and Paul say about these and
about other doctrines they address to all the members
of the church. Paul always preached “all the counsel
of God,” Acts 20 :27. Paul does not distinguish between
two sets of doctrines but between two modes of presenting all doctrines. In fact, like Christ, he used more
than two modes, for in every case he took into consideration the spiritual development of his hearers.
See how Jesus uses ‘one mode in Matt. 18 :22 and then
a far simpler one in the attached parable. He proceeds
thus in many instances and condescends to reveal the
most marvelous things of the gospel “unto babes,"
Matt; 11 :25.

After saying in v. 1: “I was not able,” Paul now
adds in explanation: “for you were not yet able.”

Paul’s inability was not due to lack or inefﬁciency in
himself but to the spiritually undeveloped condition of

the Corinthians. When saying “not yet” Paul implies
that the Corinthians would advance beyond the begin-

ner’s stage in due time. Also that he would gladly have
oﬁered the Corinthians solid food had they been ready
to receive this form of food.
'
Paul speaks about the early days of the Corinthians with the two aorists. With the present tense
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he now suddenly turns and strikes home with a
severe rebuke regarding their present condition:
nay, not even now are ye able. During all this time

the Corinthians had been proud of their ability. Had
Paul not preached mightily in their midst, and was
he not followed by the great Apollos? Did Paul not
acknowledge the great spiritual wealth God had given
them (1 :5) ? How can Paul, then, now say a thing so

severe as this? Paul knows how the Corinthians will
wince under this lash, but he is far from administering
it as he does and then trying to soften the hurt. In-

stead of following such a procedure he at once proves
conclusively that the Corinthians are actually still
ﬂeshy and babes, far behind the state they should have
attained. Although boasting of being able during all
this time, they are still unable. At one time they were
naturally immature without special blame; now their
immaturity is a different matter. Regarding «AM as

being conﬁrmatory and continuative see R. 1185, etc.:
“yea." “Now” is cumulative: this inability persists
contrary to nature and to expectation.
3)
Paul’s proof for the unnatural inability of
the Corinthians is as direct as is his startling charge:

for you are yet ﬂeshly, for whereas among you there
is jealousy and wrangling, are you not ﬂeshly and
are you not walking after the manner of men?
Paul repeats the charge “you are yet ﬂeshly” and
then proves it. He makes a ﬁne distinction when he

now calls the Corinthians aapmm’. At one time, in their
early days, they were UdeLVOL, still largely made up of
ﬂesh because their spiritual part was still in the infant
stage. They could then not help it, they were “ﬂeshy”
in heart, mind, and life and yet giving promise that
they would soon outgrow that stage. But something
has interfered with their development, Paul ﬁnds that
they are now a'apKLKoi (Kara oa’pxa. 47w), “ﬂeshly,” people
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who ought to obey the true spiritual norm and yet by
a choice of their own obey the norm of the ﬂesh. The
difference between the two terms is: “ﬂeshy,” and you
cannot help it; "ﬂeshly," and you can but do not help
it. “Fleshy,” you carry a bad load but will soon be rid
of most of it; “ﬂeshly,” you follow a bad norm and
refuse to get rid of it. Paul approves of neither condition but cannot especially blame them for the former whereas he must decidedly blame them for the
latter. Our versions erase the difference by using one
word, “carnal,” as a translation of both Greek terms.
But is this carge of still being ﬂeshly in thought
and in act true in regard to the Corinthians? Paul
makes them answer for themselves. He asks two ques-

tions, the answers to Which are implied as being selfevident because the facts they point out are undeniable.
“For whereas there is among you jealousy and wrangling, are you not ﬂeshly,” etc.? The Corinthians cannot deny it. By {ﬁAoe, “jealousy” or “envy," Paul refers
to the vice of the heart which loves to lower another

and to exalt self. Its natural product is Epic, “wrangling” or “strife,” 1:11, compare Gal. 5:20. Is it not
a. fact, Paul asks, since you Corinthians have these
vices in your midst, that you are still ﬂeshly? And
Paul explains just what he means by ﬂeshly by adding to his question: “and are you not walking after the

manner of men ‘2" With Kara avapmrov he indicates the
norm of this their wrong conduct, the norm which
animates manas a mere man and as such is far from

God and contrary to the norm he requires us to obey.
Men who are “spiritual” (2:15) follow a different
norm, one that leads to love and to peace.
4) A second question, which contains a second
ydp, proves that envy and strife do, indeed, exist
among the Corinthians. For, whenever one says: I

am of Paul, and another, I am of Apolloa, are you
not more men? Does this not show that you are just
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common, unregenerate men like those in the world,
you who act so much like them? “Are you not (mere)
men?” explains the previous question in regard to
walking “after the manner of men.”
The Corinthians may have expected a different kind
of proof, for they may not have considered their contentions such a serious matter. For when they wrote
to Paul they never mentioned a word on this subject.
Paul’s words must, therefore, have struck them rather
forcefully. Really serious faults in the church quite
frequently make little or no impression on the members while lesser failings stir them up. The Pharisees
were meticulously concerned about tithing mint and
cummin and left undone the weightier matters of the
law, judgment, mercy, and faith, Matt. 23:23. Envy
and strife are always deplorable. Spirituality does not
thrive in such an atmosphere. To seek honor for men,
and to seek honor from'men whereas Christ should be
all in all, is courting deadly danger. To put men into
rivalry with Christ and to glorify men at the cost of
Christ, whether this be done consciously or unconsciously, is to assail Christ himself. If we only always had a Paul to step in with the full corrective
gospel power!
We see that Paul repeats the slogans of only two
of the four Corinthian parties. Perhaps these were
the most prominent or the worst although this is a
surmise. The other two are, of course, not innocent.
See the discussion of 1 :12.
5) In 1:11, 12 Paul states the fact of the wrong
existing in Corinth. He repeats this in a fuller and
more telling way in 3:1-4. Then in 1:13, etc., Paul
corrects the wrong. He does the same in 3:6, etc.,
but his correction now probes to the very bottom.

As he did in chapter one, he begins with questions
and then with oﬁv connects these questions with the
proof for the Corinthians’ wrong which he has just
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offered. What, then, is Apollos? and what is Paul?
Ministers through whom you believed, and each as
the Lord gave to him.

The Corinthians are making party heads of these
men and each party glorifies its man to the detriment
of Christ and the gospel. Now what (not “who,” A.
V.) are these men? And Paul again names them. The
Corinthians ought to know, and this knowledge should
have prevented them from elevating men as they did.
These men are only the Lord’s Suixoyoi, both equally only
his servants. Paul does not say 802mm, for this term
stresses the feature that the servant’s will is subservient to the Master in all things. When Paul calls
himself and Apollos Suixovol, “ministers,” he has in

mind the beneﬁcial service they rendered the Corinthians. Then he at once states the chief feature of
that service: “through whom you believed.” The aorist
may be ingressive: “came to believe”; it may also be
constative, summing up the entire activity of believing
on the part of the Corinthians.

For such beneﬁt received the Corinthians may Well
hold Paul and Apollos in grateful remembrance. But
Paul is also concerned to have them remember that
the real source of their blessings is the Lord. “Through

whom” characterizes Paul and Apollos as being no
more than causae instmmentales in the Lord's hands.
The Lord alone is the cause efﬁciens in working and in
preserving faith. Paul modestly places Apollos on a
par with himself when he states what service they
rendered the Corinthians. Although Paul alone founded
the congregation he seeks no special honor for himself
above that accorded to others.
Because Paul and Apollos are only the Lord’s ministers, therefore also any difference in the service which
these two rendered the Corinthians is due to the Lord.
So Paul adds: “yea (m1, cumulative) to each as the
Lord gave.” It was he who portioned out to Paul and
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to Apollos what each did in Corinth. Most assuredly
then, all credit and all glory for what was thus
achieved in Corinth belongs to no man but to the Lord.
Both men did strenuous work in Corinth, yet Paul considers all of this work as a gift to him and to Apollos,

a gift that called for their joint gratitude.
There were, of course, differences between these

two men and between the measure of their work and
their success, but this, too, was due to the Lord and
to his giving. In this simple and true way Paul draws
the eyes of the Corinthians away from men, including

himself, and ﬁxes their gaze on God. His own pure
heart, which is free from all envy and jealousy, reaches

out to the hearts of the Corinthians in order to impart
the same purity to them. Away with all invidious comparisons! What each of us is able to do in the church

is an undeserved gift from the Lord’s hands. Bend
the knee and give him thanks!
6) How did the Lord employ Paul and Apollos
in Corinth? I planted, Apollos watered, but God
caused the growing. The Lord graciously granted
to Paul the work of originally planting the Corinthian
ﬁeld While to Apollos he graciously granted the work
of watering what had been planted. These activities
on the part of these two men are, of course, not
mutually exclusive, but it is not necessary to stress that
fact in this connection. In these very terse statements,
which are even without connectives, it is sufﬁcient to
touch upon only the major feature of each man’s work.
To plant, to water —these activities belong together.

One is as necessary as the other.
One must know the Orient in order to understand
how vital for constant growth watering is in areas
where no rain falls during the entire summer. The

planting done at Corinth was not intended to produce
a quick, transient crop that is grown in the damp
winter season; it was rather like the planting of trees
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and of vines that need the-water courses (Ps. 1:3) the
year ’round. So in Paul’s. imagery planting and
watering are complementary. Each man did what the
circumstances made necessary and natural.
But God’s activity belongs in an entirely different
class: he, and he alone, did what neither of these men
or any man could do, he “caused the growing." A man
can place the seed into the ground or set out young
plants in the soil, a man can keep that soil moist in
onenway or in another, but what man is able to cause
the growing? If God does not cause it, it will never
be caused. This fact the Corinthians should have considered, and their party wranglings would have been
an impossibility.
In v. 5 Paul says that the Lord (Christ) assigned
each minister his work, here he says that God made
things grow. Both are divine acts, evidence that Christ
and God are of equal power and of equal majesty. The
change of tenses is important. The two aorists: “I
planted,” “he watered,” point into the past— the men
did their little work and are gone. So it is still: each
performs his little instrumental task and leaves. When
he is describing God’s activity Paul writes the imperfect ”Egan? which refers to an act begun in the past but
going on and on indeﬁnitely, for the tense is open and
sets no terminus. Paul and Apollos have left Corinth,
God is still there and causing the growing. Why quarrel about men when the Corinthians should unite in
praising God?
7) So, then, neither the one planting is anything, nor the one watering, but only the one causing the growth, God. This is the only correct conclusion. Men are nothing, and God is not only something (n)-'lbut, as the contrast implies, he is everything. “God” is placed emphatically at the end. The
three present participles are qualitative and describe
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the persons with reference to the action in which they

engage.
8)
Paul carries this comparison of men with
God, namely of men as God’s ministers compared
with God as their Lord, to its very climax. Now the
one planting and the one watering are one, and each
according to his own labor shall receive his own
wages. Ae’ is continuative, “now.” Whatever differences may appear between him who plants and him

who waters disappear the moment we look from men
to God. These men fuse together and form Ev, “one
thing,” one unit. The very idea of separating them and
pitting one against the other vanishes into thin air.
This tiny word 2v is the ﬁnal refutation of the dangerous differences which the Corinthians are making
their party slogans.

There are, of course, differences between the Lord’s
ministers. Does he not send one to plant and another
to water? This, too, is his business. But even greater
differences appear, particularly in the minus, the hard

and tiring labor which each performs. Some throw
their whole heart into their labor, some have much
harder tasks to perform, greater burdens to bear, some

are called to labor longer than others. Hence another
difference appears: they shall receive different wages.
Well, then, is this at least not some justiﬁcation for the
Corinthians when they made efforts to establish dif—
ferences between their ministers? The very opposite
is true. For the “wages” which each worker shall receive as his own are not the concern of men but the
supreme concern of God. What a mistake the Corin-

thians are guilty of when they usurp this function of
God’s, when one wretched party tries to exalt one man
against another, and a second party exalts the other
man! If the Corinthians will only follow Paul’s example and look to God, all such dangerous proceedings
on their part will stop. Each minister shall receive
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his “wages” of grace at the hand of his gracious and
generous Master. Matt. 19:27-29.
“His own wages” makes plain that there will be
a difference; this is the one indicated in the parable
of the Talents and in that of the Pounds. And the
norm or rule which the Lord will apply in apportioning these different wages is expressed in the phrase
“according to his own labor.” “His own wages” and
“according to his own labor” have the two emphatic
positions in the sentence. The two parables mentioned
show that in all cases the wonderful wages will so exceed the labor of each servant that each will be utterly
astonished at the reward which he receives from his
magnanimous Lord. In comparison with such wages
the little glory which some misguided party in Corinth
would bestow becomes a farce.
9) The fact that this apportionment of wages
is a matter that belongs wholly to God the double
statement with ydp establishes. For God's co-workers
are we; God’s husbandry, God’s building, are you.
The emphasis rests on the three possessives: “God’s
. . . God’s . . . God's." Two of these declare that even
the Corinthians are God’s. His are the laborers, his
the ﬁeld with its planting, his the building. Paul does
not write co-laborers, for God works but never labors;
so he writes “co-workers.” The preposition 015v found
in the noun connects God’s ministers with him and not
these ministers with each other save as they are all
equally joined with him. “We,” of course, refers only
to Paul, to Apollos, and to men in the ministry (8mixom), and we cannot extend it so as to apply it to
Christians generally. The Christian ministry is still
a distinct oﬂ'ice. Behold the honor which Paul here
bestows upon this ofﬁce! Full of labor though it be,
it makes us co-workers with God.
Yet this truth involves much more: all that these
workers plant, water, and build is likewise God’s, and
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God’s alone. The Corinthians are a vineyard that is
planted and tilled by God's workers and belong to God.
There is no M in this statement, nor in the one that
says that the Corinthians are God’s building.

This

marks the difference. Paul tells the Corinthians: We
ministers belong to God as his fellow workers, you, the
congregation, belong to him Only as his ﬁeld and his
building. The holy ofﬁce is something more than or-

dinary membership in the congregation. The Corinthians acted as if these ministers were theirs, to be
measured and weighed at pleasure, to be exalted or
to be lowered, to be rewarded with praise or to be
chastised with criticism. Paul takes these ministers
out of their hands, they are God’s, doing his work
under his special call and commission.
While he thus pronounces these ministers to be
God’s he at the same time states that the Corinthians,
too, are God’s, but they are such as the fruit and result
of this joint work of God and of his ministers. This
truth lies in the two designations ycuipyiov, the land with
its planting, and oixob‘opai, the building. There can be
no vineyard or other planted ﬁeld unless someone ﬁrst
works and plants it; nor can there be a building great
or small unless someone ﬁrst erects it. In a subordinate
way Paul could say: You Corinthians are our ﬁeld, our

building. But this would be stating only a small part
of the truth. The ministers are only God’s humble instruments and no more. The real Worker back of

them is God himself, and so the entire result is his,
supremely his. A double motive must, then, deter the
Corinthians from their party cries and contentions:
1) they are misusing God’s ministers who because of
their very oﬂice belong to God; 2) they are thereby
untrue to themselves who as the very product of this
ministry also belong to God.
A second ﬁgure is introduced at the end of this
verse by the term “God's building,” which forms a
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link of transition to the next paragraph, in which this
new ﬁgure and its rich features are to be elaborated.

V.

God’s Building, 10-23

If the Corinthians will cease to be ﬂeshly and will
look upon their true ministers as God’s own ministers,
if they will realize that God himself will reward each

one rightly, they will never tolerate party strife, and
they will even rightly view themselves as a. product
of God’s ministry and thus as God’s congregation. But
back of this party strife in Corinth lies the unholy desire to introduce human wisdom and thus to corrupt
the very gospel itself. No minister has as yet stressed

this human wisdom in Corinth, at least Paul does not
intimate such a state of affairs. But where this pseudowisdom is admired by a congregation, there is danger

that ministers will be sought who will cater to this
dangerous appetite. Instead of building with imperish-

able truth some may build with perishable material or
even forsake the true foundation altogether. This is
the danger to be guarded against. “Let each man take

heed how he is building.” The congregation is to be
God’s own temple, and woe to him who builds so as to

make it anything else! Let no man be mislead by this
false wisdom and fall into God’s condemnation. Such
is the trend of this section, which is dominated by the
ﬁgure of a building which is advanced to that of a
temple, v. 10-17. The section closes with admonition
and assurance, v. 1823.
10) Paul begins with the work that was done in
Corinth when the congregation was founded and was
built up in the true faith. Now, however, no prominence

is given to the persons who did this work. While Paul
himself laid the foundation he alludes to himself only
incidentally when he mentions this part of the work
and uses no emphatic éyé, and when he is speaking
about the continuance of the work he mentions only
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the fact that it was done by “another,” «Dams, whoever
this may be, and mentions no name or names. Somebody had to begin the work; it was Paul who did it

although God could just as well have sent someone
else. Likewise, somebody had to go on with the work;
it was, we know, especially Apollos who did this although God could have found somebody else. It is the

character of the work that Paul wants the Corinthians
to note and not the persons whom God employed.
According to the grace of God given to me as

a wise architect I laid a foundation, and another
builds thereon. Paul disclaims any special credit for
starting the work at Corinth. The fact that he was
enabled to do so was due entirely to God, was in
harmony with his undeserved favor toward Paul, and
was in the nature of a pure gift granted to him. In
this way Paul regards his own labor in Corinth. He

sees only God’s “grace” and gift (the aorist participle
to express the single past act of bestowal) for which
he is truly grateful. That is what he wants the Corinthians to see likewise. The Paul party in Corinth will
collapse the moment this is done, and all other parties
will likewise disappear.
God’s grace and gift consisted in the fact that “as
a wise architect I laid a foundation.” Paul’s meaning

is plain: he ﬁrst placed Christ and the true gospel
into the hearts of the Corinthians. Of course, nobody
builds without a foundation. The wisdom of Paul con—
sisted, not in laying a foundation, but in laying the
right one in the right way. The little word “wise” intends to recall all that Paul said in chapter two regarding the gospel as the true, divine wisdom. While he
calls himself a “wise architect” he is not thinking of

some wonderful quality of his own mind and intellect
but of the true gospel wisdom made his by revelation
(2:10). The pride and the satisfaction expressed in
the adjective “wise” are pure and holy, for they rest
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altogether on the consciousness of possessing God’s revealed wisdom. We meet this adjective again in 4:4
and in other utterances of Paul’s. He knew what he
had and with what he worked, and he did not merely
assert that what he had was the real wisdom as is the

case with many iaoqbo; who boast of having the genuine gospel merely to justify themselves. Thus also
Paul was sure of his great reward, Acts 20 :27; II Tim.
4:6-8.
When Paul adds “and another builds thereon” he
is giving utterance to a statement that lies in the very
nature of the case. A foundation is laid but once, after
that the erection of the building itself proceeds. The
verb used here really means: another “does the upbuilding.” This ﬁgure illustrates the entire work of

increasing the outward number and the inward faith
of the congregation. When Paul writes was, “another,” this word is to be taken in a general sense like
our “somebody else.” For this reason he employs an
aorist to describe his own work which is past and a
present durative tense to indicate the work of building

which goes on indeﬁnitely and is going on even now
as Paul writes these lines.
That also shows the pertinence of the admonition: And let each take heed how he builds thereon!

When he calls himself a ”wise architect" Paul renders
a verdict on his past work of laying the foundation.
That was rightly done and is entirely ﬁnished. But
the building operation is still in full progress and is
in the hands of somebody else. It will go on even after

Paul is dead. Even now Paul has reason to fear that
some of this present work is not being done aright.

Hence this admonition and the instruction regarding
wise and regarding unwise building.
11)
When Paul demands that every man who
is engaged in the work of building in Corinth test

his work most carefully, he by no means exempts
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himself and the work he did in laying the foundation
in Corinth. Such an exemption would place him in
a class by himself and thus lend support to the Paul
party in Corinth, the very consummation Paul would
avoid. No; Paul’s work, like that of all his successors, must be tested just as theirs is, for they, all
of them, are the Lord’s Stdkovot. For this reason Paul
states the explanation (76p): For, as regards foundation, no one can lay another beside that lying already, which is Jesus Christ. This is the test to which
Paul submits his own work in Corinth. All true building of the church, whether it includes starting a congregation or only continuing one already started, must
be in perfect harmony with the one divine foundation
which, once laid by God, now lies forever.
When Paul writes that he “laid a foundation” in
Corinth he means only that he began the work in that
place. Laying a foundation in this sense is in contrast
with the erecting of the superstructure. And both ex.
pressions used in v. 10 apply to one locality only, which
is in this instance Corinth. A vaster thing is meant
by the one and only foundation that Paul says is “lying,” «army, a present tense, lying permanently and
forever. Paul says nothing about him who laid this
foundation or how it was laid. There is no'need for
these details. The Corinthians must bear in mind especially that no second foundation like unto this can

ever be laid by anyone. They shall also note what this
foundation is, namely “Jesus Christ.” When this is
understood, all the work of the Lord’s Sluixovm, whether
it consist of starting a congregation or of later building it up, can be adequately tested, and it can be deter-

mined whether such work is really genuine or not.
What had Paul done in Corinth when he there “laid
a foundation”? “As a wise architect” he established

the hearts of the Corinthians on the one and only foundation, Jesus Christ. All that Paul taught, preached,
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and practiced in Corinth was done to this end and to
this end alone. All of the Corinthians must needs
testify to this effect. Paul, therefore, makes no empty
claim when he terms himself a wise architect, he states

a fact. What Paul had thus begun, others continued,
but their work is now called “building” work. And this

is to be tested by the same standard. If it establishes
the hearts of the Corinthians more and more on the one
and only foundation Jesus Christ, if all teaching, all
preaching, and all practice serve this end alone, then
this work, too, is that of wise architects, true successors of Paul. But recent developments among the Corinthians raise a doubt on this score. For that reason

Paul writes these paragraphs, the doubt must be removed.

Our versions translate as though Paul had written:
dAon yap Gateway, “other foundation” no one can lay;
whereas Paul writes: aepc’mou yap a'Mov, “as regards
foundation, another no one can lay.” The emphasis
is on the ﬁrst word, enemy, which is either an accusative absolute or an adverbial accusative. When it
comes to foundation, Paul says, there is only one, and
no one can lay a second. We may translate 7rapa’. other
“than” that (already) lying; or another “beside” that
(already) lying. It is a question whether a'Mov is comparative or not. Paul intimates that someone may,
indeed, try to lay a new and a different foundation,

that he may even think that he has done so and persuade others to think so also, but the very idea is an
impossible absurdity. To forsake this one and only

foundation in any way is fatal.
In this connection “Jesus Christ” is inclusive and
not exclusive, not even partitive. His entire person
and all his work are the foundation that lies ﬁxed and
solid forever. He is not merely the center to which
something else may be added; he is both center and
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circumference. His name does not represent only a
few doctrines such as one or another age may deem
“vital,” but includes all the teachings of Scripture,
whether you and I deem them vital or not. This foundation, which is Jesus Christ, is objective, “lying” as
such before all of us. All other alleged foundations are
subjective, i. e., imaginary; they are like the sand refer-

red to in Christ’s conclusion of the Sermon on the
Mount.
12) Paul now tells us What he has in mind when
he utters his warning that we must take heed how we
build. Yes, there are differences among the architects

or builders, not the foolish and the wrong differences
which the Corinthians think they see, but actual and
grave differences such as they ought to see lest in Corinth they build in a wrong way or even wreck the
temple of God. Paul considers three classes of builders: 1) those who are truly wise (v. 10); 2) those
who are unwise and introduce wrong material although

they do not leave the foundation; 3) those who are
fools and destroy God’s temple. The eventual fate of
these three classes Paul also indicates. This presentation leaves the question untouched as to what a congregation ought to do with a 8deovos or “minister” who
uses faulty material in building or starts to wreck
God’s temple. There is no reason to enter upon this
question in the case of the Corinthians since all their
SLdKOVOL had been faithful men. The Scriptures answer
this question in other connections.
Now (Se’, continuative) if anyone builds on the
foundation gold, silver, costly stones, wood, hay,
stubble, each one’s work shall be made manifest.
The indeﬁnite “anyone” does not intend to say that
one individual builder uses all of these diﬁerent materials for the structure he erects but, as the distributive “each one’s,” e'miarov, shows, that one builder uses
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one kind of these materials, another builder 3 different
material. In decidedly diﬁ'erent ways, then, the architects may build on the “foundation, Jesus Christ.”

The materials used may range all the way from
gold to stubble.

Paul marks six gradations without

using an “or” to indicate a division of the six, yet the
fact that he intends to enumerate two groups is perfectly plain because of the great inherent difference
in value between the materials named in the two
groups.

In the one group we have gold, silver, and

costly stones, than which there is no more valuable
material; in the other we have pieces of wood, hay, and
stubble, than which there is no cheaper material. It
will not do, then, unduly to stress the manner of building by laying all the emphasis on #69, “how,” in v. 10
and at the same time assume that all six materials may
be used equally in building on the “foundation” just so
the manner be right. Such an interpretation loses
sight of the test by ﬁre to which each man’s structure
must eventually submit, v. 13. Moreover, if the man:ner of building is the chief consideration and the material used only an incidental feature, why does Paul
mention all these different materials in such a marked
way, and why does he say nothing at all about differences regarding the manner of building? As far as
manner is concerned, that exhibits itself in the material which the builder chooses and deems ﬁt for the
superstructure to be erected on this grand foundation

which is Christ.
‘
Some builders use only precious material ;-but there
is a difference even in their choice, namely between
gold, silver, and costly stones. Silver is less valuable

than gold, and lovely marble less valuable than silver.
Yet these three are evidently intended to represent
material that harmonizes as it should with the great

[and precious foundation. Likewise, hay is even poorer
than am, pieces of wood picked up here and there,
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and stubble is altogether unﬁt. Who would think of
placing material of this type on such a glorious foundation? When Paul descends to stubble, the matter
becomes wholly ridiculous in its impossibility. All this.

is plain when one considers the ﬁgurative terms placed
side by side. But more must be said.
While Nero built a Golden House in Rome, this
was not constructed entirely of gold. We know of no
silver house that man ever built. Fine marble structures and wooden houses or huts are frequent, even

grass-covered huts are found among savages, but not
even a hut was ever built out of stubble. Paul, therefore, does not intend to list actual building materials

such as men use. For in this connection “gold” does
not mean that some gold was used for ornament only,
but that the structure was built of gold throughout;
no man ever used this metal to such an extent. And
at the other extreme “stubble” does not mean that
some stubble was used and worked into clay brick for
instance, (Exod.5 :12) , but that the structure was made

of stubble throughout; no man ever attempted to use
such material for constructing even the meanest hut.

We fail to understand Paul’s ﬁgures aright when we
take them as a reference to materials which men ac—
tually use. “If one builds gold . . . stubble” assumes
that one does this, but such an assumption is contrary

to what men actually do in ordinary life.
We here have an instance in which the common

human actualities are disregarded and only the spiritual are thought of. Jesus employs similar illustrations. No man ever did or would do what Jesus says

the owner of the vineyard did in the parable of the
Wicked Husbandmen: send one set of servants after

another to such murderous men and at last send even
his son. As a story of human events it is impossible.

What of it? just so it pictures what Jesus desires. In
the same way Paul writes about a man who builds an
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entire structure out of gold and again one entirely out

of stubble.
But what does this ﬁgurative language mean? Two

interpretations are offered. The one lets these six materials denote persons for the reason that the foundation is the person Jesus Christ and because the church
consists of persons. But this interpretation contains
a ﬂaw. We may, indeed, conceive of a minister who

receives into his congregation a crowd that is made
up of all sorts of people that only nominally profess
Christianity. Such a thing is done often enough at
present. Such congregational material might be termed

wood, hay, and stubble. But we cannot conceive that,
when these persons perish in the judgment ﬁre, the
man who accepted these persons and of them built up

his congregation should himself in the end escape, “he
himself shall be saved,” v. 15. If these materials denote
persons, then the builder who uses persons who are
ﬁt to be termed wood, hay, and stubble must himself

also perish with this combustible material.
The other interpretation lets these six materials
denote doctrines or rather the substance of the teaching employed by the ministers of the church. Thus
gold, silver, and costly stones are the teaching of the
“wisdom” of the gospel which is full of the everlasting
inﬂow: or truth; wood, hay, and stubble are teachings
and church practices that are devoid of this wisdom
and this truth. A similar illustration uses, not, indeed,
the building, but the foundation, in one case the rock
of Christ’s words or teachings, in the other sand or

the disregard of Christ’s teachings.
The view that the building erected on the foundation Jesus Christ is not a doctrinal structure but one
that is composed of the souls of men is unsatisfactory.
The teachings here referred to are not systems of doctrine that are set down in books but kinds of teaching
that are put into men’s minds and hearts, which there-
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fore produce certain results in their lives. We need
think only of Corinth where some were inclined to use
the wood, hay, and stubble of human wisdom as the

choicest kind of teaching with which to ﬁll the hearts
of the people. Paul still calls them brethren, but this
kind of teaching ﬁlled Paul with alarm for all who received it in any way. We ourselves ﬁnd pastors and
people who admire such wood, hay, and stubble in
teaching and in church practice (which is itself the

strongest kind of teaching since actions speak louder
than words) as though it were gold, silver, and costly
stones. Because of ignorance some misapprehend what
the Scriptures teach, or they have been taught incorrectly. That is so much wood that will never stand the

judgment ﬁre. Some go farther. They justify what
the Scriptures condemn and teach men accordingly.
This is hay, or, worse still, wretched stubble, outrageous stuff to connect with Jesus Christ. The ﬁre will
devour it in a ﬂash.
Two things must be remembered about this correct
interpretation: 1) that the foundation is not aban-

doned when wood, hay, and stubble are built into the
church; 2) that such building is by no means without
the gravest danger, both for those who are builders

and for those who are being built. For it is but a step
from using the wrong material, mistaking wood, hay,

and stubble for gold, silver, and valuable stone, or
thinking them equal to these, to changing to a wrong
foundation, losing the true Christ, and accepting one

who is self-made in order the better to match the admired wood, hay, and stubble.
13) The protasis: “if one builds,” followed by
the future in the apodosis: “shall be made manifest,"
is a condition of reality. While the building process

goes on, much deception remains, also much self-deception in regard to the true character of the materials

that are used. Not even the gold is always recognized
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as what it is, to say nothing of the lesser silver, or still
lesser costly stone. But “each one's work shall be made

(or become) manifest” in the end so that all deception
or even doubt shall disappear.

The statement with 7.1,; explains this: for the day
shall declare it because it is revealed in ﬁre; and
each one’s work, of what sort it is, the ﬁre itself shall
test.

“The day,” a? ﬁfll'pa with the deﬁnite article and no
further modiﬁer, means the great ﬁnal day of judgment that is so often named in the Scriptures. The object of thuia'et, “shall declare” or make plain, is Exdo'rov
76 é’pyov, “each one’s work,” which naturally becomes
the implied subject of anoxahﬁmaac, “is revealed.” It is
not the day that is revealed, the day merely “comes,”
prc‘rat, as the Scriptures say. Each man’s “work” is
what he actually built up on the foundation. How the
day of judgment shall make that plain, as well as why
this day does it as no previous day has done, the clause
with 37: states. Each builder’s work “is revealed” as
just what it is. The agent implied in the verb is God.
This revelation is intended for the whole world of men
and of angels, the builder himself being, of course, included. Here men may deceive themselves and others
but they shall not be so successful in the ﬁnal apocalypse.
“In ﬁre” is ﬁgurative for “in judgment,” namely
the absolutely righteous judgment of God. The point
of comparison in “ﬁre” is not its light but its consum-

ing power. The materials mentioned prepare for this
ﬁgure, for three are incombustible, and three are combustible. The consuming power of this divine ﬁre appears in other Scripture utterances, II Thess. 1:8;

Heb. 12:29; Deut. 4:24; Mal. 3 :2. Fire separates precious metal from dross and destroys sham and falseness and leaves truth and reality. Paul uses three verbs
to indicate what the ﬁnal day with its judgment upon
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every builder’s work shall bring: make plain —be revealed —test or test out. The making plain shall be
brought about by a testing out, Soxmaigecu. A thing is
tested or proved to determine whether it is genuine.
So also a person may be tested as to whether he is ﬁt
for an ofﬁce or whether he is what he ought to be, C.-K.
Here the medium, “the ﬁre itself,” indicates the method that is used in the last great test.
14) If anyone’s work shall abide which he built
up, he shall receive wages. Paul retains the idea of
“wages" mentioned in v. 8 and says that they shall be
awarded for work that proves to be genuine and carefully deﬁnes this work by means of the relative clause
“which he built up.” Such a clause does not appear
in the next verse which records the fate of the spurious
work. The aorist is in place, for the work is completed
when it comes to the ﬁnal test. The condition is again
one of reality which agrees with Paul’s objective presentation in v. 12 and again in v. 15. In regard to the
genuine work Paul writes that it “shall abide" in the
sense that it shall remain undamaged by the ﬁre of
testing; thus he keeps the ﬁgure and also the reality
back of the ﬁgure. To think of a ﬁre that is so intense
as to melt gold and silver and to spell or burst marble
and other costly stones is to overdo Paul’s ﬁgure. The
fact that the “wages” mentioned are entirely a gift
of grace need not be stated after a phrase like that

found at the beginning of v. 10. Yet these wages are
duly promised to all faithful teachers and preachers
of the gospel; Rev. 4:4; 11:18; I Cor. 9:17; II John
8; Dan. 12:3. They consist in higher degrees of glory
and in the delightful eternal contemplation of the work
these builders have wrought by the Lord’s grace.
15) The absence of a connective heightens the
contrast between the two parallel statements. If any-

one’s work shall be burned up, he shall suEer lose
though he himself shall be saved, yet so as through
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ﬁre. The impossibility of letting n3 Zpyav refer to the
persons gathered into the church is obvious. The verb

mmm’w, to burn up completely, to be consumed, the
opposite of pg’mv, to abide, excludes the very idea, for
in no sense can persons burn up. “The work” is the
ignorant, mistaken, non-genuine teaching, all of it being sticks of wood (£15m, plural), or only hay, or, still

worse, stubble. This burns up because there is no
divine reality in it.

The ﬁgure does not, however,

change so that ﬁre and burning up now denote God’s
wrath. Paul still speaks of the divine judgment, and
this burning up denotes the complete rejection of the
work of the unwise builders, their teaching and all
that they thought they had accomplished in men’s

hearts through it.
For the builder the result is: “he shall suffer loss.”
All to which he devoted his life shall be suddenly swept
away. He shall stand bare where he might have had
so much. Hence there is, of course, no thought of wages
for him, and this is the great loss. Many great “works”
shall thus go down in ashes in the judgment and be

absolutely disowned by the Lord. Many proud builders
who were acclaimed by men while they lived and were

honored with great tributes when they were buried
shall hang their heads when all their work becomes
nothing in the ﬁre test. But many a humble preacher,
of whom nobody made much in life, shall shine at that
day because he wrought gold, silver, and precious
stones.
Though it strikes us as strange, Paul nevertheless
writes regarding the unwise builder: “he himself shall

be saved.” This is due to the fact that, despite his
wretchedly faulty work, despite even the very stubble
of his teaching, he remained on the great “foundation

Jesus Christ.” It is a manifestation of wondrous grace
on God’s part that such a foolish builder should be al-
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lowed to escape although he is stripped of the glory

of the faithful. “Yet as through ﬁre” indicates the
narrow escape. He is like a man who ﬂees from a
burning building, is badly frightened, and saves nothing but his life. Even here “ﬁre” means divine judgment. The picture seems to be somewhat on this order:
this builder stands in the house of his work, and when

the judgment-ﬁre strikes and devours it, he rushes out.
Who wants to spend all his life in the ministry and
then end in such a way?
Two things are now, however, clear. The teaching

of wood, hay, and stubble cannot signify heretical doctrines such as subvert the very foundation of faith in
Christ. They are perhaps vacuous teachings that do
not deserve the name of doctrines at all, human notions

added to the gospel. They are actually sectarian doctrines that are false and dangerous enough and yet
do not destroy the cross as such. Paul says throughout
that the unwise builder builds something, wrong
though it is, on the foundation. In the second place,
although Paul avoids all mention of the hearers of this
kind of teaching, the only fair conclusion we can draw
in regard to them is that, like their teacher, they, too,
escape as through ﬁre.
While Paul himself contrasts only two builders, one
whose work shall remain, and one whose work shall be
burned up, additional possibilities are at least suggested. One may build a structure that is made entirely
of gold and not use silver at all; another may use only
silver, still another only costly stones. Or, one may
build with some gold, etc., and yet foolishly add some
wood, etc., and thus lose some of his wages. Let us
all strive with all our might to use as much gold as
possible!
Paul’s word regarding ﬁre is used by the Catholics
as proof for their doctrine of purgatory. But this ﬁre
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is restricted to the last day; it is not a ﬁre of purgation
but of ﬁnal judgment; it is intended for the builders
and only by a deduction for certain unwise Christians.
16) The third possibility follows. The ﬁrst two
Paul treats altogether objectively by refraining from
all direct personal reference. The third he states sub—
jectively by even asking the Corinthians 2. direct question in regard to themselves. The ﬁrst possibility is
that a teacher builds upon the foundation in a true
way (gold, etc.) ; the second that a teacher builds on
it in a false way (wood, etc.). The third is, however,
not building at all (the idea of this ﬁgure has been exhausted) but the opposite of building, ooer’pew, destroying and wrecking. Let us note in this connection that

the line between using wrong material in building and
the terrible work of destroying the divine structure is
quite faint and easily crossed with fatal results.
In presenting the ﬁnal possibility Paul advances
the idea with which he began when he spoke of the
"foundation” and of the building which the builders
erect thereon. He did not immediately state what
this structure is. With an eﬁective asyndeton and a
question which is directed to the Corinthians he now
does this. Do you not know that you are God’s sanctuary, and that the Spirit of God dwells in you? The
question as such and its point in regard to the “sanc~
tuary” intend to startle. The form of the question
takes for granted that the Corinthians do know what
Paul asks. The force of the question is to have the
Corinthians vividly recall what they know because of
its great importance in the present connection.

No article is needed with mic, for only one such
sanctuary now exists even as only one existed in Israel.
We must distinguish this mic, the structure containing
the Holy Place and the Holy of Holies, from the lepév
which included all the courts and all the structures on
the Temple hill. Even in the Old Testament the people
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who used the Temple of God were themselves considered the real temple of God. When Paul calls the
Corinthians God’s sanctuary he does not mean that
each congregation is a separate temple-sanctuary so
that there are many such sanctuaries. 0n the contrary,
God's people are one spiritual temple or sanctuary, and
wherever God’s people are, there that sanctuary is
found.
With an explicative ml Paul at once explains how he
comes to call the Corinthians “God’s sanctuary,” which
is a term that certainly places them" on a very high level:
“and the Spirit of God dwelleth in you.” The basic
and self-evident proposition is this: where God dwells,
there is his sanctuary. He is, indeed, everywhere by
virtue of his omnipresence but he does not “dwell,”
oixsi, everywhere. As one adopts an aim: as his home,
so God dwells with and in his people. This is the
speciﬁc gracious presence that is always mediated by

Word and Sacrament, for which the Scriptures employ
the most beautiful imagery, which is summarized by
the church in the term unio mystica. God’s indwelling
separates, sanctiﬁes, sets apart for himself all who are
thus honored and blessed.
It is true that the unio mystica is personal for each
believer, and yet Paul’s phrase “in you” includes the
entire congregation as a unit. The divine indwelling
unites into one all who are thus blessed; it does not
separate except from the world, it joins together. The
divine indwelling is ascribed to all three persons of
the Godhead, John 14:17, 23, for the opera, ad extra.

sunt indivisa. When this act is ascribed, as is done in
this case, to the Spirit, we may recall that his office and
his function are to sanctify us unto God.
17) The erection of gold, etc., and of wood, etc.,
on the foundation Jesus Christ includes all the teaching
of the builders, that by which they begin to gather
people together to form a congregation like Paul’s lay-
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ing the foundation in Corinth, v. 10, and that of building up such a congregation outwardly and inwardly.

These teachers are, therefore, properly pictured as architects or builders, and their work as erecting some
kind of structure on the great foundation. When Paul

now proceeds to speak about destroying God’s sanctuary he can no longer use the ﬁgure of builders who
erect something, for to destroy and to wreck are the
very opposite of building up. This damnable work is

also restricted to the actual sanctuary of God that true
builders have already erected. For this reason Paul
ﬁrst focuses the attention of the Corinthians upon

themselves as being the sanctuary of God built up by
his own work and by that of other true builders. And
then with a sudden turn he focuses the eyes of the
Corinthians on this nefarious work of tearing down
what has been built up in Corinth with such great
labor.

If anyone destroys the sanctuary of God, him
shall God destroy, for the sanctuary of God is holy,
since of such kind are you. The structure of the
conditional sentence is chiastic in the Greek, which

brings the two verbs sharply together and lends them
great emphasis.

We are unable to duplicate this in

English. The sense of the two verbs qbﬁa’pei and wept
is therefore identical. We cannot translate as the A. V.
does: “If any man deﬁle, etc., him shall God destroy.”
We translate: “If anyone destroys, him shall God destray."
Paul does not say how he conceives this destroying. We shall not go far wrong when we say that, if
the Corinthians themselves are God’s sanctuary because of the indwelling of the Spirit, he destroys this
sanctuary, be he teacher or layman, who by lies and

deceptions drives the Spirit out of the hearts of the
Corinthians and ﬁlls them with the spirit of the world.
The man who does this nefarious work cannot possibly
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have the Spirit in his own heart. On this fearful work
compare Matt. 18 :6, 7. Yet Paul is not intimating that
in Corinth anyone has advanced to this third stage,

that of wrecking the faith and the godly life of the
Lord’s people, but he issues a grave warning neverthe-

less. The future tense “shall destroy,” like the futures
occurring in all the previous statements in v. 13-15,
refers to the last day although it does not, of course,

exclude any preliminary judgments which God may
deem it necessary to inﬂict.
The severity of this ﬁnal judgment, namely destruction in hell, is justiﬁed by the addition “for the sanc-

tuary of God is holy,” separated from the world and
entirely set apart for him. This is the worst among

human crimes, nefas, a monstrous deed. What Paul
writes about it is general and in this sense objective although v. 16 already lends a subjective touch.

Paul

intensiﬁes this touch into a direct application to the
Corinthians when he adds the relative clause with
ofnveq. But this relative is unusual. Does eta-wee mean
simply 02? Even then the remarkable attraction in
number from the singular antecedent vaés (Ewes) to
the plural predicate {maze would remain and call for an
explanation. Moreover, the one relative cannot be substituted for the other. R. 960 says: “There is an argument in airway.” We cannot translate in the easy
fashion: “which (sanctuary) ye are,” as our versions
do. This loses even the decided emphasis on “you.” We
must render: “since of such kind are you.” The indeﬁnite relative 0chch is causal and includes “since,”
which makes plain what Robertson means by saying it
contains an argument.
Paul’s statement really involves a syllogism. Major

premise: Whoever destroys the sanctuary of God, God
will destroy him, for his sanctuary is holy. Minor
premise: You Corinthians are holy and God’s sanc-

tuary.

Conclusion, implied: Whoever destroys you,
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God will destroy him. The verb ¢0e£p¢w may mean either
“destroy” or “corrupt” as the context determines. We
have no English verb that has this double sense. The
German renders it well: War den Tempel verdirbt,
verderben 'm’rd- den Gott, which even retains the
chiasm of the Greek wording.
18) The last clause in v. 17 prepares the way
for the admonitions which now follow. They contain
the practical deductions which the Corinthians
should carry into effect. Paul might have used the
connective 05v, “therefore.” Let no one deceive himself. If anyone thinks he is wise among you in this
world age, let him become a fool in order that he
may become wise.
Paul intends this not only for the teachers in Corinth but for all the Corinthians, for “no one” and
“anyone” obtain their range from “you” in v. 17; and
”78:6: is regular because pa; is the negative with imperatives, R. 1170. The danger to be found in Corinth
is that some, many, possibly even all may deceive themselves with respect to the entire subject which Paul
is discussing, that of wisdom, of teachers, and of the
kind of work which they do. By using the singular “no
one,” etc., Paul appeals to each individual personally;
compare the same singular in v. 21.
Without a connective Paul states what he means by this self-deception and at the same time points out
how to escape its snare: “If anyone thinks (Board, sibz‘
videtur, sich etwas darauf einbildet, has the conceit)
he is wise among you.” This is the great danger: one
may have the conceit that he is truly wise when,he in
reality is the very opposite. The phrase “in this world
age” does not modify “wise" as though Paul describes
this person as thinking himself “wise in this world
age." He thinks he is spiritually wise among the Corinthians. It is Paul who appends the phrase “in this
world age” to the entire sentence: in this world age
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a man may ﬂatter himself that he has the true wisdom
whereas all that he possesses is what he has obtained
from this world age. He is surely badly deceived, for
his wisdom is altogether imaginary.
To this man Paul says: “let him become a fool,”
}Mopo's‘ as far as this deceptive world wisdom is com
cerned. Let him discard this wisdom, have himself
called “a fool” by the adherents of this wisdom, yea,
appear as “a fool" to himself for doing so “in order
that he may become wise” in the true sense of the
word through the everlasting wisdom of Jesus Christ,
which is far above anything connected with this tran—
sient world age. In this admonition Paul presents
the very heart of all that he has discussed thus far.
This practical deduction each of the Corinthians is
to make for his own person and his own life. In this
connection it is quite immaterial whether he considers
himself wise in the world’s wisdom or wise in adhering to some teacher whom he foolishly rates as wise
in regard to this-wisdom.
But the real danger that lurks in this conceit of
deeming oneself wise is not so much in being ﬁlled
(subjectively) with a. false idea concerning oneself but
in the fact (objectively) that this worldly wisdom
detracts from Christ and thus destroys that on which
all salvation and all true wisdom depend, namely the
cross of Christ, 1 :17. Hence also the way in which to
escape the dangers of this conceit is not by trying to

supplement the world’s wisdom by adding some of the
wisdom of Christ to it, or vice versa, but only in utterly
casting aside the spurious wisdom, in no longer holding to any of it, and thus in actually becoming a fool.

And yet such a one will not, after all, be a fool, for
by the way indicated one will achieve the inner attitude for really appropriating Christ and will actually
attain (ye’wrrm oo¢6e, the aorist indicating actuality)
the true wisdom. Note the sharp oxymoron between
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,uupée and ao¢6s and the masterly exactness with which
every word is placed. In this statement of Paul’s there
is, of course, no repudiation of the genuine results of
science in any department as far as these pertain to
our earthly life, but there is a complete repudiation
of any and of all hypotheses, theories, and speculations, scientiﬁc, philosophic, or popular, which lord

it over Christ and the Scriptures.
19)
In a simple but highly effective way ydp
proves that Paul’s injunction is correct: For the wisdom of this world is foolishness with God. And this
ﬁnding is in turn substantiated by the Scriptures
which tell us how God treats those who are worldly
wise: For it has been written (see 1 :19) : He taketh

the wise in their craftiness, Job 5:13, to which a
second proof is added with the words “and again” (it
is written). Instead of following the translation of
the LXX: “Who captures wise men in (their) understanding” Paul translates the Hebrew with more ex-

actness: Er, der die Weisen in z’hrer Verschmitztheit
erhascht.

A wavoﬁpyos is capable of anything in an evil sense,
hence the abstract noun =“craftiness.” To be taken
in craftiness as when a crafty scoundrel or criminal is
arrested, is to be exposed and then, of course, to be
punished accordingly. It is crafty reasoning by which

the “wise” put their sham wisdom across and rob
men’s souls of Christ and of true wisdom altogether
or in part. The fact that God catches them in the very
act and exposes all their craftiness is factual evidence

that his wisdom completely outranks theirs, and nothing is more convincing than a fact.

20)

Paul adds Ps. 94:11: The Lord knows the

reasonings of the wise, that they are useless. Both
the Hebrew and the LXX have “of men” while Paul
has the interpretative translation “of the wise.” The
Lord “knows” means that he recognizes their reason-
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ings as just what they are. These Sonywpoz of the
worldly wise are the thoughts at which they arrive,
ihre Ueberlegungen.

What the Lord sees is that all

their carefully thought-out conclusions are “drum, ineffectual. They do not reach the goal and in this sense
are “useless”; xsvm’ would be “hollow” like an empty
nut, without substance. The ineffectiveness of these
wise men is illustrated by the schemes, plots, and
tricky questions of the Lord’s enemies, by which they
tried to entangle him. Jesus always saw completely
through their cunning and frustrated their designs
with a word or two. So again God’s wisdom exposes the

wise men as fools. His wisdom and his judgment alone
prevail. Let the Corinthians keep that in mind and
not deceive themselves by admiring worldly wisdom,

whether it is found in their own minds or in the teachers who may offer their “reasonings” to the church.
21, 22)

What is the proper conclusion to be drawn

from all this? Wherefore let no one glory in men.
This sums up all nicely for the Corinthians and does so
in just the form they need. At the beginning of a new
sentence «Bare is only an inferential conjunction, R. 949,
and not hypotactic. The admonition given in v. 18:
“Let no one deceive himself,” and this one found in

v. 21: “Let no one glory in men,” are a pair. This selfdeception consists in glorying in men; and any glorying in men is self-deception. To glory in men, xauxaoam,
means to boast about them, their qualities, teachings,
and wisdom in any measure or degree apart from
Christ and the wisdom of the gospel. The Corinthians
were on the way to that type of glorying.
Yet the reason which Paul appends for his injunction is surprising: For all things are yours, (and
then he lists in v. 22) whether Paul, or Apollos, or
Cephas, or the world, or life, or death, or things
present, or things to come, and then again, and now
wonderfully effective: all yours. Does it seem at
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ﬁrst glance as though the statement that Paul, Apollos,
and Cephas belong to the Corinthians justiﬁes the existence of different parties in Corinth? That view will
be dropped when the mind catches the force of Paul’s
statement, which adds much more to these men than
the Corinthians have ever considered. They are divided
into wrangling parties, each vaunting itself in regard
to only one man, and thus in the most foolish way each
party makes itself wretchedly poor when the Lord who
is inﬁnitely generous bestows upon them all these men
with all the precious gospel for which they stand and
so much more in addition that the Corinthians cannot
grasp it all. Why literally “all things” are theirs! And
they should fall down on their knees and worship the
Lord who makes them so gloriously rich. Philosophers,
too, love the proposition: 0mm'a. sapientis esse; but
what an inferior idea they have of “all things” and of
“the wise man” who thinks they are his!
Paul would, of course, at once say what he means
by “all things.” And since his mind is divinely inspired, he reaches out beyond the immediate range of
the thought which he has been elaborating. Yet the

new wealth which he suddenly enumerates to the Corinthians is not something that is heterogeneous to the
wisdom that has been his great theme. He neither
digresses nor runs off on a tangent. This divine ao¢£a
whose praises he sings actually reaches out to all that
he now mentions and includes nothing less.
There is ﬁrst the group of the three signiﬁcant men

whom the blind party spirit in Corinth pitted against
each other, Paul, Apollos, and Cephas. Christ is omitted in a marked way, for Christ cannot and dare not

be mentioned as occupying the same level with men.
Nor dare he be named as one in a list of men, although
such a list might include the greatest of men. How
foolish to pit these men against each other when all
three of them, including all that divine grace had be-
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stowed upon each of them, belonged equally to the Corinthians! Yet they did not, indeed, belong to them
in order that they might boast about them but rather
in order that they might accept them with humble
thanks.
Next to the three men which form one group is
placed the second: the world, life, and death. N0 article
is needed with xéapoc, for there is only one “world,”
which here does not mean “the unbelieving world" but

the ordered universe which God himself has created
and into which he has placed us. In a sense in which
the pagan ooqsol with their unspiritual and merely

carnal minds never understood it this wonderful cosmos belongs to the Christians in Corinth. Nor does
Paul mean merely that the world is only ideally theirs,

and that the reality of its possession lies in the eon to
come. Through the wisdom of Christ we see the universe as it actually is, namely God’s creation; we ﬁnd

his power, wisdom, and beneﬁcence in all its creatures;
we receive a thousand earthly blessings in this world
from the hand of God, as many as our lives can hold;
upheld by his grace, we serve him in this world and
faithfully work for his glory. Thus the world is ours.
And no worldly sophist can say the same.

“Life and death” might appear as a pair like
“things present and things to come,” but they belong
in the same group with the cosmos. For this is {an},

the divine life principle, the spiritual life in Christ
Jesus which is born of the living Word in regeneration. “Life” in this sense cannot be paired- with
”death” as its counterpart, for temporal death is only
the transfer of our {on} from this earthly cosmos to the
abode of God, heaven. The wise of this world know
nothing of this “life” in Christ, they concern themselves only with the life of their earthly existence, the

¢vx1§ which animates their bodies. Yet the spiritual
life comes to us in this world as it came to Paul in
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Damascus. Who can utter all the blessedness that this
life includes? Thanks be to God that it is ours! And
with it also “death,” the release from all sin, temptation, evil with which we wrestle now because the cosmos, great and wonderful though it is, has been invaded by Satan. The Christian falls asleep in Jesus,

and so “death is ours” as a blessed end.
The last two constitute a pair, dvea’ru'rra, the things

that have already set in and are now here, and péMovra,
the things that are about to be.

A third cannot be

added, for there is nothing beyond “the things to come,”
otherwise Paul would have added it. “Present things”
are all those that surround us here in time as long as
we live (dvca'ftﬁ‘ra, perfect tense, but the perfect forms
of this verb are always used in the sense of the pres-

ent), all the objects, situations, events, and experiences that we meet. The best commentary is furnished
by Paul himself in Rom. 8:28, 32.
Present things are ours because they bring us good.
“It is as if this multitude of servants surrounded us
and on bended knees held out their precious offerings
to us. Some of these servants like pain, injury, sick-

ness, grief, and death may at ﬁrst have a strange look
to us who do not know our own royalty sufﬁciently.

It is God who commissions them all and makes each
one bring us some blessing so that as kings unto God
we shall lack nothing."

Kings and Priests, by the

author, page 26. The term pc’Movm refers to the aztw
,ie’va, the heavenly eon about to come, and denotes

all that shall be ours in eternal life. Both terms are
terms of time and yet as neuter plurals denote that
which ﬁlls these concepts of time. No tongue can tell
what the things that are about to come will be.

“All yours!” Paul writes. The thought overwhelms
one with blessedness. Paul’s eyes are clear, they see
and glory in all this wealth. The Corinthians should
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also see it and glory with him. Then all their bickerings will die out and be swept away like a fog.

These lines cannot be considered abstractly, without personal reference to the Corinthians, because both
at the beginning and at the end Paul writes all are

“yours.” The view of pagan Greeks and Latins that
the wise man (philosophically wise) rules all things

should not be found in Paul's words, for “are yours”
denotes possession and not domination. The universe,
for instance, is ours, but we do not rule it.

Paul’s

conception of the cosmos differs in toto from that of
the philosophers; read Rom. 8 :38. The beauty and the
rhythm of this wonderful passage from Paul’s pen

have been made visible even to the eye. If curved lines
are drawn to enclose these lines, we have the tracing
of a lovely vase:
)

All things are yours

(

Whether Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas

Whether world, or life, or death
) Whether present, or coming (
( All yours )

(

And you Christ’s, and Christ God’s.

)

The ﬁrst line has one unit. The second and the
third lines each have three units. The fourth line has
two units. The ﬁfth line has one unit. The base line,

the bottom of the vase, has a pair of units. These two
verses are a part of the basis of Luther’s famous essay
Von der Freihez't eines Christenmenschen.
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23) Christ is signiﬁcantly not named along
with Paul, Apollos, and Cephas. He now receives his
place. But not in the form: “Christ is yours,” as
though he can in any way be ranked with these other
possessions. No; the reverse is true. Although the
Corinthians have all these possessions, they are
themselves a possession: And you are Christ’s. This
genitive “Christ’s” shows plainly that the previous
genitive “yours” includes no thought of ruling, which
is clinched by the ﬁnal statement: “and Christ is
God’s,” which cannot express rule. Wonderfully blessed
are we with all our spiritual and all our earthly possessions, yet exceeding all these possessions is the blessing that envelops them all, that we ourselves are
Christ’s possession. Here is the true slogan which

abolishes all others: {unis Xpwroﬁ. “You” means all of
the Corinthians as one body. This wipes out the “I”
in the old slogans, one individual over against the
others, which was also the fault of the so-called Christ
party.

When God is reached, the cumulation attains its
climax. And Christ is God’s is at times used in support of subordinationism, and even when it is not so
used this statement seems to make Christ lower than
God. The answer is, however, not that the term
“Christ” points only to the human nature (which is
not accurate), of which it may, indeed, be said that
God is above it. “Christ” denotes ofﬁce, “The Anointed
One,” anointed to be prophet, high priest, and king
for us, he is incarnate, indeed, yet both God and man.
And @569 is the Triune God. This makes plain that
Paul’s statement does not deal with the inner relation
of the ﬁrst and second persons of the Godhead. So also
elm nvos' always denotes possession and not rank and
subordination. In all that pertains to his redemptive
ofﬁce and his work Christ belongs to God, for God sent
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him, anointed him, gloriﬁed him, and thus Christ is
God's.
“Are yours” involves, ﬁrst of all, the objective reality which is the basic feature of this possession. For
all things are ours only by a gracious granting on the
part of God. We are likewise Christ’s by his gracious
election (1:27, 28) and adoption. And again Christ is
God’s only because of God’s great mission. Secondly,
“are yours” involves a subjective acceptance and appropriation.

We must take and use “all things” as

the Grantor intends so that we remain wholly Christ’s
and in no way disturb our relation to him. If this
relation is disturbed or broken, all things are no longer
ours as God intends. This extends even to God. For
we are to leave Christ as he truly is, namely God’s,
and thus are we to be his and not to turn Christ into
something else by notions of our own, viz., making
him a party head and his holy name a party slogan.
Thus Paul gently corrects the Christ party in Corinth
by implication.
Sound, true, and blessed will remain all taking on
our part from Christian teachers and all other taking
from God, all joy in Christian teachers and all other
joy that God grants us, when all this becomes an expression of our belonging in Christ to God. Ph. Bachmann.

CHAPTER IV
VI.

God’s Faithful Stewards, chapter 4

Since all of the Corinthian teachers are ministers
of God (3:5), and since also the Corinthian congre-

gation is God’s, the rating of these ministers belongs
to God. The Corinthians dare not, therefore, set up
human standards of their own that are derived from
some worldly wisdom of theirs, whereby to rate these
ministers. They must do as Paul does: abide by God’s
judging.

Paul, Apollos, and Peter were faithful. The distinctions which the Corinthians made between them
were based on other points, unwarranted points. This
fact explains why Paul does not discuss the question

regarding unfaithful teachers who preach and teach
false doctrine. All that needs to be said on this point
is stated in 3:16, 17. In 4:5 Paul writes: “and then
each one shall have his praise from God,” and says
nothing about blame. So he here deals only with the
faithful. In other connections Paul tells us that we
ourselves are, indeed, to judge preachers and teachers,
and if they bring false doctrine, we are to withdraw

from them and separate ourselves.

Rom. 16:17.

1)
Thus let a man consider us as Christ’s attendants and stewards of God’s mysteries.

The aim is not correlative to «be: “so . . . as,”
and we do not translate as our versions do: "so account
of us as,” etc. With verbs of judging (here Aoyt’zwem)
we naturally have predicate objects (here “attendants
and stewards”), and we have «be (“consider us as,”

etc.) or may not have it (“consider us attendants,”
etc.) . “So” is not needed to magnify “as.” Moreover,
this aim introduces the sentence with a strong ac(160)
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centuation, which cannot be the case if it is to be
regarded as a correlative of the very slight (in. Finally,
the two emphatic genitives “of Christ" and “God’s”
in a marked way point back to the same strong genitives occurring in 3:23. Therefore oi'rrw = “thus,” as
just stated in 3 :23. Just as and in the manner as, can»,
the Corinthians belong to Christ, and Christ to God,
the apostles on their part (ﬁpﬁs‘ with emphasis) “as,”
«be, attendants and stewards belong to both Christ
and God.
In 3:5, “ministers through whom you believed,”
stresses the relation of the apostles to the Corinthians,
here Paul points out their relation to God. It is characteristic of Paul to complete a thought thus. “Us,”
which is fully stated in the Greek and placed before
the verb, is emphatic while a'vopumos', which is minus
the article, is very similar to the indeﬁnite man in

German. The verb means “consider,” but this is a
considering that is due, not to mere feeling, liking, or
casual impression, but to a careful estimation of the
reality. The Corinthians are not considering what
their teachers actually are, for they are advancing
them as heads of parties, which they are not.
They are to consider them as “Christ’s attendants,” for that is what they really are. While etymologically buypéms=Ruderlmecht, underrower in a
galley, this speciﬁc meaning had become lost, and to

the Greeks the term meant only an attendant or
helper who assists a higher master. In this case
Christ is that master.

Every apostle and every min-

ister and pastor is only an underling, a helper, or an
attendant of Christ. His sole function is to take orders
and at once and without question to execute them.
His will is only that of his Master.
More people than just the Corinthians should remember that truth. Too many attendants deal with
the Lord’s orders as they themselves please, they
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pervert them so as to suit themselves and their congregations; and too many congregations themselves
issue orders to the attendants as if the latter were
their attendants and not the Lord’s.
In order to emphasize the signiﬁcance of this
position of the ministers Paul adds a second designation: “stewards.” An oixovépos is often a slave to whom
his master and owner entrusts property which he 'is
to administer. In this instance God is the master.
Compare the slaves or SoﬁML mentioned in the two
parables Matthew 25:14 and Luke 19:13; Joseph in
Gen. 39:4; the oikonomos in Luke 16:1, who, however, does not appear as a doulos. No special difference is intended by making the attendants belong
to Christ and the stewards to God, and this differentiation does not indicate a subdrdination of Christ to God,
for these attendants and stewards are the same persons, and their ownership by Christ and by God
indicates equality. In the case of the stewards a special
genitive is needed, for they must administer property
in order to be classed as stewards. The genitive “God’s
mysteries” names the property, namely God’s gifts for
our salvation as embodied in the gospel.‘~ These are
mysteries, for man’s wisdom knows nothing about
them.
In both terms “attendants” and “stewards,” the
prominent idea is that of complete subordination to
a master, and in the latter also that of special accountability.

A helper merely takes his orders and at once

carries them out without question. A steward also
takes his orders and carries them out in due process,
and then returns and renders his account.

He works,

as it were, by himself, in the absence of his lord, who
trusts him to this extent. But he is always and fully
accountable. He dare not deviate in the slightest from
his orders, nor try to improve upon those orders with

wisdom of his own in order to please others.
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Again, more people than just the Corinthians should
remember that truth. Too many stewards change
their orders to please themselves and their congregations; and too many congregations act as though they
owned these stewards and as though they are account-

able only to them. Because the day of reckoning has
not yet come, all concerned feel secure; but this security is a false security.

Since he is entrusted with valuable properties, a
steward naturally ranks higher than a mere attendant,

although both are slaves.

This steward who is set

over the mysteries of God possesses a corresponding

dignity with which men may not interfere, and, having
received his trust from God, even God thereby honors
him as the incumbent of this ofﬁce. Thus “attendant”
points to lowliness, and “steward” to dignity, and both

combined indicate how the Corinthians are to regard
their ministers.

Yet both men are slaves, are owned

by their Lord who uses them as he wills, to whom all
their labor and all results of their labor belong, and
who, after their services have been rendered, owes
them neither wages nor reward.
2)
Our answer to the textual question involved
in the ﬁrst words of this verse is to adopt the reading
that is best attested: (38¢ [\omt‘w Curd-rat. év Tole oixovdyms‘,
i'va. manic TIS eiipeﬂﬁ.

In this case, then, it is required

in the stewards that one be found trustworthy.

The adverb «38¢ means “here,” namely “in this case”
of the slaves just mentioned.

We may regard Aoméy as

a mere particle that is equivalent to “then”; or we may
make it stronger, equivalent to the German uebrigens.
It then points to the one remaining consideration to
be mentioned in this connection. Paul has, however,
used two designations in v. 1, “attendants and stewards”; now he intends to disregard “attendants” and
to consider the higher term “stewards” in the sequel.

For this reason he adds the epexegetical phrase “in
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the stewards" and uses the article of previous reference: the stewards just referred to in v. 1. We may
paraphrase Paul's thought: You Corinthians are to
consider us apostles and ministers as attendants and
stewards of the Lord. Very well, yet, especially as
far as these stewards are concerned, you must note

the general rule which naturally applies also to them
as stewards. And then Paul states that rule: the
thing sought in such stewards is “that one be found
trustworthy or reliable.” In his characteristic manner
Paul combines the plural “in these stewards" with
the singular “that one be found faithful,” any one of
them. The singular suggests that each one of them
should ask himself: “Am I a reliable steward?”
The subﬁnal Iva clause is the subject of (uni-rat, “it
is required,” it is sought. One may, of course, say that
also an attendant ought to be found faithful. But
this type of servant works under the eye of his master.
The steward is placed over some estate at a distance
from his master’s presence and makes periodic reports.
Hence the aorist capeoﬁ, which is suitable only to a
situation of this kind. “Trustworthy” means: so that
his master may completely rely on him. The word
is to be viewed wholly from the master’s standpoint:
“trustworthy” in the judgment and according to the

verdict of the master. Our heavenly Master makes
no mistake in judging the trustworthiness of the
ministers to whom he has entrusted the gospel and
the church.

In this connection we decline to wrestle with a
supposed discrepancy, namely that Paul seems to speak
only regarding the divine stewards and again seems
to state only a general principle that is applicable to
any and to all stewards, human or divine. Paul does
not suspend us between these alternatives. Nor need
we strike out the phrase “in the stewards" and thus
reduce Paul’s statement to the general principle indi-
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cated. Paul combines the general principle with the
speciﬁc application in the case of the stewards regarding whom he speaks.
The verb {may is used with reference to judicial
inquiry in regard to a certain point, here the point
of faithfulness. Thus it corresponds well with the verb
emplmv, which is used in much the same way although
it generally has the broader meaning of a general
judicial inquiry. Other things, too, may be sought
in a steward: ability, experience, and the like, but.
faithfulness is the indispensable qualiﬁcation.
3) With an emphatic époi Paul now speciﬁes by
directing attention to himself, but only as an example of the entire class indicated in “stewards”
and most certainly not as an exception to the rule

mentioned in V. 2. Now to me it is a very small matter that I be subjected to judicial examination by
you or by any human court; yea, I do not judicially
examine even mine own self.

Since Christ and God alone are Paul’s masters.
these alone have the authority to examine and to judge

him.

The phrase sis e‘wa-rov takes the place of a

predicate nominative; it resembles the Hebrew with
1’ although it is more in accord with the older Greek
idiom, R. 458. The superlative Mxmov is elative, “a
very small matter,” R. 670.

This phrase conveys only

the idea that an inquiry into Paul’s conduct on the
part of the Corinthians is a small matter to him subjectively: mick. bemehrt es sehr wem‘g, to me it is a
small item. Obj ectively it would, of course, be a graver

matter. Only when men follow the example of the
Corinthians and act as though they are a minister’s
sole judge can we say with Paul that their judgment
is a small matter to us, and we can do this because
we consider only the judgment of Christ. Only when
a congregation exercises its proper right and truly
applies the Lord's Word to a pastor’s teaching and
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to his conduct must he not only submit to the investigation but also regard it as a matter of utmost
gravity.

The subﬁnal Iva clause is also the subject of the
sentence: “that I be subjected, etc., is a small matter,”

etc. The verb avaxpr’mv, which is used thrice in succession, means “to institute a juridical inquiry ” and
the passive means “to be subjected to such an inquiry.”
Thus Annas attempted to examine Christ although

he lacked the authority to do so, and Christ refused
to submit to his probing, John 18:9, etc. Pilate also
examined Christ, and the Lord submitted to his

examination, John 18:33.

The procedure implied in

(ivaxpivew always precedes the activity indicated by
xplvew, rendering the verdict which may be either guilty

or not guilty (compare Pilate’s verdict).
After stating that an investigation which the
Corinthians may choose to inaugurate matters little to
Paul he at once extends the thought; whether he be

tried by the Corinthians “or by any human court,”
concerns him little. The noun ﬁnépa is here used in a
technical sense and has the force of Gerichtstag, it is
like our day in court. The emphasis is on “human”
court in contrast with an investigation by the divine
court; and every such human court is implied, for no
article is used. Being the Lord’s steward, Paul is
amenable only to his Lord.
He goes even a step
farther: “yea, I do not judicially examine even mine
own self.” The MM is not adversative but copulative,
R. 1186: “yea.” We should rather expect to ﬁnd the
emphasis placed on the subject by means of a weighty
“I” or “I myself,” instead of this it is placed on the
object: “even mine own self” I do not submit to such
an inquiry.
A ﬁne point is involved. Of course, if Paul were

to investigate himself he, too, would be only a human
court and not his own real and ﬁnal judge.

That he
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would not usurp such a position even when judging
himself goes without saying.

What Paul intends to

say reaches beyond this self-evident thought and
declares that, as regarding himself, he ﬁnds no occasion
or reason for subjecting himself to an introspective

judicial inquiry. The reason is stated in v. 4.
4) For I am conscious of nothing against myself; yet hereby I am not justiﬁed; but he that judicially examines me is the Lord.

Judicial examinations are usually not held unless
some evidence of guilt appears. Why, then, as yriu
explains, should Paul place himself under such an
inquiry? Paul declares that in regard to his apostolic
administration of the mysteries of God he is conscious

of no dereliction.

While he refers particularly to his

faithfulness in the ofﬁce of preaching, teaching, and
administering the gospel entrusted to him, this necessarily involves his general conduct as a Christian. Paul
lived pure in heart and life. He was not sinless, but
he conducted himself in such a way that his conscience,

guided by the light of the Word and the Spirit, could
not ﬁnd cause for rebuking him. In 3:10 Paul calls
himself “a wise architect.” He repeats that thought
here from a different viewpoint. And he does so with

due Christian pride and assurance, without a false
note of any kind.
We see this clearly when we note that Paul at
once adds: “but hereby I am not justified,” acquitted
and pronounced innocent and guiltless. The passive
Seamat’mpal. implies that Christ is the one proper judge
to whom Paul is answerable. Paul turns from an
investigation that is instituted by and a verdict that is
rendered by the Corinthians or by any other human
court to the divine judge and the divine court, for he
adds: “but he that judicially examines me is the Lord.”
This turn in Paul’s thought should not be overlooked. There is a vast difference between the action
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of a human court and that of the divine court as far
as the Lord’s ministers and, we may add, as far as
any believer is concerned. To them human courts,
investigations, and ﬁndings are but “a very small
matter," in reality altogether nothing, when such
courts are inﬂuenced by wrong notions such as the
poor wisdom of the Corinthians. But the Lord’s court
is an entirely different matter to them.
The verb 8“va is always forensic: “to pronounce
a verdict of acquittal,” and hence it never means “to
make just” (examine C.-K. at length in regard to this
term). Note also the tense and its implication: “I
have not been justiﬁed,” namely by a verdict rendered
in the past, a verdict that now continues to stand to
my credit.
When Paul says that, although knowing nothing
against himself, he is not already acquitted by the Lord
he does not mean that he is still in uncertainty in
regard to his ﬁnal acquittal by the Lord or that he does
not trust his own conscience regarding this acquittal,
since conscience may, indeed, err. What he means is
that the ﬁnal verdict which the Lord will pronounce is
still a matter of the future.
Nor is Paul speaking about his Stuntman: or acquittal

at the moment when faith was kindled in his heart,
for of this acquittal he and every Christian is so sure
that, as long as faith continues, each must declare
with all divine assurance: ScSLKal'wpat, “I have been and
am acquitted l" He is speaking about the ﬁnal divine
acquittal at the last day which, coming after all his
apostolic work is done, shall render the Lord’s public
sentence upon it before the whole world of men and
of angels. This verdict, Paul writes, is still outstanding. It will be rendered by the real judge in the case:
“he that judicially examines me is the Lord.” The
adversative se’ contrasts this judge with the Corin-
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thians, with any human court, and even with Paul
himself.
The substantivized present participle 6 amptmv
characterizes the Lord as the judge to whom the function of making judicial inquiry into Paul’s conduct of
his oﬂice rightly belongs, to whom Paul therefore also
submits. The tense of the participle says nothing as to
the time when this judge acts in this capacity. At
the right time and in the right way this judge makes
his investigations.
This statement of Paul’s does not intend to indicate
that all ministers are to be given a free hand to do what
they think is right until the Lord at last judges
them; What Paul says is that men must not usurp
the Lord’s judgment seat and judge the Lord’s ministers according to their own wisdom. Paul does not
for one moment judge himself in this way. Yet the Corinthians were judging their ministers in this manner.
Men do it to this day. Even ministers judge themselves in this way. Paul certainly examined and
judged himself, for he writes: “I am conscious of
nothing against myself.” He cannot say this unless
he has examined himself most carefully.

Paul has

the Lord’s own Word, that very Word which will judge
Paul at the last day, John 12:48. After examining
himself according to that Word Paul ﬁnds no dereliction in himself. This is not strange since Paul conducts his entire ministry with an eye only to abiding
true to that Word.
Paul is far from appealing only to his own consciousness and to his own couscience in contrast with
the judgments which the Corinthians were pronouncing
concerning him. Conscience may be asleep, ignorant,
misled in some way. The man who appeals only to his
conscience when he is confronted by the Word and
swears that he is “just as conscientious as you are” is
only putting his own conscience upon the judgment seat
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of the Lord and of his .Word. At Worms Luther made
his appeal: “My conscience is bound in the Word of
God 1” So our consciences, too, must be bound by the
Word, by every part of it; not by some man’s interpretation or twisting of the Word, not by some manipulations of the Word which I myself may contrive, but
by the Word as it really is, as it “goethforth out of my
mouth,” Isa. 55:11. Such conduct retains the Lord in
the seat of the supreme judge. If we do that we can
smile at the human courts that try to pre-empt the

Lord’s throne.
But even this appeal to a conscience so bound is
proper only when one is dealing with men. No true
minister would think of making it when he is dealing
with the Lord, for he and his Word are one. Like
Paul, ,he acknowledges: “Hereby I am not yet acquitted.” This does not, however, imply that his acquittal

is thereby still in doubt. Such an acknowledgment is
merely a confession that my own consciousness of
complete faithfulness to the Word is not yet my
acquittal. It is my blessed assurance that I shall most
surely be acquitted at that day. The acquittal itself
is granted and can be granted only by the Lord: “then
shall each one have praise from God,” v. 5.
5) With (tare. “therefore,” “consequently,” Paul
draws the practical conclusion from what has been

said, and he does this in the form of ,an admonition
to the Corinthians. Therefore judge nothing before
the time, until the Lord come, who also will light
up the hidden things of the darkness and make
manifest the counsels of the hearts; and then each
shall have his due praise from God.
The dyaxpi’vew to which Paul has referred naturally
issues in a xptvew, the pronouncement of a verdict that
is either favorable or unfavorable. When the ap tle
forbids the latter, the former is.,also thereby forbidESEn,
for it'would be'pointless to subject a minister to an
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investigation that would not lead to a decision. The
kind of judging which Paul forbids in regard to him-

self and to any teacher in the church is that indicated
in v. 4, which assumes that the teachers are subject
to the congregation as constituting the ﬁnal authority.
Only when a teacher teaches and practices contrary
to the Word has the congregation the right both

dvaxpiyew and xpn’vew, and then such an investigation and
such a judging in no wise usurp Christ’s authority but
only vindicate the authority of Christ’s Word against
a man who is violating that Word. Nothing of this
kind had, however, occurred in Corinth, hence Paul
does not discuss this angle of the subject.
By 7p?» Katpoﬁ n, “something out of season” or

“untimely,” Paul indicates the kind of judging in
which the Corinthians were indulging.

Paul warns.

Against this

The entire thought is this: As far as I

am concerned, any investigation you may institute
matters very little; I certainly perform no such investigation of myself since Christ is my investigator;
consequently I urge you not to judge anything about
me untimely. If we may infer what lies back of them

from Paul’s words, it would be this: the Paul faction
lauded Paul over against Apollos and against Peter
while the Apollos and the Peter factions found all man-

ner of fault with Paul.

Paul’s admonition is directed

against both proceedings. While he personally paid
no attention to this kind of praise or blame, the worst

feature about it was that the Corinthians were acting
in a way that was highly derogatory to Christ who
gives his differing gifts and opportunities to his

“stewards,” who knows what is in their minds and
hearts as they do their work, and who will apportion

their rewards to them in due time.
Every verdict rendered before this time is both
illegal and invalid; it could emanate only from some
foolish person who is not a properly constituted judge
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although he pretends to be such a one. “Before the
time” is deﬁned by “until the Lord come," which is a
brief statement but one that certainly points to the
real “day" when the Lord will oﬁiciate as the judge
of all. And his judgment will be not only one that is
legal but also one that is truly competent, for he will
do what none of the Corinthians and what no human
court can possibly do: “who also will light up the
hidden things of darkness.” When it is used with a
relative xa£= “also" and ushers in a point that is
pertinent to what has just been said.
Paul has been using only voces mediae, neutral

terms: dyaxpimv and xpivscv. He has also referred only
to himself in order to exemplify the object of investigation and the pronouncing of a verdict. Now he goes
a step farther. For “the hidden things of darkness"
refers to the Corinthians and their secret motives for
judging him as well as to himself and to his own
motives. The genitive “of the darkness” is usually
understood to refer only to a darkness which hides
something from human eyes. Yet in the New Testament “the darkness” constantly signiﬁes the evil

power which as such must shun the light (463:, compare
qsmiaei). It has that meaning here. Christ will illu-‘
mine with light not only “the hidden things” not seen
by our eyes at present but also “the hidden things of
the darkness,” the wrong things that now seek the
cover of the evil darkness. And such evil things may
be found not only in the teachers whom the Corinthians
judge but also in their own hearts when they practice
this untimely and uncalled for judging: “For we must
all appear before the judgment seat of Christ,” II Cor.
5:10. Paul does not say that the Corinthians are
included in this darkness, but such a deduction lies
on the surface.
A second speciﬁcation regarding what the Lord
will do by his absolutely competent judgment is added:
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“and will make manifest the counsels of the hearts."
“Counsels” is again a neutral term, for these counsels
may be either good or evil in their nature. They will
be made manifest, namely as what they are. This is
the effect of qsmn’ccw, pouring light upon them. The
Greek conception of “heart” is not like that of the
English. To the latter it is chieﬂy the seat of the
feelings, but to the former it is the central organ of
the entire conscious personality which determines its

thinking, feeling, and willing, especially the latter. We
may translate: die Willens'regungen des Herzens. This
does not, however, refer only to the tendencies and the
stirrings that fail to eventuate into volitions but also
to the inclinations and the motives that lie at the
secret roots of our volitions whether we ourselves are
fully conscious of them or not.
Paul uses the plural “of the hearts” although he
has spoken directly only of himself (“me” at the end
of v. 4). He, of course, refers to himself only as an
example of an entire class. This plural is a hint also
to all of the Corinthians and is aimed also at their
motives both when elevating and when faulting Paul
(Apollos, Peter). In these two clauses we thus have
a description of the Lord's det’mv. It is certainly
competent in a way that is utterly impossible to a
human court.

While the double relative clause gently includes
the Corinthians, Paul’s chief interest lies in the Lord’s
“stewards.”

He therefore closes this paragraph with

the assurance: “and then each shall have his due praise
from God," or: “his due praise shall come to each,”
etc. He speaks only about praise, for the teachers
particularly concerned are himself, Apollos, and Peter,
and in no 'way does Paul anywhere cast blame or even
the suspicion of it on these other men. As to others
who may be unfaithful and those who may receive no

reward at all enough is said in 3:12-17.
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The article, 6 Ewawos, indicates the praise or divine
commendation that is due to each “steward,” compare

Luke 19 :17-19. This will differ; but even he who
receives the least will be overwhelmed by its greatness.
“From God” reads as though Paul implies that this is
a gift of grace from God’s hand. Both Christ and God
are named as judge in the Scriptures, but 0:6: is to be
understood in the sense of the Triune God. Let the
Corinthians, then, by party wranglings not try to
exalt one man and to detract from another. That is
sorry business, does gr‘ave injustice and harm, and
interferes with the Lord.
6) Both the address “brethren” and the character of the following show that a new paragraph is
introduced, one that is closely connected with the
foregoing“ Paul has thus far restrained his feelings
and has written quite calmly and rather objectively;
now the ﬂoodgates of his emotion are thrown open.
Now these things, brethren, I have in a ﬁgure transferred to myself and Apollos for your sakes in order
that in our persons you might learn this thing of not

going beyond what has been written, (namely) that
you may not be puﬁng yourselves up, one man in
favor of the one against the other.
Paul has been writing about himself and about
Apollos, but this has been done by a kind of transfer,
Paul and Apollos do not need any of the things Paul
has written, the persons who need all of this are the
Corinthians. The verb pcraoxwaricm means to alter the
O'X'r'lpa or form. Paul and Apollos are in perfect accord
and well understand their holy ofﬁce; the trouble lies
entirely on the side of the Corinthians who pit the one
against the other and understand aright the ofﬁce of
neither. For this reason Paul thus far wrote about
himself and Apollos 83 funds, “on account of you,” the
Corinthians.
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Paul’s purpose in using this transfer is: “that in
our persons you might learn” a certain thing. The

emphasis is on év mm, “in us," “in our persons,” using
Paul and Apollos as examples (c‘v with persons = “in
the case of”). Paul associates himself with Apollos

because both are persons from whom the Corinthians
might well learn how to act. The aorist M07,“ means:
actually learn. What Paul intended the Corinthians
to learn is marked by 7'6, and this article substantivizes
my £pr a ye’ypamm, “not beyond what has been written”
(on the tense compare 1:19). An ellipsis occurs after
W}. This is a common idiom in the Greek and one
which must be completed when the thought is rendered
into English: “not (to go or to think) beyond what

has been written.”
Some think that Paul is merely quoting a proverb
or at least a well-known saying; but such a proverb
or such a saying has never been found. And to what

writing would a proverb or a saying refer by the
phrase “beyond what has been written”? This could

not be the Scriptures; it would have to be some other
writing — which leaves us completely at sea. Now the
next clause gives us some information in regard to

the substance of “what has been written,” beyond
which the Corinthians must not go. It is the admonition that they should be duly humble and not be puffed
up when contending about persons. We know, too, that

Paul constantly uses yéypamai, “it has been written,”
when he refers to the Old Testament writings. Yet
we see that he here quotes no special Old Testament
statement but refers only in general to “what has been
written” and merely indicates what this is in the next
clause. Hence we conclude that Paul is phrasing this
admonition in his own words when he urges the
Corinthians not to go beyond what all of them know

is written in the Old Testament Scriptures, which urges
us in so many ways not to be proud or contentious.
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The thing that is written, which Paul wants the
Corinthians to observe in their conduct, is this that
no one should puff himself up “in favor of one person
as against another person,” proudly boasting that
Paul in his favorite and never Apollos or Peter; and
vice versa, either Apollos or Peter. This is exactly
what the Corinthians were doing with their party
slogans. Paul now rebukes the Corinthians directly,
without further resort to a transfer that would soften
his words. The New Testament has several instances
where Iva with the indicative present is employed, and
this is one of them, R. 984; and in this instance Iva
is subﬁnal, for it states what is written and is to be
observed by the Corinthians, which fact may explain
the use of the indicative with this Z'va.
The present tense ¢vawﬁa9e points to a course of
conduct which the Corinthians are to avoid: they are
never at any time to act in this manner.

The very

idea of pufﬁng oneself up has a ludicrous touch—that
is what a frog does when he croaks. Paul often
combines the plural with the singular; here that you
Corinthians refrain from pufﬁng yourselves up, one
man talking in favor of one person and against the
other person. What applies to all is to be observed
by each one. In the Greek the two phrases are
emphatic by position, one by being placed before, the
other after the verb.
7) Three pointed questions now puncture the
bubble of Corinthian pride. This is done in order
to bring these foolish people down to the level of a
proper Christian humility. The connective ydp points
to the reasons that the Corinthians should not puff

themselves up; 76,: is to be referred to.all the questions. The reason lies in the self-evident answers
implied in the questions. Who maketh thee to differ? means: differ so that thou hast an advantage
over others. “Who in the world gave thee a preference
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over others? Nobody! Thou dost only imagine such
preference." The full implication is: “Who, by his
authoritative acknowledgment, gave thee the right to
consider thyself superior to others so that they must
look up to thee and admire thee?” By the use of the

second person singular “thou" Paul retains both the
second person and the singular which he had employed
in the last clause of v. 6.
The question is, of course, not general as though
any kind of an advantage were referred to, and it is
not to be answered in this general way. It rests on the
concrete idea of puﬂing oneself up by boasting of
following one great teacher in contrast with others
who are esteemed as being inferior. Who gave thee
this advantage? Thou gavest it to thyself. Thou dost
foolishly invent it so as to be able to throw out thy
chest and to boast. The Corinthians would prefer to
have better apostles than other Christians had — how
they would then boast! If they were living today they
would demand no less than‘an archbishop. Now nobody
gives thee a preference like that; you Corinthians are
all alike and on the'same level with all other Christians. Just as Paul and Apollos are not boasting, the
one claiming that he is better and higher than the
other, so the Corinthians should not imagine that they
had an advantage when some of them followed Paul

and others followed Apollos.
The ﬁrst question deals with an imaginary possession, the second with an actual possession which

one may misuse for pufﬁng himself up. And what
but than that thou didst not receive? The context

again yields the sense. What hast thou of saving
knowledge and of wisdom, of repentance, of faith,
of love, and of Christian virtue, that was not given
thee and that thou didst not merely receive? Thus they
had also been given the teachers, Paul, Apollos, and
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others, through whom all this grace was conveyed to
them, to all of them equally.
The aorist “didst receive,” points to the fact.
Simply by receiving it each one of the Corinthians
obtained what he now has. The moment he looks at his
actual possessions in this true light as an unmerited
gift that was dropped into his lap by a gracious hand
above he will kiss that hand and never think of boasting. If God used a Paul, an .Apollos, a Peter, that, too,
is a part of his grace and gift and reason enough for
thanks and not for puffed-up pride.
Hence Paul adds the third question which really
expands the second. Now if thou didst also receive

it, why dost thou glory as if thou didst not receive it?
. The m’ does not have theconcessive force of “although” thou didst receive it; it is only a. strengthening
of the verb: if thou “also” didst receive it and obtain it
only in this way. The Corinthians ought to praise and
to thank God in proper humility instead of boasting as
though what they have is. due, not to a gracious gift
from God, but to some superiority in themselves. It is
surely reprehensible to receive something and then to
act as though one had not received it. And it is more
reprehensible to boast and to glory. Paul does not need
to specify that all that the Corinthians actually had,
whether it was much or little, they had as separate
individuals received from the Lord alone. The agency
which the Lord had used in making them the recipients
of his gifts, especially Paul and Apollos, is quietly
taken for granted. This agency will strike them with
terriﬂic force'1n a moment.
8) The three questions asked in v. 7 are short
and have the intention of puncturing their bubble
of pride and the further intention of bringing the
Corinthians down to the level of true Christian humility. But they needed still more. Already you are
ﬁlled full; already you grew-rich; without us you
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reigned; and would, indeed, that you reigned in
order that we, too, might get to reign with your

help!
This is irony and sarcasm (R. 1148 and 1198, etc.),

but the Corinthians fully deserved it; it is a bitter
medicine but one that is good for healing their disease

of unwarranted pride.

Luther comments:

“Paul

mocks them, for he means the opposite of what he

says.” One must understand the Greek in order to
catch fully the scathing force of Paul’s rebuke. It has
become popular today to decry irony and sarcasm as
being unbecoming to preachers and to Christian writ-

ers. The use of these weapons is deemed an evidence
of the ﬂesh and not of the spirit. Yet Paul beyond
question employs them here, which means that they,

indeed, have their proper place in spite of the delicate
souls who would rule them out.
The ﬁrst three parallel statements have no connectives. They are heaped up in a swift climax. The

asyndeton adds life and movement and is frequently
found in impassioned discourses, R. 428.

The two

7781;, “already,” lend a peculiar force to the ﬁrst two
statements so that we might translate: “Think of it,
already you are ﬁlled full!” “Think of it, already you
have grown rich!” These prideful Corinthians, Paul
implies, act as though they are already in the great
kingdom to come instead of realizing that they are
still in this poor, miserable world. Full satiety, riches,
and honor are three blessings promised in the coming
eon to the hungry, the poor, and the despised, compare
the Beatitudes of the Sermon on the Mount. The

Corinthians boasted, each with his own party, as if
they were already at this goal.

Paul’s crushing irony

is intensiﬁed when he presently describes himself and
his fellow apostles as being the actual outcasts of the
world. See how far these pupils have left their poor
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teachers behind —of course, in their own imagination!
Behold what their “wisdom” has done for them!
Why, you are already ﬁlled full, umopwp-t’vot, from

Kopt'vat, “to satiate." Who can feed you more?
Changing the ﬁgure: You have already grown rich.
Who can offer you more? And then the climax by
means of a third ﬁgure: You have already attained
royalty and have come to reign as kings. Who can
oifer you a crown? The perfect participle marks a
present condition, and the two verbs in the aorist are
ingressive and indicate the entrance upon a condition.
A new turn appears in the third statement; instead of
repeating “already” Paul introduces the signiﬁcant
phrase “without us,” the poor apostles. Paul writes as
though he marvelled at their ability: All of this you
have achieved without us! In some way you secured
a better wisdom than we have to offer, one that has
carried you up so wonderfully high! There is a special
sting in this emphatic phrase “all without us." Silly
people to act as though they had left Paul, Apollos, and
Peter far behind, the very men from whom they had
obtained everything they really had!
Paul is sarcastically describing their ¢umo509¢u kart
e'rc'pau, “pufﬁng themselves up against another." He
is bitterly castigating their foolish illusions. Christ
and the gospel wisdom do ap‘pease our hunger and
our thirst, do make us spiritually rich (1 :5), do make
us kings and priests unto God and Christ, but not
in the manner which the Corinthians exhibited, so that
we become puffed up with ﬂeshly pride and spend our
time in boastful wrangling. Christ and the gospel
will also eventually lead us to the fullness, riches, and
royal glory of heaven, but only silly Christians act
as though they had already attained that height.
A quick turn is made with m’. The Corinthians
are staging such a pitiful sham; would that they had
the reality: “and would, indeed, that you reigned i"
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And now, after this sigh, the sting contained in the

phrase “without us" is made to penetrate still deeper,
for Paul adds with a climax of irony: “in order that
we, too, might get to reign with your help,” have
just an humble little place by your side! Now, poor
apostles that we are, we have no opportunity to procure anything so ennobling by efforts that we know

how to put forth. “Otherwise children have part in
the position of their fathers, and disciples are not
above their teachers; here, however, no other way
remains for the teachers if they, too, would already
be in a glorious state than to wish, to be allowed to
have part in what the disciples have attained for themselves or imagine they have attained.” Ph. Bachmann.
“Thus the roles have been exchanged: he, the apostle,
their ‘father,’ must from his lowliness see to what
dizzy heights they have attained.” J. Weiss. Note that

sum, which 7: strengthens, is used like a particle, in
this case with the indicative, an aorist because the wish
relates to the past while an imperfect would relate to
the present although in both cases the wish is unfulﬁlled, R. 923, 841, 1004, 1148, etc. The abutting of the
two pronouns ﬁpeis may makes the two clash; and 0151!
with the verb together with the subject “we,” “we with
your help,” is the opposite of the previous phrase
“without us."
The conviction that Paul should not and could not
employ irony in his writings leads to the attempt :to
understand this passage accordingly. The futility of
this attempt is seen in the climax of Paul's words,
where he speaks of the royal reign. In order to eliminate the irony at this point the two verbs épwmeﬁaan
must be understood in different senses: the ﬁrst referring to reigning in this life, the second to reigning in

the life to come. If Paul intended to make this difference he would himself have indicated it by adding
the necessary .modiﬁers to bring about this effect.
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Lacking such an indication on his part, we are compelled to take both verbs in the same sense. In the
second place, the order of the pronouns, ﬁrst “we, too,”
and then “with your help," would have to be reversed,
for in the heavenly kingdom the Corinthians could
reign only with the apostles, and not the apostles with
the Corinthians. So the irony remains.
9) Moreover, the irony continues as Sam”; yuip
indicate. This ya’p cites the reason for Paul’s wish:
For in my opinion the condition of the apostles is
such that to be privileged to rule by your help would
' seem very desirable to them. This humble Same, “it
seems to me,” which states only as Paul’s opinion
what is in truth an astounding fact, namely the piti—
f_ul- condition of the apostles, cuts into the rash pride
of the Corinthians the more. For if the Corinthians
were what they imagine themselves .to be, how high

and mighty ought the apostles not to be ranked and be
entitled also to rank themselves? Well, this is Paul’s
opinion of the apostles. For, it seems to me, God set
forth us, the apostles, as the lowest, as men sentenced
to die, since we were made a. theatrical spectacle for
the world, both to angels and to men.
Paul does not need to draw on his fancy when he
is saying this about himself and about his associates.
What he states is the cold and deliberate fact although
the Corinthians seem to forget it. They are also
oblivious of the truth that certain serious implications

concerning themselves are contained in that fact.
Here, too, the quality of Paul’s irony begins to become
plain. In ﬂows out from a burning heart, one that is
itself deeply hurt, and it wounds others with stinging
facts, not in order to revenge itself upon them, but in

order to save them from falseness by the full energy
of the truth.

The ﬁrst stress is on “God,” for it is he who did
this astounding thing with the apostles; the Corin-
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thians did something quite different in regard to themselves. The main stress is, however, on the implied
comparison between the apostles and the Corinthians.
“Is the lofty height on which you think you stand a
height that is divinely real? Us, it seems to me, God
has treated differently.” Us, the apostles, who may

well expect and be expected to stand as ﬁrst and as
highest, “sitting on twelve thrones,” Matt. 19:28, God
set forth to be the last in the sense of “lowest.” The
verb states the fact that, having made us the lowest
of all, he showed this publicly. “Us, the apostles,”
and “lowest” are placed together in striking contrast.
And Paul at once states in what sense the apostles
were last and lowest: “as men sentenced to die,” as

criminals condemned, like Christ, to capital punishment.

If we should ask what people constitute the

dregs of society we should think ﬁrst of criminals
under the shadow of the gallows. Can a more terriﬁc
contrast be imagined between the self-exalted Corin-

thians and these apostles regarding whom the world
thought that they were not ﬁt to live ?
The ﬁn clause at once proves that the apostles were
set forth as men who were ﬁt only to die the death of
criminals: “since we were made (or have become) a
theatrical spectacle for the world,” oéarpov, a public
exhibition, when we were led to execution so that the

world might gaze upon us.

Paul refers to ﬂogging,

stoning, other violent abuse, including killing; the lat-

ter especially when we remember that the Roman
world made public exhibitions of the executions which
took place in the amphitheaters.
The term “world” is explained by the double apposition “both angels and men.” These are the spec-

tators.

The angels are most likely mentioned ﬁrst be-

cause they are higher and are able to see more of the
apostolic suffering, much that is hidden from men.
Regarding the angels we, too, know that they are deeply
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interested in the elect whom they are sent to serve
(Heb. 1:14). Besides, the angels are interested in
the course of the gospel on earth. “Men” are hostile
and coldly indiﬂerent.
10) Now come the bitter antitheses: We—You
—What a difference! We, fools for Christ’s sake;
but you, smart in connection with Christ. We, weak;
but you, strong. You, refulgent, but we, disgraced.

The Greek has no copulas, and the English translation is weakened when they are inserted. Each
contrast is like a blow. “We, fools for Christ’s sake”
because for his sake and for that of the gospel we cast
aside all human wisdom and as a consequence are rated
as ignoramuses and know-nothings.

“But you, smart

in connection with Christ,” qspémpm klug, sagacious,
prudent, here with a questionable touch; “wise” in our
versions is too good a word. 0 yes, they still maintain
connection with Christ, but as smart people who know
how to use even Christ for their advantage, gescheute,
aufgeklaerte Christen, Meyer.
Paul could not write a second 8L2: Xpmév, “for
Christ’s sake.” The contrast in the phrases is
emphatic: “for Christ’s sake” and “in connection with
Christ.” The Corinthians are not ready to forego and
to lose all for him in order to gain all in him.

They

seek to cling to him with one hand and to the world
and its wisdom with the other hand. Smart people;
indeed! In this instance the phrase e‘v sza'rq'i has a
decidedly qualiﬁed meaning, which is quite different
from the sense in which Paul otherwise regularly
employs it, namely to express a wholehearted union and

communion with Christ.

The translation offered by

our versions: “wise in Christ” tends to mislead.
“We, weak,” but scarcely in a physical sense but
rather in the sense of the unimpressive, negligible
because we scorn to use the cheap means which impress
men and win their admiration and their applause but
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are content for our success to rely only on the hidden
power of the gospel. “But you, strong,” full of strength
and wholly able, Kraftmeﬂschen, competent to make
a powerful impression by wielding the mighty wisdom
to which the world always yields.
The sudden inversion, “you” ﬁrst and “we” last,
is due to Paul’s intention to continue his writing in
v. 11 by giving additional informatiou in regard to
the “us." The inversion is by way of transition to
the following. “You, refulgent," Evsogoc, enveloped in
glory, already crowned, as it were, with a halo about
your heads, men stooping before you and humbly
accepting your every word. This describes their
reigning as kings, v. 8. “But we, disgraced," left
utterly without honor among men, deprived of even
common human respect, men who can be spoken of
and treated with the lowest contempt. Human wisdom
exalts before the world, divine wisdom is served with
contempt by the world.
Paul in no way vindicates himself. This is quite
remarkable, for in other connections he asserts that
he is nevertheless an apostle, that God is nevertheless
with him and upholds and honors him. No heroic
note is sounded in the midst of these sad, minor chords.
This tends to produce a far greater effect. Besides, a
higher note would mislead the Corinthians. If after
all that he has said Paul would now claim to be high,
great, and honored in God’s sight, the Corinthians
could easily misuse such a claim. They might in the
ﬁrst place discount all that he writes concerning being
so low, and they might secondly after all justify their
own pride by persuading themselves that their pride,
too, was after the pattern given them by Paul.
11) The terms Paul employed thus far were
quite general and were drawn from the broad categories of wisdom, power, and honor. He now proceeds to ﬁll these categories with speciﬁc particulars
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by setting down a catalog of cold facts. Even to this
present hour we both hunger and thirst and are
naked and are euﬁed and are homeless, and we
labor, working with our own hands.
The Corinthians are “already” in a grandiose state,
but in contrast with that “already” the apostles are in
a deplorable state “even to this present hour.” We
apostles, Paul would say, have not as yet comeas far
as you Corinthians; you are “alrea ” on'the height,
we poor apostles are still “to this present moment"
down in the depths.
The wording itself does not indicate whether the
six statements are to be divided into three groups of
two each or into two groups of three each. The latter
is in all likelihood preferable, for then the statements
would better accord with the third group of three members listed in v. 12. We thus have a total of nine statements, three groups ‘of three members each.
Because of their extensive and continued travel,
so often only on foot, ever wide, uninhabited stretches
and much arid territory the apostles often go hungry
and thirsty, and their shoes and their clothing are

worn out. The Taurus passes were crossed, repeatedly.
In II Cor. 11:26 Paul mentions his journeyings, perils
in rivers, perils of robbers, perils in the wilderness,
perils in the sea, hunger, thirst, cold, and nakedness.
Lack of suﬂicient clothing, especially during inclement
weather, is thus mentioned’repeatedly. The-linguistic
point, whether, to read yupmcﬁav or yupmafew, belongs
to the textual critics.

.

“We are cuﬁ‘ed” or buﬁeted means struck with the
ﬁsts on the body or the face asslaves and criminals
were frequently abused by brutal men. This was the
height of indignity. The term can scarcely apply to
ofﬁcial scourgings, it refers rather to uncalled-for,
vulgar, physical abuse, Acts 14:19, etc. “We are
homeless,” amalgam (to be inane), without a ﬁxed
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abode, shifting about constantly. This term implies
even more: as they traveled from place to place after
having broken with their Jewish past and connections

and yet not having become Gentile, the apostles found
no welcome in any of the new places to which they came.
We may recall the Jewish hostility experienced in

Corinth itself.
The addition: “We labor, Working with our own
hands,” is used as an indication of dishonor. The
adjective isi’m is stronger than the possessive pronoun
“our own” hands; as it does generally throughout the
New Testament so it here, too, conveys the idea that

the apostles are compelled to earn their own living by
means of their own hard manual labor. In other connections Paul speaks of this feature of his life, not as
a mark of shame, but as indicating a means of personal
independence. Here the note of irony still continues,
for Paul speaks from the viewpoint of the puffed-up
Corinthians. Nor should we overlook the bitterness
conveyed in all of the speciﬁcations here laid before
the Corinthians. Why should Paul endure all these
arduous privations for the sake of such unworthy and

such thankless people as the Corinthians?
12) There is a change of tone in the ﬁnal group
of statements, each consisting of a participle and a
verb. Being reviled, we bless; being persecuted, we
hold out; being defamed, we speak kindly. The
thought expressed is, however, not the idea that Paul
and his fellow apostles do not allow these sufferings
to affect them, but rather that they rise superior to
them through nobleness of mind. Paul still follows the

note struck in dnpfa, comparing the low condition of the
apostles with the lofty idea which the Corinthians

have of themselves.

So little do the apostles resemble

the proud Corinthians that they do not meet reviling
by hurling back into the throat of their enemies their
own wicked allegations but rather by replying with
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the Christian meekness ordered by the Lord, Luke
6:28: “Bless them that curse you.”
“Being persecuted” can so early in Paul’s career
scarcely refer to any of the ofﬁcial pagan persecutions,
for these came at a later period, it rather has in mind
the Jewish outbreaks of violence against the apostles
because they were regarded as traitors to the law,
Gal. 5:11; 6:12. “Being persecuted, we hold out,"
dvexdpsﬂa, “hold up” under the inﬂiction with quiet
patience by simply suffering what men impose without
complaining, defending, or retaliating. This noble
course frequently encourages the persecutors to continue their wicked actions against men who seem helpless and defenseless and who fail to strike back. But

even then: dvexépeoa.
13) The reading 8na¢qpmip£m has less textual sup—
port than the far commoner ﬁuaqsqpoépma. The exceptional character of the former, which Paul uses only
here, argues strongly for its genuineness. But what
is meant by napuaaaﬁpw? It cannot be regarded as
indicating an action of love, for the entire context
does not deal with this theme but with that of abject
lowliness.

The sense cannot, then, be: we entreat

God for our slanderers; or: wir reden troestlioh; or:
geben bittende Worte, “intreat” (our versions), beg
our viliﬁers to desist. The verb must here mean
beguetigen. “Being defamed,” we are not angry, make

no retort in kind, resort to no violent measures in
counteroﬁ'ense such as people use who are concerned
solely about their OWn honor; we simply “go on speaking kindly." Paul is throughout laying emphasis upon

the voluntary humility that displays itself in this way,
a humility which the world considers cowardly or even
despicable. Indeed, the apostles seem far beneath the
Corinthians in every way.
All verbs and all participles found in v. 11, 12 are
in the present tense, which indicates customary and
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usual action such as marks a deﬁnite course of conduct.
This tense is open, i. e., the conduct indicated goes on
indeﬁnitely and extends even into the future. The
three circumstantial participles used in v. 13 express
the minor action, while the ﬁnite verbs express the
major actions. The important feature is the fact that
under the circumstances indicated the apostles “bless,
hold out, speak kindly.” Paul uses many word patterns which form an interesting study. In v. 13 the

ﬁrst and the third verb end in wipe: and thus even
rhyme; see similar arrangements in Rom. 12 :8; I Cor.
13:8, and elsewhere.
Only when v. 12 is not taken 'as a reference to
heroic actions on the part of the apostles but to
despised lowliness does the concluding statement of
v. 13 properly follow. Like the rubbish heap of the
world did we become, the oﬁscouring of all men,
until this moment.

All of the preceding present tenses describe the
general and continued state of the apostles; now the
positive aorist states the fact of their deepest degradation. It has actually come to the point where no other
comparison adequately describes the condition of the
apostles; they had become a heap of rubbish, the very
offscouring of humanity. The arrangement of the
words is remarkably impressive. “Until this moment"
is strikingly placed at the end and reverts to the
phrase used at the beginning of the entire catalog in v. 11: “even to this present hour.” These tw°
phrases are the staples between which the chain
swings. The two ﬁgurative terms “rubbish heap” and
“oﬁ'scouring” have the emphatic positions, the one be-

fore the verb, the other after it, without a connective.
While the aorist tense of the verb registers a fact it
does so without emphasis. Thus Paul brings description of the apostles to a dramatic close.
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The term “rubbish "heap," rcpuaddppafa (plural),
from xaoaipw, to clean or to remove by cleaning, denotes
the mass of sweepings and litter that is gathered together when one cleans up “all around" (wept), R. 618.
The second term, “9in (singular), means “oifscouring," that which is removed by scouring a ﬁlthy object, shim. The two genitives are placed chiastically, the
one after its noun, the other before it. Both are sub-

jectivehbut, like Sumwaiivq @501": in Rom. 1:17, of the
estimating subject, “righteousness in the eyes of God”;
thus “a heap of rubbish in the eyes of the world,” and
“offscouring in the eyes of all men.”
Luther translates: ein Fluch der Welt und ein Feyopfer aller Leute. He has the second term deﬁne the

ﬁrst. The term deeply: (and perhaps also «epmdoappa,
although this is not certain) was used in a ritual sense
with reference to one who gave himself as a saCriﬁce
in order to remove from the community some Stain
for which the gods were visiting some plague or some
other calamity upon the city or the country. Only a
man who was so wretched as to have no more use for
his life could be obtained for this purpose. He would
feast for a year onwhite bread, ﬁgs, and cheese until
the day for the sacriﬁce arrived and would then be
offered up. This is the idea back of Luther’s transla-

tion Flush or curse. Whether the second term wepzlll'qpa
also had such a ritual meaning cannot be ascertained;
Luther assumed that it had.
But Paul scarcely had such a thought in mind in this
connection. He was certainly not feasting for a time
in order to die when that happy time should be past.
Christ gave his life in vicarious sacriﬁce for the world
and not Paul and the apostles. While wepméaappa is extensively used in the sense of “wretch” and a goodfor-nothing fellow, this meaning is altogether general.
Paul uses the plural in the case of the ﬁrst ﬁgurative
term and the singular in the case of the second; if he
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had sacriﬁces in mind, both terms would necessarily
be plural. Finally, the two genitives cannot mean that
the world and all men offer the apostles as sacriﬁces in
order to ward off some calamity from themselves; yet
if the ﬁgure of sacriﬁces is retained, these genitives
could have no other meaning.
Our versions make miymy neuter: “of all things,”
but it is synonymous with “of the world” and thus
must mean “of all men,” masculine. It is characteristic

of Paul’s style to use a singular and then to resume
the thought with a plural that has the same general
sense, or vice versa. In this very sentence we have
two pairs of plurals and singulars that are arranged
chiastically: like the rubbish heaps (plural) of the
world (singular), the offscouring (singular) of all men
(plural). Paul has reached the limit; beyond these
debasing terms even he cannot go.

These are the stern and the shameful realities regarding the apostles, and they are content to be treated
in this manner. What an object lesson for the Corinthians, “that in us you might learn not to go beyond
what has been written,” 4:6!
14)

Coming to the closing paragraph of the ﬁrst

part of his letter, Paul makes no application of what
he has written but leaves that task to the Corinthians

themselves. He at once states why he writes with such
deep feeling, namely to warn them (v. 14) as their
father (v. 15, 16) who has sent them a messenger,
(v. 17) and who plans to come to them in person. As
we understand the character of Paul the assumption
is unwarranted that in v. 6-13 Paul works himself up
to a high pitch of feeling and then, having cooled off and
perhaps waiting until the next day, writes v. 14, etc.,
in a calmer mood. Some also state that in this new
paragraph Paul seeks to make amends for the cutting

expressions which he has used in the one that precedes.
A good answer to such an assumption would be that.
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when we write hastily and say too much, we tear up
what we have written and write more carefully. The
fact is, however, that Paul never lets his feelings run
away with him, and when he writes with deep emotion
and even employs irony he exercises perfect control

of himself in every word and follows only the loftiest
spiritual purpose.
Thus he continues: Not as shaming you an I
writing these things, on the contrary, as admonishing my beloved children. The present tense “I am
writing" makes the impression that Paul simply continues writing without an interval of time between
the paragraphs. The two present participles repeat
this idea. Both are circumstantial and state facts, and,
as is often the case with regard to participles, carry
the main idea that is to be conveyed. It is self-evident
that Paul is writing; the main point of his writing is
the fact that he is not shaming but admonishing so
that he could have simply said: “I am not shaming you
but admonishing my beloved children.” For this reason oi: is used with the ﬁrst participle instead of mi,
which makes the negation clear-cut as is proper in
stating a fact, R. 1137. This or" has even a literary
touch; Paul has used about a dozen participles with 06.
The position of the two participles, one at the beginning, the other at the very end, likewise indicates that
Paul is stating facts. Paul thus tells the Corinthians
what he is doing when he writes as he actually does
and not merely what he intends to do when he writes.
The Corinthians are not to put their interpretation
upon Paul’s words and impute this or that wrong intention to them but are to accept as fact what Paul is
stating with his words.
This answers the view that the participles express
purpose or aim, for only future participles are regularly thus employed, R. 877, and present participles
only rarely, and then never with the negative 01'). Yet,
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even if a purpose could be found in these participles
so as to have them read: “not in order to shame you

but in order to admonish you,” this would not in the
least be an admission on Paul’s part that he at ﬁrst did
intend to shame the Corinthians and that he is now
sorry for this intention and seeks to make at least
rhetorical amends by now saying that his intention is
to admonish his beloved children. The Corinthians
may, indeed, feel ashamed under the lash of Paul’s
irony; they certainly have reason to feel thus. Paul
is, however, engaged in something that is far more
important than merely making them ashamed, he is
offering them Christian admonition. Shame touches
only the feelings, admonition reaches the heart.
he verb I'ovﬂereiv means to appeal to the mind (v05:

plus new), hence in this sense “to admonish,” or in
the present instance “to warn.” The companion term
is maSaiew, to discipline a child. Compare the cor—
responding nouns found in Eph. 6:4 on this distinction. Superﬁcially regarded, Paul’s ironical expressions
might sound like disciplinary castigation; understood
in the proper way, they are full of appeals to the mind,
full of meaning to reach the heart with earnest warn-

ing. Moreover, this is parental warning which is addressed to the Corinthians “as my beloved children.”
Here and in the following verse Paul explicitly denies
that his sharp words emanate from an “unfatherly”

spirit and are lacking “love” as is sometimes asserted.
15)
Paul even stresses the point of his paternal
relation to the Corinthians. For though you have
ten thousand slave guardians in Christ, yet not even
many fathers; for I alone begot you in Christ Jesus
through the gospel. This is the fact that Paul never

for a moment forgets. Because the Corinthians are
his own children, he is free to speak to them with sharp
and stinging words; if they were strangers, his words
might be resented.
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A myuyée is a slave who has charge of the son
of a wealthy family, leads him to school, and sees to
it that the son conducts himself properly; hence not
“instructor” (A. V.), or “tutor” (R. V.), but “slave
guardian.” Paul refers to these guardians only incidentally and negatively as not being fathers in order
to make prominent his own special relation to the Corinthians. We thus have no right to stress unduly the
fact that these guardians were slaves, nor should we
lay stress on whatever dislike the boys may have had
for the guardians that attended them. Paul speaks of
these guardians as being a blessing and compares it
with the greater blessing of having a father.
Although the Corinthians have ten thousand slave
guardians, they yet have not even many fathers. Paul
speaks with an hyperbole both in the use of the extravagant number “ten thousand” and in the far lesser
number “many” (instead of “several”). Like the rest
of the hyperboles found in the Scriptures, this one,
too, does not mislead but only enhances the effect of
the thought that whatever many guardians one may
have he certainly can have only one father. Of course,
“in Christ” or “in connection with Christ” is added,
for Paul is speaking only of spiritual relationships;
and while the phrase appears only as a modiﬁer of
“guardians” it must be supplied also with “fathers.”
No invidious comparison with Apollos or another of
the Corinthian teachers is here made; the great number “ten thousand” completely excludes that possi-

bility. So also does e'tw Ema-e, “though you may have,”
which includes all the teachers who in future years may
serve the Corinthian church. Paul speaks as he did
in 3 :6, where he distinguishes the one who plants from
the one who waters; and as he did in 3:10, where he
speaks of himself as having laid the foundation and
of others who build on that foundation. Moreover,
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Paul delights in associating himself with his fellow
workers by means of the pronoun “we,” 3 :8, 9.
“For I alone begot you” explains Paul’s exceptional
relation to the Corinthians. Because this “I” is
written out in the Greek it is emphatic, and it is made
still more so by its juxtaposition with “you”: at. epic,
and by its strong contrast with the idea of “many
fathers"; hence we translate “I alone.” Paul carefully
qualiﬁes this strong statement concerning himself: “in
Christ Jesus” he begot the Corinthians. This emphatic
phrase is, however, not intended to designate this begetting as being spiritual, the opposite of mere natural
begetting. The contrast implied is not one between a
spiritual and a ﬁeshly begetting but between the presence and the absence of Christ, c'v, “in union,” not apart
from Christ. This phrase describes the blessed nature
of this begetting. It implies that apart from Christ,
Paul could have begotten nothing. Because Paul “begot" the Corinthians, therefore his is the peculiar and
the speciﬁc relation of being a spiritual father to the
Corinthians, and in the nature of the case they can
have but one such father.
Paul is not thinking speciﬁcally of conversion. “I
alone begot” is not equivalent to “I converted”; for
others who succeeded Paul also converted many.

“I

begot" is a new ﬁgure for the “I laid a foundation"
used in 3:10. He was responsible for the very ﬁrst

conversions, and this fact makes him the “father” and
the Corinthians “my beloved children.”
The one medium through which Paul attained this
was the gospel. The phrase “through the gospel” is
so important because there are some who tend to
ascribe such begetting to spiritual contact with strong
Christian personalities. Not the greatness of Paul’s
spirituality started the Corinthian congregation but the

strong and efﬁcacious power of the gospel of which Paul
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was the humble bearer, 2 :1-5. Therefore toconsider the
mention of the gospel rather superﬂuous in this connection_ and only an indelicate way of indicating what kind
of begetting is meant, is wide of the mark. Nor is the

ﬁgure destroyed or weakened by the addition of the
phrase “through the gospel,” it is interpreted.
Here we have one of those numerous cases in the
Scriptures in which a metaphor and its literal inter-7

pretation are woven together like threads of gold and
of silver as when David says: “The Lord (literal) is
my shepherd (metaphor) ”; or Jesus himself: “I (literal) am the vine (ﬁgure) ; ye (literal) are the
branches (ﬁgure) .” Trench calls this Biblical allegory.
Only when we rememberpassages such as I Pet. 11:2325 can we see the effectiveness of Paul’s word: “I begot you through the gospel.”
16) Paul very properly continues with 05v,
“therefore,”. for children should normally be like

their father. We say- normally, for the idea of pos~
sible vicious fathers is foreign to the context. I admonish you therefore, be imitators of me, compare
11:1. The little enclitic p.01) has no accent whatever,

and none can be supplied for it from any source. This
means that Paul is not contrasting himself with the
slave guardians mentioned in v. 15 or with anyone else
and telling the Corinthians: “Imitate me and not the
others.” The emphasis is on “imitators” and on the
verb “be and continue to be” (present tense and thus
durative) ; the' implied contrast is failure to be what
Paul thus enjoins. Compare Gal. 4:12; Phil. 3:17; II

Thess. 3 :9 in regard to this admonition.
One might be inclined to think that Paul urges the
Corinthians to pattern after his humble ,spirit and
his lowlinessof mind in accord with the picture he
paints of the apostles in v. 11-13. Yet he adds no modiﬁers to his admonition but leaves it quite broad and
general. In what respect the Corinthians are to pat-
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tern after Paul he indicates in v. 17, where he tells
them that Timothy was sent to them to remind them
of “my ways,’ “even as I teach everywhere in every
church.” Paul’s gospel teaching is the pattern which

the Corinthians are to reproduce in their midst.
17)
For this reason I sent to you Timothy who
is my child beloved and faithful in the Lord, who
shall remind you of my ways in Christ, even as I
continue to teach everywhere in every church.

The doctrine produces the conduct; the objective
gives birth to the subjective. Paul’s beloved children
in Corinth will be and will continue to be like the
father who founded their congregation if they abide
by his original teaching. Gerade deslmlb (for this very
reason) Paul sent Timothy to Corinth with certain in—

structions. According to 16:10 Timothy went on his
mission before Paul began to write this letter and was
to arrive in Corinth after this letter had been delivered

to Corinth. Thus Paul informs the Corinthians in regard to his coming. It seems that Paul had received
both the information which Chloe’s people brought regarding the Corinthian factions (1:11) and also the
letter which the Corinthians themselves had sent him
after Timothy had left Ephesus.
The instructions which he gave Timothy were general and not speciﬁc, he had told him simply to remind
the Corinthians of the truths which Paul taught constantly and everywhere so that they, too, might adhere
to them more closely. After Timothy had left Ephesus,
all this new and disturbing information in regard to the

Corinthians reached Paul, and he hastens to write this
letter, calculating that it will reach Corinth before
Timothy arrives there. The bearer of the letter would
go by sea; Timothy was traveling far more slowly by
land.

The ﬁrst relative clause: “who is my child beloved
and faithful in the Lord,” merely describes Timothy in
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an aﬁectionate way. “My child,” like the similar term
used in v. 14, is taken to mean that Paul had converted
Timothy although Acts 14:6 does not mention his conversion, and in Acts 16 :1‘ Luke refers to him as already
being a Christian. He helped Paul and Silvanus found
the

Corinthian

congregation,

II

Cor.

1:19.

Paul

vouches for his trustworthiness in the Lord and desires
that the Corinthians receive him with all conﬁdence.
While the ﬁrst clause and its present tense are
merely explanatory, the second and its future tense,
like the Attic usage of this tense, convey purpose:

“who shall remind you,” etc., R. 960, 989. The verb
dvumpvéa'xcw regularly governs two accusatives. What
does Paul mean with “my ways”? Do they signify
Paul's conduct and manner of life so that the Corinthians were to remember Paul’s actions and to copy
them? Such a view would disregard the question as
to whether Paul's ways were really the right ways,
were actually in accord with the true norm of right.
Paul would never take the answer to this question for
granted.
‘
The Old Testament constantly uses the Hebrew
equivalent for at 68o£ in the objective sense: the ways
that God has marked out in his Word. These divinely
prescribed ways Paul had made his own, and he calls
them “mine” only in this sense. Note the use of the
singular in Acts 9:2; I Cor. 12:31; II Pet. 2:2, “the

way of trut "; and the plural in Rev. 15 :3, “righteous
and true are thy ways.” The modiﬁer “in Chris ” is
emphatic and important. These ways are Paul’s teachings and his church practice in union with Christ, and
not one of them ever wanders away from Christ.
“Even as” does not describe the manner in which
Timothy is to do this reminding in Corinth, for the
point of this clause is the substance of Timothy’s re-

minding. This clause is a somewhat loose apposition
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to “my ways": “even as I teach,” etc.; or we may
supply “my ways”: “even as I teach these ways everywhere in every church.” The verb is durative: “as I
go on teaching,” for Paul does not go to one congregation and teach and practice there in one way and then
to another place to teach and to practice dilferently.
He does not make his ministry in one locality give the
lie to that in another place.
This is the trouble with some ministers today. No;
already in this verse Paul after a manner enunciates
the principle that was later to become famous :. quad
apud omnes et ubique. In no way does he ever violate

the catholicity of the church. There is a silent reproof
in this ﬁnal clause. Paul teaches one and the same
truth always and everywhere, his doctrine and his
church practice never varied. But the Corinthians
needed Paul’s messenger to remind them of this teaching. They were wavering, perhaps already actually
deviating from “the ways” which they, like the rest,
had been taught. A sad commentary on their supposed
progress.
18) Paul’s mission of Timothy as also the letter
he is now writing are only stopgaps; he intends to

go to Corinth in person. So Paul adds a continuative
Bi and writes regarding his own coming. Now some
are puffed up as though I were not coming to you.
The aorist “did become puffed up” intends to state the

fact and shows that Paul is fully informed about this
inﬂated talk of “some." Who they are the Corinthians,
of course, know, for they have heard their talk; we
can only surmise that they were some of the members
who boasted about their “wisdom.” Their wish may
have been father to their thought, for they would
rather that Paul might not come.
Since 1% is placed far back in the sentence between
the participle and its subject, [1.05 «pa: the»: is brought
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together: “I to you.” These persons say: “Paul is not
coming to us.” They mean: “He knows better than

to come to us.” The present EpXO/Ac'vov is due to the fact
that the Greek retains the original tense when the
change to indirect discourse is made, for these persons

said: “Paul is not coming.” Paul states this as their
opinion: “as though,” «be. It was no innocent opinion,
for those who voiced it puffed themselves up (a reminder of v. 6) when they were doing so and made

themselves appear important and pretended that Paul
had not the courage to face them. Paul refers to what

these puffed-up people say, because, having sent Timothy to Corinth, he does not wish this action of his to

be misunderstood as though he himself is afraid to
come. Whether others had made the contrary assertion
that Paul would certainly come, Paul does not intimate.

19) These people are sadly mistaken. Paul is
not a coward as far as facing opposition in Corinth
or elsewhere is concerned. But I will come shortly

to you if the Lord will; and I will know, not the
word of them that are puffed up, but the power.
Since the verb is placed so emphatically forward,
we may even translate: “I will indeed come!” How
“shortly” 16 :8 states, namely at the time of the follow-

ing Pentecost (the Jewish festival). Thus he actually
gives the date. Paul intends to start in a few weeks.
Yet he adds “if the Lord will” (a condition of expect-

ancy with the aorist of a deﬁnite volition on the Lord’s
part), not as though there were a doubt as to Paul’s
plan regarding his coming, but because he submitted

to his great master Christ in all his movements.
Nor does Paul leave an uncertainty regarding the
object of his coming. He is coming to face these very
people who are now so blatant, to take their exact

measure. “I will know,” yw’monac, really know, what is
in them. The perfect participle has its natural sense
which implies a present condition: have been and thus
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are now still puffed up. He will pay no attention to

What they may say in their pride, but will ﬁnd out
ﬁlv Sﬁvapw, what genuine power is behind what they
say. We immediately learn why he makes this sharp
distinction.
20) For not in connection with (mere) word
is the kingdom of God, on the contrary, in connection with power. We should note the expression:
of»: c‘v . . . (an-E), a»: éu mm, which means neither “consists in,” “rests on,” nor “is conditioned by”; for
El! denotes the accompanying circumstance, which

in this case happens to be also a mark of recognition.
Wherever the kingdom of God reaches down among

men it is accompanied, not merely by words (like the
science and the wisdom of men), but by power from
on high, the power of divine grace, and by that power
we may also “know” and recognize it. For this reason
Paul intends to look for this “power” among these
proud people (“some”) in Corinth when he arrives

among them.
In these two phrases e‘v has much the same force
as the iv in v. 21, iv pans...» except that it here also gives
a mark of recognition. The preposition is not Hebraistic. The negative ob denies the phrase “in connection with word," over against which and places the

positive opposite “in connection with power.”

The

danger confronting “some" in Corinth is the fact that
Paul will ﬁnd in them none of this power of the kingdom; he will meet only words, assertions, empty display, sham pOWer. For we must add that the power
of the kingdom, by which it is also always easily recognized, produces true faith, true confession, true love,

and a galaxy of true Christian virtues. As far as the
charismatic gifts are concerned, these belong to the

minor effects and evidences.
With “the kingdom of God” Paul reverts to v. 8:
“you reigned,” e'ﬁaa'LAclioa'rs, where he referred to the
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imagination of the proud Corinthians who thought
that in them already in this life the glory of the kingdom is displaying itself by means of their great wis-

dom, etc. Paul asserts that “the kingdom of God”
exists and reaches down into the earth and manifests
itself in power. This divine kingdom must, however,
not be conceived after the analogy of earthly kingdoms. These are to be found where the people are,
for the people constitute these earthly kingdoms apart
from the earthly king; for when he dies or abdicates,
the kingdom still continues to exist. But the kingdom

of God does not in this manner consist of the communion of saints or of the church. God’s kingdom
exists where God is to be found, with all the power of
his grace in Christ Jesus, and there alone. To be sure,
true believers will also be found there, but only because
God produces them with the power of his grace. We
enter this kingdom only because God’s saving power
transforms us in a wonderful way and makes us partakers of his kingdom.

When Paul, therefore, says that he will know “the
power” of these puffed-up Corinthians he does not
refer to a power of their own but to this divine gospel

power of God. He would know whether they truly
possess this. Paul knows about no power that we have
“for furthering the kingdom of God.” This modern,
pietistic way of thinking and speaking about the kingdom is foreign to him, for no man can further or build
God’s kingdom. God alone sends, furthers, and consummates his kingdom. Or we may say, this kingdom

builds itself through its own inherent power.
21) Paul is coming to Corinth? How do the
Corinthians want him to come? What do you want?
Shall I come to you with a. rod or with love and a

spirit of mildness?

They may have their choice.

Paul is ready to come in either way. Regarding n’ with
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only two alternatives see R. 737. The two prepositions
Ev indicate accompanying circumstance and are similar
to v. 20: “provided with a rod,” etc., R. 689. “Rod” is
ﬁgurative for severe chastisement as a father may
chastise “children,” v. 14. The subjunctive awe is employed because of the rhetorical question: “Shall I
come?” It. 928, bottom; 930, second paragraph. The

tense is due to the nature of the act. The future indicative could also have been used.
The alternatives which Paul places before the Corinthians are “the rod” and “love and a spirit of mildness.” Do they want severity or loving mildness? The
latter is possible only in the event that they repent.
But is it right ever to use the rod of severity? Paul
certainly implies that it is. In fact, this phrase, “coming with a rod," intends to meet every challenge that
“some” in Corinth may have in mind to offer Paul.
The degree of severity with which Paul may strike depends, of course, on the kind and the degree of the opposition to the truth which he may meet. If this opposition proves incorrigible, he will use the rod even.
to the extent of expulsion from the congregation. Thus
“rod" is intended as a warning.
More frequently a question is asked in regard to
“love.” If Paul came with a rod, would he come without dyém? This question, however, confuses the
thought. Paul is not writing about love in general
which extends to all men, even to the wicked, but about
his paternal love which is restricted to “my beloved
children," v. 14, who as such children accept the admonition of their father. This father love cannot be
bestowed upon those who repudiate their father, who

persist in their evil cause, who must thus be expelled
from the family in Christ. God loves all men, also the
wicked; but God loves his children in a speciﬁc way,

namely as his children, and because of this love he
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bestows all the fatherly gifts upon them, which he
cannot bestow upon the Wicked in the very nature of
the case.
.Does wcﬁpa «pail-ripe: signify the Holy Spirit? Then

Paul wouldwrite at least “mildness of the Spirit.”
Since “love” is a quality that is found in Paul’s heart,
this “spirit” must also be such a quality, and the gen-'
itive “of mildness" is qualitative and equal to but
stronger than “a mild spirit." Moreover, in Scripture
analogy the Holy Spirit is never a person with whom
we operate. Finally, it is quite impossible to parallel
the Holy Spirit with a rod or stick.
Paul has reached the-end of the ﬁrst great part
of his letter. We see that he constantly operates with
the realities, the actual facts, and not only with a few
of them but with all of them. These facts he pits
against the shams,.-.the pretenses, and ,the pride that
rests upon them. He expects the facts to win. If they
do not, so much the worse for those who Spurn them.
We note Paul, speaking with calm objectivity, fully
conscious of the great realities he is presenting. Again

we see Paul moved with deep feeling, showing a great
heart that is quivering with sorrow and with pain,
yet his emotions are ever under perfect control. The
power and the effect of his words are beyond question,
in fact, they still continue. God’s Spirit still speaks
through these immortal words.

CHAPTER V
The Second Part of the Letter

Moral Delinquencies in the Congregation,
chapters 5 and 6
I.

The Case of Open Incest, chapter 5

1) Without a preamble Paul proceeds medias
in res and succinctly states the ﬂagrant case that
demoralized the Corinthian congregation. In general one hears among you of fornication, and of
such fornication as does not occur among the Gentiles, namely that one has his father’s wife. Much
effort is spent to determine what 5M; means in the

present connection. The R. V. strangely translates
“actually,” which is out of the question. The translation “everywhere” cannot be substantiated from any
other source and seems to have been chosen only because the evil report regarding Corinth is supposed
to have been circulated far and wide. All efforts to
connect 5N»? with something in the preceding chapter
have failed; hence its meaning cannot be determined
from this investigation. The search for rare and ex-

ceptional uses of this adverb, especially in the papyri
and the ostraca, is interesting but rather unpromising.
Luther, whom the A. V. follows, is on the right track

when he abides by the ordinary meaning of (3'th and
translates: Es geht ein gemein Geschrei (converting
the adverb into an adjective although Geschrei is too
strong), “It is reported commonly.” But both of these
translations labor under the impression that Paul is
speaking concerning a report that has gone out from
Corinth and has become gemez'n or “common” in other
Christian churches.
(205)
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There is also confusion regarding the rest of the
sentence. The subject of dxoﬁmt is undoubtedly the
noun wopm’a, and this means that the phrase “among
you” modiﬁes the verb; thus literally: “In general
fornication is heard among you," or more smoothly:
“Among you one hears of fornication.” The matter is
talked about in your midst; your members hear about
it from one another; the thing is no longer a secret,
unknOWn to you. Luther and our versions translate:

It is reported “that there is fornication among you,”
as though a» My nopm’a should be taken together as
constituting a subject clause. R. 803 also lends support
to this rendering by regarding the passive verb as impersonal: “it is reported,” which then calls for the

clause: “that there is,” etc.
Here We have an instance where the preconception
as to What the writer is thought to say has affected

even the grammar. Traces of this preconception are
evident even when the sentence is properly construed
as far as the subject is concerned. It seems to be a
foregone conclusion that this hearing in regard to fornication does not take place among the members in
Corinth (e'v tpzv) but abroad in other churches. If the
clause is not arranged so as to read: “that there is
fornication among you,” then the equivalent of such

a clause is secured by attaching the phrase “among
you” to “fornication” as indicating where the fornication occurs. But in the Greek the phrase would then
have to follow “fornication.”
The plea that fornication cannot be heard has no
validity, for crimes are constantly heard in the obvious
sense that reports concerning them reach our cars.

What Paul writes is that the Corinthians hear reports
of fornication in their own midst, even about the terrible case he now speciﬁes, and yet remain puffed up
as before, do not as much as mourn, to say nothing of

taking strenuous action.
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The explicative «a1 speciﬁes by naming the ﬂagrant
case with which Paul confronts the Corinthians. Paul
states it succinctly: “that a man has his father’s wife.”
It was such a case “as does not occur even among the
Gentiles” or pagans, to say nothing about Jews and

Christians. Even Roman law forbade unions of this
kind ; they are naturally abhorrent. One does not need
Christianity to repudiate them. Although some monstrous cases are known to have occurred in the old pagan
world, this fact does not overthrow the rule that among
the Gentiles a case such as this one which had occurred
at Corinth is unheard of. Lev. 18:8 and Deut. 22:30
record the pertinent Jewish law. “So that,” «ta-re, is
equal to es. While éxew ywaixa. might include marriage,
we assume no marriage in this case since Roman law
prohibited such unions. Hence this union did not have
even the semblance of regularity. The article used with
“father” is equal to the possessive “his father.”
Paul refrains from mentioning the man’s name.
We may say that he does this because the case is not
as yet closed, for in other cases where men are actually

expelled Paul does name them. The fact that the
father was dead cannot be assumed because of II Cor.
7 :12. Such an assumption would make the case a little
less horrible, yet would not eliminate its worst feature.
Nothing further is said about the woman in question.
In order not to make the case appear worse than is
necessary, we infer that she was the man's stepmother.

Likewise, the absence of further reference to the
woman is best taken to indicate that she was still a
pagan. Finally, we assume that this case developed
after the man had been received into membership in
the Corinthian congregation and not before. What induced him to perpetrate such a deed as this, and why
the congregation ever allowed this relation to continue
after the act became known, is not revealed to us. Were
the members at Corinth so taken up with their fac-
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tional wrangling that their eyes were closed even to
this kind of moral turpitude? Or did this man occupy
such a prominent place in the congregation that the
members did not venture to challenge his crime?
2)

We may assume that the former was the

case, for Paul continues: And you are still puffed
up and did not rather mourn in order that he who
did this deed might be removed from your midst.
This verse may be regarded as a question although
the Greek has no particle to indicate that it is such.
“You,” placed forward, is emphatic: “You, still puffed
up as you are,” allow this to pass without concern?
Instead of boasting about themselves they should
“rather” (paAAoy) do a far more appropriate thing,
be ﬁlled with sorrow. For this matter concerned not
only the sinner involved, it concerned all of them.
Paul ﬁrst mentions the feeling which this outrageous
occurrence should have evoked in the hearts of the Corinthians, and this is not anger and indignation but
grief and deepest sorrow: “and you did not rather
mourn.” This indicates the motive that ought to underlie proper Christian disciplinary action: grief over the
devil’s success, sorrow for our congregation because it
suffers such disgrace, mourning for the soul of the
sinner who has been overwhelmed with sin and guilt.

The next clause, however, mentions the action that
should emanate from this sorrow, namely the disci-

plinary removal of the sinner: he should have been
expelled from the congregation. Sometimes a congregation merely deplores open moral defections in its
midst and, like Eli of old, contents itself with that.
Such conduct means that the feeling of sorrow is still
too shallow. The congregation thus remains partaker
of the sin and guilt. The Corinthians lacked even this
sorrow. No wonder they did not proceed “in order
that he who did this deed might be removed from your

midst," cipﬂﬁ, from aZ’po, aorist subjunctive passive. The
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present inﬁnitive Exew describes the man’s action as
continuing, a aroufous, an aorist points to the act as being

done and thus as a fact; 76 Epyov is often used with
reference to an evil deed.
3)

The Corinthians have taken no action; Paul

takes action at once and informs the Corinthians
regarding what he has done and what, as far as
he is concerned, stands (this is the force of the
perfect xc’xpum) . For I, absent in body though present
in spirit, have already passed judgment as present
on the man who did thus perpetrate this thing: In the
name of our Lord Jesus, you and my spirit duly as-

sembled together, by the power of our Lord Jesus to
deliver such a man over to Satan for the destruction
of the ﬂesh in order that the spirit may be saved in
the day of the Lord Jesus.

“For” intends to explain that, although the Corinthians did not even mourn when this case began
to be reported in their midst, Paul has done more.

“I,” written out, is emphatic, and ,u'y, although without
a corresponding 85’, implies that others are to join Paul
in the action he describes.
But Paul is in Ephesus, and the Corinthians are
far away in Corinth. This situation is taken care of
by the participles: “absent in body though present
in spirit.” The separation is only physical, “as to the
body”; Paul is, nevertheless, present in Corinth, namely “as to the spirit” (datives of relation). We need not
puzzle our heads about this type of presence, for we
still say: “I am with you in spirit,” when in some im-

portant matter mind and heart are united with distant
friends.
The perfect Kc'KpLKa conveys the idea that Paul
judged the case and that this judgment stands; the

force of the tense is intensiﬁed by the adverb “already.” Paul intends to say that the case is so clear in
every respect that he ﬁnds no reason to hesitate re-
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garding the verdict—that is settled. Succinctly he
again states the case which justiﬁes this quick verdict:
I have already passed judgment “on the man who thus
perpetrated this thing.” “Thus" and “this thing” indicate the gravity of both the manner and the crime:
“in this abominable way” this man perpetrated “this
abominable deed.” The substantivized participle n‘w
Karep‘yacalluvov is a stronger expression than the preceding 6 «onion, for it indicates that the ﬁnished deed was
done in a shameless way and is equivalent to our
“perpetrator.” The man did the thing although every
law of God and of man most emphatically prohibits
such a crime and terms it incest.
Thus Paul’s immediate verdict is fully justiﬁed.
No just judge could act otherwise. Yet Paul carefully
adds: I have passed this judgment “as presen ” with
you. We shall see in a moment why this addition is
so important. The translation: “I have already resolved,” is unacceptable because the direct object follows immediately: “the man who thus perpetrated this
thing.” This accusative is the direct object of Ke'Kpuca
because cf its position and cannot be the object of the

remote inﬁnitive napaaoﬁvat, which has its own object:
“such a man.”
4) Paul then records the actual verdict in due
legal form and uses the inﬁnitive of indirect discourse.
Regarding its form and its length Bengel remarks:
graviter suspensa manet et vibrat oratio. The substance of the verdict is simple: “to deliver such a man
over to Satan” (direct discourse: “I deliver over,” etc.) .
Yet all the additions and the modiﬁcations attached to
this verdict are of the utmost importance.

First, the set formula: “In the name of our Lord
Jesus.” The solemn announcement of the verdict be-

gins with this phrase in order to mark the manner of
the grave action that is taken. Sometimes this simple
formula without additions or modiﬁers is employed:
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“In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.” The
statement of the legal action then follows. We thus
decline to regard this solemn formula as a mere modiﬁer of the following genitive absolute as though Paul
intends to say no more than that he and the Corinthians are assembled in the Lord’s name. The very
nature of this grave formula is such that it cannot belong merely to some subsidiary act that also needs to
be mentioned when a full statement of the verdict is
made but must belong to the supreme act itself which
constitutes the verdict.
In phrases of this kind 6mm is often regarded as
an. expression of authority or of representationso that
“in the name" equals: “by the authority of our Lord,"
etc., or: “as representing our Lord,” etc. But 2v means
“in union with,” and 5mm is that by which the Lord
makes himself knowu and by which he is known to us,
namely his revelation. Thus the phrase means: “in
union or in accord with the revelation of our Lord
Jesus.” In all vital actions of the church such as the
one here recorded the essential point is that these actions accord fully with the revelation which Christ has
made to us in his Word.
A second formula follows, which is legal in its
nature and thus necessary to the verdict here placed
on record by Paul. It reads like the preamble to a
resolution or a decision when it is set down in proper
form: “We being duly assembled,” etc. Paul cannot,

however, say “we” in this case because he is in Ephesus and is present in that assumed assembly in Corinth
only “in spirit.” So he writes “you and my spirit duly
assembled together.” We should not consider xéxpum,
“I have passed judgment,” apart from this association
of Paul’s spirit with the Corinthians in a duly called
assembly. Twice before he has emphasized this point
of his presence in Corinth in connection with the rendering of this verdict: ﬁrst, “1, absent in body yet
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present in spirit”; secondly, “passed judgment as
present."

Why this emphasis on his presence in Corinth for
this judgment? Why can he not say right here in
Ephesus: “I here and now give this verdict”? Why

is his presence in a duly called meeting of the congregation so essential? Because not even an apostle
can of himself and by himself excommunicate a. person
from a Christian congregation. The attempt to do such

a thing is papal arrogance. No pastor can expel a
member no matter what the member has done. Expulsion is an act that can be performed only in a duly
called meeting of the congregation. If a wrong-minded
congregation refuses to expel where it ought to, the
person involved remains a member to the disgrace of

the congregation. The pastor should use all proper
efforts, as Paul does here, to persuade the congregation
to take action. If it refuses, the pastor, who is Christ’s

slave-steward (4:1) and directly responsible to him
for the mysteries of God entrusted to his hands, has
the right to withhold from the unexpelled sinner the
Lord’s Supper, etc., in order to safeguard his own

conscience and his ofﬁce so that he may not become a
806M: or slave of men.
When Paul writes regarding his presence in spirit
in the duly assembled meeting of the Corinthians, we
see that he does not, after all, mean that it is he alone
who expels by virtue of his supreme apostolic power.
For then he would neither need to be present, nor
would the Corinthians need to hold a duly called meeting in the matter. If Paul were physically present with

the congregation he would as an apostle and as the
founder of this church naturally lead and direct the
congregation in its action, would preside at the meeting, and would formulate properly and then announce
publicly the verdict arrived at even as he does now
“already” in his letter.
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Yet in reality Paul’s presence, either in the body
or in the spirit, is not an essential feature of this or of

any other action of the congregation so that his absence, or the absence of a pastor, or of a representative

of the clergy, would make proper action impossible.
Paul rebukes the congregation for not having acted at
once, without him, and for having delayed so long.

This is the only reason he enters into the case at all,
i. e., now urging and leading the congregation to do
its duty. They in and of themselves have the full right
and the power to act. Ordinarily a congregation has a
pastor when an expulsion impends, but the presence

of a pastor is not in itself an essential feature of the
action as if without a pastor the congregation were

either not complete or not competent. Note the use
of a-uudyeaBaL to indicate a meeting that is duly brought
together. Only in this instance does Paul use this verb;

elsewhere, ﬁve times, he writes awe’pxcaﬂaz, which merely states the coming together.
The proper preambles have been formulated, and

now the verdict they usher in follows. This begins
with the phrase “by the power of our Lord Jesus.”
The very meaning of the preposition miv, “with the
help of,” settles the question as to whether this phrase
depends on the preceding genitive absolute or on the

following inﬁnitive “to deliver over.” People are not
assembled “with the help of a power” or “together
with a power,” but they do act “with the help of”

and “together with a power.” R. 624. The Corinthians
are enabled to take such drastic action against one of

their members because they have the power of their
Lord. This is, of course, his gospel power which has
two divine functions, one to admit to union with God

(contrition and faith), the other to debar from this
union (impenitence, unbelief, hardening), Mark 16 :16;

John 20:22, 23.

Luther: “I believe that when the

called ministers of Christ by his divine command deal
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with us, particularly when they exclude the manifest
and impenitent sinners from the Christian congregation and again absolve those who repent of their sins
and are willing to amend—that this is as valid and
certain, also in heaven, as if Christ, our dear Lord,
had dealt with us himself.”
Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, 304, etc.,
ﬁnds “the unobtrusive little word any” a technical term
that is used in pagan magical and cursing formulas.
He gives one example: “I will bind her . . . in fellowship with Hecate, who is below the earth, and the
Erinyes.” But while m‘w 9' TIME-(11):. may mean “in fellowship with Hecate,” Paul does not write “in fellowship with the power of the Lord,” which is something
quite diﬁ’erent. There is no need to add other examples
of 013v used with elm, for no such combination is found
in Paul’s words. Deissmann overlooks xe’xpuca, a legal
term, and maxae’wwv they, a legally called assembly, in
fact, the legal formulation of Paul’s verdict, something
that is far removed from magic and magical curses.
The fact that Satan is mentioned in Paul’s verdict is
not a reason for concluding that this is not a verdict
but a form of some magical curse.
5) To deliver over to Satan means negatively
to expel from Christ’s kingdom and positively to
relegate to Satan’s kingdom. Yet let us remember
that this is a court action, a judical verdict. By his
crime and his impenitence the man placed himself into
Satan’s power. ,He merely deceived himself and others
by thinking that he was still a Christian because he
was being wrongfully allowed to continue his outward connection with the church. This wrongful outward connection now ceases. After this verdict has
been rendered, he and all the Corinthians know the fact
that the man is under Satan and not under Christ.
A misleading thought is advanced when it is stated
that there is a difference between what is called ex-
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pulsion from a congregation and deliverance unto
Satan. Nor can it be supposed that only an apostle
could deliver unto Satan while the congregation might
expel in its OWn right, 01,101}, v. 2. As to the latter claim
compare v. 13, where Paul uses éfépa're as denoting the
very action inaugurated by the apostle here in v. 3-5.
In the case of all impenitent sinners to expel is identical
with handing over to Satan, for if a man no longer
belongs to Christ, then he eo ipso belongs to Satan.
Tertium non datm'. Only when the question is one of
doctrine is there a possibility that he who holds some
false doctrine and will not abjure it may still have
enough of the gospel in his heart to keep him in faith.

Yet because of his obdurate holding to false doctrine
the congregation must disown him although it thereby
makes no special pronouncement as to his possible
faith. The congregation must keep itself clean. Such
a separation is similar to a separation from errorists
and erring churches in general, Rom. 16:17.

Deissmann concludes that «apasonm is also a technical pagan term that is taken from the ritual of
cursing and is here adopted by Paul but adduces as
proof only a Greek papyrus of the fourth century
A. D.: “Daemon of the dead . . . I deliver unto thee
N. N. in order that . . .” He tells us that such curses
were written on tablets and reached their address by
being buried in the ground, and that in their formulas
of expulsion Christians substituted Satan for the pagan

demons. But this is again specious. Paul's pronouncement is that of a court. When a court decrees: “We
nand thee over,” wapaSof'vaL, this means “into custody

of a jailor.” It just so happens that the same verb
wapaSr’Bmp is employed in both instances. In this case
Satan is the equivalent of the jailor. Just because
Satan is mentioned here we are not justiﬁed in advancing the idea of cursing and of demons who carry
out curses.
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“Such a man” is the necessary object of the inﬁnitive “to deliver over.” The individual in question
has been already described as to his crime and as to
his guilt, v. 1-3. Now Paul says that he is “such,”
a man of this type and this character. This designation virtually establishes the general principle that
every man of such a character should be dealt with
in a similar manner. This is the correct attitude to
assume in all cases of Christian discipline.
In cases of expulsion the congregation is, ﬁrst of
all, concerned about itself. For its own sake it must
rid itself of ﬂagrant sinners, v. 13. If no adequate
measures are taken, the congregation itself becomes
partaker of the sinners' guilt. But, in the second place,
the congregation is also concerned about the sinners.
If there is even a remote possibility that they can yet
be saved, the attempt to save them must be made.
This truth lies in etc which indicates the prOximate
purpose and in Eva which introduces the ultimate purpose. The truth of the matter is not that, when a
moral delinquent is expelled, the congregatiOn thereby
intends to send him to perdition. Deissmann, whom
R. 628 follows, should not ﬁnd here a parallel with the
pagan ritual of cursing. Such curses intend to send to
perdition; Christian expulsion is a last resort that

intends to save, Eva amﬂﬁ.
“For the destruction of the ﬂesh." The word wipe
is not identical with the body, mine, and this statement
does not refer to bodily suffering including also bodily
death. How can the ultimate purpose of saving the
sinner be attained when he is brought to death? And
who is to kill this sinner? Satan? In his Introduction
to the New Testament Zahn writes as though the
Corinthians were to perform the execution. Yet'no
congregation has the right to kill,.- and no executioner
is listed among the church oﬂicers. In Second Cori-nthians Zahn has Paul reverse himself: after the con-
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gregation disobeyed to the extent of not killing the
man, Paul, too, now does not want him killed.

When “ﬂesh” is identiﬁed with “body” although
it be termed the physical seat of sin, unwarranted
interpretations are given also to meﬁpa. and the saving

of the spirit of the sinner, for the Scriptures know
nothing of the ﬁnal salvation of a sinner’s spirit apart
from his body. Either both are saved, or neither is

saved. In this very letter Paul teaches the glorious
resurrection of the body of every sinner that is saved.
In View of this fact these interpreters introduce the

salvation also of the body of the dead sinner. Moreover, the silent assumption that Satan is to work the
destruction of the body reacts on the ﬁnal clause so
that the agent implied in the passive verb “may be
saved” of necessity also becomes Satan.
The words adpé and min-ma. are to be understood in
the ethical sense. This Corinthian sinner had allowed
the ﬂesh to triumph over the spirit or new principle

that had been implanted in his heart by the gospel.
Expulsion is the last possible means for undoing this
work of sin.

By publicly turning the man away from

Christ and over to Satan the “ﬂesh” which Satan had
caused to triumph in him receives opportunity to

develop unchecked. All barriers, even the outward
Shams, are now down. He is free to give full sway
to his ﬂeshly lusts. But by their very excess these have
a tendency to defeat themselves, for the works of the
ﬂesh produce bitterness and gall as their fruits. The

prodigal, separated from his father, came down to the
level of swine. That helped eventually to save him,
not as a causa eﬂicz'ens, but as a contributing factor

in God’s hands. Some sinners must taste the dregs
before they realize what their sin really is. For this
reason Paul mentions no agent in connection with the
“destruction.” By running to its own extreme the
“ﬂesh” defeats itself.
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In this way the ultimate purpose may, after all,
be achieved: “that the spirit may be saved in the day
of the Lord Jesus.” Thus it was, indeed, achieved in
the prodigal and also in this Corinthian sinner, in him
even more speedily. Instead of calling this clause regarding the sinner’s ﬁnal salvation cine ueberraschende Wendung (a surprising turn) in Paul's verdict, we
shall thus become aware of the fact that it is altogether
proper and not at all surprising. Whatever surprise
there may be lies in the fact that by formally delivering a man over to Satan the actual “destruction of the
ﬂes ” could result.
We know, of course, that a, a’éfew cannot take place
without the proper divine means of grace. Although
Paul does not allude to them as little as Jesus does in
the parable of the Prodigal, these means are necessarily
included. This, in its way, pertains also to the destruc—
tion of the ﬂesh. When the prodigal sat among the
swine, the recollection of his father and of the abundance in his father’s house revived in his mind. That is
what as the efﬁcient cause drew him to contrition and re—
pentance so that he was saved. The expelled sinner takes
with him the memory of Christ, of the gospel, of the
church, etc. When his ﬂesh has brought him low, this
memory may yet succeed in saving him. The mlcﬁpa, the
spiritual life, which was crushed by the wipe: may be
rekindled and “saved.” Nor is there need to talk about
the a'épa or body in this connection since the spirit is
never saved without the body.

Paul adds: “in the day of our Lord Jesus,” and
thus for the third time mentions this sacred name in
his verdict. This is the great day on which the Lord,
our Judge, shall appear before the whole world of

angels and of men and shall render just judgment to
all. Then he shall conﬁrm publicly every true gospel
judgment of his church and shall publicly accept also
every sinner who has been saved through the gospel
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discipline which he has committed to his church. The
forensic idea thus dominates the entire verdict.
6) Considering what Paul is compelled to
demand in the matter of this case of incest he rightly
adds: Your reason for glory is not good, xqu, “ex-

cellent” in the moral sense. Indeed, how could people
who allowed such moral obliquity to remain in their
midst still think they had reason to boast? The term
Kalixqpa denotes the thing in which one glories and
makes his boast as distinct from xaﬁmmc, the act by
which one glories. “Not good” is a litotes and means
“bad," itaxo'v. Yet our versions and prominent commentators translate as though Paul has written the
latter term: “It is bad in the face of your delinquency
in this case to boast; you ought to be ashamed.” One
cannot, however, refrain from asking why Paul does

not write naﬁx‘qms if this is what he means. Moreover,
the act of boasting is bad only when there is something
amiss about the reason for boasting. So it appears that

Paul writes Kalixqpa. because this is what he has in mind.
The Corinthians may speak of wisdom, great spiritual
charismata, etc., this case of open immorality is evidence that their reasou for boasting is anything but
good.
Yet someone may object: This is only one case,
and we dare not generalize on the basis of one case.
Paul answers in a telling way: Do you not know
that a little leaven leavens the entire lump? His
reprimand is by no means a matter of generalizing and
drawing an unwarranted conclusion from a single case.
Paul may be using a proverb or a common saying that
was well known to the Corinthians. But aside from
the source of his expression the fact itself is self-evident to the Corinthians, they certainly know that it
takes only a bit of leaven to leaven an entire mass of
dough. The entire congregation is necessarily involved
in the case which Paul brings to their attention. Not,
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indeed, in the sense that one evil man makes the whole
congregation evil, but in the sense that by allowing one

vicious case in their midst the entire membership becomes involved in the guilt of this one case. Yeast or
leaven is used ﬁguratively in the New Testament in

both a good sense (Jesus in the parable, Matt. 13:33)
and an evil sense (Jesus regarding the teaching of the
Pharisees, Matt. 16:6-12; Paul a second time in Gal.
5:9). The point of the saying lies in the contrast between “little” leaven and the “entire” lump.
7) This evil leaven must be removed. Clean
out the old leaven in order that you may be a new
lump even as you are unleavened. This injunction,
however, means far more than the removal of the one
ﬂagrant case or of this and of other bad cases. For
the leaven that operated to such a vicious conclusion
in this one case and was contaminating the entire congregation is really “the old leaven” (note the article),
that speciﬁc leaven that is “old” because it is left over

from the old life they once-lived apart from Christ.
Paul traces the Corinthian disinclination to take action
against this one vicious case to its real source, the old
worldly and ﬁeshly disposition that was carried over in
their hearts from their former life. The aorist: “Clean
it out!" is peremptory and denotes a most thorough
cleaning as also e'x indicates.
The ﬁgure of cleaning out the old leaven is taken

from the Jewish custom of removing all leaven and
anything leavened from the house in preparation for
the Jewish Passover Feast. Its force is thus at once
perceived. In the purpose clause: “in order that you
may be a new lump,” we should note the adjective
véoc which means “new" in the sense that the thing
did not exist before while made means “new” in the
sense that a thing differs from what is old. Both terms
are used with reference to our new Christian nature
in Eph. 4 :23, 24. Here Paul says that the Corinthians
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are not merely to be a lump that is “new” in so far as
they differed from what they once were, but “new” in
a sense in which they had not before been. They are

to be a lump of dough that is just freshly mixed, to
which nothing in the way of yeast has been added.
Their Christian character and life are to be like an
entirely fresh start. He might also have used the other
word: new and no longer old, and this, too, would have

been pertinent; but he prefers the word ve’oc because
it is stronger.
“Even as you are unleavened,” however, wards off
a possible misunderstanding as though Paul is now
calling upon the Corinthians for the ﬁrst time to

emerge from the old life and to make a new start. No;
what Paul bids them do is “in accord with the fact that

they are already unleavened.” Paul acknowledges them
as brethren throughout, hence as dtvpm owes. “To be
unleavened” is the Christian’s essential characteristic,
for he is reborn, a new creature, etc. In fact, Paul

could not have told the Corinthians to clean out the old
leaven if they had still been an unconverted people because spiritual powers are needed for this purging.
So Paul now reminds the Corinthians of what they

really are as Christians, namely imam, “unleavened.”
It would be altogether abnormal for such people to
allow an old leaven again to work among them; Kaﬂéc,
“even as,” “according,” often points to a norm. There
is no stress on eare’ as its position shows, and we should
not translate: “according as you are unleavened.”
By calling the Corinthians “unleavened” Paul
appeals to a subjective motive, namely to the real
character of the Corinthians as Christians. But there
is more, namely the greatest possible objective
motive or reason for this cleansing that Paul enjoins.
Thus “also” adds, and “for" names the reason. For
also our Passover was sacriﬁced, Christ. The pronoun

has no emphasis, otherwise the Greek would at least
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place it before “the Passover.” The stress is on “the
Passover,” namely on Christ and on the fact that this
was sacriﬁced (am, to slay, to oﬁer, to send up in
smoke). The ﬁgure begun with leaven is thus extended
into allegory. According to the ancient Jewish rite a
lamb was slain, and that slain‘lamb was made (for
each family or for a similar group) the Passover. In
a similar way Christ was slain to be our Passover
Lamb. The connection of this'lamb with Paul’s admonition is implied yet is evident and clear: the Passover Lamb slain, and the Passover Feast thus begun,
and yet the old leaven not cleaned out of the house —
what a contradiction! If such a thing would be frightful in the case of the Jews who slew and ate only
lambs which were merely types, how much worse is
it for us Christians who have our divine Lamb, the
antitype, slain once for the deliverance of the world!
We need not trouble in the present connection to
distinguish between the lambs that were slain at the
ﬁrst Passover in Egypt and those that were slain year
by year in grateful commemoration of that ancient
deliverance. Paul lays the stress on Hey, on the fact
of the sacriﬁcial slaying, not on the eating of the ﬂesh
of the lambs. Paul thus recalls to the Corinthians the
deliverance wrought for them by Christ’s blood, and in
the pronoun “our” he includes himself. What was
. done in Egypt and what was done year by year since
that time are thus combined.
8) And so let us celebrate, not with old leaven,
neither with leaven of badness and wickedness, but
with unleavened bread of sincerity and truth. After

the Lamb had been slain, the Passover celebration
should proceed: “Let up keep festival.” The connective
am is paratactic, not hypotactic, R. 999. The subjunctive ioprdgwpcv is independent of tic-re, for it would be
the subjunctive even if the connective were omitted.
This subjunctive is hortative, R. 931. We translate:
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“And so let us keep the feast.” The festival or feast

we are to celebrate (dopni) embraces the entire Christian life—an attractive ﬁgure, indeed. All the modiﬁers, too, retain the ﬁgure.
These are ﬁrst negative and then positive. “Not
with old leaven" points backward to v. 7 and the cleaning out of the old leaven of the worldly and the ﬁeshly
spirit. “With the old leaven" is general and includes
any and all leaven that is old and belongs to the worldly
spirit. Hence the more speciﬁc addition “nor with
leaven of badness and wickedness.” These genitives
are appositional or deﬁnitive, R. 498. This leaven consists of badness and wickedness. The genitives thus
interpret the ﬁgure of “leaven.” The two genitives
denote one idea since they are synonyms: xaxla, “badness," when something is altogether inferior and not
what it should be (“malice” in our versions is incorrect) ; mph is active evil or “wickedness”; Schlechtigkeit and Boshaft'igkeit. Both appertain to the case
of the man whom the Corinthians should have expelled
as well as to their evil way of taking no action whatever in this case.
The positive side is likewise expressed by two genitives: “but with the unleavened bread of sincerity
and truth.” As the opposite of {15m Paul uses the neuter
plural dam, matzoth, Ungesaeuertes, thin sheets of
bread that are baked without yeast (but not a azupa,
which designates the festival itself). The genitives are
again appositional and interpretative and again
present one idea. The word sihxpwet'a. means purity and
sincerity, without the admixture of a foreign substance. In this connection the foreign substance would
be the evil leaven which adulterates the pure motives
and actions of the Corinthians. The synonymous term
is axiom, “truth,” which is here regarded as a moral
quality, the inner desire for divine reality which tolerates and accepts no shams. These are the cakes of
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pure, unleavened bread on which the Corinthians are
to feast all their life long in one continuous celebration.

The combined genitives thus apply to the special case
of the man and to the way in which the Corinthians
should deal with him and to the character and the

conduct of the Corinthians in general.
These last three verses are full of the imagery of

the Jewish Easter festival, the Passover. Paul’s
marked use of this imagery at this time has led to
the generally accepted conclusion that he wrote this
letter shortly before the Jewish Passover season, so

that his mind was naturally ﬁlled with this imagery.
With this dating of his letter corresponds his plan to
start on the journey to Corinth at the coming of the

Jewish Pentecost festival. But it would be unsafe to
conclude either that the old Jewish festivals were still
celebrated in the newly formed Christian congregations, or that corresponding Christian festivals were
already celebrated at this early date.
9)
In this connection, that of the incestuous
man, Paul corrects a perversion of the admonition he
had sent the Corinthians in a letter of a previous
date. I wrote you in my letter not to associate with
fomicators. The phrase “in my (the) letter” is quite

decisive, R. 757. We have a parallel in II Cor. 7:8.
where Paul refers to this present letter with the identical phrase. It is quite impossible that this phrase should
refer to the letter which Paul is now engaged in writ-

ing and thus to regard Zypat/Ia. as the so-called epistolary
aorist, because the Corinthians could not twist and
misunderstand a sentence of this letter before the letter came into their hands. Nor can we assume that
Paul is afraid that they might misunderstand after
they had received this letter and that he is, therefore,
warding off such a possible misunderstanding in advance. For in the portion of the present letter thus
far completed we nowhere ﬁnd the warning “not to as-
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sociate with fornicators,” nor anything that can be

construed as an equivalent. This makes inevitable the
conclusion that one of Paul’s letters to the Corinthians
has been lost to us. How it came to be lost we do not
know. Yet we have no reason to assume that the New
Testament canon is incomplete, or that the doctrine of
Inspiration is in any way affected. God’s providence
did not consider it necessary to preserve this lost letter
to us, and that sufﬁces. Moreover, there is evidence
that Paul wrote still other letters that are not embodied

in the New Testament canon, Col. 4:16.
“Not to associate with fornicators” is the inﬁnitive
of indirect discourse used for the original imperative:
“Be not associating with,” etc., the present tense marking a course of conduct, R. 1047 and 1170. The verb
is the reciprocal middle: “not to mingle Yourselves
with fornicators,” R. 811: 0151' + «inf + pzmaaai = mix
yourselves — up — with.
10) From the explanation which Paul gives of
the admonition which he had sent the Corinthians we
see how the Corinthians evaded the force of that admonition. When Paul wrote them not to associate with
fornicators, they took that to refer to any and to all
'fornicators anywhere and everywhere and thought all
were to be avoided in the same manner. By driving
Paul’s injunction to the extreme they converted it into an impossible requirement and thus disregarded it
entirely. So they paid no attention to fornicators even

in their own midst, among them being the perpetrator
of this vicious case of incest. The Corinthians perhaps
touched on their view of Paul’s command in the letter
they sent to him. At any rate, Paul corrects this foolish
evasion.
Not entirely with the fornicators of this world,
or with the covetoua and extortioners, or with idolaters; since then you are obliged to depart out of
the world.
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This is the negative side of Paul’s elucidation of
the admonition he had written to the Corinthians, the
positive side follows in v. 11.

“I wrote you to keep

aloof from fornicators, that is, not entirely from the
fornicators of this world,” such an extravagant idea

is far from my mind. Verse 10 is not a continuation
of the quotation from Paul’s previous letter but an
explanation which Paul now gives. Thus of: mivrws, “not
entirely,” belong together, and 01': is used (not ,uj) because only one word is negatived, the adverb “entirely.”

“Not entirely with the fornicators of this world”
is the elucidating apposition which Paul now adds to
the previous briefer dative “with fornicators” (v. 10),
which the Corinthians were pleased to misunderstand.
This simple apposition intends to say: “I evidently

meant: not entirely from all the fornicators you may
come in contact with in the world.” While Paul quietly
explains, the simplicity of his explanation reﬂects on
the good sense of the Corinthians who should have

understood Paul in the ﬁrst place.
“Not entirely,” etc., is careful and exact. It intends
to say that even in the case of such outside fornicators
some contacts are to be avoided, we may say those of —

an intimate, personal nature while, of course, certain
other contacts are unavoidable, we may say those of

a business nature. We cannot supply: “I wrote” after
the negative and read: “Not did I write, entirely with
the fornicators of this world.” While it is true that

Paul did not add these speciﬁcations in his ﬁrst letter,
no reader or hearer can be expected to make the pause
thus required after “not" and in his mind supply “I
wrote.” He will automatically combine “not" and “en-

tirely” and read “not entirely.”
By adding to “fornicators” the other classes of
open sinners: “or with the covetous and extortioners,
or with idolaters,” Paul lifts the matter above a refer-
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ence to only one kind of sinners and indicates that
a principle is involved which is applicable to all open
and ﬂagrant sinners. “Not entirely” applies to all of
them. The fornicators are one class, the covetous and
extortioners another class, and the idolaters a third.
Paul is, of course, not concerned about cataloging all
the ﬂagrant sinners in the world. He mentions three

classes as being sufﬁcient for his purpose, namely that
his command concerning fornicators rests on a general
principle.
A «Acovc’xrqs is one who seeks to get more than belongs to him, a greedy, avaricious person, and here one
whose greediness appears in his crooked actions so
that the congregation is able to see it clearly. A (1pm:
is of the same type and thus is paired with the covetous

man; he does not stop at even violent measures to rob
others.

The ﬁrst two classes sin against the second

table of the law, the third class is even worse in that
it sins against the ﬁrst table. While he is posing as a
member of a Christian congregation the idolater still
runs after gods that are no gods.

What is involved in “not entirely” is explained by
a deduction: “since then you are obliged to depart out
of the world.” The protasis must be supplied, and end
with the imperfect presents only the apodosis, a nonfulﬁlled present, R. 965 and 1014. Regarding the imperfect consult R. 887. It was ridiculous on the part

of the Corinthians to read Paul’s command in the
former letter so as to involve an absurd and impossible
conclusion; but it was even worse on the basis of it

to exempt themselves from disciplining the ﬂagrant
fornicator in their midst. The apa indicates it is a conclusion that is evident in the premise, it is the German allerdings.
11) The negative explanation of Paul’s command is supplemented by the positive. The former

pertains to the open sinners in the world, the latter
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to the open sinners in the church. Now, however, I
wrote you not to associate, if one who is called a
brother he a. fornicator, or covetous, or an idolater,
or a. reviler, or a drunkard, or an extortioner, with
such a man not even to eat.

Because the aorist zypmpa is identical with the aorist
found in v. 9, and both refer to Paul’s lost letter, therefore “now, however,” is not temporal but logical. The
translation of the R. V. is therefore unacceptable:
“But now I write”; the translation of the A. V. is better: “I have written,” although this may mean: in the
present letter, which would not be correct. Paul repeats the prohibition “not to associate” from the quotation used in v. 9 and thus places it before his positive
explanation as he placed it before the negative. The
original prohibition of his ﬁrst letter stands and is
even emphasized in this letter. He does not need again

to quote in full: “not to associate with fornicators,”
because in v. 10 he has already advanced to the principle involved. As far as open sinners in the world are
concerned, the principle “not to associa ” applies “not
entirely” but, as already stated, only in part; but as
far as open sinners in the church are concerned, it
does apply “entirely."
Hence he states positively: Keep aloof altogether,
“if one who is called a brother be” an open sinner. And
now Paul adds to the previous list: “be a fornicator,
or covetous,” etc., and names a full list of six in order
to make his meaning entirely plain. He cannot say
merely “if One he a brother,” for men of this type,
although they outwardly belong to the congregation,
are not really “brethren.” He must add: one “who is
called a brother,” who has the dvopa or name of “broth_ er” but is lacking what this name implies. Here the
principle is to be applied “entirely”: no association of
any kind with such a man. To the types of open sin-

ners previously named Paul adds Am’Sopoe, “a reviler”
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or “railer,” one who is incorrigibly given to the vice
of abusing the character of other people; and péauaos,
“a drunkard.”
The condition of expectancy gay 1*; intimates that
the church may expect cases of this kind. It is needless to say that this expectation has been amply fulﬁlled in the entire history of the church. Even open
sinners who oﬁ‘end against the ﬁrst table of the law
are found such as idolaters, and this word is not to be
understood only in the sense of Eph. 5:5: “a covetous
man, which is an idolater,” but also in the sense that
men who bow before Christ’s altar are determined at
the same time to bow before non-Christian altars.
Estius comments on the old days in Corinth: “Either
from the heart, or led by fear, or by the will to please,
or by some other reason, he mingles with the rites of
unbelievers in order either to worship an idol by a
mere outward act or to eat of idol sacriﬁces.” In his
Kirchengeschichte Hauck reports that in Germany Columba saw baptized and unbaptized people at a beer
offering to Wotan. And Gregory of Tours: “The report comes to us that many Christians run both to the
churches, and ——which is terrible to say—do not remain away from the rituals of demons.”
All these devotees of sin against God and against
man are summed up in “such -a man”: “with such a
man not even to eat,” II John 10. Even common social
fellowship is to cease. “Not to associate with” = “not
even to eat with,” i. e., in the real sense to avoid “entirely.” And #7184 mickt eimzwl, not even, indicates a
climax. “Not even to eat with such a man” has no
reference to the ancient Agape, for here the expression
is absolute, without a single modiﬁer.
As far as men of the world are concerned, men
who never professed Christianity and who live in some
glaring sin, Paul does not say: “Associate with them
in every way”; but: “Associate with them only in cer-
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tain restricted ways." This meansthat we may asso-

ciate with them in such ways (business and the like)
that do not make us partakers of their sin and guilt,
lead to the impression that we condone their sins and
evil ways, or subject us to contamination in any way.
But those who profess the faithand then again fall
into open sin against either the ﬁrst or the second table
of the'law are in an entirely diﬂ’erent class. It is not
their vice or their idolatry that put them into this
separate class but their turning traitor to the faith —
they have become renegades. “For if, after they have

escaped the deﬁlemehts of the world through the
knowledge of the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, they
are' again entangled therein and overcome, the last
state is become worse with them than the ﬁrst. For it
were better for them not to have known the way of

righteousness than, after knowing it, to turn back
from the holy commandment delivered unto them. It
has happened unto them according to the true proverb,
The dog turning to his own vomit again, and the sow
that had washed to wallowing in the mire,” II Pet.
2:20-22. To treat them in a familiar way would make
the impression also upon their minds that having become such dogs and sows is not so terrible after all.
Yet the ultimate reason for this seeming harshness
must not‘be lost sight of, 5 :5. From the action and the
bearing of the congregation toward him the expelled
man is to realize the gravity of his sin and his precarious spiritual condition so that, if possible, where
all other means have failed, this realization may yet
have a saving effect.

12)

Two'striking facts validate what Paul has

just said, hence he writes 76,». For what have I to do
with judging those without? Do not you judge those

within whereas those without God judges? These
facts are undeniable. By—putting them into the form

of questions the truth they contain will strike with
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fuller force. The difference between the sinners that
are “of the world,” v. 10, and those “that are called
brethren,” v. 11, is strongly emphasized by stating

their respective relation to the church; the former are
“those without,” the latter “those within,” the adverbs

are substantivized by the Greek article. “To judge”
is a van: media, i. e., to bring them before a Christian
judgment bar and to pronounce a favorable or an un-

favorable verdict upon them. And n’ [1.0L (éan’) = “what
business is this of mine?” namely Kpivcw, an inﬁnitive
subject, R. 944. The evident answer is: “It is none of
my business.”
The second question emphasizes the ﬁrst and makes
it clearer. When Paul speaks of himself (singular)
in the ﬁrst question he does so only in order to ex-

emplify. Therefore he now adds “you” (plural), the
Corinthians. “Do not you judge those within whereas
those Without God judges ?” That is, indeed, the true
state of affairs. “Those within” are all those who profess the name of Christ with us and call themselves
our brethren. We ourselves belong to those within.
And all of us are judged by our brethren, namely as

to whether we really belong within or not, whether we
really are the brethren we profess to be.

In his question Paul merely states the fact that
we do thus judge each other; yet this fact implies our

right to judge thus. The evidence on which we judge
is that of lip and life, word or profession and actual
conduct. Christians never have the right to judge a
member’s heart. Herzensm'chterei is interference with
God’s prerogative. If either the profession of the lips
or the evident conduct of the life violates the faith,
and if all efforts of the church which has applied the

law and the gospel have failed, the sinner must be
judged as no longer belonging within. Thus to judge
those within, to determine who rightly belongs within
and who does not, is our only business. It is ours in the
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nature of the case since no true congregation could be
organized or could continue to exist without this
judging.
13) The situation is entirely diﬂ’erent regarding
those without. We certainly do not need to judge those
that are without, for they do not even attempt to come
in. God will attend to them, and it is our business to
leave them in God’s hands. When Paul says in 6:2
“that the saints shall judge the world” he by no means
forgets that he has just written that we have no business to judge those without. He is here speaking of

disciplinary judging. The world or those without are
not subject to the discipline of the church and to

judging connected with discipline. It is God alone who
disciplines the world with judgments. But the world
as well as the church are subject to the Word and to
every pronouncement of that Word. Thus we who
have that Word do judge also the world whenever we
utter any of the pronouncements or the verdicts of
the Word.
Having made clear these decisive facts concerning those subject to and those not subject to our
discipline, Paul in a rather brusque and peremptory
way returns to the case with which he began in 5 :1.

Remove the wicked man from yourselves! In Deut.
17:7 and 24:7 nearly identical words are used: xai
éﬁupcis 16v rompt‘w. ('5 15va aimﬁv, SO that one is inclined to

think that, while Paul does not quote, he at least appropriates this ancient injunction. The verb c’éépare is
the same verb as &p95 in v. 2, but is strengthened by ix.
The aorist imperative is sharp: no if or and—act!

“The wicked man” names him according to the generally wicked character of his sin and thus again
touches the great principle involved in the case and
thereby ﬁtly concludes Paul’s instruction on the
matter.

CHAPTER VI
H.

Litigation Before Pagan Courts, 6:1-11

After concluding his exhortations in connection
with the case of incest Paul continues with the matter
of litigations before pagan courts and then deals with
fornication in general in 6 :12-20. This order has been
thought strange since the case of incest and the subject of fornication would seem to belong together.
Some of the explanations offered for Paul’s arrangement of materials seem fanciful. One thing is certain,
we have no call to reconstruct Paul’s letter; it is our
task to understand what he has written and to learn
why he wrote as he did. In this instance the arrangement of the subjects is entirely simple. First comes
the one deﬁnite case of incest; secondly come the
recurrent cases of litigation which are also deﬁnite.
These special cases receive priority. Then follows the
general subject of fornication.

This arrangement is

entirely natural.
The line of thought in our section is as follows:
1) Litigation before pagan courts is unworthy
of a Christian congregation.
2) Difﬁculties between brethren should be adjusted within the congregation.

3) The very occurrence of such difﬁculties disgraces a congregation.
4) All such 6.8th should have disappeared when
the Corinthians became Christians.
The entire subject is handled in a masterly way,
with telling rhetorical skill, and with a mighty array
of thought and fact.
1) Without the use of a connective Paul at once
confronts the Corinthians with the deplorable facts.
(233)
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Dare any of you, having a matter against another,
go to law before the unrighteous and not before the

saints?
“Dare” does not express the boldness of the act involved but the lack of shame thus shown. “Any of
you” is indeﬁnite. It does not refer to some particular
case but to any case of this nature that occurs at any

time. Actual cases of this kind must have occurred in
Corinth. Paul, however, deals only with this wrong as
such. He takes the Corinthians severely to task in order
once and for all to stop this wrong way of settling
disputes and to inaugurate the right way, yes, to prevent disputes from arising. He calls for no disciplinary
action on the part of the congregation regarding these
litigations. For the cure of certain evils strong ad—
monition and full instruction are enough. In graver
cases the stronger medicine of actual discipline must
be added. When Paul writes about one “having a mat—
ter against another" he means one member against

another, but 7rp65‘ denotes reciprocity, for each of the
two has something against the other. One sets up his

claim, and the other sets up a counterclaim with the
result that the aggravating matter remains unsettled.
Then they rush to the pagan law courts. If the matter

in question were entirely one-sided, Paul would have
used Kurd.

The verb KpL'i/EdOaL is middle, to go to law in one’s
own behalf, R. 811. A sharp oxymoron is evident in

xptvmaui and £11»: ru‘w dSL’xwv, seeking justice before the
unjust (judges) instead of before the saints or fellow

church members. The two plurals “the unrighteous”
and “the saints” are generic, the former referring to
all non-Christians, the latter to all Christians, although
in a given case of actual litigation only certain in-

dividuals of either class would function as judges. In
the trial of Jesus before the Jewish and the pagan
tribunals and in Paul's own trials before pagan author-
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ities Paul’s phrase “before the unrighteous” ﬁnds

abundant corroboration.
In the legal practice of today all manner of injustice still prevails. Yet Paul has the deeper view

that the whole world is “unrighteous,” and its law
courts are only part and product of this world while
the Christian Church is not only “righteous” but

“holy,” and all judges and courts of the church are,
therefore, of the same character. If attention be
drawn to the fact that even the most august church
courts have been glaringly unjust in their verdicts,
the rejoinder is that the world’s spirit of injustice

dominated these church courts so that, while they
operated with a show of sanctity, they were really
subject to the secular spirit.
There is a natural difference between the two tribunals which Paul contrasts. The pagan judges operate
with legal power and machinery in a regular order of
law or trial; when Christian brethren are asked to

decide disputes they have no legal and police power
and no legal machinery but serve voluntarily, operate
with arbitration and the Christian sense of fairness,
and rely on moral power for their results. But for
all ordinary disputes between Christians, if these must
be carried that far, the submission of the case to tried
and trusted brethren should certainly be preferred.
The trouble in Corinth lay, not only with the litigants
who would run to pagan courts, but with the entire

congregation which interposed no check upon such actions. Hence Paul ﬁrst addresses the litigants and
then turns to the church as such.
2) Does such a litigant think that his Christian
brethren are not competent to judge justly such

cases as had come up between members in Corinth?
Paul intimates that such can scarcely be their serious

opinion. Or do you not know that the saints shall
judge the world? Well, if with you sitting as a court
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the world is judged, are you unworthy of the lowest

tribunals? The argument is from the major to the
minor. Those who are worthy of sitting as judges in
a supreme court are certainly not unworthy of functioning in a tiny local court. Surely, the Corinthians
know that much. Or is Paul mistaken as to their
knowledge regarding this selftevident point?
One of the fundamental teachings of Christianity
is that the saints shall judge the world. Dan. 7 :22;
Ps. 49:14; Matt. 19:28; Rev. 2:26; 3:21; 20:4. But

it is one thing to know a truth and quite another to
be alive to it and to act upon it when the time comes.
We judge the world now. Paul does it when he calls
the world “unrighteous.” Whoever has the Word of

God and rightly uses that Word thereby judges the
world, and judges it truly. And in the ﬁnal judgment
at the last day the saints shall be Christ’s associate
judges. This is a part of their royal rule as crowned
kings. The Corinthians thought themselves “wise
men”; well, here they have a place where they may
use some real “wisdom.” We may note that this judging is not identical with that which is repudiated in

5:12: “What have I to do with judging those out—
side?” As far as disciplinary judging is concerned,
the church deals only with “those inside,” see the
remarks on 5:12.
The force of nut is stronger than that of the mere

copulative conjunction “and,” it is more like our
“well,” for in chainlike manner it begins to repeat the
previous statement: “Well, if with you sitting as a

court the world is judged,” etc., but now the passive
and the present tense are used. The phrase c'v {any is
an instance of the forensic e'v, comm, “with you sitting as judges,” R. 587. The condition is one of reality; without question the saints do judge the world.
What a tremendous act—to judge the world!
What lofty dignity for those to whom such judgment

First Corinthians 6:3, 3
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is committed! Paul always hurls the full power of
fact against wrong thought and wrong action; he overwhelms and never merely moves a little. And now
some foolish church member in Corinth presumes to
think that the saints who judge the world are “unworthy” to adjudicate in some trivial affair between
himself and a brother? The very idea is ridiculous.
And he must rush off to some pagan judge who stoops

before idol shrines to have his case tried. This multiplies the absurdity. The R. V.’s “the smallest matters"
is a mistranslation, for xpmipuz c‘Aéxun-a (elative superlative, R. 670) are not the most insigniﬁcant cases
that might be tried but the lowest type of tribunals
such as justice of the peace courts; and the genitive
is not the genitive of price (Blass in R. 504) but is
equal to the ablative, R. 516: “are you unworthy of
sitting as the lowest kind of court?”
3)

The case can be stated still more effectively.

In the world which is subject to our judging the

angels rank highest. So Paul adds: Do you not know
that we shall judge angels? to say nothing of common life affairs. This argument is again a. majon'
ad minus with the minor concentrated in Win 7: ﬂtwnmi.
This minor is not a part of the question (our versions)
but an assertion: “to say nothing," etc. And min ye
is elliptic, vollends abe'r, B.-D. 427, 3. It is used only
here by Paul but is frequently found in the classics:
“not at all (to mention that we shall judge) common
life affairs.” The contrast is tremendous: “angels” on
the one hand and ﬂun'ruta'. on the other, things connected
with Bios, vita quam vivimus, the course of our physical
existence as distinguished from m'ta. qua. vivimus, the
life principle itself which animates us.
The Corinthians are not to make this deduction;
Paul himself states it. In v. 2 the contrast is between
the Corinthians as world judges and as judges of petty
courts; in v. 3 the contrast is between the cases judged,
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between angels and common affairs, and this contrast
is intensiﬁed, for angels are the mightiest persons, and
these affairs are the triﬂing things about mine and
thine, about what you said and what I said, etc. Regarding the judging of angels compare Isa. 24:21; II

Pet. 2:4, and Jude 6. Many passages speak about the
connection between the angels and us, Heb. 2:14; I

Pet. 1 :12; Eph. 2 :20, etc., 3:10; Rom. 8 :38. The Word
by which the saints judge extends also to the angels.

Osiander writes: “Just as we ﬁnd a law of mediation
in the ministration of grace from man to man although
the Lord remains supreme, so we ﬁnd the same law of

mediation in the ﬁnal ministration of justice, the believers judge the world including the angels, yet the
Lord is always supreme. In what this judging consists,
in promulgating or conﬁrming the verdict or in otherwise assisting, we must leave until the great act takes
place.”
4) By repeating [Emmi Paul again links the
thought together like a chain. Coming to the little
tribunals that deal with the everyday affairs of life,

do the Corinthians really intend to choose judges for
these courts that have no standing whatever in the
church? If, then, you have courts for common life
matters, do you seat as judges such men as are accounted nothing in the judgment of the church?
To regard this sentence as a question is more effective than to regard it as a declaration. In v. 2 the
condition is necessarily one of reality, (I xptvem, for
the world is, indeed, judged by us, and Paul intends
to imply just that. In v. 4 62w Exq‘re is properly a condition of expectancy, for Paul thinks of the cases about
common earthly affairs that may arise from time to

time. Here again xpmhom, which is now modiﬁed by
ﬁtwﬂmi, denotes courts or tribunals, namely such as deal
with these common matters. The object of the verb

may be placed before the conjunction as it is here

First Corinthians 6 :1;
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placed before Edy. “If, then, you have courts for com-

mon life matters,” Paul asks, is this what you do, “seat
as judges such men as are accounted nothing in the
judgment of the church?” That is, indeed, what the

Corinthians were doing. By taking their cases to the
pagan judges the Corinthians “seat” them, namely

make them sit on the judge’s bench to try their cases.
Paul has already called these judges “the unrighteous.” Now he speciﬁes by stating who it is that
renders this verdict upon them, who says that they
are unrighteous. But he now uses a stronger negative

term than “unrighteous,” namely “men accounted as
nothing” (oﬁSe’v) . This is the verdict of the church, c’v rg';
{xx/\qm’q, again the forensic e‘v, comm: “in the judgment
of the church” or “before her judgment bar.” This

verdict of the church is even made emphatic by Toﬁrouc,
which here, as often, follows a participial description
to stress the description: “such men” or “men of this
kind,” namely mere heathen judges, them you make
your arbiters? Paul himself appeared before pagan
judges, but they were not of his choosing, he was compelled to appear before them, and we know what jus-

tice he received.
By saying that these pagan judges are accounted

as nothing at the bar of the church Paul corroborates
what he says about the saints judging the world, v. 2.
Yet he does not assail their legal standing in the state,
or preach rebellion and lawlessness, or offer disrespect
to the judiciary of the state, Rom. 13:1-7. The judgment bar of the church deals with spiritual ﬁndings
and not with secular matters. Spiritually considered
every pagan or unbeliever is “nothing,” and this in-

cludes every official pagan personage. Yet every case
that occurs among Christians, even the smallest dispute, turns essentially on points that are spiritual in
their nature and thus are far above not only the common law of the state but also far removed from the
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mind and the apprehension of a pagan judge. In fact,
even if a judge should be a Christian, his duties as a
secular judge debar him from applying Christian, spiritual principles to his ofﬁcial judicial actions. And yet
the Corinthians run to such judges and such courts.
The context does not favor making the verb imperiative as some interpreters do: “Seat as your judges,
when you have disputes, members of your own, those
who are counted as nothing, least esteemed and least
capable in the estimation of the church.” Thus the
A. V.: “set them to judges who are least esteemed in
the church.” It would be the height of folly on Paul’s
part to send such a command to the Corinthians. Such
an order would shake their conﬁdence in him completely and induce them to resort to the state courts
more than ever. The church has always done the very
opposite in her practice. She has always chosen the
most capable and most experienced men in her midst to
settle disputes. This interpretation would give maize“
the meaning “establish a court,” but there is no necessity to understand this word in such an unusual sense.
And then “men who are accounted as nothing,” is
taken to refer only to “the simple members” of the
church, those who are looked down upon by the proud,
whereas the term is the equivalent of “the unrightp
eous,” namely pagan judges mentioned in v. 1.
5) In 4 :14 Paul writes that he does not intend
to shame the Corinthians but to admonish them. Here
he expressly tells them: I say (this) to move you

to shame, «pd; expresses intention. The Corinthians
had forgotten the spiritual pride which they should
have as Christians. They ought to be ashamed to run
oif to pagan courts. Yes, there are certain things which
we ought to be ashamed to do; but if we do them, the

moment we see what we have really done, shame
should ﬁll us.

First Corinthians 6:5
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Here there is evidence of Paul’s pastoral wisdom
in dealing with his people. Not a few faults disgrace
our members, for which disciplinary action would not
be the proper remedy; the true and eﬁ‘ective remedy
is to set those faults into the right light, to show how
they disgrace the profession and the lofty character of
a Christian, and thus to win our members to truer,
higher, more Christlike ideals.
In this effective manner Paul concludes the ﬁrst
point of his discussion on'litigations.
The second point tells the Corinthians that disputes in their midst should be settled by themselves.
So, then, is it possible that among you there is not
even a single wise man who shall be able to ad-

judicate between his brother (and another), but
brother goes to law with brother, and that before
unbelievers?

“So, then,” sums up the situation as Paul has just
described it, sic igitur, running off to pagan courts as
you do. 'Eyl= Ewart, it is an old Greek idiom, R. 313,
from éw’ (the strengthened c'v) with the accent moved
forward: “is it possible?” Also wads- early «is is idiomatic, R. 726: “is there no one who ?” There is a sting
in the term “wise man": Among all of you Corinthians
is there not even a single “wise man”? This sting is
intensiﬁed when it is remembered that this wise man
would have but a slight task to perform, one that required only a modicum of wisdom. And yet the Corinthians cannot achieve so much although all of them

boast so loudly about their wisdom. The fact that a
discreet and wise man would be chosen to act as an
arbitrator Paul assumes Without further remark; he
certainly does not expect them to choose a man who is
inferior as the faulty translation of v. 4 in the A. V.
suggests.
In the relative clause: “who shall be able to adjudicate between his brother (and another)” due ,ut'aov
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is only a compound preposition governing the genitive,
a kind of .prepositional circumlocution which is found
four times in the New Testament. It has the meaning
“between.” There is a diﬂiculty in the use of the singular mi asaaos ain'oﬁ, literally, “between his brother,”
for. which no satisfactory explanation has been offered.
If we had the plural “between his brethren” or a collective noun, all would be clear. We should not charge
Paul with slovenliness of style. Such a statement only
dodges the diﬂ‘iculty. To change the meaning of the
preposition “between” into gegenuebe'r (over against)
isonly cine Verlegenheitsamskunft (a convenient evasion) and .not a solution. Paul knew that this singular
.with aims was proper, the Corinthians also knew it, we
do not—at least not as yet. The sense is fortunately
plain: to decide between one brother and another.
Paul is very careful to write Smxpzm, “to adjudicate
between” or ‘.‘to decide between,” and not xpim, “to
judge.” For when a Christian brother or several Christian brethren act in a case of dispute between their
brethren they do not function as legal judges in a
secular court but rendera Christian decision which involves much more. Their chief diﬂiculty will also
usually be with the complainant who comes with
charges against a brother and demands “his rights,”
or insists on admissions on the part of his brother, or
demands that the brother be expelled. This may, in a
way, help to explain the Greek singular “his brother.”
The future “who shall be able" -is a regular future
which refers to any case that may come up.
6) Both features are reprehensible, going to law
at all and especially taking their matters before unbelievers. ' “And that” calls attention to the worst
feature. The verb “goes to law” isthe same as that
used in v. 1. The pagan courts and their judges are
now called 57mm, “unbelievers,” men who are devoid
of “faith.” which latter really makes the Christian

First Cminthians 6:6, 7
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what he is. To these judges the whole world of faith
in which the Christian lives, moves, and has his being
is term incognita. Yet every dispute among Christians involves faith in one way or in another, some
fault that is hurtful to faith, some virtue that ought

to grace faith. And these are the real things about
which Christians ought to be concerned in any dispute
apart from the mere question of injury which they
may or may not have suffered, or the mere justice

which they may or may not be able to secure. Yet in
these vital matters that touch our faith “unbelievers”
cannot function as judges; the very law of secular
courts debars them from that.

What a sad spectacle to see one Christian brother
going to law with another Christian brother before

unbelievers! Are they unconcerned about the real matters of faith that are involved in their dispute? Is
their entire concern only about secular law and justice? Do they care nothing about their hearts? Is the
Christian wisdom of their own faithful brethren in the
church, which might, indeed, do something for their
faith, nothing at all to them? Even when they obtain

full justice, is that all they want? Yet even that is not
always obtained in secular courts. Jesus did not obtain
it from pagan Pilate, nor Paul from the pagan governors of Palestine. And, worst of all, the Corinthian
congregation stands by and lets these foolish litigations before unbelievers go on without even a word

of protest. Where is this wisdom of theirs of which
they are so proud? Are these some of its fruits?
This is Paul’s second point in regard to the litigations at Corinth, and it certainly strikes home.
7)

The third point is this: the very fact that

the Corinthians have difﬁculties that are pressed to
the point of requiring adjudication is a reﬂection on

their Christian character. Already, then, in general
it is a. loss for you that you have lawsuits with each
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other. It is not necessary to adduce the aggravating
circumstances regarding the kind of judges you choose,
“already” the fact that you have all these disputes
with each other is “in general” a decided loss. The
ofw is, perhaps, not genuine but an insertion by a copy-

ist from v. 4; in both places pév oﬁv F: demmwh or also,
“then” or “accordingly” and connects with what precedes. Both “already” and “in general" intend to gen-

eralize so that the argument is now a. minori ad majus.
In v. 2, 3 Paul argues: If you judge the world, even
angels, you can certainly act as judges in petty courts
and regarding petty matters (argument from the
major to the minor, in fact, from the greatest to the
least). Now he argues: You ought to settle your own
disputes and, what is far more important, you ought
to be above having disputes, for the greatest loss lies
in having them at all (argument from the lesser to the
greater). For if the Corinthians have no disputes at
all and thus exclude the greater loss, they themselves
will not even need to settle them and thereby suffer
a lesser loss than by running oif to pagan courts.
The idea suggested by 'ﬁrmpa, a rare word, is that
of defeat and loss; it is the opposite of mxciv, to conquer, to win. “Defeat” in the R. V. is not strong
enough, and “fault” in the A. V. points in the wrong

direction. “Loss” is what the Corinthians thus suﬂer
“in general,” a great loss in honor and in dignity for
one thing and an equally great loss in Christian fellowship and love. Matters ought never to arrive at the
point where it is necessary to have xpi’mm, litigations,
no matter who adjudicates them, namely “incriminations,” one member being constrained to bring serious
charges against another. Long before they reach that
stage such things should be settled quietly, otherwise
the loss is very great.
But how can the occurrence of disputes be pre-

vented? In an exceedingly simple way which even

First Cm-inthians 6:7, 8
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makes their beginnings impossible. Why not rather
let yourselves be wronged? Why not rather let
yourselves he defrauded? Both verbs are probably
middle voice and have the permissive sense which is
closely allied to the causative and approaches the passive, R. 808: “let yourselves," etc.
This is exactly what Christians so often forget.
When a fancied or a real wrong has been done them,
they think they must demand and secure redress. They
at least feel that the brother who supposedly wronged
them or who actually did them wrong must be humbled
and made to ask their pardon. Or to take a more
speciﬁc case, this is also true when one is defrauded
or thinks he is. Simply to suffer the wrong, the injustice, or the injury does not occur to many Christians. The least they do is to set up a loud complaint
and then continue complaining and ill will. To forgive
at once and to forget so thoroughly as to make no complaint at any time, is an unknown ethical practice even
to brethren who think they are ao¢o£, well read in the
Scriptures and rather advanced Christians. Of course,
when Paul asks the Corinthians why they do not rather
suﬂ’er wrong he in no way excuses those who actually
do wrong, nor encourages them to continue their
wrongdoing. What obligation they have is plain; it
needs no elucidation here.
8) Instead of following the right course when
they are wronged or defrauded the Corinthians do
the very opposite: Nay, you yourselves do wrong and
defraud, and this to brethren, either by wronging
and defrauding them or by retaliating for mistreatment received from them. The present tenses of this
verse imply a course of conduct. The Corinthians not
only refuse to suffer wrong and injustice and thus to
avoid most of the great loss to which Paul draws their
attention, they go on doing wrong and inflicting injury,
and that to the brethren to whom they owe a special
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obligation. as brethren and thus increase their loss.to
the greatest proportion. No wonder, then, that the

Corinthians had all sorts of litigations in. their midst.
The third point in Paul’s discussion reveals the disgraceful condition existing .among the Corinthians, 3.
condition that should never have made progress.
9) All such d8uu'a. should have disappeared when
the Corinthians became Christians. Paul warns them
that it is wholly foreign to the kingdom of God. Or
do you not know that unrighteous people shall not
inherit God’s kingdom? Be not deceived: neither
fornicatora, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor voluptuaries, nor pederasts, nor thieves, nor covetous, nor
drunkards, ,nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit God’s kingdom.
The two “why” occurring in v. 7 are the logical
hinges on which there swings the question: ‘.‘Or do
you not know ?” etc. Paul’s thought is: “I cannot understand why you do not rather let yourselves be
wronged, etc., unless it be that you do not knew that
the unrighteous shall not inherit,” etc. Paul’s question implies that the Corinthians certainly do know,
and that they cannot deny that they know, for what he
has said about the unrighteous belongs to the very elements of Christianity. Since (13:10:, as well as the entire
list of sinners following, has no article, the quality is
stressed: “unrighteous people,” they who are such.
Compare. the “unrighteous” judges mentioned in v. 1.
Let the Corinthians beware! None that are unright-

eous in God’s sight inherit his kingdom “Unrighteous” and “God’s’? are juxtaposed in the Greek in order
to intensify the contrast.
While “God’s kingdom” does notneed the articles
since only one such kingdom exists, and since-the genitive also makes this kingdom deﬁnite, the emphatic
way in which it is named God's kingdom shows how
opposite in character it is to all that is unrighteous.

First Coﬁnthmns 6:9
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Paul refers to the kingdom of glory. God’s kingdom

is found already in this life and exists wherever the
power of God’s grace operates in men’s hearts and
makes them truly righteous; compare 4 :20. But when

Paul speaks about inheriting the kingdom he necessarily refers to the kingdom that is still above us,
which is ﬁlled with heavenly blessedness. Paul might
have said that the unrighteous cannot enter into or remain in the kingdom as it exists here on earth, but it

is characteristic of his thinking and his writing that
in many connections he includes the whole sweep of

time and of eternity, of this world and of the world
to come; compare, for instance, v. 2, 3, our judging
the world, even angels.
“Shall inherit” should not be reduced to mean only
“shall participate in.” The view that no process of

inheritance is indicated is refuted by Rom. 8:16, 17:
“if children, then heirs.” In order that we may inherit, God ﬁrst makes us his children who naturally

inherit because of their birth and his sons who inherit
legally because of their legal standing. Again, God has

made his will and testament in his promises which are
duly sealed and attested in his Word, and in this will
he names us as the heirs. We do more than merely to
participate in the kingdom. The latter may be done

without ownership as when a slave participates in the
shelter, the food, etc., of a grand mansion, John 8:35 ;
but only a son abides in the house forever, for he owns
it. So we “shall inherit” and own. The “unrighteous”
are not named as heirs in the will.
“Be not deceived," Paul writes because regarding
this very point people constantly deceive themselves although it is so self-evident and so elementary, yes, the
simplest catechism truth. Thousands who are living

today are 68mm, “unrighteous,” and yet expect to reach
heaven at last. The negative mi shows that the verb is
imperative, R. 947.
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Now Paul repeats 5:10, 11 and adds an entire list
of the unrighteous so that the Corinthians shall surely
know what he means. He uses ten designations, for
ten symbolizes completeness. This list of ten classes
is not exhaustive but representative. Paul writes objectively, yet any one of the members in Corinth who
needed a warning can apply what he says to himself.
As far as the arrangement of the list is concerned,
Paul seems to heap up all of these classes of sinners
in one great mass. Seven otu are followed by three at,
apparently only for the sake of variation.
Efforts to detect a reason for the order of the
designations result in ﬁnding no order. The fact is
that Paul intends to follow no deﬁnite order in presenting this list. Just as the number ten symbolizes completeness, so this motley array which is devoid of order
pictures the mixture of sinners as they actually occur
in the world: a fornicator sits beside an idolater, a
thief beside a drunkard, any of these sinners beside
any others. They are all of one kind, all headed for
hell; why should an apostle trouble even to group them
—— let the devil do that if he cares. Deissmann, Light
from the Ancient East, 320, etc., reports some interesting parallels from popular pagan sources.
In a papyrus of circa. 245 B. C. Deissmann found
the word W69, which he translates “the eﬁ’eminate.”
This word is used in a secondary (obscene) sense and
is an allusion to the foul practices by which musicians
eked out their earnings. The term is not an equivalent
of mollis, one who submits himself to a pederast. There
is no reason that this vice should be indicated twice
by naming its passive and its active perpetrators. It
denotes a voluptuary.

The’apaevoxoc’m is a pederast, cinaedns, “abusers of
themselves with men,” our versions. Regarding apmuf
Deissmann tells us that this was current as a loan word
in Latin comedy and was used in the sense of swindler.
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Paul himself distinguishes it from Ayn-vie, “robber," or
“brigand,” II Cor. 11:26. He himself had suffered

at the hands of such hold-up men.
10) At the beginning of the sentence “God’s”
precedes “kingdom" evidently in order to juxtapose
the “unrighteous” and “God’s” so as to form a clashing
contrast; here at the end of the sentence the genitive
follows in ordinary fashion. Yet Paul repeats: “shall
not inherit God’s kingdom” as if he would hammer this
elementary truth into the consciousness of the Corinthians. Gross immoralities are one of the outstanding
marks of the kingdom of this world. They begin with
all forms of idolatry, false religion and irreligion, and
include especially, as Paul’s list shows, sexual vices,
sins against property, and sins of the tongue. While
the requirements for inheriting God’s kingdom go
much farther than the avoidance of such open sins,

the presence of any one of them in a man is evidence
that he is debarred from heaven, and this plain negative fact Paul re-emphasizes.
11) In closing this section regarding litigations
Paul reminds the Corinthians of the blessed state
they entered when they left the company of all the
evil men he has named. This loving reminder is to
conﬁrm them in their new state in order that they
may not become apostates. And such some of you
were; but you had yourselves washed, but you were
sanctiﬁed, but you 'werejustiﬁed in the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our God.

The predicate of the masculine plural mic is the
neuter plural 111.570., which is quite proper in the Greek,
but this neuter plural has a derogatory sense: solches
Gelz’chter, such rubbish, or trash. “Some,” Paul writes
and keeps to the facts, only some, not all, for there
were not a few persons among Jews and pagans who
hated these vices and lived respectably, the Jews did
not practice idolatry; and some of these were among
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the number that had been brought to Christ — sinners
all but not stooping to the grossest forms of sin. The
predicate ﬁre is signiﬁcant because of its tense: “you
were” — once but now no longer.

The limitation that only some were once gross sinners ends with this statement. The three adversative

statements include all of the Corinthians. The three
JAM, “but," are not only highly rhetorical but make
each verb stand out independently. Each of these three
statements is therefore complete in itself. Each covers
the same ground as the others, but each does it in its
ownlway. To be baptized is.to be sanctiﬁed, and vice
versa. And this is true of each act in relation to either
of the other two. Paul most impressively describes
what happened to the Corinthians when they Were
brought to Christ.
All three verbs are aorists and not perfects. It has
been said that there are sermons in tenses, and there
is a sermon in these. Perfects would mean that the
activity expressed by these three verbs as deﬁnite-past
acts still continues into the present as an unchanged
condition,»and that it remains unchanged. The three
aorists state only what occurred in the past (historical
aorists) and stop, there. These aorists thus leave open
the question as to whether the present still fully agrees
with what took place so blessedly in the past. Yes,
there is alsermon in these tenses.
_
While all three verbs are aorists, only the last two
are passives, and the ﬁrst is most signiﬁcantly a mid-

dle. This middle dardoﬁawOe does not mean: “you were
washed” (passive), R; V.; nor: “you are washed”
(perfect), A. V.;.nor: “you washed yourselves” (or-r
dinary reﬂexive middle) R. V. margin and R. 807;
but: “you let yourselves be washed" (causative or permissive middle), R. 809, "you had yourselves washed,"
as we translate. Paul is, of course, speaking about
baptism, but when he uses donﬁuv he,at once names
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the effect of baptism, the spiritual washing away of
all sin and guilt, the cleansing by pardon and j ustiﬁcation. This causative or permissive middle, which is
exactly like the same middle c’ﬁamc’aawo used in 10:2,
adds what the passive would omit, namely that with
their own hearts the Corinthians themselves desired
and accepted this washing and cleansing. In their
case baptism was not a mere outward, formal, or only
symbolical act. And what they desired they obtained:
they were cleansed of sin and guilt.

The two passives that follow: “but you were sanctiﬁed, but you were justiﬁed,” are different as far as

their voice is concerned. Considered by themselves,
both state only what God, the agent behind these passives, did and no more. And yet the force of this ﬁrst

middle in this series of three acts affects also the two
passives. This does not mean that the passives are
changed and now receive a middle tinge; they remain

what they are. But the Corinthians could not also be
sanctiﬁed and justiﬁed by God (passive) if they had
not in their own hearts desired and accepted the true
cleansing of baptism. The moment they accepted that
in true faith they were also at that moment sanctiﬁed
and justiﬁed. Thus, not only in tenses but also in

voices there are real sermons.
“You were sanctiﬁed,” separated from sin unto
God, and were thus made holy. “That he (Christ)
might sanctify it (the church), having cleansed it
by the washing of water with the Word,” Eph. 5:26.

This is total sanctiﬁcation, the removal of all sin and
guilt; it makes us aytot, “saints,” and ﬁywa’pc’vot, “people
sanctiﬁed,” two of the standard terms employed in
the New Testament to designate Christians.

This

sanctiﬁcation is not total in the sense that we shall
not and cannot sin, are perfect in this respect, need
no more forgiveness of sins, need no longer pray the
Fifth Petition of the Lord’s Prayer. I John 1 :8. But
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this sanctiﬁcation drives out sin more and more, we
grow in grace, II Pet. 3:18, and by daily contrition
and faith continue constantly and totally cleansed, I
John 1:9.
Paul might have stopped after mentioning the verb
in the middle voice or after the ﬁrst verb in the passive. Paul adds another passive; so important is all
that occurred when the Corinthians were made Chris-

tians: “you were justiﬁed.” The word Smawiv and its
passive Smawer'rvat always have a forensic force: “ye
were declared just" by God, the Judge, by a verdict
pronounced from his judgment seat. See C.-K. regarding this vital term and regarding its derivatives.
God justiﬁes the sinner for Christ’s sake the instant
that God brings that sinner to contrition and faith:
“My son, thy sins are forgiven thee!”
In these three verbs there lies much more than the
verbs themselves express, namely this that these Corinthians, who were once thus washed, made holy, and
declared righteous in God’s sight, ought to remain so
and be so still. It would be monstrous if by open pollution they should now revert to their former state,
.to what they once “were,” and again become a'8ucoz,
“unrighteous.”
The two e‘y phrases are to be construed with all
three of the verbs. And this connection with all three
of the verbs is pertinent in every respect and vital and
not intended merely to create the impression that
divine persons and divine powers were active in these

three acts. It is also useless to puzzle our heads about
the meaning of iv and about the fact that it is once
connected with the “name” and again with the
“Spirit": “in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ and
in the Spirit of our God.” In both instances “in” has

its natural meaning: “in union with,” “in connection
wit .” There is no instrumental idea in the preposition since neither this name nor the Spirit can serve
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as an instrument nor are ever thus described in the
Scriptures. Nor does “in the name” express a subjective condition and "in the Spirit” the objective condition that are connected with the three verbs.
“The name of our Lord Jesus Christ” is his revelation, which is presented in the Word and reveals him
in his person and his work (Jesus Christ) and in his
saving relation to us (Lord). This revelation is the
comprehensive means of grace for our salvation in
connection with (c'v) which alone the three acts named
can take place. “The Spirit of our God” is the divine
person through whose agency alone the three acts are
possible. He brings the revelation of Christ to us by
the Word and thus implants Christ into our hearts by
faith. Only in connection with (c‘v) his agency can the
three acts named take place. Both “the name” and
“the Spirit” are objective, but e’v is like the link or tie
which connects us with these two objectives; where
this “in” (“in union with”) is actualized, there faith
is implanted, and thus this “in” brings us cleansing,
holiness, justiﬁcation.
We note incidentally that the entire Trinity is
named in connection with the three great saving acts.
With the solemn mention of the holy names this section

of the letter comes to a ﬁtting close.
Ill.

The Sanctity of the Body, 6:12-20

Regarding the connection of this third section with
the two sections preceding see the introductory remarks on section two. Again Paul starts medias in res.
12)

All things are lawful for me but not all

beneﬁt. All things are lawful. for me, but I will not
be dominated by anything.
This statement resembles a principle or rule of life.
And now Paul begins to discuss it. The Corinthians
formulated this principle thus: “All things are lawful
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to me” or “are permitted 'to me,” and by repeating it
on all sorts of occasions made it a shield for many
questionable and even wrong actions. The principle it-

self they had received'from Paul, but instead of understanding and using'it aright they made it cover doubtful and evil actions and thus misused it. Paul, it seems,
had learned about this misuse from private sources
just as he had found out about the case of incest and
the litigations.
The- matter is so important in many respects that

Paul feels he must clear up the misunderstanding and
stop the abuse. We need not credit even the more educated of the Corinthians with a philosophic effort to
penetrate Paul’s principle of Christian liberty, for we
have no hint to that effect. So also Paul's way of setting the Corinthians right is governed entirely by
practical considerations. It is rather usual when Christians are released from ,the- fetters of legalism by
throwing open to them the beautiful gates of Christian
liberty that they tend to turn this liberty into license.
The correction, however, lies not in again erecting
some form of legalism like the Pharisaic 01’»: E'Eetrn, “it
is not lawful, not allowed,” and in abrogating miwa p.01.
Essen, “all things are lawful, are allowed for me,” but
in clearly deﬁning and explaining just what this Christian principle contains.

In the ﬁrst place, “all things" cannot be understood
in the absolute sense, for this would vitiate the entire
principle and make it pernicious. What God forbids'13

never allowed; what God commands, no man is allowed
to set aside. Wrong is wrong and is outside of the

domain of liberty, right15 right and1s also outside of
this domain. ’ “All things” is by the very context restricted to the so-called adiaphora, to the things that
are not speciﬁcally commanded or forbidden by God.

These are left to the Christianfs own judgment and
thus lie in the domain of Christian liberty.
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When Paul writes “for me” and “I" he merely ex—
empliﬁes in his own person what is true of any and of

every Christian. In fact, this pointed repetition: “All
things are lawful— all things are lawful for me!"

sounds like a quotation from the lips of some of the
Corinthians. And they, in turn, when they uttered
this slogan were quoting no less an authority than Paul
himself; he had taught them this very principle.
Not for a moment does Paul now retract this prin—
ciple nor say, “This is not so.” He opens no new or
no old gate to the legalism toward which so many,

and some very earnest, Christians are inclined even
to this very day. That would be a mistake that would
be at least as serious as the one the Corinthians were
making by abusing the principle. The way out lies in
an entirely different direction. Paul, ﬁrst of all, points

to what may be called the self-evident minor limitation
contained in the principle itself: “All things are lawful
for me, but not all beneﬁt.” “Yes,” Paul would say,
“all things are, indeed, lawful for me—I fully agree
with you—but that is only the half of it; you must
add the other half: not all things bring beneﬁt, not all
things further and aid us even in our earthly life, to

say nothing about our spiritual life and our Christian
profession.”

In the clause “not all things beneﬁt” Paul omits
at

me” —- “beneﬁt me,” for the range of beneﬁt includes

not only me and my person but also all others who are
affected by what I do or refrain from doing. This is,
then, the right way, the only sensible way in which to
apply the principle that all things are lawful for me.
It is pure folly to insist on the formal right expressed
by the principle and to ignore the actual advantages
or disadvantages that will result in any given case.
When in a given case no advantage accrues or actual
harm results for myself or for others, insisting on

mere formal liberty only defeats its own end.
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We may add that the right to do a thing or
to use a thing naturally also involves the right not to
do or to use that thing. And the exercise of this double
right is in its very nature governed, ﬁrst of all, by the
consideration of the resulting advantage or the disadvantage, whichever it may be. To illustrate from
common life: I have the formal right to eat a certain
food; but if that particular food should make me ill,
of: avpdie'pa, I should be a fool to eat it just because I
have the formal right to do so. Yet no one would dare
to set up a law that would bind my conscience before
God and forbid the eating of that food.
This is, however, only the minor side of the matter,
the graver side follows. Again the principle stands:
“All things are lawful for me”; there is no question
about that. But in its very nature this principle involves a fundamental limitation if we may call it so:
“but I will not be dominated by anything.” Now the
contrast is between things and persons, “anything"
and “I.” Decisive between the two is the e’Eoum’a, authority, power, domination. “Yes,” Paul would say, “it is
perfectly correct that in the case of all of the adiaphora I may use any or all of them as being lawful
for me, but in doing so I will not allow myself to be
dominated by even as much as one of them.” The
genitive was is neuter since it refers to «aim-a. Here lies
the greatest danger of foolishly applying the principle
of liberty, viz., that all things are lawful for me. One
might himself suffer more or less harm or do some
harm to others; that would be bad enough. But to become a helpless slave of some “thing" would be deplorable in the extreme.
When Christians plead Christian liberty to justify
some action of theirs they usually imagine that they
can remain the masters. Paul does not elaborate this
side of the subject and show how easy it is to deceive
oneself in this respect. He simply enunciates only the
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natural limitation that is contained in “all things are
lawful for me.” “I” will not be dominated by a thing
is to be echoed by every one of the Corinthians. The
future tense: “I will not be dominated,” means more
than: “for myself I am resolved not to be dominated,"
for while resolutions may be good enough they often
fail of realization. The tense denotes fact, and or" negatives the entire sentence: this will not occur to Paul,
it is excluded. Note the paronomasia: Egan-n and €£omn0.00150th the latter being both a select verb and a rare
form of the verb (passive) and being chosen for the
basic idea of isoum’a.
If the Corinthians understand the great principle
of Christian liberty, all danger of not living up to it

vanishes of its own accord.
13) After clearing up the principle itself Paul
proceeds to apply it to the Corinthians. He does this,
ﬁrst of all, objectively, without personal reference,
after that, with personal reference, but even then only
as a matter of instruction. As a background we may
picture to ourselves the temptations that continue to
beset the members of the Corinthian congregation and
try to besmirch them. And in connection with such
temptations we may visualize the efforts to whitewash
sins from the new Christian standpoint by catching up
and misapplying the doctrine of Christian liberty: “All
things are lawful.”
Thus the Corinthians seem to place on the same
level the appetite for food and the appetite of sex
and apply equally to both: “All things are lawful.”
They failed to see the great difference. Now as to
the appetite for food, this is the situation: Foods

for the belly, and the belly for foods; but God shall
abolish both it and them.
Here we have a clear case to which the principle
as deﬁned by Paul applies. The food we eat is Bpépa,
the act of eating is ﬂpam. Anything that comes under
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the heading of ﬁpuﬁpam is for the stomach, intended for
it by God; and the reverse is true, the stomach is intended for all that is food. The food must, of course,
proﬁt us both as to selection and to quantity. And
again, we must maintain our éfoum’a and not become
slaves of our appetite as drunkards or gluttons do.
And this relation between food and the organ for its
digestion continues during this life. God, who made
both, will eventually put both out of commission,

xarapyéaa. In the Parousia no digesting and no organ
for that purpose are needed to keep the body alive.
Regarding the change of our bodily organs compare
Matt. 22:30; I Cor. 15:44, 51. This is the real reason

that foods belong to the adiaphora. “Foods and the
belly . . . are transient things . . .; therefore they are

adiaphora.”

Melanchthon.

Quae destruentm‘ per se

libemm habent usum. Bengel.

Now it seems that some of the Corinthians tried
to parallel with the stomach and food the sexual
organs and their use: these organs for any and all
use, and any and all use for these organs—“all is

allowed,” for at the Parousia these organs, too, and
their use “God will put out of commission, will
abolish.”
But such reasoning is specious and

wholly fallacious. Paul exposes this in a simple way.
As he pointed to the facts in regard to the stomach
and food, so he points to the facts in this case. But
the body is not for fornication but for the Lord, and
the Lord for the body; and God both raised the Lord
and will raise up us through his power.
These are the facts. This statement regarding the
body and the Lord is composed exactly like the one regarding foods and the stomach with only the necessary
qualiﬁcations inserted. Paul writes “the body” and
not, as in the previous statement, only one organ of
the body. For in this case the fact is that the entire
body is involved in the matter of sex and we may add
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the entire mental constitution. With this initial vital

difference corresponds the divine intention concerning
the body: “the body for the Lord,” and therefore here,
too, the reverse: “the Lord for the body.”
Now foods and the belly are on the same level, that

of “the lower story,” as someone has aptly said; they
are physical, for this life only. The facts in the case

of the body and the Lord are different, for the Lord
is on the supreme level of heaven and glory. Between
foods and the belly the line is horizontal; but between
the body and the Lord the line is perpendicular. Every
attempt to make it horizontal is wrong, violates the
facts. One cannot and dare not say: “the body for

fornication”; this would be a. lie. To utter it and to
act on it breaks and destroys the relation between the
Christian’s body and his Lord. The line is not horizontal or, still worse, downward, for “the body is not
for fornication”; on the contrary, the line is straight

upward, “the body for the Lord.”
In this instance, then, the principle that “all things
are allowed” cannot be applied. God himself regulates
the sex relation. He limits it to two distinct spheres,

the one that is stamped with his approval, the other with
his severe disapproval; both are thus entirely removed

from the territory of the adiaphora. God instituted
marriage in Paradise, hence “a man shall cleave unto
his wife, and they shall be one ﬂesh.” God forbade
fornication in the Decalog: “Thou shalt not!” “The
body is not for fornication.” Marriage does not destroy
the spiritual relation of the body to Christ and of

Christ to the body; fornication does destroy that relation or makes it impossible in the ﬁrst place. These
are the facts. The four datives may be called ethical:
foods for the body to nourish it, and the belly for foods

to receive the nourishment; the body for Christ to obey
and to honor him, and Christ for the body to bless and
to save it.
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14) All of this becomes clearer when the Parousia
is considered. In both cases, that of the stomach and
that of the body, Paul looks at all the facts. He does
not do as mere mundane philosophers, in particular the
everyday kind do: consider only a few transient physical facts. What God eventually does in the one case, and
what he eventually does in the other case, this decides.

In the one case “he will abolish," Karapy'riaa; in the other
“he will raise up,” ('Esycpci, and thus conserve forever.
Regarding the assertion that Paul intends to indicate
no difference between the verb {5ch used with refer-

ence to Christ, “raised," and e‘geyepd used with refer—
ence to us, “will raise up,” the reverse is true. Christ’s
body never saw corruption, our bodies are subject to
corruption and thus rot in the grave and turn to dust,

I Cor. 15:50-54. The preposition is thus suggests the
grave and its decay “from” or “out of” which God will
raise our bodies.
Paul does not say merely that God will raise up
our bodies. This would not suffice because the body is
not alone, it bears a gracious and a heavenly relation
to “the Lord.” Hence he writes: “and God both raised
the Lord and will raise up us," mi . . . mi, “both . . .
and.” He did the one, he will do the other. But the two
acts are not mere parallels, they constitute a unit. We
(including our bodies) who belong to the Lord by
grace share the resurrection with him. In the case of

both acts of resurrection Paul names the persons: God
raised “the Lord,” will raise up “us.” The two acts
are thus alike: we shall be raised up as he was raised.
His soul was united with its body, and thus the Lord
was raised; our souls shall be united with their bodies,

and thus we shall be raised up.
It does not seem as though Paul uses the pronoun
ﬁnds, “us,” only instead of “the bodies" or “our bodies,”
but, as he does in the case of the Lord, in order to intimate that in this raising up our bodies shall again be
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joined with our souls. Paul often reaches out to cover
all sides of a subject. The assumption that by using
the pronoun “us” Paul corrects himself regarding the
importance of the body because our present body shall
not be raised up at all but a new and entirely different
body, is unwarranted. The denial of the identity of the
resurrection body with our present body leads those
who voice this denial to attribute such an assumption
even to the inspired writer.
Paul’s statement is rounded out by the phrase:
“through his power.” We may content ourselves with

attaching it to only the one verb “he shall raise up
us,” although Eph. 1:19, 20 shows that it was the same
power that raised up Christ. “His power” is God’s
omnipotence. The resurrection of the body is a divine
miracle —— nothing less. Human reason cannot fathom
it.
15) In v. 13, 14 Paul furnishes the factual proof
that fornication is not an adiaphoron like the eating
of food but is wholly contrary to Christ, to whom our
bodies belong, as God shall also raise them up. In
v. 15, 16 Paul adds to the proof 9. statement regarding
the abominableness of fornication. The latter rests on
the former, but by combining it with the former Paul
brings the enormity of this sin fully to the consciousness of the Corinthians. The presentation continues in
its simple and lucid manner by just using the facts so

that their force overwhelms.
Do you not know that your bodies are members
of Christ? Shall I remove the members of Christ
and make them a harlot’s members? God forbid.
Paul ﬁrst appeals to the basic fact that our bodies
are members of Christ. “Do you not know?” implies
that the Corinthians do know, and that the fact pointed
out in the question is undisputed by them. Compare
Rom. 12:1, 6, 12-14. What is really involved in the
statement that “the body is for the Lord, and the Lord
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for the body” is now combined in the unit thought
that our bodies are “members of Christ.” Just as we
ourselves possess our own members and use them as

our own for our own purpose, so my entire body and
your entire body are members of Christ to be used by
him alone for his own purposes. What is a fact regarding our entire person, body, mind, and spirit, is

evidently also a fact when the body is considered by
itself. For we all belong to Christ, not partly but in
entirety.

This fact, however, involves a self-evident conclusion, oﬁv: “Shall I remove the members of Christ

and make them a harlot’s members ?" The abominableness of the very suggestion is repudiated by: M yévowo,
an aorist optative of wish (one of the few optatives
still found in the Koine which is used often by Paul),
literally: “Let it not be l” and in our idiom: “God forbid!” “Perish the thought!” The action expressed by

the aorist participle 5pc; (aZpew) precedes that indicated
by «0:13am, literally: “having removed . . . shall I make ?”
One must ﬁrst sever these members from Christ to
Whom they belong, for only thus could they be made to
belong to the harlot. Paul asks: “Do you Corinthians

want me to do a thing like that?” and again uses himself as an example for all. And 5pm; conveys much more
than the far commoner Aaﬂu’w, namely das oerwege'ne
Sichvergreifen an den Gliedem Christi, Meyer. The
contrast pivots on the genitives “of Christ” and “of
a harlot,” hence we have the chiastic arrangement: the
members of Christ . . . a harlot’s members.
16)
“Or do you not know,” etc. = “Or if this
repudiation (God forbid!) of the statement of the
case I have made (robbing Christ of his members
and making them a harlot’s members) still seems
doubtful to you (which I can hardly believe), do you
not know,” etc.? Paul is fully aware of the place
where the doubt may lie for some or at what point
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some may try to raise a doubt. They would not question the statement that their bodies are “the members of Christ,” for that would mean to repudiate
their own Christianity, but they might deny that by
an act of fornication their bodies would assuredly become the members of a harlot. That, they would
say, is surely overstraining the result of contact with
a whore. Therefore Paul writes another “do you not

know." Or do you not know that he who joins himself to a harlot is one body with her? for, The two,

says he, shall be one ﬂesh.
Whereas before the act there are two separate and

distinct bodies, the fornicative act makes one single
body of the two. No question can be raised regarding

this point. It is also vital in Paul's array of facts. This
is true whether men know it or not, acknowledge it or
not, are ready to reckon with it or not, either in Cor—
inth or elsewhere. The unimpeachable proof is there-

fore at once added with ydp; it is the Scriptures themselves.
The participle ?) onAcb/chos is middle (not passive,

our versions) and characterizes the person: “he who
joins himself" to the harlot by means of the sexual
act of committing fornication. One such act bestows
this character just as one theft makes a thief, one
killing a murderer. The Greek article used with “harlot” indicates the one concerned. The simple (frqcn’v needs

no subject in the Greek. It is used in the New Testament to introduce passages that are so well known that

neither God nor the Scripture need to be indicated as
being the subject, it is like the German heisst es.

The fact that by an act of fornication the two sinners become “one body” is established by the quotation
of Gen. 2:24: “The two shall be one flesh.” “Flesh,”
aa’pE, basar, denotes merely the substance of which the
“body” is composed and needs no further explanation.

Incidentally, too, “ﬂesh,” which applies to all of the
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body, excludes the evasion that in the sexual act only
a small part of the body, namely the sexual organs, are
involved. In Genesis the statement refers to the legitimate sexual union that is consummated in marriage,
yet here, too, the oneness of ﬂesh is due to the sexual
union and to that alone and not to the legitimacy of
the union. Paul is entirely correct when he uses this
passage to prove the oneness of ﬂesh in an illegitimate
sexual union. The act of sexual union with a harlot
makes the two "one body," which means “one ﬁes "
The stress is not on the noun “ﬂesh” but on the two
numerals “one.”
The Hebrew lacks “the two," yet Jesus has it in
Matt. 19:5, Paul again in Eph. 5:31, the Rabbis also
introduce it. Instead of stating that “the two” was
later inserted into the text in the interest of monogamy
we should acknowledge that “the two” is exactly what
the original Hebrew means when it says: “They shall
be one ﬂesh,” the man and his wife. Regarding the
predicate (is odpxa play instead of a nominative, note
the Hebrew 1° and see R. 481; in German: warden zu
einem Fleisch.
17) With 8i Paul introduces the directly opposite union and merely states the fact as such without

again asking: “Do you not know this fact?” But he
that joins himself to the Lord is one spirit with him.
This parallels the other statement exactly: “He that
joins himself to a harlot is one body with her." The
two opposites clash in every word. What is meant by
“the body for the Lord, and the Lord for the body” in
v. 13 is now deﬁned by “he that joins himself to the
Lord.” The body as such could, of course, never belong
to the Lord, it is always the person as such that belongs
to him and thus the body: “he who joins himself”
(middle, not passive as in our versions). This belonging of our body to the Lord and of the Lord to our body
is on the part of him who so belongs, not a passive, but
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an active relation, one of the great activities of our
faith and our love. This activity marks the character
of that person, he is 6 nommc. Yet we must say that,
while in the opposite case a single act of fornication is
enough to bestow the evil character, here the very
nature of faith and of love is durative and the spiritual character is bestowed accordingly.
The body for the Lord, and the Lord for the body,
means that we join ourselves to the Lord in faith and
in love and remain thus joined to him. But this means
still more, for he who thus joins himself to the Lord
“is one spirit with him.” This is the opposite of the
result that is obtained when one joins himself to a
harlot. These two can become only one body and one
ﬂesh, can consummate only a physical union, and one
that lies on the very lowest material plane, is wholly
unspiritual, utterly carnal and base. What the harlot
is in her vice and degradation he becomes who joins
himself to her. Of his own volition he descends to her
in her ﬁlthiness.
What a difference when one joins himself to the
Lord! He becomes one spirit with the Lord. For while
our union with Christ involves also our bodies as a part
of our person it is really a union of the spirit and only
as such includes our bodies. Christ and the Christian
become “one spirit,” he in us, and we in him in a wondrous mystical union. This is the very highest plane
that by what is highest in our being, namely the spirit,
lifts us into a union that is completely spiritual,
blessed, and heavenly. This is the unio mystica which
is so abundantly attested in the Scriptures. With no
absorption of our spirit into Christ, with no mingling
or fusion of the two, with no lass of the identity of
either, our spirit is joined to Christ’s so that one
thought, one desire, one will animate and control both,
namely his thought, desire, and will. This mystical
union is adumbrated in the marital union of husband
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and wife, Eph. 5:28-33, yet only adumbrated, for no

human relation is capable of doing more.
The great practical summation of this entire array and this comparison of facts is self-evident: Flee

fornication! The asyndeton makes the conclusion the
stronger. Severitas cum fastidio. Bengel. Some sins
we must necessarily face, ﬁght, and thus conquer.

From others we recoil with a shock, their baseness and
their stench repel us, we flee. Fornication is and should

be one of these. Paul writes 95:67:75 for another reason.
He recognizes the danger that lies in our sinful ﬂesh.

So he admonishes: ﬂee lest a spark ignite the tinder
and ﬁre the passion and the lust, and you be scorched
in the ﬂames, Prov. 7:6—27.
Here we have an instance when Paul uses the
gospel and not the law for inculcating a moral requirement. He might with a stern and a threatening ﬁnger

have pointed to the Decalog with its commandment:
“Thou shalt not commit adultery!” and thus have been
done with fornication. That method has its proper
place, especially where men’s ears are dull toward
gospel appeals. A more favorable light is cast on the
moral situation obtaining among the Corinthians from
Paul’s use of the gospel method in their case. Not only
were the ears of these people still open to the appeal
based on gospel facts, we must also conclude that those
of the Corinthians who misused the dictum concerning
adiaphora and full Christian liberty still intended to
cling to Christ and not in the least to fall away from
him. Only in the case of such people can Paul use
patient explanation and the reminders: “Do you not
know?” He ﬁrst clears up the principle concerning
adiaphora and secondly sets the pertinent gospel facts
before them so that all of them can see for themselves
what these facts signify, how they prove that fornication is utterly against Christ, and how they reveal that
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fornication is utterly abominable when it is compared

with their relation to Christ.
18)
If Paul were preaching law he might stop
with the command to ﬂee fornication although even
in the sense of law this negative involves its corresponding positive. He is preaching gospel: “Flee
fornication !" since your bodies are members of Christ.
Just because this is gospel Paul must go on and add
the great gospel positive: “Glorify God, therefore, in
your body l” v. 20. Because all of this is indeed gospel,

a second evident reason intervenes that prompts Paul
to advance beyond the call to ﬂee fornication. He cannot stop with the gospel fact that we are “one spirit
with Christ,” for this mystic union pertains not only
to our spirit but also to our body which now becomes
the “sanctuary” (vao’e) of the Holy Spirit so that in
this sense, too, we are no longer our own, having been
bought with a price. Thus Paul reaches the cross of
Christ, the very heart of the gospel, and there he may

bring his appeal to a close. Those who know this price,
the cross and its atoning blood, will be ready to

“glorify God in their body.”
How simple it is now in this gospel light to show
the enormity of a sin like fornication! Without a
connective Paul begins the ﬁnal step. Every sinful
act that a man may do is outside of his body, but he
that commits fornication sins against his own body.
Paul again states undeniable facts in comparing
sinful acts in general with that of fornication in particular. Also this is only a necessary preliminary
statement that paves the way for the following. It
really states the major premise of a syllogism: Fornication, as does no other sin, violates the body. The

minor premise will follow: The Christian’s body is the
Spirit’s sanctuary. And then the conclusion of this
syllogism is plain: Fornication, as does no other sin,
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desecrates the very sanctuary of God. This conclusion
runs downward — the sanctuary is desecrated. It must
be completely reversed. Major: Fornication, as does
no other sin, desecrates the body. Minor: Now our
body is the Spirit’s sanctuary. Ergo: We not only ﬂee

fornication but glorify God in our body.
Sexual sins bear a vicious character all their own.
They are peculiarly unsavory and hence entail shame
and disgrace in a peculiar manner. They rot the body,
ﬁll the mind with rottenness, and rapidly eliminate
the sinner from this life. One of these markedly peculiar features Paul cites in this connection: this dpépmpa,
result of sinning, is not like other sinful acts and re.
sults, “outside of the body,” but “the fornicator (characterizing participle, substantivized) sins against his
own body.” Paul is speaking of the result of sinful
deeds, hence he writes épéprqpa and not dyapfza. and even
adds: “which a man may do or perpetrate.” We have
no reason whatever for restricting the sins which Paul
may have in mind to those listed by him in v. 9,10. We
err also when we question or challenge Paul’s statement regarding the exceptional character of fornication by referring to a sin like suicide or others that
damage the body like drunkenness, gluttony, addiction
to drugs, etc. Paul is far more profound: no sinful act
desecrates the body like fornication and sexual abuse.
In this sense fornication has a deadly eminence. A
sanctuary is desecrated by befouling it within; so this
sin desecrates the sanctuary of the body. All other
sins besmirch the sanctuary on the outside only.
19), “Does this fact seem new and strange, perhaps questionable, to you Corinthians? Then do you
not know?”—and Paul states why the statement
just made by him is true. “Or do you not know?”
has the same force as it had in v. 16. The Corinthians do know what Paul is about to state, but, as
in the case of so many things that we indeed know,
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we fail to apply them to our lives. We let them lie
unused in the lumber room of our intellects. Regarding our body it is the great fact that was already
touched upon in v. 13, etc., but is now stated fully:
Or do you not know that your body is a sanctuary of
the Holy Spirit in you, whom you have from God?
We now see fully what Paul meant when he wrote a
moment ago: “The body for the Lord, and the Lord
for the body.”
Our humble, earthly body is nothing less than “a
sanctuary of the Spirit,” and Paul writes “Holy
Spirit,” for because of its very name “a sanctuary” is
holy. He uses may, the inner sanctuary itself, not iepéy,
which may mean only the outer temple courts. The
genitive “of the Holy Spirit” denotes possession but
not in the sense that one may merely own a building
without dwelling in it, for Paul adds two modiﬁers.
First the phrase “in you,” which is placed attributively
after the Greek article. Only as being “within us,”
dwelling in us, does the Holy Spirit own our body as
his sanctuary. Paul writes “in you” and not “in your
bodies” and thus abides by the fact. For the Spirit
dwells in us as persons and makes us “one spirit with
the Lord,” v. 17, and in this profound way takes possession also of our body so that this body actually becomes his sanctuary.

In the second place Paul adds the relative clause:
“whom you have from God,” of; for 3 by attraction to
the genitive antecedent. We are the Spirit’s, and he is
ours, a blessed mutuality but one that is “from God,"
a most gracious gift to us. The moment we hold this
fact beside the other that fornication desecrates our
body as does no other sinful act, the true character of
this vicious sin becomes clear to us.
20) The blessed fact that we are the Spirit’s
sanctuary has two sides: one that he is ours, the
other that we are his. The latter lies in the genitive:
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your body a sanctuary “of the Holy Spirit.” But
Paul restates it in so many words, and ﬁrst in negative form: You are not your own, you do not belong
to your own selves. As the Spirit’s sanctuary we belong wholly to him, and that certainly includes also
our body, so that this body itself can be called his
sanctuary. To this is added the positive: for you

were bought with a price. The positive is linked to
the negative by making it the proof (yaip) for the
negative. Effect and cause are thus combined: our
having been bought (cause) results in our no longer

being our own (effect).
The aorist “were bought” is historical and reports
the fact: God bought us when on Calvary he paid the

blood of his own Son as the price, Acts 20 :28. God, indeed, bought all men With this price, even those who

deny the Lord, II Pet. 2:1; yet what is thus true of all
men in a general way is true of Christians in a par—

ticular way, for they have actually come into God’s
possession, are “a people for God’s own possession,”
I Pet. 2:9, R. V., the price paid for them is not in vain.
The genitive of price, range, needs no modiﬁers; the
brevity has more weight, for, as it does so often, it sug-

gests the idea of a great price. In 7 :23 this same fact
that we were bought with a great price is used in a

different connection, namely that we are slaves of God
and must not again become the slaves of men. In the
present connection the great fact of our purchase
establishes that we, including our body, no longer belong to our own selves, no longer dare desecrate our
body with fornication, but must ever glorify God in
our body.
Paul adds the capstone to the positive part of
his presentation. By all means, then, glorify God
in your body! We might expect Paul to close by
saying to the Corinthians: “By all means, then, sanc—
tify your body as a sanctuary of God l” But, as he does
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in so many instances, Paul, like Jesus, passes over
what, after all, would be only an intermediate thought
and not the real climax and at once reaches the climax

that alone properly ends the discussion. The thought
cannot be carried higher than this admonition to
glorify God in our body. To be sure, that includes also
the sanctiﬁcation of our body. But “God” and not “our

body” is the ultimate consideration.
The aorist “glorify” is urgent because of its tense.
This tense implies that the gloriﬁcation thus urged

must be attained. The present imperative would not
only be milder in its urgency, it would also imply a
gradual process and thus leave open the question of

full gloriﬁcation. To glorify God in our body means so
to use our earthly body that men may actually see that

also these our bodies belong to God. We refuse to use
them for sinful acts, we reserve them wholly for obedience to God.

The urgency expressed by the aorist tense is increased by the postpositive particle 87;, for which we
have no English equivalent. It is really climacteric
and points to what is now at last entirely clear, R. 1149.

We attempt to reproduce its force by the cumbersome
turn “by all means, then.”
Fornication is an all too common sin, and much has
been said, preached, and written about its vicious character. Yet who can point to a treatment that in any
way compares with this one paragraph dictated by St.
Paul’s inspired lips? Principle and facts are combined,
and these facts reach to the profoundest depth and to
the most sacred height and are yet presented with a
simplicity and a lucidity that are unique. While we
appropriate the substance, let us not fail to appreciate

also the manner and the form in which it is stated.

CHAPTER VII
The Third Part of the Letter
Questions regarding Marriage, Chapter 7
Paul deals with this entire subject in a practical
manner and bases his discussion on the situation existing in Corinth at this time. In fact, in their letter the
Corinthians had asked Paul a number of questions in
regard to these matters, and in this chapter he gives
his reply. We may divide the chapter according to
the various paragraphs and make sections accordingly
or more summarily into only two or three sections as

is indicated in the following.
I.

In General regarding Marrying or Remaining
Unman'ied, 1-7
1)

Paul begins with a transitional 83 and places

a caption at the head of this part of his letter, namely

the phrase: Now concerning the things you wrote.
This is the ﬁrst caption of this kind and indicates a
formal reply to speciﬁc inquiries. We shall meet others as we read on, 7:25; 8:1; etc., all of them are

alike, phrases introduced with wept. They help us materially in understanding why Paul writes on certain
subjects. We need to supply nothing with each of these
wept phrases, for each is intended only as a heading.
This ﬁrst phrase is indeﬁnite, for it fails to name
the subject concerning which the Corinthians had made
inquiry; the others that follow are deﬁnite, each states
the subject. Yet we have no difﬁculty in determining
the reference of this ﬁrst caption; a glance at Paul’s
reply shows that the Corinthians had written to him
(272)
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regarding questions relating to marriage. One point
they had mentioned in particular, namely that regarding maidens, 7 :25. Paul’s letter thus deals with two
sizable groups of subjects: such as he himself introduces on the basis of positive information he had concerning the Corinthians; and such as the Corinthians
themselves present to him in order that he may send
them necessary instruction.
In beginning his extended reply to the questions
about marriage Paul ﬁrst of all lays down a general
thesis, a proposition which forms the basis for all
that he has to say on the points involved. It is excellent for a man not to touch a. woman; yet on ac-

count of fornications let each have his own wife, and
each have her own husband. This is the entire matter in a nutshell.
.
The ﬁrst proposition in Paul’s thesis is that it is

may, morally excellent, for a mar? ,not to touch a
woman, i. e., to remain celibate, unmarried. “To touch
a woman” is euphemistic for the sexual contact and
intercourse in marriage. Verbs of touch are followed
by the genitive. Confusion results when this part of
Paul’s thesis is taken abstractly, when it is regarded
as being addressed to all Christendom and is to apply
for all ages of the church. Paul writes for the Corinthians and for their speciﬁc circumstances at the time.
We have Paul's own commentary on this “My. In v.
28 he writes: “I would spare you,” in v. 35: “for your
proﬁ ”; in v. 38: “shall do better"; and in v. 40: “hap-

pier.” All these expressions refer to the Christians in
Corinth, to their situation at that time, in particular
to the difﬁculties and the dangers they had to face.
Paul in no way contradicts Gen. 2:18: “And the Lord
God said, It is not good that the man should be alone.”
In Eden God spoke for the human race. Paul writes
to Corinth, to the Christians only, and such as were
living in the worst pagan surroundings.
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Paul does not call the unmarried state xMo’v, “ex-

cellen ” in contrast to marriage as being may, “base";
for he himself'at'once commands marriage. To remain
unmarried and to‘marry are each “excellen ” each in
its own way. Regarding the unmarried-state Paul says

that it is xan, “excellent,” in=opposition to an idea
that this state- is perhaps 01’! xan, “not excellent," or
xaxév, actually “base.” He intends to say to the Corinthians that something is to be said in favor of remaining unmarried. Under what circumstances .and in

what respect this is true he will elucidate later. Paul’s
“excellent” cannot be used in support of the papal
order to priests, “forbidding to marry,” I Tim. 4: 3;
nor in support of celibacy as being a higher degree of
holiness.‘
2) The second half of Paul’s thesis is a general
command to marry: “eac " (man) and “eac ” (woman), “let each have” .(wife, husband). The two accusatives‘ “his own wife" and “her own husband"
clearly point to monogamy and accord with the original
divine institution of marriage, Matt. 19:3-9. The
varied modiﬁers ammo and 18m are used only for the
sake of style, for both have the same meaning. But
Paul is herewriting, not on the institution of marriage
as such, but in answer to speciﬁc inquiries from the
Corinthian congregation regarding its own members.
This explains why Paul adds “on account-of forn'iCations,” and why he places the phrase in the emphatic position. The Greek article as well as the plural
of the noun refer to the acts of fOrnication that would
result if marriage were prohibited or shduld cease. The
accusation brought against Paul that he thus places
marriage on a very'low level as though it werelonly

the lesser of two evils, is unwarranted. Forin Eph.
5:22, 23 the same Paul writes about the high and holy
aspects of marriage as no man has ever done." But

some forget that this apostle is? a thoroughly practical
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man who knows also the weakness of human nature,
especially when it is in the midst of countless seductions to sin. From this viewpoint he writes “on account of fornications,” and even the efforts of Rome
to establish only the limited clerical and monastic celi-

bacy more than justify Paul’s phrase.
3) After the basic thesis has been properly set
down, Paul ﬁrst elaborates the second half of it and
then turns to the ﬁrst half. To the wife let the husband render her due and likewise also the wife to
the husband. The nominatives and the datives are
arranged chiastically. The normal situation in this
sinful world is that each man have his own wife, and
each woman have her own husband (mm; is used in the
sense of “woman” and in the sense of “wife” as the
context determines). This normal situation includes
just what Paul here writes, the normal sexual intercourse between man and wife which was contemplated
in the original institution of marriage and was not

changed by the principles and the spirit of Christianity. Husband and wife are to render to each other rip
Maw)», the speciﬁc obligation involved in the marital
union, the debitum tori (dcs Ehebettes, the marriage
bed). “Likewise” as well as the parallel thought in the

statement place both on an equality regarding this
“due.” So also the verb d-n'OSL'SuuLL, because of the force
of (in-6, means to give what one owes or is under obligation to render. It is evident that Paul excludes all
false asceticism, for this nulliﬁes the essential nature of
marriage.
How much may we read between the lines which
Paul here writes? Does Paul ward off a false asceticism
which was found in Corinth? Did some members advocate total sexual abstinence in the married state?
As we read on, especially v. 5, 6, this seems a fair

deduction.

Thus the phenomenon that extremes so

often meet would again be illustrated in Corinth: on
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the one hand a lax libertinism and a license that had
to be severely curbed, and on the other hand a false
and a dangerous asceticism that had to be rooted out
lest the vilest sins creep in under its pious cloak.
4) The imperatives used in the two preceding
verses are now followed by two plain indicatives
which state two facts. Although Paul writes no “for”
or other connective, these two facts are the reasons
for the preceding injunction that husband and wife
must render their marital obligation to each other.
The wife does not have the authority over her own
body but the husband; and likewise also the husband
does not have the authority over his own body, but
the wife.

Paul is at pains to word the two statements exactly
alike and even writes out the two verbs whereas in
v. 3 he allows the second verb to be supplied by the
reader. In other connections Paul upholds the headship of the husband and requires the submission of
the wife. But in regard to their sexual relation both
are on the same level, both have equally lost their
itowta, authority or right over their body, both have

transferred that authority equally to the other. The
wife’s body is, indeed, her own, but her husband has
the authority over it in regard to the obligations just
mentioned; and the same thing is true in regard to
the husband. Bengel notes the elegans paradozon in
both statements between “her (his) own” and “has
no authority.”
All false, individualistic independence on the part
of either wife or husband is barred out. Why this
must be barred out the signiﬁcant phrase in v. 2 has
already made plain, “because of fornications.” In v. 3
the arrangement is chiastic, in v. 4 it is parallel. Yet
in v. 3 “the husband” is followed by “the wife” while
in v. 4 “the wife” is followed by “the husband,” which
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intentional and help to convey the complete equality
of husband and wife in regard to their sexual relations
with each other. We may mention them in either order,
either ﬁrst, either second; what Paul says is true.
5) Again no connective is needed, for the deduction is plain: Do not deprive one another, i. e., in
regard to sexual obligation. This must.stand as the
rule and the normal conduct in marriage. What v. 3
expressed in positive form is now repeated in negative
form; what v. 3 states for each separately is now combined; what v. 3 states objectively in the third person
singular is now expressed subjectively by the second
person plural. We see Paul’s mastery of thought and
of expression in employing all these variations and
combinations in just the right manner. He weaves a
perfect pattern.
Now comes the one exception: except as- may be

by agreement for a. term that you have .leisure for
prayer and again be together in order that Satan
may not tempt you on account of your incontinence.
The exception may occur when husband and wife
mutually agree to refrain from sexual intercourse for
a certain short term (11135: mpév) and for a religious
purpose. Paul is speaking generally, hence he makes
no reference to sickness, to separation due to travel,
etc. He speaks only about voluntary abstinence while
husband and wife are living together. To «z mi 1;, which
is our English “except,” the addition of a'v lends the
touch of expectancy: “it may be," such instances may
and probably will occur, B.-D. 376. No verb is needed,
R. 1025. “By agreement” is really “due to agreement,”
ex, aus Uebereinkunft.
The ﬁrst Zva clause has occasioned much discussion
because it ushers in two verbs, the second of‘ which
does not indicate purpose. This M is subﬁnal, which
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means that it does not state the purpose of the tempo-1
rary continence but the contents of themutual agreement. The agreement is:: “that we have leisure for
prayer and again be together” when the time agreed

upon expires. Paul states this in the second person:
“that you have,” etc. The phrase. érri n‘: aims is idiomatic
and may be used with than (here ﬁre), “be together”
again sexually as before. In this agreement husband
and wife are again on the same level. To make such
an agreement or not to make it lies in the sphere of
Christian liberty.
Much interest has been aroused by the ﬁrst part
of the agreement, the arrangement to provide leisure
for.prayer. Although Paul uses the article r5 wpoualxﬁ,
mom has discovered ﬁxed seasons for special devo-

tions like our Lenten season or Holy Week in the
apostolic church. All we have is this intimation on
Paul’s part, which makes the impression that agree-

ments such as this were not unusual among the Corinthians. 'Paul also gives them his full approval.
It‘ seems as though Paul is referring to private devotions, when some family sets apart a week or more
for this purpdse. The sexual abstinence would then
resemble the practice of fasting which obtained in the
ﬁrst period of the history of the Christian Church.
It would be carried out in order to keep under the body,
to master and fully to control its appetites, as an aid
to strengthening the spiritual life. In Paul’s mind, of
cOurse, no trace of work-righteousness taints this voluntary practice as though either the devotions or "the
abstinence are meritorious before God. Nor does Paul’s
approval of such agreements between husband and“
wife support the suggestion that cohabitation in marriage is, after all, a kind of impurity that leaves a stain

or taint' upon married people. Regarding that point
Heb. 13:4 is decisive: “Marriage is houorable in all,
and the bed undeﬁled.”
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The second i’ya is plainly ﬁnal and refers to the
resumption of sexual intercourse, “lest Satan tempt
you on account of your incontinence.” Paul would per—

mit and advise only temporary abstinence with a religious background and is very frank in stating the
reason, “on account of your incontinence.” This may
not ﬂatter our human nature but it certainly fortiﬁes

by honestly naming the weak point. The verb and the
noun are placed so that both receive the full emphasis.

The noun dxpaafa (= dxpairem), “incontinence,” negates
xpa’ros and should be distinguished from dxpaola (in
which the second a. is short), “a bad mixture.” Satan
is here pictured as being constantly on the watch to
bring Christ’s followers to fall. It must be our pur-

pose to thwart his nefarious attempts.
6) Paul’s next sentence has been variously understood: Now this I say by way of concession, not
by way of command. The term e‘mraﬁ is an order or

a command that is issued by a proper authority. As
the opposite of this mry'yxléy‘q can mean only “favor” or
“concession.” But what is roam, “this,” that Paul states
not as a command which requires unquestioned obedience but as a favor or concession that may be used
or left unused? One answer given is that roﬁm refers

to the resumption of the sexual relation in marriage
after a season of devotions; that Paul does not command this resumption but only concedes it; that Paul’s

principles and his ideals would really require that the
married should abstain permanently by mutual consent. But this assumption contradicts all the imperatives used in v. 2—5, all of which are even durative
(iterative) and therefore in the present tense, and it
also perverts Paul’s ideal.

Another view is that the antecedent of wire is to
be sought as far back as v. 2; that Paul now informs

the Corinthians that these imperatives used in v. 2
(and v. 5) are not intended as such but are only con-
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cessions to our weak human nature; that Paul’s real
ideal is the celibate state and no sexual intercourse
whatever. This assumption uses another route but
arrives at the same goal. But why should anyone, least
of all Paul, give commands and even repeat these com-

mands with durative imperatives and then in the end
say that he does not intend them as commands? Nor is
the celibate state Paul’s ideal.
The simple fact is that 701310 regularly refers to
something that has just been said, and here a glance at
the preceding sentence shows that its antecedent is all
that follows at [of «n é’v. “This” = what I have just said
about such agreements which you may make to abstain
and to devote yourselves to prayer for a time and then
to come together again in order to ward at? temptation.
Observe that this antecedent is preceded by an impera-

tive: “Do not deprive one another." Someone might
think that he ought therefore to read an imperative
sense also into the exception which Paul adds, “except
as may be by agreemen " etc. Such an imperative
sense does not, of course-lie in these words, and Paul
now says that he does not have in mind such a sense.
He cannot and he does not order such a temporal sexual
withholding by any “command," he makes mention of
it only by way of a “concession,” one that is connected
with his commands (the imperatives used in v. 2 and
5), which stand as such and must remain. And “concession” or “favor” is the correct term, for when a
general obligation is laid down by speciﬁc commands,
exceptions are properly called concessions.
7) Paul now states most clearly what his ideal
is. Yet I would that all men were even also as I myself ; nevertheless each has his own charismatic gift
due to God, one thus, another thus.
This ideal is, therefore, not at all the cessation of
marriage, or the abolition of the sexual side of marriage, or the celibate state for all. For none of these
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is a “charismatic gift due to God,” and all of these
contradict God’s institutiOn of marriage and its divinely ordered sexual relation. Paul’s ideal is the
c’yxpa'rcm, entire self-mastery as to the sexual life and
freedom from temptation in this regard. This explains
why he favors the concession of temporary abstinence
as explained above. This self-control and self-mastery
is the charismatic gift which Paul had from God.
God grants many charismatic gifts to his church,
but he distributes them, “dividing to each one severally
even as he will,” I Cor. 12:11. None of these gifts is
intended for all Christians. Paul used this charismatic
gift of his in the interest of his life’s work as an apostle who traveled far and wide and for this reason rejoiced that he had camplete sexual self-mastery as a

gift from God and could thus remain without a wife
and a family. .Yet, as far as Paul’s right is concerned,
he states emphatically: “Have we no right to lead
about a Wife that is a believer even as the rest of the
apostles, and the brethren of the Lord, and Cephas ?”
I Cor. 9 :5. If Paul had felt the need he, too, could have
married. The other apostles did, Peter included, and
by so doing they, in their way, maintained Paul’s ideal
just as Paul maintained it by not marrying.
This charismatic gift of sexual self-control is valuable also in the married state, for it frees from all
temptation (last clause of v. 5). The fact that in this
state such control does not mean avoidance of all legit-

imate sex contact v. 3 places beyond question. Nor, is
this ideal of self-control something that is exceptional

in Paul’s case, perhaps the result of his life as a bachelor, for Jesus himself speaks about the same matter
and in the same way in Matt. 19 :10-12: “All men cannot receive this saying, save they to whom it is given.
. . . He that is able to receive it, let him receive it." It
is not for worldly people but for believers only, and .
they are to exercise this virtue and this gift.
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Each one has his own charismatic gift, “one thus,
another thus,” one in one manner, another in a dif-

ferent manner. Yet this does not mean that a strong
inclination toward marriage is one of God's charismatic gifts for the simple reason that no grace and

no special gift of grace is‘needed for that,- the'constitution of our nature sufﬁces entirely. What Paul
means is that one Christian has a special gift from
God in one direction, another in an entirely different
direction. Grace works in all manner of directions
as Paul shows in extenso in I Cor. 12 :8, etc.

Note that 06M 8e’ is used to express an unfulﬁlled

wish: “I wish, but, of course, it is out of the question.”
To obtain this thought we usually translate: “I would,"

etc. There is no abruptness in the present tense, R.
923. The fact that Paul expresses this wish while by
means of his actual distribution of charismatic gifts
God acts differently, involves no disagreement or clash.'

Many other gifts besides sexual self-control are :so
fruitful and so lovely in themselves that we might well
wish them for all Christians, yea, all men, and yet we
know in regard to our wish, as Paul knew regarding
his wish, that it must remain unfulﬁlled. With predicates d»: is common and ml is not redundant but lends
a gentle touch of its own. In e’paurdv we have one of the
few indirect reﬂexives found in the New Testament,
R. 688.
In this paragraph the reﬁned reticence and the
delicacy of expression in discussing so intimate a sub-

ject deserve our attention. Certain things :had to be
said and to be understood, and Paul says them in the
right way. The purity of his mind is reﬂected in every
word and expression. This is the model for preaching

and Christian discussion. Legal codes like those of the

Old Testament and our modern laws require much
plainer language for their purpose.
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Special Groups and the Question regarding
Marriage, 8-24

8) Verses 8-24 belong together because they'deal
with special groups in the congregation at Corinth.

The Unmarried and the Widows, 8, 9. — Paul
himself names this group and then gives his brief

counsel.

The connective 8c’ is not intended to em-

phasize Ac’yw as now applying something that has

already been mentioned above, for “I say” has its
own emphasis.

Ae’ is only transitional in the usual

manner. The practical principles on the subject of
marriage have been laid down; Paul now applies
these principles to the diﬁerent groups in the congregation. Now I say to the unmarried and to
widows: It is excellent for them if they remain even
as I.

The term “unmarried” really includes all individuals mentioned in this ﬁrst group, yet xal adds “Wid-

ows." This conjunction is often used thus to single out
a part from a whole in order to give it special attention. Widows might, indeed, have special reasons for
thinking their state a sad one and thus for desiring
to have it changed. To all the unmarried, in particular
also to the Widows, Paul writes: “Excellent for them if
they remain even as I.” This is the same mAéy as
the one found in v. 1. Instead of imagining or permitting anyone to tell them that something is Kaxdv or
amiss about their state so that they ought to do everything possible to change it, Paul assures them that

their state, too, is KaAo'x', “excellent” with a moral excellence of its own. If they then choose to remain in

this state, all is well and good.
Note the conditional clause: “if they remain or
shall remain”; the decision rests entirely with them.
There is no inkling of a command: “Remain even as
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I i” No moral pressure even: “You ought to remain even
as I i" The condition is the common one used to express
expectancy, which means that Paul assumes that some
will remain unmarried. That is all: if they so decide,
who can ﬁnd fault? But in this connection “even as I”
is not identical with “even also as I myself” in v. '7.
In v. 7 this personal reference points to the charismatic
gift of self-control; in v. 8 it points only to remaining
unmarried.
9) But a natural reason may urge toward marriage, and that very decidedly. Yet if they have not

continency, let them marry; for it is better to marry
than to burn. The condition with c'aiv occurring in v. 8
expects some to remain unmarried; the condition with
(i in v. 8 merely takes up the actual cases for whom remaining unmarried is not advisable. The plural used
in v. 9, “if they have not,” etc., is indicative only of
the rule that applies to the cases speciﬁed, those who
lack the charismatic gift of complete sexual selfcontrol. And here Paul uses the decisive aorist imperative: “Let them marry !” Brief and to the point.
Whoever lacks the gift of t'yxpci‘reta (Paul uses the corresponding verb) in which Paul rejoiced, needs marriage—let him or her enter marriage! The negative
particle used with an entire (i clause is #75; here of:
negates only the verb: “have not continency.” 'Paul is
discussing no sentimental, economical, social, or even

providential features connected with marriage or nonmarriage. He is counselling consciences on how to
avoid sin.
This explains the reason (yép) which Paul assigns:
“It is better to marry than to burn." The moral point
decides, and “better" is meant in this sense. Paul is
again succinct and to the point; there is no need to say

another word. The difference in the tenses is important: “to marry” is an aorist to express a single
deﬁnite act; “to burn” is a present to indicate a recur-
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rent condition. The latter is middle, “to burn in oneas ” with the strong ﬁre of sexual desire, which, deprived of marriage, may result in criminal satisfaction
or may in secret devastate the inner spiritual life. But
the alternatives offered are not two evils, the lesser of
which should be chosen, but a good on the one hand
and an evil on the other, “for marriage is honorable
in all.” Paul states the facts unblushingly: one either

has or has not the gift. If he has he may remain unmarried although he, too, may marry. Nor does Paul
say that it would be “better" for him to remain unmarried; all he says is that, if he elects not to marry,
his unmarried state, like Paul’s, is “excellen .” But
if one lacks the gift, only one course is in order, he
must marry, for moral danger is too deadly.
The Married Christians, 10, 11. — 10) “Now to
the married,” with its transitional Se’, takes up another group, those who have entered marriage and
are now in this state. However, a glance at v. 12,
etc., shows that in v. 10, 11 Paul is speaking about

couples in which both husband and wife are Christians, for in v. 12 he deals with mixed marriages.
Now to the married I give command, not I myself
but the Lord, that a wife he not separated from a
husband (but even if she be separated, let her remain unmarried or else let her be reconciled to her
husband), and that a husband send not away a wife.
To this group in which both husbands and wives
are Christians Paul does not write Aéym, “I say or
state,” as he did in v. 8, but mpayyém, “I command,”
“I issue orders.” Yet it is in reality not Paul but the
Lord himself who issues this order, for the order here
stated is the one issued by Jesus himself in Matt. 5 :32;
19 :6, and when Paul says, “I give command” (present
tense), he means that the order of Jesus has continuous, permanent force. In this instance Paul can use
a word that was spoken by Jesus himself in regard to
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the permanency of marriage, anord that has validity
for all time. There are some other questions about
marriage, on‘ which Jesus had no occasion to speak
while he was here on earth. When Paul himself answers some of these questions he does so as the Lord’s
apostle through whom the Lord now speaks. No matter how the divine command comes to us, whether from
the Lord’s own lips or from. the pen of the Lord’s
apostle, the command has equal binding power.
Paul states in words of his own the Lord’s order
to all Christian couples and uses two accusatives with

inﬁnitives: ‘ywaixa. dm‘i «ivﬁpos p}, xwpwﬂﬁvar. . . . Kai iVSPa.
yumzxa p31 a’upiémz “that a wife he not separated from a
husband . . ‘. and that a husband send not away a wife.”
The sense of the' double command is that neither a
Christian wife nor a Christian husband should disrupt and thus destroy the-marriage in which they are

joined. While the wording is diﬁerent, p3) xmpwﬁﬁwu to
indicate the activity of a wife, and pi, d¢t€v¢u to state the
action of a husband, the substance of the commands
is the same, for in v. 13 and 15 the verbs are reversed.
.The Greek offers a choice of verbs. Jesus used drohiav
in Matt. 5.';32 anore'pvcw, c’xﬂdMew, and dwom'mmv could
also be employed according to the connotation that
might be desired.
We may note that Paul18 not dealing with a case
in which a Christian wife or a husband commits for—
nication and thereby disrupts the marriage tie; Jesus,
too, disregards this in Matthew 5 as needing no comment since it eo ipso destroys the marriage. It is likewise important to note that, like Jesus, Paul is not

speaking of divorce in the sense of alcourt action such
as we connect with the word “divorce.” Marriage be'tween Christians is .to be permanent, and neither
spouse is to dissolve it. The wife is not to permit anything to separate her from her husband, the husband
is not to send away his wife, whether in addition
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either of them goes also to a secular court and has the

disruption made legally permanent or not.
The question as to why the wife is mentioned ﬁrst
is usually answered by saying that cases in which the
wife would act are more numerous. This is questionable. In v. 12 and 13 Paul has the order reversed. In
Matt. 5:32; 19:5, etc., Jesus mentions only the husband who dismisses his wife because this was a common practice among the Jews since they supposed that
it was authorized in Deut. 24:1. When Mark (10:12)
writes for Gentile Christians he adds also the wife’s
action. It would seem that the wife is mentioned ﬁrst

because Paul thinks of her as leaving of her own accord, by her act dissolving the marriage; thus the hus-

band is mentioned in the second place, he by his act
sends away his wife from their home. This also ex-

plains the verbs used 3, xwpwoﬁvat regarding the wife’s
action, a passive: she is separated from her husband

by something, she leaves him; liduéval. regarding the hus—
band: he sends her away, makes her leave him and
their home. The order is proper: she leaves—he
makes her leave. The A. V. is right in translating

d¢zému “put (send) away”; the R. V. is wrong: “leave
not his wife,” for he makes her leave, he sends her

away.
In regard to this double prohibition we should note

its effect upon Jewish Christians in Corinth. As former Jews they would remember that the husband
thought he could send away his wife for even the
slightest reason by merely giving her a letter of divorcement, we may say her walking papers. The Lord
himself forbade such a procedure. How even the dis-

ciples felt about the Lord’s dictum we may gather from
Matt. 19:10.
The Roman state law and custom, of which the
Gentile Christian would think, granted either party the
right to take the initiative in dissolving a marriage.
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In addition it made distinctions between the marriages
themselves. Marriages between slaves had no legal
standing (and thus permanence) whatever. There were
not a few slaves (7 :21) in the congregation at Corinth. Marriage between a freedman (one released from
slavery) and a slave had a low legal standing. In general, during this period of Roman history the permanency of marriage unions was exceedingly uncertain. The eifect of the Lord’s command on the complete permanency of Christian marriage may thus be
estimated.
Yet Paul refers to the Lord’s command, not as one
that is now for the ﬁrst time being made known to the
Corinthians, but as one that is well known to them;
he only reminds the Corinthians of its force and calls
their attention to the fact that it applies to wives as
well as to husbands.
11) The sentence introduced by an is plainly a
parenthesis since it is inserted between the two coordinate inﬁnitive clauses, the one regarding the wife,
the other regarding the husband. The sentence considers only the case of the wife: “but even if she be
separated, let her remain unmarried or else let her
be reconciled to her husband.” There can be no question that this applies also to a Christian husband who
is forced to leave his wife. Since he employs av 8% Kat,
the condition of expectancy, Paul expects cases such as
this to occur. When we apply the words also to a busband we must retain the same verb, av xwpw9ﬁ, the one

that is here used with reference to the wife, and not
change to the verb that is found in the following inﬁnitive clause, namely dqsu’vac.
Paul uses only the passive “be separated” and does
not intimate what may force a wife (or a husband)
into such a separation from a Christian spouse. To assume, as has been done, that the reason was of a religious nature, that such a separation was brought about
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in order to avoid all sexual contact so as to secure
greater devotion to the Lord, is unwarranted. To think
of adultery on the part of the spouse from whom sep-

aration is made is equally out of the question, for this
would disrupt or destroy the marriage. Therefore also

Paul does not speak of this, least of all in this parenthesis which, like the entire sentence, deals with marriage partners both of whom are Christians. All that
can be said is that various reasons may bring about
a separation and cause a wife (or a husband) to leave.

Does Paul say that the Lord commands that the two
shall live together nevertheless? No; there is nothing

in Paul’s word to this eﬂ'ect. What Paul says is this:
“let her (him) be reconciled to her husband (to his
wife).” The manner in which Paul writes indicates

that he makes this a part of the Lord’s own command.
We have no word of the Lord that states this directly;
so we take it that Paul deduces this from what the

Lord says regarding marriage in Matthew 5 and elsewhere.

When we compare all that the Lord said regarding
marriage we see what is meant by the command: “let
her (him) remain unmarried or else,” etc. Marriages
were so often disrupted in order that the dissatisﬁed
spouse might marry another; note Matt. 19:9, “and
shall marry another.” For this reason so many of the
Jews got rid of their wives -—— they wanted some other
woman. We have thousands of similar cases today.

This is forbidden Christians: “let her (him) remain
unmarried.” Otherwise, “let her (him) be reconciled.”
What this involves for her (him) who disrupts the
marriage in order to marry another person is obvious

— such a person forfeits her (his) Christian character
and membership. For such a person but one other
possibility remains, reconciliation with the deserted
spouse. The conclusion is often drawn that, although
the two are separated as indicated (and we may add.
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perhaps even legally divorced), they are, nevertheless,
still married in the sight of the Lord and thus also in
the sight of the church. Paul could easily have said
that in just a few words; he did not do so although he
is reminding the Corinthians of the Lord’s own command regarding marriage.
What Paul writes still leaves a number of questions
unanswered for us who are living under diiferent circumstances. The best we can do is to absorb fully what
the Lord and his apostle say and then to answer such
additional questions in the light of their words and in
their spirit. As far as Paul is concerned, he intended
to visit Corinth and would thus answer 'all further
questions in person.
Husbands and Wives in Mixed Marriages, 12-16.
12, 13) A third class in Corinth needs information on this subject. This includes “the'rest,” namely
husbands and wives in mixed marriages. Now to
the rest say I myself, not the Lord: If some brother
has a wife unbelieving, and she consents to dwell
with hiin, let him not send her away. And a wife
whoever has a husband unbelieving, and he consents
to dwell with her, let her not send away her husband.
.
The cases that came to the attention of Jesus were
those of Jews, in which husband and wife belonged to
the Jewish faith. Jesus, therefore, had no occasion to
pronounce on the sort of cases that Paul had to treat
among the Corinthians. Hence Paul cannot appeal to
a Mywv or statement of Jesus when he is instructing the

Corinthians regarding these. He must himself speak
(Ae’ym) regarding this type, but he does so as an apostle
who has divine apostolic authority. Thus, as he writes,
divine Inspiration applies to what he now records as
his own apostolic statement just as fully as it did to
what he records in v. 10, 11 in restating the Lord’s
logion in its application to the Corinthians.
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What he writes is so clear as to need little further
comment. Both sides, that of a husband and that of
a wife in a mixed marriage, are formulated with equal
fulness, and both almost exactly alike. Even the two
verbs: “let him (her) not send her (him) away,” are
identical. From this we gather that, when Paul varied
the verbs in v. 11, he intended to express no material

difference. The two demonstrative pronouns, ml al'n'q'
and mi 0570:, which are used instead of relative pronouns or instead of accusative participles after dwmov
(namely mwsoxoiwa) , lend a formal tone to Paul’s pronouncement. They have the effect of legal phraseolog.
Paul mentions the consent of only the unbelieving
persons, that of the believing parties is taken for
granted. A possibility of dissent would lie only with
the unbeliever. In both of the instances considered
“unbelieving” includes Jew as well as pagan; either
might insist on separation and divorce. The two conditional clauses with at contemplate the two cases as real
and as actually occurring. “To dwell with him (her) ”
is literally “to house with him (her) ” and means to
continue the marriage relation. Mixed marriages are
certainly not ideal; yet they are as truly marriages as
other marriages are. Paul also does not forbid them
as, of course, he also does not advise them. He takes
them as they are and delivers his instructions accordingly.
14) Instead of seeking ethical reasons for disrupting such a marriage, a proper view of this type
of marriage discloses the ethical reason for leaving

it intact. For the unbelieving husband is sanctiﬁed
in his wife, and the unbelieving wife is sanctiﬁed in

the brother, else evidently your children are unclean, but now they are holy.
There are other reasons that this kind of marriage
should certainly be continued once it has been entered
into. Paul seeks to remove all doubt that a believer
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might have as if by continuing in such a marriage he
(or she) might become contaminated in some way.
Paul declares the opposite as being true. Instead of
the believer’s being made unholy by this marital union,
the unbeliever is made holy. This is true equally for
an unbelieving wife and for an unbelieving husband.
By placing the verbs forward in the Greek this fact is

made emphatic in the case of both: “Sanctiﬁed is the
the unbelieving husband, and sanctiﬁed is the unbelieving wife” —nothing less. The two perfect tenses
point to a present, continuing condition.

Since Paul writes plainly: “the unbelieving husband" and “the unbelieving wife,” he excludes all

thought of personal spiritual sanctiﬁcation. As far as
their persons are concerned, all unbelievers are un-

sanctiﬁed. He uses the passive “have been sanctiﬁed"
and then two c‘v phrases: “in connection with his wife,”
“in connection with the brother,” which R. 587 ex-

plains as a case of c‘v with persons: “in the person of”
the believing spouse. A certain sanctity is conferred
(passive) upon the unbelieving spouse, unbelieving
though this spouse is, when by the marriage tie he is
joined to a believing spouse, who is one of God’s saints.
The unbelieving spouse is party to a Christian mar—
riage. Through the believing spouse the blessings of a
sanctiﬁed marriage are bestowed upon the unbelieving
spouse and thus more is given (passive) to him than

his unbelief deserves.

Thus Melanchthon also com-

ments on our passage that “the use of marriage is per—
mitted and holy on account of faith in Christ just as it
is permitted to use meat, etc.” C. Tr. 371, 31. Marriage
should be sanctiﬁed by faith on the part of both parties,
but one believing spouse alone already brings that
sanctiﬁcation to the marriage. It is, therefore, a blessed
thing for an unbelieving person to be married to a true
and faithful believing spouse.
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This is established by pointing to the effect of such

a marriage on the children born to it: “else evidently
your children are unclean, but now they are holy.”

Paul uses the strong protasis of reality, érrei apa am,
R. 1026, dpa indicating what is evident. The children
are “holy” from the moment of their birth in the same

sense as the unbelieving father or the mother has holiness conferred upon him or her, i. e., by being born in
Christian wedlock, which is in this case made so by
one of the parents. This is what should comfort 3.
Christian father or a mother who are living in a mixed
marriage.
Foreign to Paul’s thought is the idea that a sort
of holiness is conferred upon the unbeliever by the
marital sexual relation with a believer. Likewise the
thought that by means of such a marriage the unbeliever enters into a sacred relation with the Christian
congregation, for the pronoun “your” (children) can—
not refer to the congregation but refers only to the
parents of the children. Paul intimates nothing in regard to the baptism of such children. The conclusion

that infant baptism could not have yet been practiced
in these early days is unwarranted. The holiness which
Paul here predicates regarding children has nothing to
do with this sacrament and the regeneration wrought
by the Spirit, John 3 :5. It is exactly like that bestowed
upon the unbelieving parent. In regard to the baptism
of such children born in mixed marriages the only
proper conclusion is that the believing parent would
bring the children to this sacrament so that, being born
in a holy wedlock, they may also be sanctiﬁed by the
new birth in Christ.

15)

But the unbelieving spouse may positively

refuse to continue in marital union with a believer.
Cases such as this occur frequently in foreign mission
ﬁelds to this day. What then? But if the husband,
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the unbelieving one, keeps himself separate, let him
keep himself separate! The brother or the sister has
not been placed in bondage in such circumstances,
but God has called us in peace.

In v. 11 Paul uses the passives xmpwaﬁvaz and xmpurdﬁ.
One might regard xmpZeraL and xmpczc’aou as passives;
but they are intended to be middle because the unbelieving husband separates himself. He simply leaves
his believing wife. Whether he also proceeds to procure a legal divorce makes no difference in the case
Whatever. What disrupts and destroys the marriage
is the fact that he keeps himself separated. Paul uses
a condition of reality and thus thinks of an actual
case. The two verbs are durative: “If he keeps himself separate, let him keep himself separate.” In the
expression 6 6.pr 6 dmaros the addition of the adjective
by means of a second article emphasizes the adjective:
“the husband, the unbelieving one” (R. 776) , and thus
makes evident that it is his unbelief which causes him
to abandon his believing wife and thus ends his marriage with her.

Paul writes succinctly: xwpzze’aam, “let him keep himself separate!” Short and done with. What can, indeed, be done when an unbeliever takes such action?
The marriage is ended; let it remain thus. While Paul

writes 5 M7,, 6 limo-Toe, we see that he has in mind both
cases, an unbelieving husband deserting his believing
wife, an unbelieving wife deserting her believing husband. What is now the status of such a believing
spouse? “The brother or the sister has not been placed

in bondage Ev 'rois Towéron, in such circumstances.” The
verb is placed emphatically forward and is itself
strong: “not has been enslaved the brother or the
sister.”
The perfect tense states more than the present used
in our versions. The perfect reaches back to the day
when the unbelieving spouse entered upon the deser-
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tion and states that from that moment onward the believing spouse has not been held bound. From that day
onward the fetters of the marriage tie have been
broken and remain so, now and indeﬁnitely. The deserting spouse broke them. No law binds the believing

spouse. Let us add that no odium on the part of Chris
tians has a right to bind such a believing, deserted
spouse. It goes without saying that a believing spouse
will by Christian kindness and persuasion do all that
can be done to prevent a rupture. But when these fail,
Paul's verdict is: “Thou art free i”
Desertion is exactly like adultery in its effect. Both
disrupt the marriage tie. For that matter, the case is
the same as when in olden times a wife was forced out
of the home by her husband. The essence of marriage
is union. When this is disrupted, the union which God
intended to be a permanent one is destroyed, sinfully
destroyed. There is only this difference in the case of
adultery, the innocent spouse may forgive and continue
the marriage, or may accept the dire result, the sundering of the marriage. In the case of desertion the former is not possible; the deserted spouse can no longer
continue a marriage, for none exists. To speak, as is
generally done, of “two causes for divorce" is a mistake. In the ﬁrst place, neither Jesus nor Paul discusses what we ,term "divorce,” namely legal court action; both speak about what destroys a marriage. In

the second place, just as a man may be murdered in
various ways, the one frightful thing being that he is
murdered, so no matter how a marriage is destroyed,
the terrible thing is its destruction.
It is a separate matter as to what the innocent
spouse does by way of obtaining the civil court action

regarding his or her status in civil law in regard to
property rights and the like. Court action may be most
necessary after a marriage is wrecked but it should
not be considered the all-important thing, nor should
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it be confused with what has actually destroyed the
marriage. In the case of desertion, when a spouse runs
away, a special question arises: “Will the one who has

deserted perhaps change his (her) mind and return ?”
Both the church and the courts have rightly set time
limits as to how long the innocent party should wait
until a formal pronouncement is made to the effect that

the desertion is, indeed, permanent. While setting such
a time limit is a human matter, ecclesiastical or legally
secular, it harmonizes with Paul’s decision.

When Paul adds: “but God has called us in peace,”
he refers to peace with our fellow men. The perfect
tense “has called” points to the enduring
Christians as people who are now living
gracious and effective gospel call, a call
nected with “peace,” which is not merely

state of the
under God’s
that is conthe opposite

of strife but includes the idea of well-being. The implication is that a deserting spouse shall not destroy

this “peace.” Paul at once adds a plain explanation
that is intended to protect this peace against the false
legalistic ideas of Christians who are inclined to go
to extremes.
16)
This explanation (ya’p) is directed against
the one point that might be urged by a deserted
Christian’s conscience against peacefully accepting
such desertion, namely the thought of thus losing all
opportunity of saving the unbelieving spouse. For
how knowest thou, 0 wife, whether thou shalt save
thy husband? or how knowest thou, O husband,
whether thou shalt save thy wife?
The vocatives make the questions highly personal
and thus the more effective. If here or there a spouse

grieved over such a supposed lost opportunity, Paul
brushes such grief aside. A Christian wife will, indeed, try to win an unbelieving husband, I Pet. 3:1:
“That, even if any obey not the Word, they may with-

out the Word be gained by the behavior of their wives.”
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A Christian husband will do the same. But what opportunity can be found when a spouse is so adverse as

eventually to separate himself or herself entirely?
Thus the two questions answer themselves:

“How

knowest thou?” n’, adverbial accusative: “in what respect.” The wife and the husband will have to answer:
“I have no way of knowing.” And Paul’s implied reply

is: “Then dismiss the matter.” After all, the business
of saving a, soul belongs to God; he alone determines

the human instruments as well as all other providential
aids which he will employ. Let not even a spouse as-

sume too readily that she or he is the God-chosen instrument.

These questions have been understood in the exactly opposite sense. Such a sense may be obtained by

making v. 15 a parenthesis and thus connecting v. 16
with v. 14: the unbelieving spouse is sanctiﬁed by the
believing spouse, for she will save her husband, or he
his wife. This may also be done by connecting v. 16

with the phrase “in peace” in v. 15: the Christian, being called in peace, will
spouse to this same peace.
ﬁcial, and both rest on a
the believing spouse will

convert the non-Christian
Both combinations are artipreconception, namely that
save the unbelieving—the

very thing which Paul questions, the very thing which
often did not happen, unbelieving spouses even going
so far as to desert the believing for the very reason
that they believed. There is no need to make v. 15 a
parenthesis; no casual reader could surmise that this
is Paul’s intention. To attach v. 16 to a subordinate
clause in v. 15 is unsatisfactory, since it ﬁts the chief
thought exactly: the Christian spouse is not bound.
Nor does :2 mean ob m'cht, “Whether not,” in the New

Testament, (l = “whether.”
Excursus on the Ethical Principle Involved, 17-24.
17) This excursus is typically Pauline, for it shows
that what Paul posits for the speciﬁc case of marriage
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relations is really a general Christian principle and
as such applicable to many other relations, some of

which are introduced as illustrations. This breadth
of vision is found throughout Paul’s writing. He never
stops at the halfway mark, he always makes us see
the whole. Thus his writings always give the reader
the fullest satisfaction. Too much wrong theology and
wrong church practice has resulted from failure to go
far enough in apprehending what the Scriptures say.
Also the manner of presenting the principle is full
of beauty. The principle itself is restated thrice, and
the two illustrations used are couched in the effective
form of questions and answers. At times, when these
features of style are discussed, too much it attributed
to pagan Greek inﬂuences. At other times Jewish apoc-

ryphal and apocalyptic sources are postulated as the
source of Paul’s terms, expressions, and so-called
“theories.” All honor to historical interpretation which
reads Paul through the eyes and the ears of his own
day, but Paul is not a borrower but is original throughout.
.

Only as the Lord apportioned to each, as God
has called each, thus let him walk. And thus I ordain in all the churches.

This is the ﬁrst statement of the principle that
underlies all the preceding injunctions and instructions
in regard to marital relations although it, of course,

also says much more. The sense of at In; (ausse'r, B.-D.
448, 8) is “only” or “except,” but it is not to be con-

strued with the verb “let him walk,” R. 1025. In épe’pmv
(the aorist, which is better attested than the perfect)

there lies the noun népos, the special portion, here in
the sense of task, assigned by the Lord to each Christian in his personal situation in life, whether single,

married, or deserted by a spouse; and the aorist merely
points to the divine act which made the apportionment.
The Greek places the emphasis on “each” and on “the

First Cm‘inthians 7:17, 18
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Lord" : he in his right as the Lord gives to each under his
gracious jurisdiction a special assignment in keeping
with the course of his providence.
The parallel clause adds the divine union: in which
each Christian is found by virtue of the Lord’s grace.
The perfect tense Kt’KAnxtv is in order because it implies
the present standing of the Christian as one of “the
called." Our portion in life is thus to be viewed in
connection with our saving call, our providentially
allotted task in union with our position as one of
Christ’s own.
Accepting both our portion in life and our saving
call as coming from God and from the Lord, “thus,"
in this manner, “let each walk” or go on in his life.

The portions allotted to different persons vary greatly,
the call is one and the same, but both are from above.
Let us rest content with that.
Thus Paul ordains in all the churches, namely as
an apostle with the authority divinely entrusted to

him. This statement is necessary in order that the
Corinthians may understand that what Paul writes
to them on the practical subjects mentioned above is
not something that was newly devised for the Corin—
thians alone but something that was applied by Paul
in all the churches. The principle is universal for
Christians. The verb “I ordain” is strong because of
the preposition and because of the middle voice.
18) Now the ﬁrst illustration which is couched
in simple questions and answers and thus has a dramatic touch but is taken from a feature of life that
is entirely removed from questions regarding marriage. Was someone called who has been circumcised? Let him not become uncircumcised! Has
someone been called in uncircumcision? Let him not
be circumcised!

The two questions and the two answers are close
parallels, but the formulation has a good deal of lingu-
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istic variation: an attributive participle, “who has been
circumcised” matched by a phrase, “in uncircumcision” ; ﬁrst the indefinite “someone” before the verb,
then the indeﬁnite after the verb; ﬁrst an aorist, “was
called,” then the perfect, “has been called”; ﬁrst the
aorist imperative, “let him not become uncircumcised,”
then the present imperative, “let him not be circumcised” (let him not engage in having that done).
The reasons formulated in the minds of those concerned for desiring the change are not indicated. If
they were of a religious nature, we should expect some
reference to this fact. But a Jewish Christian might

have a variety of reasons that might prompt him to
desire to hide his origin from Gentile Christians and
from pagans. A Gentile Christian might likewise
imagine it to be to his advantage to appear as if he,
too, had originally belonged to the chosen nation. Paul
tells both: Remain as you were originally called when
you became Christians. In both cases he combines the
person’s “portion” with his saving “call,” once with the

aorist which simply marks the fact of his call, secondly with the perfect which adds the state that is due
to this call. The removal of circumcision was often
secured by a surgical operation which allowed the fore-

skin again to project, hence Paul’s expression p}; e‘mmniuﬂm, ne sibi attrahit, sc. praeputium, which uses the
Jewish technical term. Jews who followed the Greek
mode of living and built a gymnasium at Jerusalem
“hid the circumcision of their genitals, that even when
they were naked they might appear to be Greeks,”
Josephus, Ant. 12, 5, 1.

19)

As far as circumcision and uncircumcision

are concerned, the matter is decidedly simple. Circumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision is nothing;
but the guarding of God’s behests. Being “nothing,”
why should a Christian treat them as being something?
In spite of Paul’s own words we are told that Paul

First Corinthians 7:19, 20
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after all treats the matter, not as an adiaphoron, but
as a matter of religious consequence, for how could he
otherwise object to making the indicated changes? The
answer is obvious: “Just because these are adiaphora
and amount to nothing, make no change. Why dis-

semble your origin when you who were once a Jew or
you who were once a pagan are now by God’s grace

and call a Christian?” Paul’s principle thus applies
even in these slight matters.
“But the guarding of God’s behests” is something,
i. e., something vital. Disregard the providential portion allotted to you in life and concentrate on this one
vital point. “The guarding,” with its article in the
Greek, is deﬁnite: that which is your business in your

Christian profession; while “God’s behests,” without
the article, is qualitative: these being such, i. e., noth-

ing less than behests of God.
The term rﬁpqme means more than “keeping,” holding or observing; it means “guarding” like a guard
who is posted to watch and to protect against violation
or removal. Guarding includes more than our own
personal observance of God’s behests, it includes watchfulness on our part so that others, too, may not take
away these behests or violate their requirements. The

éwoAat are really “behests,” not in a legal sense as “commandments” or laws like those of Moses, but in the
gospel sense, the requirements of faith, love, etc., which
were given to us as friends of Jesus, John 15:14, see
also v. 10-12. These “behests” are beyond question our
real concern as followers and friends of Christ.

20)

Paul states the principle once more, but

with variations by combining emphasis and explanation. Each in the call wherewith he was called, in
that let him remain. The two parallel clauses found
in v. 17 are now reduced to a unit: “the call wherewith
he was called,” or, in one word, “the call.” The minor
idea of portions in our earthly life is merged in the
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major blessing of the call. We should not regard «Av-pas
in the sense of a man's profession, position, or life
work, for this is the standard apostolic term for the
effective gospel call which makes a man a true Christian. This sense of the term is heavily emphasized when
Paul heaps up the cognates, a noun, a relative, a verb,
and in addition to all this a demonstrative: “in the call
—by which (call) —he was called—in that (call) ”
let him remain, continue to remain as the present imperative implies. Three similar verb forms are found
in the next two verses.
The dative 15 is an attraction to the case of its antecedent from the cognate accusative {iv which belongs to
the passive verb, R. 716. By combining into one the
different portions meted out to us with the great

thought of God’s effective call of grace Paul obtains a
variety of “calls.” All are identical in the vital respect,

namely as the one call of grace that has come to each
of us; yet they all vary and differ in the minor points
as one Christian has this portion, another that portion
in life from God. Compare 1:26.
21) Here, for instance, is one such “call”:
Wasl: thou called, than a slave? Do not worry about
it! But if thou art also able to become free, use it
the rather.
So this is one call with which a person may be
called: a slave may be called by the grace of God and
by that call, slave though he is, be made a Christian.
There Were not a few slaves in the Corinthian congregation. “A slave” is predicate to the subject of the

verb. Paul tells such a slave: “Do not worry about it!”
or: “Let it not trouble thee !” The Greek is idiomatic.
As the reason for this injunction Paul will presently
state the blessedness of this kind of a call. “Also,” Kai,
adds the ability to become free to the having been called

as a slave. Paul is thinking of an actual case in which
a slave is able to secure his freedom, for the condition
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is one of reality. Then, Paul says, take the freedom
and use it rather than the slavery. The comparative
“rather" implies alternatives, one of which is to receive the preference, the one indicated by the context.

Some think that Paul has in mind the exactly opposite.

Having written: “Stay in your position in

life l” this must in the present case mean: Once a slave,
always a slave! Yet in v. 15 by forsaking a believer
an unbelieving spouse changes the status of the believer completely from a married estate to a single
estate, for Paul writes: "he (she) has not been placed
in bondage," oz" 8(5015Aw1'as. Does Paul cancel this at,
“not,” in the case of the slave and demand for him
EcSOIlM'I-at: forever 3. serum, a slave? Incredible! All
that Paul says is that while a Christian is a slave he is
not to worry about his status; if it changes to one of
freedom, so much the better.
Slaves were legally freed in various ways, sometimes even without their consent as by a master's death
and testament. This automatically set the slave free.
Slaves were also freed by a master’s generosity or as

gratitude in reward for notable service. One method
was to deposit the slave’s savings in the temple of some
god, who was thus supposed “to buy the slave for freedom," Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, 333.
Thus we ﬁnd many freedmen, former slaves set free,
and among them men of great importance. Can we
suppose that Paul’s ethics demanded that such freedom

should be rejected? Moreover, all Christianity shows
no ethical principle which forbids a slave to accept or
legitimately to secure his freedom.
The interpretation centers on the imperative xpﬁam
and the dative to be supplied. Some supply rﬁ 3011th
but the apodosis: “use it the rather,” follows from the
protasis: “if thou art also able to become free." From
this protasis the dative object of the main verb “use"
is to be drawn. “Use it," we may say, means “use
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liberty,” r5 awaepig. Linguistically more exact would
be, “use this thatthou didst become free," adacpos
yeve'aacu, exactly as the protasis has it. Luther is right:
branche des m‘el liebe'r. The R. V. translates and with
the climacteric “yea,” yet the simple adversative “but”
is satisfactory. The argument that freedom was often
not good for a slave is not cogent, for in more cases
slavery was certainly not good for the slave. The view
that Paul intends to forbid only the purchase and not
the gift of freedom, is unsatisfactory. Finally, if the
preference indicated by pi/Vtov were that for slavery
instead of freedom, it would be so abnormal as to require the strongest kind of reason, but Paul’s words
do not supply such a reason.
It is quite true that Christianity is not revolutionary, and that it tolerated slavery until general Christian inﬂuence made it intolerable. But it is not true
that the ethics of Christianity ever forbade a man to
improve‘his social or his economic condition by rightful means. The one principle to be applied here is
“the guarding of God’s behests.” Where Christianity
is a new force, the danger may arise that men degrade
it so that it becomes a disruptive ferment to upset law,
order, customs, etc., in anomistic, even revolutionary
ways. Against all such tendencies the Scriptures stand
adamant.
22) Paul cannot add the parallel case of a free
man becoming a slave, except abstractly, since no
such case existed in Corinth.

Paul deals with facts

and not with hypothetic abstractions as pagan philosophers do. So he proceeds at once to illumine both
the injunction to a slave not to be worried because

he is a slave, whatever disabilities this entails, and
the injunction to use freedom when a slave is able
to attain it or is already a freedman. This is the
force of ydp. For he who was called in the Lord as
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a slave is the Lord’s freedman; likewise the free
man who was called is a slave of Christ.
We may put it abstractly: slavery in Christ is true
freedom; freedom in Christ is true slavery. The delicate shading in the two subjects is erased by our versions which translate both subjects alike. The ﬁrst
subject is “he who was called,” to which there is added

predicatively “as a slave,” which hints that he was
such only when he was called and hence may change

his status later on. The second subject is “the free
man,” one who is free whether he was born free or

set free, to which there is added predicatively “who
was called,” which hints at nothing more, for he will
remain a free man. To be sure, both calls are “in the
Lord,” in connection with him and his grace. And

“Lord” is the proper term, for through the call both
this slave and this free man bow to Christ as Lord.

The two predicates are exactly alike save for the
genitives. A slave who is called by that call becomes
“a freedman of the Lord,” dwadﬂcpos, dismissed to freedom by the Lord, by a gracious act of manumission,
to the spiritual freedom of a child of God. While “the

free man,” 6 e'Ae-dﬂcpoc, who has this status among men,
by the call becomes “a slave of Christ,” now belongs

to Christ as his spiritual Master. In “freedman («immi0cpoe) of the Lord” the genitive is that of the agent, he
releases unto freedom; in “a slave of Christ” the genitive is that of possession, he belongs to Christ. Thus
also Paul uses “Christ” in the latter connection. The

cases of the two men are thus in a strange manner
“likewise” or similar. In both we see slavery, and in
both freedom. In the ﬁrst bodily slavery and the spiritual freedom or release from sin, guilt, bondage of
sin, death, and all evil; in the second, bodily freedom
and the spiritual bondage which binds to heavenly obedience, service, good works, a slavery that is as sweet
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as any freedom that can be imagined. The terms “free
man" and “slave” appear like opposites, and they are
that in earthly and merely human relations, but in the
blessed call of the Lord they ﬂow together and become
one, each expressing only one side of the same blessed
relation.
23) This convergence is now focused in the
unit idea of “price.” Paul loves such uniﬁcation in
his concluding statements. They gather the extended
elaboration into one point, where it is left to rest.
You were bought with a price ;‘ be not slaves of men.
The great fact of our purchase is stated in 6 :20, in a
different connection. “You were bought with a price”
is one of those deep and mighty statements, written
by Inspiration, which reach through the entire Chris—

tian life and down to its very bottom. Beautiful like
a diamond when it is viewed in different gold settings,
it is no less glorious when it is held up and looked at
by itself.
You were bought with a price whether you are
slaves or free men; in this respect you are all alike.
The aorist “were bough ” refers to the price of Christ’s
blood and death that was paid for us all on the cross.
The gracious and eﬁicacious “call" turns Christ’s prop-

erty over to him, Those who spurn the call in unbelief
were also bought with the same price but rob Christ
of his property, II Pet. 2:1. Because of its very brevity
the genitive of price, flpﬁc, denotes a great price.
Having been bought thus, “be not slaves of men,”

not an aorist but a present imperative. “Become not"
in the R. V. is misleading, for it sounds too much like
an aorist. The aorist would denote entire cessation of
the relation to Christ, total reversion to the slavery of
men. The present denotes that Christians may revert
to the old bondage by various foolish thoughts and actions. Instead of rejoicing in full freedom these Chris—
tians would still continue to carry some of the fetters.
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They would be “slaves of men” by letting the worldly
ideas of men still rule them in one or in the other
respect, in the way in which they regard human slavery

and human freedom, circumcision and uncircumcision,
marriage, the single state, or any other part of the
Christian life as we must live it in this imperfect
world.
24) In conclusion Paul once more and for the
third time restates the ethical thesis which he has
elaborated in detail. Let each wherein he was called,
brethren, therein remain with God. Let that principle
govern as a principle of Christ and of the new life, as
one of the precious gospel behests we are to guard, not
as an iron-bound law. From the second person plural
used in v. 23 Paul turns to the third person singular and
touches “eac ” personally. He inserts the affectionate
address “brethren,” for the great apostle himself is one
of this blessed company whom Christ owns. As “brethren" the Corinthians will gladly heed what their

“brother” tells them.
Yet in every restatement which Paul makes we may
look for a new touch. In regard to our call v. 24 is
only an abbreviation of v. 20, but the ﬁnal phrase is

new: let him remain “with God.” The Greek conceives
this as being “beside God,” wapd with the dative, rest,
ing and remaining at God’s side in peace and content-

ment. This our “call” does for us, namely places us in
such a. delightful position beside God. Called to his
side, safe and happy there, let us disregard and never
lay undue stress on our condition, station, or outward
form of life. Let us not keep looking downward to
these things that may be more or less hard, disagree-

able, and subject to change although they need not be
changed; let us look upward to God, for our one 0bligation is to remain (durative present imperative
min») “with God.”
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III.

Regarding Maidens, 25-88

When he answers the questions regarding maidens
Paul takes a comprehensive view, hence we have the
preliminary elaborations in v. 25-35 and then the brief
answer in v. 36-38.
In order to understand this section of Paul’s letter
we should have regard to the intimations that Paul’s
view of the unmarried state had lost favor among the
Corinthians after Paul’s departure from their midst.
His teaching was being criticized in various ways. One
phase of the information desired from him is further
instruction in regard to maidens. Had the Lord, perhaps, left some word in regard to them? We see why
Paul is obliged to answer at some length and also why
he fortiﬁes his answer in different directions. First,
against the assumption that the unmarried state is inferior to the married state and that it involves a certain loss. Some of those living in Corinth evidently
think so. Secondly, against a false asceticism which
considers the sex features of marriage wrong and contends especially that unions with unbelievers should
not be allowed. Thirdly, a libertinistic tendency over
against which as well as over against other tendencies

the binding force of marriage must be emphasized.
Finally also a narrow legalism that is ready to inﬂict
a yoke 0n the conscience in regard to the natural relations of life.
It is not an easy task for Paul to straighten out this
snarl of opinions, tendencies, and cross tendencies.
None of the questions that arose in Corinth regarding
these subjects was simple, and each plays into the
other. For this reason Paul puts up barriers, now on
this, now on that side, and then states the true principle which is the key to the solution of the problem.
After this he illumines that principle by introducing
illustrations from other sources. One way in which
to learn to appreciate the reply which Paul gave is to
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face this complicated situation in Corinth yourself and
to write out what you think ought to be the reply and
then to compare it with Paul’s reply. There is no need
to say more.
The Preliminary Considerations, 25-35. — 25)
Here we meet the second 7r€pi phrase (see v. 1) by

which Paul takes up a point in the letter sent him by
the Corinthians. The fact that they should ask whether
the Lord himself had, perhaps, left any directions in
regard to Christian maidens does not necessarily imply
a meager knowledge on the part of the Corinthians regarding what Jesus had taught. It may just as well

imply that in Corinth certain persons insisted on some
“command” that came directly from the Lord himself

and then claimed that there was none and so drew false
conclusions from that fact.
Now Paul is far removed from resorting to evasion
or to equivocation. When the Lord settles a question,
Paul says so, v. 10, 11; when the Lord has no pronouncement, Paul again says so, v. 12 and our present
verse. But parallel to the personally spoken logic of
the Lord is the apostolic authority bestowed by the Lord,
and although this was mediated through the apostles
it is just as binding as the Lord’s own logia. This
authority Paul asserts in v. 12, compare Luke 10:16.
In addition, questions may and do arise to which
neither a logion of the Lord nor an authoritative dictum
of an apostle furnish a direct answer. For the direct

answer depends on the accompanying circumstances,
and thus according to the circumstances, the answer

may in one case be “yea,” in another may be “nay.”
Our only guide is the general gospel principle that applies to the individual case. This is true regarding the
wapﬂe'voc.

Who are the «apae’voi? Various opinions are expressed. One such idea is that they are bachelors and
maidens who have voluntarily vowed to remain celi-
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bate. They are even called Amtsjungfrauen, virgins
who were officially recognized as such by the congregation, we might call them monks and nuns who have
not as yet withdrawn to monasteries. Another idea advanced is that these were couples, bachelors and maidens who were betrothed to each other, but not in order
eventually to marry, but rather always to remain celibate. It has even been claimed that they lived together
so that, the maiden might have male protection, and
the bachelor might enjoy the company and the house-

keeping of the maiden.
All of these and similar ideas are read into the text
without the shadow of support. They are moral monstrosities that are impossible in the church except as

morbid excrescencies. Not until the third century do
we hear of sorores, devoted virgins, who lived together
with ascetics and clerics and even shared their beds in
order to demonstrate their strength of will and their

ability to retain chastity, a practice which, of course,
only too often ended in the very reverse. The church
strongly opposed these unions at the time, and they
disappeared. Later on they were revived when the socalled Joseph marriages, or angel marriages of Roman
Catholicism, originated. Meusel, Kirchliches Handledkon, article Subz'ntroductae. Yet no one ever thought
of appealing to this paragraph of Paul’s letter in justiﬁcation of all these morbid practices and during the
controversies they enkindled. Nowhere has Paul the
least hint that vows were taken, and nowhere is there
a trace of ofﬁcial recognition.

.

The Greek term wapaévos signiﬁes maiden or virgin,
and Paul uses the feminine article and thereby excludes
all reference to a bachelor. This term is only rarely
used to designate an unmarried man; in the New Testament it is found in Rev. 14 :4 and in a sense which the
context makes plain. While these “maidens" thus belong to the general class of the unmarried already con-
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sidered by Paul in v. 8, 9, they, nevertheless, constitute
a distinct class, and one that, as we shall see, required
an extensive and particular treatment.
Now concerning the maidens I have not a command of the Lord, but I give my judgment as one
who has had mercy conferred upon him by the Lord
so that I am trustworthy.
Paul has no command which was left by the Lord
concerning Christian maidens that touches the question as to whether their fathers should or should not
give them in marriage. Paul also has no divine revelation from Christ which he can with apostolic authority present as such. The latter he does not say with so

many words but implies when he offers only his “j udg—
men ” This is not a mere personal opinion that is due
‘to personal likes or dislikes or anything else that produces only personal preferences; it is the weighty
“judgment” (yvém) and advice of one who is in every
way qualiﬁed to render it. The expression: “I give
(render) my judgment," does not mean to offer a
resolution which the congregation at Corinth is to vote
upon, for such a sense would require a different verb,
C.-K. 249.
Paul does not say that he offers this judgment of
his as an apostle, for he would thereby appeal only to
his authority. He re-enforces his judgment as being one
that is worthy of acceptance on the part of the Corinthians by mentioning his apostolic qualiﬁcation for rendering such a judgment “as one who has had mercy
conferred upon him by the Lord so that I am trustworthy.” “As” has the causal idea “because,” etc., R.
1128, 1140. The perfect participle implies that the
mercy that was once conferred upon Paul is still his.
This is the mercy that chose him, a pitiful persecutor
of the church, and made him one of the Lord's apostles.
Paul’s humility is evidenced by this description of
himself. Those Corinthians who demanded no less than
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a command from the Lord himself perhaps did so in
an arrogant tone; Paul meets them with a tone of
humbleness. The emphasis is, however, on the result
of this divine mercy: “so that I am trustworthy,” 4:2.
The inﬁnitive elm is not intended to indicate purpose
merely but expresses an actual fact.
While Paul is humble when he recalls the mercy
he received from the Lord, humble even before the Corinthians, he yet asserts his reliability and his trustworthiness, for this the Lord wrought in him by his
mercy. The term man-6c cannot mean merely “a believer” like others, including the Corinthians themselves, for believers often make mistakes. Paul offers
his judgment to the Corinthians as an apostle of whom
by his mercy the Lord made a trustworthy steward
who should administer the affairs of his church. As
such he now speaks and expects the Corinthians to receive his judgment accordingly.
26) Paul begins to state his judgment. I hold,
therefore, that this is excellent because of the present
distress——that it is excellent for a person so to be.

“I suppose” in the A. V. is too weak; “I think” in the
R. V. is not strong enough. When one is rendering a
judgment, 1'0].de means: “I hold” or “I consider.” The
construction is merely pleonastic; the emphatic 70510
is resumed and expanded by the epexegetical 6n clause,
R. 1205, thus doubling «Wit! and emphasizing this sig-

niﬁcant term: excellent—quite excellent.
First of all, then, Paul applies to the maidens the
principle already stated in v. 8 as being valid for all
the unmarried. Do some individuals in Corinth perhaps think that it is bad for a girl not to be married?
No; it is quite excellent for her, too, to be as she is.
Paul uses ivopwoc much as we use “person”: 'it is excellent for any person to remain single, it is no less,

then, for a maiden. The two verbs innipxew and elm are
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used only to obtain variation although the former is
somewhat stronger; both mean “to be.”
And now Paul explains why he regards this to be
excellent, namely “because of the present distress.”

There is no need to let the participle mean only the
“impending” distress, for the perfect of this verb is
always used in the durative present sense. By this
“distress” Paul refers to the painful and terrible experience which the confession of Christ may at any
time bring upon a believer. Paul had many such experiences, and the Corinthians may well recall what

the hostile Jews tried to do to Paul in the very city of
Corinth. The days of the extensive pagan persecutions
were drawing nigh. A girl that married and reared a
family might thus be doubly and trebly overwhelmed,
for her beloved husband might become involved, or she
with him—and what about the children? History
records many agonizing cases. Paul thus very properly
writes that, in the face of the situation prevailing at
that time, “a person” may well prefer to remain alone,

untrammeled by tender family ties. No wife and no
children needed to rend their hearts when Paul went

on his journeys and often faced death itself.
27) But Paul must be on his guard against all
possible misunderstanding. If it is better, as he says,
for a man to remain alone, some individuals in Corinth may stress this to the extreme and seek release
from existing marriages. Art thou bound to a wife?
Do not seek release. Art thou released from a wife?
Do not seek a. wife.

The two perfect tenses employed in the two questions, literally: “hast thou been bound” and “hast thou

been released,” refer to present conditions as the result
of a past act. Didst thou marry at one time, and art

thou thus married now? Wast thou in some way released from the marriage tie at some past time, and
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art thou still thus released? The questions are direct,

personal, and thus stronger than mere conditional
clauses would be. Paul addresses men, for he speaks
about being bound to a wife or being released from a

wife. Yet this is true in the case of women as well as
in the case of men. In fact, both the questions and the
answers include the women as well as the men, nor
could the men possibly be treated as exceptions.
The moment Paul says with reference to unmarried girls that in his judgment it is excellent for them
to remain unmarried because the present distress
makes it excellent for any person to be single, he must
face the questions: “How, then, about people who are
already married? Ought not their marriage to be dissolved ?” The answer to these questions is negative
and must be so for the reason stated previously in v.
10: the Lord forbids such dissolution. Whatever distress may come, married people must bear it as best
they can. The term A6019 is general: any form of “re-

lease" that would “loose” or dissolve the existing marriage.

But if a person is not as yet married, Paul’s advice
applies not to seek marriage because of the present
distress. This applies to the whole category of the unmarried, to maidens, of course, for Paul has them in
mind especially, but also to unmarried men, to widowers, and to widows. Being bound to a wife and its
opposite being released from a wife refer to actual
marriage, to its presence or to its absence as the case
may be. The effort in these expressions to ﬁnd the

particular “betrothals” which the church of a later age
had to oppose is a misunderstanding of Paul’s simple
words.
28) But more must be said, decidedly more.
Paul’s judgment and his advice in regard to remaining unmarried “because of the present distress” lie
altogether in the domain of expediency and dare not
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be transferred to the domain of moral right or
wrong. Paul is stating what is best and most expe-_
dient under given circumstances and not what is
right or what is sin under these circumstances.
Therefore he is compelled to add: Nevertheless,
even if thou shalt marry thou didst not sin; and if
the maiden shall marry she did not sin. Yet such
shall have tribulation for the ﬂesh, and I am spar-

ing you.
"If thou shalt marry” is addressed to a man although it, of course, involves also some unmarried
woman to whom he is to be married. Because, however, the question at issue is one concerning unmarried
girls, Paul singles out such an individual in particular:
“and if the maiden shall marry.” He twice uses the
condition that expresses expectancy. For reasons already stated in v. 9 marriages of all types will necessarily take place, and Paul himself writes: “Let them
marry!” In the ﬁrst protasis some texts have 'yﬁ/ms,
others yaprﬁoys‘, which is only a later form of the aorist;
The aorist is used in both conditional clauses because
the rite is a single act, but the subjunctive refers to
the future: if thou “shalt marry” ; if she “shall marry.”
Yet both of the apodoses have aorist indicatives which
refer to the past: “thou didst not sin,” “she did not
sin.” This is matter of viewpoint: a future act is considered from the standpoint of its completion and is
then spoken of as if it were already done, R. 1020,
1022.

Viewing these coming marriages in this manner,
Paul declares in regard to all of them, including in
particular that of a maiden: there was no sin in forming these marriages. The whole matter of marrying in
spite of the present distress or of not marrying because
of the present distress has nothing to do with committing or with avoiding sin. No one must entertain such
an idea or draw conclusions from such an idea. Paul
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seems to fear something of the sort because the Corinthians perhaps wanted to know whether the Lord had
left a command regarding the marrying of maidens.
Let it be understood then, Paul says, that it is no more
a sin for a maiden to marry than for any other person.
But, of course, those who do marry during these
evil times must expect tribulation. “Such shall have
tribulation for the ﬁes ” —Paul states this as a fact
and refers not merely to the tribulation that is ordinarily incident to the married state, regarding which
the marriage liturgy remarks: “Days of adversity will
also come”; but “tribulation” (literally “pressure”)
that is due to wicked agitation against the gospel and
is increased because of tender ties. The dative “for
the ﬁes ” depends on “tribulation” because the Greek
term is derived from a verb that governs the dative,
R. 526. “Flesh” refers only to our human nature as
such and thus includes both mind and body. When it
comes, this inﬂiction will be hard to bear. Paul knows
it: “I for my part (emphatic) am sparing you,”
namely by counselling you as I do, by trying to make
your life easier for you and not harder. Paul reveals
his ethical motive here.
29) Back of all these considerations regarding
the question of marriage and non-marriage there lies ‘
the attitude of the true Christian toward all the transient temporalities of this earthly life. What Paul
. says regarding all these questions relating to marriage will be rightly apprehended only when we, too,
know what this Christian attitude ought to be, and

when we learn to share it with Paul. But this I say,
brethren, the period has been shortened. Henceforth
let even those that have wives be as not having them,
and those that weep as not weeping, and those that
rejoice as not rejoicing, and those that buy as not
possessing, and those that use the world as not over-

using it; for the form of this world is passing away.
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The preamble: “But this I say, brethren,” impresses the
following statements upon the hearts and the minds

of Paul’s Corinthian readers. Unless they understand
these well they will not penetrate into the inwardness
of Paul’s advice and instruction regarding marriage.

First he can announce a divine grace, viz., “the
period has been shortened,” Katpés, this “season” or

“period” of the world age which precedes the ﬁnal
coming of Christ. Jesus himself says: “And except
those days had been shortened, no ﬂesh would have
been saved; but for the elects’ sake those days shall
be shortened,” Matt. 24:22. The verb a'uva‘rt'Mw means
“to draw together” and thus to shrink or to shorten.

God graciously compressed the season that is marked
by tribulation so that it may not become so extended

that his saints cannot bear it.
Here we again meet the thesis that Paul was entirely certain that the Parousia would occur during his
lifetime, and that the shortening of which he speaks
implies a reduction to a few years at the longest. The
fact is quite otherwise. Even as we now, so Paul at
his time had to be ready for the Lord’s return at any

time. We, therefore, see him reckoning with the imminence and with the delay of Christ’s return and
speaking of it now in one, now in the other way. For
the hour (period) and the day (date) were not revealed to him as they are not revealed to us. He knew
what we also know, namely that the Lord’s return shall
be unexpected, and no more.
The sentence introduced by ha is not a purpose
clause. Nor is this Iva subﬁnal, it is an elliptical substitute for the imperative that expresses what is commanded without the use of a verb that denotes a command, B.-D. 387, 3; R. 994: “Henceforth let even those
that have wives be,” etc. We may consider r6 [\orrrév

an adverbial accusative or a nominative absolute, R.
487, but it certainly belongs to the M sentence and is
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placed before Iva only for the sake of emphasis: “as
for the res ” or “henceforth.” The ﬁrst mt = “even”
and singles out those who have wives while the other
mi are ordinary connectives.
Now there follow ﬁve lovely exempliﬁcations of the
Christian’s freedom from this transient world. The life
and the heart are in the world, the hands and the heart
do their part in the world, yet they are not brought
into captivity by the world, 6:12. The number ﬁve is
the half of ten and thus permits us to add other illustrations. These exempliﬁcations are by no means
a heterogeneous collection; all of them ﬁt into the
connection beautifully; they are like the examples cited
in v. 18 and 20. First, “those that have wives,” which
omits the mention of the opposite class since they are
naturally exempted from this command—having no
wives, they will live as having none.
30) Then “those that weep,” for there will be
tears in the married state, perhaps bitter tears if persecution lifts its hand. Paul can happily add: “those
that rejoice," for the picture is not entirely a dark one,
nor is Paul a pessimist who paints only in somber
colors— God will provide also joys and rejoicings.
Then “those that buy," for Christians need food, shelter, and clothing, and families require many things
for their households. Paul is no theorist; all the practical features of life are near his thinking.
31) Finally, “those that use the world” (but Paul
does not write “this world,” worldly pleasures and
vices) since Christians are placed into the midst of the
world and are not to escape from the world, 5 :10. The
last four groups include all Christians although the
activities mentioned apply in their own way to those
who are married. The verb xpciopat is here followed by
the accusative instead of the usual dative, “in response
to the general accusative tendency," R. 476. And
Kafaxptioplu does not mean “not to use” nor “to misuse”
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or “to abuse” as our versions translate, for such translations mar the symmetry of the entire series, but “to
overuse,” to use to excess.
One does not understand how Paul's beautiful picture of the true Christian in the midst of the world
can create the impression that Paul “is here trying to
salve his conscience" for having been too strict when
he dissuaded Christians from entering marriage, and
that he is practically retracting a large part of what
he said.
Paul’s ethics have also been questioned. It has been
said that he contradicts what he says elsewhere, and
that he does not at all offer a Christian ideal for today
but hampers all progress, crushes out all feeling, turns
Christians into callous ascetics, etc. Luther is held up
as a man who progressed far beyond Paul in love to
wife, children, etc. Paul, indeed, orders husbands to
love their wives, Eph. 5:25; and bids us weep with
those that weep, Rom. 12:15. Yet in the present
famous passage he mars none of these ﬁne ethical pre-

cepts. Only when Paul’s negatives are sundered from
their corresponding positives and thus overstrained
can any man read a coldness, callousness, and unethical indifference into them and charge Paul with
overstatement.

'What does Paul really say? Marriage, tears, joys,
purchases, the whole world of earthly things —-we

Christians may have all of them, use all of them, experience all of them—how? for what they are, as belonging to the a'xﬁpw. or form of this present world.
What Paul says is true: as soon as we go beyond this
limit and permit any or all of these to interfere with
our spiritual life and our relation to the life to come,

a false ££ouala(6:12b) or power reaches into our lives
and begins to ruin them. Compare Luke 12 :18-20.
As for Luther, he actually is the best example of a
man who followed Paul’s program, for he used every-
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thing that Paul mentions yet did so that all things‘were
made subservient to true and higher ends. For this
reason he even married rather than remain single.
As far as progress in our modern age is concerned, so
much of it is used—as Paul, to be sure, would not
dream of using it—for the self-gloriﬁcation of men;
not to glorify the Lord but to deny him his glory.
“For the form of this world is passing away.” That
is the key (yap, explanation or reason) ; it is also a commentary on the shortening of the time, v. 29. It “is
passing away,” wapaiya, constantly slipping by, even at
this moment— nothing about it is stable. Paul does
not say “the world" is passing away; or even “this
world”; he speciﬁes more closely: “the form of this
world,” its axﬁpa or fashion. The entire expression, in
particular the verb oupéya, seems to be borrowed from
the ancient theatrical language: the role of the old
oxﬁpa is being played out, and a new a'xﬁpa is about to
step onto the boards.
We at once see that marriage, weeping, etc., are
only a part of this form and fashion of the world which
is ever moving on and away, is transient, for a day,
“life’s little day.” Why try to cling to them, to make
of them more than they are, to value them above their
real worth? The decisive passage of Scripture regarding the question as to whether this present world will
be annihilated or will be transformed is Rom. 8 :19-23,
which declares for the latter. Not the world as such
but its form is passing away and will at last pass away
completely.
32) After having shown what this present time
or season requires of all of us, in particular of those
who have wives, Paul turns to what our own spiritual
interest should be. Now I desire that you be free
from cares — “you,” all of’you Corinthians. Verses
32-35 pivot on the term peptyviv, “to have care or cares”
in the sense of devoting special-attention and eﬁort to
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some person or some thing. Paul’s desire is that the
Corinthians may be dpéptflvol, free from cares; and in
a moment we shall see that he means free from cares
of a certain kind, such as interfere with the supreme

purpose to which we should all devote ourselves. Under the caption of cares Paul sketches the two classes,
the unmarried and the married, and in this setting
presents a part of his judgment in regard to maidens.

33)

The unmarried man has cares about the

things of the Lord, how he may please the Lord; but
the married man has cares about the things of the

world, how he may please his wife, and he is divided.
But the unmarried woman and the maiden has cares
about the things of the Lord, to be holy both in the
body and in the spirit; while the married woman has
cares about the things of this world, how she may

please her husband.
In v. 33, 34 we meet an important textual question which must be decided before an interpretation
can be begun. The Greek text of Westcott and Hort

is used here. This is not the same as the text that is
used for the translation given in the margin of the R.

V., the Greek for which is found in A. Souter, note (n).
First the unmarried man; then the married man.
Next the unmarried woman and the maiden; then the
married woman. What about the cares that devolve
upon each? The unmarried man has only one set of

real cares, namely those “about the things of the Lord,”
which is explained by the indirect question: “how he

may please the Lord,” the aorist dpc’ay, succeed in
actually pleasing him. In all his thinking and his doing he has really only the Lord to consider and no
other person.
Quite otherwise is the case of the married man,
the one who entered marriage as the substantivized
aorist participle describes him. He has cares about
the things of the world that are necessary for his
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family life; and again the indirect question helps to
make the matter clear: “how he may please his wife,”
succeed in pleasing her, for he and she are one ﬂesh.
In addition to the question how he may succeed in
pleasing the Lord, for him the second question arises
(which will not be denied its answer) how he may
at the same time please her. Hence “he is divided" in
the matter of cares, some call him in one direction,
some in the other direction. The perfect tense indicates
that he was hitherto so divided and is so now. What
being thus divided means we see from the case of
Martha: “Thou art anxious (literally, divided) and
troubled about many things," trying to do a number
of things at the same time, Luke 10:41.
34) When he is speaking about the women Paul
combines the unmarried woman (yam; may be either
“woman” or “wife” as the context requires) and the
maiden. Like the unmarried man, each of these has
only one set of cares. Paul uses a singular verb with
the double subjects, which is quite usual when each
subject is considered by itself. Instead of repeating the
indirect question which he used in connection with the
men Paul varies his style by using a subﬁnal Iva clause
that is appositional to “the things of the Lord.” The
sole care of each of these women is “to be holy both in
the body and in the spirit.” We now see what pleasing
the Lord means: his pleasure is that we be holy in our
entire person. This is, of course, holiness in the Scriptural and not in the monkish sense of the term. Both
body and spirit are named because this holiness affects
both sides of our nature, the material as well as the immaterial. Our souls and our bodily members are holy
when we separate them from sin and devote them
wholly unto the Lord, do his will and his alone.
In regard to the married woman, the one who
entered marriage (again the substantivized aorist par-

ticiple), her case is exactly like that of the married
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man: she has her set of cares “about the things of the
world” in her family life, “how she may please her
husband." Paul does not need to add “and she is divided,” for his readers can supply this without effort.
Paul describes a condition which our daily experience makes evident to us all. One great difference between the unmarried and the married state is brought

to our attention: the former is dominated by only one
set of cares, the other by two. The present tenses of
all the verbs state so many facts. We blur the point
which Paul makes when we argue that single persons
also have earthly cares; or when we try to compare
individual cases: on the one hand, a childless couple
with a few cares, on the other, a widower or a widow
with a cluster of little ones and many distressing cares.
The same is true in regard to pleasing the Lord and
living holy in body and in spirit.
We need not inform Paul regarding young widows
who incline to wax wanton, I Tim.. 5:11; and he himself immortalized that lovely couple Aquila and Priscilla, with whom he made his home in Corinth and
perhaps in Ephesus. Paul does not intend to lose himself in a labyrinth of cases. As Christians we all have
one supreme set of cares, how to please the Lord. Whoever enters upon marriage assumes another great set
of cares, how to please the wife or the husband. This
simple fact is true to this very day. The implication
is not that these two sets of cares may or will clash.
They are two, that is enough. They are distinct, and
thus they divide. If Paul had sinful things in mind
he would have written “the things of this world.”
35) Paul now tells the Corinthians why he
writes these things. Now this I say for the advantage
of our own selves, not in order to cast a. noose upon
you, on the contrary, as an aid to seemliness and
devotion to the Lord without distraction.
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The entire question is not one of sinning or of
avoiding sin but of spiritual advantage. The adjective

a'ﬁmpopav is substantivized by the addition of the article
(75 oqube'pov would be the neuter participle used as a
noun, R. 1109) and is here construed with the second
person plural reﬂexive: “for the advantage of your
own selves,” R. 687, 689. Paul’s words are dictated
solely by a concern for the spiritual interest of the
Corinthians, to further them in the Christian life as
much as possible.
This point is ampliﬁed by a negative and by a
positive addition. Paul’s purpose (In) is not to cast
a noose upon the Corinthians; he is not like a hunter
who ropes a wild animal in order to render it helpless.
Paul is not throwing a noose of legal commandments
about the necks of the Corinthians in order to force
their consciences into helpless surrender. In fact, he
is not using the law at all but the very opposite, the
liberty of the gospel which enables us always freely
to choose what most enhances our spiritual advantage.
“0n the contrary," the strong adversative and;
Paul aims at something that is totally diiferent. The
preposition «p69 denotes purpose like In and repeats the
same preposition found in the main clause: “I say
this for the advantage of our own selves . . . for the
seemliness and devotion” which you owe to the Lord.
For the sake of smoothness we translate this second
wpée “as an aid to” seemliness, etc. Paul uses two substantivized adjectives (instead of abstract nouns) in
order to express his positive purpose and thus matches
the substantivized adjective that was used in the ﬁrst
phrase with «p69. First the minor purpose: “as an aid
to seemliness,” to propriety as far as the outer conduct
that is visible to the eyes of men is concerned. The
word does not mean “chastity” as such but indicates
the proper decorum in word and in deed which is expected of all whether they are married or unmarried.
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Each has his cares and must attend to them in the way
that is proper to a true Christian.
But this minor purpose is combined with the major
purpose so that the two form a unit, for the two adjectives have but one Greek article. “Seemliness and

devotion” naturally go together in the case of a Christian; both spring from one inner source. The adjective
cinnipespov is interesting: a": well; “pd: beside; Espa
(Ecopm) =seat or sitting: sitting well beside a task,

faithful attendance upon a person or a thing, devotion
to. Paul’s chief purpose is to promote among the Co-

rinthians the fullest devotion to the Lord on the part
of each individual, and this explains what Paul means

by cares for the things of the Lord, how to please him.
The thought is enhanced by the addition of the
adverb dJrcho'mia'Tws, “undistractedly,” “without distraction,” which recalls Martha’s action: weptcmrdro, she was

distracted about much serving of food and of drink;
for this she received the Lord’s rebuke, Luke 10:40.
Paul thus wants us to be like Mary who chose the good
part, the one thing needful, which the Lord would not
allow Martha to take from her, namely complete devotion to the Lord and his Word. Here, too, we see what
Paul means by being “divided” in our cares. Martha

was thus divided (,uepnmgs, Luke 10:41), anxious about
many things, mere temporalities, and was yet trying
to please the Lord. She failed because she was thus
divided. The same danger confronts us, too, when the
things of the world, which we think we must attend
to, draw us in one direction, and the things of the Lord
draw us in the other direction. Mary clung to the one
thing needful, to that with a single mind, and she suc-

ceeded.
The Answer in regard to Maidens, 36-38.
36)
Paul has taken care of all the different angles
which the question raised by the Corinthians may
present to them. Now he comes to the direct answer
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itself. When we are considering this answer we must
remember the control which a father had over the
marriage of his daughter in ancient times, remnants

of which exist today in the custom that the aspiring
son-in-law asks the father for the hand of his daughter, and that at the wedding the father gives the
daughter away. Now if one holds that he is acting
unseemly toward his maiden daughter in case she
be past the ﬂower of her age, and if it ought to be
this way, let him proceed to do what he is minded;
he does not sin; let them marry.
This is a case when the father ought to give his
daughter in marriage, or a guardian his ward. The
verb vopflga is used as it was in v. 26: if he “holds” or
has the conviction. Paul thinks of an actual case, hence
he writes the condition of reality. This is a case in
which the father comes to the conclusion that he is

acting toward his daughter in an unseemly way,
doxqpoveiv (the opposite of 16 ctoxqpov “seemliness” in
v. 35). The unseemliness lies, not in the fact that he
is compelling his daughter to become an old maid, but
in the fact that his refusal to consent to have his
daughter married would subject her to the danger of
seduction.
Hence we have the clause: “if she be past the ﬂower
of her age,” I'm-E'paxlws, beyond the am, peak, bloom,
zenith, etc.; here the word refers to full sexual maturity. Before she reached this stage the father did not
need to harbor misgivings. Now, however, if he continues to deny her a proper marriage he himself feels

that he is not acting properly in regard to her.
Therefore Paul adds: “and if it ought to be this
way.” First the father’s own subjective conviction,
secondly the objective condition of his daughter, her
sexual maturity euphemistically expressed; we may
say: “if it cannot be otherwise” than that she ought
to marry. This clause introduced by mi depends on ci
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as the indicative 6¢¢£Au shows and not on as, which
would require the subjunctive. The adverb oimm' belongs to Mum; yivwaac, which should be read together
as one concept, and aqua“ is impersonal: “it ought to
be thus” as her sexual maturity indicates. The girl
desires to marry, in fact, she ought to marry, and her
father realizes that he would be acting improperly by
forbidding her to marry.
Then “let him proceed to do what he is minded,”
have her married. The translation “what he pleases"
is indeﬁnite and misleading as though Paul means
that he may still refuse consent to her marriage. The
present middle imperative 70min»: “let him proceed
to do in his own interest” what he is minded. “He
does not sin,” for the whole question concerning maidens does not turn on sin or no sin. “Let them marry,”
namely the young people concerned, the subject of the
plural verb is derived from the context, R. 1204. Even
if Paul had written the singular “let her marry,” a
second person would be involved.
37) The case may, however, be quite the opposite (Se'). But he who stands steadfast in his heart,
subject to no necessity, but has power regarding his
own will and has made this his decision in his own
heart, to keep his own maiden daughter, he shall do
excellently. Four factors determine this father's
course, and Paul formulates them according to their
nature and their weight. The ﬁrst is the father's own
ﬁrm resolution: he does not want his daughter to
marry because of the consideration which Paul has
presented. The implication is that, in spite of all that
Paul has said about the preference for the unmarried
state at this time, some other father might resolve
to have his daughter marry or might leave the matter
entirely to her. The ﬁrst stand of this father, however,
to keep the daughter at home is one which he makes
“in his heart,” of his own accord, following Paul’s
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advice. 'Eo'rqxev (this perfect is always used with the
force of a present) Espazos = “stands steadfas .”
Two closely related points follow, the ﬁrst is expressed by a participle: “subject to no necessity,”
literally, “having no necessity” such as the other father
faces. This daughter has no especial sexual urge to
marry, and her father has no special obligation toward
her due to this circumstance. Paul could now continue
with another participle but reverts to the relative 5s
and uses a ﬁnite verb: “but (who) has power regarding his own will,” i. e., is able to decide the matter entirely according to his own will. This construction
makes parallel the ﬁrst and the third factor, the father’s ﬁrm stand and the freedom to follow his own
will. The latter shows that the father is not arbitrary
or simply stubborn. Yet the second and the third
factors are also linked together in both form (3wa and
Exa) and substance, for the freedom of the father in
regard to his OWn will is due to the absence of necessity
on the daughter’s side which might compel him. The
other father may also desire to have his daughter remain single but is obligated to decide differently.
Paul is not yet through but adds the fourth factor,
the father’s ﬁnal decision: “and (who) has made this
his decision in his own heart,” namely, “to guard his
own maiden daughter.” We might think that the ﬁrst
factor is suﬂicient, the father’s ﬁrm stand in his owu
heart, at least with the addition of the other two factors, freedom from necessity and thus unhampered
ability to decide. But Paul requires one additional
thing, the rendering of a formal decision, Ke'xpuccv, the
perfect tense to indicate a decision that, once rendered,
stands. All of this creates the impression that Paul
considers the matter as solemn and serious, to be ﬁnally
settled only when the necessary requirements are
properly met. The demonstrative “this” is followed

by the appositional inﬁnitive: “this . . . to keep his
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own maiden daughter,” i. e., to take care of her in his
own home as a maiden all her days.
The objection that the daughter’s will is left entirely out of consideration is not in accord with the fact.

For in each case the father considers the physical
make-up of his daughter, and that means her desires

and wishes as well. Thus the fact is that what eventually inﬂuences the father to decide one way or another
is not simply his own will but the daughter under his

care.
Paul commends the second father’s ultimate decision: "he shall do excellently,” KaAu-Js, which recalls
xaAév in v. 1, 8, 26; “excellently,” not in a superior
moral way, but most advantageously for the Christian
profession during most trying times. The future tense
intimates that the outcome will prove the fact. Some
texts have the present tense “he does excellently.”

38)

Paul repeats this more extensive reply to

the question of the Corinthians in briefer form. So
then, both he who gives his own maiden daughter
in marriage does excellently, and he who does not
give her in marriage shall do more excellently.

The comparison pivots on the two adverbs “excellently” and “more excellently,” both are to be con-

sidered in the light of the preceding elucidation. Each
course has its own advantage, yet the second exceeds
the ﬁrst. The excellence is one of degree only. The
circumstances decide. But not according to law or
legalistic points but only according to the gospel and
true gospel principles and considerations.
The interpretation herewith presented stood unchallenged for centuries until during recent years a

few modern interpreters produced an innovation. Compare the remarks on v. 25. Aside from the moral impossibilities advocated by this new interpretation as
well as the unchallenged historical data which make
this interpretation unsatisfactory, Paul’s language does
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not yield the sense found in it. The father mentioned
in v. 36 and 37 is ignored, and the spiritual bridegroom
takes his place, who is “betrothed” to the maiden in
question (although Paul knows nothing of such “be,
trothals"), namely spiritually with a vow on the part

of both that they will remain celibate (although Paul
knows nothing about these vows). In v. 36 this bride-

groom ﬁnds that he cannot carry out his vow because
of his own sexual urge, and rather than to have him
bring disgrace upon his bride Paul is thought to say
that the couple should break their vows and marry.
Paul then says this bridegroom “does not sin.” And
it seems to escape the notice of these modern interpreters that the ancient “betrothals” were in reality
marriages.

The other bridegroom has better sexual

control over himself (nothing is said about his bride),
is able to keep his vow, and so guards his bride
throughout life and keeps her a virgin.
Do they live together? Then what about the “seemliness” Paul seeks to further in v. 35? Will people say
nothing about a couple of this kind that lives together?
Can we imagine that a man like Paul has nothing to
say to these spiritual bridegrooms and their brides
except that the one does “excellently” and the other
“more excellently”? But in v. 38 the participle of
yapt’tew is used twice. This verb invariably means “to
give in marriage" and never “to marry.” Yet this new

theory holds that the verb has this latter meaning, for
the bridegroom marries, he does not give in marriage,
which is the action of the father. Since all research
fails to ﬁnd the meaning this theory should have for

its support, the true meaning is accepted with this
result: the spiritual bridegroom gives his bride in mare
riage to another man in order to save his own celibacy!
We are, of course, to believe that he has such a right,
that the bride consents, and that the other man stands

waiting, and that Paul approves such conduct with the

First Corinthians 7:39, 1,0
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verdict: “Excellent!" More may be said, but let this
sufﬁce.
Appendix on Remamriage, 39, 40. — 39) To complete the subject, so many aspects of which Paul has
covered, he adds a word on widows and their remarriag‘e. A wife is bound for as long a time as her
husband lives;~ but if her husband he fallen asleep,
she is free to be married to whomsoever she desires,

only in the Lord.
The perfect 358nm. (probably gnomic, R. 897) means
that, once bound by the marriage tie, a Christian wife
remains thus bound as long as her husband lives, which
is self-evident from v. 10. Desertion's on the part of
unbelieving husbands have been treated in v. 15. But a
Christian husband may die, “be fallen asleep," the passive is used in the middle sense, an aorist expresses the
single act of dying, the condition is one of expectancy,
édv with the subjunctive. Then the widow is free to be
married again. Paul states this in so many words. The
antecedent of «5‘: would also be in the dative, R. 720, yet
see also 716. Paul mentions widows in v. 8 but does
not there say that they may marry again. He now
weaves in this loose thread, for he never likes to let
one of them hang. Widows may certainly marry again.
“Only in the Lord” would be beyond question if
the Christian widow be married to a Christian husband. Paul seems to have that in mind in this “judgment" (v. 25) which he is delivering to the Corinthians. Yet many take “in the Lord” in a wider sense,
namely, “in a Christian way" or “in the fear of the
Lord," asking his blessing. For there are cases in which
a marriage with a non-Christian may be justiﬁed.
40) Yet more blessed she if she remain as she
is (05m, “thus”), according to my own judgment.
And I, too, for my part think I have God’s Spirit.
Regarding the substance of this ‘qu'Jpa; or “judgment" see v. 8 and 26. This judgment is one that was
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well considered on Paul’s part, it is no mere opinion
or notion. Paul is wholly controlled by spiritual con- ‘
siderations in his ﬁndings. Mampum’pa is more than
“happier" (our versions), for this does not refer to
the ordinary human contentment found in marriage.

“More blessed” is the meaning, spiritually richer. Yet
the comparative is important, for it denotes only degree
and does not deny this blessedness to the widow who
marries.
’Eyu') is emphatic, “I on my part”; Si is copulative,
“and”; mi in xciyu’» is “too.” Thus: “And I, too, on my
part.” Paul writes 301:6: minus dicit, plus intelligit.

This is one of Paul’s effective understatements, cf. 4:9,
into which we should not put too little. All that Paul
writes in answer to the questions relating to marriage
which the Corinthians had addressed to him emanates
from “God’s Spirit” and the principles of the gospel.
Legalists will desire a different type of answer, one
that is composed of laws and legal regulations. Paul's
is the gospel way: Above all things hold fast to the
Lord; prefer everything that will aid you in this and
discard whatever will not.

CHAPTER VIII
The Fourth Part of the Letter

Food OEered to Idols, 8:1-ll:l
We may divide this part into four sections:
I.
II.

Love for the Weak, chapter 8.
Paul, an Illustration of Love, chapter 9.

III.

Old Testament Examples and the Lord’s Sup—

IV.

Conduct in Detail, 10:23-11:1.

per in Warning, 10:1—22.

The phrase Concerning Offerings to Idols, which
begins this part of Paul’s letter, stands out as a caption
even more decidedly than the similar headings found
in 7:1, 25, for it is scarcely in any way connected

with the ﬁrst sentence.

This part, then, deals with

Food Oﬁered to Idols.

Paul answers the inquiries

submitted to him through the letter from Corinth.
Questions regarding these meats were certainly in
order. The pagan temple rituals, many state occasions, festivals of various kinds of societies, the lives
of families and of individuals, all involved sacriﬁces
to the gods and the participation of larger or smaller

circles in the feasts connected with these rituals.

The

desire to participate in such feasts as well as the obligations of family connections or of friendship raised

the question as to how far a Christian might go in
this regard.

A part of the animal was burned on the pagan
altar, the rest was prepared for the feast that followed.
Meat that was not consumed at the feast would be
(333)
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taken home and eaten there, and a Christian who was
invited to dine with a pagan family might have such
meat set before him. Meat that was left over from idol

feasts also found its way into the butcher shops and
was sold there like ordinary meat. Yet the claim that
all butchering had a ritualistic feature goes too far.
This is true only with reference to far earlier times.
Only the term tepeza survived from these earlier times,
but it came to mean only animals to be butchered. Imported meat, game, and in Corinth especially ﬁsh, were
naturally unconnected with heathen gods and their
altars. During the ordinary butchering of animals
for the regular sale of meat the butcher did, perhaps,
cast a few hairs that were taken from the animal’s
brow into the ﬂames, but perhaps he neglected even
this. The term eZSwM9u-rov, “idol offering,” is the Christian designation, the pagan term would be itdevrov,
“sacred oifering.”
I.

Love for the Weak, chapter 8

1) Paul begins: We know that we all have
knowledge. Knowledge puffs up, but love bliilds up.
The Corinthians, it seems, had made a statement in
their letter to Paul to the effect that they were all duly
informed in regard to idols and idol meats. Paul replies
that that is correct, “we,” both you and I, know that
we have knowledge, in fact, we “all” know it.The content
of this knowledge he will mention presently although

the caption already intimates that it is knowledge
about idol meats. We should not, however, miss the
peculiar stress which he places on this knowing and
this knowledge: “We know that we all have knowledge." One can be too conscious of his knowledge.
Thus knowledge itself may mislead.

It is good in itself,

but one must know how to use it, with what to combine
it, or he will still go wrong. The Corinthians, it seems,

First Corinthians 8:1, 2
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sought to solve their diﬂiculties by means of their
knowledge alone. Here Paul begins his correction.
“Knowledge puffs up, but love builds up.” Without question, ignorance is a great handicap. The
church cannot praise ignorance or make ignorance
a principle of its work and reduce either its doctrine
or its practice to the level of the ignorant. We must,
therefore, have knowledge and must dispense it in
order to dispel ignorance everywhere. Yet knowledge alone or knowledge unduly stressed proves dangerous. It tends to puff up, to make a man proud
when he is comparing himself with others. This is
true with regard even to Christian men. In the case
of our present-day scientists we see knowledge and what

passes for knowledge rise to the height of arrogance.
Something else is needed in addition to knowledge,
something that will enable us to employ our knowledge aright, namely love, love to God (v. ‘3), which
naturally includes love to our fellow Christians, the
power that impels us to serve the true interest of our
brethren. This love “builds up" or “ediﬁes.” Instead
of fostering pride in our own hearts and pufﬁng us up.
love considers others, aids them in strengthening their

spiritual life and in protecting it from danger.

The

article with ywims merely refers back to this term
which is found in the preceding sentence while the
article with «iydm, is only the article which a Greek
abstract noun may or may not have.
2) The statements regarding knowledge and
regarding love are now advanced to greater clear-

ness. If one thinks he knows anything, not yet does
he know as he ought to know; but if one loves God,

he is known by God. While this may suﬂice as an
ordinary translation it fails to bring out the force
of the tenses used in the original. “If one thinks he has
come to know and thus still knows (perfect tense)
anything, not yet did he actually get to know (aorist)
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as he ought actually to know (aorist) ; but if he continues to love (present, durative) God, he has come
to be known and is thus still known (perfect) by God.”
Paul has in mind two actual, contrasting cases,
hence he uses two conditions of reality and thus
describes what he means in a concrete way. He would
say: Look at these two concrete examples. One is
that of a man who came to know something in the past
and is sure that he still knows it. Consider this matter
of idols and of idol meats; he may have learned and
thus still know the facts about both. If, however, he
stopped with this he never really came to know when
he acquired his knowledge about these matters in the
past in the way (made) he really ought to know these
matters. His lack does not lie in the facts or in the
amount of his acquired knowledge—these may be
quite complete; one cannot charge him with ignorance.

His lack lies in the manner of his knowing; and this
is a serious lack, indeed.
3) Now consider the other concrete case. Here
is a man who is ﬁlled with continual love to God, the
love (éydw-q, dyawiv) of true understanding and true
purpose toward God (not mere affection for God).
We might expect‘Paul to say: Here is a man who
loves his brethren with the love of true understanding
and Christian purpose, he knows in the right way as
one ought really to know. But this would be stopping
at the halfway station. For the love of the brethren
must always be the outﬂow of love to God. Hence

Paul at once reaches out to our love to God.
This man, Paul says, has been and thus is still
known by God. Here Paul again leaps over the intermediate. point that this man knows in the right manner, which is true enough as far as it goes but does
not go far enough by half. So Paul reaches, out to the
ultimate point: this man has been and thus is known
of God. Here, then, is the 775m: that really counts,

First Corinthians 8:3, 4
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one that is not mere knowledge, however correct and
extensive, but one that is united with and permeated
by love to God, the love of true understanding and
true purpose. In regard to the questions at issue

among the Corinthians, Paul would say:

“What is

the use of mere knowledge in trying to solve these

perplexing questions about idol meats?

Mere knowl-

edge gets you nowhere with your brethren or with
God. Only a knowledge that is permeated with love,
love that rises to God, will make him acknowledge us

and our knowledge as his own.

With such a yvéms we

can solve these questions about meats offered to idols.”

Here we meet the use of yrvu'mxcw in the sense that is
frequently found in the New Testament (for instance
Matt. 7:23; John 10:14) : nosce're cum affectu et

ejfectu, a knowing which acknowledges the person
known, knowing as one’s own with the affection of
love and with the effect of blessing. What is the
value of our knowing, even our knowledge of God in
contrast with idols, if in the end God does not know

us as his own?
4) After the explanation regarding knowledge
the resumptive ofm takes up the original question in
regard to idols and idol meats. The question itself is
ﬁrst restated and made more speciﬁc: Concerning
the Eating of Idol Offerings, this «cpl phrase is again
in the nature of a caption as in v. 1. May a Christian
cat such meat or may he not? The knowledge regarding this matter with which the Corinthians seem
to have been satisﬁed is now clearly and fully formulated. We know that there is no idol in the world,
and that there is no God save one. For even if there
are so-called gods, whether in heaven, whether on
earth, even as there are gods many and lords many,
nevertheless for us there is one God the Father, of

whom are all things and we for him, and one Lord
Jesus Christ, through whom are all things and we
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through him. “We know,” Paul writes as if to say:
“There is no difference of opinion between us in regard
to these simple facts. They belong to the elements of
Christian knowledge.”
We translate: “There is no idol in the world,"
just as we translate: “There is no God save one”;
for oésc’v is not the predicate: “an idol is nothing,”
A. V., but modiﬁes 6:8va juSt as asset’s modiﬁes Mic.
The world, of course, contains many images that are
called “idols” such as those of Jupiter, Mercury, Apollo,
Venus, etc., but nowhere do beings exist that correspond to these images; such reputed beings are
simply non-existent. What kind of beings are in fact
connected with these images and idols Paul tells us
later, namely demons. Here he deals only with the
“lmowledge” voiced by the Corinthians. “No God save
one (God)” constitutes the exception, and sis is the
numeral. The oneness of God is numerical in the
mathematical sense.
5) This point of knowledge regarding the nonexistence of idol beings and the existence of the one
true God, which is shared by Paul and by the Corin-

thians, is so important that Paul ampliﬁes it with an
explanation (ya’p). “Even if there are so-called gods"
grants the supposition for the sake of argument although “even if” regards the supposition as in reality
not being true and in the face of it holds to the opposite
that only one God exists, R. 1026. Note that eiai is
placed forward because it has emphasis: “even if there

are,” etc. The heathen have beings that are called
gods by them. “Very well,” Paul says, “let us grant
for the moment that they are gods and let us include
all of them, ‘whether in heaven,’ their major gods,

Jupiter and his company, ‘whether on earth,’ their
minor gods such as dwell in forests, streams, fountains, etc.”

First Coﬁnthi'ans 8:5, 6
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The concession of actual existence is made by the
“even if” clause, which is naturally one of reality.
The next clause: "even as there are gods many and
lords many,” justiﬁes the concession, for it is a fact
that the heathen world is full of such gods and such
lords. The slot is again placed emphatically forward:
“even as there are,” etc. The heathen deiﬁed their
emperors, for instance, and these actually existed. On
the title Kﬁpwe as used with reference to both gods and
emperors Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East,
353-361, sheds much interesting light, and Paul, no
doubt, adds this title because it was universally recognized in the pagan world. Many Christians chose
death in preference to calling the emperor Ky'nios when
such a confession was demanded of them by a heathen
tribunal.
Note the repetition of the word “many”: “gods
many and lords many”; all of the heathen hold polytheistic beliefs, they have a vast multitude of gods,
and their very number marks their vast inferiority
to the true divine Being who is One, and only One.
“Suppose they are actual beings,” Paul says, “this
whole host of gods and deiﬁed lords, what of it?” We
need not seek in the Old Testament or elsewhere for
actual beings who bore the titles “gods” and “lords”
such as angels or governmental personages in order
to justify Paul’s words, for he is speaking only about
heathen divinities and divine lords.
6) “It makes no difference," Paul says, “how we
may rate them even if we allow that such beings do
exist, ‘for us’ they are wholly out of the question, ‘for
us’ only One exists who is ‘God.’ ” This emphatic
dative “for us” is not subjective and thus parallel to
Aqo'pcvot, "called" gods by men. Paul is not saying,
“Heathen people think and say so while we think and
say otherwise.” “Except one” in v. 4 is objective fact
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and not subjective opinion. God has revealed himself
to us; therefore and therefore alone “for us there is
one God," and before this one God thelentire‘polytheistic host disappears whether it be regarded as
actual or only as fabled.
The addition to 6:56: sounds like a solemn, formal,
liturgical confession: “the Father, of whom are all
things and we for him,” etc. The Father is the ﬁrst
person of the Godhead, he is called Father in relation
to the Son, in relation to all creatures as 'being their
Creator, and in relation to us as being his children
in Christ Jesus. Because he is the Creator and is
called so per eminentiam in the Scriptures, Paul writes:
“of whom are all things,” a: mi denoting ultimate source,
and 11‘! mirra, das All, the universe, all that actually
exists, that is called into being by his word. “And we”
includes the believing Corinthians and Paul and thus
all believers. Paul mentions “we” particularly because
of our special relation to the Father: “we for him"
with our entire being directed toward him in faith,
love, worship, etc.
While Paul might have stopped with the mention
of the Father he continues, i “And one Lord Jesus
Christ, through whom are all things and we through
him.” He does this mainly for one reason, viz., because

he has above said “lords many.” While the title Kipwe
is bestowed upon the Godhead as such and upon the
Father as the ﬁrst person, it is also and eminently, as
here, bestowed upon the Son.

Already this shows

that the Son is true God, unabridged and not subordinate .to the Father. His personal and his ofﬁcial
name is “Jesus Christ," not only because this is precious to all Christians, but also to designate him as
the incarnate Son and our Redeemer. His deity is
plainly marked by the signiﬁcant phrase “through
whom are all things,” the same 11‘: mine asbefore; .His
pre-existence is indicated in the phrase “through whom

First Corinthians 8:6, 7
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are all things,” and the prepositions ex and Sw'. mark
the respective activities of the Father and of the Son
in the work of creation.
A vast amount of learning and research is marshalled in an effort to connect Paul’s statement with the
ideas of the Jew Philo and of others who philosophize

about a personal or an impersonal intermediary in
the creative act of the Father. But John’s word
stands: “The Word was God . . . All things were
made by (Sui, through) him; and without him was not
anything made that hath been made,” John 1:1—3. All
philosophizing that deviates from this fact is eo ipso
inadequate. See the author’s Interpretation of John’s

Gospel.
The addition “and we through him” is a parallel
to the preceding “and we for him.” Hence it does
not say that we, too, were created through the Lord,
but that we were in the ethical sense re-created through

the Lord as believers. He is the causa, medians in our
regeneration and spiritual life. Moreover, “through
him” is constant: as long as we are what we are, it is
through him. “One God and one Lord excludes all

pagan notions about gods as such for the Christian
consciousness.”

Meyer.

7)
After evaluating the knowledge as such and
then stating its contents Paul proceeds to the application. Nevertheless, not in all is this knowledge,
but some, due to the custom hitherto in connection
with the idol, eat as an idol offering, and their conscience, being weak, is deﬁled.

There is not a contradiction between v. 1: “we all
have knowledge,” and the statement found in this
verse: “not in all is this knowledge” (the Greek article
refers to the knowledge already mentioned). For Paul
at once explains in regard to what point the knowledge

of some is insufﬁcient: “due to the custom hitherto”
(dative of cause, R. 532) , when they were still Gentiles
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and attended idol feasts. They cannot, now that they
are Christians, rid themselves of the old feeling regarding the idol that is honored by such a feast. The
genitive “of the idol” merely connects the custom with
the idol: “the custom connected with the idol.”

So these Christians, too, know well enough that
idols have no real existence, and that only one God
truly exists, v. 4; but what is true with reference to
knowledge in so many cases applies also to them: this
knowledge alone does not sufﬁce them. The old custom
or habit of thinking regarding the idol still has its
effect, not, indeed, as though they still think that the
idol is a real being, but that they eat “as an idol

offering.” In other words, due to their habit of former
times, their Christian knowledge regarding idols does
not rid them of the consciousness that what they thus
eat is sacriﬁcial idol meat. They still feel that eating
such meat in some way connects a person with the

idol, unreal though that idol is to whom that meat has
been sacriﬁced. This is their weak point.
The result is that their conscience, being still weak,
is deﬁled whenever they partake of such meat. A weak
conscience is one that is not fully clear as to whether
an act is right or wrong. Here the act of eating this
kind of meat is in itself not wrong, but the conscience
has the feeling that it may be wrong, or that it is

wrong. And just telling itself that it is not wrong
does not help. This is the conscientia. consequens, a bad
or an uncertain conscience after performing an act

that seems at least questionable; for Paul is speaking
about Christians who actually eat and then have a bad
conscience regarding their eating.

A deﬁlement or

stain is the result for this weak conscience. This is
always a dangerous effect. A man simply must follow
his conscience unless he is willing to commit moral
suicide. But when his conscience wavers because of
weakness, when he is not certain whether he has done

First Coﬁnthwns 8:8
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right, fearful lest, after all, he has done wrong, the
condition of such a soul is pitiful. The verb nominal is
used in the Scriptures with reference to staining oneself with anything idolatrous or sexual, the two being
closely joined.
8)

A transitional 8i ushers in Paul’s own expo-

sition of the matter, which has a double purpose in

mind: ﬁrst, to assist those who have a weak conscience and eat idol meat only with compunction;
secondly, to correct those who have a strong conscience and eat without compunction and are proud
of doing so. Now food will not aﬁect our standing
with God. Neither, in case we shall refuse to eat,
are we the worse; nor, in case we shall consent to

eat, are we the better.
Food has no power to determine our relation to God
in one way or in another. The emphasis rests on
“food” and on “with God”; the former is too small,‘
and the latter too great to produce such an effect.
The verb is neutral: “will not affect our standing,”
literally, “will not place us beside God," i. e., beside
him in a favorable position or in an unfavorable position. The translation offered by our versions loses
this neutral force and substitutes the favorable idea:
“will not commend us to God”; while that offered by
other translators substitutes the unfavorable idea:
“will not bring us into judgment with God."
The fact that the verb is neutral is made clear by
the two speciﬁcations: neither the refusal nor the
consent to eat makes a difference with God. The two
conditional clauses contemplate cases that may occur
at any time. The ma aorist verbs pﬁ dadywluv and
«#6wa:» denote deﬁnite acts, “shall not eat” and “shall
eat,” which we translate “shall refuse to eat” and
“shall consent to ea .” In the apodoses the tenses are
present and thus durative. Refusal to eat does not
imply that we are falling behind or are losing some-
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thing in our relation to God: “neither'are we the
worse." Consent to eat does not mean that we are
abounding or are gaining something in regard to our
standing with God: “nor are we the better.” Not
eating leaves us with no deﬁcit that we should deplore,
two-repoﬁpeoa, and eating gives us no balance to our credit
to which we may point with pride, mcawdpda.
These facts (note the present tenses) have an implied application to the weak consciences and intend
to overcome this weakness. 0n the other hand, these
facts apply frankly to those who think themselves
strong in comparison with the weak and imagine that
their eating without a. hesitation of conscience gives
them an advantage over the others in respect to God.
This notion, Paul says, is a mistake.
9) The decisive point lies, not in the food and
in its refusal or its consumption, but in something
else. But see to it lest by any means this power of
yours become a stumbling block for the weak. This
question regarding eating or not eating idol meats
turns, not on “knowledge” alone that applies only to
him who eats or does not eat, but chieﬂy on the consideration for others, namely the weak, and the effect
that our eating or our not eating may have upon them.
Not our “knowledge” but our “love” for the weak
must govern our action. A wpécxopm is something that
lies in a path, against which an unwary foot may strike
and cause a person to stumble or to fall; metaphorically,
anything that may cause a person to sin and to suffer

injury to his soul.
10)
Paul illustrates this truth by an example
(ydp) . For if one shall see thee who hast knowledge

reclining in an idol’s temple, will not the conscience
of him who is weak be bolstered up to eat idol offerings? Paul is merely supposing a case that is likely
to- occur (the condition of expectancy) and is not
Speaking about a case that did actually occur. A man
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accepts an invitation to a certain celebration that is
held in an eZBwAszov, idol temple or temple court. He is

an individual who is proud of having the proper
“knowledge” and hence feels perfectly free to attend,

knowing that he will not be contaminated. Because
the temple is a public place, anyone may see who is
present at the feast. Now one of the weak brethren
sees his Christian brother dining at the idol celebration,
xaram’yevov, “reclining” on a couch after the Oriental
fashion of eating. What will be the natural result?

He who has the weak conscience will be bolstered
up also to eat of idol meats, Ta ciSwAddv‘ra. in general

which does not specify when or where he may eat
such meat; and (is 16 with the inﬁnitive indicates conceived or actual result, R. 1072: “so that he eats,” etc.
The ﬁrst man incurs no danger by his eating; but the
other, whose conscience is weak, may fall into the
gravest danger when he tries to imitate the example
he has seen.

The verb obcoSopqaéacm is striking: “will his conscience not be ediﬁed?” This has an ironical sound.
The verb “build up,” “edify,” which is always used
in a good sense in the New Testament, is here used

quite otherwise.

It seems that the strong and the

boastful members of the Corinthian congregation justiﬁed their inconsiderate action toward their weaker
brethren by saying that they wished “to build up”
these brethren and make them strong. Paul asks:
“Is this the way in which you would build them up ?”
Ruinosa aediﬁcatio, Calvin. Egregn’e aedz'ﬁcabitur!
Meyer. A demolition calling itself ediﬁcation. The

verb never means “to embolden” as our versions translate it; we venture to use “bolster up” which retains

somewhat the idea of the original.
Many other words were formed after the manner
of clSwAeiov or ciSuSALov: ’A-IroMu'wwv, the temple of Apollo,
Homﬁévtov, 'A‘LLfLwl’LdOV, ’Avovﬁtciov, 'Eppgiov, ’IO'LEZov, etc. A
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papyrus has this invitation: 'Epm'rﬁ. a: Xaipﬁpmv Satyr-pat

11's Klein-17v (=KAIv-qv, table-couch) roﬁ xnpiou Eapdmﬁos iv
1'97» Eapaa’u'q) aintov ﬁns ('a'rw u (= 15th day Of the month)
tart 5pm: 0 (= 9th hour). Note xﬁpws as a title for the
god. Heathen temples had large halls or platforms
and kitchens for such feasts; those feasts were
sometimes celebrated in the open air. Another invitation reads: “To Paulina a sezmov and as, (Beilager)
'r. 'Avouﬂe'w: is promised in the temple."
11) There is no need to answer the question asked
in v. 10. Better than a formal answer is the terriﬁc
blow which Paul drives home. For the weak perishes in connection with this knowledge of thine, the
brother for whose sake Christ died. Wonderful
“knowledge of thine” which does not see what it is
really doing! Yes, he will be built up—call it that
if you will; you build him up, and under your brotherly
care—“he parishes,” spiritually, perhaps eternally.
A tragic apposition says still more: “the brother
for whose sake Christ died.” Two mighty obligations
converge: the one toward the brother, and the other
toward Christ. Your knowledge is so great that you
do not love your brother enough to abstain from an
idol feast in order to save his soul. Your knowledge
is so great that you do not see the price which Christ
paid by his death to save your brother’s soul. The
fact of brotherhood should be enough to impel you
to reﬂect with tenderness and concern upon anything
that may drive a weak brother to destruction. Regard
for Christ should keep you from at least helping to
rob him of the soul for which he paid so great a price.
“For whose sake" includes the entire Purpose of
Christ’s atoning death. Christ died to save your
brother—to this extent Christ loved him; by your
selﬁsh knowledge and proud power you help to destroy
your brother—that is the extent to which you love
him.

First Corinthians 8:12, 13
12)
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After pointing to the result which this ac-

tion has upon the weak brother Paul points out the

result it has upon the selﬁsh actors themselves. From
the dramatic second person singular he now changes
to the broader second person plural. He often varies

the number. After having individualized he now
generalizes. And thus, by sinning against the brethren and by wounding their conscience when week,
you sin against Christ.
After Paul persecuted the Christians, Jesus asked
him: “Why persecutest thou me?” Acts 9:4. A sin
against the brethren is so serious because it is a sin
against Christ. The two present participles “by sinning” and “by wounding” point to a course of action,
namely partaking of idol meats as occasion offers. The
verb 71511760! means “to strike a blow” and thus “to
wound.” The present participle “when weak” describes the helpless condition of the conscience which
is unable to endure the blow.
To sin against the brethren is serious enough, but
when this sin also strikes Christ, the sinners may
well become alarmed, for their folly now reacts upon

themselves. To what degree they sin against Christ,
and what the result will be for them, Paul leaves
unsaid. Disquieting silence!
13)

From the

second

person singular Paul

changed to the second person plural and now
changes to the ﬁrst person singular: concentrating,
spreading, and concentrating again, and all is full

of dramatic life. Paul exempliﬁes by referring to
himself. Wherefore, if food entrap my brother, I
will in no wise eat ﬂesh to eternity in order that I

may not entrap my brother.
The condition deals with a reality and is strong
accordingly. Although Paul uses himself as an example he enunciates a principle thatjs far broader in
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its application than to idol offerings; he adduces a
statement that covers all ﬁpépa or food and all “ﬂesh"
(Kpt'a. is found only twice and only this neuter plural
formation from xpe’as in the New Testament, R. 268)
or meat food of any kind; in fact, this is a principle
that applies to a large number of similar matters.
Only twice in the New Testament we meet the inferential conjunction 8.5m), “on account of t ' ,”
“wherefore,” R. 1154, which Paul uses here to draw
the ﬁnal conclusion.
The ﬁgure suggested by axavﬁaaicw is that of the
crooked stick in a trap to which the bait is afﬁxed and
by which the trap is sprung; but the word is used
metaphorically, “to give offense," it is like our derivative “to scandalize,” i. e., to outrage. Yet the offense
is always fatal; the trigger springs the trap and thus
kills the victim. A stumbling block causes only a
painful fall. We imitate the Greek by rendering “to
entrap.” The A. V.’s translation is incorrect: “if
meat make my brother to offend.”
Rather than to give such fatal offense to a brother,
Paul says, “I will in no wise eat ﬂesh to eternity,”
o": #77: “not at all,” the strongest form of negation that
is construed with the indicative and here with the
volitive subjunctive. The aorist is constative and summarizes all eating. The phrase eis' n‘w ahﬁya, “for the
eon” =“to eternity” and is idiomatic. The repetition in the ﬁnal clause: “in order that I may not
entrap my brother,” emphasizes the two points that
are vital to the principle that is here voiced: ﬁrst that
of the brother, secondly that of entrapping him, which
is properly expressed by the aorist of accomplished
result (axavSaMcm) while the present indicative is proper
in the conditional clause of reality (axaudaatta). Note
also the shift in accent that is made prominent in the
Greek: “entrap my brother" and then “my brother

First Corinthians 8 :13
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entrap.” Paul is, above all, determined not to harm a

brother, to harm by fatally catching him in a. trap.
We who are strong in knowledge must be equally
strong in love. Knowledge alone is nothing, knowledge
combined with love is everything. We must protect

the weak until they, too, become strong. Negatively,
we must not offend their conscience; positively, We
must

bear

with

them

and

instruct

them.

With

reference to the entire subject compare also Rom.
14:2, 3, 13-23.

CHAPTER IX
Paul an Illustration of Love, chapter 9
The principle of self-denying love which Paul has
just applied to the practice of eating idol meats is so
important that he elaborates it by using himself as
an example. Although he is an apostle and as such
possesses the highest liberty he in various ways accommodates his conduct to the people whom he serves.
He thus concludes this new section with the admonition
that the Corinthians follow the same principle in their
conduct. Only in a few instances does Paul weave in
apologetic features that concern himself. We heartily
agree with Meyer’s judgment that this is mine tieft'reﬁ‘ende and schlagende Erom'temng (a deeply probing and eﬁective discussion).
1) Paul has just said that he would not eat
meat at all if such eating would really scandalize
any one of his brethren. In close connection of
thought he now asks: Am I not free? He surely is,
and not only objectively, but also subjectively, as far
as his own conscience is concerned, free so that no man

dare dictate to him. And yet, see the restriction he
is ready to place on himself, 8:13.
The second question emphasizes the ﬁrst: Am
I not an apostle? Certainly, an apostle who is sent
to proclaim the liberty in Christ Jesus is free and himself possesses this liberty most fully.
Paul’s apostleship has no doubtful features about
it: Have I not seen Jesus, our Lord? Paul is an
apostle in the eminent sense of this term as it is applicable only to himself and to the Twelve and not to
others like Barnabas, who are sometimes, but in a
wider sense, also called apostles. The statement that
(350)
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he has seen the Lord Jesus (the perfect tense indicating the lasting effect of that vision) refers to the
Lord’s appearance to him on the road near Damascus
when Paul was called to be an apostle, Acts 26:16-18.

Paul does not intend to indicate that he had seen
Jesus before the latter’s ascension, for such a view

of his words is doubtful and not established by II Cor.
5:16. Nor would a mere seeing of Jesus during his
earthly life have constituted Paul an apostle or been

an important incident to establish his claim to this
honor. After the vision on the road to Damascus
Jesus appeared to Paul at various times, but then he
was already an apostle.

Paul writes “Jesus” because

Jesus thus named himself in the vision, Acts 9:5, and
Paul is also referring to the gloriﬁed person who at

one time walked here on earth as “Jesus”; he adds “our
Lord” because he saw Jesus in his divine lordship and
with all believers has come to accept him as Lord and
now serves him as his apostle.
Jesus made Paul an apostle. But Paul’s work
also proves him to be an apostle. Are you not my

work in connection with the Lord? The phrase “in
the Lord” modiﬁes the entire sentence. The fact that
you are my work is altogether “in connection with the

Lord.” Our versions read as though “my work in the
Lord” is one phrase, but the noun and the prepositional
phrase are at opposite ends of the sentence; this arrangement lends emphasis to both. When Paul calls
the Corinthians his work, his effort is not to be placed

on a level with the work of nonapostles who may also
found congregations. For such nonapostles, as well as
all their work, rest on the apostles, while these latter
are directly connected with the Lord. Paul’s great
brevity in considering his apostolic oﬁice shows that
no question had arisen in Corinth regarding this point.

2)

Whatever standing may have been accorded

Paul by others who had never met him and had
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never known his work, in Corinth he was accepted
as an apostle. If to others I am not an apostle, yet
at least I am to you, for my seal of apostleship are
you in the Lord. Paul mentions “others” only in
passing since anything they may say in regard to his
apostleship is of no moment. The condition is thus
one of reality; at negates only ezpt’, if the condition
were to be negated, psi would be necessary. But this
reference to others, whose opinion is of no consequence,
helps to emphasize “you,” the Corinthians, whOse
relation to Paul is very close: “yet at least I am to
you,” 7: strengthens mat: “yet at leas ." An older
idiom would be: “to you at least,” R. 1148.
Paul at once explains why he can say so much in
regard to the Corinthians when he is speaking about
his apostleship by adding “for my seal of apostleship
are you in the Lor .” This repeats in diﬁ‘erent language what Paul meant by saying that the Corinthians
are his work in the Lord. He uses the ﬁgure “my
seal of apostleship.” To the document which makes
him an apostle, namely the Lord’s appointment on the
road to Damascus, the work which Paul did in Corinth
is afﬁxed like a seal that attests genuineness. This seal
corroborates what the Lord did when he gave Paul his
appointment. All other congregations founded by
Paul would, of course, be similiar seals, each with its
special value for the congregation concerned. It is

best to regard “in the Lord” or “in connection with the
Lord” as again modifying the entire sentence.
3) Paul thus says nothing more about the
“others” with whom he has not come into touch and
proceeds to direct his attention to the Corinthians.
My defense to those who examine me is this. The
terms are juridical. There may be some among-the
Corinthians who will wish to make a juridical examination of Paul’s action as an apostle when he assumes

First Coﬁnthians 9 :3
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the possibility of various restrictions upon his liberty.
Paul declares that he is entirely ready to submit to
such an examination. In fact, he has already told
the Corinthians in 4:3 that such an investigation is a.
very small thing to him.

He does not admit that the

Corinthians have the right to institute such an inquiry,
he merely accepts the inquiry, even welcomes it. So

he makes his dwoloyt'a or “defense” before this tribunal
somewhat as Socrates once made his defense at his
trial before the 500 judges in Athens.
Does aim, which stands at the end of the sentence,
point backward or forward? The fact that the word
is emphatic is, of course, unquestioned. The difference of opinion among commentators is acute. Some
are certain that Paul’s apologz’a has been made in the
statement just written, namely “this" that the Corinthians are his seal of apostleship. Others declare that
Paul’s “defense” follows. Among these latter are our
versions and R. 703. Stylistically considered, Paul’s
writings have no second instance in which a form of
05m, “this,” when it is placed at the end of the sentence,
refers to a preceding statement. But weightier than
this strong linguistic proof is the thought which Paul

presents. He is here not proving to doubters or questioners that he is truly an apostle. His letter is not
to be sent to the address of the “others” who know
nothing about him but to the Corinthians. Nor is the
question at issue this, whether Paul is an apostle or
not; the Corinthians raise no such question, for they
themselves are Paul’s seal of apostleship. The question on which Paul proposes to stand an examination
is the one regarding Christian liberty, whether he has
this liberty to the fullest degree and yet in practice
can exercise all manner of restraint. In order to
answer this question Paul is writing to the Corinthians;
this he wants to clear up for them. And in this effort
he uses himself as an example.
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In v. 1, 2 Paul presents preliminary considerations:
he shows that he is more than an ordinary Christian,
that he is a true apostle of Christ, and that he is
acknowledged as such by the Corinthians. In v. 3 he
announces that he is ready to make his defense regarding the matter of self-restriction to any in Corinth
who may want to question him. Then in v. 4 the questioning proceeds. So Paul’s defense really begins with
v. 1, and v. 4 begins the body of the defense.
The form of this amologia is exceedingly interesting. The Corinthians are far away, and Paul is in
Ephesus. So Paul helps them. He himself conducts
this judicial examination which he is pleased to undergo. The questions the Corinthians might put to him,
and the doubts that may have prompted these questions
with reference to the great principle itself or with
reference to the way in which Paul applied this principle in his conduct, Paul formulates for the Corinthians and formulates in such a way that the answers
themselves are clearly suggested. The entire method
of presentation is masterly and masterful to the highest
degree. May we add that Paul evades nothing in his
presentation that the Corinthians themselves might
ask, in fact, he probes more deeply and examines more
truly than any court in Corinth could have done. We
now see why v. 4 ushers in such a long array of
questions.
4) The inquiry proceeds, and Paul makes it for
the Corinthians. But it at once broadens—it must
broaden. Paul cannot say “I” and refer only’ to himself, for the Corinthians might think that Paul is
merely making an unwarranted exception of himself.
They would ask: “What about the other apostles?”
Paul eliminates all such questionings by at once saying
“we”; and this “we” is not the majestic plural as is
apparent from the use of the ﬁrst person singular in

First Corinthians 9:4, 5
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the verbs and the pronouns in v. 1-3, for no intelligent
writer would turn from the latter to the former in the
same connection. This point of contention is placed
beyond doubt in v. 6 where Paul writes: “I alone and

Barnabas.”
Do you intend to say that we have not a right

to eat and to drink? The signal that the expected
answer is “no” is the interrogative particle p.15; of":

merely negates Exopcv, R. 918, 1158, 1174. “You Corinthians,” Paul says, “do not want to say anything like
that.” Observe the use of the key word found in 8 :9
and its emphatic repetition in the following questions:

egoum’a, “the right” to make this use of our Christian
liberty.
“To eat and to drink” are aorists, hence they do
not refer to the eating and the drinking that is necessary to support life, for it would be foolish to ask
regarding that. Nor do these verbs refer to all kinds

of food, including even idol meats, for the food and
the drink are not mentioned at all. Paul is speaking
about the right of the apostles to be supported with
food and drink by the congregations they founded and

served. Other pastors and preachers made use of this
right; we know that Paul did not. But do the Corinthians wish to say that the apostles have no such right?
5)
Do you intend to say that
right to lead about a sister as a wife
rest of the apostles and the brethren
Cephas? This question is like the

we have not a
even as also the
of the Lord and
preceding one.

“You Corinthians certainly do not intend to say anything like that.” “A sister” is a believer, and “as a
wife” is the common predicate accusative, a kind of
apposition, R. 480. The apostles certainly had a right
to marry and to take a wife along on their travels
from place to place while they were engaged in their

work. The idea that yvyaZm means a servia/ns mtrmw,
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a woman assistant in missionary work, or merely a
companion for the sake of company and to help with
the cooking, etc., is even morally preposterous.
“Even as also (mt, pleonastic) the rest of the
apostles" means that all of the apostles save Paul
actually made use of this right and were married and
took their wives along with them on their travels, or at
least that the apostles as a class followed this course.
What Paul says about this right includes the idea that
the apostles themselves as well as their wives that
accompanied them are entitled to support from the
congregations whom their husbands serve.
As next in prominence to the apostles and certainly
also in possession of the fullest rights of Christian
liberty Paul names “the brethren of the Lord.” We
do not know to what extent these men engaged in the
work of the church. Whether these brothers of the
Lord (Matt. 13:55, 56 also names sisters) are natural
children of Joseph and Mary who were born after
Jesus, or are children of Joseph by a former marriage,
or are only cousins of Jesus and children of Mary's
sister and of her husband Alphaeus, is and probably
must remain a mooted question. Each effort at a
solution of the problem encounters serious objections.
The fact of their special prominence sufﬁces for the
present connection. Some of them, perhaps all of
them, availed themselves of the right concerning which
Paul speaks.
“And Cephas” or “especially Cephas" distinguishes
this leader of the Twelve from the classes mentioned
and sets him forth as a most notable example. Mark
1:30 mentions his mother-in-law, and tradition gives
either Concordia or Perpetua as the name of his wife.
We have no deﬁnite details concerning her life. It
is rather disconcerting to the papacy that Peter, who
is regarded as the ﬁrst pope, is represented as 3 married man in the Scriptures. The Corinthians certainly

First Corinthians 9:6, 7
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cannot think of singling out Paul as an exception and
denying him the right which the other apostles and
the most prominent persons in the church and even
Peter himself were free to use.
6) Or I alone and Barnabas, do you intend to
say that we have not a right to forbear- working?
The form of the question is still the same, and the
implied answer is a decided “no." Here Paul’s “we”
becomes fully clear; it includes him and others. Bamabas had had no contact with the Corinthians but
accompanied Paul on his ﬁrst missionary journey and
was decidedly prominent in the early days of the
church’s history. Paul and he, it seems, had agreed
at the very outset not to accept support from their
converts but to earn their own living, Paul by laboring
as a tentmaker, and Barnabas by engaging in his trade
——every Jew being obliged to learn some trade in his
youth. We now see what Paul means in v. 4, 5 when
he speaks about the right to eat and to drink and the
right to take a Christian wife along with him on his
journeys, namely to forbear working and earning his
owu support and to receive support from the ﬁelds of
his apostolic labor.
7) The questions of this avéxpme or judicial examination continue but new deal with illustrations
which show how self-evident the negative answers
to the previous questions are. Who goes aoldiering
at his own charges ever? Why, the man for Whom
he ﬁghts furnishes him with provisions and even pays
him for soldiering. The translation “at his own
charges” gives the general sense of what, more literally
translated, would be “with his own purchased (éve'opat)
provisions (541010." He does not buy his own food;
the general commander buys that.
Again: Who plants a vineyard and does not eat
its fruit? Again the reply, “Nobody.” In fact, he will

be the ﬁrst to taste the grapes, and the entire harvest
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belongs to him. Compare Deut. 20:6, and Prov. 27 :18
concerning the ﬁg tree.
Again a third time: Or who shepherds a ﬂock
and does not eat of the milk of that ﬂock? No one,
of course. He who owns and tends the ﬂock likewise

owns all its product.

Observe «Du/air“ wot’ftmv . . . 1-7,:

whims, regarding which R. 478 says that “playing
with paronymous terms” is perfectly good Greek.
These three illustrations are taken from entirely
different experiences of everyday life and show not
only that Paul is fully entitled to his rights but that it
would be contrary to nature itself if any man denied
him these rights. Yet logically such‘ analogies are
only illustrative; they are not proof or a fully convincing demonstration.
8)
Therefore, in order that no one may reply
that these are only analogies and thus evade the
force of Paul's claims, he adds the double question:
Am I, do you think, saying these things only in man
fashion? or does the law, too, fail to state these
things? Throughout and also here the only answers
possible are “no.” Paul is not saying these things
(W, “to utter,” the opposite of to “be silent") only
“in man fashion” so that the norm and the principle
are only human, only “man.” This silences the reply
that Paul’s human analogies refer only to ordinary
human life and do not apply in the domain of the
Christian or the apostolic life. Then Paul’s deductions
would, indeed, have but a slender support.

In these

matters the natural and the Christian life coincide;
the analogies that are taken from the one apply fully

to the other.
This truth is not only clinched by the second member of the question but is advanced to complete" proof
when Paul introduces “the law” itself, i. e., the Word
of God. “Or does the law, too, fail to state these
things” (Ac’ya, which always includes the substance

First Conﬁnthwns 9:9, 10
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of what is said)? No; the law, too, states them. In
the ﬁrst half of the question inf anticipates an expected
negative reply; in the second half 01': is not a corresponding anticipation of a positive reply, for it would

then have to stand at the beginning of the sentence,
01': Ac’ya=“not say”=“omit to say." The answer,
too, is negative: No, it does not omit to say.

9) This is veriﬁed by yaip. For in the law of
Moses it is written, Thou shalt not muzzle an ox
when threshing. The emphasis is on the phrase “in

the law of Moses.” Regarding the perfect yéypamac
see 1:19. The future “thou shalt not muzzle” is idiomatic in commands and in laws in general.
The
Gentiles had the practice of muzzling the oxen when

they were driven around and around and perhaps
drew rough sleds over grain that had been spread out
in a circle in order to thresh it. Since it was more
humane the law of Moses forbade such a practice and
allowed the ox to eat his ﬁll of grain while he was

thus at work.
God’s law is quite clear and simple regarding
this point: he wants the ox to eat while he works
at threshing. We read this law and generally ﬁnd
no more in it than a kindly regulation concerning
brute beasts. It is that, too, and the Old Testament
laws are emphatic in conserving the natural rights
of even brute beasts. But Paul sees much more in it
than a concern for such beasts. You certainly do not

think that it is only for the oxen that God cares?
The answer which Paul seeks to elicit is a strong “no.”

The verb #0.“ is impersonal, literally, “Is it care of
oxen to God?”—is that all? The genitive states
what is cared for, and the dative the person who has
the care. No; the care and the concern of God are
not so limited, his care extends ever so much farther.
10)
How far it extends and why it extends so
far, the alternative question and its appended ex-
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planation make plain. Or does he say this altogether
on our account? Most certainly. For it was written
on our account that the man who plows ought to
plow in hope, and the man who thresheo—in hope of
partaking. Few men notice the real reason that God
gave this law. They so generally overlook the fact that
Paul points out by the repetition of the phrase “on our
account” or “for our sakes.” This law concerning
oxen extends far beyond oxen.

It really concerns

them only incidentally; this law is chieﬂy a law concerning us, in fact, one that “altogether,” mirror, con~
cems us.
The an clause is explicative; it states in full what
is implied in the emphatic phrase “on our account.”
The A. V. is correct; the R. V. regards 51-: as causal:
“because he that ploweth," etc. Moreover, this explication is in concrete and not in abstract form. Paul
regards the plowman and the thresher as two of us
on whose account this law was written into the sacred
record. These two illustrate and show that this law
concerning oxen applies to all of us. As these ought
to work at plowing and at threshing in the hope of
partaking of the fruits of their labors, so all of us
should work in the same hope. This explicative clause
is abbreviated in true Greek fashion while the English
would be inclined to write it out in full: “that he who
plows ought to plow in hope (of partaking), and he
who threshes (ought to thresh) in hope of partaking.”
“In hope" is really “on hope," the labor rests on this
basis; and the inﬁnitive “of partaking” depends on
both of the phrases that speak of hope. Thus, as Paul
explains, this law concerning cattle was written into
the Bible on our account.
There is much discussion in regard to the manner
in which Paul applies this Old Testament law regarding threshing oxen. Paul is charged with treating
this law in a way that is “altogether unhistorical” as
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though he claimed that God says oxen and yet does
not mean oxen but us. Paul’s treatment is therefore
called “the completely developed allegorical method
which dissolves all concrete historical .and actual fea‘
tures and turns them into psychology and ethics.” We
are happy to say that this charge is untrue in toto.
Again, Paul is said to use allegory indeed but quite
legitimately. He removes the historical sense and
converts it into a type and an allegory by means of an
application which amounts to a deduction a. mimm'
ad mjus, i. e., applies what is said about animals to
men. Yet such a statement attributes to Paul a procedure which, to say the least, has a questionable
appearance.
‘
Finally we are told that Paul is not using allegory

at all, that he allows the‘full historical sense of the
law regarding oxen to stand as it is, and that he
merely applies this law also to us, i. e., to men in
general, that from this law concerning oxen they may
learn something concerning their relation to each other.

This is the best of these three interpretations, and yet
it, too, is unsatisfactory.
Luther has the key to the problem when in his
striking way he makes the simple statement: “0xen
cannot read.” The “thou shalt not" of the Scriptures
is not addressed to cattle but to God’s people. Moreover, “on account of us” means neither “on account
of us men in general” nor “on account of us Christians”; Paul means “on account of us apostles and of
all who work like us.” Verse 11 employs ‘er” in this
sense and even contrasts the apostles and their fellow
workers with “you,” the Corinthians; this is decisive

also inregard to v. 10. This answers the charge that
Paul is misapplying this. law by emptying it of its
historical meaning or by turning it into an allegory.
Paul does not even make merely an application of this
law by .using it to illustrate what our relation to each
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other ought to be. What Paul does is something that
is entirely different, something we ﬁnd him doing
throughout his writings :: he goes back to the underlying basic principle.
Back of this simple law, back of a large number
of simple divine statements, back of simple questions
or complex questions asked, for instance, by the
Corinthians, 9. basic principle will always be found.
That principle is the only true key to the understanding of the law,‘ the statement or the questiOn and its
answer. But we cannot understand a principle of this
kind unless we see its range, notice that it extends far
beyond an individual case to an entire series of cases.
The moment we see that we begin to see clearly. For
this reason Paul makes those digressions in his writings, which we meet so often, some of which are long.
When we perceive the mastery of this method we also
understand Paul.
Paul-is far removed from changing the sense of
God’s law concerning the oxen that thresh. He needs
that‘very sense because he gives an exposition of that
very sense. What is the principle lying back of this
law, what principle requires a law of this nature in
the case of oxen? Paul names that principle! the
worker shall participate in the fruit of his work. 0):
he shall work with the hope of participation. This
applies to every worker, even to the oxen that thresh.
Other examples are “he that plows” and "he that
threshes,” which means the actual plowman and the
actual thresher. And this is true in the case of every
worker, including, of course, the apostles and their
work. The example of the plowman and the thresher
are chosen with an eye to the work of the apostles and
that of those who succeed them in the work of the
church just as Jesus himself speaks of him'that sows
and him that reaps in John 4:36-38 and applies the
very principle which Paul quotesrfrom the law concern-
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ing oxen: the sower and the reaper are to rejoice together, namely in the blessed fruits of their labors.

The oxen cannot understand this even when they feed
while threshing.

It is said “altogether on our account,”

and it is a pity if we fail to understand.
11) After the principle has been clearly set before his readers and has even been exempliﬁed, Paul
makes his application to the spiritual workers. If

we to you did sow spiritual things, is it a great matter if we your bodily things shall reap? The natural
answer is “no.” The argument from the greater to
the less is highly effective: “spiritual things—bodily
things.” The work of the apostles and of their successors produced for the church 72: ﬁvcv/La‘nxci, the entire

priceless wealth of spiritual blessings, but for their
subsistence they could receive at best only a far less

and cheaper return, n‘r aapmd

(131 Kara au’pm arm,

see 3:1-3), bodily things such as food, drink, lodging,
etc. Here this latter term has no ethical meaning,
hence we do not translate “ﬂeshly” or “carnal” (our
versions) but “bodily things,” i. e., those that accord
with the ﬂesh of which our body is composed. Is it a
great thing to produce such wondrous fruit and to
receive so slight a return?
Paul writes “did sow,” an aorist, because the sow ing had already been done in Corinth, but “shall reap,”
a future, because this follows the sowing. Note the
intentional juxtapositions of the pronouns, ﬁrst it‘d?
My, “we to you,” and next ﬁnd; way, “we your.” The
sense of “we” is beyond question, which fact determines the meaning of this pronoun in v. 10. The
plowing and the threshing spoken of in v. 10 are
matched by the sowing and the reaping mentioned in
v. 11. For plowing is undertaken in order to sow and
reaping in order to thresh; and thus, too, the arrangement is naturally chiastic: the plowing precedes the
seeding, while the reaping precedes the threshing.
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Now we have the very expressions which Jesus used in
John 4, namely sowing and reaping. The ordinary
plowman and the thresher, the sower and the reaper
get a part of the very grain they help to produce even

as the ox eats of the very grain he helps to tread out;
the apostles stand on a lower level, they can receive
only what is on a level that is lower than the wealth
which they help to produce.
12) It is not enough to make only this comparison in regard to things, Paul must add the other
comparison in regard to persons. If others share
in this right over you, do not we yet more? Nevertheless, we did not make use of this right but we
hear all things in order that we may furnish no hindrance to the gospel of Christ.
The rightful claims of the apostles exceed in both
directions: ﬁrst when pay is spoken of, secondly when
persons are thought of. Thus the two match. First:
“is it a great thing” regarding this inferior pay?
secondly: “do not we yet the more” deserve it than the
others who keep taking it (pcréxova'w, durative present) ?
“Others” in Corinth and elsewhere, others who preach
and teach keep accepting support as a matter of course.
They “share in this right over you,” exercise their part
of it without hesitation.
The verb governs the genitive, here an}; esowlas,
which again introduces the key word, v. 4, etc. The
genitive 5/16}! is objective: this right “over you,” R. 500.
If these others have and make full use of this right,
the apostles surely have this right and could use it
“yet more,” for they are more entitled to take such
support than all others could possibly be.
But what did the apostles do while they were in
Corinth? “Nevertheless, we did not make use of this
right." The historical aorist reports the fact. Here
the closeness of the parallel with 8 :9, etc., is apparent,
having a right and yet for love's sake refraining from
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using that right; having the greatest right, more than
others engaged in the same work, and foregoing it
entirely. Paul is writing this to the Corinthians; so
we may take it that “we” means Paul in particular and
the two men who worked with him in Corinth, Silas
and Timothy, and that none of them took support from
the Corinthians. The other apostles very likely pursued a similar course elsewhere.

The second and drives home the ﬁrst; it adds the
positive side to the negative. This is a favorite way
of Paul’s when he would especially impress a thought
upon his readers. “But we bear all things," namely
all privations involved in foregoing our right. The
present tense says: “We do so right along, even now."
The words' are simple and brief and yet full of meaning. It is no easy burden this to preach and to teach
and at the same time to earn enough to live and to
travel from place to place. Paul’s was a life of 'privation and of self-denials.
Yet however hard this made his lot and that of
his assistants, he held to his purpose: “in order that
we may furnish no hindrance to the gospel of Christ,”
85m, aorist, actually “give" such a hindrance, actually
cause it by taking support. In what way the taking
of such support would be such a hindrance is not
stated; the Corinthians themselves will know, namely
when they raise the suspicion that Paul is mercenary,

that he preaches this gospel of Christ because he obtains his support from this work.
Paul’s conduct is a ﬁne example of a Christian who
has the most perfect right to do a certain thing, and
whom no one dare to deny this right, who, nevertheless,
declines to use that right, yea, declines it completely.
He has the fullest liberty according to nature and even
according to law and yet voluntarily foregoes that

liberty. He never does it arbitrarily; never to secure
earthly advantage; and never because he weakly yields
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to the demands of arrogant men. The Christian foregoes his right for some. truly Christian reason, namely
for the sake of Christ and the gospel and the salvation
of men. He voluntarily lays aside his right in order
to help his brethren, especially the weak brethren.
He will suiTer much in order that they may not lose
or be lost.
13) Yet Paul must say still more. Some subjects are of such a nature that they must be carried
through to the end. To stophalfway is to leave a
wrong impression. Every natural consideration gives
Paul the right to take support, and so does every
legal consideration which is supported by God himself. But ﬁnally also his right is upheld by every
sacred consideration, both that embodied in the old
Levitical arrangements and that embodied in the
Lord's own regulations for the preachers of his

gospel. So the judicial examination which Paul helps
the Corinthians conduct in his case as to why he permitted love to rule him to the point of yielding his

right and his Christian liberty goes a step farther.
Do you not know that they who are engaged in
working with the Temple things eat of the things
from the Temple; they who are engaged in waiting
on the altar of sacriﬁce have their portion with the
altar of sacriﬁce?

Of course, the Corinthians know this.

The priests

and the Levites who do the work of the Temple
receive their support from the Temple. Paul is cer-

tainly not thinking of pagan temples and heathen
priests. The Corinthians have turned their backs on
all pagan temples. Their priests do, indeed, also obtain their support from their temples, but all this
paganism with its temples and its priests ought to
be abolished and has no right to exist in the sight of

God.

An appeal to pagan practices would thus react
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on Paul himself and would destroy all that he is building up. God himself arranged the Temple and its
services for the Jews. All of these arrangements had

his sanction and were thus truly sacred.

And this

was God’s arrangement, that they who are engaged in

working with 1'5. icpd should also eat 711 ix 'roﬁ choﬁ, a
beautiful paronomasia: Temple things or rituals and
“things from the Temple,” meat and money.

The parallel statement is added for the sake of
emphasis and is effective because it has no connective:
“they that wait on the altar,” etc. The verb wapeSpuﬁew
= “to sit steadily beside,” 1an of the verb calling for
the dative. This sitting is one of readiness to offer
the sacriﬁces. Paul quite properly refers to the great
altar which stood in the court of the priests, on which

certain portions of the sacriﬁced animal were burned;
the remainder of the carcass was given to the priests.

Being thus devoted to the altar, these priests of God
have their share with the altar, o-upycplgowai, middle:

receive their ye’pos or portion for themselves. The
Corinthians need not to be told that this was God’s
own arrangement.

old Temple ritual.

Christianity had superseded the

Paul does not need to explain this

change. The present tenses “eat” and “have their
share wit ” are general and refer to the arrangement
which God made concerning the priests.
14)
Let no one say that this is Jewish and has
no bearing on Christ and on the preachers of the
gospel. Thus also did the Lord ordain for those
engaged in proclaiming the gospel to live by the
gospel. Paul does not again ask: “Do you not
know this?” He himself solemnly states the fact.

He does not quote the Lord’s 3La‘ra'y1; or ordinance but
only restates it from Matt. 10:10 and Luke 10:8. The

aorist is historical and reports the undeniable fact as
such. The present participle is qualitative: “for those
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engaged in proclaiming,” and describes his apostles
and his preachers; it is like the two present participles
occurring in v. 13: “engaged in working,” "engaged in
waiting on.” The Old and the New Testaments combine in assuring full support to God’s workers.
15) With his right to support so completely
assured, what course did Paul pursue, what course

does he still pursue? The nature of the case requires
that Paul henceforth use the pronoun “I.” Paul speaks
only for himself and not for his associates. Yet I

have made use of not one of these things. And I
did not write these things in order that it shall be
thus in my case. For it is good for me rather to die;

or no one shall make my glory void.
The perfect tense “I have not used” includes
the thought that Paul still pursues this course; and the
pronoun "I” is emphatic; “I for my part," to say nothing about others whose case is not like Paul’s. “To live
by the gospel" includes many things: food, drink, clothing, etc. Paul says he made use “of not one of these
things,” he renounced all of them. He worked in
Aquila’s shop and supported himself in toto.

The addition introduced with Se’: “and I did not
write these things in order that it shall be thus in my
case,” deals a deathblow to the suspicion which someone might be low enough to entertain, namely that

Paul’s secret purpose in writing these things is, after
all, to get support from the people. The aorist “I
wrote” refers to what Paul has thus far set down in
proving his “right” in the matter of support. The
phrase év Epoi is a case of iv with persons: “in my case”

or “in my person,” R. 587. Nothing is farther from
Paul’s intention than the thought of changing his
course. He at once states how far removed such a
thought is and uses the explanatory yu'p: “For it is
good for me rather to die” than that it should be so
in my case, namely that I should accept support. Paul
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would prefer to die as a result of hunger or of privations rather than to accept support from his congrega-

tions. This seems at ﬁrst glance to be an extravagant
statement which carries the matter of foregoing one's

Christian liberty and right absolutely to extremes. But
let us pause a moment and wait until Paul has ﬁnished
his writing.
Here a question arises as to the correct reading

of the text. We accept the reading: 1?, n‘: Kadxmm'. you
0686?: maﬁa“, instead of the reading that has the pur-

pose clause: Eva m «mic-n (or Kev-(ma). We therefore
translate: “or no one shall make my glory void,” i. e.,
if, instead of dying, I continue to live by support from
the church. Our versions follow the less accredited
text: “for it were better (good) for me to die than
that any man should make my glorying (should be:
my glory) void, Kaufman. is not the act of glorying, but
that in which one glories, that which gives one the right
to glory. The trouble with this reading is that all efforts to combine Wow 2'5 in the sense of “rather
than” are linguistically untenable; the two words do
not belong together. Tischendorf assumes that this is
an anacoluthon; R. 996 makes it “a broken sentence";
others ﬁnd it to be an aposiopesis, an omission of a part
of the sentence; 17, “or," is sometimes converted into 23,
“verily,” which the New Testament would then have
only here. But the sentence is quite regular. Only two
alternatives exist for Paul: either to die, say of nonsupport, if that should become necessary; “or” that
his cause of glory remain intact.

16) But would Paul’s glory not consist in his
preaching of the gospel, in this alone whether it be
with or without support? In this respect Paul’s case
is exceptional, for this reason he is now also speak-

ing only about himself. For if I preach the gospel I
have no cause for glory, for a necessity lies upon
me; for woe is unto me if I preach not the gospel.
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- Others may ﬁnd preaching a cause for glory; Paul’s
case is different. Why diﬂ’erent? Because he must
preach; a necessity, a‘ compulsion rests upon him,
which takes the matter entirely out of his hands. In
fact, woe to him, if he does not preach! “Woe,” aid, is
here used like a substantive, R. 270. Calamity, dire
punishment from God would overtake Paul if he ceased
to preach. This is surely astounding, and Paul intends
that it shall be so; Such a statement is in need of an
adeduate explanation, and Paul now furnishes this explanation with ydp.
17) For if I do this of my own will I have pay,
but if not of my own will I only have a stewardship
entrusted to me.

The two conditions contemplate two realities and
are treated as such by Paul. First, if Paul's case is
really this that'he preaches “of his own will,” by his

own volition and consent, then he indeed has something
in which to glory, something of which 'to be proud
with a holy pride, then pw96v, “pay," or “reward,”
would properly come to him,‘namely the future reward
of glory and honor in heaven promised by the Lord,
in which Paul could and would rejoice already now
while he was doing his great work. But this is not at
all Paul’s case. He did not ﬁrst become a follower of
Christ and'then, like the other apostles, of his own
volition accept the Lord’s call and commission to the
apostleship.
'
Paul’s case was the reverse. If I do this w‘ork‘of
preaching “not of my own will,” if this is my case —

and it is—then my entire position is different. The
two pivotal terms are Eku'w, “with my will and consent,"
and «how, “without my will " and consent." In Paul’s
case his heavenly Lord- and Master himself decided
the whole matter-without in any way ﬁrst preparing
Paul, and without in any way- ﬁrst asking his consent.
Thus Paul says: “I only have a stewardship entrusted
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to me,” i. e., the Lord turned it over to me, and I still
have it.

In order to understand Paul’s statement we should
remember that the ozxoyéaoi (4:1, 2) were slaves, whose
masters simply gave certain goods or property into
their hands to be administered in trust. The entire
matter rested on the decision of the master to Whom
the slave in question belonged. The master did not ask:
“Will you take this stewardship?” He only gave the

order: “Take it 1” The slave took it—woe to him if
he was obstinate and refused! But when a slave, who
had nothing to say in the matter, was put in charge
of such a trust he had no claim to wages for adminis-

tering this trust. Being only a slave and belonging
bodily to his master, that master could and did use
him as he saw ﬁt. And that was the end of the matter.
And such a slave was bound to be faithful, 4 :1, 2. That
was also taken as a matter of course.

All this throws light on the parable of The Talents
and on that of The Pounds in which masters make
their slaves stewards by simply issuing orders to that
effect. We even have two examples of slaves who re-

fused to act as stewards, and from the punishment
meted out to them we may gather what Paul means
when he says: “Woe to me, if I refuse to act!” The

incident that in the parables the master rewards his
faithful slaves when the accounting is ﬁnally made at
the close of their stewardship is simply an astounding
exception, an example of the magniﬁcent generosity of
this Master who far excels all other slave masters. The
tremendous size of the reward shows that it cannot be
conceived in the light of pay.
Here we meet one of the features that is frequently
found in Christ’s parables, which far transcends the
human imagery because the latter is utterly inadequate
to portray the divine reality but is able to portray that
reality only by glaring contrast. As far as the claims
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of these slaves in the parables are concerned, even
those of the most faithful, all of them are on a par
with the claims of the slave mentioned in Luke 17 :7-10,
who, when he had done everything, had earned not
even his master’s thanks because he had done only what
it was his obligation to do as a slave.
This is Paul’s case exactly. When Jesus acquired
him as a slave while he was on the road to Damascus,
right then and there Jesus issued his 'order and told
his slave for what work he had decided to use him.
Paul received the order right there to act as an oixovdpos‘
or “slave-steward” for his new Master: “Arise, and
stand upon thy feet; for to this 'end have I appeared
unto thee, to appoint thee a minister and a witness,”
etc., which uses the even still lower term Mpe’rqe (see
remarks on 4:1), a slave helper who just obeys orders
without question, Acts 26 :16. Placed into the apostleship and the work of preaching in this fashion, Paul
has no credit due him, .no pay of any kind, no reward.
When then, as in II Tim. 4:8, he speaks of the crown
that is laid up for him, which already now makes his
eyes shine, this reward must, as in the parables, be
referred to the astounding magnanimity of his divine
Master.
18) Yet Paul is determined to have credit, pay,
and cause to glory after all, slave though he is and
therefore debarred from earning pay. He has not
been in the company of his heavenly Master in vain,
from his Master’s magnanimity he has learned also

to be magnanimous. What, then, is my pay? namely
this pay that is due me after all, R. 759. Answer:
That when I preach the gospel I make the gospel
without charge so as not to use at all my. right in
connection with the gospel.
. This subﬁnal Iva states the answer to the question
and here has the indicative: “That I shall (actually)
make,” etc.; there is no thought of purpose: “that I
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may make," etc., our versions, which do not seem to
be acquainted with this use of ha. The point of Paul’s
answer to this question lies in éSd-mmv, “without
charge,” free of expense to the congregations concerned:

The expression (is 76 with the inﬁnitive denotes
result: making the gospel without charge results in
this that Paul makes no use whatever of his right to
receive support in connection with the- gospel. Paul
might invert this statement; it would be true either
way. Yet the cause that impels Paul may logically well
be said to be his concern for the people, and thus the
effect or result is the non-use of his right.

Even as a slave-steward Paul has the right (here
we again have this key word) to be fed, clothed, etc.
while he is administering his Master’s trust; the Master himself so ordained. Paul could exercise that right
in the course of his work. It would not be wrong for
him to do so. Then, he would, however, be like
every other slave-steward with no claim on credit
whatever. By foregoing his right as a steward, by
making the gospel wholly without charge to the church
Paul establishes a claim. He thereby imitates his great
Master in a small way. Freely he dispenses his magniﬁcent gifts to his servants, ten cities to one, ﬁve cities
to another, so that his glory shines forth forever. Paul
dispenses the gospel by his ministry, founds and builds
up one congregation after another, asks absolutely no
return so that his generosity stands forth to his credit
and calls for recognition, if not on the part of men,
then at least on the part of the Lord.
The verb m-aquiaaaaac does not mean “to misuse”
or “to use unduly” but “to use fully or completely,” and
its negation denies all of it: “not to use at all.” We
correct the A. V.’s': “to abuse,” and the R. V.’s: “not
to use in full,” i. e., yet to use in part. Paul makes no
use whatever of this his right, hence also the constative
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or comprehensive aorist is employed; he is not establishing a partial but a total claim.
19)
Paul adds an explanation which reveals to
us the full extent of his surrender of the right that is
his. He goes far beyond merely yielding his right to
support. How much more he yields he now tells us.
The arrangement of the sentences, the choice of words
and of phrases are so perfect that we must marvel
at the mastery here displayed. Paul’s purpose goes far
beyond securing “glory” or “due pay” for himself only.
His deeper purpose in giving up so much in the interest of the gospel is to win as many souls as possible
for salvation.
Though being free from all men, to all men I
made myself a slave in order that I might gain the
more men. Both min/my and miaw are masculine as the
context shows, and the two are juxtaposed for the
purpose of emphasis: “from all, to all.” The thought
itself is highly paradoxical: on the one hand, to be free
from all men; then, to be bound to all men. Luther had
caught Paul’s secret when he wrote regarding the liberty of a Christian man: “A Christian man is a free

lord over all things and subject to nobody. A Christian man is a ministering servant in all things and
subject to everybody.” Yet Paul’s paradox must be
properly understood: when he made himself a slave
to all men he did this of his own accord, he did it free-

ly; it was the voluntary act of a free man: “Being
free, I made myself a slave.” Paul does not say: “I
let all men (or any man) make a slave of me.” To be

made a slave thus is the very subversion of Christianity, 7:23: “Become not slaves of men.”
“Being free from all men” means, ﬁrst of all, to
be free from an obligation that might result if Paul
accepted support for preaching. If he accepted nothing
whatever, no shadow of moral obligation could arise.
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Paul does not need to specify other restrictions that
might hamper his freedom in a similar way. A man
who goes as far as Paul does in the matter of refusing support will not lag behind in other matters in

order that he may be free.
“Free from all men”—what a weight these few
words carry! Paul had broken with his entire past,
with his own nation, and was not understood by many
of his fellow believers. He had learned to endure envy
and hate, to face danger and persecution, to look death
in the face again and again — alone, depending only on
his Lord. He had unlearned completely to bow to the
opinions and the will of men. He is free, he enjoys

the whole of Christian freedom, he is wholly sure of
himself, he is dependent on no man, he is proud with
a sacred pride, unyielding to the demands of any man.

But now the paradox: “to all men I will make myself a slave.” This utterly outstrips any freedom which

the Corinthian disciples and protagonists might vauntingly claim. The pagan Stoics, too, had much to say
about inner freedom which enabled a man by philosophy and by training to rise far above either pain or
joy. Paul would stagger these pagans when he de—

clares: “I made mine own self a slave to all.” No Stoic
would understand that. Yet it only echoes the words
of Jesus, Mark 10:43-45; Luke 22:26, 27. Even the
Corinthians should by this time know far more about
this freedom which makes men voluntary slaves.
Like a ﬂood of light the purpose clause illumines
Paul's paradox: “in order that I might gain more

men.” The verb xep8m’mw is a technical missionary term
which alternates with aégew in v. 22. “More men” =
more than I should gain by pursuing a different course.
Paul, too, is moved by the motive of Jesus who made
himself lowly and poor in order to make as many as

possible great and rich. The fact that this kind of
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slavery gives a man a place among the highest nobility
in God’s kingdom Paul does not add although Jesus
did so.
20) Now there follow the striking details of
Paul’s self-imposed slavery. And I became to the
Jews as a Jew in order that I might gain Jews; to
those under law as under law, yet not being myself
under law, in order that I might gain those under
law.
The connective mi is epexegetical. Paul became,
not a Jew, but “as a Jew” by living according to the
Jewish fashion among the Jews and by using their
forms of teaching when he sought to convert them.
Having once been a Jew, he could do this perfectly.
“In order to gain Jews” restates the great purpose
of love.
While “Jews” and “those under law" are identical,
“Jews” refers to nationality, and “under law” refers
to religion. Paul has in mind the Mosaic law, but the
absence of the article treats this law as one would
regard law in general. The phrase inro w'pov, with the
accusative, takes the place of the locative with the
genitive as indicating place and is found even with
verbs of rest, R. 635. These people were \scrupulous
about legal prescriptions, and Paul accommodates himself to them when he is preaching the gospel by carefully avoiding anything that might arouse their antagonism. He thus observed their laws regarding food,
drink, and similar matters.

But Paul at once safeguards himself: “yet not being myself under law.” This explanation Paul must
add for the sake of the Gentile Christians in Corinth
lest they misunderstand; and he must add it also for
the sake of the Jewish Christians lest they, in a different way, also misunderstand. For Paul and all
Christians are completely free from all regulations of
the ceremonial law. More will have to be said about
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being “under law” in connection with the next verse.
Paul probably suffered not a little as a result of the
course he thus pursued, for people who did not, and
probably also would not, understand him added to his
suifering. He again adds the refrain which tells of
his motive and purpose: “in order that I might gain
those under law."

21)

To those without law as withoilt law, yet

not being without God’s law but in Christ’s law, in
order that I might gain those without law.

The Gentiles were dvopot because they had no legal
code from God to regulate them. Paul accommodated
himself to them by living as if he, too, were without
law. He mingled freely with them and disregarded
all Jewish Observances which he followed at other
times; he also, as for instance at Athens, formulated
his teaching so that it might make the strongest appeal
to the Gentile mind. Paul did not, of course, live in
a lawless and in a godless fashion when he was among
Gentiles. He did not act like a pagan or become a
pagan, he was not utterly devoid of divine law. He
was and he remained a Christian even among the Gentiles even as he was and remained a Christian among
the Jews.
Just as Paul, when referring to his life among the
Jews, inserts the safeguarding clause: “yet not being
myself under law,” so when he now speaks about his
life among the Gentiles he carefully inserts even a
double statement, a negative and a positive one: “yet
not being without God’s law but in Christ’s law.” As
long as Paul speaks only about Jews and about Gentiles, the expressions “under law” and “without law"
may be understood in a superﬁcial sense and imply
that the former have the law of Moses and live under
it, and the latter have no such law and live without it.
But the moment Paul refers to himself and says re-
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garding himself that he is not under law yet not without law but in the law the entire subject is deepened.
In contrast 'with the Jews, Paul is in no‘ sense a
Gentile. The Jews, as long as they remain Jews, are
under the law because they reject the gospel. The law

binds, compels, curses, and dams them. The Gentiles
know nothing about this law and because of this ignorance are not under it; yet because they, too, are
devoid of the gospel, they, too, lie under the curse and
condemnation of the law. From all this coercion and
this damnation Paul, the Christian, is delivered by the
gospel. In this sense he writes: “I am under law.”
In contrast with the Gentiles, Paul is in no sense

a Jew. The Jews are under the law outwardly and

inwardly; Paul is not. The Gentiles are inwardly under the law, and only outwardly are they free from

it; Paul is free both outwardly and inwardly. The
gospel gave him this freedom. But through this very
freedom from the law the gospel put Paul within the
law. The law, once a relentless master and tyrant, is
through the gospel now a beneﬁcent friend and servant

to Paul. Freely, of his own volition, Paul, the gospel
Christian, delights to do the works of the law. As such
a man he moves among both Jews and Gentiles. With
perfect liberty he uses ceremonial regulations when
he is among Jews, and with the same perfect liberty
he discards all such regulations when he is among
Gentiles; he follows both courses of conduct in order
to win as many as possible for the gospel.
Under the law, Jew. alone = under its outward
regime.
Under the law, Jew and Gentile = under its power
and its curse.
Without the law, Gentile alone=not under its
outward regime.

First Corinthians 9:21, 22
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Without the law, Christian alone = not under its
outward regime nor under its power and its curse.

Not without the law, Christian alone=not deprived of its service.
In the law, Christian alone = using its service in
doing its works through the free power of the gospel.

When Paul denies that he is an a'vopos- @coﬁ and
afﬁrms that he is Ewolws xpmoa, the negation and the

afﬁrmation are only two sides of the same truth; and
wipes in the two adjectives (or are they predicate
nouns?) is the same law, that of Moses. The two genitives differ only formally as to the sense, for an am...

is such in relation to God, and an Ewopoe is such in
relation to Christ. We venture the opinion that the
two genitives are grammatically alike, both possessive

and dependent on the noun I‘d/1.09 which is embedded in
each of the terms.

Neither is a genitive because of

the preﬁx used with the terms. R. 516 lists “God’s”
as a genitive ablative because of the preﬁx in dvopoc
while he is unclear in regard to “Christ’s” and says
only that this is “a bold use” of the genitive.
Now we again have the refrain: “in order that I

might gain those without law,” which states Paul’s
purpose and motive of love.

The aorist subjunctive

chSdl/w is derived from xcp'o‘ava, R. 1216, while the previous aorist subjunctive xepSﬁam is derived from _K€p$a’.vm,
R. 1217 ; the two verbs are only variant forms of the
same root. The aorists denote actual winning for
Christ.
22)
I became weak to the weak in order that

I might gain the weak.
“The weak” are Christians indeed, but because they
are weak they are easily offended by the strong who
act without regard to their weakness, 8:7; and thus
the weak may perish. To them Paul condescends as if

he, too, were “weak” by entering into their difﬁculties,
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avoiding offense, helping them to become strong. The
term “weak” has a ﬁxed meaning in connections such
as this: weak and undeveloped in knowledge and in
faith, compare 8:10. Paul does not need to add: “yet
being not weak myself,” for between the weak and the
strong there is no such difference as between Jews and
Christians or Gentiles and Christians. Once more we
have the refrain: “in order that I might gain the
wee ." We now see why Paul selects the verb “gain"
when he writes this refrain. It is wider in force than
“save." The weak are saved, indeed, because they are
Christians, but they can be gained for greater strength,
for an advance in knowledge and in faith.
And now Paul summarizes: To all men I became
all things in order that by all means I might save
some.
All of the classes already mentioned are included
in “all men”; and this expression would apply also to
all other classes that one might wish to make. To all
of them Paul has become “all things” according to the
individual requirements of their particular cases. Now
Paul uses the perfect “I have become," which again
includes the previous historical aorists which referred
to the mere past facts yet adds the idea that Paul continues thus even to the present moment.
This time the refrain is struck with variations: “in
order that by all means I may save some.” In the ﬁrst
place, note the beautiful paronomasia between aria.—
«mivm—miwm—and mim. in v. 23. Paul spreads out
his arms and opens wide his heart of love by the use
of these four terms, all of which mean “all— all.” In
contrast with these four “all” terms he writes save
“some.” Although he is not less than an apostle he
knows that he will be able to save only “some." A note
of humility creeps in here, one that is even today very
comforting to us who are less than Paul when we, too,
ﬁnd that we can save only “some.” And yet what joy

First CMnthiam 9:22, 23
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and happiness it was to Paul and is to us that we are
able to save at least “some," v. 19, “the more”! .The
verb 003(0) is stronger than the verb “to gain” yet helps
to deﬁne Paul’s ultimate purpose also in regard to the
weak and is more ﬁtting in a conclusion.
It should not be necessary, yet it probably is, to
point out the fact that in accommodating himself to
the standpoint of his missionary subjects Paul never
descended to a mere pleasing of men or to connivance
with their false religious notions and their sinful practices. After only a few weeks of activity among them
the Jews who were obdurate usually turned against
Paul. In his practice Paul followed Jesus who could
dine with Pharisees and with publicans and come into
contact with harlots without receiving a stain or leaving a false impression. What Paul describes is the
practical wisdom of a love that is truly strong and thus

fully considerate. Let us admit at once that Paul’s
task was not an easy one. Nor is a true imitation of
Paul an easy performance for us. The danger is always present that we may either yield too much to
love, which then ceases to be love, or that we may forget something of wisdom, which then lands us in folly.
23) Up to this point all the purpose clauses
reveal only Paul’s desire to gain and to save others.
Now we learn that this purpose extends also to Paul
himself. Now I do all things for the sake of the
gospel in order that I might become a joint partake:thereof.
Yes, Paul says, my motive is the saving interest of
others, but this ultimately involves my own salvation.
He means that his entire way of preaching the gospel
with an eye to the love for others has its bearing on
his own participation in the gospel. “For the sake of
the gospel” is meant subjectively: for the saving success of the gospel among men generally, including also
myself. If I do this work in any other way than the
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one I have indicated, if I omit this concern of love for
others although many others may *be saved through
my- work which is devoid of such love, I myself would
not be saved. A great twofold interest thus holds me
to my course. He has spoken about the interest for
others and now speaks about the interest for himself,
that he himself might be, (the .aorist: actually be) a
mxomvés of the gospel, alterm that is used only here by
Paul: one who shares with others in the saving fellowship of the gospel.
To some preachers this thought will certainly seem
strange—that Paul would lose his own part in the
gospel if he did'not follow this one method of preaching the gospel. So many preachers think that they
may choose their own method, do individualistically
as they please in this regard, care more for the wool
than for the sheep, for the crowd than for the souls,
for their own personal, earthly interests than for the
spiritual interests of men. They are sure that they
will be saved no matter how they decide to preach the
gospel. Paul explains that he might, indeed, preach
the gospel and yet lose his Own personal participation
in that gospel. The—point of his explanation is found
in the last clause of v. '27.
24) Do you not know that those who run in the
stadium all run, yet only one receives the prize? Of
course, the Corinthians know all about this. Since the
days of Alexander the Great athletic contests, held in
public stadia, had become popular in the entire Hellenic world, and the people camein crowds to these
athletic ﬁelds and watched the dyém or contests much
as the crowds now throng to the great college games
and to baseball matches in the major‘and even in the
minor leagues. Such a contest was well named dyu'w, for
even the spectators agonized over‘ it. Paul’s illustra—
tion is taken from the-major contests in which only a
single prize was oﬂ’ered: “only one receives the prize.”

First Cm-inthz‘ans 9:24, 25
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The second and the third runners might obtain public

mention, but they did not receive the coveted prize.
In the smaller, local contests more than one prize. was
offered.
Paul at once makes the application: So run that
you may attain. The tertium comparationis is not
the entire contest so that the Christian race would
have all the corresponding counterparts, many running with all their might, yet only a single victor
emerging at the end. The tertium lies only in aims.
In all the races staged in the Isthmian games in Cor-

inth, for instance, certain runners ran “so,” others did
not. “So do you run,” Paul writes, like these prize
winners, that you may capture the prize (aorist, actually capture).

25) A further and a somewhat different point
(86) is added, that concerning the c’yxpaima and éyxparcﬁcaﬂai; these are technical terms that were borrowed
from the training of ancient athletes, which extended over a period of ten months. And every man
engaged in a contest practices self-control in every

respect, does it as a matter of course. As it did in
v. 24, the present tense states what takes place in all
such cases; it is scarcely iterative as R. 880 states.

While they are in training these athletes exercise complete self-control with reference to food, sleep, hours
for practice, etc., and avoid everything that may hurt
them and devote themselves to everything that may

help them in their contests.
Now they, in order to receive a perishable crown
while we one imperishable. The argument from the
less to the greater is overwhelming: if those athletes
practice such self-control merely to obtain a slight and

fading earthly crown, shall we do less for a heavenly
crown of glory that lasts forever? The two crowns are
contrasted with each other by pe’v and 8c’, the oily only
continues and means “now.” The perishable crOWn
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consisted of wild olive, ivy, or parsley (Fausset) ; or
of laurel, pine, or parsley, which was said to originate
from the laurel wreath that was assumed by Apollo on
conquering the Python (Smith). Our crown is imperishable, “an inheritance incorruptible, and undeﬁled, and that fadeth not away, reserved in heaven for
you,” I Pet. 1:4.
26) From the second person plural with which
Paul bids the Corinthians run to win the prize he
advances to the ﬁrst person singular by telling what
he for his part determines to do. And in his usual
manner Paul now broadens the thought by adding
the ﬁgure of boxing to that of the foot race. I for
my part so run as not uncertainly; I box as not ﬂay-

ing the air.
In the New Testament we ﬁnd m only in compounds; it is usually restrictive: “I for my part now”
(not: “therefore,” our versions). Paul begins with
two negative statements which are followed in v. 27
by two corresponding positive statements. Note the
two litotes in “not uncertainly” for “with complete
certainty,” “not ﬂaying the air" for “striking home”
or delivering a knockout. 0:5 with a participle makes
the negative more decisive, R. 1137. Both expressions
mean that Paul engages in the game so as to secure the
victory and the prize beyond any doubt. It is pointless
to dispute about subjective and objective certainty on
Paul’s part. True, a runner or a boxer may be very
certain subjectively and yet be sadly beaten. Athletes
love to crow in advance about their certain victory.
Paul’s case is altogether different. In the Christian
profession and in the apostleship or the ministry we
are to have and do have objective and subjective certainty combined. We do not merely hope to win, we
—-wm.
The verb “to ﬂay," 8c’pw, is very strong. But to ﬂay
or to knock the skin off the air is a ludicrous thought.

First Corinthians 9 :27
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To strike a terriﬁc blow which lands on the air in—
stead of on the opponent brings a laugh from the spectators. Yet this litotes conveys more than the idea that
Paul merely lands his blows on his opponent’s head or
body; he knocks his opponent prostrate and wins the
bout. Both ﬁgures depict the most strenuous effort and
imply that only thus even a man like Paul can hope
to win, only thus does he actually win.

27)

The positive statement links into the nega-

tive by beginning with the ﬁgure of boxing. This
is often done in Hebrew poetry so that even entire
chains of thought are formed. A striking term that
was used at the end of a statement is resumed in
the following statement, and this is continued for a
longer or a shorter line of interlocked thoughts. At
the same time Paul weaves in new points and after
' the ﬁgure of boxing introduces the additional ﬁgure

of making a slave. I give my body a black eye, and
I make it a slave lest in any way, after having
preached to others, I myself should be rejected.
We now learn who Paul’s opponent is, namely his
own body with its desires and its weak inclinations
which are so ready to militate against his high calling.
Paul says: “I hit it under the eye,” Monica: (inns:

under, and a¢=eye). The A. V.’s translation is too
delicate: “I keep under”; and the R. V.’s is too broad:
“buffet," margin “bruise," which may apply to any

part of the body. To hit a powerful blow under the
eye is to knock the body out, which is precisely what
Paul means. He does not maul his body, bruise it here
and there or even all over, but lays it ﬂat with the

right blow in the right place.
To knock out is only a momentary victory gained
in one bout. Now Paul’s is a permanent victory. He
must link in a new ﬁgure that will picture this permanency: “I make my body a slave” and keep it as a slave
so that it is unable to assert itself again and to regain
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any mastery over me even as much as to dispute my
control for one moment.
When we read all that Paul says about the body
we should not catch the real point of his entire discussion if we failed to see just why he so prominently
brings in this reference to his body. In many other
connections he deals with the body and with its members plus the lusts that use these organs for their purpose. Thus in 6:12, etc.; Rom. 12:1. Here he refers
to his body as an organism that requires food, drink,
clothing, lodging, etc., in a word, support in order to
live, support from the churches he served. This body
of his would like to have abundant and rich support in
order to live in a style that is beﬁtting the body of an
apostle, to say nothing about the greatest apostle of all.
See the grand style in which prominent clerics live today! Now Paul says: “I knock this out of my body
completely; lead my body around as a slave (this is the
ﬁrst meaning of SovMyarya'S) ; I never let it rob me of my
glory, that I make the gospel completely ‘without
charge’ to all those to whom I preach.” Our versions
are too reﬁned also when they translate this degrading
verb. It means complete slavery and not mere subjection or bondage, which may be much less.
Now there follows the ﬁnal negative purpose clause,
which explains the purpose clause used in v. 23, in
which Paul states that he himself may be a joint partaker in the gospel. At the same time this purpose
clause, which is found at the very end of the chapter,

illumines the entire chapter, it reaches back to the
desire to eat idol meats, continues on through the self~
denials which Paul practiced, and culminates in Paul’s
determination to preserve his own share in the gospel:
“lest in any way, after having preached to others, I
myself should be rejected,” the aorist denotes a ﬁnal,
decisive act: “should be a castaway,” A. V.

First Cminthzhns 9:27
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This ﬁnal purpose clause deals with the reality itself and drops the ﬁgures that have been used since
v. 24. We should not, therefore, charge Paul with
mixing his ﬁgures and with obscuring his meaning.
Thus nuptials does not refer to the xﬁpué who announced
the various athletic events and the names of the athletes competing in the stadium. This gentleman him-

self never ran or boxed or entered any other event.
Besides, Paul left the stadium when he brought in the .
new ﬁgure of leading about a slave. The same is true
with regard to éaémpoe, which has nothing to do with the
games that were held in the stadium. This word is
used in hundreds of combinations, and the effort to
ﬁnd in it a technical term that was applied to rejected
or disqualiﬁed contestants is unrewarding.
A xﬁpvé is a herald; and mpﬁaaew, “to herald," to
proclaim, to preach, is a standard term in the New
Testament to designate this function. The verb, here
the aorist participle unpéeae, “after having preached”
to others, is well chosen, for a herald may shout out an
order or a piece of information without in the least
letting his announcement affect his own heart and life.
That is exactly what may happen in the case of a
herald who is sent out to announce the gospel news to

others. We fear that it happens more frequently than
is ordinarily supposed. We even know heralds of Christ
who have so little regard for the Kﬁpv'yna. they are to

proclaim for the salvation of men that they modify,
change, even pervert it, and yet announce: “Thus saith

the Lord l”
Paul passes by this angle of the matter. He speaks
about one who makes the correct announcement but
fails to absorb a vital part of that announcement in his
own life and actions. He has the mica.- or knowledge,

he asserts his agoum'a or right, but he never appropriated
the dydm, or love which vitalizes and controls the use of
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both. This renders him may“. This term implies that
a test is made, and=that whatever stands the test is
accepted as 86mins, whatever fails to stand the test is
rejected as (536mm): and is thrown out, cast away. The
two adjectives and the cognate verb and the noun-are

frequently used with reference to ancient coins which
were always weighed and otherwise carefully tested;

the genuine and the full-weight coins were accepted as
“proven,” the others Were rejected as “disproven.”
C.-K. 357.
What a calamity when a professing Christian ﬁnds
himself “rejected” in the end! How much worse when
one of the Lord’s own heralds has this experience!
Paul regards his work and even the way in which he
does his work with extreme seriousness. The fact that
he is an apostle is not yet proof to him that he will be
saved. He knows the test that he must face. He applies
that test to himself in this chapter and so attains both
the subjective and the objective certainty that he will
indeed not be a castaway.

CHAPTER X
Old Testament Examples and the Lord's Supper
in Warning, 10:1-22

The fact that one may, indeed, partake of the
abundance of divine grace and yet be lost in the end
as Paul has feared in regard to himself in the last
verse of the preceding chapter is now veriﬁed by notable examples from the Old Testament which exhibit
the terrible experiences of the ancient Jews.

1)

For I do not want you to be ignorant, breth-

ren, that our fathers all were under the cloud, and
all went through the sea, and all were baptized to
Moses in the cloud and in the sea, and all ate of the
same spiritual food, and all drank of the same spiritual drink; for they were drinking out of a spiritual
rock that accompanied them, and the rock was
Christ. But with the most of them God was not well
pleased, for they were struck down in the wilderness.
“I do not want you to be ignorant” is a litotes for,

“I want you to know," and is one of Paul’s favorite
turns of expression for introducing important com-

munications and instructions; and ydp offers the following as a substantiation of the preceding, namely
Paul’s concern lest he become a castaway—he who
was so richly blessed. The address “brethren” appeals
to the hearts of the Corinthians. What they must know
and take to heart is sketched in detail. When Paul calls
the ancient Jews “our fathers” he connects the Israelites with the New Testament Church, for both are
God’s people although some of each church are lost.
Five times Paul repeats «aims- when he is describing
the grace and the spiritual blessings which these fathers received. God included them “all”; if any of
(389)
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them were excluded and did not remain included, this
was due wholly to their own action.
First they were all delivered from the bondage of
Egypt by the miraculous hand of God. God was present
in “the cloud,” which is called a pillar of cloud in Exod.
13:20-22. All the Israelites were under this divine
shelter when they came to the Red Sea. The imperfect
23cm in this list of verbs in the aorist does duty for the
historical aorist since etvat has no aorist form. “All” ‘
likewise passed through the Red Sea and completed
.their deliverance from Pharaoh. Regarding the part
played by the cloud in this passage through the sea
compare Exod. 14:19, 20. Note also v. 22: “And the
children of Israel went into the midst of the sea upon
dry land.” What a wonderful deliverance the fathers
experienced !
2) The readings vary between the aorist middle
éﬁarﬂ'a'awo (which would be causative: “let themselves
be baptized,” R. 808; J. H. Moulton, Einleitung in die
Sprache des Neuen Testaments, 256) and the aorist
passive c'ﬂaw-ﬂ'a'a'qa'av, “were baptized," but the latter has
the stronger textual authority although the middle appears in Acts 22:16. Being under the cloud and passing through the sea are here termed a. baptism, they
were analogous to Christian baptism. The preposition
('1! is usually termed instrumental, “by the cloud," etc.
This might be conceived as an immersion in so far as
the cloud would cast a shadow over the Israelites but
scarcely in regard to the waters of the sea which in

no way cOVered the Israelites who walked through
“upon dry ground”; only the Egyptians were immersed, and that not ﬁguratively but very literally.
As for the cloud, this moved behind the Israelites, its
function being to separate them from the Egyptians.

No water from the cloud or from the sea was applied
to the Israelites. It was likewise the function of the
sea to separate.

First Corinthians 10:2, 3
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What happened in the case of the Israelites is thus
analogous to what happens through baptism in our
case. In both instances there is water. In the type,
the cloud and the sea separate the Israelites from the
Egyptians. In baptism we are separated from the
world. Secondly, the type shows a uniﬁcation — Israel

was henceforth a separate and sacred body, set apart
for God alone. So baptism now unites all the baptized
into one body that belongs wholly to God. Similarly the
ﬂood immersed the evil generation of Noah’s day but
bore aloft Noah's family high and dry; in this it, too,

typiﬁes Christian baptism, I Pet. 3:21. It separated
Noah from that wicked generation and set him and
his family apart unto God. This it, too, did by means
of water.
The phrase (is n‘w Mwiim'yv may be patterned after
the similar New Testament phrase cis n‘w Xpumsv, but
it can never be taken in the sense of “into Moses” or
Christ. No baptism nor anything else could in any
conceivable sense carry the Israelites “into” Moses.
The idea expressed is one of union: “to,” “unto,” or
“for Moses.” This symbolical baptism united the Israelites to Moses as God’s representative to them, the
Old Testament mediator, in Whom was foreshadowed
Christ, the New Testament eternal Mediator, Deut.
18:18. The deliverance from the Egyptian bondage

through Moses by this symbolical baptism through the
cloud and the sea likewise typiﬁes our deliverance from
the bondage of sin and of death through Christ by
means of Christian baptism.
3) As all the Israelites received the type of baptism, so all of them also received the analogous type
of the Lord’s Supper. The point of similarity lies in
this that “they all” did eat, “they all” did drink “the
same food” and “the same drink." All received and
enjoyed the identical spiritual blessing. The manna
given in the desert is called “spiritual food” because
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it was in no wise a product. of nature but “the corn of
heaven” and “angels’ food,” Ps. 78 :24, 25, a gift from
the Spirit of God. Its origin was spiritual, and thus,
although it nourished only the body, which. Jesus points
out so forcibly in John 6 in his discourse on the Bread
of Life, this manna should have had an effect also upon
the soul. Paul says no more regarding “the food.”
_ 4) Concerning the “spiritual drink” he says much

more. The sentence introduced with ydp explains, for
this part of the subject is not as self-evident as is the
other; moreover, a fanciful legend had grown up which
calls for “denial and correction. The two second aorists
Zrﬁayov and Emov give the summary (constative) record
of the historical fact: “they ate and they drank”; the
imperfect Emvov presents an explanatory description:
“they were drinking,” drinking all along. No natural
and ordinary rock can possibly furnish drinking water
.for anybody, whether he be in the desert or elsewhere.
For this reason yoﬁp explains: “they were drinking out
of a spiritual rock that accompanied them.” Not once
but, as the imperfect states, continually the Israelites
were drinking, and from no mere natural rock although
the water was twice made to gush out of such a rock,
but out of a spiritual rock which was supernatural,
divine, and not left behind in the desert as those two
natural rocks were but accompanied the Israelites
wherever they went in their wanderings. Moreover,
Paul writes m’rpa, a rocky mass, a clilf of rock, and not
m’rpoe, a single, detached boulder; compare Matt. 16 :18
regarding the same important distinction.
The old Jewish legend relates that after the ﬁrst
water-miracle recorded in Exod. 17 :1-7 the rock which
Moses struck rolled along on the journey of the Israelites until at the time of the death of Moses it disappeared in the Sea of Gennesaret. The second miracle, recorded in Num. 20 :2-13, is connected with this

First Corinthians 10:4
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This rock had been lost on the

journey when Miriam died, to whose merit the ﬁrst
miracle was ascribed. This rock did not return until
the second miracle was to be wrought. Hence it was

also called “Miriam’s Well.” Then also the well mentioned in Num. 21:16-18 is identiﬁed with the rock
which gushed forth water as recorded in Num. 20 :12,
so that the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan says on Num.

20:19: “The well that had been given as a present to
them climbed up with them on the high mountains
and from the high mountains came down with them

into the valleys, surrounded the entire camp of Israel,
and refreshed them, each at the door of his tent.”
Yes, Paul says, a modicum of the legend is true:
a rock did accompany Israel throughout the desert
wandering, a rock out of which they kept drinking

all of the time. But this was not the rolling boulder
of the legend although on two notable occasions a
natural rocky cliff was used by Moses at God’s command. This was a mass of rock that was far greater

and far higher and entirely spiritual in its nature:
“and that rock was Christ.” This supernatural rock
that never allowed Israel to perish of thirst in the
desert — as any other similar expedition would quickly
have perished — was Christ, the Son of God, who later
became incarnate for our salvation. From him came
the water when upon two occasions two natural rocks
miraculously sent out streams of water, but he, and
he alone, provided water for the Israelites day by day
although he performed no miracle to accomplish this.
Let no one imagine that the Israelites just happened to
ﬁnd water whenever it was needed, save upon those
two occasions when none was to be had until the miracle furnished it. A wondrous provider accompanied
them (not: “followed" as our versions translate). Just
as he gave them manna daily, so daily he, too, provided
water for them.
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In fact, the God who led Israel out of bondage, who
appeared to them in the pillar of cloud and of ﬁre, who
gave them the law and brought them to Canaan, was
Christ, the same Christ who died for us on the cross
and arose in glory. The people of the old and the people of the new covenants are one people, they are all

under Christ. For this reason he gave them similar
blessings: ﬁrst a type of baptism, then the sacrament
of baptism; ﬁrst a type of spiritual eating and drinking, then the sacrament of divine food and drink in

the Lord’s Supper. Behind that manna and that water
in the desert were the power and the presence of Christ
just as he was in the pillar at the sea and in the dry
road through the sea. Neyer once did he leave his
people.
To Israel he could give only types, to us he gave the
antitypes. Yet the types are as truly spiritual for the

support and the nourishment of faith as are the richer
antitypes. Each operates on its own plane, is suited to
its own time. This is true with regard to all the types
and the antitypes of the Scriptures. Paul is here not
spinning fancies from his rabbinical mind; he is writing the deepest and the truest realities as they are
paired in the two covenants.
Both “the food” and “the drink” given in the desert
are called “spiritual.” When in regard to the latter
Paul adds that its source, too, was “spiritual,” being
even Christ himself, he does not thereby intend to deny
that the source of the manna was “spiritual.” While

he feels constrained to say more regarding the drink
because of the foolish Jewish legend that was connected
with the rock, one can readily see that both the food
and the drink came from the same source. Christ set
the entire table for the Israelites in the desert during
all those many years, and they should have recognized
his presence and have worshipped his power and his
goodness.

First Corinthians 10:5, 6
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5) But in this very essential point they failed:
“But with the most of them God was not well pleased,”
which is a litotes for “he was altogether displeased,”
he was angry. The negative o6, which is placed far
forward, has the strongest emphasis, R. 418. There is
a tragic contrast between the ﬁve repeated “all” and
the Lord's blessing on the one side and “the most of
them” and the Lord’s curse on the other side. Every

normal consideration and every right reasoning demanded that under this shower of divine grace, deliverance, and benefaction “all” should conduct themselves
in such a manner that God would be well pleased with
“all.” But they so conducted themselves that he was

well pleased with only a few and violently displeased
with all the rest.
It is needless to furnish detailed explanations as,
for instance, Stephen does. Instead of enumerating the

logical reasons, which might allow room for argument,
Paul at once introduces the summary evidential reason
(ydp) which at once excludes all argument and proves
the Lord’s displeasure beyond a peradventure: “for
they were struck down in the wilderness.” The two
historical aorists, “was not well pleased” and “were
struck down,” simply state the facts; they are tragic
enough as such. God is the agent behind the passive:
‘ the Israelites were struck down by him. Some died
violent deaths, some natural deaths; but all of them
save Joshua and Caleb died before Canaan was
reached. Even Moses died before the Israelites crossed
the Jordan because in one instance he gravely dis-

pleased and dishonored God. “They were struck down”
does not mean that all those who died in the wilderness
Were also forever damned. Some _were saved although
they suffered this temporal judgment because of their
sms.
6)

After stating the sad facts regarding the

Israelites during their desert journey Paul adds a
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broad application.

Now these things became our

examples to the intent that we may not be persons

lusting after evil things even also as they lasted.
“These things" is the subject, and “our examples”
the predicate; the number of the verb is attracted to
the predicate since .it immediately precedes the verb.
The margin of the R. V.: “in these things they became
ﬁgures of us,” makes “these things” an adverbial accusative, really, “as to these things”; but this reading
is excluded by v. 11: “These things happened unto
them by way of example,” where “these things" is unquestionably the subject; the two verses are nearly

exact parallels. The aorist passive form éymjanaav has
thezsame sense as the middle, “became”; the Koine
loved such passive forms and produced many of them
and preferred them to the older middle forms. Paul
tells the Corinthians that these happenings have come
to be rﬁma, “types” or-“examples,” for us in order that
we may take warning from them.
The inﬁnitive after at: 1-5 is ﬁnal: “to the intent
that,” etc., or: “in order that,” etc. Instead of using
the verb: “in order that we may not lust,” Paul uses
the copula with the noun: “that we may not be lustful.persons,” and thus uses the genitive xaxév as the
object of this lusting: “persons lusting after evil
things,” such things as are morally inferior and therefore ought to be shunned by us. “Even also as they.
lusted” adds the verb to the noun “lustful persons”
and summarizes the entire lustful conduct of the Israelites by the use of the aorist tense. This emphasis on
lust by means of the noun and the verb makes prominent the sin that so displeased God when he observed

.the conduct of the Israelites under the wondrous
stream of blessings showered upon them during their
desert journey. Instead of rejoicing in the spiritual
blessings which God extended to them they constantly
lusted'after “evil things,” those that were carnal in
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their very nature, and thus they aroused God's wrath.
7)
The general application is now followed by
the speciﬁcations which Paul has in mind. Neither
be ye idolaters as some of those, as it is written, The
people sat down to eat and to drink and rose up to
play. Neither let us commit fornication as some of
those committed fornication and fell in one day
twenty-three thousand. Neither let us tempt the
Lord as some of those tempted and perished by the
serpents. Neither murmur even as some of those
murmured and perished by the destroyer.

“Neither,” Mag, is continuative as 86 often is, R.
1185. In all four instances the injunctions are given
in the present tense and thus forbid a course of con-

duct. The ﬁrst and the last are present imperatives,
the other two are present subjunctives, which is a mere
variation in style. The collective 6 M6; is construed
with a singular and then with a plural verb and thus
touches the idea of unity and that of plurality contained in the term. While Amie is a general term for

a large mass of people it is often used to designate the
chosen people of God and here helps to indicate the
serious nature of the wrong committed when a people
of this kind practices idolatry. Regarding the perfect
tense “it is written” compare 1 :19.
The quotation is taken from the LXX of Exod. 32 :6,
which describes a case of indirect idolatry, namely the
gay feast in connection with the golden calf. This
image was idolatrous although it was intended for
Jehovah; Paul, however, ﬁxes attention on the feast
which was entirely after the manner of idol worship.
By doing this Paul strikes home directly at the Corinthians who thought that they, too, could preserve

their relation to Jehovah While, pretending to make
use of their liberty, they ate, drank, and amused themselves at idol celebrations. This very thing the Israelites of old attempted when they feasted upon the
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offerings brought to the golden calf and then rose up
“to play,” to dance and to have a gay time after the
fashion they had learned from the idolatrous Egyp-

tians. In this case Paul does not add that the Israelites
Were punished since this was well known.
8) The second speciﬁc case merely restates the
facts as recorded in Num. 25:1, etc. Fornication was
a regular practice in connection with idol celebrations.
Paul thus adds the warning: “Neither let us commit
fornication,” etc., and intimates to the Corinthians to
what their participation in idol festivities may lead.
The canonical Hebrew text, the LXX, Philo, Josephus, and the Rabbis, all have 24,000 whereas Paul
writes 23,000. The explanation that Paul's memory is
at fault is too easy since it exempts the commentator
from all further research. The other explanation that
Paul names only the number that perished “in one
day,” and that another 1,000 perished later, is not acceptable. Why should Paul not mention the entire
number? Both ﬁgures appear to be round numbers,
for few will contend that exactly 23,000 or 24,000 fell
on that day. The number being so large, the ﬁgures
intend only to approximate: more than 23,000 counted
exactly, but not entirely 24,000. Taken in this sense,
both ﬁgures are cbrrect.
Moreover, we see why Paul takes the lower general
estimate. We notice that he keeps writing that only
“some” of the Israelites committed this sin and that
sin. He is picturing these sinful outbreaks, not in the

worst possible light, but only in as bad a light as consistency with truth compels. As he writes “some”
where he could write “many,” so he writes 23,000
where he could write 24,000. We often make our warnings too sharp and too strong, and our readers or hearers begin at once to discount our words and to evade
the eﬂ’ect we seek to produce. Paul avoids this mistake.
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He discounts wherever it is possible; hence his words
strike the harder.
9) Paul again merely restates the Old Testament
fact. The compound verb found in the injunction really means: “Let us not try out the Lord,” and it is
stronger than the simple form that follows: “as some
of them tried (or tempted)” the Lord. When a compound verb is repeated, the simplex is regularly used;
hence no difference is intended here. To try out the
Lord is to go to the limit and to see whether he will
show himself as God by punishing those who thus try
him out.
The trial to which the Israelites put the Lord is
recorded in Num. 21 :4-6. This case is well chosen with
a view to the conditions prevailing in Corinth. The
Israelites were aggrieved because they had to forego
the abundant supply of food which they once enjoyed
in fertile Egypt. They loathed “this light bread,” the
manna. The situation was analogous in Corinth. The
Christian profession demanded that the Corinthians
should forego the old heathen enjoyments. But instead
of rejoicing in their deliverance through Christ the
Corinthians were dissatisﬁed and longed for the old
pagan celebrations. It was not so much the participation in pagan sacriﬁcial feasts which tried out the

Lord but the dissatisfaction with the restrictions on
their new faith. The imperfect dma'JMvwo, “they were
perishing,” pictures the scene which was enacted when

this punishment “by the serpents” occurred, more and
more of the Israelites died as the inﬂiction continued.
10) The two instances of murmuring during the
history of Israel are recorded in Num. 14 and Num.
16. Paul refers to the latter which also involved a
rebellion against Moses and Aaron. Moreover, as a
result of the latter only a part of the people perished,
namely 14,700, whereas the former murmuring re-
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sulted in a curse upon the entire‘ people so that none
of the adults who had left Egypt save Joshua and Caleb
entered Canaan. “By the destroyer” also applies only
to the violent destruction that occurred in the second
instance; this expression cannot very well refer to the
gradual dying in the desert. Paul’s choice of just this
case of murmuring as a warning for the Corinthians is
again to the point, for the Corinthians also complained
about Paul who voiced the Lord’s will to them.
To murmur is to give audible expression to unwarranted dissatisfaction. Back of all murmuring against
God and against his representatives is unbelief. God
is no longer trusted, in fact, he is charged with leading
us and treating us in away that is wrong. Exactly

that was the trouble with the Israelites, and for this
reason God punished them so severely. Voices were
beginning to be raised against Paul among the Corinthians ;~ if they remained unchecked, the gravest danger
might result. Hence Paul points to the Israelites as
a warning. Some think that 009m: with the article
signiﬁes Satan, but the Biblical analogy points to an
angel of God as being “the destroyer.” The Hebrew
account mentions no agent.
All ‘of. the four speciﬁc examples chosen by Paul
apply quite directly to the Corinthians and are chosen
for this very reason. The ﬁrst two are closely related,
likewise the second two. Idolatry and fornication appeared together in Corinth. Trying out God and because of dissatisfaction murmuring against God and
against his apostle threatened to“ occur if the desire

to commit the other sins should grow. The fourfold
warning thus adequately meets the case of the Corinthians.

11)

After having cited these examples in detail

Paul returns to the general admonition begun in v. 6.

He repeats that admonition and- extends it. Now
these things continued to come to those by way of
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example, and they were written for an admonition
to us upon whom the ends of the ages have come.
The ﬁrst statement is only a variation of the main
clause of v. 6. The verb is now an imperfect, avve’ﬁawoy,
“continued to come,” and calls upon us to see “the
things” one after the other as they are happening to
the Israelites. For the noun “examples” or types, nimn
in v. 6, Paul now substitutes the adverb “by way of
example,” or typically, mamas. These accounts picture
in types and in a typical manner what God’s reaction
must be‘in all similar cases. “These things . . . to
those people,” the two used in contrast (R. 703) imply:
“similar things . . . to us.” What happened to the Isra-

elites is not exceptional by any means; it will in its way
happen to God’s people every time they turn away
from him.

Beside these happenings as such Paul places the
written record which God made of them. That is done
because we know about “these things” only through
this record. The aorist “was written” states only the
fact, and the passive points to God as the agent through

whom these things were put into writing. God had
these things recorded for a purpose: “for an admonition to us” who would need to be reminded of these

things in afteryears and would thus need a trustworthy
record of them. This divine purpose God is carrying
out now in the case of the Corinthians when, through
Paul, he uses these things for their admonition, vov0¢a{a,
which consists of words that remonstrate and reprove,
compare Eph. 6:4; also I Sam. 3:13: on’m évouﬁém «erotic,
Eli did not even reprove his Wicked sons with words.
When Paul writes “us” he includes himself in God’s
admonitory purpose.
Paul’s comprehensive world View is again in evi—
dence in the relative clause: us “upon whom the ends

of the ages have come.” Instead of the abstract ovWE’AELa,
the “completion” of the eons, Paul writes more con-
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cretely n: 10.1), “the ends” of the eons. These “ages” or
eons are all of the preceding eras since time began.
All of them focus in the age of Paul and the Corinthians. The end of each preceding era points to the
ﬁnal or the Christian era. We Christians are the goal
of all past history. All that the past ages have to tell
us, as this is found in the divine written record, is to
bear its fruit in us; all of these past events would have
happened and would have been recorded in vain if at
the apex of the ages their instruction, their admoni-

tion, and their warning were to go unheeded. A world
fund is now at our disposal. We dare not let it lie idle,
for only the Parousia is yet to follow. The perfect
Kaftiv‘l'qxcv, “have arrived,” “have come,” implies that
the goal of these ends of the ages has already been
reached in the past, and that Paul and the Corinthians
are now thus at that goal.
12) Standing, as we do, at the apex of the ages,
with the entire Old Testament record spread out before us, a simple conclusion follows, one that summarizes the very “admonition" for which that record
was made. Wherefore let him that thinks he is standing take heed lest he fall. He Who thinks thus may
or may not have a good reason for so thinking. The
very possibility that he may not have is enough.
The second perfect éardva; is always used in the
sense of the present: “is standing.” To stand means
to be safe in the Christian faith and life. The Corinthians felt quite sure on this vital point and even prided

themselves on what they deemed the fullest kind of evidence for their standing, namely their “knowledge" and
their Christian “right.” For their sakes, however, Paul
writes this pithy warning: “take heed lest he fall,” m; is
clearly conjunctions], “lest,” R. 430. The aorist points
to an actual fall into sin. Some stress the tense so as
to mean at once and completely to fall from grace into
condemnation and judgment. This is, of course, in-
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eluded even as the Old Testament examples show that
some‘ fell and were lost. Yet an actual fall may not
at once go that far even as in the Old Testament examples not all were lost. “Lest he fall" warns against
all falling into sin and intends to keep us in entire

safety, working out our salvation with fear and with
trembling, aware of all the dangers and the pitfalls
that threaten us. For this purpose, that we may walk
guardedly, the Old Testament record was made. Let us
use it accordingly.

13) In order the more to urge the Corinthians
to heed this admonition Paul adds: None save human
temptation has overtaken you, but God is faithful,
who will not permit you to be tempted above your
ability but will make together with the temptation

the way out, namely the ability to bear it.
A temptation is any inducement to sin. The verb
Aapﬁém, here the perfect quqbcv, is regularly used with
reference to occurrences or conditions that “take” or
“overtake” a person. Whatever temptation overtook
you in the past, Paul tells the Corinthians, was only of
the human kind, dvapémos, such as comes to a human
being, and such as a human being may endure. The
translations: “such as is common to man,” A. V., or,
“such as man can bear,” R. V., circumscribe the adjective by interpreting it. What Paul means by
“human” temptation he himself states in the next
sentence, a temptation which God keeps within our

ability to endure. “Human” is, therefore, not in contrast to “devilish,” nor does it denote only human
origin in contrast with superhuman origin, for the

devil is behind every temptation that assails a Christian.
The question has been raised as to whether Paul is
still warning the Corinthians or is now encouraging
them. Is he intimating that temptations may overtake
them that are worse than the ones they have had to
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face thus far? Or does he point to their past temptations as samples of the kind which they will continue

to face and be able to overcome also in the future?
The exegetical answer lies in the following. God will
not allow them to be tempted above what they are able
to bear. Thus “human temptation”=a temptation
that is not above human strength to withstand. If
temptations past and future are also such, this means
encouragement. But should Paul not rather frighten
the presumptuous Corinthians instead of encouraging
them? He has already given them a serious warning
in v. 12. Besides, some Christians among the Corinthians are weak, and Paul does not forget them.
Especially they need encouragement. After the warning which points to the danger of their falling even
the presumptuous need to be encouraged lest they now
grow discouraged and become afraid.
With the adversative 85’ Paul points the Corinthians

to God and calls him mnrrés, worthy of all reliance. 0n
him the Corinthians are to depend. and not on themselves for escape from the danger that always accompanies temptation. And God is, indeed, trustworthy
as is demonstrated by the way in which he controls
temptation. He does this in a twofold way. For, in the
ﬁrst place, he is the one “who will not permit you to
be tempted above your ability.” We" can always rely
on him for that. God reduces the tempting power so
that it does not exceed our power to resist. God sets
ﬁxed bounds even to the devil, beyond which temptation dare not go as we see so clearly from the case of

Job. We translate: “above what you are able,” with
the smoother phrase: “above your ability.”
The agent behind the passive inﬁnitive “to be
tempted” cannot be God “who will not permit.” Even
by stressing the second’verb so as to mean who “will
make” the way out, God cannot be the tempter.

“Neither tempteth he any man,” James 1:13. ’Paul
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does not designate the tempting power in the present
connection; “every man is tempted when he is drawn
away of his own lust, and enticed,” James 1:14. The

fact that retpaoyés and the corresponding verb speak
about “temptation” and not merely about “trial” the
context indicates beyond a doubt.
In the second place, we can rely on God who “will
make together with the temptation the way out, namely
the ability to bear it.” Paul does not say that God

makes both the temptation and the way out. Paul does
not at all say how the temptation is made, he indicates
only that, when it is made, God provides “the way of
escape” (R. V.) from its deadly embrace. The person

tempted may not use “the way out,” he may be caught
and brought to fall, but this will be due wholly to his
own perverse heart. Judas would not use the way out
although Jesus opened it to him again and again. Peter

used it and escaped.
We regard roﬁ Sﬁvaaﬂaa {mevqxezv (second aorist from
tno¢épw) as epexegetical, namely as stating what the
way out is, R. 1067, 1087 ; we translate: “namely the

ability to bear it.” The way out is “to be able to bear
the temptation,” or as our versions translate: “that
ye may be able to bear (endure) it.” This may, however, be understood as indicating only God’s purpose:
the way out “in order that you may be able,” etc. If
purpose were intended by this expression, Paul would

not be telling us just what the way out of temptation
is; we should be obliged to guess it. Moreover, in order
to make this an inﬁnitive of purpose Paul ought to

write out its accusative subject {was for this is always
and necessarily done when the subject of the inﬁnitive,

as in the case under consideration, differs from the subject of the preceding ﬁnite verb. The two statements:
ﬁrst, that God does not allow us to be tempted above
our ability; secondly, that he makes a way out through
this our ability, are only the negative and the positive
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sides of one and the same act of God. Both phases of
God’s act enter in our divinely wrought ability to endure the temptation and not to fall under its impact.
In chapters eight and nine the question regarding

the eating of idol meats is considered from the viewpoint of the weak brethren who may be spiritually injured by such an action. In chapter ten this question
is viewed from the angle of the persons themselves
who thus eat and may thereby incur temptation and be

brought to fall. Both views are naturally complementary. Yet the one has been pitted against the other.
Paul is thought to contradict himself. At one time, we
are told, he writes in a mild way and then in a severe
way; at one time he does not prohibit this questionable
eating and then reverses himself and absolutely prohibits it. Hence these chapters cannot have been written as a part of one and the same letter. Interpolations
are evident to the critic’s mind. So he posits various
hypotheses, none of which are satisfactory.
14) Paul now draws his conclusion for the Corinthians from the entire preceding paragraph. To
begin with, Paul’s plea is summed up in one injunction. Therefore, my beloved, continue to ﬂee from
idolatry! The address “my beloved” is strongly affectionate and urgently pleading. It expresses Paul’s
love far more fully than the less intense “brethren”
or “my brethren” would. The present imperative is
durative: “continue to ﬂee” ——let that be the mark of
your entire conduct. This injunction in no way implies
that the Corinthians are already contaminated with
idolatry, but it does imply that they are in danger of
becoming contaminated with the gravest of all sins,
which strikes directly against God. They must keep
entirely at a distance from anything and everything
of an idolatrous nature.
15) While the injunctionto ﬂee from idolatry
is the only conclusion that Christians can draw from
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the examples cited from Israel's history, the vital
facts connected with the Christian profession that

are evident to all eyes in our holy of holies, the
Lord’s Supper, lend ultimate authority to that injunction. These vital facts Paul does not merely emphasize on his own authority and then tell the Corinthians what he thinks their conduct in accordance
with them should be. Paul never asks mere blind
obedience; he always labors to secure obedience as
a result of thorough conviction. So he writes: As to
sensible men I speak; do you yourselves judge what
I claim.
‘

A man is “sensible” when he understands and thus
judges in an intelligent manner. The aorist xpt’var: asks
for a deﬁnite and a ﬁnal decision, one that, once made,
need not be made again; and {mate is emphatic: “you
yourselves” or “you for your part." We should also
note the diﬂ’erence between Ac’ym and MM when they
are used side by side: “I speak’? and “I claim.” They,
of course, perceive what Paul states and tells them;
but they are to judge what Paul claims and asserts.
16) The questions which Paul now asks bring
'out the vital facts. All of them are plain, and all of
them are undisputed. 0n the basis of these Paul
wants the Corinthians to make a deﬁnite decision on
their own account. Sensible Christian people will
not only at once give the self-evident answers to

these questions but will also perceive the force of
these answers as far as conduct is concerned. The
cup of the blessing which we bless, is it not a communion of the blood of Christ? The bread which we
break, is it not a communion of the body of Christ?
Paul mentions the sacramental cup ﬁrst because he
intends to elaborate the statement regarding the sacramental bread. The construction -is the same in both
questions; “the cup” and “the bread,” two nominatives, are placed forward, and each has the copula éo-n’
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at the end of the question; yet each of these two nominatives is attracted inversely and is made an accusa-~
tive by the accusative relative that follows, R. 488, 718.

“The cup" is a natural grammatical ’ (not rhetorical) ﬁgure which names the vessel when its contents
are referred to, here the sacramental wine. To “the
cup” the genitive “of the blessing which We bless” is
attached, while to “the bread” just the relative clause
“which we break” is added; but the force is the same:
both the cup and the bread were blessed and received
by the communicants. The expression: “the cup of the
blessing” is an allusion to the third cup of the Passover, which originally bore that name: loom habbeMicah, because a blessing was pronounced over it. The
sacramental cup was, however, not merely called “the
cup of the blessing” like that third Passover cup, 9.
consecratory blessing was and had to be pronounced
over the sacramental cup. The present tense (ﬁMyoﬁpev
denotes the action that necessarily took place, i. e.,
Whenever the Sacrament was celebrated, R. 880.

Paul writes the 'cup “which we bless” and uses the
plural and thereby indicates that the Sacrament belongs to the congregation; all that the pastor does
when he is administering it is really done by the congregation through the instrumentality of the pastor.
If] the cup (and the bread) is not blessed by consecration, no sacrament is received. Paul does not say what
words of blessing the apostolic church used. We are

quite certain that they Were not the words that were
originally spoken by Christ when he consecrated the
elements, for these words have not been preserved to
us for the very reason, too, that we are not to repeat

them. The power of Christ’s words of blessing, once
spoken when he instituted the Sacrament, extends to
all time.‘ Comparing Mark 14:12; Luke 22:17, etc.;
and Matt. 26:26, 27, We conclude that Christ’s orig-
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inal words contained both blessing and thanksgiving;
beyond that we cannot go.
Our Sacrament complies with Christ’s original

words and has abiding power when we truly obey his
sacramental command: “This do.” In order to make
sure of this essential point the church uses the so-called
words of institution when she consecrates the elements
and adds the Lord’s Prayer instead of a prayer of her

own. The words of institution plus this prayer are our
cquyeiv. The consecrated cup must, of course, also be
received by the communicants in order that there may
be a sacrament. But not merely a blessing of some
kind sufﬁces to make the cup thus received “a communion of the blood of Christ,” it must be a speciﬁc
sacramental blessing, i. e., one that certainly connects
the cup with Christ and his original and efﬁcacious in-

stitution of the Sacrament.
Paul cannot write “the communion” of the blood of
Christ (A. V.), for such a statement might leave the
impression that this is “the only” communion. John

6:53 shows that faith alone partakes spiritually of
Christ’s blood although this is not a sacramental com—
munion. So Paul writes “a communion” when he is
speaking of the blood and when he is speaking of

the body, namely one that is sacramental. “Communion,” xowwm’a, with the genitive of the object denotes
actual and real participation, here an actual and a real
participation in the blood of Christ, i. e., the blood shed
on the cross for the remission of our sins. If either
the wine of the cup or the blood of Christ is unreal,
then a “communion” between them is also unreal, i. e.,

none exists. The cup, i. e., its contents, which is received by drinking, mediates this “communion” and
not our faith or any other means or act.
As for e‘m’, this is the copula, and it can never mean
“represents.” The fact that a true and a real com-
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munion between the cup and the blood is predicated is
evidenced also by the purpose for which Paul uses this
statement, namely to warn the Corinthians against the
table and the cup of devils because partaking of this

table and of this cup would be a communion with
devils, not a mere symbolical or ﬁgurative but a real
communion with devils.
The statement regarding “the bread" is similar.
Paul does not need to repeat the genitive and the relative: the bread “of the blessing which we bless,” for
this is understood. Whereas the relative clause: “which
we bless,” that is used with reference to the cup, mentions the consecration and omits the distribution, the
clause used with reference to the bread: “which we
break,” does the reverse. Both the consecration and
the distribution are necessary in order to have the
Sacrament. Since the essential point in regard to both

the cup and the bread is the “communion," Paul intro—
duces no variation in this part of his statement. The
blood and the body are each named separately and thus
indicate the sacriﬁce on the cross.
The breaking refers to the thin, ﬂat cakes of bread
which were at ﬁrst used in the Sacrament; these were
probably used also in Corinth. The act of breaking this
bread in no manner symbolizes the death of Christ. The
Scriptures attest that the body of Christ was not
broken. Nor is breaking of bread ever a symbol of a
violent death or of death in any form (Krauth). In

the Sacrament the breaking is done for the sake of
distribution only. No counterpart such as spilling or
pouring out occurs with regard to the cup.
17) Yes, the Corinthians must say that such a
communion with the body and the blood of Christ
takes place through the bread and the wine in the

Sacrament. Paul could have attached what he now
adds concerning this communion to his statement regarding the blood as well as to that regarding the
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body; he prefers the latter. “Is this bread not the
communion of the body of Christ?” Paul takes for
granted that the answer will be: “It is indeed,” and
thus proceeds: Because there is one bread, one body
are we, the many. This states the obvious result of

the “communion” which the Corinthians would admit
on the basis of Paul’s question. The one sacramental
bread, which mediates the sacramental communion

with Christ’s body, makes all who partake of that
bread, no matter how numerous they may be, one body.

It is unfeasible to make “one bread” a predicate to
“we are,” to coordinate it with “one body” and thus to

translate: “For we, being many, are one bread and one
body,” A. V.; or: “seeing that we, who are many, are
one bread, one body,” R. V. This is linguistically untenable and breaks the continuity of Paul’s thought.
It has Paul say that because we Christians are one
bread and one body, therefore the sacramental bread
is a communion of Christ’s body. Our being one would
make the sacramental communion. This is not true.
We are made one by the one bread and its communion
with Christ’s body. In addition, to call us Christians
“one bread” introduces an odd ﬁgure, one that is unnecessary since we are called “one body” in the very
next statement. We supply c’cm' after sis a'p‘l'os‘, and all is
clear, and Paul’s statement is true.
Faulty as the translations offered in our versions
are, the R. V. obscures the sense when in its margin
it translates 5pm: “loaf”: “we are one loaf.” This idea
is rather fantastic. It is not clariﬁed by the marginal
translation: “seeing that there is one bread,” i. e., loaf,

for the bread is not “one” merely as bread. At each
celebration in each congregation a different supply of

bread was used. If loaves of bread were used in Corinth, a number of loaves would be required, and this
number would be determined by the number of communicants. The matter becomes clear when we care-
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fully consider Paul’s statement. He is speaking about
all of the bread that is used in all of the communion
celebrations in all of Christendom, and all of this bread
he calls cls‘ dpros. All of it is made “one” by the consecratory blessing which is followed by the distribution
and the eating. More than this, all of it is made “one”
by the one body of Christ of which it is the “communion” for all who partake.
This “one bread,” thus made one sacramentally,
makes all of the communicants in Christendom ‘Ev 05pm,
“one body.” The argument is from the cause (“one
brea ” as the “communion of Christ’s sacriﬁced body”)
to the effect (“the many" communicants made “one
body”). If this bread were only a symbol of Christ’s
body it could make all of the communicants only a. symbolic body and not a spiritual body.
,
The matter is so important for the point which
Paul seeks to drive home to the Corinthians that he
explains by a brief restatement: for we all partake
of the one bread. First “the many,” at ”Moi, spread-

ing out all of them in their great number, then, as
Paul loves to do, “we all,” gathering them into one
mass, at wévrcs. How are .the many made one spiritual
body? We all partake of the one bread, mi aprou with
the article of previous reference, of the consecrated
bread just described.
The preposition in is merely pleonastic since this
verb is also used with the genitive alone. The a: phrase
cannot 'be regarded as causal so that pere'xoluv would

have its object understood: “for we all, due to the one
bread, partake” (of the one body). If this were Paul’s
thought, the object “of one body” would have to be
written out. What Paul tells the Corinthians is that all

of us who partake of the one sacramental bread are
thereby made one spiritual body. And we may add
that Paul is not speaking in symbolism; as the cause
of this oneness is objective and a reality, so also is the

First Corinthians 10:18
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effect. We are actually and not merely symbolically
one spiritual body. The fact that now and then unworthy communicants also partake of the sacrament

is not taken into consideration.
18)
The Corinthians certainly agree with Paul
in their judgment (v. 15) that because the one sacramental cup and bread are the communion of the

one sacriﬁcial blood and body of Christ they make
the entire multitude of communicants in Christendom “one body.” This was true also with regard to
the people of the old covenant as the Corinthians
well know. Behold Israel after the ﬂesh. Are not
they who eat the sacriﬁces communicants of the sacriﬁcial altar? You Corinthians certainly know that
they are. The imperative that bids the Corinthians
look at Israel lends a touch of vivacity. Paul is speaking
about Israel ”after the ﬂesh,” which as a nation
gathers about the great altar of burnt sacriﬁce in
the Temple at Jerusalem just as all Christendom now
gathers about the sacramental altar of Christ. The
question which Paul again asks invites the sensible
judgment of the Corinthians.

This time Paul mentions the eating: “are not they
who eat,” etc.? From the consecration of the cup he
advances to the distribution of the bread and now to
the eating because the Christian Sacrament is not com-

plete until the communicants eat and drink, and the
consecration as well as the distribution have the eating and the drinking as their purpose. So the analogy
is between the eating of the Israelites and the eating
of the Christians, each at their altar. An Israelite who
refused to eat of the sacriﬁces would thereby dissociate
himself from the altar of Israel and from everything
that was embodied in that altar. Every Israelite who
did eat by that eating shared in everything for which
the altar stood and which that altar intended to communicate to him.
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Paul uses the signiﬁcant adjective xommi in order
to match the noun Kocmm’a which was used with reference to the Christian sacrament in v. 16. Lacking the
corresponding adjective in English, we are compelled
to use the noun instead: are they not “communican ”
of the sacriﬁcial altar?

They certainly are no less.

To eat is to share in the communion of the altar. To
eat is far more than ordinary eating that merely ﬁlls
the stomach with meat. To eat is to have a part in all
of the beneﬁts of the altar and of the sacriﬁces laid
uponit, i. e., to have the forgiveness which this altar
mediates, the standing among God’s people which it
bestows, and thus the holiness with which it enfolds
and surrounds. No, it was no small thing, no mere in~
diiferent, meaningless act to eat of Israel’s sacriﬁces
that were brought on the altar of burnt offering.
19) Before making his application to the participation in pagan sacriﬁces and pagan altars Paul
ﬁrst cuts off a false deduction which someone might
make from his analogy of the Israelite altar as
though this analogy involves the idea that the pagan
gods and the pagan altars are real gods and altars

of real gods. What, then, an I claiming? That an
idol sacriﬁce is something? or that an idol is something?
These questions again appeal to the good Christian
sense of the Corinthians. When Paul asks what he is
thus claiming he refers to the real communion which
the Israelites had with their altar of the true God
who exists. So he adds the double question regarding
the idol sacriﬁce and regarding the idol itself. Has
Paul forgotten what he has written in 8:4? Does he

now in this statement regarding Israel imply that idols
are after all real beings as the pagans suppose, and
that idol sacriﬁces are sacriﬁces to real beings?
20) The very opposite is the truth. Paul’s analogy is true, altogether true, although idols are not
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real beings at all. On the contrary, I am claiming
that what the Gentiles sacriﬁce they sacriﬁce to
devils and not to a god. And I do not want you to be
communicants with devils.
The strong adversative and is elliptical: “On the
contrary, what I claim is this that,” etc. Thus Paul
not only denies what the two preceding questions imply
regarding a possible reality of pagan gods but most
positively asserts whatthe real fact is regarding the
sacriﬁces which the Gentiles offer. It is a great mistake to imagine that back of their idolatry and their

idol sacriﬁces there is nothing but an empty vacuity.
True enough, as 8:4 makes plain, the gods of the
idols have no existence whatever; no being by the
name of Jupiter exists, and this is true with respect
to all other gods. But something does exist, something
that is far more terrible than these pseudo-gods, name-

ly an entire kingdom of darkness which is hostile to
God, a host of demons or fallen angels who are ruled
by the greatest of their number; namely Satan, Eph.
2:3; 6:12.

All altars, all sacriﬁces, and all worship that are
not intended to serve the true God are thus actually
though not necessarily consciously and intentionally
devoted to these demons. As these wicked angels, under the leadership of Satan, rule the entire evil world,
so in particular they are the originators of the spiritual darkness of which idolatry is the most terrible
evidence. Hence all idol sacriﬁces, whatever the pagan

ideas concerning them may be, are really sacriﬁces
unto devils. Compare Deut. 32:17; Ps. 106 :37 ; 95:5,
which show that Paul is in a manner quoting Scripture in v. 20.
No wonder Paul adds: “And I do not want you to
be communicants with devils.” As he did in v. 18, he
again uses the adjective xowmvol with the genitive for
which we must again use the English noun. This time
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the genitive names the beings into Whose communion
or union one is brought by eating of idol sacriﬁces. The
inﬁnitive is durative: Paul does not want the Corinthians to become involved in such a union. For to be in
any manner in communion withdevils is to be cut off
from communion with God, Christ, his body and his
blood, and the blessings of Christ.
21) Paul states this in the most positive way
and even repeats the statement in order to make it
the more impressive. You cannot drink the Lord’s
cup and the devils’ cup; you cannot partake of the
Lord's table and of the devils’ table.

Paul is speaking, not of the physical, but of the
moral possibility. Both inﬁnitives are durative: you
cannot “be drinking . . . be partaking.” A misguided
Christian may attend an idol feast and not immediately
lose his Christianity but he cannot continue this wicked
practice without spiritual ruin to himself. “The Lord’s
cup” is the one received in the Lord’s Supper, that
conveys the Lord’s sacriﬁcial blood to the communicant. “The Lord’s table” is the entire sacrament. Paul
makes the cup prominent here whereas a moment pre-

viously in v. 17 he makes the bread prominent and
thus keeps a ﬁne balance.
He uses exact parallels when he writes “the devils’
cup” and “the devils’ table.” The original question
deals with idol meats only and says nothing about the
wine served at idol feasts. But the entire idol feast
with any and all food and drink is celebrated in honor
of the idol. Hence it is impossible that a Christian
communicant should drink of the wine thus served or
partake of anything that is served on the banquet table.

Compare the invitations to idol feasts noted in connection with 8:10.‘ And thus Paul has answered fully
the question of the Corinthians concerning things offered to idols.

First Corinthians 10:22
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22) Since this is the true situation regarding
participation in idol feasts, a Christian who refuses
to heed Paul’s words has only one terrible alternative. Or are we engaged in provoking the Lord to
jealousy? Are we stronger than he? The present
indicative should not be read as though it were the
deliberative subjunctive. The latter would be much
weaker: “would we provoke,” etc. The change from
the second person to the ﬁrst should also be noted. Is
this, Paul asks, what “we” are doing? He quietly
implies that what is right‘for the Corinthians is, of
course, right also for Paul and thereby emphasizes the
enormity of thus provoking the Lord who gave himself
for us. Paul alludes to Deut. 32:21: “They have moved
me to jealousy with that which is not God; they have
provoked me to anger with their vanities,” LXX, “with
their idols” which are frequently termed “vanities.”
It is safe to arouse only one who is weaker than
we are. Hence the ﬁnal question with its implied neg—

ative answer: “You certainly do not intend to say that
we are stronger than he ?” The very idea is preposterous and thus reduces this alternative to an absurdity.

To say that God may be roused to jealousy, vindictive
zeal, and wrath is to apply anthropopathic terms to

him. The Scriptures constantly speak about God in
this manner, yet without in the least attributing to

him the imperfections and the faults that attach to
human jealousy and human anger. Unbelief will always mock at these terms and misuse them for its
own purposes until the day of reckoning comes. Since

heaven’s high language exceeds all human speech, God
graciously condescends to speak to us in such human
terms as we can understand. Yet we well know that

they express the divine realities in an inadequate
manner.
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Conduct in Detail, 10:23-llzl
23)

The main question about attending idol feasts

has been fully answered with a peremptory negative.

But this still leaves the question in regard to meats
that Were put on sale in the markets for the general
public and the question about dining privately at some
pagan’s home where meat might be served which
originally came from some idol sacriﬁce and was sold
in the market. See the introductory remarks to chapter

eight. Paul now answers these questions in detail.

He reverts to the principles already elucidated
in 6:12, and 8:10, etc. All things are lawful, but
not all things beneﬁt. All things are lawful, but not
all things build up. In 6:12 we have seen that the
Corinthians set up the principle of complete liberty in
adiaphoris and embodied it in the expression: “All
things are lawful.” Paul assented to the principle and
now again does so. But he added and does so again the
self-evident and normal limitations: ﬁrst, “but not all
things beneﬁt," namely spiritually; secondly, “but not

all things build up” spiritually. Regarding the details
of conduct now to be discussed Paul thus says to the
Corinthians: “The principle is right enough; let us

now apply it, but, of course, only with its natural
limitations. For it is folly to insist on doing things just
because they are lawful when these things bring no
beneﬁt but rather hurt and harm either me or others.
It is absurd to insist on doing things just because they
are lawful when these things do not build up and
further the Christian life but damage and destroy it
for me or for others.”
24) Paul therefore at once interprets the principle of Christian liberty of which the Corinthians
seek to make so much and which they do not after
all really understand. Let no one seek his own (interest) but that of the other. This interpretation itself

may be called a principle, one that must always be

First Corinthians 10:24, 25
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combined with the principle of liberty if the latter is
to be applied successfully. This second is, of course,
the principle of love about which Paul has already said
so much. So he merely restates it in a simple way.
This time he formulates it in a concrete way. He tells

the Corinthians in the tersest manner what they are
to do when they are following the promptings of love.
He purposely states the principle in the broadest form

so that it may answer all of the questions that now
await solution. Not to seek one’s own interest, 15 éauroﬁ,
is, of course, not to be understood in an absolute way

but must be considered in connection with the seeking
of the interest of the other person. It excludes all
selﬁsh regard which cares nothing for the interest of
other people. It demands that we have regard for the
good of others also, for by doing this we shall serve

also ourselves in the best possible manner.
25) After the principle has been adequately
stated, Paul proceeds to make the speciﬁc applications. He begins with a consideration of the meat
that is sold in the open markets. Everything that is
on sale in a butchershop eat, making no investigation
because of the conscience.

A ,uixeMov, Latin macellum, is an ordinary butchershop where meat is on sale, “being sold” as the participle states. Paul tells the Corinthians to be altogether
unconcerned about the nature of the meat that is sold

in the ordinary butchershops; they are to buy and to
eat and to be satisﬁed. This means that Christians are
to make no investigations regarding the origin of any
piece of meat; they are not to inquire whether it is a
portion from an idol sacriﬁce or not. “Making no investigation because of the conscience,” means that the

conscience is to be left out of the matter entirely. “Do
not trouble about your conscience — buy and eat.” The

phrase “because of the conscience” modiﬁes only the
participle. Paul does not say: “Do not make any in-
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quiries because your conscience may be disturbed if
you buy a piece from some idol sacriﬁce, or if you
should not be certain that the butcher is telling you
the truth, and the piece may after all be taken from
an idol sacriﬁce.” This would be poor ethics, merely
closing the eyes so as not to see.
“Because of the conscience” refers, of course, only
to the buyer's conscience and not to that of some other
person who happens to see him buy or discovers that
it is idol meat. If Paul had intended the latter he would
have had to say as much. Paul’s injunction applies
especially to those who may be inclined to be weak and
easily disturbed by unnecessary conscientious scruples.
He urges them for their own sakes as well as for the
sake of others to use their Christian liberty in the
manner indicated. They are injuring no one by doing

so. It is a mistake to inquire too carefully for reasons
of conscience. Why?
26) For the earth is the Lord’s and the fulness
thereof. Without an introductory formula such as,
“it is written,” Paul quotes Ps. 24:1; he expects his
readers to know that he is quoting. “Fulness,” whipwpa,
is always to be understood in the passive sense: that
by which samething is ﬁlled. The earth and its fulness
include all food; and this belongs to the Lord who
created all of it; and no idol or demon can permanently
appropriate it for himself. We are mistaken when we
act as though this could be done. Buying food for our
own table is an entirely different thing from dining at
a feast that is given in honor of some idol. In this
succinct manner Paul answers the ﬁrst question. After
the principle has been elucidated, the answer is quite
simple.
27) Now the next question. If one of the unbelievers invites you, and you desire to go, everything placed before you eat, making no investigation
because of the conscience.
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The same rule of conduct applies in this case: eat
everything and make no investigation of a conscientious nature. This unbeliever may or may not have
bought idol meat for the meal, it makes no difference.
Relatives and friends of Christians who are themselves
still unbelievers may invite these Christians in friendly
fashion. When Paul adds: “and you desire to go,” i. e.,
to accept the invitation, he does not imply that, if he
could, he would forbid the acceptance of such an invitation. All that he implies is that for some reason
or other that is not connected with the question of idol
meat the believer may not wish to go.
28) Yet, when he is dining out, a complication
may arise; 86 marks the following statement as being
something that is diiferent from the general rule.
But if someone shall say to you, This is sacriﬁce meat,
do not eat because of him that showed it and (because of) the conscience.

When Paul spoke about the invitation to dine out
he used a condition that expresses reality; when he

now speaks about a weak conscience he uses a condition that expresses expectancy.

Paul writes merely

1-2;: if “somebody” shall speak in this manner. Since
no modiﬁers are attached, this “somebody” is often
understood to refer to anybody save perhaps the host
himself, to some pagan, perhaps, who offers friendly
warning or is curious to see what the Christian will do,
or to one with hostile intent who is eager to put the
Christian into an embarrassing position. But Paul has
not left 72: so undetermined. The entire discussion has
been concerned with the exercise of our liberty with
reference to offending weak Christians. The two
preceding directions, v. 25-27, in particular are intended for just such weak Christians. “Someone” is,
therefore, one of these. In this entire section Paul says
nothing whatever about the exercise of our Christian
liberty with respect to pagans.
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The case is, then, that of a weak brother who may
also be present as a guest and may have done what
Paul has warned not to do, namely to inquire about
the origin of the meat that is served at the meal, and
may thus have discovered that some of it or all of it
is “sacriﬁce meat.” When he makes his discovery known
at the table he would naturally use the term “sacriﬁce
mea ” and not “idol mea ” in deference to the pagan
host. The very fact that this weak brother feels such
grave concern which will not let him rest until he has
found out what he wishes to know about the meat, and
the additional fact that he then feels constrained to

communicate his ﬁnding to the other Christians, show
that he is weak and needs the tender consideration of
love.
Here the strong Christians must then use their
Christian liberty in a truly intelligent and loving way:
“Do not eat!” Their liberty lies-in the fact that they
may or may not eat, yet not in the sense that they may
do as they please, eat or not eat without reason or for
a wrong or a foolish reason. Their liberty lies in the
ability to choose between eating and not eating with
entire freedom as long as they are guided by both true
knowledge and true love. To choose blindly where one
can choose intelligently is to abuse liberty and not
really to use it; and the same is true with regard to
choosing inconsiderately where one can just as well
choose considerately._ Liberty is given to us, not in
order to hurt ourselves and others, but in order to help

ourselves and others. Why not eat in this case? “Because of the person that showed” whence the meat
came. Why not on his account? The epexegetical mi
answers: because of him “and of the (his) conscience."
29). Paul does not Write: “and (because of) his
(aﬁroﬁ) conscience.” He states it far more emphatic-

ally: Conscience now I say, not at all thine own, on
the contrary, that of the other, for why is my free-

First Corinthians 10:29, 30
dom judged by some other conscience?
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says: “As far as thy conscience is concerned, it would
make no difference as to the nature of the meat, thou
couldst eat; but for the sake of this weak brother’s
conscience and his timid and disturbing scruples refrain from eating.”

This pronouncement requires explanation

(ydp)

lest someone think that his conscience is bound and
controlled by some other person’s conscience. My own
freedom of conscience is not subject to the ignorance
and the weakness of some other individual’s conscience.
He cannot arrogate to himself the right to sit in judg-

ment on my liberty and to order me to do what his
conscience considers right and forbid me to do what
his conscience considers wrong. In regard to this meat
my conscience is wholly free to eat as I may desire.
In fact, my conscience would not at all raise the ques-

tion whether this is “sacriﬁce meat” or not. So it is
not at all my own conscience but altogether that of the

other person for which I have regard in this case.
"Why is my freedom judged by some other conscience?” The question answers itself. No other conscience can and dare restrict my freedom.
We read iva‘ri and not Iva n’ because we supply
ys’y-q'rai, R. 739. Note the difference: Tip! 701') érc’pov, “that
of the other person,” the particular one in this case;

while :1”ch = “any other” conscience no matter whose.
By refraining from eating, Paul says, I wish only to
shield the other person’s weak conscience, and I do
not for one moment make his or any other person’s
conscience a judge of my liberty, as to what I may or
may not do, must or must not do.

30) This is ampliﬁed. If I for my part partake
with thankfulness, why am I slandered for what I
on my part give thanks?
The question again answers itself. Whoever would
slander or speak evil of me would do so without a just
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reason. Such a slander would not at all apply to me.
Why not? One reason has already been stated, namely
“my liberty,” my own conscience being wholly free
in the matter. To this ﬁrst reason another is added
which is stated twice for the sake of emphasis and each
time with an emphatic £76, “I for my part.” How does
Paul, who here and so often uses himself for the purpose
of exempliﬁcation, eat of this meat? “I for my part
partake with thankfulness,” and again, “for what I
on my part give thanks.” He eats this meat as being a
gift from God and in no other way. He eats it with
thankfulness in his heart and with a prayer of thankfulness on his lips. What is wrong with that? Nothing.
What right has any man, when he hears that Paul does
this, to revile him for so doing? He has no right what-

ever.

'

The dative xépm does not mean “by grace" as our
versions translate, i. e., “by God’s grace”; for this
emphatic dative is restated in the clause “for what
I on my part give thanks.” Whoever considers the
meat in question idol meat could naturally not receive
it with thankfulness and a prayer of thanksgiving.
“1 for my part” and its twice repeated emphasis contrast Paul and his thankfulness for God’s gift with
“the other" who beholds only idol meat and cannot give
thanks.
The verb ﬁMa¢mqu means more than “to criticize”;
it always refers to slanderous language used in connection with God, here to Paul’s connection with God
through the meat which is God’s gift, and which no
idol can appropriate to itself in distinction from God.
31) Paul now draws the ﬁnal deduction with
059. This is again a broad Christian principle of conduct. In v. 23, 24 he began with the principle that
centers in the spiritual beneﬁt of our fellow men.
He must go farther than that. Underlying this principle is another that is still more vital, in fact, the

First Corinthians 10:31, 32
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ultimate principle of all Christian action. Whether,
therefore, you eat or drink or do anything, do all to

God’s glory!
The connection alone suggests to Paul the two activities of eating and of drinking, but he now broadens
both so as to indicate any and all eating and drinking

apart from any particular food received at any particular time or place. Then Paul reaches out to any

and to every deed a Christian may do: “or do anything,” there is no emphasis whatever on the indeﬁnite
pronoun. “All” is just as broad and comprehensive.
“To God’s glory” is to be taken objectively, so as
really to glorify God, and not merely subjectively, so
that we think we are glorifying him. This must be the
sense, for the weak Christian might, indeed, think that

he is glorifying God when in his ignorance and his
false scrupulosity he shrinks from eating idol meat
while he is reclining at a table of a friend and judges
other men’s consciences by his own faulty conscience;
but God is not gloriﬁed thus. Again an unscrupulous
Christian might think that he is glorifying God when
he tramples on a weak brother’s conscience and does

him the gravest spiritual injury; but God is not gloriﬁed thus. Each truly gloriﬁes God when each acts
according to the full measure of his knowledge and
his love, and when he seeks constantly to increase that
knowledge and that love. We do all things for “God’s
glory” when the excellence of God’s attributes is made
to shine forth by our actions so that men may see it.

32)

How we are to do all things to God’s glory

is stated by an appositional sentence which is joined.
to the previous one without a. connective. Be devoid
of oﬁense as well for Jews, as for Greeks, as for the

church of God. We make God’s glory shine out to
men when we are d'n'pdo'Ko'irot to all of them, “devoid of
offense,” when in all things we act so that no one can

take real offense, i. e., stumble in regard to God and
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the gospel. Some may, indeed, take offense, namely
wrongfully; we are not to giae offense. The former noChristian can avoid; the latter all Christians are to

avoid.
Paul broadens the principle of Christian conduct in
two directions.

Starting with idol meat, Paul lays

down a principle which includes all eating and all
drinking and all actions of a Christian. Starting with
knowledge plus love to our brethren, Paul reaches up
to God, to our supreme obligation to him. Again starting from our weak brethren, Paul ﬁnally includes all
men. Here Paul at last touches the Christian’s relation to the non-Christian world yet combines this relation with that to the church} of God. All of it is summed up in the one word, dwpéaxaamz Give no one just
cause for offense. And here all three, Jews, Greeks,
and the church, are on the same plane.
Paul does not enter into details. Offense to Jews
may not be offense to Gentiles; oifense to these may
not be oifense to Christians. Offense to any one and to
all of these three classes will, however, center in this
one point, that by some foolish or inconsiderate action
we place a stumbling block in their path in regard to
Christ and the gospel. No action of ours is to prevent
a Jew or a Greek from coming to Christ, and no action of ours is to prevent a Christian from remaining
with Christ and from ever drawing nearer to him.
This is negative, but “devoid of offense” naturally in-

cludes its corresponding positive. ‘All of our actions
are to help the Jew and the Greek to come to Christ;
they are also to help to hold and to strengthen our
fellow Christians in their attachment to Christ.
“Jews” and “Greeks" are objective terms, for all
men alike use these designations and not only each of

these groups when they are speaking of themselves.
i‘Thechurch of God" is a subjective term, for men
generally do not use it, we alone use it with reference
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to ourselves. When the world today speaks of “the
church” it does not put into that term the sense which
Paul had in mind when he wrote “the church of God.”
If the world would accept Paul’s designation it would
condemn itself as being outside of the assembly
(church) that belongs to God; and this the world does
not intend to do, at least not seriously. The term

“Christian” as a parallel to “Jews” and “Greeks"
was not yet in general use in Paul’s time, so he writes
1'] EKKAna’L’a 1'01? @505, “the assembly of God.”

33)

Beside the negative “devoid of offense”

Paul places the positive: even as I also please all
men in regard to all things, not seeking my own advantage but that of the many, that they be saved.

From the second person plural which he has employed in v. 31, 32 Paul returns to the individualizing
ﬁrst person singular. How does Paul act so as to give
no offense to any? He pleases all men in regard to all

things.

He has already described this in detail in

9:19-25, where he sums up: “I am become all things
to all men.” There is no fear that Paul will be misunderstood as though he seeks to curry favor with all
men and yields to them in all things, even in those that
are questionable. “I please” is written entirely from
Paul’s standpoint and not from that of “all men,”
many of whom he actually displeased when they discovered his true motive, namely that he intended to
win them for Christ.
Thus he also at once adds: “not seeking my own advantage but that of the many.” He forgot, in fact,
entirely disregarded his own interest and sought only
the interest of “the many,” who are so named in contrast with himself as being only one individual. The
idea expressed is that one man’s interest is as nothing

when it is compared with the interest of many men.
Paul carries this thought to the highest point in Rom.
9:3, where he expresses himself much as Moses did
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in Exod. 32 :32. Here he stops short with a reference
to the earthly advantage which he might seek for him-

self in contradistinction to the heavenly advantage
which he desires to secure for the many. The subﬁnal

in clause mentions the apposition to “the advantage
of the many,” namely “that they be saved” (not ﬁnal:

“that they ‘may be saved.”) The aorist means “actually
saved,” and the passive indicates that God is the one
who saves.
11:1) What Paul thus exempliﬁes by a reference to himself he urges upon all. Be you imitators
of me even as I also am of Christ! Those Who imitate
Christ have a right to call upon others to imitate them.

The point of comparison between Christ and Paul has
already been clearly stated: Christ sought not his own
advantage but that of others. He came to seek and to
save. Let this mind that was in Christ and then in

Paul be also in us.

CHAPTER XI
The Fifth Part of the Letter
Women Covering the Head, 11:2-16
2) It is unwarranted to say that Paul could not
begin one of the main parts of his letter with a word
of praise to the Corinthians. Certain interpreters conclude that this word of praise is the beginning of an
independent letter which they surmise is Paul’s lost
letter. Some unknown redactor wove the two letters
into one. Following this clue, they delete other parts
of this composite letter and thus reconstruct both the
lost letter (or a good part of it) and what they deem
the canonical letter which is called the ﬁrst to the Corinthians in the New Testament. Some go still farther
and reconstruct three or even four distinct letters by

applying this selective process. These different hypotheses, however, contradict and thus rather annihilate
each other.
The question with reference to women covering
their heads or leaving them uncovered was of recent
origin in Corinth. It is safe to conclude that the subject was broached in the letter which the Corinthians
had sent to Paul. The absence of a wept phrase at the
beginning of Paul’s reply on this matter may indicate
that the Corinthians had made no formal inquiry. So
Paul does not begin: “Concerning the covering of the
head for women.” As the tenor of Paul’s instruction
shows, this question regarding women had in all likelihood as yet not become so acute in Corinth as to
prompt a direct inquiry to the apostle.
Those who think that a strong emancipation movement was in full progress among the Corinthian wo(429)
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men draw rather strongly on their imagination. There
is nothing in Paul’s instructions which might justify
this supposition. Quite the contrary. The Corinthians
are in accord with Paul in regard to this question.
What he has taught them regarding the position and
the conduct of women is still in force among them. In
their reference to the veiling of the women during
worship the Corinthians seem to have said as much,
perhaps in words that were similar to those which Paul
uses, about their readiness to “hold fast the traditions
even as I delivered them to you,” v. 2.
Such an attitude pleases Paul. Ever ready to praise
wherever he can, he praises the Corinthians in this
connection. Then he sends them his instruction on the
subject, which is couched altogether in an objective
form. Only at the end, in v. 16, we note a subjective
turn: “if any man seems contentious.” A fair deduction from this admonition is the thought that a few
contentious voices had been raised in Corinth which
either merely questioned the necessity of the women
covering their heads or advocated that they leave them

uncovered. The congregation and the body of the
women in it were not yet disturbed. As far as Paul’s
words reﬂect the situation, this appears to have been
the state of affairs.
Now I praise you that in all things you are remembering me, and as I delivered to you the traditions are holding them fast.‘
The connective Se’ merely turns to the new subject.
The apparent paronomasia between ,uynm’ in v. 1 and
mimosa in v. 2 is quite unintentional; the perfect tense
of the latter verb is always used as a durative present.
“In all things” is not the accusative object of “remember” since in the New Testament this verb is not construed with an object in this case; miwa is the ordinary
adverbial accusative: “as regards all matters,” R. 479,

482. Nor is you in the least emphatic as though Paul
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praises the Corinthians for following him in preference to other leaders. He praises the Corinthians because, in regard to every question that arises, they
think of him and ask what he taught them on the
subject.

The addition with xal intends to specify and to explain what Paul'means by saying that the Corinthians

thus remember him: “and as I delivered to you the
traditions are holding them fast.” Just to remember
Paul is still indeﬁnite, for they might remember him
and his teaching and still not follow that teaching.
Paul intends to say that the Corinthians remember him

in a spirit of loyalty. They are not rebelling against the
instructions which Paul had given them, not disregarding them and following contrary teachings. Had
they not recently written a letter to Paul in which they
asked him a number of important questions, which he
is answering in his present letter? Disputes arose as
to how much some of Paul’s regulations really included, and differences of opinion on various points
were voiced. New questions sprang up regarding which
even the most loyal of Paul’s friends were in doubt.
They did not know just how to apply his principles.

For this reason they wrote to Paul. Even the parties
in Corinth should not be regarded as factions that repudiated Paul and his gospel; they only venerated
other leaders higher than Paul. The congregation as
such “is holding fast” (note the present tense) to Paul’s
traditions. Some of the members may question'this
or that point, may in their pride seek to improve on
Paul, may be contentious because of their ignorance
and inclined to be wayward; but the congregation as
such is not disaffected.
Note the cognate terms wapz'swxa and wapaséaets‘, “I

delivered” and “deliverances” (traditions), the former
helping to explain the latter. A “tradition” is any
deliverance, any bit of instruction, any principle, and
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any rule of conduct which Paul handed over to the
Corinthians when he was in their midst. The term is
quite general and without technical ecclesiastical limitations. It includes points of doctrine as well as points
of practice; moreover, these always go together, the
latter growing out of the former. The connection decides whether the word in a special way, as in this
instance, pertains to practice or to doctrine.

The question as to where Paul originally obtained
what he thus handed on to the Corinthians can be an-

swered only in one way: from the Lord, Gal. 1:12.
Paul was a true apostle who was on a par with the
Twelve. All were directed by the same Lord and the
same Spirit. There were no clashes and no contradictions between them. The contention that Paul obtained
these traditions or deliverances at secondhand from
the other apostles or from other parts of the church
is without warrant. If evidence is needed on this point,
Gal. 2 :9 more than sufﬁces.
3) All indications point to an agreement between
the Corinthians and Paul that women should cover

their heads in public worship. We have no intimation
to the effect that the women of the congregation are
defying this custom. The only question is why this
should be so; or more precisely why Christian women
should adhere to this custom. Here we may remember

that it is important not only to do certain things but
to dgthem intelligently, for the right reason. So Paul’s
entire discussion intends to furnish the right reason

and thus to conﬁrm the Corinthians in their laudable
practice.
Paul ﬁrst lays down the great basic fact that
must be noted and never be forgotten in this connection. Now I want you to know that of every man
the head is Christ while the woman’s head is the
man, and Christ’s head God.
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We must take “of every man” as it stands. The
fact that only Christian men accept Christ as their
head while others do not does not change the truth

“that of every man the head is Christ.” This state—
ment is placed forward because Christian women may
forget that every man is. under a head, and that it is
therefore not at all strange that women, too, are under
a head. It is entirely contrary to fact that women
should seek to be like men on the supposition that men
are independent. The men are not at all independent
—their head is Christ. Yet “of every man the head
is Christ" does not express the entire relation of Christ
to a man but only the relation of subjection in his being and his life. Here one alone is head, “the head”
(note the article) ; all men have one unit head. The
ﬁgure suggested by “head” is the idea of superiority.
In other words, the man is not independent, Christ is
his head to whom he is subject.
In the next two statements the word “head” is
without the article. R. 781 is right, this omission
means that the man is not the head of the woman in
the same sense as Christ is the head of the man. This
is true also with reference to God as Christ’s head.
Each case is marked by a peculiar and a unique relation: 1) of God to our Mediator Christ; 2) of Christ to
the man; 3) of the man to the woman. Speciﬁcally all
three are different. No two correspond in all points.
But in one respect they do most decidedly correspond.
In all three cases we see a head and a subject to that
head who acknowledges that head.
In all his mediatorial work Christ did not do his
own will but that of his great Sender, 6 are’pupas [Le (regularly used in John’s Gospel). Thus God was “a head”
for him. Because of creation the man was not independent but under his Creator. But Paul adds the fact
of redemption to creation, for he speaks of the man,
not as originally created, but as now also redeemed.
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For this reason he does not say that the man’s head is
God but names the Redeemer, “Christ.” Christ may in
a general way be called the Redeemer of the woman
as well as of the man. Paul calls him so in Gal. 3:28:
“There can be no male and female, for ye all are one

man in Christ Jesus," R. V. Yet the difference of sex
remains as far as headship is concerned. The man
has only Christ as his head, the woman has another
head in addition to Christ, namely the man. She is not

the man’s head, nor is she under Christ only as her
head.

Thus a number of questions are cleared up. Does
Paul go back to the order of creation? He does, but
in conjunction with redemption. Does Paul refer only

to Christ’s human nature when he is speaking of God
as Christ’s head? Paul refers to Christ in his redemptive work in which both natures of Christ were employed. In this work Christ carried out God’s will with
both natures. Yet this in no way subordinates the Son,
who, in his essence as the Son, remains co-equal with
the Father and the Spirit even as the Spirit, who is
sent by the Father and the Son, remains coeequal with
both. Is Paul using “head” as he does in. Eph. 5:23,
32; 4:16? No; in Ephesians “head” is correlated with
“body.” Paul is not even, as some think, using the Old
Testament ﬁgure of “head” in the sense of ruler over
a body of people as is done in Judges 11:11; 11 Sam.
5 :17; 22:44; 11 Chron. 19 :11. Paul’s tertium compara-

tiom‘s in the use of “head” is here restricted to the one
feature of being over another according to an arrangement made by God.
4) Paul now applies the facts which he has stated
concerning headship to the customs as they existed in

Corinth and elsewhere.
Generally speaking, among the Greeks only slaves
were covered, and the uncovered head .was a sign of
freedom. The Romans reversed this. The free man
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wore the pileus, the slave went bareheaded. When the
latter was emancipated he was said vocari ad pileum.

Yet the Romans, and we must add the Germans, were
accustomed to pray while they were veiled. The Jews
had the same custom, and we should not forget that Paul
was originally a Jew. This veiling expressed reverence,
the proper feeling of unworthiness to appear before
God with an open face. Maimonides says: “Let not the

Wise Men, nor the scholars of the Wise Men, pray
unless they be covered.” The Jewish covering was
called the tallith.
All of this shows us that Paul is not laying down
an absolute rule that is to be observed by Christians of

all times in regard to covering the head or leaving it
uncovered during worship. Not the custom as a custom
is vital but the signiﬁcance of a custom. If Paul were
writing to Jews or to Romans or to Germans, all of
whom covered the head during worship because of reverence and shame in God’s presence, he would have to
tell them that any man among them who violated this
custom thereby showed lack of reverence and shame.
But to write this to Greeks would be incomprehensible
to them. They had an entirely different custom which

had an entirely different signiﬁcance. This signiﬁcance
is sound and good. Hence Paul explains it to the Corinthians at length and bids them to abide by their
custom. For to abrogate it and to ﬂy in the face of it
means, in their case, not only to violate that significance but at the same time to disavow that signiﬁcance.
The fact that Paul sees this signiﬁcance with a Christian’s eye as pertaining to the true God and not with
a pagan’s eye as pertaining to idol gods should cause
no confusion. The fact that he would use the Christian’s eye if he were dealing with the opposite custom
of other nationalities and not the pagan’s eye is again
beyond question. By so doing Paul is not introducing
into these national customs something that is foreign
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and unjustiﬁable but is unveiling to Christians the
full and the true signiﬁcance of these customs which

non-Christians grasped or felt only partially because
the glory of'the true God was hidden from them.
The Greek custom that was followed in Corinth
brought to view the facts which all Christians should
know, that Christ is the head of the man, and that the
man is the head of the woman. Because it did this for
Christian' minds and Christian eyes the Greek custom
was good and proper and should be preserved by those
concerned. Violating it means to those who have this
custom a clash with the divine facts reﬂected in this
custom.

Paul ﬁrst considers the man and then the woman:
Every man engaged in praying or prophesying; and
in v. 5: and every woman engaged in praying and
prophesying. The man and the woman are described

in exactly the same terms. The two activities naturally
go together in the case of each. It is quite essential
to note that no modiﬁer is attached to the participles
to denote a place where these activities were exercised.
So we on our part should not introduce one, either the
same one for both the man and the woman, for instance, “worshipping or prophesying in church,” or
different ones, for the man “in church" and for the
woman “at home." By omitting reference to a place
Paul says this: “Wherever and whenever it is proper
and right for a man or for a woman to pray or to

prophesy, the difference of sex should be marked as
I indicate.” Whether men are present or absent when
a woman prays or prophesies makes no difference; also
vice versa. Each remains what he is or what she is
apart from the other.
An issue has been made of the point that Paul
speaks of a woman as prophesying as though it were

a matter of course that she should prophesy just as
she also prays, and just as the man, too, prays and
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prophesies. Paul is said to contradict himself when he
forbids the women to prophesy in 14:34-36. The matter becomes clear when we observe that from 11:17
onward until the end of chapter 14 Paul deals with the
gatherings of the congregation for public worship and

with regulations pertaining to public assemblies. The
transition is decidedly marked: “that ye come together,” i. e., for public worship, v. 17; “when ye come
together in church” (éxme’q, no article), v. 18; and
again: “when ye assemble together,” i. e., for public
worship, v. 20. In these public assemblies Paul forbids
the women, not only to prophesy, but to speak at all,
14:34-36 and assigns the reason for this prohibition
just as he does in I lTim. 2:11, etc.
It is evident, then, that women, too, were granted
the gift of prophecy even as some still have this gift,

namely the ability to present and properly to apply
the Word of God by teaching others. And they are to
exercise this valuable gift in the ample opportunities
that offer themselves.

So Paul writes “praying and

prophesying” with reference to the woman just as
he does with reference to the man. The public assemblies

of the congregation are, however, not among these
opportunities— note iv mic c'KKA-q'cials, “in the assemblies,” 14 :34. At other places and at other times women
are free to exercise their gift of prophecy. In the
present connection Paul has no occasion whatever to
specify regarding this point. We may, however, think

of Lois and Eunice who instructed Timothy, II Tim.
1:5; 3:15; of Priscilla, who was more able than her

husband, who taught Apollos, Acts 18:24-26; and of
other cases. The teaching ability of Christian women to-

day has a wide range of opportunity without in the least
intruding itself into the public congregational assemblies.
Every man who is engaged in praying or prophesying', having his head covered, dishonors his
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head, i. e., “having something down from his head.”
Paul says this, not because some man in Corinth is
liable to do such a thing, but in order to bring out the
contrast with the woman. He shames or disgraces “his
head,'_’ the Greek has the article of previous reference.
We cannot refer “his head” to Christ and disregard
the phrase “dowu from his head.” Christ is not shamed
by this man; the shame is on. the man himself. By
covering his head he makes a woman of himself. He

acts as though he has a human head over him besides
the divine head Christ, like the woman -— which is not
true. By thus discarding the honor that is his he puts

shame on his own head. We may, of course, also say
that this act of his reﬂects on Christ, but Paul does not
follow out this thought.
5) And every woman praying or prophesying
with her head uncovered dishonors her head, for
it is oneand the same thing lwith her head shaven.
Since the entire question concerns women, Paul
speaks at length about them. The woman brings shame
upon her head when she appears in public to pray or
to prophesy “with her;head uncovered,” dative of man-

ner, R. 530, 789. Here, too, it is her own head and not
the man as her head.- Paul might write regarding
the man that he- brings shame on “himself” and regarding the woman on “herself.” Since it is the covered
or uncovered head that brings shame, Paul very, prop-

,erly speaks about the shame resting on the head. The
shame that results for the woman lies in her attempt
to appear as a man, to arrogate to herself an honor
that is not hers; which must be taken from her. This
means disgrace for her. Every act on the part of a
woman which denies her position as a woman under
the headship of man is an arrogation that brings her

dishonor. R. 530 reports that 6 aﬁrés (here the neuter 1-5
«616) is only here construed with the instrumental

dative: one and “the same thing with ,her head shaven,”
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i. e., with a razor. The perfect participle has the usual
present implication. Paul at once states the drastic
extreme which he proceeds to explain with ya’p.
6)

For if a woman is not covered, let her also

have herself shom; but if it is a shame for a woman
to have herself shorn or shaven, let her have herself
covered.
“Not covered” is a case in which the negative practically coalesces with the verb: “not covered” = “uncovered,” R. 1012, although in conditions of reality the
protasis regularly has ob. We translate the two imperatives, which are probably hortatory, R. 948, with
the permissive middle: “let her have herself shorn,”
“let her have herself covered,” R. 809. The form

.f-upaaem is the present inﬁnitive and thus corresponds
with xer’puoﬂur; both are again the permissive middle
and are substantivized by the neuter article: “this
thing of having herself shorn or shaven” is shameful.

The form Eﬁpaaeur would be the ﬁrst aorist middle inﬁnitive, R. 1218.
As far as prostitutes are concerned, all the evidence

that has been discovered proves that only a few of the
very lowest type had shorn or shaven heads. As a class
these women endeavored to make themselves as attractive as possible and did their utmost to beautify
also their hair. We cannot, therefore, accept the idea
that is advanced by not a few of our best commentators
that in our passage Paul refers to the practice of prostitutes and intends to tell the Corinthian women that,
if they pray or prophesy with uncovered heads, they
act the part of lewd women.
Paul presents two alternatives regarding women to
the Corinthians: either shorn or covered. Or, to carry
it to its climax in both directions: either both covering
and hair completely removed or a covering over the

hair. The key to these alternatives is the conditional
clause: “now if it is a shame for a woman to have her-
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self shorn or shaven.” This condition of reality, which
implies that it would certainly be a shame, expresses a.
universal feeling and conviction regarding women
(with a corresponding conviction regarding men, v.

14). We may express it in this way: It is the intent
of nature that woman should wear long hair. Back of
nature is the Creator. A beautiful head of hair is the
natural crown which God has given to a woman. Made
for man, she is to be attractive to him, and one of her
great attractions is her beautiful hair. Hence to discard it is shameful for her. This explains the two alternatives. The ﬁrst is negative, the other positive. The
one extends in one direction and goes to the limit in
that direction, the other extends in the opposite direction and also goes to the limit.
Thus the ﬁrst: “If a woman is not covered, let her
also have herself shorn.” This matter of being merely
uncovered is in reality only an inconsistency. She stops
halfway. She only compromises. Halfway positions
and compromises are untenable. Hence, let her carry
out the idea to its legitimate and logical conclusion:
“let her also have herself shorn.” This will bring fully
to view what she does only partially when she appears
with an uncovered head for prayer or for prophesying.
Now the opposite deduction. If it cannot be denied
that leaving the head uncovered is a grave step in
the wrong direction, the outrageous nature of which
appears fully when it is carried to its consistent limit

by discarding also the hair, having it shorn, or by going to the absolute limit in this wrong direction, having all of it shaved off with a razor—then let the
woman do the complete and the consistent thing in the

right direction: “let her have herself covered.” Then
there will be no question in regard to shame or honor,
in regard to her position as a woman having, a man
as her head according to the Creator’s design.
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This is a sample of Paul’s consistent thinking. We
have seen that he always goes to the bottom of a
question, to the plain and decisive principle that is
the key to that question and therefore to all others
of the same kind. He never stops only on the surface,
never goes only halfway, but always thinks a subject
through. He does so in this case.
7) But why all these considerations about honoring and dishonoring the head? Why take the matter regarding the hair and the covering of the head
so seriously? Paul has pointed to the answer already
in v. 3, where he presented the relation of the man
to Christ and the relation of the woman to the man.
This he now restates and expands. Note the contrasting touches in [Le’v and 8:1. For a man ought not to
have his head covered since he is God’s image and
glory while the woman is man’s glory. “Ought” expresses obligation, here the one growing out of the
relation indicated. A man, as distinguished from a
woman, is “God’s image and glory.” The term “image"
is taken from Gen. 1 :26, 27: “in our image, after our
likeness.”
These two phrases are usually regarded as a hendiadys, as expressing only one idea, that of likeness or
resemblance; and it is said that there is no real distinction between tselem, eixu'w, “image,” and demuth,
opinion, “likeness.” This identiﬁcation of the two terms

is, however, superﬁcial. Trench shows that, while in
some connections “image" and “likeness” may be used

with the same general signiﬁcance, this is not the case
in the account of man’s creation. “Image” is the German Abbild. which invariably presupposes a Vorbild;
this is not the case with “likeness.” “Image” always
implies derivation, “likeness” does not. The monarch’s
head on a coin is an image; likewise the sun’s reﬂection
in the water, a statue of stone or of other material,

a child in relation to his parent. “Likeness” may be
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accidental; one egg is like another, one man may resemble another. Augustine points out that image always involves likeness, but that likeness does not always involve image. Trench follows this idea through
the Arian and other controversies of the church and
through the history of man from his creation to his
restoration; his discussion deserves close study.
Thus Adam was “God’s image," God’s Abbild, who
bore the impress and stamp of God as his Vorbild.

Paul does not refer to the second term which is employed in Genesis, namely God’s “likeness,” when he
here describes man. He passes by this lesser term. He
substitutes a term of his own which brings out the full
greatness that is contained in God’s image: man is
God’s image “and glory.”
Paul’s use of 865.: has been faulted as being “highly
exceptional” by calling one person the “glory” of another person, yet this is the very term that presents
Paul’s thought most clearly. When we ordinarily speak
of God’s glory we mean the shining forth of the radiance of his attributes. Paul has in mind the reﬂexion
of God’s attributes in his highest visible creature. Being, indeed, God’s image, man is also God’s glory, a
mirror that reﬂects some of God's glorious attributes.
We now see why Paul is right when he denies that
a man is obliged to cover his head when he serves God,
when he, for instance, prays or prophesies. He may
or may not cover his head for other reasons that have
nothing to do with his relation to God and with a
proper expression of that relation. He may even, like
the Jews, cover his head in God’s presence when he
desires to express his humbleness and his reverence
before God. But as God’s image and glory his head
should be uncovered -—his head because it is the
noblest part of his body and most expressive of his
personality. When the act of covering his head appears
in any way to be a denial of his being God’s image and
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glory, it would certainly be improper,’even wrong to
cover his head.
In the case of a woman this is quite otherwise: “the
woman is man’s glory.” Eve was not “God’s image
and glory” in the same sense as Adam was. Strictly
speaking, according to her creation, which also redemption has not altered, she must be called-“man’s
glory.” Paul does not add the other term “man’s
image” although he could do so. The higher and the
more elucidating term “glory” includes “image.” Her
entire creation places her in direct and immediate re-'
lation to man. She was made for man; she was to be
his “helpmeet.” The reverse cannot be said. Adam
expressed the truth exactly: “This is' now bone of my
bones, and ﬂesh of my ﬂesh. She shall be called
Woman, because she was taken out of man.” Before
Paul adds the obligation that rests upon her as far
as expressing this relation to man is concerned he
adds further explanations.
' 8) For man is not out of woman, but woman
out of man. These are, of course, the facts. Adam
was not in any way derived from (ix) a woman; he
was created directly by God. The opposite is the fact
regarding woman. Eve was derived from (e‘x) Adam:
“bone of my bones, and ﬂesh of my ﬂesh.” This involves another difference.
9)
For also. man was not created on account
of the woman, on the contrary, woman on account

of the man. “Man,’.’ without the article, any man
whoever he may be; “on account of the woman,” with
the article, hence Eve. “Woman,” without the article,
some woman; “on account of the man,” with the

article, hence Adam. God made “a woman" for Adam,
but not “a man” for Eve. God could, indeed, have
created both man and woman, Adam and Eve, in one
undivided act. Today many think and act as though

God had really done so. But the fact is otherwise. Nor
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should we think and say that at this late date God’s
creative act, which lies far back in time, makes no
difference. The facts of creation abide forever. They
can be ignored without resultant loss or harm as little
as can other facts of nature.
10) Because these indisputable facts remain,
all customs that truly symbolize these facts will meet
approval on the part of all who bow fully to God,
and all customs that contravene and deny this symbolism will meet with disapproval. On this account
the woman ought to have a power over her head on
account of the angels. In view of these unchangeable facts of creation a double obligation results when
it comes to a custom like this and to the signiﬁcance
which it involves. One obligation rests upon the man,
v. 7, and the other upon the woman. His head should
be bare, hers covered.
Paul uses the same verb regarding both the man
and the woman, 64mm“, “ough ,” which expresses obligation and no more. He is not laying down an unalterable law that shall be in effect for the church of
all ages and of all nations. While the facts of creation
to which Paul goes back are in their very nature unalterable, they cannot be made an equally unalterable
law regarding customs for the simple reason that customs vary endlessly for reasons that are not at all concerned with these facts. Only under certain circumstances an obligation may arise in which these facts play
a part as was the case here at Corinth and among the

Greeks. Established customs that beautifully symbolize
these facts “ought” not to be changed arbitrarily but intelligently retained until, without prejudice to these
facts, in due course, customs change of their own
accord.
Why does Paul call the covering on the woman’s
head an ééouata? The apparent diﬁiculty, which is sometimes unduly stressed, lies in the fact that “right,”

First Coﬁnthians 11:10
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“authority,” or “power” is ordinarily used in a subjective sense; here it would be the woman’s own power
or authority. This, however, clashes with the context

which evidently speaks about the covering on the woman’s head as being a symbol of another’s, namely the

man’s power and authority over her. We should, then,
take the term in that sense. Whether we construe “a
power over her head,” C.-K. 403, or “to have over her
head,” makes practically no difference. To call the
head covering “a power” is ﬁgurative whether we call
it a symbol of the power, C.-K., or specify the ﬁgure
as a metonomy: “power” signifying “sign of power.”
Paul adds the ﬁnal phrase, “on account of the
angels,” as a matter that needs no elucidation whatever
and as one that will be at once understood by the Corinthians. This fact is suﬁicient to dispose of a number
of fanciful interpretations which have been given this
simple phrase. The Analogy of Scripture decides the
point that an unqualiﬁed mention of “the angels” refers
to good angels. The simple manner in which this ﬁnal

phrase is added indicates that no new point is being
introduced into the discussion. This brief mention of
angels is thus involved in all that precedes.
“On account of the angels” implies that God’s
good angels are present when God’s people come together to pray and to prophesy. Paul’s view of God’s
creation in general and of God’s people in particular
always includes God’s good angels. So the phrase
simply means that, when we worship, we must not
offend them by an impropriety. Such an offense would
occur if women prayed and prophesied with uncovered
heads and thereby displayed the fact that they had
disregarded the station that has been assigned them
by their creation. In regard to the nearness of the
angels and their interest in us compare 4 :9 where Paul
speaks about the suffering apostles as being a spectacle
also for the angels.
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We thus reject the interpretation which refers this
expression to evil angels who may be aroused to lasciviousness by seeing the uncovered hair of women at

worship. Why should this arouse them any more than
the-uncovered hair of women when they are not at

worship? Paul’s phrase has no connection with Gen.
6 :1-4; the interpretation of this passage which regards

the sons of God as angels is unacceptable. With Meyer
we exclaim: Welche ﬂeischerne Eindeutungen! And
some of these women were matrons and old women.
C.-K.’s idea of angels as guardians over God’s creative
order is an invention to ﬁnd an explanation for Paul’s
phrase.

11)

With «My Paul draws attention to one vital

point that should not be overlooked. This connective
does not intend to point out the main thought with
which Paul closes the discussion as B.-D. and R. 1187
assert. Only, neither is women without man, nor man

without woman in the Lord. “Only" means: let this
not be overlooked. The predicate is “in the Lord.”
Whatever God arranged at creation when he made man
the head, as far as being “in the Lord” is concerned,
both are altogether equal. The man is not “in the
Lord” in such a way that the woman is excluded, nor,
of course, vice versa. Gal. 3:28 stands: “Ye are all one

in Christ Jesus.”

‘

12) This equality of spiritual connection with
Christ has even a natural background. Although God
made man woman’s head he also arranged an interdependence between the sexes. For even as the
woman is of the man, so also is the man by the
woman; and this all is of God.
“Even as . . . so also” makes plain this equality.
Eve was taken out of (in) Adam. In this manner the
sexes began. 0n the other hand, “the man is by the
woman,” Sui, by or through the medium of natural
birth. All men, just as all women, are 'chVq'roi. yummév,

First Corinthians 11:12, 13
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“born of women," Matt. 11:11, not excepting even him
who became incarnate by the virgin birth, Gal. 4:4.
Both Adam and Eve are exceptional, for neither was

born. Yet Eve and all of her descendants are classed
together since they are all “of" (ex) Adam; he alone
came immediately from the hand of God. All other
men have come through the medium (M) of the
woman, i. e., Eve and her daughters. In other words,
the sexes are so interlocked that, when their connection
with Christ is considered, neither sex is dependent on
the other, neither sex has an advantage.
This is by divine arrangement. For 121 aru’vra is
speciﬁc: “this all” regarding the two sexes; not gen—
eral, “all things” (our versions), which would have to
be m’ym without the article. And ex is again the proper

preposition since it denotes the direct source. It is not
due to an arrangement that was inaugurated by men

or women, nor to what we might call the nature of
humanity alone.
13)
One additional point must be considered
in order to complete the discussion regarding the
head covering for women during worship. The obligation which Paul points out in v. 7 and v. 10 rests,
as he has shown, on the facts of creation. It amounts

to this: customs that symbolize and reﬂect these facts
are proper. The Corinthians may judge this as far
as it applies to them. They need to do no more than
to ask the question regarding the propriety of the
custom in vogue in their midst and in regard to what
nature teaches them in support of this their custom.

This alone Will sufﬁce. Decide in regard to your own
selves: Is it proper for a woman to pray to God uncovered ? Does not even nature itself teach you that,
if a man wear long hair, it is a dishonor to him while,

if a woman wear long hair, it is a glory for her? because her long hair is given her instead of a covering.
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Paul refers the matter to the good sense of the Corinthians themselves. The aorist imperative calls upon
them to make a decision. The e'v phrase is decidedly
emphatic because of its position, and it does not mean
that the Corinthians are to decide “in themselves,” i.
e., in their own minds, for nobody decides anything
except in his own mind. Paul says: decide “in regard
to your own selves,” i. e., think of yourselves as you
assemble for your public worship and as you engage
in worship at home and then in a sensible manner decide what is proper for you. This is the e'v with persons
which Robertson translates “in your own case.”
The question which Paul wants them to decide is
this: “Is it proper for a woman to pray to God un~
covered ?” Paul adds no interrogative particle to indicate that he expects either a positive or a negative
answer. The simple question is enough. He leaves out
prophesying (v. 5), apparently only in order to shorten
the question, for this is the original question with
which this entire section deals.
The point of the question turns on wpc'vrov, whether it
is “proper” for a woman to pray or to worship with

her head uncovered. The verb 1rp£I7rm means “to shine
forth," “to be distinguished”; hence the adjective:
excellent, worthy, ﬁtting, or “proper.” We thus see
that the obligation mentioned in v. 7 and v. 10 is one
of propriety. This is general propriety since the next
question turns on the teaching of nature; yet as far as
the Christian is concerned, who does everything to the

glory of God (10:31), even general propriety carries
a Christian inﬂuence with it. Paul is quite certain what
the answer will be, v. 2. When the Corinthians consider the custom they have they will certainly not call
it improper.

14) The second question supports the ﬁrst. This
time Paul indicates by the form of the question that
he expects it to be answered aﬂirmatively: “Does not

First Corinthians 11:14, 15
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even nature itself teach you?” etc. It certainly does.
When Paul writes “nature itself,” we understand, in
view of what he has already said, that he has in mind

nature as God has formed nature. Thus nature is here
placed over against mere taste or transient fashion or
faulty ideas. Certain things comport with nature and

with the way in which God has made us; they are
proper for that reason. Certain things are unnatural
and for that reason lack propriety.

Thus, when a man wears long hair, this is really
not in accord with the nature of a man.

Some men

may do that as Paul’s condition of expectancy intimates, but that will be exceptional. In Corinth such
long hair will make a man seem much like a woman
and will thus bring a corresponding “dishonor” upon

him. When Paul writes aw mm; he has in mind long
hair like that of a woman; we cannot say that he is
thinking of men cutting their hair closely as the custom
is now.

15)

The case is quite the reverse and even more

so in the case of a woman. If she wears long hair, this
is not only an honor for her, but her long hair is “a
glory for her.” It gives her that womanly distinction: “because her long hair is given her instead of a

covering.”

The preposition dm’ has the idea of ex-

change, R. 574. The agent suggested by the passive
perfect “has been and thus is still given” her is “nature
itself.” Paul’s thought is this: if nature itself provides
a covering for a woman, it is highly proper that she
follow this hint of nature and cover her head during

acts of public worship.
A weplle/Muov is something that is thrown around
one and “a covering” in that sense. One might argue
that a woman’s hair is covering enough since nature
provides no other for her. But this is specious. The
fact that woman’s hair grows quite long by nature,
much longer than a man’s even if he never cuts it,
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and that thus there is bestowed on woman the gift of
a weptﬁéAatov, is nature's owu indication that, when it
comes to signiﬁcant customs, she and not the man is to

have her head covered in the presence of God during
worship. “It is given her instead of a covering”
means: in place of a covering, to take the place of a
covering, and this establishes the decorum or propriety
of wearing a covering over the head. For if long hair
is an honor for a woman because it is given her in place
of a covering, then any proper custom which accentuates this honor must be prized accordingly. This is

the correct deduction which Paul has in mind.
What may we gather from Paul’s discussion regarding the head covering of women at Corinth?
First, that the facts of creation and of nature stand
unchanged. They should be recognized and accepted
for what they are. To ignore them or to set them aside

is always a mistake. In the end these facts as well as
all the others are bound to assert themselves: One of
the most fundamental natural facts is this that the
sexes differ profoundly, far more so than is generally
recognized. A basic feature of this fact is that God
gave the headship to the man and not to the woman.
All attempts to abolish this headship and to place the
sexes on the same level must fail. Another, although
a far lesser, feature of this difference is the fact that
woman and not man has received a «epipémwv from
God and from God’s nature!
Secondly, many customs have sprung up that have
no deeper basis than transient fashion. With these
the Scriptures do not concern themselves. Some of
them may be in what we are pleased to call good taste,

others may by comparison be in bad taste. De gustibus non disputamdum.

Christians incline toward the

former and away from the latter, but only for nonreligious reasons.

First Corinthians 1 1 :15, 1 6
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Thirdly, some customs have a deeper basis. In their
way they reﬂect creative or natural facts, lend a sort
of expression to these facts, at least harmonize with
them. These customs, not merely as customs, but as
being signiﬁcant in their character are seemly, proper,

and worthy of retention. Hence the obligation to retain them with a mind that understands and appreci—
ates why they are “proper.” Yet obligation and propriety are not absolute and not necessary for all time
and for all nations.
Fourthly, customs may be entirely different and
even opposite among different people. Customs may
also change more or less decidedly. Where these dif~
ferences exist, or where these changes occur without
a conscious intention to antagonize the facts of creation or of nature, no religious issue results regarding

even the point of propriety. Only where changes are
sought that are in contravention of the facts of creation and of nature must we proceed as Paul did when
he was writing to the congregation at Corinth.
16) Paul breaks off the discussion with some
abruptness. But if anyone seems to be contentious,
we for our part have no such custom, neither the
churches of God.

The condition of reality leads one to think that
Paul expects some in Corinth “to be contentious,”
quAéI'aKos‘, “loving contention" as people who always
insist that they are in the right, rechthabeﬂsch. Paul
refuses to be concerned with people of this kind. It
is not his way to argue back and forth; ﬁnd: is quite
emphatic: “we for our part,” Paul and his fellow
workers. All of these were men so that the statement:
“we for our part have no such custom,” does not mean:

“we Christians have no such custom as having women

go bareheaded at worship.” While a'umeEuz is a mild
term to apply to contentiousness, it is ﬁnely chosen by
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Paul as being one who is himself wholly averse to contentions and to all forms of Rechthaberei. If he were
contentious he would have chosen a harsh word; the

choice of this mild term proves his own mildness.
In fact, this custom of mildness is characteristic of
“the churches of God.” Even regarding graver matters than those of Christian propriety they want no
contentiousness, no love of strife, although they ear-

nestly contend for the faith, Jude 3. The Augsburg
Confession writes in the same spirit: “It is proper
[the very term used by Paul in v. 13] that the churches
should keep such ordinances for the sake of love and
tranquillity, so far that one do not offend another, that
all things be done in the churches in order, and without confusion, I Cor. 14:40; compare Phil. 2:14; but
so that consciences be not burdened to think that they
are necessary to salvation, or to judge that they sin
when they break them without offense to others; as no

one will say that a woman sins who goes out in public
with her head uncovered, provided only that no offense
be given.” C. T11, 91.
The Sixth Part of the Letter
Disorders connected with the Lord’s Supper,
l 1 :17-34

17) Yet in transmitting this I am not praising
that you come together, not for the better, but for
the worse.
From a consideration of the covering of the head
for women Paul turns to the disorders that are connected with the Lord’s Supper. This manner of connecting a brief ‘participial clause concerning a preceding subject with a main clause concerning a matter
that follows has been called awkward and disjointed.
But this criticism is unwarranted. When Paul begins
to speak about the head covering for women in v. 2

First Corinthians 11 :17
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he has a word of praise for the Corinthians, namely

that in all respects they remember him and hold fast
the directions which he originally gave them. He
acknowledges their obedient attitude and then proceeds

to instruct them in regard to the women by transmitting pertinent further directions to them. No women

had as yet tried to dispense with a covering for the
head while they were at worship; Paul is thus able
to insert his word of praise.
When he comes to the new subject, the truth is
quite different. Abuses had actually crept in, and nobody in Corinth had asked What Paul had originally
told them concerning the Lord’s Supper. Thus, while
he transmits his directions regarding women with a
word of praise, this praise must be omitted when he

comes to speak about the assemblies for the purpose
of celebrating the Sacrament. Instead of criticizing
Paul for the manner in which he combines the refer—
ences to the two subjects we have reason to admire the

masterly way in which he links together the praise
mentioned in v. 2 with the non-praise spoken of in
v. 17.

Paul omits the pronoun; he does not write: “In
transmitting this to you I am not praising you.” Because of this omission of the pronouns Paul’s words be-

come more objective. The verb wapayyéMm is frequently
used with reference to military commands; hence the
R. V.’s translation “in giving you this charge.” This

is a rather strong translation in the present connection
since the matter regarding the covering of the head is
not one that calls for such decisive commands. The
original meaning of the verb is to pass along directions
or orders from one person to another; hence we translate “in transmitting this,” etc.

Paul is entirely frank when he tells the Corinthians
that he is now not praising them. The litotes “I am
not praising” is a mild way of expressing blame as if
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to say: “I should like to praise but I cannot, I am c'ompelled to blame.” The fault that excludes praise is
promptly stated .: “that you come together, not for the
better, but for the worse.” The negative phrase is reenforced by the appositional positive phrase. The case
is deplorable in every way. The Corinthians should
come together “for the better,” so that their coming
together results in spiritual improvement; instead of
that their/coming together results in spiritual detriment, and, as the present tense shows, this is a regular
occurrence, it is not an exceptional thing. The com-

paratives contrast two results, one that should be and
one that should not be. In addition to this contrast a
relation is expressed: “better” when compared with
“worse,” and “worse” when compared with “better.”
Gegensatz (contrast) and Steigerung (comparison)
are thus combined, R. 663.
We should ”note that Paul now writes: “you come
together.” This coming together or assembling for
public worship is mentioned again in v. 18 and a third
time in v. 20; in each instance the same verb is employed. It is repeated twice at the end of this section
regarding the Lord’s Supper in v. 33, 34; and again
in 14:23, 26, near the close of the section regarding
spiritual gifts. Paul thus marks with great plainness
that‘the disorders of which he now speaks occur in the
public assemblies of the, congregation. In the section
regarding the head covering for women no mention is
made of public assemblies. This leads some to conclude
that the Women are also to cover their heads when
they are praying in private at home whereas the correct deduction is only this, that as yet no woman had
ventured to appear in public worship with a bare head,
that some only raised the question whether it would

be proper to do so. The point of private worship is
quite minor; it is the appearance of women in public
worship that is important.

First Corinthians 11:18, 19
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18) Paul’s preliminary charge that the Corinthians come together, not for the better, but for the
worse, really extends from 11:17 to 14:40, for it
pertains to the Lord’s Supper and to the charismata
or spiritual gifts. Grave improprieties had crept into the Corinthian assemblies in connection with the
Sacrament and also in connection with the exercise
of these gifts. Paul ﬁrst takes up the disorders per—
taining to the Sacrament; then in 12:1, etc., he deals

with the charismata. For when you come together
in assembly, I am told that cliques exist among you;

and in part I believe it.

The term c’xxl‘qm'a is here used in its original meaning of an assembly that is called together for a speciﬁc
purpose. The Corinthians come together in an assembly
for congregational purposes. The verb axoﬁm is used
in the classic sense: “I am told,” R. 803. The tense is
an “ ‘effective’ aoristic present, close akin to a per-

fect,” R. 893. The action is durative only in the sense
of indicating a state, it does not express a linear activity; hence does not mean: “I keep hearing," but:
“I hear” and thus know, R. 881.
When Paul reports what has come to his ears he
only summarizes the evil as it appears to his mind:
“that cliques exist among you,” axle-Fara, schisms or
splits. We shall see presently just what Paul means.
When he adds: “and in part I believe it,” we see that
he discounts even credible reports, he is loath to be-

lieve the worst even on testimony that is good. His is
the true Christian attitude. Only too few follow it.
19) Paul is to some extent surprised and
grieved because of what he is told, yet in the last
analysis he is neither. This latter he explains with
yép. For there must even be divisions among you in

order that those approved may become manifest
among you.
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If we translate mi “also” and not “even” we, nevertheless, feel that aipe’ws is a graver term than oxiaparh.
This would, of course, not prevent one from using the
terms side by side and regarding them as mere synonyms. This has, in fact, been done quite frequently. A
axiom is arent or a split. In the following verses Paul
uses the term as denoting a clique, namely a division
which does not as yet tear the congregation asunder.

On the other hand, afpms, from azpe’w, denotes something
that one selects or chooses, thus a peculiar doctrine or
opinion. In the New Testament it is used with reference to actual divisions, Acts 24:14; Gal. 5 :20; II Pet.
2:1: “damnable heresies.” The fathers applied it to
heresy, the philosophers to philosophical tendencies,
schools, or sects. Our versions translate “heresies”;
the A. V. margin “sects”; the R. V. margin “factions.”
Both give the term a tinge of a rather grave meaning.
Paul uses it here with reference to actual divisions
which are disrupting the congregation.
With 8:: Paul indicates the necessitas consequentiae,
the necessary outcome of an evil course after it has
been chosen. God lets the evil result of such a course
become manifest but does so for purposes of his own.
One of these purposes is to punish the wicked although
Paul does not touch upon this. Another purpose is
“that those approved may become manifest among
you,” i. e., that those approved of God as sound, true,
and faithful may appear openly as such. When evil
factions actually separate themselves from a congrega-

tion they help to show who the true members are.
The texts that read in mi connect the divine purpose closely with the idea of necessity. Paul thus tells
the Corinthians that the cliques which have already
been formed among them may grow more serious and
result in actual divisions. Because so many practical,
moral, and personal issues have already started in
their midst, because they show so much disinclination

First Corinthians 11:19, 2‘0
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and disability to eradicate these incipient differences,
actual heretical views and teachings may develop and
tear the congregation apart. That would be deplorable, but such results must appear in this sinful
world; when they do come to pass they have one good
feature: they reveal who the true members are.
The cliques of which Paul speaks cannot be identiﬁed with the parties described in 1 :12; for these Paul
calls “factions,” Epises, 1:11. As he describes the real
nature of the latter, so he also reveals the true nature

of the former. The “cliques” and the “divisions” are
not identical. The former already exist in Corinth,
the latter threaten to occur. The effort to establish the

identity of the two terms by letting 8c: cival. mean: “it is
necessary that there are,” is misdirected, for we should
translate: “it is necessary that there be,” i. e., if
certain evil beginnings run their course as they may

and will here and there.
20)
With the resumptive oﬁv Paul returns to the
evils he touches upon brieﬂy in v. 18. When, therefore, you come together in one place, it is impossible
to eat the Lord’s Supper, for each in the eating consumes his own supper in advance, and one remains
hungry, and the other is drunken.

The genitive absolute states that this abuse occurs
in connection with the gathering of the congregation;
and the idiom €1ri. r6 ax’mi adds the idea that all assemble

“in the same place.” Then, indeed, when all are gathered together in the same place they ought to show
that they are also one body, but their disorderly actions
make this impossible.

“It is impossible to eat the Lord’s Supper” shows
the gravity of the abuse that has crept in. It was the
very purpose of these congregational gatherings to
celebrate the Lord’s Supper. But if anyone came to
the meeting and expected this purpose to be carried
out he found himself completely disappointed. The
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action of the members made a celebration of the Holy
Supper impossible. The A. V.’s translation is incorrect: “this is not to eat the Lord's Supper”; for of»: é’cm
with the inﬁnitive means “it is impossible” to eat, and
“this” cannot be supplied since coming together and
eating are not identical.
‘Kupmay seal-vow refers to the Sacrament itself. The

adjective Kupmév, from Kﬁpwe or Lord, seems to have
been used as early as the time of our epistle in conscious opposition to the pagan use of the title “Lord”
as applied to heathen divinities and emperors, sec
Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, 353, etc.,
where the subject is interestingly discussed at length.
First came the Agape or Love Feast, a joint meal of
which all the members partook. At the conclusion of
this meal the Sacrament was celebrated. No evidence
has been discovered to substantiate the view that the
Sacrament was ever divided so that the Agape was

placed between the eating of the sacramental bread
and the drinking of the sacramental cup.. Regarding
the question itself consult Meusel, Kirchliches Handlea’ikon, “Abendmahl,” concerning the words of the institution ,ma 1-?) stint-[oat consult the author’s interpretation of Luke 22:20.
Paul now explains why it is impossible to eat the
Lord’s Supper in the Corinthian assemblies: “for each
one in the eating consumes his own supper in advance,

and one remains hungry, and the other is drunken.”
The present tenses are iterative; this has come to be
a regular practice in Corinth. The food for the Agape,
from which some of the bread and the wine was reserved for the Sacrament, was brought by the members
who came to the meeting. Some were poor-and could
bring little or nothing (“them that have not.” v. 22).

Now instead of taking all the food that was brought
and apportioning it- to all who were present so that
each should receive a proper share, cliques were

First Corinthians 11 :21, 22
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formed, and relatives, friends, those of one clique sat
together, probably at private tables, the rich and prosperous separated from the poor, letting those who
could bring, little or nothing sit by themselves. Then
each person consumed what he had brought irrespective of the poorer members, some of whom were slaves.

The expression «pomﬁdm év w; ¢ay¢zv does not mean:
“taketh before other,” R. V., i. e., eats hastily what
he has brought before all have gathered; but: “in
the eating consumes in advance,” paying no attention to the rest. In other words, the Agape ceased to
be an Agape and degenerated into just ordinary eating, each clique eating by itself. This virtual abolition
of the Agape made the celebration of the Holy Supper
itself an impossibility. For at this time the two were
still one celebration, the Agape leading up to the Sacrament. When the Agape ceased to be an Agape, the
Sacrament was also virtually impossible. Perhaps an

attempt was still made to celebrate the Sacrament, but
the poor especially felt themselves excluded and ceased
to commune.

The one sat there and hungered since he had
brought nothing or had brought too little and received
nothing from the rest who consumed their own. The
other was drunken with wine, ,he consumed more of
this than he should have done from the plenty which
he and his .friends had brought. And this “even at the
Lord’s table,” R. 854. The last two clauses show drastically that under these circumstances the Sacrament
quite naturally became an impossibility.
22) The pointed questions which now follow
dramatically expose the gravity of this abuse. What?
do you mean you have not houses for eating and

drinking? or do you despise the church of God and
put to shame those that have nothing? What shall
I say to you? shall I praise you? In this I praise you
not.
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Here we have an instance of the conclusive yép
used in a question as is the case in Matt. 27 :23; John
9 :30; Acts 19 :30. The question thus has the nature of
a justiﬁed conclusion which is drawn from the preceding, which may be a statement that someone has made,

or, as here, a situation that someone has created. We.“
render its force with “what?” Winer, Grammatik des
neutestamentlichen Sprachidtoms, 6. Anﬂage, 396;
Robertson does not treat this subject.
By using mi Paul expects a negative answer; of»:
merely denies 3x511. Paul intends to say: “You surely
do not mean that you have no houses for eating and
drinking? And yet this is what your actions imply.”
The outrageous character of the actions of the Corinthians is thus exposed. They had houses where they
could eat and drink their ﬁll, but by eating and drinking their ﬁll during the meeting of the congregation
and by disregarding the poor they acted as though they
had no houses. The etc 115 has the dative idea here,
R. 1072.
In the question: “Why do you not use your
houses?" there lies the graver one: “Why do you so
use the church ?” This is graver, for to use the church
in this manner is to degrade it, hence to look down on
it, to despise it, Karaqbpoveiv used with the genitive,
literally, “to think down." Here c'xmyata again has the
original sense of assembly as it did in v. 18. The
gravity of thus despising the church is strenghtened
by the genitive the church “of God.” Has the congregation forgotten so completely that this is “God’s”
gathering?
This genitive, too, lends force to the addition “and
put to shame those that have nothing.” For in “the
church of God” God looks especially upon the poor.
He does not put them to shame, nor will he have them
put to shame by others, James 1 :9, 10; 2:2—9. God is
no respecter of persons.

First Caiinthians 11:22, 23
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Paul stands as a person who is nonplussed and
shocked and asks himself: “What shall I say?" Then
he remembers that in 11:2 he had praised the Corinthians; with grim irony he now asks: “Shall I praise
you?” or, if we wish to include the next phrase in this

question: “Shall I praise you in this?” The question
itself cuts deeply. Its answer is decisive: “I praise
you not,” a strong litotes for: “I blame you.” Both
elm, R. 928, and Ewaws’aw are deliberative subjunctives
although the latter might be regarded as a future indicative, R. 934. Both are aorists and denote one act of
saying and of praising. In “I praise you not” the
durative present refuses this praise continuously. Here

in one of the most important matters of their faith
that deals with the Sacred Supper itself the Corinthians, who in all things wanted to adhere to what
they had received from Paul (v. 2), had allowed themselves to drift so far from his teaching. Paul restrains

himself so as not to use strong terms of rebuke. He
seems to ask himself: “Do these people really realize
what they are doing?”
23) With calm patience Paul sets to work to
repeat his original instruction to these disorderly
Corinthians and thus to correct this ﬂagrant abuse.
For I received from the Lord, what also I delivered

to you, that the Lord Jesus in the night in which he
was betrayed took bread and, after having given
thanks, broke it and said: This is my body which
is for you. This do in remembrance of me!

With the emphatic £76: “I did receive . . . I did
deliver to you,” Paul contrasts himself with the Corinthians. What they had received from him is different

from what they are now practicing in Corinth. Thus
by a reference to Christ’s own institution of the Holy
Supper yép also substantiates why Paul can only reproach the Corinthians for the abuse which rendered
its celebration impossible.
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The ﬁrst and the most important corrective, then,

is that the Corinthians remember what Paul had delivered to them from the Lord concerning the Sacrament. The Agape is not a divine institution. Therefore Paul lays down no regulations concerning it. His

concern is the Sacrament. What he has mentioned in
regard to the improper conduct of the Agape has its
point in the Sacrament because it makes its celebration
impossible. The abuses current in the Agape would as
such call for serious correction, but this correction is
included in Paul’s statement regarding the graver matter, regarding the Sacrament proper. If the proper

celebration of the Sacrament is attended to, all else
will be corrected.
Paul writes 7raps'z\a.,80v dm‘) 1-05 Kvpfov and not wapé
which only a few texts have. A verb that is com-

pounded with 71'an is generally followed by a phrase
that begins with the same preposition. The conclusion
is, therefore, drawn that Paul’s use of cimi instead of
7:an in the appended phrase means that he did not

originally receive the words of the institution immediately, by a direct revelation from the Lord, but only
mediately, through the Twelve or through some of the
original members of the church. R. 579, however, warns
us against such a radical distinction between the two
prepositions save as etymology throws light on them.
What he means we see on page 561: 1ran calls attention

to the fact that one is beside the person or place when
he starts; (17:6 merely notes the point of departure; and

c": asserts that one has been within the place or circle
before departing. So in Paul’s phrase the preposition
(21:6 conveys the idea that what he delivered to the Corinthians came “from” the Lord (point of departure).
That is sufﬁcient for his present purpose.
But while this explains the preposition found in the
phrase, the force of wapci in the compound verb itself
remains unchanged. Moreover, we frequently ﬁnd a'mé

First Corinthians 11 :23
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used where we know that the reception is immediate
although the preposition itself does not stress this idea
of immediacy as in Col. 1 :7 ; I John 1 :5; III John 7, and
in other instances where some exclude the idea of
immediacy as in Col. 3:24; Gal. 3:2. Therefore Paul’s
immediate reception of this revelation cannot be excluded on the basis of the preposition he uses. Paul
himself tells us plainly how he received his gospel,
which certainly includes the Lord’s Supper as a vital
part of it. It was “through a revelation of Jesus
Christ,” Gal. 1:11, 12, and not through an agency
of men.

What Paul received, that he transmitted to the Corinthians. The two aorists “I received” and “I delivered” state the facts. Paul was not presumptuous
enough to make a change in the transmission; the Corinthians were, however, making a change in retaining
what was transmitted to them, a change that actually
lost them the Sacrament. So Paul records the sacred
words of the Lord’s institution even as he originally
delivered them to the Corinthians. Let them keep the
Sacrament according to these words, and all will be
well.
Because Paul’s record of the words so clearly resembles the other three records which we possess, some
conclude that Paul, who was not present at the institution itself, must have obtained them from the
Twelve or at least through them although many years
had passed before he came in touch with any of them.
But if the Lord revealed the institution to Paul, the
same exact agreement with the other three records
follows as the only natural conclusion.

It was in the night in which Jesus was in the act
of being betrayed, wapcdiSo-ro, the imperfect to express
an act in progress, that he instituted the Holy Supper.
Paul may well have intended this preamble, which
states the solemn hour of the institution, as a rebuke
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of the sort of assemblies at which the Corinthians were
trying to celebrate the Sacrament. But in Paul’s letter
this preamble is necessary for the proper understanding of the entire institution of Christ, in particular also
for the vital words “for you” and “in my blood” (v.
25). The three Evangelists need no such preamble because they record the actual history of the events as
they occurred.
“He took bread” states the fact, hence Paul writes
the aorist. This aorist is used throughout the record
whenever the acts are mentioned. In general, in
regard to the interpretation “we are certainly in duty
bound not to interpret and explain these words of the
eternal, true, and almighty Son of God, our Lord,
Creator, and Redeemer, Jesus Christ, differently, as
allegorical, ﬁgurative, tropical expressions, according
as it seems agreeable to our reason, but with simple
faith and due obedience to receive the words as they
read, in their proper and plain sense, and allow ourselves to be diverted therefrom by no objectives or
human contradictions spun from human reason, however charming they may appear to human reason.”
Abraham’s example is mentioned in this connection

when he received God’s command to offer up Isaac,
which seemed against both divine and human law and
even in conﬂict with God’s own promise concerning
Isaac. “He understands and believes God’s Word and
command plainly and simply, as they read according
to the letter, and commits the matter to God’s omnipotence and wisdom, which, he knows, has many more

modes and ways to fulﬁll the promise of the Seed from
Isaac than he can comprehend with his blind reason.”
0. Tr. 987, etc.
24) “And after having given thanks broke it and
said, This is my body which is for you.” Some important texts add KM’chov: “which is in the act of being
broken for you,” although the weight of evidence is

First Corinthians 11 :24
against

this

addition.

Matthew

and

“After having blessed,” instead of:
given thanks.”
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Mark

read:

“After having

The thought is quite the same.

The disciples who were present at the institution
could plainly see that Jesus was beginning a new act,
one that was similar to the Passover, but one that was
of far greater import. The words of thanks evidently

referred to the bread in Jesus’ hands and to the
heavenly gift it was to convey.

These words thus also

prepared the disciples for the reception of the bread
and the heavenly gift, for they were to receive both
intelligently and not by way of surprise and in a state
of wonder as to what Jesus was giving them. Christ’s
words of thanks, unknown to us though they are,
remain eﬂicacious for all time wherever the Sacrament
is celebrated. Because of their nature they could not

be efﬁcaciously repeated. This same efﬁcacious power
resides, however, also in the words of Christ which
are recorded. “Where his institution is observed and
his words are spoken over the bread and cup, and the
consecrated bread and cup are distributed, Christ himself, through the spoken words, is still efﬁcacious by

virtue of the ﬁrst institution through his word, which
he wishes there to be repeated,” C. Tr. 999.
“He broke” the bread means that he did this for
the purpose of distribution only. No parallel such as
spilling or pouring occurs in the case of the wine.

The breaking is incidental to the Sacrament. It has
no symbolical signiﬁcance, for the body of the Lord
was not broken on the cross. “A bone of him shall not
be broken,” John 19 :36. The R. V. is inaccurate when
in the marginal translation to the four accounts it
offers the rendering “loaf” instead of “bread.” Loaves
could not be baked from unleavened dough. Jesus had
no “loaf,” he had only a thin, ﬂat cake of bread such as
are still baked and eaten in the Holy Land quite generally; pieces of these were broken off when eating.
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The author saw this baking and ate such bread during
a visit to Syria and Palestine. “Bread is an inanimate
thing: how can breaking it be like the putting of a
human being to death? Breaking bread is the very

symbol of quietness and peace, who would dream of it
as an appropriate symbol of the most cruel and ignominious death? Bread is the representative food, and
used in metaphor is the symbol of spiritual and super-

natural food. The breaking of bread is the means of
giving it as food, and as a symbol, the symbol of giving
and taking a higher food. No one would dream of the
breaking of bread as the symbol of killing a human
body; and if so extraordinary a symbolic use of it were
made, it would require the most explicit statement on
the part of the person so using it that such was his
intent; and when he had made it, the world would be
amazed at so lame a ﬁgure.” Krauth, Conservative
Reformation, 723.
The Evangelists mention the giving to the disciples.
Paul only implies this and proceeds with “and said”
and follows with the words which the Lord then spoke:
“This is my body which is for you.” Matthew writes:
“Take, eat; this is my body.” Mark omits “eat.”
Luke omits both imperatives but adds to “my body”
the modiﬁer "being given for you,” i. e., as a sacriﬁce
on the cross. The essential point is that the consecrated bread be received and eaten.
The demonstrative 1-0570 means: what I now give
you, has quad 1203 sumere jwbeo.

We should note that

70570 is neuter and hence cannot, grammatically or, in
thought, refer to a'pros which is masculine. The English
“this” and “bread” obscure this distinction in gender,

yet no student passes it by. “This” = the gift which
Christ extends to his disciples. “It is no longer mere
bread of the oven but bread of ﬂesh or bread of body,
that is, bread which is sacramentally one with Christ’s

body.”

Luther.

First Coﬁ'nthians 11 :24
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Much has been said regarding early which is merely
the copula that connects the subject and the predicate.
Jesus spoke Aramaic and used no copula when he was
speaking that language, for he needed none; but this

fact does not remove or in the least alter the inspired
éa-rtv that is found in the Greek records. It cannot
mean “represents” as Zwingli contended. The characters $1.00 “represent” a dollar; no man would mistake them for a real dollar.
“My body” means exactly what the words say:
in truth and reality my body. The addition “which
is for you," n" inrép they, “in your behalf,” or according
to Luke’s fuller rendition: inrkp {Way 8L86pevov, “in the
act of being given for you” as a sacriﬁce on the cross,
doubles the certainty as to the reality of the body,
for Christ’s own body and not the symbol of bread was
being given for our redemption on the cross.
The rationalizing question: “How could the Lord
by means of bread give his true and real body to his
disciples?” has caused all the trouble that centers about
these simple words. Some say that he does it by means
of a transsubstantiation of the bread into the body so
that he does not give the bread but only the body.

Others say that he does not give his body, which is
impossible, he gives only the bread, the symbol of
his body.
We refuse to answer the question regarding the

how because the Lord withholds the answer. We could
probably not have understood the real answer if it
had been given because the giving of his body in the
Sacrament is a divine act of omnipotence and of grace

which is beyond mortal comprehension. The Lord
declares the fact: “This is my body,” and we take him
at his word. He knows the mystery of this giving,
we do not. All rationalizing objection that this involves a gross, carnal, Capernaitic eating of raw ﬂesh
is unwarranted; the ﬁrst disciples who had the body
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of Christ's humiliation before their very eyes when
Christ’s hand in a supernatural way gave them the
gift of his sacriﬁcial body never dreamed of such an
eating. “My body" does not mean “a piece of my
body.”
Among the Evangelists only Luke also has the command: “This do in remembrance of me.” Yet this
command makes the ﬁrst celebration an institution.
The imperative is a durative present tense and denotes
indeﬁnite repetition: “This do again and again.” The
10510, “this,” includes what Christ has just done, namely
two essential acts which we usually term the consecration and the distribution. The phrase “in (or for)
my remembrance" is an echo of the Passover rite:
“And this day shall be unto you for a memorial.” A
new and greater memorial is to take the place of the

old. But this phrase does not mean that this Sacrament is only to remind us of Christ or of his death.
“In remembrance of me” is to be the content of the
entire sacramental act. And this remembrance is the
oral reception of Christ’s body that was sacriﬁced for
us on the cross. When R. 595 says that sis does not
mean “for” in the phrase “for my remembrance,” which
we usually translate “in my remembrance,” he does
not note the true force of the preposition, which points
to a purpose and a result.
25) In the same manner also the cup after having eaten, saying: This cup is the new testament in
my blood. This do, as often‘as you drink it, in remembrance of me!
Luke’s record is much like Paul’s. To the phrase
“in my blood" he adds “which is in the act of being
poured out for you” or “in your behalf,” and omits
the command: “This do,” etc. The other two records
mention the taking, the blessing, and the giving of the
cup with the command that all are to drink. Matthew
and Mark have: “For this is my blood,” an exact

First Coﬁnthians 11 :25
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parallel to the words regarding the bread. The latter
adds to blood: “of the testament, which is being poured
out for many”; to which the former adds: “for the
forgiveness of sins.” The remarkable fact is the perfect agreement of the four records in every essential
point although the wording is diverse. Yet this very

diversity is an aid in interpretation.
“In the same manner” includes everything that
is now done with the cup: Christ took, blessed, gave
it, and spoke words to parallel those regarding the
bread. But nothing comparable to the breaking of

the bread is recorded.

Regarding p.575. 76 with the

inﬁnitive see R. 612; this is a common method for

abbreviating a temporal clause: “after having eaten,”
i. e., the bread.

Keil, however, regards the expression

as a reference to the Passover meal; it thus indicates
that this cup is not connected with the Passover cup;
an entirely new act is now taking place.

“The cup,” with its article, points to the one that
was used during the Passover celebration. “The word
‘cup’ may mean, without metaphor: 1) the vessel
meant to contain liquids, whether they be in it or not;

2) the liquid which is contained in such a vessel, or is
imparted by it; 3) the vessel and liquid together. . . .
In the words: ‘He took the cup,’ Luke 22:17, the
word ‘cup’ is used in the third of these senses—he
took the cup containing, and through it the contents.
In the words: ‘Divide it among yourselves,’ the cup is
conceived in the second sense—divide the contained
cup by passing from one to another the containing cup,
with its contents. In the words of the institution:
‘This cup is the new testament,’ the contained cup,
in the second sense, is understood—the contained as
mediated through the containing—that which this cup
contains is the new testament in my blood. In such a
use of the word ‘cup’ there is no metaphor, no rhetor-

ical ﬁgure whatever.

It is a grammatical form of
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speech; and if it be called a ‘ﬁgure,’ the word ‘ﬁgure’
is used in a sense different from that in which it is
denied that there is a ‘ﬁgure’ in the ﬁrst words of the
Supper. We deny. that there is a rhetorical ﬁgure in
any part of the words of the institution.” Krauth,
Conservative Reformation 778, etc.
The cup contained wine diluted with water; on this
all are agreed save some special pleaders. Matt. 26 :29:
“of this fruit of the vine," i. e., that which the Passover cup contained, excludes any and all other products
of the vine such as unfermented grape juice, raisin
tea, or grape syrup. The expression itself is derived
from the Hebrew pheri .hagiphen, a choice liturgical
formula that denotes wine. Since a testament cannot
be altered without invalidation, the use of any other
liquid than actual wine made. from grapes renders the

Sacrament invalid so that it ceases to be a sacrament.
Christ’s testament stands only as he made it and not
as we may change it.
Only Luke omits £071 in the Lord’s word regarding
the cup.

Paul and the others have it in the same sense

in which it was used with reference to the bread.
“This cup” is not merely “this wine” but “this wine
consecrated by the Lord to be the bearer of his sacriﬁcial blood.” The predicate is “the new testament in
my blood,” and the év phrase modifies “testament” and
not “this cup.” The Lord’s testament is forever linked
with his sacriﬁcial blood. Mark, therefore, writes “my
blood of the testamen ”; and Matthew even makes the

genitive attributive by placing the Greek article before
the genitive. When the Lord gave “this cup” to the
disciples, they received his blood as connected with “the
new testamen "; not the blood without the testament,

nor the testament withoutthe blood.

Monographs have been written on the term Sine-6K1],
“testament,” and its connection with the Hebrew
bm’th, “covenant.” We see that the translators of our

First Corinthians 11 :25
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versions waver, the A. V. using “testament" in our
passage, the R. V. “covenan ” with “testament” in the
margin.

On this subjest compare C.-K. 1062, etc.

We

here indicate the sum of the matter. The Old Testament dealt with the promises of God to his chosen
people. Thus God placed himself in “covenant” relation to Israel. The heart of this relation, like the
promises and the gifts of God to Israel, is always onesided. It is always God’s covenant and not Israel’s,
and it is not a mutual agreement. This covenant obligates Israel, and Israel assumes these obligations, but
the covenant itself emanates entirely from God.
The LXX translated bm‘th, “covenant,” Staﬂﬁm],
“testament,” since this term has the same one-sided
connotation; a will and testament emanates only from
the testator. Christ, however, brought the fulﬁllment
of the Old Testament promises. The result of his act
is the fact that God’s people now have the inheritance
and are God’s heirs: “If children, then heirs; heirs of

God, and joint-heirs of Christ,” Rom. 8:17. Thus we
ﬁnd the term Snowing used in the New Testament in the
sense of “will and testament" by which God bequeathes

to us all the blessings that Christ has brought. Hence
also, as here in Christ’s institution of the Supper, this
is called “the new testament,” “new," however, not as

a second testament, but as one that supersedes the old
covenant, mm}, in contradistinction to something old,
not vc’a, something that never existed before.

Both the old b’rith or covenant and “the new testament” were connected with blood.

The former was

sealed with the blood of animal sacriﬁce: “Behold the
blood of the covenant, which the Lord hath made with
you concerning all these words,” Exod. 24:4-8. This
blood typiﬁed and promised the blood of Christ, God’s

own Son, the seal of “the new testament" by which we
inherit all that this blood has purchased and won for us.
The old covenant could be written in animal blood
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because it consisted of promise; the new testament
could be written only in the blood of the Son because
it conveys the complete fulﬁllment of the promise, the
actual purchase of our redemption.

This is stressed

by the strong possessive adjective which we may
render: “in connection with my own (3)1123) blood.”
This very blood together with the very body from
which it ﬂowed are now given us in the Sacrament
to certify us as heirs of this “new testament” in
Christ Jesus.

The word is' “blood” and not merely “death” because a sacriﬁce and a speciﬁc death, namely a sacriﬁ-

cial death, are referred to. No other type of death
could be connected with “the new testament,” i. e.,
could establish it. While the Sacrament consists of two
acts and two elements, “body" and “blood,” these two
are one and inseparable. There is no sacriﬁcial body
without sacriﬁcial blood, and vice versa. If one should
remark that the sacriﬁce had not as yet been made
when the Lord instituted the Sacrament he is answered
by the records which add the words which “is being
shed for many,” Mark; “being shed for many unto
remission of sins,” Matthew; “being given for you
. even that which is being poured out for you,”
Luke, where the present participles are so signiﬁcant.
In that solemn night the Lord was in the act of making

his sacriﬁce.

To him it was present as though it

had already been made. Nor do the Scriptures ever

speak of the gloriﬁed body or the gloriﬁed blood when
they mention the Sacrament; it is always the body
given, the blood shed or poured out.
Paul records the institutional command in connection with. the cup: “This do in remembrance of
me,” but he inserts the temporal clause of expectancy:
“as often as you drink i .” Every time the disciples
drink the sacramental cup, this cup itself, just like

First Corinthians 11 :25, 26
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the eating of the sacramental bread, is to constitute
their remembrance of the Lord.

A still fuller exposition of the words of the institution is offered in the author’s Eisenach Gospel Selections in connection with the text for Maundy Thursday, ﬁrst and second edition (omitted in the third).
26)

In V. 23 Paul introduces the account of the

institution of the Sacrament with yép, “for,” in order
to substantiate his rebuke of the disorderly proceedings current among the Corinthians. Now he con-

tinues with a second ydp and draws attention to the
point in this account which especially calls attention
to the gravity of the Corinthian disorders. For as
often as you eat this bread and drink this cup you
are proclaiming the death of the Lord till he shall
come.

“For” intends to say: “This is what you must
consider when you assemble for the Sacrament.”

Even if we did not have the other three accounts of
the institution we see that Paul’s account of the institution is completed in v. 25, for both ydp and the
reference to “the death of the Lord” show that Paul

is now offering .an explanation of his own, and that
he does not continue reporting what the Lord said
when he was instituting the Sacrament. Paul connects
his explanation with the clause which Christ used: “as
often as you drink it,” but mentions both elements:

“as often as you eat this bread and drink this cup,”
and indicates that he refers to the celebration of the
entire sacrament.

Now what do we really do when we eat of the sacred
bread and drink of the sacred cup and thus properly
celebrate the Lord’s sacrament? Paul answers with an
iterative present tense, R. 880: “you are proclaiming
the death of the Lord.” No less a thing than that.
“The death” is placed emphatically forward in the

Greek, and Jesus is called “the Lord,” and this title
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has the same grave signiﬁcance it had in v. 23.

Now,

Paul would say, compare this proper way of eating
and drinking the sacred bread and the cup with the
way in which you Corinthians proceed when you conduct your preliminary Agape with the result that at
times you cannot eat and drink the sacrament at all.
Instead of proclaiming the Lord's death with all the
solemnity this proclamation deserves you are proclaiming your own unworthiness.
There is no need to quibble about this proclaiming
and to state that it means a special proclamation in
words of our own. Every proper celebration of the
Lord's Supper is a proclamation of the Lord’s death.
The words of the institution alone, when they are
spoken over the bread and the cup, do not proclaim
that Christ died for us; the entire action of the sacrament does that, especially our receiving his body and
his blood given and shed for us. For the entire
sacrament is based on the death of the Lord. Our
reception of his body and his blood through the earthly
elements is our remembrance of him and at thesame
time our proclamation of him, in particular of his
death.
The fact that Paul is speaking generally about every
proper celebration of the sacrament we see from the
clause: “till he shall come,” i. e., at the Parousia. With
a'xpls or} we may or may not have av, R. 975, the sense
being the same. From the night in which Jesus was
betrayed onward until his return in glory at the last:

day this proclamation is to be made. The aorist subjunctive asp denotes a single future act and an actual

coming. When Pauluwrites to the Corinthians that
by properly celebrating the sacrament they proclaim
Christ's death “till he shall come”. he says nothing
whatever about the time of Christ’s coming. Paul does
not know either the hour (period) or the day (date)
of that coming; we know no more.

First Corinthians 11 :27
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After thus explaining with two ya'p (v. 23

and 26) the major reason that Paul reproaches the
Corinthians for their serious disorders he draws the
grave conclusions that follow from the very explana-

tions he has made. Wherefore, whoever shall eat
the bread or drink the cup of the Lord unworthily
shall be guilty of‘the body and blood of the lord.
The stress is on the adverb “unworthily,” and we

should note the juxtaposition of “unworthily” and
“guilty" in the Greek, the latter word also forms the
pivot of the clause in which it appears: unworthily —
guilty! As the ﬁrst genitive “of the Lord” modiﬁes
both the bread and the cup and places them into sacramental connection with the Lord, so also the second
genitive “of the Lord” includes both the body and
the blood.
The little connective “or,” which is placed between
the bread and the cup, has quite a history. Some
Protestants want this “or” changed into “and,” as
some codices also have it, because the Catholics justify
their doctrine sub um. specie by stressing the force of
this “or." In order to escape the apparent correctness
of the Catholic contention Winer, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Sprachz‘dioms, 6.‘ Auﬂage, 391, and a
number of commentators resort to the explanation that
the ﬁrst half of the Sacrament preceded the Agape,
and the second half followed it, and that there was
quite an interval between the two acts. Thus, it is
thought, a person might receive the bread worthily

and might actually have become unworthy by the time
the cup was given. Even the reverse is supposed. R.
1188 writes that “or” “does not mean that some partook of one and some of the other, but that, whatever
element was taken in this way (unworthily) , there was

guilt.” We certainly know of no case in which only
one element was received. If this is Paul’s meaning,
his remark is pointless. If both elements were received,
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then Robertson, too, leaves us with the thought that
one element may be received worthily while the other
is received unworthily—a matter that Paul is not
discussing.

' As to the Sacrament, the fact is that the two parts
of it were never separated by an interval either originally when Christ made the institution or later when
the Corinthians celebrated the Sacrament; compare
the remarks on v. 20. The cup always promptly followed the bread.
Regarding the unworthy communicant Paul says
that he is guilty of both the body and the blood of the
Lord. Here Paul has mi, “and,” which combines the
body and the blood. Paul knows about no guilt that
pertains only to the body or only to the blood.
In regard to “or” the grammatical answer is eXceedingly simple. In some cases “or” connects alternatives, only one of which is taken by the writer, while
the other is excluded. But “or” is used also in another
sense, to present alternatives (two or more even), both
or all of which the writer accepts. In Rom. 1:21 we
read: men knew God but did not glorify him as God
“or” give thanks. These are not alternatives, only
one of which is correct; both are asserted as being
true. As men did' not glorify God, so also they did

not give thanks. Again, Matt. 21:23 has “and who”
gave you this authority, while Luke has “or who” gave
it to you. In all instances where “and” can be put in
the place of “or” without changing the sense—and
our passage is a case in point—the force of “or” is

not disjunctive but conjunctive. We are not to choose
one of two, both are to be taken equally. “Or” simply
makes us look carefully at each of the two as we ’consider
them together. On this conjunctive “or" see also Rom._
2:4; 4:13; 9 :25 as explained by the author.
The adverb “unworthily,” avaé on (positive adjective
55m from dye»), refers to the drawing up of weights
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and thus signiﬁes “of unequal weight,” one side of the
scales rising high, the other dropping low. In the
present connection the communicant’s heart, mind, and

conduct do not accord with the sacred elements of the
sacrament. The side of the scales which holds the
sacrament drops down because of its weight while the

side that holds the communicant’s attitude rises upward because of its lack of weight. The nature of the
unworthiness in the case of the Corinthians the context
has already made plain and will continue to make still
plainer. Paul’s statement is general and applies to all
forms and all types of unworthiness and therefore

should not be restricted to the peculiar type of unworthiness found in Corinth.
He “shall be guilty” of the body and the blood of
the Lord reads like the wording of a law, for legal

codes employed the future tense in this manner.

The

term Eyoxoc=évex6pcvoc, being held fast in something
and thus being “guilty.” In the New Testament the
violated object is placed in the genitive: “guilty of the

body and of the blood.”

Each of the two nouns has its

own article although the gender and the number are
the same. The articles draw attention to each noun
separately although “and” combines the two.
The
eﬁect of these articles is similar to the effect of “or”
in the ﬁrst clause.
The question is constantly raised as to whether
being guilty of the body and of the blood of Christ, as
here charged by Paul, indicates the presence of this body
and this blood in the Sacrament as one that is received
also by the unworthy communicant. This presence is
frequently denied. The classic method followed in this
denial is to charge the opposite view with maintaining
the following syllogism. Major premise: The object
against which one sins must be present. Minor prem-

ise: In the Sacrament the object sinned against is
the body and the blood of Christ.

Ergo:

These must
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be present. If those who do believe in the presence
maintain such a faith on the ground of this syllogism,
it would be child’s play, indeed, to upset their faith,
for the major premise is not invariably true. Take a
royal seal or image as an instance.

Its violation would

certainly be a crime against the royal person, and this
would be perpetrated without the royal person being
present during the act of violation.
Those who accept the presence have themselves ever
repudiated the syllogism imputed to them. Quenstedt
is a favorite target for this charge of using a fallacious

syllogism in support of the presence. But have those
who make the charge read what he says? He subscribes to the observation: “Whoever violates a
diploma vel sigillum thereby already insults the ruler
himself.” He applies this to the Sacrament: “The
irreverent treatment of the symbols alone (meaning
the bread and the wine) does not always involve guilt
against the body and blood of Christ,” i. e., as if these
were present. The Sacrament is of a different type:
“But the Eucharistic signa and sigilla do not merely
signify but also certainly exhibit the substance itself
of the body and of the blood of Christ. Therefore a
violation of the Eucharistic signa does not act like a
violation of a diploma or of a sigillum of a ruler.”
Such alleged analogies are spurious. They posit a
quid pro quo, for they beg the question by silently
assuming the absence of Christ’s body and blood—
that absence which they illustrate and thus prove.

The vital point in Paul’s own words is omitted by
those who seek to remove the presence from the Sacrament, especially in the case of those who commune
unworthily. Like all other true defenders of the
presence, Quenstedt writes: “But whoever in the
Lord’s Supper eats this bread, which is the mmm’a
(communion) of the body of Christ, or drinks the
Lord’s cup, which is the xowwm’a (communion) of the
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blood of Christ, unworthily, eo ipso, by this very
unworthy eating and drinking, becomes guilty of the
body itself and of the blood itself of Chris .” Theologia Didactico-Polemica, IV, 251, etc. Luther emphasizes the same vital point: “St. Paul here joins together the bread and the body of Christ. . . . How
is it that the sin against the body of Christ is connected with the eating if that body is not to be present
in the eating or bread? He would have had to say:
‘Whoever eats this bread unworthily sins against the
Lord’s Supper, or against God, or against the command, or against the Lord's order.’ Now the nature
and the manner of the words compel the conclusion
that he who eats unworthily is guilty in regard to what
he eats. . . . For the text mightily compels that the
sin occurs in the eating and the drinking . . . and yet
it says that the sin is committed against the body and
the blood of the Lord." Walch, XX, 321; Erlangen,
29. 250, etc.
The sin of which Paul speaks is not some derogatory
treatment of the bread and the wine as symbols
(diploma, sigilla) of Christ’s body and blood. This sin
could be committed in various ways, for instance, by
just thinking slightingly of the symbols. The sin

named by Paul is committed only in one way, by
unworthy eating and drinking. Paul is wholly true to
his own report of Christ’s words:
which the Lord gives us to eat.
28)

“This is my body"

The fact laid down in v. 27, that the un-

worthy communicant makes himself guilty of the
Lord’s body and blood which he actually receives,
leads to the admonition: But let a man test himself,
and so let him eat of the bread and drink of the cup!

This is the proper deduction to be made from the
danger of participating unworthily.

A wrong deduc-

tion would be to remain away from the Sacrament and
thus to avoid the danger. The present tenses are
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iterative to express customary action. The idea of Ex,
when it is used with verbs of eating and drinking, is
that of the ablative, to indicate taking a part of the
bread and the wine, while the accusative would denote
the mere consuming, R. 519. By 30me the action of
properly testing is referred to as coins are tested, those
of genuine metal and full weight being accepted, the
rest being rejected, 9:27. The communicant is to test
himself as to his ﬁtness for the Sacrament. He alone
can do that. In the command there lies the supposition
that the test will result favorably.
Paul does not state directly into what the communicant is to probe when he is testing himself. The
context, however, indicates what is in Paul’s mind.
It will ﬁrst be in regard to faith in Christ’s words
which are used in the very institution of the Sacrament,
v. 23-25. Secondly, it will be in regard to the removal
of anything from the heart that would clash with the
reception of Christ’s body and blood. This is done by
true contrition and repentance.
On this injunction of Paul’s is based the so-called
preparatory or confessional service that precedes the
Communion service proper. The demonstrative adverb
“so” once more emphasizes the preparation which Paul
has indicated. Note how the eating and the drinking
are repeated throughout v. 27-30 as if the tremendous
signiﬁcance of these simple acts is to be deeply impressed. Luther has caught the full import of these
repetitions.

29) “For” fortiﬁes the preceding admonition,
yet not by pointing out the beneﬁt of such self-testing but by indicating the harm that results from its
absence; “for” = “for otherwise.” For he who eats
and drinks eats and drinks a judgment to himself
because he does not discern the body.
This is the situation against which to guard. Paul
writes only: “He who eats and drinks” and omits
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renewed mention of the bread and the cup. This is
done because these actions are the decisive feature
and must thus be stressed as actions. “Unworthily,”
which certain texts insert, is not needed because of the
added participial clause.

The entire statement deals with the unworthy communicant, namely concerning what he does by his
eating and his drinking. He eats and drinks Kpipa
to himself, “judgmen ” in the sense of “a sentence
of judgment” ; not upl’m, the act of judging or of pro-

nouncing a verdict.

The word used is not Kafa’xplfm,

“condemnation," although, since the person is guilty,
it would amount to this. Luther’s das Ge'richt (especially with the article), which is adopted by the A. V.’s
“condemnation,” is too strong.

Final damnatiOn may

result from communing unworthily, especially when
it is continued indeﬁnitely, but the “judgment” that is
here mentioned by Paul may be removed by repentance.
Verse 30 leads us to think that in its preliminary stages
this “judgment” results in temporal penalties.
The ﬁnal participle at, sumptmv should not be construed with the subject: “he who eats and drinks not
discerning,” etc.; for if this were intended, the par-

ticiple would be placed next to the subject. This
participle modiﬁes the verbs: he “eats and drinks not
discerning.” Greek participles of this kind are subject to a certain indeﬁniteness since the participial
form fails to indicate the speciﬁc relation intended
by the writer. This relation the reader must determine
from the context. The R. V. has: “if he discern not,”
etc., with which Robertson agrees 1129, 1023. Yet if
the sense is to be conditional, why should Paul reverse
the protasis and the apodosis? To let the condition

trail on behind seems to weaken its force whereas the
condition would certainly be the vital point. We should
note that the statement: “He eats and drinks a judgment to himself,” is a categorical declaration and is
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complete in itself. We ask: “Why a judgment?” The
participle answers: “Because he does not discern the
body.” This proves and substantiates the declaration
and shows that no question about a judgment can be

raised in such a case.
The extended paronomasia should be appreciated:
Kpipa. — Siaxplvwv — Btcxpt'voluv —- préftcvot — Karaxpi9¢3pev
(V. 29, 31, 32). Since 81.quth and Siexpivoluv in V. 31

are so near together they should be translated in the
same way. The R. V. uses “discern” for both but has
the less appropriate “discriminate” in the margin;

Luther has unterscheiden and richer», which the A. V.
follows by translating “discern” and “judge.” The
translations waver because in the case of the participle
the object is “the body” (non-personal) and in that
of the ﬁnite verb “ourselves" (personal).

Even the

verb “discern” does not ﬁt “ourselves” very well. Yet
the sense is plain: to discern the Lord’s body means
to perceive that in the Sacrament that body is really
present and received. In v. 31: to discern ourselves
means to perceive ourselves, when we commune, as

partakers of the body and the blood of our Lord.
Luther’s idea in using unterscheiden to translate the
participle is the following: “not distinguishing the
body," i. e., treating it like ordinary food. He has
some justiﬁcation for this conception since in all probability this was the fault that existed in Corinth. Yet
what Luther seeks to conserve is taken care of by the

translation “discern.” Whoever discerns the Lord’s
body in the Sacrament will, as a matter of course,
“distinguish” this heavenly food from ordinary earthly
food.
Paul writes very brieﬂy “the body” and does not

add “of the Lord” and does not mention “the blood.”
Both the genitive and the second object are, however,
evidently to be supplied. The supposition that the
sole mention of “the body” intends to indicate “the
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breaking of the bread” is a fanciful thought, for
neither bread nor its breaking are mentioned but only

“the body.”

Moreover, just preceding we have the

twice repeated eating and drinking. To discern the
body cannot mean to perceive and to judge aright that
the bread symbolizes and represents the body, i. e.,
the body that is absent and far away in heaven. It
must be the actual body that is present in the Sacrament itself and is given and eaten there.
30)
Paul now states what eating and drinking
a judgment really means; he does it by pointing to
the judgment which has already begun among the
Corinthians. For this cause many among you are
weak and sickly, and a considerable number are
sleeping. The Corinthians were perhaps wondering
about these inﬂictions. Paul gives them an explanation.
Let us not forget that these cases occurred in spite
of the charisma of healing which had been granted
to some of the members. The weak and the sickly
remained as they were, and some died.

The adjectives doﬂmis and dppwcror are practical
synonyms, both denote ailments. In the present connection these cannot be spiritual ailments, for KotptBVTaL
must mean physical death. The use of this verb “are
sleeping” is quite signiﬁcant in this connection. In

the language of the New Testament only those who are
saved “are asleep,” and this sleeping, of course, refers

to their bodies and not to their souls. The “judgment”
which Paul has in mind is at the worst an untimely
physical death and not eternal damnation.

This raises the question regarding the physical
effect which the Lord’s Supper may have on the communicant. There is no Scriptural warrant that the

Sacrament will produce a beneﬁcial physical effect
upon the sick, neither that the body and the blood will

act as a charm (Adolph Wuttke, Der deutsche Volksaberglaube, 193, 318), or that they will serve as a
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natural medicine. The body and the blood do not act
as a poison which makes an unworthy communicant sick or kills him. It is the sin of communing
unworthily which, like other sins, entails the penalty
of judgment.

Paul does not say that the penalty of

this unworthiness is invariably physical sickness or
untimely death. The Lord alone decides what the
penalty shall be. In Corinth the penalty is as Paul
states it.
31) Paul shows how we may escape “judgment” when we are going to the Lord’s Supper. But
if we would discern ourselves we would not be
judged. We must discern ourselves, form a right

conclusion concerning ourselves. See the remarks on
v. 28. A protasis with ti and the imperfect, and an
apodosis with the imperfect and a constitute a regular
condition of present unreality, R. 1015.
When Paul says, “If we would discern ourselves
we would not be judged,” he implies that the Corinthians are not doing this and are hence receiving judgment. See the notes on v. 29 regarding the verb
“discern.” In v. 29 note the close correspondence
between “a judgment” and “not discerning"; then the
reverse in v. 31: “if we would discern we would not
be judged.” In both verses the point of emphasis is
ﬁnely put, being pivoted on judgment and being judged.
Yet Paul does not emphasize the subject: if “we
ourselves” would discern ourselves, for he does not
intend to contrast ourselves and the Lord.

The in-

correct translation of the A. V. introduces this contrast
by translating the two verbs in the same manner:
“If we would judge ourselves we should not be judged,”
i. e., if we did it, the Lord would not need to do it.
The contrast lies, not in the subjects, but in the verbs
Staxle‘l/av and Kpt'vav and in their voices, the ﬁrst being
active, the second passive. The ﬁrst verb is compounded with m, the second is without this preposi-
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tion. Yet this fact does not make the ﬁrst mean anterscheiden, “discriminate.” Any right “discernment”
which we may make regarding our ﬁtness for the

Sacrament is sufﬁcient; we do not need to stress the
idea of segregating this “discernment” from ideas
that are wrong by a process of discrimination.

We

escape a penalizing judgment from the Lord simply
by properly perceiving that in the Sacrament we eat
and drink the Lord’s own body and blood.
When Paul writes “we” he quietly includes himself and thus softens the tone of his words. Apostle
though he is, he, too, does not escape judgment if he
does not carefully discern his own spiritual condition.
The way of safety which he points out is the one and
the only way for all.
32) Just as in 10:13 Paul added a word of
comfort to the serious warning there expressed, he
does here. What about those who have hitherto
failed in proper self-examination and self-discernment? Is no way of escape from the penalty which
this has brought upon them open to them? In other
words, what about the weak and the sickly? Yet
in being visited with judgment by the Lord we are
being chastened in order that we may not be ﬁnally
judged adversely together with the world.
All present judging on the part of the Lord has the
gracious purpose that we may not at last experience

his adverse judgment and be condemned.

Thus the

Lord’s judgments which he visits upon believers for

the serious sins they commit are evidences of fatherly
love and not of his damning wrath; in the case of
unbelievers the judgments which he visits upon them
in this life are advance indications of his ﬁnal consuming wrath.

We should note the durative present tenses “being
visited with judgmen ” and “are being chastened” in
contrast with the punctiliar aorist “may not be ﬁnally
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judged adversely,” i. e., “may not be condemned.” The
former two continue in hope of betterment in order
that the latter may not set in and once for all destroy
us. “To chastise" is to treat as a child, i. e., to correct, when necessary, with severity. Such treatment
always evinces great concern for the one chastised.
While chastisement is painful it still proves that we
are children.
To think that Paul has the dead in Corinth especially
in mind, and that he intimates that even after death
they will receive beneﬁt from the Lord’s chastening,

is to charge Paul with a bit of Romanism. Why not
frankly say “Purgatory”? Paul commits the dead to
God’s gracious hands. He writes for those who are
still living, who “are being visited with judgment,”

who “are being chastised.” “The world” is the entire
body of unbelievers. Luther says that Paul writes
thus “because otherwise with our reason we could not
well believe and grasp this. For after we learn, and
this also is certain, that God punishes sin, our reason
concludes nothing but that these punishments are without all mercy on God’s part. Hence it falls from God
and despairs of his grace.”
‘
33) The graver deduction is made with June
in v. 27; with another 1.5m: Paul now brings the minor

regarding the outward conduct of the Corinthians
at the Agape. First the heart, then the conduct.
Wherefore, my brethren, coming together to eat,
wait for each other.

The address brings a brotherly touch at the end
but at the same time shows in what spirit Paul was

writing throughout.

Both the participle “coming to-

gether" and the verb used in v. 34, “may not come
together,” point back to the beginning of the discussion
in v. 17, 18, 20 where this same coming together in a

congregational assembly is prominently mentioned.
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“To eat” refers to the Agape which was followed by
the Sacrament.
“Wait for each other,” i. e., until all are properly
assembled, goes back to the unbrotherly procedure
that was rebuked by “each one in the eating consumes
his own supper in advance” in v. 21 because so many

ate in cliques and disregarded the rest. This wretched
conduct, which even made the Sacrament impossible,

the Corinthians should by all means avoid.
34) Then the ﬁnal point: If anyone is hungry,
let him eat at home in order that you may not come
together unto judgment.

Let no one make of the Agape and the Sacrament
that followed an ordinary meal, a feast for satisfying
hunger. Do this at home. The Agape is no dole even

for the poor, and we should not deduce this from the
reference to “those that have not” in v. 21.
The
arrangement seems to have been after this order: the
wealthier members provided everything or nearly
everything that was needed, the rest brought what

they could, some, like the slaves, brought nothing at
all. The Agape did not take the place of an ordinary
meal as the modern church suppers do at which people
eat to satisfy their hunger. Its purpose was to reveal
the congregation as a loving, united body. Thus the
ﬁtting climax was the celebration of the Sacrament.
The purpose clause once more reminds the Corinthians of the one thing to be avoided, namely “judgment,” v. 29. What a terrible coming together “unto
judgment” instead of unto blessing! szua, with the
sufﬁx -,u.a, is a term that expresses result, thus a verdict
and also its execution.

Now the rest, when I shall come, I will set in
order. Still other points require attention, probably
some of the details of the Agape. The supposition
that Paul had heard about these other matters but
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was not sufﬁciently certain of them to give instructions
is scarcely correct; they were matters that could be
postponed.

Romanists use Paul’s statement as a proof for their
idea of apostolic tradition. We may well suppose that
such unwritten traditions were circulated in the
churches. But the Romanists are unable to state what
these traditions were. For instance here in Corinth,
what was it that Paul set in order when he arrived
some months later? N0 one knows. In the New Testament 1:19 is often temporal, and with a» and the subjunctive it denotes expectancy: “when I shall come”
as I expect.
Great changes occurred in the early church. The
Agape did not prove to be a permanent success. It
was ﬁrst transferred from the evening to the early
morning “before it was light” (Pliny, Epistles 10,
42, 43, about 110 A. D.; antelucom’s caetibus, Tertullian, De Corona, 3). Then the Agape was separated
from the Sacrament; it was ﬁnally abolished altogether. Justin Martyr, about 150 A. D., describes the
Holy Communion without mention of the Agape.

CHAPTER XII
The Seventh Part of the Letter
The Charismatic Gifts, chapters 12-14
We readily distinguish three sections in this extensive part of Paul’s letter:
1)
2)
3)

I.

Charismatic gifts in general, chapter 12.
The better way: Love, chapter 13.
The gift of prophecy and the gift of tongues,
chapter 14.
Charismatic Gifts in General. Chapter 12

1) The introductory wept phrase suggests that it
is a caption to this entire part of the letter; it is like
the similar phrases at the beginning of 7:1 and 8:1.
These phrases indicate that Paul is answering inquiries
which had been addressed to him in the letter which the
Corinthians had sent to him. In all probability, however, Paul goes beyond the scope of the inquiry and

writes all that he at the time deems necessary on so
important a subject. The transitional 86' seems to correspond to rpéirov p.2’v occurring in 11:18.
Now concerning spiritual gifts, brethren, I do not
want you to be ignorant. In arcpi ra'w mam-may the genitive may be either masculine, like the nominative

singular in 14:37, and denote persons, or neuter, like
the accusative plural in 14:1, and denote gifts. Accordingly we might translate either: “Concerning persons
with spiritual gifts,” or: “Concerning spiritual gifts.”
Our versions, like Luther, decide for the latter and
properly so. The plea that in the course of the elaboration Paul mentions persons is met by the fact that he
(489)
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also mentions gifts, and that, when gifts are discussed,
the persons having them will also be indicated.
These “spiritual gifts” are clearly distinguished
from faith, love, knowledge, and Christian virtues, the
essential products of the Spirit found in every soul
brought to Christ. In v. 4 they are called “the charismata” in the technical sense of this term, namely special
gifts of the Spirit that were portioned out to different
individuals. Some of these gifts have a natural basis
in natural talents and abilities. The Spirit sanctiﬁes
and augments these talents for his high and blessed
purpose, and thus they become charismatic. Others of
these gifts have a supernatural basis and work in a
miraculous manner. Both types of the charismata were
richly evident in the apostolic church, but the latter
type disappeared.
“I do not want you to be ignorant" is a characteristic formula of Paul’s which he employs when he
introduces important instruction. It is equivalent to:
“I want you to know.” Thus the object of this verse
is to introduce the subject on which Paul desires to
instruct the Corinthians.
2) He begins by brieﬂy laying down the fundamental facts on which his instruction rests: at one
time dumb idols, but now the Holy Spirit who enables us to confess that Jesus is the Lord. The textual question is permanently settled: Paul wrote 511
are. You know that when you were Gentiles unto the

dumb idols, even as you’might be led, you were be—
ing led away.
The majority of the Corinthians had been Gentiles.
The ﬁrst basic fact which these former Gentiles must
bear in mind in connection with the subject of spiritual
gifts and their proper use is that in their former life
all spiritual manifestations were utterly unknown to
them. All they knew were “the dumb idols.” The fact
that the adjective is appended with a second article
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gives to the adjective “dumb” as much emphasis as the
noun “idols” has. This adjective is, then, not merely
the current and thus the unemphatic description of the
well-known idols.

Paul places “dumb" in contrast with the Holy
Spirit, who not only himself speaks but makes us speak
what no man could ever say on his own initiative. He
makes it possible for us to confess Christ as Lord, yea,
he enables us to speak “the word of wisdom” and “the
word of knowledge,” v. 8, and even divine “prophecy,”
14:1. Paul may also be thinking about the gift of
tongues, of which he knew the Corinthians were inordinately proud. What had “dumb” idols done in comparison with that gift? Paul merely says that the idols
were dumb; this is an understatement, for they were
actually lifeless.
The clause: “even as you might be led,” contains
the idea of repetition, R. 974, i. e., helplessly led at
any time by those who had you in hand. The important
verb is the participle at the end. Some regard this

verse as an anacoluthon, like similar sentences in the
classics. But this is unnecessary since 131-: appears in
the preceding subordinate clause and is thus automatically supplied with the participle at the end of the
verse. This participle dwayo’yevot is masculine although it
is construed with the neuter 50m in the ordinary Greek
method of a constructio ad sensum. The simple verb
“might be led” is placed beside the compound form “were
led away,” yet scarcely because of a similarity in sound
only (R. 1033) but because of the thought. By leading

the Corinthians to the dumb idols their religion led
them away, i. e., misled them. Instead of receiving
anything from these dumb and lifeless idols they were
miserably cheated.

Both verbs are passive. The former is sometimes
considered a middle: “as you might allow yourselves
to be led”; but then the second should also be a middle:
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“you allowed yourselves to be led away," for no difference is indicated between the two. The passives suit
the thought exactly, the middles would add a complicat—
ing feature. The question is raised: “By whom were
the Corinthians thus led and misled ?” The answer then
names either Satan and his evil spirits or the pagan
priests. The better observation is that in this connection Paul lays no stress at all upon the agents; he in-

tends that the Corinthians should think only of the
dumb idols to which they were led.
3) On this ﬁrst fact rests the second fact which
Paul wants the Corinthians to bear in mind when
they are considering the subject of spiritual gifts.
Wherefore I give you to understand that no one

speaking in union with God’s Spirit declares: Accursed is Jesus! and no one is able to declare: Lord
is Jesus! except in a union with the Holy Spirit.
“Wherefore” links the two facts together: “Because
it is true that you wereonce misled and cheated by
your old religion, for this very reason I want you to
know that in the Christian religion everything is
entirely diiferent.” In what way? In the church the
Holy Spirit is active. The Spirit is twice mentioned
with emphasis. Paul intends to make no sharp distinction by ﬁrst calling him “God’s Spirit” and then calling
him “the Holy Spirit.”
Paul twice writes “no man,” which makes both
effects of the Spirit seem to be negative. Yet the two
modiﬁers show that the ﬁrst eﬁ'ect is negative and the
second is positive. This is evident also from what the
Spirit does not make a man say and from what he does
make a man say. These modiﬁers and these declarations are placed chiastically so as to attain a greater
effect. Moreover, the two halves of the Sn clause are
thus made of equal importance; what the Spirit never
does is not to be merely a foil for what he always does.
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Paul’s statement is misunderstood when it is assumed that already in this verse he is speaking about
spiritual gifts, in particular about the gift of tongues.
This view states that Paul is here furnishing the Corinthians a criterion by which they may distinguish the
genuine speakers with tongues from the spurious. The
genuine have the Spirit and call Jesus “Lord,” the
spurious curse Jesus and have not the Spirit. But such
a statement from the pen of Paul would be surprising.
Were there members in the Corinthian congregation
who cursed Jesus? And was it necessary for Paul to
inform the Corinthians that such people were devoid
of the Spirit? And where is there the least evidence
that in Corinth or elsewhere pretending speakers with
tongues had appeared who were deceiving the church?
In this preliminary, fundamental statement Paul
is speaking about all believers. Whereas the Gentiles
have only dumb idols and no divine personality to
embrace or to repudiate, we Christians have the Holy
Spirit. Paul is, however, not comparing two men, one
who is without the Spirit, the other with the Spirit,

one who is cursing Jesus, the other confessing Jesus.
For every man who is without the Spirit does not curse
Jesus; many do not even know about him. Paul is not
taking in the whole world of non-Christians in contrast
with all true Christians. He remains in a far narrower
sphere. In both halves of his statement he is speaking

only about one man, one who is animated by the Spirit,
and points out what that man never does in contradistinction to what he always does. Thus both subjects
are “no man.” The ﬁrst statement is expressed in the
form of fact: “no man declares”; the second in the
form of a possibility: “no man is able to declare” or
“can declare.” And the participial modiﬁer: “speaking
in union with God’s Spirit,” in the ﬁrst statement, and
the conditional clause: “except in union with the Holy
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Spirit,” in the second statement, are only formal variations which might also be reversed.
But why does Paul make the ﬁrst statement so
strong: “no man speaking in union' with God’s Spirit
says, ‘Accursed is Jesus’ ”? A milder statement would
seem to sufﬁce, for instance: “no man speaking in union
with God’s Spirit says anything against Jesus.” The

only answer that we can give is derived from the fact
that when Jesus is strongly urged upon a man by the
Spirit of God through the gospel, and that man scorns
to accept him as Lord, he is very apt to voice his scorn
in strong language. Thus to this day the Jews spit
upon Jesus, and others who repudiate his divine Lordship and his blood atonement use vicious and even blas-

phemous language when doing so. Paul uses the personal name “Jesus" in this connection because the incarnate person is referred to.
The participle AaM'w, “speaking” in contradistinction
to keeping silence, differs from Ae’ya and its aorist
inﬁnitive cindv, “declares” and “to declare,” which always involve the thought that is spoken. “Accursed,”
dwiﬂepa, a later form of dvdﬁmm, is the translation of the

Hebrew cherem, something that is removed from the
possession or the use of men and set aside for God as an
object of his wrath and devoted to destruction or as a
gift that is dedicated to God’s acceptance.'In Hellenistic
Greek dwiaepa is used to express the former idea and
dvda'qﬁa the latter idea. The later ecclesiastical anathema continues the former. Compare Rom. 9:3; Gal.
1 :8. The title Kﬁpcoc designates Jesus as the divine
“Lord” who is full of grace, truth, and salvation, and

is embraced and confessed by faith. Paul and the early
Christians seem to apply this title to Jesus in conscious opposition to the Gentile appellation “lord”
which was bestowed upon pagan gods.
Whoever confesses Jesus as “Lord” has the Holy
Spirit in his heart. This is true of all Christians ir-
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respective of any other gifts which they may have
received from the Spirit. Paul wants the Corinthians
to understand this thoroughly when they consider the
subject of spiritual gifts in detail. The fundamental

gift is the Holy Spirit himself, through whom we con—
fess Jesus as Lord. In truth, if we had no other gifts,

this supreme gift would be blessedness and riches
enough. The Corinthians need only to compare their
former state as devotees to dumb idols with their
present state as confessors of the Lord through the
Spirit of God, then they will be happy and satisﬁed,
indeed.
4-6)
After this necessary introduction Paul proceeds with the transitional connective to show with
what an abundance of gifts the Holy Spirit enriches
the church. Now there are distributions of charis-

mata, yet the same Spirit; and there are distributions
of ministrations, and the same Lord; and there are
distributions of energies, yet the same God who energizes all things in all ways.

The term Siaipéam appears only here in the New
Testament and means, not “diversities” as our versions
translate (for the fact that the gifts are diverse is too

obvious to require statement), but “distributions.” The
gifts are parceled out so that one individual has this,

another that gift. Yet these “distributions” are not so
much the acts of parceling out as the result of such
acts so that each one of us now has his own particular
gift or gifts.
Paul considers all of the gifts together and designates them by three different names: ﬁrst, “charismata” or gracious gifts; then, “ministrations,” services
freely rendered by us for the beneﬁt of others; lastly,
“energies,” active forces, operations that result from

the imparted spiritual energy. Viewed from one angle,
they appear as charismata, from another as ministrations, and from a third as energies. Paul ﬁrst bids us
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note their source as gracious gifts, secondly their purpose as beneﬁting others, thirdly their power as being
full of spiritual energy.

Yet throughout, no matter how we may consider
them, they are connected with God. When he is stating

this connection Paul refers to the three persons of the
Godhead but names the persons in inverse order since
he has already mentioned the Spirit. He varies the
connectives: Se’ . . . m: . . . 86 but with no appreciable
difference in sense. “The same Spirit” is the gracious
Giver of all the charismata; “the same Lord” receives
our ministrations for others; “the same God” is back
of the spiritual energies we exercise through our gifts,

he “who energizes all things in all ways.”
El, «501:! is a phrase that occurs frequently in the
New Testament; it is neuter like min-a and characterizes God as “in every way” being the active source.
Some, however, regard “in all" as a masculine and
translate “in all believers.” In v. 11 all of the gifts are
said to be wrought by the Spirit, and in v. 27 all of the
believers and their various gifts are said to constitute
the body of Christ. Hence the connection of the Spirit
with the charismata, of the Lord with the ministra-

ticns, of God with the energies is not intended to be
exclusive but inclusive: all three of the persons are in-

volved in all three of the relations. Formulated dogmatically, this reads: Opera, ad extra. sunt indivisa
aut commune.

7)

From the gifts and their connection with

God Paul advances to the persons who are endowed

with these gifts. First the comprehensive statement
with the continuative connective; then in v. 8 the
explanatory “for" to introduce the details. Now to
each one is given the manifestation of the Spirit for
the purpose of the beneﬁt. The emphasis rests ﬁrst

on the dative “to each one” at the beginning of the
sentence and secondly on the phrase “for the purpose
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of the beneﬁt” at the end of the sentence. Two things
are thus made prominent: each believer has his gift,
and every bestowal of a gift is for the common good.
“To each one” cannot apply only to each individual
in the class of those who are favored with gifts as
distinct from another class which has no gifts. This
is placed beyond dispute by the lengthy elaboration
beginning with v. 12. Nor is the «p6: phrase deprived
of emphasis, although it has the emphatic position at
the end, because Paul does not “at once elaborate this
common beneﬁt. Paul often holds an important point
in reserve and in due time dwells on it more fully. He
does that here, for in the detailed comparison beginning with v. 12 he shows how each member of the
church beneﬁts the entire body by rightly employing
his particular gift.
Whereas in the preceding verses Paul has used the
plurals charismata, etc., he now uses the singular “the
manifestation of the Spirit.” This expanding of an
idea by means of plurals and then concentrating it into
a singular is characteristic of Paul’s mind and shOWs
the mastery of his thinking. There is considerable dispute as to whether “of the Spirit” is an objective or a
subjective genitive. The reference to II Cor. 4:2: “the
manifestation of the truth,” the only place besides this
verse where we meet qbaye’pwm, is not decisive because
“of the Spirit” is a person, and “of the truth” is not.
We may manifest the truth (objective genitive) while
the Spirit may manifest his presence in the gifts which
he bestows (subjective genitive).

When the question is properly put it practically answers itself. What is it that is given to each of us?

Is the gift this that we make manifest the Spirit for
the common good, or this that the Spirit manifest himself in us by his gift for the common good? Certainly

the latter. This answer is supported also by the analogy of Scripture which never speaks of our using the
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Spirit but always of his using us. One may, indeed,
wonder why Paul does not write: “In each person the

Spirit manifests himself for the common good” instead
of saying: “To each one is given the manifestation of

the Spirit,” etc. The sense is practically the same and
thus helps to show that the genitive in question is subjective: the Spirit does the manifesting and not we.
Yet Paul’s formulation has the advantage of introducing the signiﬁcant verb “is given”: to each of us

is given whatever gift we have — a point that was very
necessary for the instruction of the Corinthians who
liked to boast about their gifts and forgot that they
were given. The question is also asked whether 1‘,
¢avépwms is general and includes all the charismata, etc.,
or only individual and refers to whatever gift an individual may have. The term combines both ideas, it is
individual as well as general. For “to each one” singles

out each person as an individual, and yet “to each one”
also includes everyone, omitting none.
Luther translates the ﬁnal phrase zum gemeinen
Nutzen, which our versions adopt by translating “to
proﬁt withal,” literally, “for the beneﬁt,” i. e., the well-

known beneﬁt for which all gifts are intended. Not we,
not "God, but our fellow Christians and others are to
share in this beneﬁt. The preposition «p6: indicates
purpose or intent. Paul employs the substantivized
neuter participle 11‘) awuﬁe'pov, “that which proﬁts,”
whereas in 7:35 and 10:33 he has the substantivized
adjective n" aaqusopov although some texts have the par-

ticiple in the latter passage. Because each gift is intended to beneﬁt others Paul calls all gifts “ministra—
tions” in v. 5. The gifts make us stewards and call for
their administration; they convert us into altruists.
This obligation is only too often forgotten.
8) Each person has his gift, and he has it for
the beneﬁt of others. Paul now lets the gifts pass
before us in beautiful array and ushers them in with
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ydp as explaining that each person does have his gift.
For to one through the Spirit is given expression of
wisdom while to another expression of knowledge
according to the same Spirit; to someone else faith
in the same Spirit while to another charismata of
healings in the one Spirit, and to another energies of
miracles, and to another prophecy, and to another
discemings of spirits; to someone else varieties of
tongues while to another interpretation of tongues.

Paul himself indicates three groups: 1) :53 ne’v . . .
5M9; 2) E'Tz’pty followed by four 5M9; 3) again é‘rE’ptp . . .
any). The ﬁrst two gifts are a pair; so also the last

two. In the middle group “faith” stands alone, and
the other four gifts are two pairs that are related to

“faith.” So much regarding the arrangement of the
list. It does not intend to be exhaustive, for Paul
presently mentions still other gifts, v. 28; see also Rom.
12 ;6, etc. Paul lists these gifts:

Two involving the intellect:
Expression of wisdom
Expression of knowledge.
Five involving faith:

Faith itself
Healing

Miracles} Deeds
Prophecy
Discerning of spirits } Speech
Two involving the tongue:
Tongues

Interpretation of tongues.
Paul varies the prepositions: 8a; to denote the mediation of the Spirit with regard to the ﬁrst gift; Karat
to indicate the norm or the determination of the Spirit
with regard to the second gift; iv to mark the sphere
of the Spirit with regard to the next two gifts. Since
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“in” (in union with) is used with the third and fourth,
and the .rest are without an introductory preposition,
it seems best to suppose that “in” is to be supplied with
all that follow. The three relations indicated by the
three prepositions are by no means identical. They
express the idea that in the act of giving (Sisom) the
Spirit acts as a mediating, a normating, and a containing agency.

Paul writes Myos in connection with both “wisdom”
and “knowledge” and thus indicates the “expression”
of both in words or discourse for the beneﬁt of others.
“Wisdom” and “knowledge” are synonymous. The line
that divides them is not at once apparent. This moves
some to conclude that there is little or no difference
between them. Yet Paul clearly intends to name two
gifts. However they may be related, they are certainly
distinct. It is unnecessary to search outside of the
Scriptures in an effort to determine the difference.
Those who have done so, even with a demonstration
of great learning, have produced only rather questionable results. The Scriptures themselves say very much
regarding wisdom and knowledge.
In 1:30 we have deﬁned a'odu'a. as consisting of all
the gracious, heavenly, and eﬁ‘icacious thoughts of God
embodied in Christ Jesus for the enlightenment of our
souls. Paul clearly differentiates this divine wisdom
from ﬂeshly, worldly, and mere human wisdom, 1:20;
2:5, 6, 13; 3:19; II Cor. 1:12; James 3:15; etc. As
this wisdom is embodied in Christ Jesus, so it likewise
consists in the gospel. The ability to state this wisdom
to others is the best and the highest spiritual gift.
The “expression of wisdom” is thus always mediated “through the Spirit.” Through him we are enabled, not only to apprehend this wisdom in our own
hearts for our own salvation, but also to convey what

we haveapprehended to others for their salvation.
In the gift we must include also the ability to apply
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the divine wisdom in a practical way to our own and
to other men’s lives, Rom. 16:19; Eph. 5 :15, 17; James
3:13; I Cor. 3:18.
The distinctive feature of ymsm is the personal apprehension of the details of the gospel. It, too, deals
with the gospel, but there is nothing in the term that

includes speculation or speculative and philosophic
ideas. “Knowledge” deals with the explanation, the un-

folding, and the correlation of gospel facts, or we may
call them doctrines. The “expression” or Myos of
knowledge is the ability to impart this personal knowledge to others. This gift is of great value to teachers,
to apologists, and to many others in the church. Paul
pairs it with the highest gift.
9) When it is listed as a charismatic gift “faith”
or «(meccannot be the ﬁdes salviﬁca. but must be the
ﬁdes miraculosa as described in Matt. 17 :20 and its
context; 21 :21; the Gospel parallels, and I Cor. 13:2.
In Matt. 7 :22 it appears that this wonder-working
faith may be found also in nominal Christians who are
devoid of saving faith. By means of this charisma things
that are otherwise impossible are actually accomplished when they become our tasks in the course of
our calling. In Matt. 17:14, etc., the Lord’s disciples

who had this charisma failed to get results because of
their secret unbelief for which the Lord chided them.
He there also tells them how to strengthen this gift
so that it may be made operative when it is needed.
In 13 :2 Paul appropriates the Lord’s own description:

“faith so that I could remove mountains,” [.Leﬁmofvav,
transfer them to a new location when they are in the
way. This description seems to be couched in proverbial language and is equal to saying: perform what
seem to be not mere impossibilities but the greatest of
impossibilities.
The next two gifts are designated by plurals:
“charismata of healings” and “energies of miracles”;
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both of the genitives are appositional. Previously Paul
had called all gifts both “charismata” and “energies”;
he. now uses both terms in a speciﬁc, we may even say

a technical sense, the one with reference to healings
and the other with reference to miracles. The plural
of the governing noun as well as the plural of its gen-

itive are signiﬁcant and indicate that all healings and
all miracles are in each separate case gifts. We should
not think that healings and miracles Were wrought at

will by the person concerned. In each instance a speciﬁc
intimation came to them from the Spirit that the act
should be performed, and not until that moment did
it occur, but then it always took place without fail.
It was thus when Peter and John healed the lame
man at the Gate Beautiful, Acts 3:1, etc. How many
times had they walked past this lame man as he sat
daily begging at the gate! But on that morning the
Holy Spirit conveyed the information to the apostles
that they should heal him. For this reason Peter and
John looked so earnestly upon the beggar and then
spoke the words that healed him with such assurance.

The case of the damsel that cried after Paul in
Philippi is equally plain, Acts 16:16, etc. On many
days she cried, and Paul did nothing. Then Paul suddenly turned and healed her. He must have received
the intimation to do so from the Spirit.
A third plain case is that of Peter at Joppa, Acts
9:36. This we may place among the energies of mir-

acles. When the friends of Dorcas brought Peter into
the death chamber, he prayed in order to learn the
Lord’s intention, which in this case was to bring Dor-

cas back to life. We may conclude that every case of
healing from sickness‘or of working a miracle was
similar to these although the Biblical narratives do not
always supply us with the details that show the Spirit’s

intimation. In each instance the gift or the energy is
bestowed by a communication from above for that case
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alone. Lacking such communication, even the apostles
made no attempt to perform a miracle.
10)
Note how well “energies” matches its appositional genitive “miracles” or “powers" since a work

always requires the corresponding power. We may, of
course, say that healing also requires power since it,

too, appears as a miracle, but Paul calls healing a
charisma or gracious gift and reserves 815mm to designate acts of another type. For this is one of the outstanding Biblical terms to designate miracles, “being,

as they are, outcomings of that great power of God,
which was inherent in Christ, who was himself that
‘g'reat Power of God’ which Simon blasphemously
allowed himself to be named, Acts 8:9, 10; and was

by him lent to those Who were his witnesses and ambassadors,” Trench.
“Prophecy” is used to designate the gift or the
ofﬁce of a prophet. In Rom. 12:6 it is mentioned together with two other gifts. This term is used in a

double sense: broadly to indicate any and all ability
to communicate the saving will of God to others so that

every true teacher and preacher may be called a
prophet; and more narrowly to designate the receiving
and the communicating of direct and speciﬁc messages

from God. The apostles were prophets in both senses
of the term. Their regular assistants were prophets in
the former sense.

Agabus, Acts 11:28; 21:10, and

Philip’s daughters, Acts 21:9, were prophets in the
latter sense.

Allied with this gift are “discernings of spirits.”
I John 4:1 speaks of proving or testing the spirits
and offers a simple criterion by which the test can be

made. “Discernings of spirits” is again plural and
denotes abilities that are developed in one or in more
directions for the purpose of penetrating into what lies
back of certain utterances or works in order to determine whether they truly emanate from the Holy Spirit
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or whether they represent pretenses of the human
spirit or contain the deceptions of some spirit of evil.
All Christians are to “prove thespirits, whether they
are of God”; but certain difﬁcult cases occur, for which
more than common Christian discernment is necessary.
False prophets love to use deceptive language. For the

purpose of unmasking these prophets the Lord provides
this gift and thus enables his church to turn from lying
spirits to the one Spirit of truth.

So much has been written about the gift of tongues
that the result is a confusion. This is in good part due
to the extraneous material that is introduced. The
subject is one that concerns exegesis alone. We ask:
“What do the Scriptures say about this gift ?” We rule
out all reference to pagan manifestations, to later
phenomena in the church, to the cries and shouts uttered at revivals, etc., no matter of what character any
or all of these may be. And especially do we not construct in advance a theory about these tongues and then
interpret the Scriptures according to this theory.
Since the promise regarding “tongues” or regarding “new tongues” (the better reading) mentioned in
Mark 16:18 was ﬁrst fulﬁlled at Pentecost in Jerusalem and shortly thereafter at Caesarea, Acts 10:44,
etc.; 15:8, and since this phenomenon did not appear
in Corinth for a number of years after these ﬁrst
occurrences, we must ask whether a difference exists
between the “tongues” spoken in Jerusalem and in
Caesarea and those spoken in Corinth. The answer is
that they are the same. As the promise is one, so the

fulﬁllment is one regardless of the place where the fulﬁllment occurs.
The next step is to recognize the fact that Luke’s
description as given in the Acts is decisive for what

Paul writes in Corinthians. This is reversed by some.
They seek to determine what happened in Corinth and
then either square Luke’s account with what they think
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occurred at Corinth or posit two different gifts of
tongues. Aside from the time when Luke and when
Paul wrote this method of approach is unsatisfactory.
For Luke is the one who fully describes what the
tongues are while Paul takes for granted that his readers know what they are and therefore offers no description. Luke writes for a reader (Theophilus) who may
never have heard of this gift, at least may never have
seen this gift in operation. Paul writes for readers
who have often heard members of their own congrega—
tion speak in tongues. This is decisive as to the Scriptural starting point.

Regarding the multitude at the time of Pentecost
Luke reports Acts 2 :6: “Every single man was hearing
them speaking in his own language” (exact translation). Still more clearly Luke reports that the multitude asked in astonishment: “And how are we hearing,
every man in our. own language in which We were

born ?" Then there follows the list of nationalities who
said that they heard the disciples speak the languages
in which they were born. These nationalities even state
the contents of what they heard: “We are hearing them
speaking with our own tongues the great things of

God.” Here we have the signiﬁcant dative mi: ﬁnere’pm
yAéoa-als which uses the speciﬁc term 'yNBaa’av. (which is
used in the promise recorded in Mark and regularly
by Paul)

and the strong possessive adjective ﬁnc-

n’par, “our own tongues” or languages. Can we be in
doubt that the yaaﬁaaa: had never been learned by the
disciples? And this fact is decisive for the gift of
tongues, also for that found in Corinth.
We therefore do not accept the View of Cremer and
of his latest editor, Julius Koegel, in Biblisch-theologisches Woerte'rbuch der Neutestamentlichen Graezi—
taet that the gift of tongues that occurred at Jerusalem
and elsewhere consisted in speaking die Sprache der
'neuen Welt, der Erloesten and Seligen (the language
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of the new world, of the redeemed and the blessed).
This View contradicts the term “tongues” which is
used throughout to designate this gift, for this term
is plural and not singular: die Sprcche (the language).
01' are we to think that different languages are spoken
by the redeemed in heaven, and that these different languages constitute “the language (singular) of
heaven”? What answers Cremer and Koegel answers
also all others who refer to the languages of heaven in
an effort to explain the phenomena that occurred at Corinth or at Corinth and at Jerusalem and at Cae'sarea.
Neither Luke nor Paul refer to the language or the
languages of heaven.

To explain the plural yucca: the statement is made

that “tongues” denoms only the substance of what is
spoken, namely in one case prayers, in another psalms,
in a third blessings, etc., I Cor. 14:15. But in Luke’s
record the contents, “the mighty works of God," are
clearly distinguished from the languages, “our own
languages”; the two, contents and languages, cannot

be combined into one. Moreover, a psalm may contain
also a prayer or a blessing or both cOmbined.

The expression Ercpcu yMaoaL found in Acts 2 :4 has
been stressed and contrasted with mm which does not
occur. The point is made that Luke should have written :wm if he has in mind “other” human languages,

and that his use of zrtpal compels us to think that he
refers to non-human languages. But was and Erepos
are regularly used interchangeably with no difference

in meaning, and they never indicate a difference as
great as the one here made (human—non—human).
This interchangeable use is illustrated in the very section now under consideration, v; 8-10. Only in certain
pointed contrasts (and these are infrequent) is a difference indicated as in Gal. 1:6, 7. In addition may
'é-rc’pau; yAuSoaazs which occurs in Acts 2:4 is elucidated
by 14:21. “In the law it is Written, By men of strange
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tongues, c'v ércpomeaow, and by lips of strangers will I
speak unto this people”; to which Paul adds: “wherefore tongues, ai yAdioo-at, are for signs,” etc. Here the
very

adjective

Zrzpos

in

the

compound

é‘rcpoyM-Iiaoms,

which is to prove the point of non-human languages,
proves the reverse.
In Mark 16:18 Kawal yaaaaat is used, “new” tongues
or languages. This adjective is said to mean unerhoert,

“unheard of.” C.-K. regard xawal as equivalent to Ercpat
(correctly) but take it in the sense of a heavenly language (incorrectly). But this adjective never means
“new” in the sense of unerhoert. This is the sense of
Has, an adjective which is never applied to the gift of

tongues. Katvds is always “new” compared with what
is “old,” as differing from the “old.” The Corinthians
have their own language, which is old to them; and
when they hear some of their own members speak “in
new languages,” these are “new” to them because they
are foreign languages, “other” than the one to which

they are accustomed. Instead of proving that Paul has
in mind “the language of heaven” when he uses xawal,

the term proves the opposite.
Paul writes: to someone else “varieties of tongues,”

yémy 'yAu'iua'wv. Because of this word “varieties” we are
told that one person could not speak several of these
tongues if they denote human languages. But why not?
Could one person at one time not be gifted to speak in
one language and at another time in another language?
Where is the intimation that one person could be gifted
to speak only and always in but one language?
Much labor has been spent on letting on-lao'al. mean
Sprechweisen, Ausdrucksweisen (variety of exprespression), and the like, and this is done in order to explain the use of the plural. It has been said that the
translation “language” and “languages” is inadequate
throughout chapter 14 whereas the opposite is true.
But the object back of regarding yAtBa'a'aL as “manners
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of speaking,” “ways of expressing,” is to maintain the
view of one language which has diiferent ways and
manners of expression, i. e., the language of heaven.
But “manners of speaking” and “ways of expression”
do not suggest “the language of heaven.” If Paul had
in mind “the language of heaven,” why does he not

write 'Yhéia’oa. otpavoi just as he writes “the tongues of
the angels” when he refers to the language of angels
in 13:1?
Some say that the tongues were whisperings and
mutterings; that they were a mixture of elements and
rudiments that were taken from many languages; that
they were angel languages or angel-like languages;
that they consisted of archaic, extremely poetic, and
odd provincialisms that were put together in a confusing fashion; that they were inarticulate cries. Those
who hold such views say that, not the ego of the person

spoke, but only his tongue, and that his speech consisted of incomprehensible sounds, partly sighings,
partly cries, disjointed words, strange combinations,
that were uttered in a highly excited state, and that for
this reason the hearers thought that they heard a medley of languages. Another theory regarding the separation of the mind and the tongue has the latter speak
“a language corresponding to the ecstatic vision of the

mysteries of God,” which statement is not very clear.
The “tongues” are sometimes regarded as a miracle
of hearing — the speakers spoke their own native language, but at the time of Pentecost the Spirit made

this sound to the ears of the listeners as though they
were hearing all the other languages that are enumerated by Luke. Was this the case also at Corinth?
Smith, Bible Dictionary, article “Tongues,” makes
the miracle of Pentecost a miracle of memory although

he leaves us in the lurch regarding the phenomenon
that was observed at Corinth. We are told: “It must
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be remembered that in all likelihood such words as they
then uttered had been heard by the disciples before.
At every feast which they had ever attended from their
youth up they must have been brought into contact
with a crowd as varied as that which was present on

the day of Pentecost, the pilgrims of each nation uttering their praises and doxologies. The difference
was, that, before, the Galilean peasants had stood in
that crowd, neither heeding, nor understanding, nor
remembering what they heard; now they had the
power of speaking it clearly and fully. The divine work
would in this case take the form of supematural exaltetion of memory, not of imparting a miraculous knowledge of words never heard before. We have the authority of John 14 :26 for seeing in such an exaltation one
of the special works of the Divine Comforter.” But
John 14:26 promises remembrance of “whatsoever I
have said to you,” a matter that is far different from
the miracle of tongues that occurred at Jerusalem, to
say nothing about Corinth. This effort of making the
miracle one of memory would still leave it a miracle
and would involve the understanding as well as the
memory.
The gift of tongues which the Corinthians rated
as being probably the highest and most desirable Paul
places next to the last and combines with “interpretation of tongues.” The understanding of this last gift
is of necessity governed by the conception of the gift
of tongues. The interpreter understood 'the language
that was spoken and translated the sense of what was
said so that all understood. This view does not conﬂict
with 14:2: “no one understands.” For if “no one” is
made absolute, all possibility of interpretation is excluded no matter what conception we may have of

“tongues.” The only explanation possible would be that
in every instance a special divine revelation was
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granted to some person present which enabled him to
interpret and to translate. Nowhere do we, however,
ﬁnd a hint to that effect.

If speaking with tongues means speaking the language of heaven, then the only interpretation possible
would be the result of a direct revelation. The gift of
tongues was, moreover, in some cases combined with

the gift of interpretation, 14:5, 11. Several gifts were
sometimes granted to a single person, for instance, to
Paul himself, 14:6, 19. From this combination of the
gift of tongues with that of interpretation we may,
perhaps, gather that the interpretation was not always
a translation. The person who was moved by the Spirit
to utter something in a foreign language which he had

never learned might at times know and feel the general sense of what his tongue was moved to speak. Thus
he could relate in the vernacular what he had uttered
in the unknown tongue. In fact, Paul urges that such"
of the Corinthians who had the gift of tongues should
pray for this additional gift.

This leaves the question as to how one who naturally knew a foreign language that was used by those
who spoke with tongues and who then used his natural
knowledge in giving the interpretation to the congre-

gation can be said to possess a gift of the Spirit. We must
remember that we are here on the very lowest level of
the gifts, for Paul is at pains to instruct the Corinthians to this very effect. Interpretation is the last
and thus the lowest of all the gifts. It utilizes a natural

ability by sanctifying it and employing it for spiritual
ends.
We have analogous cases even today. The man who

has a thorough knowledge of Greek and of Hebrew is
greatly admired by the church and is, perhaps, even
elected to a professorship in some seminary. Yet his
gift is of a low order; it is only linguistic after all. Its
value lies in the fact that it may serve as a medium
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for far higher ends. In other words, its true value
lies in its sanctiﬁcation for these ends. Unsanctiﬁed,
its use may result to the detriment of the church. See

what rationalistic and skeptical exegesis has done to
the church in spite of the fact that it has been advocated by scholarly linguists.
11)
After having enlarged upon the details in
v. 8-10 Paul binds them all together in v. 11. Now
all these the one and same Spirit produces, apportioning to each one severally even as he wills. The

neuter plural miym 'raﬁ'ra. includes all of the gifts mentioned irrespective of their Greek grammatical order.
The idea expressed is not that as gifts all of them are

given by the Spirit but that as abilities and powers all
of them are produced and operated by the energy of
the Spirit. Although the gifts are many and various

in their form, the energy back of them and in them
is the same: “the one and same Spirit,” he “energizes"

all of them. This is one of the vital points regarding
the gifts which Paul would have the Corinthians know.
Ii. will act as a strong corrective against false valuation
of one gift in comparison with another —all of them
ﬂow from one and the same divine energy. What is
said in v. 4-7 is thus restated pointedly and emphasized.
Yet the thought of gifts and of giving is by no
means dropped (note the verb in v. 7). It is in a compact way added by the neuter participle that modiﬁes
llveﬁpai “apportioning to each one,” etc. The idea contained in the verb Statpézv is that the Spirit separates

and portions out the gifts, cf., R. 580 on the force of
Sui. The combination iSL’q exam,» is classic, B.-D., 286, 1:
“to each one severally." We may regard isi’q as an adverb (Liddell and Scott) or as a dative of manner (R.

530) by supplying 689‘; (R. 653) . But we should read them
together: “to each person in particular,” i. e., in a way
that is suitable to that person. In his distribution the
Spirit never ignores the make-up, characteristics, age,
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position, and other particular features of a person. The
gift ﬁts the man.
“Even as he wills” places the distribution within
the discretion of the Spirit. While this shows that the
Spirit is sovereign in the bestowal of his gifts it leaves
no room for the thought that this sovereignty is exercised with arbitrariness ‘or partiality after the manner
of self~willed earthly sovereigns. “Even as he wills”
should remove all complaint on our part and thus all
envy, on the one hand, and all boasting, on the other.
What a blessing it is for all of us that the distribution
lies in the Spirit’s hands, and that he allots the gifts
as he does!

12)

The connective ydp introduces the entire

elucidation that follows in this paragraph. It consists
of an illustrative analogy that is to elucidate all that
is contained in v. 4-11, in particular the summary of
all of it. Verse 12 introduces the illustration that is
to be used and at once indicates the points on which
the comparison turns. For even as the body is one
and has many members, yet all the members of the
body, being many, are one body, so also Christ.
“Even as . . . so also” presents the comparison. 0n
the one hand the human body, on the other hand Christ.
The points of this comparison to be noted are predicated only regarding the human body yet apply equally
to Christ. Read thus, the statement is complete. Verse
13 does not apply to Christ the points that are predicated regarding the human body in v. 12; v. 13 does

something quite different.
Look at the human body. What do we see? Oneness
in multiplicity. This is also true regarding Christ.
This is the tertium comparatiomls. Paul then expands
this most beautifully in order to bring it fully to view.
In doing this he ﬁrst goes forward from the oneness to
the multiplicity even as he says: “the body is one and
has many members"; he then goes backward from
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the multiplicity to the oneness even as he says: “and
all the members of the body, being many, are one

body.” This procedure is chiastic in form. Its effect is
to produce emphasis: each of the two points (oneness
and multiplicity) is strengthened in the reader's mind
by the repetition. Regarding the human body Paul

needs only to state the facts. Everybody knows them.
Yet we note that in the second half of the chiasm he
repeats the idea of multiplicity: “all” and “being
many,” because he intends to stress the fact that
MANY are one and not the reverse that ONE is many.

This should be kept in mind as we read on.
We might have expected Paul to write: “so also the

church.”

He writes instead: “so also Christ." We

should miss Paul’s meaning if we supposed that
he is here speaking of Christ as the head of the church.

The idea of headship is foreign to the illustration.
Christ and the church are combined as constituting a
unit just as the human body is a unit. This is another

and a bolder way of expressing what he writes in Gal.
3:28: “Ye all are one man in Christ Jesus.” But this
combining (we may even say identifying) of Christ
with the church is by no means a dissolving of Christ,
making him “impersonal in a pantheistic manner” as
is stated by some. The mystical union of Christ with

the church, he in us, and we in him, as little dissolves
his personality as it dissolves our personalities. It conserves both because it is not pantheistic (which

abolishes both the personality of God and that of
men) but truly spiritual, a soteriological union that is

mediated by the Word and the sacraments.
13)
The simple statement “so also Christ” obviously needs elucidation. For also in union with

one Spirit were we all baptized unto one body,
whether Jews or Greeks, whether slaves or free;
and we all were made to drink one Spirit. The two
connectives are distinct and not a unit like the Latin
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etenim. When Christ is compared to the human body,
Kat bids us add what baptism does to all of us in this
regard, and ydp indicates that this helps to explain the
comparison, B.-D. 452, 3. By baptism all of us were
made “one body,” and Christ is in all of us. When we
see what the Spirit has done with all of us by means
of our baptism, namely converted all of us into one
spiritual body, we see how Christ can be compared
with the human body and its many members. Christ
and we- are one.
This makes baptism much more than an opus
operatum, the outward performance of a sacramental
ceremony. Much more, too, than a symbolic sacramental rite which only pictures union with Christ, a
union that is effected by some other means and not
by baptism itself. For we were baptized “in" one
Spirit, in union with him, in vital connection with him.
This Spirit operates in baptism, works a spiritual
change, produces a new spiritual life, establishes a new
spiritual relation, Gal. 3 :27-29. Because of its position
the phrase has the fullest emphasis. Its best commentary is John 3 :5: “born of water and the Spirit.”
The act of baptism is, of course, necessary as an act,
but the vital feature of the act is the union with the
one Spirit who gives us the new birth in Christ through
the act.
We ought, therefore, not speak about “being immersed in the one Spirit,” or about the one Spirit
“ﬂooding about us," or about “the ﬂooding wave of

the Spirit,” which convert the Spirit into a ﬂuid. Paul
does not speak of a ﬂood, wave, ﬂooding, or immersion
even with regard to the water of baptism. The New
Testament does not indicate the mode that was used
in administering baptism, but it does indicate in a surprising number of instances and with great clearness
that one mode was not used, namely immersion. The
preposition év is not instrumental, for the Spirit is not
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something “with” which we could be baptized. He is
a person and not a ﬂuid substance.
“We all” indicates a large number in which Paul
includes also himself. The speciﬁcations: Jews and
Greeks, slaves and free, combine number with great
variety. Paul stops with nationality and social status
since these are sufﬁcient for his purpose. Yet the greatness of the phenomenon thus brieﬂy sketched should
not escape us. Think what the Jew was and then pic-

ture the pagan Greek. Then see how these extremes of
humanity were drawn into Christ and thus melted and
fused together. What was lower than a slave, a human

chattel with practically no rights? Picture the free
citizens, many of them lordly and high and owning
slaves. And now Christ is in them, and they are one.
What numbers, what individual varieties in these great
classes! Since Christ is in all of them, behold, all of
them are “one body” just like the many members and
organs of the human body— one unit, only one that is

far grander and far more wonderful than a mere phys-ical human body.
The phrase sis 2v Vina, “unto one body” (not “into,”
our versions), states the result. The aorist éﬁamiaoqpev
states the past fact. Paul says that we were all baptized; that this was done in connection with the Spirit;

and that this resulted in making us one spiritual body.
But these facts pivot on the numerals: in one Spirit —-

we all (Jews, Greeks, etc.) —unto one body. The one
Spirit takes all of us and makes us one by baptism.
To be baptized in connection with the Spirit means,
not that the Spirit is only in some outward way connected with this application of water, but that he is

inwardly and eﬁicaciously connected with the application. His very nature and the regular method of his

working lead to this conclusion. So also does the effect
of baptism: through baptism the Spirit makes us “one
body,” which means one living, spiritual organism.
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Outward agencies are sufﬁcient to produce various outward organizations (not living organisms) to which

men belong. Only the one Holy Spirit is by the spiritual means of baptism able to bind together our souls
in the body that we are.
Paul adds the second statement: “and we all were
made to drink one Spirit.” As is the case in so many
instances, “and” introduces a. new statement which is
intended to help us to understand what the preceding
statement conveys. The new verb “were made to drink”
is ﬁgurative. Jesus uses this ﬁgure in John 7 :37-39;
also in 4:14. When we are baptized in union with the
Spirit we are made to drink the Spirit; and the latter
tells us what the former means. John ‘7 shows that
this drinking is the reception of the Spirit; he himself
is the drink. John 4 adds that this drink is the water
of life, i. e., the reception of true spiritual life. All
who are thus baptized and are thus made to drink have
spiritual life, have received the Spirit himself, so that
in this manner they form one body, one living spiritual
organism. For this reason both verbs, “were baptized"

and “were made to drink,” are aorists that denote past
acts which took place once in the case of each person
concerned. John 7 :38 makes plain that the Spirit, once
received thus, remains a permanent possession; compare Rom. 8:9-11. The life that was once given lives
on; we continue alive and need not to be made alive
again daily. That, too, is why both verbs are passive.
Baptism, the Spirit, and life are bestowed upon us as

gifts by God. All synergism is excluded when we are
made one body with Christ. The accusative object with
a passive verb is entirely regular, R. 485.
Here we again have the pivotal terms “all" and
“one.” And again the two numerals are abutted for
the sake of greater emphasis: ﬁrst, “we all unto one

body”; then, we “all one Spirit” are made to drink.
“All" — not one baptized member is excluded from the
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body; “one” body, “one” Spirit—one unity even as
the Spirit is one and makes all of us truly one.

In

both statements “we all” includes the baptized children,
which is the reason that being “made to drink one
Spirit” refers to baptism alone and not to the Lord’s
Supper which is not administered to children; nor is
there a reference to the three means of grace in gen—
eral, Word and sacraments. Babes are able to receive

the Spirit only by baptism. They, too, are members of
the “one body” which is Christ and dare never be left
out. And we may add that they, too, by natural birth
may be either Jews or Greeks, slaves or free.

If the point be raised that this discussion deals
with spiritual gifts and therefore refers only to adults
and not to babes, we should remember that in the case
of some gifts the Spirit utilizes inborn, natural abilities. John the Baptist leaped in his mother’s womb,

Luke 1:41 ; Paul himself was chosen equally early in
his existence for his gifted work in the church, Gal.
1 :15. Moreover, the fundamental gift, which con-

stitutes the basis for all charismatic gifts, is the one
Spirit who is received by baptism.
14)
In v. 12 “for” introduces the human body as
an elucidation of the statement made in v. 11 that the
Spirit produces all of the gifts and distributes them
as he wills. In v. 13 “for also” adds a further elucidation that shows how there comes to be a body of Christ.
Now in v. 14 Paul adds at some length the detailed
elucidation in regard to the human body with its many
and its various members which is so analogous to

Christ’s body with its many and its various baptized
members. The connection is so clear that we need to

supply nothing. Paul himself makes the application to
the body of Christ in v. 27-30.
A careful reading of v. 14-30 reveals that Paul is
offering objective instruction. The Corinthians are
to bear in mind (v. 1) what Paul here tells them. The
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effort to discover in this paragraph, for instance in
the speeches of the different members of the body,
special references to faulty conditions in Corinth has
proved unsatisfactory. The fact is evident that
throughout chapters 12 and 13 'Paul presents general
instruction on the subject of spiritual gifts. Not until
we reach chapter 14 is the situation obtaining in Corinth considered. Even in this chapter the ﬁrst 25 verses
continue in the form of instruction and compare at
some length the gift of prophecy and that of tongues.

The situation obtaining in Corinth, however, furnishes
the background for these 25 verses. Not until we come
to v. 26 does Paul attend to the special needs of the
Corinthian congregation.
The effort has been made to show that in the use
he makes of this comparison with the human body
Paul is borrowing an idea from the Stoics. Both the
general idea and not a few of the details are then taken
from pagan sources. We are told that the state had
been likened to the human body and its members; also
the complex of men and of gods. A special point is
made of the mundane in v. 26. The old fable with which,
according to Livy and others, the orator Menenius
Agrippa quieted the quarreling Roman citizens does

duty in this connection. The other members of the body
charged the stomach with being lazy and with allowing itself to be nourished. Thereupon the hands re-

fused to raise food to the mouth, the mouth to accept
food, the teeth to chew it.

They would bring the

stomach to time. The result was that the entire body
became emaciated and enfeebled. Then these members
at last saw their mistake. Thus one commentator concludes: “I do not doubt that Paul borrowed from Stoic
popular philosophy." All that he grants is that in his
characteristic way Paul modiﬁed what he borrowed.
A glance at the pagans and at Paul’s discourse
reveals that there is a gulf between them. The fact that
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both used the human body and its members for the
purpose of illustration is a mere coincidence. This
illustrative material is about as old as the world. Priority of use establishes no ownership unless some direct
quotation follows. Jesus freely used such material in
his parables. Yet neither he nor Paul quote when doing so. When Paul refers to the human body he shows
an insight into the relation of its different members
to which no pagan mind ever attained.

But the decisive point lies in the use to which this
common material is put. Here we. meet the gulf. Take
the earthly seed that is sown, sprouts, and produces a
harvest. Anyone could use it in drawing an illustra-

tion. But who ever saw heavenly realities reﬂected in
these.qualities of earthly seed? It is Jesus and after
him Paul in I Cor. 15 who thus glorify this earthly
illustrative material. How simple the parables of Jesus
appear, and yet no human mind has ever produced
comparisons that equal the parables of the Lord in any
way. Paul has been in the Master’s school. He does
not need to borrow from pagan philosophers—they
have nothing to lend him. In his Parables, p. 12, etc.,
Trench points out the essential diﬂ‘erence that under-

lies this exalted use of earthly illustrative material.
He quotes Milton:
‘
“What if earth
Be but the shadow of heaven, and things therein

Each to other like, more than on earth is thought?"

The earthly does not resemble the heavenly, but the
heavenly is reﬂected in the earthly. Unless a man
knows the heavenly he cannot use the earthly as Jesus
and Paul use it. A conception such as that of the body

of Christ never entered a pagan mind. How, then, can
such a. mind use the illustration of the human body as
the apostle uses it? On the other hand, how can a king
like Paul borrow from the beggarly mind of a Stoic?
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So Paul writes xar‘ (in order to proceed) yép (and
to elucidate still further) : For also the body is not
one member but many. How obvious, yet how important in this connection! The proposition is selfevident and needs no proof. It forms the theme of all
that follows. It contains the two basic facts that must
be understood when spiritual gifts are considered. One
of these facts deals with the body, the other with the
members.
1)

The Body—its constitution—just how it
comes to be what it is—v. 18: “Now hath
God,” etc.

2)

The Members — their relation — just how this
comes to be what it is — v. 24: “God tempered,” etc.
The ﬁrst fact settles all envious complaint, the second
all prideful disdain.
Paul thinks of the spiritual body of Christ throughout. But throughout he views this spiritual body in the
mirror of the human body. This is, however, not allegorizing, for Paul nowhere identiﬁes any one member of the spiritual body with a member of the
human body. Allegory would demand this. The
impossibility of meeting the requirements of an allegory appear when we come to “our uncomely parts.”
Commentators who follow practical interests ﬁnd an
allegory in Paul’s statements. They succeed in the
case of a few members and faculties, but “the smelling”
upsets their scheme, to say nothing about “the feeble,”
“the less honorable,” and ﬁnally “the uncomely parts.”
When Paul makes his own application of his illustrative analogy in v. 27, etc., he gives no hint of allegory.
15) Paul proceeds without a connective. Suppose the foot shall say: Because I am not a hand
(therefore) I am not part of the body; not for this
reason is it not part of the body. Paul supposes such
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a foolish case, hence the condition with air: “If the foot
shall say.” The preposition c‘x is to be taken in the
sense of the partitive genitive: “not of the body,” i. e.,
not part of it. The negative with mpa rot-m negatives
only this phrase: “not for this reason,” because the

foot is dissatisﬁed with not being a hand, is it excluded
from the body. The foot may grumble and talk foolishly all it pleases, it nevertheless remains a member
of the body. The A. V. translates as though this were
a question; it does likewise in v. 16. But there is no
indication of a question. Paul states a self-evident
fact: the foot remains a member. Regarding 7an with
the accusative in the sense of propter see R. 616; B.-D.

236, 5.
16)
And suppose the ear shall say: Because I
am not an eye (therefore) I am not part of the body;
not for this reason is it not part of the body.
This duplication, like all repetitions, emphasizes the
point. To be sure, we shall say that what is true regarding the complaining foot is equally true regarding

the complaining ear. All of their complaining changes
nothing. It is not only useless, it is foolish. For the
body simply cannot be one member, it is of necessity
many, v. 14. And many members have different functions. How foolish for the foot to grasp something or
to shake hands with somebody when it is needed for
walking and for moving the body from place to place.
Likewise the car when the body needs it for hearing.

These are wrong comparisons when the foot prefers
being a hand, or the ear being an eye. These self-disparagements indicate a spurious humility, perhaps

even envy, which should be eradicated. These complaints militate against the very idea of the divinely
created body, which is not one member but many. All
such wrong ideas are certainly futile, for the body just
naturally remains a body, the foot being a part of it,
and the ear likewise.
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Although Paul states the proposition only in the
negative form, the positive counterpart is implied. The
foot should be happy that as a member of the body it
is able to serve as a foot in carrying the body from
place to place; the ear and all the other members should
do likewise. For this makes the body: many members
functioning together in a great complex of service,
each attending to its part. Instead of complaining all
should voice satisfaction; instead of self-disparagement there should be self-appreciation—both should
be combined with gratitude. This is true also with
regard to all the members of the church. Suppose a
member were actually what these complainers say:
not a part of the body —what would it be? In terms
of another comparison, it would be a dead branch, ﬁt
only to be burned. Thank God, then, for the place he
has assigned to you and joyfully perform your part!
The foot and the hand are bodily extremities, the
ear and the eye are two of the bodily senses. There is a

certain relation between the two in each pair and thus'
a certain ﬁtness in placing together the two in each
pair. Moreover, «at: and 059 are similar even in sound

and may thus be paired.
17) Suppose, however, that the wish of the ear
were granted, and, since it esteems the eye so highly,
suppose that it should actually become an eye. Other

members may then have the same opinion about the
eye and the same privilege of becoming the eye.

What would be the result? The Whole body would
be an eye. If the whole body is an eye, where is the
hearing? If the wish of the ear were fulﬁlled, the

hearing would .be gone. The condition is one of reality,
one that considers the wish of the ear as actually being
carried out.

And the “if" clause of reality tacitly

implies that all the other members may also have their
wish to become an eye granted.
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Or the ear and its hearing might be so admired
that the nose and the other members might desire
to be an ear. If the whole body is hearing, where is
the smelling? Our versions translate both conditional sentences as though they expressed present unreality. But this would necessitate the inserting of the
imperfect tense of the verbs and «iv in the apodosis.
Paul omits all verbs; because he disregards them, the
sentence becomes a condition of reality.
When Paul asks in the ﬁrst question: “Whereis the
hearing?” and in the second: “Where is the smelling?”
he' really employs an understatement. For if the whole
body is converted into an eye or into an ear, one may
ask: “Where are all the other members and the functions that a body requires in order to be a body ?” But
in many instances understatements are psychologically
more effective than complete statements. They allow
the reader or the hearer to supply what is left unsaid.
And when he‘does this, the effect made on his mind is
the greater. When Paul speaks of the smelling without mention of the nose, our minds are led to think
of all the other functions of the body, any one or all of
which could be mentioned in this connection.
18) The cure for all such wrong and really
absurd desires is a return to the great divine fact:
But now God did set the members, each one of them,
in the body even as he did will. The two aorists are
decisive, they state the fact. This is what God did,
did by his creative act when he formed the human
body. He made the body to consist of many members.
Each one he set into its place in the body. The plural
“members” has the distributive singular “each one—of
them” as an apposition. Do any of us presume to ﬁnd
fault with what God did? Does envy, false humility,
self-disparagement, or whatever else may blind us lead
us to think that we can improve on God’s act? Well,

the fact stands: God made the human body as’it is.
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19) The full implication of the absurd improvements suggested by dissatisﬁed members is now
made evident. And if they all were one member,
where were the body? If one member would become
another, and if this privilege were granted to all, and
if all should select what they deemed the most illustrious member, and if all became that one member (for
this is the o‘gic of the situation), where would the
body be? There would be no body, and, although Paul
does not add this, there would'not be a single member
either. This is the absurdity that results: dissatisfaction would end in self-abolishment. “Where is the hearing, where the smelling ?” Verse 17 properly ends with
the question: “Where is the body?” Because of the
imperfect iv in the protasis, this is a condition of
present um‘eality, the imperfect with av in the apodosis
being omitted because it is worded in the form of a
question.
20) So the divine fact is once more stated, and
now in its tersest form. But now there are many
members but one body. This fact will ever assert
itself, and we should do well to allow it to correct and
to remove all false and absurd notions that may enter
our minds. The ﬁrst se’ is adversative, the second is a
balance to pe’v. The statement repeats what is contained
in v. 14 as well as in v. 18.
Paul’s statements can without difﬁculty be applied
to the spiritual body of Christ. Each member of the
church has his gifts and his functions. The Spirit has
assigned him to the place which he occupies in the
great organism. Blessed is he who joyfully accepts
what the Spirit has done and therefore rids himself
of all dissatisfaction. Note that “even as he did will”
in v. 18 is the counterpart to “even as he wills” in v.
11.

The verbs are equivalent in meaning; the only

difference is in the tenses. The creative act of producing the human body is one and lies in the historic past,
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hence the aorist; the work of the Spirit who forms the

spiritual body of Christ still continues, hence the durative present tense.
21)

Paul’s theme is: The Body — not one mem-

ber but many. We who constitute the church and
are individually gifted by the Spirit must ever keep
this great fact in mind. A living illustration of it is
ever before us in our own human body. This helps

us to avoid all dissatisfaction with ourselves.

The

medicine to correct this fault, to which many of us
are prone, is found in the ﬁrst part of the great fact:
the body is not one member but many. Another fault
needs treatment, namely disregard of other mem-

bers. The remedy for its cure lies in the second part
of the great fact: The body is not one member but
many. So Paul proceeds: And the eye cannot say to
the hand: Need of thee I have not! or again the head
to the feet: Need of you I have not.

Again the members speak as was the case in v. 15
where the ﬁrst fault was presented. This time the eye

and the head voice their wrong sentiments, the one disparaging the hand, the other the feet. We see that the
head is named only as being one of the members and

therefore cannot by way of allegory denote Christ. It
is characteristic of Paul to write the singular “hand”
and then the plural “feet” ; he is master in combining
the two numbers. There is a difference between the

hands. Although both are hands, the right is supreme.
No such ditference appears regarding the feet. Moreover, one hand may act independently of the other, but
the feet operate together. This may seem to be a slight
feature, yet it does not escape Paul. Two plurals would
wipe out all distinction while the plural “hands” and
the singular “foot” would be absurd.
In v. 15, 16 the foot speaks about the hand, and the
ear about the eye. We are accustomed to class together
the hand and the foot, the eye and the ear, and think of
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them as performing similar tasks although in these
combinations we always name the foot and the ear last.
Paul therefore very properly has the foot and the ear
complain and not the hand and the eye. Again we class
together the eye and the hand, the head and the feet
and always use this order in each pair. There is a dissimilarity in each pair, yet there is also a sort of correspondence. The eye reaches out to the far horizon,
the hand only to objects that are close by; the head is
the highest, the feet are the lowest. Paul therefore very
properly has the eye disdain the hand, and the head
scorn the feet.
While all this indicates a wonderful understanding
of the relation existing between the members of the
human body, Paul, who is thinking chieﬂy of the spiritual body of Christ with its variously gifted members,
really sees in the human body only a reﬂection of the
relation that exists between the members of this higher
body. Where is envy, and where is proud disdain most
apt to occur in the body of the church? Envy, where
we see corresponding similarity; disdain, where we
see corresponding dissimilarity. I am inclined to envy

one who is in my own class and one who, nevertheless,
seems to be favored more than I am. I am inclined to
disdain those who are not in my class, whose gifts and
whose position seem to be much below mine. When
he is speaking about this disdain Paul lets the eye and
the head speak. Because the eye is able to reach out
to great distances it is the member which may scorn

the hand which is able to grasp only nearby objects.
Because the head is placed so high it is the member

that may look down with disdain on the feet plodding
away down in the dust. Those who are endowed with
greater and higher gifts (ministrations, operations,

v. 4, 5) may thus foolishly think that they do not need
those who have lesser gifts.
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In v. 15, 16 the words of the foot and of the ear
come ﬁrst; then follows Paul's ﬁat contradiction: It,
nevertheless, belongs to the body! In v. 21 the contradiction comes ﬁrst: The eye “cannot say”; then follow
the words of the eye and of the head. The arrangement
is chiastic. But in both cases the wrong thought and
utterance are contradicted by means of a fact. In the
ﬁrst case Paul says: “It is, nevertheless, a fact that
the foot and the ear belong to the body, let them think
and say what they will.” In the second case Paul says:
“The fact is that the eye and the head cannot say what
they foolishly do think and say, i. e., they cannot truly
say what they do.” “If they shall say" in v. 15, 16 is
thus elucidated by “they cannot (truly) say” in v. 21.
For actually to say What one cannot truly say is wrong.
He ought not to say what Paul supposes him to say
(ﬁrst pair) and what he actually says (second pair).
In v. 15, 16 Paul ﬁrst contradicts, and in v. 17-20
he then explains. Similarly he contradicts in v. 21 and
then explains in v. 22-25. Both explanations present
the same great fact, namely God’s creative act. Paul
does not philosophize. He is a theologian of fact to his
very ﬁnger tips. The foot and the ear suffer under a false
conception of the body, and this raises the question:
“The body— just how is it constituted?” The eye
and the head suffer under a false conception of the
members, and this raises the question: “The members
— just how are they related?” Paul explains by simply
stating the two facts: 1) 6 @4239 é'Oe-ro ; 2) 6 8:6: owexe’paae.
1) The Creator set the members, each one in his proper
place—this is the fact in regard to the constitution
of the body. It corrects all perverted and all absurd
notions regarding the body. 2) The Creator intermingled the body, mixed the members together in complete interdependence —- this is the fact regarding the
relation of the members. It corrects all perverted and

all harmful notions regarding the members.
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22) When one member declares regarding another: “Need of thee I have not!” Paul answers am,
“On the contrary I” or we may translate, “Nay I” The
very opposite is the fact. On the contrary, the members of the body seeming to be‘ more feeble are much

more necessary, or “much rather necessary.”
Paul groups the members that may be despised as
being unnecessary under three classes: 1) such as are
“more feeble”; 2) such as are “less honorable"; 3)
such as are “uncomely.” He answers each derogation
in turn. But he differentiates between the three groups
of members. The seemingly weaker members seem so
only to the prideful; hence Soxoﬁwa in v. 22: they
“seem” so but are really not so. Those less honorable
are considered so by all of us, and we have a reason
for considering them so; hence a soxoﬁ/Aer, v. 23: We all
consider them so and rightly. The uncomely parts are
uncomely apart from anybody's opinion: hence in
v. 24 we have no modiﬁer at all but just the designation as such.
23) Against the ﬁrst type of derogation Paul
enters a ﬂat denial: “On the contrary !” These members are wrongfully looked down upon as being
“more feeble”; they are not so in fact and thus are

actually decidedly necessary to the rest. The second
group Paul treats differently. And those members
of the body which we think are less honorable, on
these we bestow more abundant honor.

For the

neuter plurals found in this verse and in the next we
may supply pan, from v. 22 as the A. V. does or leaVc
them as they are and translate “parts” as the R. V.

prefers. The matter of more or less honor is determined by general opinion. We ourselves bestow or
withhold honor for certain justiﬁable reasons. Paul
ﬁnds no fault with us on this score, so'he writes:

“those members which we think are less honorable,"
and he includes himself in “we.”
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But what do we do with these members? Despise
them? Say that we do not need them? Wish we were
rid of them? Nothing of the sort: “upon these we
bestow more abundant honor.” This is the fact—
rather astonishing but a fact, nevertheless. We, with

whom the entire question of honor rests in the ﬁrst
place, we, including Paul, ﬁrst regard these members

as “less honorable” and then reverse ourselves and
heap the more honor upon them. And the undeniable

fact that all of us do this once more contradicts and
thus ought also to correct the arrogance of any prideful member of the body which dares to say: “Need of

this or of that less honorable member I have not.”
Paul does not intimate how we make good the deﬁciency of honor. We shall scarcely go amiss when we
think of the clothing which we put upon them. Even in
society the meanest trades are those with which We
can least dispense. A nation may exist without astronomers and philosophers as has been well said, but the
day laborer is essential to the existence of a people.
You may look down on the cook and on the washerwoman, but you do not dispense with them. Yet in
society day laborers, etc., are not given honor; so this
illustration illustrates only the point of their necessity.
The ﬁnal type of derogation deals with the private parts, pudenda, rd. alsozu, which all decent people
actually hide completely, namely the seat and the
sexual organs. Paul adds no modiﬁer to this group,
for these “uncomely members” are just what they
are apart from anybody’s opinion. If despising any
parts of the body can be justiﬁed, these are the parts
which, one might think, would most deserve such
treatment. All of us have them, yet all of us are
ashamed of them. The more striking is Paul’s paradoxical assertion of the actual fact concerning these
parts of the body: and our uncomely members have

more abundant comeliness.

The Greek is even
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stronger, for the a. privativum in doxﬁuova declares that
these members have no decency at all and then the a’: in

a'ntrxyynmiv-qv reverses this statement and declares that
these very members have excellent decency, a truth
which the adjective “more abundant” even emphasizes.
How can these members be despised on the score
of indecency when they abound in decency? Paul states
only the fact of the case, that they so abound. That
fact is enough; he does not need to add anything. The
decency is usually supposed to consist in the clothing
with which these parts are covered. But this would
only combine groups two and three, the lack in both
being made good by the same means, namely clothing.
This also overlooks the verbs “we put upon” and “they
have.” We ourselves supply the deﬁciency in natural
honor of the second group by means of clothing; but the
natural lack of decency of the third group is not made
good by us at all—these indecent parts have their
own abundant decency. This consists in the natural
feeling of shame, in the natural modesty, which they
inspire. Hence these parts are not really clothed like
other parts of the body; they are hidden from sight,
are covered. The aprons of ﬁg leaves mentioned in
Gen. 3:7 are quite distinct from the “coats of skins”
with which God “clothed” Adam and Eve, Gen. 3:21.
24) Whereas our comely members have no
need refers to such a need as the uncomely ones
have. We are certainly not ashamed but proud of them,
and we love to display them. It seems strange that

anyone, after translating “our uncomely members”
in v. 23, can refuse to translate “our comely members”
in v. 24 and insists that the genitive ﬁnu'w be drawn to
the predicate: “have no need of us.”
A derogation that is based 1) on the lack of needfulness, 2) on the lack of honor, 3) on the lack of de-

cency is thus refuted by the corresponding fact in each
case. But lack of these separate facts is the funda-
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mental unit of God’s own creative act. Paul arrives at
this all-decisive fact from one angle of approach when
he makes ﬁnal settlement with .the complaining foot
and the ear in v. 18; he now arrives at the same alldecisive fact from another angle when he makes ﬁnal
settlement with the supercilious eye and the head.
These prideful members operate with a false conception of the relation of the members of the body to each
other. The only way in which they can be ﬁnally cor—
rected is to set forth the true relation which the Creator
himself established between the members of the body.
But God did mix the body together by making a
gift of more abundant honor to the member that falls

short in order that there may be no schism in the
body, but that the members may be anxious for each
other‘in the same way. This God did; the aorist
“mixed together” (our versions: “tempered together")
states the creative fact, the aorist participle “by making a gift" does likewise. And the strong adversative
some: places this fact in contrast with all wrong notions
regarding the relation here discussed.
When God made this mixture of the body, all of the
different members could not be placed on the same
level. When they are compared with others, some fall
short, literally, “come behind.” Paul uses a comprehensive term to describe such a member: “the one that
falls short.”

We have seen how some come behind

others: one group only apparently so, another in our
general estimation, a third actually so. God was fully
aware of this lack when he made the body as he did,

for he himself made good the lack by granting “more
abundant honor” to each of these members.

The comparative adjective “more abundant" which
is repeated for the third time and made prominent by
these repetitions, cannot refer to the other members:

“more abundant” honor than theirs. For this, too, would
destroy the balance among the members, and only re-
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verse their order by now making the feebler, the less
honorable, and the dishonorable the most honorable of
all. “More abundant” refers to the lack of the member
itself, which is deﬁcient in one or the other of the three
ways. “The one that falls short” and “more abundant”
are signiﬁcantly juxtaposed in the Greek. Thus by
granting this gift a general equality is secured.
The aorist participle 8on expresses action that is
simultaneous with that of the main verb, which is also

an aorist mm’paoe (mxcpciwwu) . This is often the case
when the aorist participle follows the verb although
the nature of the two actions really decides this point.
God grants the “honor” to all of the deﬁcient members,
i. e., by the creative act itself, by the manner in which
he there intermingles the members by making some
especially needful, by arranging that some should be
clothed, and that some are shielded by shame.
25) The purpose which God had in mind in all
of this was to forestall what some foolish members
would now, after all, precipitate upon the body: “in
order that there may be no schism in the body,” no
disunion and disruption. To this negative side of the
purpose the positive is at once added: “but that the
members may be anxious for each other in the same
way.” If a as, were intended to be a totality like 1ra'.v1‘a.
n‘z my, in v. 26, the verb would necessarily be singular;
it is plural because the sense is distributive: each member is to be concerned about the other. The positive

side of God’s purpose is not the mere counterpart to
the negative; it goes much farther. The opposite of
schism is only unity and peace. But it is God’s purpose
that the members may all have the same deep concern
for each other. The verb [upmviv is more than “to have
care” (our versions) ; it is “to be anxious”; and r6 «uh-6
is emphatic— one and the same interest is to be the
anxiety which all have “in behalf of,” trip, each other.
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The present subjunctives in the two purpose clauses
really leave the question open as to whether the divine
purpose is actually realized or not. Aorist subj unctives
would imply that it is. The sense of the latter is: “that

there shall be no schism . . . that the members shall be
anxious,” etc.; of the former: “that there may be no

schism . . . that the members may be anxious,” etc.
Paul writes present subjunctives because he is thinking
also of the members of the church. God’s purpose is,
indeed, fulﬁlled in the human body, but in the church
much is yet to be desired.
26) To the fact of God’s intermingling the body
with the intent just stated Paul adds the fact of the

result. Moreover, whether one member suffers, all
the members suffer with it; whether one member

is gloriﬁed, all the members rejoice with it. Our daily
experience attests these two facts. All the members
suffer with the suffering member, not disjointly but as
a whole, mivra 12; pan, since God intermingled them and
made them an organism. So also when one member receives 8635a or glory which gives it joy, the whole inter-

mingled organism rejoices. Luther expounds: “See
what the whole body does when a foot is trodden on,
or a ﬁnger is pinched: how the eye looks dour, the nose
draws up, the mouth cries out, and all the members
are ready to rescue and to help, and none can leave the
other, so that it means, not the foot or a ﬁnger is trod-

den on and is pinched, but the entire body. Again,
when good is done to one member, that suits all the
others, and the entire body rejoices therein. This is
how it ought to be also in Christendom since it, too, is
composed of many members in one body and has one

mind and heart, for such unity naturally has the effect
that one is concerned in the good and the hurt of the
other as in his own.” Walch, XII, 978; compare Erlangen edition, 8, 18 and 20.
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Paul says that it is a fact that when one suffers,
all suffer, etc. We readily .see that this is true with
respect to the human body. But what about this fact in
regard to the spiritual body where so many members

are faulty? The very purpose of Paul’s illustrative
analogy is by means of the facts concerning the human
body to show, not what is true with regard to the spiritual body, but what ought to be true. He also shows

how unnatural and how wrong it is when it is not
thus. The foot and the ear of the human body never
speak as they are represented in v. 15, 16; but mem-

bers of Christ’s body both speak and act in such a way.
The eye and the head never speak as they are represented in v. 21; but members of Christ’s body both
speak and act in such a way. So also all of our bodily
members suffer when one member is hurt or rejoice
when one member is crowned with glory and distinc-

tion; but with regard to the spiritual members of
Christ this is often not the case. But this spiritual
body ought to be as the human body is. Paul’s analogy
vividly illustrates how unnatural, abnormal, unreasonable, outrageous it is for the members of the spiritual
body of Christ to act in contravention of the very constitution of their own body.
27) The picture is complete. As Paul drew
each line of the illustration, we felt and saw what
he meant in regard to ourselves as members of the
church—how natural and right is the proper use
of our gifts in harmony with the other members of

the body, and, by contrast, how unnatural and wrong
are all thoughts and actions that are in conﬂict with

that harmony. It is accordingly an easy matter for
Paul to make the application, which, therefore, also
needs to be but brief. Now you are Christ’s body and
members each in his part. This is the fundamental
fact of the great reality which Paul has illustrated.
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Paul is writing to the Corinthians and therefore
cannot use the article: you are “the" body of Christ,
for this might make the impression that they are

Christ’s entire body. Yet the absence of the article
does not mean that the Corinthians are “a body” of
Christ, for no plurality of bodies of Christ exists. As
in so many instances, the omission of the article
stresses the quality of the noun, R. 794j. Just what
Christ’s body is as to nature and to quality, that you
Corinthians are. We now also see what Paul means
when he writes in v. 12: “.so also is Christ”; he means
“Christ’s body,” which is composed of all of us in
whom Christ dwells. The genitive “of Christ” has
been called subjective and objective, both of which are
untenable, for these two genitives are possible only
when the governing noun contains a verbal idea. There
is no verbal idea in “body” with which a genitive in
the sense of either a subject or an object could be combined. This genitive is plainly possessive: Christ’s own

body, which is made his own by his indwelling.
Being a body, it has members, all of whom are, of
course, true believers.

They are “members”

(again

there is no article because their quality as such is referred to) éx ﬂépovs‘, “severally” or “each in part,” ein jeglicher mach seinem Tez’l, Luther. This adverbial phrase,
R. 550, 597, indicates how the Corinthians individually
belong to the body. In 13 29-12 this idiomatic phrase is
used to show a contrast with perfection while here
there is a contrast with completeness. No one member

is the complete body, each is only a part.
We may here settle the question as to whether Paul
would assign certain corresponding spiritual members

to the individual bodily members. Paul nowhere identiﬁes eye, ear, smelling, hand, foot, head, even by implication, with deﬁnite members of the church. In other
words, Paul is not in any sense writing an allegory.
No hint appears that when Paul speaks about three
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groups of bodily members he has in mind deﬁnite mem-

bers of the church who are analogously grouped. Who
are the “feebler” members of the human body? Most

commentators reply, “The eye and the ear as compared
with the hand and the foot.” But in Paul’s illustration
the eye spurns the hand as being utterly feeble, unable
to reach as far as the eye. This is true also regarding
the ear when it is compared with the foot. Such a view
regarding the members of the ﬁrst group is serious

enough. It becomes more serious when the eyes and the
ears are referred to the preachers and the hearers of
the church, for this changes the entire body of the
church into mere eyes and ears, and this would be an
unheard-of monstrosity.
Next comes the thought that the “less honorable”
members of the human body are the arms, legs, shoul—
ders, and hips, because they are clothed although in
southern localities like Corinth arms, shoulders, and
legs are often entirely bare. Others think that these
bodily members denote all of the church members who
have no church ofﬁce. Paul has not spoken one word
about arms, legs, etc. And Why should the arm and
the shoulder have no ofﬁce in the church when the hand
has such an ofﬁce, for in every movement shoulder,
arm, and hand act together? Hip, leg, and foot do the
same.
The “uncomely” parts are taken to be the seat and
the organs of elimination. Hofmann would have us
think of the genital organs as “enjoying the distinction

that they reproduce the race.” What distinction the
seat “enjoys” he does not say. Fortunately, no commentator, not even Hofmann, has allegorized these
parts and the “distinction they enjoy.” This collapse
of the allegorizing view should be convincing. Paul

presents nothing beyond an extended illustration, and
for each feature of his illustration he carefully states

the tertium comparationis. It is a law that no illustra-
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tion should be stressed beyond this tertium (the point
of comparison).

Together with Paul we abide by

that law.
28)
Paul ﬁrst mentions the great fact regarding the Corinthians themselves: they are Christ’s
body, each is a member of it. We sense two implications: 1) each member will have some function to
perform and will thus have some gift; 2) the body
of Christ includes all others who, like the Corinthians, are believers. To this ﬁrst great fact and its
evident implications Paul now adds (ml) the second
fact. And God did set some in the church: ﬁrst apostles, secondly prophets, thirdly teachers, then miracles, then charismata of healings, helps, managements, varieties of tongues.
Paul twice mentions the Creator’s act regarding the
human body: in v. 18, “God did set,” etc., and in v. 24,

“God did mix,” etc. So Paul now writes regarding the
spiritual body: “God did set,” etc. While this seems
to be a parallel only to v. 18 it in reality includes also

v. 24, for the mixture in the church appears in the
variety of ofﬁces and of services which God “did set in
the church.” The verb is placed before the subject and

is thus made emphatic: it is God’s act—see what he
did. This act extends far beyond the Corinthians who
are only one congregation among many, and to whom,
as a congregation, many members are yet to be added.
Hence Paul writes: God did set “in the church” and

takes in the entire church of all places and all ages.
Some interpreters refer to the psychology of Paul
to account for his writing oils- MEI! without following it
with oi‘u; 86, but the former is simply the demonstrative
“some,” R. 696; and aside from his rapidity of thinking Paul or any other writer is always free to proceed
as he desires when he introduces classes. Grammatically Paul is guilty of no irregularity that is due to his
swift mind; in fact, because of this very swiftness he
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would know in advance what he is saying. In Eph.
4 :11 he exercises the same freedom and writes 10in: plan
and follows this with ‘roi-s‘ 86. Moreover, in our passage
“some” is divided by the following speciﬁcations. Paul
intends to mention only certain prominent persons and

gifts in the church from the apostles downward to
tongues and to omit the lesser gifts which were distributed so that each member had his gift.
Much is also made of the fact that Paul names
three sets of persons and follows these with functions
and abilities and no further mention of persons. In
Eph. 4:11 the entire list contains persons while in
Rom. 12:6, etc., two functions lead the list which are
followed by individuals who exercise some gift. This
shows that Paul’s lists are not stereotyped. The conclusion is, therefore, unwarranted that “apostles,
prophets, and teachers" possessed permanent gifts and
thus held recognized and ﬁxed ofﬁces in the church
while in the case of the other gifts such permanency
does not appear and that at this time there were no regularly established ofﬁces of this type. The apostles
worked as the result of a deﬁnite and even an immediate call into an ofﬁce that was ﬁxed and permanent
from the beginning. But prophecy was a gift that was
not dependent upon such a ﬁxed ofﬁce, it was much
like healing, miracles, etc., and in its simple form was

open to an indeﬁnite number of Christians. It is Paul’s
evident intention not to distinguish ﬁxed ofﬁces from
occasional functions that were exercised in the church
but to call attention to the great variety of notable
gifts and functions that were distributed in the church.
In connections such as this the term “apostles" is
distinctive; it refers to those who were immediately
called by Christ, the Twelve and Paul and Matthias, the
substitute for Judas. While it is true that the term is
used also in a wider sense so as to include men like
Barnabas and other personal helpers of the Twelve and
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of Paul, yet to insist on the wider meaning in connections like the present makes the term indeﬁnite. The
one distinction of the Thirteen remains: their immediate call. So also does their supreme function in harmony with this call: the apostles constitute the founda-

tion of the church for all time, Eph. 2 :20, not, indeed,
in their persons, but through the Word which they
conveyed to the church. The Word in its written form
governs the church until the end of time.
Regarding “prophets” see v. 10, the gift of “prophecy.” This gift is at times taken in a broad sense as
in 14 :1 and then refers to every ability to communicate
the saving will and truth to others; again the expression is taken in a narrow sense and then refers to the
fact of receiving direct communications from God and
transmitting them to the persons for whom they are
intended. When “prophets” are mentioned in a prominent manner in the New Testament they are ranked

next to the apostles as is done in the present instance.
In Eph. 2:20 they are even put in the same class with
the apostles because but one Greek article is employed.
The apostles themselves were the most notable New
Testament prophets. All the other New Testament

prophets were of a lower rank. Most of them are not
named in the New Testament. None of them had a call
such as the apostles had received. Mark and Luke are
two who were inspired by the Spirit and composed
three of the books of the New Testament.
The third class consists of “teachers” who have the
gift of conveying instruction. In Eph. 4:11 “shepherds
and teachers" form one class, namely pastors of local
congregations who lead or govern and instruct. Yet
these two functions were often separated. In the
present list “managements” appear separately; and in

I Tim. 5:17 two classes of elders are indicated: those
that rule well and those that at the same time also labor
in the Word and in teaching.
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Regarding Suvdpus and “charismata of healings” see
v. 10. In the Scriptures ambit/m is used only in the
sense of Hilfeleistnngen, “helps,” abilities for rendering helpful services such as assisting the destitute, the
sick, the persecuted, the troubled, etc. The term reminds us of Smom’ai which was used in v. 4, “ministrations” or services for the sake of the service. We at once
see that an indeﬁnite number of members may possess
this valuable gift in some form because the range of
service is rather wide. And we may note that Paul is
not dividing the members into two great classes, one
that has gifts, the other that is without them. Although
he oﬁ‘ers no complete catalog of gifts here as he does
not in v. 4, etc., he, nevertheless, thinks of at least some
gift that was bestowed upon each member.
A KuBepvéms is a helmsman who steers a vessel, and
thus this gift consists in managing and directing
others whether ofﬁcially as presbyters, pastors, or
bishops or in unofﬁcial ways. Some men and some
women of the church, including even young people,
have this gift to a marked degree and proﬁt the church
not a little by rightly putting it to use. “Helps” and
“managements” are a signiﬁcant pair. Regarding “varieties of tongues” see v. 10.
29) After this brief survey of the various gifts
Paul returns to the main point of his instruction,
namely to the wide and varied way in which the
gifts are distributed among the many members.
Some have this, some that gift as God has made ap-

portionment to each. All cannot have the same gift.
Some gifts are denied, must be denied to some of us.
Are all apostles? are all prophets? are all teachers?
are all gifted with miracles? The evident and expected answer, as is indicated by the interrogative particle M" is: “No, all are not, only some are.”
Our versions translate the last question: “Are all
workers of miracles?" Something must be supplied
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since stamina: does not mean persons but “miracles” or
miracle-working powers. We might supply “have”:
“Have all miracles ?” The supposition that Paul would

here curb the ambition that would possess all of the
gifts is unwarranted.

30)

The rhetorical questions continue: have all

charismata of healings? do all speak with tongues?

do all interpret? Paul omits two of the gifts that
are listed in v. 28 and adds one that is not in this
list but is found in v. 10. His intention is evident: so
numerous are the gifts that it makes no difference in
regard to the point here stressed whether some that

are mentioned in one list are omitted or others that
are found in some other list or in no list are added.

31)

It is plain that all cannot have the same

gift. That might, however, imply that each member
is simply to accept whatever gift has fallen to his
lot and therewith remain content. This is true in
part, but only in part. One may also seek and obtain
certain other gifts. But strive zealously for the
greater charismata. Compare 14:1. The injunction
is general, which explains both the plural imperative
and its natural counterpart, the plural object. To regard this plural object as implying that each and every
member is to strive for any and for all of the greater
gifts is to misunderstand Paul’s thought.
The greatest of all gifts is the apostleship with its
immediate call and its wonderful work. Yet no striving
on our part will bring us this gift; it was reserved for
only a very few who were living at the time of the
founding of the church. One of the great gifts is to
be a pastor. Yet because of their sex women as a class
are debarred from this gift. Thus Paul's injunction
to strive zealously for the greater gifts has its evident
and its natural limitations. These limitations extend
even farther. Some of even the lesser gifts call for a
natural aptitude and a qualiﬁcation which are markedly
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denied to many of us. All our striving will not bring
us the gift. Paul knows all this very well; he assumes
a like intelligence on the part of his readers.
“The greater gifts” are those that beneﬁt the general body of the church more than some other gifts
do. Paul himself gives us an' illustration in chapter 14
when he ranks the general ability to edify the church
through prophecy far above the ability to speak with
tongues. This is our cue for understanding what he
means by bidding us to strive for the greater gifts.
To strive zealously means more than to pray; it includes effort toward cultivating and toward producing
a receptivity and a ﬁtness on our part. The Spirit
bestows the gifts, but he bestows them only on those
who are ﬁt to receive them. He, too, works the ﬁtness
but does so only in those who allow him full sway in
their hearts. Many of us could have gifts that we now
lack, and we could have them to a greater degree than
we now have them. This is especially true with reference to some of the greater gifts such as wisdom,
knowledge, acquaintance with the Word, ability to explain it to others, ability to win others for the gospel,
etc.
The ﬁrst point is the type of the gift desired;
we are to admire, value, and seek the higher types.

A second point must be taken into consideration
when Paul is speaking of the acquirement and the
use of any gift. This is the motive for having and for
employing the gift, namely the motive of love. In

this regard the Corinthians are gravely deﬁcient as
we have already seen in other connections in earlier

chapters. Just what this motive of Christian love is
Paul intends to tell the Corinthians at some length.
He introduces this part of his instruction by saying:

And besides I point out to you an exceedingly excellent way, namely for this zealous striving to which
I urge you.

First Cminthians 12:81
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Blass and others would change the reading because
the wording is somewhat unusual. Although the phrase
xaﬁ’ {mpﬂoaﬁv modiﬁes a noun, it is quite plain. Paul
tells the Corinthians to seek the superior gifts and adds
(in) that he will now show them a superior way for
seeking them. The emphatic adjective: the “greater”
gifts is thus balanced by the emphatic phrase: a way

“in excess,” one that exceeds, i. e., in excellence for its
purpose. The sense is, however, not that this exceedingly excellent way is to be sought in place of the gifts,
as a substitute for them. The idea expressed is not that
"love" is more excellent than gifts. This introduces a
false contrast and would call for an adversative connective, namely 8é or «bud in place of Paul's xai’ and in.
Nor does Paul elaborate the thesis that love is preferable to gifts. In 14:1 he urges us to seek both. Love
is to be the all-dominating motive in seeking and in
using spiritual gifts.

CHAPTER X111
[1.

The Better Way —Love.

Chapter 13

Gregory Nazianzen, one of the three celebrated Cap—
padocians of the fourth century, a defender of the
Nicene faith, and one of the most celebrated orators of.
the early church, writes in regard to this chapter on
love that here we may read what Paul said about Paul.
It is true: only a man in whose heart the Spirit of
God has kindled a faith like Paul’s could evidence
a love like Paul’s and on the basis of his own experience of that love record its glories in what may be
called the Psalm of Love. Paul’s own heart lies open
before us in this chapter. Here is the motive power,
faith working through love, that sent him over land
and sea to preach to others the unsearchable riches of
Christ. Here is the inner power that sustained him
amid all his labors, burdens, trials, sufferings, persecutions. Here is what made him rise superior to hunger
and hardship, false friends and bitter foes, bodily inﬁrmity and dangers of death. We cannot understand
this man save as we understand his faith and its fruit
of Christian love. All of his great joys and abilities,
his high and holy ofﬁce, his exalted position in the
church, his stupendous task and his astounding success
— all of them are what. they are and what they came
to be because of his love. This we must realize when
he tells the Corinthians that besides his instruction on
the spiritual gifts themselves he now shows them the
inner, spiritual power that must energize all of these
gifts if they are to be of real beneﬁt to the church.
1) If I speak with the tongues of men and of
angels yet have not love I have become sounding
(544)
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brass or a changing cymbal. When a man who has
his own heart full of love writes about love he is apt
to use a personal touch; so in these opening verses Paul
uses the ﬁrst person “I.” “He passes the judgment by
way of example upon himself: that if he were such a
person, in order the more to startle others.” Luther.
Paul has the conditiOn of expectancy in the ﬁrst three
verses, e'a’v with the subjunctive, not because he expected this condition sometime to be fulﬁlled in himself, but in order to present this supposition in a vivid
and realistic form for strong rhetorical effect.
To “speak with the tongues of men” is to use other
tongues, languages, or dialects which the speaker has
never learned. So the apostles and others spoke at the
time of Pentecost. See the exposition on “tongues” in
12:10. These manifestations, like miracles, etc., were
signs and were not intended to be exhibited in the
ordinary work of preaching and teaching. Because the
Corinthians placed too high a value on “tongues,” Paul,
who lists this gift at the end in 12:10, 30, here considers it ﬁrst.
The addition tongues “of angels" outbids what the
Corinthians know in this line. When angels speak to
men they use human language, but Daniel, John in
Revelation, and Paul himself when he was caught up
to Paradise heard unutterable things. Perhaps we may
say that they actually heard the tongues of angels as
they speak in heaven. Paul puts the thought into the
superlative, beyond which it is impossible for a creature to go: Suppose that I as the Lord’s apostle have
the highest possible gift of tongues, those that men
use, and those even that angels use — how you Corinthians would admire, even envy me and desire to have
an equal gift!

We cannot assume that Paul is writing only hypothetically when he refers to “tongues of angels,” for
this would conﬂict with his evident purpose, namely
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to show that love must animate all, even the highest
gifts. All else that Paul writes about angels shows
them to be real, and so their language is real. There
is no difﬁculty in the plural yAtBa'a'ai as it is here used
with reference to men and with reference to angels,
for the singular (14 :2, 4, 13, 14, 18, 19) is used interchangeably with the plural (14:5, 39) when this kind of
speaking is designated. Whoever spoke thus used some
one tongue or language and not a number of them at

the same time. Paul’s supposition is this: if the entire
range of languages, including even the language of the

angels, were given me so that on one occasion I could
speak in this, on another occasion in that language.

The plural “tongues" as here used in no way compels
us to think that the angels in heaven speak a number
of languages.

The unreality of Paul’s supposition lies in the general assumption as such. Paul did have this gift to a
high degree, 14:18, but he could speak only in some
foreign human languages and not by any means in all
of them and not at all in the language of the angels.
What he here supposes is the ability to use any and
every language including that of heaven. He extends
the gift to its utmost height, beyond what it ever was
or could be. “Yet if I have not love,” even this supreme
gift would be all in vain as far as God’s purpose in
the bestowal is concerned.
Here we have the theme of the entire chapter:
dya'm'q, “love.” The following description shows that love

to men is meant, but this in its widest range. And
676m, is much deeper than 4mm: or the love of mere
affection and personal liking or attachment. While the
term is not unknown among pagan writers, the sense
which we have given it is native only to the Scriptures, chieﬂy the New Testament. It points to a love
that patterns after God’s love. It always implies that

love is directed by spiritual intelligence and that it
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aims at accomplishing a corresponding spiritual purpose. Only where there is faith in the heart is this love
ever found, for it springs from this root alone. No
pagan writer could possibly use the word in this spiritual sense.

God loved the world. It was a vile world reeking
with sin. He could not draw it to his bosom and kiss it
(this would be ¢u\{a) because all of this foulness permeated its very nature. When God turned his love

(dya’ml) upon the world he realized all of the world’s
vileness (intelligence) and in love, by sending his Son
and the gospel, determined to save, cleanse, and purify

the world (purpose). Thus did God love.
We are to love even our enemies. Yet they are full
of the vileness of hate.

Can we put our arms about

them and kiss them? They would repulse us and revile
us. But our love can see their awful condition (intelligence) and can seek to overcome and to remove it
by showing them only kindness and patience (purpose). Like the world, they may or may not allow this
purpose of love to be attained. Yet this is what love to
our enemies means. Where this love does attain this
its purpose, for instance, where God wins men from

their sins, or where our enemies become our brethren,
this love goes right on with its intelligence and changes

the latter to accord with the new and happy relation.
When love is wholly absent, we know that its root,
namely faith, is also dead. Yet a), Exm, “have not love,”
includes also all cases when believers speak because
they are prompted by the pride of the ﬂesh or by some
other sinful motive and thus “have not love.” Even
though it be the highest type of miraculous speaking,
yet when love is dead or dormant or inactive, “I have
become sounding brass or a clanging cymbal.” The

verb yéyova is placed forward for the sake of emphasis.
Here the perfect tense implies more than the usual
present condition; it indicates that despite all of the
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past advantages and all of my wonderful gift, I am
after all nothing more than a strident, empty sound.
Even miraculous speech is nothing, as far as the
speaker is concerned, without love.

“Brass” is used in manufacturing trumpets and
horns, and this produces powerful, penetrating sounds,
which are indicated by ﬁxév, “sounding” or resounding.
Cymbals clash or clang when they are struck together.
Their sound is even imitated in the neuter participle
dAaAéCov, which is derived from the verb denoting a
battle cry and more generally any loud cry of joy or
pain. The terms themselves and also the repetition
of the ﬁgures denote sound to the superlative degree

and thus correspond well with the superlative idea expressed in tongues of men and of angels. Although all
such superlative speaking was ranked by the Corinthians as the very highest kind of a gift, it would be
nothing but an empty, tremendous noise—if it remained without love.
While the gift would still remain as a sign (14:22),
and the interpretation of the prayer or the praise
spoken would still beneﬁt the hearers, the person himself who speaks without love would be no better than a
lifeless brass instrument which someone else causes to
sound or to ring. The idea that another is the real
speaker when the gift of tongues is exercised underlies
the comparison with brass musical instruments. The
idea is also prominent that the gift itself is really only
an instrument that is intended to be used with love,
for a higher purpose, and not merely for the gratiﬁca-

tion of pride or for ostentation. We may apply this
thought to the gift of eloquence and oratory and to
that of a beautiful voice in song.
2) In a cumulative way, with increasing and
ﬁnally overwhelming effect, Paul heaps up these Kai
Edy clauses, using two in this verse, and another two

in the next. And if I have prophecy and know all
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mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have all faith
so as to transfer mountains, yet have not love, I am
nothing. Two gifts are now placed side by side, and
both are made superlative. Moreover, both exceed what
has been said in the ﬁrst verse. Paul’s material is so
abundant that he dispenses it with both hands.
We have discussed “Prophecy" in connection with
12:10, 28. This is a higher gift than speaking with
tongues although it is well to recall that God is able
to use some very unworthy persons for the purpose of
prophesying: Balaam, King Saul, and Caiaphas (John
11:51). Paul seeks the superlative in prophecy and
secures it by adding “all mysteries and all knowledge,”
for which the appropriate verb is inserted, e186 (R.
1215, ease’m and :18») : “and see, perceive, and thus
know.” The words that designate the two objects are
so placed in the Greek that the two adjectives “all” appear side by side and thus become more emphatic. The
statement is cumulative: 1) prophecy; 2) plus all
mysteries; 3) plus all knowledge. For one may be a.
prophet and yet know very few mysteries; and yet
again, even if one knew all mysteries he might yet lack
volumes of other knowledge that is not included in
mysteries. The three concepts, however, belong to one
general class, the mark of which is really to know in
contrast with mere utterance as it appears in the gift
of tongues.

In order to catch the full force of the superlative
which Paul uses for knowledge in this conditional sentence we must ask: “What prophet ever knew all of the

mysteries that are involved in God’s plans of grace and
of providence, to say nothing about countless lesser
mysteries? And then the territory that lies outside
of mysteries, that of ‘knowledge’ in its widest sweep,
millions of facts and their correlation — what prophet
ever covered all of this territory ?” Paul intends to

carry the supposition beyond the bounds of human pos-
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sibility, and more so in this verse than in v. 1 (tongues
of angels), for only by placing the gift so high can he
make us understand to the full what the absence of
love really means. There is little difference in force

whether the article is used: riaav HIV ymiaw, “all knowledge,” or whether it is omitted: mic-g yva'ioet, “every
knowledge,” as in 1:5. “There is an element of freedom in the matter” for the writer, R. 772, so that in
both instances we may translate “all knowledge.”
First only the tongue; then the head and knowledge and this combined with faith. “All faith” includes
everything that can be termed faith, but, as we see at
once from the addition, not “faith” in the sense of
saving trust in Christ, for he who has that has the true
root of all love and could never be oﬁae’xv, “nothing.” The
faith referred to is mentioned by Jesus in Matt. 7:22:
“Lord, Lord, have we not . . . in thy name cast out
devils? and in thy name done many wonderful works ?”
Yet the Lord rejects these people. However strange it
may seem to us that men should speak with tongues,
should actually prophesy, should even have miracleworking faith without saving faith and its product
love, the fact stands nevertheless. It was possible for
nominal members of the church to possess and to use
certain spiritual gifts. This anomaly is the basis of
our entire chapter. Love, which is more precious and

wonderful than all gifts, alone makes the gifts precious
possessions to those who have them
Paul again- supposes the superlative "all faith” and

combines this with the supreme specimens of its work:
“so as to transfer mountains,” peotmtivcw, compare Matt.
17 :20; 21:21. This proverbial expression is plainly
ﬁgurative and describes “faith” as being able to perform seeming impossibilities, to remove mountains of
obstacles, win astounding victories such as Gideon’s,
accomplish wonderful tasks. But however great this
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“faith” and its mighty works may be, without love it
not only amounts to nothing for me, even I myself “am
nothing,” oﬁSe’ plus 2v, “not one thing.” Men may admire, honor, elevate me, the inner essential of personal
value is gone, its place is a vacuum. Whatever good I
may do for the church with this astounding gift is no
mark of my own value and no credit to my own person.

The Lord’s verdict has already been pronounced: “I
never knew you,” Matt. 7223. Here there is light on
much of the learning, philosophy, science, and great
achievements of today as they are found outside of
Christ, saving faith, and Christian love although they
are the accomplishments of nominal church members.
3) A third comparison rounds out the entire
thought. Paul has thus far spoken about gifts without dwelling on a particular exercise of them. Now
he adds voluntary deeds of apparent unselﬁshness,

yea, of self-sacriﬁce. And if I feed all my possessions
away, and if I deliver my body over in order that I
be burned, yet have not love, I proﬁt nothing.
The verb .pwylgw means to feed by placing morsels

of food into the mouth and then in general to divide
and parcel out. The personal object is usually mentioned; our versions supply “the poor,” yet Paul omits
the object. We may think of an Ananias and a Sapphira
who actually give their all but have not love. Luther
writes: “To give is, indeed, a fruit of love though not
yet love itself. Love is a spiritual gift which moves the
heart and not only the hands. Love is the name, not
for what the hand does, but for what the heart feels.”
The works of love are thus often imitated by those who
have no love and yet desire to enjoy the praise of love.
Here again a companion piece is introduced, and
once more a superlative, namely an extreme case of

self-sacriﬁce: “if I deliver my body over in order that
I be burned.”

The idea usually connected with this
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burning is that of martyrdom by ﬁre. The difﬁculty
connected with this interpretation is the fact that we
have no record of an instance of this kind of martyrdom occurring during Paul’s time. Various conjectures
are offered to aid us, namely that Paul may be thinking of Dan. 3 :19, etc., or of II Macc. 7, or of the tortur-

ing of witnesses by means of glowing tin, which Seneca
calls ignis. But Paul speaks about himself, and he was
a Roman citizen, and these were not tortured at all.
This statement applies also to him as a possible martyr

— as a Roman he could not be executed by burning.
Other cases of voluntary burning such as that of
the Indian sophist who accompanied Alexander, of another Indian at Athens, and of Proteus at Olympia are
sporadic and conﬂict with Paul’s thought because these
men merely despised life and threw it away with stoic
indifference; they merely committed spectacular suicide. Paul pictures an act of supreme self-sacriﬁce that

is made with a pretense of love for others, it is a companion piece to the giving away of all possessions. Since
Paul speaks hypothetically in both instances, and since
we know about no actual cases of either kind, it seems
best to abide by the hypotheses and to go no farther.
Both are suppositions of an extreme action and no
more. These acts are apparently prompted by love yet
in reality are not the result of love.
The form xavaﬁawpai is extensively discussed by the

grammarians. The variant Kavxﬁawpali “in order that
I may glory,” does not deserve enough attention to

earn a place in the margin of the R. V. It ruins the
thought, for self-glory is a decided evidence of the lack
of love for others. Although it is found in three important texts (Aleph, A, and B) and in some of lesser
importance, it ought to be discarded. This leaves
muoyjmpai and Kavﬂﬁoouat, both of which are merely
future indicatives. The long and the short 0 were used
interchangeably in a few indicative forms, R. 200, etc. ;
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also 324. We agree with B.-D. 28 in rejecting the Byzantine future subjunctive for this passage, which R.
876, 1216 willingly acéepts on the strength of the use

of the long vowel.
For the third time, like a refrain, comes the addition: “yet have not love.” This is the one constant
amid the variants of gifts, abilities, and deeds. This
constant is decisive, all else is not. Let what I do be
ever so sublime, without love “I proﬁt nothing.” Here
there is another step in the gradation : ﬁrst, the gift itself
is likened to the sound of brass; next, the man who has
the gifts is said to be nothing; ﬁnally, any credit or
proﬁt that might come to him from God for his deeds
is declared nothing. “0 how many marks of immortal
human fame are mortal before God and do not follow
their doers because they have not been made alive by
immortal love l” Besser. The inside of many a deed
is different from the outside, and God always lifts the
cover, yea, for his eyes no cover exists.
In this ﬁrst part of Paul’s chapter on love he estab—
lishes Love's Supreme Value by showing how nothing
avails without it. The greatest gifts and the grandest
deeds together with all their greatness and their grand-

ness are nothing, make us nothing, and bring us nothing if love be absent. Solemn and deep the dull refrain
runs through these verses: “yet have not love,” and
not a syllable is changed. A narrowing downward also
appears as we proceed: one might easily speak with
tongues and yet lack love; he might less easily know all

mysteries, etc., and be without love; and least of all do
we expect kind acts and self-sacriﬁce without at least
some love. When it comes to writing so as to put the

richest thought into every word and clause, inspiration
forever exceeds what human genius can do. While these
three verses are negative in form they, nevertheless,
imply a corresponding afﬁrmative thought, namely that
with love present in the heart all gifts and all works
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beCome the treasures which God intends them to be
for their possessor.

'

4) First, love absent; now, love present; hence
also we three times have the subj ect 1‘; dya'my. The Greek
idiom, like the German, can use the article with abstract nouns. If, as Paul shows, love has such immense
value, what really is love? Instead of attempting a
deﬁnition -Paul gives us a rich description. By being
placed before our eyes in what it does and does not do
this mother of all virtues is made known to us. When
we see love thus, its value appears anew, but from a

different angle, namely that of its own characteristic
features. Paul personiﬁes love. Olshausen says that
he does this because love is never perfectly represented
in any one individual Christian. So this photograph of
love is given us in order that we may hold it alongside
of our love to see whether the two are as exactly alike
as they ought to be.
Love suffers long, is benignant; love envies not;
love vaunts not itself, is not puffed up, acts not unseemly, seeks not its own, is not provoked; takesno
account of the had; rejoices not over unrighteousness but rejoices with the truth; suﬂers all things,

believes all things, hopes all things, endures all
things.
The love which Paul describes goes out to our
brethren and to our fellow men. “Love suffers long.”
This ﬁrst stroke of the brush shows that we are to be
given a portrait of Christian love as it ﬁnds itself

amid the sins, evils, and trials of a fallen world. Trench
distinguishes paxpogupia as referring to persons from
inropomi as referring to things. In the Scriptures “longsuﬂering” has to do with injurious persons and does
not let their ignorant, mean, or malicious actions
arouse the resentment and the anger which they deserve.
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“Endurance,” {VITO/1.01M; (see {we/1.5m in v. 7) deals
with trials under which it bears up with noble courage.
Only “longsulfering,” ,iuxpoolv/rta, and never {iv-rayon} is naturally ascribed also to God. Men may resist and antagonize God and thus arouse him to anger. When he
withholds his anger he “suffers long.” Mere things
cannot arouse God; trials, tribulations, persecutions do
not apply to God, hence he cannot manifest {mayor/7},

literally, “remaining under.” When Paul thus names
the ability to suffer long as the ﬁrst feature of love,
we should note that this is a Godlike feature. The
world is full of evil men, and even in our brethren

much evil meets us. When this evil strikes us, and our
natural reaction would be resentment, indignation,

anger, bitter words, blows perhaps, then love steps in,
“suffers long,” keeps calm, endures, and does this continually no matter how long the offense may persist.

Paired with this more passive side of love is a corresponding active side: love “is benignant,” xp1/0'TeucTaL,
shows its possessor to be quaro’s‘, useful, helpful, friend-

ly. Trench remarks that this benignitas was predominantly the character of Christ’s ministry, which
dispensed deeds of gentle kindness among all the lowly
and the needy with whom he came in contact. Thus to
Godlike “longsuﬁering” there is added Christlike “benignity.”
Paul does not describe love to us in the role of performing great, wonderful, and astounding deeds; he
prefers to show us how the inner heart of love looks
when it is placed among sinful men and weak and
needy brethren. He does not picture love in ideal surroundings of friendship and affection where each individual embraces and kisses the other but in the hard
surroundings of a bad world and a faulty church where
distressing inﬂuences bring out the positive power and

value of love.
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There now follows a list of negatives, the last of
which is paired with its opposite “rejoices not . . . but
rejoices.” “Love envies not,” at {mi (from an, to
seethe), is without selﬁsh zeal, the passion of jealousy
and envy. The term is used also in a noble sense with
reference to honorable emulation, but in the New
Testament it is used only in the ignoble sense. When
love sees another prosperous, rich, high, gifted it is
pleased and glad of his advantages. Love never detracts from the praise that is due another nor tries to
make him seem less and self seem more by comparison.
The practice of the world is the opposite. The negatives
used in Paul’s description suggest corresponding positives. Instead of being envious love is satisﬁed with
its own portion and glad of another’s greater portion.
A natural companion 'to lack of envy is lack of
boasting: “love vaunts not itself," air wepwepderac, it
never becomes a réprrepos, a braggard. The very idea
is foreign to its humble nature.
Behind boastful bragging there lies conceit, an
overestimation of one’s own importance, abilities, or
achievements. Hence the next step: “is not puffed up.”
From envy to boasting, from boasting to pufﬁng oneself up is a natural sequence in the psychology of lovelessness. He that exalteth himself shall be abased; he
that humbleth himself shall be exalted. Thus in this
case the positive virtue is Christian humility and lowliness of mind.
Paul has mentioned being puffed up repeatedly in
4:6, 18, 19; 5:2; 8:1. Yet the conclusion which some
draw, that Paul’s description of love, especially its negative side, is derived from manifestations which he
found among the Corinthians, is too narrow. Paul describes love as it really is with allof its main characteristic features. Even if Corinth had not existed,
every line of this description would be true. In regard
to some points, Where we know the loveless tendencies
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of the Corinthians, we see these very tendencies contradicted by Paul’s picture of love. These applications
are, however, only incidental and may in a similar way
be made to any other congregation and do not as such
dominate the picture here sketched.
5) The next link in the chain is that love “acts
not unseemly,” of; daxnpovd, contrary to the Uxﬁpa, form,
fashion, or manner that is proper. When pride puffs
up the heart, unseemly bearing and conduct naturally
follow. Tactlessness forgets its own place and fails
to accord to others their proper dues of respect, honor,
or consideration. Love is forgetful of self and thoughtful toward others. Paul himself is a good example.
No matter where he might ﬁnd himself, among friends
or foes, before people or before rulers and kings, he
always knew how to act as became his station and the
position into which he was placed. “Who taught this
tentmaker such noble and beautiful manners, such perfeet tact in all his bearing, that even the great in this
world were 'compelled to respect him?” Besser thus
points to the positive feature suggested by Paul’s negative statement, the propriety of bearing and conduct.
See Trench regarding oxﬁpn.
The proper bearing of love is due to its genuine unselﬁshness, for love “seeks not its own,” the things
that belong to oneself, one’s own pleasure, proﬁt, honor,
etc. True love is always unselﬁsh. How easily said,
how hard to attain! Selﬁshness lies at the root of a
thousand evils and sins in the world and in the church:
between rich and poor, capital and labor, nation and
nation, man and man, church member and church
member. Cure selﬁshness, and you plant a Garden of
Eden. As when one draws a beautiful face and makes
one feature after another stand out until the eyes at
last light up the whole and give it complete expression,
so in this portrait of love the inspired artist paints the

eyes full of unselﬁshness, seeking in every glance not
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their own but that which is another’s. Yes, this is love:
no envy, no boasting, no pride, no unseemliness because it is altogether unselﬁsh. Not for self (negative)
= for others (positive).
If we bear in mind this trait of unselﬁshness we

shall the better understand the next feature: “is not
provoked,” of) napogﬁvemc (our word “paroxysm”) , is not
embittered or enraged by abuse, wrong, insult, injury.

While love treats others with kindness, consideration,
unselﬁshness it, in turn, receives much of the opposite.

Paul’s life was full of such experience especially from
his brethren in the ﬂesh who ought to have especially

loved him. He did not accuse them, Acts 28 :19; he did
the opposite: “Bless them which persecute you,” Rom.
12 :14. Instead of vicious outbursts (negative) he
entertained good wishes and gave blessings (positive).
Closely connected with this attitude is the follow-

ing: “love takes no account of the evil,” 01': Aoyiceral 76
Kaxdu. “Thinketh no bad” in the A. V. misses the sense
of the verb and overlooks the article: “the evil,” the
baseness or meanness which is inﬂicted upon us; not
“evil” as it inheres in our own minds and hearts. This
pairs with the preceding characteristic. This also explains the verb. Love keeps no account book for the
entry of wrongs on the debit side which are eventually
to be balanced on the credit side with payments received when satisfaction is obtained for these wrongs.
Love forgets to charge any wrong done to itself. It is
neither enraged at the moment, nor does it hold a
grudge in vindictiveness afterward. Chrysostom has
well said: “As a spark falls into the sea and does not
harm the sea, so harm may be done to a loving soul and
is soon quenched without disturbing the soul.” We
ought to note that m" /\O‘/I.l€60’6al. is the very verb used to
describe the pardoning act of God: he does not impute

to us our guilt, Ps. 32:2; Rom. 4:8; I] Cor. 5:19; but
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imputes to us righteousness for Christ's sake, Rom.
4;6-11; 22-25; James 2:23.
6)
In fact, love has no pleasure in wrong at all:
it “rejoices not over unrighteousness.” In 75 Kaxév the
quality of meanness in the act itself is exposed; in 7‘;

dam’a the quality that runs counter to the norm of
divine right, God’s Sim]. Thus God’s verdict stands
against the act; he pronounces it unrighteous. Anything that is wrong in God’s sight grieves a heart that
is full of love, not merely because the wrong hurts the

one to whom it is done, but especially because God
is displeased with the wrong and must punish the
wrongdoer. Instead of rejoicing over the wrong (negative) love grieves over the wrong (positive).

For this last link in the negative statements Paul
himself supplies the positive counterpart: love “rejoices with the truth,” not “in the truth,” A. V. It

is evident that the verbs are opposites: “rejoice not”
-—“rejoice with”; but it is not so evident that “unrighteousness” and “truth” are also opposites. Paul

has more of these surprising opposites; this is due to
the penetration of his thinking. Compare Rom. 2:8:
they that disobey the truth but obey unrighteousness.
“Truth” is the gospel verity, the divine, saving reality.

Where unrighteousness prevails truth is of necessity
absent. Unrighteousness prevails where the heart has
pleasure in it, loves it, and thus rejoices in it. There
the love that Paul describes is absent. But where the
heart “rejoices with the truth,” embraces it gladly,
ﬁnds pleasure in possessing it, there unrighteousness is
driven out.

Paul’s theme, 7‘, dydmy, deals with the ethical side of
gospel truth, i. e., with the conduct that rests on the

saving reality of Christ and the gospel. This love ﬁnds
pleasure in every progress which truth makes in the
hearts of men, namely in every bit of their conduct
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which shows that they love and obey this truth. Thus
we see how love grieves over unrighteousness but rejoices with the truth. Yet 013;! in the verb does not
personify the truth as if truth itself rejoices and love
associated itself with truth in this rejoicing. The preposition indicates sympathetic inclination, and the
dative “with the truth” is the object toward which this
sympathetic joy inclines.
7) After the negative Paul now makes some positive statements. Yet these negatives and these positives are not merely grammatical. They are more. The
former declare: “Nothing of this—nothing of this,
etc.”; then the latter exclaim: “All of this—all of
this, etc.” Thus Paul completes “the golden chain” of
his praise of love, each jewel matches the next until the
characterization is complete.
Love “suffers all things,” min-a. arc'yec. In the classics
this verb usually means “to cover,” “to fend off,” from
which the meaning “to endure,” “to suffer" is derived
as in 9 :12 and in the present connection. The English
“beareth all things” should not lead us to think of a
' load that is placed upon and held up by the arms of
love. The ﬁgure has reference to enduring and quietly
suffering inﬂictions. Love never complains that it is
made to endure and to suffer too much; its capacity
for suffering is very great. Remember all that the
Lord’s love suffered.
Love “believes all things” and refuses to yield to
suspicions of doubt. The ﬂesh is ready to believe all
things about a brother and a fellow man in an evil

sense. Love does the opposite, it is conﬁdent to the
last.

Here and in the next statement mim is to be

understood in the good sense: “all that is best,” while
in the ﬁrst and in the ﬁnal statement “all” is to be taken
in the bad sense: “all-that is worst." Thus the four
“all” are placed chiastically. Luther writes in explanation of the Eighth Commandment: “Excuse him, speak
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well of him, and put the best construction on everything.”
Love “hopes all things.” This is, however, not the
hope which is directed to God in expectation of all
good gifts from him but the hope that is directed toward our brethren and our fellow men, which expects
what is best from them. Paul hoped in the case of the
obdurate Jews and ceased not his prayers and his labors. Hope knows no pessimism. Yet the basis for this
hope of love is not mere natural optimism but the effective grace of Jesus Christ. Love always expects that
grace to conquer and to win its way.
Finally, love “endures all things” in the sense of
brave perseverance. “The man ﬁroye'vec, ‘endures,’ who

under a great siege of trials bears up and does not lose
heart and courage,” Trench. Etymologically this verb
means “to remain under,” hence it is the opposite of
«tawny, ﬂeeing away and giving up in defeat. When we
deﬁned “longsuﬁering” we already saw that inrolwmf
refers to things and not to persons. We hold out under

pain, injury, and the like.
In these four statements the inner power of love
is revealed: her head is held high, her eye is bright
and shining, her hand steady and true, her heart strong
with strength from above. This love has rightly been
called “the greatest thing in the world.” Paul does not
describe love in its greatest works, sacriﬁces, martyr-

doms, triumphs; he goes into the ordinary circumstances of life as we meet them day by day and shows

us the picture of love as it must be under these. We
ﬁnd ready excuses when great things are made the goal
of our attainment; Paul cuts off all such excuses. Be
a true, everyday Christian in the exercise of love, then
all great triumphs of love will take care of themselves.
He who fails in the ordinary works of love will not
even have an opportunity when the supreme moment

for the performance of the extraordinary arrives.
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8) First, it is love that lends value to gifts and- to
works; secondly, it is love that has its value in itself;
and now thirdly, it is love that in value outranks all
else. Or we may say that Paul shows the value of love
1) by its absence, 2) by its presence, 3) by comparison.
Love is permanent, all else passes away. Thus love is
the greatest.
Love never falls; but whether prophecies, they
shall be done away; whether tongues, they shall
cease; whether knowledge, it shall be done away.
The verb used is «(met (some texts have e'K-rrirr‘ra, “falls
away”), “falls" so as to disappear and to be gone.
Luther translates hoeret nimmer auf. “Without change
of its inner essence love passes over into eternal joy
because it is eternal life already in time,” Besser. And
as love never ceases, so also “its operations, its life and
blessings, its beauty and power,” Osiander.
The connective Se’ is adversative and prevents us
from translating: “Love never falls even if prophecies
shall be done away,” etc. The verbs are omitted in the
three protases. We may leave them out when we translate into English: “whether prophecies . . . whether
tongues,” etc.; or we may insert them: “whether there
are (not: be) prophecies,” etc. The “prophecies” are
either the charismatic gifts themselves or the exercise
of these gifts, actual acts of prophesying but not the
facts or the truths prophesied, for they, too, endure.
.Even the conditional form: “whether there are prophecies,” etc., points to the temporary character of these
gifts; for even now these gifts are at certain times
withheld by the Spirit. But aside from temporary ces-

sation the point will at last he reached when all of the
instructive and the admonitory features of “prophecy”
will no longer be needed, and when all of its revelatory
phases will be fulﬁlled and will thus be superseded.
Then all prophecies “shall be done away,” literally,
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shall be put out of commission by being rendered useless.
The gift of prophecy is certainly wonderful, highly

to be prized, altogether necessary for the church —
think of the highest exponents of prophecy in the Old
Testament and also of those in the New. Yet eventually

there shall be no more prophets even of the lower type,
those who only teach and admonish. The line of proph-

ets will cease, and the work and the results of prophets
will no longer be needed.

This is also true regarding “tongues,” this remarkable gift to the early church. Paul writes: “they shall
cease,” stop, and they have, indeed, stopped long ago.
The verb wat‘aowat is exactly suited to the subject. A

speaker “pauses” and speaks no more; so tongues shall
lapse into complete silence.

“Knowledge,” too, shall disappear, namely the intellectual gift of formulating, coordinating, and setting
forth with clearness the divine truth so that men’s
minds may grasp its contents, 12 :8. This, too, is a gift

which is intended to serve us only in our present imperfect state. With reference to this gift Paul uses the
same verb which he had employed when he was speaking about prophecies: “shall be done away,” put out
of commission because they are no longer serviceable.
The least importance is attached to tongues, they shall
just naturally turn into silence. Prophecies and knowledge are far more important and, as the same verb that
is employed with reference to both shows, belong to the
same class. God shall ﬁnally put them aside; he is the
agent back of the two passive verbs.
Paul is speaking regarding the consummation when
Christ shall return in glory, and when the kingdom
of grace shall merge into the kingdom of glory. Then
all need of prophets will cease and also all need of the
revelations which they have made to us here below and

of the instructions and the admonition which they gave
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us, for heaven itself will reveal all of its mysteries
to us directly. Tongues and languages such as we
know at present shall no longer be needed, for all of
us shall understand and speak the perfect language of
heaven. Study, reasoning, and learning will no longer
be needed, for instead of this gift which was granted
to only a few and on which the many depend the new
earth shall be ﬁlled with the heavenly knowledge of
the glory of the Lord as the waters cover the sea, Hab.
2:14. But love? — love shall not pass away with these,
for it is not a possession that serves only earthly and
temporal purposes.

.

9) For we know in part, and we prophesy in
part; but when the complete shall come, that in part
shall be done away. Here there is stated the reason
that two of these gifts shall not and cannot endure.
Other reasons might be added, but this one is all-sufﬁcient for the apostle’s purpose. The tongues are not
again mentioned, which is an indication that they are
on a far lower plane although the Corinthians would
rank them as being on a level with the other two and
most certainly would value them higher than love.
Tongues and languages in general as we know them
here are evidently not to endure eternally. The penalty
inﬂicted at Babel is not to be carried over into the other
world. As the mention of tongues is omitted, so in v. 8
Paul does not speak about the “faith” that he mentioned in v. 2. He would probably regard it as necessary to add a lengthy explanation in order to differentiate this “faith” from the one which he intends to men-

tion at the end of his discussion. The phrase in pépm
is placed forward for the sake of emphasis; it is the
opposite of in 106 «av-r69.

Our knowing is “in part,” partial, and thus inadequate. We never know with full comprehension, full
penetration, complete mastery. In all our knowing
there is something left that we do not know, a beyond
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to which our little brain and our intellectual ability do
not reach. Knowledge attains a depth of miles, and
our mind is a line that is only a few fathoms long;
how can we hope to sound it?
This is also true with regard to prophesying. We
constantly come to impassable barriers. Speculation
tries to leap over them but fails to reach anything save
uncertainties. Therefore, too, it is a prime theological
and a Christian virtue to be satisﬁed with the limits
which the Word sets for us, and' never to try to go
beyond them. Such a limitation seems humiliating to
many, but their efforts to go beyond the limits set lead
them only into bogs and swamps of error. Even many
of the truths which the Scriptures present to us — how
inadequately do we apprehend them intellectually: the
Trinity, the Incarnation, the workings of providence,
etc.! Ever we arrive where Paul arrived in Rom. 11:33.
This is true in regard to even the far lower domain
of nature: we know only in part. What are matter, life,
light, electricity, and a thousand other things? We
know not what they are; we know only this or that
about them. In the words of a noted scientist: Ignoramus, ignorabz'mus; we do not know, we shall not know.
The pride of so many scientists is pricked and deﬂated
by this little phrase “in part.”
Yet this discounting of knowledge and of prophecy
is not to destroy the value of what we do know and

what has been revealed to us. For to know God and
Christ in faith is life eternal for us, John 17:3. But all
of the forms of our earthly knowing and our prophesying of spiritual things serve only an earthly and a
temporal purpose. Both shall eventually be vastly surpassed.

107

This shall occur “when the complete shall

come.” That is u’mov which has reached the rim: or
goal in comparison with what is still undeveloped or
on the way. Here the incomplete state in which we
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now live forms the contrast. We are able to know and
to pr0phesy only in a partial and an incomplete way;
A complete state will eventually come, 1'5 n’Aeuw, when
we shall attain the goal for which we are now striving.
In other connections Tamas denotes the state of mature
manhood in contradistinction from a mime; or «dis. See
Trench.
The aorist subjunctive my marks the great future
moment when the goal shall be reached, namely the

Parousia of Christ. Then this entire state of imperfection which is now evident upon the earth will be abolished, for it will have served its purpose. An entirely
new way of apprehending, of seeing, and of knowing
shall take its place. Even then we shall not know all
things— omniscience belongs to God alone, and
even the angels do not know the deep things of God,
which only the Spirit of God searches. In heaven we
shall know in a heavenly manner.
The phrase in [.Iépovs does not mean “fragmentary.”
This view introduces the idea that we have only a fragment of knowledge here and there, and that from these
fragments we are unable to construct anything that is
complete until our knowledge shall ﬁnally see things
as a Whole. A misleading application is then sometimes
made. We are to consider each fragment by itself,
are not to combine them in any way, we are especially
not to draw conclusions from one fragment to another

when we construct the Analogy of Faith, nor to harmonize one statement of Scripture with another when
a contradiction seems to appear. Yet the fact of the
matter is that the Scriptures place an entire system
of spiritual knowledge before us, articles of faith that
are well articulated and joined together. Yet this entire
body of coordinated knowledge is 6'1: pe'povs‘, partial, able
to convey to us only a part of the full reality which we
shall at last come to know. Melanchthon stimulated
his love for dying by thinking about the joy of know-
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ing the mysteries of the Holy Trinity no longer merely

“in part” but in the complete heavenly manner.
11)

A beautiful analogy illustrates Paul’s mean-

ing. When I was a child I spoke as a child, I had
the interests of a child, I reasoned as a child; now
that I have become a man I have put away the things
of the child.

Paul compares his childhood with our present state
and his manhood, which is so different from childhood

and such an advance upon it, with our future state of
glory. With the reference to his childhood he illustrates

6K ,iépous, and with the reference to attaining his manhood he pictures 1’6 re’Acwv. Also this point of comparison is true: the child is in the man when he is fully
developed; so we who are now in lowliness will be the
individuals who are eventually gloriﬁed. Yet the child
cannot expect more than to speak and to act as a child;
so we must now expect to know and to prophesy only
“in part.” When the goal of manhood is reached, “the
things of the child” (so the Greek and not “childish

things,” as in our versions) are put away. So when
we reach 16 «law, the heavenly completeness, we shall

put away what was formerly “in part.”
The verb £¢p6mw points to the thoughts, the interests, and the strivings of a child while aoyigéyqv refers
to the reasoning. The imperfect tenses picture habitual
actions of the past. Paul’s analogy is general and

should not be stressed so as to make the child’s speaking analogous to speaking with tongues in the church,

and the child’s thinking analogous with prophesying
in the church.
The two perfect tenses have their usual present

implication. Yet the force of yéyoua may be questioned.
It may be regarded as having aoristic force, R. 898,
etc.: “when I became,” and stress the point of becoming. But it may be regarded as having a strong present

force as is done in the R. V. which even adds “now” to
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make this evident: “now that I am become.” It is a
ﬁne point of distinction which the grammarians may
discuss. The other verb is simpler: “I have put away”
the things of a child, and they remain thus put away.
12) In v. 11 Paul uses the typical singular “I”
when he is speaking about that which is true with
respect to all of us. He individualizes and makes

concrete the truth which he expounds. He might
have continued to.use"‘I” in v. 12. But with a masterly touch he inserts one clause which has the plural

“we” in the verb and thereby shows that every “I”
refers to all of us. For-we now see by means of a

mirror in a dark saying but then face to face; now
I know in part, but then I shall know fully even as
also I have been known fully.

Paul is explaining the point of his illustration used
in v. 11 and hence has the connective “for.” “We see”
needs no object, for the seeing itself is stressed no
matter what the object may be. This seeing is done “by
means of a mirror,” which makes it imperfect. The
ancients used metal mirrors, yet we should not suppose
that these mirrors were dull and offered only a dim
reﬂection; they were bright enough. The tertium comparatiom's is found in the fact that as we see only the

reﬂection and not the person or the object itself in a
mirror, so we, who are children and know only in part,
now see the divine realities only as they are reﬂected
in the mirror of the Word and not directly as they are
in fact.
The preposition Sui indicates a medium or a means
which intervenes between us and the object of our

sight. The fact of the matter is that God himself produced this medium. He descends to us in the Word
and speaks about heavenly realities in a human way,
for the Word is couched in human expressions. Only

in this way can we become cognizant of the heavenly
truth. To speak in a heavenly way would defeat his
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purpose; and to show us heavenly realities directly
without the mirror of the Word would simply blind
and destroy us.
The phrase 3v azytypan is well rendered by Luther:

in einem dunklen Watt and should not be separated
from its context by a comma, for army» is a dark say-

ing; and even in Num. 12:8, 01’: 86 ainypdrwv, whence
Paul may have borrowed this term, the idea of “sayings” should be retained. Yet the phrase does not introduce a new ﬁgure, and Paul is thus not guilty of mixing
ﬁgures. The phrase is to be understood literally. Paul'
himself interprets his ﬁgure of seeing by means of
a mirror. This adding of literal expressions to ﬁgurative terms by way of interpretation is often misunderstood. In his Parables Trench calls it Biblical allegory,
a weaving together of ﬁgures and reality. It is extensively used in the Scriptures. The most perfect example
is the allegory of the Vine and the Branches in John
15 where the ﬁgure and the meaning are intertwined
almost throughout.
The translation “darkly” makes the phrase adverbial and loses the idea of “saying.” An “enigma"
is always a saying, one that does not as yet offer full

clearness but leaves much for future solution. It must
thus be received by faith and will eventually be followed by sight, II Cor. 5:7. The Scriptures regularly
employ earthly terms when they are speaking about
divine and supernatural realities. Think of the par-

ables, the types, thousands of comparisons, Paul’s use
of human illustrations in this very connection. All of
these are riddles more or less. The statement that Paul
cannot call the Word of God an enigma is answered by
the consideration that he is speaking relatively, by way
of comparison with the future perfect revelation. Melanchthon writes: Verbum em‘m est velut involucmm
illt'us area/me et mimndae rei, quam in vita, coelestt'
comm aspiciemus.
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There is no need to introduce the rabbinical tradition regarding Num. 12:8, concerning Moses and the
prophets, in which it is stated that Moses saw God
through a window of single glass while the prophets

saw him through one of nine thicknesses. Nor will it
aid us to learn that a certain kind of window was
known in these early times, which was made of lapis
speculaﬁs (isinglass) , called speculum; yet these were
not called ana'fpa but Simpa.

“Now” we see imperfectly, “then," when we reach
heaven, “face to face,” which we may regard as an adverbial expression modifying “we shall see” under-

stood. The preposition arpés is quite often used to indicate “living relationship and intimate converse," R.
625. In this manner God sees us now; we shall also
arrive at this directness and no longer need the medium
of the Word. Thus we shall see Jesus as he is, I John
3:2; yea, even God himself, Matt. 5:8; whereas we are
now able to see both only in the Word and more dimly
in their works in nature. This direct seeing will be
the height of joy and blessedness.
Paul repeats: “Now I know in part,” again with
concrete personal individualization in order to place

over against this the glorious heavenly opposite: “but
then,” etc.

AS a translation Of e'myvéa'opat K0361? Kai.

e‘mméooyv the American Committee of the R. V. offers:
“then I shall know fully even as also I have been known
fully,” and differentiates the compound verb from the
simple form. The addition of the preposition to the
simple verb makes the sense intensive and perfective,

a knowing which penetrates completely, R. 827 ; C.-K.;
Trench. Even the simple yméam denotes the knowing
of loving appropriation, knowing as one’s own. Compare Matt. 7 :23: “I never knew you,” i. e., as my own;
John 10:14: “I know mine own, and mine own know
me.” The dogmaticians very properly call this noscere
cum afectu et efectu.

Fi-rst Corinthians 13:12, 13
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The aorist “have been known fully” is constative

and includes all of God’s knowledge regarding Paul and
sums all of it up in one point. Commentators mention
especially Paul’s election and his conversion as being
included in this knowing. Yet we should be careful not
to restrict the force of this verb in any way. As God’s
direct and all-penetrating knowledge takes into account
every one of his children already in eternity and, of
course, through all of life, so we, too, shall at last know
God directly and completely to the highest degree in

which this is possible for his children.
13)

The conclusion of Paul’s description is as

perfect in every way as are all of the other lines of
the picture. And now remains faith, hope, love, these
three; yet the greatest of these love. The simplicity
of the words united with the loftiest meaning is the

height of beauty. The last word is 1'; dydm—yes, that
should be the ﬁnal note.
“Now” is not temporal but logical. Paul is not saying that faith, hope, and love remain only now, for this
life; he says the very opposite: all three remain forever. “But now”=considering all of the gifts that
shall be put away completely and the abilities that shall
be transformed such as knowledge -— how about love?
We have already learned that love never falls, v. 8.
But more must be said, something that lifts love to its

highest pinnacle so that, when this ﬁnal excellence is
mentioned, nothing remains to be added regarding love.
This is, however, not the idea that, while all else is put
away or changed, love remains and outlasts all of them.
This is not the fact. Paul says that no less than three
remain: faith, hope, and love. The verb is quite em-

phatic because of its position and refers to all three
of the subjects equally. The fact that it is a singular
makes no difference. This is often the case when a
number of subjects in the singular follow the verb,
and it implies that each of these subjects is to be refer-
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red to the verb; besides, Tc‘l. «rpza rat'rra, a neuter plural,
calls for a singular verb, R. 405. “These three,” Paul
says, “remain,” and not merely one of the three.
In a certain way faith will cease and be turned into sight (II Cor. 5:7), namely inasmuch as the Word,
the present medium for faith, will be taken away when
we at last see Christ as he is. In another way faith remains eternally, for our trust in the Triune God shall

never cease. To all eternity faith connects us with God
and with salvation. For this reason Paul writes: “And
now remains faith.”
This is equally true with regard to hope. In Rom.
8:24, etc., hope as a sure expectation that is based on
solid realities is compared with its coming consummation, the ﬁnal possession and enjoyment of all for
which we now hope. That is quite different from what
Paul says here about hope. Hope remains as the expectation of the ever-new unfolding of glory in the
future state. Heaven is not one everlasting monotony

which, once attained, leaves nothing further to expect.
The angels sing ever-new praises to God. So we, too,
shall pass from one to another of the joys which God
has prepared for us.
It is naturally difﬁcult for us to speak on this subject because of our present inferior knowledge. For

one thing, eternity is not time, not even an endless
stretch of time, but timelessness, the opposite of time,
Rev. 10 :6. Yet we are fettered to conceptions of time
even when we try to think in terms of eternity. So we
can speak about heaven only in a poor, human way.
But the glories of heaven are inexhaustible, and we
shall never get through exploring them. Thus Paul
writes: “And now remains hope.”
His sentence is so constructed that if faith and hope
remained only until we enter heaven, love, too, would
remain only that long. It is impossible to drop faith
and hope at the golden portal and to take only love with
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us. Such a construction is made impossible in still another way, namely when Paul adds with strong em-

phasis: “these three.” He ties a band about these three
as if, after naming them, he asks us to stop a moment

and to contemplate these three which constitute one
great unit, the supreme class of spiritual possessions,
the class that endures eternally in contrast with the

other class which endures only for time.

And now there comes- the ﬁnal surprise. Paul has
combined faith, hope,‘ and love into one great unit
possession that is marked by endless endurance and is
distinguished from all other possessions. After all,
love must then share its throne with two others. After
all, we must then discount What was said about its
high position. This is the very effect which Paul
wishes to create. With one stroke all such thoughts
are changed: “yet the greatest of these love.” There is
no reason for translating the comparative “£ng with
the English comparative “greater” as is done in the
margin of the R. V. In the Greek of the New Testament period the distinction between the comparative
and the superlative began to be erased, R. 668. This
is not the case in English. Hence, when in the Greek
three are concerned, we may have “greater,” but in
English this would be incorrect, we must say
“greatest.”
Paul simply makes the assertion and leaves us
with the question as to how love is the greatest of
the trio. One thing is, of course, clear: love is not
greatest because it outlasts faith and hope but because
it outranks these two. But how does it outrank them?
The best answer is that of Bengel: Ac Deus non.
dicitur ﬁdes out spes absolute, amor dicitu'r. Love
alone makes us like God. “For love is of God; and
everyone that loveth is born of God, and knoweth God,”

I John 4:7. Also v. 12: “If we love one another, God
dwelleth in us, and his love is perfected in us.” Espec-
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ially v. 16: “God is love; and he that dwelleth' in love
dwelleth in God, and God in him.”
What John says regarding our love while we are in

this earthly state may surely be used to cast a light
upon our state above where it will be love that brings
us into the fullest union and communion with God.

It

is faith’s nature to receive, but love gives; and giving
is greater than receiving. God’s fullest purpose is
attained in us when we are ﬁlled with love. Hope
also looks forward to receiving, but love is full possession and completed joy.

And for every new joy

which hope receives in heaven love will be the response
on our part. When we come to rest on the bosom of
God, it will be by love.

CHAPTER XIV
III.

Prophecy and Tongues.

Chapter 14

The preparation has been made. Paul has instructed the Corinthians concerning spiritual gifts in
general, chapter 12; he has in addition impressed upon
them the value of love and its supreme necessity in the
exercise of all spiritual gifts. With all this clearly
before his readers, Paul now takes up the gift of
tongues. The Corinthians overestimated this gift and

thus became unbalanced. Paul now proceeds to correct
this mistake. He does it by showing at some length
that prophecy is the most needful and the most fruitful
gift for the church. He makes an extended comparison
between prophecy and tongues and thereby brings to
view the inferiority of the latter. A few needful reg-

ulations are appended at the end, v. 26-40.
1)
Pursue love, yet strive zealously for the spiritual gifts, but rather that you prophesy. The transi-

tion is simple and perfect.

After what has been said

about the value of love only one admonition is in place:

“Pursue love !”

While in both the Greek and the Eng-

lish this verb has lost most of its ﬁgurative meaning,
it has lost none of its strength. In the classics we have

Bluﬁmy with objects such as “honors,” “pleasure,” “the
good,” etc., Liddell and Scott.

Paul thus very properly

bids the Corinthians “pursue love” in order to obtain
it and through it to enrich their hearts. We pursue love
when we set our hearts earnestly to practice love.
“Yet,” 85’, adds something, but something that is
different. Here it is zealous striving for the spiritual
gifts. Paul has already said: “Strive zealously for
the greater charismata,” 12:31. He repeats that admonition by using the same verb (see the remarks
on 12:31) but a different noun. For “charismata”
(575)
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are both “gracious gifts” and “spiritual possessions"
that come from the Holy Spirit. The plural form of
the verb and the plural object are explained in connection with 12:31. While Paul emphasizes the fact that
love is the supreme need for the proper use of all gifts
he wants love to have gifts that are of effective use in
the church. Gifts are the hands through which love
serves.
All such gifts are to be desired.

But some are

“greater,” 12:31, and thus to be preferred.

Paul

accordingly writes that the Corinthians are to strive

zealously for the most useful of all gifts: “but rather
that you prophesy.”

The comparison in “rather,”

which is strengthened by 8i, lies between the other gifts
and this important one, prophecy. The Iva clause is
subﬁnal and is here an object clause, the object of the
verb “strive zealously." In English it is translated
“that you prophesy” (not “may prophesy"). On this
subﬁnal i'va. consult R. 991, etc. All of the older commentators and translators ﬁnd a purpose in these i'va.
clauses, which is incorrect.
2)

The transition has been made, and now the

new subject is at once taken up: “What value is to
be attached to the gift of tongues?” Very little in

comparison with prophecy. The reason is advanced
by ydp. It consists in a comparison between prophecy

and tongues. For he that speaks in a tongue speaks
not unto men but unto God, for no one understands,
but in spirit he speaks mysteries. But he that prophesies speaks unto men ediﬁcation and admonition
and consolation. This states the difference with full
clearness. It rests on love and thus on the beneﬁt
wrought for the church by the gift. On this score
prophecy outranks tongues in a decided way.

The man who speaks in a foreign language in
reality speaks not unto men but only unto God. “For
no one understands” makes this plain. The people

First Corinthians 1.; :2, 3
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hear the speaking, but they do not comprehend the
meaning of what is said. Since an individual speaks
at a deﬁnite moment, the singular “in a tongue” is in
place. Regarding the subject of tongues see the remarks on 12:10.
“No one understands” does not
mean absolutely no one, for one who has the gift of
interpretation, i. e., who is conversant with the particular foreign language used, would understand. Paul

himself speaks about the possible presence of an interpreter, v. 27, 28; in fact, the speaker himself may be
able to act as an interpreter, v. 5, 13. But in this
opening statement these ramiﬁcations of the subject
are not touched. The audience in general does not
understand the strange language. Such a speaker,

therefore, speaks only unto God, for God alone understands him. The trend of Paul’s thought is left when
the speaker's intention is introduced as though he
intends to address only God. Paul states only the fact:
he speaks unto God as indicated.
After the negative statement that no one understands a corresponding positive statement is attached:
“but in spirit he speaks mysteries,” i. e., “things
mysterious” that are not understood by the audience.
And these things are uttered «mi/um, referring to the
speaker’s own spirit (v. 14) and not to the Holy Spirit.
When one is speaking with tongues, no discursive
thinking takes place as is the case in ordinary speaking.
The usual mental powers are not operative so as to
govern the speaking. The human spirit is directly
inﬂuenced by the Holy Spirit and ﬁnds words placed
upon the tongue and is impelled to utter them aloud.
The speaker may or may not understand the words
which he thus utters. In either case they come to his
lips without previous reﬂection and are due to an immediate impulse that affects his spirit.
8)
As Paul thus gives us a fair impression of the
gi ft of tongues, so. by way of contrast, he tells us quite
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clearly just what prophecy of the ordinary type is.
The person prophesying, i. e., exercising this gift,
“speaks unto men,” namely in their own language so
that they can easily understand. He is fully conscious
of what he speaks, and when he is speaking he uses
all of his mental faculties. The substance of what he
speaks is “ediﬁcation, admonition, and consolation.”
While these nouns designate the contents of the prophetic utterance they at the same time indicate the pur~

pose for which the contents are intended.
“Ediﬁcation” in the Biblical sense of the term is
every presentation of divine truth which increases and
strengthens faith and spiritual life. It thus includes
all true Christian instruction which is often called indoctrination. Ediﬁcation is accomplished by enlightenment, by enabling the hearers to know and inwardly
to grasp the divine truth, to assimilate and to make
it their own. Examples of this feature of prOphecy
are found in the doctrinal part of all Paul's letters,
notably in Rom. chapters 1-11; Eph. chapters 1-3 ; etc.

The term uapdxaqm should not be translated “comfort,” for this is included in wapapwﬂia, but “admonition” of all kinds. This feature is well illustrated in
the admonitory part of Paul’s letters, Rom. 12, etc.;
Eph. 4, etc. Yet doctrinal and_ethical content is often
interwoven, and the former supports the latter. We
cannot, however, say that ediﬁcation is the genus, and
admonition and consolation are the species. The three
are coordinate.

“Consolation” or arapalwﬂt'a deals with the Christian’s
condition in this hostile and evil world where he must
endure persecution and aﬂiiction of every kind.

Con-

solation intends to lead him to understand the nature
of what he must endure and to enable him to hold out
cheerfully and valiantly to the end. Examples of consolation are found in many places in the Scriptures,
for instance in I Pet. 4:12-19; Heb. 12:1—13.

First Coﬁnthiwns 14:3—5
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Paul’s brief description of the gift of prophecy
shows that it does not deal only with special, direct
revelations from God to certain chosen instruments
(prophecy in the narrow sense as revelatory) but that
it extends much farther and includes all of the uses
that are to be made of all of the divine truth that has
been revealed to us. Thus all true preachers and
teachers of the gospel are prophets in the general or
broader sense because they offer ediﬁcation, admonition, and consolation to their hearers. All true Christians who are able to impart the gospel truth privately
in a similar manner exercise the gift of prophecy
to this extent. Here, too, we see how one may use
zeal and more and more acquire this precious gift for
fuller and more eﬁective use in the church.
4) Speaking with tongues is restricted and offers no admonition or consolation whatever. Also
when it is used independently and without interpretation, its ability to edify is restricted to the speaker

himself. Paul adds this point to what he has just
said. He that speaks in a tongue ediﬁes himself
while he that prophesies ediﬁes a church. The one
beneﬁts only himself, the other beneﬁts a church,
c'xxkqm'av, “an assembly,” no article. The value of these
gifts is according. While Paul says that both “edify,”
and while he makes no distinction as to the substance
of this ediﬁcation, we shall see presently that in regard
to the gift of tongues the range of ediﬁcation is far
narrower than it is with regard to prophecy. Speaking with tongues is restricted to prayer, singing, blessing, and giving thanks, v. 14, etc., and does not include
the wide ﬁeld of instruction, admonition, and consola-

tion, which prophecy covers.
5) Yet this comparison between the two gifts
is not to be stressed unduly so that the gift of
tongues is entirely disregarded because of its inferiority
when it is compared with prophecy. For I would
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have you all speak in tongues, yet rather that you
prophesy; and greater is he that prophesies than he

that speaks with tongues unless he interpret in order
that the church Kmay receive ediﬁcation.
Paul writes this in explanation of the comparison
which he has just made. The Corinthians might draw
the conclusion that Paul does not want them to use
tongues at all. “No,” Paul says, “for I want you all
to speak tongues” as far as that is concerned. He
wants it understood that he recognizes quite fully
what real value tongues have, and by no means does
he desire to rob the Corinthians of this gift. The
point at issue is not that tongues are best discarded
altogether but that they be not overrated and prophecy

underrated. Tongues stand on a lower level than
prophecy —— that is the point to be remembered. So
Paul’s Wish is that all might speak with tongues, yet
he would rather have all of them pr0phesy. The subﬁnal Z’va clause is an exact repetition of the one
employed in v. 1. It parallels the accusative and the
inﬁnitive clause which precedes it, it is a second object
clause that is dependent on the verb aim and thus does
not express purpose.

A simple 85’ adds the fact that he who prophesies
is “greater” than he who speaks with tongues.

The

Corinthians were ambitious to attain greatness; they
sought it partly in a mistaken, partly in a false way.
Paul shows them what true greatness is. Why it
lies in the direction of prophecy rather than of tongues

has already been indicated, and Paul indicates it
again: the proﬁt to the church is greater, and love
always seeks that kind of proﬁt. When Paul writes
about an individual who speaks on this or on that
occasion he uses the singular: he that speaks “in a
tongue"; but when he speaks about an individual in
general who is endowed with this gift he properly
uses the plural: he that speaks “in tongues,” for at

First Corinthimzs 14:5
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one time one language and at another time a different

language may be used by the same individual. Moreover, the gift as such seems to have been generally
designated by the plural “tongues.”

“Unless he interpret” notes the exception when
one and the same person has two gifts, that of tongues
and that of interpretation. The other possibility that
a second person might act as an interpreter is not men-

tioned here since Paul is comparing only the person
who is prophesying with the person who is speaking
with tongues.

The combination of éx-ro's with e: mi is a pleonastic
idiom, R. 640, 548. The point of this exception lies
in the purpose clause: “in order that the church

(1‘; éxqum’a, the local assembly) may receive ediﬁcation,”
i. e., at least some ediﬁcation. The aorist of this clause
points to actual reception in the speciﬁc instance where
interpretation occurs. In a way, by adding the inter—
pretation and thus securing the end that some ediﬁcation results for the local church, the speaker with
tongues rises somewhat to the level of a prophet; of
course, only in a way since instruction, etc., is not con-

veyed by tongues but only prayer, etc.
What Paul thus says about the person who has the
gift of tongues and also produces ediﬁcation is really
an understatement. Although he may edify he can do
this only in a small way and not to the same extent that
a prophet could. Yet Paul’s understatement is psychologically more effective than if he were to write down
the full limitation of tongues, for the Corinthians cannot but feel that Paul could say more, and thus a
tendency to contradict Paul and to defend tongues
against Paul’s statement is excluded from the outset.

We often defeat our own end when we are too
earnest in opposing a mistaken view or a fault and
make our words a little too strong. The hearer notes
this and automatically discounts all that we say and
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generally even more than he really should because he
is induced to do this by our overstatement even though
this may be ever so slight. Paul is an excellent example
of how to win people away from wrong views in a
psychological manner.

6)

Paul speaks concretely already in v. 2-5 when

instead of comparing the abstract gifts he compares
the persons using the gifts. In v. 6 he speaks still
more concretely by introducing his own person as
speaking now with the one, now with the other gift.
This explains both the introductory vﬁv Se’ and the
personal address “brethren." With both Paul draws
as near as possible to his readers. And now, brethren,
if I shall come to you speaking with tongues, what
shall I proﬁt you unless I shall speak to you either
by way of revelation, or by way of knowledge, or
by way of prophecy, or by way of teaching?
It is too narrow a view when “and now” is regarded
only as a logical transition, either as introducing a
positive thought after a negative one, or as introducing
the reality after a statement that expresses unreality.
This is an instance of the emotional use of this
adverb, which is indicated by both the personal address
“brethren” and the introduction of Paul’s OWn person:
“if I shall come to you,” etc. Compare R. 1147; the
true force of the Greek often appears only when the
original is read aloud with the proper inﬂection. Paul
intends to say: “And now, brethren, let me bring this
matter still more closely home to you. You know that
I intend to come to you. Very well; suppose I came
speaking only in tongues, what would I proﬁt you?

Evidently very little.” In order to see Paul’s point the
Corinthians need only to think of his coming visit and
of his speaking to them only with tongues throughout
that visit. What proﬁt would they have from that visit?
The question really ends with “what shall I proﬁt
you?” For the answer regarding Paul’s coming and

First Corinthians 14:6
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his speaking to the Corinthians only with tongues
must be made at this point, and that answer must
be chieﬂy negative. In the clause “if I shall come
speaking” the participle is the chief word, the action
of the main verb being merely incidental to the
thought. The coming to Corinth is the subordinate
act, the speaking with tongues is the main act, and
Paul could write simply: “If I shall speak to you
with tongues.” This stress on an accompanying par-

ticiple is quite usual in the Greek.
But Paul’s question is really made a double one
by the next clause: “unless,” etc.; for he certainly will
proﬁt the Corinthians very much if he speaks to them in
any one of these four other ways on the occasion of his
coming visit. This “unless” clause parallels the “except”
clause used in v. 5. As the latter shows that only by interpretation proﬁt results for the Corinthians, so the former points out that the real proﬁt to be derived from
Paul’s visit will be only by his speaking as much as possible by way of revelation, knowledge, prophecy, and
teaching. Yet Paul does not mean that these four or any
one of them would furnish the interpretation or translation of such tongues as he might use. These other four
are distinct gifts whether they appear in conjunction
with tongues (and their interpretation) or separately
from tongues. The point that is stressed is that, on
the one hand, interpretation and, on the other hand,
revelation, etc., use the vernacular, the language which
all of the Corinthians understand. Thus it is not
really the speaker with tongues as such who proﬁts
the local church but the interpreter and still more the
speaker of revelation, etc. No revelation, knowledge,
prophecy, or teaching were ever couched in the strange
idiom of tongues. At the time of Pentecost, after the
speaking with tongues was concluded, Peter preached
in the vernacular. Tongues were used only for prayers
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or for blessings, and they always called for interpretation.
Paul simply coordinates the four gifts: “either by
way of revelation, or by way of knowledge, or by way
of prophecy, or by way of teaching.”

Revelation and

knowledge go together. since they are possessions,
prophecy and teaching go together as activities. Yet
again, revelation and prophecy go together since a

prophet needs revelation in order to prophesy; and
knowledge and teaching go together since a teacher'

must have knowledge in order to teach. Paul merely
coordinates the four with “or,” as if to say: “Take
which you will of these four.” The reason for this
is the fact that, when Paul comesto Corinth and brings
proﬁt to the congregation, it will be by way of one
or more of these four.
What elevates these four gifts above tongues is not
so much the conscious activity which was exercised
in using them, for the conscious'spirit (woman, v. 2)
was also deeply stirred when tongues were used. It

is going too far to make the speaker with a tongue ‘
only “a physical tool” (think of Pentecost). The
difference lies chieﬂy in the medium of language employed and thus in the resulting proﬁt for the church.
Paul is not thinking about what the respective speakers
experience personally when they are speaking but
about what the congregation receives, on the one hand,
from him who uses an unintelligible language, on the
other, from him who uses intelligible language.
“Revelation" is any portion of divine truth that is
made known directly by God. Its formula of presentation is: “Thus saith the Lord." It remains revelation
whether it is uttered by him who personally receives
it from God or by others who obtain it at secondhand.
Revelation is fundamental, for all knowledge, prophecy,
and teaching are based on revelation even to this day.
“Knowledge” is the understanding of any portion of

First Corinthians 1!; :6-8
divine truth, a
tains, see 12 :8.
ﬁrst reception
utterance unto
any portion of
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clear insight into what that truth con“Prophecy” in the narrow sense is the
of some revelation from God and its
others. In the wider sense all who use
revelation for “ediﬁcation, admonition,

and consolation,” v. 3, are prophets.

In the present

connection Paul seems to be using the word in this
wider sense. “Teaching” instructs in any portion of
divine truth. These four gifts interlock and overlap
and merge into each other.
7)
In the illustrations which Paul now introduces the tertium comparationis lies in the intelligibility of the sounds produced and in the “proﬁt”
(v. 6) for those who hear the sounds. Though soulless instruments furnish a. sound, be it pipe or harp,
unless they furnish a distinction in the notes, how
shall what is piped or what is harped be known?

"Claws, here and in Gal. 3:15=“although” and is
concessive. True, this is not dim-)9, “likewise” (R. 233).
But when R. 1154 makes it adversative, its position
in the sentence an instance of hyperbaton (423), and
in addition to this makes it modify participles (1155,
1188), we dissent. Our versions are correct; B.—P.
903, and B.—D. 450, 2 leave us uncertain; the classics
do not help us. In both passages the concessive adverb
is to be construed with the very next word: “though

soulless things”; Gal. 3:15: “th'ough (only) a man’s.”
This is concession although we may continue with
“yet.” Examine the passages and all that is offered
regarding them.
A ﬂute or a lyre may, indeed, furnish a sound, but
unless this includes a distinction in tones, how will
one know what is being played? The distinction of
tones refers to some melody that is played.

8) Another illustration is added with ml, and
‘I'iip makes it an explanation of the preceding one.
For, moreover, if the trumpet gives an uncertain
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sound, who shall prepare himself for battle? A
trumpet of war that merely sounds, although its sound
be ever so loud, means nothing to the soldier. The
emphasis is on “uncertain." The proper notes of the
signal must be blown, or the blowing is useless. “It
is rather gratuitous to doubt the direct middle «apaUKeva'uefaL, ‘prepare himself,’ ” R. 807.
9) The point of these illustrations is now stated.
Thus also you, unless by the tongue you furnish
speech easily understood, how 'shall what is spoken
be known? for you will be speaking into the air.
“Thus also you” makes a comparison with the point
in mind. The phrase “by the tongue” is placed before the conjunction édv for the sake of emphasis. As
the musical instruments referred to in the illustrations
are made for the purpose of producing sounds, so the
tongue is to produce speech in the assembly of the
church or anywhere for that matter. Unless the
tongue furnish speech that is “easily understood,"
how shall we know what is spoken? The parallel is
closely drawn by using 851-: with reference to the
speaking, the same verb that was used in v. 7, 8. But
now instead of the negative 587).», “uncertain,” we
have the positive eta-wow, “easily understood.” We at
once see what Paul means: tongues merely make a
sound in the hearer’s ears, but revelation, etc., convey
a meaning that is easy' to understand.
“For” is elliptical: “for, unless you do so,” etc.
And now the corresponding negative is expressed:
"you will be speaking into the air,” speaking quite

uselessly and not into the minds and the hearts of your
hearers. The periphrastic future Emcee AaAoﬁms (R.
353, 889) expresses linear or durative future action,
for which the simple Greek future would not sufﬁce.
In these forms the present participle is timeless,
R. 1115.

First Corinthians 1.4 :10
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10) In v. 9 Paul makes the application to the
Corinthians by a statement that is closely parallel to
the two that were used with regard to musical instruments. One must use “speech easily understood" or
he will be speaking “into the air.” But more should
be said. So Paul begins again as he did in v. 7, 8, but
now advances from musical instruments to human
voices, ¢mm{, v. 10, 11. As he did in v. 9, he once more
follows this with ‘l‘thus also you” in v. 12. We therefore have a parallel between v. 7-9, on the one hand,
and v. 10-13, on the other, and the second half of the

parallel is an advance on the ﬁrst.
There are, it may he, so many kinds of voices in
the world, and none voiceless. This merely states the
well-known fact on which the observation (ofw) about
to be made in v. 12 rests. The world is certainly full
of all kinds of human voices, and every kind has voice
quality: it sounds aloud and can be heard. “So many
kinds,” Toaaﬁra, is modiﬁed by (i 115x01. (which is much

like nrxdv), “it may be,” one of the few remnants of
the optative still found in the Koine; 15 :37 has another.
Paul is certain that the kinds of voices are so many,
yet with “it may be” he indicates that the number may
be more or less— many either way.

While it is true that in the classics own: at times
means “languages,” and some interpreters think that

this word has that meaning here, even they pause
before ye’w; WWW, “kinds of languages.” We might
be inclined to accept “languages” as the meaning in

the present connection because this rendering would
support the fact that “tongues” signify all kinds of
foreign languages. But aqsmvov which occurs in the
next clause does not suit the idea of “languages.” This
is true also regarding 7%,]; 815mm rﬁ: ¢wvﬁs occurring in
v. 11. We are obliged to translate: “There are so
many kinds of voices,” sounds made by the throat and
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the mouth. And not a single kind is “voiceless” or
soundless so that it cannot be heard. This proposition
is self-evident.
11) There now follows the observation which
Paul attaches (05v) to this obvious fact. If, then, I
do not know the meaning of the voice I shall be to
him that speaks a barbarian, and he that speaks a
barbarian to me.

Plato often uses 86mm: in the sense of “signiﬁcance”
or “meaning.” “The voice” with its article points to
the particular voice that is used in any one instance.
Paul mentions but one speaker and only himself as the
listener. To be sure, he hears the man’s “voice,”
“language” would be out of place. But unless Paul
comprehends the meaning of what this voice communicates he will be a barbarian (a foreigner) to the
man who is speaking with that voice. Paul, too, on
his part will consider the man a barbarian (foreigner).
The verb “I shall be” simply states the fact. And iv emf
is probably forensic: in my opinion or judgment. The
Greeks classiﬁed all men as Greeks or barbarians. So
Paul would quite naturally call the man who utters
these strange sounds with his voice (not Greek, of
course, which Paul would understand) a barbarian;
and this man, ﬁnding himself unable to make Paul
understand, would from his standpoint as a non-Greek
reciprocate and call Paul a barbarian.
We at once see how this applies to using the voice
when one is speaking with tongues. We also see that
what Paul describes here refers to foreign languages.
The speaker uses his “voice” when he is speaking the
language that is incomprehensible to Paul. The very
term “barbarian” settles the point regarding the
“voice" that is used in speaking a foreign language
and thus also in the analogous case when a member
of the church similarly uses his voice in speaking with
tongues (foreign human languages).

First Corinthians 14 :12

12)
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As he did in v. 9, so Paul here once more

makes the application to the Corinthians by using
the identical formula: “Thus also you.” But now the
application reaches the ﬁnal stage and therefore
takes the form of admonition. Thus also you, since
you are zealots for spirits, with a view to the edification of the church seek that you abound.

Paul admits in this admonition that the Corinthians
are “zealots for spirits.” In their way the Corinthians
obey the injunction: “Strive zealously for the spiritual
gifts,” v. 1. But the chapter on love has pointed to

more than the mere possession of gifts. The chief
aim of these zealots must be the use of their gifts
“with a View to the ediﬁcation of the church.” This
important phrase is therefore placed forward: “with
a view to the ediﬁcation of the church seek that you
abound.” The Iva clause is subﬁnal, the object of the

verb. The phrase, too, modiﬁes “seek” and not
“abound.”
The genitive m'av'ué'rwv is objective because of the
verbal idea contained in the noun zealots. To be
“zealots for spirits” = to strive zealously for spirits.

The use of “spirits” in this connection has puzzled
many. The English versions escape the difﬁculty by
the translation “spiritual gifts”; others by translating
“spirit powers,” neither of which = mn’vaam. The idea
that certain heavenly spirits are connected with the
charismata just as evil spirits operate in the possessed
is foreign to the Scriptures. The view that Paul is
accommodating himself to a form of expression that
was used by the Corinthians is unacceptable. Nor does
Paul now contradict what he writes in 12:11, etc.,
that “the one and the same Spirit” is the source of all
gifts. First John 4:1, 2 aids in the solution: “Believe
not every spirit, but prove the spirits . . . Hereby
know ye the Spirit of God-: every spirit,” etc. John

speaks about “the Spirit of God” and yet uses “every
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spirit" and the plural “the spirits” when he speaks
about the individual church members and about the
Holy Spirit’s activity in them. In 12:7 Paul writes
similarly about “the manifestation of the Spirit” as
it is given to each one as though the Spirit individualizes himself in each person. Compare “the seven
Spirits of God” in Rev. 1 :4; 5:5; 5:6 where the symbolical plural “seven” is used. So Paul writes “spirits”
in our passage and again “the spirits of the prophets”
in v. 32.

This term “spirits” designates the different

manifestations of the one Holy Spirit in the individual
Christians. C.-K.950.'
13) Paul makes his admonition more speciﬁc.
Wherefore let him that speaks with a tongue pray
that he interpret. The Eva clause is not ﬁnal. Paul
does not say that the speaker with tongues is to pray
with the purpose or intention of interpreting. This Eva
states the object of “pray,” i. e., the contents of the
prayer.

The point is immaterial whether this prayer

is: “Lord, enable me to interpret,” namely what I
now speak with a tongue, or: “Lord, grant me the gift
of interpretation” for all my speaking with a tongue.
Paul mentions two actions: one with the substantivized
participle “he that speaketh with a tongue,” the other
with the imperative “let him pray" (whether before
or after speaking with a tongue). What Paul urges
upon those who are zealous for gifts is that, if they
have the gift of tongues, they also pray for the gift of
interpreting whatever they may be given to speak

with a tongue. The reason for this has already been
stated, namely that the church may receive ediﬁcation,
v. 12.
The more important question is how one who speaks

with a tongue and prays for the ability to interpret
his utterance may attain that for which he prays. If
speaking with a. tongue or tongues means speaking

the language of heaven or some non-human language,

First Corinthians 14:13, 14
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then the prayer for interpretation could of necessity
be answered only by God’s granting a special divine
revelation for each separate case of speaking with a

tongue. But if tongues are foreign human languages,
then one may hope to have the earnest desire (gqamrai
and (yum, v. 12) and the prayer answered to be able
to interpret without such a constantly repeated special
revelation.
As has been pointed out in connection with the
general subject of gifts, the Spirit uses also the natural
endowments of Christians in developing and producing
gifts for the service of the church. This applies to
the gift of interpreting some tongue (language). Contact with those who are speaking such a tongue and
the efforts to acquire it produce the ability to interpret
what may be spoken in that tongue under the inﬂuence
of the Spirit. Thus, in one way or another under
providential leading the prayer can, indeed, be answered. Compare the remarks on 12:10, “the interpretation of tongues.”
14) Paul has a justiﬁcation (ydp) for his injunction regarding interpretation. For if I pray with a
tongue, my spirit prays, but my understanding is
barren. This is always the case when the ability to

interpret is lacking. Paul exempliﬁes by speaking
about himself, his spirit, his mind. And he exempliﬁes by naming one form of utterance with tongues,
that of praying, other forms will be mentioned presently. This “praying with a tongue” is different from
the praying for ability to interpret mentioned in v. 13.
The prayer mentioned in v. 13 is spoken in ordinary
language, here in v. 14 the prayer is made in a tongue
or a foreign language.

Paul diﬁerentiates between «vein and was. The
possessives “my spirit” and “my understanding" are
identical. “My spirit” is my own spirit, the immaterial part of my being in which my ego centers,
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which is able to receive impressions from God. This
“€5,110. is distinguished from the W which is the same
immaterial part of my being but as being connected
with the wipe. or body and animating this body so that
it lives. The I'oﬁs is the power that exists in the immaterial part of my being, which performs all mental
operations up to and including discursive thinking.
Regarding the psychological features of the distinctions compare Delitzsch, Biblische Psychologie, 184.
When I pray in a tongue, and thus my “spirit”
prays, this is by no means an unconscious act. I know
that I speak, and I know also and feel that the Holy
Spirit moves my “spirit," and that I am uttering
spiritual words and thoughts. But this activity of
my “spirit,” although it is conscious enough, extends
no farther; my was or “understanding” is inactive and
thus (ixap‘lros‘, “barren,” “unfruitful,” producing no
distinct thoughts (which is its ordinary function) and
thus producing no reception of thoughts in others who
hear my utterance, v. 2. As far as spiritual beneﬁt
is concerned, my spirit alone receives that. And even
this beneﬁt is small, for my understanding is inactive.
My spirit receives only dim impressions. But all of
the gifts are to proﬁt the church, that is their real
purpose. To achieve this there must be interpretation
of what “my spirit prays.” Hence the previous injunction to pray for interpretation.
15) Now there follows the deduction, which is
introduced by the question: Ti oﬁv ion; literally,
“What, then, is there?” What, then, follows? I will
pray with the spirit, and I will pray with the understanding also, I will sing with the spirit, and I will

sing with the understanding also. The future tenses
are volitive; they state a determination on Paul's part.
R. 874.

His understanding as well as his spirit shall

pray and sing.

He adds a second form of speaking

First Corinthians 14:16
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with tongues. This means that, as far as Paul is
concerned, he will not speak with tongues unless he
can also interpret, for when he is interpreting, the
understanding is used.

16)

In v. 14, 15 the ﬁrst person exempliﬁed,

and in v. 16, 17 the second person does the same.
The change from the one to the other puts the exempliﬁcation beyond question and at the same time
lends vivacity as if Paul would say: “Take me, for
instance!” and then: “Take thyself, for instance!”
After the strong afﬁrmation which is even repeated
for the sake of emphasis in v. 15 Paul considers the
negative possibility. The Greek 67rd 6:11! is equivalent
to “otherwise,” A. V. “else,” R. 965, literally, “since

if.” Else if thou bless in spirit, how shall he that
occupies the place of the unlearned say the amen to
thy thanksgiving since he does not know what thou

sayest?

For thou, indeed, givest thanks well, but

the other is not ediﬁed.

This is undoubtedly what the listener would experience. Here a third form of utterance with tongues
is introduced, dour/(a, “blessing,” which is also called
cbxapwrZa, “thanksgiving”; the former emphasizes the
form of speaking (“speaking Well,” i. e., good words

to God for his grace, etc.), the latter emphasizes the
contents (the gratitude toward God). The dative
mrnﬁpan states that only the speaker’s “spirit” is
employed in his utterance since this is made in a tongue
and not in his “understanding.”
What will the result be? Why, the hearer will not
know what thou art saying and thus will not be able
to respond to thy unintelligible words with the amen
of assent. Paul puts this truth into the form of a
question: “How shall he say the amen,” etc.? He thus
lets the person addressed himself furnish the answer.

The subject of (‘ch is placed before 7759 in order to make
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it emphatic: “he that occupies the place of the unlearned, how shall he,” etc.? This prolepsis of the
subject is entirely natural, R. 460.
There is much discussion in regard to the term
isutms and the noun u‘w Téqrov, “ﬁlling or occupying the
place of the taming.” We have the plural in v. 23 together with dma‘rot. We may at once say that we decline
to accept the view that these were “guests” who
occupied special places that were reserved for them
in the meetings; or that they were catechumens who
had not yet been baptized, and that Paul mentions one

of these because he is concerned about missionary
interests. The deﬁnite article with “he that occupies
the place,” etc., does not carry such a connotation; nor
does the participle “ﬁlling or occupying the place.”
If a guest or a catechumen are unable to understand,
would those who are not guests or not catechumens
understand?

The term 1844.17,; is quite common and describes a
person who occupies a private position in contradistinction from an ofﬁcial of some kind, or one who lacks
technical or expert knowledge in contradistinction
from an expert in some special line; hence in a broad
sense he is “a layman.” In the present connection

this word refers to a Christian who is inexpert in the
matter of tongues, “unlearned” (our versions) in this

respect. Instead of merely using the term “the unlearned,” “the layman,” Paul very properly describes
the man: “he that occupies the place of the unlearned.”
Paul intimates to the person whom he addresses as
“thou”: “Just imagine thyself in his place." “The
place” of the man who is unlearned is his general

position in the assembly by virtue of his inexpertness.
Many others will be in the same position. We have no
evidence that there were reserved seats in the church
buildings of this day. Paul has the singulars “thou”
and “he” in order to make the matter more pointed.

First Coﬁnth‘ians 14 .‘1 6-1 8
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In v. 23 he has two plurals: the whole church and men
unlearned, and varies this in v. 24: all (plural), and
someone unlearned (singular).

This is typical of Paul

who constantly varies numbers, combines positives and
negatives, and turns the thought now in one, now in

another direction until his purpose is completely attained. Let us recognize and admire this ﬂexibility
and this versatility.
“Amen” is the transliterated Hebrew word for
“truth” or “verity” and used in the Greek as now in
many languages in order to express full and decided
assent. “The amen” indicates the particular assent
in the case about which Paul writes. It is set like a
seal of approval “upon,” 6'1ri, thy giving of thanks.
In order to make perfectly plain the reason that
this inexpert hearer is unable to add intelligent approval to what he hears Paul adds: “Since he does
not know what thou sayest.” Here Paul himself deﬁnes
what he means by “the unlearned.” This is the disadvantage connected with all speaking with tongues
before unlearned people; unless intelligent interpreta-

tion is added, no one knows what is being said, no one
can approve.
17) With “for" Paul adds the explanation regarding the two persons to whom he refers, the speaker
and the bearer. Instead of using the contrasting particles ,u’v and 86 he uses the stranger pe'v and M: “For
thou, indeed, givest thanks well, but the other is not

ediﬁed,” receives no spiritual beneﬁt. Thus Paul again
arrives at the cardinal point of his discussion regarding
gifts, namely the ediﬁcation of the church members.
18) The conclusion of the entire matter is now
presented in the form of a personal resolution
that was made by Paul himself (Ham, v. 19). I thank
' God, I speak with tongues more than you all; nevertheless in church I am resolved to speak ﬁve words
with my understanding in order that I may actually
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instruct others rather than ten thousand words in a
tongue.

.

While Paul greatly reduces the value of speaking
with tongues he by no means despises this gift. He
himself possesses this ability in a high degree and
thanks God for it. If the Corinthians are proud of
having this gift in their midst, Paul can tell them that
he is able to speak with tongues more than all of them.
The verb m5 and its tense do not intend to indicate
that Paul constantly does this kind of speaking in
following his work. This verb resembles our English
“I speak this or that language,” i. e., I have this ability.
Nor does the plural “in tongues” mean that, whereas
the Corinthians speak only a few foreign languages,
Paul speaks many. The number of the languages
spoken is not stressed at any point in the discussion.
“More than you all” refers to a higher degree of endowment by the Spirit. The entire spiritual equipment of
the apostle, which he has received for his great ofﬁce,
also in regard to this gift exceeds anything that appears among the Corinthian church members, all of
whom are of the ordinary class.
19) If the Corinthians were to possess this gift
to such a high degree, how they would glory in it and
use it excessively! Paul thinks quite otherwise: “ﬁve
words,” enough to construct one pithy sentence, uttered
with the understanding “at church” before the people
“in order to instruct others” are preferable to “ten
thousand words in a tongue” because in spite of the

excessive number they convey nothing to the hearers.
The emphasis is on the phrase “at church” (no article),
R. 792. Paul says nothing here or elsewhere about
using tongues in private devotion, and it is best not

to draw a conclusion regarding this point.

Regarding

06M; 4', without [LEMOV see R. 661. The verb expresses '
determination. .The aorist subjunctive Kamxrim» refers

First Corinthians 14:20
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to instruction that is actually imparted by means of
the ﬁve words.
20) Thus far Paul has shown the uselessness of
tongues as far as the congregation is concerned, since
without an interpretation tongues cannot address the

understanding and, like prophecy, tend toward ediﬁcation. With a brief preamble he now draws attention
to a feature that is connected with tongues, of which

the Corinthians, it seems, have not thought at all. In
the case of unbelievers speaking with tongues tends
only to conﬁrm them in their unbelief.
The preamble to this part of the exposition is put
into the form of a kindly admonition. Brethren, be
not children in mind, on the contrary, in baseness

be babes but in mind be mature. The address as well
as the substance of the following indicate the beginning
of a new paragraph. To be children in mind is to act
as though the mind is still in the undeveloped stage of

childhood. The plural of ¢p1iv (4’Pc’ves, here the locative
dative mi; ¢p¢azv), the diaphragm enclosing the nobler
viscera, heart and lungs, is used by the Greeks to

designate the ability of the mind to think and to judge.
The apostle intimates that despite all their pride in

knowledge and wisdom the Corinthians are still “children” as far as judging aright concerning the effect of

tongues is concerned.

Like children they delight in

the gift as such and yet fail to see all that is involved

in the inconsiderate use and display which they make
of this gift.
With a quick turn of thought that is suggested by
the idea of being children in a certain respect Paul is
reminded of a ﬁeld in which it would be creditable to
the Corinthians to be children, yea, babes: “on the
contrary, in baseness be babes,” minim, so young and

inexperienced as not to know how to practice anything
in the nature of xm’a. This is, however, not “malice”
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(our versions), ill will against someone. It is goodfor-nothingness (5:8), moral inferiority, for the adjective Kauai: describes a person or a thing as not being
what he or it should be according to nature, idea, or
purpose. We have no reason in the present connection
to think of the superlative sense of the word Bosheit
or “wickedness,” for the Greek word for this idea
is wrov-qpia.
To be a babe is to be even less than a child; a babe
can do nothing at all. Why Paul should add this
remark about being babes in baseness is a puzzle to
some. They think that it is a remark that just occurs
to the writer when he wants to balance a previous expression. Yet this is never Paul’s way, to say no more.

The puzzle is solved when we catch Paul’s meaning.
It is mxév to use a gift (here that of tongues) so that
it does not serve its true purpose. To use it with a
display of vanity is childish; to ignore its purpose by
disregarding ediﬁcation is wrong. Add to this what
Paul is now about to show, a foolish use that helps to
rebuﬂ" the unbelievers who might be wan to faith, and
we have exactly what xm’a implies; and this is what
Paul urges the Corinthians to avoid.
Instead of being children in mind the Corinthians
are to be 16mm, “mature,” having reached the goal;
compare the remarks on 13:10. In the present connection Paul refers to people who are fully able to
use their powers of thought and of judgment. In this
verse the three locative datives are used with a noun

(attain), with a verb (mmzm), and then with an adjective (TE'MLot), R. 524, which is an interesting
variation.
21) The chief trouble connected with the
thoughtless and the childish use of tongues is made
plain by means of a quotation from Isa. 28:11, 12.

In the Law it is written: In strange tongues and by
lips of strangers will I speak to this people, and not

First Coﬁnthians 14:21
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even thus will they listen to me, says the Lord. This

is not .quoted from the LXX but is a direct translation
from the Hebrew which omits a part of v. 12 and adds
“says the Lord.” The version of Aquila agrees with
Paul’s translation as far as the word 7015119. Regarding
the perfect tense “it has been written” see 1 :19. The
term 6 vdpos designates the Old Testament. By using
the ﬁrst person “I will speak” whereas the Hebrew has
the third, Paul himself indicates that he is quoting in
a free manner. For his purpose the “stammering lips”
of the Hebrew are of no importance, but the foreign
language employed in this case is exactly the feature
which he intends to stress: “In strange (foreign)
tongues and by lips of strangers (foreigners) will I
speak to this people.” By this paraphrase Paul thus
brings out the vital thought of Isaiah’s prophetic
utterance.
Jehovah threatens to send barbarians upon the
kingdom of Judah, namely the Assyrians with their
barbarous speech, which would sound like stammering
to the Jews and be wholly foreign to their ears. They
would not heed the pleading of the Lord’s prophets,
he will now speak to them through the lips of these
cruel, barbarous conquerors. Will God’s obdurate peo-

ple listen at last? No; even this measure will be in
vain: “and not even thus will they listen to me.”
Isaiah’s prophecy was duly fulﬁlled at the time of the
Assyrian invasion.
Not a few happenings of this nature, whether they
are predicted or not, are in one way or in another
typical of future occurrences. In some important
feature a striking resemblance can be noted. That is
the case here. The point in which the Old Testament
type referred to by Paul agrees in a striking manner
with the antitype now appearing in Corinth is the
foreign, unintelligible tongue which leaves unbelieving
hearts unchanged and even increases their hardness.
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In both instances unbelievers are involved: the unbelieving people of Judah, and in Corinth pagans who
may attend the services of the church. In both instances an unintelligible language is spoken: in the
case of Judah, Assyrian, and in Corinth, tongues. In
both instances the effect is negative: the men of Judah
remain unbelieving, the Corinthian unbelievers scoff.
22) Paul draws a conclusion from Isaiah’s
prophecy, especially from the statement that the
Judeans would not listen to the Lord. Wherefore
tongues are for a sign, not for the believing, but for
the unbelievers, while prophecy, not for the unbelievers, but for the believing.
The point to be noted in regard to both the tongues
and the prophecy lies in the phrase “for a sign”; and
(Evan. (here ezm’) combined with dc: “to be for," etc.,
expresses, not the nature of tongues and of prophecy,
but the effect. In the present connection Paul does not,
of course, refer to the interpretation of tongues since
that would be out of place. From the Old Testament
prophecy he concludes that unintelligible tongues, like
the unintelligible language of the Assyrians in Judea,
have a certain eﬁect upon unbelievers. The effect is
that of an unintelligible sign which naturally arouses
hostility. Unintelligible tongues have no such effect
upon believers, could not have in the nature of the
case, and hence they are not such a “sign” to them.
Regarding signs for unbelievers with this negative
effect compare Luke 2:34: this child Jesus . . . “for
a sign which is spoken against.” John 2:18-22, the
Temple destroyed, and “in three days I will raise it
up." Matt. 12:39, “the sign of Jonah, the prophet,”
also 16:4. The parables of Jesus had a similar effect
upon unbelievers; they, too, were unintelligible to them,
were even intended to be so, Matt. 13 :10, etc.
“Prophecy” is the reverse. Since the two statements are exact parallels, we must supply “is for a

First Corinthians 14:22, 23
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’)

sign” and not merely “is.
But in this case the term
“sign,” because it is intended for believers and not
for unbelievers, is understood as a sign of grace and

not of displeasure and of judgment. Prophecy is a
gracious gift of the Spirit for all believers, a precious

means of salvation, its prominent feature as compared
with unintelligible tongues since it is easily understood

in regard to what it conveys. In the nature of the case
God has no such gracious gift for unbelievers.

He can

do and does only one thing: he opposes their wicked
unbelief. The datives are throughout regular indirect
objects. So we see God using two signs: one of judgment for unbelievers and one of grace for believers.
Yet it is God who speaks objectively, on the one
hand, in the Assyrian tongue and in the Corinthian

tongues and, on the other hand, in all prophecy.

Al-

though God speaks objectively, subjectively the unbelievers do not hear him and thus remain what they
are; only believers hear what he says and receive the

blessed effect of his words. In this connection we may
note that Paul’s parallel between the foreign language
of the Assyrians and the tongues spoken in Corinth

rests on the fact that the latter were likewise foreign
human languages.

23)

With 05v Paul draws out the fuller meaning

concerning what he says in regard to tongues and to
prophecy and to their effect as signs. Accordingly,
if the whole church come together in one place, and
all speak with tongues, and men unlearned and unbelieving come in, will they not say that you are

mad? This will assuredly be the effect.
Paul’s description is concrete and vivid.

Suppose

(ia’v) that the entire church comes together in one
place where it usually meets for worship. Suppose that
all of the members thus assembled speak in tongues,
not, of course, in a simultaneous babel but, let us say.
in due order, one after the other. It is easy to see
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why Paul puts his supposition in this strong way:
“the whole church” and “all” members speaking with
tongues. It is because all of the Corinthians loved
and admired tongues above all other gifts. So in his
supposition Paul grants them their wish, he pictures a
service in which all are assembled, and all speak with
tongues. Interpretation is, of course, disregarded.
The supposition goes on. Suppose further that a
number of pagans, who have in some way been attracted by the church, enter into this assembly, people
who are unlearned in tongues and unbelievers. They

sit down and listen to all of these church members as
they are talking in tongues, an unintelligible torrent
of sounds. What will, what must be the effect upOn

them? “Will they not say that you are mad?” Why.
even in Jerusalem where tongues ﬁrst appeared this
was the eifect upon the unbelievers: “But others
mocking said: ‘They are ﬁlled with new wine,’ ”
Acts 2:13. Is this the effect which the Corinthians
desire to produce? While it is God who speaks through
tongues in Corinth even as he did in Judea through
the Assyrians, the Corinthians must now see that the
more this unintelligible speaking is increased, the effect
produced upon unbelievers must of necessity be the reverse of what they would desire.
Paul again writes 28mm. The meaning of this
term is the same as it was in v. 16, laymen in regard
to tongues, persons who are unable to understand them.
In v. 16 the context implies that the layman spoken of
there is a believer and belongs to the church while
in v. 23, 24 Paul explicitly states that unbelievers and
nonmembers are referred to. The combination 28mm]. 1';
{in-mot, “unlearned or unbelieving,” denotes one and

the same class, “or” adds only an alternative designation. “Or” is usually, however, made disjunctive so
that we have two classes: 1) the unlearned (thought
to be Christians or near-Christians) ; 2) unbelievers.
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These unlearned are thought to be visitors from some
other congregation who are unacquainted with tongues;
proselytes or catechumens who have not yet been baptized; people who are merely unacquainted with Chris-

tianity and not hostile unbelievers. “Or” is not disjunctive but conjunctive and deﬁnitive as it is in v. 24
and in Luke 20:2.
24) Paul now introduces prophecy into his sup—
position. Behold the diﬁerence as to the effect! But
if all prophesy, and one unbelieving or unlearned
comes in, he is convicted by all, he is put through
examination by all, the secrets of his heart are made
manifest; and thus, having fallen on his face, he will
worship God, declaring that truly God is among you.
There is no need again to mention the assembling
of the whole church. As all of the Corinthians desire
tongues, so Paul desires that all may prophesy, v. 5,
instead. Now suppose that all of them do; of course.
in proper order. The present subjunctive arpoqbqrafmaw,
like name; in v. 23, pictures the action in progress:
“suppose all are engaged in prophesying." Again the
supposition proceeds: “and suppose one unbelieving
or unlearned comes in” and listens to all of this prophesying, which is, of course, entirely intelligible to him.
The aorist Eiae'Aay, like eiaéaoum in v. 23, merely marks
the fact of the entrance. Paul very properly now has
the singular “one unbelieving or unlearned” and.not
the plural as he did in v. 23. Conversion is a personal
and an individual matter.
The indeﬁnite 71:, “one,” is to be construed with
both dma‘ros and imam, for it designates one person

only and not two, which latter would call for the
wording “one unbelieving or one unlearned.” In the
combination “one unbelieving or unlearned" “or” adds
only an alternative term. As was the case in v. 16

and v. 23, iatulf'l)? receives its connotation from the context. In verses 16 and 23 it means one who is minus
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ability regarding tongues; here in v. 24, one who is
minus ability in regard to prophecy. For this reason,
it seems, Paul now places “unbelieving” ﬁrst and
“unlearned” second.
What happens in this case Paul puts into the form
of facts. Since this supposition climaxes what he.
Paul, desires for the Corinthians (that they all prOphesy), he states what he knows will happen. In v. 23,
where the supposition climaxes what the Corinthians
desire (that they all might speak with tongues), Paul
lets the Corinthians say what they think will happen
(“will they not say?” etc.). When Paul speaks about
the effect of tongues as a sign he uses only one brief
statement, namely the assertion of the unbelievers:
“You are mad.” When he describes the effect of
prophecy he dwells on it at length and reaches a climax
in the declaration of the new convert: “Truly, God is
among you,” v. 25.
The effect produced on this unbelieving visitor who
was hitherto unacquainted with prophecy is ﬁrst
sketched in three statements: he is convicted —'put
through examination—his heart’s secrets are made

manifest. These three may be combined in the
thought: he is brought to repentance. Conviction
works the consciousness of guilt in the unbeliever’s
soul. This is the eifect of prophecy in the wider sense
(see v. 2), for Paul adds convicted “by all.” The
conscience is touched and aroused from its sleep. The
law is brought home to the sinner. “He is put through
examination by all," not Kpivew (“judged," our versions), nor Karaxplvew (“condemned”), but dvaxpiveoaat,

put through a course of questioning as when one is
questioned and examined by a judge in a court. This
describes the detailed effect produced on the sinner’s
heart by all of this prophesying. Question after
question strikes home and reveals his sin and his guilt
to him.

First Corinthians 14:24, 25
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The statement that Paul has a hysteron proteron
by placing conviction before examination is due to a
misunderstanding of the second verb or of the situa-

tion. The result of this stirring of the conscience,
which is intensiﬁed by the self-examination produced
by this prophesying, is that “the secrets of his heart
are made manifest,” i. e., to his own consciousness.
These “secrets” are the motives, the impulses, and the

tendencies that lie veiled and covered under the sinner’s
words and his deeds such as the utter lack of fear
and love to God and the absence of love to his fellow
men and, coupled with these negatives, the positive

enmity against God and hatred and malice against
men, etc. He thus begins to see himself as he actually
is. The light of prophecy which pours in upon him and
uses ﬁrst the law and then the gospel thus reveals to
the sinner the entire inwardness of his ungodly and

unrighteous life. He is brought to repentance.
25) After this description of what takes place
inwardly in the sinner’s heart as a result of the prophecy which reaches the conscience through the law Paul
adds the outward, visible, and audible effects of the
prophecy which reaches the heart through the gospel.
In prophecy law and gospel are always used conjointly,
and it is always the law which penetrates ﬁrst, and

this is followed by the blessed effect of the gospel. The
sinner is brought to faith and to the confession of
faith: “and thus, having fallen on his face, he will
worship God,” etc. This prostration is a confession
of sin and a confession of faith combined. The act is
even more signiﬁcant than words alone would be.
Among Orientals acts are always more demonstrative
than among us Occidentals. Today the head bows in

crushed humility, or the knees sink to the ﬂoor when
sins are confessed.
In the Greek the participle “having fallen on his
face” is the accompanying action, and “he will worship
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God” is the main act. The verb wpoaxﬁmv= “do obeisance,” anbeten, “worship” in the sense of submission
to God, confessing, praising, and exalting him as the
true God. This entails a full and an adequate confession of faith.
Thus the “unbeliever” who came in departs as a
“believer," and all of this has been accomplished
through the gift of prophecy. This is an effect that
all the tongues in the world could not produce. Paul
adds the ﬁnal touch: “declaring that truly God is
among you." Whereas tongues produce the scoﬁing
reply: “You are mad !” prophecy produces the reply:
“God is among you!” Whereas tongues are a sign
to unbelievers and conﬁrm their unbelief, prophecy is
a sign to the believers which works faith by its power
and, by turning the unbeliever into a believer, becomes
a sign of grace also to him.
.Thus the discussion ends. Tongues are of little
use to believers, of no use to unbelievers. Even that
little use depends on a second gift, interpretation.
Prophecy is of the highest value. It ediﬁes all believers
and converts unbelievers. Tongues thus meet the great
saving purpose of the church only slightly, through
the medium of another gift. An excess of tongues is
of no proﬁt, it is rather a detriment. If it consumes
the entire time of worship it is decidedly the latter.
Prophecy meets the saving purpose of the church in the
very highest degree. We can have no excess of
prophecy.
26) The careful and the detailed instruction
given in v. 1-25 is followed by careful and detailed
directions regarding procedure by telling the Corin-

thians just what to do in their church services so as
to employ the charismata in the most beneﬁcial way.

The kindly address “brethren" asks the Corinthians
to receive these directions in a brotherly spirit. The
opening question is like that occurring in v. 15.What,

First Conlnth'ixms 14 :26
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then, follows? i. e., in regard to the way in which
you should proceed with these charismata in your
meetings. When you come together, each has a
psalm, has a teaching, has a revelation, has a tongue,
has an interpretation. Let all things be done unto
edifying.

We need not stress “each” unduly, for in a large
assembly, where old and young and even children are
present, many come only to hear. In a perfectly
natural way “each” refers to those who have some gift
to exercise in that special service. Paul mentions a
number of gifts without employing connective particles; he simply places them side by side as they may
readily occur in such a meeting. Yet we see that it is
Paul’s purpose to compare especially tWO gifts, prophecy in general and tongues. For each one “has a psahn,
has a teaching, has a revelation” details the functions
of the gift of prophecy in the wider sense.
A “psalm” was one that was uttered in the vernacular, cf., Eph. 5:19; the utterances in tongues follow
separately. “Teaching” is any piece of instruction on
some appropriate point of doctrine or ethics. “Revelation” is not a direct communication from God to the
speaker but some portion of the Word of God which.
the speaker deems it necessary to bring to the attention
of the brethren.
The ordinary functions of prophecy are thus placed
ﬁrst for reasons already indicated. Now there follows
“a tongue,” an utterance in a foreign language but
with the complement “an interpretation” that trans-

lates the tongue. Bengel comments on the repetition
of Ex“, “has”: Eleganter exprimit divisam donorum
cozn'am. The indicative merely states the fact: each
one has this or that charismatic offering for the beneﬁt
of the assembly.
After thus sketching the situation that obtains when
the congregation assembles for worship Paul states
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the principle that is to govern the proceedings: “Let
all things be done unto edifying,” wpéc, toward this end.
First, the gifts must be of a kind to edify; secondly,
what is done with them when the assembly is come
together must likewise serve this great end.
27) After he has placed the situation and the
principle before his readers Paul tells them in detail
how to proceed. Yet he reverses the order and speaks
about tongues ﬁrst and about prophecy second and
thus produces a chiasm between v. 26 and v. 27.
This has the advantage of placing the practical instructions in regard to the most important gift, that
of prophecy, in the important place at the end. And
if one speaks with a tongue, let it be two or at the
most three and in turn, and let one person interpret.
Yet if there be not an interpreter, let him be silent in
church and let him speak to himself and to God.
“And if,” sire, might have a second Eire following in
v. 29, but Paul uses 8! in order to contrast prophecy
with tongues. “If one speaks with a tongue” does
not refer to one individual only but is a general expression: this or that person. The Greek needs no
verb, but in English we add “let it be” in order to obtain a smoothness of translation. No more than two,
at the most three, are to use tongues in any one gathering; Kam’. is used in the distributive sense: je zwei, etc.
“At the most," 73 whcia'rov, is an adverbial accusative,
R. 487, 550, and a true superlative, R. 670. Speakers
with tongues are not to take up the entire time of the
meeting and thus leave little or no opportunity for
prophecy. Moreover, they are to speak as. aépos, “in
turn,” R. 571. This sounds as though in Corinth these
speakers at times failed to restrain themselves and
spoke simultaneously and created unseemly confusion.
“And let one person interpret” is to be understood
ad sensum. There is no reason to stress dc to mean

First Corinthians 14:27, 28
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one person only for the two or the three speakers with
tongues. What Paul requires is that no one speak
with a tongue unless a prompt interpretation follows.
Just as only one person at a time shall speak with a
tongue, so one person shall follow the tongue with the
interpretation. This may be the person who speaks
with a tongue, for he himself may have also the ability
to translate, v. 13; .it may also, of course, be another
person.

Whether one person interprets for two or for

three speakers with tongues will depend on whether
the two or the three use the same foreign language,
or, if they use diﬁ‘erent languages, whether the interpreter is linguist enough to translate two or three.
28) However, no interpreter may be present at
the meeting. In this event no one is to speak with a
tongue. This implies that the speaker with a tongue
can ascertain in advance whether an interpreter is
present or not. How can he do this? He could not do
it if tongues are the language of heaven or a mystical
non-human language. Then interpretation would have
to come as a special revelation for each case, for who is
ready to assume that interpretation consists in the
actual knowledge of the language of heaven or of the
non-human language?

Yet no speaker with a tongue

could possibly ascertain in advance whether the Spirit
were ready to grant someone the required revelation
at the time. Thus he could never determine whether
he should proceed to speak or not. This again shows
that tongues are not the language of heaven or nonhuman utterances.
Tongues are foreign human languages. Any
speaker with a tongue may easily know in advance
whether someone is present in the assembly who understands the particular language which the Spirit com-

municates to him. Previous tests and experiences place
this beyond question.

This applies to each of the two

or the three speakers who are allowed by Paul at any
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one service. Each may speak a different foreign
human language. Each will know the name of the
particular language which the Spirit grants him to
speak. A glance tells him whether an interpreter is
present or not. If none is at hand, he remains silent.
Such interpreters will have interpreted before and will
thus be known for their ability by all.
This applies only to such speaking c'v backside, “in
churc ,” in the public assembly. Outside of the assemny anyone may speak in a tongue all he desires:
“and let him speak to himself and to God,” literally,
“and to himself (emphasis) let him speak and to God
(again emphasis)." “Let him speak to himself” does
not mean silently, in his own heart, because the word
“speak,” which is so regularly used with reference to
tongues, means audible utterance. Paul tells this
speaker “to speak" ad libitum in any private way. Yet
the sense is not that he and God are to listen to this
private speaking. The sense is that this speaking
is between himself and God and thus for the speaker's
own ediﬁcation, v. 4, in that his feelings and his desires,
ﬁnding outlet in his speaking, rise unto God. So much
concerning the practical regulations in regard to the
use of tongues.
29) Now there follow the regulations in regard
to prophecy. And let prophets speak two or three,
and let the others discern. Paul does not need to
repeat “when you come together,” v. 26; that is understood. Who the prophets are we know from v. 26:
those who have a psalm, a teaching, or a revelation,
namely a gift of the Spirit that enabled them to make
such an offering for ediﬁcation of the church.
We again have the restriction as to number: only
“two or three.” Paul is not in favor of prolonging
the public service. More may desire to speak, but an
opportunity shall be given to only two or three. Paul
does not repeat “at most” in connection with “three,”

First Corinthians 14:29
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yet he does not do this in order to grant greater liberty
to prophecy than to tongues. The omission is made
for the sake of brevity. The Corinthians will under-

stand that the limit is to be three. On the other hand,
“two or three” does not say that “as a rule or under
all circumstances” so many must speak. Paul merely
indicates that the rule that applies to tongues and that
which applies to prophets are to be the same. By
granting as many speakers to tongues as to prophets

Paul desires to intimate that he is not unduly restricting tongues and quenching the spirit, I Thess. 5:19.
Nothing is said about making a selection, say by the
elders, as to who the two or the three are to be. Yet

we may assume that such a practice was followed.
“And let the others discern” refers to the other
prophets who are present and not to all the others in
the assembly. “Discerning of spirits” is a special gift,
one which naturally accompanies the gift of prophecy
although certain other members may also have it to
some degree. The article in the expression oi (1M0;

refers to 1rpo¢7'rrat and shows that “the others” are also
“prophets.” Discerning protects the church against
error, whether this is innocently and ignorantly offered
to the church, as is often the case, or with conscious

opposition to the truth. Luther writes: “What is
meant here by ‘the others’? Is it the mob? By no
means. This means the other prophets who help to
preach in the church and to improve the congregation;
they are to judge and to help see that preaching is
rightly done.” Discernment always deals with “spirits” since these are the source from which every
prophetic utterance ﬂows; see the remarks on 12:10.
The effect is, however, always to reveal the true doctrine as being true and divine, the false as being false
and devilish. When we are speaking of the latter we

need not think about demonism since all lies and all
deceptions emanate from Satan.
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30)

As the number of speakers is to be limited,

so also is the length of the addresses. And if to another sitting by a revelation is made, let the ﬁrst be

silent. The speaker, it seems, would stand. If, however, another, while he was seated and thus not speaking by the Spirit’s help (note the passive chroxaxuwﬁ,
the Spirit being the agent back of the verb) thinks of

some pertinent word of revelation and rises to utter
it to the congregation, either to corroborate or to correct what has just been spoken, the speaker having the
ﬂoor at the moment is to yield it. It seems that the
custom which obtained in the old Jewish synagogues
was thus introduced into the churches, namely an
edifying discussion by two or three speakers in turn.

31) Paul cuts off every objection that this regulation would quench the spirit of prophecy. For
you can all prophesy one by one that all may learn,
and all may be admonished. Paul addresses the prophets directly, hence he employs the second person. The
emphasis is not on “all” but on the verb: You can
prophesy under this arrangement, do not fear that

you cannot. If not at one service, you can speak at
another, of course, “one by one,” and so “all” in turn.
After the verb the emphasis is on the and phrase (the
distributive use of the preposition, R. 606, 608) . Paul
will have no confusion.
The double in clause again emphasizes the purpose
that is to be served. Paul has employed but one word
and has called it ediﬁcation; here he divides this

concept into two parts: "that all may learn,” instruction, “and that all may be admonished,” application.
The verb wapaKaAdv means to address by urging, admonishing, encouraging, and comforting, all of these

interwoven, or one of these features being especially
prominent.
wapdxMa’Ls.

One of the functions of prophecy is

First Coﬁnthians 14:32, 38
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When Paul directs that speakers with

tongues are to be silent in the event that no interpreter is present he intimates that these speakers are

able to control themselves. What he only intimates
in their case he now states directly in the case of the
prophets.

And spirits of prophets are subject to

prophets. These are not spirits which possess the
prophets; they are not distinct from the prophets and
able to control the prophets as mere instruments. In
other words, these are not spirits that compel the
prophets to speak at their pleasure so that the prophets
cannot help themselves. We have no evidence that
such views were prevalent at this time.
In English we should call these spirits of the prophets their souls, the immaterial part of their being which

receives impressions from the divine Spirit and from
his Word. These spirits are thus subject to their
owners, they speak when these will it. Hence a prophet
may desire to speak and may have something important
to convey which has been given him by the divine Spirit

and the Word and yet for good reasons may refrain
from speaking. Proper self-control is a virtue that
any prophet may well cultivate even today.
33) The fact that the spirits of the prophets are
subject to the prophets rests on another and an ultimate fact. For God is not a God of confusion but of
peace. The two genitives are possessive genitives in

the predicate in place of an attribute after the copula,
R. 497. Confusion, topsy—turvy doings, do not belong
to God. Quite otherwise. But Paul does not add the
direct opposite of confusion: God is a God “of good
order.” Instead of mentioning the direct opposite he
mentions the motive or purpose which underlies this
opposite: he is a God “of peace,” connected with
“peace" in the sense of well-being and quiet satisfaction. Confusion is full of sinful zeal (ﬁns) and
contentions (Emacs). God does not want the church to
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be disturbed and upset by the manner in which his
gifts are used; he wants it to grow and to prosper in
peace.
The clause: As in all the churches of the saints,
is by most of the ancients, by Luther, and by our versions connected with the preceding sentence, but nearly
all modern exegetes connect it with the following sentence. The statement that God is not a God of con.fusion but of peace is certainly complete in itself.
Why should Paul, in corroboration of this fact, desire
to point the Corinthians to all the other churches, i. e.,
to what takes place in them? If any other church
tolerates confusion that church, too, is in disharmony
with God just as well as the Corinthians. But regarding the public speaking of women in Corinth, Paul
may well refer the Corinthians to the established

custom that obtains in all the other congregations. So
we construe: “As (the practice is) in all the assemblies
of the saints, let the women keep silence in the assemblies," those in which you come together for your public
worship. The spirit of individualism which prompts
one congregation to do what it prefers although it
thereby contradicts its sister congregations and perhaps offends them is foreign to Paul. He ever conserves true fellowship, loving regard for others, inward and outward harmony. In this spirit he points
the Corinthians to all the other churches in connection
with this question.
34) Paul’s prohibition of all public speaking of
women in the churches is in the nature of an
appendix to his directions about the public use of
tongues and of prophecy. All that he says in v. 26-32
applies only to men. As in all the other assemblies

of the saints, let the women keep silence in the assemblies, for it is not permitted to them to speak;
on the contrary, let them be in subjection even as
also the Law declares.

First Corinthians 14 :34
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Whether they have the gift of tongues or of prophecy makes no difference, in fact, Paul’s prohibition is
intended for just such. And this prohibition is general
and complete. From the little that Paul says we cannot properly infer that this question was acute in
Corinth, and that women attempted to speak in the
assemblies. The question may have been broached,
but no more than this had occurred. Paul only rounds
out his instructions and thus anticipates any movement
in this direction.

He adds an explanatory ydp. This order in regard
to women does not emanate from Paul personally: “for
it is not permitted to them to speak.” This right is
not “turned over to them,” émrpc’mm aﬁrazc, i. e., it is
withheld from them, turned over only to the men. The
Textus Receptus has the perfect tense: “has not been
turned over” and thus is not now (the usual sense of
this tense as including also the present), R. 1220. We
are told in a moment who withholds this permission.

Here the fact alone is stated.
“On the contrary,” and, “let them be in subjection."
The A. V. translates: “They are commanded to be
under obedience.” This is Paul’s owu positive conclusion, but it is one which he only repeats and thus
makes his own. It has a much older source. On the
meaning of the verb here used, inrordaaea'am, as well as
on the corresponding noun, {worm/7;, compare Eph. 5 :21,
22; I Pet. 3:1, 5; Col. 3:18; I Tim. 2:11, and many
other passages: “to be put in array under” (passive),
“to put oneself under” (middle).

Paul is referring to sex and does not restrict himself to the relation of marriage; note yumi and «imp in
I Tim 2:11, etc. This is placed beyond question by the
clause: “even as also the Law declares.” This is the
original authority which refuses to turn over to women
the right of speaking in public in Christian assemblies,
the authority Whose dictum Paul appropriates and
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reports. “The Law” =the Old Testament as the will
and the Word of God. The best answer to the question
where and how “the Law” does what Paul says is
I Tim. 2:13, 14: “For Adam was ﬁrst formed, then
Eve (the creation of man and of woman, the sexes) ;
and Adam was not beguiled (by the serpent), but the
woman, being beguiled, hath fallen into transgression”
(by emancipating herself from her concreated sub-

jection and acting with unwarranted independence).
Thus the Law, the Old Testament, subjects woman to
man by the very act of creation before the fall and
again because of the fall, when woman ﬁrst ignored

this subjection.
Paul informs the Corinthians that what is recorded
concerning woman in Genesis is not a temporary arrangement but a permanent one that endures as such
for the Christian Church. Any act on the part of
woman which sets aside her subjection to man is in
violation of “the Law,” the will of God expressed in
creation and stated in his Word. An act of such a
nature would be the speaking of women in the public
services either in a tongue or in prophecy. Ergo, “let
the women be silent in the assemblies.” Just how far
this prohibition extends is shown by I Tim 2 :12: “But
I permit not a woman to teach, not to have dominion
over a man, but to be in quietness.” In many places
woman may speak and teach even publicy, but in no
place where she will exercise “dominion over a man”
by her teaching.

It is unfair to charge Paul with an inferior view
regarding woman because he himself was unmarried
and to assert that he voices only his own personal

opinion when he gives such direction to the Corinthians. Back of Paul is the divine wipe: or Word. And
that binds him as well as us. Nor can one say that
what Paul wrote was well enough for his time and age

which assigned a different position to woman than does

First Corinthians 14:34
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ours. If woman is now assigned a different position.
this is done, not by God, but by man, and by man in
contradiction to God. The claim that the sexes are
equal collides with the simple fact that God did not
make them equal, and no amount of human claiming
can remove or alter the divine fact.
The various questions which are today raised in
regard to the place of women in the church ﬁnd their
solution just Where Paul found his when the question
was touched regarding woman’s prophesying or speaking with tongues in public worship in Corinth, namely
in the divine principle of the Law. Whatever sphere
we may assign to woman in our church practice today

dare not contravene her divinely ordained subjection
and obedience, for this would conﬂict with God’s own
order.*
Some texts place v. 34, 35 after v. 40. One text
advances v. 36-40 ahead of v. 34. Some critics even
cancel some of these verses. All such questions we
"' “How the granting of voice and vote to women in all congregational meetings can do anything but place women completely on a level with men in all such meetings and thus
gravely interfere with their divinely ordered subjection and
obedience, we are unable to see. In all cases where women now
have such voice and vote they certainly are on an equality with

men in these meetings—But the matter of voice and vote is one
entirely apart from the natural rights of women in the church.
Thus in questions of doctrine and conscience sex cannot count
in any way, and any woman concerned must be heard. Again,
in undertaking important work ordinary wisdom will be enough
to go and consult those women whose support should be enlisted.
Even in minor matters such as providing a desired service or
arranging details concerning which women may well have
proper wishes of their own, good sense will meet these wishes
on their part. All these things have been done for many a year
in the churches without going to the length of placing women
on a par with the men in giving them voice and vote in all congregational meetings, and without depriving them in the least

of their favored position in the churc .”—From an Opinion of
the Theological Faculty of Capital University, Columbus, Ohio.
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leave in the hands of the textual critics who have the
proper textual apparatus at their disposal.
35) Women are not even to ask questions in
the public assemblies and thus start discussions and
in this way secure opportunity to speak publicly.
And if they desire to learn anything, let them ask
their own men at home. The emphasis is on “at
home.” The translation of our versions: “their own
husbands,” tends to confuse the English reader, for it
leaves the impression that Paul is speaking about the
relation of husbands and wives as married people
whereas he is speaking about the two sexes as such
whether they are married or not.
Paul conceives the congregation as being composed
of families in which the women have their family
connections, husbands, brothers, fathers, etc. The exceptional case of a lone woman without male connections of any nature in the church is not considered in

the formulation of a" general directive. There is no
need to add in order to meet such exceptions: “Let
such inquire of the elders or of friends." It seems
that in the early church the custom prevailed to ask
questions at the public services, very probably on subjects that Were brought up by the prophets. It would
thus be natural for the more forward women to claim
the privilege of at least asking questions.
The fact that the asking of questions in the open

assembly is practically equivalent to speaking publicly before the congregation and is barred for this
reason we see from the reason with which Paul supports the order that women should ask at home.
For it is shameful for a woman to speak in church.
The point of this statement is broken off when it is
taken to mean: “shameful in the general estimation of

people.” Paul has no modiﬁer with aiaxpéy, “shameful.”
The term does imply that the act mentioned is “shameful," highly improper, in someone’s judgment.

The

First Con’nthians 14:35, 36‘
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only judge to whom Paul has appealed in this entire
connection is “the Law,” the divine Word, and thus to

God himself. So Paul does not mean or imply: “in my
judgment, or in that of the churches, or in that of the

general public.” All these could be discounted; the
latter two are also variable. The Corinthians might
reply to Paul: “You think so, but we do not.” And
the opinions of the general public in matters of this
kind, even when they are correct, are decidedly sec-

ondary as proof for the church.
36) The two ﬁnal questions on this subject contain a touch of irony that is intended to sting the
haughty Corinthians. Or was it from you the Word
of God went out? or came it to you alone? Both the

“or” are alike, and there is no reason for making the
ﬁrst exceptional and translating it as an exclamatory

“What?” as our versions do. In both questions “or”
is elliptical: “Or” if this is not your idea, is it this
that from you the Word of God went out? “Or” if not
this, then that to you alone it came? The emphasis is
as indicated. Both questions are preposterous in a
way and even absurd. No congregation is expected
to entertain them.
Paul once more reveals what is implied by the term

6 wine; in v. 34, namely that God himself is the sender
of his Word. The force of the ﬁrst question lies in the
suggestion that the Corinthians perhaps desire to take
the place of God and to claim that they formed and sent
out the Word. This question is not wide of the mark;
people and churches do act in this way. Their actions
imply that they know better than God and his Word,

for they make God and his Word mean what they think
they should mean.
The second question is an alternative but has the
same force. Yet it does not mean that the Corinthians
act as though they were “the mother congregation of
Christendom” as some understand this question, and
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that the Cerinthians may thus presume to say what is
right or what is wrong conduct for women. Although
Paul refers to the practice of other congregations in
v. 33 he does not base his directions on the mere custom
established in the mother congregation in Jerusalem
and on the approval of the daughter congregations

that followed.

His authority is God and the Word.

And his questiOn evidently means :’ “Are you the only
ones in the world who have God’s Word and are thus
able to tell all others what it contains?” It is ridiculous
that any man or any congregation should act in this
way. Yet not a few act in this very way. Although
throughout all ages of the past God’s people have had
the Word, these innovators presume to ignore all of
them as though they had never existed and now arise
to tell" us what God’s Word contains. They conduct
themselves as though they had just received the very
ﬁrst communication that God ever granted to men.
0n the strength of Paul’s decided imperatives it
is usually assumed that the Corinthian women were
already speaking in the public assemblies. But Paul
nowhere says: “I hear that your women are doing
this.”

Compare 1:11; 5:1; 6:7; 11:18, where Paul

states what actually took place in Corinth. This section
regarding women resembles 7:12-20, where Paul is
warding off a danger instead of correcting an abuse
that is already established. As long as Paul does not
charge the Corinthian women with speaking in public,
Christian ethics compels us to assume that this question

had as yet only been discussed, and that no more than
this had occurred.
37) The discussion regarding spiritual gifts,
which extends through chapters 12-14, is now con-

cluded. All that remains is that Paul aﬂix the seal
of authority to what he has written. If anyone thinks
he is a prophet or spiritually gifted, let him make
acknowledgment in regard to what I write that it

First Coﬁnthians 14:37, 88
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is of the Lord. But if anyone does not acknowledge,
he himself is not acknowledged. What Paul writes
to the Corinthians in chapters 12-14 is “of the Lord."
On that score there is no question in Paul’s mind. He
knows that he has recorded not merely the results of
his own reﬂections and decisions, but that he has written as the intemes Christi. “Of the Lord” means
under the Lord’s direction, that which was promised
speciﬁcally to the apostles.
Therefore a judgment that the Corinthians may
pronounce on what Paul writes is really a judgment,
not on Paul, and not on his writing, but on themselves.
“If anyone thinks he is a prophet,” etc., let him prove
that he is not mistaken in regard to himself, “let him
make acknowledgment in regard to what I write, that
it is of the Lord.” If he fails to see the divine character
of Paul’s words, the proof is conclusive (evidential
proof) that this man is no prophet, that he really has
no spiritual gift.
Paul proceeds exactly as Jesus did when he spoke
with the Jews in John 8:47: “He that is of God
heareth the words of God,” acknowledges and receives
them as such and thus proves his claim to be of God;
“for this cause ye hear them not, because ye are not of
God,” you yourselves. furnish the evidence for this

conclusion.

The word Emmi, “commandmen ” of the

Lord (some texts have the plural), should be cancelled

because it is an addition to the text. The term
mwuarucds is general: one who is possessed of any spiritual gift, who would thus be competent to judge
what Paul writes.
38) The reading aymzm, “he himself is not acknowledged,” is preferable to dyvocim, “let him not be
acknowledged,” i. e., as a prophet and as a man who is
spiritually gifted. There is little difference in substance. Between c'mywwa'xe’ra) and dyvoezm we have the
same sharp contrast as in II Cor. 6:9. He who does
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not acknowledge that what Paul writes is of the Lord
is himself not acknowledged as the prophet and the
gifted man he pretends to be. The passive ,“is himself not acknowledged” should be understood according
to the context. Hence it does not mean that the Lord
does not acknowledge him, but that Paul and the
church do not recognize him as what he claims to be.
The translation: “But if any man is ignorant, let
him be ignorant,” loses too much of the force of the
original. Paul would merely be setting him aside. Men
in and out of the church still delude themselves by
thinking that they are able to pronounce on the Lord’s
Word whereas by every such pronouncement they pronounce only on themselves alone, either that they apprehend the Word (for which they deserve acknowledgment) or that they fail to apprehend it (for which
they themselves forfeit acknowledgment).
39) The entire matter is now brieﬂy summed
up. Wherefore, my brethren, strive zealously to
prophesy and forbid not to speak with tongues. The

ﬁrst injunction is positive: “Get as much as possible I”
The second negative: “Get some of it!" The arrangement is chiastic: verb—object; object—verb. In a
masterly way the precise valuation to be placed on
each 'of the two gifts is made plain in the fewest
possible words. And these injunctions come with a
brotherly appeal and ask to be heeded accordingly.
40) As far as the practical directions are concerned, these are summed up in the same perfect

Way. But let all things be done in a seemly way and
in due order. The adverb = in becoming form, in
wohlgesitteter Weiss, which is the opposite of egotistic
disorder. The adverbial phrase = according to order,
i. e., one speaking at a time, the opposite of confusion.

CHAPTER XV
The Eighth Part of the Letter

The Resurrection of the Dead.

Chapter 15

The manner in which Paul introduces this subject
indicates that no inquiry in regard to it had been addressed to him. It may be possible that the congrega-

tion as such had not as yet become disturbed by doubt
regarding the doctrine of the resurrection. While the
chapter in its entirety is addressed to all the “brethren”
(v. 1, 50), we see that the two central parts, which

establish the fact and the manner of the resurrection
in answer to wrong views, ascribe these views only to
certain indeﬁnitely designated persons, “some among

you,” v. 12, and “someone” whom Paul calls a “fool,”
v. 35, 36. Who these indeﬁnitely designated persons
were we have no means of knowing.

We need not ask to which of the four parties (1 :12)
in Corinth these persons belonged; and we cannot
conclude that they belonged to the party of Apollos.
The View that they belonged to this party has been
arrived at by a process of elimination: since Peter,
Paul, and Christ taught the resurrection in so decided
a manner, the doubters would not belong to those
parties; ergo, they must have belonged to the party
of Apollos. But this assumes, on the strength of our

ignorance concerning the details of Apollos’ teaching,
that he did not teach the resurrection as emphatically

as the others who were made heads of parties.

This

assumption does not agree with Acts 18:27, 28 and
with I Cor. 16:12. We have no right to think that
Apollos was less emphatic in teaching the resurrection

(623)
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than any other Corinthian teacher was. We do not
know to what party these doubters belonged, or
whether they belonged to any party. Paul does not
designate them more deﬁnitely.
Nor is it likely that the doubters of the resurrection
are identical with the moral liberalists whose ideas
Paul refutes in 6 :12, etc., and against whom he urges

the resurrection in 6:14. For if they doubted the
resurrection, how could Paul hope to gain anything by
pointing them to the resurrection when he was cor-

recting their loose moral views?
Nor can Paul’s doctrine of the resurrection be
traced to certain mediating views of the ancient Jews.
We are, on the one hand, pointed to the rationalism
of the pagan Greeks, which simply refused to accept
the resurrection of the body but held that the body is
only an evil (xaxév), or a fetter (static), or a dungeon,
yea, a grave for the soul (capa-aﬁpa, “body-tomb”),
from which death frees the soul (Orphic teaching and
Platonic philosophy). When these Greeks became
Christians they readily believed, we are told, the immortality of the soul but balked at the resurrection of
the body. We are, on the other hand, informed (very
brieﬂy) that according to the popular view the bodies
of the dead were thought to arise in their material
grossness. Between these two extremes Paul is to steer

his course. Yet not independently. We are told that he
belonged to “certain Jewish circles” and adopted their
teaching concerning a spiritual or ethereal resurrec-

tion body which was eventually received by the soul.
Paul is thus thought to be ﬁghting against two. errors,

the Greek spiritualizing, skeptic view and the gross
popular, materialistic view. Into this framework the
entire chapter is placed. Such is the origin of Paul’s
teaching.
But those “certain Jewish circles” to which Paul
is said to belong probably never existed. Paul’s doc-

First Corinthians 15 :1
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trine cannot be traced to any merely human sources.
Paul is in agreement with all the other Biblical writers
who in one grand chorus proclaim the actual resurrection of the physical body that is deposited in the grave.
The bringing forth of this body is the incomprehensible
miracle wrought by Almighty God. “I believe in the
resurrection of the body" and in no substitute doctrine
whether it emanates from “certain Jewish circles”
or from another circle.
The structure of this chapter is simple. Verses
1-11 restate the facts of the Christian faith regarding
the resurrection of Christ. Verses 12-34 establish the
resurrection of the dead. Verses 35-54 answer the
question regarding the resurrection body. Verses
55-58 close with a word of triumph and cheer. One
fact was in Paul’s favor: those who questioned the
resurrection of the dead still believed ﬁrmly in the
resurrection of Christ. If they had denied that they
would have departed so completely from the historic
foundation of faith that Paul would have treated them
as apostates. As it is, Paul makes Christ’s resurrection
the fulcrum for his presentation of the doctrine that
we, too, shall be raised from the dead. Thus the ﬁrst
eleven verses are thetical in form, a restatement of
undisputed facts.
I.

Christ’s Resurrection, 1-11

1) The ﬁrst sentence is masterly in every respect.
It ﬁts the situation exactly. Paul does not begin by
naming the subject which he intends to treat and by
stating why he comes to do so. He starts with a
reminder of the pertinent gospel facts on which the
faith of the Corinthians rests. Not until he reaches
v. 12 do the Corinthians hear that some men in their
midst make this entire discussion necessary. This
form of presentation is highly effective for securing
the fullest and the most unbiased attention.
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Now I remind you, brethren, of the gospel which
1 preached unto you, which also you received, in
which also you stand, through which also you are
saved: with what statement I preached the gospel to
you if you hold it fast, unless you believed in vain.
Since the gospel itself and those parts of it which
are here named by Paul are well known to the Corin-

thians, the verb yvmpicm, which ordinarily means, “I make
known” to you, has the force: “I remind you of."
The entire sentence is dominated by the term “gospe .”
We have the noun “gospel” and the repeated verb
alayycMa'dp-qv which means “preached the gOspel,” and
four relative pronouns which have “gospel” as their
antecedent. Now the gospel is the mediate source of
salvation.

Therefore a sentence such as this, every

member of which hinges on the gospel, ought to sound
exceedingly sweet to the Corinthians. To be so thor-

oughly reminded of these gospel facts ought to stimulate their faith although they as yet do not know just
why Paul makes the “gospel” ring in their cars. This
“gospel” is no indeﬁnite good news but the great news
of salvation through the mediation of Christ.
The ﬁrst two relative clauses have verbs in the
aorist which state historical facts. They recall the
fact that Paul preached this gospel to the Corinthians
when he ﬁrst came to them, and that the Corinthians

received this gospel when he brought it to them. The
entire story of Paul’s ﬁrst visit to Corinth is thus
recalled to the minds of Paul’s readers. The last two
relative clauses deal with the present, and the tenses
of the verbs used are durative: “in which also you
continue to stand—through which, also you are in

course of being saved.” The perfect e'onﬁxare is always
used with a present meaning. Standing means established and continuing ﬁrm in faith as a tree stands
when it is well rooted.

Fz'rst Con‘nthians 15:1, 2
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The verb aégcw signiﬁes to deliver or rescue and to

place into a position of security, soundness, and joy.
The three Kai, “also,” in the last three relative clauses
are cumulative. Upon the ﬁrst past fact a second is
laid, and upon these two past facts two additional

present facts are laid, the entire four are great and
delightful. Thus a few strokes sketch the entire
blessed story of the Corinthians until the moment of
Paul’s writing.
2) However, neither the gospel in general as
gospel, nor the connection of the Corinthians with this
gospel, is the point of this reminder which Paul is

stating for the Corinthians. All of this is only the
preamble to Paul’s reminder. Its real point appears
in the indirect question: “with what statement I
preached the gospel to you.” Paul wants to remind the
Corinthians of the Myos‘, the particular “statement,”
which he used when he brought the gospel to them.
The emphasis is on n’m A679 and not on cﬁa‘y‘yEMa'a'p-qv,
which is a mere repetition of this verb. What Paul
wants the Corinthians to consider is the particular
A670; or statement in which he embodied the vital substance of the gospel for the Corinthians.
We do not accept those explanations which have

Aéyos mean intention or manner: “with what intention
I preached the gospel to you”; or “in what manner.”

Nor does A6709 mean “formulation,” for in the following
verses Paul does not present a formulation but only

the facts which he originally preached to the Corinthians as the heart of the gospel. These facts are
Christ’s death for our sins, his burial, and his resurrection on the third day, v. 3, 4. These facts constitute

the “statement” which Paul used in preaching the
gospel. The dative n’m MW is one of means: “by means
of what statement” I preached, etc. Whether Paul
used some ﬁxed formula in presenting this “statement”

of the facts indicated or used no formula, is unim-
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portant in this connection. All that Paul preached in
Corinth, no matter concerning what part of the gospel,
centered in his “statemen " of the facts of the death,
the burial, and the resurrection of Christ. Without
this “statement” all else would have been empty and
without saving power.
This helps us to establish the construction of the
indirect question. Both R. 425 and B.-D 478 point
out the fact that it is impossible to draw the indirect

question into the conditional (1'. mn’xm as the A. V.
translates: “If ye keep in memory what I preached
unto you.” To amend the text itself by cancelling
the at of the conditional clause and thus securing a new
sentence in which Kaﬂ'xe‘rc governs the indirect question (B.-D.), is too radical to merit attention. The
idea of R. 738 that rim is an equivalent of the ordinary
relative because if an indirect question were to be
introduced at this place it would come with a jolt,
overlooks the fact that Paul needs this very indirect
question — it is the climax of his entire sentence. The
construction is simply: vapfé'a) . . . ﬂ'w. M79 x7)", “I

remind you . . . by means of what statement I
preached the gospel to you.” The R. V. has the correct
construction although it translates “in what words,”
plural, which is not accurate enough.
“If you hold it fast,” namely this statement of the
gospel, merely raises the question, not as a doubt on
Paul’s part, but as an intimation to the Corinthians to
examine themselves on this point. With this condition
of reality Paul on his part assumes, and for the entire
purpose of his presentation must assume, that the
Corinthians do continue to hold fast (of course, not
in their memories merely but also in their hearts by
faith) what he once preached to them, i. e., the gospel
and in particular the statement which embodied the
heart of that gospel. Paul thus says: “I take it that
you do hold this fast.”
’

First Corinthians 15 :2, 3
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Paul sees but one possibility in keeping with which
he could assume that the Corinthians no longer hold
fast what he preached to them: “unless you believed in
vain,” émarcﬁaare, an ingressive aorist, pointing to the
time when the Corinthians ﬁrst “came to believe.”
The adverb sin), “in vain,” means “at random,” i. e.,

so that your believing led you nowhere, brought you
nothing. In the case of a real believer such an assumption is an impossible idea.

True faith always brings

salvation and a thousand blessed effects connected with
this salvation.
see 14:5.

Regarding the pleonastic was :2 pr;

This opening sentence is so masterly because its
positive half, up to and including the indirect question,
is so formulated as to elicit from the Corinthians a
decided and an enthusiastic “yea,” while its negative
half, the condition and the exception, are so formulated as to elicit an equally determined “nay” in regard

to even the possibility suggested. This “yea” and this
“nay” mutually support each other and coalesce in the
unit idea of full certainty. The interpretation that
Paul strikes a balance between the two and leaves the
issue in doubt as far as the Corinthians are concerned,
whether they still abide by the “yea” or after all now
tend toward the “nay,” is unacceptable. The very
opposite is the fact. Doubly supported, once by a

“yea” on the part of the Corinthians, and again by a
“nay,” Paul proceeds.

3)

He now restates to the Corinthians the Aéyoq

which embodies the very heart of the gospel which
he had preached to them, which they unquestionably
hold fast to this day, knowing that their faith is not
in vain. “For” is to be taken in this sense. For I delivered to you in the ﬁrst place what also I received,
that Christ died for our sins according to the Scrip-

tures, and that he was entombed, and that he has
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been raised on the third day according to the Scriptures.

Paul goes back to the time when he ﬁrst preached
in Corinth. At that time “I delivered to you” this
Myos. The phrase c’v wpu’rrots‘ is practically an adverb,
“ﬁrstly,” “in the ﬁrst place,” since it was most important in all his preaching. From the verb wapéb‘axa
we see what apostolic “tradition,” zapdsom, means, and
why it was so termed; it was the teaching given or
handed over to the hearers.
The relative clause: “what also I received,” is

usually stressed to mean that Paul received this A670:
from men, in the same way in which he in turn
passed it on to men. It is stated that Paul would otherwise have added “from the Lord” although a reason for
this view is not apparent unless the context should
demand it, which it does not. _The other reasons advanced are less convincing, namely that the verbs “I
delivered” and “I received” are parallel, and that v. 3
and v. 11 are parallel, and that Paul mentions only
Christ’s one appearance to him, that on the road to
Damascus. But in Gal. 1:11-2 :2 Paul is at pains to
prove historically that he did not receive his gospel
from men in any manner whatsoever, not from the
apostles who were the ﬁrst authorities (for years
passed before he even met any of them), and certainly
not from ordinary Christians. He declares in Gal. 1 :12
that it was “through revelation of Christ.” He uses

the identical verb mpéaaﬁov and even adds that he was
not taught. In the present passage Paul speaks about
the very heart of the gospel: that Christ died for our
sins, etc.,—this is what he received and not merely

the bare historical informatiou that Christ died, was
buried, and arose. Compare the notations on 11:23.
Paul is not in this connection committing to writing
the entire contents of the gospel or even only a brief
summary of it; he is recording “the statement” to

First Corinthians 15:3, 4
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which he refers in v. 2 which consisted of the three
great facts that follow.

The ﬁrst fact is “that Christ

died for our sins according to the Scriptures.” “Christ”
is not an appellative but a personal name. This Christ
did not sink into a state of coma from which he afterward recovered; he actually and truly died, d1rc'0uvcv,
the aorist to express the historical fact. He died
because he was killed. He died because his soul was
separated from his body just as men still die today.
His dying, his burial, and his resurrection belong
together; the latter of necessity presupposes the other
two. But Paul's “statement” is not mere history, it
is gospel, therefore he adds “for our sins,” :‘m’p, in

behalf of them. Only one thought ﬁts the {m’p phrase,
namely that of atonement for sins. Since Paul is
writing to Corinthian believers, “our” sins is sufﬁcient
in the present connection. Yet this phrase is vital, for
without this phrase the Corinthians would not have
understood on the occasion of Paul’s ﬁrst preaching,

nor would they understand at this present writing,
that Christ’s resurrection is also meant in a, soteriological sense, Rom. 4:3 and other passages. Only
because he died as the atoning sacriﬁce for our sins can

the resurrection of- Christ redound to our salvation.
The second addition, “according to the Scriptures,”
namely the Old Testament prophecies concerning his
atoning death, removes all thought that Christ died as
men ordinarily die. His death is a part of God’s
wonderful plan for our salvation, Isa. 53, etc. For this
reason it was foretold and then occurred as it had been
foretold. But “according to the Scriptures” includes
everything that was foretold concerning the significance and the eﬂicacy of Christ’s death; when Christ
died, all of this, too, became everlasting reality.
4) “And that he was entombed" or buried is
added without a modiﬁer. Even the Apostles’ Creed
reads: was cruciﬁed, dead, “and buried.”

This addi-
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tion is necessary; ﬁrst, because it attests the reality
of Christ’s death, and secondly, because it shows that
his death was like ours, for we, too, are buried after
death. The latter is important because, like Christ,
we who die shall have our bodies raised again. Paul
intends to write at length regarding this resurrection
of our bodies. Since the entombment is really a part
of Christ’s death, no modiﬁers are needed when this

statement is added.
The third item of Paul’s Aéyos again has modiﬁers:
“and that he has been raised on the third day according to the Scriptures.” Here the perfect tense after
the two aorists is prominent. It draws a sharp distinction, R. 844, “Paul wishes to emphasize the idea that
Jesus is still risen," R. 896. The perfect tense normally
records a past fact together with its present effect or
result. Christ is now and continues to be in the condition of one who was raised from the dead. The
addition “on the third day" is positive in regard to
the historic reality of the resurrection. It ﬁxes the
exact time after the death and thus forms a natural
transition to the appearances of the risen Savior. Paul
again adds “according to the Scriptures,” and this addition has the same force it had with reference to the
death; both are equally mentioned in prophecy as
cardinal acts in the divine plan of salvation. There is
no indication that in v. 3, 4 Paul is reciting a ﬁxed
formula such as is found in the Apostles’ Creed. We
know of no other case in which the wording used is

like that which is here employed by Paul.
The question is raised as to whether the phrase
“according to the Scriptures” includes only “he has
been raised” or also the time, “on the third day.” The
answer that only Hosea 6 :2 and possibly 11 Kings 20 :5,
neither of which is quoted to this effect in the New
Testament, could be used as proof, is unsatisfactory,
for neither of these passages refers to Christ’s resur-

First Coﬁnthians 15 :4, 5
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rection. One asks why the miracle wrought for the
Prophet Jonah is omitted when Christ himself refers
to it in Matt. 12:39, 40 as indicating the length of
time which he would remain in the grave.
The mythical notion current among Persians and
Jews that for three days the soul remains near the
body and does not go to its place until the fourth day.
and the supposition that this explains Martha’s cry
recorded in John 11:34 and the assertions made in Acts
2:27, 31 and 13:35-37 that the body of Jesus saw no
corruption during the three days in the tomb, are perhaps referred to in this connection in order to have the
account of Christ’s resurrection “on the third day”
take on the coloring of a myth. Why did the women
hurry to Christ’s tomb on Easter morning in order
to complete the embalming of his body? Because in
that climate corruption sets in almost immediately
after death, and the women feared that it might have
already advanced so far as to render their task impossible. Martha was sure that the body of Lazarus
already stank. The body of Christ suffered no decay
because, as the passages in Acts inform us, God did

not suffer this as he had foretold this through David.
5) Beginning with the very day of Christ’s resurrection, Paul records in chronological order a number
of appearances of the risen Savior in attestation of
the momentous fact of his resurrection. He gives no
complete catalog of these appearances, not because he
does not know about those which he omits, but because
he follows a selective principle. Paul presents those
witnesses that are most important to the Corinthians
and to the church in general for attesting the historical
reality of Christ’s bodily resurrection. This he did
when he ﬁrst came to Corinth, and he therefore does
the same now.
The suggestion that Paul omits the appearances
to the women because the women were witnesses only
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to the apostles and not to the world, may be correct.
But the other suggestion that Paul omits the appearances which had a pastoral import (Luke 24:13, for

instance) is contradicted by the very ﬁrst appearance
which Paul records, for this appearance to Peter alone

was undoubtedly intended to assure him personally of
the Savior's pardon for the sin of threefold denial.
This pardon was later (John 21:15, etc.) also pronounced publicly, and Peter was formally reinstated
into his ofﬁce.
And that he appeared to Cephas; then. to the
Twelve. Then he appeared to above ﬁve hundred
brethren at once, of whom the most remain until today although some fell asleep. Then he appeared to
James; then to all the apostles. And last of all, as

to the dead foetus, he appeared also to me.
The verb M01, (dpclw) is a passive: “he was seen,”

and is idiomatically construed with the dative as a few
of these passives are. It is used also in Luke 24:34,
and Paul employs it throughout this catalog of the
appearances. Although there is a pastoral purpose
connected with the appearance to Peter, namely the
assurance that the risen Lord had pardoned his fallen
apostle, the event has a much greater importance.
The other apostles, with the exception of John (John
20:8), still doubted (Luke 24:22-24) ; but when Peter
reported that he had seen the Lord, they joyfully

believed: “The Lord is risen indeed, and hath appeared
to Simon.” The appearance to Peter is so important
because he was one of the apostles, their leader we may
say;-because he was the ﬁrst apostle to see the Lord;
and because he saw the risen Lord on the very day of
his resurrection. Peter is thus the ﬁrst decisive witness named by Paul.
In connection with this passage a number of unsatisfactory remarks are found in modern commen-

taries such as that “the ﬂesh” of Christ perhaps

First Corinthians 15 :5, 6
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remained in the tomb; that Paul fails to use as evidence
“the open tomb”; that Acts 10:41 has a materialistic

view concerning the risen body; that Christ could not
appear in his heavenly 865a or glory.

Paul’s and Luke’s

64:01, is also clouded with doubt. It is said to denote
“subjective vision” in “the modern psychological
sense,” a seeing e'v wcﬁpan, “in the spirit” only “like
all the heavenly viewings,” whereas the verb denotes
seeing with the natural eye as any person or any object
is seen. Christ also called the other natural senses
into activity: “Handle me, and see . . . he showed
them his hands and his feet (to touch and to feel)
. . . they gave him a piece of broiled ﬁsh, and he took
it and did eat before them,” Luke 24:39-43. Christ
asked Thomas to put his ﬁngers into the print of the

nails and his hand into the open side, John 20:27.
There can be no doubt that Peter saw the very body

that was laid in the tomb, that body the identity of
which he placed beyond question. Paul will presently
describe its new condition which enabled it to pass

through the rock of the tomb and through the walls
or the locked door of a room.
“Then to the Twelve” is attested also by John 20 :19,
etc.; Luke 24:36, etc.; Mark 16:14. This occurred
late in the evening of the day of the resurrection,
immediately after the two disciples from Emmaus had
returned and had made their report, Nebe, Aufersteh—

ungsgeschichte 180, etc. “The Twelve” is used as a
standard term, although the defection of Judas had
left only eleven, and has no reference to Matthias who
later took Judas’ place. There is no reason to believe
that Paul wishes to include also other appearances of

Christ to the Twelve or to a part of their number such
as are recorded in John 20 :26, etc., and 21:1, etc.
6)
Paul next lists the appearance “to above ﬁve
hundred brethren at once.” He does not specify the

time or the place of this grand event. He writes only
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“then” and begins a new sentence; there is no 51". to
continue the preceding dependent clauses. It is the
great number of the Witnesses which is in this instance
so important to Paul, more than 500 brethren, and all
of these were together at one time and in one place.
None of the evangelists records that so many believers saw the risen Savior at the same time. Yet
we have cogent reason for combining Paul's statement
with Matt. 28:16, etc. Before his death Jesus tells
his disciples in a signiﬁcant way: “Howbeit, after
I am raised up I will go before you ‘into Galilee,"
Mark 14:28.

After the resurrection the angel bids

the women to remind the disciples: “And 10, he gOeth
before you into Galilee,” Matt. 28:7. Then Jesus
himself meets these women and repeats the direction
to the disciples: “Go tell my brethren that they depart
into Galilee, and there shall I see them,” Matt. 28:10.
So we are ﬁnally told: “The eleven disciples went
into Galilee unto the mountain where Jesus had appointed them,” and there he appeared to them and gave

them the Great Commission to evangelize the world.
There is no reason for this repeated and emphatic
summons to distant Galilee and even to a speciﬁc mountain there if only the eleven are concerned, whom Jesus

had met twice in Jerusalem, namely on the day of his
resurrection and eight days later, Luke 24:36; John
20:26. All is clear when we think that the eleven together with all of the other disciples of Jesus assembled
in Galilee for this especially appointed meeting with
Jesus. A meeting of this nature could not be held in
or near Jerusalem, for in this city there were at most
only 120 disciples. It was easier for these to travel
to Galilee than for the more than 380 who lived in
Galilee to come to Jerusalem, to say nothing of other
diﬁiculties.
The occasion ﬁts the number assembled. It was
for the purpose of the majestic announcement of the

First Corinthians 15:6, 7
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Great Commission. It was proper that this should be
a public meeting which included the'entire body of the
Lord’s brethren. Here, on a mountaintop, this host
came together at the appointed time. Word had been
circulated among them. Removed from observation by
outsiders, all of them assembled. The exact day is
unknown.

It must have been after the appearance at

the Sea of Galilee, John 21:1, etc.; it probably occurred
toward the end of the forty-day period.
The gathering on a mountain marks a noteworthy
event. On a mountain Jesus preached his great sermon, Matt. 5-7 ; on a mountain he chose the Twelve;
on a mountain he showed himself in the glory of the
transﬁguration. 0n mountain heights heaven and
earth, as it were, meet, and the risen Savior speaks
about his power over heaven and earth. With the vast

expanse of the sky above him, and the vast panorama
of earth spread beneath him, Christ stands in his
exaltation and his glory—a glorious vision, indeed!
An important point in regard to this great number
of witnesses who beheld the risen Lord at one time is
the fact that, when Paul writes, most of them still
“remain,” i. e., are alive and continue to repeat their

testimony with their own lips. “Though some fell
asleep,” with its aorist, merely records the fact. Death
converted into a sleep is the effect of Christ’s resurrection; they died as “children of the resurrection,"
Bengel.

7) Paul continues: “Then he appeared unto
James," who must be one of “the brethren of the
Lord” (cousins, as we may take it, of the Lord, sons
of Clopas and the Virgin’s sister), 9:5, the later permanent head of the congregation at Jerusalem. We
have no other record of Christ’s appearance to him.
His prominence in the church accounts for the fact

that Paul mentions him in this list of witnesses. He
ranks next to the apostles themselves, Gal. 1 :19. We
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must conclude that Peter, although he is at ﬁrst mentioned alone, was’ among the Twelve, and we must
also conclude that the Twelve were among the 500.
The Twelve had received Christ’s orders to meet him
in Galilee, and John 21 shows that they were there.
James must have been there also although, like Peter,
he is now named alone.
“Then” he appeared “to all the apostles.” The
term “apostles” is used in a wider sense since it follows
the more speciﬁc designation “the Twelve.” In this
wider sense it came into use after the events here
recorded when certain assistants of the apostles, like
Barnabas, Acts 14:4, 14, like Timothy and Sylvanus,
I Thess. 2:6, were at times called “apostles.” Just
who is included in the present instance we are unable
to say although we may Well include James.

Paul’s

record suﬂices for the appearance here listed; no other
record of it has been left us unless it be, as Nebe 382
surmises, that more than the eleven were present at
the appearance when Christ ascended to heaven.
8) “And last of all, as to the dead foetus, he appeared also to me.” This concludes the list of witnesses
who were to attest Christ’s resurrection to the world.
Other appearances such as that to Stephen, Acts 7 :55,
to Paul, Acts 18:9, etc., had an entirely different purpose. A tone of deep humility accompanies the words
“also to me”; it is expressive of Paul’s feeling that as
a non-believer he had no right whatever to be thus
distinguished by the Lord.
This feeling is completely evident in the addition
“as to the dead foetus,” which our versions misunderstand with their translation “as unto one born out of
due time.” This strong designation does not intend
to repeat the thought that Paul was called to the

apostleship rather late, for this is implied in “last of
all.” An é'mpmpa is an abortion, a dead foetus, and not
a child born to parents in late life when a birth is no
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longer expected, nor a child born before the full period
of gestation although it is able to survive. The dead

foetus is naturally expelled from the womb because
it is dead. When Christ appeared to Paul on the road
to Damascus, Paul was utterly devoid of spiritual life,
a violent persecutor of Christ and of Christ’s followers.

This is an answer to those interpretations which insert
into the ﬁgure the tertium comparatiom’s of suddenness, of violence, or of absence of means in connection

with Paul’s spiritual birth.

The true tertium Paul

himself indicates in a moment.

The article has been unduly stressed: “the dead
foetus,” in order to ﬁnd in this ﬁgure a vile name that
was applied to Paul by his enemies. Paul is thought to

take up this ugly term, in a manner to admit its truth
as applying to himself, yet also in part to offer a correction.

This is a heavy burden to place on an article.

But Paul is not thinking of his enemies in this entire
record. We never have difﬁculty in knowing when
Paul deals with his slanderers. In such cases he uses
more than an article. Paul himself applies this term
to himself and at once tells us in what sense it is to be
understood. He uses the article because he intends to
say that he alone among the apostles is the unworthy
one who came to be placed among their number.
9)
This is the force of Paul’s own explanation. For I am the last of the apostles, that am not
ﬁt to Be called an apostle because I persecuted
the church of God. For this reason Paul likens

himself to an abortion, to whom the risen Lord nevertheless appeared.
lative, R. 279; yet
time as though he
Twelve but to the

“Last,” s‘Adxmros, is a true superit does not here refer to a point of
was made an apostle long after the
thought of character, as having at

one time been a persecutor of the church.

He is “not

ﬁt to be called an apostle,” of»: eiluf, even now as he pens
these words; Paul does not write iv, “was.” What he
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once did still haunts him, not as an aspersion cast upon
him by others who resurrect his past in order to besmirch him, but as a depressing memory that is still
active in his own heart. Others may or may not recall,
he himself ever will. The crime is too great: “because
I persecuted the church of God.”

That ﬁnal genitive

“of God” weighs so heavily upon his soul.
Bengel has the correct interpretation: Ut abortus

non est dignus humane nomine, sic apostolus negat
se dignum upostoli appellatione. The tertium in 1-1.;
c'xrpu’wan lies in the utter worthlessness, the total unﬁt~
ness to be called an apostle for the terrible reason
assigned. Paul does not say that he is an abortion as
far as believers in general are concerned—he is not
thinking of this great class of Christians —but as far

as the apostles are concerned. They were apostles
who had been duly selected and appointed by the Lord
after a course of training and preparation. And to
them the Lord appeared. Paul was a persecutor of
the church, a vile, dead thing spiritually, ﬁt only to be
carried out and buried from sight. Yet to .him, to him
while being such, the risen Lord also appeared. He,
the abortion, placed at the side of these living men,

treated, honored, digniﬁed like them by the Lord!
10) But much more must be said. God took this
dead, vile thing, the most rabid persecutor of his
church, and by his wondrous grace made not only
a Christian of him but also an apostle, and not only
one who was ﬁt and worthy to be placed at the side
of the other apostles but one who outranks the rest in
his work, one who labors more abundantly than they
all. But by God’s grace I am what I am; and his
grace toward me did not prove empty; on the contrary, I did labor more abundantly than they all, yet
not I; on the contrary, the grace of God with me.

The emphasis is on xiipm @6017, Gottesgmzde, without
the articles, which absence stresses the quality of each
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of the nouns. Thus this is “grace” in the fullest sense,
the favor Dez' toward the unworthy and damnable
sinner, which by its blessed means of grace removes
all the deadly guilt, implants the new life from God,
and in the case of Paul elevates him to the apostolate
and enables him to do the great work which he did.
Only “God’s grace” could accomplish such a deed. The
abject lowness of the sinner Paul is thus put in overwhelming contrast with the supreme greatness wrought
by God. The relative clause: “what I am,” is not the

same as “who I am,” and not quite oZos, qualis, “of what
kind,” but “a more abstract idea,” R. 713. We prefer
to say a more concrete idea, namely all that Paul is as
an apostle.

While xaL' coordinates the next clause grammatically, it really explains what God’s grace did with

Paul: “and his grace (1‘, xlipm with the article of previous
reference) toward me (who originally was such a
dead, vile thing) did not prove empty.” The verb

éymjar, is weightier than the English “was”; the R. V.
would reproduce its force by ”was not found.” The
aorist sums up all that this grace proved to be in Paul’s

case.

It demonstrated that it was not new}, empty,

hollow, or without inner substance.

This adjective

points to the quality of the grace itself. “Not empty”
is a litotes for the positive idea “genuine,” being in
the fullest sense exactly what the term “grace” ex-

presses.

The synonymous adjective ,uimmc points to

the effect, and its negative would mean “useless,” not

attaining its purpose. The attributive phrase (is éué
is made too important in our versions: “which was
bestowed upon me.” It is only a phrase that is attached
to “grace" like an adjective: “his grace toward me.”

When it came in contact with Paul it proved itself
grace indeed.
Over against the negative “not empty” Paul places

the strong opposite: “on the contrary,” de. But he.
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takes only one half of thé step in the ﬁrst clause and reserves the other half for a later clause. After he has
said that this grace was not empty, we expect Paul
at once to say what this grace actually did to show that
it was not empty. This Paul does, but not at once. He

ﬁrst makes a statement that does not directly concern
this grace at all but concerns himself: “on the contrary, I did labor more abundantly than they all,”
namely as an apostle compared with all the other apostles. The verb Koma’m refers to labor that requires strenuous exertion that tires. Yet this exertion on Paul’s part
is not the chief point as though Paul put more sensational effort into his work than the other apostles put
into theirs. We should combine “labored” with “more
abundantly” in the sense that, while Paul put much
exertion into his work, he produced greater results
than the other apostles, no matter what exertion they
put forth.
Only when the fruits of this labor are made the
chief point can Paul in the next clause turn about and
ascribe everything he has done to the grace of God.
To be sure, it was grace that prompted him to work
so strenuously, but one may often work with tireless
zeal and yet bring forth only meager results. We are
not able to say just how much effort the other apostles
put forth; it must have been a great deal. No one is
able to make a comparison with Paul on this point.
For Paul to do so would not be seemly; it would sound
too much like self-praise, which is far from Paul’s

mind. It would also convey the criticism that the other
apostles should have worked harder than they did and
thus have been equal to Paul. All this disappears when
the point of Paul’s statement is perceived, namely that
he is thinking about the result of his labor. As a matter

of mere fact these results are outstanding; witness the
record of the Acts and the evidence in Paul’s epistles.
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Paul intends to say a great deal when he compares
results he has achieved with those of the other apostles.
Exactly how much? Does he intend to say that he accomplished more than any one of the other apostles
or more than all of them together? The words as they

stand express the latter thought. If Paul desired to
say the former he should have added a limiting term:
more than “any one of them all." In v. 7 «saw means
“all" in the sense of one body, and it is natural to regard may 1ra'v-rwv in the same way. This accords, too,
with Paul’s intention of praising God’s grace in the
highest degree and with the facts recorded in the Acts
and in the epistles.
Although Paul must truthfully say what he does
regarding the results attained by him he does not
dream of taking any credit to himself. For there now
follows the main statement: “yet not I; on the contrary, the grace of God with me.” This contrast of “I"
with “the grace of God” is conclusive evidence that
Paul thinks chieﬂy of the results of his labor. It is
literally true: grace alone achieved all these results.
Paul is not merely ascribing them to grace with a sort
of humble generosity on his part. When he thinks of
what he originally was and then looks at these results
he ﬁnds only one explanation: “not I —but God’s
grace.”
Yet the addition «by c’poi, “with me,” is necessary.
Compare Mark 16:20; I Cor. 3:9, where this 0-6;: ap-

pears in connection with the apostles. It in a way restates what Paul has in mind when he uses the verb
“I did labor.” In the ﬁrst part of v. 10 we have #7 £39
M, the article before the phrase while in the latter part
of this verse we have «by anal minus the article. A ﬁne
point is involved. The former phrase shows that grace
alone is active; the latter that Paul, too, is by no means
inactive. Grace and Paul are in association. While the
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laborer must say,

“Thy pound hath gained ten

pounds!” this laborer is not the slothful servant who
folded his hands and did nothing. If the article were

placed before the phrase, we should have: grace alone
and not I in any sense did labor. Our versions trans-

late as though Paul has used the article; they may not
intend to convey the sense we have indicated but may

have translated thus only to attain a smoothness of diction. It would, however, be a mistake to picture God’s
grace and Paul’s effort as two horses together drawing
a wagon, C. Tr. 907, 66, for the two are not coordinate.

Paul’s effort is, in the last analysis, due to God’s grace,
and it is put forth only as long as the Holy Spirit rules,
guides, and leads him.

Verses 9 and 10 are a digression. But it is not
Paul’s purpose to defend himself and his ofﬁce against
opponents in Corinth. To attach such a defense to a
statement concerning Christ’s appearance to him on

the way to Damascus would be strange indeed. Moreover, these two verses do not constitute a defense. Paul
is moved to add this disgression as an expression of his
inmost feeling in response to the greatness of the grace

vouchsafed to him. When he thinks back to that great
moment near Damascus and to all for which God has
since used him he is overwhelmed with humble, shamefaced gratitude and joy; he must worship and magnify
the grace that wrought it all by using him.
11)
After this digression aim returns to the main
thought. Whether, then, I or they, so we are preaching, and so you did believe. This brings the presentation of the grand testimony regarding the resurrection of Christ to its conclusion. Paul’s thought runs
to one point: no matter which of these competent
witnesses the Corinthians examine, no matter to

which of these notable heralds they listen, they will
always hear the identical testimony and proclamation: “The Lord is risen; he is risen indeed!” We
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have no reason to ﬁnd in the juxtaposition of “I” and
“they” more than a natural emphasis on each pronoun; it is certainly not an effort on Paul’s part, by a
pointed contrast between himself and others, to

squelch derogations on the part of personal opponents.
The two adverbs “so” indicate manner. “So”:
by announcing these facts we do our preaching; and
the second “so” = by relying on these facts you did
your believing until this time.

The difference in the tense of the two verbs is
marked. The present tense is simple: “we are preaching,” i. e., continue to do so right along. More must
be said regarding the aorist c‘mamﬁaarc. It is usually
regarded as being ingressive: “so you came to believe”
when this Ao’yoc (v. 2) was ﬁrst preached to you. The

reason assigned is that in v. 2 this same aorist is regarded as being ingressive, and v. 11 is taken to be a
repetition. Yet when Paul repeats he nearly always

varies the thought in some way. We may accept the
ingressive idea in regard to v. 2, although the aorist
may well summarize the entire course of believing until the present moment (constative). In the case of
v. 11, however, we have a deﬁnite reason for thinking
of the more extensive constative sense.

The aorist ('ma'rniaa-re follows the durative present
xqpéaaopcv, and the two verbs are correlative: preaching
is intended to engender believing, believing is the
normal response to preaching. If the preaching is
durative, we may well expect that the correlative be—
lieving will match this continuous preaching. Paul
could have used the present tense to express this
thought: “so you are believing” right along. But the

constative aorist does more. “We are preaching”
means: as long as we preach at all. No matter whether

men refuse to believe or are willing to believe, we do
not stop preaching “so.” The constative aorist puts the
matter of believing differently. It sums up the believ-
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ing of the Corinthians from its inception to the present
moment and stops with that moment. What about continuing? The present tense would include the continuation; it would go on indeﬁnitely. By pointing the Corinthians to the present moment the constative aorist
bids them ask: “What shall we do from now on ?” And
that is exactly the question at issue in this chapter.
Voices in Corinth are questioning the resurrection in
general. If they are right, then Christ is not risen,
and all of this testimony adduced by Paul is false.
Then the Corinthians must change what they have believed until this moment. We thus conclude that the
aorist used in v. 11 is plainly constative.
The introduction to the grand subject has been concluded, the foundation for what follows has been laid.
The very center of the Christian faith has been emphasized. Throughout this presentation the question must
have come into the minds of the Corinthian readers:
“Why?” This ample introduction is bound to arouse
their attention to a high degree. Paul has purposely
withheld all intimation as to what his purpose and aim
may be. Psychologically this is perfect. It enables the
Corinthians, even the doubters among them, to give
their undisturbed attention to the central fact on which
their faith rests and in their inmost hearts to reafﬁrm
the faith they have held to the present moment. No
deﬂecting thought has had an opportunity to disturb
this reaﬂirmation. No one could say regarding what
Paul has thus far written: “Yes — but!” This is what
so many minds are inclined to do (because of the ﬂesh)
when they see in advance whither some great truth
would lead them—they begin to hesitate about fully
accepting that truth even though they have held it thus
far. Paul successfully checks such foolish proceeding
on the part of the Corinthians. Now, with their faith
in Christ’s resurrection again rising full and strong

in their hearts, he ﬂashes on the screen with one vivid
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sentence the startling, utterly unfounded denials at
which this entire introduction has aimed from the very
beginning. The effect produced must have been very
strong when Paul’s words were ﬁrst read in Corinth.
II.

Our Resuwection, 12—34

12) First, the question of surprise which is followed by all the negative deductions that it contains,
v. 12-19. Then the afﬁrmation of triumph with all the
glorious truth it involves, v. 20-28. Finally, the application with its questions, protestation, and admonition,
v. 29-34.
The connective is only the mild transitional 82’.
Now if Christ is preached that he has been raised
from the dead, how are some among you saying that
there is no resurrection of (the) dead? The condition is one of reality, for Paul assumes beyond fear
of contradiction that Christ is so preached, namely
by all of the apostles, in fact, by all Christian preachers and prophets. He is being so preached even in
Corinth at this very time. “Christ” is used here as
it was in v. 3, the person is named according to his
ofﬁce. The passive “is preached” is broad and genera] and very appropriately omits all reference to
the persons engaged in this work since the preaching
and its substance are now the only issue. The Greek
loves the personal construction, R. 658: “Christ is

preached,” and as an apposition to “Christ” the
clause which states what is preached is added.
Paul puts this into compact form: “that he has
been raised from the dead.” The perfect tense is explained in v. 4. The passive voice implies that God is
the agent who raised Christ. The Scriptures make
both statements: that God raised Christ, Rom. 6:4;
8:11; Matt. 16:21; 17 :23; 26 :32; and that Christ himself arose, Mark 9:21; Luke 18 :33. In both expressions
the act is due to the divine power which is Christ’s
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equally with the Father. Jesus has power to lay down
his life and to take it back again, John 10:18. The
apostle properly uses the passive here and makes God
the agent because of the parallel which he has in mind
regarding our resurrection, which is the work of God.
In the phrase 2K vcxpu'w note the absence of the article,
which absence stresses the quality of the noun: dead
people, being dead, so that the sense is “from death.”
The idea contained in ('K is that of separation, R. 598.
This phrase occurs 35 times with reference to Christ,
a few times with reference to other individuals; it is
also used in a ﬁgurative sense. Two passages refer to

the resurrection of many, and in these this standard
phrase can have no other meaning than the one in-

dicated.
Certain chiliasts speak of two resurrections: one
at the beginning and one at the end of the millennium.
To support this teaching they take e'K vexpu‘w to mean:
“from among,” “out from among the dead.” In their
literature on this subject they print the Greek and

point to the Greek preposition, which aims to impress
those who know little or no Greek. This gives the appearance of reproducing only the literal meaning of

Scripture but in reality misses the literal meaning.
There is no article: “from the dead” in the Greek. The
idea contained in this phrase is not that, when Christ
arose, he left all the other dead behind; a student of

Greek does not think of the other dead when he reads
this phrase, nor has he a right to do so on the basis of
this phrase. Christ came out of death and re-entered
life; that is what the phrase literally and actually

conveys.
No wonder, then, that this phrase is never used
with reference to the ungodly; such a use, to say the
least, would be misleading. When the ungodly are
called forth from their graves, this summons is not an
escape from death on the part of their bodies but an
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entrance of their bodies upon a state that is far worse
than the decay in the grave. Yet some chiliasts make
much of the absence of this phrase with reference to
the ungodly.
It is easy to feel the surprise expressed in Paul’s

question: “How say some among you,” etc.? Who these
who are designated by the indeﬁnite pronoun “some"
are we have no means of knowing; see the introductory

remarks to this chapter. Since the Corinthians were
Greeks they would be inclined to philosophic ideas
and reasonings. It seems safest to assume that these

deniers of the resurrection were a few educated members of the congregation who revived some of the views

that were advocated by Greek pagan philosophers.
What such philosophers thought on the subject is

shown by Acts 17:32. These doubters in Corinth were
Christians, for, like the entire congregation, they, too,

believed the resurrection of Christ. For this reason,
when he aproaches the subject, Paul makes sure that
this essential point remains unshaken. If Christ arose,
then the resurrection is established, for then it has already begun.

These doubters set up the proposition “that there
is no resurrection of the dead,” that such a thing could
not be, namely a rising up to life of bodies that are
dead and buried. The verb Ac’youmv means that they were
making this assertion. No articles are used with amiaTaa’lS vexpav, Totenauferstehung, which gives this proposition an academic
to persist it would
nipping this error
oretical proposition

sound. Of course, if it were allowed
soon become much more. Paul is
in the bud. How this wrong thebecame established in the minds of

these men Paul does not indicate, he deals only with
the claim as such.

Human reason always ﬁnds objection to this wonderful doctrine and in one way or another attempts to
show that it cannot be true.

Paul sees at once what
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others at ﬁrst apparently failed to see: the resurrection
in general cannot be denied without ultimately advancing to a denial also of Christ’s resurrection. Both stand
and fall together. What the denial of the latter implies
is no less than destruction of the entire faith of the
congregation, i. e., the abolition of the gospel in all its
parts. This terrible result is the weapon which Paul

uses to crush the incipient error in Corinth and to
establish and to safeguard the truth.
13) The logical basis of Paul’s reply is absolutely
unassailable: a universal negative cannot be established if one fact to the contrary exists. Thus the single
fact of Christ’s bodily resurrection once for all invalidates the assumption that denies the bodily resurrection in general. But instead of applying this incontest—
able proof at once, Paul ﬁrst analyzes the negative

proposition and points out all that it necessarily involves. It is far more than an academic or abstract
idea. It is a deadly fountain from which a poisonous
stream ﬂows. By establishing Christ’s resurrection the
fountain as well as the stream are swept out of existence.
But if there is no resurrection of (the) dead,
neither has Christ been raised. Paul restates the

Corinthian denial in the words already used and then
adds the ﬁrst terrible deduction. This plain and selfevident deduction must have come to the ﬁrst readers
with a shock. The condition is one of reality in which
the negative is normally at, R. 1011, etc.; and the
perfect tense in the apodosis makes no difference,
R. 1008 ; regarding the tense see v. 4. The resurrection deals with the body. Christ’s body was given
into death on the cross and then, like any dead

human body, was placed into the tomb. He was ﬂesh
of our ﬂesh, bone of our bone, and in this respect altogether one with us although in person he was the
Son of God. So it cannot be argued that he was a
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different and a higher being and therefore exempt
from the rule that the dead are not raised.

The

apostle also disregards such an evasion of the point.
14) The second deduction is linked up with the
ﬁrst. But if Christ has not been raised, then our
proclamation is empty, your faith also is empty. This
is again a condition of reality with m5, and the perfect

tense is now used in the protasis, and tips. occurs in the
apodosis to indicate the evident nature of the conclusion. This conclusion naturally extends in two
directions, that of the apostolic proclamation, and

that of the Corinthian faith. The noun 16 Kﬁpv'ypa corresponds with the verb xqpﬁmw used in v. 11, 12 and
denotes the contents of the announcement. The proc-

lamation and the faith are correlative, for the proclamation is intended to engender faith, and faith
rests on the proclamation. If Christ were not raised,

if Christ were dead forever, both the proclamation
and the faith would be “empty,” hollow, like a nut
without a kernel. All gospel preaching, every assertion and every promise which are a part of the
gospel, would be a mere sound of words without
reality back of them. The same would be true regarding faith or conﬁdence that is made to rest upon
such preaching. In plain language, the preaching
would be a lie, and the believing would be trusting
in a lie. The preachers would be like those who sell

fake stocks, and the believers like those who buy fake
stocks. The Greek makes the two predicate adjectives xevév and «on; strongly emphatic by their posi-

tion: “empty then our proclamation, empty also your
fait .”
15) A third deduction is linked up with the second. Moreover, we also are found false witnesses

concerning God because we bore witness against
God, that he did raise Christ whom he did not raise,
if. so be that the dead are not raised.
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“Moreover,” 86, adds a new and different point, and

mi adds the idea that this means nothing less than false
witnesses. The entire proclamation rests on testimony,
that of chosen witnesses concerning the reality of
Christ’s resurrection, v. 5-8. If this proclamation and
the faith resting on it are false, then these witnesses

are “pseudo-witnesses,” liars, and all of their testimony
is nothing but a lie. That is reprehensible when the witnesses and their testimony deal with ordinary matters
of this life; but it is inﬁnitely worse when they deal
with God himself and with the acts of God. The genitive in the expression “pseudo-witnesses of God” is not
subjective, for God never testiﬁes through false witnesses—a monstrous thought. This genitive is ob-

jective: “false witnesses concerning God,” who testify
falsely about him.
This is fully corroborated by the next clause: “because we bore witness against God, that he did raise
Christ whom he did not raise.” “We are found” means:

we are now (present tense) exposed, discovered to be,
just plain lying witnesses. This is the plain proposition
which all of those must accept who today deny the

reality of the bodily resurrection of Christ. They can
maintain their denial only by making all of the witnesses who beheld the risen Savior (from Peter downward to Paul) liars. Besides, they make also the
ancient prophets liars, who bore a witness that God

himself had told them, namely, that he would raise up
the Messiah whom he never intended to raise up. Yet
this blasphemous denial is today made from many

pulpits which claim the Christian name. They may
tone down their statement by saying that the prophets
were subjective liars who did not know that they were

lying; but a well-intentioned liar is often much worse
than a conscious liar.
Paul states more than the simple reason that these

witnesses could be exposed as liars. He recapitulates
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and in typical Pauline fashion reverts to his original
proposition, namely that some say there is no resurrection of the dead. Thus the entire presentation of
v. 12-15 is combined into a compact unit. “Because we
bore witness” has the aorist which states the past fact
as such. This may be simply the historical aorist, yet

even as such it is constative, for Paul has just repeated
this testimony in v. 5-8 in extenso and has included
his personal testimony. So this aorist sums up into one
point all of the testimony which the chosen witnesses
uttered concerning the Lord’s bodily resurrection.

All of this testimony would be xan‘z roﬁ (9:06, which
is to be rendered “against God” and not “of God” as
is done in our versions. The preposition does not mean

“against” but “down upon.” It is used with the genitive after verbs of swearing, this is perhaps done because the hand was placed down upon the thing on

which the oath was taken. So when the oath was taken
on God himself instead of on some object, the preposition was retained, R. 607. Paul makes no mention of
an oath on the part of the witnesses whom he indicates. Their witness itself, dealing, as it does, with

God and with Christ, is sacred testimony of the highest
degree.

There is no need to swear by God that God

raised up Christ.
The direct contradiction between the testimony and
the fact (if the contention of the Corinthian deniers is,

indeed, true) is sharply put: “that he did raise Christ
whom he did not raise, if,” etc. The verbs and their objects are arranged chiastically: verb—object; object
—— verb. This places all the emphasis on the verbs: “did
raise —d-id not raise” ; an absolute yea against an absolute nay. Of course, this clash of the yea-testimony
with the nay-facts exists only on the condition “if so

be that the dead are not raised.” In the compound
(Imp, qrc’p has the note of urgency by stressing the “if”:
“if so be,” “if indeed,” R. 1154. Paul, as it were, lays
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his ﬁnger on this evil “if” as if to say: “Yes—if!”
The moment this “if” disappears, the clash between
the testimony and the fact vanishes like a painful
mirage, and the testimony is seen to reﬂect the fact
and nothing but the fact. The addition of apa emphasizes the close connection between the “if” clause and
the main clause, “because,” etc.
Three points have been noted that deserve attention: 1) the identity of the category into which Paul
places Christ’s bodily resurrection and our own bodily
resurrection; 2) the sacredness of the apostolic testimony regarding the former; 3) Paul's fanatical selfdelusion if the appearance of Christ to him is, indeed,
a psychological hallucination which makes his own
spiritual transformation and his entire gospel rest on
this delusion and on the pitiful mental weakness that
made such a delusion possible.
16) One series of deductions has been concluded. A second series must be unfolded in order to
display still more fully the fateful consequences that
lie hidden in the Corinthian error. This second series
corroborates (ydp) the ﬁrst. Paul again begins as he

did in v. 13 and correlates Christ’s resurrection with
that of the dead generally. For if the dead are not
raised, neither has Christ been raised. This is the
key to the preceding and again the key to the following. Both verbs are true passives as are those occur-

ring in v. 12-14 and at the end of v. 15, all stress the
agency of God. The present tense c‘ydpowai resumes
the same tense that occurred at the end of v. 15: if
the dead “are not raised,” it is a gnomic present (R.
866) that is always timeless and is often used in

doctrinal statements as in the present instance. Its
best commentary is the noun found in v. 12: there
is “no resurrection of the dead.” The perfect tense
of the verb used in the apodosis is explained in v. 4.
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From the ﬁrst deduction, which is now made

for the second time, Paul hastens to the second. But if

Christ has not been raised, your faith is useless, you
are yet in your sins. This deduction has been made

already in part in connection with the preaching
mentioned in v. 14, where both the preaching and the
faith are said to be “empty.” But more must be said.
So Paul takes up this deduction independently and
expands it and also follows it with two further de-

ductions along the same line, v. 18, 19.
In v. 14 Paul says: your faith is «mi, “empty,” hollow, without a reality on which to rest. Here he says:
your faith is Fania, “useless,” idle, it gets you nothing.
Our versions use “vain” to translate both synonyms,
which obscures the important difference. Bengel: uni,
sine vera. re; pafaia, sine usu. Only because faith is
regarded as “useless” can Paul add the next clause:
“you are yet in your sins.” For faith is to beneﬁt us,
bring us something, namely the greatest of all treasures, the forgiveness of sins. If it brings us nothing it
is “useless.” On the other hand, faith is “empty” when
the Word to which it clings is untrue, unreal. Though
it cling ever so ﬁrmly it grasps only an empty shadow,
a delusive lie. The two ideas are clearly distinct, yet
they are also closely related, for a faith that is empty
and rests on empty air is for that very reason also of
no use whatever.

This uselessness is made evident by the statement:
“you are yet in your sins,” in your guilt and condemna-

tion ; compare John 8 :21. To be in our sins = in their
deadly sphere where all of our sins surround us and
accuse us before God as so many deadly wolves about

to tear us to pieces. Make the Savior what you please,
if he failed to rise from the dead he is useless, for
he cannot free us from our sin, the one thing for which
we need a Savior. If there is no resurrection, there is
also no redemption, no reconciliation with God, no
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justiﬁcation, no life and salvation. If Christ is still
dead, then every believer is still dead in trespasses and
sins. As long as Christ, our surety, is not released, it is
certain that our debt is not paid, we are still liable, no
matter how much we may trust in some supposed pay—
ment or in some release without payment. Christ’s resurrection is the positive proof that his sacriﬁce was,

indeed, sufﬁcient and fully accepted by God. Therefore,
Christ was raised for our justiﬁcation, Rom. 4:25. To

reject his resurrection is to reject the efﬁcacy of his
sacriﬁce, and the death which he died is just as useless

as our faith in such a dead Christ.
18)
The second deduction already includes a
third: and accordingly they that fell asleep in Christ
did perish. In the New Testament Greek dpa is not
always postpositive. It denotes a correspondence with
the preceding: “accordingly,” and Kai adds this cor-

responding point to the one that precedes. When
Paul wrote this letter near Easter of the year 57,
some of the Corinthians had already died, believing

and trusting in Christ to the end.
Paul uses the signiﬁcant designation: “they that
fell asleep in Christ” (11:30). The substantivized

participle is qualitative and describes these persons by
stating this one past act of theirs, hence it is an aorist;

the passive form is to be taken in the sense of the
middle. But note well, “in Christ,” in union with him
by true faith. To fall asleep in Christ is the beautiful
Scriptural expression to designate the Christian’s
death; his body sinks into peaceful slumber presently
to be awakened by the risen Lord to a new and a glorious life in his presence. This very designation is al—
ready a denial of the Corinthian error, a clear testimony to the heavenly hope of the resurrection of the
dead at the last day according to Christ’s promise.

One word reveals the tragedy like a blow: awuﬁAom-o,
second aorist middle, “did perish.” When these believers
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closed their eyes in death, at that moment they perished
completely and forever with body and with soul. We
also say that they are lost or damned. The sense is the
same. In this crushing way Paul brings home to his
readers what the denial of the resurrection really in-

volves.

He who persists in this denial writes over

every believer’s tomb: “Lost l” or, what amounts to the
same: “Damned!” Nothing more heart-rending could
be said. The entire hereafter is shrouded in the blackest

night. This blackness has swallowed up those who have
passed beyond and waits to swallow up those whose life
is now swiftly passing away. And this some foolish

Corinthians, whether they realize it or not, were putting in place of the light and the hope that shine
beyond the grave for every believer.

The verb “to perish” has been stressed to mean
“to be annihilated,” to be deprived of existence. This

has then been taken to mean that no hell or no hell-ﬁre
exist for the wicked. But in sacred language dwoMuch/os‘

means perishing by losing salvation in contradistinction to awzépevos, being saved by obtaining salvation.
He who perishes is forever separated from God,
heaven, eternal life. His body and his soul share the
fate of Satan in the eternal torment of hell. For an
examination of all the pertinent passages see C.-K.

787, etc.
19) As he did in the case of the ﬁrst series of
deductions in v. 13-15, so in the case of this second
series Paul draws a summary. This second summary
reaches back and includes all that precedes in regard
to faith in Christ. If we are such people only as have
hoped in Christ in this life we are of all men most
pitiable. The condition contemplates reality. We
should note the position of ,uivov which is placed emphatically at the end of the 52 clause. This implies

that it is not to be construed with the ('1! phrase as is
done in our versions: “in this life only.” The adverb
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modiﬁes the entire clause or, what amounts to the
same thing, the predicate ﬁAwixd-res. This participle
with the following e‘apg'v is not a circumscribed perfect
tense but a simple predicate with the copula.
Paul describes the Christian believers from the
standpoint of death, i. e., the death which causes them
to perish. They are people who had hope throughout
their earthly life from the moment they came to faith
and to the hope embodied in faith; but their death reveals that this their hope was an illusion. That is the
type of people they are. The perfect participle conveys
the idea that they at one time embraced this hope and
then clung to it until they died. “In Christ” connects
the activity of hoping with Christ and with all for
which he stands. The fulﬁllment of the hope rests in
him.
If this is all that we are, people who have cherished
an illusion until the hour of their death, then “we are
of all men most pitiable.” This, of course, implies that
all who are without faith and hope in Christ, all nonChristians, are certainly also pitiable. They live and
die without God and hope in this world. But it is still
more pitiful, because it is far more tragic, to have a
great hope in the heart throughout life, to shape the
whole life according to that hope, to crucify the ﬂesh,
to war against temptation, to bear the cross, to suffer
reproach and many other ills for the sake of this hope,
and then in the end to have that hope turn out to be
an iridescent bubble, a vacuous dream. This is Paul’s
commentary on a Christianity that exists for this life

only without regard to what is to come thereafter. Yet
this is the type of Christianity that not a few seek to
popularize at the present time. A Christianity without

a risen Christ and the sure and certain hope of our
resurrection from the grave, whatever men may say

in laudation of its moral inﬂuence and its good works,
is worse than none.
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' The logic which Paul employs in this paragraph has
been challenged as being merely an argument ad homi-

nem or as being a mere appeal to the emotions, which
is effective only for certain people in a subjective way.
Preachers are also cautioned in regard to their Easter
message; they are told that they must remember that
Paul’s logic is unsound. Let us examine this challenge.
Logical deduction starts with an admitted proposition.
Here it is the proposition: “There is no resurrection
at all.” This the Corinthian doubters believe and assert. They are thus bound to accept every necessary
deduction that is involved in that proposition. That is
the logic of this case. Unless these doubters are ready
to accept these necessary deductions they are forced to

drop their proposition or to alter it so that those deductions do not follow.
Now what does Paul do? Make emotional appeals?
Not for one moment. In his entire presentation not one
emotional term is found. Argue ad hominem? That
means to single out some admission that is made only
by these doubters and by this admission to assail their
proposition. In his entire presentation Paul singles out

nothing incidental; he adheres absolutely to the original proposition in its true and genuine sense as maintained by these doubters. The deductions which he
draws are simple, clear, inescapable. In fact as well
as in logical thinking they must ever be drawn. Beyond
the shadow of a doubt every deduction lies in the original proposition. This is true logic, unassailable and
deadly. It could not be truer or stronger. This has been

recognized throughout all the centuries. Unless he
wishes to discredit himself, no commentator can at his
late date call Paul’s deductions unsound.
The logicians (Taylor’s Logic; Reiser's Humanistic
Logic) deﬁne the argumentum ad hominem as an attack

on the character of the opponent instead of on the contention of the opponent. We submit that this would be
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no argumentum at all even as such attack on character
is used only when men have no real argument. When
the wicked Jews had no argument whatever they
shouted that Jesus was a Samaritan, that he had a
devil, and ﬁnally picked up stones to stone him. Viliﬁcation and personal attack should not be called argumentum ad hominem. Needless to say that Paul is here
using nothing of this kind. He is using sound deduction. He is using not even argumentnm ad hominem
in the true sense of the term, namely an argument based
on some admission of his opponents.
Paul’s argument is called a reductio ad absurdum
by some. But this is a misconception. The end of Paul’s
logical chain is not in any sense an absurdity. It is the
height of tragedy. It evokes no laughter; it leaves us
shocked and dismayed because of what the Corinthian
doubters maintain in their original proposition. All of
Paul’s deductions are negative. Each deduction .is a
negation in form as well as in fact. The deductions
must of necessity be negative because the original
proposition is a universal negative: “There is no resurrection of the dead.” Paul’s logic is as sound and as inevitable as are the negative syllogisms of Jesus in John
8 :39, 40, 47.
20) By means of his deductions Paul has pitilessly
pursued the Corinthian error to its last, desperate conclusion. He has welded about that error a chain so
ponderous and unbreakable that it lies fettered forever, never again to free itself and to harass believers.
Logic,‘the genuine logic of reality, however, requires
one additional thing: the demolition of the universal
negative that there is no resurrection by means of the
tremendous, undeniable, and admitted fact' that Jesus

Christ did rise from the dead. Even the Corinthian
doubters knew and admitted this fact. Something had
blinded their eyes so that they failed to see that this
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one fact destroyed their entire proposition regarding
the resurrection.
With a sudden dramatic turn, which is as effective as

all of the reasoning by deduction which Paul employs,
he hurls the great Easter fact at the Corinthian error.

It has throughout trembled for expression in his own
heart and no doubt also in the hearts of the Corinthians
when they heard these inexorable lines read in their
assembly. But Paul does far more than merely to introduce the fact of Christ’s resurrection as it took place on
Easter morning. That fact, which is merged with our
coming resurrection, transports Paul’s mind to the end
of time, to the ﬁnal triumphant consummation when
“God shall be all in all.” Only when Christ’s resur—
rection is thus seen in its glorious connection with the

ﬁnal consummation is its full signiﬁcance apprehended.
But now Christ has been raised from the dead,
ﬁrst fruits of them that are asleep. Paul simply announces the great fact. He has already recorded the
full historical evidence for it in the ﬁrst paragraph
of the chapter, and that evidence forever attests the
fact. “But now” —thank God what a relief! Compare Rom. 3 :21 for an exact parallel; “now” refers,
not to time, but to the thought. “Christ has been
raised,” the tense is the same as that used in v. 4.
“From the dead” is explained in v. 12. Like a climber
in the Alps, who trembles on the brink of some bottomless gulf with the rock already crumbling beneath his feet suddenly ﬁnds himself at a turn where
the path stretches safe and wide before him, so We
feel when, after the journey through verse 19, we
step across into verse 20.
All of the deductions which Paul has
he now unravels with one motion. All of
because the original proposition is false.
like a house of cards when the breath of

knit so tightly
them are false
They collapse
truth is blown
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upon them. The exact opposite of all these dreadful
deductions is true. And more, inﬁnitely more, is true
—because Christ has been raised from the dead. He
was raised, not like Jairus’ daughter, the widow’s son
at Nain, or Lazarus at Bethany, to walk again in this
life and to pass through death a second time, but he
was raised by the glory of God, lifted up into the glory
which he had in the beginning with the Father (John
17:5), with a name that is above every name (Phil.
2:9).
Highly signiﬁcant to all who believe in him is the
apposition added to “Christ”: “ﬁrst fruits of them that
are asleep.” The ﬁgure of “the ﬁrst fruits” suggests

the image of a great harvest which is ushered in by the
ﬁrst sheaf that is presented as an offering to God, Lev.
23:10. The noun is singular in the Greek, but the English idiom prefers a plural. “First fruits” has no article
since the term is general. The ﬁgure occurs regularly
in the New Testament, I Cor. 16 :15; Rom. 11:16; 16 :5;
James 1 :18; Rev. 14:4. Its connotation is that of
certainty: as certainly as Christ was raised, so certainly shall we be raised. For as the ﬁrst sheaf cannot be
harvested and offered unless the entire harvest is ripe
and ready, so Christ cannot be raised unless all of us
believers are ready to be raised also. God sees us as
being thus ready. The interval of time does not count
with him. The dead believers are called “they that are
asleep,” the perfect participle is somewhat different
from the aorist used in v. 18: they that have gone to
sleep and now slumber. Compare also v. 6. Paul, of
course, writes only concerning Christians.
The three persons whom Christ raised to life during his earthly ministry cannot be referred to as con-

stituting a part of the great resurrection since they had
to undergo death a second time and are now among
those that sleep. Enoch and Elijah were translated
bodily to heaven and did not die at all. Paul makes no
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reference to the saints that arose after Christ’s resurrection and appeared unto many in the holy city, Matt.
27:52. Christ alone is the “ﬁrst fruits”; and with him
the great and ﬁnal resurrection has actually begun.
21) By way of explanation (yap) Paul unfolds
what lies in the signiﬁcant apposition: “ﬁrst fruits
of them that are asleep.” For since by man death,
by man also resurrection from death. All of the
nouns are without articles, and no verbs are employed. This means that each noun is stressed as to
its quality, and that the weight of meaning lies
wholly on the nouns. We have difﬁculty only in rendering the last genitive vexpév into English, for we
cannot say “resurrection of dead” like the German Totenauferstehung but must use the article: resurrection “of the dead,” or reproduce the sense: resurrection “from death.” We have no right to insert
verbs, either “came” in both statements as our ver-

sions do, or “came” in the ﬁrst and “shall come” in
the second as R. 395 and others do. Paul does no
more than to ﬁx this exact parallel: man the death
medium — man also the resurrection medium. There
is a reason for this parallel to which Paul points with
“since”; but what this reason is he withholds for the
moment.
We are told that Paul draws this parallel on the
basis of an ancient apocalyptic principle which is basic
to all ancient apocalyptic thought, namely that the
start of time and the end of time must correspond. We

are told that Paul adopted this thought and so drew
the parallel: Death through man at the start — resurrection through man at the end. The answer is that,
if Paul had drawn from such turbid sources as Jewish

apocalyptic fancies, he could never have penned this
divine chapter.
22) A second ya'p explains still further. For
even as in Adam all go on dying, thus also in Christ
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all shall be made alive. Now we know whom Paul
has in mind when he twice writes in v. 21: “through
man.” The one man is Adam, the other man is Christ.
He even places the article before each name (which
the Greek allows but not the English) in order to
mark each of these two persons as being Well known.

But Paul now changes the prepositions. From Sui
which he used in v. 21, which makes each person only
a medium, he advances to c‘v, which makes each person
a sphere, one circle being drawn by Adam, the other
circle being drawn by Christ. R. 587 scarcely does

justice to this preposition when he renders it “in the
person of” the Adam (whom we all know) and “in

the person of” the Christ (whom we all know). For
this rendering does not agree with the verbs which
Paul now uses and with the force of their tenses.

Paul states a fact that is connected with each of the
two notable persons whom he has named. Just as in
v. 21 he bids us not to look for verbs, so he now ﬁxes
our attention upon two verbs which he himself writes.

Paul does not say that “in the person of Adam” all
died, i. e., when death struck him, and likewise that “in
the person of Christ” all came to life, i. e., when he
arose and came to life. R. 827 himself calls the tense

of the ﬁrst verb, «iwoowjoxouaw, a frequentative present:
“they go on dying.” This is correct, for Paul states
the fact: a continuous process of dying. This tense is,
therefore, not a timeless gnomic present. In Rom. 5 :12
Paul makes an entirely different statement, namely
that in the one sin by which Adam fell all men sinned,
and that thus by that one sin death came upon all men.

In other words, Adam’s one sin was the death of all
of us. In Romans, Paul therefore uses aorists; but here
in Corinthians he has the iterative present. In Romans
he stresses the historic fact that occurred in the tragedy
of Eden, in Corinthians the continuous fact that
progresses from Eden to the last day.
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In the statement regarding Christ, Paul cannot
use another present tense and say: “thus also in Christ

all go on being made alive,” i. e., in the person of
Christ who arose on the third day. For this is not the

fact.

Paul is speaking about those who die, whose

bodies are laid in the grave as a result of the process
of dying which he has just mentioned. These bodies

remain dead—Paul himself says they are asleep.
Whenever this sleeping is mentioned it, of course,
refers to the bodies of believers and never to their
souls, for these do not sleep. Paul uses a future tense,

{(umromgﬁaovrat, which R. 872 rightly calls punctiliar:
“they shall be made alive” in one grand act at the last

day. This is again the fact. Thus beside the continuous
process of dying Paul places the ﬁnal single act of
bringing the dead bodies back to life.
The two prepositions c’v are, therefore, in no way

mystic but, like all of the other words used in these two
clauses, expressive of plain facts: “in Adam,” “in

Christ” = in connection with Adam,

in

connec-

tion with Christ. And the connection is according to each of the two persons -—how else could

it be? The one is a natural, the other is a spiritual connection. The one is by natural descent from
a sinful progenitor who brought death and dying upon
us all by his sin; the other by a spiritual regeneration
through faith in the Redeemer who conquered sin and
death and brought life and immortality to light by his
resurrection. Yet we should not extend Paul’s words

so as to include more than he himself puts into them.
He discusses the bodily resurrection of believers only
— of these alone; he states that all of us believers die

now, and that at last all of us shall be raised. This
process of dying is due to our connection with Adam;

the coming event of our resurrection is due to our connection with Christ.
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This helps us to explain the two mivm, “all,” con-

cerning the force of which there is considerable con-

fusion. The two words appear without modiﬁers because none are needed. “All” are dying; “all” shall
be made alive. The same persons are referred to.
“All”=all believers. Yes, it is true, unbelievers as
well as believers die so that we must say, “All men

die." But Paul is not instructing the Corinthians in
regard to all men, he is speaking only about believers
and throughout his discussion does not mention unbelievers. This is very plain when we consider the second

“all”: “all in Christ.” None are in connection with
Christ save by true faith alone.
In an effort to determine who is referred to by the
two “all” we decline to have recourse to Plato and to
Plato’s metaphysical thought that in the author of a
series all the successors are included just as in an idea
all the individual phenomena of that idea are included.
By thus ﬁnding Platonic inﬂuence behind Paul’s words
the ﬁrst “all” is found to mean “all men” because that
would be in keeping with Plato’s thought. The second
“all” seems to have a limitation because Paul writes
“all in Christ," but this cannot be Paul’s intention, for
according to Plato’s conception of “the idea” “all men”
ought again to be the sense. But Paul and not Plato
wrote v. 22; and Paul is not a philosopher-theologian
but a fact-theologian to the very core. So true is this
regarding Paul that he is governed, not even by abstract
ideas or abstract forms of thinking, but by the simple
actualities and realities.
In order that the Corinthians might understand the
resurrection of believers at the last day it is vital that

Paul should combine the continuous dying as being
still in progress due to Adam’s fall with the ﬁnal act of
Christ when he shall call back to life the dead bodies
of his saints at the end of days. Did some of the Corinthians think that their dead should be rising now
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even as Christ died and then quickly arose on the third
day? They have their answer in this statement of
Paul’s. Let us observe also the voices of the verbs: “go
on dying” is active, for we die of ourselves; but “shall
be made alive” is passive, for only by the power of
Christ shall our bodies be made gloriously alive at the
last day.
“How does Paul know all of this?” has been asked.
This question introduces the supposition that what
Paul Writes is a “theory” at which he has arrived, and
that, while he presents this theory with a great certainty, his theory really rests on old apocalyptic
sources. But nobody has as yet been able to produce
the actual apocalyptic Jewish writings from which Paul
drew his “theory.” In due time, however, these writings will no doubt be found. But we ask: “Is some
apocalyptic document necessary in order that Paul may
learn that ‘in Adam all (the saints) die’ ?” That is
a Catechism truth. So also is the next clause that “in
Christ all (the saints) shall be madealive.” How often
did Jesus say concerning every believer: “I give unto
him eternal life and will raise him up at the last day”?
Paul had the Old Testament and knew how to use it.
To cap all, Paul spoke as an apostle and a prophet by
revelation from Christ, Gal. »1 :12. Thus also Paul
does not advance a “theory” but presents the realities

themselves; no wonder he speaks with unhesitating
certainty.
23) Paul proceeds by adding another point (8!)
to his explanation. Yet each in his own order; as
ﬁrst fruits Christ, then they that are Christ’s at his
Parousia. This new point must be added (8:) to what
Paul says concerning all believers, namely that they
shall be made alive.
But this new point is misunderstood when the idea
of “order” is stressed so that Paul is thought to answer the question: “In what order (or succession) does
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the resurrection take place?” Paul does not have
groups in mind, the one rising now, the other later,
each being like a réypa, literally, “a military troop,"
that appears when it is called. Then the lone person
of Christ would also be designated as a “troop,” which
is not true. The question is one in regard to the believers only, concerning whom Paul says that they shall
be made alive: “When shall their bodies be raised from
the grave?" The answer appears in the ﬁnal phrase
which for this very reason is in the emphatic position
at the end: These believers shall be made alive “at
his (Christ’s) Parousia.”
The connection of thought with v. 22 is quite free
and yet altogether clear. After stating that “in Christ
all shall be made alive” Paul adds: “Yet each in his
own order” and then states the order. The connection
is thus ad sensum and not formally with the subject
“all" or with the verb “shall be made alive." For when
Paul continues: “as ﬁrst fruits Christ,” we see that
Christ is not included in “all,” nor does the verb “shall
be made alive” refer to Christ, for he is already raised
from the dead. Yet the statement of v. 22, “that in

Christ all shall be made alive,” of necessity involves
alsothe resurrection of Christ, for without it no heliever will ever be raised. For this reason Paul mentions Christ’s resurrection ﬁrst, and then adds that of

the believers together with a reference to the time
when they shall arise. A proper and exact instruction
concerning our resurrection must state just what Paul

writes to the Corinthians.
What is said concerning Christ is thus preliminary.
The fact that he has already been raised Paul has stated
in v. 20 by signiﬁcantly calling him “ﬁrst fruits” of
them that sleep. It is in connection with the idea of
“ﬁrst fruits” that the question arises as to when the
harvest proper shall follow. This will be “at the Parousia.” Thus the statement: “each in his own order,”
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receives its appropriate explanation: “as ﬁrst fruits
Christ, then they that are Christ’s at his Parousia.”
The great resurrection harvest will not occur until

that time.
The word Exaoros, “each,” should, therefore, not be
stressed, either by itself or in connection with Tamra,
so as to imply 1) Christ 2) those that are Christ’s 3)
all the rest. Nor should rdyna be stressed to mean “a
military troop”: ﬁrst troop, Christ; second troop, believers; third troop, unbelievers. Again the decisive

term dwapxﬁ, “ﬁrst fruits,” should not be lightly regarded as though it were only incidentally attached to
Christ. This is the very term which shows how many
Paul has in mind, and in what “order” they are to

come. For this reason “ﬁrst fruits” is repeated from v.
20 and is even placed emphatically before Christ: “as
ﬁrst fruits Christ.” “Each in his own order” means
exactly two and not three. First fruits are followed by
the harvest, and that is all; never also by a second
“harvest,” if this second could by any stretch of the

imagination be called a “harvest.” Christ is “ﬁrst
fruits” only with respect to believers, “those that are
his.” He stands in no connection with unbelievers; he
is absolutely not their “ﬁrst fruits.” By so emphatically
calling Christ “ﬁrst fruits” Paul excludes all unbelievers.

In v. 22 Paul writes “all,” and we now learn from
him who these are: “they that are Christ’s.” The Greek
is satisﬁed with the genitive of possession, and we need
not supply: they that are “disciples” of Christ as R.

767 does. Those do not identify “all” in v. 22 with
“they that are Christ’s” who feel that Paul must mention also unbelievers.

The word wapovo‘tla. (mpd plus elm) is the standard
New Testament term for the second coming of Christ

at the last day. Deissmann, Light from the Ancient
East 372, etc., ﬁnds the term used extensively in Hel-
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lenistic Greek to designate the arrival of kings and
emperors. Coins were struck, and at times a new era
was dated from such a coming. Yet the conclusion is
not warranted that this pagan use of the term gave
rise to the Christian use. This is shown conclusively
from the use of this term on the part of the disciples
when they in Judea asked Jesus about his Parousia,
Matt. 24 :3. No pagan inﬂuence was evident in the case
of these disciples.
Moreover, Christ’s Parousia is never called “the
Parousia of the King" but that “of the Son of man.”
The term seems to be of Jewish origin. The Jews expected the Messiah’s coming or Parousia, and the Christians, from Christ’s time onward, used the word to
designate Christ’s coming at the last day. A synonymous expression is 1'7 ﬁae’pa afn-aﬁ, “his day,” 1 :8; II Cor.
1:14; II Thess. 2:1, etc.; and other passages.

Not

until the day of the great Parousia will the believers’
bodies be raised from their graves. See C.-K. 406, etc.
24) The proper instruction concerning the resurrection must go back as far as Adam, v. 21, and for-

ward as far as God who shall ﬁnally be “all in all.”
Only in this its true setting can the resurrection be
understood. It is not merely a theoretical or academic
question but a vital link in the great chain of facts,
which begins with the fact of Adam’s fall and our dying and ends with Christ’s redemption and his kingdom’s consummation. Here again Paul displays his
comprehensive and all-embracing view of the realities
and facts involved.
Some of his commentators do not keep pace with
him — which is one reason for the vagaries which they
present. Paul does not stop with the announcement
made in v. 23 that the believers shall arise at the time
of Christ’s Parousia. We must know more. But the
idea is not that these are entirely different matters or
matters that are only loosely connected with our resur-
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rection. They are matters that are vital to our resurrection as being the necessary complement of Christ’s
resurrection as the ﬁrst fruits. Therefore Paul is not
leaving the subject in v. 24. So little as Paul leaves
the subject when he goes back to Adam, so little does
he now leave it.
Then the end, when he shall deliver the kingdom
to the God and Father, when he shall have abolished
all rule and all authority and power. The observation
is correct that v. 24 begins a new sentence.
But dwapxﬁ . . . Ewen-a (V. 23) . . . and DOW alto. (V.

24) do not mark three stages in the sense of three
periods of time. Some are of the opinion that Paul
teaches two different resurrections, ﬁrst a general resurrection of the saints, secondly (after an interval
presumably of a thousand years) a general resurrection of the damned. The fact remains that “as ﬁrst
fruits" is a predicate noun that is attached to “Christ”:
“as ﬁrst fruits Christ,” and it is thus different from the
two adverbs that follow. Again, the fact is that “ﬁrst
fruits" has and can have only one correlative, namely
the general harvest which consists of “those that are
Christ’s.” Thus “Christ” and “those of Christ” constitute a complete whole.
In the face of these facts some still think that Paul

has in mind a third group, and that he refers to this
third group. We are told outright: “Paul teaches the
double resurrection.” He derives it from Jewish apocalyptic sources. John 5:29 is quoted as proof that
Jesus himself taught the double resurrection whereas
the words: “The hour cometh, in which all that are in
the tombs shall hear his voice, and shall come fort ,”
prove the opposite.
Because of the long interval that obtains between
the resurrection of Christ and that of the Christians
a similar long interval is assumed between the resurrection of the Christians and that of the non-Chris-
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tians. Thus one assumption is added to another: 1)
a double resurrection is taught; 2) a long interval (a
thousand years) intervenes. This long interval is found
in (Ira, “then,” which is made parallel with Ema-a, “then”
or “thereupon,” in v. 23. But “then” in v. 23 is not
the word that tells us about the interval between
Christ's resurrection and that of the Christians.
“Then,” 2mm, may mean immediately after or at any
time after. It is the ﬁnal phrase “at his Parousia”
which informs us about the interval that will occur in
this case. Paul adds no corresponding phrase or corresponding expression when he writes: “Then the end.”
What right have we to insert or to assume such a
phrase: “Then the end — after a thousand years”; or:
“Then the end —-after an indeﬁnitely long interval”?
In John 5 :29 “the hour" is a unit and not a duality that
is divided by a long interval. “The hour” is the day of
the Lord, the last day. And “all . . . shall come fort ”
presents “all” as another unit, all the dead (Christians
and non-Christians), and not again a duality that is
divided by a millennial interval.
In v. 23 “then” or “thereupon,” 5mm: “at his
Parousia.” Paul himself deﬁnes the adverb by means
of the phrase. He does the same in v. 24 with regard
to “then,” elm; this he deﬁnes by two “when" clauses:
“Then . . . when (67.10.” And “then . . . when” go together even more closely than “then . . . at" (iv) in
v. 23.
Paul writes simply: “Then the end," and omits the
verb as not being'necessary.

Our versions translate

quite correctly: “Then cometh the end,” and use the
present tense. Those who think of a double resurrec-

tion supply a future tense: Ewan, “then will be or will
come the end.” This permits the interval which they
ﬁnd, for they may extend this future tense into a thousand years or as far as they please. The only difﬁculty
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is that Paul sets down no verb and no tense; and a
doctrine which is based on a verb or a tense that are
inserted rests on what does not exist. “Then the end,”
with neither a verb nor a tense or any kind, means:
then at the Parousia. No known rule of language allows us to supply a future tense, to say nothing about
the long interval.
What is 11‘) ‘réAos, “the end” ? This term that indicates
time Paul himself deﬁnes at once by means of the two
“when” clauses: “the end when” the events now stated
occur. The occurrence of these events constitutes the
end. The thought is quite the same when we regard
n‘z re’Aog as “the goal”; it is reached “when" these acts
are performed. The proposal to regard “the end” as
“the end of being made alive” in the sense that then,
after the long interval, also the wicked shall ﬁnally be
made alive and as the last niypa or “troop” come out
of their graves, is untenable, for it ﬁnds in the simple
noun “the end” what it cannot convey.
Some give 15 ‘reMs the meaning “then the rest,”
namely the wicked, i. e., then they, too, shall be made
alive, of course, after the long interval. But this meaning is unknown even to the dictionaries. Finally, some
take “the end” in the sense: “Then the resurrection
end,” i. e., then “the last act of the resurrection which,
as is self-evident from the preceding, pertains to the
non-Christians." The interval is, of course, again as-

sumed. While this attempts to interpret only “the end”
and after a fashion retains the true meaning “the end”
or “the conclusion," this interpretation is not derived
from the words of Paul but from the interpreter’s subjective views.
According to Paul the “end” is “when he shall deliver the kingdom to the God and Father, when he shall
have abolished all rule,” etc. As “the end” is a designa-

tion of time it is naturally deﬁned by two temporal
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clauses: “the end . . . when . . . when,” etc. (5m . . .
am, really indeﬁnite: “whenever . . . whenever"). The
two tremendous acts here recorded constitute “the
en .” The end is not something by itself, nor is it
merely accompanied by these two great acts; still less
does an interval lie between the end and these acts.
Two objections are raised to this interpretation. First,
a parallelism between 21mm and (Ira, which has already
been answered above. Secondly, that no mention is
made of the wicked. The latter is not true, for as we
shall see, they are in a way mentioned. What Paul
says is that the Parousia and the resurrection usher in
the end, namely the abolition of all hostile powers
(here, indeed, including the wicked) and the transfer
of the kingdom to God.

The better reading is wapaSuSéi and not «spa/Mot although both forms are present subjunctive, R. 312,
1214, and other authorities; the latter is not an optative. The present tense is punctiliar because of the
nature of the act, namely the deliverance of the kingdom to God. Regarding “the kingdom” compare 4 :20.
This kingdom denotes, not the church or the persons of
the saints, but the rule of Christ, the King. His kingdom here on earth is found wherever he rules with his
grace and his gifts. He rules with his grace in Word
and Sacrament throughout his church. This rule he
received from the Father, and when the end comes,
when all the work of grace has been completed according to the Father’s will, then Christ will return this

rule and authority with all that it has accomplished to
the Father’s hands, Phil. 2:9, etc.; Eph. 1:21; Acts
2:33, etc.; Heb. 1:3, 13. The one Greek article: “the
God and Father” combines the two nouns as designations for one and the same person: God who is also
Father, the ﬁrst person of the Godhead.
Shall Christ then cease to rule? The angel said to
Mary: “Of his kingdom there shall be no end," Luke
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1:33. As little as the Father fails to rule now when
Christ exercises the rule, so little will Christ cease to
rule when he delivers the rule to the Father. Although

nothing is said about the Holy Spirit, we may be sure
that this is true also with regard to him both now and

when the transfer is made. This is well expressed dogmatically: Opera ad extra, sunt indivisa. out commune.

Some stress the fact that the rule of Christ is now
invisible and spiritual, and that the rule of the Father
will be visible and inﬁnitely glorious. Luther does this
in the comparison: “Now one sees the light but not the
sun itself; but when the clouds are taken away, one
sees the light and the sun together all in one.” This,
however, attempts to describe the effect of the transfer

upon us instead of the transfer itself and what it may
mean for Christ and for the Father. Christ and the
Father are one. There is no difference in their majesty
and glory.

This transfer indicates no subordination

of the Son to the Father as little as the transfer of the
rule to Christ originally involved a subordination of
the Father to the Son. All three persons rule now and
forever because of the oneness of their being, yet per
ominentiam Christ rules now, the Father eventually.
This is as close as we can get to the ineffable mystery
in the light of the revelation that is now granted us.
Instead of speculating or rationalizing let us believe
and worship.

In the second “when” clause the verb Ka'rapyﬁa'y is
the aorist subjunctive. The addition of Kurd lends the
verb a perfective force, R. 851: “shall have put down
utterly.” The aorist tense has similar force: “shall
have completed” this act. At the same time in this

second clause this tense conveys the thought that the
putting down of all opposition precedes the action of

transferring the kingdom which was mentioned in the
ﬁrst clause and which is expressed by the present sub-
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junctive: Christ shall transfer the kingdom when he
shall have utterly abolished all opposition.
Chiliasts say that it will take a thousand years after
the Parousia to accomplish this victory. But the Parousia itself completes this victory, for its climax is

the ﬁnal judgment at the last day. According to Matt.
24 :29, etc., the loosing of Satan and the last great battle
occur before and at the time of the Parousia, with which

also Rev. 20 agrees. Paul uses xarepyeiv in 1 :28 and 2:6
and often elsewhere in many combinations where this
verb suits his thought. One is, therefore, quite astonished to ﬁnd this verb called “a technical dogmaticapocalyptic term”; yet when we again look at the way
in which Paul uses the word, we are rather astonished
that it should have been called by such a name.
The fullest designation of the hostile powers that
shall be utterly put down at the time of the Parousia is
found in Eph. 1:21. In our passage Paul uses only
three of the terms that are found in Ephesians and
combines the second and the third: “all rule and all
authority and power.” The multiplicity of these enemies of the kingdom is expressed by “all” and not by
“rule, authority, and power.” The idea is not that
some have apxri, others infovm'a, and still others Simple, but
that each enemy, demon or human, has a certain rule
and with it a certain authority and power. In Ephesians Paul adds the thought that each has also a certain
lordship and a certain name or title. The world is full
of these enemies, for instance, worldly or atheistic
scientists. They have a sphere in which they exercise

rule and domination, in which they claim authority
and refuse to let anybody contradict or correct them,
and combined with this authority they exercise power,

the power to mislead their followers and to cast out
their opponents.

The same thing is true regarding pseudo-churches,
heretics, and all ungodly, antichristian combinations in
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the world. Back of them is the kingdom of darkness
in which Satan is supreme with his rule, authority,
and evil power, and the evil spirits in their various evil
capacities, some operating in one line, some in another,
each thus with his rule and with his authority and
power. Until the Parousia all of them remain active,
being restricted only by the power and the providence
of Christ, Matt. 28 :18: “All authority hath been given
unto me in heaven and eart .” But when “the end”
comes at the time of the Parousia, the ﬁnal and complete overthrow of all these enemies shall take place,
and the kingdom of Christ shall rise in triumph forever. Paul does not merely heap up terms for rhetorical effect (i. e., without deﬁnite meanings) when he
writes “rule, authority, and power.”
25)

With 'yctp Paul explains why Christ does not

transfer the kingdom until he has put down all

hostile “rule,” etc. For he must reign until he shall
have put all his enemies under his feet. Paul is not
quoting Ps. 110 :1 but is restating its contents, in particular the clause: “until he shall have pu ,” etc. No
difﬁculty whatever is caused by transferring what
God said: “Until I make thine enemies thy footstool,”
to what Paul here says that Christ does: “Until he
(Christ) shall have put all his enemies under his feet."
The psalm does not imply that Christ shall sit idly at
God’s right hand until God lays all these enemies prostrate under Christ’s feet. God puts these enemies under Christ’s feet by making Christ the omnipotent
Ruler and King. We have the same truth when the
Scriptures tell us that God raised Christ and that
Christ himself arose. The charge that Paul’s use of
the passage from the psalm changes its sense to the
very opposite is unwarranted.
All types of necessity are expressed by the impersonal sez, literally, “it is necessary”; it is often translated “must." Here the necessity is that of the divine
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arrangement by which Christ rules and continues to
rule as King, Buodeﬁav, durative present. Paul has already said that Christ shall transfer the kingdom to
his Father and has also added the time when this shall
take place, namely at the Parousia, the end. Moreover,
he has added that at that great day Christ will have
put down all hostile forces forever. We now learn that
a divine necessity lies back of all this: Christ’s rule
as King (,Baawcw) must extend that far. He would not
be truly a King and rule as a King if at the end, when
he transfers the kingdom, any enemies remained active. If even a single enemy were left who might use
any measure of power at the time of the Parousia and
the end, Christ would not be the King that God intended him to be as witness Ps. 110:1 and other prophetic passages such as Ps. 2:6, etc.
With dxpt of: (the LXX’s translation of the psalm has
Em m", which is a mere variation) we may or may not
have iv. The aorist subjunctive 9,; denotes completeness: “shall have put." “All his enemies” deﬁnes who
is meant by “all rule,” etc., in v. 24. “Under his fee ”
brings out the full force of “shall have abolished,” v.
24. Their power shall be broken utterly and forever
so that they shall not rise from the ground or stir a
ﬁnger against the King. After this reigning as King
is thus absolutely complete, Christ shall return his
commission to the Father who gave it to him.
26) As being especially pertinent to this entire
instruction concerning the resurrection Paul adds:
As a last enemy the death is abolished. This personiﬁes “death,” which some ﬁnd “surprising,” but which
is not at all so for one who knows his Old Testament
as Paul does. Death is here regarded as an independent enemy, as one that is singled out from
among the many enemies of Christ and the kingdom.
When Satan’s work through sin is done, death stands
out as the result, a dreadful foe, indeed. And this
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death now lays low the bodies even of believers and
holds them until Christ’s Parousia.

In a sense death is already swallowed up in victory
because by the gospel its sting is broken for all believers.

In another sense death still reigns over us,

namely for the time being. The victory over death
which is now ours through the gospel shall not be fully
revealed until death itself is forever abolished. This
abolition is not a separate act of Christ’s, one that follows our resurrection. Destmctio mortis resuscitatio
mortuorum. Ambrose. When the bodies of the godly

are raised to eternal life, death itself shall disappear.
This means, not merely that no more bodies shall die,
but that what is called death shall no longer exist.

Death is dependent upon Satan, sin, etc. All of these
shall be abolished, and so death as the last enemy shall
also disappear. The philosophic view of death as a
“principle” is foreign to Paul, who deals only with realities and not with abstractions and philosophical con-

ceptions.
The verb Ka‘rapyeirat (compare the aorist in v. 24 and
the remarks on its meaning) is the dramatic or prophetic present, a counterpart to the historic present

and frequently found in New Testament predictions.
This tense startles and arrests. It afﬁrms and does not
merely predict. It conveys a sense of certainty. R. 869,
etc. The main emphasis is, however, on the predicative
designation “as a last enemy” and then on the subject

“the death” as the position of these terms in the
sentence shows although the tense of the verb is also

striking. In v. 24 the verb xarapyyjay has the emphatic
position so that in v. 26 it is not necessary to repeat this
emphasis since that would overemphasize and thus
produce a wrong impression. From among “all his
(Christ’s) enemies” mentioned in v. 25 “the last
enemy” is singled out. Death is naturally last since it
constitutes the climax of the destructive work of all
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the other hostile powers. The abolition of this enemy
shall thus also be last and shall mark the ﬁnal part of
the abolition which leaves no enemy on the scene.
27) The fact that “death” must also be abolished is now substantiated. For, all things he did put
under his feet. Paul has no formula of quotation;
yet the words following “for” are found in Ps. 8:6.
It may seem remarkable to us, but in the New Testament this psalm is repeatedly interpreted in a Messianic sense, Matt. 21:16; our passage; and Heb.
2:6, etc. We may accept the general assumption
that Paul does not use a formula of quotation because this psalm is so well known. In Matt. 28:18,
without reference to this psalm, Jesus attributes to

himself just was this line which Paul quotes declares,
namely that all power has been given to him in
heaven and on earth.
A careful reading of Heb. 2:6-18 shows us just
how this psalm has a Messianic sense, i. e., how what
this psalm says about man in general at the time of
his creation, about his dominion over all things, involves Christ and the subjection of all things to him,
including also and especially death. Through sin man
lost his dominion over the creatures and the powers
of earth so that only vestiges of that dominion remain.
In the end every man succumbs, and his body yields
to death. Then Christ joined himself to us, made us
his brethren (Heb. 2:11-14), even died (v. 9 and 14:
“through death”) in order by his “propitiation” (v.
17) to “bring many sons unto glory” (v. 10). It is thus
that Christ, our Brother, has all things placed under
his feet, namely for our sakes, in order to restore us
to our original high and glorious position. And this of
necessity includes among “all things” that are made
subject to Christ as our Redeemer that terrible enemy
“death” in order that he “might deliver all them who
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through the fear of death were all their lifetime sub—
ject to bondage" (v. 15).
Nothing exhibits sinful man’s loss of dominion as
does “death.” A thousand tiny and great forces in
nature are busy killing our race. Already while Christ
was on earth, death had to obey him and to yield up
its prey at his command (Jairus’ daughter, etc.) . Death
received its own deathblow when Christ arose from
the tomb. And at the end death shall be abolished forever. It is thus that Ps. 8 becomes truly Messianic, and
that the line which Paul quotes, which refers to man

in Eden, directly involves also Christ: for our sakes
“all things,” including death, “God did put in subjection under his feet.”
In order to correct a possible misunderstanding

Paul adds. the remark: But when he said that all
things have been put in subjection, it is evident that
this is with the exception of him who did subject unto him all things. This may well be called an exeget—
ical statement, one that explains just how far “all
things” in the quotation from the psalm extend: they

do not include God himself. Yet this is more than a
mere grammatical deduction, i. e., that the verb “to
subject” must except the person who did so subject.
For what the grammatical terms express is itself
true. God cannot subject himself to another. This
statement is quite necessary at this place because at

the_end (v.28) Christ will subject himself to God.
In the line quoted from the psalm the subject is
God: God put all things under Christ’s feet. No change
of subjects is indicated when ‘Paul continues: “But
when he sait ,” etc. It is God who speaks. The words
of the psalm which God speaks are even restated: “But
when he saith that all things have been put in subjection.” But now the perfect is used whereas Paul before
used the aorist. This perfect is entirely proper in the
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restatement: in the line quoted from the psalm the
aorist imc'raécv, “did subject,” states the past fact, which
is enough; in the restatement the perfect inrore'raxmt,
“have been subjected,” conveys the idea that this, once
done, continues in effect indeﬁnitely. The tenses are
thus exactly used.
An entirely different sense is secured by assuming
a parenthesis and by continuing the sentence on
through v. 28: “But when he (Christ) shall have said
(to God at the last day) : ‘All things are put in subjection!’ (evidently excepting him that did subject all
things unto him); when I say all things have been
subjected unto him, then shall the Son also himse ,”
etc.; see the R. V. margin. This reading pictures'the
scene at the end when Christ makes, as it were, his
ﬁnal report to the Father and states that the work of
subjecting all things, even death, is completed. This '
reading seeks to satisfy the aorist tense star” and the
perfect tense inwre'rakfat by means of the parenthesis
indicated and by letting the second am clause resume
the ﬁrst am.
The objections to this reading are the following.
The subject at the beginning is changed from God to
Christ without the least warning. No reader could
guess this change. Paul writes an involved and broken
sentence whereas he has throughout constructed only
simple sentences. And in this cumbersome sentence the
fact that all things are subjected to Christ is repeated
three times —-why so often? Emphasis requires only
one repetition. The aorist .b'rav (7.117], “when he said,”
which is a mere variant for the present am My”, “when
he says” (either of which could be used), is without
linguistic necessity stressed to mean: “When he shall
have said.” The perfect {morémum is now taken in the
less usual sense of a line of action reaching a point of

termination: ————> I, instead of the far more
usual sense of a point of beginning extending in a line
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of effect: I ————>. Finally, 877on an is given the
unusual meaning “evidently.”
to accept this reading.

28)

We, therefore, decline

After explaining that, when God placed

all things under Christ’s feet, he naturally excepted

himself, Paul is ready for the ﬁnal statement. Now
when all things have been subjected to him, then
also the Son himself shall subject himself to him
that did subject all things to him in order that God
may be all in all. This is the supreme climax involved

in the resurrection of the dead.
The second aorist subjunctive ima‘rayf] points to the
great moment when “all things shall be subjected” or
“shall have been subjected” (the English may use
either) to Christ. When that grand moment arrives,

the Son shall do what Paul now says. As in V. 27 God
is the subjecting agent, so in v. 28 God is again the
agent back of the aorist passive. But Paul now changes
the subject of the main clause and leaves no doubt
about it, for he continues: “Then also the Son himself

shall subject himself,” etc. This clinches the point
that, if in v. 27 Christ is intended to be the subject of
sin-y and {more’mxraL directly after ime'TaEEV has God as the
subject, Paul would certainly make it plain by simply
inserting “Christ.”

Our versions regard {mo-rayﬁac-raL as a future passive:
“shall be subjected” by God. But this form is also a
future middle, R. 809, and here the thought calls for
the middle sense. When all things are subjected to
Christ, force is brought to bear upon them; they are
conquered and thus subjected. After such a thought
Paul would not write a passive and say that the Son, too,
shall be subjected, for the implication would be that
force is brought to bear also upon him in order to
coerce his subjection. The opposite is the fact. By a
free act, in harmony with the whole divine plan that

made him supreme over all things, Christ subjects
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himself to the Father, regarding whom we once more
read that it is he who “did subject all things to him,"
namely to Christ.
Commentators debate concerning the ﬁnal clause as
to whether it depends on the preceding participle:
“who did subject all things unto him (Christ) in order
that God may be all in all"; or whether this ﬁnal clause
modiﬁes the entire preceding sentence or the action of
Christ in subjecting himself. A decision is not difﬁcult
to reach. We have twice before heard that God subjected all things to Christ. When this act is now men-

tioned for the third time, it would be strange, indeed,
to have the remark concerning its purpose appended
as a kind of afterthought. Moreover, the tremendousness of this divine purpose “that God may be all in all"
is the climax of the entire paragraph with all that it
contains about Christ’s resurrection, about our resurrection, and about the end. The ultimate purpose of
all of these acts is that ﬁnally “God may be all in all.”

This ﬁnal clause, therefore, modiﬁes the entire last
sentence.

We have had miwa so often as a neuter that we cannot now regard “all in all” as meaning “all things in
all men” although this masculine is said to mean “in
all godly men.” There is no restriction in the expression
“all in all.” Why should there be a restriction? But
the fact that God shall be all in all is not the
doctrine of the apokatastasz’s or restoration of all
things, i. e., that even the ungodly and the devils shall

at last be restored and brought into communion with
God. The Scriptures know only the opposite of this
doctrine, which opposite Paul also declares in the paragraph before us. Such an unbiblical view cannot be
substantiated by a simple predicate like “all in all.”
In 12:6 we read concerning God: “who works 11‘;
«film: 6v 756w, all the things in all ways," i. e., all spiritual gifts, abilities, and good works in all possible
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ways. The a rim is deﬁnite here and the object of
“who wor .” Paul now writes mim (no article),
makes “all” the predicate, and adds e‘v mimv. The sense
is “that God may be all-supreme.” 'Ev mam is a frequently occurring adverbial phrase: “in all ways,” or
in English, “in every way.” Here, after the copula,
“all in all” is best regarded as one predicate expression.
The words are not to be separated: “that God may be
all things—in all things.” God is not “things” in
any sense of the word.
When “all in all” is said to mean “the life ground"
common to all things, “the citadel of salvation ﬁlling
the needs of all," these words obscure a tangible meaning for the reader. What Paul says is plain: after all
things are at last subjected to Christ, and he himself

subjects himself to God, then God shall be supreme,
“all in all," in one perfect harmony with not a hand
or a voice in the whole universe raised against him.
Christ has disposed of the wicked and the devils.
Their rule, authority, and power are abolished so that
no trace of them is left. All of these enemies are under
Christ’s feet so that none of them can ever show themselves or do anything. They are judged, undone, in
hell. The new heavens and the new earth shall know
them not. This is the absolute opposite of an apokatastasz's.

0n the one hand, Paul’s statement that “the Son
himself” shall subject himself to God is used-in proof
of the subordination to the Father, which thus destroys
the equality of the three persons of the Godhead. 0n
the other hand, we are told that it is not the business

of exegesis to investigate whether Paul’s statement
agrees or disagrees with the Bible doctrine regarding
the Holy Trinity. If this is not the business of exegesis, then exegesis has no business at all. If it cannot

give a correct answer to this question of subordinationism, which involves the very doctrine regarding
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God himself, then all else it may attempt to give is
valueless. Paul either does or does not teach the equality of the divine persons when he says that the Son _
will subject himself to the Father. Which is it? The
answer must be exegetical and not dogmatical, for all
true dogmatics rests wholly on true exegesis; it is
wholly dependent and never independent.
The answer is simple. He who subjected all things
to Christ is the Father, the ﬁrst person of the Godhead. It is also Christ, the Son Evaapxoe, incarnate, not
the Son daapxoe, apart from his incarnation, who has all
things put under his feet, all things made subject to
him. ' This incarnate Son delivers the kingdom to his
Father at the end, lays the work assigned to him, complete and perfect, into the Father’s hands and by this
act subjects himself to the Father. Thus 6 @669, “God,"
not one person merely but the Triune God, Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost, shall be “all in all,” supreme in
eternity.
Up to the moment of this glorious consummation
an economic division of functions exists between the
three persons of the Godhead in regard to this sinful
world and its salvation. In this very paragraph the
Father does certain things, and the Son does other
things. While nothing is said about the Holy Spirit,
other passages tell us about his part of the work. In
this economic division the incarnate Son rules as King
and Lord. He thus stands in the foreground for his
church. When the consummation is reached, this position shall cease, in the very nature of the case it must
then cease, for its ﬁnal object is then attained. From
that moment onward 6 (9:69, the Triune God in all
three persons conjointly, one God, shall stand supreme
amid gloriﬁed humanity in the new heaven and the
new earth. “And I heard a great voice out of the
throne saying, Behold, the tabernacle of God (the Triune), is with men, and he shall dwell with them, and
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they shall be his peoples, and God himself (the Triune) shall be with them, and be their God,” Rev. 21 :3.
This also answers the question: “Does Paul intend
to say that the Son shall then rule no longer '3” What
about Gabriel’s word to Mary: “He shall reign over the

house of Jacob forever; and of his kingdom there shall
be no end”? Luke 1:33. As Christ now rules in his
kingdom of grace he shall, indeed, cease to rule when
the work of grace is completed. But this kingdom of
grace shall merge completely into the kingdom of glory.
“Grace” and “glory” only mark the two stages of the
kingdom, for this kingdom is one. It will forever be
and remain his kingdom, founded, built, brought to

consummation by him. When Christ turns this kingdom over to the Father, this does not mean that the
Son will then be deprived of this kingdom and his rule,
the Father taking his place. Then the Triune God will

rule in the unity of the three persons with all his glory
fully revealed. In that unity the God-man has his place.
Luke 1:33 is true as is also the Nicene Creed which
declares regarding the gloriﬁed God-man: “Of his
kingdom there shall be no end.” Read Rev. 22:3: “the

throne of God and of the Lamb.”
29) Paul groups his material perfectly.

In the

preceding paragraph he presents our resurrection as
resting on that of Christ and as thus being an integral

part of all the tremendous facts that center in Christ.
In the new paragraph, which begins with this verse,
Paul presents our resurrection as being vital to the
entire Christian life from the moment of its beginning
in baptism onward to the immanent moment of its close
in temporal death. We may put it into simple words:
1) Our resurrection is vital to the restoration that
centers in Christ; 2) Our resurrection is vital to the
restoration that centers in our own selves.
If there is, indeed, no resurrection, then the entire
Christian life, as it faces temporal death, is vacuous.
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To call this part of Paul’s presentation an argumentatto ad hominem that is based only on the admissions
of Paul’s readers and thus hoisting them on their own
petard is unwarranted. See the remarks on v. 19. The

facts back of baptism and back of the Christian life
are facts whether the Corinthians admit them as such
or not. If they do admit and believe them, so much
the better for the Corinthians. But these facts are not
mere subjective opinions held by the Corinthians, they
are not in the least dependent upon anyone’s admission.
It is also a misunderstanding to regard this new
paragraph as a reversion to v. 17 and 19 as if Paul inappropriately inserts at this place What should have
been inserted after v. 19. Paul never writes in a loose
and scattered fashion. All of the preceding instruction
hinges on Christ directly, i. e., on his resurrection and
on all that goes with it. The new instruction rests on
the resurrection in general, both Christ’s and our own:
“if the dead are not raised at all,” Bias. The resurrection of Christ and of ourselves underlies the entire
Christian life as this faces death, eventual death or
imminent death. Paul presents this basic fact, which
has its own convincing power as a fact.
Else what shall they do who are baptized with

a view to the dead? If the dead are not raised at
all, why at all are they baptized with a view to
them? The condition is abbreviated to the mere conjunction e‘m’, R. 1025. “Else” = if all that is stated
in the preceding is not fact. The interrogative form

is dramatic and strikes home, for when the reader
himself faces and answers this question he will be
the more convinced. Whereas the former paragraph

addresses no one (except v. 12), this paragraph is
entirely personal and ends in direct admonition. The
future tense: “What shall they do,” etc., is not the
logical future, which refers only to a sequence of
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This is a

deliberative future used rhetorically, R. 876, for

Paul asks the Corinthians in regard to what certain
people shall do at an actual future time.
He calls them at ,Ba-Ir-riﬁopcvoz I'm-2p 76v vexpdv, Which we

render, “They are baptized with a view to the dead.”
The tense of the participle lays no stress on the element
of time, which is true also with regard to the following

verb ,Bami’zoymi. It is, therefore, not in contrast to the
aorist and the past. The present timeless participle
describes those who receive baptism at any time,
whether in the past, present, or future. We, therefore,

do not accept the meaning they that are now being
baptized in distinction from others who were baptized

before this time or are to be baptized in the distant
future. An aorist participle would be out of place since
it would restrict the thought to those who were baptized in the past and disregard all others.
All of the Corinthians are, of course, among the

baptized, and so this designation includes all of them.
But it also includes all others at other places who are
baptized plus all others who receive baptism anywhere
and at any time. The one mark that is characteristic
of all of them is baptism, the sacrament which makes

us Christians.

It includes all who are or ever will be

Christians, infants as well as adults. Paul will in a
moment speak about ﬁnds, “we,” namely the apostles
and their assistants, concerning whom he has something especial to say in addition to baptism; and then
he also exempliﬁes by speaking about himself alone. He
starts with the reception of baptism because this begins
the spiritual life of all Christians, and because this very
beginning already connects us with death and with the

resurrection. Rom. 6 :3-5 tells us that baptism joins us
to Christ’s death, burial, and resurrection. Gal. 3:27,
29 makes it plain that by baptism we become “heirs
according to promise,” and we know of no heavenly
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inheritance without both Christ’s resurrection and our
own.
This connection is made plain by the phrase {mép
Tu-W vexpéy, “with a View to the dead.” All efforts to disconnect this phrase from the participle, to which
every reader naturally joins it, and to attach it
to the main verb: “what shall they do, for the
dead ?” have proved futile. Nor would anything
be gained by such a construction, for the same opera-

tion would have to be performed with {mép aﬁnﬁv in the
next question, which cannot be done since ﬂangowar
is the only other word left. In both instances the prep-

osition indicates the motive for the reception of baptism, a duty which {m’p frequently performs in classical
as well as in New Testament Greek, for instance, in
Rom. 15:8.

The phrase does not mean that the baptism of
certain living persons conveys beneﬁt to other persons
who are already dead. This would necessitate the ab-

sence of the article; Paul would have to write {mép mph.
“The dead" of whom Paul speaks are not any persons
who are dead but the baptized Christians who died as

such Christians in the sure hope of a blessed resurrection. Their example, i. e., their baptism and their

godly life and ﬁnal death in this sure hope, furnishes
the motive that prompts the living also to desire and
to receive baptism for the same blessed purpose. Paul’s
question, therefore, has this sense: that all who are
thus moved to receive baptism have no hope, and their

baptism is wholly in vain if there is no resurrection
(for Christ and for Christians). This is the force of:
“Else what shall they do?” etc.
This is likewise true with regard to the second
question: “If the dead are not raised at all (if neither
Christ nor Christians are raised), why at all are they
baptized in View of them” (i. e., the dead)? In this
second question the condition, which is compressed
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into “else” in the ﬁrst question, is fully written out:
“If the dead are not raised at all”; and SAM, “at all,”
includes the entire resurrection, that of Christ as well
as that of Christians. Regarding the gnomic present
tense éya’povm, “are raised,” see the remarks on v. 16.
The present tense Bamltovm has the same meaning as
the present tense of the participle in the ﬁrst question:
it includes all receptions of baptism at any time. The
Kai after the interrogative has the classic meaning: why

“at all” are they baptized because of this motive? The
translation of swap: “for the dead,” i. e., for their
beneﬁt, is untenable.

This little preposition has been the cause of such a
volume of varied views that it is useless to make a list
and to show wherein each of them is unsatisfactory.

We mention only two of these views. The phrase is
translated “for the beneﬁt of the dead,” i. e., of such
Who died Without baptism. A Christian who has been
baptized, we are told, allows himself to be baptized a
second time, as a substitute for some person who died
without baptism, on the supposition that this baptism
would be credited to the dead person. A speciﬁc name
was invented for this sort of baptism, it was called
“Vicarious Baptism.” In support of this supposition
we are referred to reports of Tertullian, Epiphanius,
and Chrysostom regarding such perversions of baptism among the followers of Cerinth and of Marcion.
What happened among these heretics is carried back
across the years to Corinth in order to explain a preposition which complicates the efforts of these interpreters. It is needless to say that the New Testament
knows nothing about “Vicarious Baptism”; and that
if Paul had discovered the beginnings of such a perversion in Corinth he would have opposed it in no uncertain terms. Nor would such a man as Paul was
stoop to make use of this “superstition” for “tactical”
reasons, i. e., in order to win a point in an argument.
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The other view identiﬁes “the dead” with “those
that receive baptism” so .that these persons consider
their own death when they are baptized and ask themselves: “What would our death be if there is no resurrection ?” But the phrase at the end of the second question cannot be understood in the sense suggested.
30) Just as the baptism of all Christians in view
of the dead, whom they must sooner or later join,

would be devoid of all meaning if there is no such
hope as the resurrection from the dead, so also the
risks incurred by men like Paul would be senseless
and foolish. Why do we ourselves also face danger
all the time? The connective xai adds this question to
the one that precedes as being a question of the same
kind. Yet n’ mi may also'be regarded in the classic
fashion: “Why at all,” as in v. 29. The emphatic
wheels, “we,” cannot include all of the Corinthians or
all of the baptized, for they are not always in danger
as this is true regarding Paul and his fellow workers.
These men devote all their energies to preaching the
resurrection and joyfully go from one danger into
another. What would be the sense of such a course
of conduct if no resurrection awaited them at the
end? The noun épa is used in the sense of “time"
(not “hour") and in v. 31 is followed by the more
speciﬁc phrase “from day to day”; and the accusa-

tive arduuv {Apav denotes extent: “all the time.”
31) The last of the three questions introduced
by “why" is clinched by the strongest kind of an as-

sertion on Paul's part. From day to day I die—l
protest by that glorying in you, brethren, which I
have in Christ Jesus, our Lord! Paul faces deadly
dangers so constantly that he is-able to write: “From

day to day I die,” xara' being used in the distributive
sense. The present tense “I die” is iterative, R. 827.
Death is his daily companion. Paul uses himself as
an example of the entire group that is included in
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we.” He points the Corinthians to his own concrete
case. He never knows at what moment some blow

of persecution may strike him down. It is strong language and yet not too strong. While it is hyperbolic

in a sense, this hyperbole is the natural expression of
the apostle’s deep feeling and is therefore justiﬁable.

This is the only time ”5 is found in the New Testament although it is a common Attic exclamation in
solemn asseverations and oaths, literally, “yea” or
“truly,” and it is well rendered by our versions in its
true force: “I protest,” R. 1150. It is always used
with the accusative. The possessive pronoun {mac’pav may
be either subjective or objective: “your glorying in
me" or “my glorying in you,” as the context must determine. Here it is the latter (R. 685), for the Corin-

thians do not glory in Paul as they well might; many
of them glory in other leaders, 1:12, etc.
The relative clause: that glorying “which I have,”
etc., is decisive as to Paul's meaning. Paul is proud
of his successful work among the Corinthians. He
glories in it; Kalixna’ur is the act of glorying. Yet Paul
would never take undue credit to himself. He is only
the Lord’s instrument while he is doing his work, and
when that work shows marked success as it did at Corinth, Paul returns all the credit to Christ. He has the
right to glory only “in connection with (e‘v) Christ
Jesus, our Lor ,” whom he designates with his full
soteriological title. This very name and title is full of
the idea of the resurrection. Without the resurrection
we should have no “Christ Jesus, our Lord,” to com-

mission Paul, to accomplish great things through Paul,
to make the Corinthians Paul’s glory, pride, and joy.
The word “glorying” is, indeed, subjective, something
that Paul does; but this subjective act rests‘on objective fact, namely on the Corinthian church with all
of its spiritual realities. And this fact rests on one
that is still greater: “Christ Jesus, our Lord," in and
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by whose living power all that exists in Corinth is
wrought.
Paul is quite able to present the great facts of our
faith in calm, deliberate, objective fashion, and he does
this on many occasions. But he is also able to present
these facts so that his heart with all its throbbing
feeling wells up in these facts. He never forsakes the

facts no matter how deep his emotion may be when
he utters them. He uses even mi, coupled with the personal appeal “brethren,” in this instance. The resurrection is absolutely vital no matter in what manner
one presents its reality. Therefore it is so vital, too,
when this apostle thinks of his past work and success
and of his daily experience in facing death. Take away
the resurrection, and everything related to Paul, all
his work and all his trying ordeals, would be nothing
but monumental folly.

32)

From the general danger that stalks Paul

“all the time” he advances to the threats of death
that come one after another “day after day” and
then closes with a particular instance that must
have occurred at a speciﬁc moment in Ephesus
where he is writing this letter. The same climax is
found in the verbs: “we face danger” —“I die” —
“I fought with beasts.” If after the manner of men I

fought with beasts at Ephesus, what does it proﬁt
me? Did Paul actually ﬁght with wild beasts in the

arena, or is éaqptopdxqaa ﬁgurative to designate a battle
with vicious, bloodthirsty human enemies? As might
be expected, the commentators are divided into two
camps. For us the question resolves itself into another: “What exegetical reasons decide one way or
the other?” Lacking sufﬁcient exegetical grounds,
the best course to pursue is to leave the question unanswered.
The question is not answered by the proposal to read

the sentence as a condition of unreality: “If I had
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fought, etc., what would it have proﬁted me?” with
dv omitted in the apodosis, which, we are told, is permissible With rt 16 5419\09.

The phrase Kurd. a'vﬂpunrov is

taken to mean: “according to man’s will,” i. e., if things
had gone as men desired them to go. Acts 19 :23, which
records the riot caused by Demetrius, is regarded as a
reference to the occasion when this supposed eventuality nearly overtook the apostle.

This answer to the question is unsatisfactory. The
omission of av would not suggest to a Greek reader that

a condition of unreality is intended. This alone is decisive. The phrase “according to man” always denotes
manner and not will and cannot be taken to mean:
“according to man’s will.” With regard to Acts 19 :23,
etc., we should not forget that Paul was a Roman citizen and thus could not be cast to the lions or to wild
beasts. Moreover, he left Ephesus immediately after

that tumult. He undoubtedly wrote this letter in Ephesus before that disturbance occurred. So this letter
could not contain a reference to that happening.
When Paul assures the Corinthians by his own
pride in them in Christ Jesus that he “dies” daily, it
is clear that he uses the verb ﬁguratively, for he is
still alive, and no one can die more than once, he cannot actually die “day after day.” When Paul now adds
an exempliﬁcation of this general statement that he
dies day after day, the reader has no difﬁculty in understanding the new dramatic term: “I fought with
beasts at Ephesus” in the same ﬁgurative manner as
meaning: “Right here in Ephesus I faced death as one
who ﬁghts with wild beasts.” The close relation existing between “I die daily” and its exempliﬁcation “I
fought with beasts” furnishes the exegetical reason for
regarding the latter verb ﬁguratively as we do the
former. This, too, is the reason that Paul does not

need a modiﬁer to show that the second verb is also
used ﬁguratively.
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Its aorist tense states a past fact in a condition of
reality. This aorist is usually regarded as a reference
to some individual instance when Paul’s bloodthirsty
enemies endangered his very life. Yet we are not sure
that only one event is referred to. If this were the case,
it cannot be the one mentioned in Acts 19:23, etc., for
the reason already assigned. Paul writes withOut adding a modiﬁer such as “in Ephesus.” This would indicate that the Corinthians caught his reference and

needed no further hint. The aorist may, however, be
constative and sum up into a unit a number of dangerous happenings such as he mentions to the Ephesian
elders in Acts 20:19: “trials which befell me by the
plots of the Jews.” We are not certain whether only
a single event or a group of events is referred to, and
even less certain which events these would be.
The position of mm‘z avapumov makes it decidedly emphatic so that the sense of the entire question hinges
on this phrase: “after the manner of men,” i. e., if I did
incur this mortal danger only in the manner of ordinary men who are moved merely by temporal considerations such as gain, honor, ease, and the like.
“What does it proﬁt me?" literally, “As to what is
there proﬁt for me?” Evidently as to nothing. From
the standpoint of ordinary men What possible gain is
secured by the work of an apostle who has to face these
mortal encounters as Paul did face them right there
in Ephesus? Only on the supposition that Christ arose,

and on the supposition that we shall arise, and on the
supposition that all is true that depends on this assur-

ance, only then is Paul no fool in facing death in the
pursuit of his great calling.
In the so-called Acts of Paul there appears the
legendary story that Paul was ﬁrst thrown before a
lion, then before other beasts, but that, like Daniel in
the lions’ den, he was not touched by them. Apart from
this legend it has often been thought that Paul was
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actually thrown to wild beasts in Ephesus. Since Paul
was a Roman citizen and as a consequence was exempt
from anything of this sort, and since he was ever ready
to assert his Roman rights, a situation must be supposed in which he would have no opportunity to assert
these rights. This puts a strain on the imagination
and has the appearance of inventing a set of circumstances in order to gain an explanation. When Paul
in II Cor. 11:24 makes a long and detailed list of all
notable sufferings which he endured he says nothing
about being thrown to the beasts in Ephesus.
But does Paul not overlook the thought that the
souls of the dead might live on in glory with Christ
even if their bodies are not raised from the grave?
Cannot the Corinthians answer all of Paul’s deductions and inductions by this simple reply? They cannot. If there is no resurrection, then Christ is not risen,
and then all salvation for soul as well as for body disappears.
“What does it proﬁt me?” Nothing! Very well,
Paul continues: If the dead are not raised, we will
eat and drink, for tomorrow we die. Then we will
make the best of it, and this is what it is. The conditional clause: “If the dead are not raised,” should

not be construed with the preceding question, for
this already has its condition and cannot well have
two; besides, the phrase “after the manner of men”

is the correlative of the clause “if the dead are not
raised.” The present tense has the sense found in
v. 12: “there is no resurrection of the dead” and is
explained as a gnomic present in v. 16.

The subjunctives 4,6wa Kai whom are usually regarded as hortatives: “let us eat and drink,” as is done
in our versions; but R. 931 is correct when he lists

them as volitives: “we will eat and drink," as expressing a volition in regard to the future. The reason for
this resolve is sound: “for tomorrow we die," so we
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will enjoy ourselves while we can. Paul adopts the
LXX translation of Isa. 22:13 as being adequate to
express his own thought in this case. Compare this
same philosophy as found in the apocryphal Book of
Wisdom, 2:2-9; Seneca: Bibamus, mn‘endum est; an
inscription on the entry to a merchant's house in Pompeii: Lucrum, gaudium, Gain and a good time. The
attempts to tone down Paul's words as though he really
does not mean what he writes contradict the very injunctions which now follow. If death ends all, life has
really little more to offer than eating and drinking,
creature comforts like those of the brute.
33) Paul closes the instruction on the reality
of the resurrection with pointed admonition and rebuke. Be not deceived! as the tense shows, means:

“Do not go on being deceived! Deception runs its
course; do not be persuaded to enter on or to continue in this course.” As the passive shows, deception is communicated by deceivers.
Paul makes this plain by means of a quotation:
Bad company corrupts good manners. Paul may
have known this saying only as a proverb and so appropriated it here. Menander, the Attic comic poet,
has it in Thais. He may have originated this line, or
he, too, may have found it already coined. Menander
has many apt maxims and for this reason was much
read in the schools. Not much can be deduced from
Paul’s use of this proverbial saying concerning his acquaintance with the Greek poets. He quotes from two

others, namely Aratus (Acts 17 :28) and Epimenedes
(Titus 1:12).
While that“ means “communications” and “conversations,” the term is here used to designate “associations” or “company”-with a deﬁnite inﬂuence. If
these associations are xaxal, “good for nothing” and
thus “had,” they are bound to corrupt and to ruin man-

ners that are xpviaOa, “serviceable” and thus “good.”
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The adjectives are contrasts; the one means worthless,
the other serviceable and thus full of worth. Paul in-

tends to say in the present connection that association
with deceivers who are full of skeptical ideas is bound

to react hurtfully on the good ways of life (1701;) of
Christians. Instead of letting the divine truth mold
their manner of living they let the false and insidious

ideas of their associates mislead them. Even one bad
apple spreads rot among many others. He who rejects

the resurrection cannot live and act like one who truly
believes this divine reality; compare v. 58. This is, of
course, a sharp edge which is turned against “some
among you,” namely the doubters mentioned in v. 12;
and it warns them, too, against the pagan authors of

their skeptical ideas.
34)

The negative admonition: “Be not de-

ceived,” is followed by the positive: Sober up in the

right way! to which is appended the explanation:
and sin not! The aorist is both peremptory and indicative of one decided action, that of coming out of
a dazed or drunken state. “Awake up,” R. V., suggests a condition of sleep, while c'xvﬁll/ars suggests a

condition of drunkenness. The appended adverb
Sumt'we, “in the right way,” i. e., the way that is right
in God’s sight, intimates that the doubters in Corinth
imagined that they were thinking soberly and that
they assailed the believers as people who are being
carried away by foolish and fanatical notions because they actually believe such an impossible doctrine as the resurrection.

It is the way of all rationalists and all skeptics to
pose as clear-headed, sound, and sober thinkers and to
charge true believers with blind acceptance of “dogmas” that are nothing but narcotics. Our present-day

scientists are often arrogant in their superiority. They
alone know the facts, they alone do straight and sober

thinking, they alone are right, and woe to him who
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dares to challenge their claims! Against this pseudo.
soberness and pseudo-saneness Paul launches his little

adverb amnion. Here, too, this derivative of aurawfiv retains its forensic meaning, for “rightly" means rightly
in the judgment of God and not merely in my own
judgment. The Pharisees claimed: “We see !” John
9 :41, and proceeded with mighty assurance “to justify
themselves,” Luke 16:15; but the judgment of God
declared them wickedly and wilfully blind and cast
them out. So Paul commands the Corinthians to be
sober in the true way that God approves. He is rightly
sober who sees and believes the divine realities as God
reveals them, and who does all his thinking so that
every thought accords with these realities. And this
man does not need to wait for the divine verdict that
he is rightly sober; that verdict is recorded in a thousand places in Holy Writ.
“And sin not” with its present tense means literally: “and do not go on missing ‘the mar .” There is,
then, a kind of thinking and of reasoning that seems
to be sanely sober and is yet wholly wrong because it
goes on missing the mark, namely the true mark set

by God for all our thinking, the realities about God, his
will, his work, etc. This is the worst kind of sinning,
for it affects not only our conduct but corrupts the very
heart, the source of all conduct. “Sober up rightly !”
Paul calls to the Corinthians, and go on hitting instead
of missing the mark.
Do the Corinthians wish to know Why Paul
speaks to them on this subject in such peremptory

fashion? Paul answers with a ydp: for some are afﬂicted with ignorance of God; to move you to shame
I tell you this. That is the trouble with “some” (see
v. 12). Paul says more than that “some are ignorant";

he says that “some have ignorance” like a disease that
is afflicting them spiritually. Thinking that by denying the resurrection they are displaying great 'yvéims
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or “knowledge,” they actually display &vaata, “ignorance,” the opposite of knowledge. Their coin is counterfeit, Rev. 3:17, 18.
They are to blame for this ignorance which they
carry around with them and which they try to sell
to others as knowledge. For this reason Paul adds with
great plainness: “to move you to shame I tell you this.”
The preposition «p6: indicates aim or purpose, R. 626.

When we render this expression into English we are
compelled to translate the Greek noun with a verb:
“for shame” = “for ﬁlling you with or moving you to

shame.”

The idea is not that Paul sees something

shameful in the Corinthians as the A. V. translates it:
“I speak this to your shame”; but that by means of this
rebuke Paul intends to make the Corinthians feel
ashamed of themselves, namely for having anybody in
their midst who denies the resurrection. The presence
of these skeptics brings disgrace to the entire congregation, and the congregation ought to realize this and
to purge itself.
Paul is not theorizing when he writes: “We will eat
and drink,” etc., v. 23. He, of course, presupposes that
the Corinthian believers will recognize this unchristian
language for what it is, but we may well conclude that
the deniers of the resurrection carried out their convictions by loose living, for which reason Paul warns
against their company which corrupts morally. False
doctrine never aids true moral conduct but works to
corrupt that conduct. Whatever eats at the root (doctrine and faith) damages or destroys the fruit (love
and Christian virtues). Matt. 7:16, 17.
.

We are often told that errorists are just as “good”
(morally) as those who believe and confess God’s
truth, perhaps even “better”; but Paul does not agree,
for this is contrary to nature. Doctrine is never an indifferent thing even though it be decried as “dogma”;
it always works itself out in life. Doctrine may be held
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merely by the intellect, but this is decidedly abnormal
and thus quite exceptional. The rule is more important
than the exception. Let us, too, sober up in the right
way and never condone or excuse erroneous teaching
by telling ourselves that it has little or no effect on
right living. Nor let us cling to the fallacy that only
aberrations so great as the denial of the resurrection
produce moral decline, for every falsehood works evil
according to its falsity, and often a little leaven leavens
an entire lump out of all proportion to its seeming littleness. A small germ may carry destruction to the
entire body. The process is often hidden from observation so that we cannot meet the challenge for a full
diagnosis and proof in each individual case; nevertheless, like causes produce like results.
III.

The Resurrection Body, 35-58

From the mighty fact of the resurrection Paul
now advances to the wonderful mnner of the resurrection. Yet in the discussion of the change which
our bodies will undergo in the resurrection the basic
question is still the reality of the resurrection itself.
This elucidation concerning the change is intended to
remove the main objection of the skeptics in regard
to the possibility and the actuality of the resurrection.
These skeptics ask the very question which Paul now
puts forward. They can conceive of the human body
only in its mundane form as we see it in this life.
Bodies of this kind, even if they are by the power of
God brought back to life from the dust and the decay
of the grave, are unﬁt for heavenly existence. So the
skeptics conclude: There is no resurrection. Perhaps
they only ask the question and leave it to the believers
to give what answer they can and then scoff at the
answer by presenting the view that bodies which are
brought back to life would have to be just like our
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bodies are at present and have the same gross substance and the same functions.
35)

Paul meets this question regarding the con-

stitution and the character of the resurrected bodies
squarely and fully. But someone will say: How are
the dead raised? Just what 11139, “how,” refers to is

at once made clear by putting the question in a little
different way (85’) : and with what manner of body do

they come? The two present tenses are gnomic presents, both are timeless as they are customarily used
in doctrinal propositions, see v. 16.
36)
When he answers this question Paul ﬁrst
removes the ignorant assumption that inﬂuences the

questioner, namely that the living human body can
have only one mode or manner of existence, that
which we see in this life. A simple analogy sufﬁces.

Fool!

What thou thyself sowest is not quickened

unless it die. The adjective 5¢pwv is a nominative used
as a vocative, which is a frequent use of this case.

The term is not an address but an exclamation:
“Fool!” i. e., “Fool thou art!” Does this man try to
make a joke of the resurrection and to turn the laugh
upon simple believers by stating that the dead body
will be patched together again from the dust, once
more to begin its round of life in eating and drinking, digesting and eliminating, sleeping and working,
begetting and keeping house? What a fool to think
of the resurrection in so pitiful a way! This is a
caricature and not the reality.

“What thou thyself (m5 is emphatic) sowest is not
quickened unless it dies.” This fool refutes himself
every time he sows seed. He then reckons with a dying which results in a quickening to a new and wonder—
ful life; in truth, this strange quickening, he knows,
cannot occur unless the dying precedes. Compare

Christ’s similar analogy in John 12:24: dying grain
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and resulting fruit, the ﬁrst being necessary for the
second, and the second wholly dependent on the ﬁrst.
In our effort to apply an analogy or a comparison
we should not go beyond the point of the comparison.
Here it is decomposition and yet new life. The ﬁrst is
necessary for the second, the second dependent on the
ﬁrst. The analogy is not between the germ in the seed
and something similar to it in our dead and buried
bodies, for nothing similar to this germ is found in our
dead and buried bodies. The analogy is not between
the bulk of the seed and the bulk of the dead body so
that both bulks act alike. For the bulk of the former
decomposes and remains decomposed, and only the
germ shoots up into a plant, while our very dead and
buried bodies rise from their graves and leave nothing behind. The germ of the plant develops, produces
new kernels as fruit, and these repeat the process indeﬁnitely. Not so our bodies when they rise. By ﬁnding

new and strange features in Paul’s comparison we miss
Paul’s meaning and perhaps ﬁnd new doctrines that are
based only on our own analogies from nature and not
on Paul and the Scriptures. The fact concerning the
resurrection is not that a germ which is hidden in our

dead bodies comes forth while our dead bodies themselves remain dust and ashes. The view, moreover,
that the Lord’s Supper is intended to preserve in our
bodies during this life such a resurrection germ, which
then slumbers in the grave until the resurrection
morn, is therefore unwarranted.

37) There is, then, a dying which results in a
quickening and a new life. But this should not be
misunderstood. And what thou aowest, thou sowest
not the body that shall be but a bare grain, it may
chance of wheat or of some other kind. The Kai is

explicative; some call it epexegetical. The sentence
which it introduces is an explication of the one that
precedes. It, therefore, offers no second or new point
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of the analogy; it aids us only to understand the true
point which has already been stated in regard to a
decomposition which ends in a quickening and a new
life. It is a bare, little kernel of grain that one sows,
nothing more; yet everybody sees and knows that not
this bare, little kernel comes forth from the ground.
The little kernel rots, and the quickening of it does
not mean that it again becomes what it was orig-

inally.
All conceptions of theresurrection to the effect that
the bodies of the dead shall return to their former

coarse existence are thus eliminated by Paul’s analogy.
All skeptical objections that seek to ridicule the doctrine on this score evidence an ignorance of what the

doctrine is. The future participle 'yel'qadpevov, “that shall
be,” is ingressive punctiliar, R. 892. In cl nixot, “it may
be,” literally, “if it should happen,” a remnant of the
optative is found, it is a stereotyped phrase, R. 1021.
Much has been said about the adjective yvpvdv,
“bare,” “naked,” which Paul applies to the kernel of
grain. It is called a technical term in this connection
and also a new ﬁgure which complicates the analogy.
The matter is quite simple, for Paul himself places
“a bare grain” in contrast with the plant that grows

out of it so that we understand exactly what he means.
The complication results when Paul’s commentators
have this little adjective mean “bare of clothing,” and
when this idea is transferred from the kernel to the
dead body of the believer in the grave. The next step
is to introduce a misinterpretation of II Cor. 5 :2, etc.,
where the word yuhmi also occurs. In this latter passage
“naked” is not used with reference to our bodies but
with reference to souls that are without the heavenly
home. Finally, Plato and the Greeks are introduced
with their views of naked or bodiless souls. The conclusion of these various views regarding the word
“bare” or “naked” is the teaching that, when our
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souls leave their bodies behind in the grave, they are
clothed with what are called “resurrection bodies” and
are thus not left “naked." It seems that these novel
“resurrection bodies” are now in heaven awaiting the
time when our souls shall arrive in order that they
may then be properly dressed.
Second Corinthians 5 does not speak of the resurrection. The fact remains that we sow only a bare,
little kernel in the soil, and it is not this same bare,
little kernel that presently rises out of the soil.
38) In the same, simple fashion Paul completes
his thought. But God gives it a body even as he did
will, and to each of the seeds a body of its own. Note
the contrast between “thou” and “God.” We merely
do the sowing, that is all; nor can we do more. God
does the rest.
Paul is not delivering a biological lecture. He is
constructing a simple analogy which all of his readers
are able to understand whether they are scientiﬁc biologists or not. A dying results in a quickening' and a
new life — we see it in the seed which we plant. God’s
creative act is back of what we see and not a will or an
arrangement of ours. What goes into the ground is a
bare seed, what comes out is a beautiful plant. God is
responsible for this marvel: “God gives it a body.”
Paul does not stop with the so-called “laws of nature”
or at’ a halfway station. He goes back to God who
created all the processes of nature. This he does in
beautiful harmony with the purpose of his analogy, for
the resurrection of our dead bodies is also altogether an
act of God’s.
More than this: God does what we see him doing
with the kernel of grain “even as he did will" (ﬁoe’aqae,
an aorist) when, at creation, he ordained that each
plant should yield seed “after his kind,” Gen. 1:11.
“And it was so,” and due to that original divine volition it has been so ever since. Each kind of seed grows
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its own body; each is true to its nature. We now speak
of it in learned botanical terms, Paul is content to
draw attention to the great creative fact as such. Because our botanists often study only the botany of the
case they lose sight of God and the law which he ordained at creation. They eliminate God and creation
and substitute their speculative “evolution.” The
words: “and to each of the seeds a body of its own,”
thwart every speculation of this kind. A seed of wheat
produces a plant of wheat and no other species of
plant; and so does every other kind of seed. In the
resultant plant every seed gets “a body of its own,”
always the one God originally designed for it, the one
God now gives it. The vast world of nature demonstrates this in endless succession. “Great oaks from
little acorns grow” and not great elms or beeches, nor
little currant or raspberry bushes.
The simple analogy is thus made secure against
misunderstanding: seed and body go into the ground
—new living forms result; but in both cases with a
marvelous change that is due entirely to God’s almighty will and power. To be sure, what is said concerning the seed is ﬁtted closely to what is meant regarding the body. Why ﬁnd fault with Paul for that?
Whoever drew a correct analogy in any other way?
It is a fault in us that we so seldom go back far enough.
39)
As far as bodies are concerned, God commands the most wonderful possibilities. Astonishing
examples are before our eyes at every turn. The supposition that in the resurrection our bodies must have

the appearance which they had in this earthly life
is invalid; God is able to renew our dead bodies in
a form of existence that is utterly different from that
in which we now see them. Not every kind of ﬂesh
is the same ﬂesh; but there is one of men, and another of beasts, and another of birds, and another of
ﬁshes.
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Instead of “all ﬂesh” (our versions) we translate
“every kind of ﬂesh,” R. 1163; and “the same ﬂesh”

means the same in identity. There are great differences in structure, quality, functions, etc. We are unable to render into English the gentle touches of the
particles ,ue’v and Se’; the repeated 85’ marks contrast,

which our “and” fails to indicate. Since (MAO? has the
meaning “different,” R. 747, we may translate: “One
of men, and a different one of beasts,” etc.
In this enumeration Paul seems to have in mind
Gen. 1:10, etc., but he reverses the order and omits
reptiles. He thus secures four different kinds of ﬂesh,
the usual rhetorical number for indicating that all of

the kinds are referred to. The word xrﬁvoe means a
domestic animal. In creation God was not restricted
to one kind of ﬂesh; how can he then be restricted in
the resurrection? The human body which we bury
shall rise again, but, although it remains the very same
body, it will appear wonderfully dilferent in the resurrection. We see this in the case of Christ: the identical body, now dead, now risen; now laid limp and
lifeless into the tomb, now come forth gloriﬁed.
40)
Paul at once reaches farther, to the very
limits of creation. This is Paul’s way—he never
stops halfway. Also bodies celestial and bodies terrestrial; yet one the glory of the celestial while a
different one the glory of the terrestrial.

We need not supply the verbs even in the English
since all is clear without them. Whereas in v. 39 Paul
writes “ﬂesh” he now employs the broader term
“bodies.” Some conclude that these are organic, living
bodies because, as it is used in the preceding verse,
“ﬂesh” refers to living creatures. So they state that
the celestial bodies are angels and the terrestrial all
living creatures on earth. But the assumption that
angels have some sort of ethereal bodies is speculative
and usually leads to the extravagant conclusion that
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even God has some sort of a tenuous body. Moreover,
we should look back, not only to v. 39, but to v. 36, and
also forward to v. 42. Then we see Paul’s gradation:
1) just a kernel of grain; 2) different kinds of‘ ﬂesh;
3) celestial and terrestrial bodies in general. We should

also apprehend the point of difference which Paul
wants us to note with reference to the latter kinds of
bodies, namely the different 865a or glory of each. Paul

is not speaking about bodies, one class of which we
cannot see, whose “glory” is hidden from our view,
which we cannot even imagine; but about bodies, all
of which we ourselves can see, and both kinds of which

we can compare as to their “glory.”
These celestial bodies are sun, moon, and stars. We
see how they shine with a light and a radiance that

are far above every kind of body that is visible to us
here on earth.

Paul is not addressing a group of

chemists regarding the molecular or atomic structure
of heavenly and earthly bodies. He is writing to plain,
ordinary people regarding a matter that all of them
constantly see. The fact that the material of which
all of these bodies in our universe are composed is
quite the same really helps Paul’s thought; it certainly
causes no interference with it. Although their struc-

ture is the same, their appearance is vastly different.
Although the substance of our human bodies is the

same whether they are lying in the grave or are gloriﬁed in the resurrection, their appearance in these two
states is vastly different.
The term (Tu-ma, “body,” is in place. Paul is not
speaking about a difference between organic and inorganic structure. Even secular writers often use
“body” to denote material substance. There is a contrast in ére’pu ,iév . . . ére’pa 86, R. 749, and not merely one
of degree as is the case in v. 41. The celestial bodies
have a radiance of light which is entirely lacking in
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the terrestrial. The latter have only a beauty of color
and an attractive form.
41) A difference of glory is evident among the
celestial bodies themselves. Since this is a difference only in the degree of brightness, Paul uses m1;
and é-re’pa. One glory of the sun, and another glory of
the moon, and another glory of the stars; for star
differs from star in glory.
The absence of a connective seems to make v. 41
a continuation of v. 40. Paul dwells only on the diﬁ'erence existing between the heavenly bodies and leaves
the recognition of the diﬁ'erence existing between the
earthly to his readers. “Sun" and “moon” need no
article in the Greek since each is the only one of its kind.
We, too, say “sun, moon, and stars” and use no article
even with reference to the latter. For the genitive
with 8u¢épa see R. 455. This verb means only “differs”
and not “excels.” The point in which the diﬂ’erence appears is expressed by a prepositional phrase: “in
(point of) glory,” although an accusative: “as to
glory,” or a dative: “in regard to glory" would also
be in place. Paul simply draws attention to the many
differences that appear in bodily forms. ‘God never
ﬁnds himself restricted when variety in forms is concerned. So he knows what he will do with our bodies
when he calls them forth from the grave, how beautiful and how glorious he will make them appear in the
resurrection. Paul is not writing about the differences
that will appear between the saints and the fact that
some will shine in greater glory than others. This
difference is referred to in other passages of Holy
Writ, it is not mentioned in this verse.
42) We who see all of this variety in the creatures which God called into being and placed before
our eyes ought to have no diﬂ‘iculty as to the form
and the character of the bodies which God will bring
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forth from the graves at the resurrection. The application which Paul now introduces by the brief
statement: So also the resurrection of the dead, is
lovely and striking in every respect and must always
call forth our highest admiration.
43) it is sown in corruption; it is raised in incorruption. It is sown in dishonor; it is raised in
glory. It is sown in weakness; it is raised in power.
It is sown in natural body; it is raised a spiritual
body. As was the case in v. 39, four statements are
made, and this number covers the whole matter. Yet
the climax is found in‘ the last statement; it is like
the keystone in an arch and makes the answer to
the questions as to how the dead are raised, and with
what kind of body they come, complete.
Paul returns to v. 36 when he writes “it is sown,”
i. e., into the ground. In v. 36 the seed is placed into
the soil; here it is the dead human body that is so
placed. Thus anciperat, “it is sown,” is to be understood
ﬁguratively: the dead body is buried in the grave.
Paul does not need to add “the body,” for nothing else
can be supplied. The present tense of the verbs is
gnomic as is explained in v. 16. There is even a rhyme
in ancipc-rat and éytiperai. The subject Of the latter is

identical with that of the former. The identical body
that is ﬁrst buried is afterward raised. To think of
two bodies, one that is buried and remains buried, and
a second that is raised out of the grave, is unwarranted.
Whence would this second body come? and how could

it have entered the grave?
In three of the contrasts Paul uses a: phrases, in
the fourth he employs adjectives.

Each phrase de-

scribes the condition of the body: ﬁrst, when it
buried; secondly, when it is raised. In each case
states what is connected with the body. The idea
that of sphere, enclosing the entire body. In each
the three pairs of phrases we have direct opposites.

is
in:
is
of
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We are buried “in corruption," we are raised “in
incorruption.” The corruption is very evident when
we bury a dead body. The body decays: “Dust thou
art, to dust returnest.” Perhaps it is necessary to
recall Martha’s exclamation before her brother’s tomb:

”Lord, by this time he stinketh!” John 11:39. Incorruption is the opposite of corruption or decay. It
is easy to say this, but it is impossible really to understand it as long as we are in this world where only
decay is constantly before us. Incorruption is a timeless state, perfect, constant, changeless.
The dead body is buried “in dishonor,” it is raised
“in glory.” We, indeed, try to honor the dead whom
we bury by clothing them in their‘best, giving them a
ﬁne casket, ﬂowers, our attending presence, etc. All
of this is well; it means much if we have the sure hope
of a blessed resurrection with reference to the dead.
What it means when this hope is absent we need not
say. Yet the body itself is enveloped “in dishonor” —
we soon hurry it from sight. In a little while its
decomposition would cause us to shrink from it in
horror. in the resurrection this identical body appears
in glory. This does not mean that honor and glory are

merely heaped upon it from the outside, but the body
itself is made glorious, it is like that of Christ at the
time of the transﬁguration, radiant and shining. We
have never seen this heavenly condition and are powerless to describe it adequately.

The dead body is buried “in weakness,” all of its
toxic or strength is gone.

Not enough strength is left

to draw one breath. To say that only the strength to
resist decay is gone is too narrow a View. Helpless
lies the dead body, wholly a prey to nature’s elements.
At the time of the resurrection this identical body
appears “in power,” ﬁlled with the ability to do all
that its new state requires. This is not power as we
know it now in our living bodies but transcendent
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pOWer, beyond all that our minds can now conceive.

Luther writes: “As weak as it is now, without all
power and ability when it lies in the grave, so strong
will it eventually become when the time arrives, so that
not a thing will be impossible for it if it has a mind
for it, and it will be so light and agile that in an instant

it can ﬂoat both here below on earth and above in
heaven.”
44)

All that Paul expresses in these six phrases

he now sums up, yea, transcends. Paul uses the word
aépa, “body,” the same body which is at one time in a
condition that is properly described as being merely

“natural” and again in a condition that is quite the
opposite, namely “spiritual.”

Man is composed of two parts; the one is material,
the other immaterial. The latter is in the Greek designated by two terms, ll/‘UX'I; and «van/1.0.. The lpvx‘r} is the
immaterial part as it animates the material part or
body and makes it alive. The «val/4a is the same im-

material part, but as it is open to impressions from the
supreme mcﬁm, the Spirit of God. Death separates the
immaterial from the material part, but z/xuxrj and WEI-ma.
cannot be separated, being one entity; these two can
be distinguished only as two sides of a unit.

At the

moment of death both are withdrawn, and the body
lies lifeless.
In English we use the two terms “soul” and “spirit”
to designate man’s immaterial part, but “soul” is not

a true equivalent for the Greek ipvxﬁ. In English usage
“soul” and “spirit” are nearly alike in force and in

meaning.

In the Greek Il/Uxﬁ often means only “life,”

that which animates the body (not, however, (uni, the
spiritual life principle) ; it often also designates “per-

son.” The fact that the Greek M7; lies on a far lower
level than the English word “soul” appears from the
lack of an English adjective form which is derived

from “soul" to match Ilruxudc which is derived from My}.
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Hence in translation we can only approximate this
Greek adjective by substituting “natural” or in some
connections “carnal.”
The “natural body” that is placed into the grave
is the body that is in this life animated by the M»
which causes all the organs to function in their pro-

cesses. When the limp; is withdrawn, and the lifeless
body is laid into the grave, it is merely this sort of a
body, Ipuxuaiv, “natural.” Paul intends to describe only
the present natural state of the body and not the
spiritual condition of the person to whom the body
belongs. The adjective may, of course, be used also
for the latter purpose as is done in 2:14; here, however,
the person is a true believer and hence spiritual. In
the resurrection this “natural body” comes forth completely changed into a “spiritual body.” This does not
mean that the body is now constituted of spirit or weﬁpa
just as a'a'ma :puxucév does not mean that the body is
composed of soul or I/van'. The new condition of the
body is such that it is now in all respects a proper organ
for the spirit and is thus called “spiritual.” This does
not mean that in the resurrection the maﬁa: instead of

the Ilwxﬁ animates the body. What takes place is something far higher and grander than a mere reanimation;
it is a complete transformation and gloriﬁcation of the
very substance of the old body.
At one time the entire body was dominated by the
upuxri; the body was really its organ.

Regeneration and

sanctiﬁcation changed this only in part; they moved
the body and its members to many spiritual functions
of worship, prayer, service, etc., yet not perfectly. In
the resurrection the wet—ma, which is the inner seat of
the reborn spiritual life, will dominate the body completely so that all of its substance is controlled by the
“spirit,” and it itself is so changed and exalted as perfectly to respond to this control. This does not refer to
a substitute bodyiwhich is composed of a new substance
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such as the ether of which some have thought. Nor
does the 501w; perish so that of the immaterial part of
man only the "(5,441 is left. Just as the material part
will be identical and entire, so also the immaterial part.

But the latter will assume a far higher type of control
than that which was possible in this life, one that is
spiritually perfect in every respect. Christ speaks of
this new condition: “In the resurrection they neither
marry, nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels
of heaven,” Matt. 20:30; Luke 20:36; compare I Cor.
15:48, 49.
When Paul uses these terms does he draw on pagan,
Hellenistic sources? Some who propound this question
and search the literature of pagan philosophy and of
the pagan mystery cults give an aﬁirmative answer.

The fact that the two words MM: and mwparmds were
in existence before Paul wrote is not convincing, for
this is true regarding a large number of speciﬁc terms
which are used in the New Testament. The hypothesis
that Paul found these terms in use among the Corinthians and that he employed them in his letter in order I
to give his readers their correct import by using them
in the true gospel sense, is untenable. If Paul intends
to recoin these terms he fails to indicate his purpose
by a single hint. It has not been established that the
Corinthian Christians knew and used these terms in
a pagan sense. Philosophic and cult terms that are
occasionally found in a few writings never become
the common property of a group of people such as
compose an ordinary Christian congregation. Paul
never puts the terms “natural” and “spiritua ” into
the mouth of the skeptics Whom he corrects. They
appear only in Paul’s .own elucidations just as do all
the other words which he uses to express his thought.

He uses them also in other connections, especially the
term “spiritual.” In every instance we need not go
outside of the Old and the New Testaments to under-
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stand what Paul means by these terms and to see why
he uses them.
Since the point of Paul’s answer to the question,
“With what kind of bodies are the dead raised?” lies
in the clause “it is raised a spiritual body,” Paul
centers his further instruction on this clause. For the
fact that we shall rise with a “spiritual body” is a
thought that is so important and so high in every
respect that its mere enunciation is not sufﬁcient.
So Paul proceeds: If there exists a body natural,
there exists also one spiritual.
45) We might expect Paul to pass by the existence of “the natural body” as being a truth that is
quite self-evident to his readers. It is after a fashion
self-evident; but Paul is concerned that his readers
should know just what he means by “the natural
body,” for unless they do they will not understand
what he means by “the spiritual body," and they
may doubt its existence and be inclined to reject the
resurrection in spite of what he has stated thus far.
Therefore Paul points his readers to Gen. 2:7 : Thus

also it has been written (the perfect tense: has been
written and is still on record) in regard to the natural
body: The ﬁrst man Adam became a living soul.
The point of emphasis lies in the predicate phrase
eis illuxiyv {am-u, which is used instead of a predicate
nominative, R. 458, “a living soul,” for this explains
the previous expression “a natural body,” one that is
animated by the :puxvi or soul and is thus Ilmxuuiv. Paul
wants his readers to understand that God himself so
made man that his body is now animated by the soul.
When God breathed his breath into the body of inert
earth which he had formed, the ﬁrst man became a
living soul.

All of Adam’s descendants are like him in

this vital feature: in the body of every one of us there
isa living soul or my}.

From Adam onward every
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human being has an animated body of this kind,
mea l/rvxutév.

Both the Hebrew and the LXX read: “Man became
a living soul.”

Paul is taken to task for reproducing

this in the fuller form: “The ﬁrst man Adam became
a living soul.” Paul is charged with a rabbinical and
targumistic practice which adds all manner of remarks
to a Scripture text as though they belonged to the

original. The speciﬁc charge is that Paul put into the
quotation the very thought which he intended to draw
out of it and thus deliberately altered the Scripture
quotation in his own interest. But when Paul adds
the word “ﬁrst” and the name “Adam” he in no wise

changes the sense of the original. These additions are
intended only to aid Paul’s readers in understanding

the original sense of the passage.

In the quotation

“man” means “Adam” and not man in general.

The

addition of “Adam” emphasizes the true sense of the
original. And “ﬁrst” refers to Adam as the progenitor
of all other men. It would be of no consequence whatever if only in his own person Adam became a living
soul, and if all of us were not likewise living souls.

We now also see why Paul introduces the quotation
with oﬁm; Kai, “thus also” it is written.

He intends to

say that, when he speaks about a natural body, this is
the very way in which the Scriptures themselves speak
in Gen. 2:7 when they say that Adam became a living
soul. The quotation concludes with this sentence regarding Adam. And Paul does not intend to make the
next sentence, the one about the second Adam, 2 part
of the quotation. This charges Paul with manufacturing half of the quotation, the chief half, which he needs

for his purpose.

Paul would then assume the igno-

rance or inadvertence of his readers, and do that in

the matter of a Scripture passage which was so well
known.

He would then defeat his own purpose; for the
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moment his fraud is discovered, all who see What he
has done will call him a liar.
Others suppose that this statement about the second
Adam is a quotation in summary which is based on
diiferent Old Testament passages such as Isa. 42:1;

48 :16; Joel 3:1, etc. ; Ezek. 39 :29 which are interpreted
messianically. The difﬁculty is that in none of these
or in any other passages is Christ called “the last
Adam.” This summary is evidently an effort to meet
what seems to be a difﬁculty.
Finally, Paul is thought to ﬁnd a hidden mean-

ing in Gen. 2:7, a kind of implication which he then
puts into the words:

The last Adam a life-giving

spirit. Or instead of ﬁnding an implication Paul
draws a logical deduction that is based on the idea of
contrasting counterparts: if it is true that the ﬁrst

Adam is a living soul, then it must be equally true
that the last Adam is the opposite, a life-giving spirit.

This deduction Paul is thought to record as a part of
the quotation itself.

In the ﬁrst place, Paul is too honest not to differentiate between the original quotation and his own
deduction—if he makes a deduction. In the second
place, this supposed deduction is nothing of the kind.

For the creation of Adam in no way implies a second
Adam. If Adam had not sinned, Christ would never
have come; the living soul of Adam would never have
needed rescue by the life-giving spirit of Christ.
Paul’s quotation from Gen. 2 :7 ends with the statement concerning Adam and adds nothing about Christ.
It is Paul himself who in words of his own choosing
sets down beside the passage from Genesis the statement: “The last Adam a life-giving spirit.” These
commentators evidently assume that Paul is in v. 45
trying to prove the double assertion which he made in

v. 44, that if a natural body exists, a spiritual body
must also exist. But ot'rrws Kai, “thus also,” does not
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introduce a proof. It shows only how the Old Testament speaks about Adam. It does not speak about
Christ in a corresponding way. It is Paul who calls
Christ the last Adam and as such a life-giving spirit.
As little as Paul proves anything from Gen. 2 :7 regarding “the natural body,” so little does he attempt to
prove anything from this or from any other passage
regarding “the spiritual body.” Paul actually states
two great facts: one concerning Adam, the other con-

cerning Christ. The fact that Christ is, indeed, the
last Adam and a life-giving spirit Paul proves at the
very beginning of this chapter when he repeats at
length the evidence for his resurrection from the dead
(v. 3-11), and when he records at length all that this
resurrection involves (v. 20-28). If that does not
show that Christ is the last Adam, a life-giving spirit,
then nothing that the Old Testament says anywhere
can prove it.
Now we see, too, why in the quotation from Genesis
Paul inserts the two words “ﬁrst” and “Adam." They
do, indeed, bring out the true sense of the passage most
clearly. These two words at the same time match the
designation which Paul wishes to apply to Christ when
he now calls him “the last Adam.” Yet let us note
that “the ﬁrst Adam” does not receive his name from
“the last Adam,” but vice versa. This answers the
view that Paul inserts these two words into Gen. 2:7
for the reason that he wants to read something about

Christ into Gen. 2 :7.
Adam is the “ﬁrst" man, and he bears the name
“Adam” whether there is a Christ or not and apart
from any title that Christ may bear; and Adam became
“a living soul” at his very creation whether Christ
should ever appear as “a life-giving spirit” or not.
Christ and his work and his titles are based on Adam
and on Adam’s sin and not the reverse. Paul does not
give a dogmatical turn to Gen. 2 :7. He simply states
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the undisputed facts that Adam is the ﬁrst man, that
his name is Adam, and that in his creation God made
him a body that was animated by a soul. Paul then
describes Christ and again states only the facts regarding him and now uses terms that match those which
he employed when he was speaking about the progeni-

tor of our race.

These terms are well chosen to desig-

nate the great facts which Paul has already recorded

concerning Christ.

Christ may, indeed, be called “the

last Adam, a life-giving spirit.”

The parallel between the two is close, and there is
yet a great difference between them. Both Adams are
progenitors, yet the one is a progenitor of only a
natural, the other of a spiritual race. From the one

we have received only “a natural body” (calm illuxlxév)
because at his creation he came to be only “a living

soul” (d; gbl'xiﬂ’ (may) ; from the other we shall receive
“a spiritual body” (OTB/Lu. mewmmu’u) because he came
to be for us “a life-giving spirit” (at; Trveﬁlm. {warmer-1v).
The ﬁrst Adam left us on this low level and necessitated
the coming of the last Adam because sin and death
entered the world. This tragic fact underlies the
entire chapter. In the term “life-giving” there lies the
concept “life,” {an}, the heavenly life principle which
never dies but ascends to glory and blessedness. Paul
ﬁtly calls Christ the “last” Adam, there can and will
be no other who has the function of an Adam. Since
Christ followed Adam he may also be called “the second
Adam.”
In the statement concerning Christ we supply

éyévcro, “became,” an historical aorist, which raises the
question as to when Christ became a life-giving spirit.
Some assert: at the creation or even before the crea-

tion.

Then we are told that God created both Adams,

the one with a natural, the other with a spiritual body,
the one only living, the other life-giving. Where Paul

obtained this idea we are not told, but a search to
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It seems that the

Midrash and the Talmud contain no clue, and even
Philo taught that God ﬁrst created only the idea of

man and then formed Adam, and Philo never connects
this idea of man with the Messiah. In accord with this
view “life-giving” is regarded as a creative power or

815ml“; by which all creatures were called into being.
This view is thus only a modern revival of ancient
Gnosticism.
“Became” is also referred to the incarnation. The
life-giving power is then attributed to Christ’s divine
nature, which necessitates an appeal to the communi-

cation of attributes in order to help to explain. But the
statement is valid that after the incarnation, when
the Son “became” man, he possessed throughout

his earthly life a aopa (buxuw’u, a natural body of ﬂesh
and blood that was animated by a human soul; he ate,
drank, labored, slept, suffered, died, just like other
men, he was in the form of a servant, in the likeness
of men (Phil. 2:7), although, even when he was
tempted he remained without sin (Heb. 4:15). It is
even true that before the incarnation, throughout the
Old Testament, Christ was the Mediator of spiritual
life. But he was this just as he is now our Mediator,
not because of the act (incarnation) by which he began
his work, but because, having begun, he gloriously
ﬁnished this work as Paul has fully set forth in v. 3-11.
In his resurrection and his gloriﬁcation Christ
literally and historically “became the last Adam, :1 lifegiving spirit.” We should consider the resurrection
and the enthronement at God’s right hand together:
“Wherefore also God highly exalted him, and gave
him the name which is above every name,” Phil. 2:9.

One form of that supreme name is “the last Adam,
a life-giving spirit.” He still has his human body and
will have it forever, which is now “the body of his
glory,” Phil. 3:21. When Paul writes that he became
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“a life-giving spirit” he does not mean that Christ
discarded his body and that he now exists in heaven
only as a spirit. We should not separate the two words
mic-5m {motor-1v. “Life-giving spirit" designates Christ
in relation to us: he is the fountain of spiritual life
for us. That spiritual life ﬂows, not from his body,
although it has become a spiritual body and the body
of his glory, to our body; but from the spirit that
dwells in his glorious body to our spirit that dwells
in our body and thus quickens us spiritually and gives
us life (gum'). In the Holy Supper Christ’s life-giving
spirit employs even his body and his blood given and
shed for us so that we may eat and drink for the
nourishment of our spiritual life.

In all of this it is the human meﬁpa of Christ that
gives us life. In that human spirit of his the ego or
person is the eternal Son of God (in humiliation as well
as in exaltation) . Yet not the mere union of the person

of the Son with the human spirit, soul, and body makes
him for us the fountain of life, but the expiating work
which he accomplished for us does. As the one who
died for us and rose again he now brings back life and
immortality to us.
This giving of life to us begins in regeneration,
when we receive the {my' which passes right through

temporal death into a blessed eternity. This begins
in us the work of the last Adam who is a life-giving
spirit. The consummation of this work is the resurrection and the gloriﬁcation of our bodies which shall

then again be joined to our souls and our spirits and be
made spiritual bodies, v. 22. “Who shall fashion anew
the body of our humiliation, conformed to the body
of his glory, according to the working whereby he is
able even to subject all things to himself.” Phil. 3: 21;
Col. 3:4; I Thess. 4:16, 17.
In this life the ordinary animation of our body continues even though we are spiritually reborn, but in the
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resurrection the spirit takes Complete control of the
body which has been gloriously refashioned so as to
respond fully to that control. Here our spirit rules the
animated body only partially, as a refractory subject;
there it shall rule the body perfectly as itself being a
truly spiritual subject. Here we still distinguish between llruxii and wsipa, there this distinction will have
faded away. It is thus that we lay into the grave a

natural body, 063M gbvxtxov, and in the resurrection
receive a spiritual body, 05pm mwpaﬂmiv.
46) Nevertheless, the spiritual is not ﬁrst but
the natural; then the spiritual. Neither the context
nor the sense requires that we supply “body.” Paul
states simply the historical fact and no more. He
speaks of only two and states the order in which they

occur. The ﬁrst in this order is 1'5 Ilmxucév, “the
natural,” which belongs to the Irltvx'é; the second is
“the spiritual,” which belongs to the war-pa. What is
brieﬂy and pointedly summarized here is more fully
developed in the following verses: ﬁrst Adam, then
Christ; ﬁrst those who belong to Adam, then those
who belong to Christ. Paul has no philosophy of the
matter, he records simply the historical facts.

Because Paul places the negative ﬁrst by saying
that the spiritual is not ﬁrst, that seems to be an indication that some of his readers were inclined to philosophize instead of adhering simply to the facts. They
seemed to think of these matters abstractly and thus
concluded that the spiritual ought to precede the natural.
They may then take the next step and argue that the
spiritual, being the original, ought alone to remain.

Thus they repudiate the natural and arrive at the rejection of the bodily resurrection.

Paul eliminates all

such deductions by this simple statement of fact and
by its elucidation in the following verses.

Paul is not speaking abstractly as though he is
stating a law, one that is bound to work itself out.
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This has been called the law of creation which proceeds
from the lower to the higher in a kind of evolution. .A
misleading philosophy is then built up on this law. The
fall is regarded as a necessary consequence of a state
of mere natural life. It is regarded as a step upward
although it at ﬁrst'proceeded downward. A moral
natural life according to the light of natural religion
is said to lead upward to the spiritual life in Christ.
This law is then extended so as to include the history
of nations who rise from barbarism to civilization;
it also includes the development of individuals, whose

natural feelings and affections bacome sources of their
spiritual devotions; it ﬁnally includes nature itself, in
that lower forms produce higher forms, and. imperfect
forms bring forth perfect forms. Paul speaks about
two and about no more. Paul gives us the order in
which these two appear. .He would subvert his entire
gospel if he made the natural bring forth or produce
the spiritual. Paul is not recording a law or “a principle of universal application.”
Nor was the last Adam created at the beginning,
before the ﬁrst Adam, so that we should normally
expect the last Adam to become operative before the
ﬁrst; yet we are told that the activity of the last Adam
is held in abeyance until the period of the. last Adam
has run its full course. Thus that which is natural
comes ﬁrst, that which is spiritual follows. This is so
contrary to truth that it should not be advocated in a
Christian commentary. .
47) The summary of the fact mentioned in v.
46 is followed by the detailed speciﬁcations of that
fact. The ﬁrst man is out of the earth, earthy; the
second man is out of heaven. Paul refers to the two
Adams of whom he has just spoken. He now calls
Christ the “second" man instead of the “last” in
order to match v. 46 where he writes “then" the spiritual. Paul characterizes the ﬁrst man with respect
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to his body and the second man with respect to his

person. “Out of the earth” and “out of heaven” denote origin (€K) ; the one is derived from the earth,
the other is derived from heaven. The origin is twice
mentioned, but these origins are opposites. There-

fore he who is “out of heaven” cannot be derived
from him who is “out of the earth,” nor can the latter be the source of the former.

Being “out of the earth,” Adam is “earthy,” xozxo’;
(Gen. 2:7: xoﬁv (1115 n); yﬁs‘, LXX). The constitutional
feature about him which corresponds with his origin
is his earthy body that is formed from the dust. This
is not the case with regard to Christ. It is a textual

question whether Paul wrote a term to match “earthy”
in the statement regarding Christ. Some texts read:
“the second man is Lord (or the Lord) out of heaven.”
The preponderance of evidence is against this addition.

“Lord” also does not match “earthy.”

Paul leaves the

place for a correlative term blank; he evidently does
this because human language affords no term which
may describe the substance of Christ’s gloriﬁed body
without the fear of misunderstanding.
But are the soul and the spirit of Adam not also of

heavenly origin, breathed into his body by the Creator
himself?

And is the human body of Christ, born of

the Virgin Mary not a descendant of Adam, “out of
the earth,” just as much as Adam’s body? Both observations are quite true. The ﬁrst man has a heavenly
side, the second man an earthly side. And we must
add that Christ retained his earthly body, transformed
it, and elevated it into the glory of the Trinity, that
body that came from his human mother. Nevertheless,

Paul’s antithesis stands: there is an absolute difference
in origin as well as in being between Adam and Christ.
Adam began with the dust of earth. God formed that
dust into a body that was composed of earth. Then,
without knowledge, consent, or activity of this body,
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God breathed his breath into it. Thus Adam became a
living being. The complete opposite is true regarding
Christ. The person of the Son of God existed from all
eternity. By that person’s own volition and power a
human body was conceived in the womb of the Virgin,
in which this person became incarnate, not for the
purpose of his own existence, but for the purpose of
redeeming our fallen race. Thus Adam is “out of the
earth, earthy”; Christ “out of heaven."
We must add more. Formed as Adam was, with
a soul and a spirit breathed into him before a volition
of his own existed, it became his task to make his spirit
the master of his entire being, we may say to spiritualize his soul and his body. God gave him the
necessary ability to achieve this great purpose of his
being. By a volition that was in harmony with his own
spirit and with the help of God who bestowed that
spirit upon him Adam could and should have risen to
the intended height and have obtained the state of
glory that was awaiting him. Adam failed. His spirit
abdicated its mastery. His m1; usurped the high function of his weﬁpa. In him and in his descendants the
spirit no longer rules; the control has gone to his

animated body. Man is now “earthy” even in his thinking and his willing. His spirit is enslaved, reduced to
the low level of only the consciousness of his personal
being, with only conscience left as “the spirit-remnant
in psychial man" (Zezschwitz). Man has become
materialized.

But from the very beginning of his. earthly being,
by his human spirit in which his divine person ruled,

Christ controlled perfectly his body as well as his soul .
(W). He is lord of himself. By his own free will
he humbled himself in order to work out our salvation.
Thus while he was on earth he did not appear in glory.
Paul is not concerned about this phase here; he looks
at “the second man” in the exaltation of his resurrec-
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tion and his ascension, when he who is “out of heaven”
is fully revealed as such by his return to heaven. Compare Delitzsch, Biblische Psychologie, 334, etc. While
it is impossible to exclude the incarnation from £5
otpavoﬁ, “out of heaven,” since this underlies all that
appears in the gloriﬁed risen body of Christ, Paul here
compares and contrasts Adam as the one who began

in Eden with Christ after he reached heaven.
48) After the two great heads of our race,
Adam, the earthly, and Christ, the heavenly, have
been placed before our minds in due order and in
contrast to each other, Paul connects those who share
their nature with each of these heads. As the earthy
one, such also the earthy ones; and as the heavenly
one, such also the heavenly ones. Paul uses no verbs
with their relation of time to disturb our thoughts.
We shall understand him best if we omit even the
usual “is” and “are” which are used in translation
only because the English is mechanical in this respect. The English also lacks inﬂections to indicate
number and gender in adjectives; so we add “one”
and “ones” to aid us in understanding the sense.
Paul’s two statements are precise parallels and
exact opposites. The ﬁrst statement is obvious: Adam
is earthy, and all others who are earthy are like him.
All of us are by nature the children of Adam. As
such our distinguishing mark is the fact that we are
earthy. Ours is a body of earth that is controlled by
the W, and the men-ma is thrust out of control. It is
the body and its present condition to which Paul points

with the term “earthy.” All of Adam’s children——
psychic bodies; no more.
On the other side is Christ, “the second man.” He
is “the heavenly one,” and all others who are “the
heavenly ones” 'are like him. It is not stated how they
obtain their heavenly quality; werknow that it is by
grace through regeneration. Paul does not employ
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prolepsis when he is speaking about “the heavenly
ones,” for all ideas of verb and tense are omitted. The
terms “the heavenly one” and “the heavenly ones” are
taken from the phrase “out of heaven” which occurs
in v. 47.

Yet Paul is careful not to say that, as Christ

is “out of heaven,” so those who are‘like him are also
“out of heaven,” for that would make these the equals

of Christ, which is a palpable falsehood. Paul is speaking, only about bodies and about their characteristic
quality, bodies in which the weﬁpuz rules as it should,
pneumatic bodies, “heavenly” in this sense. Paul is
thus thinking, not of the beginning of this condition
as, we experience it here on earth, but of the completion
and consummation in the resurrection. Grace and
regeneration begin the change; the resurrection con:
summates it. Phil. 3 :21.
49) Paul answers the question, “With what kind
of bodies are the blessed dead raised?” He gives the
direct answer in v. 44 and the culmination of that
answer in v. 49. When he presents his answer in
extenso he begins with a duality in v. 36 (seed, plant).
He lets this expand into a multiplicity (all kinds of
ﬂesh, of bodies, of glories). He then returns to dualities in v. 43 (corruption, incorruption, etc.). And
ﬁnally, as his answer comes to a close, he reaches a
unity (the image of the earthy is gone, the image of the
heavenly alone is left). This is a part of the mastery
with which Paul presents his thought, and it is worthy
of more than passing attention, for he exhibits this
mastery everywhere.

We now have the verbs for which we have been
waiting, and both have the inﬂectional subject “we.”
Both verbs are decidedly emphatic by position, and,
although they were at ﬁrst withheld, satisfy fully
now. And even as we did hear the image of the
‘earthy one, we shall also hear the image of the heav-

enly one. First an aorist, itﬁope'aalu'v, “we did hear,”
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from ¢opém, the stronger form of the common qbs’pw,
to designate usual and continuous bearing (garments
and the like). In contrast with this aorist Paul places
the same verb in the future, stopc'aoluev, “we shall
bear.” Both tenses are viewed from the moment of

the resurrection at the last day. When that great
event takes place, both the aorist and the future are

true. Then we can and will say: “We did bear” the
image of the earthy one, and that is now done with
forever as far as our bodies are concerned; now “we

shall bear” the image of the heavenly one forever
and ever.

A textual question arises in regard to the future
tense, as to whether we should read the future qbope’aoyﬂ',

“shall bear,” or the aorist subjunctive (bopc'o‘wpcv, the
hortative, “let us bear.” The textual evidence is preponderantly in favor of the subjunctive as a glance at
the codices shows. But this is a case where the textual
evidence, which is otherwise so decisive, cannot be
accepted. It would be exceedingly strange that a paragraph which is so entirely didactic as this one is should
reach its close with a ﬁnal contrast that begins again
in simple didactic fashion and then suddenly continues
with hortation. It would be strange, indeed, that by
means of the aorist Paul should place us at the resurrection moment at the last great day and then with a

hortative subjunctive should force us back to the present moment in which the Corinthians and Paul are
living as he writes these words. This is so inconceivable that we ﬁnd general agreement in accepting the
future tense as the correct reading: Luther, our versions, a long line of commentators. Moreover, the
textual difficulty is easy of solution as R. 200 himself
shows: the long to and the short 0 were often confused
when writing Greek words.

The term eixu’w, “image,” merits close attention.

It

“always supposes a prototype, that which it not merely
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resembles, but from which it is drawn, an Abbild corresponding to a Vorbild, as the monarch’s head on a
coin, the sun’s reﬂection in the water, a statue in stone
or metal, a child in relation to its parents. The companion term sputum, ‘likeness,’ may mean only super-

ﬁcial resemblance, as an egg is like another, one man
appears like another though they are not akin.”
Trench. The image we now bear in our bodies is,
indeed, one that is derived from the earthy one, namely
Adam; and the image we shall bear is also truly
derived from the Heavenly One, namely Christ. What
our bodies will look like and with what heavenly powers
and functions they will be endowed when they come
forth at the resurrection like unto Christ’s glorious
body, we may dream about but cannot now describe.
50) In the ﬁnal clause of v. 49 the thought of
the entire paragraph comes to a close. The elfort to
attach v. 50 to that paragraph produces an odd appendix. A new subject is now introduced which is
marked as such also by the fraternal address. No
proper question which the Corinthians may ask is to
be left unanswered by Paul. Now this I say, brethren, that ﬂesh and blood are unable to inherit God’s
kingdom, neither does corruption inherit incorruption. The preamble: “This I say,” as well as the
address, make the statement that follows emphatic;
and “I say” together with “brethren” lend a personal

touch.
“Flesh and blood” is one concept, and the quality
of the nouns is stressed by the absence of the Greek
articles: “ﬂesh and blood as such”; the verb, too, is
necessarily the singular (Souter’s text, for some unaccountable reason, has the plural). “Flesh and blood”
describes the human body as it exists in this life;
previously Paul called it a “natural or psychic body.”
We should observe the distinction between the body as
such and the condition or form in which the body
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may appear. Jerome says well: Alia camis, alz‘a, corpom‘s deﬁnitio est; omnis caro est corpus, non omne
corpus est caro. Now our body is like that of the brute
beasts, ﬂesh like theirs, blood like theirs. In this animal like state the body cannot enter heaven.
Yet the truth of the resurrection of the body is
lost when we speculate about the material particles
of the body and conclude that they do not endure forever; when we introduce the physiologists who tell us
that during the course of seven years every material
particle of the body changes; and when we thus take
Paul’s words to mean that only the spiritual principle
of life abides, and that this principle attracts to itself
such material particles as shall serve it for a suitable
eventual habitation. In other words, the body that we
bury remains buried; whatever it is that arises is something else. There is a tendency to read into this chapter, the very purpose of which is to establish the doctrine of the resurrection of the body (the identical body
which we bury), the reverse of that doctrine.
The body of Jesus grew and developed just as our
bodies do, it had the same metabolism and the same
cellular change. That body died, and that identical
body rose gloriously transformed, no longer subject
to what we call the laws of nature, to the physical
changes and the renewals of organic ﬂesh and blood,
and to the limitations of matter because of time and
space. Rocky walls did not hem in his body, nor did
locked doors bar it out. Thus our bodies will be “conformed to the body of his glory,” Phil. 3:21. The fact
that after death our physical substance disintegrates
and scatters creates no diﬂiculties for God so that he
could not bring those bodies back gloriously transformed. The only diﬂ‘iculties are those which are made
by men’s minds when they cling to the observations
which physiologists make regarding “ﬂesh and blood,”
and when they associate these with Christ’s miraculous
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“working whereby he is able to subject all things unto
himself." Christ knows what he will do and how he will
proceed in restoring this “ﬂesh and blood" after it
has become dust; we do not know and can never know.
We do not reduce the signiﬁcant verb “to inherit”
to the meaning “to have.” We likewise do not make
it a ﬁgure of speech for some other idea. To be sure,
the inheritance is given to us, and we also have it (Col.
3:24; Acts 20:32; Gal. 3:18), but it is given to us by
the testator as heirs according to his testament (the
promise), and we receive and have it only as heirs,
only according to the proVisions of that testament.
There is no reason for modifying the meaning of the
verb in the present connection. “Flesh and blood cannot inherit God’s kingdom” for the simple and sufﬁcient
reason that God’s testament nowhere contains a clause
which names ﬂesh and blood as the heir. All men are
by nature ﬂesh and blood, and only believers are named
as heirs in the testament. What makes believers heirs
according to the testament is not their natural ﬂesh
and blood but their regeneration,~their adoption as
children and as sons of God. This includes the bodies
of God’s heirs, which already in this life become temples of God that are sanctiﬁed by his indwelling, which
shall be changed entirely from mere natural flesh and
blood and become gloriﬁed in the resurrection of the
dead.
“God’s kingdom” is, of course, identical with
Christ’s kingdom, for we do not lmow of two kingdoms,
one God’s and another Christ’s. Christ reigns in this
kingdom until he at last delivers it up to God; see the
remarks on v. 24. To inherit God’s kingdom means
much more than merely to receive a place in that
kingdom as one of its subjects. Already in this life
we ourselves are royal, I Pet. 2:9, actual kings who
reign, Rev. 1:6; 5:10; 20:6; and in the life to come

crowns await us, II Tim. 4:8; James 1:12;’I Pet. 5 :4;
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Rev. 2:10; 3:11, and a great coronation day when we,
the sons of the King, shall have authority over ﬁve

cities, yea, over ten, and shall sit with the King in
his throne, Rev. 3 :21, and shall reign with him forever,

II Tim. 2:12.
When Paul speaks of inheriting the kingdom he

places us in the midst of these realities. See the
author’s Kings and Priests, especially the ﬁrst three
chapters. Now it is impossible for “ﬂesh and blood,”
for our bodies as they exist in this life, to receive this
royal inheritance.
Our present physical nature is
totally unﬁt to exercise the supreme prerogatives that

are here implied. A tremendous transformation must
take place before our inheritance can be completely
turned over to us. The fact that this change shall,
indeed, take place is the positive implication that lies
back of Paul’s negative statement regarding the impossibility of ordinary ﬂesh and blood inheriting the
kingdom.
The two clauses of v. 50 constitute a parallelismus

nwmbrorum, in which the second clause restates the
thought of the ﬁrst in such a way as to make it fully

clear: “neither does corruption inherit incorruption."
For the concrete terms “ﬂesh and blood” and “God’s
kingdom” Paul substitutes the abstract terms “corruption" and “incorruption.” The opposite is often
done, namely when categories are to be elucidated by
exempliﬁcations. The thought process is the reverse
here: when we see the real nature of “flesh and blood,”
i. e., that it is ”corruption,” and the real nature of
“God’s kingdom,” i. e., that it is “incorruption,” we
perceive that the two are direct opposites and exclude
each other because of their very nature. Corruption
contradicts incorruption, and vice versa.
Paul records the fact: “corruption does not inherit
incorruption”—it never does. Whereas he ﬁrst asserts the impossibility: “cannot,” he now seals this
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impossibility by stating the fact: “does not.”

We

usually do the reverse: we ﬁrst say that a thing is not

so and then clinch this (by adding that it can not
so. But in this case the reason that the thing can not
be so is not at once apparent. That reason is then
presented by the use of terms which show that the
thing is never so. In other words, because corruption
does not inherit incorruption, never does, therefore
ﬂesh and blood cannot inherit God’s kingdom. The
logic, even as logic only, is incontrovertible: on the

fact “does not” it rests the conclusion “cannot.” The
present tenses are in order because the statements
are doctrinal.

Both ¢0opai and d¢0apcla are derived from the same
root and are thus opposites even etymologically: the
corruption, ruination, in plain words in this connection, decay, rot. Flesh and blood do not remain ﬂesh
and blood but break up. Their organic existence is
destroyed; the organism disintegrates; only dust and
ashes are left, which disappear among the elements.
How can a body of such a nature, as long as it remains

thus, inherit incorruption?

The latter denotes in-

destructibility and changelessness of nature and of

form as well as of substance. Incorruption=immortality. God’s kingdom above remains just as it is,
in timeless existence, in eternal immutability, in
changeless perfection like God himself. Corruption is
found in our ﬂesh and blood because of sin; God’s
kingdom is incorrupt because sin is excluded from its

very nature. This kingdom cannot break down or
disintegrate. Only when sin together with its effects
are completely removed from our bodies, which takes

place in the resurrection, do our bodies attain incorruption and thus inherit God’s kingdom.
51) The negative propositions stated in v. 50
raise the question regarding those who shall be alive

at the Parousia. Paul gives the answer at once. Be-
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hold, a mystery I declare to you: We shall not all
fall asleep, but we shall all be changed, in a moment,
in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet; for
it shall trumpet, and the dead shall he raised in-

corruptible, and we shall be changed.
The exclamation “behold” draws special attention
to the following.’ This Paul declares to be “a mystery,”
something that no man can know except by direct
revelation from God. Yet a widely known commentary
says that Paul is assuming a mysterious air; that
what he states never came into his mind until this
moment of writing, and that others had expressed the
same truth long before Paul thought of it. Paul wrote
twice on this subject, here and in I Thess. 4:16, 17.
No one before him ever knew or recorded what Paul
here reveals. We do not know when and how he
received this revelation.
The grammarians and the exegetes are confused
with regard to the force of at, “not,” which is found in
the clause: “we shall not all fall asleep.” The negative,
of course, belongs to the subject or to the verb. Some
prefer the one construction, others the other. One
ﬁnds no example of mime m”, the negative placed after
the numeral; B.-D. 433 ﬁnds a very plain example.
One ﬁnds an exception which permits the negative to

be separated from the verb; the other states that exceptions are impossible. Robertson contradicts himself: on page 423 he states not to read: “none of as
shall fall asleep,” and on page 753 advises to do this
very thing.
A number of variant readings are also introduced

and the question is asked, what views of Paul’s thought
these readings reﬂect, but these readings are altogether
negligible. Finally, the assertion is made that “we
all” refers only to Paul himself and to the Corinthians;
that Paul asserts that neither he himself nor any of
the Corinthians shall die (fall asleep), yet both he
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and they died, which makes Paul a false prophet; or
he asserts that “we all” shall not die, and yet they

did die, which again makes him a false prophet. Truly
a snarl!
The fact is that it makes no difference whether we
join “not” to the subject or to the verb. “Not all,”
they say, means “none.” Very well. If none die, then
all remain alive; and if all fail to die, then all remain
alive. The mistake made by these learned commentators lies in the sense which they attribute to the adverb
“no ”: they make “no ” absolute so that “not all” =
none; and “not fall-asleep” means none fall asleep.
The diﬂiculty disappears when we perceive that “not”
is a partial denial and no more. “Not all” shall fall
asleep=some shall, but not all, some shall still be
found in their ﬂesh and blood at the end. 0r, combining “not” with the verb, all “shall not fall asleep”
= only some shall, the rest shall be alive at the end.
Luther and our versions join “not" to the subject,
which is quite in order although it is immaterial.
We at once see that the persons to whom Paul
refers cannot include only the Corinthians and Paul.

Many other believers were living at that time. How
can Paul then write such a restrictive “We” and place
it only into the inﬂectional ending of the verb? This
quiet “we” is general and includes all believers who
are such when Paul is writing or who shall be such at
any future time. Paul has no revelation to the effect
that neither he nor any of the Corinthians will die,

that all will be alive at the Parousia, see 11:30. The
address “brethren” at the beginning of this paragraph
in no way compels us tounderstand “we all” in this
verse with reference only to Paul and the Corinthians.
To be sure, this paragraph is'addressed to the Corinthians. They are to know about this “mystery,” but
surely not they alone. This mystery reaches far beyond
the brethren at Corinth.
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The error that is evident in this connection is the
general assumption that Paul expected to be alive at
the Parousia. So his words are said .to mean: “I
myself shall not die before Christ returns, nor shall
you Corinthians, for Christ shall come back in a very
short time.” This did not, of course, prove to be the
truth. We are told that Paul was simply mistaken
(like the old Millerites and other “time-setters”) . The
simple fact is that Paul did not know when Christ
would return. He was in the exact position in which
we are. All that he knew, and all that we know, is that
Christ may come at any time. So Paul spoke in his
time exactly as we still speak in ours, namely in two
ways: Christ may come immediately; or he may delay
a long while. We know neither the hour (5pc in the
sense of period) nor the day (date). In the passage
before us Paul says nothing at all regarding the time.
“We shall all be changed,” refers to all believers
whether they are dead or alive when the end comes;
Paul is speaking about our bodies. These bodies, he
says, “shall be made other,” MWyeOa, which is
translated “shall be changed” or altered. Just what
shall be done with them Paul in a moment tells us in
detail. Back of the passive verb stands the divine
almighty agent who shall work this miraculous change.
The entire chapter thus far certainly shows that the
dead bodies in the grave must undergo a great change
before they, too, are able to enter heaven. The same
is true regarding the bodies of all believers who are
still alive at the end as “ﬂesh and blood.” Those who
refer Paul’s statement that we shall “all” be changed

only to the believers who are living at the end get
themselves into difﬁculties.

52) This change shall be wrought upon the bodies
of all believers, dead or alive, “in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye.” The repetition of the phrase
emphasizes the instantaneousness. An 31-on is some-
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thing that cannot be cut or divided (compare the word
“atom”). The very instant will be indivisible. “The
twinkling of an eye” = “the cast, glance, or glimpse”
of an eye, Angenblick. As the creative acts recorded
in Genesis, including the animation of Adam’s body,
were instantaneously timeless, so the ﬁnal change at
the end will be.
“At the last trumpet” recalls Matt. 24:31 and

I Thess. 4:16, although “last” does not occur in these
passages. This adjective leads some to refer to the
seven trumpets mentioned by the rabbis and Revelation, at least two of them, one in connection with the
so-called ﬁrst and the other in connection with the socalled second resurrection. But Paul has the last
trumpet sound to summon the believers whereas the

theory requires that he should have the last sound to
call the wicked. “Last" is absolute and marks the
last moment of time. We may take it that an angel
will blow that trumpet at the Lord’s command, see
Matt. 24:31. As miraculous as the end itself is with
its stupendous events, so also is this trumpet and its
sound. The whole earth shall bear it just as, when
Christ descends from heaven, all eyes shall see him.
No human mind can truly imagine or describe, not to
say explain, these events. Why a trumpet blast will
be used—who can say?
Paul adds further explanations and attaches them
with two ydp. The ﬁrst presents the facts of the
change, the second (v. 53) a description of the change
itself. It is difﬁcult to reproduce the terse aux-Idea in
English. The verb is either impersonal as the German
commentators think because they can translate: es
wird posaunt; or the subject is implied in the verb:

“the trumpet shall trumpet,” R. 392. The more important point is the repetition: “at the last trumpet —
it shall trumpet,” which makes this feature emphatic.
God gives the signal, and God determines the moment.
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By means even of the passive form of the two vital
verbs, “shall be raised,” “shall be changed,” we are

pointed to God.

Paul does not write “then” shall the

dead be raised; or “when” the trumpet sounds. His
clauses are paratactic, coordinate: “it shall trumpet,

and the dead, etc., and we,” etc. Each of these three
acts is to receive our full attention.

At the sound of the trumpet “the dead shall be
raised incorruptible.” The fact that they shall be
raised we know from the preceding although this is

now stated in so many words. The future tense has the
effect of a glorious promise: they shall be raised, there
is no doubt about the coming fact. The emphasis is,
however, on the adjective “incorruptible.” We have

had full preparation for it in v. 50.

“The dead” are

the dead bodies in the grave; souls do not arise and
are not raised. Bodies are corruptible, v. 50. Not in

their old form as “ﬂesh and blood” shall they be
brought forth out of the earth but without even a
trace of the corruption and the decay that held them
for so long a time. At the instant of the resurrection
they shall be without corruption—the same bodies

but in a new state.
“And we shall be changed” repeats “all we shall
be changed" which was stated in v. 51. Paul does not
need to add “all.” But the pronoun “we,” male, is now
written out in full whereas it was before contained
only in the inﬂectional ending of the verb. “We” =
all believers, those who died and are now raised and
those who are living at the end. The latter do not
drop dead at the sound of the trumpet, at once to be
raised again with the other dead. Living as they are,
the miraculous change which comes over the dead
will come over them, too, in the same instant. The

fact that the emphatic pronoun “we ” cannot denote the
living as distinct from “the dead” we have seen already
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in connection with the unemphatic “we” which was
used in v. 51.
53) The second ydp elucidates still further by
describing the change that shall take place with
regard to all of us, dead or alive, at the last day.
For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and
this mortal must put on immortality. In the Greek
8:; denotes all forms of necessity as well as of pro—
priety, and the context reveals which form is intended. In the present instance there is a temptation
to take “must” in the absolute sense as though Paul
is referring to an abstract law or principle which is
operative in the entire world as such. This has been

deﬁned as the triumph of the eternal-divine over all
things perishable, earthly, that are dominated by sin
and death. If Paul intended “mus ” to be understood in this sense he himself would be a philosopher
like these his commentators. He plays no such role;
he merely reports what the Lord has revealed to
him. This “mus ” is neither abstract nor absolute. It
states what God has ordered and arranged in his
plan for our restoration. In other words, “must” is
soteriological.
In v. 50 Paul states what cannot and, in fact, does
not take place: “Corruption does not inherit incorruption." Now, with the same form ’of parallelism,
he states what must and will take place. But he could
not say: “Corruption must put on incorruption; mortality must put on immortality.” Instead of the abstract nouns “corruption” and “mortality” he feels
constrained to use concrete terms: “this corruptible,”

“this mortal.” The abstract word “corruption” may,
indeed, be used as a designation for the corrupt human
body, but in itself it means the corruptive power, and

when it is used concretely with reference to the body
it refers to that body which has this corruptive power

dominating it.

As such it can neither inherit nor put
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on incorruption. For that would be the same as to
say that “ﬂesh and blood” inherit or put on incorruption. As long as it is “ﬂesh and blood,” a body dominated by corruption, this is impossible. So Paul
writes “this corruptible,” and then, specifying more
closely, “this mortal.”
These are concrete terms and denote the body itself
which has been wrecked or is in the process of being
wrecked by the power of corruption and of death.
That body, although it is now in so sad a condition,
can both inherit and put on the new form and the
quality of incorruption and immortality. In other
words, corruption and mortality can be and according
to God’s arrangement will be driven out by incorrup-

tion and immortality. “This” is deictic as though
Paul were pointing to his own body.
“Corruptible” is the wider term; “mortal” is the
narrower which implies the particular agency of death.
The one helps to deﬁne the other. But both terms
apply to the dead bodies in the grave and to the bodies
of believers who are living at the end. Paul has twice
said: “we shall be changed.” We now see what he
means: our bodies shall be clothed with incorruption
and immortality. “Incorruption” (see v. 50) is the
new heavenly condition and form which ever remain
perfect. Every trace of sin and of its effects is gone,
and in their place there are the glory, beauty, and
power of an imperishable life, “an inheritance incor-

ruptible and undeﬁled, and that fadeth not away,
reserved in heaven for you,” I Pet. 1 :4. Its other name
is “immortality,” a condition and a corresponding
form that are free from the power of death and from
any deterioration or change which death works, they
are fadeless because of the unchanging powers of
eternal life.
It is worth observing that both terms that are here
used by Paul are negative. They deny what is now in
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our bodies, corruption and death. They are unable
to state the heavenly opposite that will surge through
our bodies when the great change is wrought. The
nearest Paul comes to positive statements regarding
this matter is in v. 43, 44, 49. Yet even there the
terms that sound positive are positive only in contrast
with the negative, they deny the negatives: spiritual
—not psychial; heavenly—not earthy. This is ever
true with regard to conditions in heaven and in the life
to come; the Scriptures use negatives to a great extent,

Rev. 21:4; or ﬁgures, viz., Matt. 8:11. The realities
are too ineifable for mundane minds and language.
Paul uses the ﬁgurative verb, astioaaoac, “put on”
(accusative with inﬁnitive after Set), an aorist to express the instantaneous act, it is repeated for the sake
of emphasis. This does not, of course, mean that corruption and mortality shall merely be covered up and
hidden from view by having a mantle of incorruptibility and immortality cast over them in order merely
to hide what is underneath. These two are opposites
that exclude each other to such an extent that whoever
puts on the new garment must ﬁrst lay off the old.
It is like being clothed with the garment of Christ’s
righteousness, which means laying off the garment
of sin and guilt and the ﬁlthy rags of our own righteousness. In this life sin and guilt keep appearing
again and again and must again and again be removed
by daily contrition and repentance Whereas when we
put on incorruption and immortality, corruption and
death are gone forever.

This ﬁgure, like all others that are employed in
connection with this subject, can convey only a part
of the great reality. All of them understate even
when they are made as strong as possible. The ﬁgure
of putting on a garment may not seem to be as strong

as it might be, for it stresses appearance, the visible
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exterior that meets the eye of others. Yet this seems
to be the very reason that Paul employs this ﬁgure.
He leaves it to the two mighty nouns incorruptibility

and immortality to take care of the total inward
change that transforms our bodies and uses the verb
to intimate how we shall then appear to all who behold
us in our bodies. Thus the ﬁgure of the garment points
to our 865a, the heavenly radiance which shines forth
from our bodies and thus appears as a garment of glory.
54)

The description continues. Now when this

corruptible shall put on incorruption, and this mortal
shall put on immortality, then shall come to pass the
saying that has been written: The death was swallowed up in victory.
There is something grand and solemn about the way
in which Paul repeats the words he used in v. 53. Like

the chords of a triumphal song, he makes them ring
in our ears. Let them sink in deeply! Some codices
omit “this corruptible shall put on incorruption,” but
the evidence of the best texts proves that the words
are genuine, and they certainly heighten the effect.
By extending the conditional part of the sentence the
apostle keys up our expectation the more as to what
the conclusion will bring. The construction is regular
in a condition of expectancy, Bray with the subjunctive
followed by the future indicative. The aorist subjunctive is like the aorist inﬁnitive that was used in
v. 53 to indicate the instantaneous act of putting on.
“Then” points emphatically to the great moment described in the “when” clause. All of us are waiting
for the great consummation marked by this “when”
and “then.”
The Niyos or “saying” which Paul quotes is found
in Isa. 25 :8, “having been written” there and standing
thus to this very day, it is an imperishable, infallible
Word of God (this the force of the perfect participle).
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It is now only a written word, but the reality which it
states will presently appear when what this word
declares “shall come to pass” and actually occur.
Isaiah wrote: “He (Jehovah) swallows up death
forever,” which the LXX translated: “Death, having
prevailed, swallowed up men." Paul rejects the translation of the LXX and retranslates the Hebrew. Although he changes the active verb into the passive, let
us note that this leaves Jehovah as the agent and is
thus only a formal change, one that more adequately
agrees with the present connection.

The Hebrew

lazenach, which Delitzsch and Eduard Koenig render
“forever,” is probably derived from nezach, to shine
or be victorious (Aramaic, Syriac, etc.), and thus
lazenach came to be rendered eZs ﬁxes, “in victory” or
“Victoriously.” This rendering is found frequently,
and Paul makes use of it (yzxos is a later form for viral,
“victory”) .
The verb is placed forward for the sake of emphasis: “Swallowed up was the death”; and the aorist
of the completed act ﬁts the moment pointed to by
“then,” i. e., when this “word” shall have come to
pass. The ﬁgure in “swallow up” is drastic and expresses complete destruction. Luther: “The Scriptures announce how one death (Christ’s) devoured
the other (ours).” “And death shall be no more,"
Rev. 21 :4. “The death” = the bodily death, the destructive power that is in us at birth and ﬁnally lays our
bodies into the grave.

“In victory” is decidedly im-

portant for bringing out the true sense of the original
Hebrew.
Read Isaiah’s triumphant song. Death is not
merely destroyed so that it cannot do further harm
while all of the harm which it has wrought on God’s
children remains. The tornado is not merely checked
so that no additional homes are wrecked while those
that were wrecked still lie in ruin. The destruction
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of death is far more intense: death and all of its apparent victories are undone for God’s children. What
looks like a victory for death and like a defeat for uswhen our bodies die and decay shall be utterly reversed

so that death dies in absolute defeat, and our bodies
live again in absolute victory. Yea, more! for these
bodies will be restored, not merely again to be “ﬂesh

and blood,” but henceforth to be incorruptible, immortal, “spiritual” (v. 44), “heavenly” (v. 49).
55) The exalted feeling which throbs through.
the preceding verses with their balanced terms and
paralleled lines now bursts forth in dramatic paralleled questions that apostrophize death itself.
Where, death, thy victory? where, death, thy sting?
The two questions are an allusion to Hos. 13 :14. This
mode of using the thoughts and the words of another

because of their special force and beauty is a regular
procedure on the part of all good writers, and so it

is also followed by Paul. No quotation is intended
but only an adaptation of another’s thought and language to those of the writer. Sometimes the setting
is entirely new and different although it is not in the

present case. We naturally expect the New Testament writers to appropriate freely from the Old
Testament because their minds are full of the
thoughts and the expressions of the old prophets.

The A. V. serves as such a storehouse for us when
we live in its thought and its language.

Paul retains Hosea’s apostrophe to death. The
Hebrew has an exclamation which the LXX changes
into questions. Paul prefers the latter. The effect
is not changed, for the questions, too, are highly dra-

matic. The best codices address “death” in both
questions although the Hebrew has sheol in the second,

which the LXX has translated hades.

Since Paul

speaks only of death he goes no farther when he now
borrows from Hosea. The Hebrew reads: “0 death,
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I will be thy plagues; 0 sheol, I will be thy destruction."
The LXX: “0 death, where is thy punishment? where
thy sting, O hades .9” Paul appropriates “sting” (the
A. V., following the textus receptus, places “sting”
into the ﬁrst question; the R. V. follows the better
texts). Hosea has Jehovah announce nothing less than
the utter abolition of death so that Paul can do no
better than to appropriate Hosea’s words when he
himself points to the destruction of death in the resurrection at the last day.
Paul sees death forever conquered and sings a song
of triumph over the vanquished foe. It is important
to preserve the emphasis in both questions. This rests
on the interrogative “where.” The vocative “death”
(or if we prefer: “0 death l") is placed in the middle
of the question where it has little emphasis. “Where ?!"
interrogative and exclamatory in one, implies the
answer “Nowhere!” just as emphatically. The possessive «of: is separated from its noun by the intervening
vocative. Now the Greek likes to place pronouns forward in this fashion; yet in this case the separation
places an emphasis on “thy”: “Thy victory is crushed
by another’s." Death’s victory seems assured, so assured that the world is full of skeptics regarding even
the possibility of a bodily resurrection. Among these
skeptics there are found even “Christian” preachers
and theologians. Look at these dead bones in countless
graves, all of this dying from which even God’s people
are not exempt. Is death not supreme in victory?
The reality is otherwise. Death is only an instrument
in God’s hands and, having done its temporary work,
is thrown aside; resurrectiou steps in and by its
supreme victory reverses all of that which seemed a
victory for death.
The instrument which death uses in its apparent
victory is called death’s “sting.” The ﬁgure in xe’wpov
is scarcely that of the ancient goad for driving oxen,
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for the oxgoad does not kill while death’s “sting”
kills. It must be either a sharp, deadly weapon or a
poisonous sting; it is likely the latter. Death thus
pierces all of us, and no protection against its mur-

derous “sting” has ever been found.
Hosea has written sheol in the second exclamation:
“O sheol, I will be thy destruction!” The Hebrew sheol
refers to the place where death’s power is displayed.
This term is broad and thus is used in various connections in the Old Testament. But there is considerable
confusion in regard to this term. In the Old Testament all men are said to pass into sheol since all must
give up life and enter into death. This type of statement disregards the difference that separates men in

death.

Then the Old Testament uses sheol in an

intensiﬁed sense with reference to the wicked, with the
implication that sheol is their proper punishment.

When the LXX translated the Old Testament they
had only the Greek term hades (the unseen place) to
use for the Hebrew term sheol. The fact that hades
is only a translation of sheol in the Greek Old Testament and thus in the Greek quotations from the Old

Testament has sometimes been overlooked. When we
interpret such passages we should go back to the
Hebrew and see in what sense sheol is used, whether

in the broad or in the narrow sense.

The New Testa-

ment Greek, apart from Old Testament quotations,
uses hades in the speciﬁc sense of “hell,” the place of
torment for the damned. This appears with the greatest
clearness from the description which the New Testament appends to bodes.

Thus the use of sheol and of hades in the Scriptures becomes clear.

enter the grave.

The bodies of all of the dead

The souls of the righteous pass at

once into the hands of the Father and of Christ (Acts
7:59; Phil. 1:23; etc.) ; those of the wicked are cast

into hades or hell.

The godly souls never enter hades,
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never enter sheet in the sense of hell. Only their bodies
enter sheol in the sense of the state of death and the
grave. It is, therefore, unwarranted to deny the ex-

istence of hell on the strength of those Old Testament
passages that employ sheet in the broad sense. Wherever the New Testament uses hades without quoting
this word it never means “grave” but always means
“hell.”
Nor is hades an intermediate place between heaven
and hell, neither does this intermediate place receive
the souls of all the dead, godly as well as wicked. This
intermediate place is said to contain two compart-

ments: an upper one for the souls of the blessed, a kind
of anteroom to heaven; and a lower one for the souls
of the damned, an anteroom to hell. There are thus
four places in the hereafter: heaven —the upper
hades — the lower hades -— hell. These four approach
the Catholic ﬁve. The souls in the two chambers of
this intermediate place are retained there until Christ’s
return and then enter either heaven or hell. But those
in the lower chamber may escape by a probation after
death, before Christ returns. In fact, some state that
an extensive mission work is in progress in this lower

half of hades. Some think that the saints in the upper
part of hades were released by Christ at the time of
his descent into hell. The place is now apparently
vacant.
56) Paul does not leave us with the ﬁgure of
the sting. He tells us exactly what this ﬁgure means

and by so doing places all that he says regarding
death on the strongest kind of foundation. The sting
of the death — sin; the power of the sin — the law.
No verbs are used, not even the copula, for the full
impact of the thought is delivered by the nouns. Sin
is the murderous weapon of death. Take sin away,
and death is harmless. Paul uses the abstract term
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1', apaprta for “sin” and refers to all that is properly
included in this concept. The term itself means
“missing the mark,” i. e., which is set by the divine
law. We thus see that Paul associates the sin and the
law as correlatives. Even the smallest sin has in it

the power to kill. Men try to play with “the sting
of the death” and hope to avoid its fatal stroke. That
game is impossible; the thing cannot be done.

Sin is always connected with God’s law, for the
law sets the mark, and by missing the mark the sin
obtains its fatal reactiou. The law never submits
or consents to be violated; it always reacts against
the violator. For the law is not merely so many words
of a code, it is the divine will itself. To challenge
that will is to declare war against God. In this way
the law is the power of the sin. Take away God’s
will and law, and all right and all wrong, all sin and

all righteousness disappear. But this means to take
away God himself—and us also. In fact, sin does
try to thrust the law and God aside as if they do
not exist and could thus be treated with impunity. In
this way the law becomes the death power of the sin.
It reacts instantly, makes itself and the God back of
it felt, with invincible power it strikes and kills.
In this way the death comes to be (Rom. 5:12),
and in this way it slays and slays: the sin and the
law are behind it. Even when Christians now come
to die they are not spared all of the bitterness of
physical death since their dying, too, results from sin,
for we still need a last repentance in death. Old Mat,
thias Claudius said on his deathbed: “I have studied
all my life to be ready for this hour, yet I did not
think it would be as serious and severe as this.” And
Vinet writes: “0n the countenance of death, however
blessed it may appear, there still rests a reﬂection of
the wrath of the Highes .” Men may despise life, but
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that does not mean that they have really made ready
to die; and they may despise death, but that does not
say that they have really conquered death.
It is worth while to note that 6 dearos—ﬁ apaprta
— 6 wipes have the Greek article and are thus deﬁnite,
almost personiﬁed, “the death” is even apostrophized.
This is also the case in Romans beginning with 5:12,
with the distinction that" “the death” = the death
power, “the sin” = the sin power, while tipap‘ria = only
sin in general “or what is sin. So also a «mine is the
darkness power. In Revelation we have as companions
“the death and the hades,” both are personiﬁed. By
disregarding the articles, which are not used in this

way in English, some lose the thought which these
articles convey in the Greek.
57) With two strokes Paul has displayed the
real inwardness of the death; with one stroke he now
displays the real inwardness of the abolition of the
death. The two strokes are didactic, this last is exultant. But to God thanks, to him that gives to us
the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ. The emphasis is on “God,” who is, therefore, placed ﬁrst
and is also in contrast to the forces of sin and death
because of 86. In v. 56 Paul looks down, in v. 57 he
looks up. The author of the miraculous change which
Paul describes is the Triune God; hence all our

' thanks belong to him.
The cause for Paul’s gratitude is expressed by an
attributive participle that is attached to “God,” and
this participle is the present tense. This tense is
sometimes taken to mean that our future victory over

death is as certain as though we had it now. It is
sometimes taken to deﬁne the very nature of God:
it is his nature to give the victory to us.

The fact is

that the participle does duty for a relative clause. The
tense is simply durative: “he that keeps giving.”
While it does describe God it does so by telling us
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about his continuous giving by a grand act of grace.
The participle does not speak only about what God
will do at a future time but about what he does now

and does continually.

The victory is bestowed upon

us now, hour by hour. We obtain it from God in everincreasing measure.
Compare I John 3:2 for the
thought. This wonderful giving deserves the deepest

thanks on our part. “Thanks” and “to him that gives”
are intimate correlatives.

Paul repeats 75 ﬁlms, “the victory,” and the article
points back to what Paul has said about this victory.
It is just one word, but one that sums up all that Paul
has written in this chapter, one that brings all of it
to one focal point. The consummation of this victory
is attained in the great change that is wrought upon
the quick and the dead at the last day. “Victory”
connotes enemies and battle, but it is not for us, for
we should never win. This stupendous victory is being
given to us. The last phrase therefore names the
Victor, names him as the medium through whom the

victory gift becomes ours. “Our Lord Jesus Christ”
is his full personal and oﬂicial name in which “our
Lord” voices faith, confession, and adoration on the
believer’s part. It is ﬁtting that this glorious resurrection chapter should end with the name of him who

is the Resurrection and the Life for all of us.
58)
The instruction concerning the resurrection
has been concluded. As at the close of the ﬁrst half
of the chapter a word of admonition is appended in
v. 33, 34, so one is added at the close of the second
half. That former admonition is negative: not to be
deceived, not to be drunken with non-knowledge;
this ﬁnal admonition is quite positive. Therefore, my
brethren beloved, be steadfast, unmovable, abounding in the work of the Lord alway, having realized
that your labor is not empty in the Lord. So the en-

tire chapter ends with the title “Lord.”
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Much can be said regarding dame, “therefore,” which
reaches back over the entire chapter. Even if we
connect this conjunction with v. 57 only, in particular
with God’s giving us the victory, the result is practically the same, for the entire chapter comes to a
climax in this victory gift. This “therefore” bases,
the practical on the doctrinal. It shows how true
doctrine results in godly life. Doctrine is a statement
of the divine facts. When these facts are apprehended
they automatically shape the life. Take away the
doctrine with its substance of divine facts, and the
life drifts and is blown about by every wind of (false)
doctrine, Eph. 4:14, which ignores or denies the facts.
The true doctrine is in its very nature one, ever will
be one and the same; false doctrine is always manifold,
its very nature is division, non-unity. With the facts
in our possession, we have something to live for;
when these facts are absent from our hearts, what have
we to live for?
When Paul calls the Corinthians “my brethren
beloved” he voices his owu tender love for them, his

dydm], the love of full understanding and of highest
spiritual purpose, which is deeper than the «soda of
liking and affection. At the same time Paul appeals
to the Corinthians to show themselves worthy of being
addressed by such a title.
As brethren Paul and
the Corinthians must be truly one in the hope of the

resurrection, truly one in receiving the gift of victory
through Jesus Christ.
The imperative yiveaoc, as its tense shows, means:
“continue to be.” The observation is correct that in
the Greek of this period the idea of becoming has disappeared from this verb in such connections as we
have here. Hence we cannot translate it “become
steadfast,” and there is no thought of growth or process. “From now until death be and remain steadfast!"
is Paul's admonition. He presupposes that the Corin-
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thians are steadfast; by no means that they are unsteady and are to achieve steadfastness.
The adjective €8paiot means "sitting,” established

in a seat, and thus ﬁxed, settled, ﬁrm, solid.

It thus

refers to our own inner faith and conviction. Having
a victory so great and vital, our ﬁrst obligation is to

be ﬁrmly and fully settled in it and thus to realize for
ourselves its greatness and its glory, its preciousness
and its power, and to abide in it with happy and thankful souls. So many are inwardly unstable, are like
water or sand, never settle down solidly in the gospel
and its glorious faith. They allow their hearts to be
ﬁxed elsewhere; and as empty as these other ideas are,
so empty is their attachment to them.
The companion word is tipefaxfwrrot, from xwezv, to
set in motion, to shift; the Germans thus call their

motion picture shows Kinos, and we say cinema. “Be
not shifted from your position !” is Paul's admonition.
This refers to outward solicitation and attack. Foes
are always ready to assail our faith.

Some strike at

it with open denial, some with subtle error that leads
us to compromise our faith and our coufession, and

some come with immoral temptation. They seek to
turn us, who are victors in Christ, into slaves of men.
Paul bids us to stand “unmovable against all of them.”
The verbal is passive and thus points to the evil agents

that would move us.

The English “unmovable” is

somewhat stronger than the Greek which means “un-

moved.” “Be not carried away by divers and strange
teachings: for it is good that the heart be stablished
by grace,” Heb. 13 :9.

Solid personal conviction that is settled and ﬁrm
against every assault is and must ever be our ﬁrst

response to the heavenly truth revealed to us. Then
there follows a second response which may be summarized as tireless diligence. The present participle
upwaeéovrcc is ranged alongside of the preceding ad-
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jectives, and the tense makes it durative: “being more
than enough,” being rich to superﬂuity, “abounding.”
What a word for the thousands who work, pray, give,
suffer as little as possible! Because of our wealth of
heavenly spoils and our eternal victory in Christ we
can afford to “abound.” We are not called to idleness
and mere enjoyment but to diligent effort “in the

work of the Lord.” If Christ is not risen, and if no
transformation awaits us, then we should have no real
work in life. Creature enjoyments would be our all,
v. 32b. But now a thousand voices call upon us to
be busy and tireless. Paul is an excellent example in
following his own admonition.
Paul signiﬁcantly calls this the work “of the Lord.”
He has instituted this work, and all of it belongs to

him personally.

This is the work of the gospel, the

work of ﬁlling our own hearts and our lives with the

truth, the power, and the light of the gospel and the
hearts and the lives of as many others as possible.

This is the work of the church which has places and
tasks for every one of us. Its nature is spiritual
throughout. This signiﬁcant genitive “of the Lord”

should correct the so-called “church work” of many
who

busy

themselves

with

worldly

tasks

in

the

churches, with mere humanitarian “social service” and
a hundred other things with which the Lord and the
gospel are not concerned.
“Alway” adds another point: in youth and in age;

in pleasant as well as in somber days; when many
work with us, and the work is a joy, and when we plod
on alone with heavy hearts; when we have already done
much, and when others have done scarcely anything —
“alway,” mirrors.

The next participle cladm is a perfect and thus

modiﬁes mpwaaﬁovm.

We are to abound in the Lord’s

work since we “have realized” that it is not empty.
The word Kano; means toil, exertion that is hard and
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tires. It matches “abounding.” Strenuous effort in
abounding work needs something adequate to produce
and to sustain it. This is the certainty of success.
When the labor is ended, the laborer will not stand
there with empty hands. That is the case with all

who work for money, honor, and mere temporalities;
when they are through working, their hands are empty.
“Not empty” is a litotes, a negative form to express
a positive idea, namely “wonderfully productive” of
everlasting results. But note that “not empty in the
Lord” belongs together. Because our labor is in connection with the Lord, therefore it is highly productive.
All of the harvest and all of the reward come from
him, Matt. 28:20; 20:8; Luke 19:17. Without him all

of love’s labor is lost. What an inspiration this assurance of success produces! How it freshens the tired
laborers! Paul is an illustration of observing his
own words.

The Lord’s work is spiritual, and its results are
therefore for the greater part invisible to our eyes.
We cannot measure the faith, the love, the virtues

in the hearts of God’s people.

In the case of the most

of our earthly work the result is easily measured. A

bricklayer lays so many bricks in so many hours and
receives so much pay. A merchant sells so much in
his store and makes so much proﬁt. But it is not so in
this work of the Lord. We cannot count or take inventory. The results are too intangible. The Lord

alone sees and knows.

We often feel as though our

efforts are in vain and are therefore liable to become
discouraged, to cease the strong exertion, or to stop
altogether. Hence this apostolic assurance: “having
realized that our labor is not empty in the Lord.”
This deep conviction sustains our spirit to continue

to the end with joyful conﬁdence, John 4:36.

CHAPTER XVI
The Ninth Part of the Letter
Business and Personal Matters, Chapter 16
1) The new subject is introduced by a rep:
phrase exactly as the subjects were in 7:1; 7 :21;
8:1; 12 :1: “Concerning the collection for the saints.”
This phrase heads the paragraph as a sort of caption

and is only loosely attached to the sentence. Here,
too, the phrase leaves the impression that the Corinthians had asked Paul about the matter of the
collection in the letter which they had written to
him, and that Paul now makes his reply. Now concerning the collection for the saints, as I gave order
to the churches of Gelatin, so also do you.
Since the Corinthians know about this collection
and ask for further instructions from Paul, the question arises as to when and how they had been told.
Paul hopes to raise a large sum by calling into action

all of the congregations which he had founded. We
read here about the orders which he had given to the
churches in Galatia, and in II Cor. 8:1, etc., we read
about the churches in Macedonia. The time for gathering funds is to extend over a period of about a year,
II Cor. 8:10. There are three ways in which this
important matter may have been brought to the at-

tention of the Corinthian congregation: 1) in the
letter which he had sent them (5 :9), a letter that is
now lost, Paul may have asked the Corinthians to cooperate, and they had replied in the letter which they
sent to Paul; 2) Paul may have presented the matter
of the collection to the Corinthians when he made his
second brief visit to them, cf., II Cor. 13:2 where he
(756)
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refers to this visit; 3) one of Paul’s messengers may
have been commissioned to present the matter to the

Corinthians. We have not data on which to base
a preference.
The same question arises in regard to the churches
in Galatia. Paul writes that he gave them orders as
to how to proceed. That is all we know. Had he sent
them a circular letter or a messenger? We have no
answer.

In v. 3, 4 Paul states how he proposes to

have the funds, which are to be gathered in Macedonia
and in Greece, carried safely to Jerusalem; as to how
the money collected in Galatia is to reach its destination we have no knowledge.
The object of the collection is to bring relief to
the Christians in Jerusalem and in Palestine. The
distress must have been widespread in order to call out
such extensive relief measures. The supposition that
this distress is a result of having all things in common
is unwarranted. In the ﬁrst place, this practice in
Jerusalem meant only that, as the need arose, the
richer members disposed of some of their property
and gave the proceeds to feed the poor. The congregation at Jerusalem was never a communistic colony.
In the second place, when the congregation at Jerusalem grew to rather amazing proportions, beyond
5,000 men, and then recruited itself from the ranks
of even the priests (Acts 4:4; 6 :7), the ﬁrst persecu-

tion broke out and scattered many far and wide
(Acts 8:3, 4). Years had passed since the ardor of
that love in Jerusalem was manifested. Although it
was ethically beautiful, its impracticability must have
appeared the longer it was tried. The present poverty
among the saints at Jerusalem was the result of a
general depression that was due to periods of famine.
Already in the year 44 Paul and Barnabas brought
alms from Antioch, Acts 12:1. At that time the famine
in Palestine continued for about four years. Under the
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emperor Claudius other parts of the realm were likewise affected by famine conditions.
The manner in which Paul writes to the Romans,
when he ﬁnally reaches Corinth again (Rom. 15:25-28),
indicates that the depressed conditions at Jerusalem
were not acute but chronic at this time. This explains

why Paul’s relief measures are not rushed through
with utmost speed but are allowed to consume some
time. We gather that his object was to collect such
sums as would put the poor at Jerusalem permanently
on their feet. Paul’s motive for this undertaking was
not merely charity but the payment of a great debt
of gratitude: “For if the Gentiles have been made
partakers of their (Jews’) spiritual things, they owe
it to them also to minister unto them in carnal things,”
Rom. 15:27. As the spiritual blessing was permanent,
so also this carnal blessing is to afford permanent relief.

The term Aoyfa. (or Acycta), “collection,” from Aoyaiw,
“I collect,” is used only here in the New Testament,

but it was discovered in the ostraca and the inscriptions found in Egypt and elsewhere and is there used
in the sense of religious collections for the temple of
a pagan god, etc. These payments on the part of
pagans were made even on a speciﬁc day of the month,

Sebaste day (probably “emperor’s day”).

Yet we

cannot say that Paul copies his idea of having the

Christians give Sunday by Sunday from the custom
of the pagans, for the contributions of the latter were
paid from month to month while the Christians were
to retain their gifts at home until such a time as they
should be called for.

The historical aorist Sréraéa. conveys the idea that,
as far as the Galatians are concerned, the question
as to how to proceed in collecting the funds is settled.

The aorist imperative oi'irms‘ va {maze arouioa-rc, “so also
do you,” settles the matter for the Corinthians.

A

simple evangelical method is thus put into operation
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in all of the churches under Paul’s leadership. One
good method, and that for all. This is a good example
for the churches of today.
2)
That method is now stated. 0n the ﬁrst day
of the week let each of you lay by him in store as
he may prosper, in order that no collections be made
when I come. The ﬁrst day of the week is Sunday,
and mud is distributive so that we may translate:

“Sunday by Sunday let each of you lay by,” etc. It
is a fair inference that Sunday was the day which

was set aside for the public worship of the Corinthian congregation, and that this custom was also
followed in Galatia and in the other churches that
had been founded by Paul. After the manner of the
Hebrew, the LXX uses the cardinal ,u’a (ﬁuépa), “one”
(day), with “Sabbath” (aaﬁﬁdrou or aaﬁpdmv) in place
of the original 7rpa’rr1], “ﬁrst,” and this usage persists
after its origin has been forgotten. Thus Sunday is

called “(day) one of the Sabbath,” i. e., with reference to the Sabbath. This means also that Paul
counts the days according to the Jewish week of
seven days when he is writing to Corinth with its
many Gentile members. The Jewish week was known
far beyond the groups of Jews who were scattered
over the Roman Empire at this time, and it continued
to spread still farther.
Each member is to deposit with himself each Sunday the amount of his gift for that week and preserve
it as a store or treasure, ﬂqaauplgmv. The participle

completes the idea of the main verb: “let him lay by
by treasuring up”; the future participle of purpose is
usually used thus, B.-D. 351, but because of the repetition involved Paul here has the present. Each member is to keep the growing amount “by him,” wap’

('av‘réi. in his own home, and is not to deposit it with
the church at once. The probable reason for this
advice is the fact that at this early date the churches
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supervised by Paul were not yet organized to the
extent of having ofﬁcial treasurers who were duly appointed to take charge of congregational funds.
How much each member is to give each Sunday
is left to his owu decision, “as he may prosper,”
literally, “as to what,” as to the amount he may prosper.
On one Sunday he may be able to lay by more, on
another Sunday less. Luther seems to have 'had a
text that .read awoxﬁ, was ihm gut duenkt, instead
of diosam, “as he may be fortunate,” “as he may
prosper.” Paul makes the measure of God’s blessing
to us the measure of our return to him.
Although Paul comes from Judaism, and the
Corinthian church has its contingent of Jews, at no
time does he propose the old Jewish system of tithing
to the churches under his care. The only references
to tithes found in the New Testament take us back
into the Old Testament, Heb. 5:7-9, or criticize the
Pharisees at Christ’s time, Matt. 23 :23; Luke 11:42;
18:12. This is quite decisive for us.
Other considerations support this adverse decision.
Poor people cannot tithe; they may actually need help.
A laborer who has small wages and a large family
also cannot tithe; those who have a surplus of income
and the rich could tithe, but giving a tenth would not
place even these on an equality with others in the
matter of giving, the disproportion would still be great.
The New Testament knows only the spirit of voluntary
giving, and its only directive as to the amount is Paul’s
evangelical rule which is devoid of even the appearance of legalism: “as he may prosper.”
Paul’s purpose in ordering contributions from Sunday to Sunday is that, when he ﬁnally arrives in
Corinth, the work may be entirely done. The plural
Aoyi’m, “collections,” refers to the accumulations made
by the individuals; each would have his logia. made.
The present tense yimvm accords with this: the col-
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lections are not to proceed after Paul arrives. Then
it will be necessary that each individual simply bring
in his accumulation.
3) Paul adds a word regarding the transmission
of this gift from Corinth to Jerusalem. And when I
arrive, whomsoever you shall approve, with letters
accompanying, I will send to carry your bounty to
Jerusalem.
The aorist indicates the moment of Paul’s arrival,
and the subjunctive the future time when this shall
come to pass. The Corinthians themselves are to select
and to approve the persons who are to take the money
to Jerusalem. This is, however, scarcely done because
Paul does not wish to carry the money lest someone
later charge him with stealing some of it.

Paul may

never have entertained such a thought.
In the ﬁrst place, it is ﬁtting that those who give
shall also send their gift. This is an example of Paul’s
perfect tact in such matters. In the second place, by
means of such a committee Paul properly desires to
bring the Corinthians into personal contact with their
brethren in Jerusalem. The men selected by the
Corinthians would return and would report in detail
regarding Jerusalem and the conditions that were

prevalent in the old mother congregation. Paul is
concerned about such contacts and their effect in
strengthening the feeling of fraternal oneness.
It is grammatically possible to construe the M
phrase with the preceding verb: ”whomsoever you
shall approve by letters” (our versions), but this cannot be done when we note the sense of what Paul
writes. The approving of the men who are to transfer
the money is done by a vote of the congregation, and
only after that vote has been taken do they receive
credentials. Paul says distinctly: “them I will send.”

If these men bear letters from the congregation, the
congregation is their sender and not Paul. Only by
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offering letters from Paul himself are they able to show
that Paul sends them.
It is usually supposed that these letters are to be
addressed to persons in Jerusalem, the ultimate destination of the committee. But in all probability Paul
intends to add letters to friends of his in other con—
gregations which lie on the route to Jerusalem; and

these would be written in order that the committee
may secure safe lodging and be assisted on its way.
If it travels by land through Macedonia, Ephesus, etc.,
this is rather important; if by sea, letters to Caesarea

are valuable.
Moreover, we see that this entire project goes far
beyond being a grand piece of charity to the needy.

It is connected with Paul personally as an apostle to
the Gentiles and with all his successful work among
the Gentiles. Through all of these churches that had
been founded by him Paul is now reaching out to the
mother church in order to cement all of them together

the more.

This is Paul’s collection in an eminent

sense, and it is thus that he writes:
them with letters.”

“I will send

The preposition 8rd is not instrumental in this
phrase, for the sending is not done “through” or “by
means of” letters. The preposition 8w: has its original
sense “between,” so that the letters appear as com—
panions on both sides, somewhat as our English “with
letters” may be understood. We may incidentally note
how readily letters are written by Paul, and doubtless
also by others at this time. How many letters of this
kind Paul penned during his apostleship and sent with
different representatives of his no one knows, but he
evidently sent not a few.

Paul uses the beautiful term 7‘, Xdpt? {way to designate
the gift that is to be sent. In the broader sense xépus
means anything that delights, any kindly favor. When
it is used in connection with sin and guilt the word
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always means unmerited grace and favor. Here the
money gift for Jerusalem is termed a kindly and

gracious favor which is bestowed upon the recipients
with a kind and gracious spirit.
4)
In any case, Paul intends to give the committee which transports the funds from Corinth letters as indicated. He may do more: and if it shall

be worth while for me to go also, they shall go together with me. He means that, if the collection is
of sufﬁcient size, he, too, will go to Jerusalem, and
the committee may accompany him. His own going
thus depends on the outcome of the collection. He is

not thinking of the safety of the funds while they
are in transit when he speaks about his own going;
or of his presence in Jerusalem to control the distribution; or to secure a favorable reception for himself
in Jerusalem. The term 55m, “ﬁt” or “worthy,” points
to apOStolic decorum. It would not be digniﬁed for
Paul to go if the offering turns out to be comparatively

small. In any case, not Paul himself but others are
to carry the funds. If the sum is small, it is more
ﬁtting that the committee go alone; but if it is large,
Paul, the apostle, will also go. Bengel writes: Justa.
aestimatio sui non est superbia. The inﬁnitive with

101') is often construed as a genitive after dftov, but it
seems to be the subject: “If for me to go is ﬁtting,
they shall go with me.” R. 1061, 1066.
5)
Paul twice refers to his coming to Corinth
(v. 2, 3; compare also 4:19). He now reveals his
plans in detail and adds the reason. Now I shall
come to you when I have gone through Macedonia,
for I am only going through Macedonia, but with
you, it may be, I shall remain or even winter, that
you may send me forward whithersoever I may go.
According to II Cor. 1:16 Paul originally planned

to go directly by sea from Ephesus to Corinth, then
to visit Macedonia and to return to Corinth, and then
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to proceed to Jerusalem, Acts 19 :21. In the letter now
lost Paul probably so informed the Corinthians. For
the reason stated in II Cor. 1 :23, etc., Paul changed his
plan and now informs the Corinthians regarding that

change. He now plans to go by land from Ephesus,
passing through Macedonia and then through Greece
to Corinth. This new plan he eventually carried out
as we see from II Cor. 2:15 and from Acts 20:1, 2.
Paul was later severely censured for altering his plans,
and in Second Corinthians he makes an extended reply
to the charge of ﬁckleness.
The force of the explanatory (ydp) repetition: “for
I am (only) going through Macedonia,” lies in the
contrast with the following statement: “but with you,

it may be, I shall remain or even winter.” It is not
Paul’s intention to linger in Macedonia but to pass
through it as rapidly as may be possible and to stop
at each of the churches only a short while.
6) But he proposes to make a longer stay among
the Corinthians, napalm, “I shall remain” for some

time as the addition of 1rapa'. to the verb indicates. It is
spring when Paul writes this letter at Ephesus.

He

hopes to reach Corinth at the beginning of the coming

winter and to spend the entire winter in Corinth. He
actually spent three months there, Acts 20:2. Yet

he adds ruxév, a neuter participle that is used like an
adverb, “it may be,” “perhaps.” Some necessity may
arise that will compel Paul to cut short his visit in
Corinth. Unable to foresee possible contingencies, he
refrains from making his promise absolute.
The purpose clause introduced by ha is only loosely
attached to the sentence: “that you may send me forward (on my further journey) whithersoever I may
go,” i..e., that you may render me this service. This,
of course, means more than merely to send along a few

friends to see Paul safely aboard ship or to travel
a short distance with him on the journey by land.
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It includes the advance preparations for the journey,
recommendations, perhaps letters, planning the route
and the ship connections, perhaps also some travel
equipment, a store of food, some clothes, etc.
Here there is a touch of the friendly spirit of Paul
that reaches out to the Corinthians. He intends to
favor them with a stay of notable length and with an
acceptance of their kindly service when he at last
proceeds on his journey. In Acts 19:21 Luke informs
us that Paul eventually decided on going to Jerusalem.
When Paul writes this verse he has not fully decided
and thus leaves his destination “whithersoever I may
go” to future decision. The journey as it was afterward made by Paul and his several companions is
described at length by Luke in Acts 20:3, etc.
7)

Two consecutive ydp clauses bring explana-

tion. For I do not wish to see you now by the way,

for I hope to remain with you some time if the Lord
shall permit. This is Paul’s wish and his hope; but
he is not certain whether they shall be realized.
While abundant work awaits him in the Macedonian
churches, Paul intends to do this as rapidly as possible and thus to be free to remain in Corinth for
some time. His more important work is to be done
in the latter place, and he intends to allow ample
time for it.
What Tuxov which was used in v. 6 means we now
see from the clause: “if the Lord shall permit," é'lnfpt’lﬁn,
“shall turn over to me” and thus permit. In all of his
movements and his work Paul waits on the Lord’s
directions and permission, for all his work is in the
Lord’s service. The little adverb apn, “now,” has been
much discussed. If it were many, “again,” or am «am,
“now again,” we should have support for the fact of
a prior brief visit in Corinth on the part of Paul.
But the mere adverb “now" furnishes no evidence for
such a second visit.
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8)
After telling the Corinthians about his plans
for spending some time with them Paul informs them
regarding the time when he expects to leave Ephesus.

But I will remain at Ephesus until Pentecost. Paul
is writing a short time before the Jewish Passover
festival and intends to leave after a period of about
two months, after the Jewish Pentecost festival. This
mention of “Pentecost” is not evidence that a Christian festival by this name was celebrated at this early
date at Ephesus or at Corinth. If this were the case,
other evidence would be needed to establish the fact.

In the present connection “Pentecost” is used merely
to indicate a date.

9)

The reason that prompts Paul to wait so long

in Ephesus before starting on his journey is explained
by yép. He is certainly not waiting in order to join in

the Jewish celebration of Pentecost before he starts,
Gal. 4 :10. No Christian Pentecost celebration is
known at this early date. Paul delays for an entirely
different reason. For a door, great and effectual, is
open unto me, and there are many adversaries.

“Door” is ﬁgurative for opportunity to advance the
work of the gospel. “A great door” is a great opportunity. It is often stated that Paul weakened his ﬁgure
when he added the second adjective “effectual” or
“energetic,” but this view is the result of misunderstanding. Paul’s idea is not merely that of a great
door standing ajar but of a great door into which one
enters in order to accomplish a task. Paul’s ﬁgure is
much deeper and more intensive than some of his
commentators think. “An effectual door” is one that
is not merely looked at but is made use of effectually.
Acts 19 :19, 20 describes the great opportunity to which
Paul refers, and Acts 20:1 reports when he left

Ephesus.
But here, as in so many places, Paul also met strong
opposition: “opponents many.”

Compare I Cor. 15:32
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Paul uses only two words with

reference to his present work, but they are quite

eloquent.

He is one against “opponents many,” but

his victory is assured.

10)

In 4:17 Paul tells the Corinthians that

Timothy is on his way to Corinth. From Acts 19:22
we learn that Timothy was accompanied by Erastus,
“the treasurer of the city” of Corinth (Rom. 16:23),

a person of importance. It is Timothy “who shall put
you in remembrance of my ways which are in Christ,
even as I teach everywhere in every church,” 4:17.
Just what news Paul had received from Corinth when
he gave Timothy his commission we do not know.
The duty assigned to Timothy shows that the Corinthians were to be reminded of Paul’s teaching regarding the true wisdom of Christ as opposed to all spurious
wisdom.
Since Timothy’s mission is mentioned by Paul

in connection with the ﬁrst part of his letter, it is
fair to conclude that Paul had already heard from
“those of Chloe” (1:12) the news regarding factional contentions in Corinth, when he sent Timothy,

and that it was Timothy’s task to endeavor to correct these disturbances. Then, it seems, the letter
from the Corinthians to Paul arrived together with

all the additional news which we see reﬂected in
Paul’s letter of reply. Timothy was already on his
way, but via Macedonia, so that he would stop at
the various churches along his route, which would
delay his arrival at Corinth for some time. The letter
which Paul is writing will be taken to Corinth by the
direct sea route, and Paul expects it to reach Corinth before Timothy’s arrival. All that Paul has
heard about Corinth after he had sent Timothy away
makes him anxious regarding the reception which

his messenger will receive. So he here tells the Corinthians what treatment they are to accord Timothy
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upon his arrival. Now if Timothy comes, see to it
that he be with you without fear, for he is engaged
in the Lord’s work even as I also am. Let no one then
despise him.

Paul uses a condition of expectancy, for he thinks
that Timothy will arrive a short time after this letter
reaches Corinth. Timothy was still a comparatively
young man. His mission in Corinth, as the develop—
ment of events now reveals, will be harder to execute
than Paul had supposed when he ﬁrst dispatched
Timothy. Some of the more haughty and puffed-up
members may imagine that this young man from

Lystra, whom they all know well, need not be treated
with much respect because of his youth. They may
show arrogance and thus try to intimidate Timothy.
For this reason Paul writes pointedly: “See to it that
he be with you without fear,” i. e., let no one intimidate

him and make him afraid. Afterward, when Timothy
was the pastor at Ephesus, Paul wrote to him: “Let
no man despise thy youth,” I Tim. 4 :12. That Timothy

was by nature a timid person is an unfounded supposition. He must have been both brave and competent
in order to carry out missions such as the present one

and afterward to be placed in charge of the entire
work in the province of Asia.
The fact that it is Timothy’s youth of which some
may seek to .take advantage appears from the way in
which Paul supports his order not to intimidate him:
“for he is engaged in the Lord’s work even as I also
am.” The Corinthians are to respect the person for
the sake of his divine work. And Timothy’s work
is identical with Paul’s. The apostle puts the two on
the same level and insists that the Corinthians do likewise. We cannot, then, accept the conjecture that
Paul fears that opposition against himself may
threaten also Timothy’s standing in Corinth. If Paul
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has fears in this regard he does not betray them in
this letter.

11) What Paul says about Timothy, the fact that
he is to be d¢o’,3ms‘, without intimidation, is now turned
about: “Let no one depise him !” We see that Paul
does not cherish fear in regard to the congregation
as such but in regard to only one or the other individual
in the congregation. Someone may assume an ar-

rogant attitude and try to disconcert Timothy during
the meetings. The verb Egouﬂevém means to treat as
otSe’y, as nothing, as not worth considering; and the
aorist subjunctive with ,uﬁ is the regular construction

in negative commands that need the aorist.

This

aorist is probably ingressive: “Let no one begin to
despise him,” R. 851, etc. When someone is not to
start an action, the aorist is proper; but when someone

is to cease an action that he has alrealy begun, the
present is the proper tense.
This prohibition deals with only one individual
or another who may become overbearing; the next
imperative addresses the entire congregation. But
send him on in peace that he may come to me, for
I expect him together with the brethren. After having treated Timothy with all due respect, when his
work is now done, the Corinthians are to send him
forward on his journey back to Ephesus and to Paul.
What this sending forward implies is stated in con‘nection with v. 6. The expression “to send forward

in peace” is not derived from the formula: “Go in
peace!” For the context implies that “in peace” is
meant in contrast to the preceding injunctions not
to intimidate and not to despise Timothy. Paul wants
Timothy’s mission to proceed and to end in a peaceful way so that, when he leaves, no trouble or strife
are to be left behind. And Timothy is to come from
Corinth directly to Ephesus and to Paul.
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The apostle writes that he is expecting him, i. e.,

is anxious to receive his report, especially that part

of it which deals with Corinth. While Paul does not
say that he wishes that Timothy might hurry back
as soon as possible, the fact that he is expecting
Timothy implies that the Corinthians are not to detain
him unduly in Corinth. As soon as his mission is
ended, he is to be sent forward to Paul.
The meaning of the ﬁnal phrase is debated. Does
“together with the brethren” modify “him” (Timothy)
so that Paul is expecting Timothy together with Erastus and other travelling companions; or does the phrase
modify “I expect” so that Paul and other brethren in
Ephesus are awaiting Timothy’s arrival? Some decide
in one way, some in another, and some are undecided.
The same question arises in connection with v. 12
where the same phrase also appears at the end of the
sentence. It is most natural in each of the two verses
to take the phrase exactly as it stands: “him together
with the brethren.” More than one person was usually
sent on important missions such as this one of
Timothy’s.
12) Now concerning Apollos, the brother, reads
exactly like the other wept phrases that occur in 7 :1;
8:11; etc., with which, like captions, Paul introduces
the topics concerning which the Corinthians had
asked him in their letter. In the present case, too,°
the phrase is loosely attached at the beginning of the

sentence. In their letter the Corinthians had asked
Paul to send Apollos to them since they were anxious
to have him come. Apollos had labored in Corinth

for quite a. while and had done so very successfully.
We do not know just when he left the city. We have
no more evidence that Apollos had taken an active
part in the party strife at Corinth than we have for
Paul’s connection with that strife. From Paul’s man-
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ner of writing we gather that Apollos was not in
Ephesus at this time.

So Paul replies to the request of the Corinthians:
I urged him much to come unto you together with

the brethren; and it was not at all his will to come
now, but he will come when opportunity offers.
The aorist “I urged him" makes the impression
that Paul did this at once after receiving the letter
from Corinth, and also that at the moment of Paul’s
writing Apollos is temporarily absent from Ephesus.
This also explains why at the conclusion of this letter
Paul has no greetings from Apollos to the Corinthians.
We cannot translate wow “many times,” which is
improbable. As in v. 19, this adverbial accusative is
used in an intensive sense and means “much.” In other
words, when Paul spoke to Apollos he made a strong
plea that he go to Corinth with the brethren who were
to deliver Paul’s letter. Apollos, however, had good
reason for declining. Here, too, the phrase “together
with the brethren” should be taken just as it stands;
“to go to you together with the brethren”; it should

not be construed with the main verb: “I urged him
together with the brethren.”

We have no intimation that Paul and Apollos are
not on the most friendly of terms, for Paul could then
not have urged Apollos as he did. Nor do the circumstances prevailing in Corinth, in particular the
party wranglings, play a part in the decision of
Apollos not to go to Corinth at this time; the intimation conveyed by Paul’s words points in the opposite
direction. Apollos cannot spare the time to go now.
For this reason he wills not to go at present. Paul
states this in an impersonal way: 01'»: ﬁv 0:11;”. The
imperfect {,u does duty for the aorist since the verb
clvat has no aorist.
The word 06mm, “will," is without modiﬁers, and
for this reason some suppose that God’s will is referred
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to, i. e., that it was not God’s will that Apollos should
go now (R. V. margin). But the context restricts us
to the-Will of Apollos. Apollos promises to come when
a good opportunity offers itself. So itis a matter of
ﬁnding the proper “season,” mp6s, or time. We thus
assume that Apollos is busily engaged and cannot leave
but that he agrees to make the desired visit just as
soon as his present work permits. When Paul writes
this, Apollos is already absent from Ephesus in order
to do this other work.
13) With a few pithy, admonitory words Paul
concludes what we may call the substance or the
body of his letter. Be watchful; be ﬁrm in the faith;
he manly; be strong! All of your affairs, let them be
done in love!

These ﬁve imperatives are frequently grouped together as a chain. It is not characteristic of Paul to
put ﬁve units together in this fashion, and not at all
his manner to end even a paragraph, to say nothing
of the contents of an entire letter, with such a number
of diverse and merely. coordinate thoughts._ At the
conclusion Paul always reaches a unit focal. thought.
This is the case here. 'He writes four brief, coordinate
admonitions and then ties the four together into a
ﬁnal unit. Not ﬁve but four are used by Paul when
he desires to state the whole substance of any subject
matter rhetorically.
He writes two sentences. The ﬁrst has four imperatives in the second person plural; the second has
only one imperative in the third person singular. Even
this change from the plurals to the singular is char-

acteristic of Paul. He might easily have phrased the
ﬁnal verb watch-c instead of ywe’aﬁw: “All your affairs,
do them,” etc.; but this is not his manner of writing.
The ﬁve tenses are present to express durative and
continuous actions. The ﬁrst four verbs belong closely

together as constituting a compact group.

Only the
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second of these four verbs has a modiﬁer, the phrase
“in the faith.” We may say that this phrase is needed
to complete the meaning of the verb a'rﬁKn'c, literally,
“stand in the faith,” since the verb itself would not
be deﬁnite enough, whereas the other three verbs need
no such addition. Yet by lending completeness to the
one verb this phrase, by introducing the word “faith,”

gives to the four closely related verbs the vital point
about which they turn. It is “the faith" regarding
which we are also to be watchful, manly, and strong.
“In the faith” is then to be matched by the corresponding phrase “in love” which is found in the ﬁnal admonition. Faith is and must be ﬁrst, love is and must
be second. Faith produces love, always; the very
nature of the two does not permit a reversal.
Each of the four imperatives is directed against
an opposite condition and course of conduct. “Be
watchful!” means: “Be not careless, indifferent, or
easily deceived!” “Watch!” means: “Keep your eyes
open!” We are watchful against enemies or hostile
inﬂuences. The watcher raises an alarm against
danger. See Isa. 56:10. While in this connection the
watchful eye guards “the faith,” this is never done
with a disregard of immoral conduct, for faith is
always endangered when the eye is sleepy or dulled
against wrong conduct.
“Be ﬁrm in the faith!” recalls 15:1: “in which

also ye stand” or “are ﬁrm.” The admonition to stand
and to be ﬁrm is directed against wavering, uncertainty, or doubt, the result of which is so often that

the faith is lost.

We stand in the faith, not like a dead

post that has been driven into the ground, but as a
living tree that ﬁxes its roots ever deeper into the
ground. The connotation is growth and increasing
ﬁrmness. Its opposite is to depart from or to fall
away from the faith, I Tim. 4:1, “forsaking the right
way,” I Pet. 2:15; compare Demas, II Tim. 4:10. The
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phrase “in the faith” is compact and includes both the
faith which we believe (objective, doctrine, ﬁdes quae
creditur) and the faith by which we believe (subjective, conﬁdence, ﬁdes qua. creditnr) . The subjective
idea becomes plain in the verb “stan .”
The next two imperatives recall the LXX’s translation of PS. 31 :24: dyspigeaae Kai Kpcmuoﬁoow 1‘7 KapSia. {man
The verb dyspz’ceooar is found only here in the New
Testament but occurs frequently in the LXX and in the
classics. The translation: “Quit you like men !" is
attractive and striking but does not reﬂect the tense.
The Greek means: “Be men constantly !” or: “Show
yourselves men always 1" Paul refers to the virtue of
Christian manliness with its strong connotation of
bravery and unﬂinching courage, but it is used here
in connection with maintaining the faith. The opposite
is to be cowardly, fainthearted like women, timid like
children, Eph. 4:13, 14.
Christian manliness is one of the great virtues.
In this admonition the men as men are to be examples
for the entire church. The Greek has no similar verb
or other derivative from “woman” that designates a
virtue that corresponds to manliness that is derived
from “man.” To play the woman or to be womanish
conveys no virtue in the Greek. Even in the English
“womanly" and “womanliness,” while they express
virtues, restrict themselves to one sex. But all of the
Corinthians, men, women, and children, are to show
manliness.

This explains the fact that we ﬁnd so many

texts which apply speciﬁcally to women in the church
and none which restrict themselves to men.
The ﬁnal imperative of the group: “Be strong l”
or: “Show strength!” namely Kpa’a'os, “strength” in
action (as distinguished from iaxﬁs, “strength" merely
in possession), is closely related to the display of
courageous manliness. The connotation is that we are

First Corinthians 1 6 :13-15
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to be invincible and victorious in the faith. Its opposite is to be weak and easily defeated. The‘durative
tense does not, however, imply that we are to become
strong as though we are weak to begin with, but that,
being strong, we constantly show our strength in every

situation that may call for this quality. This will,
of course, like all true exercise of strength, also develop
the strength in us although the verb and the tense
which Paul uses do not themselves contain this thought.
14) When Paul writes «dwa tuna», “all your affairs,"
he includes the entire work of the Corinthian congregation, different features of which he has discussed in
his letter. All of this work centers in faith and thus
requires watchfulness, ﬁrmness, manliness, and
strength.

But it also requires love, this supreme fruit

of faith. Paul's letter has already shown the vital
need of love; he has also described this love at length;
the Corinthians have also been made to feel their
deﬁciency of love. So Paul makes the last admonition
the indispensableness of love. We may translate:
“All your affairs, let them be connected with love i”
The preposition ('1' marks the sphere. Everything in
the Corinthian congregation is to be and is to move
in that sphere; nothing is to be outside of it. This
“love” is dyd'm], the love of full comprehension and of
spiritual purpose; see 13:1. Thus love is the ﬁnal
word. The durative present tense, like the four preceding duratives, means that this love is to continue and
is never to be absent. It, too, will grow the more it
is practiced.

15) The arrival in Ephesus of Stephanas and
his two companions from Corinth induces Paul to
say a few words in regard to them before he adds
the greetings and brings his letter toa close. Now I

urge you, brethren, (you know the family of Stephanas, that it is Achaia’s ﬁrst fruits, and that they
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set themselves for service to the saints)‘ that you also
submit yourselves to such persons, even to everyone
that cooperates and toils.
The sense of what Paul writes is quite assured,

but. the grammar affords a problem.

If aware is in-

dicative, we must insert a parenthesis as our versions
do, and Eva in v. 16 is subﬁnal and states what Paul
beseeches the Corinthians to do. If, however, aware
can be made an imperative, then it is this verb that
states what Paul urges upon the Corinthians, and the
he. clause denotes purpose. We should thus translate:
“Now I urge you, brethren, recognize the family of
Stephanas . . . in order that you may look up to
such,” etc. The fact that oZ'o‘m-e is never used as an
imperative in other passages is rather decisive. The
grammars pass by our passage.
In kindly fashion Paul requests the Corinthians
to honor Stephanas and his family (the Greeks always
say “house” for family) because of their eminent
service to the church. Paul himself baptized this
family, 1:16. This must have occurred at Athens
before Paul came to Corinth, for Stephanas is called
“Achaia’s ﬁrst fruits” and not the ﬁrst fruits of
Corinth. In all of Greece the family of Stephanas
was the ﬁrst to come to faith as a consequence of Paul’s
preaching. That explains, too, why Paul does not at
once think about this family when he tries to remember

whom he had baptized in Corinth (1:14). He had,
indeed, baptized this family, but this had taken place
at Athens.
One distinction of this family is that it is Paul’s
“ﬁrst fruits of Achaia” —an abiding honor. A second
distinction is that this family has rendered much service to the saints. Paul says that they actually “put
themselves in line,” (may Eamﬁs, for such service;
they made a regular business of it. Paul uses the
beautiful term smm’a, service for service’s sake, service
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rendered of one’s own accord with an eye only to the

beneﬁt resulting for others.
“For service,” sis 8mxov£ay, without the article, per-

mits us to include any and all kinds of service.
says a great deal with regard to the family.

This
Their

home had evidently been transferred to Corinth, and
that occurred a sufﬁciently long time previously to
permit them to perform the service which Paul now
recalls to the minds of his readers. That Paul himself

and his companions are to be included among “the
saints” who beneﬁted by this service is doubtful. If
Paul had beneﬁted he would surely give an intimation
of that fact, for he is always anxious to acknowledge
personal favors.

We may conclude that the family of Stephanas had
means and some prominence (see v. 17) which enabled
them to do much for “the saints.” Yet down to the
present day experience proves that families of slender
means often distinguish themselves in this manner
above many others who are ﬁnancially much more able.

What service was rendered we can only surmise, for
Paul offers no intimation. Some think of hospitality,
help to the sick and needy, offering their home for
meetings, and the like. Others think that Stephanas
helped in the matter of the collection for the saints
at Jerusalem, and they add even that he had not been
supported in this matter as he should have been by
others in Corinth. Yet this is not probable, for the
collection had not begun that early.

Another surmise ﬁnds in the service rendered by
men like Stephanas the beginnings of the various
ofﬁces in the church, these voluntary services eventually

leading to deﬁnite appointments through elections

by the church.

While it is true that willing and

competent persons are still chosen for congregational
ofﬁces, we are without evidence that such voluntary

services crystallized into permanent ofﬁces in the case
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of Stephanas or of others.

The ﬁrst seven deacons of

the congregation at Jerusalem were appointed because

of the need that made itself felt and not because of
service which the appointees had rendered before that
time, Acts 6:1—6. The view that Stephanas was a
deacon at the time when he came to Paul is unwarranted.
16) Paul’s request of the Corinthians is: “that
you also submit yourselves to such persons, even to
everyone that cooperates and toils.” This Iva clause
is subﬁnal and states the contents of Paul’s request.
When Paul writes “you also,” this “also” is reciprocal:
they (the family of Stephanas) have done their part,
now you also do yours. This matches the correspondence between Eraéav c'av‘roti: and Kai {unis ﬂuorine-1709c rots
Toioﬁrois. The ﬁrst verb means to range oneself in line
for something, and the other to range oneself under

someone. This correspondence between the verbs is
lost in the English translations although it is vital
for the sense. “Be in subjection unto such” (R. V.)

says too much; and “obey such” is beside the point.
When Paul writes “range yourselves under such persons” he wants the Corinthians to look up to people
of this kind, i. e., to respect them, to heed their counsel,
advice, and admonition.
But Paul at once broadens his request of the
Corinthians so as to include all other families and all
other individuals of this kind. The plural “to such
persons” designates the class which is described in the
parenthesis; and the singular “even to everyone that

cooperates and toils” points to each individual in this
class and describes each one anew. There is ﬁne tact
in this generalization in that the attention of the
Corinthians is centered on the real reason for Paul’s
request. No one can say or feel that Paul wants the
Corinthians to look up to the family of Stephanas

First Corinthwns 16:16, 17
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because Paul likes them so well and may thus be partial
to them. Combined with this tact is the wide range
of Paul’s mind which at once sees also all of the others
in the church who joyfully line themselves up in her
service. They constitute a class of which all the
Corinthians should be proud, an upper class into
which all should aspire to enter (Matt. 20 :26-28), an
upper class under which it should be a pleasure for
the rest to work.
When Paul describes the individuals he uses two
qualitative participles and combines them with one
article: “everyone that cooperates and toils.” The
ﬁrst participle brings out the point that such a person
“works together” with others in this voluntary diaconate or service; and the second adds the thought
that in this cooperation he does not seek the easier
part but voluntarily takes the hard work, laesst sich's
sauer warden. Paul does not imply that the Corinthians are reluctant to pay proper deference to Stephanas and to the others in the congregation who are like
him. He is here, at the end of his letter, not voicing a

covert criticism. That would be neither tactful nor
wise. What moves Paul to add this request of the
Corinthians regarding the family of Stephanas is the
love which he has preached so strongly to them in this
letter. This family deserves such intelligent and purposeful love (dyda-q) , and Paul points out how it should
show itself.
17) Two others had accompanied Stephanas
from Corinth. And I rejoice over the coming of Stephanas and Fortunatus and Achaicus because the
lack of you these ﬁlled up. For they eased my own
spirit as well as yours. Therefore acknowledge such
men!
The Latin names of these two companions of
Stephanas’ are the basis on which rests the supposition
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that they were either slaves or freedmen, and that the
one or the other belonged to the household of Stephanas.
The surmise that they belonged to the household of
Chloe (1 :11) would change what Paul says about
them in conjunction with Stephanas into cutting irony
—- the last thing that Paul would put into a valediction.
When forty years later Clement of Rome writes to the
church at Corinth he mentions a certain Fortunatus.
This man was a presbyter in the Corinthian church
and was installed as such by the apostles, Zahn, Introduction, I, 269. He may be the same Fortunatus
that is mentioned in this letter, but he would necessarily
have been rather young when Paul wrote. Concerning
Achaicus we know nothing further.
What pleases Paul in regard to the coming of these
three from Corinth is the fact that they made good
for him a certain tarépnpa, lack or deﬁciency. The
objective genitive tpév states this lack; it is “the lack of
you,” i. e., the Corinthians themselves. Paul would like

to have the Corinthians where he can talk to them
instead of being obliged to write to them from a
distance. This objective genitive answers the supposition that what Paul lacks or misses is a more friendly
and deferential tone in the letter which the Corinthians

had sent to him or a sufﬁcient show of love on their
part in that letter. But the object lacked is they,
“you,” the persons of the Corinthians. This lack the
three messengers from Corinth “ﬁlled” for Paul,
dvewhﬁpwo‘av, literally, “ﬁlled up” like a vessel that is
otherwise not full enough. Paul can talk with them,
ask them many things about the Corinthians, and hear
all that they had to communicate. That is what
rejoices Paul. -Here We again meet a kindly touch on

the part of Paul. The very way in which he writes
“the lack of you” must please his readers in Corinth.
The genitive is not subjective, stating that these three
messengers provided something in which the Coriné
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thians are remiss, either gifts or love or deference to

Paul. The apostle makes no such charge at the end
of his letter.
18)

Paul himself explains (ydp) what he means by

this lack and how it is being made good. “They eased
my own spirit and yours.” If Paul and the Corin—
thians could have met, both his mind and theirs would

have been put at ease regarding all of the questions
that had arisen. Through the presence of these three
representatives this was actually accomplished in a

way. By their presence these three furnished easement
to Paul's spirit and at the same time, by enabling the
congregation to confer with Paul through them, fur-

nished a like easement to their spirit.

It must be a

great satisfaction to the Corinthians to feel that they
once more enter into fraternal contact with Paul by
means of this delegation, especially since this contact
has actually been made.
This is again a tender touch. Paul thinks not only
of himself but also of the Corinthians. He credits them
with solicitous feelings that are just like his own.
He suggests that, as he is concerned that all things
should be well with them, they, too, are concerned

about him, that he may know just how things stand
with them. By sending these men the Corinthians
have done a double favor, one to Paul and one to
themselves.

The aOI‘iStS dvcmhfpwa'av and dvéwavaav con-

vey the idea that these good offices are now actually
accomplished. The Corinthian representatives have
done their part well in every respect.
“Therefore

acknowledge such men,” recognize them for what they
are and for what they have done. These three are
happily not exceptions. Paul can write “such men,”
for there are others like them, and Paul is the last to
forget or to leave such a delightful fact unnoted. Here
again Paul’s view is broad. He overlooks no one, and
yet those immediately concerned receive their full due.
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After reading what Paul himself says regarding
these three men we may look at the questions that
are asked regarding their presence with Paul while
he was writing his letter. Did they come to Ephesus
merely on private business? Is it a mere coincidence
that they are with Paul at this time? Did other
messengers from Corinth bring the letter from the
Corinthians to Paul, messengers to whom he makes
no reference when he is writing his reply? Does Paul
write so signiﬁcantly about what these three did for

him and also for the Corinthians and say not one word
about the real messengers who had been sent from
Corinth with the Corinthian letter?
These questions answer themselves. Only on the
supposition that these three men are sent to Paul as
accredited representatives of the Corinthian church
are Paul’s words concerning these men in place. If
they are sent as such representatives they must be the

bearers of the Corinthian letter to Paul, for no other
reason can be assigned that would prompt the Corinthians to send three representatives such as these to Paul

just at this time. The moment we say that somebody
else brought the letter, perhaps those of the household
of Chloe (1:11) or other persons unknown to us, we
are confronted with a questionable situation: 1) that
Paul says nothing whatever about the bearers of the
letter when concluding his reply; 2) that he writes as
he does about these three visitors. These three may
or may not have had other business in Ephesus in addition to bringing the letter; we are constrained to

assume that they brought the letter. Then also they
are the ones who will return to Corinth with Paul’s
reply; and they are the ones to whom Paul refers in
v. 12, they are the ones with whom Apollos might have

returned to Corinth if he could have found the time
just then.
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19) Now there follow the fraternal greetings.
The churches of Asia salute you. Aquila and Prisca
salute you much in the Lord with the church in their
house.
The verb dawdtopm means literally “to embrace”
and is used regularly for salutare, “to salute,” to greet,
on arrival and on departure and also in letters. “The
churches of Asia” are those of the coastland, Asia
Minor, where Ephesus is located. We need not assume
that Paul has just recently visited these churches and
told them about Corinth, or that representatives of
these churches are present with Paul while this letter
is being written. Paul himself writes these greetings
as the spokesman of these churches. They are all
under his care, and their feelings and sentiments are
fully known to him. The supposition that any one of
these churches would refuse to salute the Corinthian
church is not to be entertained.
From the largest group Paul proceeds to the
smallest, Aquila and Prisca (the diminutive is Priscilla) and the church or assembly in their house.
Regarding the phrase xar’ alxov airru'iv, which is here
used attributively and thus appears between the article

r5 and its noun étkMo’ig, see R. 608. It is more than a
mere genitive: the church “of their house”; it is rather
the church “pertaining to their house.” We meet expressions like this repeatedly in Paul’s letters.
As to the thought we have only what these expressions themselves convey. It is assumed that a larger
or a smaller part of the congregation of any city was
accustomed to assemble in the house of some family
who freely granted this privilege when other suitable
places for meetings were not readily found. Aquila and
Priscilla were well known to the Corinthians, for Paul
had lodged with them when they lived at Corinth and
when Paul came to found the Corinthian congregation
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and worked together with Aquila at his trade of tentmaking, Acts 18 :2—4. Some codices add: “with whom

also I lodge,” which may, indeed, be true to fact although the best texts omit this clause. Aquila and Priscilla moved from Corinth to Ephesus when Paul left Corinth, Acts 18:18, 26. They later moved back to
their original place of residence, namely Rome, Rom.
16:3. The adverbial accusative woMé is added in order
to mark the close relation of this couple to the Corinthians: they greet you “much”; compare the same
word used in the same sense in v. 12.
20) The third group is again a large group.
All the brethren salute you. This refers to the brethren at Ephesus. Although they are included in the
ﬁrst group, it is natural for the Ephesian brethren
to send their special greetings. While “all the brethren” seems indeﬁnite, this very featdre prevents us
from thinking only of the friends who are present
with Paul while he is writing or of any other small
group.
Concluding these greetings, Paul adds: Salute
one another with a holy kiss. The salutations of the
churches and the friends from afar signify that all
of these brethren are in fraternal accord with the
Corinthians, one with them in faith and in love. Then
the Corinthians, too, must be in the same fraternal
accord with each other. Their owu mutual salutation
is to express this accord and to serve as a response

to the salutations from afar.- The medium for this
is “the holy kiss,” Rom. 16:16; II Cor. 13:12.; I

Thess. 6:26; I Pet. 5:14. Each person turned to his
neighbor in the assembly and bestowed or received a

kiss, and this bestowal and this receiving expressed
the fact that all were in one true, spiritual accord;
This kiss of fellowship was of the nature of a public
ceremony and bore a public signiﬁcance. The word
“holy" guards this kiss against misconceptions.

First Corinthians 16:20-22
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Bestowing a kiss upon the brow or the cheek as a
sign of friendly accord, affection, and honor, dates
back very far among Oriental people. This meaning
of the public kiss makes the act of Judas, when he

betrayed Christ with such a kiss, so unutterably base.
In certain European countries men still offer and receive the public kiss of honor. In the church the fraternal public kiss continued in use for centuries. It

came to mean also reconciliation when penitents were
received back into fellowship; it likewise expressed
mutual forgiveness when it was practiced between the

members of a family just before the Lord’s Supper was
received. It is still retained in the East where the men

and the women sit apart and thus use the salutation.
In the Roman ritual the past, a small piece of metal or
wood which the priest kissed and then sent around so
the congregation might kiss it, was substituted for this
ancient custom.
21)
Paul has dictated his letter up to this point,
and some capable amanuensis did the writing. Now
Paul himself takes the pen and, as we may say, himself signs the letter. The salutation with my own
hand, Paul’s. Nothing is to be supplied. The dative
“with my own hand” modiﬁes the preceding noun
“the salutation.” The writing of this noun is itself
Paul’s salutation to the Corinthians. The genitive
Harmon is appositional to the genitive idea in the pos—
sessive pronoun {p.37 although this is in the dative.
We must translate: “With my own hand, that of
Paul”; and not as our versions: “The salutation of
me, Paul,” etc. The genitive does not modify “the
salutation,” R. 416. Yet by means of this genitive
Paul signs the letter and makes it his own. Compare II
Thess. 3:17; Col. 4:18.
22)
Paul’s heart still throbs with emotion which
refuses to be suppressed. Before he adds the customary benediction as the last word (Gal. 6:18; Phil.
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4:23; I Thess. 5:28; II Thess. 3:18; Philem. 25), his
spirit and his hand almost involuntarily react to all
the perversions and all the abuses which he is attempting to correct in Corinth by means of this letter,
and he records his apostolic verdict regarding all
those who may dare to remain obdurate and to continue in their evil course. If anyone loves not the
Lord, let him be anathema! The words are a curse
like the thunders of the ancient prophets. Not merely

Paul and his indignation are behind them but the
Lord himself as Jehovah is behind the thunders of
the prophets. Therefore Paul adds: Maren atha,
“Our Lord cometh.”
This is the only passage in which Paul uses 4nd»
with regard to our love to Christ, which recalls the
signiﬁcant change from dyer-Ev to ¢u\ezv in Christ’s
transaction with Peter recorded in John 21:15-17.
eddy means liking, affection, personal attachment while
dyamiv is much deeper, the love full of intelligence and
true comprehension which is thus also directed by
true and lofty purpose. We are not told to like our
enemies but to love them; and God does not like the
foul world, yet he loves it. We catch the force of Paul’s
words when we reproduce their force: “If anyone does
not even like the Lord,” etc. Whoever lacks even this
lowest, cheapest type of love is, of course, hopeless.
Mere affection prompts us to do many worthy things.
It is motive enough to impel us to desist from what
displeases the person who is cherished by such affection. If we lack even this affection toward Christ, our
hearts are cold and dead indeed. To be sure, all of us
are to rise to the higher motive, the love that fully
understands the Lord, his Word, and his ways, that
thus embraces him and all that is his with clear and
conscious comprehension, and that then harmonizes all
its purposes in thought, word, and deed with this
blessed, glorious Lord.

First Corinthians 16:22
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In the New Testament ﬁrm is the form for the third
person singular imperative “let him be!” The term
évdﬂepa is a later form of manta, a translation of the
Hebrew cherem, something that is removed from the
possession or the use of men and set aside for God as
an object upon which God’s wrath rests and which is
thus devoted to destruction or as something that is
dedicated to God as a gift that is acceptable to him. In
Hellenistic Greek the former is used in the meaning
“accursed,” and the latter to designate an offering or
a sacred gift. The later ecclesiastical anathema is derived from the former use. Paul turns all those who
have not even affection for the Lord and are not willing to show this lowest form of love for him in their
thought and their action over to the judgment, not of
a human, but of the divine tribunal. Paul has not been
writing about slight matters. They ultimately involve
the divine judgment.
Like a seal Paul stamps the Aramaic exclamation:
“Maranatha!” upon the curse he has just recorded.
The two Aramaic words are written with Greek letters
and are often one word. That poses the problem of
separating the Aramaic words. We may read either:

“Maran atha,” “Our Lord is come”; or: “Marana tha,"
“Our Lord, come!” The pronoun “our” has no stress
so that we may also translate: “Lord, come !” Rev.
22 :20. The A. V. is mistaken in combining “Anathema
Maranatha!” as though both together mean a curse.
“Maranatha!” is a sentence by itself. Zahn, Introduction, I, 303, etc., deals exhaustively with the linguistic
features involved.
The substance of what Paul writes is identical
whether we divide in one way or in the other, whether
we read the words as an assertion or as a prayer. For
the declaration: “Our Lord is come," refers, not to his
coming into the ﬂesh, but to his coming to judgment.
The past tense is here the prophetic past and speaks of
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a future event as already having taken place. “Our
Lord is come” means: is come to judgment. He is
come to execute the curse upon all who do not love him.
This, of course, ﬁts the context perfectly. Theother
rendering: “Lord, come 1” means in Zahn’s words:

“Lord, come and put an end to all strife and to all
activity of hostile forces in the church l” This cry or
prayer also ﬁts the context. It appeals to the Lord to
come and to visit the anathema upon all whose hearts
turn away from him.
The question is naturally asked as to why Paul put
this short sentence into Aramaic instead of translating
it into Greek. The former Jews in the congregation
could, of course, at once translate this bit of Aramaic
for the Greek members. One might be tempted to connect this Aramaic exclamation with the Petrine party
(1:12) in Corinth and surmise that Paul intended it
as a special warning to them. But this is unwarranted.
Paul mentions this party only incidentally. Why he
should now in closing his letter throw a bomb at these
people is incomprehensible. This is about the most improper place to deliver a blow at one small group. Paul
is speaking broadly to all his Corinthian readers. The
context is decisive, and this holds us to the preceding
anathema.
Strange to say, on the basis of the Peter party a
Judaistic movement is postulated for Corinth, and this
letter of Paul’s is supposed to be in good part Paul’s
defense against and attack upon this movement. Yet
the most careful reading and critical examination 'of
the entire letter show not even the slightest Judaistic
machinations and no trace of a reaction on Paul’s part
against men and doctrines of this type. “Maranatha”
cannot be explained on a basis of this kind. Other

fanciful reasons as to why Paul writes in Aramaic in
this connection merit no consideration.

First Corinthians 16:22-24
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The gospel began in Aramaic in Jerusalem and then
reached out into the Greek world. Certain Aramaic
terms like amen, hosanna, Abba-Father were trans-

ported across the line of language. “Maranatha” appears in the Eucharistic prayer in the Didache, 10, 6.

We need not surmise that this expression was formally
established in a liturgy in Asia Minor or in Europe.
Paul speaks Aramaic as his native tongue—that is

enough. The two words are a set expression and thus
readily come to his mind. A deep solemnity attaches to
them, which exactly reﬂects the deep emotions that are
ﬁlling Paul’s heart at this moment. Thus these words

ﬂow into his pen.
23) Paul’s emotion has had its expression. He
now adds the words of blessing in his customary way.
The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with you. The
xdpis is the unmerited favor of the Lord and all the
gifts that ﬂow from that favor. To the sinner this
grace extends unmerited pardon, and all of us still
sin daily. We ask for this pardoning grace every
time we pray the Lord’s Prayer. But every other

gift that we receive from the Lord likewise ﬂows
from this grace “without any merit or worthiness
on our part,” Luther. The source of this grace is
“the Lord Jesus Christ,” who is named according to
his person (Jesus), his work (Christ), and his saving
relation to us (Lord).

24)

This letter is peculiar because Paul adds

another word after the formal benediction which
assures the Corinthians of his love to them. My love
with you all in Christ Jesus! The statement utters

a fact; if we supply anything, it must be “is.”
Throughout this letter there runs the note of “love,”
dyd-n-q, which the Corinthians were in danger of forgetting. The immortal thirteenth chapter, which
actually pictures this love, is part of this letter. This
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description of love belongs here if anywhere in the
apostolic letters. Now Paul does not merely write
about love, he exercises it to the full. Hence this
ﬁnal assurance.
The apostle’s great heart swells once more. Whatever other emotions he has shown in writing this letter, love is the deepest, richest of them all. And it embraces all the Corinthians, those who distress his heart
as well as those who delight his heart. Back of every
one of his admonitions to them stands his heart of
love. The last word is and must be “Christ Jesus.”
He and he alone is the sphere in which Paul’s love lives,
moves, and has its being. Into that sphere of love Paul,
like a magnet, draws all who come into contact with
him. The “amen” has been added by a later hand.
Blessed are they who by faith possess the grace
of the Lord Jesus Christ and are one with Paul in the
love that binds him and them together in Christ Jesus.
Soli Deo Gloria
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INTRODUCTION
One fact in regard to Second Corinthians must
be strongly emphasized at the very beginning: all,
literally all textual evidence proves this letter a
unit. No abbreviated text has ever been discovered
that might raise a question on this score, and no text
that showed an omission or omiSsions has ever been
found. This fact alone stands as a bulwark against the
hypotheses of our day.

With regard to Romans this is not the case. We
have a textual question regarding the last two chapters,
regarding the doxology, Rom. 16 :25—27, regarding 16:
24. This question is not at all serious, it is easily answered, although it cannot be solved so that all of the
forms of the text as it is extant are explained. The
facts in regard to the text of Second Corinthians are
the opposite, there is no abbreviation, no excision whatever. That fact stands, its signiﬁcance is plain.
This epistle has three parts, and they have always
been recognized as such: Chapters 1 to 7; 8 and 9;
10 to 13. “Tradition makes the epistle a unit. . . . In
spirit the reader follows Paul from Ephesus through
Troas to Macedonia (1 to 7) ; then he lingers with him
for a moment in the churches of Macedonia (8 and 9) ;
ﬁnally, he is led to the consideration of conditions in
the church at Corinth from the point of view of Paul’s
coming visit there. The three sections of the letter treat
respectively, the immediate past with its misunderstandings and explanations, the present with its practical problems, and the near future with its anxieties.”
Zahn, Introduction 312. It is the distinctness with
which these parts stand out that gave rise to the avalanche of hypotheses, which has now exhausted about
every possibility.
(795)
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In 1776 Semler hit upon the idea that the last four
chapters were not an integral part of Second Corinthians. The various hypotheses were, however, not
seriously advanced until much later. Criticism of the
letter has run this course: chapters 10-13 are not a
part of Second Corinthians, are not ,even Pauline;
chapters 8 and 9 cannot belong together, chapter 9
was not a part of the letter, chapter 8 likewise; then

6:14 to 7:1 were, regarded as an interpolation and
then as not coming from a writing of‘Paul’s; ﬁnally the

whole letter is turned into a mosaic and made a late
compilation, in other words, we ﬁnally have no letter
left to be interpreted!
It is, however, not a textual question which furnishes the basis for these hypotheses; itis the relation

of Second to First Corinthians, the time intervening
between the two and the events that occurred during
that time. Three occurrences are postulated, one of

which is a fact, namely that Paul was going to Corinth
for the third time when he wrote Second Corinthians
(12:14; 13:1). The hypotheses place the second visit
between First and Second Corinthians and make the

interval between the two visits six months or extend
it to a year and six months. Then a new case is developed: II Cor. 2: 1-11 no longer deals with the case of
incest mentioned in I Cor. 5 but is made a case of
meanest insult oifered to Paul or to Paul through Timothy. This insult occurred while Paul was in Corinth
on his brief second visit. Thirdly, an additional letter,

which was written to the Corinthians by Paul, is
postulated, and this letter is found in II Cor. 10 to 13.
Here there is room for hypotheses, the room is even
enlarged by other suppositions and possibilities.
The movements of Timothy and of Titus are introduced: Timothy, who was sent to Corinth by Paul before Paul wrote First Corinthians, .didror did not, get
to Corinth, or got there ahead of this letter and left
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again before it arrived or after it was received. What
Timothy reported to Paul is thus made hypothetical.
The same is true with regard to Titus; what he reported to Paul when he returned to Paul in Macedonia

is also hypothetical. Did or did not further news from
Corinth reach Paul while he was writing Second Co-

rinthians?
The whole is capped by additional hypotheses to
the effect that Paul’s theology underwent a decided
change: he advanced from his Jewish theologumena

to Hellenistic philosophoumena. He gave up the expectation of witnessing the Parousia during his life-

time. He gave up his earlier teaching, the dreary
state between death and the ﬁnal resurrection; he
dropped the idea of a. ﬁnal resurrection of the body.
He turned from the Pharisaic to a Hellenistic eschatology; did this on the strength of his Christ-mysticism

and his Pneuma—doctrine and in consequence of the
mortal danger through which he had recently passed
(II Cor. 1 :8; 5 :1-8). A totally new Paul emerges.

We might note still other contributions to this
critical structure. A consensus criticus has been established, which means that the critics have proven their

contentions. Zahn quietly calls this a consensus criticomm, namely a consensus of only these critics. It is
not even that, for theirs is not a consensus, it is a discordant dissensus. Each critic has his own hypothesis.
While each applauds that of the other, yet by setting
up his new hypothesis each really upsets those of the
rest. They destroy each other to a large extent, and
those who are living at any one time expect to be answered by others who are yet to arise. The possibilities

have, however, been practically exhausted. It is now
rather difﬁcult to ﬁnd a new “problem” which may
be made the basis of a new hypothesis.

This is regarded as the “historical” method of
interpretation in contrast with the old, superseded
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“unhistorical” method. The historical method is
undoubtedly the correct one to follow; it is an
advance on every method that disregards the historical setting of any' ancient piece of writing. But
it is not historical when it loses the genuine historical
facts and substitutes hypothetical, i. e., imagined
facts. It is not historical when it ﬁlls in silences and
blanks which no man can at this late date ﬁll with data.
It is dishonest when it alters, shifts, manipulates, or
denies the still available historical facts in order to
make room for hypotheses.
Natural science has learned, in part at least, to use
hypotheses in a fruitful way. Guesses are made where
no data are as yet at hand, but guesses for which later
research and discovery may ﬁnd the data, which may
then make some guess a certainty or junk it as being false. But in the case of Second Corinthians the
discovery of such data is practically excluded. We
have what we have, and we shall never have more, or
at best very little more. So to operate with hypotheses
means to end with nothing but hypotheses. Instead of
being a means to an end, as is the case in the natural
sciences, the hypotheses themselves constitute the end.
The “historical” method thus often turns out to be
the method of the novelist and romancer. The con-

sensus criticus becomes a paper house. The more hypotheses are needed to support a hypothesis, the ﬁimsier
the structure becomes. It is generally a work of supererogation to refute them. Nothing can ever be proved

by an array of unveriﬁable hypotheses. Are these
critics operating in the scientiﬁc, scholarly way? Is
their attitude justiﬁed when they deny scientiﬁc and
scholarly standing to those who dissent from their
consensus criticus and work without hypotheses? We
answer with a challenging “no.” It is unscientiﬁc, un-

scholarly to build up hypotheses to ﬁll in gaps of history
for which no hope of securing further factual data
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exists, no matter how much detailed learning one may

possess for doing this thing.
Pardon the excursus; consider the provocation.

Something to this effect, if it were said oftener, would
check the jungle growths of Biblical interpretation
and would plant more orchards with fruit-bearing

trees. Sober historical exegesis of Second Corinthians,
as of the other sacred writings, has produced the richest results for the church. Into this inheritance we
propose to enter.

None of the blanks regarding the history are serious.

None affect our understanding of this Second

Epistle to the Corinthians. We know much about the
conditions that were existing in Corinth when about
Easter of 57 Paul wrote First Corinthians while he
was laboring in Ephesus. The second visit which Paul
made to Corinth was quite brief -—all that we know
about it is found in the brief references in 12:14, and
13 :1 —- and must be placed somewhere during the three
years of Paul’s labors in Ephesus. We do not know
how long before the writing of First Corinthians it took
place. Paul apparently went by ship directly from
Ephesus to Corinth, hence not during the winter of
56-57 but before this time. The chief point is that the
details of this visit are wholly immaterial for Second
Corinthians and its historical interpretation. Paul says
that he made such a visit, that is all. If he had said
nothing whatever about it, we should understand Sec«
ond Corinthians just as well. To place this visit into
the six months that intervened between First and Second Corinthians, to speak of insult to Paul, physical
illness and mental ineﬂ‘iciency, bitter defeat and then
helpless departure, opens the way for further hypotheses. To extend the interval of six months between
First and Second Corinthians into eighteen months is
another hypothesis which would make room for a visit
by Paul between First and Second Corinthians, since it
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is impossible to ﬁnd a place for it during these six
months. Six months is too short a time because Paul
starts about Pentecost, sends Titus to Corinth, and expects his return at Troas.
Before First Corinthians was written, Paul had
sent Timothy by land with instructions for the
churches en route and with orders to go to Corinth.
In I Cor. 16:10, etc., he informs the Corinthians re-

garding Timothy’s coming. He expects Timothy to arrive after his letter has arrived but asks that he be
allowed to return to Paul promptly. We have no reason

to suppose that this program was not carried out. It
is unlikely that Timothy for some reason turned back
before he reached Corinth, for his orders were to go
as far as Corinth. It is equally unlikely that he did
not ﬁnd First Corinthians when he got to Corinth and
then, as directed in I Cor. 16:11, did not hasten back
to Paul in Ephesus. When Paul left Ephesus at Pentecost, Timothy was with him.
The information brought by Timothy regarding the
situation at Corinth induced Paul to send Titus to Corinth with instruction as to how to proceed in righting
things there and with orders to time his return so as
to meet Paul in Troas. Titus was not- sent on this
mission because he was a better man than Timothy.
Timothy was more serviceable than Titus for the business which Paul had to transact in the churches along
his route; that is all. He had, for one thing, been circumcised, Titus had not; then he had been in these
churches with Paul when they were founded during
Paul’s second missionary tour.
Titus was delayed; Paul, anxious because of the
delay, fearing the worst, and thinking that conditions
in Corinth had detained Titus, went on from Troas
into Macedonia, and there Titus met him. Paul was
overjoyed because of the many good things which Titus

reported although some things Were still bad enough.
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Paul promptly and wisely sent Titus back with Second Corinthians. He instructed him to proceed with
the righting of matters and also with expediting the
great collection. Paul expected to arrive in Corinth
two or three months later, evidently because he still

had much to do en route and felt assured also that a
little longer time would be good for Corinth while
Titus was there to direct matters.
This explains why Titus alone is mentioned as the
source of Paul’s information. Timothy himself is joint
author of the epistle (II Cor. 1:1). Being such, any
information that he had brought to Paul was utilized
in this joint letter and could not be especially labelled
as having been contributed by Timothy. Only if Paul

had written under his own name alone would one have
the right to expect special references to information
which he had secured from Timothy. Titus could not
be made joint author with Paul and with Timothy because he was to hurry back with the epistle. The
propriety of Timothy’s joint authorship is enhanced
when we remember that he was with Paul on his second missionary tour when the church at Corinth was
founded. Regarding Titus see 2:13; 7 :6, 13, 14; also
12:18, where we learn that a brother had accompanied
him on his mission. Regarding the return of Titus
to Corinth with the epistle see 8:6, 16, 23.
All that needs to be said with regard to chapter 2
and 7 :12 is that I Cor. 5:1—5 presents the historical
basis. A ﬂying visit to Corinth by Paul, a disgraceful
scene plus other additions such as a violent letter immediately after Paul’s return, are not in accord with
historical sense. Since Timothy had returned and had
reported to Paul before they left for Troas, etc., since
Titus had been sent on a mission to Corinth, and since

an agreement to meet Paul at Troas and to report had
been made, no ﬂying visit, no intervening letter are

likely. The brief interval of six months would also
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preclude these suppositions. When, therefore, a whole
year is added to these six months on conjectural
grounds, such an extension is unwarranted.
At what place in Macedonia Titus joined Paul cannot be determined. Consider Philippi, which is as good
as any surmise; Paul is satisﬁed to say only “Macedonia.” 0n the basis of 8 :6, 16, 23 we are certain that
Titus at once returned to Corinth with Second Corin-

‘thians and attended to the matter of the collection.
The supposition that Paul intended to conclude his
letter with chapter 9, that in some way further news
arrived from Corinth, and that Paul then added four
severe chapters is unwarranted. Paul arrived in Corinth at the end of the year, remained there for three
months (Acts 20:3), atthe end of which period he
wrote Romans, and then started on his journey for
Jerusalem with the bearers of the collection. As far
as one is able to gather from the tone of Romans and
from the mental condition of Paul which it reﬂects and
from the plans which Paul was making to work in
Spain, Paul’s two letters and his‘other eﬂ’orts had restored order, peace, and sound conditions in Corinth.
What originally led to a number of hypotheses is
the apparent diversity of the three parts of Second

Corinthians. In defending the unity of the epistle it
would be a mistake to minimize this diversity although
it would be a mistake only in a right cause. The critical
commentators call the last four chapters the Vierka—
pitelbrief and describe it as a compact “Philippic”
which they say has no place in a letter “that contains
chapters 1 to 7 or even chapters 1 to 9. Objection is
raised to the placement of chapters 8 and 9 into the
same letter between such other parts as chapters 1-7

and chapters 10-13. A letter that is composed of three
such main parts, and these in such a sequence, is regarded as an impossibility. The same reasoning is applied to 6 :14-7 :1 in order to eliminate also this section.
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This is the method applied to other writings of the
New Testament, here it is applied on a large scale.
As one reads Paul’s chapters from beginning to
end, one is not conscious of the great gulfs that are
said to exist in at least two and even in more places.

Each part and each lesser part seem to follow in natural order. The last part does not read like a Philippic

or a denunciation. The bulk of it concerns Paul himself, it is an effort to bare his life, sufferings, and the
grace vouchsafed to him in order to win the Corinthians and, as far as opponents are concerned, to warn
them that he will face them. This is not a Philippic, it

has more of the nature of an dwvoyza, a most effective
self-defense which ends with the fear of what Paul may
ﬁnd and does not want to ﬁnd (12:20, 21) on his ar—
rival and with a warning of what he may have to do
and yet does not want to do (13 :2, 10).

In part one Paul writes about his happiness because, as Titus reports, matters are clearing up in Cor-

inth, and Paul adds to this clearing up. In part two
we see Paul’s concern regarding the matter of the
collection. This is again beginning to move forward,

and Paul writes to speed it forward successfully by
sending Titus and two additional brethren for this

purpose. This leaves Paul’s arrival which is to follow two or three months later. Paul writes about it
in part three, tells of his fears, of what he does not
want to meet unless he absolutely must (chapter 13),
and, in order that the last opposition to him may be
removed, writes at length about himself in a way that
seems foolish to him yet is necessary under the circumstances. Parts one and two thus deal with what has
been accomplished, with the understanding that has

been reached, and touch what is yet to be achieved,
and part three deals with the last obstacles, the ﬁnal
opposition yet to be overcome. We thus see the unity
of the whole. The three parts appear in natural order.
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In Second Corinthians Paul bares his heart and
his life as he does in none of his other letters. This
lends a special value to the letter. Combined with this

self-revelation is the wonderful way in which Paul
reaches out to the Corinthians. He lets all the love of
his heart speak, and its language is perfection. Paul’s
psychological judgment of his readers never errs. His
arms reach out. He touches the secret springs in his
readers who certainly could not help but respond. Even
the sterner tones in the last chapter voice this compelling love. These inward things that run through the
entire letter deserve far more attention than they have
received. Other apostles may have been like this, but
none of them has left us a document which reveals this

as does this one dictated by Paul. Second Corinthians
is precious indeed.

CHAPTER I
The Greeting, 1:1, 2

“Paul and Timothy . . . to the church, etc. . . . grace
and peace!” nominatives to indicate the writers—a
dative to indicate the church to whom the letter is sent
-—nominatives to express the terms of the greeting.
This arrangement is stereotyped. It varies only slightly
from the common secular formula which has the inﬁnitive xat'puv to convey the word of greeting (James 1 :1;
Acts 15:23; 23:26). Each of the three terms may be
ampliﬁed, and the ampliﬁcation then becomes important because it is an indication of what the letter
conveys. Paul’s ampliﬁcations are invariably signiﬁcant, even his omissions are noteworthy (note the un-

modiﬁed dative in Gal. 1:2).
1) Paul, apostle of Christ Jesus through God’s
will, and Timothy, the brother, to the church of God
which is in Corinth, with all the saints who are in
whole Achaia: grace to you and peace from God,
our Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ!
In this greeting the addition to Paul’s name and
that to Timothy’s form an intentional contrast. It is,
of course, Paul who dictates the letter; he regularly

dictated his letters to a scribe. He might have called
Timothy “my fellow worker” or given him some other
designation to indicate his assistantship in the work
of the gospel. He is instead named only “the brother”
who in this capacity alone is associated with Paul in
the sending of this letter.
By calling Timothy “the brother” Paul does two
things: he places into relief the addition of his own
name “apostle of Christ Jesus,” etc., and ﬁxes the exact
(805)
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measure of responsibility for all that follows. His own
relation to the churches addressed is far more than
fraternal as will appear throughout the letter, it is
apostolic. Paul’s high and holy ofﬁce is involved directly
and completely in all that is contained in this letter.
Timothy’s ofﬁce of assistant to Paul is not so involved.
As in the case of Sosthenes mentioned in I Cor. 1:1,
whatever pertains to Timothy’s ofﬁce as assistant Paul
assumes as Timothy’s superior. Paul relieves him of
all but his fraternal responsibility for this letter. Since
brotherhood is the fundamental relation, this responsibility is by no means small; that it is greater than it
was in the case of Sosthenes in I Cor. 1:1 appears
from 1 :19 and from Timothy’s personal relation to the
Corinthians.
“Apostle” is “one sent from” a superior on a commission; he thus represents his superior, is his ambassador. The word is here used in its narrow sense as
“through God’s will” also indicates. Associates of the
apostles were called apostles in a wider sense but not
“apostles of Christ Jesus through God’s will,” for this
designation refers to their immediate call while those
assistants had only a mediate call. The genitive “of
Christ Jesus” is more than “belonging to Christ Jesus”;
it indicates origin and agency: “called and sent by
him.” “Through God’s will” =not accidentally by a
set of fortuitous circumstances, or temporarily, or
growing into this position. God’s 9:,th is his volitional
act which placed Paul into his oﬂice. See I Cor. 1:1
regarding this phrase. We note no contrast with false
apostles although we shall see that men of this type
had invaded Corinth, and that Paul takes issue with
them. It is sufﬁcient here that the Corinthians know
that Christ’s own representative is writing to them.
An additional word needs' to be said especially in
regard to this epistle. It is often thought that Paul
places his authority upon the scales, and that “apos-
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tle” intends to stress authority. This view is not borne
out by the letter. At times preachers thus expect their
mere authority to produce submission. “Apostle of
Christ Jesus” is, ﬁrst of all, written with regard to

Paul himself and expresses his own consciousness of
bearing a most heavy responsibility with regard to the
Corinthians. He writes as one who feels this weight.
It is his ﬁrst concern to discharge his own apostolic

obligation. He is accountable to Christ Jesus.
Moreover, the letter shows that his whole soul is
in his ofﬁce. We see his deep emotions throughout the
letter, this is more evident than even in Galatians.
These emotions, this deep concern for the Corinthians,
this fervent reaching out for them—it is this that
is truly apostolic. Place authority in this light and it

will appear more truly how Paul expected it to affect
the Corinthians. They were to respond, not by compulsion, but by a satisﬁed, even by an enthusiastic
following, not to say submission.
As “brother” places “apostle” into relief, so it also
does the reverse. Paul’s apostolic concern has Timothy’s brotherly concern at its side. The fact that Timothy is not called by an ofﬁcial name lets the Corinthians feel that not mere authority is dictating to them.

While Paul necessarily cannot call himself merely
“brother” lest that convey the suggestion of giving up
apostolic authority, responsibility, and obligation, his
making this “brother” the joint-writer of the letter
brings out the full fraternal appeal that is intended by
the letter. The apostle and the brother have talked
over the contents, have agreed on all of them. The
apostolic and the brotherly word blend into one. In

I Cor. 1:1 we read “Sosthenes, the brother,” exactly as
here, it is like a title of honor. Brethren will heed a
brother. We see that it is not the weight of author-

ity that Paul urges but one that is even heavier and
harder to resist.
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With this corresponds the dative: “to the church
of God which is in Corinth,” which is explained in

I Cor. 1:1. The church of God, no matter in what
locality it is found, will certainly heed the words of
one who is Christ’s apostle by God’s will. Here we
have Paul’s estimate of the Corinthians, and it indicates what their estimate of themselves ought always
to be: no less than “the church of God.” It is well that
we ponder the designation, both we who hold positions
of responsibility in this church, and we who are brethren in the assembly. In I Cor. 1:2 Paul has further
additions which deﬁne the membership of this church
of God. Now he is more succinct and leaves the two
nominatives and the dative focused fully upon each

other.
.
Regarding Timothy’s presence with Paul and his
recent visit in Corinth see the Introduction. The view
that Timothy’s last commission to Corinth was a failure is unwarranted. If that were the case, Paul would
not have invited him to join him in writing this letter.
Neither here nor elsewhere does Paul try to vindicate
or to re-establish Timothy. It has been well said that
the naming of Timothy as the co-writer is neither a
challenge to the Corinthians nor a satisfaction to him.
He had helped to found the congregation, he was con:
versant with its present situation, for he had recently
been there. The fact that he is not personally involved
in the troubles that are now subsiding is seen from
the letter itself in which he is not named save in 1:19.

Paul does not need to refer to Timothy’s recent commission since that is known to the Corinthians, and
since Timothy is now joining Paul in this letter.
This letter is intended also for “all the saints who
are in whole Achaia.” But Paul writes o-ﬁv and not mi ;

he does not address these saints in the same way in
which he addresses the Corinthian church. There has
been no trouble between Paul and these others, nor
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were they party to the trouble in Corinth. “With”
means that some things such as the matter of the
collection pertain to all the saints in the Roman province of which Corinth was the capital. All that pertains to the former diﬂiculties in Corinth and to their
settlement concerns these saints indirectly. They may
have heard or may yet get to hear about them. The troublemakers who had invaded Corinth may also try to intrude themselves elsewhere. Then, too, Paul is not
shunning publicity; the entire trouble in Corinth had
been public from the very beginning, its conclusion
should likewise be public.
"Saints” is in Acts 9:13 used already by Ananias
of Damascus as a designation for the Christians, and
this designation was current in the early days of the

church. It means “separated unto God by faith in'
Christ.” It is the sainthood of true faith that indicates
the cleansing of pardon through Christ’s blood, the
beginning of a new life in Christ, the putting away
sin more and more. This term never indicates total
sanctiﬁcation in the sense of perfectionism so that
these “saints” never sin after becoming saints (Phil.
3:12, Paul; I John 1:8-10, John).
When Paul writes “all the saints in whole Achaia”
he does not mean that only unorganized believers and

no churches existed outside of Corinth. Scattered believers may have resided in some localities, but Cenchrea had a church which employed Phoebe as a deaconess

(Rom. 16:1), Athens had a church, and although we
cannot name others because the records are so sparse,
it is only fair to believe that a good many existed. The
very phrase “in whole Achaia” demands no less. Paul
had worked on a large scale, with several assistants,
and thus covered much territory. His ﬁrst stay in
Achaia was for a period of a year and one half. We
have no right to exclude Athensfrom consideration.
Achaia is the senatorial province which was under a
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proconsul with its capital at Corinth and included Epirus, Thessaly, Middle Greece, the Peloponnesus, and

notably Euboea among the islands.
But Paul’s letter is not intended, on the one hand,
as an encyclica ‘— “with all the saints” excludes that
view; nor, on the other hand, is it the intention that

only parts of the letter (say chapters 8 and 9) are to
be communicated to the saints who live outside of
Corinth. An encyclical would be addressed equally to
all the churches; this letter is occasioned by conditions
that existed at Corinth and is intended for Corinth
and is only thus intended for the Achaians in general.
2) The words of greeting are the same as those
found in other epistles: “grace to you and peace from
God, our Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ." Xdpw=

the favor Dei as it is found in God’s heart together with
all the gifts of this favor. “Grace to you” means: May
God and the Lord give you an abundance of their undeserved gifts. EZp‘ﬁW], the Hebrew shalom, the German
Hail, denotes the condition that prevails when God is
our friend and all is well with us. The objective condition of “peace” is the essential, from this the subjective feeling and enjoyment of “peace” will ﬂow.
The former remains although the latter ﬂuctuates and
at times disappears. Paul desires both for the Corinthians and for the Achaians. The order is always
“grace and peace,” the former is the source of the latter. ,Without grace there is no peace, but with grace
peace is. certain. The grammarians supply :27, with
these nominatives, but why supply anything? The
greeting is exclamatory.
- The exalted value of these gifts is expressed by
the phrase “from God, our Father, and the Lord-Jesus
Christ.” ’Ami conveys the idea that these gifts are to
ﬂow down from God and thus involves also the thought
of origin. Since only one preposition is used with the
two objects “God, our Father,” and “the Lord Jesus
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Christ,” the two are made a unit source of grace and
peace and are placed on an equality. The Greek is so
plain that no scholar will deny these facts. How subordinationism seeks to destroy this equality of our
Father and the Lord Jesus we have noted in I Cor. 1 :3.
Both names express the revelation which these persons

have made of themselves in connection with the work
of saving us. “Our Father” = we his children through

faith in Christ Jesus; “the Lord Jesus Christ” =he
who redeemed, purchased, and won us so that by faith
we are now his own, live under him in his kingdom,
and serve him in everlasting righteousness, innocence,
and blessedness (Luther). Both terms express deity,
but deity in the blessed, soteriological sense, the sense

in which grace and peace, too, are meant.
The greeting is brief, but the terms employed are
in their combination so weighty that they constitute the
basis of the entire Biblical and Christian theology.
They were so understood when they were written and
sent and when they were received and read.
The First Part of the Epistle
Seven Chapters
Greatly Comforted and Cheered, Paul Clears away

the Last Difﬁculties and at the same Time Gloriﬁes
His Oﬂice with Its Work and Its Suffering
I.

3)

Comforted for Comforting

Blessed the God and Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ, the Father of the compassions and God
of all comforting, he who is comforting us in all our
afﬂiction so as to enable us to be comforting those
in every afﬂiction by means of the comforting with

which we ourselves are being comforted by God!
Meyer’s simple herzgewinnender Eingang (warmly
affectionate introduction)

is truer and worth more
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than all the cold grammatical and literary analyses of
this opening exclamation. The fundamental emotion
of Paul and of Timothy bares itself to the Corinthians.
It underlies the entire epistle. Other emotions ﬂow into this main stream; they only add to its volume and
make it richer. To understand and to appreciate this
letter, its spirit, its purpose, and its details, we must
enter into the feelings of the two writers; the more
we do so, the more we gain. Inorder to do this mere
intellectuality is insufﬁcient, and critical approach is
fatal. The fact that Paul felt more deeply than Timothy is certain, but the fact that Timothy shared Paul’s
emotions is equally certain. They reach out to the
hearts of their readers, and those hearts surely responded.
The very designation used with reference to God
accords with the emotion expressed. God is thrice
named in the greeting, and now he is at once again
and again and more fully named. As the letter begins,
Paul and Timothy raise their eyes and their hearts to
God and to Christ. Benediction and praise move their
pen. The readers’ hearts are carried upward. All that
follows is dictated as being in the presence of the
blessed God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the

Father of compassions and the God of comforting.
Tribulation and consolation are wound together.
The ministry always meets the former yet always ﬁnds
the latter, and the latter exceeds the former (v. 5).
The church and the saints, together and individually,
have the same experience. Yet here there is more than
a parallel and a likeness, for the ministry is to be a
channel to conduct God’s consolation to the membership
of the church in its tribulation. The second person
“you” is not at once employed, it does not occur until
v. 6. 7. Paul and Timothy minister to many others besides those in Corinth and in Achaia, hence they at
ﬁrst write in general: “so as to enable us to comfort
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those in all afﬂiction" whoever they may be. But already here the saints and the ministry are drawn together. In a moment we see the arms of the writers
embracing their readers in the divine consolation.
Here we have the ministerial and pastoral object of
the affliction and the subsequent consolation that are
experienced by the ministry of the church. God sends
both for the personal sanctiﬁcation of his ministers but
also for the purpose of enabling them more truly, more
richly, more effectively to minister unto others, for
that is their very ofﬁce. We indeed know it well:
oratio, meditatio, tentatio faciunt theologum; but when
the tentatio and its aﬁiiction come, many a. minister is
surprised and acts as though something untoward is
happening to him. This is often true also with regard
to the saints. Let us learn from Paul.
With heart lifted up he exclaims: “Blessed the
God,” etc. The verbal saxoymés is regular in such
ascriptions of praise. The grammarians feel that something should be supplied. They debate as to whether
it should be e'an’, declarative, or :11; or Em, optative
(wish) or imperative, the LXX has the former (R.
396) . Is anything needed in an exclamation? We bless,
i. e., speak well of God when we truly say what he is
and does in his attributes and his works, and no task
should be more delighﬁul to us. There is too little
contemplation of God and too little praise of him. This
entire ascription is choice in wording, the very beauty
of the expressions is intended to match the excellence
of praise here offered to God.
Thus we have the full liturgical name: “the God
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.” It names God
in connection with Christ in the fullest soteriological
way: the. God with whom our whole salvation in Christ
is bound up. This name is really a concentrated confession; it puts into this glorious name all that the
Scriptures reveal regarding our Savior-God. The dis-
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cussions of the commentators regarding the point as
to whether Paul intends to say that God is only the
Father of our Lord Jesus or also his God generally
lose the main import just expressed.
The A. V. translates here and in Rom. 15 :6: “God,
even the Father,” etc., and in II Cor. 11:31; Eph. 1 :3;
I Pet. 1 :3: “the God and Father,” etc.; the R. V. translates all these passages in the same way. The plea that
we may translate in either way is a Gamaliel's counsel
of indecision; Paul had only one thought in mind. The
remark that “Paul was not conscious of creating a
peculiar Christological dictum” is misleading. This
designation was standard in the church, Paul is not
creating it. When it was ﬁrst used, this was done
consciously.
The Greek has one article: “the God and Father,”
this is its regular way of joining two concepts into a

unity; thus the genitive “of our Lord” naturally belongs to this unity, to God as much as to Father. Even
when no unity is intended, when the article is used with
each noun, a following genitive may belong to both
nouns if the sense permits. The remark that “blessed
be God” is a Semitic formula that is complete and needs
no genitive, and that “Father” is incomplete and needs
a genitive, is specious. Both may be used alone, both,
too, with genitives; see both with one article and no
addition in I Cor. 15:24. To assert that because in
I Cor. 15 :24, and in Eph. 5:20 no genitive follows, and
that when a genitive is added it belongs only to the

second noun, is unwarranted.
Jesus himself calls God his God in Matt. 27 :46;
John 20:17. Eph. 1:17 says in so many words: “the
God of our Lord Jesus Christ." For Jesus in his human
nature God is his God, and for Jesus in his deity God
is his Father; his God since the incarnation, his Father
from all eternity. But let us not fail to note “our
Lord,” which connects us with Christ and through him
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with God. “Lord” is again wholly soteriological: he
who purchased and won us, to whom we belong as our
Savior-King.

“The God and Father” is repeated chiastically in
the apposition: “the Father and God,” and again with
a unifying article although each noun now has a gen-

itive. He is ﬁrst designated from the viewpoint of our
Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ; next from the viewpoint

of his feeling and his action toward the saved. This
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ is “the
Father of the compassions and God of all comforting.”
We at once see that the genitives cannot be exclusive
as though as Father and not as God the compassions
belong to him, and as God and not as Father the comforting; for the compassions produce the comforting,
neither is ever without the other. This shows still more

that “our Lord” belongs to “the God and Father.” He
is compassionate and active in comforting us through
our Lord Jesus Christ. The two great designations are
bound closely together.
“The Father of the compassions” (or “pities”) recalls Ps. 103 :13: “Like as a father pitieth his children,

so the Lord pitieth them that fear him.” OZKTLp'uoz is
an idiomatic plural and may be rendered with our
singular “compassion,” the tender feeling of pity for
those in distress. The article points to all of the pity
in the Father. The word itself, although it is plural,
does not refer to acts. The acts are expressed by the
second genitive, “all comforting,” “all” expressing
totality.

Hapdxxym and the verb wapuxaAém may mean admonition, encouragement, or consolation according to the
context; here the last is referred to because the refer-

ence is to affliction.

The genitives are sometimes

thought to be identical, but one has the feeling of pity

(genitive of possession) and puts forth an action like
comforting (effective genitive).

In “the Father of
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pity” we have tenderness; while in “God of comforting” we have effectiveness, the comfort is divine. It
has been noted that Paul’s expressions are not so much
doctrinal in describing God as due to actual recent experience (v. 7-11).
4) Still more must be said as the second apposition
makes plain. This description of God pertains to the
writers and to the readers of this epistle. God is praised
on behalf of all of them. As Paul and Timothy are
needing God’s pity and comfort, so also are the Corinthians. As the troubles in Corinth were an afﬂiction
for Paul and for Timothy, so those troubles are viewed
by the writers as an afﬂiction also for the Corinthians.
For all concerned God is providing help and comfort.
Paul and Timothy are ministers, Paul is even an apostle; hence God is using also them and enabling them to
transmit his comfort to the Corinthians and to any
others in every kind of afﬂiction. In a beautiful way,
in order thereby to praise God the more, Paul weaves
together wapdlckqa'ts‘ and the verb forms of mpaxaxe'w and
uses these words no less than ten times. The whole
opening paragraph is thus made to ring with comfort
—comfort—comfort, all in praise of God.
‘0 “,2“an "A" the substantivized present participle, is appositional and like another noun:

“the

One comforting,” etc., or “he who is comforting,” etc.
The tense is durative: “engaged in comforting,” we
may say, “always comforting.” And “us" refers to
Paul and Timothy. Much of the discussion regarding
“I” and “we” in this epistle is untenable as we shall
ﬁnd. “I” always designates Paul in distinction from'
Timothy, and “we” is never the editorial or majestic
plural to designate Paul alone. It should be recognized
that no competent writer would refer to himself with
“I” and then with “we.”
Timothy shared the afﬂiction with Paul. Here Paul
uses ('11,, the comforting comes “upon the afﬂiction";
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then he uses Ev, “in the aﬁliction.” The Greek word
means “distress” that is caused by painful pressure,
and the comforting consists in the help that removes
that pressure so that one breathes again or so that
one is able to bear the distress without fainting. The

article is added: £er «do-g rﬁ OM50“ ﬁpav, but not only because speciﬁc distress is referred to (R. 772), but also
because ﬁpov is added and makes the reference speciﬁc;
iv mic-g 6M¢a=“in every distress” in general. “Our
whole distress” that has come upon us; then “every
distress” that may come upon those whom we are to
comfort.
The two are tied together: Paul and Timothy are
comforted in distress “so as to enable us to be comforting those in every aﬂ‘liction by means of the comforting with which we ourselves are being comforted
by God." Eis- 1'6 with the inﬁnitive expresses purpose,
intended result, or actual result. Any one of these three
would serve here although some prefer purpose. “Those

in afﬂiction" is general and extends beyond the Corinthians, for Paul and Timothy had extensive ﬁelds
of labor; yet the readers are included, and they will be
mentioned presently.
God’s comforting of Paul and of Timothy did more
than to help them; it enabled them to comfort others
“by means of the comforting with which we ourselves
are being comforted by God” (17: is attracted from the
accusative of the cognate object, R. 716; some think of

the dative). “By God” brings out the idea that all of
the comforting is done only by him; Paul and Timothy
are only God’s instruments through whom he comforts
others who are in distress.
Some commentators refer to pagans and Jews in
this connection. Seneca and Cicero are introduced who
state that only he can help others who has experienced
the same need, and Philo is cited to the same effect that
when the ﬁrst-born in Egypt were slain, none could
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comfort the others because everyone had the ﬁrst-born
dead in his house. But what comfort has a pagan or
a Jew to oﬁ‘er, who has been in distress and speaks to
another who is in similar distress? He had no true
comfort; how can he then point another to true comfort?
We see the vast gulf between Paul and Timothy and

all others. They have the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the Father of the compassion and God
of all comforting, are comforted by him, and are enabled to comfort others by bringing them God and his
comfort. What can a pagan or a Jew bring? Only
what they had in their distress—nothing! This is a
text for a funeral, it points to the full, open fountain

of Christian comfort, Deus Consolator. Let the
preacher contrast him with the emptiness of all other
comforters and the sham comforts they offer. How
this will draw poor sinners who seek comfort and ﬁnd
only husks elsewhere!
Some say that Paul here oﬁ'ers himself as the
“mediator.” His suffering is made vicarious. He is
said to stand for others “in Christ’s stead.” The comfort is mediated by him to others. He is the “apostolicpneumatic” leader who superabounds in the experience of God and in possession of the Spirit. But these
comments are farfetched. Aui expresses means, but this
means is not the mediator Paul; it is the comforting
act, the agent of which is carefully expressed by 151:6,
the regular preposition to indicate the agent, and he is

“God.” God does all the comforting. As he did so in
the case of Paul and Timothy, he also does in the case
of the others in all their distress. He uses his ministers
for this as he uses them for preaching, teaching, etc.,

and in no other way.
5) When an is translated “because” and v. 5 is
regarded as the reason for v. 4, diﬂiculty arises, and
one can understand why v. 5 has been considered super-
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ﬂuous, a mere sidethought, and the like. We put the
break in thought, not after v. 5, but after v. 4 and

read together v. 5-7 so that an becomes the consecutivum (R. 1001) : “seeing that.” Then the exclamation

of praise voiced in v. 3, 4 will be “in View of” (En) v.
5-7, not as proving it by a reason (there really is
none), but as pointing still further to the result of
God’s blessed comforting, namely in particular the

result for “you,” the readers of the epistle. Thus v.
3-7 become a unit, a closely knit paragraph.
We adopt the text followed by the R. V. in preference to that used by the A. V.: seeing that as the
sufferings of Christ abound for us, so through Christ
also our comforting abounds; besides (8E), whether
we are afﬂicted, (it is) for your comforting and salvation; whether we are comforted (it is) for your
comforting, that which works in endurance of the
same sufferings which we, too, are suffering. And
this hope of ours is ﬁrm for you, we seeing that as
you are partakers of the sufferings, so also of the
comforting.
The stress is on Kai: as the sufferings, so also the
comforting; secondly on “through Christ.” The fact
that “the sufferings abound” has already been stated

in v. 4 where the expression “all our afﬂiction” was
used ; and the fact that “the comforting abounds” has

likewise been indicated in the expression “God comforting us in all our afﬂiction,” he, the “God of all
comforting.” What is new is that in the very nature
of our relation to Christ the comforting corresponds
to the suffering. It is a case of “even as—so also”;
and the connecting link which makes the two agree is
Christ. We see why God who does this comforting is
so effectively called “the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ” (v. 3). He comforts us “through Christ,” Sui.

= he being the Mediator in all this comforting. “For
us” and “our" = Paul and Timothy; in “our comfort-
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ing” note that “our” is the objective genitive: the comforting that comforts “us.”
This correspondence of the sufferings that come
“for us" and of the comforting extended to us is due
to the fact that both the suﬁerings and the comforting
are connected with Christ. “Of Christ” and “through
Christ” are placed chiastically and match. As to the
comforting, that is mediated (Sui) by Christ, mediated
by all that he has done as “Christ.” Our comfort and
our passion hymns constantly dwell on' this mediation;
the church has produced no better commentary. M.
Loy sings, Amenican Lutheran H31li (277):
“The way of life is by the cross,
The glowing ﬁres along,
Which serve to purge away the dross
And make the spirit strong.
"To me, 0 Lord, Thy grace impart
Each trial to abide.
And ever let my fainting heart
Find refuge at Thy side.”

Bernard of Clairvaux (417) :
“Ah, let me grasp those hands,
That we may never part,
And let the power of their blood
Sustain my fainting heart.”

Add Paul Gerhardt, from whom many a line might be
quoted (383):
“Be Thou my consolation
And, when I die, my shield;
Let me behold Thy passion
When I my breath must yield.
Mine eyes, to Thee uplifted,

Upon Thy cross shall dwell,
My heart by faith enfold Thee:

Who dieth thus dies well."
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But all our tribulation is also connected with
Christ in such a manner that Paul calls it “the sufferings of Christ.” In what sense the genitive is to be
understood Jesus himself explains in John 15 :18-21,
especially in the statement: “All these things will they
do unto you for my name’s sake.” Haaq'pa'm. (generally
plural) has a passive sense, Leiden, injuries inﬂicted
upon us. The genitive may be regarded as subjective:
the sufferings which Christ endured. These same sufferings, Paul says, now “abound for us” (Paul and
Timothy). The thought is not that in glory Christ
continues to suﬁer these sufferings, but that his original sufferings which, as far as his suffering is concerned, were completed at the time of his death continue after a fashion in those who are connected with

him. The very same hatred that killed him on the cross
now hurts his believers who are one with him by faith
in his name. This thought explains such passages as
Matt. 20:22, 23; Rom. 8:17; Gal. 6:17; Phil. 3:10;
Col. 1:24; Heb. 13:13; I Pet. 4:13.
Deissmann mentions a “mystical genitive," and others speak about Christ’s still suffering because of his
mystical union with us by referring to some of the
passages quoted and adding those which speak of us
as his body, members of his body, (I Cor. 12 :12; 6 :15;
Acts 9:4, 5). In I Cor. 12:21 the head is not Christ
but one of the members, and in v. 26 all the members
suﬂer, and yet v. 27 does not intimate that Christ suffers. In the unio mystica. Christ is never identiﬁed with
us, his spiritual body; we are not: Christ, nor is
Christ=we. There is only a unto. So the human
nature of Christ does not=the divine, nor is the reverse true; yet there was a unto of the two. As to
Acts 9:4, 5, it is plain that the gloriﬁed Christ was
persecuted in the Christians, and that nothing is said
to the eﬂfect that Christ was still undergoing pain.
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Some also state that this mysticism follows the
Hellenistic mystery cults, for instance, the expressions
used by the Attis and the Osiris mystics. The suffering
god is identiﬁed with his devotee mystics. More than

this, what the god is to the mystic, the mystic is to his
fellow. “As Christ bore our sins, we hear his diseases
and sufferings; he has by no means taken them from

us, on the contrary, he loads on us what he still has to
bear and lets us suffer with him.” “Also he (Paul) is
for his own a ‘preceder,’ an ‘Attis,’ a ‘Christ,’ at least

the mediator of the saving operations of Christ.” Paul
has borrowed from the pagans!
Some of these exegetes point to a Jewish apocalyptic
source. But the Jewish apocalyptic “birth pains of the

Messiah” do not match the 0M¢m and the waoﬁpam of
Christ as Paul speaks about them. For the ungodly
those “birth pains” were a penalty; these exegetes say
they were this also for the godly, and the Messiah
comes only after these pains have been completed. So
it is said that Paul modiﬁed the idea but kept the main
point: insofar as the 1ra9y'para of Christ represent the
sufferings of the last times and thus precede the Pa-

rousia and furnish assurance for the reception into the
Messianic eon, the Jewish idea is preserved. But Paul
was a Christian.
'

6) From the third person: “those in all afﬂiction”
(v. 4), Paul passes quietly to the second and to the
direct address with the two genitives “your.” Aé is

not adversative but continuative: “besides,” “moreover”; and the addition to the abundance of the sufferings and of the comforting through Christ (v. 5) is
that both are experienced by Paul and by Timothy im’p
—z‘m’p, “in behalf of" the Corinthians and the Achaians.‘ Paul is faulted because he divides the affliction
and the comforting: “whether—whether.” The fact
is that the afﬂiction and the comforting are purposely
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divided from the beginning (v. 4) and remain so, and
each is spoken of with reference to the other. Both are
made to stand out.
Conditions of reality are used; we do not translate
with English subjunctives as our versions do. Paul
and Timothy are afﬂicted, are comforted, and in these

clauses they speak thus regarding both experiences.
The idea of substitution should not be inserted into
the two {me’p phrases; yet this is done by some. Only
in certain connections does this preposition convey the
idea of substitution, namely when an act must be “in-

stead of” in order to be “for.” In the apodosis we
supply “it is,” which the Greek does not need. Already
the fact that Paul and Timothy bear afﬂiction is “for
your comforting and salvation,” the two are regarded
as a unit because of the one article (R. 782) ; compare
the designations for God in v. 2, 3.

Salvation is here not to be taken in the restricted
sense of deliverance from afﬂictions but in the regular
sense of being saved from sin, death, and damnation.
It is lacking in the next “for” phrase, for the ﬁrst

phrase is objective: the comforting and the salvation
which God- works; the second is subjective: the comforting which works in endurance, in perseverance in

us so that we hold out amid afﬂictions and in this way
reach the goal, ﬁnal salvation. Both of these purposes
and these effects start with the divine comforting hence

both phrases begin: {mEp n7; {mam wapaKAﬁa’ems; then, however, they diverge, the one to the ﬁnal effect “salva-

tion,” the other to the means in us, our “endurance of
the same sufferings which ((511 attracted from E) we,
too, are suffering.”
What the readers see in Paul and in Timothy, how
much they must bear in their work of spreading the
gospel, is to beneﬁt these readers, is to be “for your
comforting and salvation” as showing them “that we
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must through much tribulation (8d won'v swam, the
noun that is derived from the very verb used here)
enter into the kingdom of God,” i. e., ﬁnal salvation,
Acts 14 :22. It is always so. If the leaders would have
an easy life, one that is free from afﬂiction, what would

the general membership think when it ﬁnds itself in
much afﬂiction? But when it sees how the Lord burdens
the leaders with the greatest aﬂliction, that very fact
is comforting to the members and aids their salvation
when they, too, feel aﬁiiction. So Christ himself attained the crown through the cross. Again and again
he marked out the same path for his apostles and also
for all his true followers. It is unwarranted to fault
Paul for dividing, for speaking ﬁrst about the purpose
of his afﬂictions in regard to his readers.
Naturally and necessarily the other side is now
added. Paul and Timothy are comforted, in fact, this
epistle starts with the strongest praise to God for this
comforting (v. 3, 4) and is throughout written from
the viewpoint of the full experience of God’s comforting. When it is witnessed by their readers it is and
will be “for your comforting (namely that comforting) which works in endurance of the same sufferings
which we, too, are suffering.” To see Paul and Timothy
comforted will surely help their readers the better to
endure the same kind of suffering. It is always so:
the comfort seen in the leaders, the assurance, faith,
and joy with which they endure are of great beneﬁt to

the members for making them hold out in the same
kind of suffering.
Paul does not say that the comforting works endurance but works “in endurance.” That point is worth
noting, for the phrase implies that the readers are already “in” this endurance, and that the divine comforting operates in it by strengthening and increasing it.
‘onpow; = the remaining under, brave, steady holding

out, perseverance. The sufferings must, of course, be
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such as can be called “the sufferings of Christ” (v. 5).
Read I Pet. 2:19-23 and note that being buffeted for

our faults is a quite different matter.
The thought and the wording are above criticism.
As the double statement begins with “we are afﬂicted,”
so it ends with “we are suﬁ'ering,” and between the
beginning and the end all the comforting and its beneﬁt
are mentioned. Still ﬁner is the chiastic thought: suffering — salvation; then comforting — in endurance
of suffering. Moreover, this chiasm is not artiﬁcial;
it reproduces the facts as they are.

We need not ask about afﬂiction and sufferings
among the Corinthians and the Achaians. They were
certainly no exception when they were compared with
other Christians. The only question is whether Paul
refersvto griefs that were caused him by the Corinthians and then also to griefs of the Corinthians, both
such as unruly and misled brethren caused the faithful
brethren in Corinth and such as Paul had to cause
by correcting them. We may remember how much
Jesus had to endure from the Twelve. Think of the
pain which Philip caused him (John 14:8, 9), of
Peter’s frequent rashness which was so trying to Jesus,
of Peter’s denial, of Judas. Many a rebuke had to be
spoken by Jesus’ lips. These things are in a way constantly repeated. The injuries inﬂicted by those who
are outside are less painful than the injuries inﬂicted
by those who are inside.
7) In typical Pauline fashion the two chiastic
lines of thought are now brought to their unity in the
hope of Paul and of Timothy for their readers. The
advance is not from inropové to ante. The article is practically demonstrative: “this hope of ours for you.”
It is “ﬁrm” as it has ever been. Why so ﬁrm? Because
back of it is “the Father of the compassions and God
of all comforting.” It thus rests on the knowledge
“that as you are partakers (the adjective used as a
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noun) of the sufferings, so also of the comforting."
These two merge into one. The duality unfolded in
v. 4 and already there in‘ a measure woven together,
now comes to its unity.
'
We ﬁnd no' anacoluthon in twins since “our” precedes; even grammatically all is in smooth order, and
no apology is in place. In order to be really ﬁrm hope
must rest on knowledge. Some think that this knowledge is the information that was brought from Corinth by Titus. “This hope of ours” has a more solid

basis. It was in the heart of Paul and of Timothy before Titus arrived; it was only conﬁrmed by his good
report. If Titus had brought bad news, he who wrote:
“Love hopeth all things” (I Cor. 13:7), would still
have hoped on and in this hope have worked for Corinth. Paul and Timothy knew how the suﬁerings and
the comforting go together, as in their case so also in
the case of the Corinthians, in the experiences through
which they were passing. The two genitives are objective.
II.

Deliverance and Thanksgiving

8) A recent deliverance from mortal danger still
ﬁlls the writers’ hearts with its effects, and these‘help
to explain to the readers with what feelings this epistle
is being written. This paragraph is thus still introductory and secondary to v. 3-7. “For” = that you may
the more understand our feelings.
For we do not want you to be ignorant, brethren,
concerning the distress of ours which occurred in

Asia, that we became weighted down exceedingly
beyond ability so that we got to despair even of living on; yen, we ourselves have had the verdict of
death within our own selves in order that we may not
get to placing conﬁdence on our own selves but on
the God who raises up the dead: he who did deliver
us out of so great a death and will deliver us, in
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whom we have been hoping (ever since) that he will
also still deliver us: you also joining in help in our

behalf with petition in order that, as (coming) from
many persons, the gracious gift (obtained) for us
by means of many may get to receive thanks on our

behalf.
All of the key words are repeated: “death” twice,
the verb “deliver” three times, “many” twice, “in our

behalf" twice. The deliverance thus looms above all
else. The story itself is not told, for not its details but
the divine purpose apparent in it is the main point to-

gether with the cooperation of the readers in this purpose. Something that was almost fatal had recently

happened to Paul and to Timothy while they were still
in the Roman province of Asia; they had resigned

themselves to death; God had practically raised them
from the dead. His purpose in doing so is all too plain.
Too many of the readers cannot join in fervent thanks

on behalf of the two who were brought from the gates
of death.
“We do not want you to be ignorant” is a kind of

litotes for “we want you to be informed.” “Brethren”
reaches out to the readers and counts on their concern.
Here they have a sample of what Paul and his assistants must at times undergo. Here was a 0mm, “pres-

sure” indeed, actual mortal “distress.” The same word
has been used three times before (once as a verb) together with its synonyms. Here, too, is a sample of
deliverance and of the comfort and the sure hope which
it yields. Some of the tenses show how vividly the
memory of it remains in the writers. They had just
recently come out of the province of Asia via Troas.
When Paul writes “Asia,” we are left without a
clue as to the city. Some think of Ephesus and the
tumult incited by Demetrius before Paul left. Aside
from other features that fail to ﬁt, this takes us back
several months, and Paul is writing about something
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recent. Some mention Troas but do not note that it
lay neither in the province of Asia nor in that of Mysia
but was an independent city. Paul’s vagueness is also
thought to be due to the fact that the readers, at least
the Corinthians, knew; but this, too, is unsatisfactory,
for “we do not want you to remain ignorant" (present
inﬁnitive) means that this is the ﬁrst information

which they are receiving. Titus had not known until
he reached Paul and Timothy; Titus would give the
details to the Corinthians.
Let us confess that all that we know is what is
written here. Many guesses have been made; we shall

not even list them. The 51:. clause is appositional to “the
distress of ours" and states in what this distress consisted. @Ahpi: = pressure, and this was so intense “that
we became weighted down exceedingly beyond abil-

ity.” The aorist is ingressive, and this verb is always
passive in the New Testament. The pressure got to be
such a weight that Paul and Timothy crumbled under
it. It was Ka0' {ﬁrepﬂokrim hyperbolica], excessive, actually
fmép Simpw, “beyond ability,” and we should remember
that at least Paul’s ability was not small. When he gave
up hope, his case was grave indeed. The result clause
states outright: “so that we got to despair (again in-

gressive) even of living on” (1'05 with the inﬁnitive
after verbs that take the genitive, B.-D. 400, 3; R. 996
calls this an ablative). We venture only one assertion
here: this was not a court trial, for “even of living
on” suggests an entirely different kind of mortal dan-

ger. Paul and Timothy had resigned themselves to
death.

The question has been raised regarding the force
of “we” in this paragraph. Does Paul refer only to
himself, only to himself and to Timothy, or are others
included, his entire party? He generally traveled with
several companions. The exegetical answer is that
Paul and Timothy are speaking for themselves. If
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others were involved, these two speak only about themselves.
9) ‘W is not “but" (A. V., commentators), it
only carries the story on (R. 1186), it is the nonadversative or continuative use of this word: “yea” (R. V.).
With vivid recollection the perfect tense states what
happened and is still present to the mind. R. 896, etc.,
calls it the dramatic perfect; John loves it and uses
it frequently. “We ourselves have had the verdict of
death within our own selves” and still feel this dire experience. Some debate as to whether e’axﬁmpn may,
perhaps, have the force of an aorist and be like the
preceding aorists; there is no need for such a view
when the use of the perfect is understood.
To dwdxptna 1'05 aava’rov is a technical juridical term:
“the death sentence” (A. V.) and not “the answer of
death” (R. V.) ; see B.-P. 146; M.-M. 64; C.-K. 633 is
less good. Here again the wording, although it is
juridical, points us away from a court trial. They
themselves in their own selves have had the death
sentence = they themselves pronounced it in their own
hearts. In this way they despaired of living on. They

were staring death in the face as men do on whom the
death penalty has been pronounced, a penalty that is to
be executed forthwith; for in those days it followed
immediately as it did in Jesus’ case. They had come
that close to death.
Paul is not telling how low they were brought in
order to excite his readers with the tale or to arouse
their sympathy but from this his recent experience to
show them the great purpose which God had in letting
him and Timothy despair of living on, in letting them
tell themselves that their end had come. It was “in
order that we may not get to placing conﬁdence on our
own selves but on the God who raises up the dead."
0r, putting it in the wording of the ﬁrst paragraph, in
order to go to the God of real comforting in distress.
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Paul and Timothy had been brought to the point “beyond ability,” to the point of despair, where all struggle, even mental struggle, was useless, where they
waited only for the deathblow to fall. Not even the
least conﬁdence in themselves or in their own resources
was left to them. If they had such conﬁdence in anything which they might do, it had utterly deserted
them. They were absolutely naked and stripped. That
was the very purpose of God.
More than that. They had not only reached a point
where only trust in God was left to them, but even God
was able to save them by nothing less than a miracle,
yea, the greatest miracle, his power to raise up the
dead. So close to death were they that their deliverance
was identical with raising them from the dead. They
had the alternative of utter despair or this supreme
trust. We have the periphrastic perfect subjunctive:

wrowo’m dim, which R. 908 lists as intensive. As a
subjunctive it is future, as a perfect it is punctiliardurative, the start is marked and then the continuance:
>, which we try to convey by rendering: “get to
placing conﬁdence.”
This divine purpose is the high point of Paul’s narration. The readers feel that Paul and Timothy were

taught this conﬁdence providentially at this time, and
not without reference to the work in Corinth. Trusting in God who raises up the dead, who so recently
demonstrated in the case of Paul and of Timothy themselves that he is, indeed, such a God, they were to trust
him in regard to all future diﬁiculties at Corinth or
elsewhere. When hope has left us and death is the
only prospect, then God stands forth, the God who
raises up the dead. Such situations are his opportunity, for he, and he alone, is able to meet them.
Wenn die Not am groesste'n, ist Gott a/m mechaten
(When the need is greatest, God is nearest). One
reason that distress must reach the extreme point
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where all human help is utterly gone and we ourselves
realize that and give up completely is “that we get
to placing conﬁdence, not on our own selves, but (with
ﬁnality) on the God who raises up the dead.” When

that experience is needed, God provides it. Paul really
confesses that he needed it, needed it at this time.
That is comfort for us lesser men.
The view that the expression “who raises up the
dead” is originally Jewish, that it is found in Jewish
prayers, etc., and is derived from the Old Testament,

is acceptable. But why call it a “formula,” and why
deny that it is here Christianized when every Christian

reader automatically thinks of the fact that Christ
raised the dead and was himself raised on Easter morning? But when Babylonian paganism is brought in

with its Marduk and its Ninib as raisers from the
dead, the Christian must object, for this does not agree

with I Cor. 2 :13 (see the author’s exposition).
10)

With a simple relative we are told about the

deliverance: “who did deliver us out of so great a

death,” the historical aorist indicates the fact; yet the
relative has demonstrative force: “he who,” etc.

In

the New Testament the adjective always refers to size,
R. 710. Nothing but the mighty deliverance itself as
well as nothing but the mortal danger are recorded.

We have only the essentials with no detail to divert our
attention.
But the verb “to deliver” is now driven home; it
is repeated two additional times. These writers who
were delivered love the very sound of this word. Their

wonderful deliverance, which is still so vivid in their
minds, makes them see God’s deliverance in the days
to come: “did deliver us and will deliver.” After such
a supreme deliverance will God ever fail them? God,
the Deliverer, is his name. When he then does let us
die, when his work with us on earth is completed, he
removes us with a ﬁnal deliverance, the most blessed
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of all. Luther in regard to the Seventh Petition of the
Lord's Prayer: “Finally, when our last hour has come,
grant us a blessed end and graciously take us from this

vale of tears to himself in heaven.”
We pass by the changes in the text and in the punctuation that have been offered, none of which commend
themselves. “And will deliver” is to be repeated and to
be emphasized by the relative clause: “in whom we
have been hoping that he will also still deliver us.”
Ever since that great deliverance, when God so signally proved himself the Deliverer, Paul and Timothy
achieved new strength of hope for deliverance from
anything that might still come upon them. Hope grows

in a twofold way: by means of the promises in the
Word, by means of signal experiences of God’s deliv—
erance, especially such as reveal the delivering hand
of God in a manner not to be mistaken. Here the latter is meant. The perfect tense implies the present
continuance of this hope.
11) In concluding Paul and Timothy reach out to
their readers who will join them by means of petition
and thanksgiving. The unspoken thought is the bond
which connects the writers and their readers, which is

signiﬁcant in this epistle because in the case of the
Corinthians this inner bond had been strained and
was now again being brought to full strength. “You

also joining in help in our behalf with petition" means
adding their prayers to those of the writers for their
deliverance in any future need. Ae’qm is “petition” to

have some need supplied, “supplication” as when a beggar asks alms; it is used with reference to asking from

men as well as with reference to asking from God. The
thought is that the readers can add help by means of
their petition (dative of means).
One purpose which the readers and the writers
will have in this joint appeal to God is to multiply
the thanks to God for the gracious response which'God
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will make to their petition. The subject is «‘2 e2; 75,15:
xdpwpa Sui won'w, “the gracious gift (obtained) for us

by means of many,” i. e., by the petition of many.
The verb is passive and is modiﬁed by the phrase which

is placed forward for the sake of emphasis: €K noMGv
wpoatﬁwwv—cﬁxapw‘nygf} 1')pr ’r'lpév, “from many persons —

may get to receive thanks on our behalf,” i. e.,
get a multitude of thanks. R., W. P., ﬁnds the clause
difﬁcult to understand ; it is also called schwulstig, overloaded, etc. We do not agree. This difﬁculty is due to

making wrong combinations of the expressions used
and thus getting an irregular sense of the meaning.
There is no need to take up these wrong constructions

that create difﬁculties where none exist.
”The gracious gift (coming) to or for us by
means of many,” when it is considered together, refers,
not to the past deliverance of Paul and of Timothy,
but to God’s future gracious help in response to the
prayers of the many readers; the gift is future and
not past, and Sui is the proper word to refer to the

many petitioners. The Ex phrase is to be construed with
the passive verb: the thanks (certainly not the gift)
are to come “out of” the hearts and the mouths of many
persons. And it is this that Paul and Timothy and their

readers should purpose.
The word xa’pto‘pa does not refer to a charisma or
endowment like those listed in I Cor. 12:8-10. Of
linguistic interest only is the question whether «po’amm
=“persons” or “countenances,” and whether woMu-W
is an adjective or a noun. Arguments are offered pro
and con. The one that convinces some more than anything else is the idea that the thanks come from (out
of) the faces that are upturned to God in prayer.
“From many persons” is good Koine and ﬁts the sen-

tence exactly.
An unacceptable thought has been found in this
verse, namely that God is ready to help out only when
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he is acknowledged as the Helper, and that the greater
the number of those is who cry to him for help and
then join in thanking and praising him for his help,
the more readily will God help. So, we are told, the
psalmist literally summoned all creation to join in a
maximum chorus of praise and thanksgiving, cf., Ps.
103:20-22. This thought implies that God selﬁshly
wants all the credit and all the glory and in reality
is so mean that, unless he gets what he wants, he will
let men perish miserably. The fact that God is inﬁnite
love and mercy, that he so reveals himself, that he
saves to the uttermost those who deserve to perish in
their sin and guilt, all of this truth passes unnoticed.
The fact that God is the one Helper, and that he can
help only when we give up the lie and the delusion
that we can help ourselves, is also ignored.
Can anything be more blessed for us than fully to
recognize who he is and what his love and his mercy
are for us, and who and what we are in our mortal
need? Can anything be more blessed than the knowledge that this recognition should extend to all believers, yea, to all creatures, so that with united voice
they cry to God as their one true helper, give up
the folly of seeking help where none is possible, and
glorify God in praise and in thanksgiving for his grace
and his mercy? Yea, can God give “the gracious gift”
(xa’pw’pa) when men treat him as did the slave in Luke
19:20, 21 or as did the despicable guest in Matt. 22,
11, 12?
III.

Conscience and Sincenity

12) Instead of calling this the real beginning of
the body of the epistle, we take it that the two preced—
ing paragraphs merge into all that the two writers

desire to communicate in this epistle. So yap = let u:
explain why it is that we count on your prayers and
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your thanksgiving to God for us (v. 11) . We, Paul and
Timothy, are of value to you as you are to us.
For our glorying is this, the testimony of our
conscience, that in God’s holiness and sincerity, not
in ﬂeshly wisdom but in God’s grace, we have conducted ourselves in the world and especially toward
you. For we write no other things to you, other than
what you read, than also you understand, and I hope
that to the end you will continue to understand even
also as you did understand us (at least) in part that
we are your subjects of glorying just as also you are

ours, in connection with the day of our Lord Jesus.
We shall not speak of a disharmony of terms, that
while xaﬁxqcrls is the act of boasting or glorying, pap‘nipwv
and an x-rA. are the matter of the boasting, i. e., the
boast. Nor shall we erase the distinction between
xazixqm, the act, and Katixqu. (v. 14), the matter, in
order to remove the disharmony. To be sure, the act
is here not described as being merely an act. But many
acts automatically involve their subject matter; boasting always has something about which it boasts. Of
such an act one may predicate the matter with which it
deals. The advantage is that the act itself is mentioned
and retained. That is the case here. The writers say
that they do engage in boasting, and that when they
do, it is the testimony of their conscience, etc., with
which the act deals.
A certain type of pietism tells the Christian never
to boast, at least not about anything in himself. Paul
is free from this inhibition. He boasts of his good
conscience and his good Christian conduct; in v. 14
he makes the readers of this letter his boast and himself and his assistants in the work the boast of his
readers. It is one way of glorifying God for what he
has produced in us and through us. Some people are
so humble that their humility fails to acknowledge with
joy what God has done. The boasting that is repre-
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hensible glories in what we are and what we achieve
of ourselves (Luke 18:11, 12). We shall ﬁnd a great
deal of genuine boasting in this epistle.
“The testimony of our conscience” (subjective genitive) is the predicate (not an apposition), and an
states the substance of the testimony. Map-nipwv
= substance; paprupl’a. = quality; the one, what is testiﬁed, the other, the nature. of what is testiﬁed. On “conscience” see the discussion in Rom. 2:15. Etymologically it means Mith'ssen (a knowing with), and the
very word implies a duality: I myself know, and conscience knows. It knows, and I cannot deceive it, and
it at the same time judges me and is a judge that cannot be bribed. Conscience is that in us which holds us
to a norm of right and damns us when we violate that

norm. It is not itself this norm, but it always has its
norm. In the case of Paul and of Timothy it had the
true and the perfect norm supplied by God in his Word.
Their conscience was properly enlightened. “The testimony of our conscience” refers to the conscientia
consequens, to what conscience testiﬁes concerning an
act or a course of conduct after it is ﬁnished; the antecedent conscience pronounces on acts or on conduct
contemplated and proposed.
Now the conscience of the writers gave them this

testimony: “that in God’s holiness and sincerity, not
in ﬂeshly wisdom but in God’s grace, we have conducted
ourselves (the Greek aorist to indicate the past fact)
in the world and especially toward you." It approved
of their entire past course, it condemned nothing in
that course and that conduct. The second passive is
used as a middle, the Koine prefers these passive forms
and even creates new second passives.
The reading dyw’mn, “in holiness,” has better attestation than de‘n‘rn, “in simplicity,” (A. V.) or single-

ness of heart, although the latter would also be ﬁtting.
The former word is rare and for that reason, too, is
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more likely to be the correct reading. The genitive
“of God” is overstrained when it makes this holiness
and this sincerity the attributes of God, a possessive
genitive; this is the genitive of origin or author: by
his grace God works holiness and sincerity in us. Conscience testiﬁed that Paul and Timothy had conﬁned
their conduct within the sphere drawn by these qualities. Holiness is a broad term which covers the whole

relation to God and the devotion to him. Sincerity
signiﬁes honesty and uprightness, without duplicity,
and refers to the relation toward men.

“Not in ﬂeshly Wisdom” is the denial of the opposite. Eapméq = Kan) au’pm (I'm, what accords with ﬂesh,
with man’s sinful nature, here that which is still left
in the believer. Such “ﬂeshly wisdom” seeks its own

selﬁsh ends in its own cunning ways. In contrast with
it is “but in God’s grace,” which is now a divine attribute, the one that is operative in all believers (see
v. 2). All three 6v: “in union and connection with”;
the view that they signify place is incorrect. Fleshly
wisdom and God’s grace are the sources, the former
making holiness and sincerity in us impossible, the
latter producing both. Paul might have used two gen-

itives: “wisdom of the ﬂesh”—“grace of God”; but
that would parallel “ﬂesh” and “God,” a procedure
which the adjective “ﬁeshly” purposedly avoids. That
debased wisdom is the evil source in us, God’s grace

is the divine power from above.

This wisdom ﬁts

means to an end and thus looks wise, looks attractive
because it looks wise, and thus deceives us. It is the
devil’s invention which deceived Eve. God’s grace,

which is itself the pure favor of undeserved love, draws
us upward into a life that is holy and sincere.

Thus Paul and his assistants had conducted themselves. That statement is here made only regarding
Paul and Timothy, but we know that it applies to Paul’s
assistants as well. “In the world” = among men gen-
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erally. The comparative adverb “more abundantly” is
our “especially.” Hpés, “toward you," refers to relationship; in some instances this preposition conveys
something that is almost intimate and personal (R.
624). Are Paul and Timothy boasting unduly? The
testimony of their conscience is certainly fully sup-

ported by all that we know about them. In fact, when
it comes to specifying under the term “holiness," much
more might be added besides “sinceri .”

, 13)

“For" now speciﬁes; ya’p =“for to mention

one thing." The reference is plainly to Paul’s letters to
the Corinthians and to charges that were brought
against Paul on the basis of these letters. His character had been attacked. He had been maligned as
being a man who did not always mean what he wrote.
From what he intimates we conclude that his opponents
had not even carefully noted just what he did write,
and that they went about and spread false reports regarding what he had written, misled others by their
talk, and, when they were then corrected, blamed him.
We have an instance of this kind in I Cor. 5:9-11.
Paul there refers to something he had written in an
earlier letter, one that is lost; and we see that it was
not read properly, and that Paul was compelled to correct the misunderstanding, one that was wholly unwarranted as his correction of the Corinthians shows.
Whether other instances of a similar nature occurred
we cannot say. But it is a common experience that
opponents misread or are averse to understanding
even plainly written statements and then begin making
charges and spreading them. The hypothesis that reference is here made to what the critics call the Zwisohenbrief or the Traenenbn'ef (2:4) is untenable.
“We write” includes the present letter and the two
previous ones of which we know. It might include also
any letter which Paul would write in the future. The
“we” in the verb has the same force that all of the
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preceding “we” had. Paul and Timothy were the writers, Paul was the principal writer; in I Cor. 1:1 it was
Sosthenes who joined Paul in writing that letter. What
these letters say in writing is exactly what the readers
read when reading the writing, and what those who
hear the writing read to them understand; and for
himself Paul says that they will also always so understand. ’AM' 1? repeats and pleonastically (R. 1187);
we have imitated it in English: “no other things . . .
other than,” etc. No covert meanings, no ambiguities,
which permit the readers and the hearers to think that
one thing is meant and allow Paul later to evade the
issue by claiming that he meant another, and no tricks
of language which allow all sorts of reservations, no
such things are found in the letters but only what one
actually reads or, if it be read to him, actually and
naturally understands. The latter is added because a
letter to the congregation was read aloud so that all
might hear it. This is still done today in the case of letters that are intended to be read in public.
With “I hope” Paul incidentally speaks for himself.
"Ems n’on; is an adverbial phrase which, like many other
such phrases, needs no article. “Moreover (8é), I hope
that to the end you will continue to understand” (the
future tense is naturally durative here) is no mere pious
or optimistic wish but a gentle reminder of past, unjustiﬁed misunderstanding that ought never to reoccur.

“To the end” certainly does not mean “to the end of
the world,” nor speciﬁcally “to the end of my life,"
but “as long as any of you live,” for Paul is speaking
about their understanding. The verb never means “to
acknowledge” (our versions), but three times in this
connection and thus pointedly it means “to understand”
(C.-K. 252). We see no reason for making the not:
clause parenthetical: “I hope that to the end you will
continue to understand — even also as you have understood us in part— that we are your subject for glory-
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ing.” Verse 14 simply continues the thought; “will
continue to understan ” needs no object. Note the ﬁne
paronomasia: dva’ywu'mxerc —- émywécrxcrc — émywa’wwOe -—
ére’vare.

14)

The Greek simply marks the time as past and

hence uses the aorist ; we desire to indicate the relative
time and hence use our perfect: “even also as you did
know us in part, i. e., have known us at least in part.”
Paul had worked in Corinth for eighteen months, founding and thoroughly establishing the congregation; Timothy and other assistants were with him. Then no cloud
had arisen to darken the understanding by disaffecting the minds. When Paul and the others spoke, the
Corinthians understood. Paul adds truthfully Eur?) pépous,
which has the force, “at least in part.” This does not
mean a part of the Corinthians so that at least a few
understood. This phrase never means stneckweise as is
still suggested, which implies that the Corinthians understood a fragment here and there. They understood
“in part” means that the Corinthians did not penetrate
completely into the profound truths which Paul and his
assistants preached to them. In I Cor. 3 :1, 2 Paul says
that they were then only babes and had to be fed milk.
He is not blaming the Corinthians, for it is natural at
the beginning to understand only “in part." So to
understand is not to misunderstand. What had happened recently was that a spirit of opposition had
arisen which was intent on ﬁnding fault with Paul
and his assistants and was putting meanings into his
and into their words which were not there.
Second Peter 3:16 is sometimes referred to, especially the statement that some things in Paul’s
letters are hard to understand, but Peter’s addition is
omitted: “which they that are unlearned and unstable
wrest, as they do also the other Scriptures, unto their
own destruction.” Note “unstable” and the fact that
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these people wrest the other Scriptures as they do
Paul’s words. Peter commends “the wisdom given to

Paul” in what he had written. This wisdom from God
naturally contained some things that were profound

and not immediately easily understood.

Peter knew

what ignorant and unstable men had done with these
statements of Paul. Here, however, such more difﬁcult
things are not involved; the reference is to trustng
that Paul and Timothy mean whatever they say and
write. Both remind the Corinthians that they at one
time had had no difﬁculty, that they had understood
their teachers well; and these teachers have not
changed a particle in that respect, something about the
Corinthians had changed. The source of past misunderstanding lay in them.

The 5n clause does not state the reason that the
Corinthians at one time understood Paul and Timothy.
The tense disagrees with that sense; it ought then to
be: “because we were your subject of glorying,” were

really then considered so by you. The clause is epexegetical to the pronoun “us”; “did understand us . . .
that We are your subject of glorying,” Kaxiqua is explained in v. 12. The tense is the same as the Greek
would use in direct discourse. The thought is: you

Corinthians once understood us well enough and
thought: They are our pride and glory — as we indeed
still are. They felt a sacred pride in Paul, Timothy, and
the others because such gospel heralds had been sent
to them by God. These men are still unchanged today.
It is no undue claim on the part of Paul to imply that

the Corinthians should still boast about them, about
their connection with them. The former estimate was,
in fact, restored in good part, and this letter is to
complete the restoration.

Paul’s great heart at once reverses the thought:
“just as also you are ours”—to this very day you
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Corinthians and all believers in Achaia are our great
pride and boast, of whom we are sacredly proud. The
writers think about all that, by God’s grace, they have
been privileged to accomplish in their readers, and this
swells their hearts. This is not a mutual admiration
society—you kiss me, and I kiss you. A true basis,
an actual reason for glorying exists, one that was produced by God. Attention was ﬁxed on that, for it is the
best means of removing all still lingering misunderstanding and lack of appreciation on the part of the
Corinthians. Note the force of the genitives and how
they bind the writers and the readers together: we
your subject of glorying—in the same way you also

ours. Kaaa'arep = um‘: 21 qrép, “according to what indeed”
= “just as.”
Both subjects for glorying are now suddenly placed
into the divine light: “in connection with the day of
our Lord Jesus,” the last day, when our Lord Jesus
shall appear for judgment, and when all of us shall
stand before him. There is considerable confusion
regarding in It is said to ﬁx the date when this mutual
glorying will occur. And then Paul’s eschatology, his
viewing this glorying as a “dogma” and not as a pres-

ent experience, and the like are referred to. ’Ev= “in
connection wi ,” and the connection is in the hearts
and in the minds of the writers and the readers. Everything of which they boast— and let us add of which
they fail to boast — they put into the light of the last
day. That clariﬁes the vision; that removes faultﬁnding, wrong motives, tainted purposes. In all that Paul
and Timothy think about the Corinthians, say to them,
and do regarding them, they keep that day in mind;
and the Corinthians should ever do the same in regard
to Paul and Timothy. How many hostilities, misunderstandings, unbrotherly actions would never occur
if we ever kept in mind our connection with that day?
How much love, good-will, and graciousness would
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strew roses along the path of our brethren if each of
us always saw that day as the goal of our mutual
path?

IV.

Yea Is Yea

15, 16) Paul refutes the charge that, as far as
we can conclude, was bruited about in the past and not
entirely silenced as yet, that one could not depend on his
word, that his yea, yea and his nay, nay were confused
so that one could not tell which he really intended when
he used either. He had made a material change in his
plans regarding his coming to Corinth; he had not
adhered to his original plan. We at once see how ﬂimsy
a ground there was for challenging his veracity and his
reliability; how only ill-will or something worse could
prefer such a charge against any man on such grounds,
to say nothing about one who was so proved as was
Paul among the Corinthians. He had even informed
them about his change of plans. He had not assigned
reasons for the change, had not thought it necessary,
he had expected enough good-will on the part of the
Corinthians to suppose that he was acting on the basis
of good reasons. But no; from the report of Titus he
now learned that he was still being attacked on this
score.
He takes up this point ﬁrst. It is so easy to settle.
Yet the charge is an odious one, especially when it is
brought against an apostle. It belongs to that type
which opponents love to make against ministers: He

is not a man of his word, in fact, when it suits him,
he lies. We now see why Paul writes as he does in
v. 12~14 regarding the testimony of his conscience,
regarding his conducting himself in holiness and
sincerity and not in ﬂeshly wisdom, about writing just
what his readers read and understand him to say in
his writing, etc. Here we have the ﬁrst application of
all of this.
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And withothis conﬁdence I decided formerly to
come to you in order that you might get to have a
second grace, namely to go on through you into
Macedonia and to come again from Macedonia to you
and (then ﬁnally) to be sent on forward by you into

Judea. Now in deciding on this was I then using
ﬁckleness? or was I deciding on what I was deciding in a ﬂeshly way so that with me there is (at the
same time) the yea, yea and the nay, nay?
The dative of manner “with this conﬁdence” refers
to v. 13, 14, the conﬁdence that the Corinthians would
understand and appreciate his motives for making the
change. We now have the ﬁrst person singular. In this

connection the verb Bod/\opaL does not mean “to wish”
but “to decide,” it is here used three times in the
identical sense. The tense is the imperfect, and this
is quite important, for it implies that the decision was
not carried out. Paul was holding to this decision until

he at last found reason for altering it. He wrote to the
Corinthians about his altered plan in I Cor. 16:4-8
and told them that he intended to go through Macedonia to Corinth, hence not by sea directly from
Ephesus to Corinth, that he would then visit Macedonia
and return to Corinth.
The plan to go by sea was given up when First
Corinthians was written. It seems that this plan had
been made known to the Corinthians, this was in all

probability done in the letter which preceded First
Corinthians, the letter which is lost but is mentioned
by Paul in I Cor. 5:9. The new plan, regarding which
I Cor. 16 informed the Corinthians, was in process of
execution as Paul writes Second Corinthians.

There is some difference of opinion as to whether
wpdrcpov belongs to econ/MW or to the following inﬁnitive
(May. But adverbs are commonly placed next to their
verbs: “I decided formerly.” If this adverb were to
be construed with the inﬁnitive it would follow the
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inﬁnitive: “to go to you formerly,” i. e., before this.
The original plan was that the visit would bring “a

second grace” to the Corinthians. The ﬁrst grace was
the stay of one and one half years when the congrega—

tion was founded (Acts 18), the visit that was now
planned was to be long enough to be reckoned as a

second blessing. Since Paul had to go to Macedonia
also, his plan was to go by sea to Corinth, then to

Macedonia, then back to Corinth, in order to make his
stay at Corinth as extended as possible; for he could
also sail from Macedonia (Philippi, its harbor town
being Neapolis) to Judea. Some think that “a second
grace” was this proposed return from Macedonia to
Corinth; if “second” meant “double,” this would be
satisfactory. As it is, “second grace” refers to the

entire visit in Corinth, the clause that follows adds
only that it would consist of two parts.

Xdpw has better attestation than xapafv, “joy.” “A
second grace” should not be reduced to a Freundlichkeitsemeis, a favor shown by Paul. He would come
as an apostle whose ofﬁce it was to dispense God’s grace
wherever and whenever he came. When he plans to
visit Rome he writes about getting some fruit there
by gospel preaching (Rom. 1 :13-15) . He does not visit
churches in order to dispense personal favors. We may
note that according to both plans Macedonia had to be
visited. We know one reason for this, the matter of the

collection. “To be sent forward by you” (see I Cor.
16:6) refers to the custom of ﬁtting out the traveler
and of having men from the congregation accompany
him at least a part of the way. In Acts 17 :14, 15 the
men of Berea conducted Paul the entire way to Athens.

Some have characterized these two verses as “belonging to the most difﬁcult and most controverted in
Corinthians.” Five possible alternatives are opened up,

and these are increased beyond ﬁve if combinations are
made. We refuse to enter upon a discussion of these.
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These facts are well established: 1) that v. 15, 16
present the earlier decision of Paul which was made
prior to First Corinthians; 2) that the imperfect tense
éﬁovMIL'qv implies that this decision was altered; 3) that
I Cor. 16 :5-8 presents the new plan which Paul carried
out. Add I Cor. 4 :18, 19 to I Cor. 16 :5-8. Some thought
that Paul would not risk coming at all because he was
afraid; in First Corinthians Paul tells them that he is
coming shortly, that he will start at Pentecost (he
wrote First Corinthians before Easter). He did start
at Pentecost. He took the route that he said in I Cor.
16 he would take. He wrote Second Corinthians while
he was traveling that route, while he was in Macedonia.
This cannot have occurred a year and a half after First
Corinthians was written. The interval between First
and Second Corinthians was six months.
17) Paul now asks the Corinthians, and not them
alone but all of the Achaians (v. 1) : When he made
that ﬁrst decision which he later altered, did he then
use ﬁckleness; did he decide what he then decided in
a ﬂeshly way so that no one could tell his yea from
nay, could tell whether he meant what he said in one
way or another, because he dropped his ﬁrst decision
and made another? The questions answer themselves
even as the interrogative particle #1; implies a negative
answer. Only an evil-minded person would charge Paul
with ﬁckleness, with violating the word he had given.
We have a right to think of I Cor. 4:18, 19 where it
is implied that in Corinth some had charged Paul with
cowardice, with being afraid to come. After Paul
actually started, after this charge could no longer be
made, they turned to the equally odious one that he
was not a man of his word—he had changed his
route; he was not dividing his visit in Corinth; he was

now intending to make just one stay in Corinth! What
a crime! Note well I Cor. 16:6: “It may be that I will
winter with you," winter with you after leaving at
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Pentecost (v. 8). Can this be the second winter after
that Pentecost? Never.
M15 n (or min) are to be taken together as the interrogative particle, and Jpn “then,” refers to the participial clause: is the legitimate deduction this that Paul
was using “lightness,” the opposite of serious “sincerity” (v. 12) ? The article in 17', aaqsptq does not mean
“the ﬁckleness” involved in this case, or the one
charged against me, or the one you in general look for
in me ; the article is only the generic article with abstract

nouns, and xpa’opat governs the dative. Note the steps:
ﬁckleness of mind, a moral character defect—Kara
odpxa, “in a ﬁeshly way,” i. e., wrong motive and purpose with ﬂeshly, selﬁsh interest— “yea, yea, and nay,
nay,” wrong act, yea turning out to be nay, which is
lying. This is true analysis. We need not shrink from
regarding in as expressing result, especially where the
result is in the form of a mental deduction (R. 997-9) .

The article with “yea, yea” and “nay, nay” marks them
as nouns, and the repetition indicates plurals: yea
statements, nay statements, so that in regard to Paul
(“with me”) no one can tell them apart. Paul’s opponents generalized from his change of decision and
claimed that you could not rely upon anything that
he said.

18) Instead of explaining at'once why he changed
his plans Paul scorns to do this, and rightly. To have
explained thus would have been a mistaken defense.
Paul has stronger artillery. Men of evil minds would
seize upon the explanation, would call it a cunning invention that was made to evade the charge against
him. Paul does later on explain why he changed his

plans of travel, but these explanations are not intended
for his friends who trust him. Explanations regarding
motives and purposes only arouse opponents to new
attacks. So Paul makes the following answer to friend
and foe alike.
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But (aside from questions about my decision that.

I changed) faithful (is) God in respect to this that
(6n) our word, the one to you, is not yea and nay.

For God’s Son Jesus Christ, who was preached
among you by means of us, by means of me and
Silvanus and Timothy, was not yea and nay but has
been yea in him. For, however many promises of
God (there are), in him (they are) the yea; wherefore also through him (they are) the amen to God
for glory by means of us. Moreover, he who is making us ﬁrm with you for Christ and anointed us (is no
less a one than) God, he who sealed us for himself
and gave us the pledge of the Spirit in our hearts.
It will, indeed, take more than changing a decision
once made to destroy the good name and the character of people such as this!
Much comment does not observe the force of the
great argument here made. It does not explain why
Paul uses the plural and draws into the plural “we”
also his readers, “you.” Nor does it explain why he
says not a word about his own case, about the decision
which he changed. Hence it is said that his rejoinder
does not ﬁt the case, or ﬁts it only in the vaguest way.
The only point made is that because the gospel is yea,
Paul, too, must be so —which is no proof in regard
to him.
What Paul says is this: Just stop and think a
moment! Here is God, absolutely trustworthy; his Son
Jesus Christ, ever yea and not yea and nay; all God’s

promises in his Son forever yea and amen. And here
are we, God’s own instruments (Sui, three times) for
conveying this very yea and amen. And here are we

with you, established by no less a one than God himself
and made ﬁrm in him and in his Son and in all this yea
of his promises, anointed, sealed, pledged with his
Spirit (the whole Trinity is thus involved), you as well
as we. What a farce to fault any one of you and us for
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no better reason than that a plan was changed and
forthwith to brand that one as not being held by all this

yea, as being false and lying in spite of it all! What a
monstrous charge to base on such evidence! What a
crime even to breathe such a thing, to say nothing of
broadcasting it among the rest of us! Who are those

that could conceive such a thing in their hearts?
“Faithful is God” is not an oath although it has
been thought to be. Paul uses it too often and never as
an oath. "On speciﬁes in what respect the assertion is

made: “in respect to this that our word to you is not
yea and nay,” that when we say a thing we do not really

mean it. “Our word to you” = all that we say in dealing with you. “Our word to you” is not limited to the
gospel. This statement about God relative to “our word
to you” is general and comprehensive. It is at once

elucidated at length. Both “our word” and “to you”
are important. Timothy is equally involved with Paul,
and not Timothy alone but all of Paul’s associates,

whom God employs. And all of Paul’s readers are involved, the Achaians in general (v. 1) as well as the
Corinthians, for through these his ministers God has
brought all of them into connection with himself.
19)

Here are God’s faithfulness and his reliabil-

ity: “for God’s Son Jesus Christ, who was preached
among you by means of us, by means of me and Silvanus and Timothy, was not (at any time) yea and
nay but has been (ever and always and now is) in
him (in connection with God, his Father) yea (and

nothing but yea).” When the God of truth conveyed
to you readers the Christ of truth he used us as his
instruments. Could he possibly have used instruments
that were devoid of truth? Could they have served as

channels for conveying God’s Son Jesus Christ who is
himself Truth?

The readers know God’s Son Jesus

Christ, him “who was preached among them.” Because
of their soul’s contact with him they know that he was
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never (Eyc’vero) yea and nay but has always been
(ye’yovev) and thus now is yea, yea only. Nothing in him
or in his Word was ever or is now even questionable.
We preached him, says Paul, preached him “among
you,” and you believed, trusted him as what he is, absolute and blessed yea. We were the instruments (Sui) ,

Paul says, and you received our ministration. He even
speciﬁes: “by means of me and Silvanus and Timothy.”
Three names are used as if three witnesses are referred
to. These three started the work in Corinth (Acts
18:5). Silvanus= Silas, which is probably the same
Semitic name Graecized and then Latinized, B.-D. 125,
3. If more men helped in Corinth, the mention of these
three is enough here.
The point is that the Corinthians had trusted these
instruments of God, had trusted their message and
their character, for the two went together. No mighty
yea-Christ could have been transmitted by yea-and-nay
heralds. That certainly counts heavily for their leader
Paul. But he was not alone. If he is a yea-and-nay
man, what about Silvanus and Timothy? Did they know
his character and still work with him? Were they yeaand-nay men too? For one and one-half years the
work went on, the Great Yea and Amen was put into
the hearts of the Corinthians by these instruments of
God. Does that say anything about these instruments,
the God who employed them, the Son of God, Jesus
Christ, for whom they were employed?
20) How God’s Son, Jesus Christ, is ever “yea"
is now stated by adding all the promises of God and
combining them with God, Christ, and the human instruments: “For however many promises of God (there
are), in him (in Christ they are) the yea; wherefore
also through him (they are) the amen to God for glory
by means of us.” Compact, brief, including everything
save “you.” °Oaat= as many as, all of God’s promises.
God is faithful (v. 18), and he shows himself to be so
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in keeping all of.his promises to the letter. In connection with (év) Christ all of them are sealed with
“the yea" of verity; wherefore we must also say that
through him (Sui added to c'v), through his instrumentality or mediation, they are stamped with “the
divine amen.” “Truth” is thus Christ’s very name
(John 14:6). All of the promises center “in him” as
their yea; wherefore they are fulﬁlled “through him”
as their amen. “Amen” is the transliterated Hebrew
word for “truth” and is used by Paul after doxologies
and benedictions ; it is used after prayers and in other
ways to express the conviction of verity. Here it is
made a noun by the article and is used as the predicate.
They are God’s promises, and Christ’s mediatorial
fulﬁllment of them redounds “to God for glory” but
does this “through us.” The two Sui phrases match:
through Christ — through us. Through him the promises are amen, verity, for he fulﬁlls them; through Paul
and his assistants they produce glory for God, for these
are the men who preach Christ and this verity to all
whom they can reach, and all such believers praise,
honor, and glorify God. The two Sui phrases are es-

sential, and the last “through or by means of us” contains the point of the argument.
Some say that “us” “includes the congregation,”
the supposition being a congregational service in which

not only the liturgist but the whole congregation with
him say: “Amen 1” But Paul writes that he as an
apostle and his helpers are God’s instruments to win
“glory” for God by establishing Christ, “the Yea,”
“the Amen,” in men’s hearts. Although he is glorious
in himself, and there is no possibility of augmenting his
glory, God receives glory from his creatures when they
recognize who and what he is and when they think and
speak of him accordingly. An apostle and the helpers

of an apostle, whom God chose and employs for this
work, who deal with the everlasting Yea and Verity
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itself in all God’s own promises — can they be charged
with playing fast and loose with truth on grounds such
as were used for the charge made in Corinth?
21) But the Corinthians themselves belong to this
sacred circle. And it is not the apostolic work alone
that ﬁlls Paul’s and his assistants’ heart with “God’s
holiness and sincerity” (v. 12) beyond all playing in
ﬂeshly fashion with yea and nay (v. 17), God himself sanctiﬁes their hearts together with the hearts
of those who believe through their preaching. This last
is added by sc’, “moreover.” The emphasis is on @cde,
the predicate, which is without the article, the copula is
omitted to add to the emphasis. Now, however, the
objects are: “us with you” (miv associative), us, the
preachers of Christ, the Yea and Amen, and associated
with us you, the believers of this Christ, the Yea and
Amen. This association (not pmi, accompaniment) is
that we preach and you believe. Thus “through us” (v.
20) is explained.
As always, Paul sees the whole, here the whole
relation to God, Christ, the gospel promises, and the
whole number of those who are in this relation. To
make Paul truthful involved making him much more;
truthfulness is never alone. To make Paul truthful
involved making also his assistants truthful and much
more (hence the plural “we" since v. 18) . And doing
all this for these, his ministers of the gospel, involved
still more, namely God’s doing the same for you, the
membership of the church. For this reason “to you”
and “among you” occur in v. 18, 19, and for this
reason “with or in association with you” is made
prominent at the end.
Many things are seen rightly only when they are
viewed in connection with the whole. The whole ofﬁce, yea the whole church, God’s work in both were

attacked by these opponents who assailed the reliability
of Paul’s word. Paul is making no mere doctrinal state-
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ment when he so emphatically says what God is doing
and has done for “us in association with you” but is
penning an eminently practical statement which goes

straight to the point at issue. As God could not have
employed a liar to convey Christ, the Yea and Amen
of truth, in all the gospel promises, so, if God’s great

apostle who is at the head of all this work of God were
indeed a liar, God could not have done and now be doing what he does and has done in the Corinthians in
association with Paul and Paul’s assistants. One would

have to forget all this regarding God to credit the base
slander against his chief instrument; one would likewise have to forget the very nature of what God was
doing by means of this instrument, doing in his chosen

instruments as well as in the Corinthians themselves.
The ﬁrst substantivized participle is present and
durative: “he who is engaged in making ﬁrm us in

association with you for Christ.” We need not make
(is = c‘v, “for Christ” is correct. And we must hold fast

what has just been said about Christ as God’s Son, who
was preached by Paul, Silvanus, and Timothy, God’s
instruments, this Christ who is ever yea and not nay,

the Yea and the Amen of all of God’s promises. In
this light we see what God’s making us ﬁrm with you
signiﬁes, namely rooting and grounding us and you
ever more solidly in the Yea and Amen Christ. “For
Christ” is not general but speciﬁc: the Christ of Verity,
and thus covers the very point at issue, veracity.
One article combines into one designation for God
his continuous making ﬁrm and his past act of anointing, the two belonging together. From what God still

does we think back to what he did. Note (is Xpmbv m2
xpiaac ﬁnds, Christ, the “Anointed,” and we also
“anointed." Because “us” is not again followed by
“with you,” some suppose that “us” refers only to
Paul and his assistants; but then the next “us” and
“our” would be equally restricted. This cannot be cor-
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rect, for all three divine acts apply to “you” as well as
to “us" just as does the ﬁrst act. We have also seen
that there is an advance of the thought in this very
inclusion of the Corinthians with Paul and his assistants. “Us,” which follows “us with you,” is only
briefer; it would be pedantic to write “us with you”
four times.
“Anointed us” means: made us like the Anointed
One, Christ. We are being made ﬁrm for him because
in the very ﬁrst place God sanctiﬁed us as he sanctiﬁed
Christ, by an anointing. Christ and we are anointed
with the Spirit. After the act was once performed, the
Spirit remains upon us. The act occurred in our baptism as it did immediately after Christ’s baptism. By
means of his anointing Christ was placed into his high
ofﬁce and position; our anointing did the same for us.
He was made King and Priest in the supreme sense,
hence the supreme way in which God anointed him.
We were made kings and priests under him, hence the
way in which our anointing took place by means of
baptism. Those who conceive of baptism as a mere
sign and symbol must place the anointing elsewhere
than in baptism, a thing that it is most difﬁcult to do.
Now there follows the predicate, the one word (9:69,
“God,” which is highly emphatic: “is no less a one than
God himself.” And because it is God, neither his act
of anointing us nor his conﬁrming us can be anything
but truly eﬂective.
22) Souter disappoints us in regard to the reading
which is either 6 ml or only «at; Westcott and Hort
bracket 6, Tischendorf does not. If 6 is omitted, the 6
before Beﬂauﬁv would seem to govern also these last
two participles and make them continuations of the
subject. In other words, the long subject, which consists of four participles, would be divided by having the
predicate “God” thrust into the middle. This strange
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construction is removed when the well-attested 6 is
retained, for this makes the last two participial designations appositions to the predicate “God”; “he who
sealed us for himself (middle) and gave us the pledge
of the Spirit in our hearts."
A seal is afﬁxed for various purposes, for security,
concealment, distinction, authentication, attestation,
and conﬁrmation. Several purposes are sometimes com—
bined. The idea is here that of ownership: by the seal
God marked us for his own (hence the middle voice).
The next participle shows how God did this. Although
it is added coordinately with mu’, God’s giving the Spirit
in our hearts is his sealing of us for himself. We know
of no sealing except by the Spirit. Anointing, sealing,
giving the Spirit all occurred in baptism, in a single
act.

The appa/Su’w is the ﬁrst down payment by which he
who makes it assures the recipient of ﬁnal payment in full. The genitive “of the Spirit” is appositional: the Spirit is the pledge. Christ—God—
Spirit: the Trinity. From baptism onward, in holy
anointing, sacred sealing, and gift of the Spirit, followed by constant conﬁrming, God himself connects
us with Christ, the divine Yea and Amen. When evil-

minded men vilify us, this is the impregnable bulwark
of our defense.

Conﬁrming, sealing, down payment, but not anointing, have been referred to as legal and juridical terms

that are technical or semitechnical. It is true that these
terms sometimes appear in legal connections, but only
sometimes, they occur far more often in altogether
nonlegal connections. The terms have also been connected with the pagan mysteries, sealing also with
Jewish circumcision. Yet Paul wrote I Cor. 2:13:
mwparmoie mwuarmd, and claimed that he spoke, not in

words taught by human wisdom, but that he used “spiritual words for spiritual things.”
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The force of Paul’s argument is misunderstood
when he is thought to be proving that he did not play
with the truth in the matter of his plans for travel
because God had done in him all that he here records.
That would be proof if it meant Paul’s total sanctiﬁcation and his inability to sin after his baptism (Phil.
3:12, 13; I John 1:8, 9). Besides, why does he say
“us,” “you,” “us in association with you,” and never
“I, me, mine” in this section? No single charge of sin
is refuted by pointing to what God has done for and
in me and in all other Christians in baptism and since
baptism.
Paul’s opponents were using the instance of his
plans for travel as proof against his entire character.
His change of plan was employed to brand him as one
whose yea could never really be trusted in regard to
anything. Against this, the worst part of the charge,
Paul defends himself ﬁrst of all. He was being dis-

credited completely. Now the full pertinency of his
reply appears, and we also see why it had to draw in
all of his helpers, even all true believers in Corinth.
Every one of them could be overthrown in the same
way if Paul could be convicted on this plea. Every one
of them knew that such a thing could not be done in
his own case, and thus he was compelled to see that it
could not be done, as these opponents desired, in the
case of Paul, the very man who had brought them what
made them God’s own.
The little charge is thus permitted to stand for
the moment. The terrible implication insinuated into it
is ﬁrst annihilated. That was the big thing to be removed. It was big and vital for Paul’s own person,
but with his heart of love he sees that all of the others
are involved and thus defends all of them. This love,
that at the very beginning of the letter embraced all
and raised the mighty shield of “God” over them, had
to win a strong response. From all doubt concerning
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Paul they should and surely also would turn in full
love and conﬁdence to him, they would revive the old

love and conﬁdence that bound them together during
that ﬁrst year and one half. Objectively and subjectively no bettter, no more effective defense could have

been made. The Spirit guided Paul’s words.
With the greater task done, he turns to the lesser,

and he does it equally well. Why did he change his
plan for travel?
V.

23)

The Desire not to Come in Sorrow

This is the reason that Paul changed his plans

of travel. He presents it in such a manner that we see
that it is intended, not for the opponents who tried to
make him a prevaricator, speaking and acting “in

ﬂeshly fashion” (v. 17), ﬁckle and following “ﬂeshly
wisdom” (v. 12), no apostle at all, but for the Corinthians as such who were still well-minded toward him.

We see that his reason is of such a nature that he could
scarcely have stated it at the time when he ﬁrst

changed his plan and informed the Corinthians of the
change (I Cor. 16:5-8). We see that he is now entirely free to speak, apart from the viliﬁcation which

he has had to suffer. Much more that is of decisive
value for understanding this epistle appears in this
short section.
Ae’ is merely transitional. Now I for my part appeal to God as witness on behalf of my soul that, as
sparing you, I did not again come to Corinth. The
A. V.’s translation “moreover” is more correct than
that of the R. V. which translates as adversative “but.”
Paul had originally planned to go by sea from Ephesus

directly to Corinth, then to visit Macedonia, to return
to Corinth, and to go to Judea (v.
have brought him to Corinth soon
cause of the case of incest (I Cor.
untoward situation obtaining at

15, 16). This would
after Pentecost. Be5) and the generally
Corinth when Paul
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wrote First Corinthians he had changed his plan, had
decided to go to Macedonia, then to Corinth, and then
to Jerusalem (I Cor. 16 :5-8) . Since there was much to
be done along the route overland, this plan would bring
Paul to Corinth much later than he had at ﬁrst announced. In fact, because he had carried out this plan
Paul was now in Macedonia, and it was already
autumn.

Charged by opponents with not being a man of his
word (v. 17) after having before that been charged
with being afraid to come (I Cor. 4:18), he now tells
the Corinthians why he changed his plan so as to arrive much later. It was chieﬂy for their sakes, because
he wanted to spare them (¢e¢86,moe they, causal). In
I Cor. 4:21 he had asked whether he should come with
a rod. As things stood when he wrote First Corinthians, with the case of incest, the puffed-up pride of
many, the party wranglings and all, if Paul had come
by the direct route immediately after Pentecost, how
could he have proceeded except with severity? He debated the matter, resolved to delay his arrival in order
to allow the Corinthians by God’s help to remedy the
evils, and then to arrive in their midst. This is the
simple story.
We at once see why Paul could not have told his
real reason in First Corinthians. We see the pureness
of his motives for delaying his arrival. Things were
now fairly righted in Corinth. Paul would even now
not have revealed why he had planned on delaying his
coming if it were not for the opponents who had attacked his veracity; so the congregation must now indeed be told. This was not an altogether simple matter
because the opponents were still active. Paul’s motives
and his purposes had been formed in his own soul.
He probably told his assistants about them at the time,
but he does not want to involve his own helpers. Those
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opponents might seize on what he feels that he must
now reveal regarding his reasons, they might call them
inventions that were now made to save his veracity,
and they might thus discredit him anew. For this
reason Paul calls God to witness as he does. God is,
indeed, his real and his only witness to what transpired in his soul when he resolved to change his plans
of travel.
It is then not “the importance of the statement”
that Paul is trying to emphasize by his appeal to God;
he has said many things that were more important
without such an appeal. It is because the thing is one
that transpired in his own soul and was without human
witness. We have the same case in Rom. 9 :1.3: Paul’s
grief for his nation and his readiness to save it at the
cost of his own soul. Hence he uses the emphatic éyu'»:
“I for my part.” In v. 18-22 he used “we” throughout
since Paul’s assistants were also involved, and even
“you” (Corinthians) is added, they, too, were involved.
Now, when it is a matter of his own thoughts and intents, he must say “I.” This “I” is not Opposed to
“God" in v. 22 or to Paul’s readers with their thoughts.
“I appeal to God as witness” is not an oath although some think that it is. Critics have regarded it
as one of those oaths that are forbidden by Christ in
Matt. 6:34-37 but have excused Paul because he was
probably unacquainted with this prohibition of Jesus.
Deissmann has some following when he has this supposed oath include an actual curse. But a glance at his

pagan parallels in Light from the Ancient East 306
(compare 427) shows the reverse. Those pagans
cursed, Paul calls a witness. On page 305 Deissmann
points to another curse in Paul’s words as recorded in
I Cor. 5:3—5, which are a legal verdict couched in
strictly legal language (see the author on that passage). Anything that is cited from Deissmann must
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be tested before it is used; his ardor for pagan parallels
takes him too far.
The curse is thought to rest 0n 21:2 1-)"; 3’13” ipuxﬁv, as
if this means that Paul calls down the wrath of God
“upon my own soul,” to damn his soul if he is lying.
But such an e'm’ has never been found in an oath or a
curse. This e'm’ merely repeats the Earl that is found in
the verb. Instead of meaning “upon my soul" in the
hostile sense, to damn it if I lie, it means the opposite:
“upon my soul” to support its testimony. For this
reason, too, Paul writes the strong adjective 6'11an and

not the slight enclitic you.

'

His own soul stands alone when he is testifying.
We ﬁnd that Jesus and also Paul never offer only their
own testimony ;‘they always cite two or three witnesses,
one or two besides themselves; take John 5:31-37 as
a sample. It is a Scriptural principle; unsupported
testimony does not stand. In v. 19 Paul names two witnesses besides himself. Who shall he‘re testify along
with his soul? He appeals to the only other witness
he has, and that is God.
Much is said about the various uses of e’maAoﬁpar
(middle), “to call on someone in one’s own behalf.”
In the Biblical Greek this word is almost a technical
expression for calling on God and Christ so that this
act (even when no object is named) marks the believer
(C.-K. 569). It is here employed in a sort of legal way,
“witness” also being legal: “I appeal,” the same use is
found in Acts 25:11: “I appeal to Caesar.”
Ot’me’ﬂ. has also been weighed in the scales. It may
be read as one concept with ﬁhaov: “I forbore” (R. V.) ;
but that is in effect as if we read: “I came not as yet”
(A. V.). To be most exact, it would be: “not again,
not still,” promising nothing in regard to the future;
ofmo would be: “not ye ,” promising “but soon or
eventually.” But ot’me'ﬂ also gets to mean “not yet,”
Augustine translates it nondum. The point is of minor
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importance, for Paul was now on his way to Corinth.
He had wanted to spare the Corinthians for the time
being.
24)
Paul excludes every wrong implication that
some opponent might attach to the word “sparing
you,” as though Paul and his helpers were high lords
over the Corinthians and as such exercised clemency
when they pleased. All lordship is disavowed: Not
that we are exercising lordship over your faith, but
we are co-workers of your joy; for as regards the

faith you are standing. It should be noted that Paul
drops back into the plural “we” and includes his assistants with himself. This means that, as far as lordship
over anybody’s faith is concerned if there were such a
thing, it would not belong merely to an apostle but to
all teachers and preachers. But no such thing exists.
Everything hierarchical on the part of an ofﬁce and on

the part of all ofﬁcers in the church is here disavowed.
The importance of this fact needs to be stressed in
doctrine and in practice, Paul was practicing here. We

may translate the verb as conative: “not that we are
trying to exercise lordship,” etc.; verbs of ruling take

the genitive.
Lordship over people’s faith is exercised when in
any matter of faith whatever human authority de-

mands obedience, whether it comes openly as human
authority or disguises itself and pretends to be divine
authority. We read, as we did in Rom. 1:5, “faith’s
obedience” ; trustful obedience is one deﬁnition of faith.
It, however, obeys only one Lord, “our Lord Jesus

Christ” (v. 3), only his authority. It makes no difference who brings us our one Lord’s word and authority,
apostle, minister, lay brother; faith obeys, not the
bringer, but the divine authority brought.
Human lordship is exercised when faith is made to

be or to do what some man demands; the Lord’s lordship is exercised when he by his Word and his min-
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isters and his church tells us what our faith should
be and do. The church still suffers from self-appointed
lords and spurious authority. It is easy to detect, for
these lords either presume to dispense our faith and
its doing from some word of our Lord, or they presume
to add some requirement to our faith and our practice
that is contrary to or beyond the Word of our Lord.
Here belong Deut. 4:2, and Rev. 22:18, 19.
The suspicion had been raised that Paul had hitherto acted the lord. Therefore some commentators seek
to ﬁnd out when and how this was done. So they suppose that this must have occurred on the occasion of
a visit and in a letter that was written during the
interval between First and Second Corinthians. Then
the hypothesis is advanced that this letter is II Cor.
10-13, that these four chapters are appended to Second
Corinthians but were really a separate prior letter,
etc. The suspicion which this hypothesis supposes is
unjust to Paul. So also is the further assumption that
Paul is now not exercising lordship but that he certainly will if his sparing leniency gets no response.
What a fleshly apostle Paul is thus made; he who knew
no lord and no authority except the one Lord and his
authority, to which he himself bowed and to which he
asked all men to bow as he did!
N0, he says, the word “sparing you” has no thought
of an authority of ours back of it; back of it lies something that is vastly truer, namely that “we are coworkers of your joy” (objective genitive), men who in
our divinely appointed ofﬁce and work are associated
(0151') with you in working to produce spiritual joy and
happiness for you by fostering everything in you that
pleases our one Lord and removing everything that he
must resent and that would thus end in grief for you.
Such grief we wished to spare you. First Corinthians
shows how the Corinthians had ruined some of this
joy and were running into grief for themselves; take
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the case of incest (I Cor. 5), the fornications, the
abuses of the Lord’s Supper (I Cor. 11:17, etc.), etc.
First Corinthians was Paul’s effort to restore true joy
in the Lord in Corinth.
Paul’s delay in going to Corinth was made in order
to give the Corinthians time to right the evils that had
crept in, to right them by heeding his ﬁrst letter. If
he had hastened to come in person he would have had
to come with a rod (I Cor. 4:21), with the Lord’s
discipline. That would have been painful for both Paul
and the Corinthians. That was what he wished to spare
them by hoping that they would right themselves. Let
us say that Paul’s wise and tactful plan was succeeding; he had excellent news from Titus. While all was
not yet joy in Corinth, it eventually came to be. When
he arrived in Corinth several months after he had written Second Corinthians he had an unmarred three
months’ visit.
Ewepyoi rﬁs‘ xapds {461' is the true conception of the
Christian ministry. Its great task is to dispense the
Lord’s grace and the gifts of grace, all of which are
productive of the purest and the highest joy, and by
that grace to remove all that would decrease and mar
that joy and bring grief. To do both eifectively includes wisdom, care, and carefulness such as Paul exercised so that joy may ever be the result.
“For as regards the faith you are standing,” the
perfect of this verb is always used in the present sense.
Opinion is divided regarding the dative; as to whether
it is instrumental or means: “by the faith”; place: “in
the faith”; indirect object: “for the faith”; or our
choice, dative of respect: “as regards the faith.” Since
it is placed forward and thus made emphatic, this last
type of dative seems correct.
It is stated that we must take this acknowledgment
of the faith of the Corinthians with a grain of salt;
v. 13 answers that, Paul writes what he truly means.
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The fact that the Corinthians are standing as regards
the faith completes the thought that Paul and his assistants are co-workers with them in producing joy for
them. Only with regard to those standing can they be
co-workers in any sense, in particular also fellow producers of joy. To stand “as regards the fait ” means
“the faith” objective, quae creditur; the standing itself is behaving, subjective faith, qua creditur.

CHAPTER II
Continuation:
The Desire not to Come in Sorrow

1) In 1 :23, 24 Paul writes regarding consideration for the Corinthians, now regarding a simultaneous consideration for himself; hence he uses 86 which
adds, but adds something that is somewhat different.
Moreover, I came to this judgment as regards myself, not to go back to you in grief. The ingressive

aorist éxpwa is juridical: as a judge, after hearing a
case, pronounces his verdict, so Paul, after thoroughly
probing the situation, arrived at this verdict. He had
decided what was best in the interest of the Corinthians, namely by delaying his visit to spare them (1:
23) ; he found also, as far as he personally was concerned (dative of respect), that such a delay was by
far best: he could not bring himself to the idea of going back to Corinth “in grief.” “In grief” certainly
refers to grief in Paul’s own heart. Grief is, however,
always caused by something. So here Paul’s grief was
due to the deplorable conditions that were obtaining in
Corinth.
Because of his grief-laden heart Paul, who felt that
his ministry was to bring joy (1:24), did not want
to appear in Corinth. He did not want to do this on
his own account. But this is his second and thus his
secondary motive; his ﬁrst and primary one had to do
with the Corinthians (1:23). If their interest had been
best served by Paul’s promptly getting to them, heavy
though his heart was, he would have gone. But this
(865)
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was not the case, and he could thus think also of himself. He would not need to say anything about himself
here. He is, however, entirely honest and open. He had
thought also about himself and not only about the interest of the Corinthians; and so he does not write as
though their interest alone swayed him.
More than this. Paul is baring his heart. We shall
see that he does this completely. Injury to the
Corinthians grieved him, grieved him to tears (v. 4).
He was neither womanish. nor an emotionalist. So
many regard him as an intellectualist and a dialectician.
The real Paul had his whole heart and soul in his work.
Personal suffering and insult were never his grief, but
any injury to the church was. He was ready to suffer,
to give up and sacriﬁce, to do any work to help save
souls, to help the church onward to prosperity and joy.
Things had gone wrong in Corinth, and this grieved
him to the heart. His hope was that, given a few
months of time, the Corinthians would right themselves.
Here is food for thought for all ministers. What
grief do they experience over deplorable conditions
in their congregations? How many grieve only over
what they must personally suffer? How many just
settle down to the bad conditions, heave a sigh, adjust
themselves, and let it go at that? How many thus become a worse cause for grief than their congregations
with their grievous conditions?
We are sure that Paul had been in Corinth on two
previous occasions: the ﬁrst time when he founded the
congregation (Acts 18) and a second time during his
long stay in Ephesus before he wrote First Corinthians
(see the Introduction). On the strength of «any Paul’s
second visit to Corinth is dated after First Corinthians
and is made a grief visit from which Paul, badly insulted and hurt, hurried back to Ephesus and wrote
“the tear letter.” Thus on the basis of 11'in the critics
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build up their hypotheses and remove Second Corin-

thians from its connection with First Corinthians.
The critics contend that mzm modiﬁes only Ev Alia-g.
If «mi/\w modiﬁes 6%)ch or — what amounts to the same
thing — e’v Adar” apt); {1.11.5.9 éxﬁczv, a grief visit did not occur at any time. The word miAw means “back,” its
modiﬁed meaning is “again” or “back again.” It is

used with many verbs and notably also with propat,
“to go back,” and here we have the aorist away. This

is one of those adverbs that does not need to be placed
next to the verb in order to modify that verb. According to the rhetorical emphasis it may be placed forward in the sentence. It is so placed here because the
point is Paul’s going “back” to Corinth or, if we wish,

his going “again” to Corinth. He did not want to go
back for his third visit “in grief.” In regard to this
second visit to Corinth we know nothing but the simple
fact gathered from 12 :14 and 13:1. It occurred before
First Corinthians was written and may well have taken

place more than a year before, even as much as two
years before that writing. It is of no importance for
either of Paul’s canonical letters. Dating this second

visit far ahead, after First Corinthians, and ﬁlling
it with a terrible experience of grief because of insults

by the Corinthians is not necessarily suggested by
Paul’s 71'6sz. For some reason the dictionaries and the
grammars offer no information regarding the force
of mim in this passage.

2)

Paul wanted to go back to Corinth, not with

a grieved, but with a relieved heart. Hence he devised

the plan of a time-consuming journey through Macedonia, which would delay his arrival at Corinth. His

grief had been caused by the Corinthians. Hence how
was he to go to Corinth with a relieved heart unless

those who had caused his grief removed this cause and
so gladdened him again? Paul was delaying his arrival
while waiting for this happy outcome.
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For if I on my part (emphatic £715) grieve you,
who, then, is he that makes me glad save he who is
receiving grief from me?
Paul touches the whole interaction. Paul's grief
was caused by the situation obtaining at Corinth. Because of his grief he had to grieve the Corinthians in
turn, namely by correcting them in no uncertain terms.
This correction constitutes a large portion of First
Corinthians; and the mission of Titus, no doubt, also
included a good deal of correction. The fact that he
was compelled to grieve the Corinthians was also a
part of Paul’s grief. How was he to be made happy
again? Who could remove this grief from him? Evidently only those who had caused it. Others might do'
what they could for Paul in order to bring him happiness, none but the Corinthians themselves could remove the grief which he felt at every thought of them.
But if they changed, how happy they would then make
Paul! In other words, Paul tells them that his whole
happiness depends on them.
Both the thought and the expression are genuinely
Pauline: this dwelling upon grieving, the grieving that
he was doing and that which others were receiving
from him, and the reference to his own happiness; this
uniting of the Corinthians with himself so that his very
happiness is entirely bound up with them and with
what they do. It is the voice of true love.
Kat before the apodosis seems to be merely pleonastic although B.-D. 442, 8 and our versions regard
it as “then”; R. 1182 as indicating an unexpressed
thought. Instead of concluding with the plural: “save
you who are being grieved by me,” Paul is considerate

and uses a third person singular. This avoids all
bluntness; it generalizes: in a case like this, where one
has grieved Paul, and he must grieve him in turn,
this man so grieved is the only one who can make Paul
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happy again. One should not miss these reﬁned, considerate touches, for they reveal Paul’s character.
The singular does not refer to some special person.
Paul could also have used the plural “who save they”;
it is a matter of choice. Carefully, too, he does not
write inn5, “by me,” but 65 with the passive participle.
His grieving of the Corinthians came only “from” him;
it was not a deliberate act in any way but one that was
forced “from” or “out of” him. He had to make the
correction although it would hurt those who received
it and him while making it.
3) We now get the complementary thought,
which is expressed as Paul’s conviction, that his own
joy is also the joy of the Corinthians. We once more
see how Paul’s mind takes in all of the angles whereas so many minds would go only halfway. And I
wrote for this very purpose that on coming I should
not get to have grief from them from whom I ought
to be getting joy, still having conﬁdence in you all
that my own joy is that of you all.
We do not regard Eypmpa as an epistolary aorist,
either here, in v. 4 and 9, or in 7 :12 (R. 846). Paul is
not speaking about the letter which he is now in process
of writing but about one that he wrote before this time.
We think that he is referring to First Corinthians. it
is possible that when Paul sent Titus to Corinth he
gave Titus a letter that was addressed to the Corinthians, a letter that is now lost like the one mentioned
in I Cor. 5 :9; but this view is no gain, for it would deal
with the same situation in Corinth which is revealed
in First Corinthians, the very situation with which
Paul is now again dealing. A letter that was sent along
with Titus could not contain anything beyond what
First Corinthians contains, nor is Paul now referring
to anything that is of a different nature. 0n the hypotheses regarding this letter see v. 4.
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The present connection leads us to regard 70131-0 aim;
as an adverbial accusative: “for this very thing, i. e.,
purpose” (B.-D. 290, 4), and not as an accusative object: I write “this very thing.” In the preceding verses

(1:23-2 :2), as well as in the statement that follows
in v. 3, Paul is not stating what he wrote in his previous letter but why he wrote as he did. He is now revealing his purpose and object for writing as he did;
when he wrote as he did he had withheld this object.
We have explained in connection with 1:23 why Paul
could not have stated this purpose in First Corinthians
(16:5-8) when he changed his plans of travel. His
purpose was, if possible, not to return to Corinth in
grief (v. 1). It is this purpose regarding which he
now says still more. If we translate: “I wrote this
very thing,” namely that I did not want to return in
grief, this is the very thing he did not write; he is
telling about this for the ﬁrst time. He could not have
told this even in a letter which was sent. along with
Titus. On the other hand, if “this very thing” refers
to something else that Paul wrote, nobody can guess
what this was, we are left at sea. The objection that
in v. 1 701770 is the object, and that in v. 9 it is £29 70510
that states purpose, is invalid, for purpose can be
indicated in various ways.

"Iva, is subﬁnal and tells us what “this very purpose” was which Paul had in mind when he wrote as
he did (I Cor. 16:5-8) and arranged for a later date
of arrival in Corinth. He did not, on his arrival, want
to get to have (0x63, ingressive aorist) grief from those
from whom he ought to be getting joy (xalpcw, present,
durative) . In :14” Jw the antecedent is absorbed: “from
whom” =“from them from whom.” The Greek uses
the imperfect, here 58“, to indicate an obligation that
has remained unfulﬁlled (R. 887, 920). The Corinthians ought, indeed, always to have brought joy to
Paul, the founder of their congregation, one of Christ’s
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own apostles. They had not been doing that and are
gently reminded of the fact. Things had been so ill
among them, as First Corinthians fully shows, that
he could hitherto not have come back to them save with

great grief. Titus brought a better report after weeks
of the greatest depression on the part of Paul, and we
shall see how Paul is now greatly rejoiced (v. 14) . His
hopes and his prayers were now coming to fulﬁllment,
namely that he could, after all, enter Corinth with joy.

Here we again see that Paul thinks about himself
only in connection with the people whom he serves.

He wants joy for himself from the Corinthians, but
never merely for himself alone but only as it includes
them, his joy being theirs. The perfect participle says
that during all this time, despite all his grief, he has
held even as he now holds this conﬁdence, that his joy

is at the same time theirs. It would not be joy to him,
it would lose all of its sweetness if this were not the
case. The thought becomes exceedingly beautiful as
we are thus again permitted to look into Paul’s heart.
The grief which the Corinthians had caused him was

such grief to him because it robbed him of the joy
that he should have had, that joy which should rejoice
also the Corinthians and be their joy. They conducted

themselves instead so that only grief resulted.
Paul says: “I have been holding fast to this conﬁdence”; it is exactly the proper word. It does not
say too much, but it does say a good deal. Best of all,
by means even of the very tense used it invites the
Corinthians to hasten to justify this conﬁdence which
Paul has been holding, justify it to the full. ’Em’ means
that Paul rested his conﬁdence “upon” them; yea,
spreading his arms wide for an embrace, he says:

“upon you all” and repeats “of you all” when he is
referring to the joy. Note, too, how “joy” begins in

1:24: the whole ofﬁce of the ministry is the work of
dispensing joy. Can one spread joy when he has a heart
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that is steeped in grief? In v. 2 he therefore asks, who
but he who took the joy from him and gave him grief
instead can make him glad again by returning his joy
to him.
4) The explanation offered by ydp as to how
and with what object Paul wrote his former letter,
refers to all that he has said about his own grief and
about his grieving the Corinthians. He describes the
ﬁrst ﬂood of his 'grief and the motive that, neverthe-

less, moved him when he was writing First Corinthians. For out of much afﬂiction and anxiety of
heart I wrote to you through many tears, not (just)
in order that you might be grieved, but that you
might realize the love I have especially for you.
Paul himself tells under what conditions he wrote
First Corinthians. 'Ex has the idea of source. “Much
afﬂiction” =the grief out of which the letter ﬂowed,
Paul’s own pain which was caused him by the Corinthians. This is what he had instead of joy. Mingled
with it. was his “anxiety” about the Corinthians,
namely as to the effect his letter would have on them,
whether they would heed him, or whether they would

just get angry at his sharp admonitions and perhaps
turn completely against him. The word means “a holding together” and thus might mean “anguish” .(our
versions) and be only a synonym of the preceding
“afﬂiction”; but an advance in thought is better (compare v. 12), the pressure of worry regarding the effect
of his letter. This is how his heart felt. Aui = “through”
and is said often to denote accompanying circumstance. Paul’s tears ﬂowed again and again, and
through them he wrote. Regarding his tears compare
Acts 20:19, 31, and Phil. 3:18. We have already (v.
1) said that he was not womanish but was most deeply
affected by his work, which ﬁlled his whole heart.
In v. 3 he states the purpose regarding his own
person, which purpose reacted on the Corinthians; now
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he speaks about the purpose regarding them directly,
ﬁrst negatively: “not that you might be grieved,” then
positively: “but that you might realize the love I have
especially toward you.” It is pedantic to take “might

not be grieved" in an absolute sense. The Greek regularly omits qualiﬁers when, as here, the opposites are
not entirely exclusive. The plain sense is that when
Paul wrote, although he himself was so deeply hurt,
so anxious about the Corinthians, wrote even amid
many tears, it was not, in fact, could not have been
done just to hurt them. His was not a penal letter.

To be sure, it hurt, it grieved. Is it pleasant to hear
rebuke? When weare confronted. with grave wrong
and serious moral conditions, our guilt pains us. Contrition without an inner pang has not yet been invented; the deeper the pang, the truer the contrition.

But the grief is never inﬂicted for its own sake but for
what it is to produce, namely amendment. The law is

not used except in conjunction with the gospel. The
thought is not that the hurt is to be made less by the
gospel but is to be healed by the gospel.
The emphatic word in a In clause is frequently
placed before the conjunction; it is so here in the case of
ﬁyv d'ydrqv .(R. 423) : “my love, that you might realize
it,” etc. The very grief which Paul had to cause the

Corinthians when he wrote to them was a manifestation of his love for them. Only a man who had great
love in his heart could have written First Corinthians.
Recall its imperishable chapter (the thirteenth) regarding love itself.
The verb means “to know” from actual contact
and realization. It is the way in which the loved really
know the love that is loving them. It was true that
Paul loved the Corinthians “especially” (the comparative adverb is to be taken in this sense). One and onehalf years Paul had labored in Corinth, and since his
time and his labor as an apostle had to be distributed,
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this was a long time. His success had been great. The
congregation was of vital importance for the whole of
Achaia. Special love was rightly devoted to Corinth.
But this was not mere duMa, the love of affection
such as we have for people who are congenial to us,

for friends. This was 6.7611), the love of understanding
and comprehension coupled with corresponding purpose. So God “loved” the world. How could he aﬁectionately embrace the foul, stinking world? He comprehended what the world was and purposed to cleanse

it by sending his only-begotten Son. So we are “to love”
our enemies. They would strike usin the face if we
came to them with affection ; but we are to see their state
of hate and are to carry out the purpose of freeing
them from that state. This, in brief, pictures the New
Testament ayamiv. It is Sometimes conceived as seeing
value in the loved object.

But such a view is too

limited.
The history of the word should also be studied,
especially the fact that in the LXX it was still used
to designate the lower forms of love, even erotic love.
In the‘ New Testament it appears in full glory,- pure“
and high, even when it is used with reference to publicans’ and sinners’ loving their own kind, for its

marks are always comprehending intelligence and corresponding purpose. See John 21:15, etc. This is the
love that may hurt the beloved in order to bless and
to beneﬁt even as Jesus hurt Peter in that loving ques‘
tioning regarding love.

We take the letter to which Paul refers to be First
Corinthians. The critics disagree. They fail to ﬁnd
the tears about which Paul speaks. They catalog the
passages where Paul may have and where he could not
have shed tears when he was dictating First Corinthians. The view that the whole letter must be dripping with tears, that all of the emotion of the writer
must lie revealed on the surface, in fact, that his tears
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ought to be mentioned in the proper places where he
had shed them is unwarranted.
First Corinthians reflects conditions in Corinth that
were sad enough to depress any Christian heart, to
say nothing about the heart of the apostle who had
founded that congregation and whose whole heart was
wrapped up in its Welfare. There were ugly party

divisions that might tear the whole congregation to
pieces; unholy pride that is the forerunner of a fall and

boasts of wisdom that were sheer folly; the horrible
case of incest, and the whole congregation sitting by
indifferently, cases of fornication multiplying; litiga—
tions of members before heathen judges; a tangle of
questions about marriage; eating idol meats no matter

how this affected weak brethren. So much of this
sort is found already in the ﬁrst eight chapters. Need
we repeat the rest? Even the Lord’s Supper had become well-nigh impossible at Corinth. How much more

would need to occur before tears would be wrung from
Paul’s eyes? If tears were ever justiﬁed, a situation
like that prevailing in Corinth justiﬁed them.
First Corinthians seeks to bind up the wounds,
bruises, and sores. The emotions are restrained in

order to perform this difﬁcult and trying task. To ﬁll
the letter with cries and exclamations of grief would

not heal nor help. It is now, weeks and months afterward, that Paul can speak to the Corinthians about his

own heart which was so distressfully bruised at that
time and so anxious ever since that time regarding the
results of his efforts to right things in Corinth. Do

matters in First Corinthians and in Second Corinthians agree? They do.

What is the critics’ view? Sometime after First
Corinthians had been written Paul hastened to Corinth in person. He was ill and incompetent, and after

disgraceful scenes and personal insults to him hurried
back, a defeated man. And when he got back to Ephe-
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sus he wrote the so-called Traenenbrief, “tear letter,"
whose contents are unknown, but according to another
hypothesis thought to consist of II Cor. 10 to 13, which

was afterward somehow attached to II Cor. 1 to 9.
We read H Cor. 10 to 13 and look for the tears that
are thought to be there—and fail to ﬁnd them.

VI.

The Case of Incest Is Closed

5) The worst incident that had occurred in Corinth was the case of incest mentioned in I Cor. 5:1,
etc. Its worst attending circumstance was the indif-

ference of the congregation; no action whatever'had
been taken, and thereby the whole congregation showed
its low moral tone and thus became partaker of this
man’s most grievous sin. We see that Paul was compelled to write in I Cor. 5:1, etc.; it was necessary almost to force the congregation into action. He gave
it even the formal wording of the resolution by which
the guilty man was to be expelled from the congregation (I Cor. 5:3-5). In order to understand what he
now says regarding the case, one should understand
just what that resolution contained as it was offered
and formulated by Paul, etc. See the author’s exposi-

tion in the Interpretation of First Corinthﬁns. The
erroneous ideas held in regard to this case begin with
this resolution which was offered by Paul. Hence ﬁrst
of all clearness in this matter must be sought.
When Paul wrote First Corinthians and corrected
so many of the gravest faults found in Corinth, the
chief questions were: “Will the Corinthians respond?
Will they change their evil ways, or will they resent
Paul’s letter, repudiate him, cause a terrible division
in the whole church, etc. ‘2” The gravity of the situation
is often not fully appreciated. In Corinth things were
forced to a mighty decision by First Corinthians. It
was an either—or; either heed Paul’s letter or re-
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pudiate Paul and his letter. Everything hung in the
balance, and we can readily imagine Paul’s worry.
Prominent in the critical situation was this frightful case of incest. The real test would in a way be
made in regard to this case. It was so prominent, it
was also so vicious; it required formal action on the
part of the congregation. Paul had written out even
the formal resolution which the church should pass.
If Paul had failed in this case, if the congregation had
voted adversely on the resolution he had asked it to
pass, the awful breach would have been made: Corinth would have been lost to the church.
Second Corinthians shows the happy turn which
events took. Two facts are clear: the congregation had
passed the resolution written out in I Cor. 5:3—5 and
had expelled the incestuous member; this member had
repented most thoroughly. Paul had received this report from Titus. It was vastly more than good news
regarding this one case alone, and it should not be
considered in this partial light. The acutest issue had
yielded to the truth and the right of the gospel; that
meant gospel victory as far as the rest of the errors

and abuses noted in First Corinthians were concerned.
Paul had the brightest prospect that his grief would
be completely dissipated. No wonder he writes as he
does. The congregation had not, however, as yet reinstated the repentant member. The details are immaterial. Perhaps the vote of expulsion and the repentance were of recent date. Since this was the ﬁrst
case of so grave a nature, the congregation hesitated

to effect too prompt a reinstatement. Whatever these
details may have been, Paul now advises the congrega-

tion to reinstate the offending member and to do so
wholeheartedly.
The treatment of this case under apostolic direction
has become classic for the church of all time, the divine
guide for all grave cases of church discipline. If the
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church is to derive guidance from this case, a correct
exegesis of I Cor. 3:1—5 and of all that Paul says in
Second Corinthians is necessary. Some commentators
have failed the church although we are happy to say
her teachers have stood her in good stead. Regarding
the views of the commentators we shall have something
to say at the end of our consideration of v. 11.
We now appreciate even the manner in which Paul
speaks when he advises the congregation to bring this
case to its proper Christian close. He no longer dwells
on the grievous sin, does not even name it; he is
through with it, thank God. He does not mention the
man’s name but writes “such a one” and generalizes;

for every such person, not merely just this one person,
should be dealt with as Paul has directed and now
further directs. Paul eliminates himself from the case;
it is one that comes under the jurisdiction of the congregation. He regarded it so at the beginning (I Cor.

5:3-5) and still regards it so. He guides the congregation, he is not lord of the church (1 :24). Tact and
good sense are combined with reﬁnement and considerateness, and these grace the true Christian principles
along which the congregational action is directed. Let
us appreciate this; all of it lies on the high plane on
which the church and all her guides should ever remain.
But if one has been grieving (anybody), not me
(alone) has he been grieving but more or less—in
order that I may not burden him unduly ——you all.
Ae’ has its slight adversative sense, to indicate which

our “but" serves inadequately. From all that has been
said about grief and grieving Paul now turns to this
most acute grievous case. The thought is that it alone
had grieved Paul; by taking up this case he certainly
does not imply that other things in Corinth had not

grieved him.
The indeﬁnite art: has the meaning “one,” not “any”
(our versions). “One” merely indicates, “any" gen-
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eralizes, and a deﬁnite person is referred to here, and
he is tactfully left unnamed. The perfect “has been
grieving (sc. anybody)” or “has been doing any grieving” has no present connotation such as this tense

often has but refers to the past, not to one act (aorist) ,
but to an extended period in the past, a period that is
now happily closed. The condition of reality regards
the case as one that occurred in the past. And it is this
person who was guilty of spreading grief.
This is another case in which the Greek on’J—de
is not exclusive. Our idiom requires an addition: “not
me (alone) has he been grieving.” It is plain that this

man did, indeed, grieve also Paul, but primarily he
grieved the congregation of which he was a member.

This point is rather important. Paul does not occupy
a position above the congregation, apostle though he
was. All hierarchical notions are far from Paul’s think-

ing and acting. Throughout the case the primary position belonged to the congregation. It had to pass the
resolution that expelled the man (I Cor. 523-5), it had
to pass the resolution to reinstate the man (v. 6, 7) ;
Paul could and did only guide the congregation in the
matter of these resolutions, he acted and acts only as
their ouvepyds‘ or helper (1 :24), or, we may say, as their
3Lu'Kovos, “minister.” We at once see the pertinency of
the statement which Paul makes regarding himself,
for in v. 6, 7 he guides the congregation in what it is
now to do since its members are the ones in whose
hands the matter lies.

This man’s grieving concerned “you all” primarily
so that taking action belonged to the congregation.
It was the supreme court to judge the case (under
the Lord, of course) and not the apostle or any other

of the apostles, not the ministry whether this term be
taken as referring to one or to all ministers.

We ﬁnd much discussion regarding aura ‘ue'pous‘ and
regarding the Z’va clause. There is no need to review all of
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it. The phrase does not mean that only a part of the
congregation had been grieved, for the verb is not passive and thus does not indicate who felt grieved so that
Paul implies that some in the congregation, being indifferent, felt no grief. At ﬁrst, in fact, no one in the
whole congregation felt grieved, and Paul had to arouse
its members to an understanding of what had been
done to all of its members (I Cor. 5). Despite his efforts all of them were not immediately aroused. Perhaps even now some were still unmoved.

The verb states what the man had done: he has
grieved “you all” whether “you all” realize it or not.
The phrase “in part" means “more or less,” some felt
the grief more, some less, each in some part or to some
degree. It is always thus when someone sins against

a whole congregation: some are deeply wounded, some
less so, some feel scarcely anything. Yet the sinner’s
grievous action nonetheless extends to every member,
even to the little children. Paul speaks with exactness.
The parenthetical purpose clause obviously states
why the phrase is added. By the use of this phrase
Paul does not intend to fault a part of the congregation
for not having felt the grief deeply enough; he is now
not dealing with that feature of the case. He is speaking about what the sinner has done to the membership
in Corinth. God knows it was terrible enough. When
he now speaks about it Paul says, “I do not want in the

least to exaggerate the effect which the sin has had on
you Corinthians in regard to the grief now felt by you."
'Em’ in the verb intensiﬁes: “to put pressure or a
burden upon,” i. e., more than I have to, thus, “to

burden unduly.” The Greek needs no object; but the
object involved is not the following “you all," nor can
it be drawn from “you all,” which would result in a
queer thought. The object implied is the subject of
the two main verbs, namely this sinner, “him.” Paul
says: “This man grieved you in varying degrees, and
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I say in varying degrees only in order not to put upon
him more. blame than is necessary, his guilt is serious
enough as it is and as you all know.” Paul keeps a
perfect balance in every word he says about this case.
He does so although this man’s sin hurt him very much
because of the shameful indifference with which the

congregation at ﬁrst treated this sin and this sinner.
The more terrible a member’s sin is, the more viciously
are some inclined to speak about the sinner and about
his deed just as others act and speak with too little
concern. Paul does neither.
6) After stating, “You he has grieved, you all 1”
and once again implying that it was their matter to
take all action in the case, Paul states what this action
should be and adds its purpose. Suﬁicient for such
a one this penalty (inﬂicted) by the majority, so
that contrariwise you (now) rather forgive him and
comfort him lest by any means such a one be swallowed up with his excessive grief. Wherefore I urge
you to ratify to him love.

“To such a one” =to the man in question, not because it is he, but as you would deal with any man in
a similar case. When Paul worded the indictment
against the man in I Cor. 5:3-5, he employed a legal
form and phraseology. Now he again uses various
legal terms. One of these seems to be €1rL1'Lp1a. (found

only here in the New Testament) in the sense of
penalty. “This penalty by (inﬂicted by) the majority”
(plural comparative) is the one stated in I Cor. 5:3-5.
It amounted to expulsion from the Christian membership and entailed a loss of all rights of membership.
This resolution which had been formulated by Paul
had ﬁnally been adopted by the congregation.

The

result had been of the very best: the sinner had thoroughly repented. Titus had'just reported these things
to Paul. These, it seems, were the recent developments
in Corinth. First Corinthians had been written about
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Easter time, fall was now approaching. Thus, one may
conclude, it had taken some time before this result had
been obtained in Corinth. It seems also that the repentant sinner had not as yet been reinstated; Paul is
asking that this be now duly done.
It is not amiss to assume that, since Titus was going from Corinth to Paul, the Corinthians had asked
him to request Paul to advise them regarding reinstatement, and that Paul therefore instructs the Corinthians as to what to do. ‘Ixavdv is neuter although the
noun is feminine; this is due to the generalization expressed in “such a one,” the predicate adjective referring not merely to this one case of penalty but abstractly to every such case, B.-D. 131. In View of Acts
17:9, and Mark 15:15 ixavév may also be juridical.
What arrests attention is the fact that Paul writes
“by the majority.” The action had evidently not been
unanimous. We should, however, note that Paul has
nothing to say about the implied minority. Was their
dissent innocent, due to absence from the meeting, to
timidity in voting, or to hostility to Paul? We cannot say.

7) In what sense “sufﬁcient” is to be understood
is now apparent. The desired result of the expulsion
has been attained, namely the sinner’s repentance.
With (Zia-re the result upon the congregation is now
stated. There was no need for Paul to insert Sezv, what
“must” or “ought” to be done. Paul states what the
normal and the right result is for the Corinthians, and

there is no implication of reluctance on their part in
regard to accepting this result. Compared with the
expulsion, it is an opposite act: “contrariwise,” to
which “rather” is added, in which we, however, ﬁnd
no reference to a tension in Corinth but only the preference which Paul thinks the Corinthians would show
by taking this opposite action. And this is: “that you
grant him favor (or, as we may translate, ‘forgive’
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him) and comfort him,” two effective aorists. They
point to one act, namely to a congregational resolution
to reinstate the repentant sinner into his forfeited
membership. The vote to pardon him will also comfort

him. It would, of course, include the discussion that
would lead up to that vote and the resultant treatment
of the sinner; all would be a mighty comfort.

In I Cor. 5:3-5 Paul formulates the resolution for
the Corinthians.

It was similar to offering a motion

in a public meeting; but Paul transmits it in writing
since he can be present only in spirit. As things stood
in Corinth at that time, Paul had to follow this course.
Since things are now more favorable, and the congregation is very willing, it is enough and also very tactful
that Paul only state what the result of the repentance

is for the church, and that he leave to it the formulation of the motion which it will naturally vote on and
pass.
Paul adds what purpose will strongly prompt the

Corinthians to take this action: “lest by any means
(minis) such a one he swallowed up with his excessive
grief.” Paul is concerned for this man’s soul. It is
beyond the English idiom to reproduce the effect of
6 rowﬁroc, “such a one,” which is placed at the very end

in the Greek and thus voices Paul’s deep sympathy
and concern for the repentant sinner.

Nor should we miss this ﬁnal mention of “grief” in
the present section. At one time this sinner was grieving so many with his sin, now he was grieving himself

in deep contrition for that sin— a blessed change.
And yet he could not be abandoned to this excessive
grief lest with or by it “he be swallowed up.” There is
no need to debate about the meaning of the ﬁgure as

to whether it means suicide or this and that. It means
to sink into despair no matter how the despair might
manifest itself.
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It has been asked why Paul says nothing about
God’s forgiveness of this man’s sin. Again, it is assumed that Paul is dealing only with the congregation’s
forgiveness, with pardon for the great wrong done to
the congregation. Both need clarifying. By again receiving the repentant sinner through forgiving and
comforting him the congregation did absolve him in
God’s name and by that absolution brought and sealed
God’s remission to him.
On the other hand, every Christian and thus also
every congregation are to forgive a wrong done to
them personally at once, the moment it is committed,
no matter whether the wrongdoer repents or not,
whether he be a church member or a bloody persecutor.
Paul is not speaking about this forgiveness; he does so
in v. 10 as far as his own person is concerned, which
see. He is speaking about reinstating a fallen and
repentant church member. This can be done only by
formal congregational resolution. And this resolution is
in every case equal to pronouncing God’s absolution in
God’s own name to the sinner for his sin against God.
The sin against the congregation alone was forthwith

forgiven irrespective of repentance; but God held this
sinner guilty also for wronging the congregation as
he held him guilty for his sin in toto, and the congregational reinstatement was thus God’s full and complete
absolution.
Who are you, sinner, to hold a sin that is done
against you against any sinner? You yourself sin
against others daily. Do not place yourself on a level
with God! But when, especially as a congregation, we
act in God’s name we convey God’s own absolution,
but never to any save to the contrite and repentant.
8.) Aw', “wherefore” = in order that this purpose
may be attained and the repentant. sinner preserved
from despair Paul urges the Corinthians “to ratify"
love to him, xupéam, a legal term: to ratify by formal
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decree or vote, M.-M. 366. B.-P. has the correct meaning of this word in the passage Gal. 3:15: a legally
ratiﬁed will or testament, but in the case of this passage he gives the meaning beschliessen, entscheide’n.
The sense of the word is the same in both passages.
Hence the aorist: the legal ratiﬁcation of love is to
be made “for him” by formal resolution and vote.
“Love” is enough (see v. 4) : as a man who is repentant, absolved, and reinstated in God’s name all that

dya’m; includes is now once more his. This “love” is now
no more only that with which we love even our enemies
but that with which we are able to love our brethren
as brethren, I Pet. 2:17. As God’s agape is able to
bestow vastly more upon his children than it is able
to bestow upon the ungodly, so it is in the case of our
love to our brethren.

9)

With yép Paul indicates why he is so free

to urge the Corinthians to follow a certain course of
conduct in this sinner’s case; Paul has tested them
out when he wrote to them to expel the man (I Cor.
5:3-5), which they also did—although after. some
delay. For this purpose I also wrote in order that I
might get to know the (real) genuineness of you,

whether you are (really) obedient in all regards.
Kat is to be construed with “wrote”: “also wrote”
the former time as I am now again writing in regard to
the same case. Then I wrote and made the test; you
proved genuine; and knowing this, I now write again
and urge you to take the reverse action toward the
sinner. El: 1oﬁro= not “for this reason” but “for this
purpose,” in stating what it is. The aorist 7"; means
“get to know, realize, experience," namely by seeing
how you would respond to my letter and to what I bade
you to do about this case.
Paul frequently uses 80mm; and its cognates. This
word is derived from the testing of metals, coins, etc.,
in order to prove their genuineness. The translations
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try to convey as much of this as is possible, the difﬁculty being in ﬁnding one word which expresses both
the facts that a test was made and that the test 'was
successfully passed. Our versions offer “proof,” we
venture to offer “genuineness” and to add parenthetically “real”; {ma-w is the objective genitive because the
Corinthians were proved and found genuine.
‘ The test made in I Cor. 5:1, etc., was applied to
the Corinthians in regard to this one case; but this
was an eminent case that would bring out fully
“whether you are (really) obedient in all regards.”
Paul wrote about many matters in First Corinthians,
any one and all of which were likewise tests. Because

it was such an acute, deﬁnite case, the case of incest
was one which probed and tested the obedience of the
Corinthians most completely. If they passed this test
-— and they ﬁnally did — they proved that they would
be equally obedient in other and lesser cases.
Let us note that Paul here acknowledges the genuineness of the Corinthian congregation in an unobtrusive way. We should remember how anxious he had
been regarding the tests to which he had to put the
Corinthians, in particular also regarding this most
decisive test (v. 13) . What a relief it was to ﬁnd that
they were genuine! So the implication is that in regard
to what he now bids the Corinthians do he is fully
assured that they will again respond. We feel that
saying. what he does, and saying it in this telling way,
will surely move the Corinthians the more obediently
to respond to Paul’s bidding, both in now absolving
the repentant sinner and in carrying out Whatever else
Paul may ask.

Some have thought that this question is one regarding Paul’s personal apostolic authority and obedience
to that. Others say that he held back his apostolic
authority until this point of his letter was reached

and did not assert it until this point; or that he ad-
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vocated congregational autonomy in the present case
only for diplomatic reasons while his aim in reality
was unquestioning, blind obedience in every respect.

Paul is also said to be klug (sagacious) for speaking
about a “proof” when “conversion” would be the proper
word.
But the only apostolic authority that existed was
that which had been delegated by Christ. No apostle
and no apostolic church knew of any other, obeyed

any other. In I Cor. 5 :4, where the formulation of the
resolution which was submitted to the Corinthians by
Paul is given after the preamble stated in v. 3, there

follows: “In the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.” To
that authority Paul bowed, to that he asked the Corinthians to bow. “Obedient in all respects” = to

Christ in all things. An apostolic hierarchy never
existed.
This shows that each congregation is autonomous
but that it is ever under Christ when it is exercising
its autonomy. Expulsion and reinstatement, the ban
and absolution are powers conveyed to the congregation by Christ (Matt. 18:17). Paul treats the congregation accordingly. Matt. 18:18, and John 20:23 do not

make apostles or ministers “lords” (1 :24) of the
church, they are given to the church (I Cor. 12:28;

Eph. 3:11), their ofﬁce is granted to the church in
order to show what Christ’s authority is and conveys
to the church so that the church may exercise it under
Christ’s guidance through the holy ofﬁce. Finally, to
ﬁnd fault with Paul for speaking about genuineness

and its testing is to deny the facts of both epistles,
which present an c'KKAnafa. of God (I Cor. 1:2; II Cor.
1:1) that has faults, indeed, but proves itself a church

nonetheless by allowing itself to be cleansed of its
faults.

10)

When Paul formulated the resolution re-

garding the expulsion of the sinner, which was sub-
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mitted by him for adoption by the Corinthians (I
Cor. 5:3—5), he wrote as being present with them in
spirit and as thus voting with them, so now in the
matter of voting the absolution of the repentant sinner Paul again joins the congregation and once more
votes with it. He does not in this instance (as he
did in I Cor. 5:3-5) formulate the motion, he only
indicates its contents. Being absent in body, he, as
it were,. submits hisvote for forgiveness in writing
with the assurance that the vote of the congregation

will be unanimous or practically so. Moreover, to
whom you forgive anything, also I on my part (forgive).
Ae’ adds this casting of Paul's vote. “To whom” and
“anything” are general as are the two “such a one” in
v. 6, 7. These indeﬁnite terms thus cover the case in
question. But they cover far more, for they show that
Paul now has such conﬁdence in the congregation that
he votes with it in the 'case of whomever it may absolve for whatever sin. The implication is that the
congregation, which is now awake to its obligation
under Christ, need not wait and ﬁrst submit each case
to the apostle before voting reinstatement. It seems
to have done this in the case that was pending.
Let us note that the action is one of the congregation alone, of course under Christ; it is not that of an
individual apart from the congregation, be he an apostle, a general ofﬁcer of a church body, or a pastor. As
being a part of the church these may advise and direct,

but they can do no more. It is the church that acts. It
expels, it forgives and reinstates under Christ.
In the present case Paul was, however, personally
involved. This case had also caused him grief, not

indeed directly, but indirectly, namely through the
previous indifference of the Corinthian congregation
which took action only after Paul had coerced it to
do so. Note the explanation in regard to Paul’s grief
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in v. 6. Paul now adds (mi) what he has long ago
done in regard to the grief which this sinner had
caused him personally. Paul had at once forgiven
the man. See the explanation of this point in connection With v. 7. For also I on my part, what I have
forgiven (this long while, perfect tense), if (indeed)
I have had anything to forgive, on account ofyou
(have I forgiven it) in the presence of Christ in order

that we may not be taken advantage of by Satan;
for, etc.
Paul had done what every Christian should do. He
had at once forgiven this sinner the hurt which he had
caused him and now tells the congregation so. That
injury done to Paul was forgiven by Paul from the
very beginning. Paul, indeed, felt the injury throughout, but only as one that was wholly forgiven. Paul
has not been withholding his personal forgiveness un-

til the sinner who had offended him should repent. The
Corinthians are not to think that, before they may
reinstate the man, he must ﬁrst beg Paul’s pardon.
The man has always had Paul’s personal pardon. How
the man stood in the sight of God is another matter,
one between himself and God. Paul’s soul was innocent, he had never harbored resentment, he had prayed
the Lord’s Prayer aright.
‘
In this spirit Paul speaks about his hurt as he does:
“what I have forgiven, if I have (really) forgiven anything,” i. e., if, indeed, I have had anything to forgive.
The man’s sin was not committed against Paul directly; Paul had very likely not as yet met the man. We
know how the grief had come to Paul, namely indirectly. Therefore Paul says: “In a way I had nothing to forgive him; he involved me only distantly and
in that way hurt me; he probably never realized that
I, too, would be hurt.” This is perfect fairness on the
part of Paul in his personal feelings toward the man.
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We need not discuss other views of the commentators who think that Paul’s forgiveness has been conditional; or that he is now willing to forgive provided
the Corinthians are; and the like. Paul says “what we
read" (1:13) and not something else.

“On your account in the presence of’Christ” is to
be construed with the purpose clause: “in order that
we (namely you Corinthians and I) may not be taken
advantage of by Satan.” If it were not for the fact
of Paul’s connection with the Corinthians, sin and a
crime committed by a member in the Corinthian church
would have had no effect upon him, would probably
not even have come to his ears, and, even if he had
heard about it, would not have caused a grief and a
hurt that called for personal forgiveness on the part
of Paul. But since Paul was connected with and thus
bound up with theCorinthians, this fact made his grief
regarding this man’s sin what is was and thus also
necessitated Paul’s personal forgiveness. It concerned
the Corinthians, could not but concern them. Paul’s
forgiveness of theman was automatically “on account
of you” Corinthians. How it was this on account of
them the In clause shows. “In the presence of Christ"
neither marks the sincerity of Paul’s forgiveness nor
names Christ as a witness of the forgiveness; nor is
this phrase a sort of oath. It modiﬁes “on account of
you.” Paul’s relation'to the Corinthians was “in the
presence or in the sight of Christ.” Christ had made
him the apostle who founded the Corinthian church,
who had thus bound them and him together.
11) And now we see what this sinner’s sin might
have done to this relation between the apostle and the
congregation of his founding. Satan was seeking
greater game than the soul of that one sinner. Satan’s
schemes (his voriua‘w. or “devices,” the word is used in
an evil sense) were to alienate the Corinthians from
Paul. He intended to turn Paul against them by means
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of the injury that had been caused to Paul personally
and to turn them against Paul by means of what Paul
would be compelled to demand of the Corinthians,

namely that they take proper congregational action
against this sinner. Satan saw a double opportunity
for making his schemes succeed, for “getting the advantage” of Paul and of the Corinthians. He hoped

to frustrate the whole blessed work that had been done
in Corinth and to deliver a stunning blow to Paul.
These evil results would spread to even other con-

gregations.
As far as his own person and the personal hurt he
had suffered were concerned, Paul at once forgave the
sinner. No wrong reaction came into Paul’s heart for
even a moment. He wrote First Corinthians without
so much as a trace of bitterness regarding this sinner.
His main concern was for the Corinthians themselves,
that as “in the presence of Christ” he might lead them,
too, not to play into Satan’s hands, for they might
have easily done so. Satan, no doubt, counted chieﬂy
on them for the success of his “devices.” Would the
Corinthians, too, as “in the presence of Christ” act
properly as Paul bade them? This it was that brought

such worry to Paul (v. 13) throughout those long
weeks of waiting to learn what effect his epistle had
had in Corinth. It had the right effect. Satan’s devices
had been frustrated. Even the sinner had been snatched
from him. The “we” of the verbs are perfectly plain;

they refer to Paul and the Corinthians. And Paul can
say: “We are not ignorant of his devices,” since the
Corinthians, too, had seen through them and had helped
to frustrate them.
Luther translated: Das vergebe ich um em'etwillen
an Christmas statt, see also A. V., v. 10. This has led to
a wrong application of our passage as though it proved
that, when a minister pronounces absolution, he does so
an Christus statt, in Christ’s place. This phrase does
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not have that meaning. Paul is not speaking about the
absolution that is pronounced by a pastor in the name
of Christ, in this clause and phrase he is speaking only
about the personal forgiving that took place in his own
heart. Let us add that v. 10, 11 have been misunderstood in various ways. Public absolution and Paul’s
private, personal forgiving are often confused.
We are now ready for a word regarding the question as to whether Paul speaks about the case of incest that is known to us from I Cor. 5. Every detail
of our paragraph (v. 5-11) not only corresponds with
that casebut cannot be understood if that case is not
referred to. If II Cor. 2 :5-11 does not speak about the
case mentioned in I Cor. 5, we must invent a duplicate
of that case (save only that it need not be a case of
incest) which would otherwise have the same characteristics. The critics do that. They disregard I Cor. 5
and set up a hypothetical case that ﬁts II Cor. 2:5-7
plus 7 :12. The results have been confusing. Paul himself has made it impossible to substitute a hypothetical
case. He does it in the simplest way by writing in such
a manner that, unless one is acquainted with the actual
case (I Cor. 5), one cannot understand a number of
the expressions which he employs in v. 5-11. First
Corinthians 5 is so completely the key to II Car. 2 :5-11
that, when this key is disregarded, the door remains
locked.
VII.

Thanks and Triumph

12) Verses 12-17 form a paragraph; we do not
divide at v. 14. The success of First Corinthians and
of the mission of Titus to Corinth found their climax
in what the Corinthians did in regard to the case of
incest and were now ready to do since the sinner had
repented. Paul’s worry about the Corinthians after
writing First Corinthians and dispatching Titus had
centered in this case as being the real test for the Co-
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rinthians (v. 9). So now after the Corinthians are
obedient in this gravest matter, after Paul has been
able to tell them how to proceed to reinstate the sinner
(v. 5-11), what is more natural than to tell the Corinthians how he had worried, how he had gone forward to Macedonia to hasten his meeting with Titus,
how he thanked God when Titus came with the good
news from Corinth, how he felt triumphant and yet
attributed all the success and the triumph to God, he
and his assistants ever holding to God’s word in Christ?
Aé makes the natural transition. Now having
come to Troas for the gospel of Christ, and a door
having been opened for me in the Lord, I have had
no relief for my spirit because I did not ﬁnd Titus,
my. brother, but after taking my leave of them I went
forth into Macedonia.

The picture of what transpired in Paul’s spirit dur~
ing the anxious wait for the return of Titus from Corinth is realistic in every way. According to the plan
projected in I Cor. 16:5 Paul had come from Ephesus
as far as Troas in order to go on from there to Macedonia and ﬁnally to Corinth. The tour was not rapid,
work was to be done along the way. On arriving at
Troas, Paul expected to ﬁnd Titus there. We see that
he had sent Titus to Corinth long enough before that

so that Titus might have returned with a full report
about conditions in Corinth. We see that Troas had
been agreed upon as the place of meeting. But when

Paul arrived there, Titus had not come, and no news
had been sent by him. One can imagine Paul’s feelings. Had the worst happened at Corinth? Was Titus
detained in Corinth because nothing had as yet been
achieved? We have seen, not only that Paul's very soul

was in his work, but also what the great troubles and
dangers in Corinth meant to him and to his work. Sec
V. 11 regarding Satan’s devices. Paul found no rest
in Troas, he resolved to wait there no longer but to go
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into Macedonia, hoping thus the sooner to be joined
by Titus and to get the news that, whether good or
bad, meant so much and would end his uncertainty.
As far as the history of these experiences is concerned, we need not raise questions such as that, in
sailing fromTroas to Neapolis, Paul might have passed
Titus who was sailing in the other direction and ‘such
as failing to meet Titus in Macedonia. Give these men
credit for as' much sagacity as we should use under
like circumstances. When Titus was sent, exact routes
were planned, eventualities were provided for in advance so that, if Troas could not be the meeting place,
the two would meet elsewhere. As far as sailing past
each other is concerned, it was an easy matter to send
a messenger ahead in time to detain Titus in Neapolis,
' Paul’s leaving Troas being timed accordingly. So it
came about that Titus joined Paul in Macedonia
(7 :13) ; we do not know in what city they met. Here is
our evidence that Second Corinthians was mitten in
Macedonia.
Paul is describing only his great anxiety and is not
dispensing general'information. He intended to stop
in Troas “for the gospel of Christ,” in its interest, (is
denoting aim or purpose, R. 595. “Gospel” means
“gospel,” the message; there is no need to introduce the
idea of “gospeling.” The fact that the gospel is always
preached is understood. The statement is made that
Paul came to Troas for this purpose; then, after he
arrived there, he found a door standing wide open for
him (perfect tense) which invited him to enter, i. e.,
a favorable and a promising opportunity for success.
“In the Lord,” a phrase that is used so often by Paul,
has no mystical sense here. Since it is connected with
the standing open of the door it conveys only the idea
that this favorable opportunity was connected with
the Lord without stating just what the connection was.
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It was thus not an accidental opportunity. “Lord”
needs no article, Kﬁpmc is used as a proper noun.
Combining Acts 16:8, etc., with what Paul now
states, we cannot agree that a church had already been
established in Troas but conclude that a good opportunity was now offering itself. This occurred in the

fall. Acts 20:6, etc., shows that a church had been
founded in Troas before the next spring. Did Paul
return from his meeting with Titus in Macedonia and
enter the open door and found the church at Troas?
It seems that he did although we have no information
beyond the data stated save the perfect participle “having been opened (and thus continuing to stand open) in
the Lord.” Paul, too, was not the man to leave such an
open door without entering it.
13) A good deal is implied in the fact that, after
not ﬁnding Titus at Troas, Paul was so anxious that he
passed that open door and hurried on into Macedonia.
The dative inﬁnitive (the only one in the New Testament that does not have a preposition) expresses cause
(R. 966; B.-D. 401; 406, 3) 2 “because I did not ﬁnd,”

etc. 'onqxa is a perfect, yet not one that is used in
place of an aorist (B.-D. 343, 2) but a true perfect that
describes the past continuation of his anxiety to the

point when he at last found Titus. The aorist would
not have shown this continuation, and the imperfect
would not have indicated that it ceased (R. 901) .
”Avcats=relaxing, and “for my spirit” is the dativus

commodi. The tension for Paul’s spirit was not relaxed. It is put negatively, but we may well say that the
expression is like a litotes: the tension was increased.
It soon grew so strong that Paul took leave of Troas
and hurried into Macedonia.

Here we have the full revelation of Paul’s anxiety
regarding the outcome of affairs in Corinth. It drove

him past that inviting, open door in Troas ; it speeded
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him on into Macedonia to meet Titus at the earliest
possible moment. Are we disappointed in not meeting

a cool, calm, self-assured apostle, a spirit that nothing
could perturb? Do we think that this would be the
ideal Christian spirit? We shall have to revise our
ideal. Stoics are thus insensible. Paul shed tears, felt
grief, was in anxious tension, confesses it in v. 4 and
here; let that comfort us. But all of this emotion concerned not his own person or his earthly welfare, it
concerned the church. Ah, there is the point! Sad and
dangerous conditions and situations in the church—
do they draw tears, prayers, anxiety from our hearts?
Paul calls Titus, not “the brother,” but “my
brother.” The connection leads us to think of Paul and
Titus as two brothers who are deeply concerned about
the same thing; and that one would not leave the other
without information any longer than was absolutely
necessary. We have another touch like this. Paul does
not say only that he left Troas but that he left it “after
taking my leave of them” (“them” is used ad sensum) .
This refers to the open door, to people who wanted
Paul to stay, to work auspiciously begun in Troas. If
we may read between the lines we think of Paul returning after his meeting with Titus, of his fully entering that open door, Timothy (1:1) at least, if not
others, assisting him.
14) Now we see the relaxing that came at last.
It is expressed in a jubilant way. But to God thanks,
to him who always causes us to triumph in Christ
and who makes manifest the odor of the knowledge
of him by means of us in every place!
A new paragraph, some say section, does not begin here; nor is Paul introducing a digression which

some make long, others longer. In v. 12, 13 Paul says:
“So anxious have I been"; he now adds: “So grateful
am I now,” and two such statements are not divided

between tw0 paragraphs. But he now changes to “we.”
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He and his assistants share this joy and this gratitude, and they do so because of their ofﬁce and their
work. This is apostolic jubilation. Therefore it means
so much to the Corinthians even as Paul also writes
to them about it.
More than this. The victory which is being celebrated is the one that was just secured in Corinth.
Paul sees Titus returning, and he, Paul, and Timothy
are in a triumphal procession. Still more—Paul’s
view—which is always comprehensive—sees all of
their victories: “always—in every place,” the latest
which occurred in Corinth being ranged among them,
others are still to come as note the one in immediate
prOSpect in Troas. What a grand triumphal procession!
No; this is not a digression. How could Paul digress
regarding the oﬁice of the ministry when it is here impossible to celebrate anything else?
We see, too, why he was so anxious. Was the great
line of victories now to be marred at Corinth when a
new one was ready to fall to his lot in Troas? All of
those many previous victories increased the anxiety
about the outcome of the battle that was pending in
Corinth. And so that anxiety about Corinth now increases the joy of the triumphal procession which is
now in Paul’s mind since Titus has come with the great
news of victory on the ﬁeld at Corinth where Satan had
staged a dangerous countercampaign.

The ﬁgure of a commander and his generals celebrating a grand triumphal procession is most apt. All

that history tells us about these old Roman triumphs
which were granted to a successful commander by the
emperor is brought to mind by the ﬁrst distinctive

term employed by Paul: 6 OPLaILBE‘JMV. He extends the
imagery when he adds the words about the odor, for in
these triumphal processions ﬂowers were strewn, vessels burning incense were carried. That was sweet odor
for the victors, but for the vanquished, who marched as
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captives in the procession, it meant execution at the
end of the march. The entire imagery is magniﬁcent.
Regarding the meaning of opupﬁcdm in 001. 2:15
see that passage. There is some discussion as to
whether this verb can here mean “cause us to triumph,” a meaning that has not as yet been found elsewhere although we have the analogy of other verbs in
min, which mean “cause to” do or be something, viz.,
Manage), “cause to be a disciple.” Aside from its reference to emasculations, when this verb has a personal
object, the meaning is “to lead the vanquished in a
triumphal procession,” and some commentators introduce that meaning here: God leads Paul and his assistants as vanquished. But such captives were executed
after the triumph was over. None of the softened
meanings such as “to lead about publicly" are satisfactory. Criminals were thus made a spectacle. With
the remark: “Picture here is of Paul as captive in

God’s triumphal procession,” R’s W. P. contradicts his
Grammar 474.
There is no need to hesitate and to think of an impossible ﬁgure. God is conceived as the great emperor
who grants to Paul, the commander, and to his generals, Paul’s assistants, the high honor of a triumphal
procession. And this one exceeds any that was ever
granted by a human emperor, for the participle is
present and durative and is modiﬁed by the adverb “always.” Paul pictures the apostolic success from beginning to end as such a triumphal passage.

The fact that it is 6'1! Xpw-rg‘», “in union or in connection with Christ” (see Rom. 6:11), is added although
this is self-evident because Paul and his assistants are
triumphing only in union with Christ. It is a strange
idea to think of God or of Christ as the triumpher. The
picture presents Paul and his helpers bowing before
God for according them the high honor of the triumph.
We should not overlook: “To God thanks l” What cap-
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tives in a Roman triumph ever thanked their captor
for leading them on display and to execution?
The companion ﬁgure is also taken from a triumph:
“and who makes manifest the odor of the knowledge
of him (Christ, objective genitive) by means of us in
every place.” The odor is the knowledge (appositional

genitive, R. 498), and the genitive adds the reality to
the ﬁgure in order to interpret it. Hence the participle
is made to agree with both the ﬁgure and the reality:
“making manifest,” again durative. In military triumphs garlands and ﬂowers and much incense fur—
nished the odor. Even the pagan temples were ﬁlled
with it. Paul compared the knowledge of Christ to

such an odor of triumph. “In every place” whither
the preachers of this knowledge come its blessed odor
is spread. Paul thus combines “in every place” with

“everywhere,” and “by means of us” once more points
to the high victors.

15)

Boldly and in triumphant tone Paul ad-

vances the ﬁgure of the odor. Because Christ’s sweet

odor are we for God among those who are being
saved and among those who are perishing; to the
one an odor from death for death, to the other an
oder from life for life.
The fact that the ﬁgure is changed is made very
plain in two ways. In v. 14 the odor = the knowledge,
and it spreads “through us,” the preachers being the
media just as the victorious commander and his generals
cause the garlands, the ﬂowers, and the incense to
waft an odor along their course. Now the preachers

themselves are the “sweet or pleasant odor,” and this
is Christ’s (genitive of possession or of source) , offered
to God by Christ as a sacriﬁce much as Paul speaks

about Christ in Eph. 5:2. The difference is that in
Eph. 5 :2 the odor is due to the sacriﬁce upon the cross
while it is here due to the gospel which Christ’s preachers preach among men. In Phil. 4:18 there is a dif-
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ferent thought. The main thought is obscured by those
who think of the Christian conduct and character of
Paul and his assistants and then make the application
that all Christians ought also to be Christ’s sweet odor
for God. The thought concerns only preachers, their
being genuine, never chattering or bargaining with the
Word of God (v. 17), and inserting a little malodor
of error.

Such a sweet odor Paul and his helpers are “among
those being saved” and also “among those perishing,”
both are substantivized present participles: “those in
process of being saved by Christ, grace, and the gospel;
those in process of perishing in spite of Christ,” etc.
The thought is important: one participle is passive,
for the Savior saves them; the other is active, for they
are perishing by their own action. Neither is complete
(present): those being saved may turn from their
Savior and perish; those in the way of perishing may
be reached by the Savior whom they are spurning. But
the preachers are the same among both, the same sweet

odor of Christ and the gospel Word comes from their
lips.
16) With of; pe’v—ois 85’ both the power and the
eﬁect of this odor in the case of each class is tersely
stated. The evidence of the manuscripts is in favor of
retaining the two c'x; nor is anything gained, as far as
the meaning is concerned, by cancelling them, for the
genitives that are then left would have practically the
same sense, and one that would vary only according
to the conception of the genitives as to whether they

are genitives of source, of quality, or of possession.
What some regard as a difﬁculty will always remain

a difﬁculty, namely how Christ’s sweet odor for God
can at one and the same time be for some “an odor
from death for death,” and for others “an odor from
life for life."
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The view that the two nouns “death” and “life” are
repeated merely for the sake of emphasis, and that the
function of the prepositions is to make possible this
repetition, is untenable. It is because Christ is Christ,

grace is grace, true gospel preachers preach only
Christ’s gospel, namely that we are saved by Christ
alone, that this odor, which is so sweet for God, so full
of life because of its very source, namely Christ, the
Life, and so effective for life to all who believe, is and
in its very nature must be the very opposite for all
who do not believe. Since there is only one power and
one source of life, when that is spurned it becomes for
those who do spurn it a power and a source of death.

This only appears to be an anomaly or a paradox; it
is no more so than any positive and negative are.
Note the chiasm: those being saved and those
perishing—the one (the latter), the other (the former). The analogy that certain odors destroy certain
creatures while they delight other creatures, is really
not an analogy, for in their original condition men are
all alike. Nor is the thought correct that one class of
men make Christ life for themselves while others make
him death for themselves. He is what he is apart from
all of us. So are his preachers through whom he operates. What is said regarding him and regarding them
is also said by Paul concerning the law in Rom. 7:7,
etc. Always good and holy and divine in itself, the
law, nevertheless, and because it is thus, slays. The
law, however, never makes alive, and in this it differs
from the good, holy, divinegospel, which does bestow

life while it also kills. Mark 16:16 states how it does
both. Beyond that statement no human mind has ever
penetrated.
Although the mystery lies in the human will, we
never penetrate to the bottom of it. It is not a question

as to how some are saved; Christ is the plain answer
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to that; it is the fact that others reject him, draw
death from him, refuse the life he brings them. Determinism is as incorrect an answer as are Pelagianism
and synergism, neither of which exists in actuality. No
explanation is possible because the rejection is an unreasonable, we might even say insane, act, and no
reasonable explanation can be given for what is unreasonable, not even by those who do the unreasonable act.
With a sudden turn Paul asks: And for these
things who (is) suﬁcient? “Who” is placed after
the phrase. The mind is to dwell on “these things,”
so mighty, saving many from death for life, sending
many to death by death, making this tremendous
division among men. Then two incisive words bring
the startling question: “Who (is) sufﬁcient?” The
answer is not: “Christ.” Paul is speaking about God’s
preachers. While “who” is singular it refers to preachers. The question calls on the Corinthians most closely
to examine all who come to them as preachers and to
weigh them as to their sufﬁciency. Paul demands that
he and his helpers be thus weighed: Others had broken
into the church at Corinth, and Paul will reckon fully
with them. Here is his ﬁrst crushing blow. If it were
not for them, the present question would not be needed.
The test which is to be applied to Paul and to his helpers must be applied equally to these false preachers.
17) “For”=I ask this vital question for the
following reason. For we are not as the many, haggling over the Word of God, but as from sincerity,

but as from God, in the presence of God in Christ we
do speak.
The answer to the question asked in v. 16 is not
to be negative: “No one is suﬂ‘icient.” In that case the
question would have been worded: “Who is suﬂicient
of himself?” and the answer would be: “God supplies
the suﬂiciency.” All this is presupposed. We see that
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God has supplied his sufﬁciency to Paul and to his
helpers. False men, who deny it, have entered Corinth. They claim this sufﬁciency for themselves and
intend to oust Paul, to destroy his work, to capture

the Corinthians for themselves. Paul places himself
and his helpers beside these false apostles and shows
the Corinthians the glaring contrast: “Not are we

like the many,” etc., a gulf lies between them and us.
“The many” includes the whole class. We do not think

that Paul intended to indicate that all of them were
busy in Corinth, but that quite a number were running
around in the churches, some of Whom had come also
to Corinth. Compared with Paul and his few assist-

ants, they were a crowd. When did the devil ever lack
tools?
“The many” is signiﬁcant. So many Christians are
still impressed by numbers. “All these other preachers say so, teach so, do so, etc. !” That convinces the
superﬁcial, they look no farther. The true preachers
are so often rejected simply because they are few in
number. In this world of sin truth is often in the
minority. Paul lifts out the distinguishing mark of the

many and contrasts it strongly by using two and (as
with the distinguishing marks of the true preachers.

He certainly chose a telling word when he describes
the many as KamyAniov-rcs 75v A6701! 701') @6017.

A deﬂAOS is

a huckster, which is suggestive in a number of directions. He peddles cheap wares, he haggles about the
price, he is known to cheat because he does not expect
to return, he is out for his own personal gain. The
ancient hucksters, for instance, peddled wine and adul—
terated it so that the verb that is derived from this noun
came to mean adulterating wine, food, and the like. Philosophers used it a few times in characterizing the
sophists as spurious philosophers; Paul is thought to
adopt this use here. “Huckstering” is too common for
such a restriction; Paul is not speaking philosophically
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to philosophers. He is using a word which everybody
understands, a homely ﬁgure. Nor does at woMoi refer
to the common herd, the uneducated crowd upon whom
the educated look with disdain.
We now see how we get the various translations:
“which corrupt the Word of God" (A. V.), and “deal
deceitfully with” (margin); “making merchandise of
the Word of God” (R. V. margin). The Germans use
oerschachem, which is more apt because of its reminder of the Jew peddler. Probably, since the object
is “the Word of God," “haggling over” is the idea,
“chattering with.” They try to get What price they
can and shape the Word of God accordingly. The genuine Word calls for contrition, faith, obedience. These
hucksters take far less and, of course, make the Word
less so as to match the price they take. They dicker
and offer “something just as good,” yea, “something
far superior” and at a far lower price. How attractive
to the buyer! They turn from the real Word, scorn
it, are happy with the far better substitute; it costs
so much less. So they sell the Word minus inspiration
or say that it was inspired only as Shakespeare was
inspired under the plea that"‘now the Bible is understood far better, and means ever so much more to us.”

Who has not heard this huckster line of talk? They
sell a Bible that has only the human Christ, a great
“personality” but minus deity, not the bloody Christ
who died as our substitute; a Christ whose righteousness is not imputed to us, who only inspires us to live
more righteously by emulating his example. It is a
far better Bible, for it is emptied of hell and the devil
and damnation, of total human depravity and all such
low views, and it is embellished with the universal

Fatherhood of God and universal sonship, and that is
all that one needs to believe. And certainly the price
is so very cheap! Others huckster about this or that
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doctrine or group of doctrines, and they, too, sell, oh,
so reasonably! But in the end the cheap diamonds
turn out to be — glass!
When we are interpreting we should let what Paul
says about himself and his assistants shed light on
what he says about “the many” as hucksters. It has
been well said that we should read slowly and pause for
each item, each being so weighty. Both s'x phrases state
the source, the one subjective, the other objective. Each
has «in, not in the sense of “as it were," but in the sense
of “as indeed.”

“But as from sincerity” recalls 1:12 and states one
opposite of huckstering and dickering about the Word.
It surely requires complete sincerity and honesty to
preach the real Word, which is not only life for some
but also death for others. Could one chaﬁ'er about that?
Could one be satisﬁed with less than true contrition,
faith, obedience?
But are not false teachers just as sincere in their
wrong dealings and doctrines? One answer is that
godly sincerity is coupled with what follows. And that
uncovers the other answer. The two sincerities may
look alike, yet their sources diﬁer. God never makes'
sincere in any wrong act, course, or dealing; all such
sincerity is self-made. Often, too, it is only sincerity
on the surface, for not a- few of these many are ready
to shift to another view when they see that it is advantageous to do so, when the public seems to want
something else.

When a true preacher makes a shift

like that he demonstrates that he has lost his former
true sincerity. This happens too often. Temptation is
great and constant. Why not follow “the many”? To
hold out in the old sincerity and to suffer accordingly
do not seem tozpay. No wonder that a book appeared
with the title: Kenn ouch ein Pastor selig warden?
Claim not Paul’s sincerity of soul too hastily for yourself!
‘
‘
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The repetition of aw «'19 is impressive; Although
each in is made to stand out separately, the two are
never separate. No man can speak “as from God"
without sincerity; and no man speaks “as from sin-

cerity” unless he speaks also from God. To speak from
God = as actually sent and commissioned by him and
thus also as his mouthpiece. For this reason we have
maxim, which means only “we make utterance” as one

who lends mouth, lips, tongue, voice wholly to God so
that he may use them. No man ever spoke “as indeed
from God” unless he uttered God’s own Word in truth
and verity. Acts 20:20, 21, 27.
Even to this Paul adds: “in the presence of God

in (in connection with) Christ,” with his eyes resting
upon us, he hearing our every utterance. The phrase
recalls the pronouncement of Christ that we shall at
last stand (Matt. 12:36) before God’s judgment seat
to give an account of every word we have spoken.
In 12 :19 as well as here we must combine “in the presence of God in Christ” and not, as is often done: “we
speak (for one thing) in the presence of God
and (for another) in connection with Christ” (we
and our speaking being joined to him). If this were
the intention, “in Christ” should follow the verb. Paul
conceives his standing in God’s presence as itself. being
connected with Christ. As he looks up and sees the
witness to his speaking, namely God, it is “in Christ”
that he sees him, i. e., as his gracious God. This is
the God who commissioned him with his Word even
as; the center and the circumference of that Word are
Christ. , Here is the source of the sincerity that ﬁlls his
soul, the impossibility of his dealing with that Word
like a haggling, dickering huckster.
So little is all this a digression that its pertinency
lies on the surface. Paul tells the Corinthians how he
has dealt with them in regard to the Word. Many of
them had not liked it, and other teachers had come in
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who were only too ready to deal otherwise, we
might say, tried to undersell him. Now was the time
to say these things. It was the hour of victory after
what had threatened to be a serious defeat (v. 12-14) .
Thanks to God who had bestowed the triumph! The

hucksters had not succeeded, the true ministers of God
had won. And the Corinthians were to see that as such

true ministers God had helped them to win in Corinth,
and what a calamity it would have been, nothing less
than defeating God’s true servants, if because of folly
on the part of the Corinthians they had not won. For

when these ministers spoke to the Corinthians, these
Corinthians, too, were “in the presence of God in
Christ.” We need not add the strong applications that
offer themselves in regard to ministers and congregations of today, such as huckster and such as are true,

such as heed the spurious sales talk and such as
spurn it.

CHAPTER III
VIII.

“You Are Our Epistle!”

1) For the restoration of the right relation between the Corinthians and Paul the right view of his
ofﬁce, work, and afﬂiction is of essential importance,
and when Paul now dwells on these different points
in due order he neither digresses nor diverges into
abstract, unletter-like discussion but writes most directly in line with his great aim and object, that of

re—establishing the original, sound relation that existed
between the Corinthians and himself. This, of course,
includes also his assistants, hence he uses the
plural “we."
He has just characterized himself and his assistants in a striking way in contrast with all false
preachers, some of whom had invaded Corinth. Such

entrance as they had found was due, as it seems, to
letters of commendation which they had submitted
in Corinth. Here again there is a mighty difference

between Paul and his helpers and these false teachers. Are we beginning again to recommend our own
selves? Will someone, perhaps, make this ﬂing at us
because of what I have just written in order to discredit
us as though we were compelled to write our own

letters of recommendation since nobody else was willing to do so for us? “Are we beginning” implies that
Paul expects to write more on this subject; and “again”
implies that he has written in this vein about himself
and his helpers. He has done so in First Corinthians.
Letters of recommendation were as common in Paul's
time as they are in our own. Many of them are letters
of introduction. We may note Acts 15 :25, etc.; 18 :27;
(908)
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Rom. 16:1; less pertinent I Cor. 16:10, etc.; II Cor.
8:22, etc. It is in a way incongruous that a person
should recommend himself, especially should write a

letter recommending himself.
Paul adds a further, broader question; but he

now uses the interrogative particle p.75 which implies
the negative answer: “Certainly not!” Or do we
(really) need, as certain people do, recommendatory letters to you or from you? The verbal adjective
a-uo'ra-ruto's is derived from the preceding verb mic-mm.
It is a little ridiculous to think that Paul and his
helpers might be needing introductory and recommendatory letters to the Corinthians who knew them
for so long a time and so well.

The reason for adding

this with an acknowledged negative answer lies in the
point that such letters from others would be more
valuable; but if they are not needed and thus are
foolish when they are oﬁ‘ered, why would Paul and his
helpers oifer less valuable self-recomendation? This
is true aISO as far as others of Paul’s congregations
are concerned.

Does anybody think that Paul needed

recommendations from the Corinthians?
But there are, of course, nvc’s whom Paul does not
deign it proper to characterize again (the hucksters
mentioned in 2:17), who certainly need many letters
in order to have people accept them, for they would
have nothing in themselves to recommend them. These

false teachers who broke into Corinth seem to have come
with letters of recommendation. It is usually assumed
that it was by this means that they obtained entrance
in Corinth although Paul merely says that these people

needed them. Paul and his assistants did not.
2)

In a typically Pauline manner a startling

turn is given to the idea of recommendatory letters.
Our letter are YOU, written in our hearts, known and
read by all men, on public display because you are
a letter of Christ, ministerially by us, written not
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with ink but with the living God’s Spirit, not on stone
slabs but on slabs that are ﬂeshen hearts.
“A bold use of the ﬁgure of a letter of recommendation!” say some of the commentators, but they do not
see how great and wonderful it is. Their “bold” is
not intended as a compliment to Paul, for they think
that he becomes too bold. All of them ﬁnd an incongruity: at one time this letter, Paul says, is written
in our hearts, and in the next breath he says it is
written in ﬂeshen hearts, meaning the Corinthians.
This supposed incongruity disturbed even the ancient
copyists; some changed the {may in v. 2 into tpiw: in
your hearts; others changed the Kapstats in v. 3 into the

genitive singular xapsl’as: on ﬂeshen slabs of heart. The
former change alters the sense so that all of the writing
is done on the hearts of the Corinthians; the latter so
that all of it is found on the hearts of Paul and his
assistants. This letter must be written on both sets
of hearts. And the moment we see this, not only other
objections will disappear such as the question as to
how all men can read a letter which is written in the
hearts, but also the perfect mastery of Paul in the
use of the ﬁgure and the perfection of what he expresses by means of this ﬁgure will move into our

line of vision.
Some of the commentators think only about a letter
and reason that, since the Corinthians are called “our
letter,” Paul means that he needs no other letter.
But disconcertingly he says: “written in our hearts,”
which seems to make Paul and his helpers the letter
and not the Corinthians as Paul has just so emphat-

ically said. To chp all, he says that this letter which
is written in our hearts is known and read by all men.
“All men" cannot refer to the whole universe of men;
“all men” means anybody and everybody, the public in
general. But how can the public “know and read"
writing that is in our hearts? If the Corinthians are
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the letter, how is it written in our hearts so that all men

may read? That is the riddle, and many cannot solve it.
3)

The solution lies in v. 3, a solution that is

complete, for every angle is cleared up. The key to
the interpretation lies in the fact that in v. 2 Paul has
advanced from the idea of a letter as a letter (V. 1)
to the idea of what a letter of recommendation actually
does, namely unites the hearts of those who are recom-

mended to the hearts of those to whom they are recommended. For this reason 1‘,wa {mats are united, and for
this reason Paul does not write: 'lmels £076 1‘, E'ma'rokiy 77/“31’:
separating the two signiﬁcant words as our versions

translate: “Ye are our letter.”
But this is only the half of it.

“All men” reading

this uniting letter is yet to be considered. Paul is
thinking of a vaster letter than one that is written on
paper and transmitted to the elders of the Corinthians
to be read to the congregation. He writes (ﬁavepotlpcl'ot,

which means public display, and he writes about
“slabs” that are made of even grander material than
stone. Paul has in mind a letter which is engraved on
a public monument. He thinks of a grand unveiling

of this monument, a displaying the writing to public
gaze, all men being gathered about it and afterward
passing by it and reading it, reading how indissolubly
the Corinthian congregation is united in heart and

in soul with the heart and the soul of Paul and of
his assistants.

Extravagant? Not a bit.

These are the public

facts. The Corinthian congregation is a great public

body in the city of Corinth.

“A city that is set on

a hill cannot be hid,” Matt. 5:14.

The congregation

is greater than any public monument in Corinth. As
men come and go in Corinth, this world-city, as hosts
from many a land also come and go, they pause to look
with interest. Here is a grand, new kind of monument
that is not like common ones which are made of stone
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slabs. It is covered with writing. Not a writing with
ink such as a mere letter that is made of parchment or
papyrus would show, one that is simply submitted and
thus read in a private gathering. “You are a letter of
Christ,” “3. Christ-letter,” you as a public body in
Corinth. You are better than cold, dead “stone tablets”
that are erected in a public place; “tablets that are
hearts of ﬂesh,” living, pulsating, receptive ﬂesh
(xapsim aapm’ms an apposition). Christ himself has
inscribed you. And he used “God’s living Spirit” who
alone is able to indite plastic hearts. This does not
make the Spirit a spiritual ink as some think but
something that is vaster than any ink. For ink of any
kind cannot be used to inscribe even stone slabs, and
hearts of ﬂesh are greater than the ﬁnest marble. Nor
have these stone slabs anything to do with those that
are mentioned in v. 7 as some suppose.
ALaKovqoda'a inf), ﬁpév is the adverbial participle as is

¢avepozipevo¢ and means: “ministerially by us.” The
aorist is historical to indicate the ministration which
made this letter what it was, {ms is the regular preposition to indicate the agent with passives. This word
is beautifully chosen for its place. It was, indeed,
smoyza that had made this monumental letter what it
was, ministry rendered to the Corinthians for the
sake of their beneﬁt alone and for no selﬁsh end. Paul
and his helpers were. the hands which Christ employed,
for the Spirit always comes through the preached and
taught Word. Some think of the Lord’s pen, but this
adheres too closely to the ﬁgure of a letter; and no
diaconate of a pen is possible, and no personal agency

of a pen such as in"; demands.
We now see why we twice have the perfect participle Eyycypamtévr], once “having been written (the
writing being still there) in our hearts," and again

“having been written on slabs that are hearts of ﬂesh,”
the hearts of the Corinthians. This writing, once
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made, stands forth so that all men may read it as it is
recorded on both sets of hearts even as this writing
has united them on the grand, living monument that
is inscribed by Christ as his monument in Corinth,
inscribed by the living God’s Spirit. The “living”
God matches the hearts of ﬂesh which beat with life.
Stone is dead.
What connects the two sets of hearts is the participle “ministerially by us,” the success of our ministry
for you and in you. By that ministry you were written
in order to remain so (perfect participle) in our hearts
when by us Christ wrote us in your hearts. Letters of
recommendation join hearts, and here is the joining
of your hearts and ours—our ministry united them
in permanence. The great public of Corinth reads
the inscription which Christ has set up in Corinth
so that all may know and read it (present participles,
durative, ever and again know and read) ; and when
the public does this it cannot read you alone, it ever reads you and us together, our hearts that ministered
to yours, yours for what they are by that ministry of
ours. The union is insoluble. “This letter of ours
YOU are.” The perfected recommendation, not as it
is intended to recommend, but, as already long ago
being effected and made a permanent thing, is public
before the eyes of all men who look at you, the Corinthian church in the capital of Achaia.
The whole thought simply overwhelms. Here come
these deceivers who steal into a true church that was
founded by Christ through the Spirit by the ministry
of men sent out by him and try to worm their way in
by recommendatory letters from foolish people whom
they have previously deceived. These base proselyters
have had many successors. Talk about Paul and his
assistants needing such letters for the Corinthians
or needing anything like self-recommendation! Look
at what all men read and continue to read when they
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regard the Corinthian church! They read Paul and his
assistants written all over that church. They read
what Christ wrote. They read the writing of the
Spirit of the living God. They read our ministry to
you in the fruit of this ministry. They read it as
having been written on a great, monumental, living
heart tablet, the greatest ever erected in Corinth.
Paper letters now at this late date? Here is perfected
recommendation itself, the Corinthian church of our
ministry.

Paul again presses the Corinthians to his heart.
They belong together in their hearts, not merely
secretly, but before the whole outside world. All glory
of it is Christ’s. He who wrought it was God’s living
Spirit. Paul’s delight is based on the fact that the
ministry of it was allotted to him. What a grand view
of a true minister’s and missionary’s work in a congregation! Surely, when the Corinthians read this passage, their hearts were drawn mightily to Paul. No
“1” appears, it is always “we,” yet Paul was the
apostle. We, of course, think of the founding of the
church, but “we” certainly includes Titus and his
recent work in Corinth.
‘ This paragraph applies to the work of any pastor

who has made and kept any congregation what it
should be. The fact that grave faults had recently
crept in and were not yet fully overcome, the fact that
deceivers were still present in Corinth, changes nothing in regard to past accomplishment with all of it
that. still stood so that all men might see it. So often

the recommendation of which Paul speaks is seen by
men without the church but is by the church members
themselves perceived too late, perhaps not until the
faithful minister’s eyes are closed in death. Here, too,
one may think of the pitiful epistles which some
produce by their “ministry.” The invaders tried to
wipe out and to rewrite Paul’s epistle in Corinth.
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“Our Suﬁ‘iciency Is from God”

Because the word “sufﬁcient” occurs in 2:16

and is the key word in 3:4-6, the intervening paragraph (3:1-3) has been called “an insert.” Such
criticism substitutes words for the connection of
thought. Without self-recommendation Paul has
declared his and his assistants’ sufﬁciency over
against the hucksters (2:16b, 17), his recommendation to the Corinthians being the church at Corinth

itself. Where did they get this sufﬁciency of which
the church at Corinth was such a public attestation?
Its source involves its genuineness even as its product
does (3 :1-3). Aé adds this somewhat different point.
Moreover, such conﬁdence (as just expressed in
2 :16b-3 :3) we have through Christ in regard to God.

It is the sure conﬁdence which Paul and his assistants
have in their ofﬁce and thus in the genuineness of its
product.

It comes to us, and we have it, Paul says,

“through Christ.” He mediates this conﬁdence; he
is the channel through which it ﬂows into them. Paul
does not as yet name the source; this follows in v. 5.

“Through Christ” connects with v. 3: “You are
Christ’s letter,” one which he has written so that all
men may see us, our ofﬁce, and our work.

This conﬁdence through Christ is “in regard to
God,” 1rp6'7, the face-to-face preposition especially when

it is used with persons (R. 625) : “when we face God,
and he us.” Many are conﬁdent enough in themselves
and boldly assert their conﬁdence in order to quash
any doubts which men may have regarding their sufﬁciency. They often do this even when they are facing
God, calling him to witness, claiming that they speak
“as from God” (2:17), but the work which they do
cries out against them. For this reason v. 1-3 precedes,

the Corinthian church was a letter that had been
signed, as it were, by Christ himself.

Hpi‘m n‘w ®¢6v
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is easily said, but woe to him who says it lightly, in
false self-assurance! It will not remain a mere word,
such men will soon enough stand face to face with
God, and Christ will disown them, and God’s judgment
will be against them.
5) What are the facts with regard to this sure
conﬁdence of ours? Not that of our own selves we
are suﬂicient so as to claim anything as (emanating)

from our own selves, on the contrary, our suﬁciency
(is one emanating) from God (alone). Oﬁx an is like
the English abbreviation “not tha ” which means: “it
is not tha .” This is simpler and better than the usual
explanation of the Greek: “I do not say that”; and

oirx an is not the same as an aim: “because not,” etc.,
R. 423.
There is, ﬁrst of all, a denial that sufﬁciency is
derived emf, from our own selves. The sufﬁciency
referred to is a sufﬁciency “for these things” (2:17),
those implied in 2:14-17 and again in 3:2, 3, namely
ability to achieve results such as have been described,
results such as rightly ﬁll us with the conﬁdence we
have. “We are not sufﬁcient (with any sufﬁciency
derived) from our own selves” to accomplish such
work, such results that could lend us the conﬁdence
we have. As to the conﬁdence, it is already stated
that this comes to us solely “through Christ,” which
already declares that it and our sufﬁciency are from
(dad) a higher source than our own selves.
Denying this is therefore also denial that we can
lay claim (aorist) to a single thing in the way of
title, credit, praise, etc., as having its source in our
own selves (ex, source). The inﬁnitive means “to
reckon” and is used in its ordinary force as it is in
10:2; 12:6; I Cor. 4:1. The aorist refers to one
act of reckoning, the mental act of accounting that
anything, no matter what, originated or had its source
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in our own selves and thus came “out of” (ex) our
own selves. We translate: “so as to claim (by this
reckoning in our own minds) anything (whatever)
as from our own selves (originating from this source) .”

Our versions labor with this inﬁnitive. The A. V. says
that we cannot even think anything of and from ourselves; and although we let the context restrict this
thinking to right thoughts in the work of the ministry,
the point is, nevertheless, lost in the A. V’s. translation.
The R. V’s.: “to account anything as from ourselves,”
leaves no clear impression unless one has obtained it in
advance from the Greek.
The inﬁnitive Aoytouodat does not depend on the
adjective zmm’ : “sufﬁcient to think or to account” (our
versions). This gives a wrong sense to the last clause
by having it mean that God makes us sufﬁcient to
think or to account something although the clause does
not say this. The inﬁnitive modiﬁes the whole clause
“that of our own selves we are sufﬁcient”; it states
contemplated result and forms an inﬁnitive clause:
“so that as a result we may reckOn or claim something”

(no matter how little) as having originated from our
own selves. No, Paul says with and: we have no sufﬁciency whatever and hence can reckon and claim
nothing as our owu product. Cancel the very idea.
All our suﬂiciency is derived from God. He is its one
source (in).

This agrees with in @cos in 2 :17 and ex-

plains how our conﬁdence comes “through Christ” and
is thus conﬁdence that dares to stand “before God”
(v. 4). He supplies the suﬂiciency in toto, he does it
through Christ; the results are apparent, our conﬁdence is according.

There is nothing about which to

reckon, nothing on which to enter a claim to our
own credit.
Do both phrases belong together: “sufﬁcient of our

own selves, as from our own selves”?

They most
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emphatically do not; Paul even separates them as
widely as possible. “To reckon as from our own selves”
is likewise not to be construed together. God is not
enabling Paul to reckon, think, account. Construe to-

gether: “anything as from our own selves.”
In the C. Tr. 787, 885, 891 our passage is used as
proof for the natural man’s total inability in spiritual
things, in fact, it has been generally used as such proof.
This use is assailed on the plea that here Paul speaks
only of his sufﬁciency for the ministry. We must, of
course, correct the translation of Luther, which the

A. V. followed, and which the R. V. has bettered only
in part; but the pertinency of the passage as proof for
the total inability of the natural man remains, in fact,
is made clearer and stronger by the correct rendering.

The basic sufﬁciency for the ministry is all that makes
a genuine Christian, the special features needed in the
ofﬁce are only moderate additions that can and dare
never be dissociated from their great basis.
Paul is not speaking about the whole of it. All of it
is from God alone; ministers can claim not “anything
as from themselves.” All Christians must do the same.
Paul has described the sufﬁciency of ministers in I Tim.

3 :2-7, and Titus 1 :6-9. The bulk of What he lists! the
real basic requirements are Christian in general with
only the teaching ability and the maturity added. All
is from God alone, all the basic elements in particular;
these no natural man ever possessed. This passage
may, therefore, be used as proof. Christ and the apostles have used a large number of passages in the'same
way in which this passage is used in C. Tr. ; take the
striking instance recorded in Matt. 22:31, 32.
6) We are told What this divine sufﬁciency has
made of Paul and of his assistants. We see how
God’s own act produced this conﬁdence in “regard
to God,” how they are happy and assured when they
face him. We further see how all their success is
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fully explained, and that there is nothing they can
claim or reckon to their credit. He who also made
us sufﬁcient as new testament ministers, not (a testa-

ment)of letter, but of spirit, for the letter kills, but
the spirit makes alive.
"09 is here not the common relative, it is demonstrative, for it adds a strong, independent statement.
See other examples in Rom. 1 :25; 2 :29; 3 :8, 30, which

are elucidated in the author’s volume on Romans. We
translate not “who,” but “he who,” “he the One who.”
Nothing as coming from our own selves is reckoned
and claimed for our own account; everything is set

down to God’s account, to his credit.
As he does so often, Paul at once goes to the basis
and does not stop at the intermediate points. Everything intermediate is covered, and that as it really
ought to be when we at once go right to the bottom.

Paul does not stop with his conversion, with his call
to the ministry, with his personal spiritual equipment,
he does not consider how God has made him zealous.
courageous, faithful, etc. All these features of his
sufficiency have a deep, rich, glorious, divine, objective

source.
God “made us sufficient as ministers of a new testament,” etc. Our boast concerns him alone. Note the
turns on the same word: ixavoi (adjective) -—iKav61'17s‘
(noun) — ixa’maey (verb). This is not an affectation nor
a mere play on words; it is natural, simple, and most
effective. This is not false humility: Paul and his assistants do possess full sufﬁciency. They must also declare
this fact when there is need for so doing; failure to
do so would be denying credit to God. The point is not

that God “suﬂiciented” (coining a verb to indicate the
Greek) us “as ministers,” as men who serve others
for the sake of beneﬁt to others, but “as new testament
ministers.” Like a fountain of life, this testament ﬂows

with life for all men, and God has let us drink from
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it and has hidden us to dispense its living waters to
others. Here is our whole sufﬁciency. If it were not
for this testament, we should be nothing and could accomplish nothing.

The R. V.’s translation “3. new covenant” (“testament” in the margin) is not an advance on the A. V.’s
“a new testament.” Commentators also waver. See
the author’s exposition of I Cor. 11:25, from which
we repeat only the main point: the Hebrew berith is
“covenant,” which is rendered Staﬁq'x'q, “testament,” by

the LXX which thus conserves the main idea of onesidedness: this covenant is like every testament that is
made by God to Israel and is not a mutual agreement
between equals. Its substance was promise, Christ ful—
ﬁlled the promise, and this fulﬁllment is now laid down
in a testament. All believers are named as the heirs
who'are to be paid out with all the gospel blessings.
We may call the ministers of God the administrators
(I Cor. 4:1), yet they themselves are heirs. So in the
New Testament Bargain] = “testament.” And we should
render, not “ministers of a new testament,” but as one
concept: “new testament ministers.” The newness lies

in the fulﬁllment of the former covenant promises by
Christ.
Now the greatness of this testament is the fact that
it is one, “not of letter, but of spirit,” and what this
means is at once brieﬂy stated: “for the letter kills,
but the spirit makes alive.” The genitives are qualitative or descriptive, and the absence of the articles

with the genitives makes prominent their qualitative
force. When we remember that ypa’ppa = Vorschrift,
law put into writing by the legislator, Paul’s words
become plain. Then we shall see the contrast with
wveﬁpa and shall note that this is “spirit” and not, as is
often argued, the Holy Spirit. We have the same contrast in Rom. 7 :6. This new testament is not one whose
characteristic quality is Vorschrift, law ﬁxed in writ-
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ing, external, with which to confront us to our undoing. Its great mark is “spirit,” the opposite of the
“letter” of the law, an inward, living force. The word
ypdppa already reminds us of the two tables of stone on
which God’s ﬁnger wrote the ten holy demands; we
shall have the plural ypa’mram in a moment.
The difference is tremendous, as great as that between death and life. “The letter kills.” It cannot
help it because we are all sinners. Confronted with
the letter of the law, our death warrant is sealed. “But
the spirit makes alive.” It enters the sinner’s heart,
quickens, regenerates, gives him life. The articles are

anaphoric (second mention), R. 762: the letter and the
spirit just mentioned. One may well compare Rom. 7 :6
(see the author’s exposition).
It is incorrect to assume that the Old Testament
was entirely “letter,” all law, and that not until Christ

came did men have the gospel with its quickening
“spirit.” Hosts of Old Testament saints were saved,
just as we are, by “the spirit” that makes alive and
not by “the letter”: “Ye could not be justiﬁed by the
law of Moses,” Acts 13:39. This is true, the old covenant was marked by the gramme, of Sinai which was
inscribed on stone tables; but the covenant consisted
of promise. Abraham had it long before Sinai.
The gramma, killed the Jews who were faithless to
the covenant promise and tried to win life by the
gramme. and not by the covenant promise. Yet the
promise always quickened and saved those who believed
the covenant promise. Then came Christ who brought,

not another gramma, but the complete fulﬁllment of
the old promise. The old covenant was turned into a

new testament. The gramma, of Sinai still threatened
death, but more mightily than ever the fulﬁlled gospel,
which was all pure “spirit,” bestowed life on all who
ﬂed from that death.
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By some the whole written Word is made “letter,"
and “spirit" is made its opposite, something that is not
bound to the written words but is a so-called inner,
spiritual meaning at which one arrives by an immediate inward illumination of the Spirit. What the written
Word says is thus set aside; to adhere to that as its
real meaning “kills.” What the Word is said to mean
although it be contrary even to what its writing says,
this alone “quickens.” To this we answer that the
meaning of Scripture is one. What the writing records,
the Spirit means, that and that alone. No double or
multiple meaning exists such as literal and spiritual,
patent and occult, ordinary and allegorical, and the
like. The writing is the one honest as well as adequate

medium by which the Spirit speaks, and what he thus
says is spirit and life. All else is imagination, selfdelusion, deceit. Luther says in regard to the Schwaermer (fanatics) : “They cry Geist, Geist! (spirit), but
this Geist is the devil!”
X.

Our Ministry Exceeds in Glory

7) Because Paul was at one time a Jew, this
section (v. 7-18) has been called a Mich-ash (a little
Jewish exegetical treatise) on Exod. 34 :29-35. Others

use the word “digression." The style is said to differ
from the context. If this section is omitted, we are told,
v. 6 could be joined to 4:1 without diﬂ‘iculty. But if we
make this omission, a break in thought is at once felt;
if we reject the omission, all is smooth and in order.
The personal note is said to be absent, but in v. 12

“we” appears and in v. 18 “we all.” Even the verbal
connection is close. The four siaxon’a occurring in v. 7-9

continue the Buxévoue used in v. 6. The other key word
86a; which is found in v. 7-11 is directly suggested by
the contrast betWeen “letter” and “spirit,” “kills” and
“makes alive” which occur in v. 6. When v. 7 begins:
c: 8% 1‘, summit; Km, the continuation with the preceding
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is so close that even the R. V. does not make a new
paragraph. In the case of any other writer these things
would be reckoned with; we shall not treat Paul less
fairly.
Others say that he speaks about Moses and becomes
didactic; he “leaves the communicative letter style.”

But Paul has already dropped all reference to subjective excellence as this might appear in himself and

in his assistants and has begun to tell about the ofﬁce
they have and what they have in it: “we have” in v. 4,
“accordingly having” in v. 12. He impresses the Corinthians with a reference to the ofﬁce “we have” and
shows them that, having this oﬂﬁce, we have conﬁdence

(v. 4), hope (v. 12), and do not faint (4:1, 16). How
could Paul better show the glory of this ofﬁce, aside
from pointing to its results (v. 2, 3), than by contrasting it with the greatest Old Testament ofﬁce, that which

Moses had held? The fact that a polemical edge is
intended by thus utilizing Moses, an edge that is turned

against Judaistic invaders in Corinth, is not apparent.
In order to cement anew the relation between himself
and his assistants and the Corinthian church instruction such as this given in v. 7-18 is eminently in place.
Now if the ministry of the death, engraved in
letters on stones, was in connection with glory so
that the sons of Israel were not able to gaze upon
the face of Moses because of the glory of his face
although it was being done away with; how shall
not rather the ministry of the spirit be in connection
with glory?
Paul asks the Corinthians to consider the greatest

minister of the Old Testament and to compare the ministry which Paul and his assistants now have in the

New Testament with the ministry which he represented. Who will say that it is not rather the latter that
must have glory? The whole Old Testament ministry
is represented in Moses, and the very pinnacle of his
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ministry is selected, the incident when he brought from
the mount, where he had been face to face with God,
the tables of stone that were inscribed with the divine
grammata of the law.
The Corinthians are reminded of the fact that
Moses’ face shone with a light of divine glory so that
the sons of Israel (uzoz, “sons,” not “children,” our
versions) were unable to gaze upon that face of glory
but were compelled to look away or to cover their eyes.
That certainly was glory for that ministry, glory di—
rectly from God. The condition of reality, (i with the
aorist, deals with the well-known historical facts. The

Koine prefers the aorist passive c'ycvﬁd'r] to the ,middle
and has it here in place of the aorist of (Int which was
not formed; note Ea'rcu, the future of elm, in the apod031s.
All this glory for Moses, yet his was only “the ministry of the death.” This is not the subjective genitive
(R., W. P.) : death did no ministering. This genitive
is objective: Moses’ ministry caused death. His ministry is named according to its effect. “The ministry
of the deat ” is that of the whole Old Testament. It
had other ministers, but they were all second to Moses;
he is the great representative of all of them, and his
mighty ministry of death continues to this day. The
writing inscribed on those tables of Moses still stands
and deals death to all transgressors. For this reason

the participle c'wenmwpc’m is perfect: “having been engraved in letters on stones” and standing thus engraved
forever.
It is striking to say that the ministry was graven in

letters on stones,- (dative of place) ; yet these letters are
the message of Moses’ ministry, and so it is true that
his ministry is graven in them. Because it brought
death, how could it be glorious? Because these gram-

mata, Vo'rschrz'ften, graven laws, were God’s own and
voiced his judgment on all transgressors. God’s judg-
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ment is glory, his righteousness and his justice are
attributes of his glory. Its refulgent light blazed on
the face of this great minister of God. The sons of
Israel could not endure it to gaze at this glory-light
even when it was transferred to Moses. How, then,
shall sinners endure the glory-light that is on God’s
own face when he comes to judge them?
The glory on Moses’ face was temporary. Paul
adds the articulated present participle which has concessive force: “although (it had the quality of) being
done away with,” the Israelites could nevertheless not
look upon it. The glory served its purpose in God’s
minister of the law by revealing the glory of the great

Lawgiver. The record that it did this continues the
revelation. In the Word Moses still stands before us
with those grammata. on stone tables as God ﬁrst gave
them by his gloriﬁed minister.
How soon the divine light faded from Moses’ face,
whether suddenly or gradually, is immaterial. The
idea that the Israelites were not to see the fading, and
that for this reason Moses covered his face, is fanciful. The participle must be passive; even when it is regarded as a middle it could not mean that the glory
“was passing away,” to obtain this sense the verb
mpdyw would be used. God was doing away with it,
putting it out of effect, and so it was gone. Paul's addition of this statement is signiﬁcant. God intends that
the glory of the grammata of judgment and death shall
disappear before another glory that is to abide forever,

the glory of grace in Christ, the glory of pardon and
life which is conveyed by the New Testament ministers,
Christ’s apostles. See v. 11.
In order to exclude a misunderstanding let us remember that the old covenant was established with
Abraham 430 years before Moses (Gal. 3:17), and
that it was into this covenant that the ministry of
Moses was placed. The law entered in order fully to
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reveal sin (Rom. 5 :20) and thus to lead to the knowledge of sin (Rom. 3:20) in true contrition so that
faith in the gospel might follow. It would be incorrect
to think that Moses and Israel had only the grammata
of law; they had them in conjunction with the covenant. Every Israelite who was made contrite by the
law found forgiveness and salvation in the covenant.
Now the covenant that was inherited from Abraham was entirely promise, simply promise. All that
Moses added to it with his ministry was the law set in
ﬁxed grommets; he could not bring the fulﬁllment
which those promises had to receive, the fulﬁllment on
which all the saving power of the promises rested.
Jesus had to bring that. John 1 :17. But the bringing
of the gramnwta. gave Moses a distinct ofﬁce for the
world; it stands ever: “The law was given by Moses”
(John 1:16); he and those stone tables, which still
pronounce death on all sinners, ever belong together in
one diakonia. We should misconceive God’s intention
if we should make Moses all law and only law or all
law for Israel. God would never have added this engraved law if it were not for the sake of the far greater
covenant with its promise and the future fulﬁllment
of the promise. But it is ever Moses and his ministry
that function to this day in the law that was divinely
given to be our guardian slave (mutayuyée) to lead us to
Christ, Gal. 3 :24, 25.
8) So another “ministry” had to follow, “the ministry of the spirit,” objective genitive, that bestowed
the spirit which makes alive (v. 6; Jer. 31:33). It had
to follow when the promise of the old covenant received
its fulﬁllment in Christ, when what was at ﬁrst covenant (promise) became “testament” (v. 5) by fulﬁllment. The supreme function of this ministry was to

act as administrator of this testament by paying out
to all the heirs according to the testamentary pro-
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visions. This was the apostolic ministry. As Moses
still ministers with his tables of law, so the apostles
still minister with Christ’s testament. The apostles
still speak and minister, and all true believers still

adhere steadfastly to the doctrine of the apostles (Acts
2:42), who with their doctrine (Christ’s testament)
are the foundation of the church (Eph. 2 :20) on which
we are built as living stones, a spiritual house (I Pet.
2:5, etc.).

As with the law which God introduced through his
ministry Moses led the sons of Israel by faith to embrace the covenant of Abraham, which freed from
death and gave life to all the Old Testament saints, so
Moses now leads to Christ and the fulﬁlled promise,
the great gospel testament, which dispenses life over all
the world. For the sake of this vast dispensation of
what is now far more than promise, of what is now
actual fulﬁllment for “all nations” (Matt. 28 :19; Mark
16:15) the apostolic ministry was established, its
distinctive function being the administration of the
fulﬁlled gospel. To all those who are still condemned
to death by Moses’ ministry this apostolic ministry
brings life. As the minister of law pointed to the
promised Christ (Deut. 18:15-19; John 5:46), so the

gospel ministers point to Moses and the law (Rom.
3:20). Moses died, but his ministry went on; the
apostles died, and their ministry goes on. All who ever
proclaimed the law have been Moses’ assistants as all

who now proclaim the apostolic gospel are still assistants of the apostles (such as Timothy, Silas, Titus,
Luke, etc.).
Two great ministries thus stand forth, one that is
centered in Moses for death, the other that is centered
in the apostles for life. They are only ministries,

neither produces what it brings. The death brought
by the one is God’s judgment; the spirit of life brought
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by the other is God’s gift of grace. The ministers
are only God’s “slave-stewards,” his “underlings”
(inmpém), I Cor. 4:1. He made the face of the one
shine with his own glory, with the blinding, unendur—
able light that shows forth his holy righteousness. Paul
asks how, having done this, God could leave the other,
the great apostolic ministry, without glory. Does not

this ministry minister God's love, grace, mercy; plant
spirit and life in place of death? Is there no glory in

these attributes of God that can reﬂect itself in the
human ministers of these attributes? It will not be
blinding glory light, which accompanies divine justice.
It will not be a light that shines upon the sinners as

judgment comes upon them but a light that “shines in
our hearts” even as this ministry puts spirit and life
in our hearts; it will match the love, mercy, and grace
of God; it will be and is “the light of the knowledge
of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ” (4:6) .
This light will never be “done away with.” This light
shines not only in the hearts of the ministers but like-

wise in the hearts of the New Testament believers.
01'th is only the stronger at; it is here the interrogative particle which implies an afﬁrmative answer.

“How shall not rather” (pi/\on) implies two things:
ﬁrst, the ﬁtness of glory for the ministry of Moses, sec-

ondly, the even greater ﬁtness of glory for the ministry
of the apostles when this is compared with that of
Moses.
9)

“For” means: in order to explain. The ex-

planation is a restatement in which other, namely
explanatory, words are used.

For if the ministry

of the condemnation (is) glory, by much more does
the ministry of the righteousness abound with glory.
From the self-answering question Paul advances
to a direct assertion. Yet the “if” of a condition of
reality is retained, which retains the idea of comparison of the two ministries. The elucidation lies in the
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two contrasted genitives: “of the condemnation” and
“of the righteousness.” All the Corinthians know from
the Old Testament how glorious the ministry of Moses

was and remains. Yet it is “the ministry of the condemnation,” of that one well-known condemnation
which needs only the article to bring it to mind.

KaTdeLa'Ls is the act of condemning and not the
result as some think; the sufﬁx -0'Ls indicates the act,
Via the result (R. 151). The act is here referred to;
compare “the letter kills.” It kills by an act of condemnation; it causes death in this way. It is, of course,

God’s act. Although they are ascribed to the letter
(V. 6) and now to the ministry, these are only God’s
means of condemnation. The genitive is objective just
as is the genitive in the phrases “the ministry of the
death” and “the ministry of the spirit.” They are

blinded who see only the letter and the ministry and
then scoff at these as being unable to kill by condemning; they overlook the fact that God acts in the letter

and in the ministry. Every sinner has to deal with him.
Heb. 4:12 states how the Word is like a sword; and

I Cor. 2:4 how the ministry is a demonstration of
divine power.
Paul does not reduce the glory which he ascribed
to MoseS’ ministry in v. 7. When he says without a

copula and thus more effectively that the ministry of
the condemnation “(is) glory” he actually identiﬁes
that ministry with glory. It is all glory. It would be a
mistake on the part of Paul to minimize the glory of
Moses’ ministry when his object is to show the full
glory of the apostolic ministry: the less the one is,
the less would be the other by comparison; but the
greater that of Moses is, the greater is that of the
apostles since the latter exceeds the former. Nor is
there the least question in regard to Moses. God’s
righteousness and holiness are always most glorious
when they execute eternal condemnation as the whole
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universe will see at the ﬁnal day of judgment. And
were not the thunders and the lightnings of Sinai,
which were swathed in unearthly smoke, terrible in
gloriousness?
Only one other glory exceeds this, it is again that
which is found in God, his grace, which bestows the
quality of righteousness on the sinner who repents and
believes. It exceeds because it is a greater matter to
acquit the condemned sinner than to condemn him;
because it takes only the letter of the law on stones
to condemn him but the blood of God's own Son and
the Spirit’s power that produce repentance and faith to
acquit the already condemned. In regard to Summon;
study Rom. 1:17 ; Rom. 3:21, etc.
The explanatory point lies in these two, Kardxpwls
and smawaﬁm, as forensic terms (see them in C.-K.).
The latter is the quality produced by the divine verdict
alone when by grace for Christ’s sake it acquits the
sinner and thus changes his status before God. In
Romans it is called “God’s righteousness,” here it is
connected with the apostolic ministry: “the ministry
of the righteousness” (again objective genitive; again
the article to indicate the one well-known and only
righteousness). God conveys it through his Word by
means of this ministry. This ministry preaches Christ
and thus works faith and thus secures acquittal and
righteousness for the sinner. “By much more then it
abounds with glory," dative of means, of respect, R’s
(W. P.) instrumental, all are only grammatical terms.
10) Paul comes to the climax. For even what
has been gloriﬁed has not been gloriﬁed in this point
(or part) : on account of its transcendent glory. It
has been gloriﬁed (perfect tense, and forever remains

so) in all other points; it is lacking only in this one, in
which the ministry of the righteousness is not lacking.
“What has been gloriﬁed” is the ministry of the condemnation, and the perfect tense has the same sense:
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what has been and forever remains gloriﬁed. The
subject and the verb are passive, but Paul is not the
agent who has been doing this glorifying of Moses’
ministry; God has done this, and therefore also the
glory of that ministry remains.
In one pipes, part, point, respect God has not gloriﬁed Moses’ ministry, namely in this point of making
its glory superlative, transcendent beyond the glory
of all other ministry. Such superlative, all-transcending glory God bestowed on the apostolic ministry. What
a. mighty fact for all true ministers of Christ, the present assistants of the apostles, to contemplate! We all
share in this superlative glory which outranks that of
Moses. “On account of its (the) transcendent glory”
is said from the point of view of the ministry which
has this transcendent glory.
11) “For” explains the one point that is still
left open although it was incidentally touched upon
in v. 7: just why the ministry of Moses is not equally
superlative with that of the apostles. For if what is
being done away with (is being done away with)
despite glory, much more what remains (remains)

with glory.
The Greek needs no verbs; their omissiOn makes the
contrast all the sharper. Both participles are substantivized presents. Here is one thing the nature of which
is that it is being done away with; here is another the

nature of which is that it remains. In our comment on
v. 7 we explained the ﬁrst participle: the condemnation is to give way to the righteousness. The condemned
sinner is to be pardoned. This does not merely happen,
it is God’s arrangement. He always and always wants
to put out of commission the condemnation of the
grammta. by his grace and pardon, by the righteousness of faith in Christ Jesus. This righteousness is
the thing that remains, which is never to be superseded by anything else.
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The other contrast is between 8.); 864a,; and e‘v 80’5".
This is the use of 3w’. which is not listed in grammars
and in dictionaries. R. W. P., says “with glory —in
glory" is a contrast between the phrases; in his Grammar, page 583 he states that the Suﬁ used in Rom. 2:27
is a shading off between means and manner. In regard
to Rom. 2:27 B.-D. repeats the view of Winer, Kuehner-Gerth, etc: Umstaende, circumstances, Bezz'ehung
is usually added. A late German commentator has
an 86517;=£v 86.53; occurring in v. 7 with the remark
that Paul loves to change prepositions without always
wanting to express the ﬁner nuances; he faults those

who search for a difference in the two prepositions
that are used here. Some suppose that M = with and
denotes a transient ﬂash while iv = in and denotes permanence.
Ami: “despite glory” while er, of course, is “in or
with glory.” And the difference is great and vital to
the thought. We may add the two samples occurring
in Rom. 2 :27 and 4:11 where we have the same use of
Sui with the meaning “despite” or “in spite of.” The
original idea “between” is retained. The action is
sometimes favorable and in harmony with an object;
but when it is contrary and inharmonious, the resultant

sense of 8m: is “despite.” So here it means despite glory,
in spite of all the glory with which the condemnation

is done away with by God; but the righteousness remains in glory. In every justiﬁed believer the condemnation has been made to disappear despite its

glory; righteousness, which abides for him, remains in
all its glory.

What a glorious ministry, then, is that of the apostles which ministers this righteousness! Unbelievers,

are, of course, left to the ministry of Moses, whose
glory blinds and kills them with judgment and condemnation.

Second Corinthians 3 :12
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Our Ministry Bestows Glory

The point of this paragraph is not the hope

of Paul and of his assistants, not the openness of speech
they use, not the liberty with which they operate; all
these are subordinate. The point is that the glory inherent in their ministry (v. 7-11) is one that brings
glory upon glory upon us all, upon those who are served
by this ministry as well as upon those serving in it.

Paul once more draws the Corinthians to his heart.
By showing them the true exaltation of his ministry
he is showing them the true exaltation of themselves
as affected by that ministry, an exaltation that goes

from glory to glory and cannot be obtained by any
means other than this ministry.
Could Paul use a better way to heal the breach that
had been made between himself and the Corinthians,
a breach that was now almost healed? By turning from
his ministry and by listening to voices that are hostile
to it the Corinthians could only lose this glory; it would
fade away instead of increasing. The loss would be
fatal. Not, however, on this negative side does Paul
dwell; he presents the positive side, which is most
effective.
As he used Moses’ ministry when he was showing
the glory of his own ministry, so he again uses Moses
when he is showing the glory which the Corinthians
have by this ministry of his. He uses the very same
feature of Moses’ ministry, but now another point of
that feature, namely the veil. Thus he adds the effect
made upon the sons of Israel in contrast to the effect of
his own ministry upon the Corinthians. It is so simple
and so obvious. In v. 7-11 the two ministries, Paul’s

and Moses’, sufﬁce for the comparison; now the com—
parison is between the effects of these ministries as
exhibited in the Jews and in the Christian Corinthians.
To be sure, the effects are to be found in the people.
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In v. 7 “the sons of Israel” are mentioned only incidentally and not for their own sakes but to show what
the ministry of Moses is.

Paul has been criticized because of his treatment of
the veil, nor has this criticism always been adequately
met. An unwarranted canon has been set up, namely
that Paul should not go beyond an exegesis of Exodr
34 :29-35. Paul evidently goes beyond that canon; hence
the criticism of him. It all depends on the commen-

tator’s mind as to how severe he makes this criticism.
Some accuse him of falsiﬁcation, of allegorizing, and
the like. In fact, they serve Moses no better. He is
called a hierophant who practiced deception upon the
Israelites; Paul is called a mystagogue who initiates
his adepts into his wisdom. Pagan ideas are the stock
in trade of this exegesis.

Paul changes nothing in the account of Exodus in
regard to Moses and the veil. He uses what is there
said about the veil as being illustrative of the blindness of the Jews regarding their entire Old Testament

and contrasts this with the effect of the gospel in “us
all.” Instead of remaining on the surface of the ac-

count in Exodus, Paul sees and uses the full illustrative
possibilities in regard to the Jews and in regard to all
of us Christians. He sees the veil shutting out the
Jews from Christ by their refusal to use the glorious
ministry of Moses as God intended them to use it. He
sees the veil removed for the Christians by Christ and
his ministry so that their faces now shine with ever-

increasing glory that is reﬂected from Christ himself.
The very glory of Moses’ ministry is left far behind in
the beneﬁciaries of the apostolic ministry who are
transformed “from glory to glory.” All this is done
by using the great fact that the veil is to be done away
with even as the glory of the ministry of Moses is to
fade and to disappear during the apostolic gospel ministry. The key to the illustration is the signiﬁcant verb

Second Cori-nthia us 3 :12
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“to be done away with." We have had it twice, in v. 7
and 11 (participles), and its opposite “that which remains” (v. 11) ; we now have it twice, in v. 13 and 14

(participle and ﬁnite verb) plus its synonym in v. 16,
and in v. 18 the full unveiling with ever-increasing
glory.
Having, therefore, such hope, we continue using
full openness of speech and not as Moses kept putting a veil upon his face so that the sons of Israel
should not get to gaze on the end of what was being
done away with, but their considerations were made
like stone.
In v. 7-11 Paul writes objectively about the two
ministries, the Mosaic ending in the enduring apostolic.
He is through with the comparison of the ministries
as such. When he advances to their eﬁects he speaks
subjectively, ﬁrst about us who are in the apostolic
ministry and then about “us all" who receive its gift
of glory (v. 18). We of the apostolic ministry, he
says, “have such hope,” namely that ours is the ministry with transcendent glory, never to be done away
with, always to remain in glory (v. 10, 11). The condemnation brought by the ministry of law despite its
glory ends when the righteousness of faith in Christ

acquits the condenmed sinner, and the glory of this
ministry and its effect, this blessed righteousness, remain forever. We have this hope, Paul says, not
as though we are yet uncertain but as being fully assured and certain. It is “hope.” because the Parousia,
the last great day, has not yet come with its full and

ﬁnal revelation of what our ministry is and brings to
all believers.
Having this divinely assured hope in regard to our
ministry, Paul says, “we continue using full openness
of speech,” mppnm’a, which means speaking with full
openness, withholding nothing, without reservation of
any kind. Throughout our whole ministry we ever
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continue such openness. The verb is the durative present, the durative of constant continuation, and matches
the iterative imperfect which is used when he is speaking about Moses. So the Corinthians have ever heard

Paul and his assistants speak, so he speaks to them
also in this letter. This is in contrast to the ministry
of Moses.
We may go farther and include all the Old Testament prophets. Their message was preparatory even
for Israel. Because of its nature it withheld much, for
the fulﬁllment -in Christ had not yet come. But the
apostolic ministry had that fulﬁllment, the complete
manifestation of grace and salvation for all men for

all time. All reason for reserve or for Withholding had
disappeared. Moses and the prophets had to leave
much to the future when Christ should ﬁnally come.
Pagan religions had their esoteric doctrines which
were at best to be communicated only to the initiated.
The gospel of Christ ever speaks with "full openness”
and dispenses all its blessings with utmost prodigality.
13) Paul makes the comparison with the distinctive feature of Moses’ ministry, his bringing the law
on tables of stone to Israel and telling them all the
commandments of God. In the whole section, v. 7-18,
the prophetic phase of Moses’ ministry is not mentioned: “The law was given by Moses,” John 1:17.
Moses = the law. Our versions alter the construction,
but the Greek is not elliptical. “And not as” simply
adds the opposite, but it adds this in the form of a neg-

ative comparative clause. R. 1159 is obscure; B.—D.
482 says ellipsis.
‘
There is considerable dispute in regard to just what
Moses did, and still more in regard to the purpose
of what he did (wa9 16 mm). The iterative imperfect

states in accord with Exodus 34 that Moses repeatedly
put a veil over his face. Exodus 34 states that Moses
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spoke the commandments to Israel with his face unveiled; that whenever he was done speaking he put on

the veil; that when he spoke to God he again removed
the veil. In v. 7 Paul says that the glory on Moses’
face was so great that the Israelites could not gaze
upon it, which means that they were compelled to cover
their eyes. It is incorrect to say that Moses had his

face covered and spoke to the Israelites only through
a veil. All that both Exodus and Paul say is to the
effect that the glory of Moses’ face was to be seen by

the Israelites, for this divine glory gave the effect to
the divine commandments as they came from Moses’

lips. The fact that the eyes could not endure this glory
was due to the death, the killing power, the condemnation of the commandments which Moses spoke (v.
6-9). The glory on Moses’ face was the glory of the

divine law and the judgment that was reﬂected by
God’s minister of law.
All of this occurred at Sinai, and we hold that it
ended there after the communications of the law to
the Israelites were concluded. The opinion that this
veiling and unveiling continued for the entire thirty-

eight years of the journey until Moses died is unacceptable to us.
On the reluctance of the grammarians to admit

that wpt‘)? 10’ with the inﬁnitive means result and not
always purpose see R. 1003, who here speaks of subjective purpose (1075). In spite of this stand of the
grammars we confess that here result is better than
purpose. This does not evade the issue involved in the
idea that God had such a purpose, but we note that the
positive and clause, which is a counterpart to the neg-

ative «pin 7?» in; clause, states result, this clause also
having an aorist. So we submit the question Whether
we do not here have result: “so that the sons of Israel
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did not get to look earnestly on the end of what was
being done away with but got their thoughts hardened"
(both verbs are ingressive aorists, drsvz'aar. and empuidq.) .
We have had this “being done away with” twice

before (v. 7 and 11), in v. 11 it was substantivized as
it is here. We have seen what “this thing being done
away with” means and thus have no trouble regarding

what “the re’Aos or end” of it signiﬁes. The grdmm and
the grammta, which are death, which kill by their
condemnation of the sinner, are done away with, their
“end” is reached when the gospel brings “the righteousness” of justiﬁcation by faith in Christ. The glory
of the former, which is a glory of divine judgment and
justice that was reﬂected on the face of Moses when
he came from Sinai, yields to the greater glory which
ever remains and shines in the pardoning righteousness

of God, shines as gospel glory in the apostolic ministers
:and then in “us all,” the gospel believers (v. 18) . The
condemnation which Moses brings is done away with
and reaches its end (re'Aos) when the righteousness of
Christ comes. “End of law (rc'Aoe vo'pov) Christ for
righteousness for everyone believing,” Rom. 10:4.
If «p69 15 pﬁ=result, Paul says that the sons of

Israel were not permitted to gaze upon this end, in fact,
they never saw it at all because they remained in unbelief. This ending of the law or function of Moses
and something of greater and ever-abiding glory that
follows in the gospel and the function of Christ, Paul
sees in the acts of Moses when, after speaking the legal
commandments to Israel, he again and again covered
his blazing face with a veil.
’En’au, Moses kept doing this until he had concluded

this speaking of the commandments, the repetition
emphasizing this coming to an end, this being done
away with, so that another, who is greater than Moses,
might come and speak as the covenant of Abraham

promised, the covenant which Israel had, yea, to speak
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of salvation from the condemnation. A result clause
would state the tragic fact that all this was lost upon
the Israelites, the and clause adds that they were
hardened. To state the two historical facts as resultant
facts does seem to be Paul’s meaning.
If we regard the expression as indicating purpose,
then the clause says that it was God’s intention that
the sons of Israel should not see this end, this would
point to Christ and to righteousness. But how could
God have such an intention regarding “the sons of
Israel,” this very name pointing to their covenant
relation to him? Predestinarianism is not the answer,
but the punitive justice and judgment of God are. They
who will not believe shall ﬁnally not believe. Read Matt.
13:14, 15; Acts 28:26, 27; Rom. 11:8-10, and similar
passages that refer to judgment. No Bible student will
have difficulty with this divine intention. He will know,
too, that God at all times had a believing remnant who
were true sons of Israel.
14) So “their considerations were made like
stone,” petriﬁed or hardened to stoniness because of
unbelief. Regarding this verb see Rom. 11:7, and regarding the noun 11:25. The other verb which indicates a hardening like that of a branch or twig which

is cut from a tree is seen in Rom. 9:18. The subject
of self-hardening, which is followed by God’s judicial
hardening, is treated in connection with these passages

in Romans. We need not hesitate
for the passive impasoq as though
the agent unnamed, or as though
taken in the sense of the middle

to supply the agent
Paul purposely left
the passive is to be
“became petriﬁed.”

The Scriptures are too plain in regard to God’s agency

in judicial hardening; and we gain nothing by trying
to evade it here.
However, instead of saying “they were hardened"
or “their hearts were hardened,” Paul predicates this
hardening of their vovfpa-ra, their thoughts with which
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their minds considered what Moses said and did. Their
“considerations” did not respond in a proper way but.
grew obstinate like stone. Read Stephen’s descriptionin Acts‘7z37-53 and note his signiﬁcant reference toSinai and to the Mosaic law in v. 38 and 53. The aorist‘
is again ingressive: “got to be petriﬁed," it at the
same time states the historical fact. We note that we
here certainly have result whether the inﬁnitive clause
with é-revioal. also denotes result or only purpose.
“For” explains by pointing to what we see in
the case of the Jews today. The marvel was great
already in Paul’s day, so many centuries after. the
Jews saw the end of each display of glory on the
face of Moses with unbelief—they were still in
the same unbelief. Now the marvel is still greater
—- after twenty centuries they retain the identical
stoniness 0f,unbelief. For to this day on the reading
of the old covenant the same veil remains unlifted

hécause (only) in Christ is it (ever) done away with.
Yea, till today, whenever Moses is read, a veil lies
upon their heart. Yet whenever it turns to the Lord,
the veil is removed all around.

Paul might have stated all this with stark literalness. He uses rich ﬁgurative language instead because ‘
it conveys so much more both directly and indirectly.
The Jewish unbelief of Paul’s own day is exactly like
that unbelief which was manifested at Sinai. The
Moses of Sinai still appears to the Jews of today every
time they gather in their synagogues where they reg-

ularly read “the old covenant/{Sueﬁxq is here the Torah
or Pentateuch. They have it divided into parashas,
regular lections for their Sabbath services, so that it
shall be duly read..
'
Paul does not say “the reading of the gramnw‘ or
grammta.” which was once engraved by God on stone
tables (v. 6, 7), the divine law of commandments which
is now in the Pentateuch. This law was also read when
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the respective parashas were reached; but the ﬁve
books of Moses were “the (whole) old covenant” which

was made with Abraham and was continued with the
sons of Israel until Christ came. Here Smaﬁm, = “covenant,” the Hebrew be'r-z'th, because it refers to the un-

fulﬁlled promise that ﬁlls the Pentateuch; in v. 6 the
word should be rendered “testament,” for there it

refers to the fulﬁlled promise. See v. 6 on the subject
and the elucidation by C.-K.
Compared with the fulﬁllment, the covenant of
promise was “old,” antedating the fulﬁllment. It remained “old” until Christ came; then the “new” arrived, Kam}, “new” as related to the old (not vs’a or “new”

as unrelated to anything old). The point to be noted is
the fact that in the synagogues the Jews faced the
whole Moses, not only as one who brought them the
law of death that kills by the condemnation of all sinners (v. 6. 7), not only his ministry of death, but also
the Moses who brought them the covenant promise of

Abraham with its gospel deliverance from condemnation by faith in the promised Messiah. The whole
Moses, the entire covenant together with the law that
was added to it 430 years after Abraham (Gal. 3:17;

Rom. 5:20), were constantly read to the Jews.
Paul means that what happened at Sinai is ever
and ever repeated in the case of the Jews. There Moses
spoke the law to the sons of Israel with glory on his
face; here, after speaking it, he put a veil over his
face to show that the condemnation of the law was to
have an “end,” was to be done away with (Karup'youpcvos‘,
v. 7, 11, 13) by the righteousness of justiﬁcation (v.
9) which ever does away with condemnation. This
gospel righteousness was announced already in the old
covenant of Abraham (Rom. 4) as a promise. At Sinai

Moses ministered also this old covenant and this promise (gospel) although God there made him the minister
of the law to serve as such for all time. So, Paul says.
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as the Jews had him at Sinai they have him at every
reading in the synagogue to this very day.
And they ever respond in the same way. As they
did at Sinai, so they have done through the centuries
in the synagogue when Moses speaks to them. Their
thoughts harden like stone with the opposition of unbelief. The thought is not that they discard the Pentateuch. They read it coutinually, revere it and laud
Moses to the skies; but they do not believe him and
his writings (John 5 :46, 47) nor what the veil on his
face tells them so effectively, what his whole ministry
and his writings ever expound to them: condemnation
done away with only by the righteousness of faith in
the promised Redeemer. Paul states this ﬁguratively

by using the veil in an illustrative way just as God
had Moses use it: “to this very day the veil remains
unlifted,” literally, “not being drawn up to reveal."
The original idea of the veil is retained, for Paul says
“the same veil.”
The veil does not mean covering the eyes so as to
prevent vision and to make people blind. The veil on
Moses’ face means the end of the glory of the law as
it is condemnation for the sinner. The glory soon disappeared from Moses’ face, and he discarded the veil.
The abiding glory of righteousness is to extinguish

(xampyezv) the glory of the judgment that condemns.
But in the case of the unbelieving Jews it is as though

the veil still hangs over Moses’ face, as though the
glory of the condemning judgment of the law still
burns on Moses’ face under that veil. For them his
ministry lies altogether only in that glory of the law.
This glory and the veil ever go together; if it were

not for the one, the other Would not exist. By leaving
the veil the glory is left. And that glory ever means
condemnation. It is a glory of judgment, that alone.
So if the veil “remains” (present, durative: ever remains), which means that the .burning glory of con-
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demnation continues to burn under it with a destructive light that no man can endure (v. 7), the Jews are
lost. But that is the manner in which “up to this very
day” they read Moses, with only “that same veil” and
the glory of the law under it. Because they read in this
way they never see “the end of what is intended to be
done away with” (v. 13), the glory of righteousness

which is to quench the glory of condemnation and is
then to remain forever (v. 11). The wrong thing remains for them. They are adamant in these their perverted thoughts, voﬁpam (v. 14a).
For the unbelieving Jews the veil remains unlifted
“because (only) in Christ is it (ever) done away
with.” This is added for the sake of the Corinthians
who know it. They also know how the unbelieving Jews
hate Christ. “In Christ” = in union and connection
with him, this év always involves faith. The thought is
perfectly plain, the construction simple, and 61; means
“because.”
Our versions and R. 729 prefer the reading 3 n, a
relative: “which (veil) is done away with." The R. V.
margin construes still more abstrusely: “remaineth, it
not being revealed that in Christ it is done away.” This
makes p3, emanmm'pevov an accusative absolute participle, a rare construction. The idea that otherwise the
use of [Mi with the participle cannot be explained is
answered by the fact that any participle whether it is

predicative or not, is regularly negatived by mi15) ’A)u\a£ is not adversative, it is continuative
and climacteric (R. 1186) ; it adds no opposite thought,
no “but,” “on the contrary.” It carries the precious
thought to its climax: “Yea, till today, whenever Moses
is read, a veil lies (durative: continues to lie) upon
their heart.” To read Moses is the same as to read the
old covenant, the Pentateuch. “Till today” is the same
as the previous “to this day.” These repetitions emphasize the fact that the old unbelief continues down
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to the very present, continues when Moses is constantly
read, is constantly before the Jews. Only here in the

New Testament does the classic ﬁvt’xa av appear, it is
indeﬁnite and has the note of repetition: “whenever,”
R. 971.
The climax is reached in the statement: “a veil
keeps lying on their heart.” In v. 14 “the same veil
remains unlifted” leaves the thought unﬁnished. What
must be added is the fact that this is meant subjectively
with reference to Moses. The reader could have understood this without assistance, but it is better that Paul
say it in so many words. Moses and the veil which he
wore at Sinai have passed long since; the Pentateuch
is fully clear as to how the law with its condemnation
leads us to the gospel of righteousness in Christ. On
the objective side all has been done.
But these unbelieving Jews disregard all that in
their voﬁpara or “considerations” (v. 14a). Subjectively and for themselves they are bound to have “a
veil” (note, not “the Veil”). They cannot veil Moses
nor his Pentateuch (objectively) so they put a veil
over their own heart (subjectively). What this veil is
has been intimated, the stoniness of their unbelieving
thoughts whenever they read the old covenant or
Moses. They refuse to understand what Moses really
was and what he really wrote; they are ﬁxed in their
own thoughts about him and also about all that he
wrote. They keep, as it were, a veil of their own mak-

ing wrapped around their hearts.
16) Paul adds, and we know that he does it with
a happy heart: “Yet whenever it turns to the Lord,
the veil,” this self-imposed veil (article of previous
reference), “is taken away all around.” Not all the
sons of Israel pass into hopeless hardness. Although
they were reared as Jews with their ancient veil upon
them, in all ages and even now not a few nevertheless

come to conversion. Then the hand of divine grace
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takes the veil away from around them. The present
tense wepzatpcifal. is iterative.

Chiliasts refer this to the national conversion of the
Jews at or in the millennium; but then we should have
the future tense; and then, too, wjm’xa av does not ﬁt with

its indeﬁnite note and its repetition: “whenever.” See
the author on Rom. 11:7, 25, 26. Paul has no subject
with e‘mm—péupy. Our versions supply “it” (R. V. margin:
“a man”), others “their heart” or “Israel” as implied
in the context. The singular is noteworthy after the

plural afmsv as though Paul indicates that this turning
is an individual matter as it, indeed, always is. Since
no subject is written out, the sense is: “whenever there

is a turning to the Lord,” the aorist to denote a deﬁnite,
decisive turning.

’Emarpé¢cw is the regular verb to denote the act that
is called conversion (Acts 9:25 and repeatedly). To
turn “to the Lord” includes turning from sin, falsehood, etc. The turn includes contrition and faith.
“Lord” needs no article in the Greek, it is like a per-

sonal name, here it denotes Christ. The expression
“to turn to the Lord” with the veil taken completely
away is a beautiful allusion to Exod. 34:34, where
Moses faces the Lord with the veil removed.

17)

The statements of this verse are transi-

tional, preparatory to the climax which is reached in
V. 18. Now the Lord is the Spirit; and where the
Spirit (is, there is) liberty. In the phrase 71’pr Képwv
(v. 16) no article is needed, but when it is the subject
of the sentence, and when it is mentioned a second

time, the article is in place: 6 Kﬁpm. This Lord is
Christ. The Greek usually indicates the predicate by

omitting the article; but «vet-ma. would then mean only
that “the Lord is spirit,” i. e., has spirit nature as this
is said about God in John 4:24. Paul, however, means
that “the Lord is the Spirit,” the Holy Spirit, the third
person of the Godhead.
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The fact that Paul is not fusing the two persons
of the deity into one is at once apparent when he writes
“the Spirit of the Lord.” They are two persons but of
identical essence and do the same work. Where the
Lord is, there is his Spirit, and where the Spirit is,
there is the Lord. In the presence of the Spirit we see
the gloriﬁcation of the Lord, and in the presence and
the gloriﬁcation of the Lord we see the Spirit and his
work, John 16 :14. This is what Jesus told Philip about
himself and about the Father: “He that hath seen me
hath seen the Father,” John 14 29-11; 12:45; or still
stronger: “I and my Father are one,” John 10 :30.
This is true also with regard to the Lord and the Spirit.
Now this about the Lord and the Spirit is said because “where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty,”
liberty in the fullest sense of the word. Paul says this
in order to show what turning to the Lord really
means: it means turning to the Spirit, and this means
“liberty.” In v. 16 he speaks about Jews turning to
the Lord. What do they leave behind when they thus
turn? Gather the answer from v. 6, etc.: the grammes
and grommets that bring death, that kill, that minister
condemnation; gather the rest of it from the reading
of the covenant and of Moses with a Veil: hardened
thoughts that are like dead stones and lack everything
that Christ brings. Now we see what turning to the
Lord is: it is the most blessed spiritual liberty.
But why mention the Spirit, why not ascribe this
liberty to the Lord alone? We have the answer in

John 14:16, 17, 26; 15:26, 27; 16:7. The Lord ever
works through his Spirit. The graven letters of Moses
have no power to convert and to give liberty, only the

Lord’s Spirit can do that. Those letters bind and condemn so that we may ﬂee to Christ and to his Spirit

and be freed. Therefore also there is this “ministry of
the spirit” which is the opposite of the “ministry of
the letter,” which makes alive whereas the latter only
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condemns and kills. It is the ministry “of the spirit"
because it is the Lord’s gospel ministry, one that works
with his Spirit in order to make .men turn and be free.
18) We reach the climax of the entire paragraph: But we all, with unveiled face reﬂecting as

in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are ourselves being transformed into the same image from glory to
glory as from the Lord (who is) the Spirit.

The

apostolic ministry has abiding glory (v. 11). The incumbents and the beneﬁciaries of this ministry, “we
all,” have this glory, in fact, it transforms us from
glory to glory.

Paul is not yet through with Moses. The wonderful
presentation as it has followed Moses from v. 7 onward
has Moses as the basis in the climax. From the glory
which his face reﬂected on Sinai we reach the glory
that is in us all. From his transient glory which was
intended to yield to another we come to the fulness of
this other that is glory upon glory. From the law of
Moses which drives to Christ we come to Christ and
his Spirit, to rest in glory forever.
These two paragraphs are a most marvelous structure of thought as they present the mighty facts of

salvation. Paul shows his ministry as what it really is
to the Corinthians. It ministers to the Corinthians,
and they are shown what they are by means of this
ministry. How this fact must draw them to this min-

istry, to it alone and to Paul, its chief minister, their
apostle! Only an inspired apostle could offer a presentation like this that is so mighty and so glorious for its
purpose. Lord, help us by thy Spirit to read it aright,

and let no one dim the words for us in the least!
“We all” = Paul and his assistants and the Corin—
thians, those in the ministry and those beneﬁciaries
of his ministry who are now entirely on the same level,

for also the ministers are beneﬁciaries. We all are like
Moses: “with unveiled face reﬂecting the glory of the
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Lord,” with a face that has been and that remains Aunveiled (perfect participle) and that, unlike Moses’
face, we never veil. As Moses’ face reﬂected the glory
of God on Sinai, so our face now ever reﬂects the glory

of the Lord. Note the turning “to the Lord,” «p69, face
to face, in v. 17. What was granted only to the highest
minister of the old covenant and in a transient outward
way is granted to all of us in the New Testament in a
permanent, inward way. None of the sons of Israel
had a reﬂected glory on their faces, they hid their eyes
even from that which was reﬂected on Moses’ face; we
all shine with glory.
The dictionaries are unsatisfactory in regard to the
middle participle xa-romptzépevoz. B.—P., for instance,
leaves us with the idea of catching something or of beholding something in a mirror. The Latins have speculantes in. the sense of “beholding” or contemplantes.

The idea of the xéa-ompov or mirror is retained: to behold
in or by the help of a mirror, which the commentators

frequently understand as a reference to Christ or the
Word or the believer’s heart. This idea lacks linguistic
evidence, especially here where, if “behold'ing” is

meant, we have had amtzew twice already (v. 7 and
13) ; moreover, the dative “with unveiled face” points
plainly, not to “the sons of Israel,” but to Moses who
faced God without a veil, and to believers who turn
to the Lord by having the veil forever removed. The
context as well as the original Greek usage compel us
to discard these unsatisfactory views (“beholding as
in a glass,” A. V.; “beholding as in a mirror,” R. V.
margin) and to prefer the meaning “reﬂecting as in
a mirror.” On the face of Moses the glory of the judg-

ment of God was reﬂected; on our face the Lord’s
gospel glory is to be reﬂected.
Already this is much, namely becoming a mirror
which reﬂects the brilliant sunrays of Christ's glory

of grace and salvation. But in all of us who have
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turned to the Lord there is vastly more. A mirror only
reﬂects, Moses’ face only reﬂected. His face, like the
mirror, remained only what it was. Christ’s glory of

grace enters into us, transforms, metamorphoses us
“into the same image from glory to glory.” The passive

pcrapoptﬁodﬁcga retains the accusative that is used in the
active, n‘yv ain‘lyv slxéva, in loose fashion (R. 486). Paul

speaks about this spiritual transformation in Rom.
12 :2 without the use of a ﬁgure and thus furnishes us
the best commentary.
This transformation consists in losing conformity
to the world, in renewal of the mind to prove what is
the good, acceptable, and complete will of God and
thus ever to follow it. This is no less than a metamorphosis, an inward change of the very pop¢ﬁ or
“form” of our being. At one time it had a form that
corresponded to the world, sin, ﬂesh; now it is more
and more receiving a form that corresponds to “the
same image,” that of the Lord. “That ye may become

partakers of the divine nature,” I Pet. 1:4; “until
Christ be formed in you,” Gal. 4:19 (where ,Lop¢m6{, is
the verb) ; “Christ liveth in me,” Gal. 2:20.

Some commentators refer to pagan metamorphoses
because Paul uses this word. But what did pagans know
about a spiritual transformation? How can pagan
darkness illuminate glorious gospel effects? The verb
is passive: “we are being transformed,” namely by the
Lord’s Spirit; it is present and durative: the transformation begins with regeneration and the new birth
(John 3 :3, 5) and continues in sanctiﬁcation through
life (John 17:17). It has been well said that this
transformation is spiritualis and not essentialis. We
remain we, the Lord remains the Lord. Hence Paul
writes “into the same image,” the image of the glory

of the Lord which we reﬂect.
szn’w is Abbild which presupposes a Vorbz'ld; the
image is drawn from the original: a child is the image
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of its father, the head on a coin the image of the
monarch, the reﬂection of the sun in a mirror the image
of the sun. 'oyolmpa=likeness and does not connote
derivation: one egg only resembles another, one person, one house, one object resemble a similar one. See
Trench, Synonyms. The word is most ﬁtting in the
present connection. “The glory of the Lord” is the
original; we are transformed into its image.
The glory of our Lord is so constituted that no
one can in the least reﬂect it without ﬁrst himself hav—
ing become transformed into an image of that glory.
Christ’s glory shone fully upon the Jews; they reﬂected
none of it. The reﬂection begins at the moment of
transformation, and the transformation instantly
results in the reﬂection. Paul writes: “we are being
transformed into the same image,” i. e., “into that very
image,” which is only stronger and more emphatic than

“into his image” (the Lord’s), and truer than “into
its image” (that of the Lord’s glory). C.-K. 401: “into
the same form, Gestalt.” “From glory to glory”=
progressively as we become spiritually more Christlike
and ﬁnally reach the heavenly glory. Some prefer:
from the glory in this life to the glory of heaven; yet
the tense is the progressive singular, and we do progress already in this life.
“As from the Lord (who is) the Spirit” :35 one

might expect from such a source or agent. The work
corresponds to the workman. Kaecimp = xa-ni + «'1 + m’pz
“fully in accord with what things” come from the
Lord, suns indicates derivation. The Lord is not called
the agent (I'm-6) but rather the source and fountain of

our transformation. To be sure, and Kupiou aniparos
can be construed in several ways, but here only the
construction indicated in v. 17 is proper, namely that
of apposition: “from the Lord, the Spirit.”
This phrase and its two nouns, together with v. 17,
have produced a good deal of discussion. We need note
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only this, that here more is said than dos Geist-Sein
Christi (the Spirit-being of Christ), for then 1-3 IIVEl-ipa
in v. 17 ought to be only wcﬁpa, and the third person
would not be referred to; nor is dynamic union of
Christ and the Spirit all that is here expressed, a union
of their power and their work. Unless the union is
one of the divine essence in the Trinity so that one
divine person is in the other, the full import of Paul’s
brief expressions is not fully understood. We might,
indeed, translate, “from the Lord’s Spirit,” yet we
hesitate because in v. 17b, where this is said, Paul
writes 15 rive-6pc Kupiou (the article, the nouns in reversed order from that found in the phrase). Our whole
transformation is the work of the Lord in and by and
through the Spirit. All Scripture agrees in regard to
that.

(IIIIXPVITSIK I‘I
XII.

“We Faint Not”

Though Our Gospel Remains Veiled in Many
1) Paul and Timothy have described the glory
of their ministry and have ended with the glory which
this ministry produces in its incumbents and its ben-

eﬁciaries. This led to a mention of the hardened sons
of Israel (3:13-15). The gospel ministry continues to
meet such stoniness (4:3, 4). This, however, affects
neither this ministry nor its incumbents. It is one of
the great burdens which they accept and bear without
being induced to change either the gospel or their way
or presenting it.
For this reason, as having this ministry even as
we received mercy, we faint not. It is the glorious
nature of this ministry as set forth in chapter 3 that
ever upholds its incumbents. “We” is ‘not a literary
plural (R., W. P.) but refers to Paul and Timothy
(1:1) and other assistants. A signiﬁcant clause is
added to their having this ministry: “even as we received mercy.” The Greek verb, being transitive, has
the passive: “we were mercied.” This mercy is not
the granting of the ministry to them, for the word for
that idea would be grace. The connotation in mercy is
wretchedness and misery. We were only poor creatures, Paul says, until God’s mercy reached us. He
refers to their conversion. By calling it a reception of
mercy he disclaims for himself and for his assistants
any high standing or possessions that might make them
able and worthy of being placed into this ministry.
He thus reverts to 3 :4: their whole sufﬁciency is from

God. God took us, Paul says, who of ourselves were

(952)
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poor, miserable creatures and ﬁrst of all raised us up
with his mercy and then set us into this glorious min—
istry. Here is something which every true minister
may well ponder.
It is thus, Paul says, that “we faint not” as men
who were once nothing, whom God then blest doubly,
ﬁrst with his mercy, next with this office. “We faint
not” = “we are not discouraged.” This is said in view
of the apparent failure of this ministry because so
many reject the gospel which it brings (V. 3, 4). It is
said also in View of the way in which Paul and his
helpers conduct their ministry by refusing to stoop
to such base means as men in ofﬁce often employ, as
Paul’s rivals in Corinth also employed to attain what
they imagine to be success.

Some think the verb means “we are not cowardly”;
but it has this implication only where bravery is sug-

gested as a virtue as in the case of soldiers. Here,
where ministry is the subject, the verb implies worth-

lessness for the work of this ministry as when men
lose heart and despair and resort to questionable means

and thus become xaxoL’, unﬁt for their task. This negative implies the positive which is expressed so strongly
in 1:14: “we feel triumphant,” and in 2:4: “we have
this conﬁdence through Christ to God.” We know that
we cannot fail as long as we attend to our ministry
with God.
2) We faint not; but we have renounced (aorist,
once for all) the hidden things of shame, as a result
not walking in craftiness nor adulterating the Word
of God, by such means attempting to attain success,
but by the publishing of the truth, and by that alone,
commending _ourselves to every man’s conscience in
the sight of God, placing it upon every man’s own

conscience if he does not heed the truth as he knows
he should. The verb (i‘n'd‘n'ov has no present stem;
dwemaf/Leﬁa. appears with the tense sufﬁx a. in the second
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aorist and is an indirect middle: “we renounced for
ourselves.” It is not a timeless aorist but historical and

states the decisive past fact.
“The hidden things of shame” are such as bring
shame and disgrace when they are drawn out of hiding

into public light. “Shame,” too, is objective: “disgrace,” and not merely subjective: “the feeling of
shame.” These are always things that are disgraceful
no matter how those who practice them feel about
them. The genitive is qualitative: “shameful or disgraceful hidden things,” the genitive being stronger
than the adjective. While “the hidden things of shame"
is broad, Paul himself states what he means: “craftiness" and adulterating God’s Word, over against which
he sets “the publication of the truth” (hiding nothing)

and an appeal to every man’s conscience in the sight
of God. So Paul and his helpers began to conduct their
ministry, so they are continuing it to this day—not
fainting in the least, on the contrary, full of conﬁdence
(2 :4), thanking God, and triumphing (1:14).
Paul has already referred to the charge made in
Corinth that he was not always upright and truthful
(1:12, etc.), that his yea was not always yea (1:17,
etc.). He again speaks about this point when he says
“not walking in craftiness.” But it is now not “I,”
and not a defense against personal slander; it is “we,”
Paul and his assistants who are presented as men who
might avoid discouragement and might seek greater
success by practicing “craftiness.” The word means
ability to do anything and in the New Testament is
always used in an evil sense: trickiness, cunning deception to gain one’s end by underhand and dishonest

means and methods. Men of this type had come to Corinth; before Paul is through he will reckon with them
(chapter 10, etc.) .
Now in 12:16 Paul says regarding himself per—
sonally: “being crafty, I caught you with guile” (blame
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me for it if you will!) ; but we at once see how open
and honest that craftiness was. Craftiness has often
been employed by the clergy (let us not say “ministers") ; they have played politics in their conventions;
they have gained — or lost their ends, but always and
always to their own great hurt and to that of the
church.

Crafty conduct is paired with “adulterating the Word
of God." These two ever go together. He who is not
honest with himself will not be overhonest with the
Word. The reverse is also true— and the writer may
be permitted to say that he has witnessed it too often
—he who is not really honest with the Word cannot
be trusted very far with his conduct. Amie, = to catch
with bait, to ﬁx up something so as to deceive and to
catch somebody. It is used with regard to adulterating
wine. So here: “adulterating the Word of God,” not
leaving it pure lest people reject it but falsifying it to
catch the crowd. Of all the dastardly deeds done in
the World this is the most dastardly. None is more
criminal nor more challenging to God himself. Not
adulterating the Word of God had its edge against the
falsiﬁers who had come to Corinth, who also cast
aspersions upon the genuineness of Paul’s teaching.
Robertson 1128 is right when he says that it is
easy to split hairs about the participles and their relation to the main verb. Used with the verb in the aorist,

these present durative participles mean: having renounced once for all —we never walk — or adulterate
—but ever commend ourselves, etc. We see why one
might resort to crafty conduct and to adulteration of
the Word, namely thereby to commend himself to people, to get their favor and following.
In 3 :1-13 Paul has already touched the question of
recommending himself and his fellow workers to the

Corinthians, where he states that they need no recommendation, that the Corinthians themselves are Christ’s
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own letter of recommendation for Paul and his helpers, published like a monumental inscription in Corinth
so that all men may read. When he after all speaks
about “recommending ourselves” Paul in no way
contradicts the previous statement which repudiates all
self-recommendation. For see what this self-recommendation is—the very thing that made the Corinthians

such a wonderful recommendation for himself and his
assistants :' “the publication of the truth” with its appeal “to every man’s conscience in the sight of God.”

All ordinary commendations and recommendations.

praise the person concerned for what that person himself is. Here is a recommendation that ﬁxes all attention
upon what these men, Paul and his helpers, bring, pub-

lish openly, letting all men’s consciences judge before
God himself. A self-recommendation, yes, but one that
asks nothing for self, that asks everything for the
truth and its publication. (Favépwms, the action of making publicly manifest,
“the publication,” repeats the participles used in 1 :14
and 2 :3, repeats the idea of “speaking from God before
God in Chris ” stressed in 2 :17, and of “using full openness of speech” stated in 3 :12. “With the publication of
the truth,” the whole truth and nothing but the truth,
with that alone Paul and his assistants expect to win,
know they will win, ever feel triumphant with gratitude

to God, ever undiscouraged, never fainting. It is the full
divine truth of the Word of God, “the whole counsel of

God" (Acts 20 :20). nudism = the reality revealed by
God for our salvation. Its publication constituted the
ofﬁce or work of the apostolic ministry in which all
who assisted the'apostles helped. All true ministers are
still such assistants.
This work of publishing God’s saving truth recommends those who truly do this work “to the conscience
of every man in the sight, of God.” 0n conscience see
1 :12. Paul says : We come with this truth to every man’s
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conscience in a public proclamation, presenting it to
him in God’s sight (2:17). What any man thinks of
us depends on how his conscience reacts in God’s sight
to this divine truth which we publish. We have nothing

else to recommend us. The Greek idiom “every consience of men” is our “conscience of every man.” Paul
adds “in the sight of God” because conscience holds us
accountable to God. Drop the idea of God, and the
vitality of conscience is destroyed. Mere abstract ideas

of “right” and “wrong” do not bind the conscience; the
idea of God and of his judgment does. With their own
conscience bound in the Word of God (Luther’s expression at the Diet of Worms), Paul and his assistants in
all their work came with this same Word to every

man’s conscience and dealt with every man as in the
sight and presence of God, with God watching how

each man’s conscience reacted to the truth of his Word.
It is the same thought as that expressed in 2:17.
Some preachers, like hucksters, are ready to dicker
about the Word of God as though they can discount

something to make a sale, as though the deal is between
them and men alone. This is what Paul also means by
adulterating the Word of God, mixing in unrealities to

make the Word acceptable to men. In the case of Paul
and his helpers all is pure truth, all is for conscience
in God’s sight. Truth ever recommends itself to conscience and thus recommends also those who publish
this divine truth. Conscience must ever say that truth
is right and must be accepted, and that falsehood is
wrong and must be rejected. So conscience must speak
with regard to the proclaimers of truth and the announcers of falsehood. Only when conscience is deceived so that it thinks truth is falsehood and falsehood
truth, or whefi- it suspects the truth in some way, does
its commendation fail. Some hate truth because it is
truth (John 8:45), hate the light because their evil
deeds want darkness (John 3:19-21).
These have
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seared consciences. Still others are indifferent, cynical.
like Pilate: “Why bother about truth?” These have
blighted consciences. Yet truth ever ﬁnds the con-

science and there wins its victories.
Truth needs no aids. Nothing is as strong, as convincing, as sure, as good as the truth, any truth (reality) , and thus supremely the saving truth or reality of
the Word. If truth itself cannot win a conscience, what

can you add to truth to make it win? Some of your
craftiness, or some adulteration of the truth? Truth
needs no outside argument, its mere presence is greater
than all argument. The conscience binds us to the
truth; the whole operation is not on the plane of the
intellect, not one of argument. The issue only passes
through the intellect; it lies ultimately in the conscience
and the will. When the sun bathes the rose, its petals
open; so conscience should respond to the truth. So
many preachers have never fully realized the quality
and the power of the truth. A lack of their own full
conviction weakens their effort to aid the truth with
other means. The one means is “the publication,” the
full, complete presentation, “the manifestation.” All
victories of the truth are 100 per cent its own.

The truth is the reality.

No power is able to de-

stroy it, and no man or no conscience can possibly escape it in the end. All lies soon explode. The truth is
the Rock of Ages; let your conscience build on that.
All else is sand; and woe to those who built on it,
Matt. 7:24-29. Much more could be said. The truth

either crowns or destroys you in the end.
3) Paul sets forth why the truth does not commend itself effectively to so many consciences. It is
supposed that this fact was used against Paul in Corinth: “If you and your gospel are all yoaclaim them to
be, why do so many reject you, why do their consciences not respond ?” Paul is thought to answer this

objection: “This is not my fault or the fault of the
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gospel I preach but the devil’s fault!” But these suppositions are unsatisfactory for the obvious reason that
the same objection could be hurled against any and all
of Paul's enemies. Did they win everybody? They won

even fewer than Paul won and had to break into his
churches to do even that. So we take it that Paul is
here not making a defense but is simply stating the
facts as they are. He and his assistants do not faint
in discouragement, do not resort to questionable means
despite the fact that many are not won by the publication of the truth. This sad fact in regard to so
many does not in the least shake conﬁdence in the
gospel. As it does not do so in the case of Paul and of
his helpers, so it ought not in the case of the Corinthians. It will not when they once more consider Why
and how men perish in spite of the gospel truth.
But if our gospel is also veiled, (only) in those
perishing is it veiled. The condition of reality considers the sad fact as a fact. Although the full proclamation of the gospel is brought to them, many refuse to accept it despite its appeal to their conscience
as the divine and the saving truth. But these are only
those who are perishing. The substantivized present

participle describes them as being in the act of slowly
perishing, i. e., going on into everlasting death. We
shall see that this is not due to an eternal, irrevocable
decree of God. He sends them the gospel in order to

save them. It is the same gospel with the same power
as that which saves the rest. Paul calls it “our gospel”
as he at times speaks of “my gospel." He refers to
no distinction from the gospel in general, to no special

form or formulation of the gospel. “Our” = of which
we, I and my associates, are the ministers.
He twice uses the perfect passive tense (its periphrastic form) “has been veiled” with its present connotation “and thus now remains veiled." The ﬁgure is
taken from Moses who was mentioned in 3:7 as he
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utilized it for the unbelieving Jews mentioned in 3:14.
But it is now carried still farther — the very thing we
expect in Paul. From veiling the heart (3 :15) we come
to seeing the gospel itself veiled. The agent for the
passive is indicated as Satan in v. 4. The gospel light
and radiance are not altered or destroyed, are not
veiled for believers but only for those who refuse to
believe. How Satan succeeds in throwing a veil over
the gospel -in the case of these people is now told us.
4) Although it is only a relative clause, it is
weighty with meaning: in whom the god of this eon

blinded the thoughts of the unbelievers so that the
illumination of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who
is the image of'God, did not get to dawn. In this
way the gospel is veiled for many. Only here is
Satan called “the god of the eon,” grandis et horribilis
descriptio Satanae, Bengel.‘ Aiéy: eon, a vast length
of time but one that is marked by what transpires in
it. Hence “this eon” is opposed to “the eon about to
come,” this world age in contrast to the coming blessed
eternity.

The Gnostics and the Arians misused the expression
“the god of this eon,” the former having it mean one
of the inferior demiurges, the latter using it to support

the idea of “God” in a lower sense and applying this
to Christ. In order to meet this misuse the ancient
fathers construed so as to read: “in whom God blinded
the thoughts of the unbelieving of this eon,”.which is,

of course, an impossible construction. “The god of
this eon” says no more than “the ruler (dpxwv) of this
world,” John 12 :31; 14:30. Calov calls him simio. Dei,

“the ape of God,” because of his aping God. “The god
of this world” is apt in this connection, not because the
unbelievers worship him, but because he is the embodi-

ment of all wickedness and ungodliness in this world,
the author and the propagator of hostility to God. He
originated the perdition in «which men perish. “The
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god of this con” trenches on the idea of the true God
no more that does the commoner expression “the gods
of the heathen” and this or that “god.”
One of his worst activities is mentioned: “he
blinded the thoughts of the unbelievers.” The aorist
means “he got to blinding them.” Ta voy'para. has the
same force it had in 2:14: the products of the voﬁs by
virtue of its vodv, “the thoughts, considerations, conclusions” that arise in the mind on hearing the gospel.
In 3 :14 they are said to have been “stoniﬁed.” But the
ﬁgures are different. On hearing the truth of the gospel
published all the mental reactions are blind. The mind
is confronted with the divine reality, but instead of reacting as if it sees this reality, all its thinking and
reasoning are as if it does not see it at all. The thoughts
are blinded. To be shown God’s grace, Christ’s blood
and righteousness, justiﬁcation by faith, the new life
and salvation in Christ, and to think of them as nothing is to have been blinded. Take a modern example:
the gospel tells about the devil. He is treated as a joke,
he the very one who so blinds these thoughts of men.
Lyingin his power, men see him not even when he is
fully shown.
The addition of 151! swim-mu is often called pleonastic:
“in whom he blinded the thoughts of the unbelievers,”
and many of the commentators Write as though the
genitive is unnecessary.

Some differentiate: all the

unbelievers are blinded, but only some of them are
perishing. But the opposite is evidently true, for if
any are rescued from perishing they are 20 two rescued
also from blindness and from unbelief. This genitive
is necessary for Paul’s thought. “In whom” refers to
“the perishing," and to say that Satan blinded their
thoughts leaves a gap in the thought, for he does not

blind all their thoughts so that they act senselessly
in all respects. This blinding has to do with the gospel,
it is the blindness of unbelief of the gospel. Satan
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“blinded the thoughts of the unbelievers”; the genitive
ﬁlls the gap, does it simply and eﬂectively. We need
not ask as to the sequence of perishing, having been
blinded, and being unbelievers; they all start together.
To be sure, all men who are without the gospel are
perishing; here, however, Paul speaks about the time
when the gospel reaches them, and then the perishing
becomes certain for those who reject it in unbelief
while those who are in a perishing condition but believe it escape.
Eis' 70’ with the inﬁnitive is regarded by our versions and some of the commentators as expressing purpose, in this case Satan’s purpose. Result alone is in
place here. These unbelievers are perishing, our gospel
is and remains veiled in them, and this is explained by
the fact that Satan “blinded their thoughts.” What is
the result? The divine illumination of the gospel never
dawned in them, ally/dam, which is in all probability ingressive: “did not get to dawn.” The emphasis is On
the inﬁnitive which is placed forward, but the subject,
too, is made impressive because of its concatenation of
genitives: “it did not get to dawn, namely this illumination of the gospel of the glory of Christ.” Some think
that “in them” should be added, the place where this
dawning failed to occur; but the Greek feels no need
of such a phrase.
damnapés, like other words that have the sufﬁx -p.os,
denotes action (R. 151) : “the illumination," and the
word used is not “light” (our versions), the term for

which is Ms. In the case of these unbelievers there is
not only light but the full gospel activity of “illuminating,” but despite all this effort and this action no
dawning, no morning glow, no bright and beautiful

sunrise results, the veil of black night remains.
Let us note well how the imagery has advanced
from the idea of a veil over the face, a veil that ﬁrst

hides the light under it (Moses, 3 :7), that then shuts
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out the light that comes from without (the Israelites,

3:14, 15), to the idea of no veil at all, yet the fullest
sunlight of the gospel produces no sunrise, not even
the ﬁrst dawning (aorist) for unbelievers. These are
things worth seeing in Paul.

A discussion is carried on as to whether aﬁyéam is
intransitive, erglaenzcn, strahlcn, “to dawn,” with n‘w
@7va as its subject; or transitive: crhellen, den Angenstravhl auf ctwas richten, to direct the beam of the
eye upon something, an expression which is used by
poets to state what ordinary people mean by “to see,”
and “the illumination” is its object (R. V. margin).
Those who do not accept the former meaning say that
it would require éy ou'n'oisl get to dawn “in them”; those
who do not agree with the latter meaning say it would
require the accusative subject m'urm’vq with al’iyu’a‘at, which
is true. But what is really decisive against the tran-

sitive sense is the fact that the very thoughts of the
minds have been blinded, and in the case of blind
thoughts even the greatest illuminating action is unable to effect a dawning. And if Paul intended to say

“to see,” why should he resort to the rare poetic use
of a verb instead of using one of the verbs of seeing
that mean just that in prose?
“The illumination of the gospel (which proceeds
from the gospel, genitive of origin) of the glory (genitive of contents) of Christ (genitive of possession),”

B.-D. 168, 2. The Greek frequently has such a series
of genitives; they here make the subject stand out in
all its grandness. The glory of Christ in the gospel is

the sum of his divine and his human excellencies. It
has been well said that this glory makes him the radiant point in the whole universe, the object of supreme

admiration, adoration, and worship. There should be
added that the word “glory” takes us back to 3:7-11,

to the glory light of the law and the judgment which
was reﬂected on Moses’ face, and to the greater and
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abiding glory light of grace and the gospel in the gospel
ministry. This is the Christ glory that ﬁlls the gospel.
This glory and its illuminating radiance can, of course,
never be dimmed; Satan cannot hurt the gospel itself
or rob it of its glory substance or of its illuminating
activity. All he can do is to blind men by unbelief so
that this illuminating activity does not get to dawn in
men’s minds and hearts. They remain in darkness
while the light plays around them and seeks to make
them glorious with its power, “from glory to glory”
(3:18).

The relative clause: “who is the image of God,” reveals fully who Christ is. Its meaning appears in John
14:9: “He that hath seen me hath seen the Father”;
in John 12:45: “He that beholdeth me beholdeth him
that sent me.” Then in Phil. 2:6: Christ in the form
of God and equal with God; and in Heb.1 :3: “the effulgence of his glory and the very image of his substance.” Eixu'w has been explained in 3:18. It here
refers to the exalted Christ: the God-man on the throne
of glory is the essential image of the Father. In him
now shines forth forever all God’s love for us, and in
him we are to behold all that this love has wrought for
our salvation. To have the illumination of the gospel
of his glory daWn in our hearts (by faith) is to be
saved from perishing. God created man in his own
image, after his likeness, but man lost this image.
Christ is the image himself, is equal with the Father,
and shines in the gospel for us in order that his grace
may restore God’s image in us.
5) “For” is not illative, it does not bring proof;
it is explanatory: in this whole matter of the gospel

light and of Satan’s blinding so many against that
light the part which Paul and his helpers play is
entirely minor. “For” = remember that in the case
of this antagonism between Christ and Satan we are
nothing but Samoa whom God had also to ﬁll with
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light. For we are not engaged in preaching our own
selves but Christ Jesus as Lord and ourselves (only)
as slaves for you because of- Jesus.
To be sure, if we preached ourselves we might well
faint and give up in discouragement (v. 1) and admit
that we are beaten by Satan. If it were a case of get—
ting as much as possible out of preaching for our own
selves, we might well think of using craftiness and
adulteration of the Word instead of publishing nothing but honest truth and by that commending ourselves
to men’s consciences (v. 2). That, in fact, is what “the
many do who huckster the Word of God" (2:17), make
it a matter about which to dicker, to get out of it as
much as they can for themselves. But “we are not engaged in preaching ourselves” at all, in seeking any
worldly advantage from our work of preaching. If
anyone ever charges us with doing that he is wrong.
Whoever listens to us will ever ﬁnd us doing only one
thing, namely preaching “Christ Jesus as Lord.” Since
our whole work is xqpﬁamv, “heralding,” it is public (a
dmve’pmms, 2:14; 3:3; 4:2), anyone can see it without
effort.

Since the days of Paul the ministry has always had
men who, in the last analysis, preached themselves.
They offered their own thoughts and their own doctrines, reshaped the Word and what it says about
Christ Jesus as Lord according to their own notions
so as to gain favor, following, honor, emolument, and
personal advantage for themselves. They tried to beat

the devil by selling themselves into his hands although
no one has ever cheated him in that way. The temptation to yield something in regard to Christ Jesus with
an eye to ourselves is often subtile, and we must ever
be on our guard.
The very wording Xpmov ’I-qa-oﬁv Kﬁpwv instead of
n‘w Ktlpwv X. 'I., indicates that Paul means: “Christ Jesus
as Lord” with “Lord” as a predicate apposition (R. V.)
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and not “Christ Jesus, the Lord” (A. V.). The latter
spreads the emphasis over the entire designation; the
former centers it upon “Lord” (= that he is Lord).
This is more pointed and thus weighty, exactly as it is
in Acts 2 :36; 10:36; I Cor. 12 :3. “Lord” is to be taken
in the full soteriological sense just as when we call him
“our Lord” Jesus Christ, the one who redeemed, purchased, and won our salvation, bestows it by his gospel
and his Spirit, makes us his own to live under him in
his kingdom of grace and in his kingdom of glory.
Far more is meant than majesty and rulership. For
this reason “Christ Jesus” is modiﬁed by this predicate : the Jesus who walked on earth and was the Christ,
the anointed Messiah, who worked out salvation.
The statement has a pregnant force like I Car. 1:
23: “We preach Christ cruciﬁed,” and I Cor. 2:2: “1
determined not to know anything among you save Jesus
Christ, and him cruciﬁed.” Christ Jesus as Lord is not
only the center but the entire sphere; not only the
central doctrine but the sum of all doctrine, omitting
none. Christ Jesus as Lord means every word he spoke
or gave by his apostles, dropping not one. What a pitiful thing to be preaching ourselves in any manner or
degree over against preaching nothing but Christ Jesus
as Lord! To preach him as Lord means to serve his
interests alone; and since this preaching is the preaching of the gospel it is serving only the interests of the
gospel. To devote ourselves wholly to his interests and
those of the gospel, that is blessedness indeed; to sub-

stitute our own little temporal interests is the height
of folly. Are we all sure of this?
Aé adds the other point: “and ourselves (only) as
slaves for you because of Jesus.” Since “we” are the
preachers and are thus involved when the preaching
of Jesus Christ as Lord is mentioned, it is unavoidable
that something be said about just what our position
and our interest are. “Well,” Paul says, “in a way we
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are preaching ourselves, the thing really cannot be
helped.” In v. 2 he even says, “We are recommending

ourselves.” But now comes the astonishing predicate:
we are preaching ourselves “as slaves for you."
‘Y'uu-iv is the objective genitive: not “slaves owned,
commanded, ordered about as slaves to do your will”;
compare I Cor. 7:23: “Be ye not slaves (806m) of

men 1” “Slaves for you”: you to receive the whole beneﬁt of our slaving (preaching). This is the sense because the master of these preacher slaves is at once
named in the signiﬁcant phrase “because or on account

of Jesus.” Because of him, our heavenly Lord and
Master, whose slaves we are, because of his will and
gracious order, because of his interest in you, we are

slaves for you and preach, advertise, commend ourselves as such. The variant that has the genitive
“through J esus” is less well attested and not so forceful.

In four little words the Whole position and work
of Christ’s ministers are expressed by one who, because
he was such a minister, knew all. No minister has ever
improved on these four words; many a minister has not
learned their full secret. We are slaves who do nothing
but serve Christ’s people. Unselﬁshly, never tiring,
never complaining, seeking nothing, giving everything,
listening to no allurements or threats, happy only when
we heap up proﬁt for others—so we slave. All “be-

cause of Jesus.” Why did Paul say “Jesus” and not
“the Lord”? The very word “Jesus” recalls that here
on earth, where this was his ordinary name, he came,
not to be ministered unto, but to minister, yea to give
his life for many, Matt. 20:28. “Jesus” recalls his

example; “Lord” would bring to mind the reward he
has in store for us.
“Slaves for you” = not lords over you but helpers
of your joy (1:24), debtors to both Greeks and bar-

barians (Rom. 1:14), never lording it over God’s herit-
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age (I Pet. 5:3). Never slaves of men, ever slaves of
Christ (Rom. 1:1; Phil. 1:1; Tit. 1:1) ; without question or hesitation where he speaks and orders, deaf
where others would give us orders. This word should
have made all the Roman popes and the little Protestant popelets impossible; likewise all the man-pleasers
in the ministry.
This word, coming from an apostle of the Lord himself, surely must have had a strong effect on the Corinthians. With it Paul once more mightily draws the
Corinthians to himself and to his assistants; what else
could they do but respond in the same spirit when they
thought of Christ Jesus as the Lord in whom they believed?
6) With 61: Paul states the subjective, personal
reason that he and his helpers preach Christ Jesus
as Lord and themselves as slaves for the Corinthians
because of Jesus. The reason is that the very thing
which they seek to accomplish in others has been
accomplished in their own hearts. After that experience how can they possibly preach themselves and
not Christ and thus themselves only as slaves for the
Corinthians because of Christ? The great subjective
reason is: because God, he who (once) said: Out of
darkness light shall shine! be (it is) who shone in
our hearts for the purpose of illumination (by
means) of the knowledge of the glory of God on the
face of Jesus Christ.
He who himself created light “shone (or ingressive: came to shine) in our hearts for the purpose of illumination” (the same word that was used in v. 4, Where
the illumination did not dawn). There is no doubt
about the strong emphasis on the subject 6 @a‘n 6 drain
3:, “the God, he who said, he (it is) who,” etc. The
eﬂ‘ort to place the emphasis on the last phrase: “on the
face of Jesus Christ,” is not in accord with the wording of the Greek. The statement that 6'; is not aim:
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(“this One”) says only that the emphasis would be
still greater than it is. Nor is it 5: alone that supplies

6¢

the emphasis although it has demonstrative force. It

is, ﬁrst of all, the Weighty apposition 6 eiwu'w mt: “he
who once said," etc.
'0 ciaru'av is the aorist because it refers to the one act
of speaking. 0n the ﬁrst day God created light, and he
did it by speaking the word: “Out of darkness light
shall shine!” Paul’s aim is not to reproduce the divine
ﬁat with diplomatic exactness but to reproduce it so
as to convey what he has in mind. The very ﬁrst manifestation of God was his calling light out of darkness.
In order to heighten the idea of “light,” “darkness” is
also mentioned; and this is done because all of the
manifestations of “the god of this eon” are to the contrary, to blind, to prevent all illumination from dawning. The substantivized 6 ezmév is an apposition: “he
who said.”

The future Mpullltl. is like that which is used in legal
commands and is highly peremptory: the thing shall
be, and there can be no question about it. It is not the
power of God that is described; so many think only of
power. It is the nature of God, the fact that he is the

God of light, that is stressed. He shattered the darkness of chaos by creating the cosmic light; that shows
the kind of God he is. The universe has been bathed in
light ever since. We incidentally note that Paul reproduces the account of Moses as it is written: light
was created by a ﬂat in a timeless instant. And it is
true, an evolution of light is unthinkable. Darkness
cannot produce its absolute opposite; nor are stages
in the coming into existence of light conceivable. The

Scriptures testify that by his ﬂat God created light.
This is the One, Paul says, “who shone in our
hearts,” the aorist just indicates the past fact or in
addition is also ingressive: “came to shine.” The verb
is intransitive; since no object is mentioned either time
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this verb occurs, Adm/m cannot be regarded as being in-

transitive and EAale/Jev as being transitive. God “shone”
has the very same meaning as “to dawn” had in v. 4,
but now it is God himself who is the subject. Note the
advance of the thought: in v. 4 the illumination did not
get to dawn, and now God shone successfully so as to

bring about illumination. At one time an impersonal
expression is used, and now one that is gloriously personal.

Some ﬁnd only a parallel: God created natural light
—-he also created spiritual light. Some add another
point: by his word he created the one light —by his
Word also the other light. Then they are inclined to
stress the idea of creation by power and say: the same
power that created the natural light created also the
spiritual light.

But this is not true, for in the one

instance the power was the word of absolute omnipotence, but in the other instance it was the Word of .
inﬁnite grace. In the one case resistance even in
thought is not possible, in the other case (as v. 4
shows) many actually do resist.

This is not a parallel, this is a climax: God himself
entered our hearts, God himself shone there and, we
may add, still shines there. The same climax appears
in the means employed and in the manner in which

Paul states the means: once the word of omnipotence:
“Let there be light! and there was light”; but in the

other case: grace “for the purpose of illumination (by
means) of the knowledge,” etc., the knowledge produced by the gospel Word. Once the inanimate, in the
other case persons: God himself shines, shines in our
hearts. Mere nature shines with light; our hearts, the
center of our personal being, shine with the knowledge
of the glory of God, with his living, gracious presence
in Christ.
While 7rp69 is usually regarded as expressing purpose, here, where an aorist of past fact precedes, we
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take it as indicating accomplished purpose: “for the
purpose of illumination” (our versions circumscribe),
¢muapdq is repeated from v. 4. We also have a repetition
of three genitives like the three occurring in v. 4, which
creates the same impression of majesty in thought, and
it is the grander because this is the second set of such
genitives: “of the knowledge of the glory of God.” The

effect is enhanced by using “the glory of God” instead
of “the glory of Christ”; and instead of the relative

clause with reference to Christ which occurs in v. 4,
the signiﬁcant phrase “on (e‘v) the face of Christ.”
This mastery in expression and in thought and carrying both to a climax are wonderful. One must take time

to contemplate all that is so simply done in order to
get the full effect. It is a joy to let the mind dwell in

turn on all the details.
In English we cannot say “for illumination of the
knowledge,” for we do not use the genitive in this manner. This genitive is intended to indicate cause: the
knowledge causes the illumination to take place. We

only approximate the meaning by rendering this “for
the purpose of illumination (by means) of the knowledge.” Knowledge is the full realization which ﬁlls
“our hearts.” It is such knowledge “of the glory of
God,” and “the glory” denotes all God’s blessed, saving
attributes (these especially). See the counterpart: “the
glory of Christ,” in v. 4. In v. 4 the advance is from

Christ to God: “Christ who is the image of God.” Now
we have the reverse which brings all the glory of God

to rest in Christ: “of God on the face of Jesus Christ.”
This is the same word arpéamov which was used in 3 :7,
yet it is here employed with a mighty advance and con-

trast. Unless this is noted, the force of the repetition
of the word is lost.
The glory of God was only reﬂected on the face of
Moses, the mediator of the law; the glory of God is
embodied in Jesus Christ, the Mediator of the gospel.
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The former glory was that of the divine law and its
judgment on sin and on sinners, and the face of Moses
could only reﬂect it since he had been with God only
for a few days. The other glory is that of the divine
gospel and grace for sinners, and the face of Jesus
Christ radiates this glory because he is its very embodiment, he who came from God, the very Son of
God, and returned to God as our Savior-Lord forever.
“Face” means that Moses turned to the Israelites;
Jesus Christ turns to us. But they could not endure
to look even upon that reﬂected glory while we receive
the light of this embodied glory into our very hearts.
The glory of the law and the judgment kills (3:6), the
glory of God on the face of Jesus Christ makes alive
(3:6) and saves forever. So we might go on and mention further details, for all that has been said from
3 :6 onward is involved and is brought to its ﬁnal focus
and climax.

This verse with its present plural “in our hearts”
still speaks only about Paul and his helpers in Corinth.
It speaks about them as being ﬁlled with the light of
the glory of grace and the gospel. It speaks about them
as being the opposite of those who are perishing and
are unbelievers (v. 3, 4). Paul and his assistants are
themselves true Christians. The application lies on the
surface: all believers of all time are like Paul in all
this. In connection with v. 5 an in v. 6 shows that,
since they are true Christians, Paul and his helpers
can do only one thing, namely preach Christ as Paul
states. And again the application to all other true
preachers is obvious. With that we must stop. Some
have not done so but have generalized from v. 6: all
who have God shining in their hearts have this knowledge; and this knowledge enables them likewise to
preach as Paul preached. We decline to follow this
generalization. The Christian ministry requires the
special call in addition to this knowledge.
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Some think that when Paul wrote “the glory of
God on the face of Jesus Christ” he had in mind his
vision on the road to Damascus. More should be said.
That light struck Paul to the ground. It was the light
of the law like the glory on Moses’ face; for Jesus said
to Paul: “Saul, Saul, why art thou persecuting me?”
and confronted him with his sin and his crime. Like
the sons of Israel, Paul could not endure that light

(3:7).
Yet that light of the glory of God on the face of
Jesus Christ was also the gospel light. Jesus called
Saul to repentance. He did not there on the Damascus
road preach the gospel to Saul, but he did send him
to the man who would do that. Jesus still comes thus
to sinners in his Word. However, in regard to this experience of Paul’s we must distinguish what pertained
to his personal conversion (law, contrition; gospel,

faith) from what pertained to the Lord’s qualifying
him for the apostleship (actually seeing the risen and
gloriﬁed Lord), placing Paul on a level with the
Twelve, I Cor. 15:8, 9 in connection with 5-7. In the
present connection this “we" (Timothy, Titus, etc.)
must be restricted to the former.
XIII.
7)

"The Treasure in Earthen Vessels"

This paragraph still belongs under the caption

of v. 1: “We faint not.” This word is even repeated in
v. 16. First, we do not faint in view of those who reject our gospel (v. 3, 4) ; secondly, we also do not faint
in view of what we endure in preaching this gospel.
Here again v. 12 and 15 draw the hearts of the Corinthians to the hearts of Paul and his assistants.
“Slaves for you” (v. 5) is the underlying thought.
We marvel at this man’s valor which glows with such
devotion and love.
But we have this treasure in earthen vessels in
order that the exceeding greatness of the power may
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be of God and not from us. The context indicates
that “this treasure” is God’s shining in our hearts by
the knowledge of .faith ﬁlling us with his glorious grace
in Christ Jesus. Paul says that he and his associates
in the work have this treasure “in earthen vessels,”
those made of baked clay.

’Oo-Tpdxwos is derived from ampamv, anything that is
made of burnt clay, it is also used to designate pieces
of such vessels: potsherds, ostraka, so many of which

have recently been discovered in Egypt. They are covered with Greek writing and, like the papyri, shed so
much light on the Greek of the New Testament. Clay
vessels are cheap, utterly common, the least valued,
used with small care, bound to break sooner or later.
All these ideas are touched in Paul’s ﬁgure. If it be
asked whether just our bodies are meant as being
“earthy” (I Cor. 15:47), made of clay, the .answer is
yes, but not apart from our souls and as still being
in this earthly life. In 5:1, etc., we hear about the

soul’s entrance into heaven, and already in 4:16 the
resurrection of the body is mentioned.
The astonishing thing is that such a divine treasure, God’s own presence of grace, the ultimate of what

is heavenly, absolutely priceless, beyond the value of all
rubies and diamonds of earth, should be placed into
such wretched vessels and be kept in them so long.
One would expect that this treasure would be entrusted
only to vessels of the highest value, he placed where
they and their treasure are only admired and are ever

handled with utmost care and reverence. But see what
God has done! Yet this is his way with this treasure
as I Cor. 1:26-29 shows. He sent his own Son into our
ﬂesh, permitted him to be born in a stable, in a paltry

village, in lowliest surroundings, him in whom all the
Godhead dwelt bodily (Col. 1:15-19; 2:9). Astounding, yet a fact.
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The explanation of this lies in God’s purpose: “in
order that the greatness of the power may be of God
and not from us.” This is more than saying “that it
may be seen to be.” This is reality and not only manifestation or appearance. The latter does not always

match the former. Many things appear to be and are
supposed to be “of God” while they are only “from
us.” But if a thing is of God though at ﬁrst it may
not be seen to be, it will soon enough be seen to be of

him. The genitive “of God” is the ablative denoting
source (R. 514), a possessive in the predicate, and it
really belongs to the noun subject and is not affected
by the copula (R. 497). “Of God” is the opposite of

“from us”; but ex = derivation while the simple genitive denotes possession. This is God’s own power and
not merely one that is derived from him: God and his
power are one.
‘YmpBoAﬁ may be comparative, excess over something else; but it is also superlative when, as here, no
comparison is indicated. The R. V. conveys that idea
better than the A. V. by rendering: “the exceeding
greatness,” i. e., the superlative power with which no
comparison of any kind can be made. In this connection “the power” is not God’s omnipotence but, as in
Rom. 1:16 where it is attributed to the gospel, the
power of God’s grace. The superlative power of which
Paul speaks is the one that is contained in the treasure.

He is speaking only about God’s ministers: they have
this treasure, which is, of course, their personal blessing, which makes them rich for salvation. When Paul
adds this statement about “power” he goes beyond
what the ministers have from the treasure for their
own beneﬁt. They are ministers for others; the power
that is contained in this treasure in their own hearts
(v. 6) is thus to operate also in all its superlative

greatness from them as ministers upon others, to bless
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also them with salvation. It is the power which works
“life in you” (v. 12) , to multiply “grace” in many
(v. 15).
God’s purpose and his arrangement are to have this
saving power wholly as being his possessions and in no
measure or degree as having their source in us. For
this reason he placed the great treasure into such poor

earthen vessels. It cannot possibly be true that the
superlative power is generated or produced by these
vessels. They are so worthless and fragile in themselves that, if he did not protect them during the many
shocks they receive, they would at once be broken into

potsherds. As it is, these poor vessels endure only for
a time. To be sure, Paul says “we have this treasure,”
it is in us as vessels, and God uses us ministers for the
operation of this wondrous power. The power comes

“out of us” but only because it has been placed in us
by God and is thus the power that is wholly of God and
in no degree “from out of us (e‘x)” as the source.
8) Such poor vessels holding so vast a treasure!
Such superlative power using such fragile vessels!
Will they not break at once when this treasure and its
power attempt to operate among men? Yes, they are
ever at the point of breaking, yet, marvelous to say,

they are kept from breaking, and so the mighty power
works its wonders and does so as the power that is

“of God” and never “from us,” the vessels, as the
source.

The drama is breath-taking, the greatest

drama in the world; but it is glorious in what it ever
and ever achieves. “Sheep among wolves” (Matt.
10 :16), and yet the sheep win! Death all around, yet
so many given life! There is no spectacle like it in all
the world. “Of God” alone explains it; “not from us”
again explains it.
Throughout (v. 8-11) there are no connectives but
just the striking participles. In the Greek this means

more than it would in English because the Greek loves
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to use connectives, and every asyndeton arrests. All
the participles are iterative presents, all are descriptive
of What constantly goes on in repetition after repetition. All but the last have their sharp contrast, the last
has it in a in clause (v. 10) with a turn of the thought
to conclude the series. The negation of the participles
is indicated with of; (not the usual mi) R. 1138 says because the negation is thus clear-cut and decisive, B.-D.
430, 3 because the verb concept itself is negatived.
B.-D. states the fact, Robertson only the effect.
Paul continues: on every side pressed but not
hemmed in; being at a loss but not having lost out;
persecuted but not abandoned; thrown down but
not destroyed; always bearing around with us in the
body the putting to death of Jesus in order that also
the life of Jesus may be made publicly manifest in
connection with our body.

For ever we, the living

ones, are being delivered unto death because of Jesus
in order that also the life of Jesus may be made
publicly manifest in connection with our mortal

ﬂesh. So, then, the death keeps working in us, but
the life in you.

Note the gradation and the picture of a mortal
chase and a ﬂight: hard pressed —- at a loss which way
to ﬂee— chased —caught and thrown down—ever
carrying around this hostile action of being put to
death. Why do they not at once receive the fatal blow?
Not because Paul and his helpers are able to ward it
off. We know why: “Lo, I am with you alway, even
unto the end of the world,” Matt. 28 :20. This explains
all of the negations. There are four, the usual number
employed by good writers when they wish to sketch
completeness. 1) Pressed on every side but not hemmed in—the Lord makes a way of escape. 2) Being
at a loss what to do but not having lost out — the Lord
helping us out.

3) Persecuted and chased but not

abandoned, namely by the Lord. 4) Actually getting
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caught and thrown down but not perishing and done
for. Paul is describing the experience which he‘and
his assistants constantly undergo and not the end of it
all. What that will eventually he does not need to be
said. That this will happen only by the Lord’s OWIl
will is likewise plain. ‘
@Ath = to press, and the noun = afﬂiction; armxmpe’m =to get into a narrow place where the pressure
cannot be evaded. So there is pressure, but it is not
so intense as to close off all escape. The next two participles form an annominatio, the second participle having perfective c’x (R. 1201, and 596).

We imitate

this: “being at a loss but not having lost out," the
Greek means “being at a loss but not being utterly at
a loss.”
9) Amino.» = to pursue and hence to persecute. ’E'yxamAei-m = to abandon unto. It is well to note this mean-

ing in connection with Acts 2 :27, where our versions and
many commentators translate: “thou wilt not Leave my
soul in hell”; but David’s soul and Christ’s were not
abandoned unto hell at death. Not to be abandoned unto
pursuers means that the Lord helps us out as he did

Peter in Acts 12 :7, etc. To be thrown down means to
be at death’s door, the enemy is over us in order to
administer the last blow; yet not even then to perish
is deliverance indeed. This reaches the climax.
But the gradation thus sketched is not intended to
be one that follows these steps in order. No; sometimes
only one of these four happens, sometimes the other.
In Acts 14:5, etc., Paul ﬂed from the danger; but in
14:19, etc., Paul was dragged out as dead and yet did
not perish. Two or more of these four may happen in
succession, again only one of them may occur.

10) Now all four of them are combined aszthe
w’xpmm of Jesus, which is best conceived, not as “the
dying of Jesus” (our versions) with “Jesus” asrthe
subject that is dying, but as “the putting to death of
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Jesus” with “Jesus” as the object. Taken in either
sense, ve’xpwm is active (contra C.-K. 746 who speaks
of it as being passive), for words ending in -L9 denote
action. What v. 8, 9 picture is not something that Paul
and his assistants are doing but what others are doing
to them. “This putting to death of Jesus,” Paul says,
we are always bearing around with us in the body;
it is like a load upon us every day of our ministerial

lives. It is “in the body” for the simple reason that the
attacks of the enemies are directed against our bodies;
and these enemies are always after us, at least to hurt

us if not also to kill us.
Much the same explanation is needed as was given
in connection with 1:5 regarding “the sufferings of

Christ.” The expression is not mystical. The gloriﬁed
Christ is not still dying in us, nor is he being put to
death in our sufferings. His own being put to death
has been completed; but what his enemies once did to
him they continue to do to his ministers “for his name’s
sake” (John 15:18-21) even as Jesus foretold. The
same hatred that pursued and killed Jesus now pursues
his believers who are one with him by faith in his
name. It is an advance of the thought to use “the putting to death,” this point was not reached in v. 8, 9.
The point of the whole statement is in the Iva clause,
in the great purpose which God has in thus letting us
constantly carry around with us in our bodies this
putting to death of Jesus; it is “that also the life of
Jesus may get to be made publicly manifest in connection with our body.” “The putting to death of Jesus,”
his re’xpwme, and “the life of Jesus,” his (uni, are opposites. As the one, so the other is exhibited in our bodies;
in fact, the one is so exhibited “in order to” exhibit also
the other. We should also note that the verb is again

(sawmill; this exhibition is public in every way.

Note

this meaning of the word in 2 :14; 3:3; 4 :2 (noun).
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11) Paul himself explains just how this strange
eﬁect is accomplished, that by our being put to death
the life of Jesus is publicly exhibited in us, yea in
our very bodies that are so constantly harried almost

to death. But not until v. 12 are we told just what
this public exhibition of the life of Jesus is. Verse 11 is
an explanatory restatement of v. 10. It repeats the same
thought With one vital addition, namely ﬁnds oi («By-res;
the rest is only a slight variation from v. 10, it is also
explanatory but adds no essential point. Moreover,
winds at game, “we, the living ones,” is only a part of
the explanation, the preliminary to the main point as
to how this life of Jesus is brought to public manifestation in our bodies. This main point is stated in
v. 12.
“We are ever being delivered unto death because
of Jesus” thus restates “always bearing around with
us the putting to death of Jesus”; and this restatement
serves a twofold purpose: it makes Paul’s meaning
clearer and it emphasizes the thought as being exceedingly weighty in itself. “Being delivered unto
deat ” is exactly what the Jewish leaders so long
plotted for Jesus and then ﬁnally accomplished. We
know that in Paul’s case, too, he was ﬁnally killed.
The very word wapanSwuL is used in the Gospels with
reference to Jesus, and the traitor is called 6 napaSLSot‘Js
al'rrdv (Matt. 26:25; Mark 14:12; John 13:11). But the
difference between Jesus and us is now marked by
saying that we are delivered to death “because of
Jesus,” only because of our connection with him. “Because" is meant intensively and includes both faith in
him and ministry for bringing others to faith. It is
the latter especially for which Paul and his assistants,
like all the apostles, were hated.
In the same manner the i'va clause restates the
Iva clause of v. 10. “In order that also the life of Jesus
may be made publicly manifest in connection with our
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mortal ﬁes ” = v. 10: “in order that also the life of
Jesus may be made publicly manifest in connection
with our body.” The restatement emphasizes the divine
purpose as being weighty, indeed, and at the same time
clariﬁes by the slight change. “Our body” = “our
mortal ﬂesh”; our body is nothing but mortal ﬂesh and
is so considered here. As mortal ﬂesh it can be delivered
unto death. Though because of our souls they hold the
priceless treasure, our bodies are nothing but “earthen
vessels" that are liable to be broken at any time (v.
7). Yet they hold “the life of Jesus,” for this is “this
treasure” (v. 7).
These are the emphasizing and the clarifying restatements. Now to a consideration of the main point.
This lies in the twice repeated subject “the life of
Jesus,” in the apposition to 17,1519, “the living ones,” and
then the twice repeated verb “may be made publicly
manifest.” It is essential to understand what is meant
by “the life of Jesus,” his (uni; otherwise we cannot
understand what is meant by “the living ones,” oi game,
in which can; is repeated; nor can we then understand
what the public manifestation of this life in connection
with (this is the force of c'v) our body, our mortal ﬂesh,
signiﬁes.
The word used is zmi and not, as in John 10 :17, 18,
W. Unfortunately, we have only one English word
to translate the two, namely “life,” although there is a
vast difference between them. Jesus never laid down

his Zuni or “life” for us in order to take it up again.
Jesus is himself 13 {oz-é, “the life” (John 14:6), the
fountain of life, the source of all spiritual life and of
life eternal for us. How could he lay that down? His
W is the “life” which animated his body. This could
be taken from his body by death. This he laid down
for us on the cross when he died; this he took back into
his body when he arose from the tomb. This is also true
with regard to us; our (an; is our life everlasting which
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death cannot touch, but our :[wxq’ leaves our body at
death in order to be returned to it at the time of our
resurrection.
“The life of Jesus,” this fountain of life which
Jesus is, this source of salvation and life everlasting
for men, this was to be made publicly manifest, grandly’
advertised. How? Through us, the ministers of Jesus.
That is the ﬁrst point. Paul and others are the called
ministers to dispense publicly “this treasure” (v. 7)
by publishing the gospel. Hence they are here called
of come, “the living ones,” they who have the {or}; aiu'mos,
“the life eternal” in their hearts by having received it
from Jesus who is the life. “The living ones” has no
reference to being physically alive, for at {owes-=the
ones spiritually alive. They are the ones Whom Jesus
appoints to manifest publicly “the life of Jesus.“
Now the further answer as to how God intends
that this shall be done. It is astounding indeed! The
life of Jesus “is to be publicly manifested in connection
with our body,” writes Paul with regard to himself and
his assistants, yea, “in connection with our mortal
ﬂesh" which is liable to death and thus is constantly
attacked by our enemies “because of Jesus,” they ever
pursue us with the threat of delivering us unto death.

As ministers of Jesus who have spiritual-life in themselves from “the life of Jesus” they preach Jesus and
the life publicly in city after city, and the hate that
followed Jesus and brought him to death follows them
in the same way “because of Jesus,” so that they actually carry around with them “the putting to death
of Jesus" (v. 10).
12) All that lies in the phrases “in connection
with our body,” “in connection with our mortal ﬂesh,”
as well as all the persecution sketched in v. 8, 9, is now
concentrated and also elucidated in the clause which
is advanced from purpose (Eva) to result (June) : “So,
then, the death keeps working in us” (durative present
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tense). “The death” that has been graphically described
has hold of us, keeps at work hurting us in order, as
soon as possible, to end our work. Its attacks are, of
course, being made on our bodies which are only poor
mortal ﬂesh, “earthen vessels” (v. 7). This death cannot, of course, touch our gun; or spiritual life.

One additional point is needed to show that the life
of Jesus is thus brought to public manifestation. We

twice have the passive ¢avepm0ﬁ, effective aorist: a manifestation that is actual.

We have the medial point,

namely God’s ministers who are ﬁlled with spiritual
life and pursued by death because of their work. We
still need the terminal point where this public manifestation, this public advertisement, comes into full
reality so that all men may see it (compare “read by
all men,” 3:2). This point has purposely not been
touched thus far. Paul intends that it shall come as
a surprise.

Some commentators think that “the life of Jesus”
means his restoration to life through his resurrection
from physical death and thus conclude that this life

of Jesus manifests itself by keeping Paul and his as—
sistants physically alive among so many deadly dangers. It is obvious that the death of which Paul has
been speaking will sooner or later reach the prey it is
stalking. This does not imply that all these ministers
of Jesus will be killed as martyrs although some, like

Paul himself, will end thus. They may die in other
ways, yet they have been suffering martyrdom all
along. But if this manifestation of “the life of Jesus”
denotes only that the exalted Jesus keeps his ministers
physically alive for a longer or a shorter time, what
becomes of this public manifestation when they at last
do die, whether in one way or in another? The mani-

festation is defeated. This death wins and not Jesus,
not “the life of Jesus.” Therefore such an interpretation is not acceptable.
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“So, then, death keeps working in us,” and sooner
or later it will lay us in the grave with our mortal
ﬂesh, “but the life in you." Physical “life” or 1pm}?
All of the Corinthians will die physically as did Paul
and his helpers. “The life of Jesus,” which is here
called brieﬂy “the life,” has a grander goal than keeping us away from physical death, keeping our zpuxa;
in our mortal ﬂesh. This is the divine, eternal 7.0K,
“the life of Jesus,” of him who is “the LIFE” and
fount of life for us, and this works spiritual life, eternal

life in the Corinthians. The Corinthians are brought
to regeneration; made spiritually alive as oi {div-res, “the
living ones,” like Paul and his helpers (v. 11); the
Corinthians grow and develop in spiritual life until
they at last enter the life of glory.
The Corinthians are delivered from the dead world.
They stand out in Corinth as those who are alive in
Christ Jesus. And that is a public manifestation for
the whole city of Corinth and for all who come there.
The Corinthian congregation is like a monumental letter that has been inscribed in gold characters and been
set up in Corinth so that all men may read it (3 :2, 3).
The divine purpose (two in, v. 10, 11) is attained (chore,
result). “The life of Jesus" has reached public mani—
festation in Corinth and has worked all the blessed
spiritual life in the Corinthian church. It is public
indeed: “You are the light of the world. A city that
is set on a. hill cannot be hid,” Matt. 5 :14.
But the marvelous thing is that this public manifestation is accomplished through ministers who are
hounded by death. This death of persecution “because
of Jesus" (v. 12) is busy working in them and will, of
course, kill their poor bodies; yet by means of these

mortal bodies, which are earthen, fragile vessels, the
miracle is accomplished, “the life of Jesus” works the
true life in the Corinthian church, and the whole world
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may see. the public manifestation. What an accomplishment of God!- And what a glorious achievement,
to which Paul and his helpers yield their bodies and
mortal ﬂesh in order to let death work its will in them
while the life uses them to work such an eternal result

in the Corinthians!
13) What holds Paul and his assistants to their
ministry despite the fact that because of it they are
constantly being delivered to death, what makes
them think only of the life they are 'able thus to

bring to the Corinthians is now stated: But having
the same spirit of the faith according to what has
been written: I believed, therefore I spoke, also we
on our part continue to believe, therefore also continue to speak, having come to know that he who
raised up the Lord Jesus will raise up also us with
Jesus and will present us together with you.
Ac’ is adversative and turns to the new thought. We
have the same spirit, Paul says, that David had.according to what he has written (perfect tense: and
thus has left on record) in Ps. 116:10: “I believed,
therefore I spoke.” This is exactly our case. Paul says:
“Also we on our part continue to believe, therefore also
continue to speak.” Nothing deters us. Even if we
were tomorrow to be killed by the enemies who want
to silence us we would go on speaking (preaching
Christ) today. Read the entire psalm and see how it
breathes the same spirit that is voiced by Paul. Death
stalked David, too: “The sorrows of death compassed
me, and the pains of hell got hold upon me: I found
trouble and sorrow.” So- also in the verse quoted: “I
believed, therefore have I spoken,” David adds: “I was
greatly afﬂicted.”
Paul and David have “the same spirit of the faith,”
r779 aria-rams, note the article. This is objective faith,
quae creditur, “which is believed,” not qua credit-ma
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“by which one believes.” “What we believe" contains a
certain “spirit,” and that spirit we “have" when we

believe. “The faith” is identical in both testaments;
both'contain the same truth, the Old Testament in the
form of promise, the New Testament in the form of
fulﬁllment. Hence the spirit of both is identical in
defying persecution and death.
We pass by the views that “the same spirit” refers
back to v. 12 or to the spirit of the Corinthians. It is
“the same according to what has been written” by
David. Peter gloriouly voiced this spirit before the
Sanhedrin in Acts 4:20: “We cannot but speak the
things which we have seen and heard”; again 5:32:
“We are his witnesses of these things."

14)

It is not bravado that animates Paul’s words.

Men often laugh at death and imagine that they are
heroes when they plunge into it. In the case of Paul
and his assistants the resurrection of the blessed removes all fear of temporal death: “having come to
know (aorist participle to indicate the point when this
knowledge set in) that he who raised up the Lord Jesus
will raise up also us with Jesus.” The one fact is past, the

other future, but they are connected at both ends: by
the subject—by the object. It is the same God who
did raise up, that will also raise up; and it is the same
Lord Jesus who was raised up, with whom we shall be
raised up.

The association expressed by o-im ’I'qaoii is far deeper
than that expressed by the second phrase aim {milk “With
Jesus" because he is “the Lord Jesus,” called “Lord”
here for this reason. We are in living connection with
Jesus, and that assures our blessed resurrection. For
that reason, too, the name “Jesus” recurs in this paragraph and not “Christ.” “Jesus” = the human person
who walked on earth; he suffered, died, was raised up
by the glory of the Father and by means of all this
was made “the life” for us so that we shall be raised
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up with him: he the ﬁrst fruits, then we the harvest
at the last day (I Cor. 15:20).
Those who think that Paul changed his mind about

the Parousia and now no longer expects to live until
Christ’s return overlook the fact that Paul faced just
what we are facing today: total uncertainty regarding
the arrival of the Parousia plus total uncertainty re-

garding the arrival of death. We, too, therefore, like
Paul, still speak in two ways: at one time as if the

Parousia may come tomorrow before we die, again
as if it may delay long and come after we have died.
Here Paul, of course, dwells on the imminence of death

as far as he and his assistants are concerned.
The sure knowledge of Paul and of his assistants
includes far more than their personal resurrection. They
believe and therefore speak and work with all their

heart to bring others to believe because these others
will also attain the resurrection of the blessed. In
Paul’s heart a mighty faith is paired with an equally
mighty love so that he adds: “and will present us together with you.” The association expressed by min is
whatever the context requires. Here it is not only that
of fellow believers raised up together but of an apostle
and of ministers of Christ raised up together with
those whom they brought to Christ and kept with him.

Nor need we inquire what “shall present" means.
The idea of the verb is complete in itself; so we do
not think of presenting before the judgment seat, of
presenting for victory or for glory. When God, he who
raised up the Lord Jesus, presents us together with
you as belonging together and does this by raising you
and us from the dead, he presents you and us as what
we are by virtue of his grace. It is the highest possible
honor when God thus presents anyone. The ﬁrst aorist
of the verb is transitive, “to make stand beside.” The
opposite is to order away out of God’s presence: “Depart from me.”
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15)

With ydp Paul unfolds what lies in “us to-

gether with you” at the resurrection. For all these
things are because of you in order that the grace,
by being multiplied by means of the multiplied number, may cause the thanksgiving to abound for the
glory of God. Thus the divine purpose back of all
our ministry will be fulﬁlled.
Paul says that we ministers must have all of you
Corinthians and you Achaians with us (1:1) on the
day of resurrection. God does not desire that on that
day only we lone ministers shall stand gloriﬁed beside
him and be full of thanksgiving for the glory of his
grace. He wants all of you, a great host, to stand together with us, all to raise the everlasting psalm of
thanksgiving for his glory.
His present purpose is to multiply his grace in
Christ Jesus (see “grace” in 1:2). This multiplication
is to be effected “by means of the multiplied number”
of all the believers who are ﬁlled with his grace by our
ministry. Grace cannot be multiplied in itself; it is
multiplied by being put into more and more hearts by
faith. A beautiful paronomasia. appears in «Movdoao‘a
8.2: 'rc'w nAadev, literally, “by being made more through
the more.” When we and you stand forth gloriﬁed on
resurrection day, a great symphony of thanksgiving
will rise from our lips. God is now planning his work
of grace toward this end.
Here Paul again draws all his readers into fullest
union with himself. How sad if any of them would
not be among the blessed number of those standing
together at God’s side at that day; how glorious that
all of them and even still others with them should be
in company with Paul and his fellow workers when
the ﬁnal thanksgiving for God’s glory is raised!
It is thus that now “all these things are because
of you,” on your account, for your sakes. Ta mind. is
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not the same as min-a; the former is deﬁnite: “all the
things” of which Paul speaks in v. 7-14, in particular
all the persecutions and all the delivering over to death
which Paul and his helpers endure. Hdwa, without the

article, would be indeﬁnite: “all things in general"
(our versions) and would thus not be correct.
XIV.

“We Faint not"

“We Look at the Things not Seen”
16) Paul once more writes “we faint not” (see
v. 1), but now he does it in View of the resurrection
and the glory it will bring. Let the present aﬂiictions
be what they will, not only do they appear as nothing when compared with that glory, they are even
instrumental in working it out for us during our brief
lives. Therefore we faint not, on the contrary, even
if our outer man is being destroyed, nevertheless our
inner one is being renewed day by day. We are not
discouraged and thus inefﬁcient in our ministry. The
very opposite is true. Paul is not blind to what is
happening to him and to his assistants because of their
work. He has stated it at length in v. 8, 9 and now restates it with a condition of reality: “even if our outer
man is being destroyed.”
He contrasts “the outer man” with “the inner one.”
This is not merely the body over against the soul, or
the ﬂesh (sinful) over against the spirit (the new
life), and similar distinctions offered by C.-K. 147. Too
abstruse is the idea: “whatever man is able to think
away from himself, having it for himself only as a
means.” The outer man is what Paul himself says can
be and is being destroyed, and the inner man is what
is being renewed day by day. The latter is our regenerate, spiritual existence which is renewed day by day
(the two datives of time to indicate repetition, R. 522,
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750) by divine grace in Word and Sacrament. This
involves the body as well as the soul, for the renewal
extends to the uses which we make of the body and its
members in our new life. The outer man is the Christian’s existence in the outer world, his natural life here
on earth amid all the outer surroundings. This is subject to destruction, and the Christian’s foes may expedite the destruction.
Paul’s designations are quite plain; simple Chris-

tian readers have always understood them. As they
are here used, the designations apply only to the Christian, for he alone has an inner, spiritual, renewable
life. The debate as to what outer and inner man might
mean when these terms are applied to a non-Christian
is academic; the terms are not so used. I Pet. 3:4
speaks of “the hidden man of the heart.” The old and
the new man are a different distinction which is not

to be introduced here.
The “being renewed" has the adjective xawés, “new”
as compared with something old and discarded. With
perfect calmness Paul can watch the destruction of
his outer man. What if his enemies hasten the process,
yea, bring it to a sudden end by means of a violent
death! He loses nothing. The inner man blossoms
into new youth, beauty, and strength day by day. This
inner renewal is not hindered but is only helped by
the tribulation that assails the outer man. These
“bloody roses” have the sweetest odor. These enemies
are only defeating their own end; instead of causing
Paul to grow discouraged, his elation is increased.
The renewal is a process that proceeds “day by
day” as long as the earthly life endures. Its completion comes with death. Paul was not a perfectionist.
Luther writes: “Woe to him who is already completely
renewed, that is, who imagines he is already renewed.
Without doubt he has not yet begun to be renewed and
has never yet tasted what it signiﬁes to be a Christian.
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For he who has begun to be a Christian does not consider himself that he is a Christian but longs greatly to
be a Christian, and the more he grows and increases,
the more he seeks to become one and the less he considers himself that he is one.” Walch VII, 325. Paul
is speaking only about himself and his assistants, but

the application to all of us lies on the surface.
17)

“For” explains by advancing the thought

from a statement of the two opposites: being destroyed -— being renewed, to the connection between
these two. For the momentary lightness of the afﬂiction is working out for us beyond all measure an
eternal weight of glory, we not keeping our eyes on
the things seen but on the things not seen, for the
things seen are transient while the things not seen
are eternal.

Here we have an application of Rom. 8:28 in a
most exact statement. Note the exact opposites: momentary — eternal; lightness —— weight; aﬂiiction —
glory. Then the great paradox that something mo-

mentary — light—aﬂ‘liction are working out (Kari
perfective) something eternal — a great weight — and
all glory. We, of course, know that the aﬂiiction is not

the causa. efﬁciens, meritoria, or medians, but the medium used by the efﬁcient hand of God which thus accomplishes what he designs. It is like a sharp knife

that cuts one cord after another that holds us to this
earth and to its earthly glory.
The remarkable thing is that Paul should call all
that he describes in v. 8, 9 nothing but feathery “lightness.” We should be inclined to call it a dreadful load.

But the severest tribulation and afﬂiction are as nothing compared with the glory awaiting us. Everything
is weighed by comparison. The articulated neuter ad-

jective n‘: aa¢p6v is used in classic fashion like an abstract noun: “the lightness,” and not Hebraistically or
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in place of an adjective: “our light afﬂiction” (as in
our versions), but to match the noun “weight.”

The lightness as well as the weight are explained
in great part by the adjectives that modify them: the
former is so light because it is wrapaurlxa, “for a moment,” the latter so weighty because it is azu’moe, “eternal.” Afﬂiction is always felt only at the moment, for

we live in the ﬂux of time. Every moment and its pain
are over in a moment; so the next. It is never anything
but momentary. The moments keep ﬂying away, they
never amass and concentrate. Not one is able to con-

tinue even for a day.
Now eternity is the absolute opposite, it is not a
ﬂnxum but a ﬁxum, a simnl tota, an absolute altogether, timelessness, a concept of such vastness that

our minds have only an indistinct impression of what
it really means. Since our poor minds are tied to concepts of gime, we use terms of time to express eternal

and eternity, which is like describing white with words
that mean black. Even so we may catch Paul’s meaning. When ten years of affliction are spread out over
all the seconds of the ten years, the spread becomes

very thin and light; but if ten years of afﬂiction were
centered in one second, that would be weight indeed.
But “the afﬂiction” (the article referring to the one

which Paul has been describing) is spread so light and
thin while the “glory” (no article, a new concept) is
one incomprehensibly weighty concentration, being
timeless, eternal.

The double phrase modiﬁes the verb “working out
beyond all measure” and not the noun “weight of
glory” (A. V.). Gemaess Uebermass zu Uebernwss =
according to excess or highest possible measure, for
excess or highest measure; the English lacks this idiom.

When we reach that glory we shall wonder why we
ever even sighed during the tribulation; we shall say

that, if the tribulation had been made a. thousandfold
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greater and longer, it would even then have amounted

to no more than lightness.
18) What Paul says about afﬂiction and about
glory applies both as a fact and as a conviction only to
people like himself: “we not keeping our eyes on the
things seen but on the things not seen.” Instead of
merely adding the participle in the dative to mar»; Paul
writes a genitive absolute with way and makes this a
more independent statement with the emphasis on {yuan

But this genitive absolute still leaves the connection
undetermined. Our versions make it temporal: “while
we look not," etc. ; it has often been conceived as causal:
“since,” etc., also as conditional: “on condition that we
look not,” etc., or “provided that,” etc. Only the gen-

eral thought is left to guide us. With 1'”.qu drawing
special attention to the persons involved, this genitive

absolute describes the persons: “We being people who
keep not our eyes on the things seen,” who do not regard them but regard the things not seen. For us and
for such as are like us this weight of glory is being
worked out by afﬂiction; for others who regard only

the seen things such a thing could not be possible.
Examzv means “to regard or to ﬁx the eyes upon
watchfully," while ,BM'wew means only to see in general.
“The things seen” are the ordinary, earthly ones,

among them being those of the outer man (v. 16) . In
the case of the apostle they were painful and distressing enough, and anyone who regarded such things
would ﬂee from them and seek other things seen that
appear more agreeable. “The things not seen” are the
spiritual and heavenly, among them being those of the
inner man. Ordinary eyes and unenlightened minds
cannot see them and hence never regard them and,
when they are told about them, imagine them to be
folly.
But the things seen are “transient,” 'n'péo'Katpa, for
a brief, ﬂeeting season. To regard them and to let them
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ﬁll our eyes and our hearts is folly, for what when their
brief season is over? But the things not seen, these are

eternal and never pass away, our inner, spiritual man
and the eternal weight of glory. To regard them so
that they become ours, this is blessedness indeed. It
sounds paradoxical, to keep the eyes ﬁxed, not on the
things seen but on the things not seen; but Paul is
speaking about the spiritual eyes of faith, which ever
do this very thing. “We walk by faith, not by appearance,” 5:7.

CHAPTER V

xv. “A House not Illade with Hands”
1) There is a close connection with the preceding. In 4:18 “we are keeping our eyes on the things
that are not seen.” How do we do this, and what are
these things not seen? “For” explains. For we know
that, if our tent house here on earth is taken down,
we have a building from God, a house not made with
hands, eternal, in the heavens. This is What we keep
looking at, and it lifts us far above “the things that
are seen,” all the persecutions and the death we endure
(4:7-15) .
“We know” refers only to Paul and to his assistants
in the ministry. The previous context as well as what
follows in v. 11, etc., show who “we” are. “We know”
is often used by Paul to introduce a piece of general
Christian knowledge, but here this word is addressed
to the Corinthians and does not combine their knowledge with Paul’s. Yet the sense is not “we know”
this that you do not know; no emphatic ﬁnd: is written.
The fact is that all true Christians know what is so
comforting and strengthening for all of us, that our
true home is in heaven. Yet it is only by way of an
application that we can add this “we, too, know” to

Paul’s “we know.”
’Edv with its subjunctive denotes expectancy and
thus vividly visualizes what may occur at a future
moment. It is signiﬁcant here, for it does not say
positively that Paul and his assistants will die before
Christ’s Parousia. Paul does not know when Christ
will return and thus expresses himself accordingly.
Those are unfair to him who charge him with at ﬁrst
being certain that he will live to see the Parousia and
(995)
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now with having given up this certainty for the opposite, the certainty that he will die long before the
Parousia. See further remarks under 4:14.
In the expression “our tent house here on earth,”

im’yuoe = “here on earth” and denotes a place; its opposite is “in the heavens,” which is again local. Our
versions use “earthly,” which may pass if it intends
to refer to a place. The word is not equal to éﬂpalxwos
which occurs in 4:7, “earthen,” made of earth. In
1', oin'a. roﬁ animus the genitive is appositional or deﬁnitional (.R. 498) and is thus the main word: “the house
of the ten " =the tent home. Its opposite is ozxoSomj,
a permanent “building,” the permanence of which is
fully stated by an @eoﬁ, “from God.” This building has
its whole source and origin (ex) in God.
While it, too, is an ozn’a like the tent own, the latter
is one that is constructed by ourselves, by our hands,
while the one in heaven is “not made with hands,”
one that is vastly above any handiwork, any fashioning
or constructing by ourselves. God’s grace and glory
create it. And thus it can, of course, never be taken
down as a tent is always taken down. KamAﬁew corresponds exactly to exam or “tent"; our idiom is “to
strike tent”; the Greek idiom is “to loose completely”
(mm: perfective), to loose the ropes from the pegs so
that the stretched canvas collapses and can be rolled up.
Here we again have a beautiful sentence in which
all terms are exact and placed in exact contrast. “Our
tent house here on earth,” which may be taken down
at any time, is our earthly existence, it is like living
in a. tent, simply that sort of a home or own (see “for
a season" in 4:18). Its opposite is “a building from
God. a house or home not made with (human) hands,
eternal, in the heavens" with God and Christ: a permanent, glorious, inﬁnitely blessed existence in heaven.
Let the one form of existence or life come to’an end,
be folded up and put away like a tent; we have the
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other awaiting us, an existence and a life like an everlasting, great building, which were created for us by
God himself in heaven. The sense of what Paul says

(his metaphors are so carefully worded) is simple and
easily understood.
The usual form of a condition of expectancy is 25.1!

with the subjunctive (protasis) and future indicative
(apodosis) . But here the apodosis has Exoucv, a present
indicative, “we have.” R. 1019 regards this as a futuristic present or as expressing Paul’s conﬁdence. Now,
Paul says, amid all our sufferings, in this our tentlike
existence and earthly life, “we have and possess” the
eternal, heavenly existence and life. It is “not seen”
(4:18) as yet by our earthly eyes, it is regarded and

looked upon (axomiv, 4:18) by the eyes of faith, but it
is there in heaven awaiting us. The mansions for this
existence are already built (John 14:2). In what
manner we already have this coming glory life the

Scriptures tell over and over again: as heirs, as coheirs of Christ. “An eternal weight of glory” (4:17)
is already worked out for us. This is the “building
from God, not made with hands, eternal, in the
heavens.”

The R. V. prints in its margin “bodily frame” as a

translation for axﬁvos‘.

Dictionaries follow the cue,

B.-P. 1212; M.-M. 577: “the body as the dwelling place
of the soul,” and cite our passage. But this is a rare,

semioccasional use of the word and is found in the
writings of only a few philosophers. We cannot agree
that Paul uses a philosophic word here and in v. 4
when he is addressing his readers who were for the
most part ordinary people. Was Paul not a tent-

maker? Had he not worked for a year and a. half in
the shop of Aquila making tents right in Corinth?
When the Corinthians heard 07:17:09 from this tentmaker’s pen read to them, could they think that he

meant “bodily frame” and not “tent”?
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And this philosophic use of the word here nulliﬁes
Paul’s contrast. If “our tent house here on cart ” =
our bodily frame, our house of the soul, then “a building from God,” etc, must mean a corresponding

heavenly body. At death the earthly body remains
on earth, in the grave; the soul alone enters heaven.
So the commentators and the makers of the dictionaries
think that in heaven the soul receives some kind of
body from God.
Some advance the inadequate idea that in place
of our earthly body we get heaven, a mansion in the
skies: the soul is here tented in “the bodily frame,”
it lives there in its eternal mansion. The soul does not
carry a mansion around with it in heaven as it carries
the body around with it here on earth. So others
advance a view that is more consistent. In place of the
body tent that is left in the grave the soul gets some

kind of an ethereal body when it enters heaven at
death. It would otherwise be “naked” (v. 3). Clothed
thus with this ethereal body, the old earthly body is,
of course, no longer needed, its resurrection is unnecessary. We are thus told that Paul has changed
the opinion he so valiantly defended in I Cor. 15;
conjecture seeks to supply what intervened so as to
produce this change; at any rate, we are informed
that Paul has discarded belief in the resurrection of
the body.
The idea of ethereal bodies (some think of ether,
others of a ﬁrelike substance) is theosophical and antiScriptural. It is frequently extended also to the angels;
they, too, are invested with such bodies. Consistent
reasoning along this line extends the idea even to God,
and also he is given a body. We need not follow the
argumentation which supports these ideas. Let us
add that “we have” is sometimes extended to mean
that these ethereal bodies are now ready, awaiting
the coming of our naked souls. Still more is offered,
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for some hold that the souls of the dead, also of the

godly dead, do not enter heaven at death but enter an
intermediate place, the Totem'eich. “The great prob
lem,” as it is called, is thus complicated still more.
Even a man like Besser is drawn into this current.
We are glad to name Stosch, Apostolische Sendschre-iben II, 147, as one who is more reliable. Left to the

common run of commentaries, Field and the Expositor's Greek New Testament among them, our preachers
are frequently led astray and are unclear in their
sermons on this great Pauline text. For this reason
we mention a few names. We may note also that Paul’s
words do not lend themselves to such an interpretation.
Take the adjective “not made with hands.” We are
told that it is not used properly here since “the natural
body is also, of course, not made with hands." This
adjective is a warning that “the tent” does not mean
“the quy” or “bodily frame.” But this adjective
plainly implies that “our tent house here on eart ”
is made with (human) hands. So, preserving the idea
of the body or bodily frame, it is thought to be made
“by the hands of the Erzeuger," of the parents who
beget the body (Windisch) . It is not the physical body
that is made with hands but our life here on earth as
we live it in our earthly existence; It could not be
without our hands and all that they make for us and do
for us, all of which is not needed for the existence and
the life to come, either before or after resurrection
day. We have one of the essential distinctions between
tent oilu'a and heavenly ozxr’a.
2) For, in addition (at), in this we continue
to groan, longing (constantly) to put on our habitation, the one (that is) from heaven (and bears the
nature of its origin, 34:). Rd is not “verily” (R. V.).
nor is it to be omitted (A. V.). It adds the subjective
feeling (groaning and longing) to the objective fact
(we know that we have) ; and “for” makes the new
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statement explanatory. We need spend no time on
determining the antecedent of iv 1013119, for in v. 4 its
counterpart is “we who are in the tent”; so here “in
this tent” (waives, v. 1) is the meaning. The sense is
simple and clear: In our present life and existence,
ﬁlled, as they are, with afﬂiction (4:8—18), we can only
groan and long to enter the blessed, heavenly existence
which is prepared and awaiting us. The thought is
the same as that found in Rom. 8:22, 23, and the same
verb “to groan” is used. Both the verb and the participle are present and durative: continue to groan
and to long. The groaning is due to the life here,
the longing to the glory (“eternal weight of glory,”
4:17) beyond.
Paul advances the idea of “a building from God”
by now writing “the habitation, the one from heaven,”
hr, with heaven as its origin, thus heavenly in its very
nature. “Habitation” = occupancy and thus‘ “building,” and the two in phrases: “from God” and “from
heaven,” indicate the same source. When we remember
that these metaphorical terms mean the heavenly life
and existence we have no diﬁiculty with regard to
incv'o‘iia'wam, “to put on ourselves,” aorist middle.
Metaphors picture realities; their propriety and
their excellence are governed by the realities they are
intended to express. The heavenly existence and life
awaiting us are put on by us at death. Paul has called
them “an eternal weight of glory"; this envelops our
soul at death, a divine, heavenly garment, indeed,
“from God,” “from heaven." The word “habitation”
is the middle link: we inhabit a building and still more
a garment. “Habitation” and the verb “inhabit” contain the very idea of “habit” or garment. “To put on”
is thus perfectly proper as a ﬁgure, but it is, as is
characteristic of Paul’s method of writing, an advance
of the idea, a fuller, more intense expression for the
great reality to be pictured.
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Nor should we forget that “the things not seen”
(4 :18) are ineffable. The Scriptures constantly resort
to ﬁgurative language in an effort to convey some impression of them to us. The realities cannot be put
into direct human language. Besides using ﬁgures to
present the positive side they also employ negatives:
not so as here on earth: no tears, no death, no sorrow,
crying, or pain—all these have passed away (Rev.
21 :4). Even so, as we catch dimly what is meant, the
glory of it all overwhelms us. It is not easy to put
divine and heavenly realities into a human, earthly
medium.

The very verb “to put on ourselves” bars out the
View that an exchange of bodies is referred to in v. 1.
This earthly body was never “put on,” from our conception onward we were never without it. The Scriptures know of no ethereal body that our soul puts on
when it leaves the body of clay. The old earthly life
and mode of existence are taken down and folded
away like a tent; the new heavenly life and existence
are put on like a glory garment. This is what the

Scriptures teach.
But this is not all. The best of men may miss
Paul’s thought, and we should all pray that the Spirit
may ever guide us.

And the Analogy of Faith and the

Analogy of Scripture will be valuable guides.

Paul’s

thought is sometimes misunderstood because of the
ém’ found in the inﬁnitive ewevséaaaﬁai. In v. 3 Paul has
€v3uadp£VOL without ém’. This is enough. In many instances the addition of a preposition only strengthens
the idea of the verb, and in repetitions the preposition

is dropped.

The verb Paul uses is sometimes taken to

mean “to put on over” the earthly body this heavenly
garment, this ethereal (theosophic) body. And the

following thought is constructed. Paul dreads to die;
he is afﬂicted with Todesscheu, horror of death.

Since

he writes “we," Timothy, Titus, etc., also cringe before
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death. What they long for is Christ’s Parousia so that
they may be changed while they are still alive, which is
conceived as putting on the ethereal body over (art)
the physical body. Windisch suggests “that the Himmelskleider (heavenly robes) would be brought along
by the angels who accompany the Messiah.” But I Thess.
4:15 states, “Shall not prevent them who are asleep.”
3)

With strong assurance Paul adds: since also

——and this is placed beyond all question—after
having put it on, we shall be found not naked, no
indeed! E: y: =siquidem in the sense of “since"
(Liddell and Scott, 426 2) , literally, “if indeed, which is
assured.” The aorist participle expresses the one act
of putting on the habitation and precedes the future
“shall be found”: “after having put it on.” In v. 2
the aorist inﬁnitive likewise indicates the one act. The
sense of 01’: 'yvpvol, “not naked," is determined according to the context; “not naked”=fully and forever
clothed, never found otherwise after this garment has
once been put on, never destitute of a habitation like
those who are cast into outer darkness.
The charge that this is too simple a thought is unwarranted. Throughout all his trials, with death constantly impending, the one comfort and stay of Paul
and his assistants are “the things not seen” (4:18),
“the eternal weight of glory” (4:17), this everlasting
habitation, which, should death strike them dowu, will
not let them be found naked as those will be found
who look only to “the things seen.” We do not read
a” y: as an indirect question: “whether, indeed, we shall
really be found as clothed and not naked,” i. e., groaning with this question in mind. This turns Paul’s
assurance into doubt and negatives all that he has said
(4 :1-18) , negatives also “we know” (5:1).

Few words of Paul’s have been as variously interpreted as this little clause, and some say he should
never have written it. Plato has been referred to as
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giving the word yuhvoi the meaning souls deprived of
their bodies, poor wraiths in the nether world. Plummer regards them as souls in sheol “without form and

void of all power and activity,” and R., W. P. likewise.
Not once does Paul use the word “souls,” to say nothing
of “naked souls” a la, Plato or some paganized Jew.

And would these naked souls be happy if they got back
their bodies? Does the body constitute bliss for the
soul in the nether world or in sheet?
The interpretation: “if so be that, being clothed
(with the garment of Christ’s righteousness), we shall
not be found naked (destitute of the right to heaven) ,"

which is offered by a few, would serve excellently for
homiletical purposes and would keep fully to the Analogy
of Faith, but it is not suggested by the text or the
context. This interpretation is only a pious effort to
put an orthodox meaning into Paul’s words.
4) A little more (ml) must be said in explanation (yap) of the previous statement about our groan. ing. See Kai 7:1,: in v. 2’. For also, as they that are in
this tent we keep groaning as being weighted down
for the reason, not that we want to put oﬂ’, but to put
on in order that the mortal may be swallowed up by

the life. We are not Stoics, we feel the burden and
we groan; not because we are cowards and just want

to escape our burden, but because we want to put on
the heavenly life.

So both the groaning and the

longing mentioned in v. 2 are further elucidated.
By substantivizing and by writing at 6m: "A. Paul
secures an apposition: “we, as being in the tent.” This
avoids an adverbial idea such as “While or because we

are in the tent” and merely describes the subject: “we
who are,” etc. “The tent” with the article of previous
reference is enough in the Greek; in the English we
say “in this ten " i. e., in this transient, tentlike life
and existence, which, like a tent, shall presently be
taken down, no longer to be used. The wording is a
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little fuller than it was in v. 2: “in this (i. e., tent).
we groan.” An unmodiﬁed participle is now added
adverbially: “we groan as weighted down,” sincewe
are under a constant, depressing burden.
What the heavy burden is Paul has described in
4:8, 9. It is surely enough to make anyone groan. The
thought is not that we are womanish and always give
way to our feelings in loud complaints; but we do feel
the burden, and our hearts groan inwardly. There is
a kind of paradox in the idea of a tent, which is light
enough, and in being burdened, which implies something overheavy. In v. 2 the participle that is paired
with groaning is “longing,” which looks forward; here,”
it is “burdened,” which looks at the present.
’E¢’ «,3, in the classics also the plural e’cp’ ols, here as
well as in Rom. 5:12 and Phil. 3:12=£qr2 mus-rep 3n,
B..D. 294, 4; durum dass, weil, 235; see also R. 604;
Abbott-Smith, Lexicon 166, etc.: “for the reason that,
because”; B.-P. 447, and many others. This phrase
amounts to a mere conjunction: “because.” See further
Rom. 5:12. Paul now restates-and explains what he
means by the longing mentioned in v. 2. It is not a
longing to escape but a longing to attain. It is not
cowardice but glorious hope.
There are many who tire of life and its excessive
burdens ; that is a morbid state which Christians should
conquer. Some also quail at the thought of death, but
this, too, is not the normal Christian feeling. Worldly
men prefer anything to the great vicissitudes of this
life and then simply throw life away with the thought
that the hereafter cannot be worse. This negative
motive is wholly foreign to Paul and to his assistants.
When they groan under their heavy burden as ministers of Christ, the reason is («V 43), “not that we want
to put off, but (that we want) to put on.” The two
inﬁnitives are enough; they need no objects, especially
not in the Greek. The Greek mind is always nimble
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enough to supply what the thought requires whereas
the English mind is slow and often demands that the
objects of verbs be written out. While it is a little
terse for the English reader, yet even to him it is

clear: “not do we want to put 03 but to put on.” The
emphasis is on these two inﬁnitives which are aorists
because the acts are momentary.

The Iva clause forms the climax of the entire state—
ment. It states the real purpose, aim, and object of
What we want when we groan under our burden in
this tentlike existence. It states this object in language
that overtops all the metaphors that were used in the
preceding verses, for the two realities are now named

outright: Tl‘) Hmrév and 7‘; {an}, and the verb climaxes the
ﬁgure of putting on a garment and in this climax
comes far nearer to the actual reality: “to swallow up.”

It is the identical verb that was used in I Cor. 15 :54:
“Swallowed up was the death in victory.” In fact, in
I Cor. 15:53, 54 the same advance is made from the
idea of putting on to that of swallowing up; study
the passage as Paul’s own commentary on What he is
now saying. None better has been written. “In order

that swallowed up this mortal may be by the life” —
that is the purpose which we so mightly desire to have
fulﬁlled when we groan as we do.

T5 ﬁmrév, a substantivized neuter adjective, in classic
Greek fashion is more than the abstract noun, for it
is most concrete: our entire mortal existence. “The

life" is not 7‘; t/ruxﬁ, mortal life animating a body in its
earthly existence, but “H ZQH, “the life,” spiritual,
divine, heavenly, eternal, the existence in heavenly
glory of which Paul has been speaking. This life

shall swallow up the mortal one. Nothing shall be
left of it just as death shall be swallowed up in victory
(I Cor. 15:54). This life, born in regeneration, working in us now (4:12) so that we are already at {av-rec,

“the ones really living" (4:11), at our death will
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swallow up our earthly existence and leave nothing
but itself. Christ is “the life" (John 14 :6), the source
of the life for us, the life Paul has in mind. Amid
this mortal with its heavy load — who would not groan
for this that is life indeed? Indeed, we wish to die
that we may live.
The e‘m’ in EnerSdcma’ﬁat is again stressed as it was in
v. 2, and we are told that Paul was Ic'reuzesscheu and
todessoheu, shied at the cross and at death, and that
what he wanted was the earliest possible return of
Christ so that he would not need to undergo death
but would be changed in the twinkling of the eye, the
life thus swallowing up all that was mortal in him.
But Paul contradicts this view in the very next words.
5) Now he who wrought us out for this very
thing (is) God, he who gave us the pledge of the
Spirit. The entire credit belongs to God. He made
us what we are; he did it by giving us his Spirit.

By

the use of two substantivized participles instead of
verbal modiﬁers, everything is centered most personally

on 9:69, the predicate, which is hence without the
article; the copula is omitted for the sake of greater
emphasis. He is the One who wrought us “for this
very thing,” namely that the life is presently to swallow
up all that is mortal. “This very thing” is God’s aim
and goal in all his previous work in us. Surely, then,
we, too, should long for its consummation.
For this “he gave us the pledge of the Spirit” (see
the explanation in 1:22), the great down payment as
a full guarantee that all the rest would follow. This
gift he made to us in baptism; it has ever been ours,

always our appaﬁuiv, which is even increased by hearing
the Word and by partaking of the Lord’s Supper. “He
gave” makes the assurance objective and subjective
in one: the gift—objective; we experiencing the
giving and having the gift—subjective. Only a little
while, and the consummation will follow.
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“We Arc of Good Courage”

Knowing what we do about the life that awaits

us despite all our groaning in the present life and our

longing for the life for which God himself has made
us ready, “we are of good courage” and only too ready

to be at home with the Lord and make it our aim to
please him even as we must all appear before his
judgment seat. Ofw thus introduces the conduct that
is in proper accord with the convictions which steady
us amid our groaning While we are here in the body.
All that is stated in the section from v. 1 to 10 is woven
closely and compactly together so that we do not follow
those who ﬁnd a contradiction between the groaning
(v. 2, 4) and the good courage.
Accordingly, being of good courage always and

having come to know that while at home in the body
we are away from home from the Lord—for by
way of faith we walk, not by way of sight — we are
then (Se’) of good courage and well-pleased rather
to be away from home out of the body and to be at
home with the Lord.
This is not an anacoluthon unless this term is made
very broad. After the parenthesis Paul takes up

dappoﬁweg with the ﬁnite Gappoﬁycv and marks that fact
with 85. We have no irregularity. The sentence is
purposely constructed thus because it enables Paul to
repeat the verb. He has twice written “we are groaning," so he now wishes to write twice that “we are of
good. courage,” and by doing this in the same sentence,

once with the participle and then with the ﬁnite verb,
he makes this even stronger than the two “we are
groaning,” in which we have mere repetition. “Being
of good courage, we are of good courage.” So he said

previously, and that also twice, in 4:1, 16: “we do not
faint.” That is the negative side of what is now
stated positively, being of good courage. The groaning is, then, not a contradiction. Many a man has been
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in great hardship and even mortal danger and has yet
not lost heart but has kept high courage to the last.

In fact, groaning amid severe experiences shows that
not fainting and keeping courage are genuine.
But the good courage of Paul and of his assistants
is not like that of worldly men who face misfortunes
and dangers with head erect and ﬂying colors and
march right into the jaws of death. They face eternity
blindly and rush to their doom. Paul and his helpers
are not like that. He has already shown us the solid
ground on which their assurance and their courage
rest. See 4:6, 14, '17 ; 5:1, 5. This does not call for
further repetition; it is enough to say how they have
come to View their present situation in the light of their
assurance regarding death and eternity. Why should
they grow faint and discouraged when in the body
they are away from the Lord only for a little while
and are soon to join him forever? Note the tenses:
“being of good courage always,” durative present;
“having come to know,” ingressive aorist. Once having

reached the point of this knowledge, their courage goes
on Without a single misgiving.
Paul has not dropped the ﬁgure of the tent, house,
building, and habitation which he used in v. 1 and 2.
He advances it and makes it more personal when he
speaks of putting on and putting off. And he does so
still more when he uses “to be at home” and “to be
away from home.” This is typical of Paul’s mind ;\
he sees all the diﬁerent angles and facets of the thought,

all the ways in which he may turn and adapt a metaphor. One is at home in a house that really belongs
to him. The body is a house that belongs to us in its
present state only for the time being; the heavenly
glory is our everlasting habitation and home.
In Mandi; and éx'o‘WeZv we have aﬁpos or “people” and
thus “to be among one's' own people,” i. e., at home,
and “to be away from one’s own people,” a pilgrim or
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stranger in alien surroundings, i. e., away from home.
So Paul says that we have come to know “that while
we are at home in the body,” in this our distressful
earthly existence, “we are away from home from the
Lord,” away from that blessed existence in the visible
company of our Lord, the true home of all God’s blessed
children. The statement is perfectly clear. It prepares
us for the coming one which reverses this our rather
being away from home out of the body and at home
with the Lord. The chiasm is beautiful to say nothing
about thus using “at home” and “away from home.”

7)

The parenthesis explains (ya’p) by at once

stating the reality: “for by way of faith we walk, not

by way of sight.”

In this manner we now walk and

live, altogether by way of faith and not by way of sight.

This explains both what we have and what we lack
while we are at home in the body and far from home
from the Lord; it also states both what we shall not
need and what we shall have when we get to be at
home with the Lord.
The thought evidently reverts
to 4:18, “the things not seen." We now have only
faith with regard to them; they shall be actual objects
of sight anon. Aui expresses the medium, we may

render it “by” or, as we here attempt, “by way of.”
Yet “faith” is not minimized as though it amounts to
little or nothing. Heb. 11:1 should preserve us from
that idea. For this life “faith” is everything, the allsufﬁcient; substitute for “sight.” It deals with the unseen
as if it were the seen: “seeing it afar off” as strangers
and pilgrims on the earth (read Heb. 11:13). By
dealing with “the things not seen” in this way faith
really has them, and sight will follow.
Even the world, in its worldly affairs, goes on faith
or trust. If no man trusted another, earth would be
an earthly hell. Let men mock at Christian faith,
these very mockers have faith in handling their own
affairs. The trouble with the world is that its faith
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is so often misplaced, it trusts where it is cheated,
where it ought to mistrust; it mistrusts where it ought
to trust and thus again cheats itself. Take these
mockers at Christian faith: they will not trust Christ
and cheat themselves in that way; they do trust in
religious fakes and so cheat themselves once more.
The faith by which we walk, as did Paul, rests on the
Rock of Ages. Unseen, it holds Christ and salvation,
and soon these shall be fully seen. They who demand
sight too soon will also have to wait, but then they
shall have more sight than they want, enough to terrify
them forever.
EZSos is not 6w, “seeing,” yet this need not cause
difﬁculty as far as the contrast with «(one or faith is
concerned.

The former is species, the visible appear-

ance of the thing itself. Yet Trench adds regarding M:
(= ewes): species sub oculos oadens, something that
is seen with the connotation that there is one who does
the seeing. As in connectiou with «farm, the act of
believing, we think also of him who is believed, so it is
with regard to ewes, but the reverse: with the appearance we think of the act of seeing the appearance, for

without this act appearance would be nothing. Our
English “sight” is quite good; a sight is objective, yet
it is called so only because it is subjectively seen.

In both “faith” and “sigh ,” we should note, the
same object is referred to, which, we may say, is here
the Lord (mentioned twice), once not seen directly
(faith), ﬁnally seen with direct vision (sight). Another point: heavenly sight will not end faith as such
(see the author on I Cor. 13:13) : trust goes right on
in heaven; only this will be ended, that then faith
will need to do without sight as it must now. Compare

John 20:29 on faith and sight (Thomas) and I Cor.
13:12 on the sight “in part” that is possible now.
8) “We are, then (8i), of good courage” as has
already been stated by the participle. The point is
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emphasized, and they are mistaken who think that the
main statement is that “we are well-pleased rather

to be away from home out of the body,” etc. No;
courageous, courageous are we—that is the main

point, and to this m: adds another which lies in what
is said about our now walking by way of faith and

not yet also by sight, namely that we should prefer
to have also sight. This is the explanation of the
longing mentioned in v. 2. Our longing is to be satisﬁed by realization. What faith now embraces as being
unseen it shall presently embrace as seen.

“The things

not seen” now (4:18) shall presently turn to things
seen.
This must come, otherwise faith would trust in
something that does not exist, it would be like the faith
of the worldling who trusts in something that does
not exist and that he will, therefore, never see. He is
like a man who thinks that he has a million dollars in
the bank, who goes on in this fatuous faith, and who,
when he at last tries to draw out his million, ﬁnds that
he never had a million, ﬁnds that he owes a million

and cannot pay. We trust that our bank has a million
dollars that were deposited for us by Christ; he has,

indeed, deposited them for us, and when at death we
come to draw them out, they will be handed out to us,
we shall get sight of every penny of them, shall have

them in our hands forever.
Certainly, then, we are of good courage as we go

on here in the body, walking by faith. Why should
we not be? And yet at the same time this, too (ml),

is our feeling that we are pleased rather (i. e., that
we prefer) “to be away 'from home out of the body
and to be at home with the Lord." See the same thought

in Phil. 1:21-23. The present existence in the body is
like being at home (v. 6) but like living in a tent (v.
1, 4), in only a temporary home. What makes it temporary is the fact that we can now live only by faith,
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faith that still has to wait for sight of him in whom it
trusts. We are thus while we are at home here really
away from home from the Lord, from the full, blessed
sight of him (v. 6) .' So faith ever longs for and greatly
prefers “to be at home with the Lord,” everlastingly at
home. That is being at home indeed. For this is the
ultimate, the eternal goal. Nor could the soul attain
or hold more even as more cannot be imagined. .
Paul is speaking about death: -“out of the body.”
He has been speaking about nothing else throughout,
(5:1, etc.). The idea that he dreads to' die, that he
groans to escape dying by living to see the Parousia

and then being transformed, is unwarranted. All that
is true is that éaiv in v. 1 leaves the possibility that the
Parousia may come at any time. To be sure, “out of
the body” means that the body will be left behind; it
will go to the grave. To say that this will be the end of
it, to deny the resurrection of the body on the strength
of this phrase, is untenable. The proposal that we
should believe that Paul has given up all that he wrote
in I Cor. 15, the most magniﬁcent presentatiou of the
resurrection of the body in the entire Bible; that Paul
has now come to believe that the body will not be raised
up at the Parousia, is unacceptable to us. At one time
we are to believe that Paul wanted his body to be transformed at the Parousia and then that, if he died, his
body would never be raised and transformed. Yes,
there is a separation from the body; but 4:11 has already told us that in due time the body will be made

to share in the home with the Lord: “and will present
us together with you.”
It remains to note the prepositions. In v.6 it is
“away from home dud the Lord,” and in v.8 “at home

_ “face to face”; R. 625:
«p6: the Lord.” The latter—
“It'13 the face-to-face converse with the Lord that Paul
has in mind.” The other preposition means that we
are still “away from” this. In v. 6 “in the body”:

Second Corinthians 5 :9
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“away from the Lord”; in v. 8 “out of the body” =
“face to face with the Lord.” The exactness of these
prepositions ought not to escape our attention.
9)

In v. 6-8 we see the feelings that stir in the

hearts of Paul and of his assistants; we are now
shown their corresponding conduct: Therefore also
we are making it our honor aim, whether at home or
whether away from home, to be well-pleasing to him.
Those who have this hope purify themselves even as

he is pure, I John 3:3. The thought of approaching
nearer and nearer to the Lord and of soon seeing him
face to face, makes us ashamed to do anything that
is displeasing to him, spurs us on to do everything

that is well-pleasing to him. Note how “we are wellpleased” corresponds with our being “well-pleasing”
to the Lord.
(bLAOTLyoﬁycga is a noble word, containing, as it does,

both “affection” and “honor”: “to act from love of
honor,” honor that the Lord bestows. R., W. P., points
out that the Latin ambitio, from ambire, to go both
ways to gain a point, has an ignoble ﬂavor. The A. V.’s

“we labor,” margin “endeavor" is not good; the R. V.’s
“we make it our aim,” margin “are ambitious” is only
a little better. “We love it as a point of honor” ever to

be well-pleasing to the Lord, not only to do what he says,
but to have him take pleasure in us and in all that
we do.
And we do this “whether being at home or whether
being away from home”; whether being in this life or

in the next. “For whether we live, we live unto the
Lord; or whether we die, we die unto the Lord:
whether we live therefore or die, we are the Lord’s,”
Rom. 14 :8. “That, whether we wake or sleep, we may
live together with him,” I Thess. 5:10. In v. 6 and 8
the words are placed chiastically: at home—away
from home; away from home — at home. But each is
deﬁned by the addition of a phrase. We now have only
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the two participles without phrases in the sense: no
matter in which state we ﬁnd ourselves, at home or

away from home, all we want is to have the Lord
pleased with us. It is most natural, however, to think

of being in this bodily life and being out of it at death
and not the reverse, of being with the Lord and still
being away from him. The implication is also that it

belongs wholly to the Lord into what condition he
places is. Our supreme concern is that he ever be
pleased with us.
How we may ever please him need not be said here;
it has been indicated throughout. In the case of the
Corinthians, however, the point to be noted is that they
should understand and fully appreciate the motives
of Paul and of his helpers, these motives and these
aims in all that they have been doing with the situation in Corinth, yea, in all that they will yet do. Paul
and his helpers are pleasing neither themselves nor
men but ever only the Lord. Do the Corinthians want
them to do that? Will they themselves not want to

join Paul and his assistants in that? Paul is not saying all of this just for his own sake; in 4:15 he says

plainly: “All these things are because of you.”
10) The thought of being with the Lord and
of being well-pleasing to him brings to mind the last

judgment. For we must all be made publicly manifest before the judgment seat of Christ in order that
each one may get to carry away the things (done)
by means of the body, according to what things he

did, whether something good or something bad.
This is the great fact that Paul and his helpers always keep in mind. Toiu: mil/rat: ﬁnis- = “the whole num-

ber of us” (R. 773) and takes them all together in
their totality. d’awpwsﬁvat is passive, hence it means
more than “appear" (A. V.), it is rather “be made
manifest” (R. V.), but with the idea of the greatest
and completest publicity: before the whole world of
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angels and men so that all of them may see who and
what we really have been. Christ will do this with us.
Aei denotes all forms of necessity, here the one from
which no man can escape. The 131),»; is the dais or plat
form on which the chair for the judge stands, from
which he pronounces his verdict. The scene pictured
is the ﬁnal judgment with Christ (note that he is
named according to his oﬁice: he who is our Savior will
be our Judge) seated on the platform, all of us facing
him, and all of us made public so that nothing shall be
hid. Human courts and human judges try to achieve
this, they often do so with poor success. Those who
are being tried hide their guilt as much as they can,
their lawyers help them in this, the prosecution often

connives, is inefﬁcient or even tries to invent guilt or
to exaggerate such guilt as there is.

The all-perfect

judgment before the omniscient and all-righteous
divine Judge awaits us all.
We are all judged now and in the instant of death.
This judgment is secret. Many a man dies concerning
whom we are wholly uncertain as to how Christ judges
him. Even when we feel certain we know that we may
be mistaken. The last judgment is public. All the
verdicts are the same, but now they are not only made

public, now they are also publicly substantiated and
established before the universe as being just; see

further Rom. 2:5. For this reason the Scriptures regularly state that the judgment at the last day will be
based on our works: “in order that each one may get
to carry away (aorist) the things (done) by means
of the body” in his present existence.
This is not work-righteousness. Nor does this plural
refer to isolated works, one here and one there. These
things done by means of the body (70'. makes a substantive of 8.2: mi 003M709) constitute the sum of each
man’s life, what his life truly amounts to in God’s
sight: «p59 a amuse», “facing what he really did.” And
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this will be one of two things: dyaoév, a sum or unit that
is “good” in God's sight or one that is «team, "bad,”
good for nothing. The one is the fruit of a life of faith
that was marked and beautiﬁed by trust in Christ and
thus revealed to all eyes who it was that produced this
“good.” The other is the product of a condition where
faith was absent and reveals the unbeliever as what
he truly was.
In no case will there be the least doubt. So, too, it
will be faith or its absence on which the verdict will
rest, but both as determined by the indisputable public
evidence of the works. All the saving power of faith
in Christ will appear, all the damning power of refusal to trust Christ. No balance will be struck for the
believer between the sins he committed and the good
works he did as though the latter offset the former.
All his sins will be utterly wiped out by the blood of
Christ, removed as far as the east is from the west
(Ps. 103:12), cast into the depths of the sea (Micah
7:19), blotted out, yea, blotted out as a thick cloud
(Isa. 43:25; 44:22), not to be found forever. All the
imperfections of his good works will also be removed
forever. No inquisition will or can be made into any
believer’s sins. In their place will be found only
Christ’s blood and righteousness.
But in the case of the unbeliever everything, even
what the world was pleased to call good, will be marked
by unbelief and insult to Christ. Yes, that will be a
revelation indeed. Paul and his assistants ever keep it
before their eyes so that they may please the Lord. And
what is thus stated applies to “us all,” to the Corina
thians also, so that they may take it to heart in their
treatment of Paul. These words are written to them.
Note how Paul varies the plural and the singular.
First, “the whole number of us” in mass, next, “each
one” as an individual; ﬁrst, rd and «pa: 3, all that each
has done, next, singulars, unit sums, ayaaév or (ﬁat-lbw
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On the latter see Trench, Synonyms. The verb xopitw,
here the aorist subjunctive middle, means more than

“receive,” it means “may carry away with or for himself.” The thought is that all that each one has done

in the body is decreed by the Judge to be his own so
that he may take and carry it away together with all
the consequences. Thus, when a murderer is sentenced

by the judge, he carries his crime away with him to
the gallows or to the electric chair; the innocent man,
acquitted by the judge, carries his innocence away to
freedom and to honor. The absolute justice of Christ
is indicated in this verb.
XVII.

“The Love of Christ Constrains Us”

11)
In close connection with Christ, the Lord,
whom they ever seek to please, and before whose
judgment seat we all must appear, Paul and his

assistants conduct their ministry and want to be
judged and esteemed accordingly by the Corinthians. Accordingly, having come to know the fear of
the Lord, we are busy persuading men and have
(long already) been made manifest to God, and I
hope have (long already) been made manifest also
in your consciences.

05v connects what is said about the fear of the Lord
and its effect with what is said about the judgment in

v. 10 and about the holy ambition to please the Lord
in v. 9. The aorist «£86m is again (v. 6) ingressive:
“having come to know.” “The fear of the Lord” — why
our versions translate this “the terror” we are unable
to say—is the same in both the Old and the New
Testament. Together with the love of God it controls

the Christian during his whole life.
Only the godly have this holy fear. Its distinctive
mark is that it is always combined with trust in God
and love toward God and is thus differentiated from
the fear and dread of God which at last overwhelms the
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ungodly. The fear of God ever shrinks from offending
him, from calling forth his judgment and retribution.
It ever feels and speaks as Paul does in v. 10. How it
keeps from sin is shown by the ﬁne example of Joseph, Gen. 39:9.
With fear ever before our eyes, Paul says, we do
the work of our ministry, and he describes this ministry in two words: dvdpu'movs «doom. The present tense
is not conative (R., W. P.): “try to persuade," but
durative: “we are busy persuading men.” Note the
chiasm which places the emphasis on the two objects:
come to know— the fear of the Lord; men —we are
busy persuading. Our feeling toward the Lord controls all that we do in regard to men.
Paul is not alluding to slander that was uttered
in Corinth to the effect that he and his helpers were
just persuasive talkers, and those who uttered this
slander claimed that they saw through them. Nor is
the sense that Paul and his helpers seek to allay suspicion regarding themselves by persuading people in
regard to their good and honest intentions. No such
ideas are developed here. “Men we are engaged in persuading” is broad and general and signiﬁes: bringing them to faith. Persuasion is still the great task
of the gospel ministry. It is not done with human argument, with “persuasive wisdom words” (5» retaois aoqbi'as
Myon), I Cor. 2:4, but with the greatest persuasive
force which men have ever used, the gospel.
The two 8e’ are adversative, but each adds another
point, 8i noting that it is different; xal’ would
mean that it is very similar. The English cannot indicate this distincton, the sense alone must show
it. “And we have (long already) been made manifest
to God,” or, to reproduce the emphasis, “as far as God
is concerned, to him we have long been fully manifest.”
The perfect passive reaches far back into the past and
extends to the present. Iqubavepépeaa refers back to
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tﬁavcpmﬁﬁvat in v. 10: on judgment day all will be brought
to public manifestation before the whole universe;
Paul and his helpers have long been manifest to God
in this way. He has known and still knows as something that is lying fully open before him how these
ministers of Christ are ever conducting their work of
persuading men in the true fear of the Lord.
“And I hope,” Paul adds with another 8E, “have
been made manifest (this long while) also in your
consciences.” The singular “I hope” amid the many
“we” is only incidental. Our work, Paul says, and the
way in which we do it have certainly been before your
eyes long enough so that we have been fully manifest
to you Corinthians, and you have been able to see who
we really are. “I hope so,” Paul says; not, “I know
it.” There has been opposition to Paul, and this has
caused him great worry in regard to Corinth. He is
writing in order to remove the last of it. “I hope” is
just the right touch. So he also does not say “have
been made manifest also to you,” but far more searchingly, “in your consciences.” Regarding conscience see
1:12, and Rom. 2 :15.

Next to God, conscience is the most honest judge.
It tells us what it thinks is right or wrong irrespective
of what we may desire or men say. So Paul appeals
to this unbiased and honest judgment of the consciences
of the Corinthians. He cannot look into their consciences, hence also for this reason he says “I hope.”

Conscience is often also misled; so one cannot be too
certain about what the conscience of another person
may tell him. “In your consciences" touches another
point, one that is brought out in v. 12, namely the treat-

ment which Paul has of late received from the Corinthians when some of them thought ill of him; Paul
says, “in your consciences you certainly, I hope, have

seen how wrong this is.” Just as Paul knows how to
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appeal to his own conscience (1 :12), so he knows how
to touch the consciences of others (4:2 and here).
12) What he is saying about the way in which
he and his helpers do their work among men in the
fear of the Lord and have long ago become mania
fest to God, is, as the reference to the consciences of
the Corinthians shows, not intended as self-praise
and self-commendation, it is not intended to help the
standing of Paul and of his helpers among the Corinthians: Not again are we recommending our own
selves to you. It is intended as something that is quite
different, namely as furnishing the Corinthians themselves with a good starting point (d¢oppﬁ) for their
praise of Paul and his assistants, the men who, in
the fear of the Lord, have done so much in Corinth.
With this praise they are to stop the mouths of the

fellows who have invaded Corinth, who try to ruin
the reputation of Paul and of his assistants, whose
own praise is nothing but their face and the show
they make and not at all their heart and what God
sees there: but as giving you a starting point for
glorying on our behalf in order that you may have
(something) against those who glorify themselves
(by what is) on their face and not (by What is) in
their heart.
Paul once more refers to this matter of self-recommendation. In 3:1, etc., he has already said most emphatically that he and his assistants need no letters of
commendation and recommendation to the Corinthians
or from the Corinthians since the Corinthians them-

selves constitute the grandest letter of recommendation which Paul could wish, one that is inscribed as
on a public monument so that all men in Corinth may
read it. We founded your congregation; it stands as
a public monument in Corinth; whoever passes by can
read upon it the fact that we have reared it. What are
little letters of papyrus or parchment which are secured
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from persons far away compared with a monumental
letter like this which is open to the eyes of all men in
all Corinth?
This is Paul’s answer to the slanders that he has
no letters of recommendation, that he does no more
than to recommend and to glorify himself. In 4:2 he
adds that he and his helpers do recommend themselves,
do it by putting away all tricks and all falsiﬁcations of
the Word, by publishing the truth, and by thus recommending themselves to every man’s conscience. If that

is not genuine recommendation, what is? So he again
says: “We are certainly not again trying to recommend ourselves to you.” We read the present tense as

being conative. After founding the Corinthian church,
after building it up so strongly, does Paul still dream of
recommending himself to the Corinthians? Is he not
as yet manifest in their consciences as what he real-

ly is?
What he is saying about himself and his assistants,
their work and their way of working, is intended to
give the Corinthians the information which they need

so they may praise Paul and his helpers and by this
praise stop the mouths of these false slanderers of
Paul. The Corinthians should really have no need of
being given such ammunition against such men. The
moment they came to Corinth and began their attacks

upon Paul, the Corinthians should have hushed them
up with their own loud boasts of what Paul was and
what he had done for them. Not even one ear should
have taken in one slanderous word against Paul.
But that is the way church members often act.

Instead of defending the best pastors that God ever
gave them they are often inclined to listen to evilminded men who want to destroy the work of such
pastors. It is the devil’s cunning: he cannot stop the
work, so he inspires men to tear it down and ﬁnds that
those who ought to prevent that tearing down let it
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proceed, perhaps even lend a hand. This occurs so
often after a good pastor has left a charge. Paul had
been absent from Corinth about three years.
The grammarians regard duvwva'vontv, aw. 866m: as
an anacoluthon and supply something before the participle: “we do not recommend but (say or write these
things) as giving you,” etc. R. 439; B.-D. 468, 1. In
the writer’s opinion this is pedantic, especially with
reference to the Greek which is noted for its ﬂexibility
and for its varied use of the participle. By using the
participle instead of the ﬁnite verb Paul subordinates
the giving, that is the reason for the participle. This
is not an oversight or an irregularity, it is intentional,
it says something, and language and construction are
intended to do just that.
As we have said repeatedly, the subject of the socalled anacoluthon still awaits adequate treatment.
This treatment has begun in part by regarding many
passages that were formerly so regarded as not being
anacolutha (R. 439) ; it ought to advance to the full
recognition of the anacoluthon as a legitimate use of
language, which is not to be listed as grammatically
improper but is to be set forth as a means for conveying what would otherwise not be conveyed. Here the
participle avoids the direct assertion: “we give to you,”
and only intimates: “as giving to you."

This accords with éqsopuﬁv, which is even emphatic
by being placed before the participle. Paul reduces his
intimation: the Corinthians may use what he is saying
as such “a starting point,” as something that furnishes
an impetus. The idea of “basis” is too strong. The
genitive is objective: “a starting point (impetus) for
glorying on our behalf.” And mix-”pa. is not the ac-

tivity as such, the word for which idea would be xaﬁxnms,
but what the Corinthians may say in behalf of their
great teachers, Paul and his helpers. Starting with
what Paul indicates in v. 11 as the right starting point,
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he intimates that the Corinthians, who truly know him
in their consciences, will want to say much more, but
it will all be in line with this starting point: persuading men in the fear of the Lord and as ever manifest to
God and thus also manifest in the conscience of rightthinking and truly conscientious men. Paul wants no
false praise from anyone; but he does want true recognition. As he strives to obtain it from God, so he

strives to have it in men’s consciences. It is spurious
humility to regard the conscientious recognition which
we receive as true ministers of Christ as nothing. Our
very success in the ministry depends on securing
proper recognition in men’s consciences (4:2).
This was vital in Corinth because of the opponents
who had been busy trying to turn the church against
Paul and against his -work. The way in which he characterizes these opponents shows that they were not Corinthians but had come to Corinth and had been trying
to attain leadership. They had letters of recommendation. From whom they had received them we do not
know; they had certainly not received them from any
of the other churches. It is always an easy matter to
get such letters; men who ought to be more careful
often sign them without due thought.
These letters seem to have impressed the Corinthians, who thus foolishly listened to these strangers.
Paul calls them “those who make a business of glorify-

ing themselves” (durative present to indicate a standard characterization and middle reﬂexive); and this

they do c'v «pwcimcp, m2 p3, éu napsa’g, which is too terse for
the English, hence we expand: “(by what is) on
(their) face and not (by what is) in (their) hea .”
Face and heart, appearance and real inner purpose do
not agree. On the surface these opponents look like
good and reliable men, but if the Corinthians would
compel them to manifest what is really in their hearts
they would be shocked and horriﬁed.
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Paul stops with this brief characterization. The
commentators at times supply more. On their face
these invaders are said to be born Jews, advocates of
legalism and law observance, eloquent, boasting of
Scripture knowledge, of acquaintance with the other
apostles, perhaps even of acquaintance with Jesus.

But it seems more important to ask how Paul can speak
so conﬁdently of what is in the hearts of these men

when he had not been in Corinth and had not himself
seen them.
'
Is Paul guilty of Herzensrichte'rei, this dangerous
business of judging men’s hearts? Paul had received
full accounts from Titus who had just returned from
Corinth (2:13; 7 :6, 13) . It was no longer a question as
to what was in the hearts of these invaders; they had

exposed that from the beginning by using even foul
means (slander, etc.) to break down what Paul had
built up at such cost of labor. The sin of judging the

heart consists in imputing
person’s heart even when he
men were tearing down the
cover of praising themselves

base motives to another
does what is right. These
true work of God under
by an outward display as

reliable men. The Corinthians looked at the latter and

became impressed thereby and failed to note the former which revealed what was really in the hearts of
these men. Paul bids the. Corinthians to look at what
has come out of their hearts. Was that something by

which these men could glorify themselves?
Paul wants to be judged and can properly be judged
only in the same way that he judges these men. The
Corinthians must look at Paul’s heart through the
window of what he has wrought among them and is
still trying to work as he states in 4:2 and, in fact,
throughout, also in the rest of this chapter where he
once. more enters into the very heart of the gospel
and of his own ministry. This entire epistle more than
the others bares Paul's inmost heart, all his deepest
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motives and inner purposes, and does all this by means
of what he has done and is still doing. When in chapters 10 to 12 heis compelled to compare himself with
others in an outward way he says that he feels like a
fool for doing so. His glorying was in his inﬁrmities,
for which men would despise him. It is his glorying
to be nothing but a clay vessel in order to make the
treasure of the supreme power of God stand out the
more by contrast (4:7, etc.). He thus indicates to
the Corinthians what they may use in regard to himself and his assistants for silencing and for getting
rid of the imposters who had come to trouble them.
13) The ydp introduces a point on which he
and his assistants had evidently been attacked; its
force is “for example.” For whether we have lost
our wits, (it was) for God; whether we are keeping
our wits, (it is) for you. First an aorist and then a
present tense: ever lost our wits—have them now.
We note that the plural “we” continues, and it refers
to Paul and to his assistants throughout the chapter.
R., W. P., ﬁnds a literary plural in v. 13 among all
the ordinary plurals. He and others apply the two
verbs (especially the ﬁrst) only to Paul. They apply
also to Timothy (1:1), to Titus, to Silvanus, and to
other assistants of Paul.
We also note that ego-rap is never employed in the
technical sense of being in ecstasy in either profane or
Biblical Greek (C.-K. 532). This bars out all ecstatic
conditions such as the one described in the case of
Peter in Acts 10:9, and such as the visions and the
revelations of Paul mentioned in II Cor. 12:1, etc., or
the speaking with tongues referred to in I Cor. 14 :18.
Finally, the two datives “for God” and “for you”
are not in opposition, do not exclude each other as
though “for God” = for him and not for you, and “for
you” = for you and not for God. All that Paul and his
assistants did and do is for God and for you.
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'Esimp.‘ has two meanings: 1) being dumbfounded
because of something miraculous (often) ; 2) being

touched with lunacy as in Mark 3 :21. The latter is the
meaning here. The reference is to instances such as that
recorded in Acts 26 :24, when Festus cried out excitedly
to Paul: “Thou art mad l” Paul, however, assured him
that he was far from being mad. We thus see what

both the plural and the aorist mean: actual instances
in the past when Paul or one of his assistants spoke
about the great things of the gospel with such ﬁre and

fervor as to astonish people so that they thought the
speaker was mentally unbalanced. Also Paul’s assist-

ants on occasion spoke like men who were carried
beyond themselves by what they uttered. It is fortunate
that we have Luke’s full account of such an instance in
Acts 26:24, when, not Paul, but Festus lost his equi-

librium (see the author’s exposition of the scene in his
Interpretation of Acts), for it helps us to understand
just what Paul means by the charge of having lost his
wits.

Before the days of Festus, men who had as little
sense as he, and men who were like the relatives of
Jesus himself in Mark 3:21, saw nothing but unbalanced minds when they watched the burning zeal and
fervent speech of these ministers of Christ. When these
opponents of Paul’s invaded Corinth they very likely
caught up the charge and sought to make the Corinthians believe that Paul and his assistants were mentally somewhat unbalanced. The Greek uses the aorist
whereas the English employs the perfect: “have lost
our wits” (R. 845).
It is Paul himself who adds the counterpart:

“whether we are keeping our wits”; he naturally does
this with a present tense, an aorist would be improper.
This has been understood as being another charge. To

some, we are told, Paul was too extravagant in his language and his zeal, to others too sober in both; or, to
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some incomprehensible, to others too calculating. But
these opinions are not in accord with the terms here
used. Nobody would advance as a charge against a
man the fact that he is sober-minded; and soberminded is never used in an evil sense like calculating.

Paul adds this so that he can make his answer complete.
And he does this with two words: (an; — iynEv, dativi

commodi. Their ministry has two sides: “for God”
who called them; “for you” whom we serve. Neither

excludes the other, yet the two cannot be reversed.
The ﬁrst means: If in our zeal and our fervor of speech
anything ever seemed beyond some of you, let them
remember that we serve God who is higher than you

are. The second means: When any of you ﬁnd us soberminded in word and in act you surely see that we are
serving you. In other words: If some of you have not
always been able to keep peace with us and to understand all our ﬁery devotion, God understands it well
enough, and there has always been a great amount
that you could well understand as certainly being most
beneﬁcial for you.
14)
For the love of Christ constrains us, his love
for us (subjective genitive) as the following establishes. On dydm, see 2 :4, the love of fullest comprehen-

sion and of corresponding purpose and action. Paul
does not say that our love for Christ holds us to our
ministry in such a way that men sometimes wonder
whether we have lost our mental balance when they
see us going beyond what they imagine to be reasonable. That would be stopping at the halfway station.
Our love for Christ is kindled and constantly fed by
his love for us. Paul goes at once to the supreme source

of motivation in his and in his assistants’ ministry.
“Christ’s love” —that ought to make plain how they
above all serve God and thus also serve the Corinthians. If this love’s constraining power now and then
impels Paul and his assistants to go beyond what ordi-
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nary men are able to grasp, it is not strange at all just
as it is not strange that the Corinthians should ﬁnd

themselves so abundantly served by the sober wits of
these ministers. For the constraining power, Christ’s
love, is active even in the latter.
Paul is speaking about his ministry, about how the
love of Christ constrains him and his helpers in their
ministry, a'uve'xcc, holds them tightly together with their
task so that nothing can keep them from it. It is because Christ died for all men with two mighty results:
the one that all died; the other that all who live should
live for him. This love that made him die constrains
his ministers to bring the knowledge and the power
of this love to all men everywhere so that they, too,
may be made alive by it and may ever live unto him.
The mainspring of all energy in the Christian ministry
is the love of Christ as evidenced by the death of

Christ for all men with its automatic universal eﬁect
(“therefore they all died”) and its saving purpose (“in
order that they who live,” etc.) . If his love died with
this effect and this purpose, how can we do anything
but live for him in devotion to this purpose?
Paul continues with the ingressive aorist of purpose: having come to judge this: One died for all,
therefore they all died; and he died for all in order
that those living may no longer live unto themselves
but unto him who for them died and was raised up.
We have arrived at this judgment, Paul says; the aorist
participle states its ﬁnality. This is not a mere the-

oretical, logical conclusion or just a subjective opinion;
it is the judgment which ﬁnds this a fact and so accepts and declares it as a fact. As a judge declares

what the fact in the case is, so Paul does, so do his
assistants with him. When they ﬁrst came to this
judgment need not be said; it was when the whole
signiﬁcance of Christ’s death dawned upon them.
“Christ” is also the proper name because it designates
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him according to his Messianic ofﬁce. We regard 511'
as recitativum so that what follows is direct and not
indirect discourse. The judgment is pronounced directly: “One — for all — died, therefore they all died,”
and the emphasis is on the two subjects. In v. 15 the
emphasis is on the verb: “For all he died in order that

they who line may live,” etc. Note how “one" and “for
all" are abutted in order to indicate contrast and emphasis. “He died”=he did no less, he sacriﬁced his
very life for them on the cross.
He did this for “all.” The Calvinistic efforts to
limit this word to “all the elect” constitute one of the
saddest chapters in exegesis. The Scriptures shine with
the “all” of universality, but Calvinists do not see it.
Their one effort is to ﬁnd something that would justify
them to reduce “all” to “some.” Calvin himself says
that all = all kinds, all classes, rich and poor, high and
low, rejecting no class, taking some of each, but not
all in the sense of every individual. Hodge has the
statement: “therefore all died,” refer to the death of
the old nature in conversion; and since this occurs only
in some, the preceding statement is likewise said to
refer to “some.” The real assurance for me that Christ
died for me is this alone, that he died for absolutely
all. If he omitted any, then, knowing What a fearful
sinner I am, I must come to the judgment that he
surely passed by also me. In regard even to the lost
II Pet. 2:1 declares: They deny “the Lord that bought
them and bring upon themselves swift destruction."
'Ywép=over and is used in many connections, in
particular where substitution is to be expressed. This
was formerly denied on the score that am' should be
used as it, indeed, also is in Matt. 20:28, and Mark

10 :45. But the papyri have disclosed the fact that {ﬁrt'p
is the favorite preposition for expressing substitution,
much more so than am or «p6 or any other (R., W. P.) .
The overwhelming evidence for this Robertson pre-
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sents in part in The Minister and His Greek New Testament, 35, in the chapter on “The use of inrép in business documents in the papyri.” His verdict is that
in our passage “substitution must be understood” (R.
631).
The church has always held this conviction, nor
has it ever been uncertain regarding the force of the
preposition.

Our present advantage is the mass of

purely secular linguistic evidence for the correctness
of this meaning of the preposition. In large numbers
of instances an act could not be “for,” “in behalf of,”
“for the advantage of,” if it is not “instead of,” in
substitution for another person. See also Trench,
Synonyms, and his quotation from Tischendorf.
The matter is of supreme importance because the
vicarious, substitutionary death of Christ has ever been

and is still the main point of attack on the part of
rationalism and modernism that mock at this “blood
theology.” The so-called “theories of the atonement”
(the Scriptures know of no “theory,” they know only
the fact, just as they know only the fact of inspiration
and no “theory”) also dispense with the substitution.

“Therefore all died,” imam and away», ape being
placed between them: when Christ bowed his head on
the cross, in perfect correspondence with (5pc) his
death all men died then and there. All who had ever
lived, all who will yet live until time ends, died in
Christ’s death, died in Christ, their Substitute. One
mere man may substitute for one other man; when
equivalence is more inexact, one man might substitute

for several. But one mere man could not substitute his
death and have it equal the death of the universe of
men in all ages. Only the God-man could be this Substitute. Without Christ’s deity his effective substitution
becomes ﬁction. If Christ is not true God he might die
a thousand times, and despite all the deaths it could
never be said: “therefore they all died.” 0: mime, “they
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all, ’ the article taking up 1ra'.vrwv=these very all instead of whom Christ died.
In what sense did they all die? The answer lies
in {nre'p, in Christ’s substitution. It is indicated in Matt.
20:28 and Mark 10:45: he gave his life as a ransom
in the stead of many. He laid down the price, and that

price was reckoned as though we had laid it down.
Each of us might die a thousand times, and this would

amount to nothing even for those who did this: we
are sinners who are damned to die. The death of the
sinless Son, the Lamb without spot or blemish, this,
and this death alone, equals the death of all for whom
he died.

Erase the substitution, and Paul’s judgment becomes ﬁction, ceases to be fact. Christ’s death ransomed
all, atoned for all, satisﬁed for all, made sacriﬁcial ex-

piation for all, paid for all. All these are statements
of the same fact, all deﬁne {me’p to the same effect. The
death of Christ, in which they all died, changed the
relation of all to God. All of them are now redeemed
and ransomed, their sin and guilt being expiated by

Christ’s death. They all died, not by a death of theirs,
but by Christ’s death which he died in their stead.
Cancel his death by altering it in some way, and our
relation to God remains unchanged; then we are all

unredeemed, lost beyond hope.
“They all died,” yet by this alone none obtained
life, the life that lives forever. How we now as the
result of Christ’s death by which we died also obtain

this life, Will be told presently. But this must be noted:
Christ died 1900 years ago, on a certain day, at a

certain hour in time. But this counts for all time: for
the entire future time, for all the prior time. For by
Christ’s death “all died,” Adam and all his descendants.
The effect covered all. It is literally true: “the Lamb
slain from the foundation of the world.” His death

availed for Adam. All in the Old Testament who be-
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lieved were saved by that death just as all are in the
New Testament who believe.
15) First the objective effect (v. 14) and now
the purpose with the intended subjective result. This,
too, rests on the fact that Christ died in the stead of
all. Hence we have the important repetition: “and for
all he died.” It is diﬁicult to understand how this can
be regarded as an unnecessary repetition. The fact
stated is so tremendous that it cannot be stated too
often. Repetition emphasizes, and if emphasis is ever
in place, it is so here. Yet this is more than emphasis
of the fact alone. E1: is omitted. The contrast: “One
—they all," is dropped. A new one enters: “He died
— that they who line may line,” etc. Although Christ
died “for all,” not all live, only some do.
Paul is writing to Christians who know how all
this is to be understood. Out of the whole plan of salvation he is taking what he needs to show how the love
of Christ constrains us, namely his ministers in their
work, but these only as belonging to all others who
have the life that comes out of Christ's death. So
Paul at once advances from Christ’s death to our living. See how at {51'1“ appears already in 4:11, there
it is also applied to Paul and to his helpers, there, too,
it is connected with Christ’s death and with his life.
We connect all that is there said with what is here said.
“They that live” are they that have the Zuni, the
spiritual, deathless life, and the divine purpose in
Christ’s death for all men is that, having been brought
to this life, the living ones should live this life, namely
live no longer unto themselves as they once lived before
they were reborn but unto him who died for them and
rose again. Living thus deﬁnes what it means that the
love of Christ constrains us. Our whole life’s interest
should center in Christ, and no interest should center in
ourselves apart from Christ. The statement of this purpose is general and is predicated of all who have this
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life although it applies in particular to Paul and to his
fellow ministers. In their holy oﬂice their spiritual
life is to have a special ﬁeld of manifestation (WWO;pads in v. 11). The datives are commodi (R. 539).
Instead of saying: “should live for Chris ” the
death of Christ is mentioned for the third time (it
deserves to be), but it is now joined with his resurrection: “should live for him who for them died and
was raised up." We regard iyzpae’m as a passive; our
versions regard it as a middle: “rose again.” Some
passive forms are middle in sense; that question arises
repeatedly in regard to this verb. The point itself is
not material since the Scriptures say both that Christ
arose and that he was raised up by God. R. 799 says

regarding 15754301]: “usually transitive," but in 817 he
reduces this to “sdmetimes passive” although he quotes
Moulton who says “often.”
.
We see no reason for any force but the passive in
the present connection. After twice saying in regard
to Christ: “for all he died,” with the phrase being
placed before the verb, Paul once more writes in the
same way: “he who for them died," i. e., for those who

are spiritually alive. This is sufﬁcient to settle the
point as to whether the phrase modiﬁes both participles
or only the one. It modiﬁes only the one. Although
one article unites the two participles, if the phrase is
to modify both of them it should be placed after the

ﬁrst participle (although this would still leave doubt)
or after both participles (which would leave no doubt).
This matter has become important. It has been
taken for granted that the phrase modiﬁes 'both participles, and from this assumption the deduction is
drawn that {m'p cannot. mean “instead of” in this phrase
or in the other two but in all three must mean only
"for the sake of,” “in behalf of.” It cannot be said
that Christ was raised up instead of anybody. To be
sure, this cannot be said, and for this reason Paul
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places this last phrase exactly as he does the other two
so that no one should assume that he intends to have
it modify both participles.

Moreover, although the

death and the resurrection of Christ always go together, and although the apostles generally emphasize
the resurrection (this already involves the death since
only one who died can be raised up), here, where the
great point is the love of Christ, it is his death “in
our stead” that must be emphasized, for this is the
great proof of his love. And Paul does that very thing.

Furthermore, when he speaks about all men, it is
enough to mention the death, for by it Christ made
a bloody atonement for all. When he now speaks about
believers, among whom are Paul and his assistants,

all of whom respond to Christ’s love, he adds to the
great fact that Christ died in their stead also the
other fact that he rose again. No modiﬁer is needed
in the case of this second fact, and Paul adds none.

In the case of believers, who are to live unto Christ,
it is in place to add Christ’s resurrection: they are to

live unto him as their ever-living Lord.
One of the unacceptable interpretations is the view
that {we’p has a mystic meaning. But it never has and
cannot have. The mystic union is expressed by c'v: I in
you, and you in me; or by 0151': we died, were entombed,
rose again with Christ. This is the true mystic union.
It is predicated only of believers and never of all men.
When a mystic sense is attributed to bwc’p, the meaning
of the preposition is changed, and the force of the ﬁrst
two $16,; phrases is altered by the idea that all men were
in mystic union with Christ when he died, and so all died
in his death (but why did they not all also rise in his
resurrection?) ; or by the idea of Calvin that “all”
does not mean all but only some. This mystic phase
seems to appeal to a good many, but they seem to lack
a clear conception of what “mystical" signiﬁes and
so ﬁnd mystic statements where none exist and thus
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are led into other errors. See Rom. 6 :4, etc., on mystic
language. But note that what is Biblically mystic has
nothing to do with the so-called mystics like Tauler,

Boehme, etc.
16) The Lord’s purpose that we who have the
spiritual life should live unto him alone has been
realized in the case of Paul and in the case of his
assistants. Paul says so, not, however, merely in
order to place himself and his conduct toward the
Corinthians into the right light for the Corinthians,
but also to induce them to reciprocate fully so that
they, too, may think and do everything only as unto
Christ who died for them and was raised up again.

Wherefore we on our part from now on know no one
in a ﬂeshly way. If also we have known Christ in a
ﬂeshly way, yet now we know him so no longer.
‘anlq has the emphasis: “we on our part among
those who are living unto Christ.” “From now on” =
“henceforth” (our versions) with less of the temporal
than the resultant idea: “we in consequence.” Our
whole way of looking at people has undergone a

change: “we know no man in a ﬂeshly way.” “Flesh”
has ceased to be the norm of our thinking and judging
in regard to anybody; carnal ideas no longer control us,
but the high and holy considerations which center in

Christ do. We neither approve nor disapprove, love nor
hate any person from motives and with purposes such

as rule people who have not experienced the love of
Christ in their hearts. This love alone constrains us;
we live unto him (v. 14, 15). Here we have an exposition of v. 14, 15 as far as the contact of Paul and
his assistants with other persons is concerned.
In both statements Kan‘z adpxa belongs to the verb
and needs no article in the Greek. It is like so many
other phrases in this respect. The phrases are purely
adverbial, each is placed immediately after its verb
where it naturally belongs. The supposition that the
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phrases modify the objects or both the verbs and the
objects is untenable. It is doubly so in regard to Christ,
for the phrase precedes “Christ”; if it were intended
to modify “Christ,” we should have n‘w nma odpm xpmév.
When the phrases. are referred to the objects, abstruse
ideas result that are out of line with Paul’s thought.
“According to ﬂesh” means that in our knowing anyone, no matter who he is, we follow no norm of ﬂesh
whether it be ﬂesh as sinful ﬂesh or ﬂesh as mere
natural ﬂesh, i. e., whether it be sinful or mere natural,
human thought.
The Corinthians are to apply what Paul says about
the way in which he and his assistants know anyone
to the way in which they have dealt with the Corinthians throughout and during the difﬁculties which the
Corinthians have been causing. The treatment which
Paul and his assistants accorded and still accord the
Corinthians in no way smacks of anything like ﬂesh.
Would that every minister could say that to his congregation!
The Corinthians may also think. of themselves, of
the way in which they have been acting toward Paul
and toward his assistants. Has only the love of Christ
always constrained them? Have they always been
living not unto themselves but only unto Christ? Has
ﬂesh been the norm of their treatment of Paul? Would
that every congregation and every member of a congregation could say what Paul says about himself and
his fellow workers!
The thoughtis carried to its climax by being extended to Christ. Him, too, we no longer know in a
ﬂeshly way. This was the wrong way, Paul says, in
which we once knew him, but it has changed completely, changed since we came to be constrained by
this love, came to live unto him as the One who died
for us and was raised up again. R. 1026 says regarding :1 m’, “if also,” that the protasis is treated as a
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matter of indiﬂ’erence. “If there is a conﬂict, it makes
no real difﬁculty. There is sometimes a tone of contempt in d mi. The matter is belittled.” The sense is:
“What if we have once done so,” i. e., known Christ in
a ﬁeshly way? The asyndeton tends toward emphasis.
The condition is one of reality, and the perfect tense
of the verb indicates that Paul and his assistants have
fora long while known Christ only in this wrong way.

We now have ymtmm, to know by observation and experience; in the preceding clause owa means to know
through mental reﬂection. So the idea of knowing is
now intensiﬁed; it should be, for Christ is not just
“anyone.” Any knowledge of Christ that a person obtains aﬁ‘ects him far more deeply than knowledge of
any other person would.
Consider the case of Paul alone. At one time he
knew Christ with a carnal mind, in a carnal way. He
was offended in Christ, considered him opposed to
Jewish interests, saw him only with ﬂeshly eyes. To
his ﬂeshly, pharisaical mind Christ was a false Messiah. We know how this aﬁected Paul. He looked at
other men in the same blind, ﬂeshly way; but when
he looked thus at Christ he raged like a wild beast
(Acts 8:3; 9:1) that was full of fury. It is still so
today. Many know Christ only “according to ﬂesh”
and are ﬁlled with foolish, pernicious, vicious thoughts
about him, which, when they have come to know his
love, ﬁll them with utter shame in deepest repentance.
By construing “Christ according to ﬂesh” a few
commentators think that Paul means that he was acquainted with Jesus while the latter lived on earth.
This introduces an irrelevant and a wrong thought.
For in the preceding sentence “no one according to
ﬂesh” would then have to mean the same thing. Paul
does not write “Jesus,” the name by which the Master
was known when he lived among men. Whether Paul
ever saw Jesus while Jesus was on earth has no bearing
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whatever on what he here says to the Corinthians.
Besides, Paul says “we,” which includes Timothy
(1 :1), Titus, Silas, Luke, etc. As far as evidence goes,
Paul never met the Savior during his earthly sojourn

as little as did young Timothy or Luke.
When the love of Christ constrains us, Christ becomes the chief object of our knowing and realization,
and we know all other men only as Christ bids us know
them. But this has an obverse side, and the Corinthians may well think of that. When we begin to look at
men in a ﬂeshly way, the love of Christ is slipping from

its control, we are beginning again to live to ourselves
and thus are in the greatest danger of again knowing

Christ only in a ﬂeshly way. Unless the ﬂeshly treatment which the Corinthians had accorded Paul and his
assistants is checked, it will develop into a similar
treatment of Christ himself. He and his Word ever try
to stop us from knowing anyone only according to
ﬂesh; when we persist to the contrary we can do so
only by thrusting him and his Word aside, i. e., by
treating him according to ﬂesh. For this reason Paul
has written the two statements, one in regard to any

person, the other in regard to Christ himself.
17) A second Jme mentions a second result, and
the asyndeton calls for attention. We are shown what
underlies the ﬁrst result. Knowing and realizing de-

pend on what we are. The love of Christ controls us
only when we are new creatures; we live unto Christ
only in the new spiritual life as new creatures. Paul
ever follows the facts to the very end. Wherefore, if
anyone (is) in Christ, 8. new creation (is he). The

old things have passed away. Lo, things have become new!

Three short, incisive statements, and the third is
exclamatory. There are no connectives; this makes
the statements sharper in the Greek, for the Greek loves
to join everything so that, when he omits connectives, he
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feels a jolt. “Wherefore” presents what we ﬁnd when
we trace things to their source. In v. 16 “wherefore”

= when we follow forward and note the effects. Both
(Ea-re = results, but as indicated.

To be constrained by Christ’s love and to live unto
him alone evidently involves an inner connection with
Christ. One must then be “in Christ.” This is the
phrase which is used a large number of times by Paul

in many varied connections and has called forth monographs as has also the phrase “through Christ.” ’Ev
=in union or in communion with or in connection

with. The picture is that of a sphere or a circle. Christ
ﬁlls that circle as Christ, as our Savior, our Lord, etc.,

with all his love for us (v. 14), with his life (4:10),
the fount of life for us. We, too, are placed into this

sphere. How? By the objective means of his Word
and his Sacrament, by the subjective means of faith
which is wrought in us by the Word and the Sacrament. Thus we are in living, spiritual connection with

Christ, e’v Xpwng. Christ “in us” is merely viewing this
in the other way. We and our emptiness, need, etc., are

viewed as the sphere into which Christ and all that he
is and has enter by his blessed means. The condition
“if” and the indeﬁnite “anyone” include all individuals
who are thus joined to Christ spiritually.
The predicate, which is without a copula, xam‘; m’mc,
is pointed, incisive: “a new creation,” no less! This is
no mere mending or improvement but an actual “creation.” This word means the act of creating and is then
applied also to what the act creates. A Creator is

implied, and we may take him to be God or the Holy
Spirit. “Creation” leads us to think of what God did
when he created the world. The two acts are compar-

able. See 4:6. This comparableness has at times been
drawn too closely, especially when the 811mm (9:05 is
mentioned, or when the ﬁgure of resurrection is employed. We are not made a new creation by omni-
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potence but by grace. rI'he two are distinct and are
never confused in Scripture. The one is God’s power
as much as the other, the other creates spiritually. We
are “a new creation” (“creature” is less exact) by
virtue of the spiritual life created in us, the life by
which we live not to ourselves but to Christ (v. 15).
This is muvds, “new,” in contrast with something “old,”
here “ﬂesh," our former sinful being and state. “A new
creation” — if only we would always think of ourselves
in this way and not try to hold fast to the old!
A new creation means that “the old things have
passed away,” have gone mpé, have been cast “aside.”
These are “the old things” of the ﬂesh, in which we
at one time lived, which at one time were our love and
our delight, which at one time ﬁlled our whole being.
Paul is a master in using the singular and the plural:
“a new creation” — now “the old things.” A new
unit— the entire mass of old things discarded. What
would a new creation have to do with these good-fornothing old things of the old life? The Greek uses the
aorist: “did pass away," our idiom the perfect: “have
passed away.” The aorist denotes one decisive past
act by which the grand severance was made and the
new creation was wrought. That is, of course, conversion or regeneration. And “passed away” is correct

despite the fact that some of the old things still cling
to us in this life. They only cling to the new creation;
they are now “old things" and not really any longer a

part of us.
So wonderful is this that Paul exclaims because of

it by using the opposite: “Lo, things have become
new i” “All things” in the A. V. is an importation from

Rev. 21:5. But the R. V. is also mistaken with its
rendering: “they are become new,” i. e., the old things.
They could not possibly become new; they had to be
cast entirely away; other things had to take their
place, things that were newly created. The subject of
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'yc'yovc is not drawn from mpﬁwcv; “have become new”
contains its own subject, one that is implied in mud:
“things have become new.” The perfect tense signiﬁes:
became new in the past constantly to remain so. In
these new things we live unto Christ.
In conclusion a few remarks regarding 16b, about
no longer knowing Christ Kara ca'pxa. Something like
nine different opinions are offered, and a tenth that a
choice cannot be made. The details need not be oﬁered
the reader. Yet this may be added. Paul’s “we” is
made an “I." A “Paul and Jesus problem" is said to
arise. Paul is thought to be writing polemically. He
does not have all the material about Jesus which the
other apostles possessed, he knew only the death and
the resurrection of Jesus. He does not know the contents of our four Gospels save for the two points mentioned. He feels this lack keenly in serving his congregations. So in “an act of desperation” he here rejects “the authority of the earthly Jesus.” He has his
own “Christ conception,” the “death to life” idea, which
is offered to him in the cult doctrines and the mystery
religions of Hellenistic paganism. The cult god dies
and comes to life again. The “Jesus and Paul problem”
is thus solved. It is needless to state that we ﬁnd none
of this in Paul’s statement regarding knowing “Christ
according to ﬂesh.”
XVIII.

"The Ministry of the Reconciliation"

18) This change in us is due to what God has done
for us. Paul has already described the expiation: “instead of all Christ died and was raised up again.” He
now goes still farther: “God reconciled us to himself
through Christ," and this brings him back to the ministry which connected him with the Corinthians. M
is merely metabatic, it passes on to the new thought.
Now all these things (are) from God, him who
reconciled us to himself through Christ and gave to
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us the ministry of this reconciliation — how God was
in Christ reconciling the world to himself, not reckoning to them their transgressions, also having de-

posited in our charge the statement of this reconciliation.

Ta min-a. are not “all things” (general) but all the
things just mentioned (speciﬁc), these that have become new, by which we are a new creation, men who
live unto Christ, who are constrained by his love (v.

14-17). All these things without an exception have
their ultimate source in God (c'x) ;but again speciﬁcally
God as he “who did reconcile us to himself through
Christ.” From him who effected our reconciliation we
(Paul and his assistants) have obtained all these new

things. They go with reconciliation as its essential
products.
It is imperative to note the tenses used in v. 18, 19;
next, to note “us” in connection with which the tense
is an aorist to indicate an act that is ﬁnished, and “the
world” and “them” (all the individuals in the world)

in reference to whom the participles are present to
indicate actions that continue. The difference is this.
For Paul and for his assistants God’s reconciliation
had been accomplished both objectively and subjectively: through Christ’s death and expiation God had
removed their guilt, which had separated them from

God; and by making them a new creation so that they
were now living unto Christ and were constrained by
his love, God had transformed them also subjectively

from enemies into friends, which is exactly as Rom.
5:10 states both of these acts of reconciliation. It is
vital to note that this is the sense of the aorist. God

did this, he alone.
It is unwarranted to think of only the objective

fact; or to have the pronoun “us” include all Christians much as it is true that, like Paul and his helpers,
all Christians can say also in regard to themselves what
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this aorist says. But in the case of the world the tenses
must be open, must be continuous. True, Christ died
for all (aorist, v. 14, 15, three times), and in that
sense the whole world has been reconciled to God; if
that were all that is here meant, we should have had
another aorist. But Paul means more. He has in mind
especially the subjective fact of the reconciliation'as he
does in v. 18 where he speaks only about “us.” God is
ever busy with this feature, namely transforming
enemies into friends. Hence we have the present participles: “engaged in reconciling to himself, engaged
in not reckoning to them their transgressions.” This
work goes right on, it is now in progress.

For this reason, and in sharp distinction from the
two present participles, the third is an aorist: “also
having deposited in our charge (e‘v ﬁhlv, Paul and his
helpers) the statement (-n‘w Adyov, declaration) of reconciliation.” By means of this ministry which has been
placed into our hands by God, Paul says, God is doing

this wondrous work, bringing reconciliation and pardon from sin to the world, i. e., “to them,” the indivi-

duals in the world. This 66pm: is a historical aorist
and even a middle: God placed this logos in our hands
for himself.

He called and appointed us ministers,

made me an apostle to do this work for him. In these
chapters which are so full of “we” forms c'v 1‘,th is
not an exception that in this one phrase refers to all
Christians in general.
Verily, as Robertson has said (The Minister and
His Greek New Testament, 88), there are “sermons
in Greek tenses.” Entire doctrines pivot on the tenses

that are here used.
The usual exegesis has sometimes failed to see What

these tenses convey. “He who reconciled us to himself through Christ,” v. 18, is referred only to the
objective reconciliation which was effected through or
by means of (Sui) the death of Christ. How God could
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then give to men who were reconciled only objectively
“the ministry of this reconciliation,” is not made clear.
The gap is ignored, but Paul ﬁlled it. “Reconciled us
to himself” includes also the subjective side, what Rom.
5:11 states thus: “we received (into personal possession) the reconciliation” (effected by Christ’s death).
Only to such men could “the ministry of this reconciliation” be given by God. The very task of this Smovia
is to bring to the world this objective reconciliation for
subjective appropriation by faith (v. 20). The genitive
in “the ministry of this reconciliation” is objective: to
serve this reconciliation by bringing “the word of this
reconciliation” unto men (v. 19).
19) The same truth is restated in v. 19: “also
having deposited e‘v may, in our charge, the word (statement, declaration) of this reconciliatiOn." The genitive
is again objective as it is in “the word of this salvation” (Acts 13 :26); “the word of the cross” (I Cor.
1:18); “word of life" (Phil 2:16): the word which
tells about this reconciliation, salvation, cross, life.
Both 86m: and 06pm: are properly aorists. Note also
“gave" to us as a gift but “deposited for himself” (middle) with us. How could God deposit this “word” with
anyone whom he had not yet brought to personal reconciliation? T05 Karmdéawos emphasizes the subjective
reconciliation.
Some of the current exegesis asks: Does Paul not
write “world” and “them”? Then he refers to only
objective reconciliation. We ought to have three aorist

forms if objective acts are referred to; we ought to
have God did reconcile the world, did not reckon, also
(at) did deposit. But Paul writes an imperfect 77v and
two present participles and only one aorist. There is
some discussion about iv KafaMéa’a'ow being a periphrastic imperfect, but should this not include also #3)
Aoyscénem? Since it is assumed that this is objective
reconciliation and thus a historic past act on the part
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of God, this ﬁr, whether it is made periphrastic or not,
whether it is construed with one or. with both participles, is regarded as if it were an aorist, as if it expressed am ao'n'st past act, one that God did when Christ
died. Some date this act at the time when Christ was
raised up on Easter morning.
What does Paul say? That what God has ﬁnished
for him and for his helpers (aorist xadeeawo-i) he is

still busy with (durative present participles) in regard
to the world, namely the individuals in it; that in
steadily working at this reconciling and not reckoning
to men their transgressions God employed Paul and
his helpers in the ministry which he gave them with
the word of reconciliation that he deposited with them.
This work began when Christ died, when “God was in
Christ,” when he wrought the objective reconciliation
“through Christ” (v. 18) . That objective reconciliation
includes the whole world. But it must be brought to
the world, to be made a personal possession by faith,
a personal, individual reconciliation by means of the
ministry of the reconciliation and the word of the reconciliation.
The 5v cannot be construed periphrastically. It has
its own modiﬁer “in Christ” and thus states a separate
and a continuous past fact: “God was in Christ." This
statement of fact is modiﬁed by two present, durative
participles: “engaged in reconciling the world to himself, (doing this by) not reckoning to them (the plural

in a constmctio ad sensum, B.-D. 282) their trespasses." Kai in the sense of “also” adds in further explanation: “also (by) having placed in our charge the
Word of this reconciliation.” KaraMa'aawv cannot be
read periphrastically because it has its own object.
Moreover, this participle is separated from ﬂy by both
“in Christ” and “the world” (xéapnv needs no article,
being a word for an object only one of which exists).
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Our versions translate correctly. R. 891 calls
kin-Meow]! descriptive, which is helpful, but the tense
expresses continuousness. The present participle is
also used to express purpose (B.-D. 418, 4; 339, 2c; R.
991, 1115). May we then not translate: “God was in
Christin order to be reconciling the world by not reckoning,” etc.? Since p3; Myrzémos has no connective it
explains how the reconciling is to be effected, namely
by no longer reckoning to men (at'n’ois) their trespasses,
by no longer charging their sins against them. The
position of 1:6an before its participle renders it emphatic: God's continuous work of reconciling extends
to the Whole world, to no less than that; God is now
operating so.
“There is no doubt of the use of J»: an in the declarative sense = ‘that’j’ (R. 1033) ; B.-D. 3526, says only:
“(be 51’; = an apparently three times with Paul.” But it
is so used in the LXX and in the papyri. The debate

about this connective may thus be concluded. Our
versions are quite satisfactory: “to wit, that,” etc. The

Greek uses aiapémwga, the result of falling off to a side,
away from the right road, whereas the English has
the conception of going across (contrary to) : “transgression,” or of going where one is forbidden to go:
“trespass.”
'
“To reckon” is to impute, to charge against. Here
we have “not reckoning.” All these sinners have trans~
gressions, but God does not charge them against sinners. This is a litotes, a negative expression for a
positive idea: God ‘remits the sins, cancels the debit
in his ledger, blots out the handwriting with Christ’s
blood. Instead of reckoning unto them their sins he
reckons unto them their faith (i. e., Christ embraced
by faith) ; in regard to this positive reckoning see Rom.
4:31:11. extenso. God continues to do this again and
again, always when sinners are brought to faith,
xaraAMaawv and P51 Mytzdﬁcvos are iteratively durative.
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Regarding mdemm and mquu} see Rom. 5:10,
11. There, as here, it is not God who is changed but

God who changes men. God always loved the world
(John 3:16). He was “in Christ” when Christ died
for all (v. 14, 15). He gave his Son to die for the
world. He needed no reconciling, nothing to change
him, for he is love—why should he change? The

trouble is with the world, with us, with what our transgressions have made us. The conception is wrong that,

what happens so often in the case of men also occurred
between God and us, that we had mutually fallen out
with each other, and that reconciliation had to be a
mutual change. No; this reconciliation was one-sided,
completely so, even doubly so: we were wrong, we

alone; moreover, it was impossible to change ourselves,
God alone could effect a change in us. That required
the death of his Son. God reconciled us to himself
“through Christ” (Sui, Christ became the Mediator by
his death for all, v. 14, 15) . In KuraMdaaew mm; is per—
fective, and the root is 6M0; (G. K. 252): “to make
thoroughly other.” God is always the agent, men are

always the object. It is never said that we reconcile
God; never that Christ reconciled God. We, we have

to be made thoroughly other, and God has to do this
if it is to be done at all.
And this must be done in' a double way. First, the
trespasses we accumulate have to be removed. Christ
removed them by dying in our stead, by expiating them
with his blood. This changed the whole world of men

in its objective relation to God. It was then and there
a redeemed world, every sinner from Adam onward
to the end of time was redeemed, in this sense made
thoroughly other by God himself through Christ. But
these transgressors (Rom. 5 :10 calls them Zxﬁpaa, active
enemies) had to undergo a subjective change, had to

be personally changed in their hearts.

Individually

they had to be brought to contrition, faith, and new
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obedience. God has to do this by means of the word
of the reconciliation as this is preached to the world
by his ministers. Men had to be changed from enemies

into friends. We have to be reconciled to God also in
this sense.
In the proposition: “God was in Christ," the phrase
“in Christ” is according to the persons involved and
thus goes beyond v. 17: “anyone in Christ." We are
twice emphatically told: “God reconciled and is reconciling to himself." Christ is named twice: “through"

and “in Christ.” Christ is the Mediator, Christ, the
sphere in the whole reconciliation. As far as the objective side is concerned, this underlies the whole of
v. 19, and on this objective rests the subjective, the
forgiving of sins at'rroie, i. e., to the individuals reconciled, for which also the ministry is instituted («at
Oépevos ML).

We do not ﬁnd the idea that Paul here says that
when Christ died, when in and by his death God reconciled the world objectively, he then and there (or at
the time of Christ’s resurrection) forgave all sins to
the whole world. Atrozc=individuals and refers to
their subjective reconciliation. The use so often made
of this passage should be modiﬁed. On the question
of universal and personal justiﬁcation consult the
author's Intemetatz‘on of Romans, 5:10, also 1:17.
20)

Accordingly, for Christ we are ambassa-

dors, God, as it were, admonishing you through us.

We keep begging for Christ: Be reconciled to God!
The point of all that Paul says is his own and his
assistants’ connection with all this continuous reconciling work of God. The reason for stressing this point
is to show the Corinthians his own and his assistants’
right relation to them. So in v. 19 Paul ended with
God’s depositing with himself and with his assistants
“the word of the reconciliation.” The very term Mums
is weighty: for himself God oﬁicially invested them
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with this word. “Accordingly,” Paul now adds, you
Corinthians can see what our position is because of
our oﬂice, ﬁrst in regard to Christ and God, secondly,
in regard to you and to men generally. “We are acting as ambassadors of Christ,” as no less.

npcapcﬁm and its noun wpeaﬁdrqs are derived from
'n'pe'a'ﬁus‘, “old,” since old and experienced men were
usually sent as ambassadors of emperors and of kings.
This word is a noble one and conveys a great deal.
An ambassador represents his government also in all its

dignity. To scorn an ambassador or to mistreat him
is to scorn and to mistreat the government which sent
him. To send him away is to break off relations with
the government and the ruler whom he represents. An
ambassador speaks wholly for his ruler, he is his
ruler’s mouthpiece. He never utters his own thoughts,
offers, promises, demands, but only those of his ruler.
An ambassador’s person lends no weight to what he
says. They to whom he is sent see and hear in him
only the king who sent him.
We now see how much is conveyed by the statement “deposited for himself” in v. 19. Here there is
food for thought for all ambassadors today. How dare
we alter, change, reduce the word committed to us?
How dare we act as if we were dealing with men or
let men think they are dealing only with us? How
can we ever lower our high ofﬁce? No potentate is as
high as is he who commissioned us. An ambassador
is absolutely responsible to his king. Woe to him if

he forgets that!

‘

Here, too, trip = “instead of” and only in this sense
“for” and “in behalf of.” It is unwarranted to stress
'the point that God sent us, that he deposited his word

with us, and that he admonishes men through 'us as
though this means that as ambassadors we represent

God and not Christ. For v. 19 states in so many words:
“God was in Christ.” No distinction such as indicated
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can be made between Christ and God. We must take both
together: “for Christ” =as representing Christ, as
speaking to men in his stead; and “God admonishing
through us" = the same thing. The force'of in is
“as it were.”
Without a connective and hence with emphasis Paul
adds in brief how as ambassadors in Christ’s stead he
and his assistants speak in Christ's name, or, which
is the same, how God speaks through them: “We keep
begging for Christ (again the signiﬁcant ﬁwép): ‘Be
reconciled to God I’ ” Note that no “you” is added,
there is no reference to the Corinthians. They were
already so reconciled. Paul is speaking of his oﬂice
in general and how it is being executed in the world
among men everywhere (m’n-oi: in v. 19) . HapaKaAs'w may
have various implications: to admonish, to encourage,
to comfort. Here. the former meaning is best: God
admonishes men. Our versions have “beseech,” which
is less good. For Se’opm, which follows, means even
more: “to beg.”
This word is remarkable in every way in this connection. Here is the God .of heaven and of earth and
Christ, his son who by his death (v. 14, 15) reconciled

all to God, and here are their high ambassadors representing. God in Christ. On the other hand are transgressors (v. 19). And 10, these ambassadors are sent
by God and Christ to beg these transgressors: “Be reconciled!” Yet here there is a secret. In Rom. 5:10
they are called “enemies.” It is love, condescending
love alone that wins enemies, overcomes their enmity
and hostility and thus works reconciliation in them.
No threats of law can do that, no demands but only
the gospel voice that admonishes and begs.

Note that xaraMdym-e is the second aorist passive imperative: “be once for all reconciled.” It is not a middle: “become reconciled.”

God is the agent who is

named as the agent no less than twice in v. 18, 19.
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This is subjective reconciliation. No man can produce
it in himself even to the least fraction. God must do
so by his word of the reconciliation (v. 19) . The dative

1'43 0a; is the tau-up, “to himself,” which was used twice
in v. 18, 19: “God reconciles to himself.” The synergistic reasoning is fallacious that, since God tells
men to be reconciled, men must have the ability to
obey. The imperative is passive; it does not say: “Reconcile yourselves to God!” “Turn thou me, and I shall
be turned l” Jer. 31 :18. Reconcile thou me, and I shall

be reconciled! Every gospel imperative is full of the
divine power of grace to effect what it demands. If
it counted on even the least power in the sinner it

would never secure the least effect. Jesus calls this the
Father’s drawing (John 6:44; 6:65; 12:32).

Every

reconciled sinner was reconciled by God to God in
Christ— by God alone. “Be reconciled to God” = “the
word of the reconciliation” (v. 19). Thank God for
this passive verb.
21) It is part of the ambassadors’ word, which
has been deposited with them by God so that they
may convey it to the transgressors: Him who did not

know sin, for us he made sin in order that we on our
part may become God’s righteousness in connection
with him. This is one of the most tremendous state-

ments written by Paul’s pen. It is so tremendous because it so completely and in such a striking form
reveals what God has done for us. Therefore, too, no
connective joins it to the foregoing. Here is the objective ground of our rec0nciliation and together with
it the deﬁnition of our personal reconciliation which
is expressed as God’s purpose.

The object and the verb are reversed, hence both are
strongly emphatic: “him who knew no sin —he made
sin.” Even the predicate accusative is placed before

the verb: “sin he made.”

He who knew no sin:

“a Lamb without blemish and without spot,” I Pet.
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1:19. “Which of you convinceth me of sin?” John
8:46. “Who did no sin,” I Pet. 2:22. The aorist w‘w p3;
796m is constative; it covers the whole life of Jesus.
I‘wu’mu has its intensive meaning: nosse cum aﬁectu et
eﬁ’ectu. Jesus never knew sin as we do by sinning,
by in any degree realizing sin in himself. Tempted to
sin, he did not, even could not, sin. No sinful motive
or desire ever entered his soul. The Son of God was
made ﬂesh, but “without sin” (Heb. 4:15), ever “sep—
arate from sinners” (Heb. 7:26), so that those who
were closest to him ever beheld his sinless glory, glory
as of the only-begotten, glory as of the Father (the
testimony of John 1:14). Attacks on the perfect sinlessness of Christ will continue to be made by the
sinners who want no such Savior from sin; they continue like other blasphemous sins.
The older grammatical supposition that the neg-

ative pm; is subjective still creates confusion by raising
the question in whose thought or consciousness Jesus
is called sinless. But In; is the regular negative with
the participle and does not concern itself with such
questions. “Who knew no sin” states a negative fact,
and it makes no diﬁerence to whose thought or consciousness this fact is present.

So also the discussion about anarthrous dpapria, its
being abstract and its relation to the concrete, is misleading. Jesus did not know “sin,” anything that is so
named and designated throughout Scripture. “Apapta,

“that which misses the mark,” is the commonest, broadest, most general term and is used here on that account.
Moreover, the ideas of sin and guilt go together, and
this is the connotation of “sin” in the present connection.
Now the astounding thing is that this sinless One
God “made sin for us.” “Sin” is to be taken in the
same comprehensive sense. God did not make him “a
sinner.” God did less, and he did more. God left Jesus
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as sinless as he was. The idea of God making anyone
a sinner, to say nothing of his own Son, is unthinkable. God did something else entirely: he laid on him
the iniquity of us all (Isa. 53:6) so that he bore our
sins in his own body on the tree (I Pet. 2:24), so that
he was made a curse for us (Gal. 3:13, im'p, “in our
stead"), so that he died for all (v. 14, 15, again trip,

“instead of all”). God made Christ sin snip {may by
charging all that is “sin” in us against him, by letting
him bear all this burden with all its guilt and penalty
“in our stead” in order to deliver us. It sounds incredible that God should have done this with his own
sinless Son. Because it is so astounding Paul puts it
in this astounding way. But it is fact, God da'd this.
To the three {me'p occurring in v. 14, 15 there are
added three in v. 20, 21; all are used in the same
sense: “instead of.” Four times Christ “instead of”
all (us); twice God’s ambassadors acting “instead
of" Christ. Each of the six is so plain when the
persons involved are considered, that its meaning
cannot be mistaken. Note also that the ﬁrst two
phrases cover “all” (v. 14, 15), the next covers
“them,” those who live for Christ (v. 15), while
the last in v. 21 mentions “us,” Paul and his fellow
workers. In the ﬁrst two “all,” “them” and “us”
are embraced. As Paul has something to say
about “them” in particular, so he now has much to
say about “us.” Hence we have the particular mention
of the smaller groups. But all that is said about them
is due to what the universal phrase “instead of all”
contains.

God made the sinless One sin instead of us “in
order that we on our part may become God’s righteousness in connection with him.” Let us get the relation

of the tenses. This was God’s purpose when he “made”
Christ sin for us (historical aorist) . This purpose was
fulﬁlled in Paul and in his assistants when Paul dic-
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tatedpthese lines.- He has just said that “we are acting
as ambassadors for Christ.” He is now dictating as

such an ambassador;. Because it is written out in the
Greek, fwd: is emphatic. Paul says: God wanted me

and my assistants to be justiﬁed when he made his
Son sin for us. God certainly wanted the same thing
for all men even as he gave his Son into death for
all. But {map may and ﬁnds speak about Paul and his
assistants alone. They are so speciﬁcally singled out
because God is using them to bring the reconciliation
(v'. 19) and this righteousness of God in connection
with Christ’s death to others. This causes no diﬂ‘iculty
whatever, especially after all that precedes from v. 14
onward. Note that ymﬁpeoa is an aorist and punctiliar:
“get to be” or “become” in one decisive act. “Might”
in our versions should not be regarded as being only
potential, and “become” does not denote a process.
The. sense is: be justiﬁed, declared righteous by God
in connection with Christ’s sacriﬁce for the sin of

all men.

.

Regarding “God’s righteousness" see Rom. 1:17
and 3 :21, 22 where Paul expounds this great theme of

Romans: Summit”) @eoi. God’s righteousness, in brief,
is the quality that is stamped upon us by God himself
when in heaven, on his judgment seat, he renders the
judicial verdict that acquits us of all sin and guilt
"gratuitously, by his grace, by means of the ransoming that is in Christ Jesus,” Rom. 3:24, which see at
length. The genitive is that of source and origin. No
sinner can possibly secure the quality,’ status, and
standing of righteousness before God except by God’s
own verdict of acquittal. The instant that verdict is
pronounced he is Sitcoms, “righteous.” And this verdict
God pronounces upon no sinner except e’v «611:3, “in connection with him,” Christ, whom he made sin for us,

who died instead of all (v. 14, 15). The connection is
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faith as Rom. 3:21, etc., sets forth so fully and so
completely.

What makes this statement of Paul’s so remarkable
is the fact that he does not say: be given, get, receive,

have God’s righteousness, but “become." It is identifying us with God’s righteousness in Christ. The ex-

pression constitutes a climax. Justiﬁcation has never
been put into stronger or intenser terms. Yet the fact
that God made Christ sin is equally strong and intense.
The two expressions also properly go together in their

contrast: Christ all sin for our sakes and in our stead;
all of us God’s righteousness in connection with Christ.
Sin—righteousness, true opposites. For this reason,
after speaking of reconciliation, not “reconciliation,"
but “righteousness” is the most exact word.

Moreover, only righteousness, this righteousness
that God’s verdict declares, can accomplish our personal reconciliation to God. God can embrace only those
who are righteous as being subjectively reconciled to

him; and only they who let go their sin and accept
God’s righteousness by faith in Christ are personally
reconciled and as such return to him. And “God’s”
is in place, “God’s righteousness,” with the same em-

phasis it has in v. 18: “These things all from God,” and
“God was in Christ.” God, the Reconciler, and we reconciled when we become God’s righteousness. Let us
dwell on these points and thus enter into the fulness

and the blessedness of Paul’s thought. These are the
wondrous realities that are here stated for us in perfect language; we only stammer when we try to repeat
them in words of our own. They are the realities for
you and for me personally. What an incentive for
apprehending them!

CHAPTER VI
XIX.

Working Jointly with God

1) Aé, “moreover,” adds the other, somewhat different point. Hapaxaaoﬁpev is parallel with 86cm; in
5:21: ﬁrst “we beg” all to be reconciled; next “we
admonish" those who are reconciled. At the same time

”panning continues God’s wapaxaaeiy mentioned in
5:20:

God admonishes through us; in the same way,

but now expressed differently, the ﬁpeic of 5:21 work
jointly with God and also admonish. The connection
with the foregoing is linguistically perfect and is made

in the simplest manner.
The chapter division of the A. V. is quite correct
and in place. The‘R. V. makes a break at 5 :20, which
is not correct since 5:20, 21 belongs to the preceding.
These two verses still speak about reconciliation as
does 5:18, 19.
This is not all. When Paul is describing “the
ministry of the reconciliation”

(called so in 5:18)

with its begging: “Be reconciled to God l" no pronominal object is added. Paul does not say: “we are
begging you,” nor does he add whom we thus beg to
be reconciled. The Corinthians were already reconciled; the call mentioned in 5:20 cannot be addressed to them. We need not be told to whom it is
addressed, for it lies on the surface that Paul and his
assistants are ever calling on those who are not yet

reconciled to God, whether they be located in Corinth
or in any other place, to be thus reconciled. But in
6 :1 we now have the pronoun “you”: you Corinthians

who have long ago heard the call to be reconciled and
have accepted the grace of God, do you not receive
(1056)
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this heavenly grace in vain; we and you are now living
in the acceptable time, in the blessed day of salvation.
This absence of “you” or other persons in 5:20 and

the presence of “you” (twig) in 6 :1, are most important
for understanding the connection and the progress of
thought.
As ambassadors of Christ (5 :20) Paul and his
assistants keep doing two things: calling on men everywhere to be reconciled and then admonishing those who
heed and have heeded this call (here the Corinthians

to whom this is written) to receive God’s grace “not
in vain.” It is this double work of the ambassador-

ship, of the ministry of the reconciliation (5 :18) with
the word of the reconciliation (5:19), which is executed

by Paul and his assistants in the way which he describes
at length in 6:3-10. This description exhibits Paul
and his assistants to the Corinthians as living examples
of what it means to receive the grace of God not in
vain. This is the pattern that the Corinthians should
copy. To be sure, the pattern is that of ambassadors,
of Christ’s ministers, and the Corinthians are not
such ministers. But “like priest, like people.” “Brethren, be followers together of me, and mark them which
walk so as ye have us for an example,” Phil. 3:17;
also II Thess. 3:9; I Pet. 5:3. When the Corinthians,
each in his station of life, emulate Paul and his assistants in the spirit with which they exhibit God’s
grace in their lives, they will indeed not have received
that grace in vain.
But Paul’s purpose in writing this letter is to com—
plete the work of winning back the Corinthians to
himself. The breach recently caused by opponents of
Paul’s who invaded Corinth (which Titus reported to
be healing) is to be completely healed. The old, sound
relation between the Corinthians and Paul is to be fully
re-established. For this reason Paul again expands
on the way in which he and his assistants conduct their
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ambassadorship (compare 4:7—15). How can the Corinthians hold aloof from such ministers as these?
How can they at all listen to men who deviate from
the true doctrine in so many respects and who in their
lives. showed a spirit which was so unlike that of Paul?
The Corinthians knew only to well that every word
of 6:3-10 was true in regard to Paul. No polemics
against the invaders are inserted. Here is something
that was stronger (and it dominates the entire ﬁrst
part of the epistle, chapters 1 to 7), namely drawing
the Corinthians into Paul’s own spirit of complete
devotion to the Lord. When this knits the Corinthians
and Paul together as it should, they will be proof
against all enemies of Paul who may appear in Corinth,
against all vicious inﬂuence which seeks to separate
them from Paul and his blessed teaching.
Moreover, as jointly working (with God) we also
keep admonishing for you not in vain to accept the
grace of God. For the word is:

At an acceptable season I gave thee favorable hearing,
And in salvation’s day I came to thy aid.
Lo, now is a season highly acceptable; lo, now (is)
salvation’s day!
“Jointly working” has its ample explanation in the
ministry God gave us (5 :18), in the word he deposited
with us (5:19), and in our being ambassadors for

Christ. As such “we keep working together with
God”; the implication of miv cannot be “together with
you Corinthians” or just “we in association with each
other.” In addition (ml) to our other work we continue with this admonition (on wapaxaAe’m see 5 :20) and
urging: “for you not in vain to accept the grace of
God.” The emphasis is ﬁrst on “not in vain” and next
on the object which is placed before the verb, “the

Second Cminthi‘ans 6:1, 2
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grace of God,” ﬁnally on the subject “you” which is
placed after the verb. The insertion of {41.5.9 into this
inﬁnitive clause and not immediately after the main
verb “we keep admonishing” yields the following
sense: we so admonish all who have been reconciled
to God, and this our admonition applies in particular
also to you Corinthians.
On “the grace of God” see 1:2. Here, however,
the unmerited favor Dei is speciﬁcally the reconciliation which God has effected both for and in us as
described in 5 :18-21. This is “grace” indeed, yea “the
grace,” grand and speciﬁc. Ac'xopal. is “to accept,”
which is a little more precise than “to receive.” The
aorist inﬁnitive denotes the one act of our acceptance,
that comprised in faith.
“In vain,” sis xcuév, means “in an empty, hollow
way,” the commentary on which is James 1:22: “doers
of the Word, and not hearers only,” also James
2:17, 20: “dead” faith, “inactive” faith (apyés). Matt.
13:20, 21. “The grace of God” sounds good to not a
few. and they readily accept it; but they do not let it
penetrate them so that the power of this grace works
in them. When the tests come, tribulation, etc., the
emptiness of the acceptance appears. This blight of
emptiness at times also sets in later. God’s ministerambassadors must thus keep on admonishing just as
Paul does here.

2) With yap and utilizing Isa. 49 :8, and re-enforc—
ing it by exclamations Paul’s admonition reminds the
Corinthians of the blessed «MP6; or time period that
God has sent them. Paul has in mind the present time
in which the rich grace of God is brought to the
Corinthians. What a pity if they accepted it only in
an empty way!

The formula of quotation Aéya is

usually explained by supplying “God” or “the Scripture” (B.-D. 130, 3), but it is better to regard the
verb as impersonal: es heisst (B.-P. 736), which the
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English cannot duplicate except by the passive “it is
stated" or the active “the word is."
The two poetic lines cited from Isaiah are synonymous, and Paul merely adopts them because they
express what he wants to impress upon the Corinthians.
“The acceptable time" = “salvation’s day," the latter

deﬁnes the former. Kmpés is a deﬁnite period which is
always marked as such, here by its being “acceptable,”
i. e., accepted by God as the proper time for bringing
his grace in Christ also to the Corinthians. “Salvation’s day” is practically a compound and hence is
decidedly deﬁnite because of the genitive. The A. V.
renders this: “the day of salvation,” while the R. V.
loses the force of the word by translating it: “a day

of salvation.”

This xarpés, this ﬁpc’pa, is the accepted

one so that God may bring “salvation,” rescue and
deliverance and the consequent secure condition. Hence
we have the aorist form of the verbs, the one explaining
and intensifying the other: “I gave thee favorable
hearing” (I listened favorably to thy cries of distress,
0'05 genitive: hearing a person speak) —“I came to
thy. aid.”
Paul adds the emphatic exelamations: “Lo, now is

a season highly acceptable; 10, now is salvation’s day !”
Isaiah’s word ﬁts most exactly the “now,” this time
period, this day. “Lo—lo!” you Corinthians, do not
fail to note it well! Instead of Sex-M's Paul uses the
intenser cﬁ‘rrpdaSeK‘l-os', “highly or well acceptable.” A
more acceptable time will not come. How tragic if,
while we are living at this time and getting into contact
with God’s grace and salvation, it would ﬁnally become
manifest that we had done so only in a superﬁcial,
empty way!
The time and day which Paul has in mind is that
in which God is sending out the gospel into the whole
world. We still live in this blessed time.
See all those
whom he has already heard so favorably with his

Second Corinthians 6:2, 3
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grace, to whose aid he has come with his salvation!
But there is also a more speciﬁc sense in the terms.
Luther pointed it out to the German nation of his day
when the pure gospel ran through all of Germany and
beat down upon the land like a great shower of rain.

He bade the Germans prize the gospel while they had
it and warned them that the day might come when it
could no longer be had.

He bade the Germans look

at the lands and the cities of Asia Minor where the
gospel once ﬂowed so freely, where the Turk now ruled
and the gospel has disappeared.
The lives of individuals pass through a similar
experience.
Salvation’s day comes, God’s accepted

time,

Make fullest use of it, despise is not as though

it might continue forever and wait on our pleasure.
A time may also come when it may be too late. The

disposition of these KaLpél. and these ﬁpépm in the case
of the world, the individual nations, and the individual
persons, rests in God’s hands alone, in his providence

which is always inscrutable to ﬁnite minds in these
its workings.

3)

Paul continues with two nominative participles

which are followed by many phrases until in v. 9, 10
he again uses both nominative adjectives and participles. Especially in the Greek, which distinguishes
the nominatives from accusatives (which is not the
case in English), the construction is perfectly clear,
it is a sort of duplicate to the nominative participles
used in 4:8-10. There is no reason for making a
parenthesis of v. 2 as our versions do and also B.-D.
465. R., and others. Others let these participles modify

the “we” in “we keep admonishing” in v. 1.

But this,

too, is insuﬁ‘icient, for this “we” reaches back through
the intervening verses to “us” in 5:18. Paul used
grammar, used it for what it is intended: a ﬂexible
and a beautiful medium for expressing thought. He
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was alive to all the ﬂexibility for which the Greek is
especially noted.
Every reader and every hearer without the least

effort understood Paul’s smooth transition to participles and all that follows even to v. 10. The surmise “that the text is not in order,” that a pause in

dictation intervenes, perhaps also a “sleepless night,”
that something has dropped out between v. 2 and 3,

is unfounded.

We have already (third and fourth

paragraph introductory to v. 1) set forth the con-

nection between v. 3-10 and v. 1, 2 and hence need
not do so again. We act as ambassadors, etc. (5:
20), and thus also admonish

(6:1)

and exemplify

our admonition in ourselves and thus draw you Gorinthians to our hearts: giving no reason for stumbling in anything in order that the ministry be not

blamed; on the contrary, as God’s ministers commending ourselves in everything, in, etc., etc. The
negative and the corresponding positive are placed
side by side for the sake of stronger effect.

The two words have m; because they are used with
the participle.

Hpoaxomj occurs only here in the New

Testament: “cause for stumbling,” “offense” in this
sense (A. V.) . It is to be distinguished from axdySaon.
the trigger stick in a trap, to which the bait is ﬁxed
and by which the trap is sprung. This is fatal and
kills whereas the other causes only the foot to strike
and the person to stumble, at the most to fall and

suffer only a slight hurt. These ministers of God cause
no one even a slight moral or spiritual hurt in anything. So carefully they guard themselves at every
point. Here is a sermon for preachers, to say nothing
of church members! Offenses of preachers are espec-

ially offensive and damaging. We know how Paul
acted in the domain of the adiaphora and of Christian
liberty, Rom. 14:21; I Cor. 8:13.

Second Corinthians 6:3, I;
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Paul's purpose was “that the ministry be not
blamed”; the subject and the verb are transposed in
order to emphasize both. When the ministry is blamed
because of thoughtlessness, lack of love, and lack of
devotion on the part of its incumbents, men's hearts

are closed to its appeal, and the cause of the gospel
and of Christ suffers. Paul was blamed often enough,
but wrongfully, never for a cause that he gave but only
for a cause that was invented by the enemies of the
gospel. As a man is known by the friends he has, so
he is known by those who blame him. Get friends of
whose praise you can be proud and thus enemies whose
blame of you is equal to a compliment, of which you
can be proud.
4) We must reverse the order of the Greek words
in order to convey Paul’s meaning because sta'xovot is
nominative and is to be construed with the subject
and not accusative and predicative to the object “ourselves.” It is not “commending ourselves as God’s
ministers” but “as God’s ministers commending ourselves,” etc. We do this, Paul says, as being no less
and as such men ought to do. On the question of selfrecommendation Paul has already expressed himself

in 3:1, etc.; 4:2; 5:12. He and his helpers had been
slandered as merely recommending themselves. That
slander is answered, and there is no special sting in
the present connection when Paul says that we keep
commending ourselves in everything. The sense is:
we want people always to see in us true ministers of

God, whose one recommendation it is that they act as
such in every respect. They recommend themselves
by letting their entire conduct as God’s ministers speak
for them. It always does that, and pe0ple always

listen to What that conduct says. Ministers often fool
themselves on that point, and some people are also
fooled by them. But true spirituality and devotion to
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Christ, the gospel, and the ministry are hard to imitate.
An example: be a companion at cards with a man, and

when he is on his deathbed he will not really want you.
“Commend ourselves” is the direct opposite of “be
blamed,” i. e., by others; so also “in everything”
matches “in nothing.”

What Paul says about himself and his assistants
as being “God’s ministers” can easily be applied to
God’s people whom this ministry serves.

The genitive

is possessive: ministers who belong to God; he is mentioned because in 5:18 he gave the ministry of the

reconciliation to us.

The beautiful word “ministry,”

Staxomla, must be noted: rendering service to others

freely so that the beneﬁt may be wholly theirs.

The

Corinthians had abundantly enjoyed these beneﬁts
through Paul and through his assistants.

Paul is saying a great deal here; just how much
he is saying the following shows. It is not a boast but
a catalog of concentrated facts, an elaboration of “in
everything.” Each item could be elaborated by many

details.

We should get an entire biography of the

ministerial life of Paul and of his assistants, a wonderful volume, indeed. Some incidents, but all too few,
we shall, indeed, get in chapter 11, etc.

Those who ﬁnd a loose array of phrases, etc., in
the following do Paul an injustice. Paul never writes
loosely. His series of items is most carefully arranged.
His rapid mind has often been noted, generally to prove
that he outruns his expressions and his language

whereas a rapid mind never does that but sees in advance and has the end present to the mind when the
mind begins a thought or a list of items. This is
evident here.
“Commending ourselves in everything, in much
perseverance, in tribulations, in necessities, in anxieties, in strifes, in prisons, in tumults, in labors, in
sleeplessnesses, in fastings.

Sccond Corinthians 6 :4
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Let us stop with these ten—ten to express completeness (like the Ten Commandments, the ten virgins,
the ten servants, the ten talents, etc.). Ten is the
grand number to indicate completeness; four, which is
used three times here, is the common rhetorical number

to express completeness and is so used by all good
writers. Paul’s ten is here composed of 1 + 3 + 3
+ 3 = 10. We at once see the principle that underlies
this ﬁrst list. The ﬁrst phrase governs all the rest,
and therefore it alone is distinguished by an adjective:
“in much perseverance.”

Why does “perseverance,” literally, “remaining
under,” head the list? And why is “much” added?
Ask one more question: “Why is this one alone singular while the remaining nine are plurals ?”

Yes, Paul

has a keen mind—here is beautiful proof. “Per—
severance” runs through this entire list of nine. And
who will say that to endure all of those nine which,
as the plurals indicate, are repeated over and over
again does not require “much,” yes, very much “perseverance”? All of these nine are hard to endure,

not only when each is repeated, but when all nine heap
up their repetitions like a mountain.
The three threes are as they should be: 1) three
abstract terms to denote what must be perseveringly
endured: “tribulations —necessities—anxieties,” and
these are not mere synonyms; 2) three concrete terms
to denote heavy inﬂictions that are most painful to
endure: “stripes —— prisons — tumults,” and again they
are not merely synonyms; 3) three added abstract
terms, one to denote exertions and two to denote
deprivations. That ﬁlls the great measure to the very
brim. Five additional groups await us, but none is

like this one.
Now each item: “afﬂictions” is the most general
and is derived from wrist», to press. Next, “necessities,”
forcings, compulsions against one’s will. Third, “anxie-
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ties.” the effect of the other two; the word is derived
from «minis, “narrow” (4:8), as when one is in a tight
place, hemmed in, full of anxiety in regard to getting

out where he can breathe again. Yes, these three
beautiful situations go together. To Paul and to his
companions they came delightfully often. They certainly required much perseverance so that these men,
facing such situations, did not grow faint (4:1, 16)
and give up the ministry that was so full of such
distressing experiences. If they could endure them
with brave perseverance, could not the Corinthians
hold out in what little share of them fell to their lot?
5) Do you wish for something that is a little more
concrete and deﬁnite? Take these three which form a
climax: “stripes” (like those which Paul and Silas
received at Philippi, Acts 16 :23, and the eight scourgings mentioned in II Cor. 11:24, 25); worse than
stripes, “prisons” (thrown into jail as at Philippi ; and
in the case of the apostles this began early, Acts 4:3) ;
.worse than both of these, “tumults” as when the mob
stoned Paul and dragged him out of the city as being
dead, Acts 14:19. A few experiences of ﬂogging by
Jews or by Roman lictors, a taste of abominable jails,
and a riot or two about one’s house or one’s person
would alone be enough to take the heart out of any
man. Even in Corinth itself the Jews started a riot,
Acts 18:12
Another trio follows the preceding two: “labors,”
the word denotes what is hard, tiring, severe, without
saying anything about what is accomplished as does
“works.” Now two negatives: “sleeplessnesses” and
“fastings.” In return for all the heavy labors many
a sleepless night, many a foodless day and night. Since
“labors” precede, loss of sleep and lack of food refer
to ordinary experiences and not just to whippings,
prisons, and tumults.

Nor should we think only of

Paul and thus perhaps of some ailment of' his that

Second Corinthians 6:5, 6
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caused insomnia or indigestion. These plurals refer
also to all of Paul’s helpers. When they took some of
those long, hard journeys afoot and by boat, sleeping
and eating were problems that were often not solved.
Their ministry was not ﬁtted out with parsonages,
salary, perquisites, donations, comfort, and even luxuries but was graced by hardships such as the three
mentioned in this group.
These are the men who tell the Corinthians not
to accept God's grace in vain. The admonition comes
from them with peculiar force, and the hearts of the
Corinthians surely must respond to men who cling to
their gospel work with wonderful perseverance “in”
all these trying experiences.
6) In purity, in knowledge, in longsuﬂ‘ering, in
kindliness. Two pairs and a rhetorical grbup of four.
The A. V. lists six in this verse; but six do not constitute a unit group. One could regard the six as three
pairs, which would be good; here, however, the eight
e’v are best divided into two groups of four. And this
iv differs from the ('1! found with the preceding plurals
which: “in the midst o ” the experience of tribulations, etc. The present eight c‘v = “in connection with”
purity, etc. They speak about what is in the hearts
of Paul and of his helpers.
First “purity” of motive in all that they do and
suifer. But motive, when it is ill informed though it
be ever so pure in itself, leads to many a wrong deed

as Jesus himself says in John 16:2. So “knowledge”
is joined with purity in motive. These two constitute
a pair. We at once see what a lack of either of these
two would mean, and often enough one or both are
lacking even in ministers.

The insertion of “knowl-

edge” has puzzled some, yet this is done only because
the right motive must have also the right information.
“Longsuifering” and “kindliness” are the companion pair. Equipped with pure motive and full
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knowledge, the heart will exercise patience with men,
will not be hasty to give up, to turn away, to cast off.
Trench deﬁnes: “A longholding out of the mind be-

fore it gives room to action or passion.” So also the
heart will exercise benigm’tas or bonitas. This characterized the ministry of Jesus; it was one of kind,
mild, gentle, helpful treatment of poor sinners.

These four should exhibit the effect of God’s grace
in the heart of every minister, who should be an example to all his ﬂock so that grace might work the
same eﬁects in them.
Now another rhetorical four which is again in
pairs: in the Holy Spirit, in love unhypocritical, in
truth’s Word, in God’s power. It puzzles some to ﬁnd
the Holy Spirit inserted into this long list of £1» phrases.
If we group Paul’s statements into six in v. 6 as the

A. V. does, we cannot see why the Holy Spirit is put
into ﬁfth place, between kindliness and love. But when
we group into fours, we get the last c‘u group of four,
and in this group the Spirit is ﬁrst. We at once see

how the other three fall properly into line, each attesting the Spirit’s presence in the clearest way. Rhetorically beautiful is the use of double terms after so
many single terms with ('1'. “Spirit Holy—love un—
hypoeritical” (adjectives); “Word of truth—power
of God” (genitives) —-a11 beautifully perfect in
wording.

These four rise far above the fourteen that precede. The upward sweep is not a glide upward that
ends with the mention of the Spirit but a leap upward
that begins with him. The reader feels that the Spirit

is involved in the entire fourteen that precede; now
that the last, greatest, and highest are named he must
be mentioned. As in the case of the ﬁrst ten perseverance is not one of the ten but the one exhibited in
the nine, so the Spirit is not one of these last four but

Second Corinthians 6:6, 7
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the One who is back of the three. We drop mere mechanical counting. Even when the count is made correctly: 10 —4 — 4, etc., this is not all. In each group

each item is signiﬁcantly placed in just its proper place.
The list is perfect down to the last word.
We thus see why this group contains not only the
three: Spirit — Word — power, which obviously go to—
gether, but includes love, genuine, “unfeigned” love,
love without a trace of hypocrisy. The Spirit’s Word
with its power of God is conceived as being used c'v
or in the ministry of the reconciliation (v. 19), and
thus this love must ﬁll the minister’s heart so that he

may, indeed, wield this Word and this power. For this
reason this love is placed before the Word and the
power. Regarding dydm; as the love of full understanding and corresponding purpose see 2:4. The ancient

actors wore masks; “hypocrite” = one under a mask.
Love is not to be a mere mask. I Cor. 13 is Paul’s own
wonderful description of genuine love that is wrought
by the Spirit. Should not this love ﬁll the hearts of the
Corinthians as it ﬁlled these ministers who ministered

to them?
7)
It would be trivial to refer the weighty concept “truth’s Word” to only the Christian virtue of

truthfulness. We could not even consider such a meaning since “God’s power” (Rom. 1:16 predicates this
of the gospel) follows. Regarding “truth” see 4:2,
ilk-ﬁend, all the saving realities centering in God and
Christ, revealed by the Spirit, embodied in the Aéyoc
(see word in v. 19) or Word in order to be conveyed
to men. The whole ministry is “in truth’s Word” even
as are the faith and the life of all Christians. And thus

”God’s power,” all the saving power of God, is next.
His love gave the Word with this power, and our love
is to promulgate that Word and to bring its power of

love to work on and in men. Wonderful, indeed, is this
third group of four!
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Why the A. V. and those who originally divided
this chapter into verses did not make one verse of
the three 8rd phrases seems strange. These three go
together so markedly: between the aide of the
(true) righteousness on the right and on the left;

between acknowledgment and despising, between
bad report and good report. Am’. worries some interpreters. It need not, for its root idea‘is “between,”
and this shows what is meant here. We ﬁrst have aids
to the right and to the left, the ministers are “between"; we next have acknowledgment and dishonorable treatment, and again they are 31d, “between”;
ﬁnally, bad report and good report, “between” which
the ministers go on. “Between" ﬁts exactly.
Some regard am; as meaning “weapons,” and then
the right hand wields the sword and the spear, the left
hand the shield, and Paul is said to be using the favorite ﬁgure of a soldier armed for ﬁght. But the whole
list is literal, and to insert a strong metaphor is unlike
Paul. The ﬁgure of war, too, clashes with the rest of
the list; it would be out of the line of thought. In
Rom. 6:13 we have the same expressions: “present
your members as (in-Au. summing to God,” and we are
told that “weapons of righteousness” is the sense. But
God does not use our bodily members as “weapons” or
“arms.”
"om. are any kind of equipment that aids one in
his work; thus arms or weapons is the meaning only
when we have a military connection. 'OnAa alone do
not refer to a soldier; not this word but the context

does that. In the present connection the sense is: “the
aids of the righteousness,” both terms are articulated

and deﬁnite: all the aids that this speciﬁc righteousness
(see 5:21) which we preach by the Holy Spirit’s help,
with unfeigned love, in the Word of truth as the saving
power of God, affords us in our work.

Second Corinthians 6:7, 8
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What these aids are calls for no elaboration. Since
the three “between” phrases are synonymous, we may
say that these aids are “acknowledgment” and “good
report" and on the left “despising” and “bad report.”
God’s righteousness, as this is brought by the Word
with the power of grace, is not helpless and weak. It
has its aids for its own effective and successful presentation. The genitive is possessive: the aids which belong to this righteousness. Paul says that we have
them on both sides of us. “Right” and “left” are neuter
plurals in the Greek and modify 81mm, literally, “the
right hand and the left hand aids of the righteousness.” These help us on both sides as our most adequate equipment for the ministry. Note the natural
transition from “God’s power” to these “aids.”
8) With the ﬁrst Sui we have the two terms right
and left; so with the next two Sui we also have double
terms, but these are opposites and not coordinates:
“between acknowledgment and despising; between bad
report and good report.” It is an interesting question
whether the bad as well as the good aids the ministry.
The meaning of 865.; is not “glory” but, as its derivation from Soxéw shows, Anerlcennung, favorable opinion ;
and its opposite is thus anpla, withholding credit, honor,
or acknowledgment. We may translate “between credit
and discredit.” These are judgments that are based on
contact. To these are added chiastically reports that
are based on hearsay: “between bad report and good

report.” In I Tim. 3:7 Paul writes ﬂaprvptu KaA-ri, “an
excellent testimony from those outside,” which is an
entirely different matter from a report or a rumor
about a minister. The bad reports of which Paul speaks
are the slanders that are spread by enemies and repeated by those who hear them.
These three “between” mark the path also of faithful church members, should mark that of the Gorin-
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thians when they faithfully follow their illustrious
teachers.
9) From t'v and Sui Paul advances to seven in,
“as.” These are divided into three and four, and in
the case of the third the formulation marks a break.
In these seven the grouping into pairs continues, and
we have striking opposites in each pair. Why this
part of the list should be admired and not the preceding part and thus the whole strikes one as being
strange: as deceivers and yet true; as unknown and
yet well known; as dying and yet, 10, we go on living.
All are paradoxes and yet simple facts. Decried and
by so many treated “as deceivers” whose teaching leads
astray, Paul and his assistants are ever found wohr:
haftz'g, speaking nothing but what is true, the actual
fact and reality. We have adjectives; «in: indicates the
appearance that catches the superﬁcial eye, and «at has

adversative force: “and ye ."
“_As unknown,” men of no standing in the world,
upstarts, unworthy of attention in the opinion of so
many; and yet in reality “well known” wherever helievers are found, their names even being .written in
heaven on the pages which do not show the names of

so many who are admired and praised by the world.
This is climaxed: “as dying,” soon to disappear and to
be forgotten, “and yet, 10,” the astonishing thing is
“we go on living." The interjection and the ﬁnite verb
indicate that a break has occurred, and that the three
statements form a unit. Men pointed at these ministers
and considered them ,imposters, unknown upstarts,
bound soon to die because of the way in which they
worked. But look at the other side! They were content
to be so looked upon—how could the world really
understand them? On the dying see 4 :10, etc.
Again: as being chastised and yet not made to
die; as grieved but always rejoicing; as poor but
making many rich; as having nothing and yet thor-
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oughly having everything. Our versions regard the
ﬁrst of these four as a part of v. 9, probably because
in Ps. 118 :17, 18 living and not dying, being chastised
and not given over to die, are combined, and because

Paul apparently makes use of the thoughts of this
psalm. On chastisement see Heb. 12:5-11. The constant afﬂictions which these ministers bore seem even
to Christians as though, to say the least, God was
constantly chastising them for all kinds of faults.
'Awoowjam is intransitive, “to die,” ﬂavaréw transitive,
“to make to die.” Always appearing to men as dying,
we yet keep on living by God’s grace; always as if God
is chastening us in his displeasure and yet is never
putting us to death.
10)
“As being grieved” by being treated so “but
always rejoicing.” In fact, Paul writes: “Let us also

glory in our tribulations,” Rom. 5:3, etc. Here we
have Se’ and not m! as if to say that we are really not
grieved, we ever rejoice, “ever,” dd, being added. Being chastised and grieved are a pair; so are “poor" and
“having nothing.” Her6; is “poor” in the sense of
crouching and cringing as a beggar when asking for
alms. The word is expressive of what one sees everywhere in the Orient, whining beggars. So we are considered, Paul says, “but” (another 86) we are “making many rich,” rich beyond all earthly wealth.
Yes, “as having nothing and yet thoroughly having
everything,” «an’xew with perfective xara’, to hold fast.
Matt. 5:5, the meek inherit the earth; “the kingdom
ours remaineth,” Luther. It is no loss to have nothing
and no gain to have everything in the way in which the
world has and has not; but to have as Christians have
is to have everything, no matter how little they have

according to the world’s way of having.

For “all

things” work together for our good, Rom. 8:28, as if
we owned them, and were our slaves.
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', 11) All that Paul has been saying about himself and his assistants in regard to the way in which
they conduct themselves in their oﬁice (from 3 :1 onward), about their inner feelings, motives, purposes,
spirit, experiences, etc., all that climaxes in this last
admonition not to accept the grace of God in, an
empty way and then reveals how they themselves act
under this grace (6:1-10), now comes to a head in a
fervent appeal to the Corinthians which names them
and speaks even as a father to his children. Our
month has opened to you, Corinthians; our heart has
been expanded wide.
Note the eﬁ‘ect of the asyndeton. The two perfect
tenses refer to all that Paul has been saying; they do
not refer to what follows in v. 14, etc. All these personal, intimate things which Paul has been saying are
such as he would be reticent about under all ordinary
circumstances; but to you Corinthians, Paul says, we
have opened our mouth, we have .said them all. "Our
heart has been expanded wide." We have let you see
our very feelings, our inner motives, our deepest expriences, all for love of you. The passive “has been
expanded” means, by you, by our desire that you may
reciprocate with like love and conﬁdence. The effect of
the perfect tenses is: our mouth is still open toward
you in what we have said; our heart is still expanded
to take you in with all its love.
We have continually noted this reaching out to enfold the Corinthians. It is now expressed openly and
without restraint. It is for this reason that Paul is
writing and writing in the way he has done. As we
dwell on what he has written we see that he has laid
bare his heart in this letter as in no other. Such a man,
such men in their hard, hard ministry! How could
the Corinthians help responding? Men had come to
Corinth to make the Corinthians disaﬂected toward
Paul and his assistants. Here is his answer; he lets
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his inner heart speak for himself. The Corinthians
cannot resist that.
12) You are suEering no restraint in us, you
are suffering restraint only (86) in your own feelings.
The verb means to narrow in, to crowd, and the passive to be crowded in, “to suffer restraint.” No, no,
Paul says, there is nothing in us to hold you aloof, to
put you under restraint; nothing in us to make you
hold back as though you could not be free toward us
as friend is free with friend, one heart toward another.
And with the same open heart of love Paul adds: “you
are suffering restraint only in your own feelings,” and
that should certainly not be the case.
The ”Mum (always plural) are the nobler viscera,
heart, lungs, liver, which are conceived by the Greek
as the seat of the feelings and affections and are so
translated here; “bowels” in the A. V. is misleading
since it is generally used with reference to the intestines; “aﬁ‘ections” in the R. V. is too narrow. Any
restraint on the part of the Corinthians is due entirely
to their own wrong “feelings” toward Paul and his
assistants. Nothing stands between them but these
feelings, which have no justiﬁcation whatever. In order
to remove them Paul has bared his whole heart to show
the Corinthians all that is there.
13) Now for the same reciprocation—as to
children do I speak—do you, too, be expanded
wide! Paul asks that the Corinthians reciprocate by
expanding their hearts wide in the same way as he and

his assistants are expanding theirs. Then nothing will
remain between them to cause restraint, a feeling of
not being considered and treated aright. Wide open
is the heart of Paul to embrace the Corinthians, will
they not in the same way reciprocate and open theirs

wide again to embrace him with the old .Warmth?

The accusative ray aﬁrbv dwqmrdc'av has received various explanations: adverbial accusative R. 487 (“as to
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the same reciprocity”), remote accusative'with a passive (R. 486), or pregnant for “the same expansion as
reciprocation” (B.-D. 154) , which would be the cognate
accusative with the passive. Take your choice. “The
same reciprocation” is one “in like kind” (as the R. V.
circumscribes), “in the same” (as the A. V. prefers).
But “recompense” scarcely brings out Paul’s idea.
The aorist imperative is urgent but with the urgency
of a great desire and love; moreover, it calls for one

act of being fully expanded and not for only a gradual
expanding. The passive is signiﬁcant: “be expanded,”
i. e., by us whose heart has so expanded toward you.
Love creates reciprocating love. The parenthesis: ‘,‘as
to children do I speak,” inserts the note of great tenderness. The Corinthians are to hear a father’s paternal
voice, are to respond and to reciprocate as re’xm, the

word for “children” when the connotation is that of
dearness.
The criticism that these three appealing verses are
not in their proper place, do not ﬁt here, come in without preparation is unfounded. Such criticism, to say
only one thing, has failed to feel the heartthrobs, the
expansion and the reaching out of a heart of love that
are manifested in all of the preceding. For that reason,
too, so much of what Paul says in the foregoing about
his ofﬁce, experiences, and conduct is regarded as being
merely didactic and not in keeping with the style of a
letter, as being parts that could well be omitted, which
would improve the letter. But all such comment does

not appreciate the spirit, the inner motive, and the
purpose of Paul.
XX.

“Come out from Their Midst and Be Sepamte!”

14) The call to reciprocate, to expand wide their
hearts, and to take into them their old teachers, the
founders of their congregation, includes complete, ﬁnal
separation from all others who are ranged on the op-
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posite side. The positive ever stands opposed to its
negative.

These others are here set forth in their fullest,
sharpest opposition. Let us catch the full spirit of this
chapter! Following the great reconciliation with God
through Christ’s death with its ministry of this rec-

onciliation (5:18-21) there comes the admonition not
to accept this grace of God in an empty way (6:1).
Already here there is the cue for the opposites which
are now presented together with the call for separation. It is an empty grasping at God's reconciliation
and grace not to see the impossibility of trying to
avoid this separation. Now is the acceptable time, now

is salvation’s day (6:2).
All this is intensiﬁed by the personal example of
Paul and his fellow workers which is presented in the

grand section 6:3-13. Here there is full devotion to
God, to his reconciliation and grace; here are God’s
ministers who are leading the way. And here they
open wide their hearts to take the Corinthians into this
fellowship of God’s grace (v. 11-13). Will the Corinthians not reciprocate, in the same way open their
hearts wide to these their ministers? Then they will,
indeed, break every contrary connection; they, too, will

become wholly separate. It could not be otherwise.
This new paragraph matches v. 3-10 in rhetorical
beauty; Paul intends that it should.

The fervor of his

utterance continues in the same ﬂow. See the conclusion
at the end of 7 :1 for contrary opinions.
Do not try to be heterogeneously yoked up with
unbelievers! The very idea should appear monstrous
to you. Mi; yz’vwﬂc with the present participle is a peri-

phrastic present imperative (R. 375) and is conative
in this connection: do not try, do not ever incline or

begin to be so yoked up. This verb has been found only
here, the adjective ércpétvyoc appears in Lev. 19:19,
LXX. The idea expressed by anoc, “different,” is
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intense: a yoke that is utterly alien and foreign to you
Corinthians who have accepted the grace and recon-

ciliation of God and the blessed yoke of Christ (Matt.
11:29).
The dative is associative (R. 529) : “with or in
association with unbelievers.” There is no article and
thus their quality is emphasized, and at the same time
all, whoever they may be, that have this quality are
included. .The reference is to Deut. 22:10 which forbade harnessing an ox and an ass, a clean and an unclean beast, together to a plow. Paul uses this passage
in a ﬁgurative way: the believer has been cleansed,,the
unbeliever has refused to be cleansed. What business
have they under the same yoke? It will always be the
unbeliever’s yoke, namely his unbelief. For never would
the unbeliever take the believer’s yoke of faith; it is
always the other way. The unbeliever would laugh at
the suggestion of his taking on faith’s yoke; yet,
strange to say, instead of equally scorning unbelief’s
yoke, many a believer accepts it upon his neck and even
imagines that he can still retain faith’s yoke.

Here again Paul employs just a few words; but
they speak volumes, they contain an overwhelming
argument, they strike at the heart of the whole danger
that is threatening believers, they drive home a con-

quering appeal. What a picturei a believer with his
neck under the unbeliever’s yoke! What business has
he in such an unnatural, self-contradictory association?
What is he, the believer, doing by helping to pull the
plow or the wagon of the unbeliever’s unbelief? That
yoke breaks the necks of those who bear it. God delivered us from it; can we possibly think of going back
to that frightful yoke? See what Paul and his helpers
are doing (v. 3-10) ; read this admonition in that light.
"Amara is exactly the proper word; the Corinthians,
then, are muroi. These trust God’s grace, those refuse

such trust. To be yoked together means that these are
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joined with those in their refusal to trust. For the
association referred to is this very one of faith joining hands with unbelief. Contacts outside of this
domain, as long as they do not lead to this contact
and association, come under Paul’s word written in
I Cor. 5:10.
“With unbelievers” mentions the extreme. Some
read this and the following like the Pharisees read the

commandments: Thou shalt not kill, shalt not commit
adultery! as if this forbids only the extreme. Did
Jesus, then, expound in vain in Matt. 5 :21, etc., by showing that every extreme includes everything of the same
nature that has not yet reached that extreme? To be
sure, the extremes murder and adultery must be named,
for many go that far; but this forbids even the very
ﬁrst step in that direction. This is true with regard

to total unbelief which makes open mock of Christ.
It includes every bit of unbelief, every repudiation of
Christ’s doctrine, every little yoke that is not of the
true faith. Besser is right when in these yokes he ﬁnds
a reference to unionism with those who repudiate any
part of the Word.
It ought not to be necessary to warn against this
unnatural yoking together. Paul’s elaboration and
our constant experience show that it is only too necessary in fact. The-Corinthians had been going back

to the evil yoke. When invaders arrived, they had
listened to them, had begun to believe their false
teachings, had begunto turn from the apostle. These
things have been repeated. Paul’s words are not an
academic discussion. These imperatives are personal.

His elucidations (ydp) are pertinent to the Corinthians in the highest degree. 1701- what partnership (is
there) for righteousness and lawlessness?
Five self-answering questions shed their penetrating light on Paul’s admonition. What is.as wide apart
as Lazarus in Abraham’s bosom and Dives in the tor-
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ments of hell cannot be joined in a union in Christ or
elsewhere. In this ﬁrst question the inner quality of

believers and of unbelievers is placed side by side.
The copula is omitted for the sake of greater emphasis;
we have two common Greek datives with im-L’ (elm) :

“is for,” i. e., belongs to. Meroxﬁ ('11.er + Excw, to have
together) =partnership, sharing together.
The fact that “lawlessness” is the second dative
does not imply that both datives refer only to conduct:
the believer’s righteous life and the unbelievers un-

righteous, lawless life, so that the question would be:
“What partnership is there between good works and

evil works ?” It is “righteousness” that determines its
opposite “lawlessness,” and not the reverse. Paul’s
progression is orderly: faith and unbelief and now

righteousness and its opposite. The righteousness of
the believer is that which he has by faith, the imputed
righteousness of Christ which is so pertinently mentioned in 5:21 in connection with the reconciliation:
“that we may become God’s righteousness in him

(Christ) .” Due to God’s verdict of acquittal, this quality belongs to the believer.
The unbeliever has no such acquittal, his quality
is entirely “lawlessness.” That is God’s verdict in
regard to him. “Thou hatest all workers of iniquity,”
Ps. 5:5. Rom. 8:7, 8. All the unbeliever’s righteous—
nesses are ﬁlthy rags, Isa. 64:6. “Without fear of
God, without trust in him, and with ﬂeshly appetite,”
Augsb. Conf. II. In Rom. 2 Paul convicts all of the

moralists, both pagan and Jewish, by means of the
very law which they use to reform men; that law condemns even the moralists as being full of lawlessness

(study the author’s exposition of Rom. 2). The point
to be noted here is that both 8aniomi'q and dvoiu’a refer to
God’s judgment: he pronounces righteous, and the believer thus has God’s righteousness in Christ (5:21) ;
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his law pronounces every unbeliever lawless; his law
condemns that lawlessness.
“Or” marks the second question as being an alternative to the ﬁrst. So these two are a pair. This is the
conjunctive “or” which is to be distinguished from the

disjunctive. The third question and the ﬁfth are introduced by 86, “moreover,” and thus turn to a different
angle; but a second “or” unites the third and the
fourth. All this means that Paul is not using ﬁve coordinates, which would be unrhetorical, but three,
namely two pairs and a single term. In such a suc-

cession the third and last is often the longest and the
most ample. When, as here, it is but a single term
after two doubles, this produces a kind of sharp halt
and arrests attention. That is exactly what Paul de-

sires. Many a man might go to school to Paul and
learn even ﬁne Greek style, not for style’s sake, indeed,
but for perfect transmission of thought and thought
effect.
Or, what communion (is there) for light with
darkness? From the attributes righteousness and
lawlessness we are taken back to the powers which
produce them. The synonyms are most carefully

chosen.

If righteousness and lawlessness could exist

in the same persons, there would be a new”; or partnership; but if light and darkness operated together, they

would be in KOLvafa, in “communion” or fellowship. But,
like the attributes, they exclude each other by their
very nature; where the one is, it drives out the other.
The dative qbwn’ is the same as the previous two datives
after e'an’ understood. R. 1051 has the idea that the
substantive xowwm’a “has enough verbal consciousness
left to govern” a dative. Here it does not need to have.
God himself is “light,” and in him is no darkness
at all, I John 1:5. Christ is the true light, John 1:9,

the light of the world, John 8:12, and his Word is
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the light of life.

This light power has entered the be-

liever and makes him achild of light, Matt. 5 :14; John
12:36; Eph. 5:8, and so the believer walks in the light,
John 12 :35, 36; I John 1:7, although there is still some
darkness in him because his old nature has not been

entirely put off. He is also a “partaker of the inheritance of light,” Col. 1 :12. Light = the divine, saving truth, concrete and full reality in God, Christ, the
Word; but always active, powerful, streaming out.
Its opposite is “darkness,” lie, falsehood, which are
concreted in Satan, demons, the world; it is also always
active, powerful, seeking to envelope and to penetrate.
In the beginning God separated light from darkness
(Gen. 1 :4), and this separation is typical also of light
and darkness in 'the spiritual sense. “Ye ‘were once
darkness but are now light in the Lord,” Eph. 5:8.
“Have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness,” Eph. 5:11. The devil and his angels are “the
rulers of the darkness of this world,” Eph. 6:12. All
his followers walk in darkness, John 3:19, and shall
be cast into outer darkness, Matt. 22 :13; 25 :30; II Pet.
2:17. Out of this spiritual darkness God has called
the believers, I Pet. 2:9; from it he delivered them,
Col. 1 :13. Light brings life, darkness is death.
15) Moreover, what agreeing of Christ (is
there) with Beliar? In what word, thought, purpose,
work do these two agree? This question advances to
the opposite personal rulers that are back of the qualities and of the powers. Evmztvqm, act of agreeing, oc-

curs only here and in ecclesiastical writers, aup.¢dwqp.a, the
result, is a later word (M.-M. 599). The question is:
Do these two ever agree? The fact that light and darkness are to be understood in a soteriological sense is
clear from the mention of the (7(0an and of the destroyer
in this question.
“Christ” has obtained our righteousness for us
(5:21), was made unto us righteousness (I Cor. 1 :30),
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and is our everlasting light (Rev. 21 :23) . As “Christ,”
the Anointed, he is our Prophet, High Priest, and King.
We prefer the reading “Beliar” to “Belial” (our ver-

sions). The former = “lord of the forest,” the latter
“worthlessness,” Stellhorn, Woerterbuch, AbbottSmith, Lexicon. The latter, namely Belial, is used as a
common noun and is translated by the LXX as transgressor, impious, foolish, pest, and Milton describes
Belial as a sensual proﬂigate. The Jews used Beliar
as a title for Satan. Christ came to destroy the works
of the devil; that is his act of agreement with him.

The companion question is: Or what portion (is
there) for a believer together with an unbeliever?

This advances us to the personal subjects involved. In
fact, all these questions focus in these persons and are
intended for us.
The believer is one who is justiﬁed by faith (Rom.
3 :28), the bearer of the highest blessing (Rom. 4 :6, 7),
at peace with God (Rom. 5:1), assured of eternal salvation (Mark 16:16). The light of the glory of God in

the face of Jesus Christ has shined in his heart (II
Cor. 4:6) ; he walks no longer as the Gentiles in the
vanity of his mind, with an understanding darkened
(Eph. 4:17), but presses forward toward the prize
of high calling in Christ Jesus (Phil. 3:14). The unbeliever (“inﬁde1,” A. V., but not in the special sense

of a disbeliever in the existence of God) has the very
opposite of all this. He has been judged already, and
he “shall not see life” (John 3:18); he is not of
Christ’s sheep (John 10:26) ; he shall not enter
into God’s rest (Heb. 3:18, 19) ; yea, he shall be
damned (Mark 16 :16) and be cast into the lake of ﬁre
(Rev. 20:15).
As subjects of their respective lords, what “portion” have they together? What the one has, the other
has not: righteousness, pardon, spiritual light and life,
peace, hope of salvation, a place in heaven. The por-
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tions of these two diverge at every point. The words
arm-6; and 5710109 without the article refer to any and
every believer, any and every unbeliever. The proof-

point of this question brings the whole matter down
into the very experience of each individual Christian.
He must realize that not only righteousness, light, and
Christ as such are utterly at variance and contradictory
to lawlessness, darkness, and Beliar, but that this

contradiction comes to an issue in his own heart and
bars him completely from a yoke fellowship with an
unbeliever.
16)
We reach the climax in this ﬁnal question.
The others are pairs. In each pair the point of the
question is divided into two, which makes the one
question a double one. Qualities (righteousness, law-

lessness) go with the powers that produce them
(light, darkness) ; so these make up one question.

Again, to ask about Christ and Beliar with reference
to us is also to ask about believer and unbeliever,
which again makes one question that has two parts.
But in the ﬁnal question no division into two mem—
bers is necessary, for in reaching the climax the question is about us as being united with God and is thus
complete in itself: Moreover, what accord (is there)
for God’s sanctuary with idols? All that is needed
is to point out: for we on our part are the living God’s
sanctuary even as God said, etc. In the preceding

pair of questions we had persons, but the doubling
divided them into two: Christ—believer. Now the
ﬁnal, highest question unites and asks about us as
“God’s sanctuary.” 'God and we are joined in this
term; we have the persons in their ultimate relation.

The point of the question is misunderstood when it
is said that nothing can be asked beyond God because
he is supreme. The subject is not God. The question

is not one about God and idols. We have what is more
than that already in Christ and Satan (Beliar). This
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question is one about “God’s sanctuary,” God united
with us. It rises above Christ and the believer, one
who embraces the Savior by faith.

To such a one

God himself descends and dwells in him. This is the
ultimate. “God’s sanctuary” is absolutely for God
alone.

“I am the Lord thy God; thou shalt have no

other gods before me.” The word used is not icpo’v, a
temple including its courts and auxiliary buildings;

it is mas, the inner sanctuary. In Jerusalem it was the
Holy and the Holy of Holies and not the courts and the
other structures. In Solomon’s Temple the presence of

God ﬁlled the Sanctuary with a cloud.
Now consider “together with idols” and mxaréﬂcm,
“depositing votes together.” False gods, idols, and
everything for which they stand, all their lies, all their
false worships, are like a company that is able to sit
together, talk together, vote together. They have no

difﬁculty about it at all. They do not even clash. They
combine in a pantheon. One may add a new god and
idol at any time. Athens was full of gods, and the
Athenians at ﬁrst thought Paul was bringing only

another god of this kind. A pagan has room in his
heart for many goods. A Whole mass of them dwells
on Olympus. The German Walhalla has them feasting
together. Their mark is unionism, syncretism. Thus

also is everything for which they stand. Can God’s
sanctuary be placed in this company? Paul’s question
does not ask about God’s sanctuary and the sanctuaries

of idols; this is not an ellipsis as some think. The question goes beyond that. It does not inquire whether one
can go into God’s sanctuary and then also go into the
sanctuaries of various idols. It asks whether an idol
or idols can be carried into God’s sanctuary there to
speak and to vote in concord with God. This was the
crime of Ahaz and of other kings of Juda. The whole
idea is monstrous.
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Some feel that Paul is thinking only of actual idols
as he does in I Cor. 8 where he speaks about attending
idols’ feasts, etc. But Paul has started with “unbelie'vers," and his last question was about “believer”
and “unbeliever.”

In his ﬁnal admonition (7:1) he

tells us that he is speaking of “all deﬁlement of ﬂesh
and spirit” and of its opposite, “holiness in God’s fear.”
“Idols” is a concrete expression for this double deﬁlement; this expression at the same time indicates the
extreme of such deﬁlement. And again the extreme
includes all lesser types and forms. All pagan gods can
sit and vote harmoniously together; all the lies they
represent, all the deﬁlements of body, and all the de.
ﬁlements of spirit, all immoralities and moral ﬁlth,
and all lying doctrines and errors of mind and spirit,
since all agree in falseness and are fathered by Beliar,
are in basic accord. But are we, we who are God’s
sanctuary? Can we admit into ourselves (ﬂesh or
spirit) even one of these idols or deﬁlements, one immorality, one religious lie?
“For" explains: “We (emphatic {,st: we on our
part; we are the ones who) are the living God’s sanctuary.” We need not pause to consider the reading
“you” which is found in some texts; for in 7 :1 Paul
writes, “Let us cleanse ourselves,” and this follows immediately after the address “beloved,” which shows
that “we” includes the Corinthians and Paul and his
assistants: we Christians all. Paul adds the participle:
“the living God.” All the idols are dead. The hearts
that embrace them embrace what is devoid of life. In
all these deﬁlements of ﬂesh and of spirit there is no

life but only death.
“The living God’s sanctuary” is a mystic expression: “Ye in me, and I in you . . . If a man love me,
he will keep my Word: and my Father will love him,
and we will come unto him, and make our abode with

him,” John 14 :20, 23. What the old Jewish sanctuary
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foreshadowed is in the most blessed way fulﬁlled in
every Christian heart: the living, God dwells in him as
in a sanctuary. There is no difference whether the
individual Christian is named or the whole body of
believers, “the church of the living God” (I Tim. 3 :15),
“an holy sanctuary (made) in the Lord —an habitation
of God in the Spirit” (Eph. 2 :21), “a spiritual house”
(I Pet. 2:5).
Even as God said: I will dwell in them and will
walk about in them and will be their God, and they
shall be my people. The subject and the Verb are
reversed: “as said God,” thus both are emphasized.
This formula of quotation occurs only here. That is due
to the fact that Paul uses a catena of Biblical expres—
sions and not an exact quotation from any one Old
Testament passage. But note well that Paul calls What
Moses and the prophets wrote God’s own Word: “God
said it.” He is the real speaker and none other. This
is one of the strong incidental proofs for verbal inspiration, and they are scattered throughout the Scriptures. The citation draws upon Lev. 26:11, 12: “And
I will set my tabernacle among you . . . and I will
walk among you, and I will be your God, and ye shall
be my people.” Also upon Ezek. 27 :27: “My tabernacle
also shall be with them: yea, and I will be their God,
and they shall be my people.” The latter statement
occurs often: Hos. 2:23; Jer. 24:7; 30:22; 31:33;
32:38; etc.

The blessedness of this union is not understood until we see it as God’s intention from the beginning
and note how it realized itself step by step when God
dwelt with the patriarchs of old, travelled with his
people through the desert in the pillar of ﬁre and in
the cloud, manifested his presence in the Tabernacle
and in the Temple, in the words of all the prophets,
ﬁnally in his own Son incarnate (who calls himself
mi: in John 2:19) and in the Spirit who was shed
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abroad at Pentecost. All this shall reach its climax
when John’s vision shall be fulﬁlled:

“And I saw a

new heaven and a new earth. . . . And I heard a great
Voice out of the throne, saying: ‘Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and he shall dwell with them,
and they shall be his people, and God himself shall be
with them, and be their God.’ ”
17) On the foundation thus laid Paul makes
his appeal. He puts it into the form of a deduction:
Wherefore. But in a most striking manner he clothes

it in words that are gathered from the Old Testament
as though God himself is addressing the readers, Paul
“doing this according to the riches of his spirit, melting
together many passages into one heap and forming
from them a text furnished by the entire Scriptures
and one in which the sense of the entire Scriptures appears” (Luther).
Come out from their midst and be separated! says
the Lord (dem = Yahweh),
And stop touching anything unclean!
And I myself will receive you,
And I will be to you a Father,
And you shall be to me sons and daughters,

says the Lord Almighty.

‘

This is, ﬁrst of all, an adaptation of Isa. 52:11:
“Depart ye, depart ye, go out from thence, touch no

unclean thing; go ye out of the midst of her; be ye
clean, that bear the vessels of the Lord 1” Verse 12
adds: “And the God of Israel will be your rereward,”
or exactly: “will gather you,” hence Paul says, “will
receive you.” “Rereward” = rearward = rear warden,
rear guard, as God in the pillar of cloud and of ﬁre
guarded the rear of the Israelites at the Red Sea. Cem-

pare also Ezek. 20:34: “And I will bring you out from
the people and will gather you,” etc.

Second Corinthians 6:17
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Separation runs through the entire Old Testament
and equally through the New. God's children are ever
a separated and a separate people. Note how the active
and the passive are combined: “come out from their
midst—be separated.” We come out when God separates us. The verbs are aorist imperatives, peremptory

and indicate decisive acts. In the second line the negative imperative is present, and this often means to
stop an action already begun, which is correct here:

“stop touching” (R. 853), this verb is construed with
the genitive dkaeéprov (no article: “anything unclean”).
God’s sanctuary would be deﬁled and could not remain
his sanctuary if we touched anything unclean. First,
complete separation; next, no return as much as even

to touch. Here we have the commentary on “idols”
occurring in v. 16: “anything unclean.”
The old Pharisees and the lawyers quibbledabout
“who is my neighbor,” but only in order to restrict
the term as much as possible. So some ask in this
connection: “Just what is unclean ‘2” and reduce the
term so as to leave as many contacts as possible quite
clean, quite proper for Christians to touch, yea, to

embrace. In fact, some think that a certain amount
of uncleanness in a Christian and in a Christian congregation is really normal. Some people get so “broad”
and so “liberal” and so “modern” that the tainted
pleasures of an evil generation, worldly business meth-

ods, godless and Christless associations and practices
of all kinds no longer appear unclean to them. The
worst is the unclean in the so-called learning, religious ideas and teaching, Christless altars, prayers,
religious ceremonies, Christless brotherhoods and organizations.
The Scriptures nowhere make a list of what is
“unclean” but they deﬁne most perfectly: everything
in body and in spirit that is contrary to our righteousness in Christ, to the light (Word), to Christ, to our
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faith, to ourselves as the living God’s sanctuary——
these, everyone and all, are “unclean,” from these be
so separated by God as not even to touch them. Ever
anew and in ever new variation we must preach separation and not unionism. We must accept the stigma of
being “separatists.” The danger is seldom of doing

too much in this respect but always too little. Read
I Cor. 6:9, and then 3:16, 17.

18)

The promises are great indeed. ’Eyu’, is most

emphatic: “I myself will receive you.”

What this

implies is stated in part: “I will be to you a Father"
(sic is predicative, R. 595). And this is ampliﬁed:
“You on your part (basic to match éya’.) shall be to me
sons and daughters.” This means more than “chil-

dren” who are dear to me. “Sons” connotes all the high
rights of sonship, and “daughters” does the same. Paul
seemingly refers to II Sam. 7:14 (Father and son);
Jer. 31:9 (Father) ; Isa. 43:6 (sons and daughters).
In order to magnify the greatness of these promises

Paul adds from II Sam. 7:8 (see Amos 3:13; Rev.
1:8): “says the Lord Almighty.” The LXX render
“the Lord of hosts” Kﬁpws myroxpdmp: Yahweh who
has all in his power. E'x hoe appellatione pcrspicitur
rrwgm'tudo promissionum (Bengel). Who would jeopardize the promises by touching anything unclean and
not remaining entirely separated?
7:1)
This verse so evidently belongs to the preceding that we append it here. Accordingly, having
these promises, beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from
every stain of ﬂesh and spirit, bringing to its goal
holiness in God’s fear! The fervency of 6 :11—13 appears in the address “beloved,” the verbal of dyamlv (on
dydmy see 2:4). This is not a mere term of affection

since on Paul’s part it implies the love of true understanding and of purpose according therewith. The
great promises, all of which are pure gospel, are the
motivation to which Paul appeals.

Second Corinthians 7 :1
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The subjunctive Kagapta’wyzv is hortative: “let us
cleanse,” and is properly the aorist to express a cleansing that actually cleanses. Call it the effective aorist.
This aorist does not denote a single act as some suppose who then stress the idea of its being single and
compare it with the single act when God cleanses in
baptism and in justiﬁcation. We see the force of this

aorist when we note what the present subjunctive or
imperative would say, namely enjoin a constant cleans-

ing, a working at it all the time, which would rather
imply that the ﬁlth is never removed or that it multiplies as fast as we cleanse it.

Some also express surprise that Paul includes himself; but this is unwarranted. Paul writes plainly
about himself in Phil. 3:12-14, compare I John 1:8—10.
Neither Paul nor John were perfectionists. Believers
cooperate with God, and one of the activities in which
they do this is in keeping themselves clean, “keeping
themselves unspotted from the world” (James 1:27).

They refuse to touch anything unclean (6:17). They
resist temptation. It is about this self-cleansing that

Paul speaks. With it goes repentance for sin that we
still commit, which brings God’s cleansing, who is
“faithful and righteous to forgive us our sins and to
cleanse us from all iniquity” (I John 1:9). We are,
indeed, clean (John 13:10; 15:3; I Cor. 6:11), and
yet we need to wash our feet (John 13:10); every
branch must be purged to bear more fruit (John 15:2),
we must ﬁght sin and temptation.
“From every stain of ﬂesh and spirit” =from
everything that would deﬁle either body or soul. The
question is raised whether Paul could write this phrase,
and the answer given is negative. First, there is the
rare word (found only here in the New Testament)

,uoxwpéc; but in I Cor. 8:7 Paul has the verb .quIiI/w,
and the noun appears in the LXX, in Plutarch, and
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in Josephus. It may happen to any writer that even in
a large volume he uses a certain word only once.
Next, here is stain “of ﬂesh and of spirit,” and it is
asked how ﬂesh can still be stained, and how it is possible to stain the spirit. The matter is almost elementary: «70'.pr = the body in its material substance of
ﬂesh; «wipe = the immaterial part as distinguished
from the material (see C.-K. 946, at the bottom, where
our passage just precedes). In English we usually say
“soul” to refer to man’s immaterial part; our “soul"
approaches the Greek warm and rises considerably
above M, which is often used to designate only the
“life" that animates the body.
The genitives may be regarded as objective; there
are sins that stain our bodily ﬂesh, all those that need
our bodily members for their commission, and there
are sins that stain the spirit or soul such as thoughts,
wrong ideas, philosophies, false doctrines, etc. Away
with all of them! The latter are worse than the former,
less readily regarded as sins, less easily cleansed away.
The fact that the aorist subjunctive, while it is
effective, denotes a process appears from the present
participle: “bringing to its goal holiness in God’s fear.”
‘Aymmim, which is one of those words that are derived
from an adjective by means of the sufﬁx -o15m7 in order
to express quality, is not the action of sanctifying:
Heiligung, but the resultant quality of holiness: Heiligkeit. “In God’s fear” (see 5:11) =in this ethical
sphere. The objective genitive names God as the one
who is feared.
Although it is called a low motive, one that is no
longer used by Christians today, it is not only found
throughout Scripture but belongs to the highest Christian motivation even as Paul uses it here. It goes hand

in hand with love: love is the positive side, fear the
negative; love prompts one to do what pleases God,
fear prompts one to refrain from what displeases God.

Second Corinthians 7:1
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Neither can dispense with the other; neither functions
alone. Fear in the sense of “terror" is quite another
matter. This could not be called the beginning of wis—
dom, Prov. 9:10; Ps. 111:10; it is the deadly dismay
which the wicked experience when God’s judgment
ﬁnds them out.
'Emnheiv: ém’ plus rc'Aos, “to bring to a goal." The
durative tense is iterative, and the participle modiﬁes
the main verb in the aorist. Thus: we cleanse ourselves eifectively when in every instance that presents
itself we turn from the stain of ﬂesh and spirit and.
thereby ever and again reach the goal, which is holiness
in God’s fear. In each case the holiness is the one attained in that case. The durative participle excludes
sanctiﬁcation that is attained by one act; moreover,
our actions are here stated and not an action by which
God totally sanctiﬁes us in one instant.
Now a word regarding the “criticism” which would
remove 6 :14-7 :1 from its place in this epistle irrespective of the suggestions that are oﬁered as to what to
do with this paragraph. Every known text has this
paragraph where it is. The style and the substance
are Pauline. The rare words that occur offer no basis
for doubt. The question raised can be based only on
the idea that this paragraph does not ﬁt properly into
the connection. But this doubt is raised by the critics
already in regard to 6 :11-13, yes, and 6 :3-13. But this
raising of doubt should raise another question, namely
whether these critics have followed Paul’s thought in
its Whole connection with 6:1, 2. We have seen how

6 :3-10 is exactly in line with what precedes, and how
6:11-13 is due to 6 :3-10. This is true also with regard

to 6 :14-7 :1, a paragraph that is beautifully wrought in
detail and exactly in place.
Opening their hearts wide to Paul and to his assist-

ants in reciprocity for the way in which Paul has opened
his own and his assistants’ hearts for them can mean
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only one thing, namely separation from all cooperation
with unbelievers no matter who they may be. This is
not merely stated, it is elaborated, and exactly as Paul

would elaborate it, namely by going to the bottom of
what such cooperation would mean and by casting also

the full light of Scripture upon what it means. Those
are mistaken who think that this paragraph repeats

I Cor. 8 and is aimed only at idols, or that it is aimed
only at J udaizers and opponents of Paul.

Since they

are believers, indeed, who have become God’s righteousness in Christ (5 :21), who have not received God’s
grace in an empty way (6:1), who recognize the day

of salvation (6:3), who appreciate Paul’s example
(6:3-10) and thus reciprocate -his appeal to them
(6:11-14), the Corinthians will drop and shun all
wrong connections and embrace God’s great promises

with Paul and his assistants and will cleanse themselves and in every instance bring their holiness to its
goal. In this whole letter we ﬁnd what 7:1 again
reveals: Paul joins the Corinthians to himself: “let
us cleanse ourselves.” He does not pose as a saint

who rebukes them because they are unclean. He wins
them by doing what he asks them to do. See the full
beauty of this mutuality and appreciate its effect on
the Corinthians themselves when they read these
words.

CHAPTER VII
XXI.
1)

2)

“Died Together and Living Together”

We attach v. 1 to the preceding chapter.

With the call: Make room for us! Paul re-

peats 6 :13: “Do you also in reciprocity expand wide I”
But “make room for us” connects also with 6 :14, etc.,
not to be yoked up heterogeneously with people from
whom they ought to keep entirely aloof. These go together as do positive and negative. Note the distinction

which is so characteristic of Paul: in 6:14 the Corinthians are not to put their necks under the yoke
of unbelievers; now, however, Paul does not add: “Put
your necks under our yoke, come and join us!” No;
he delicately states it the other way: “Make room for
us—let us come to you, be received in your hearts!”
Paul assumes that the Corinthians repudiate the foreign yoke, shun the stain of ﬂesh and spirit which he
has pointed out (v. 1). So the Corinthians will, in-

deed, make room, most expansive room in their hearts
for him and for his fellow workers. “Make room” is

not said with a doubt on Paul’s part but with the assurance that the Corinthians will answer: “We certainly will I”
With the same assurance Paul adds: To no one
did we do injustice; no one did we damage; of no
one did we take advantage. He knows the Corinthi-

ans will respond: “We know it—you did not.” Note
the asyndeton, the object placed forward for emphasis;
the aorists to express the simple facts (the English
would prefer perfects: “no one have we done injustice,” etc.). These are not charges that had been
(1095)
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made against Paul and his assistants in Corinth; Paul
refers to feelings and thoughts that some of the Corinthians may have cherished during the recent past,
while his Opponents tried to undermine his inﬂuence

in Corinth. In particular these statements refer also
to the case of incest in Corinth (I Cor. 5), to Paul’s
orders regarding action in that case, and to what Timothy and Titus had done in Corinth in supporting those
orders. As in this case, so in all that Paul had written
in First Corinthians and in all that his messengers
had done the Corinthians, Paul was convinced, now
saw that Paul, Timothy, and Titus had done no injustice to anyone, had damaged no one, had taken advantage of no one. Paul again uses the rhetorical three.
The assurance with which Paul states this he has
derived from the report that Titus has just brought
to him. The ﬁrst verb means that no one has suffered
injustice or wrong at our hands; the second, that as
a result no one has experienced damage at our hands,
anything that corrupts or destroys him in his faith;
the third, that Paul as an apostle, Timothy and Titus
as Paul’s assistants, in no way took advantage of the

congregation or of any person in it since these were
only simple Christians and ordinary church members.
Alas, these things have often been done by preachers and by high church ofﬁcials who have domineered,
overriden, tyrannized congregations and church mem.
bers like mime: instead of being amicpyoi (1 :24). We get
the full force of these three statements when we keep

in mind all that Paul has already written about the
way in which he and his assistants conduct their ofﬁce
and reveal all their inmost motives and purposes, how

their one aim is always “you — you”: “all these things
because of you” (4:15), your joy (1:25), abounding
grace, a greater volume of thanks for God’s glory

(4:15).

Second Goﬁnthians 7:2, 3
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None of these three statements should be considered
apart from the connection in which Paul utters them.
They are not self-defense, not self-justiﬁcation, and
certainly not a touch of “joking self-irony.” Even to
mention such a thing as taking ﬁnancial advantage of
any of the Corinthians is unfair to Paul.
3) When Paul adds: I am not saying (this) by
way of condemnation, he guards against an assump-

tion of a wrong implication as though he is now in a
covert way condemning anyone for having thought

evil things about him and his assistants. Nothing is
farther from his mind.

Why, he is right here asking

the Corinthians to make room for them in their hearts,
to make room because the Corinthians know that Paul
and his assistants have been full of the purest devotion
to their true spiritual interests.
So he adds: for I have just said that you are in
our hearts so that (you and we) died together and

are living together. Hpoec'prlxa, “I have said before”
= “I have just said," namely in 4:10-15; and what
I have said thus stands. Paul dictates for both himself and Timothy (1:1) and hence uses the singular.
Paul lays stress on the strongest expression that he
has thus far employed in order to indicate his feeling
toward the Corinthians and to designate the bond that
unites them. “You are in our hearts”—how could
we ever think of doing any of you a wrong or damage
or seek advantage of you? “In our hearts" = in the
bosom of our love—how could we thus now utter
covert accusation or condemnation? We see how penetrating Paul’s mind is, how he anticipates even unfair
assumptions in regard to his meaning and removes
them.
The (is 1'6 with its two inﬁnitives denotes result,
the more so since one is an aorist and the other a
present tense. When the subject of an inﬁnitive is
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not written out, the subject is the same as that of the
main clause: here: “so that you died and are living
together with us,” i. e., you and' we are having the
same experience. The meaning is not that we are joined
to you in this experience, but that you are joined to us,
in whose hearts you are.‘ By expressing this in regard
to the Corinthians, Paul recalls all their blessed experience to them and thereby draws them into his heart.
One marvels at Paul when one notes how he thus
brings the strongest appeals to bear upon his readers.
Censoriousness does not draw, love does. And (Paul’s
love never strikes a wrong note.

Having died and

sharing the same life, this is union and fellowship
indeed!
It is not difﬁcult to see the diﬂ’erence between this
and being yoked together with unbelievers, under a
yoke that is alien to Christians (6:14). Yet we are
told that 6 :14—7 :1 does not harmonize with 7:2-4. The
harmony is perfect; the expressions used in each section shed light on each other. The wrong fellowship
Paul can describe only as a being harnessed to an alien
yoke like a clean beast (ox) with an unclean (ass),
where the former does not belong. How can believers
and unbelievers be, in each other’s hearts as havingdied
together and as now,_ on the basis of that death, living
together?
By our unity with Christ and in the love which he
has implanted in us we are, indeed, spiritually bound
together (John 13:34, 35) : we are in each other’s

hearts. We died the same death to sin (aorist inﬁnitive) , and we are living the same spiritual life (present
inﬁnitive, durative). If Paul intended to reproduce
4:10, etc., exactly, both inﬁnitives would have to be
present: “so that we are dying together and living together.” It is enough for his purpose to speak of having died and thereby to express the one decisive severance of which he speaks in the preceding paragraph.

Second Corinthians 7:3,4
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In 4:11 oi game, “those living,” expresses the same

duration as muggy in the present connection.
The striking feature is the order: death ﬁrst and
then life. The meaning is not “so that we are together
in life and death.” Even if the thought were considered ideally, this cannot be the sense. Confusion
results when (is 76 is regarded as expressing purpose:

“in order to die together.” To think of a physical
death which is followed by the heavenly life disjoints

the terms. Because it is followed by a present, the
aorist inﬁnitive excludes the thought of a constant
dying that is parallel to a constant living; this is a
death that is followed by life and living. R. W. P.,
makes the aorist inﬁnitive ingressive: starting to die;
he might as well make it constative. But the punc—
tiliar idea of the aorist is emphasized by the contrast

with the durative idea of the present. Moreover, the
sense is plain: you died with us when you were severed
from sin, the world, etc., in repentance and faith; you
have ever since been living together with us in the true
spiritual life. This is what makes you and us one. This
should keep you from every alien yoke.

4)

What Paul has said before excludes every

idea that he is now writing to condemn them. And
this adequately portrays his feeling in writing this
letter. Great is my outspokenness toward you, great
my glory about you! I have been ﬁlled with the
consolation, I have been made to abound with the joy
in all our tribulation! With these feelings Paul is
writing this epistle. The Corinthians ﬁnd great outspokenness in this letter, no reserve behind which this
or that is concealed. The copulas are wanting: “is
for me” = I have; and here: I use. We see why Paul
uses the singular; it reappears in v. 8, 9: these are
personal statements that apply to him in particular.

It is he who is dictating. On the one hand he is maintaining no reserve or reticence, on the other he is
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manifesting great glorying and boasting about the

Corinthians. He‘ is so happy about them. 11ch iipis
indicates what he says to them, trip {my what he says
to others about them, “in your behalf,” zu Gumten
(B.-P. 1341), inrc'p is repeatedly used in this sense in
this epistle.
“I have been ﬁlled with the consolation” and am
thus still ﬁlled; the dative indicates means, a genitive
would state what ﬁlls. Companion to this is: “I have
been made to abound or superabound with the joy,”
the same dative of means. Consolation results in joy.

The passives imply that someone has so ﬁlled Paul and
made him overﬂow. The Corinthians have done this,
Titus has just brought a report regarding them. The
articles “with the consolation, the joy” =the one
you well know as caused by you. The ém’ phrase may
be taken with both statements in the sense that the
consolation and the joy haVe come “on top of all our
tribulation,” all that has been afﬂicting us as worry
about you. Paul includes his assistants who had shared
this feeling. Now it is entirely erased by the consolation and the joy.
.
Whether it is retained in the little paragraph v.
2-4 or drawn to the following, v. 4 is transitional. .Paul
tells how Titus changed his worry into joy.
5) For even when we came to Macedonia, no
relief has our ﬂesh had but —— in every way aﬂicted:
from outside ﬁghtings, from inside fears. Paul is
now indeed full of consolation and overﬂowing with
joy in the midst of all tribulation. Both sensations are
intensiﬁed because of the feelings that preceded them,
which place them into bold relief because of the contrast. Already in 2 :12, 13 Paul has stated that he had
no rest in Troas, that his anxiety to meet Titus made
him press forward from Troas past the open door for
work in that city into Macedonia in. order the sooner
to meet Titus or to get some word from him.

Second Cm‘inthﬁms 7:5
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Paul now states what his situation was when he
got to Macedonia and there continued his wait for
Titus. Things were even worse for him than they had
been in Troas. There a door had been opened to him
to found a congregation and to do some effective work
and thus in a measure to take his mind off his worries
about Corinth and what he would get to hear when
Titus did arrive. But in Macedonia Paul and Timothy
(1:1) and whoever else was with him encountered a
mass of trouble in addition to all the worry about Corinth and the anxiety about the return of Titus.
Paul uses the same expression which he employed
in 2 :13: Eaxyxa dveaw, and retains the same perfect tense
(see 2:13). In the former passage Paul writes, “I have
had no relief for my spirit”; while here he says, “No
relief has our ﬂesh had.” In Troas only Paul’s own
spirit was worried with anxious thoughts; here in
Macedonia both he and Timothy and whoever else was
with him had troubles that affected them bodily. “Our
ﬂesh” uses the word ﬂesh in the neutral sense, the weak
stuff of which our bodies are made (it is so used also
in v. 1).
We get a glimpse and only a glimpse of what the
trouble was when Paul adds “in every way afﬂicted:
from outside ﬁghtings, from inside fears.” Here in
Macedonia everything caused trouble. It grew to tremendous proportions outside and inside, there was
pressure in both directions. In Troas at least the out-

side was favorable, there was an open door for work.
Here in Macedonia they encountered nothing but péxai,
“clashes,” “ﬁghtings,” and to the fears which they already had about Corinth and Titus there were added
others that were connected with these Macedonian
ﬁghtings —“in every way afflicted: outside ﬁghtings,
inside fears,” no relief anywhere. As it often happens,
it is darkest just before the dawn.
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Paul’s feeling of distress is reﬂected in the way in
which he writes about it. He intends merely to indicate

the miserable situation and not to tell about it at
length. He paints the picture with only three strokes:
a participle and two nouns, just three nominatives:
“but— in everything afﬂicted (pressed) : outside

clashes, inside fears.” These nominatives merely
sketch, there are three ﬂashes, that is all. One catches
the feeling to be conveyed. Paul intends that we shall
catch it and uses nominatives for that very reason,
detached nominatives that are not included in the construction. Others have used such detailed nominatives
for the same purpose. R. 439 is right, this is not an
anacoluthon; 415 he is again right: “one must not be
a slavish martinet.” B.-D. 468 is wrong with his

complaint of “harshness and lack of exact connection.”
All is smooth and exact. These nominatives express
Paul’s feeling perfectly so that the reader catches it.
6)
Over against the dark background of what
Paul, Timothy, etc., encountered in Macedonia there
is set the glory of the coming of Titus and what he
brought. But he who comforts the lowly did comfort
us, (even) God, with the arrival of Titus; and not
only with his arrival but also with the comfort with
which he was comforted in regard to you, (he) reporting to us your longing, your lamentation, your
zeal on my own behalf, so that l rejoiced even more.
This is one of God’s wonderful names: “he who
comforts the lowly.” How could he comfort the proud,
the self-satisﬁed? While they were in Macedonia, Paul
and his assistants had certainly descended among the
lowly. But, wmm d-ie Not am grocssten, ist Gott am
mwchsten. When the need of comfort was greatest,
God brought the comfort: Titus arrived and was there
(both ideas are contained in 'rrapova'ia). nupamém may
mean to admonish. encourage, or comfort as the con-

Second Corinthians 7 :7
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text indicates. The apposition 6 69:6: is effectively placed
after the verb.
7) It is the arrival of Titus as such that is stressed
as being a comfort for Paul and for those with him.
Note that “with the arrival of Titus” is repeated: “not
only with his arrival.” Paul had been worried about

the safety of Titus. When he did not ﬁnd Titus at
Troas, when after waiting he then went on into Macedonia and still waited, the fear grew that perhaps

something had happened to Titus. Things were either
in a terrible condition in Corinth so that Titus dared
not leave, or he had left and had been injured on the
way (robbers, thieves, some accident) or had taken
sick or had even lost his life. The last appeared the
more probable, for surely, when Titus could not get
back in proper time as had been agreed, he. would, if
he were alive, have sent some message, and he would

have done this the more since he knew Paul’s great
concern. The death of Titus would have been a calamity
indeed. And now he was at last here! Talk about being comforted? This was a vast load off Paul’s heart.
Titus brought a load of comfort with him. Paul
calls it “the comfort with which he (Titus) was comforted in regard to you.” Note that the word is repeated four times: He who comforts—comforted us
— with the comfort— with which he was comforted.
Yes, this is Paul’s way of ringing the changes on a
word; but it has its purpose. It conveys the thought
that a ﬂood of comfort poured in on those who so
much needed it. As to Titus, he did not only bring
comfort, he brought it out of a heart that had drunk in
all the comfort right in Corinth. He conveyed all of it
like a full vessel.
Note that the plurals “we” include all of Paul’s

assistants. All these men are of one mind and one
heart. These are not “literary plurals”; no writer says
“we” and “I” in regard to himself in the same sen-
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tence. No literary plural occurs in this epistle; and
none is found elsewhere in Paul’s epistles. By designating the comfort as he does Paul means this: You Corinthians saw how you had ﬁlled Titus with comfort
when he left; well, that is exactly how we were com-

forted when he poured out this comfort on his arrival.
There is no issue as to the relation of the present
participle away/{Mow with the aorist “Wagon. Titus
“was comforted” in Corinth, his “reporting” takes
place later in Macedonia. The relative clause does not
include the participial statement. Nor is this an anacoluthon. The force of this participle would not be
altered if it were a genitive absolute. It is construed
ad sensnm and in the most natural way. How Titus
had been comforted in Corinth became evident to Paul,
Timothy, etc., when he began “reporting to us” on his
arrival.
And now Paul states the three main points of this
comforting report in detail. “Your longing” is the
desire of the Corinthians to have Paul arrive in their
midst and to hear his approval of the way in which
their hearts had opened to him and to his assistants.
“Your lamentation (mourning),” Luther: Wcinen, is
the sorrow of the Corinthians for ever having become
disaffected and for having called forth Paul’s reproof.
“Your zeal on my own behalf" is the zealous effort on
the part of the Corinthians to meet the Christian requirements which Paul had laid upon them, had had to
lay upon them. These three terms convey volumes.

Note the three {way (subjective genitivcs), all are emphatic. You —you —you are sending us all this com-

fort! The phrase “on my own behalf” is signiﬁcant.
Paul, the apostle, was the one for whom the Corinthi—
ans were now so zealous to defend him against any
derogations, to obey him as their true leader and guide.

Paul was not like some preachers who attach their
congregations mainly to their own persons. The re-

Second Coﬁnthwns 7:7, 8
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stored devotion of the Corinthians to Paul rested altogether on the gospel of which Paul was the great exponent. They were faithful to him because they now
fully recognized that he labored for Christ in the most
disinterested way. Woe to the preacher who thrusts
his person ahead of Christ and gets people to cling to
him and not above all to Christ!
“So that I even more rejoiced,” (Tm-re with the inﬁnitive is used in the Koine to express actual result

(R. 1000) . MEMov = that Paul even had joy beyond all
the comfort. The aorist inﬁnitive has the force: I positively got to rejoice. Comfort was precious indeed;
but to be able to rejoice was like comfort being crowned.
Forget not that all this came just when Paul was

deepest in worry and in other troubles.
XXII.

8)

“You Were Grieved. unto Repentance”

In the R. V. the American Committee trans-

lates v. 8, 9a as one sentence by making min-m "A. a
parenthesis. This is not a gain. Since 76,; is textually
sound, especially when it is regarded as explanatory,
no parenthesis is needed. Paul has come to a rejoic-

ing although the news from Corinth reported the lamentation of the Corinthians (v. 7). Already in 2:2
Paul refers to the fact that he had grieved the Corinthians. With an he now explains how he comes to rejoice although he had grieved the Corinthians. We now

have a fuller exposition of 2:1-4 (which read). Paul
did not want to come to Corinth in grief and delayed
his coming for that very reason. Now he indeed rejoices and can go to Corinth in joy. What had so deeply

grieved him was what compelled him to grieve the
Corinthians, to grieve them in love. In 2 :2 he says that
only he who grieved him could remove that grief and

rejoice him again. That is what happened, he is now
voicing that joy.
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For though I grieved you in my letter I am not
regretting it though (for a While, I confess) I was
regretting it, for I see that that letter, though (only)
for a time, did grieve you. Now I am rejoicing, not
(indeed) that you were grieved, but that you were
grieved unto repentance, for you were grieved according to God's way so that you were made to suffer loss from us in no way.
The condition is one of reality. It is a fact, and
Paul speaks of it 'as a fact that he, indeed, grieved the
Corinthians in his letter. And he says: “I am not
regretting it.” Yet he admits and confesses: “Though
I was regretting it.” The imperfect tense states that
this regret continued for a time, and that it then
ceased, a different feeling, took its place.

This tense

is open; it says that something lasted temporarily and
then gave way to something else that closed the matter.
In this connection the question is raised: “If Paul
wrote by inspiration as he did, under the very inﬂuence
and the guidance of the Holy' Spirit, how could such
regrets later enter into his mind?” This is not the
question of skeptics but the puzzling consideration of
true believers in inspiration. They feel a diﬂiculty here
that other men do not feel. They then seek to explain

away Paul’s regret. That is not right. Their difﬁculty
is self—made, imagined, not real. Paul’s inspiration did
not extend to his thoughts and anxieties in the trying
situations in which he was placed. In these he felt
distressed and perplexed and often greatly worried
just as is the case with'us.
We may say that Paul was in the position in which
many a true pastor is today who 'has rebuked and
chastised some member and has done this in perfect

accord with God's Word and Spirit and knows that he
has, and yet, when the effect hangs long in the balance,
when, as here in the case of Paul, he cannot even see
the effect, his poor human nature asserts itself in the

Second Corinthians 7:8, 9
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form of useless worries, misgivings, even regrets.
Paul’s admission may serve as a great comfort to us.
Neither revelation nor inspiration lifted the apostles
above their poor Udp£ or human nature (here mentioned twice: 7:1, 5) which asserted itself in hours

of weakness and depression in the form of even doubts
and regrets.

The textual evidence against the reading with ya’p
is so slight that the R. V. margin does not even note it.

It is also not intended for proof, it merely explains:
“for I see (by the report which Titus brings) that that
letter (of mine) did grieve you although (as I am glad

to hear from him, only) for a time” (Jpa, “hour,” in
the sense of a short time). Paul thus explains how he

can say “though I grieved you in my letter”; he has
the facts from Titus.
9) All of that temporary regret which was due
to being so far away from Corinth, so completely in

the dark until Titus came, so plagued with uncertainty
in regard to the manner in which his letter would be
received, has now entirely disappeared. The asyndeton
makes the statement emphatic: “Now I am rejoicing.”

It parallels the previous: “I am not regretting it.”
Both are markedly durative, the one states negatively
what the other puts positively. Paul, of course, rejoices, “not that you were grieved,” not that I merely
hurt you deeply—how could he rejoice because of
that?— “but that you were grieved unto repentance.”
The fullest stress is on this phrase. A surgeon may
cause severe pain; he rejoices when he sees the cure

that this pain has produced. It is not the pain as such
but the pain as being productive of the cure that rejoices him.

The way to true repentance even in the case of
Christians who have sinned and erred is the way of
deep grief and sorrow. The mistake made by many a
preacher is the endeavor to induce a painless, griefless
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repentance. Such repentance does not exist. Peter had
to weep bitterly. A broken and a. contrite heart is not
a pleasant sensation. The terrores cmzscz'entiae will
always be “terrors.” Much repentance presses out tears.
The peaceable fruit of righteousness grows from the
pain of chastisement, Heb. 12:11.
Merdvouz is one of the great concepts of Scripture.
It means: "To change the mind afterward,” when it is
too late. This is deepened in the New Testament beyond
everything secular writers conceived, this word expresses the vital inner change that is wrought by the
law in conjunction with the gospel when the heart
turns from its sin and guilt to God and his pardon in
Christ Jesus. When it is used alone as it is here it
denotes the whole act (contrition plus faith) ; when it
is used together with faith it denotes contrition alone.
R., W. P., laments that we have no better word for it
than “repentance.” A good preacher will always expound it. Repentance= conversion. When it is predicated of Christians it signiﬁes a renewal of the heart’s
inner change: our daily contrition and repentance. In
Corinth the congregation as a whole in a great change
of heart turned back from the wrong and sinful course
which it had followed.
Grieved “unto repentance,” with this as the outcome (eic) , should be distinguished from being grieved
otherwise. So Paul elucidates with ydp: “you were
grieved xa-ra @eév,” gottgemaess, which it is difﬁcult to
reproduce in English. We have the suggestions: “after
a godly manner (sort) ,” our versions; “according to
God," A. V. margin, which is literal; in a way that
accords with God. This phrase explains “unto repentance.” But it is not enough. One usually grieves over
some grave loss; this grief which led to a repentance
that was in harmony with God is the very opposite: the
Corinthians were not thereby made to suffer loss in
any way.

Second Corinthians 7 :9, 10
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We confess that the In of purpose does not ﬁt here,
not even the in of contemplated result; we therefore
regard it as indicating actual result: “so that you were
made to suffer loss from us in no way,” not the least
loss. We may say: cine Busse olme Einbusse. This
was certainly the result in the case of the Corinthians.
Why should Paul speak of it only as being God’s purpose when that purpose was already actually accomplished in the Corinthians?
The passive accords with the preceding passives:
were grieved — were made to suﬁer loss; the agent is

expressed by as allay, “from us.” R.-997-9 regards this
as the consecutive Iva; B.-D. 391, 5 still shrinks from
making it actual result. Those who have not experienced true repentance might conceive of it as a great
loss; it is always the very opposite, the greatest spiritual gain. The grief of repentance is never loss in any
way; not to experience this grief, that is loss indeed.
10) For the grief according to God’s way works
an unregrettable repentance for salvation; but the
grief of the world works out death. The two kinds
of grief are contrasted as to their results. This conﬁrms us in the opinion that also the preceding Iva
clause speaks about result. Here is the great gain
beside the great loss. Over against the grief Kan‘z @cév,

“according to God,” stands the grief roﬁ «6011.00, “of the
world." It is not God who experiences the grief, but
the world does experience the grief, and the fact that
its grief is xam‘i xéapov, weltgemaess, “according to the
world,” need certainly not be stated. Note the difference: the one grief bears a relation to God (ma-d) ;
the other bears a relation only to itself (simple genitive).
So the one “works repentance for salvation,” the
other “works out dea " Every word is exact. Present
tenses are used regularly in doctrinal statements; they
state what is always true. 'Epydcmu u’:= “works to-
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ward” ; xarcpydgcrat “(with its perfective rig-rd) =“works

out,” actually produces. Godly grief does not “work”
and mush less “work out or produce” salvation. It
“works" anly repentance “toward" salvation. God
alone works salvation, and- by producing repentance
this sorrow aids in working the subjective means,
namely repentance. Salvation and death are to be un-

derstood in their ultimate form.
The world’s sorrow, however, “works out” and

produces death. ' This sorrow is remorse, often despair,
the direct forerunner of death. The world is full of it.
How fearfully it “works out” We see in the suicide of
Judas Iscariot. Where it does not end in open tragedy
it is still of the same kind. The sins ﬁnd the sinner out,
judgment-comes marching on inexorably, hope dies,
i. e., all false hope, death waits. There is nothing “according to God” in this grief, nothing according to

his good and gracious will, no outcome that in any
way tends toward salvation; everything about this
grief points directly to death. The world's grief is already death’s shadow closing down.
The godly grief is wrought by God, by his law
and his gospel; It is impossible without these. So the
immediate outcome is repentance, and this leads to
ﬁnal salvation. The Bible furnishes many ﬁne examples of such repentance: David, whose great sins
Nathan reproved; Peter, who denied Christ and went
out and wept bitterly; the malefactor on the cross.
who was brought to his ﬁrst repentance and received
pardon. In the very ﬁrst of his famous 95 Theses Luther declares that when- our Lord' and Master Jesus
Christ says that we are to repent he desires that the
entire life of believers should be a repentance. The
grief of repentance may be painful, humiliating, crushing, and all'that, but who will exchange it for the
grief that brings on the pain and the terror of death?
Who wants to exchange with- impemtent Cain, King

Second Corinthians 7:10, 11
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Saul, Judas, the impenitent malefactor, Caiaphas,
Pilate, Herod, or any of their class?
The verbal adjective dyerapz’kq‘rov is to be construed
with 'ucrdvomv and not with a’wTrlpLIaV. It is inconceivable
that one should regret ﬁnal salvation; “unregrettable
salvation” is an impossible combination. “Unregrettable

repentance” —that is, indeed, a proper idea here
where the grief of such repentance is discussed: no

one can ever regret his true repentance because of any
grief that went with its production. The adjective is
placed last because it is to modify the whole of
‘ue‘rdvotav eis‘ oqupiav and not merely the noun “repentance.” The repentance is so unregrettable because it
is “unto salvation.”

The verbal adjective “unregrettable” is used because Paul has just said: “I am not regretting though
(for a while) I was regretting.” Paul used both verbs
in regard to the grief which he caused the Corinthians,
which also shows how “unregrettable” is to be construed. The A. V. translates as though the word were

dyeravo’yrov, and some say that this ought to be the word:
“unrepentable

repentance.”

This

view

simply ex-

changes Paul’s thought for one it deems better. Paul
retains the idea of regretting and not-regretting from
v. 8. He wants no pun on repenting and not repent—
ing; that would not only run off on a different track,
it would run off where Paul does not want to go, for
the world is unrepenting, and “unrepentable” is even
stronger.
11)
All the blessed results of the godly sorrow
that works repentance for salvation have now been

stated, all the results that show how this repentance
is “for salvation” and thus in the highest degree “unregrettable.” These results have been actually accomplished in the Corinthians; KaTEprdau‘ro is the same verb
as xaupyu’zem but an aorist to designate the past fact.
Paul exclaims because of these results and lists each
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one separately as though he would hold it up with
great delight. His grieving the Corinthians has actually done this. He was foolish for regretting at all
that he had done this grieving. The Corinthians do not

need to wait until their heavenly salvation arrives; all
these results are evidence of the most blessed kind as
to what their grief really produces.
For lo, this very thing that you were grieved according to God's way, what earnestness it worked
out for you, yea defense, yea indignation, yea fear,
yea longing, yea zeal, yea action of justice! In everything you did commend yourselves as being pure
with regard to this case. All of these results have
been actually produced by your having been grieved,
nothing else could have produced them. All of them
show your repentance to be genuine and truly “for
salvation.” We may regard aﬁn‘» more as modifying 1?:
Ammaﬁm which is then regarded as a noun or regard the
substantivized inﬁnitive as an apposition to aim‘) Toﬁro
(R. 1078).
Hdaos= “how much, how great” (R. 740), and
should be construed with the entire seven nouns. Paul
holds up each .one in order to look at it separately,
to admire it: “Lo, how great each one is !” ’AAM is
not adversative. B.-D. 448, 6, and B.-P. 59 retain this
idea: “not only this but also.” Read R. 1185, etc. ; the
sense is: “here is another thing,” and the repetition is
climacteric. B.-P. 59 has this idea in “yea even” this.
that, etc. The seven nouns are thus stated in progressive order. The wpciypa or “case" to which they refer
is the case of incest (I Cor. 5). The Corinthians treated
it with careless indifference, just let it pass and did
nothing, considered neither the sin nor the sinner involved, disregarded what this sin did to his soul, and
considered not themselves, and what this indifference
and inaction did to them as a congregation. Then Paul
took them to task in I Cor. 5. He even thought it neces-

Second Corinthians 7:11
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sary to send Titus. Finally there came the 011011815, which
means that the Corinthians dropped their indiiference
and got thoroughly busy and in earnest.
The ﬁrst thing that resulted was Emvoyta, “defense,”
clearing themselves. That was certainly the main and
the immediate thing to eﬁect. They could not go on
when such a smirch was resting on their whole church.
The next thing was “indignation" in regard to the sin
committed and the man who had committed it. They
indignantly expelled him (see 2:6, etc.). These three
belong together and followed in close succession. Then
came another thing, namely “fear" as to whether
everything had been done that ought to be done; and
another, namely “longing” to have Paul himself present
in Corinth to direct everything; and still another,
namely “zeal” to leave nothing undone that they might
do ere Paul arrived. These three again belong together
and are closely connected and properly follow the ﬁrst
three.
This makes six to which Paul adds a comprehensive
seventh and thereby secures also for all these good
results a group of (sacred) seven. This is ('KSL’K-qa'ts‘:
“right or just action.” “Revenge" (A. V.) , “vengeance”
(R. V.) is not the meaning. Those who hold this opinion
refer the word only to the sinner in this case; but the
preceding nouns show that all the Corinthians were
equally involved with him. Then, too, this is the ﬁnal

term, and it cannot be one-sided where two sides are
involved. This “action of justice” which so delights

Paul was one of justice and right in both directions,
in regard to the sinner and in regard to the Corinthians who themselves were so guilty because of their

past indifference and callousness in regard to a crime
in their midst which was unheard of even among
pagans (I Cor. 5:1).
“In everything you did commend yourselves as being pure in regard to this case” (1’93, the one con-
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cerned). “In everything" sums up the seven points.
“You did commend yourselves” is aorist and contemporaneous with the aorist occurring in v. 11, “worked out

for you." The English would use the perfect: “you have
commended.” The verb is signiﬁcantly “commend your-

selves,” andwe should know what Paul has had to say

in 3:1 and 5:11 about the slur that he simply commends and recommends himself and his assistants, and
in 4 :2 where he shows how he indeed and in the truest
way does recommend himself and them. He must tell
this about himself and his helpers to the Corinthians,
but joyfully and most generously he calls what he now
sees manifested in the Corinthians the ﬁnest self-recommendation they can offer. So he gladly accepts it
although they have not done equally well with regard
to him.
,
There is some diiference of opinion in regard to
the time indicated by elval. as though it might mean
that in this case the Corinthians had never been pure
and,_blameless. But the context does not support that
thought; they had repented. The time of this inﬁnitive
is present with respect to the aorists of ~this'verse and
not prior to them. The Corinthians are now pure in
this case since the grief “wrought out” these blessed
results. The very tense says so. Little needs to be

added in regard to what arpdypa, “affair" or “case,” Paul
has in mind, and to what letter he twice refers in
v. 8. See 2:9, 11. Every word ﬁts the case mentioned
in I Cor. 5.

12) So, though I wrote to you, (it was) not
(just) on account of him who did the injustice, nor
(just) on_account of him who suﬂered the injustice,
but on account of this that your earnestness in behalf

of us should be publicly manifested to yourselves in
the sight of God.
Paul is speaking. about the letter referred to in
v. 8 and in 2 :3. In the latter passage he mentions one

Second Corinthians 7:12
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purpose for writing that letter, the personal one of
not wanting to have grief from those who ought to
furnish him joy. What he now says about the primary
reason for writing that letter agrees with that. The

letter is First Corinthians, and the chapter to which
reference is made is the ﬁfth. That was not written on
account of the daunjaac or on account of the «isqua’c, the
man who committed the crime (incest) or the man

against whom it was committed, who suffered as a
result of the crime (the criminal’s father). The Greek
“not—nor” is not exclusive in the sense of “not at
all — nor at all,” but is equivalent to our English “not
just— nor just.” Paul was only in a minor way concerned about these two persons, his main concern was
a far greater one, namely the whole congregation, that
its earnestness “in behalf of us” (Paul and his assistants, two of whom he had sent to Corinth, Timothy
and Titus, representatives of Paul) should be made

publicly manifest to the Corinthians themselves in the
sight of God by the way in which they applied Christian discipline to this criminal man as they had learned
it from Paul and as his letter to them once more urged
them.
This is the same anouSé, “earnestness,” that was
mentioned in v. 11, where six other terms followed it.
<1’avepoﬁv again (2:14; 3:3; 4:2) has the idea of being
publicly displayed. The case was such as to require

such a display, not simply in order that Paul might
see it and be impressed by it but also in order that
the Corinthians themselves might behold it. By way of
their earnest action they were to become fully conscious

of their earnestness in behalf of their former teachers.
Yet this was to be done as “in the sight of God,” under
God’s eyes, who even more than Paul and his assistants expected no less of them.

Paul uses asuaiaas and dsmnau’e in order to match the
preceding éxb‘ixqme.

This is merely verbal.

In both
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words there is the idea of asuda, that which runs
counter to the Sin, or norm of right and has the divine
judgment against it. 'It is unwarranted to say that
these participles are mild, too mild for the case of
incest. This idea is fostered by the dictionaries. C.-K.
39 mentions a social, mild meaning: “to do wrong,”
and says nothing more but lists our passage; then he
lists a religious meaning, a severe one: incurring the
divine judgment. In nonreligious connections the only
mildness is that human verdicts condemn the act. But
the word always has a forensic basis: tsuuiv, “to do
what justice (divine or human) condemns.” In our
passage it is certainly more than social justice that is
involved. This case of incest was under the condemnation of the divine Judge himself. See Lev. 18:8.

Who is this stances? Objections are offered to the
supposition that he is the father of the incestuous son.
But all suggestions as to who this man might otherwise be are open to challenge. The opinion that this
damned: is the congregation itself is unsatisfactory because of the singular whereas Paul writes “you" to the
congregation. The Widespread critical opinion that this
is Paul himself who was insulted by some Corinthian
member while on his ﬂying visit to Corinth, insulted
in the public congregational meeting is unacceptable
on several counts: the words Paul uses should then be
ripping and tﬁpwoec’s, the insulter and the insulted; ésmezy
does not mean “to insult.” Paul uses “we” and not “I,”
and he cannot refer to himself by an unmodiﬁed singular participle. More may be added, but we let this
suﬂice.
The father is not considered because he is mentioned only incidentally in I Cor. 5. But when Paul
formulates the resolution which the Corinthians are
to pass on the case (I Cor. 5:3-5, see the exegesis), the
Corinthians are to do all that is in their power in the
father’s interest. Is the father not mentioned only

Second Corinthians 7:12, 18
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incidentally also here in 7 :12? Both he and his son
are treated as side issues.
Some think that the passive participle refers to the
woman; but the participle is masculine. Nor was she
wronged, she did as much wrong as her paramour.
It is urged that, if this is a reference to the case of
incest, the woman ought to be mentioned. We agree,
but only if she was not a pagan, only if she was a
Christian; and then she should be named as a fellow
criminal and not as a woman who was criminally
treated.
13) For this reason we have been comforted
because this earnestness on the part of the Corinthians
became publicly manifest to themselves in God’s sight.
It meant so exceedingly much to Paul and to his helpers.
The action expressed by the perfect tense started when
the news reached Paul through Titus and still con-

tinues.

_

Titus has just come from Corinth, and he is to'
bear this letter back to the Corinthians. Paul very
ﬁttingly speaks of the part he had in bringing the
comfort and the joy. Moreover, in addition to (e'm’)
this comfort of ours we rejoiced the more exceedingly at the joy of Titus, that his spirit has received
rest from you all.

The two ém' are alike. Titus made a joyful report.
What the content of his joy was the epexegetical (in
clause states: “that his spirit (we should say liis soul)
has been given rest,” this joy of his came “from you
all.” 'Ami is not exactly “by you all” (agent with the
passive) but “from” (derivation). All of the uncertainty and the uneasiness with which Titus had gone
to Corinth changed to rest for his spirit because of
what he experienced “from” the Corinthians. No wonder Titus came to Paul with joy! And this joy of his
caused Paul and Timothy (1:1) and any others who
may have been with Paul to rejoice beyond the comfort
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and the satisfaction which were contained in the report
of Titus. We take it that Paul is practically quoting
Titus as to how his uneasiness was put to rest (perfect,
to stay so) and how glad he was in consequence.

14)

But the Corinthians are not to harbor the

suspicion that Paul had perhaps ﬁlled the mind of
Titus with uncertainty and grave misgivings when
he had dispatched Titus to them. For that reason we

now have the Singular. For if I have gloried somewhat to him concerning you I was (certainly) not

put to shame; but as we (in the past) spoke to you
all things in truth, so also this our glorying before
Titus turned out to be truth.

The condition is one of reality: Paul had boasted
somewhat (n) to Titus concerning the Corinthians,
yes, he had boasted, not, indeed, extravagantly, but
only “somewhat.” Paul had encouraged Titus. Paul
would have been foolish to discourage him when he
was to go on Paul’s own mission.

The perfect “I have gloried” says more than an
aorist would; it brings out the fact that Paul kept up
this boasting about the Corinthians when he was
speaking to Titus. The implication is that it was necessary for Paul to do so because Titus had his serious
doubts as to whether Paul was right. Now Paul is very
happy to register the great fact: in all that I boasted

about you to Titus “I was not put to shame.” That is
really a litotes, stating negatively what is intended
positively: you Corinthians more than veriﬁed my
words to Titus.
It is a reﬂection on the honesty of the apostle to
comment in regard to Paul: In order to bolster up the
courage of Titus, Paul in all likelihood said more than
his knowledge of the situation in Corinth warranted;
and this reﬂection is repeated when it is said in regard
to Titus that he did not trust the truth of Paul’s praise
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of the Corinthians. Paul says plainly “somewhat.” He
told Titus what was true, and Titus believed and knew
that what was thus said was true. Some good things

may still be most true in a bad situation. It would be
folly not to note them well and to count on them.
Paul also says: “I was not put to shame.” When
he spoke to Titus about the good that he could count
on in the Corinthians, Paul reckoned with the possibility of being put to shame; he did not send Titus away
with the assurance that the Corinthians would and

could not put him to shame. That would have been
folly in the opposite direction.

Note that when Paul refers to himself alone he uses
the singular “I” endings of the verb; yet some think
that the “we”s used here and there are the literary “I.”
What “I was not put to shame” states negatively is now
also joyfully repeated in positive form, but with ampliﬁcations: “this glorying of ours before Titus turned

out to be truth.” So others besides Paul had gloried
about the Corinthians. ’Em’ with the genitive: “be-

fore” (Acts 23:30; I Cor. 6:1; and often). And this
praise of the Corinthians proved to be the truth be-

cause the Corinthians more than lived up to the expectations entertained regarding them.
Nor was this so very strange as the an claucm emphasizes. The Corinthians know from their own past
experience with Paul and his assistants that they are

most careful to keep within the bounds of truth when
they speak about any matter: “as we spoke to you all
things in truth,” i. e., in the past in all our dealings
with you. We never tried to make or to leave a false
impression. The supposition that Paul is proving his
truthfulness by the truth of what he said to Titus

about the Corinthians misunderstands what Paul does
say, namely that the past, proven truthfulness received

another item: as true in the past, so now in this case
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too. The Corinthians might have proved hostile and
thus have given the lie to what was said of them in
praise and put Paul to shame because of his praise.
And this would have proved only that the Corinthians
had become baser than their best friends thought possible.
15) Paul adds the effect which the action of
the Corinthians has had on Titus: And his feelings
are (now) more intensely toward you when he remembers the obedience of you all, how with fear and

trembling you received him. On mrAéwa see 6:12.
The predicate is sis this, “toward you.” Our versions
translate interpretatively “his aﬁection.” The sense is:
Titus now loves you more than ever. We construe the
participle as a genitive absolute: “he remembering”
(atroﬁ understood) and not as modifying the aﬁroﬁ which
is used with WMyxva. as R., W. P., suggests. Already
the'ﬁrst reception impressed Titus. He had evidently
not expected to be received “with fear and trembling”
on the part of the Corinthians, i. e., with such readiness to obey the Word of God which he brought from
Paul. There is a good deal back of this “fear and
trembling,” namely the fact that the Corinthians had
returned to their allegiance to Paul; that they felt deeply
that they had deserved the severest rebuke, and that
they expected to receive chastisement when Titus came
from Paul. How this change had come about we are
unable to state; it is idle to speculate.
16) And now, in closing the ﬁrst main part of
his letter, Paul says regarding himself personally:
I rejoiced that in everything I am of good cheer in
regard to you. Paul is happy that he can be of good

courage in regard to Corinth. The dark clouds have
been dispersed. To be of good cheer implies that some
things still need adjustment, but also that all misgiv-

ings have disappeared in regard to such adjustments
as are yet to be made.
Q

Second Corinthians 7:16
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This conclusion of the ﬁrst part of the epistle is
said to be incompatible with what follows in the third
part (chapters 10-13). We are told that these two
cannot be parts of one and the same letter.
Hence we have the hypotheses about the last four chapters, namely that they constitute a separate earlier
letter, etc. We shall see what foundation such an assertion has when we consider those chapters. No text

is extant in which Second Corinthians is without the
last chapters. This alone is most decisive; but we shall

see much more besides.

CHAPTER VIII
The Second Part of the Epistle
Chapters Eight and Nine
Expediting the Matter of the Collection in Corinth
I.

The Great Example of Macedonia

Our ﬁrst information regarding the great collection is stated in I Cor. 16:1, etc. In their letter to Paul
the Corinthians had requested directions regarding it,
and Paul sends these in I Cor. 16. We learned that the
Galatian churches were already following the method
proposed to the Corinthians, namely that on each Sunday each person lay by what he could. When Paul
wrote First Corinthians he expected to get to Corinth
eight or nine months later and so asked that the whole
collection be completed by that time so that men who
were approved by the church might then carry the
funds to Jerusalem. Just when, where, and how this
movement toward a collection started we cannot say,
for all we have is the remark made in Gal. 2 :10 about
remembering the poor, which Paul promised to do.
The next information we have is found in these
two chapters of this epistle. In 9:2 we see that the
collection was started in Corinth a year before Second
Corinthians was written, and that means ﬁve or six
months before First Corinthians was written. Paul
boasts to the Macedonians about the early start that
was made in Corinth and in Achaia ; but he now boasts
(1122)

Second Corinthians 8:1
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to the Corinthians about the wonderful response he
had found in Macedonia and writes in detail about the
Macedonians in order to enthuse also the Corinthians.
The danger is that the Corinthians will fall behind, that
when representatives from Macedonia come to Corinth
to join the party that is to convey the collection to
Jerusalem, they will ﬁnd Corinth unready although
here in Second Corinthians Paul is boasting that Corinth began already a year ago. So Paul tries to speed
up the collection in Corinth by sending back Titus to
help direct matters. Paul himself will get to Corinth
in two or three months, the Macedonian representatives
will accompany him.
We can follow the main events from Luke’s report
in Acts 20:4, where he names the whole party which
started from Corinth in the spring of the next year
and carried the collection from the European churches
to Jerusalem. Luke describes the whole journey. How
the funds gathered in Asia and in Galatia were combined with those which had been collected in Europe
we are not told. They were perhaps brought when the
Ephesian elders met Paul and his party at Miletus
(Acts 20:17). The collection must have been turned

over to James and to the elders at Jerusalem when
these received Paul and his party (Acts 21:17, etc.).
In his defense before Felix in Acts 24:17 Paul men—
tions the fact that he had come to Jerusalem to bring

alms to his nation.
We now go back to the six months that intervened
between First and Second Corinthians. The relation
between the Corinthians and Paul had become severely
strained. All that we know about this is what we are
able to gather from the two epistles themselves. We
have this much in the way of facts. First Corinthians
is ﬁlled with rebuke and corrections in every chapter.
Conditions were bad, very bad in Corinth: party fac-

tions ; the whole wisdom-folly ; the case of incest; litiga-
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Lions; harlotry not considered wrong; wrong notions
regarding marriage and celibacy; attending idol feasts;

ruining the apage and the celebration of the Lord’s
Supper; the folly concerning gifts, forgetting love;
capping this list the denial of the bodily resurrection.
No wonder Paul shed tears while he was writing this
letter (2:5).

Just consider this array of evils, all of which were
found in one congregation. Timothy arrived in Corinth
after this letter had been received. We know that after
he returned to Paul in Ephesus, Paul sent Titus to
Corinth.

From Second Corinthians we gather that

things had, indeed, looked bad in Corinth, and that
Paul had feared even the worst. J udaizers had come
in, and a movement to disown Paul was started. But
the Corinthians thoroughly righted themselves with
the help of Titus. Titus so reported to Paul in Macedonia, and Paul then wrote Second Corinthians.

But we see that because of all this disturbance the
collection had fared illy. We may well suppose that
it had gone by the board for the time being. It is with
this background that Paul writes about it in order to

set it going again. Paul had perhaps been attacked also
on the score of this collection. We shall see how he
guards his expressions. These two chapters regarding
the collection are again a sample of how in a situation

that is by no means simple Paul knows exactly the
right thing to say, to touch only the purest motives, to
avert every wrong implication, and to deprive every

hostile mind of the least opening for an attack. The
new part of the letter proceeds with transitional 82'.

1)

Now we inform you, brethren, about the

grace of God which has been bestowed in the
churches of Macedonia, (namely) that in a great
test of afﬂiction the excess of their joy and their
down to depth poverty exceeded in the riches of their
single-mindedness.

Sccond Corinthians 8:]
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Paul does not write: "I hear that the matter of the
collection has stopped in Corinth; you must start it
again.” He does not put this matter into diplomatic
language by sugar-coating it with smooth words. Paul
issues no command of authority. He knows only one

principle for giving, and that is the giver’s own free
will. He takes it for granted that the Corinthians, who
have now returned to their true allegiance and love,
will join in the movement of the collection (9 :1). His
aim in writing these two chapters on the subject is to

make their participation pure and true in every respect, a product of the gospel spirit in every way, a

delightful task that is performed in the fullest gospel
consciousness. For this reason he starts with the Macedonians, who are now busy gathering their contribu-

tions in the ﬁnest Christian spirit.
It is Paul’s delight to praise where praise is due.
He cannot write on this subject without glorying in
what the Macedonians are doing. He would glory thus
no matter to whom he might write. Invidious comparisons do not enter his mind. Legalistic promptings

are impossible to him. All these beautiful fruits are
pure “grace of God.” As far as the Corinthians are
concerned, the only stimulation which Paul knows is
that of rich gospel grace. He wants nothing from the
Corinthians but a repetition of the delight which he is
now experiencing among the Macedonians.
That he secured it we see from Rom. 15:26-28
which was written later in Corinth just before he and

the selected delegates started for Jerusalem with the
collection. The secret of Paul’s success in this ﬁeld is

still hidden from so many who now manage the ﬁnances
of the church. A little law, often just law, seems to
them to be much more promising than pure gospel. When
they do try to use the gospel they do it awkwardly because down in their hearts they do not trust it for com-
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plete effectiveness with Paul’s full trust. Therefore
their gospel appeals so often fail to ring true, and the
results are, of course, according, which is not the gos-

pel’s fault but the fault of those who do not trust it
sufﬁciently.
Nor is it the fault of our people, for they would
respond to Paul as the Macedonians and the Achaians
once responded, if Paul could come to them. We stand
in Paul’s place, we preachers and we church leaders.
Would that his gospel trust and spirit radiated from
us as we see it radiate in these two chapters and in all
of Paul’s work!
“We inform you,” Timothy and I (1:1) and other
assistants of mine. This is not an editorial “we”; there
is none in the entire epistle. It is glorious news that
“we” are able to send you Corinthians. The address
“brethren” marks a new part of the letter and makes
this part very personal for the Corinthians. The collection of the Macedonians should not be called “the
grace of God.” 0n xdpw see 2:1 ; it is the undeserved
favor of God with all that it bestows. “The grace of

God, the one that has been bestowed (and is thus remaining) in the churches of Macedonia,” is something
the Macedonians have received (and thus possess)
from God, not something they bestow on God or on the
poor in Jerusalem and thus on God.

Right here we have the full depth of Paul’s View. All
our fruit of good works, all our beneﬁcence and contributions of money, are God’s unmerited favor to us,
his undeserved gift to us. How so? Every good work
is the fruit of God’s operative grace. It is a treasure
that he and his grace deposit in our basket. Blessed is
he who has his basket overﬂowingly full of such gifts of
God! Those who refuse to give turn their basket away
when God wants to place another gift into it. Ah, they
keep their gift and lose the gift to themselves which

Second Corinthzkuw 8 :2
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their gift might have been. Poor where grace would
make them rich in good works to come with rejoicing,
bearing their full sheaves (Ps. 126 :6), to stand among
those whom the King shall call “the blessed of my
Father" (Matt. 25 :34-40) .
2) Epexegetical 5n describes this grace which was
vouchsafed to the Macedonians. This was grace indeed, “that in a great test of afﬂiction the excess of
their joy and their down to depth poverty exceeded in
the riches of their single-mindedness.” As the metal of
coins was tested as to its genuineness, so the Macedonians have just undergone a severe “test of afﬂiction” (genitive of cause). Was it persecution? Had
the Macedonian province as such been “lacerated” by
the Romans (R. W. P.) ? No matter; it left these
churches with two effects: 1) excess of joy, 2) poverty
down to the very depths (R. 607). See the clashing
terms: afﬂiction producing excess of joy—joy and
poverty—excess of the one, and the other “down to
depth,” are means. What an eye Paul has to see all
these angles, these contrasting correspondences!
This excess of joy in so severe a test of afﬂiction
which brought them so great poverty exceeded “for the
riches of their single-mindedness.” This excess did its
exceeding in this direction (tie) ; it just bubbled over
into this beautiful channel, namely “the wealth of their
single-mindedness.” “Riches or wealth” is placed in
contrast with the deep “poverty." So deep was the
poverty that you could not dip it out; so great their
joy that it poured itself out in a tide of wealth. This
is astonishing when it is put this way, but Paul labels
all of the facts with exact terms. Every term states
a fact, and Paul is able to put all the facts into one
clause. Could you do that?
It is the moral, spiritual quality which Paul sees
in the contribution which these Macedonians were
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making with such joy despite the afﬂiction of poverty
which had struck them. This quality stood the great
test and was proven genuine. Paul calls it awAérqs,
sincerity or “singleness” of heart, “single-mindedness.”

See also 9:11. This word does not mean “liberality”
(our versions), and it does not intend to. No; Paul
says that the Macedonians ﬁxed their minds on a single
thing. And we know what that is: to let God’s grace
give them its gift, namely this blessed work of helping
in the collection. There was no doubleness in their
minds; no one stood up and said: “Why, we are so
poor that somebody ought to take up a collection for
us instead of asking us to give to others !” That crooked

“single-mindedness,” I fear, would appear in many a
church today that has members who are not nearly as

poor as these Macedonians were. So the grace of God
would be wasted by them. Despite the poverty which
the afﬂiction had brought to the Macedonians they had
kept, yea increased, their greatest wealth and their
joy with it. Grace of God, indeed!
3)
"On is paratactic and not a continuation of
the hypotactic (in of V. 2. For according to ability,
I testify, yea, beyond ability, voluntarily, begging of
us with much urging this grace and this fellowship
of the ministry for the saints and not (merely), as
we hoped, but their own selves they gave in the ﬁrst
place to the Lord and to us through God's will, so
that we urged Titus that, as he had already begun,
thus also he should complete for you, too, this grace.

That is the actual story of what the Macedonians
have done, the inwardness of which is stated so effectively in v. 1, 2. Paul personally (note the singular)
testiﬁes that they contributed “beyond ability,” and
that they did this “voluntarily,” of their own choice.
Despite their deep poverty they insisted on giving far
more than anyone could even think they could give.
They made a joy of robbing themselves.

Second Corinthians 8:4, 5
4)
them,
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Paul and Timothy evidently tried to restrain
at least those who were in the direst poverty;

but they literally begged with insistent urging. The
Greek is like the English: “begging of us (genitive of
the person) this grace and this fellowship of the ministry for the saints” (accusative of the object). The

nouns have the articles. They wanted “the grace,”
i. e., “the grace of God” mentioned in v. 1. “And” is
explicative, it adds what they considered a grace of
God to themselves, namely “this fellowship” in giving,

being in one communion with all the many other
churches who were being vouchsafed the same grace.
As has already been explained, they considered their
gift a grace and a gift of God to themselves. They gave
to the very limit in order to get into the communion

of giving to the fullest possible extent. Paul calls it
“the fellowship” (communion) of the ministry, the
one for the saints,” Siaxom’a, service rendered for the
sake of service, for the beneﬁt of others, namely the
poor saints in Jerusalem.
“The grace” is not a favor from Paul, nor a favor
from the Macedonians to the saints, but God’s favor
to the Macedonians. They beg “us” for it because Paul

and his assistants are managing the collection and the
participation in it. “Grace and fellowship” are not a
hendiadys, two words to denote one idea. Nor is xowmw’a
anything but “fellowship” or “communion.” “The ministry for the saints” does not read like a technical expression, nor is oi (lyre; a speciﬁc term for the Jewish

Christians in Jerusalem; both Paul and Luke use it
with regard to Christians as such, the fryiaape’voi whom

God has sanctiﬁed as believers in Christ. The reason
that Paul does not add “the saints in Jerusalem” is
due to the fact that this is not necessary for his readers
in Corinth.

5)

The construction is perfectly simple, and all

the modiﬁers of 58mm are heterogeneous: they gave

O
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1) according to and above ability -— phrase; 2) as people acting of their own accord — adjective; 3) begging
of us, etc. ——participle; 4) “and” in addition to all
these points: “not (merely), as we hoped, but their
own selves”—a clause. All these modiﬁers describe
how the Macedonians gave, but the last introduces also
the unexpected object, namely what they gave, “themselves ﬁrst of all to the Lord and to us by God’s will.”
“Not as we hoped” just contributions of money = they
went beyond our hopes, they literally made a gift of
themselves because of the way in which they gave. To
give oneself when one gives a gift is the highest form
of Christian giving. The idea is not, however, that of
giving themselves for the work of the gospel but of
a giving like that of the widow whom Jesus commended
so highly. When she dropped her last coin, all her
living, she gave herself into God’s hands in absolute
dependence on his care. For her living she then had
God alone. And no gift can please God as much as that.
When Paul writes that the Macedonians “gave
themselves ﬁrst of all to the Lord” and then adds “and
to us by God’s will” he means that they did both “ﬁrst
of all” (1113657011), before they gave any money. Paul does
not say ﬁrst to the Lord and then to us. “To the Lord”
and “to us” are not to be taken in the same way as
some suppose, and the plea that this is a bold way
for Paul to combine himself with the Lord is met by
the obvious reply that this is not what Paul intends
to say. Besides, “to us” is plural and does not mean
to Paul alone; none of these “we” do. For this reason
Paul says “to us through or by (Sui) God’s will” (same,
not the act of willing but the result of the act as
recorded in the Word). The phrase belongs only to the
pronoun. It is superﬂuous to say that it is God’s will
that anyone give himself to the Lord. But when we
give ourselves to any man we, indeed, need the ex-

pressed will of God for that.

Second Corinthians 8:5, 6‘
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It was by one act that the Macedonians “gave themselves" to both “the Lord and to us.” This act had two
sides, one was directed “to the Lord,” the other was
directed “to us” (Paul and his assistants) —-to the
Lord who was their Master, who purchased and won
them—to us who are this Lord's ministers; thus to
the Lord to take care of his own but to us, the Lord’s
ministers, in full devotion, in complete attachment.
And the latter was “God’s will.” In other words, Paul
and his helpers understood what the Macedonians intended and did by so liberally contributing to the collection as far as they (Paul, etc.) were concerned. As
the Lord’s ministers they were making this collection,
and these Macedonians were showing their complete
devotion to them as such ministers.
This is said to the Corinthians who had of late
turned away from devotion to these ministers. What a
contrast the Macedonians are affording! Here is the
example which the Corinthians should follow. Let

them, too, ﬁrst of all in this matter of the collection
give themselves to the Lord in utter trust and to the
Lord’s ministers in devoted adherence. Then whatever
money they would give would be acceptable to God.
6) As a result ((7.9 1-6, R. 1090), Paul adds, we
urged Titus (the aorist implies: successfully) that, as
he had already begun, so also he should ﬁnish for you
also this grace. "Iva is subﬁnal and states what was
urged upon Titus. The Greek is satisﬁed with the mere
aorist “as he did begin”; in English we want the time
relation “had (already) begun.” Begun what? Evidently the work of collecting, which had lagged badly,
which Titus had set in motion again; not all that Titus
had begun in Corinth toward righting all the bad conditions. The context deals with only the matter of the
collection.

.

We see that Titus is to return to Corinth at once.
He is to ﬁnish what he began. Paul writes signiﬁcantly:
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he is to ﬁnish “for you also this grace,” i. e., “grace of
God” (v. 1). As for the Macedonians, so for the Co—
rinthians the whole matter of the collection is to be
a bestowal of God’s unmerited grace, is to be their
own spiritual enrichment. Paul implies that this bestowal had begun in the case of' the Corinthians and
wants it fully completed.
We need not look askance at the statements that
Titus began and is to ﬁnish this'divine grace and then

change the word xdpcc into something human, namely
the favor which the Corinthians extend by their contributions of money. Even God’s saving grace is extended through means, the Word and the ministry.
As God’s minister Titus “began,” as such he is to
“ﬁnish” this grace from God to the great enrichment
of the Corinthians.
Here we have the right view of the work of the
ministry in collecting money for the church. When
we induce the congregations to give as these Macedonians gave, and as the Corinthians had begun to
give and were to ﬁnish giving, we act as God’s means
for bestowing additional measures of God's grace upon
them, we are helping them to new measures of priceless grace. In other words, we are enriching them and
not impoverishing them. As to more and more bestowals of God’s grace, read the salutations to the
epistles, in which the writers wish for their Christian
readers “grace from God, our Father,” etc. (see 1:2).
Grace does not exhaust itself in the one gift of righteousness when faith is kindled. Ever greater measures
of grace are to become ours. But in this work of helping a congregation-to be thus enriched by God’s grace
the minister who does not ﬁrst of all secure this enrichment for himself, by the right kind of giving with
his own heart and his own hand will be but a poor
helper if he is a helper to any degree.

Second Corinthians 8:7

II.

7)
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How the Con‘nthians Should Follow the
Example of the Macedonians
Now, as in everything you abound — faith

and doctrine and knowledge and all earnestness and
love from you to us — continue to abound also in this

grace!
This is the continuative and which adds the other
side. In V. 6 Titus is urged in addition to the fact that
the Corinthians themselves are urged. Something sim-

ilar is done in both cases: Titus is urged on the basis
of what he had begun; the Corinthians on the basis
of that in which they already abound; each is to crown
past achievement, the one his work, the others their
possessions. ’AMd is not adversative, nor does this connective break off as it sometimes does by dropping a

subject to take up a more vital point, for what Titus
and the Corinthians are to do is most closely related.

Paul is happy to acknowledge what the Corinthians
have in abundance. “In everything” is not absolute
as though their possessions cannot be augmented. This

is indicated by ﬁve datives which are added only appositionally and without Ev: “in everything—faith,

doctrine, knowledge, earnestness, love.” Five is rhetorically the half of ten (fullest completeness), and
thus this ﬁve calls for additions, one of which is named,
“this grace.” The Corinthians have faith and are believers. They have Niyos, which is not “utterance” (our
versions), Rede, or speech (MIMI). or 531;}.Lara). The logos
refers to the substance of What is said; it is not Waxy},

“teaching,” but more general, we may say “doctrine,”
what the Corinthians believe and confess.

Hence

“knowledge” follows. These three thus belong together
in the order in which they appear. They constitute
a wonderful possession, especially when they are had
in abundance (see the noun and the verb in v. 2) : true
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faith resting on true doctrine and apprehended by true
knowledge.

Added to these are the moral virtues: “all earnestness” that is inspired by faith, doctrine, and knowledge; and then love for the Lord’s ministers who have
helped the Corinthians to attain this spiritual abundance or riches. The Greek has two expressive phrases:
as may Ev may; they are verbal opposites and yet belong
together: the love that originates “from you” and rests
“in us.” We say “from you to us” since our idiom does
not use “in” as the Greek does.
The poorly attested reading which is unnecessarily
preserved in the R. V. margin: “our love to you',” which
reverses the pronouns, deserves no attention. It overlooks the close correspondence with v. 5, the fact that
the Macedonians gave themselves “to us by God’s will.”
Paul does not say: we gave ourselves to the Macedonians; so he does not here say: our love to the Corinthians. In both instances he says the reverse. Paul
is now calling on the Corinthians to exercise their love
to the Lord’s ministers in the collection which these
ministers have gotten under way. This their love for
them is not the only motive, yet it is a motive. In the
case of the Corinthians it is to be a most important
one which demonstrates their fully renewed loyalty
to these ministers.
We have the imperatival Eva with its subjunctive.
This Eva is a mere expletive (R. 933) and very much in
place with the present tense, thus placing the imperative meaning beyond doubt: Iva mpmacﬁqre, “continue to abound !” ncpunmim could be either indicative
or imperative and hence ambiguous; {ya makes it imperative. “In the grace" is again “the grace of God"
as explained in v. 1. Note how this word runs through
v. 1, 4, 6, 7. It has the same meaning throughout, and
this is not the favor which the human givers bestow
on the poor saints in Jerusalem.

Second Corinthians 8:8
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8) Paul’s imperative is a sweet gospel command. “Abound in this grace!" means: ”Let yourselves be made rich in God’s favor and grace i” This
imperative is not like a military order (émrayri). Not
by way of order do I speak (Paul dictates this letter)
but as testing by means of others the genuineness of
your love.
'1‘?» Mom, the articulated neuter adjective, is used
by Paul in the classic fashion instead .of the abstract
noun, here “the genuineness.” Aompdzm is explained in
v. 2 ("test”). Paul is not issuing orders to the Corinthians as a commander who is simply to be obeyed;
he is doing a far deeper thing, he is using the loving
earnestness of others (the Macedonians) as a simple
means for testing the genuineness of the love of the
Corinthians. He is giving the Corinthians an opportunity to compare their love with the love the Macedonians manifested in their great earnestness. The
genuineness of what the Macedonians are showing is
beyond question; it is, then, a good means (M) for
testing the Corinthians.
Paul means for testing the love of the Corinthians
to him and to his assistants as God’s ministers. The
context shows clearly that this love is referred to and
not just love in general or love for the needy in Jerusalem. In v. 7 Paul acknowledges this love toward him
and his helpers; it had declined but had revived and
would now be tested by being asked to do something
that would call it fully into action, namely this collection. In v. 5 he states that the Macedonians gave themselves to him and to his helpers in completest devotion
by the way in which they responded in the matter of
this collection.

We should not be surprised that Paul makes this
collection a test of love toward himself. Love for Paul
and for his assistants was love for the great work in
which they were engaged. Through the collection the
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Corinthians would participate in this work; their
hearts would be knit together in purest love with the
ministers who lived in this work. Coldness and indifference in the matter of the collection would show how
little they loved these ministers. Paul has no fear that
contributions might be made only for his sake. He ever
conducted his work so that this could not be done. He
so completely merged himself and his work in the Lord
that one could show genuine love to him only by loving the Lord and genuine love to the Lord only by lov-

ing also Paul and those who helped Paul.
9) “For” makes this plain. For you know the
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that because of you
he became poor while being rich in order that you

by means of his poverty may become rich.

Who

would not love the Lord’s ministers who brought them
to this Lord, through him to become so rich? This is
not an isolated statement about the Lord’s grace. It
is embedded in a signiﬁcant context which deals with
Paul and his assistants, and deals with them in an
effort to enlist all their congregations in the great collection as a work of love. All of the motives which the
Corinthians are to follow are twined together: love
for the Lord, love for his ministers, love for their work,
love for the needy saints. It is a harp of many strings
on which one melody is to be played, and every string
is to give its concordant note.
You know the Lord’s grace, Paul says, we have
told you about that long ago and ever again. He restates this grace in a brief but extremely pertinent

way. It is xdpm or “grace” in the fullest sense of the
word, wholly undeserved favor. The full soteriological
name is used: our Lord (his relation to us whom he
purchased and won) Jesus (his personal name, which
itself means Savior) Christ (his ofﬁcial name, the
Anointed One sent us by God and anointed as our
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Prophet, High Priest, and King). It is his grace that
Paul recalls to the mind of the Corinthians.

"on is epexegetical and deﬁnes this grace: “You
know that he wants you to become rich.” I‘Lva'm’Kc-rc =
you realize. The Corinthians had experienced this enriching grace, had had some of these riches. Paul

wants them to have much more. This verb often expresses the personal relation of the subject to its object (C.-K. 388), here the personal relation of the
Corinthians to this grace of which they had had and
were having rich experience.
How some can regard this passage as a reference

to the mere example which Christ sets for the Corinthians passes understanding. In no way whatever is
Paul pointing the Corinthians to Christ’s example and
asking them to follow it. The very idea of comparing

God’s (v. 1) or Christ’s grace (mark the word!) with
the contributions we make for poor Christians is out
of place. Unworthy sinners who ought to be punished
may receive grace from God or Christ, but saints who
are sinners can never receive grace from other saints

who are also sinners. That thought never entered Paul’s
mind. Four times we have had xaipm (v. 1, 4, 6, 7), four
times as receiving God’s grace, i. e., a new measure of
favor from God, each time in the sense that, when we
respond to God by bestowing gifts of charity, this is
a new measure of his grace to us. Now Paul calls it
“the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,” his unmerited
favor to us, and describes it. The Corinthians had this
grace but are to desire and to receive a new measure

of it just as did the Macedonians even as it is the purpose of Jesus to make us literally rich in this grace
of his. This is the sense of what Paul says and never
that we are to copy Christ’s example of grace.
“Because of you he became poor while being rich,”
—because of you, “in order that you by means of
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his poverty may become rich.” Both aorists are ingressive, a common force of aoristic verbs that express
state or condition (R. 834; B.-D. 331). It was not the
incarnation by which Christ became poor although this
idea is often expressed. He is incarnate now and certainly not poor in his gloriﬁed incarnate state. He hecame poor by entering the state of humiliation. He
entered this state simultaneously with his incarnation,
but the two should not be confused or made identical.
Christ entered the state of humiliation in order to be
able to work out our redemption.
In what sense did he become poor? He laid aside
the use of his divine attributes, their constant use and
not their possession, their xpﬁm and not their xrﬁms.
In his ministry he made some use of his omnipotence
and his omniscience, namely in the miracles, which
shows that he retained the possession. It likewise shows
that he laid aside the use only in so far as this was
necessary for his redemptive work. He emptied himself (éxe’vwae, Phil. 2:7) of the use and not, as the
Kenoticists claim, of the possession. Christ was and
remained God, blessed forever (Rom. 9:5) during the
entire state of his humiliation. This state pertained
only to his human nature and ended at the time of the
viviﬁcation in the tomb, Christ’s human nature then
entered the state of eternal exaltation.
It makes little diiference whether we translate
«Amiga»: aw: “while he was ric ” or “though he was
rich." The latter cannot and does not mean that Christ
ceased to be God, ceased to possess the attributes of
his deity. To speak about «7w serving in lieu of an imperfect participle is no gain since the imperfect is just
as durative in meaning as is the present. It is unwarranted to say that, unless Christ gave up the riches,
he did not really become poor as if being inﬁnitely rich
and not using the riches but walking in the form of
a servant and being made in the likeness of men (Phil.
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2:7, etc.) is not a case of becoming poor. Yet, this is
the ordinary way: a millionaire loses all his millions
for good and all and then is poor. But does this ordinary experience in the unique case of the God-man
when the ﬁgures of being rich and being poor are applied, not to outward possession of money, but to his
own inﬁnite attributes, change the realities of Christ’s
case into the same sort of ordinary experience? Figurative language is illustrative of the realities, each ﬁgure of only one feature of the reality. Figures are
helps and never more than that.
‘ Christ, so rich, became so poor in order that we
may become inﬁnitely rich. In literal language: He
who possessed all exaltation also in his human nature
used such lowly humiliation in order that we, who
were in utter abasement in our sin, may become exalted by his grace. The dative “by means of his poverty” is a dative of means. The aorist should be rendered “may become" (“migh ” in our versions is too
potential). This ingressive aorist= may actually become; it is effective as well as ingressive, an aorist for
that reason. “May become rich” is not only justiﬁcation, not only this fundamental reception of grace for
our enrichment, but also all that ﬂows from justiﬁcation. Romans 5 to 8 describe these results at length.
Here Paul has in mind the grace of Christ for our
enrichment when by his grace we give to the needy.

In 1 :16 John writes: xdpw éwi xdpt‘ros‘, “grace for grace,”
grace in ever-new measure, in an endless stream. Do
the Corinthians want this new and additional grace?
Has all of the grace which they have already received
been so sweet to them that they would delight in more
of it? They need only to let Christ open their hearts
to help these saints in Jerusalem. What a gift of grace

that would be to the Corinthians themselves!
10) Still speaking for himself alone, Paul adds
to the blessed purpose of Christ: And I am offering a
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judgment in this matter, for this is of advantage to
you, you being such as began a year ago not only
the doing but the willing. However, now ﬁnish also
the doing in order that, as (there is) the readiness of

willing, so also (there may be) the ﬁnishing from
(the resources you) have.

All that he is saying is “a judgment in this” (matter or thing) , wispy, év 1015719; Paul is giving it to the Corinthians as such (818mm). The word 7116,”, does not
mean a mere personal opinion but much more; nor a
formal resolution which the Corinthians are to adopt
in a meeting similar to the one he formulated for them
in I Cor. 5 23-5; it is less than such a resolution, namely
a well-considered judgment which will have great and

decisive weight with the Corinthians.
With ydp Paul points out a special additional reason
that this judgment of his should have special weight.

Of course, this fact should have decisive weight that
our giving is really a grace and an undeserved gift

(xaipts) bestowed upon us givers by God and by our
Lord Jesus Christ. But in addition to this general consideration there is the special advantage that will

accrue to the Corinthians (hazy ov,u.¢c’pcl.) since they are
such as had already begun this work a year ago; ofnves,
as so often, has causal force: “because you are such as
began.”

The Corinthians are not just beginning; they began a year ago, but they had allowed the collecting to
lag during recent months. It was good for them to
take a new look at this blessed work, to see it With
Paul’s eyes, to note that it was not merely a work of
doing something for other people but really a bestowal

of a new measure of grace upon themselves by God
and by Christ. Their great desire for this grace will
now move them mightily after the delay to ﬁnish this
work, to ﬁnish it so that it will be grace and enrich-
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ment for themselves from God and from their Lord
Jesus Christ.
For this reason Paul states it in this signiﬁcant way:

you began a year ago “not only the doing but the willing” (substantivized object inﬁnitives). He places the
willing in the second place because this is the essential
thing. No mere doing, even if it were completed
(woiﬁaat, effective aorist) , would make the work a grace
from Christ, for one might do the giving only out-

wardly, only because others were also giving, etc. No,
Paul says, you also began the willing, the essential
thing in this matter; and the inﬁnitive 061w is present
and thus durative, a willing that remains operative all
the time. To have such willing is to have grace and

enrichment from God, the giver of all grace, and from
Christ, the mediator of all grace in having become

poor for our enrichment.
11) So Paul says: “Now ﬁnish also the doing”
(aorist, the complete doing). And do this “in order
that, as (there is) the readiness of Willing, thus also
(there may be) the completed ﬁnish.” In “the readiness of the willing” the genitive inﬁnitive may be re-

garded as appositional: the readiness which consists
in willing. Kaoa’nrep denotes correspondence. Paul does
not make the completed ﬁnish the measure for the
readiness of willing but does the reverse. Most prop-

erly. Let our completed deed measure up to our readiness and our will! For so often we will, we say we
are ready, and we also mean it; but alas, When the
deed is ﬁnished it falls far below our well-intentioned
readiness. Many a measure is passed in a congregational meeting, in a church convention. It is voted with

zest, unanimity, enthusiasm, and then, when we look
at the ﬁnal deed (76 wou'yaac, «r6 emu/\c’am), it turns out

to be but half a job. So the individual starts with high
resolve and often ends with only partial execution.
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Now God looks at the willing (76 sew, durative),
for this is in the heart, this is decisive for grace and
enrichment for ourselves. On the willing also depend
the doing and the completing. But if these do not follow, it is due to the fact that the willing has not been
genuine, true, deep, effective. The doing to completion
is the evidence and the proof of the right willing. You

may will with a loud voice, unless your will produces
the corresponding deed, it is hollow, no grace of God
and of Christ to you whatever, no enrichment for your
spiritual life. Read I John 3:17, 18.
Paul’s conception of true Christian giving as being
a grace of God and of Christ which enriches us would,
if it ﬁlled our preachers and our people, mightily stimulate their readiness to will and their fully completing
what they thus will. The ﬁnal phrase, which uses an-

other inﬁnitive as a noun: a: 1'05 Exetv, leads over to the
next thought. The six substantivized inﬁnitives, three
aorists, three presents, all placed so close together,
are striking and exhibit Paul’s linguistic skill, the more
so when we note how exactly they are used to express
Paul’s thought. Note even‘ the arrangement: one
present inﬁnitive between two aorists (ﬁrst three),
then one aorist between two presents (the second
three). The last could easily be some other form of
expression, but it completes the six. Literally: the
completion “from or out of the having” = out of the
resources you continue to have. Give as you have, i. e.,
as God’s goodness lets you have of his beneﬁcent
abundance.
12) Paul elaborates this: For if the readiness
is there — and Paul assumes that it is — (it is) fully
acceptable (to God) according as one may have, not
according as one does not have. This is said for the

comfort of the poor. Let no poor man who is eager to
give grieve because he has little, perhaps even nothing, to give; let him not think that, because he has
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nothing to give, he is deprived of the grace of God
and the enrichment which his giving would be to him.
His readiness to give is fully acceptable («hpéamrog
which is stronger than 89:16:) to God as though he had
much and gave accordingly instead of not having and
not being able to give. For the grace and the enrichment lie in this readiness which God bestows and which
is so acceptable to him and not merely in the size of
the gift.
When a man has something he may give, God meas—
ures his readiness to give according to what he may
have. That is the ﬁrst point. If one should have much
and yet gives little, his readiness is according; it is
small, its acceptability on the part of God is equally
small. If one has whatever he has and gives in full
accord with that, his readiness is according, and the
acceptability on the part of God is also according. In
other words, the willing is measured by the deed. But

this cannot be applied to the man who actually has
nothing at all that he can give. The standard (xa06)
applied in the one case cannot be and thus is not ap-

plied in the other (01’: xaoé) . God looks at his readiness
alone, regards that alone as acceptable. We say he
accepts the will for the deed. Moreover, he is able to
know fully Without a deed on our part what genuineness there is in our willing and our readiness. The
thought is as clear as it can be, and the words state
the thought exactly. The man who cannot give a thing

will, because of his readiness, have the same enrichment in proportion to his readiness. The enrichment
is always in the degree of readiness in the heart.
13) We must understand this whole matter of
giving to the saints aright as “for” now explains. It
is not at all a matter of giving as much as possible to
others even to the point of impoverishing ourselves-—
as though the virtue of giving lay in that. Then he
who is too poor to give anything would, indeed, be
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entirely excluded. But this is entirely a matter of
iodrqs (the word is even repeated), of “equity” or

“equalization.” In Christian giving the matter of the
giver and those to whom he gives is always made even,

we may say is balanced. All that Paul has been saying
from v. 1 onward has been stating that, and it comes

to a point here where “the willing" and “the readiness”
are measured by the rule “as one may have” but not

in the case of him who has readiness (perhaps great)
but has nothing besides that, no actual gift that he can
give. He is by no means excluded from this blessed

equalization.
For (it is) not that others may have relief, you

distress; but (it is a matter) due to equalization——
just at present your abundance for their deﬁciency
in order that also their abundance may redound for
your deﬁciency in order that there may get to be
equalization, even as it has been written (and is thus

still on record) : He having much did not get to have
more, and he having little did not get to have less.

The two datives dMots and {yizv are merely the common idiom with the forms of elm: “to be for,” i. e.,
“others have—you have." Note “I have had dvcmv"

in 2 :12 and 7 :5, the noun meaning “relief,” its opposite
{more thus denoting “distress.” This matter of Chris-

tian giving is not one of furnishing all possible relief
to others even to the point of leaving ourselves in
distress. The perfection of giving does not aim at
(i’va, purpose) providing relief for others at the price

of distressing destitution for ourselves. We should not
so understand v. 4, the Macedonian giving “beyond

ability.” For one thing, that would be stopping up one
hole by opening another, relieving paupers by just

making new ones. But this is not Paul’s point although
some commentators think it is and then praise Paul

for being “sensible.”
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14) Paul’s point is that Christian giving is not
a one-sided matter. If it were, relief for others and
distress for ourselves would constitute its perfection.
And then the man who has nothing (v. 12) is in this
distress to start with and could get no grace or bless—

ing from this matter at all, for he could not join in
this one-sided operation. No, (JUL/Vi, Paul says, it is
something as laényros, entirely. He, of course, uses the
Greek idiom “out of, due to equalization”; we should

say “based on equalization or equality.” The Greek
conception is: drawn “from” equality; and the noun
means “sameness,” two sides are even, alike, balanced.
In true Christian giving the ledger is always balanced.
There is never a debit; never so much to our credit for

so much we have done. God conducts all of it on the
principle of a perfect 2061-4; or balance. We are always
even.
We construe iv with the rest of the verse as an explicative apposition to £5 lao’nlros (as we have translated

above). Here is the evenness in every account relative
to giving as it appears in the case of the saints at
Jerusalem: “just at present (év n; vﬁv mp4) your abundance for their deﬁciency,” that is the one side. But its
purpose (i’va) is “that also their abundance may get to
be (ingressive aorist) for your deficiency,” that is the
other perfectly balanced side. And the purpose of the
whole is (57m; is now used in order to avoid another

Iva, R. 986) “that there may get to be (again ingressive) equalization.”
There is an exegesis which states that these two
“abundance” (that of the Corinthians and that of the
saints in Jerusalem), and the two “deﬁciency” (that
of the saints and that of the Corinthians) are alike,
are entirely ﬁnancial: you help them now, times may
change, and when you get to be as poor as they now
are, and they get to be as prosperous as you now are,

they will help you. Did a Christian giver ever give
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from such a motive, with such a purpose? Then Paul
has written all that precedes in vain. And what about
the poor man who can send no gift to the saints in
Jerusalem! He can send only his readiness —-— and that
will be all that he can expect in return!
Others state that Paul wants to re-establish what
is called the Jerusalem communism (Acts 2:44, 45;
4:32), but it is now to be a communism between Corinth and Jerusalem. Paul's ideal is said to be a communism in which all Christians have equal ﬁnancial
means. Still others think that what Paul says about
a return to be made to the Corinthians will come to
pass when the national conversion of the Jews takes
place, when Jerusalem will ﬂourish above all other
cities'of the world and will dispense its wealth to poor
Gentile Christians in the world (von Hofmann).
Others think that “at this present time” implies
a future time, and thus introduce Luke 16 :9: the saints

at Jerusalem will receive the Corinthians into everlasting habitations, will testify before the Lord about

the Opfe'rfreudz'gkeit of the Corinthians. The Catholic
Church adds: Locus hi0 apostoli contra, nost'rae aetatis
haereticus ostendit, posse Christianos minus sanctos
meritis sanctorum adjuva'ri etiam in future saeculo.
Esthius. Christians of insuﬂ‘icient sanctity can in the
future world be helped by the merits of the saints, i.
e., by the merits of their works of supererogation.
Finally, the return which the saints at Jerusalem will
make is thought to be their intercession for the Co-

rinthians, their admonition, example, and the like. This
is to make things equal in return for the ﬁnancial help
which they have received; Rom. 15:27 is referred to.

This last view is on the right track, for it sees that
the terms “abundance” and “deﬁciency” are not entirely material, but it misunderstands the immaterial.

“Just at present” is not in contrast with a future date;
“just at present” refers to all that is said. There is
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a play on the terms: “your abundance” — “your deﬁciency”; “their deﬁciency”—“their abundance.” The
key to the double meaning is the word “equalization”
as stating the purpose to be achieved. According to all
that precedes this key ﬁts only the spiritual abundance
and deﬁciency on the one side (Corinth) and the material or ﬁnancial deﬁciency and abundance on the
other side (Jerusalem). The idea is unwarranted: You
Corinthians can help poor Jerusalem so that if ever
you become poor, and if ever Jerusalem becomes rich,
and if ever these contingencies happen to synchronize,
Jerusalem may then help you; you Corinthians together with all the Gentile churches take out this ﬁnancial insurance and place it in Jerusalem!
A double equalization is the purpose (51mm) : one in
Corinth which is spiritual; the other in Jerusalem
which is material; and the greater is the ﬁrst. Physical
aid is to Wipe out and thus to equalize the physical
need obtaining in Jerusalem; the material deﬁciency
is to become material abundance. This part is simple.
But note that this requires 1'5 notiﬁed; and 1‘3 c'mrehéoai,
deed and completion of deed on the part of the Corinthians (v. 10, 11). Exactly. The Corinthians have an

abundance, but they also have a deﬁciency.

Their

abundance is their readiness and their willingness ; their

deﬁciency is the grace and the enrichment which God
and Christ want them to have (v. 1-10). The equalization is accomplished the moment the Corinthian readiness and Willingness become ﬁnished action by relieving the Jerusalem deﬁciency and raising it to abundance, for by this action that grace and that spiritual
enrichment will be the Corinthians’ as God and Christ
purpose. The :06"): will be eﬂ'ected. This ﬁnishing of
the deed will make the grace of God and of Christ,
the enrichment intended for them, actually and factually as abundant as are their readiness and their willing-ness. Wonderful—by eﬁ'ecting an evening-up in
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Jerusalem (material) a far greater and more blessed
evening-up (spiritual) will be achieved in Corinth.
This, all of it in its double interaction, is the divine

purpose.
15) It is like the equalization that is recorded in
Exod. 16:17, 18, an evening-up that was also purposed

by God and was also effected by him. The LXX and
the Hebrew agree, and Paul quotes the LXX, but he
places the subject ﬁrst in the ﬁrst clause and uses r6
oxiyov in place 0f 15 {Au-Prov. With 6 To «0N5 we supply
Exuw, also with the next subject (R. 1202). The man
who went out and gathered a lot of manna had no more
than he needed; and the man who gathered only a little
did not have less than he needed. This is a simple historical illustration. In every illustration the point of
the illustration should be noted, and we should not
stress anything beyond this point. An illustration is
never an allegory. Here the one point is to show a
divinely arranged equalization.

This illustration is not intended to illustrate how
the equalization in Jerusalem, in Corinth, or between

the two is to be effected. This illustration of the manna
is not to illustrate in what the equalization of which
Paul is speaking is to be made, namely in food, in
material things. The man who had more manna did
not give of his abundance to the man who had less

manna and in this way produce equality. The giving
on the part of the Corinthians to the saints is not
illustrated. In the illustration only manna (food for
the body) appears. The spiritual beneﬁt accruing to
the Corinthians is thus not illustrated. An illustration
conﬁnes itself to only one point and hence is always

much less than the reality which it illustrates. In the
illustration the large

shrank.

amount of manna strangely

Nothing that is similar to this appears in

Paul’s reality. Vice versa, the small quantity proved
ample, just as ample as the large quantity. It is not
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so in the case of Paul’s reality. If all these things were

so, we should have an allegory and not just an illustration. But out in the desert there was a divinely intended equalization, yet it was neither socialistic nor

communistic. In a double way a similar and much
more blessed equalization is God’s purpose and intention for the Corinthians in connection with the saints
at Jerusalem.
Who in Corinth would not respond and eagerly,
enthusiastically fall in line with the gracious intention

of God and of Christ?
III.

Sending Titus and Two Other Brethren

16)
Transitional 86 introduces the new subject.
Now thanks to God for giving the same earnestness
regarding you into the heart of Titus! The exclamation needs no copula although the optative of wish or

the imperative is usually supplied. The participle: “to
him who is giving” states for what Paul is thanking

God, and we so translate. “The same earnestness regarding you” =the same as my own; this is a case

of iv used in the sense of (is as explained by R. 585
and B.—D. 218, it is a remnant of the old use of c‘v
with the accusative. Paul thanks God for ﬁlling Titus

with such earnestness for the Corinthians because he
is sending Titus back to Corinth, whence he had just
come (v. 6).
17)
For he accepted the urging though, being
the more earnest, went forth of his own will to you.
Both aorists present the action from the standpoint
of the Corinthian readers; they are usually called
epistolary aorists. When the Corinthians read these
verbs, the verbs will express the past actions indicated.
”On may be explicative: “the earnestness that, etc.”
(as in v. 2) ; or may be “for” at the head of a new

statement (as in v. 3, which see). The urging is noted
in v. 6, its acceptance by Titus is now being noted. Me'r
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and 86 balance this with Titus’ own willingness to go.
Awaipm; is the same word that was used in v. 3, the
Greek idiom uses an adjective whereas we prefer an

adverb.
There is no need of puzzling about the durative
“giving” of God when the actions of receiving and going forth are punctiliar, about this earnestness from
God and yet the going forth of one’s own will. God
was giving Titus this earnestness through Paul; Paul
even says that it is the same as his own. Titus grew
more earnest under Paul’s urging (“we urged Titus,”
v. 6) . “The same” is not one of degree but earnestness
of the same quality; the degree lies in the comparative
“more earnest.” So we have this picture: God ﬁlling
Titus with the same kind of earnestness as Paul’s regarding the Corinthians, doing this under the urging
of Paul and others until Titus accepted; and, his
earnestness growing still more in intensity when he
now went forth to Corinth, he really went of his own
will. “Being the more earnest” explains “of his own
will.” Verse 6 would leave the impression that Titus
went only because he was urged, thus with at least
some reluctance. But his own earnestness, which was
put into his heart by God, soon grew so that he went
wholly of his own will. It was important for his work
in Corinth that the Corinthians should know this. It
was the best recommendation which Paul could send
along with Titus. When one notes what Paul writes,
all is clear.

18) Two others are to accompany Titus; we
hear about the ﬁrst of these two. Moreover, we sent
with him (again the epistolary aorist) the brother
whose praise in connection with the gospel (is)
throughout all the churches, and not only (this),

but who also was voted as our travel companion in
this grace which is being ministered by us to show
(wpés) the Lord’s glory and our own readiness, (there-
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by) avoiding that anyone blame us in this bounty
which is being ministered by us.
The question is raised as to why Paul does not
mention the name of this brother, and the answer is
given that he must later on have turned out badly, and
that his name was deleted when this epistle was published in Corinth. But that conclusion is unwarranted.
Paul does not give the name of the third brother (v.
22). Did both of them turn out badly so that both
names were suppressed? These two brethren arrived
with Titus and the letter; it was not necessary to mention their names.
The supposition that “whose praise in connection
with the gospel (is) throughout all the churches” describes this brother as an evangelist who was highly
esteemed in the Macedonian churches, is extremely
probable. But as the clause reads, he was not one of
Paul’s own assistants like Timothy, Titus, Silas, and
Luke but an evangelist on his own account.- The devel-

opment of the church was proceeding independently.
19) In addition to mentioning the personal excellence of this gospel worker Paul in an emphatic way
with 01': advov 84’, and mi, “moreover not only (this), but
also,” points to the fact that this evangelist was ofﬁcially appointed by vote of the churches to be “our
travelling companion.” This refers to the journey by
which the great collection is ﬁnally to be carried to

Jerusalem. Acts 20 :4 names seven men, and no doubt
all of them were appointed by vote. This evangelist

was one of these seven. Being from Macedonia, he was
either Sopater of Berea, or Aristarchus, or Secundus
of Thessalonica.
Xczporove'm means to vote by holding up the hand. The
supposition that a number of churches could not thus
vote for a man is unwarranted. His name was proposed
in church after church, and because of his splendid
reputation all voted for him to be their representative.
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Paul therefore used him to help with the work at Corinth already at this time. It was six months later, the
following spring, when the whole delegation left for
Jerusalem.

When Paul writes: our travel companion “in this
grace which is being ministered by us,” we take this

to mean “the grace of God” mentioned in v. 1. See
the exegesis of that verse and follow Xiipic through
v. 4, 6, 9. The whole movement of the collection is a
grace of God and of Christ to those engaged in it, a
part of the enrichment (v. 9) which Christ wants the

givers to have. “Being administered by us” (by Paul
and his helpers) means administered for God.

Commentators and dictionaries refer xdpie to the
grace and favor which the givers bestow on the poor

saints at Jerusalem and hence say that Paul and his
helpers administer this kind human favor for these
givers. How they can do so we cannot understand
since the word “grace” is used ﬁve times in succession
in the same sense, and two of those times (v. 1 and 9)
so decisively, once with reference to God, once with
reference to Christ. In the consciousness that he and
his helpers are ministering this grace as a gift from
God and Christ to the givers Paul twice writes this
plain passive: “being administered by us,” which
means that God and Christ were employing them to
minister and not that the givers were employing them.

The brother about whom Paul writes had the high
honor of being elected by the churches as Paul’s fellow
traveller in this divine work which administered such

grace of God to all these churches.
“Being ministered by us 7.7M: the Lord’s glory and
our own readiness” means “for” this glory and this
readiness, i. e., “to show” both. Paul and his helpers
are doing this ministering for the Lord’s glory as his
ministers who are bringing all his grace and riches
(v. 9) to the churches and thus also this grace. And

Second Coﬁnthians 8:19, 20
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when they show his glory they at the same time show
their own readiness as his ministers.
Hpoaupi’a is the same word that was used in v. 11 and
12, where it denotes the “readiness to will” and thus
by the act of giving receiving the Lord’s grace; here

it denotes the readiness of Paul and of his assistants
to minister this grace to the churches by moving their
willingness to action. There is not the least incongruity but the fullest harmony between “the Lord’s
glory” and “our own readiness" when it is a matter of
divine grace that is ministered. The combination seems
strange only when it is referred to human grace that
is ministered, for then “for the Lord’s glory” ought
to suﬂice.
20) Paul continues with a plural participle in
the nominative: areMépcvoL. This brings up the question
regarding the aorist passive singular participle

xetporomoa’s after “not only, but also” in v. 19. Both
participles are regarded as anacolutha by some grammarians (R. 431, 433, 439, 1134). B.-D. 468, 1 makes
the anacoluthon in «11me greater by connecting
this participle with the preceding may and not, as
others do, with the subject of awewe’p-Ipapev in v. 18. R.
1136 even calls the construction of these participles a
“volcanic eruption.”
But Paul makes v. 18-20 one grand statement in

one full sentence. The participles are not anacoluthic.
We do not need the explanation of R. 1134 that
arcMépgvoL is the Greek use of the participle as the ﬁnite
indicative. We should remember that in the Greek the
participles have number, gender, and' case, which is
not the case in the English; hence the Greek can use
participles with precision and with a freedom that is
not possible in other languages. And that is done here.

That singular nominative participle in v. 19 is grammatically exact and is perfectly understood by the
Greek reader as further describing the brother; the
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plural participle in V. 20 is equally exact and clear
to the Greek reader. Robertson says that we must
let the Greek have his standpoint. Most certainly.
This middle participle with In; means: we “arranging this lest anyone blame us” which = “avoiding that
anyone blame us.” Paul adds: “in connection with this

bounty which is being ministered by us.” “Bounty” is
the proper word where there is a reference to possible

blame. It is “bounty” for the saints at Jerusalem. The
blame which Paul intends to avoid is by no means that
he and his personal assistants might be charged with
stealing some of this bounty. He is speaking about
something else. The arrangement which he is making

is that he is asking the congregations in the different
provinces to elect “traveling companions,” a delegation
to carry the bounty to Jerusalem. This delegation and
not Paul and an assistant or two of his is to make the

presentation of the bounty in Jerusalem. Since it is
made by elected representatives from all the churches,
these churches will receive the credit for the bounty

and not Paul. The money comes from the churches
and not from Paul. The credit belongs to them, and
Paul’s arrangements are made so that it will be given
to them.
The entire delegation is named in Acts 20 :4. These
representatives made the presentation. When Paul
wrote I Cor. 16:3, 4 he had this plan of a delegation
in mind. At that time he had not yet decided as to
whether he himself would accompany the delegates;
he might only give them letters that would accredit
them to Christians with whom they might stop en
route, accredit them also in Jerusalem. Paul eventually
went with the delegates. N0 one is to cast the reproach
on Paul that he is stealing honor or credit from the
churches. This is the proper place to say that, in connection with this delegate who had already been duly
elected.

Second Corinthians 8:21, 22
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21)
For we are taking advance thought for
things honorable not only in the Lord’s sight but

also in the sight of men. This recalls the LXX of
Prov. 3:4 and not the Hebrew; compare Rom. 12:17b.
We have the same thought in Phil. 4:8; I Pet. 2:12,

and elsewhere. KaAd are “things excellent,” often in
the sense of “honorable.” This is not a reference to
“ﬁnancial accounts” as if Paul and his assistants were
handling the money as it was being collected. I Cor.
16:2 is sufﬁcient in regard to that. “We are taking
advance thought,” as is explained in v. 20, refers to
the delivery of the money and arranging in advance
for a delegation so that even in the sight of men no
question could be raised as to Paul’s appropriating

special credit to himself.
22) Moreover, we sent along with them our
brother whom we have tested out often in many

things as being earnest and now much more earnest
with much conﬁdence in you.

"Our brother,” as distinguished from “the brother”
referred to in v. 18, means that this is one of Paul’s
associates while the other man is not. The use of “our
brother” shows that those are mistaken who in v. 18
translate n‘w asagbév “his brother,” namely a physical
brother of Titus’. Some regard “our brother” as con-

taining the literary “our” and thus referring to Paul’s
physical brother. Others think of Luke, Apollos, etc.
We know that this is not a man who was elected as
a delegate for the journey to Jerusalem as the other
is (v. 19). This is a man who was tested out often
and in many things in the past and was always found
“earnest.” B.-D. 416 makes 6m: complementary to the
verb; R. 1123 has it predicative to the adjective. “Being earnest” states the result of past tests: “that he
is (indeed) earnest.” Let us note that “earnestness”
(mouszj) occurs in v. 8 and 16; then the comparative
adjective “more earnest” in regard to Titus in v. 17,
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and now both the positive and the comparative in
regard to this third brother.
Always found “earnest” in all of Paul’s past experience with him, Paul is now sending him along to
Corinth, not only for this reason, but also because,
like Titus, he is now, after having heard the entire
report of Titus and having seen Titus become “more
earnest” (v. 17) for the work in Corinth, “much more
earnest with great conﬁdence in you.” His conﬁdence
toward or in (etc) you makes him “much more earnest”
about the task in Corinth than he has been in other
tasks that were assigned to him by Paul. The Corinthians will certainly be eager to justify this brother’s
conﬁdence in them.
23) But Paul makes a diﬁ‘erence. Titus is the main
character among the three men who were sent to Corinth, the other two are his aids. Call them a committee

with Titus appointed as the chairman by Paul. The
idea is not that Paul endorses Titus “up to the hilt,”
the other two not up to the hilt. Paul makes no difference on that score; but the Corinthians are to regard
Titus as the leader of the little commission. The supposition of their “handling funds” and being “ﬁnancial
agents" is wide of the mark. These are not collectors.
Whether (anything comes up) about Titus, (he
is) my own associate, for you a fellow worker;
whether our brethren (be discussed, they are) commissioners of churches, Christ’s glory. Eire—Jr:
without verbs is classic; we supply whatever the connection requires. But note the distinction: on the one
hand inrép Thou, on the other just the nominative. So
also in harmony with this distinction Titus is with you
in my interest and in yours as "my own associate and
for you a fellow worker”; but “our brethren” are with
you in the interest of the churches, in the interest of
Christ.

Second Corinthians 8:28, 24
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“About Titus” the matter is clear: as Paul’s special
associate he has been working together with the Corinthians and continues in this status. But the third
brother is also an associate of Paul’s as v. 22 shows;
only the second has been voted as a delegate to Jerusalem. This means that “our brethren” are not, as is
generally assumed, the two in addition to Titus, but
all three, Titus included. Questions may be raised
about the leader Titus or about all three, the entire
committee. When Titus proceeds with his two aids,
and it is asked how he comes to do so, the answer is:
as Paul’s own representative who is working for the
Corinthians with his aids. If all three are discussed as
being outsiders and not Corinthians they are representatives of “churches” (no article: quite a few of them),
for a. lot of churches are engaged in this collection.
’Amim-oxot is generally regarded as “men sent by the
churches.” But none were thus sent to Corinth; even
the second was not thus “sent” to Corinth. He was
sent to Corinth by Paul just as Titus and the third
were sent by Paul. He was voted only a travel companion for the transfer of the collection to Jerusalem
like six others (Acts 20:4). It was too early for him
to start on that journey; six months later the start
was made, and in the meanwhile Paul is using him
in Corinth.
This explains 865a. xpurroﬁ which could not exclude
Titus and apply only to the other two. In I These. 2:20
Paul says to the Thessalonians: “Ye are our glory”;
so here these brethren are “Christ’s glory.” One person
is another person’s glory when he exhibits the glorious
work of that person. So these three were Christ’s glory
because they were representatives of many churches
who were busy with the work which these three had
come to further in Corinth.
24) And thus the admonition is added: Accordingly, display to them in the sight of the
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churches the display of your love and of your- glorying about you! The emphasis is on the last phrase.
These men (all three) are “apostles of churches” (v.

23) who. were sent by Paul, but by him as connected
with all these churches. Whatever treatment the Corinthians accord these three men will thus be “in the
sight of the churches." This is said in order to awaken
the full consciousness in the Corinthians that they are
one church among all these their sister churches.
Today this unity and this fellowship between the
congregations or churches are often ignored and set
aside. One church cares little or nothing as to how
its action affects its sister churches. It boldly outrages
not only the feelings but the confessional convictions

of its sister churches that are, perhaps, located in the
same city. Inner unity is destroyed. Such disregard
exhibits a low moral condition, a deep decline in spirituality. How can he love God, whom he has not seen,

who does not love his brother, whom he sees? I John
4:20. Does this not apply also to the relation between

churches? \
“Display the display,” like “die;the death," is a
case of the cognate object, the object intensifying the
idea of the verb. Some texts have the present participle
instead of the aorist imperative; but no one knows
what to do with such a reading except to guess at a
corrupted text. “The display of your love and of our
glorying about you” is one display: by showing their

love in the matter of the collection the Corinthians are
to justify all the boasting which Paul and Timothy
(1:1) and other assistants have made about the sort
of people the Corinthians are. Note the neat little
chiasm: nouns outside and {Way «at they, the pronouns,

brought signiﬁcantly together inside.
surely met responsive ears.

This appeal

CHAPTER IX
IV.

The Purpose for Which the Brethren Are Sent

1) The admonition expressed in 8 :24 to the effect
that the Corinthians display their love and thereby
justify the boasts that have been made regarding them

does not make it necessary that at this late date they
should still be told about the need obtaining in Jerusalem and what this collection means for the saints;
that has long ago been attended to by Paul. What the
Corinthians need is stimulation to speed up the col-

lection itself.

It has lagged due to the disturbance of

the relation existing between the congregation and
Paul. Since these difﬁculties have been practically
removed, energy must be put forth lest, when Paul

arrives and, what is most likely, some of the Macedonians with him, the Corinthians will still be found
far behind and thus put all the good things which

Paul has said to the Macedonian churches about them
to shame. For this reason Paul sends not only Titus
but as many as three able brethren to assist the

Corinthians.
Titus will have some other things besides the collection to occupy his time. We must also remember,
as the word “Achaia” intimates, that these three

brethren are to look after the work also in other congregations in Greece even as this letter is to be communicated to the saints in Achaia (1 :1). Some of the
things said in this chapter have a wider scope.
Mév is not the solitwm'um (regarding which see R.

1151) ; it includes v. 1, 2, and 85' follows in due order
in v. 3. For (to explain further) concerning the min(1159)
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intuition for the saints (the same expression that was
used in 8 :4) it is superﬂuous for me to write to you.

You Corinthians know all about the need that is found
among these saints at Jerusalem. Paul uses the singular “for me to write” because the idea of having all of
his congregations help the poor in Jerusalem and
thereby cement all his Gentile congregations into closest
personal unity with the old Jewish mother church,
originated in his heart.
2) Another “for” adds the fact that, when the
need obtaining in Jerusalem was ﬁrst presented to
the Corinthians and the Achaians, it met a ready
response: for I know your readiness, of which I am
(still) boasting concerning you to Macedonians, that

Achaia has been prepared a year ago. And your
zeal incited the majority.
Paul is speaking about the readiness with which
his ﬁrst proposal of a grand collection for the relief of
the poor in Jerusalem met, not only in Corinth, but in
all the churches in Achaia. This readiness was such
that he still boasts of it “to Macedonians” (no article:
to such Macedonians as he meets). Paul even quotes
what he tells these Macedonians: “Achaia has been
prepared a year ago!” ’Am‘a m’pvm is repeated from
8:10

Several points must be noted here. First, “Achaia”
and not merely Corinth, the latter being, of course,

included.

“Has been prepared a year ago” speaks

only about the beginning that was made, of course, as

a beginning that proceeded forward (perfect tense) ;
but in this case the tense really says nothing about
the present outcome of the start. “A year ago” limits
us to that past time. A year ago Achaia “has been
prepared” is passive: Paul prepared Achaia, Pa/ul
presented the needs obtaining at Jerusalem, Paul
awakened readiness and zeal in Achaia a year previously.

We should not convert this perfect passive

Second Corinthians 9:2
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into a present active: “stands prepared” now (1?... W.
P.), because that would leave a false impression.

Because they fail to note voice, tense, and phrase,
all of which refer to what Paul has done in 'Achaia

at the beginning a year ago, namely inaugurated the
preparation, which was all that could be done then,
some tell us that all had practically been completed in
Corinth as long as a year ago.

Then Paul seems to

contradict himself. His boast about Achaia becomes
unwarranted. He is now worrying about that. Some
of the Macedonians may go to Corinth with him and
ﬁnd out that he has deceived them when he said that
everything had been completed in Achaia. Paul will
be compelled to hang his head in shame. The Corinthians, too, will look at him with surprise. Everybody
will discover that Paul’s word cannot be trusted. First
he stirs up the Macedonians by what he falsely tells
them- about Achaia and then uses the zeal thus stirred
up among the Macedonians to set the Corinthians going
at a rather late date in order to save his double dealing
from exposure.
But there is a gap in this picture.

Even if Paul

succeeded in now whipping things up in Corinth, would
not the Macedonians who would go to Corinth with
Paul soon ﬁnd out that in Corinth things had not been
as Paul had represented them months ago, that only
recently by sending three good men Paul had brought
things in Corinth up to the point where he had said

they were a year ago? What a fool Paul would be to
suppose that he could escape discovery in this way!
Trickery has a way of always coming to light at last.
Paul quotes exactly what he is telling the Macedonians.
It is that he has prepared Achaia a year ago. That is
exactly what he did a year ago. He was able to prepare the Macedonians much later. Last spring, only
some months ago when he sent Timothy through Macedonia to Corinth (I Cor. 16 :10), Paul began preparing
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the Macedonians. The Achaians thus had an early
start as' far as preparation for the collection is
concerned. '
. When Paul began preparations in Achaia he met
with great readiness. There was no reason that he
should not. He told and still tells the Macedonians
about that. This was the readiness on the part of all
the Achaians and not merely on the part of the Corinthians. Can anyone suppose that now, after Paul himself

came to Macedonia greatly worried about Corinth, he
hid his worries from all the Macedonians? Compare
2:12, 13. He certainly did not. So the Macedonians
knew that despite all the ﬁne preparation made by
Paul in Achaia a year ago, as far as Corinth wasconcerned, a serious slackening of effort had intervened.
But this occurred only in Corinth. The Macedonians
were vying not only with Corinth butwith Achaia,
throughout which Paul had made preparation as long
as a year ago. The Macedonians, of course, knew also
as a result of Timothy’s visit that Galatia and the
Asian province were busy with the collection (Galatia,
I. Cor. 16:1; Gains and Timothy, Galatian collection
bearers, and Tychicus and Trophimus, Asian collection
bearers, Acts 20:4). Although this is not mentioned

by Paul — naturally not —— it yet completes the picture.
The zeal of the Macedonians was stirred up by
what Paul told them about the preparation that had
been made by him a year ago in Achaia and about the
response of readiness to go to work, which his efforts

toward preparation had then met with. Besides all
this, let it be understood that the character of Paul
is beyond reproach.
3) Paul continues: yet I sent the brethren lest
our boast coneerning you be -ma'de empty in this
'(very) part that, as I was (just) saying, you have
been (indeed) prepared, lest, perhaps, if Mace?-

donians come with me and ﬁnd you unprepared, we

Second Corinthians 9:3
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(that we say not you) be put to shame in this assurance.

I

Here Paul’s purpose in sending Titus and the two

other brethren is stated: when Paul and some of his
Macedonian friends come to Corinth in a few months

and ﬁnd that nothing worth-while has been done during
all this time, they would, of necessity, conclude that
Paul had not rightly prepared the Corinthians in the
ﬁrst place, namely, as he said, already a year ago. Paul
wants them to see from the results which they ﬁnd
when they get to Corinth that he had, indeed, made
excellent preparation. There is still time enough left
so that the results may catch up with the preparation

which Paul certainly made; but, of course, that time
must be diligently used to put speed into the attainment
of the results. In an honest and yet most considerate
way Paul indicates this to the Corinthians. His very
considerateness will help to bring the fullest response.

Kalix'qlua. is the substance of Paul’s boasting, namely
his statement to the Macedonians “that Achaia (of
which Corinth was the very capital and had the main
congregation) has (already) been prepared (by me)
a year ago” (v. 2). This boast Paul does not want
to see “made empty (Kn/69, made to appear as having
nothing in it) in this very part” which Paul carefully

restates.

His boast contained various laudatory im-

plications for the Achaians, but the essential part of
it is the one that is now restated with subﬁnal In:
“that, as I was just saying (in v. 2), you have been
prepared,” prepared, indeed, by me a whole year ago.

This is not the ﬁnal ha, and this perfect passive
periphrastic subjunctive is not present; Paul does not

write “in order that you may (now) be prepared.”
This is the same perfect passive as the one found in

v. 2.

"Iva. is epexegetical, in apposition to “this part”;

it states that part of the boast which Paul has in mind.
He even adds “as I was (just) saying.” saying in v. 2.
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But this plain and most exact wording is not properly understood. Paul is speaking about the preparation which he made a year ago and not about a pre-

paration which the Coﬁnthm'ns have made recently
or are now making. The voice and the tense of the
verb form will not permit the latter sense, which is
also not in keeping with the context. The preparation
made by Paul a year ago was thorough and effective.
Verse 1 states that it would be superﬂuous to make
itanew; v. 2 adds that, when Paul made this preparation. it produced “readiness." The ﬁnest results should
have followed during the past year. We know What
interfered in Corinth, namely disturbances which called
forth First Corinthians with its rebukes, and even
more disturbances which Titus then helped to allay.
The fruits of Paul’s preparation were accordingly
rather scant. The past year had largely been wasted.
Even six months previously, in I Cor. 16:1-4, upon
inquiry from Corinth, Paul had felt constrained to
give directions and information. Something had been
done, but not all that could and should have been done.
4) Unless things were now greatly speeded up in
Corinth, even upon Paul’s coming to Corinth to spend
the winter there (I Cor. 16:6) any Macedonians (no
article) coming with him would ﬁnd the Corinthians
“unprepar ,” which discovery would certainly put
Paul and his assistants to shame. The verbal adjective
dwapaaxwa'a‘rovs is derived from the two verbs that have
already been used and is passive just as much as these
two verbs are. On seeing such poor results after the
passing of more than a year the Macedonians could
conclude only that the Corinthians had never been
properly prepared by Paul, that they still lacked this
preparation in regard to which Paul had boasted that
he had made it at the very beginning.

Second Corinthians 9:4
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What could Paul say in face of the poor results?
Even if he asserted anew what he had done, the Macedonians would have their doubts. Should Paul chide
the Corinthians in the presence of these Macedonians
and say that the fault for this lack of proper results

was theirs? Would the Corinthians want Paul to do
that? Then let them remember that whatever preparation Paul had made in Macedonia had yielded the
very greatest results (8:1-5). That would certainly
justify the conclusion that similar preparation made
by Paul in Corinth should have produced somewhat
similar results, the other alternative being that Paul

had not made the preparation as he claimed he had.
Paul writes: “lest perhaps we be put to shame—
not to say you.” This is paraleipsis (B.-D. 491, 1;
R. 1199) ; Paul would place the blame on himself and

his assistants although he intimates that he is doing
this without being blameworthy, the real blameworthy

people being the Corinthians. Certainly, Paul says.
I and my assistants would be ashamed—what about
you Corinthians yourselves?
The phrase “in this
assurance” modiﬁes only “we” and not “you,” for the
little parenthesis regarding “you” is attached only
to

“We.”

The word inrda'rams‘ has many meanings so that its
precise meaning is largely determined by the context.
This naturally causes differences of opinion. C.-K.
541 propose Standhaftz’gkeit, Mut, (steadfastness,

courage) which B.-P. 1359 support.

Others take the

word to have the same meaning as ,us’pos in v. 3, but
without justiﬁable reason. “In this steadfastness or
courage” is not nearly as. ﬁtting as “in this conﬁdence”
(R. V.) and as our choice: “in this assurance,” which
is probably the most common meaning of this word.

All the “assurance” to which Paul and his assistants
are clinging would be put to shame because it had not
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been rightly placed—Maroon, literally, “a placing
under.”
5) Accordingly, I considered it necessary to
urge the brethren to go to you in advance and to ﬁx
up in advance the blessing you promised in advance,
this to be ready thus as a (true) blessing, not as (an
exhibit of) covetousness.
There was still sufﬁcient time though none to lose.
The in clause states what Paul urged. He takes the
responsibility: “I considered it necessary,” singular;
in 8:18, 22 he writes: “we sen ,” plural.

The aorist

is epistolary as it was in 8:17, 18, 22. Note the three
compounds with npé, “in advance.” The third is passive: your blessing “promised in advance" (by you).
This is a gentle reminder. In their enthusiastic «poouaz’a
(v. 2) the Corinthians had a yeear ago made these
advance promises, but they still lack a good deal of

being fulﬁlled. Note our word “artisan” in the verb
mmpricw, which is here used in the rare compound with
wpé, “to ﬁx up in advance.”
Paul calls the contributions to be made in fulﬁllment of the advance promises the dour/{a or “blessing”
of the Corinthians and wants this to be ready dis etAoyta,

“as, indeed, a blessing.” This word is to be understood
in the active sense: the Corinthians blessed the saints
with their contributions, made them like a benediction,
ﬁlled them with that kind of a spirit.

our versions is not the proper word.

“Bounty” in

Whatever one

wants to make-“a blessing” will, of course, be bountiful

in quantity, but in this connection the word means
more than quantity, namely generosity from a deep
desire to help.
Thus the opposite is quite correctly «Aeonsi’a, which
is again active, amor scele'ra-tus habemlz', from «May and
Exam (Stellhorn, Woerterbuch) : the desire to have more
and more for self.

German Geiz.

This is our “covetousness,” the

We aid the English a little by trans-

Second Corinthians 9:5, 6‘
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lating “not as (an exhibition of) covetousness.” The
worst feature of this vice is not the niggardly quantity
given but the mean spirit which wants more for self
and cares nothing for others, however needy the latter
may be.
The inﬁnitive is not an epexegetical complement of

the M clause, nor does this Zva clause denote purpose.
This accusative with the inﬁnitive is in apposition
with “your blessing”—“this (your blessing) to be
ready,” etc. Already in I Cor. 16:2 Paul wrote “that
there may be no gatherings when I come,” i. e., do not
delay, have everything complete and ready. His
urgency is now due to even higher considerations.
V.

The Giver Whom God Loves

6)
The inﬁnitive clause occurring in V. 5 forms
the transition to the new paragraph. We are shown at
length how our giving can, indeed, be “a blessing,” a
blessing all around, a blessing also to ourselves. Of
course, there dare then be no “covetousness” about it.
Here there is an exposition of giving that every
preacher needs for himself as well as for his con-

gregation.
Now this — he who keeps sowing sparingly, sparingly shall he also reap; and he who keeps sowing
on the basis of blessings, on the basis of blessings
shall he also reap.
Transitional 85’ and a simple 'roﬁ'ro turn to the general
subject of making Christian giving what it ought always to be in fullest measure, a great fountain of
blessing. Review what Paul calls it in 8:1, “the grace
of God,” i. e., grace and thus a great blessing to the
giver himself. Here this is extended by the signiﬁcant
Word “blessing"—others are blessed, by means of

their thanks God is blessed, and thus we ourselves are
blessed most of all. If every Christian giver knew
what a shower of blessings he starts through his giving
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he would be like the Macedonians referred to in 8:4,
begging to let him give.
We supply nothing with Miro: we regard it as a
nominative absolute or as an advance apposition to the

double sentence. The thought is similar to that expressed in Prov. 11:24: “There is that scattereth and
yet increaseth; and there is that withholdeth more

than is meet, but it tendeth to poverty." We have two
beautiful chiasms which bring together “sparingly,
sparingly” and “on the basis of blessings, on the basis
of blessings” and thereby lift these words into prominence. '0 nelpmv = he who keeps sowing, makes it his
regular business of sowing either in the one or in the
other way. We are shown two classes of sowers; and
the question is to which of the two do we belong, do
we want to belong.
“He who keeps sowing.” This is Paul’s picture
of the Christian giver. How simple, how illuminating,
how true! '0 melpaw is the exact designation which
Jesus used in his wonderful parable in Matt. 13:3:
“The sewer,” the one whose business it is to sow,
“went out to sow.” Here we have another parable
about another “sower.” Indeed, all Christian giving is
sowing, sowing, all sowing. We are all farmers, our

great business is this sowing and the resultant reaping.
It looks like throwing good grain away when the sower
takes it by the handful and just scatters it, happy
to have as big a ﬁeld as possible, to be able to scatter
as much as possible.

It looks like throwing away when

we give. But Christian giving is always a throwing
away that is sowing. The very word implies that a
harvest is coming. So all our good works are a sowing;

ever and ever a harvest is coming.

It is foolish to

say that this makes for a selﬁsh motive.

God designed

grain to be sown and to yield its return; God arranged
Christian life in good works and in giving in the same
way.

It is he who wants us to have the blessing of
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the harvest. This is his beautiful way of bestowing
his blessing.
He has created the wonder of the grain as seed in
order to ﬁll our granaries with harvests. He gives us
the grain in the ﬁrst place, we could not make it. So
he gives us the harvest from that grain which we do
not make. He ﬁlls our hearts and our hands in the
Christian life; all that we are and have is from him
in Christ Jesus. All that he thus gives us is intended
for great increase. It is like grain that is soon used
up, soon disappears unless it is sown; but when it is
scattered and sown, oh, how it multiplies! As he
enriched us in the ﬁrst place, so he wants this riches
to multiply for us. Actually, we cannot become too
rich for God, yea, for him we cannot become rich
enough. He multiplies our seed, assigns us ever wider,
newer ﬁelds to be sown, to reap ever vaster harvests.
Loaded with sheaves, we are to come at last, rejoicing
with harvest songs. Ps. 126:6.
Why is it so hard for us to catch this vision? Every
farm and every garden reveal it every spring, summer,
and fall. God is a God of showers of harvest riches.
He is the same God of showers of blessings in the
Christian life. He does not intend that we shall be
poor; all his arrangements are designed to ﬁll us with
riches.

It is not because of his lack of generosity

that so many of us remain poor. Yet he correlates the
two, sowing and harvesting. If he is to give us much,
we must want much.

How can God pour 1,000 bushels

into a receptacle that holds no more than one? If, in
spite of all that God wants to give us, we insist on
taking only a little, perhaps nothing at all, shall be
upset the entire generous arrangement which he has
made in letting sowings produce rich harvests in order
to give us abundance in some other way? What other
way that accords with God’s generosity could you
suggest? The only other way which the world has
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'ever found is tokenrich oneself by robbing others, by
grinding the face of the poor, by withholding the
workman’s wages, etc.

So it remains ever true: what a man sows he shall
‘ reap. By‘the way in which you sow, God lets you yourself say in advance in What way, what kind of harvest,
and-how much you want to reap. Sow “sparingly” if

you will, just -a few grains—what a pity to throw
more into the ground! “Sparingly you will also reap.”
You certainly do not expect a few grains to produce

barnfuls. You certainly know at sowing time for what
size of harvest you are sowing.
. " .Here is the proper way to sow: évr’ amoyiac, which
does not mean “bountifully’” (our versions), scattering
much grain over wide ﬁelds; nor “with blessing” (R.
V. margin); nor- does the phrase waver between occasion and time '(R. 604). The plural is real, it plu-

ralizes the singular «in cﬁAoyt'dv used in v. 5. He who
sows “on the basis of, on the principle of blessings,”
he shall reap on this basis and this principle. 'Eni is to
be taken in its natural sense “upon” and makes the
meaning rich. This sowing is ever done on one idea
alone, on the idea of blessings—blessings, praises to
God; blessings,‘benefactions to men; return blessings
to ourselves. 0n no other basis or principle does this
sower operate. On this basis he reaps. He reaps all
the blessings to God and all those to men, and he reaps
the-return blessings that God pours out on him.
It is all. very wonderful, yet all most true. The
Catholic exegesis ﬁnds work-righteousness here, name-

ly the harvest-as a reward of merit. But no man ever
earned a harvest. God makes seed, soil, sunshine,
growth, ripening,. and even the brain and the hand to

place the seed into the soil and to bring the increase
home.
4
7-) Without a verb and with none to be supplied Paul adds: Each one just as he has chosen for
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himself in advance in his heart, not from grief or
rrom compulsion. The verb is the perfect middle,
its voice brings out the idea that the person chooses

freely what he wants and would like to have for himself, whether he wants a 'sparing return or one that
is running over with all kinds of blessings. IIpé, “in
advance,” ﬁts the idea of sowing which is always in

advance of the harvest.
The two ('K phrases point to source. In the Whole
matter of Christian giving nothing is ever to be
done “from grief”; no one is to be sorry about
letting anything pass out of his hands, no one
is ever to say: “I am sorry I gave or gave so much.”
These negatives imply their corresponding positives.
Thus the ﬁrst implies: “I am glad I gave; I wish I
could give more.” Nothing is ever to be given “from
compulsion,” from a feeling that one is forced to give,
that he is being robbed. No one is to think: “They took
advantage of me; they shall not do it again." The feel-

ing is ever to be: “I am happy I gave; I really should
have given more.”
Paul wants nothing but voluntary gifts for his
great collection. He here sets forth voluntariness as

being the only true motive and principle of Christian
giving. It actuated the apostolic church (Acts 2:44,
45; 4:22); it has ever distinguished true Christian
giving. A large amount of giving has been vitiated
by not being free and voluntary. A large number have

had no faith or too little faith in complete voluntariness. They fear that this will not bring the needed and
the desired sums. So they devise substitutes, all kinds
of systems, schemes, and methods that seem to promise

more than the giver’s own entirely free volition. Instead of depending wholly on such volition and stimulating it by means of pure gospel motivation as Paul
does here, they use a little or a great deal of legalism
which acts as pressure, or they stoop to worldly, often
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rankly worldly,. methods. So Christian voluntariness
declines more and more. The odor of legalism and of
worldliness makes the “gifts" so obtained nauseating
in thenostrils of God. The harvest of real blessings is
lost. See The Active Church Member by the author,
p. 148, etc., on the entire subject.
All legalism‘in giving or in securing gifts is Romanistic. No one has yet surpassed Rome in this direc-

tion. Many who think they hate Rome yet imitate
Rome, and they should give Rome due credit although

they fail to do this. Tithing is Jewish. Applying a
little Christian varnish changes nothing. Paul was
reared as a Jew. If tithing could have been Christianized, the man who could and would have done it
was Paul, and no better opportunity offered itself than
this great collection which he planned for all his
churches simultaneously. Paul shunned tithing. All
the apostles shunned it. Not one word of Jesus favors
it. His very mention of tithing is severely derogatory
(Matt. 23:23; Luke 11:42; 18:12). The only other
mention of it in the New Testament is purely historical
(Heb. 7 :5-9) . Is this not enough? More than enough!
“Each one just as he has chosen for himself in his
heart!”
For a cheerful giver God loves. The Greek reverses the subject and the predicate and thereby emphasizes both: God loves him—God loves him. See
the noun “love” for the real meaning of the blessed
verb; also John 3 :16. From Mp6: we have “hilarious."
God loves the lighthearted, joyous, happy giver. He
neither ﬁgures nor calculates. His faith is wreathed
in smiles when another opportunity for giving greets
him. The German heiter is good. Such a giver is himself ﬁlled with the love of God. No stimulus for giving
can possibly exceed God’s love in which grow all the
fairest ﬂowers of his blessings. Paul appropriates the
thought and almost the words of Prov. 22:9 as found
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in the LXX: “God blesseth a man who is cheerful and
a giver”; Hebrew: “He that hath a bountiful eye shall
be blessed." The Hebrew actually has a beatitude.
8) Ac’ adds another point: Moreover, able is God
to make every grace abound for you in order that,
by having ever in everything every sufﬁciency, you
may abound in every good work even as it has been
written:
He scattered out, he gave to the poor laborers;

His righteousness remains for the eon.
The verb is placed emphatically forward: “Able is
God.” Paul ﬁrst presents his ability, what God can
do, which implies his willingness; then in v. 10 what
God will do. Paul’s reliance is not based on his own
ability to move the Corinthians as they ought to be
moved but on God’s ability alone. He tells the Corinthians that and thereby turns their hearts to God.
Paul thus excludes the idea that he is belaboring the
Corinthians with appeals of his OWn, for this is far
from his mind. “God is able to make every grace
abound for you” refers to xépu: in the broadest sense of
the term. Note the complementary statement: “in
order that you may abound in every good wor .” He
makes every grace abound for you so that you may
abound for every good work. The one abounding purposes another abounding. Abounding grace is to bring
abounding good works.
“Every grace,” like “every good work,” denotes
multiplicity. Grace is a unit, but as an active attribute
'of God it bestows many different gifts of grace, and
each exhibits that grace. John 1 :16: “grace for grace.”
“Every grace" is comprehensive in its multiplicity;
it omits not a single gift of grace that we may need.
Since it is “grace,” every gift is totally undeserved pure, sweet grace through and through.
We fail to see how anyone can restrict “every
grace” to earthly possessions and say that God gives
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theseso that we can- give to others. -,What We need
most of all is “every grace?’ for our hearts in order to
do any proper giving. Here"‘every good work" extends
far'beyond giving. Paul wants the Corinthians to see
that giving is only one of these good works. When he
speaks about this one, it is quite necessary .to view it

in connection with all the many others, all of which
are alike products of abundant grace that is freely

bestowed upon us. In order to give we must ﬁrst receive, namely receive grace from God. So every good
work implies the necessary previous reception of grace.
He who lacks the work proclaims that he has refused

the grace of Which that work would be the ﬂower and
the fruit:
'
'
Note the heaping up of “every" in paronovws’wb:
every grace -—- ever — in everything — every sufﬁciency—every good work. God, indeed, knows no
limit. Note the individualizing in “every” (“ever”)
which is combined. in the multiplicity of completeness.

Our. versions mar the translation by interchanging
“all” and “every.” One may translate in either way,
for when the article is omitted with this numeral, “all”

and “every” flow together. But as the one adverb We
have no “all”; so we use “every” throughout in order

to match the “ever" used as the adverb.
The main feature is, however, to see that God’s
bestowal of “every grace” in abundance .means our
“having ever in everything every sufficiency in abundance for eVery, good work.” “Every grace” is thus
practically deﬁned for us." Here there is a stream that
is full to the banks. All these many good works .we
need in our hearts: _faith, love, tenderness, pity,
strength, courage, energy, zeal, enlightenment, wisdom,

etc., _etc. Then for our hands we need earthly means
for giving, helping, etc., place and occasion to confess,
and so in every situation whatever any good work may

require. All this sufﬁciency God is able to supply.
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The Cynics and the Stoics used aﬁ‘nipxcta to designate their favorite virtue “self-sufﬁciency” under all

circumstances, the feeling of being satisﬁed with what
one has as being sufﬁcient, depending on nothing be-

yond it. The papyri use the word in the meaning “competency,” a sufﬁcient living. Some of the commentators

draw on the pagan philosophers when they interpret
this word. R., W. P., says outright that Paul borrowed
the word from Greek philosophy and allows only this
difference in Paul’s use, that he did not approve the
Cynic’s avoidance of society. The philosophers themselves found the word and used it to denote a pagan
virtue; Paul, too, did not invent the word but used it,
as the common Koine papyri do, in the meaning “sufﬁciency,” complete supply, one, however, that is provided by God. In I Tim. 6 :6 Paul again uses the word.
Although it is generally translated “contentment” in
this passage and thus means a virtue, the meaning
“sufﬁciency” is far more adequate.
God is able to provide us with such abundance that
none of us ever needs to hesitate about dispensing it
with full hands in all manner of good works. In fact,
that we rely on his supplying us and thus engage to

the limit in good works—this is his intention (Eva).
9)
Most effective is the quotation from Ps. 112 :9,
which expresses the very same thought and uses even
the ﬁgure of scattering seed. This psalm describes in
detail the blessedness of the man who fears the Lord
and delights in his commandments. One notable item
in this blessedness is his great generosity toward the
poor and needy. “It has been written” (perfect tense)
=and is thus ever on record. The godly “scattered
out" lavishly just like the sower who throws out his
grain. The next proverb speciﬁes: “he gave to the
poor laborers,” a simple but signiﬁcant statement. One

might use it as an epitaph upon a generous Christian’s
tomb. Four Greek words, yet how eloquent!
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Plutarch distinguishes between wrmxo's and névqc, the
living of the former is living while having nothing,

that of the latter living sparingly and depending on his
labors. The one is a beggar who is wholly destitute,

who lives on chance alms; the other is a poor, stinted
workman. “To give” to the latter is not to hand him
his pittance of pay but to make him a goodly present.
This godly man’s righteousness remains “for the
eon,” the Greek idiom meaning “forever.” The eon
lasts until the Parousia, until time ceases and eternity
alone is left. “His righteousness” is his justitz'a acquisita, the quality of righteousness that is due to the

divine verdict which pronounces him righteous in God’s
court. This verdict of God’s is pronounced on the man
in regard to his works, the proper fruit of faith and
the public evidence of faith. This righteousness thus

“remains.” The verdicts of men’s judgment disappear
as being valueless. But when the eon merges into
eternity, Christ himself will publish this man’s righteousness and the verdict from God before the entire
universe: “Verily, I say unto you, inasmuch as ye have
done it unto one of the least of these my brethren,
ye have done it unto me,” Matt. 25 :40. This man enters
heaven, and thus his “righteousness remains.” The
divine verdict on his works will never be reversed, will
only be published to the universe at the end of the eon.
Chrysostom likened this man’s beneﬁcence to a ﬁre
which consumes the man’s sins and thus prepared the
way for the Catholic error that works justify. But
these are the works that follow faith, the justitia, acquisita which evidences the justitia imputata. The acquired righteousness is ever imperfect and obtains
God’s verdict only because its imperfections have been
made good by Christ’s righteousness, which is imputed
to us even before we do a. single good work. If the
righteousness of life did not follow, this would be
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evidence that Christ’s righteousness was never imputed
to us, that justifying faith was never ours.
Paul’s quotation is so effective because it brings
out the thought of “every grace,” ﬁrst the grace that

makes us God’s own,' then the grace that enables us to
do good works, ﬁnally the grace that now and at the
last day renders its public verdict on our good works
as believers. Many a non-Christian and many a Jew
also do great works of charity, and the world’s verdict
of approval rests upon them. But neither now nor in
the ﬁnal judgment can Christ render the verdict: “Ye
did it unto me!” That verdict would be false. For
whomsoever these do what they do, their intention
is not to do them “for Christ.”
10) From what God is able to do the thought
proceeds to what God will do. His ability, of course,
already implies his willingness even as his willingness

implies his ability. God’s purpose is “that you abound
in every good work” (v. 8) ; this purpose God carries
out, for Paul now says: “he will increase the fruits
of your righteousness.” Thus the ﬁnal object is attained, namely great and multiplied thanksgiving unto
God.
,
And he who furnishes seed to the one sowing and
bread for eating will furnish and will multiply your
crop and will increase the fruits of your righteousness—you being enriched in everything for all
single-mindedness, which keeps working out thanks-

giving to God through us.
What God does in the domain of nature he will
in a higher, richer way do in the domain of grace.
We see it every time a man sows grain; God provides that “seed” (mépya). When it is sown, through
it he provides “bread for eating” (ﬁpams- is “eating,”
the sufﬁx -o'Ls denoting action; Bpu’ipa is “food,” what is
eaten or to be eaten) . ’meopm/e’o) and the simplex have
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the same force: “to stand the expense of bringing out
a chorus” at some public festival and thus in general

"to furnish," “‘to supply.” The connotation is that of
great, free generosity. It is, indeed, with a lavish hand
that God supplies seed and bread for mankind. God
can even be named according to this generous action
as Paul so names him here with the substantivized participle. In this way God attests his power and his beneﬁcence to all mankind (Acts 14 :17 : “ﬁlling our hearts
with food and gladness”) ..But we must note the connec-

tion between “seed for him who sows” and “bread for
the eating.” He does not drop bread from heaven although we know,:that he once gave the manna in the

desert. “The one who sows” mentioned in v. 6 is repeated, but the bread that thus results is now added.
God will do the same for us in the domain of grace
and do it even in a similar way, namely so that we
must do the sowing and obtain a crop. Christ and the
apostles see these beautiful and instructive correspondences between nature and grace and use them most
effectively. Men generally and even Christians so often
fail to see them. Worldly men fail even to see the hand
of God in the domain of nature and talk only about “the
laws of nature” and thus fail'to let the beneﬁcence of
God lead them to‘repentance (Rom. 2:4) and do not
even thank him (Rom. 1 :21, 22). A covert argument
underlies Paul’s words, namely that he who is one to
furnish so much for men’s bodies certainly will furnish
no less for us Christians in our spiritual life under
grace.
“He will furnish and will multiply your crop and
will increase (make grow or augment) the fruits of
your righteousness.” We now have no less than three
verbs, ﬁrst the same one that is used in connection with
the seed and the bread and then two more that go far
beyond this. God will not only “furnish” in the domain
of grace, he will even “multiply,” he will even “aug-
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To keep men alive with bread is a smaller

matter for God than to load his Christians with the
abundance of his grace. The bread which he furnishes
to men is only “food that perishes”; he wants us to
have “the food that endures to eternal life” (John

6:27). Paul calls the latter “the fruits of your righteousness,” of that righteousness which “remains forever.” John 15 :8 adds that the Father is gloriﬁed when
we bear much fruit of this kind and thereby show that

we are Christ’s disciples.
But let us note the terms used; Paul does not again

say am’pna as earthly grainseed but a'n’épos, “crop,” a
sowing that has been made and is in process of growing and producing. This is what God will multiply for
us, not merely “seed” which we may never sow, but
planted seed, a developing and a producing crop. When

he multiplies the crop we have in the ground he thereby makes certain a multiplied harvest. So Paul adds:
“he will make grow or augment your fruits of right

eousness.” We prefer the reading “yewipa'ra. to 'ycwﬁpara.
The former is derived from yc’vwﬂm and always refers
to the fruits of the ﬁelds, the latter is derived from
yewiv and always refers to living offspring that is born
of parents. The texts confuse the two, but we no longer

should do so.
The future tenses are volitive: God will do these
things; not merely futuristic: God shall do them. On

God’s part the will is always there to provide this increase of fruits of righteousness in the way indicated.
If the increase is not forthcoming, this is due to our

unwillingness. We do not let God multiply the crop
we have or we do not even care to obtain the fruits.
What a delight it is to any farmer to have many ﬁelds
growing toward harvest! How pitiful it is if he has
but a tiny patch! So it is with regard to you and to
me in our spiritual life. Now God’s will for us is literally
to multiply our sowings, to increase the resultant fruits
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to the utmost. We regard “the fruits of righteousness”
as an appositional genitive: the fruits constitute the
righteousness. “Their works do follow them," Rev.
14:13.

We do not approve the long parenthesis found in
the A. V. The A. V. follows an inferior reading when it
translates v. 10 as a wish and changes the sense with
its “both—and” and with its improper construction
“minister bread for your food.”
11) Paul continues with a plural nominative participle, regarding which our remarks on the similar
participle found in 8 :20 apply. Because the Greek
participle has both case and number it is added with
perfect clarity. Call it ad sensum if you wish but not
an anacoluthon, irregular, independent as if it were an
indicative, or reaching back across a parenthesis to v. 8

(A. V.). The present durative participle is just what
Paul wants to express his thought, namely that in all
that God will do for the Corinthians they are “being
enriched in everything,” etc. Their enrichment does
not wait until all the fruit has matured, it begins
when God starts to furnish his supplies and continues
as the seeded crop is multiplied. A farmer counts himself rich when his abundant crops are growing and
not only when the last load of the harvest is stored
away. This present participle is exactly right.
Now this progressive enrichment is “in everything
for all single-mindedness,” namely that single-mindedness “which keeps working out (producing) thanksgiving to God through us." Here we have an exposition
of what “the riches of their single-mindedness” in 8 :2
means. 'A1M6'n7s is derived from the verb which means
to spread out a cloth so that no fold in which anything
may be hidden is left. See the fuller remarks in con-

nection with 8 :2. The riches consist in God’s providing
everything for the Corinthians so that they could put
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their minds on one single thing without having other
conﬂicting considerations. Their one and only thought
is one “which works out or produces thanksgiving to
God through us.” Their one aim is to get as much
thanksgiving for God as possible, i. e., to have as many
people as possible thank him. This is putting it in a
beautiful and a true way. What a blessed thing to see
how God is ﬁlling our lives with. grace and help like
growing crops so that our whole mind is bent only on
multiplying thanks for him by what he is thus doing
and will yet do for us! No worry about ourselves; no
selﬁsh greed to grasp earthly riches for us; only this
one high and holy aim.
Your single-mindedness, Paul says, produces this
thanksgiving to God “through us.” God is furnishing
even these ministers of his, Paul and his assistants,
to the Corinthians, who are to aid the Corinthians in
securing this rich harvest of thanksgiving to God.
These ministers are moving the Corinthians to do their
full part in this matter of the collection. The Corinthians ought to know how much they need this aid, for
during recent months they have been very lax, have
even become disaffected toward Paul. Their singlemindedness was marred by secret contrary and evil
thoughts. If such a disposition had continued, little
thanksgiving to God. would have been the harvest but
rather much pleasure for the evil one.
Paul writes only “through us,” he is happy to be of
some aid to the Corinthians in producing much thanksgiving to God. Rom. 1:21 combines glorifying God
and thanking God, for we glorify him best when we
thank his holy name. The highest aim for all of us
should be this single purpose, to multiply thanksgivings
to God. The minister’s highest work is to aid his church
in attaining this aim. How few rise to this vision of
our Christian life and work? We see so much duplicity,
so much'pleonexia. (v. 5), so much desire just for self.
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12)‘ With (in Paul explains and elaborates his
thought regarding-this production of thanksgiving
to God. Because the ministry of this public service is
not merely an adding (something) to ﬁll up the deﬁciencies of the saints but (is) also an overﬂowing
by means of many thanksgivings to God —- they, (in-

duced): by the test of this (your) ministry, glorifying God for the submissiveness of your confession as
regards the gospel .of Christ and for the singlemindedness of your fellowship with them and with
all '— also they, with pleading (to God) on your behalf, longing for you because of the exceeding grace
of God upon you.

"on is used as it was in 8:3. It is a mistake on the

part of 'the Corinthians to think that, as far as their

participation in it' is concerned, this collection means
no more than-that they are only adding something to
ﬁll up 'the 'deﬁciences of the saints which were caused
by their poverty. They are, of course, doing this, but
they are doing vastly more by doing this, they are
causing an overﬂow of many thanksgivings to God. The
latter should especially delight their hearts and make

them eager to participate.
'Paul brings out the distinctive feature of Christian charity. Worldly-charity is at best happy only in
relieving human distress. Pharisaic and work-righteous charity thinks it is acquiring merit with God.
By relieving distress Christian charity delights in the
multiplied .thanksgivings that will rise to God from
the hearts and the lips of those whose distress is thus

relieved. This is‘what Jesus means: “Inasmuch as ye
have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren,
ye have done it unto me,” Matt. 25:40. This divine
motive makes Christian charity 3. sweet odor to God.

We now note the details which are so rich in meaning. '3 This is diakonia, service that is rendered with the
sole intent of‘helping others; it is always a beautiful
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term. Paul makes it even more beautiful by means of

the qualifying genitive “of this public service.”
Azimupya’a is public ofﬁcial service as when some oﬂicial
functions. Since priests function thus, some let the
word mean “priestly service” ; but the word itself never
contains the priestly idea. Paul is not regarding the
Corinthians as men who are engaged in priestly work.
He sees them in a grand public work which is public
because all these Gentile congregations of his are par-

ticipating together. There is also an ofﬁcial feature
about this collection, for it is the ofﬁce of the church
thus to help its needy members.
“Deﬁciency” is used in 8 :14. The two present participles are especially interesting, for they are contrasts: wpoaavavrkqpoﬁa'a=by adding something (rpds)

to ﬁll (whypoﬁv) up (am) —that is all that is done as
far as the need is concerned; but wepwacﬁovcm = to make
exceed, to make overﬂow, as when more is poured in

than the vessel is able to hold —that is what is done
by ﬁlling the hearts of the needy with many thanksgivings to God. The participles are to be construed
with éo-rl as periphrastic present tenses. Paul says:

“You are not merely helping to ﬁll up the need of
poverty, you are causing golden thanks to God to overﬂow.”

13)

He continues, as he did in v. 11, with a nomi-

native plural participle that is used ad sensum. In
v. 14 he follows with a participle in the genitive ab~
solute when he is speaking of the same persons. The

addition of the latter casts light on the former. As the
one is the genitive absolute, so the other is the nominative absolute. Paul does not speak about how the

poor saints at Jerusalem will thank the Corinthians
for the alms bestowed upon them, nor how these saints
will thank God for these alms. Such thanks are selfevident to Paul. As Paul conceives their reaction, the
saints will glorify God in a much higher way. Induced
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“by the test of this your ministry” to them, they will
glorify God for the spiritual results which God has
produced in you. This “test” is not one which these
saints have originated; it is one that God is applying
to the Corinthians. The genitive is objective: God tests
out “the ministry” of the Corinthians in this case in
order to see how genuine it is as men test out the metal
and the weight of coins. The phrase speaks about a
completely successful test which proves “this ministry”
of the Corinthians a genuine ministry indeed that is
in no way to be discounted. When the saints in Jerusalem receive the alms they will see this ministry, not
only from the amount given to them, but from the
entire spirit which produced that amount. Impelled by
what they thus see, they glorify God.
Paul does, indeed, speak with great assurance in
regard to the Corinthians. The test is yet to be made.
How can he be so sure? What if the Corinthians fail
in this test? Paul’s trust is not placed in the Corinthians but in God who will move them. He trusts that
God will surely bless the efforts he is making in writing to the Corinthians as he does and in sending them
three good men to help them (8:16-24). Because he
uses God’s means, Paul is not the man to speak as
though these means would fail. We fail when we resort
to other means, when we do not trust the true ones
which God furnishes us, and when we do not trust
God enough to bless these means.
Paul sees the saints glorifying God for two things
regarding the Corinthians. First of all, “for the submissiveness of your confession in (or in regard to)
the gospel of Christ.” The genitive is possessive: this
feature, namely true submissiveness, belongs to the

confession which the Corinthians are making regarding their adherence to the gospel of Christ. We need
not hesitate about construing opvoyz'a sis (C.-K. 690
supplies other examples).

It is also most natural to
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follow the word order as Paul wrote it. What is gained
except involution by supposing that Paul means, “glorifying God for the submissiveness to the gospel as made
by your confession”? Even the thought is better as
the word order stands: “for the submissiveness of your
confession in regard to the gospel.” It is the actual

submissiveness that shows that we are confessing the
gospel aright. The gathering of the alms for the saints
in the manner and the spirit set forth by Paul is a ﬁne
piece of the submissiveness that belongs to the confession of the Corinthians in regard to the gospel. This

piece of the submissiveness is evidence that the rest of
the submission is also present.

Secondly, the saints are seen as glorifying God
“also for the single-mindedness of (your) fellowship
with them and with all,” i. e., all other saints. The
word émee is used in the same sense as before (8 :2;
9:11) ; it does not mean “liberality” or “liberal” (our
versions) but, as already explained, “single-mindedness.” And Kou'on'L'a means “fellowship” or “communion” as it did in 8:4 and not “contribution” (R.

V.) or “distribution” (A. V.). Every thought of “contribution” is excluded by the phrases “with them and
with all.” When we translate “liberality of the contribution for them (the saints) and for all,” the meaning is misleading, for the collection was taken up only
for the saints in Jerusalem and not for all saints everywhere. Yet this idea is defended, it is said that this
contribution to the saints at Jerusalem is as good as a
contribution to all saints everywhere; by helping some
really all are helped.

Paul is speaking about something that is far higher
than “the liberality of the contribution.” The saints
at Jerusalem are pictured as glorifying God “for the
single-mindedness of (your) fellowship with them and
with all,” i. e., for your spiritual fellowship and communion. It is this fellowship of the Corinthians which
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extends not only to those saints who are being helped
at present but to all God’s saints, whether they are
helped or not. This is “the communion of saints” cone
fessed by us in the Third Article of the Apostles’
Creed.
Paul even combines the two objects of Soéézoms, the
int ‘rﬁ that is used with immyﬁ should be supplied also
with drMmft, and {way should also be supplied with an}:
xowmw'as. So we translate: “And for the single-mindedness of your fellowship." Let us consider the reason
for uniting the two objects by means of one preposition, one article, and one genitive pronoun. The two
objects always go together and form a whole. Submissive confession of the gospel means single-minded
fellowship with all the saints, all of whom so confess
and all of whom are in fellowship. The one is never
separated from the other. The one is the basis, the
other the result. Confession means fellowship, fellowship means confession.
For this reason Paul says “confession” and not
merely faith. We know and recognize each other by our
mutual and our identical confession. We cannot see
each others’ faith, but we do hear each others’ confession. Confession is, however, the voice of faith even
as fellowship is the evidence of this faith. The terms
are perfectly chosen. For this reason, too, Paul employs two nouns for each of these related objects. He
might have used two adjectives: “submissive” and
“single-minded.” The nouns are not only stronger than

such adjectives would be, the nouns express the qualities which Paul wants to name: the quality of “submissiveness” and the quality of “single-mindedness.”
The one is the great quality which our confession of the
gospel must have, the other the great quality which our

fellowship must have. ‘Yrrorayrf is not “obedience” (R.
V.), the term for which would be imaxoﬁ; it is “submission" (A. V.) or rather “submissiveness.” This,
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too, makes plain that the two genitives “of your confession,” “of your fellowship,” are simple possessives:
confession has the quality of submissiveness; fellow-

ship has the quality of single-mindedness.
Still more. A confession that is not wholly and
truly submissive is one that submits not only to the
gospel but also to something else besides the gospel.
It divides its allegiance. It tries to serve two masters.
This is what we call unionism. On one occasion we
confess with our brethren, then we turn around and
confess with others who are not our brethren. At one
time with those who accept all of the gospel as Christ
gave it, then with those who alter that gospel at least
in part. The sin of unionism is in the heart; it only
manifests itself in the lack of proper confession in
word and in deed. Christ ever requires complete submission to him alone, to his Word and gospel alone.
This is true with regard to the “single-mindedness
in the fellowship” with the saints and true believers.
"Single—mindedness” is exactly the proper word. It
means a cloth that is spread out with no fold under
which something may hide. Its opposite is “doublemindedness." Read Paul’s own description of the latter in 6:14-18. Single-minded fellowship is found where
the mind and the heart want only this one fellowship
with the true confessors of the gospel of Christ. The
other kind wants to fellowship the true confessors but
at the same time also those who are not such confessors. Such fellowship is worthless. It has been likened
to a harlot who is not for a husband but for several,
perhaps, many men. He who can brother beyond the
true confessors thereby reveals that his brothership

means too little. This is the other side of what is termed
unionism. We again see that it is down in the heart,

and that it only reveals itself in promiscuous feIIOWShiping. We have already stated that Christ requires “single-mindedness” in our fellowship.
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Paul intends that v. 12-14 should be regarded

as one great thought: the public ddakonia of the Corinthians and its supreme effects. He thus uses two participles: a nominative absolute in v. 13, a genitive absolute in v. 14. Since these are participles they express
the effects as being dependent on the dialconw as a
cause. It is a ﬁne way of expressing this very thought.

Paul could have made the second participle anothernominative absolute, but that would have paralleled the
two effects. Paul wants the second effect only appended
to the ﬁrst. This is exactly what the genitive absolute
does. We see that v. 13 could not be expressed by a
genitive absolute with a nominative absolute following
in v. 14.

The second and secondary effect of the Corinthian
diakonia is of a personal nature, the feeling which the

saints at Jerusalem will have toward the Corinthians:
“also (besides what v. 13 states) they, with pleading
(to God) for you, longing for you because of the exceeding grace of God upon you.” The dative is associative: the pleading for you accompanies the longing
for you. This begging or pleading (861mg) is intercession for the Corinthians. It accompanies the longing
since the longing cannot be fulﬁlled, for the saints long
to see their benefactors who are one with them in confession and in fellowship, long to embrace them and to
thank them in person. But this is not possible; Corinth
and Jerusalem are too far apart. So this intercession
bridges the gap.
This longing is not the superﬁcial one which bene-

ﬁciaries have when they desire to meet their benefactors. The reason behind it is spiritual: “because
of the exceeding grace of God upon you.” R. 605 regards c‘qs’ {4le as a dative: “grace to you.” They who
live in the grace of God long in brotherly feIIOWship
to meet those who also live in this grace, the more so
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when personal gratitude for benefactions produced by
this grace seeks for expression.
This very idea moved Paul to plan and to carry

through his great collection. He had a higher object in
view than the relief of personal suffering. He had that,
too, in mind in fullest measure. But here was the
opportunity to achieve far more, namely to cement the
bond of confessional unity and fellowship and the bond
of Christian love and attachment. The saints in Jerusalem were Jewish Christians, the majority of those in
Paul’s churches were Gentile Christians. How easy it
was for these two to drift apart in thought and in feeling. What a blessed thing to keep them in closest fel-

lowship.
This is not church politics in any sense of the word.
This is spiritual statesmanship of the highest and the
purest kind. It has nothing to do with outward organi-

zation in which church politics and mere ecclesiastical
statesmanship spread themselves today. Would that
more church leaders would feed on this text and then

turn it into action for the present church!
15)
Paul closes this part of his epistle and the
grand thought expressed in v. 12-14 in a beautiful
manner: Thanks to God for his indescribable gift!
Note how “God” is found throughout this paragraph
(v. 6-15). Paul turns all the thoughts of the Corinthians upward to God and describes the thoughts and
the feelings of the saints at Jerusalem as likewise being turned to God. This is due to the fact that all of

Paul’s own thoughts are turned upward.
“His indescribable gift” ﬁlls Paul’s entire vision.
This is the immensity of God’s gift of grace to all of
the church and to all of its members. Such a “gift”

God gave. But now let us not make the trivial applica—
tion: “so we, too, ought to give,” and then embellish
that idea. From 8 :1 onward Paul speaks of our giving,
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of all our good works, of all our motives in such giving
and such works, of all our aims and our purposes in
them, and of all the results and the fruits produced
by them as being nothing but a part of God’s grace
to us, riches for us, blessing for us. All these are a part
of this divine unmerited grace (see 1:2) which includes
even vastly more. And it is this which he calls “God’s
indescribable GIFT.” It is a pure gift in toto. When
we rise to that pure plane as Paul did, the spirit of
what he has said will shine in its full glory.
“Unspeakable” is not correct; it is “indescribable,”
for the simplex Stwe'opaL: to recount, to describe, to
set forth in detail. The fact that this word avast-awn;
is not found in Greek literature before Paul’s time and
only in church writers after his time, is scarcely proof
that Paul coined the word. Not every word that was
used in those days found its way into writings that
were preserved for us. But it is surely the proper word
here.

CHAPTER X
The Third and Last Part of the Epistle
Chapters Ten to Thirteen
Paul’s Answer to the Personal Attacks of the False
Apostles. He Destroys the Last Eﬂect of these
Attacks so as to Complete the Preparation for His
Happy Coming
Introductory
These Four Chapters an Integral Part of the Epistle
To what we have stated in the Introduction regarding the unity of the epistle we add the following.

(1)

The ﬁrst nine chapters involve what the last

four contain to such an extent that the nine cannot be
properly understood without the four. The reverse is
also true: the last four rest upon the preceding nine

to such an extent that these four cannot be understood
without the nine.
All of the hints found in the ﬁrst seven chapters
in regard to opposition and opponents in Corinth leave
us at sea until the last four chapters bring the complete
answer to the questions raised by those hints.
The last four chapters reveal why the collection for
the saints in Jerusalem began to lag, and why Paul

wrote chapters 8 and 9 in order to expedite the matter
of the collection.
Already this shows why the three parts of the
epistle are arranged in the order in which these parts
appear. The ﬁrst seven chapters must come ﬁrst; then
must come chapters 8 and 9 in regard to the collection,
and not until then the last four chapters about the

Judaizers and their personal attacks on Paul, which in(1191)
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cluded also Paul’s assistants but chieﬂy the apostle
himself.

(2) The ﬁrst nine chapters are addressed to the
congregation as such. The congregation as such has
returned to its full allegiance to Paul. In these nine
chapters Paul embraces the congregation, removes a
few doubts from its mind, and stimulates it to full
activity in the great joint work of all Paul’s congregations for the relief of the saints at Jerusalem. Paul
purposely puts all this ﬁrst and does not interject
it into what he has to say in answer to the personal
attacks of the J udaizers who recently invaded Corinth
and caused the disturbances in the congregation. N0
“psychological” question is involved in this arrange-

ment of the material as the critics claim; it is simply
good sense on Paul’s part to postpone his answer to the
personal attacks made on him by these outsiders, to

attend to these attacks in the last part of his epistle.
All of these attacks deal with secondary issues, assaults on Paul himself. He vindicates his unselﬁshness,
he reveals in extenso his sufferings while engaged in
the work, he tells about the high revelations granted to

him. Paul forces a comparison between himself and
these attackers. The real issue, that of his apostolic
standing, has already been decided as far as the Corinthians are concerned. The ﬁrst nine chapters reveal
that decisive fact. Only in the light of these chapters
are we able to understand the last four chapters, for
in these chapters Paul annihilates the last contentions
and assumptions of the Judaizers and thus destroys the
last hold which they will seek to maintain upon some
of the Corinthians—we cannot say upon the congregation as such.
If we separate the ﬁrst nine and the last four chapters, eliminate this vital connection between the two,
both sections become fragments, buildings unﬁnished,
curiosities. This is especially true regarding the last
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four chapters. If they are severed from the ﬁrst nine,
what are we to do with them, where shall we place
them? They are not an independent unit; they must
have had a connection with some other good-sized

section. If that section is not the ﬁrst nine chapters
of this epistle, what has become of that section? Whatever preceded the last four chapters must have been

more important, more fundamental than these four
chapters. Would that become lost and the secondary

chapters alone be preserved? And how were these
secondary chapters attached to Second Corinthians if
this originally consisted of only nine chapters? How
does it happen that all texts have thirteen chapters?
More than this. If, as the critics claim, it is impossible that the thirteen chapters were written as one
epistle, at one time, in one situation, would the people
of whom it is claimed that they attached the four incongruous chapters to Paul’s epistle of nine chapters

not have seen this fact? Would they not have left the
four chapters in the document in which they found
them, where alone, as the critics assure us, they belonged?

3)

The correspondences between the ﬁrst nine

and the last four chapters are decisive for both literary
and historical criticism. The identical situation is reﬂected in both sections of the epistle. What the ﬁrst
nine chapters reveal regarding it comes fully to View
in the last four.

If the epistle originally consisted of only nine chapters, why did Paul not go to Corinth at once on receiving the report from Titus? The last four chapters

show why he still delayed. Without these chapters
Paul owed it to the Corinthians to explain the continuation of his delay; yet no explanation would be offered.
All is clear if this epistle has thirteen chapters.
In the four chapters Paul’s defense is made before

the Corinthians against the Judaizers with complete
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assurance on Paul’s part. We understand that after
we have read the ﬁrst nine chapters. Without these
nine the four, taken by themselves, would compel us
to construct a ﬁtting situation, and this would have to
be the one that is portrayed in the nine chapters.
The verbal correspondences in the nine and the four
chapters are marked. Leading terms are repeated just
as they would naturally be in two parts of the same
letter.
(4) But the great difference in tone! Brief doctrinal and ethical expositions of a general nature are
interspersed throughout the nine chapters. No such
expositions are introduced in the four chapters. Here,
moreover, there are irony, satire, sword thrusts up to
the hilt. The defense centers on personal issues. In
the nine chapters we note nothing of this nature. The
critics conclude that for these reasons the four could
not have been combined into one letter with the nine.
The very restraint that is evident in the nine chapters shows that Paul reserved the demolition of the
Judaizers for the ﬁnal part of his letter. It was a wise
thing to do that. When he comes to this demolition he
makes a complete job of it. It is a sensible thing to
do that. These Judaizers were most presumptuous;
they were also outsiders; the Corinthians were to turn

from them absolutely; they assailed the person of Paul
with foul, slanderous means. Should Paul use halfmeasures? No. He annihilates this opposition. He
breaks the last hold which these men have in Corinth.

But note how he dissociates these false apostles from
the congregation. These chapters are not really a selfdefense; Paul is saving the Corinthian congregation
from these dangerous invaders who had already done
so much damage, damage that, fortunately, Titus had
already largely repaired. The purpose of the entire
thirteen chapters is one and the same. Because the four
chapters attack the enemies outright they properly
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form one part, and, of course, must attack. Must the
entire thirteen chapters attack in order to constitute
one letter? What canons of composition are these which
the critics prescribe? We still feel free to write letters
as we deem best in any situation, and we arrange the
parts as we deem best for the situation. These parts
are often very diverse. Some parts may be gentle,
winning, explanatory, quieting', admonitory, instructive, and what not, and some part or parts— if such
be the need — may be sharp, even denunciatory. Who
will dictate to us what we dare or dare not put into a.
letter of some size? When, in addition, the letter writer
is a man of Paul’s size and Paul’s spirit, is inspired
by God’s own Spirit, and the letter is one that the
church of all ages has prized as inspired, shall we

accept the ﬁndings of the critics? We believe not.
Paul Demands to Be Measured by His Word
Chapter 10
I.

It Is not Well to Challenge Paul's Courage or
His Weapons

1) Now for my own person I, Paul, urge you
by the meekness and gentleness of Christ (I) who,
as far as appearance goes, (am) lowly (when)
among you but when absent act brave toward you
-—now I beg (you) that when present I be not bravo
with the conﬁdence with which I am counting on
challenging certain ones, those who are counting
us as walking in a ﬂeshly manner!
We see that in 9:15 Paul has concluded all that
he has to say regarding the matter of the collection.
With transitional Se’ he turns to the third and last part
of his letter. In sharp contrast with the entire preceding nine chapters, which he and Timothy (1:1) unite
in addressing to the Corinthians, Paul alone now con-
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tinues, for this last part of the letter concerns him
personally in the most direct manner.
It is perfectly correct to say that chapters 1 to 9
are “we” chapters, and that these last are “I” chapters.
Only incidentally does “I” appear in the nine chapters
when Paul here and there refers only to himself. All
the “we” refer to Paul and to Timothy, his assistant,
this “we” occasionally includes other assistants. So in

these last four “1” chapters 3 “we” appears here and
there when something is said that affects or includes
also Paul’s assistants. This occasional “we” is entirely
natural, for the attacks made on Paul include also,
more or less, the men who are his ofﬁcial assistants. All

the “I” and all the “we” in this entire epistle are thus
perfectly clear. In the whole letter not a single literary
“we” appears, which refers to Paul alone. The “us” in
v. 2 is not Paul alone but he and his assistants. No
careful writer, to say nothing of one as expert as Paul,

would confuse “I” and “we” ad libitum when he is
designating himself; here in v. 1, 2 they would occur
in the same sentence. Such a mixture is out of the
question when ”we” is required, as it is in this letter,
to include assistants.

The 0.15169, which is placed forward, adds great emphasis to the already emphatic éycb Hal-1M)?! “I, in my
own person, I, Paul,” in this new matter in which I

am involved and my helpers only because of me. Paul
begins the subject regarding his opponents in Corinth
in a striking manner. He urges and begs the Corinthians not to put his courage to the test when he gets
to Corinth, i. e., not to listen to his enemies who say
that Paul is brave only when he is away from Corinth,
brave only in his letters. It is very likely that some of
these enemies even said that Paul was afraid to come

to Corinth.
Paul tells the Corinthians that, when he comes, he

will certainly use his bravery to dare and to challenge
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these enemies of his. It will not be good for those
enemies when Paul comes and gives them a dose of his
courage face to face, that courage of which they have
been making sport. He certainly intends to demolish
them completely. And he literally begs the Corinthians

not to become involved with these enemies, not to listen
to them or in any way to take sides with them so that,
when he comes and makes short work of these enemies,
he will have to deal equally with any of the Corinthians. Paul would very much dislike to do that to any
of his Corinthians, to any of the congregation so dear
to him; but he certainly counts on doing that very
thing, most thoroughly too, to these slanderous and

boastful enemies who in no way belong to the congregation, who have come from elsewhere just to invade and
to disturb the congregation.
What Paul says is similar to 2:1, where he states
that he does not want to go back to Corinth in grief
because of the congregation or because of some of its
members. It is even more like I Cor. 4:21, where he
asks whether the Corinthians want him to come with
a rod or in love and meekness. He knows that he will

have to defeat those enemies. It is a task which he will
not be able to avoid, and he intends to do it most thoroughly; but he certainly hopes and prays that he will
not have to include any of his dear Corinthians in that
painful operation.
So, to begin with, he urges them “by the meekness

and gentleness of Christ” not to force him to use his
courage also upon any of them. One article makes a

unit of “the meekness and gentleness of Christ,” for
these two belong closely together. Note the use of
“meekness” in I Cor. 4:21. Paul would delight to use
that in Corinth as he always used it when he founded
and built up a congregation. Jesus was ever “meek

and lowly in heart” (Matt. 11 :29; 21 :5). “Meekness”
is the quality in the heart, and its expression is “gentle-
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ness” in dealing with poor sinners. Both qualities were
manifested by Jesus during his entire life. He is ever,
also now, the gentle Shepherd who leads his ﬂock, who
gently carries the lambs in his bosom, who goes out
and ﬁnds the lost sheep and hears it back to the fold.
Let no one tell you that Paul probably did not know
how meek and gentle Jesus was during his earthly ministry; the very words he uses here regarding him show
how fully he knew. Yet do not misunderstand this
meekness and gentleness of Christ, as some do, when
they think that Christ could never be anything but
meek and gentle. He twice drove the trafﬁckers out of
the Temple. The woes with which he denounced the
scribes and Pharisees to their very faces are no less
than terriﬁc (Matt. 23:13). Christ was also severe,
scathing, ﬁery, and crushing. He was not an anaemic
Jesus, whose every word was soft. The thunders of
his denunciations are terrible. Yet this is true, he used
severity only when he had to use it; he ever longed to
use only gentleness.
We thus understand the appeal which Paul is making to the Corinthians. Think of that meekness and
gentleness of Christ, Paul tells them, how sweet it is
to you. Surely, you Corinthians want such meekness
and gentleness extended to you and not their opposites.
Let my reminding you of this meekness and gentleness
draw you wholly away from these false apostles, who
will be treated with severity. Paul is following the
example of Christ in treating the ﬂock with meekness
and with gentle hands; but he also follows Christ’s
example when he is dealing with deadly severity with
arrogant enemies and with those who second their
enmity. May none of the Corinthians invoke that
severity when Paul gets to Corinth.
With stunning effect Paul inserts the signiﬁcant
relative clause: “(1) who, as far as appearance goes,
(am) lowly (when) among you but when absent act
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brave toward you." This is a quotation. This is what
those enemies say regarding Paul: “Yes, when he is
here with you in Corinth he puts on a lowly face and
acts, oh, so humble! Brave?—well, only when he is
away at a safe distance from you he becomes brave
and sends brave, strong language in his letters! He has
not the courage to face you in regard to anything; he
struts courageously only when he is far away.” So
Paul tells the Corinthians: “I, about whom they say
this, ask you by the very meekness and gentleness of
Christ not to join in this challenge to my bravery when
I come to face the fellows who thus insult me.” Already when he wrote I Cor. 4:18 Paul knew that some
boasted that he would never come to Corinth — he was
afraid. And in that very connection Paul had replied
that he would, indeed, come and would take the measure of these braggarts.
Ka'rz‘z «péamov, “according to face" = as far as his
personal presence is concerned, and ,u’y balances that
with émbv 8é, his being away or absent. The idea is:
at one time, when you see him and have him face to
face — again, when he does not need to face you, when

he is at a safe distance. This shows how the contrast

between the adjective raven/69 and the verb 0app¢3 is intended, namely as a. contrast in bearing. When he is

face to face with them Paul is humble and lowly in
his hearing, quite a coward; when he is away from
people, his comb swells, he uses stern words. But that
he does only when he is away. You do not need to be
afraid of him; when he gets to face you again—if
he, indeed, has courage enough ever to do that! —he
will be as humble as ever.
When we note that two kinds of bearing are referred to, that one bearing is contrasted with an opposite
bearing, we shall not regard the Kaﬂi phrase and the
adjective as a. reference to Paul's physical appearance,
to the fact that Paul was a little man with sore eyes,
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at least a neurasthenic, some even say epileptic. Read
what Paul writes and keep to that. A little man who

is nothing as far as outer appearance is concerned and
is even physically weak may be a lion in courage when
he is face to face with you. What these slanderers say
is that when he is face to face with them Paul is a
lamb and a lion only when he is at a safe distance; he
turns tail when you face him, he roars only when he
is far off in the woods. Paul’s appearance is not refer-

red to at all.
2) Aé is not “but” (A. V.), it does not begin a
new sentence, it only repeats the 85’ used at the beginning of v. 1 (“yea" of the R. V.). It introduces
the stronger verb “I beg.” Paul urges, yes, begs the
Corinthians. Because the verbs belong together, the
pronoun “you” is not repeated: “I urge you, yes, I beg
(of you).” The object inﬁnitive clause states what
Paul urges and begs for, namely that, when he is
present with the Corinthians as he soon will be, he
may not have to turn his courage against them as he
counts on doing even more against “certain ones,”

namely his insulting enemies. These he counts on challenging (roAm‘laaL, aorist, challenging decisively). The

aorist ﬂappﬁaac likewise refers to one decisive exercise
of courage. No, no, Paul begs, do not make me use my
courage against you! I want to use only my gentleness when I come to you. The sharpness used in my

letters has only one aim, namely to remove anything
that might need sharpness when I arrive in your
presence. IIaPu'w as a nominative is quite regular, its
case is not determined by the inﬁnitive; the reference

is to the subject of the main verb, R. 1037, etc., also
490; B.-D. 405, 1.
The Corinthians shall, indeed, see Paul’s bravery,

for he speaks about “the conﬁdence with which I am
counting on challenging certain ones.” He will not
bluff, he has complete conﬁdence. ToMn'la’at refers to a
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decisive act of boldness: “to challenge decisively,” and

states how Paul will show his courage (ﬂappﬁaac). Let
none of the Corinthians be deceived by the remarks
of these slanderers anent Paul’s courage. These fellows will get their full dose of it; and Paul begs only
that he may not have to include a few deceived Corinthians.

Paul scornfully designates the Judaizers as mc’s,
“certain ones,” and then characterizes them with an
apposition: “those who are counting us as walking in
a ﬂeshly manner.” “I am counting” is followed by the
inﬁnitive while “who are counting” has the pronoun
and the participle: “us as walking” i. e., that we make
a practice of walking in a ﬂeshly manner. Paul counts

on demolishing what they count on. His challenge will
defy these slanderers to prove their slander, and he
is conﬁdent that they will be exposed. ‘09 marks this
as being their slander. Yet Paul does not quote the

slanderers, he states only what their slander is in substance and in effect. It amounts to this: “that we are
walking according to the ﬂesh” (see 1:12, “in ﬂeshly
wisdom”). These slanderers count on this as if it
were a fact, as if they could prove it and show the

Corinthians what unchristian men Paul and his assistants are.

To be sure, they are hostile chieﬂy to

Paul, but “us” does not refer to Paul; Timothy, Titus,
and others who assist Paul are included in the same
charge, for they would not serve as Paul’s agents if
they were not like him.

There is considerable difference of opinion regarding what this charge of walking in a ﬂeshly manner
means. Paul has just stated what this slander means,
namely that he acts so lowly and harmless when he

faces people and then acts so brave and powerful when
he is away. At one time he plays the coward, then he
plays the brave man. His assistants abet him in this
and play the same game. This makes clear what Paul
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means by his conﬁdence when his challenge faces the
showdown. It will not be an argument or a defense on
Paul’s part. It will be the very act of bravery, the
very act of the public challenge right in Corinth, face
to face, before the whole congregation — if these
slanderers will, indeed, dare to show their faces when
Paul comes. It will be a dramatic demonstratio ad
oculos. They will be confronted with the man whom
they call a mere lamb when he is face to (face with

them, and they will ﬁnd that they have run face to
face into a lion. They will have to show what lions
they are—they who stole into Corinth behind Paul’s
back and did their slanderous work which resulted in
so much damage to the Corinthians. Brave fellows to
do that while Paul is away! Will they be so brave when
Paul faces them?
Paul herewith sends them his challenge in advance.
It is the writer’s opinion that they turned tail and left
Corinth before Paul arrived there. All that we know
about Paul’s visit in Corinth for three months, of the
plans he made to go to Rome and then on to Spain
(Rom. 15:23, etc.), the entire tenor and tone of the
magniﬁcent letter which Paul wrote to the Romans in
Corinth, lead to this conclusion. By getting out and
never facing the man they had viliﬁed these slanderers
themselves demonstrated the kind of men they were
so that the Corinthians thus also saw how much wrong
they themselves had done to themselves and to Paul
by ever having listened to such slanders and slanderers.
It may well be possible that Paul counted on this effect
and sent his challenge for this very reason, namely to
drive these fellows out of Corinth. A wise move, indeed!
3) Paul states the reason that he urges and
begs the Corinthians as he does not to allow themselves to become involved with these slanderers. The
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reason in brief is that he and his assistants are ever
warring with divine weapons. For while walking in
what is (weak, bodily) ﬂesh we are not campaigning after the manner of what is (weak, bodily) ﬂesh,
for the equipment for our campaign (is) not ﬂeshly
(weak, bodily, sinful) but powerful for God, (ﬁt)
for wrecking of fortiﬁcations — (we) continuing to
wreck (foolish human) reasonings and every height
raised up against the (real) knowledge of God, and
capturing every device (of human thought) for the
obedience to Christ, and continuing in readiness to
bring to justice every disobedience as soon as your
obedience shall be completed.
As poor, weak, human beings Paul and his assistants are, of course, walking Ev aapxi, in what is ﬂesh.
C.-K. 983 points out that “in ﬂesh” does not mean
simply “in the body,” but that “ﬂesh” includes the
kind of thing it is. Neither Paul nor his assistants
present an imposing appearance; they would frighten
no one. They are just as weak as other men and lack
even the show of outward power which some men are

able to put on. But let no one for a moment imagine
that in this great gospel campaign in which they are
engaged they are campaigning “after the manner of
what is (weak, bodily) flesh,” i. e., with weak human
skill which resorts to ﬁghting “in a ﬂeshly (sinful)
manner,” in the way in which worldly men seek to gain

their victories. This second xa-ra adpxa denies the ﬁrst
but obtains an added meaning from ('1! aapxi. Paul says

that we do not campaign in a sinful manner as men
do who are only weak human beings and who as such
know no other way in which to ﬁght except such a weak
and thus also sinful way.
That is exactly where these opponents are making
their mistake regarding Paul and his assistants. They
regard Paul and his assistants as being only men like
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themselves and thus think that in a ﬁght they will be
more than a match for this apostle and his little crew.
These opponents imagine that they can outdistance
them in trickery and underhand work. Their heavy
artillery has thus far been viliﬁcation and slander.

They were sure that they would win the day by this
kind of bombardment. But Paul tells the Corinthians

not to become involved in this ﬁght. Paul and his
lieutenants operate with a surprisingly different armament. Even to get within range of some shots from
that as mere hangers-on is mighty dangerous.
Several things should be noted in this connection.
Paul uses strong ﬁgures of war. The opponents want

bravery, being so heroically brave themselves; Paul
lets them get their ears full of war music. He is sending a declaration of war. The opponents say that Paul
is mighty brave and warlike when he is at a safe dis-

tance. Ironically Paul justiﬁes this talk; still at a distance from Corinth, he is using tremendously brave
language. Let his opponents make the most of it. Let
their courage rise, let them wait until Paul comes. Ah,
but somehow this brave language of war on the part
of Paul has an ominous ring for these opponents; there

is a most disquieting conﬁdence (v. 2) behind it. There
is, indeed!

Paul also broadens his thought. Corinth is only
one corner of the ﬁeld of battle; Paul and his lieutenants are waging a complete campaign with a hundred

objectives. This great general Paul regards the conﬂict at Corinth as only a little skirmish. He has been
away from Corinth for so long a time simply because
he is busy on a wide battlefront. Let his opponents
catch What he is saying. They see him as a little, lowly

man whom they can easily defeat; he is little, he is
lowly, but a giant, the general-in-chief of a mighty
campaign. All of this Paul writes to the Corinthians,
only to the Corinthians; his opponents get it only in-
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directly. All that he asks of the Corinthians is not to
get in the way lest they, too, get hurt. These few lines
must have had a stunning effect on the opponents.
The grand ﬁgure continues.

We prefer the

reading O'TpaTcia, “military service”

4)

(M.-M. 572) ;

Kriegsdienst, Feldzug, “campaign” (B.-P. 1235); to
UTpa‘rui, “army.” So also the plural 51m: = “equipment”
and not really “weapons” or “arms” although they belong to the equipment of a campaign. R., W. P., calls
“we war” in v. 3 a literary plural, but our equipment

certainly does not refer to Paul’s alone but also to that
of his assistants. Some have “our” refer to all Christians. To be sure, all of us have this equipment; Paul,
however, speaks only about himself and his aids in the
campaign they are conducting.

To be sure, if they had no other equipment than
one that is fashioned “according to (weak, bodily, perhaps even sinful) ﬂesh” they could not possibly win
against the opponents who were adepts at using this

kind of equipment, the only one they had. But Paul
and his lieutenants operate with nothing of this kind.
Theirs is an equipment, every piece of which is “power-

ful for God” (ethical dative: to do God’s mighty work),
“ﬁt for (7rp6s, R. 626) wrecking of fortiﬁcations.” This
has no similarity to Eph. 6:11, etc., which speaks of
the armor of the Roman hoplite. To wreck fortiﬁcations mighty rams and ballistae are needed. Paul is
speaking about divine artillery, about the greatest
engines of war. This campaign is “for God," and God
furnishes the whole equipment. It is folly to pit anything of a kind that is “ﬂesh” against it.

Get the picture that is in Paul’s mind with all its
crushing irony. He paints the opponents as a handful

of hostiles who, by harassing Corinth, imagine that
they can defeat the whole military enginery of God
which is employed in the great campaign that has
been entrusted to Paul by God. Ps. 2:4 shows how
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ridiculous that is. Paul wants his Corinthians to see
all of it in this light; then not one of them will ever

again listen to these foolish opponents.
But is Paul’s language not entirely too extravagant? Did he not worry about the outcome in Corinth
(2 :13) ? Are these engines of his so invincible? Might
be not have lost the battle in Corinth? One answer is
that in less than three centuries the Roman Empire

was stormed by these engines, the emperor himself was
then a Christian. This war could not lead to anything
but victory.
The other part of the answer is that this is war
down to single places and even single persons. That
at times does mean worry, especially when one has his
whole soul in it as Paul did. It may thus also mean
losses, never, however, defeats. Paul lost some whom
he could not win or could no hold for Christ. He grieved
over these. Jesus shed tears over Jerusalem. But none
of these losses, not even the loss of Jerusalem and of
the Jews as a nation, constituted a defeat of the gospel.
The victories went on and on. Paul was leading them
- right now. Even those lost only attest the greatness of
the victories that are actually won.
5) We do not make v. 4 a parenthesis. The three
participles used in v. 5, 6 with their number and their
case are by the Greek reader automatically connected
with “we" in “we are campaigning” in v. 3. The more
important point to be noted is the fact that Paul puts
the whole mighty campaign into one grand sentence

and inserts even the description of the equipment (v. 4)
and with iterative present participles pictures the entire
course of victory. The ﬁgures of battle and campaign
continue, but they unroll before us the subjugation of

some entire kingdom, the demolishing of its forts, the
capturing of its soldiery, even the suppressing of any
rebellious move that may linger or that may be renewed
here or there. It is the picture of imperial Rome sub-
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jugating one nation after another and incorporating it
into the empire.
Those do not rise to the height of .Paul’s thought
who think only of a Roman soldier or only of one battle
or one siege. Paul has a far higher estimate of his
work. Consider what he accomplished in that grand
series of churches that had the gospel standard ﬂoating
above them throughout all Galatia and along the Asian
coast, across southern Europe, into faraway Spain.
Here is the voice of the commander-in-chief of this
far-ﬂung campaign.
“For wrecking of fortiﬁcations” is a ﬁgure, but
Paul now weaves in enough of the reality to deﬁne his
ﬁgures. In his introduction to The Parables of our
Lord Trench calls this interweaving of ﬁgure and reality “Biblical allegory.” It is very beautiful, a cloth
woven of two kinds of thread, the gold of reality, the
silver of ﬁgure. John 15:1, etc., furnishes a lovely
example; Ps. 23 another. “I am (reality) the vine
(ﬁgure) ;you are (reality) the branches (ﬁgure), etc."
We are at once told what the “fortiﬁcations” are:
“ (we) wrecking (poor human) reasonings” that men
set up against the war engines of the Word and
imagine that these forts are impregnable.

The absence of the article means that any and all
such reasonings are included. They may be impressive
philosophies, ﬁndings of science, or the arguments of
the common man with which he tries to satisfy the
little thinking that he is able to do. Paul says: “we
continue to wreck them." And the engines of divine
truth do, indeed, wreck them. The whole course of
history is full of these wrecks. It is pitiful to see men
trying to repair some of these wrecked reasonings today as if they could aﬁord safe refuge in such repaired
redoubts.

In this ﬁrst participial clause Paul states what the
fortiﬁcations are that are being wrecked (“reason-
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ings”) and secondly against what they are erected:
“wrecking . . . every height raised up against the
knowledge of God” to prevent this knowledge from
spreading. Forts are erected on heights. Gnosis is the
knowledge of true realization which involves a relation
of the subject to the object, of the knower to whom or
to what he knows (not the reverse as in mere intellectual perception). To know God, as Jesus states in
John 17:3, is life eternal. Here, too, we see how the
wrecking is done. The knowledge of God, against which
the heights are raised, demolishes them. The Word of
God brings this knowledge. Let us not confuse Paul’s

imagery. He is speaking, not about men as men, but
about the reasonings which they set up as forts. These,

Paul says, we wreck with the Word. Silly men may
crawl into these wrecks and imagine themselves safe
in such shelters; but their forts are just wrecks, and
who does not know that such wrecks afford no safety
whatever?

The second participle goes a step farther. When
a fort is stormed, prisoners of war are taken. Paul
uses the regular term for that idea: “making war
captive of every device (of human thought or reason-

ing) for the obedience to Christ” (objective genitive).
Again he does not speak concretely about so many persons won for Christ but more incisively, more in harmony with the ﬁgure of making war captives. Converts are not war captives. Read the exposition of
2:14. The senate granted a triumphal procession to
some great commander after a glorious campaign. War
captives were paraded in the procession to grace the
the triumph; then, however, they were as a rule ex-

ecuted. Even apart from this bloodiness the ﬁgure
would not ﬁt persons at all. Paul's converts are not
led as captives in his triumph; they become no exiles
as so many war captives did, they are not sold into
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slavery, they are not even made a poor subject nation
under foreign domination.
Every Vanna is made a war captive; it is the same
word that was used in 2 :11: the noémata, “the devices”
of Satan. Paul ﬁrst speaks of “reasonings” that are set
up against the knowledge of God and uses a plural;
now he speaks of “every device” and employs a distributive singular which exposes what these reasonings

are, each is a “device,” a scheme, a concoction that is
directed against the true knowledge of God. Paul is a
master in combining singulars and plurals. Every such
hostile device Paul pictures as falling a helpless and
a hopeless war captive to a victor who abolishes that

device. It is captured “for the obedience of Christ.”
Let us keep to Paul’s abstract thought. Persons
have reasonings, and these consist in little groups of
arguments, each being a device of human thinking that
is set against the knowledge of God. Since they are
just reasonings they are wrecked by the men who
preach the Word. More than that. Being thus wrecked
in themselves, in the case of every convert every device
is wiped out by capture, wiped out “for the true obedience to Christ” to take its place. There are no more
devisings of our own thinking. They are put into
chains, dragged away, executed. Now there is only
listening with hearts and thoughts that are completely
obedient only to Christ. “The knowledge of God” is
thus advanced to “the obedience of Christ.” We know
God when we obey Christ; and to obey Christ=to
trust and to follow him alone.

C.-K. 766 has véqaa mean clas Denicen; others do
better by translating “every thought” (our versions)
since the sufﬁx -,u.a. denotes result, the result of thinking
is an actual thought. It is a product of the 110139 or intelligent mind. The interpretation would then be that
by an act of the will we ourselves bring all our intellectual activity into complete subjection to Christ. R.,
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W. P., follows this trend: “That is Paul’s conception
of intellectual liberty, freedom in Christ.” It is true,
we do subject our thinking and our thoughts to Christ.
But Paul says that he and his assistants do the capturing. And he says that they make war captives. These
war captives are put to the sword! That cannot apply
to all our thinking or all our thoughts! That applies
to “every device” of reasoning thoughts, every scheme
they concoct against God’s knowledge. This explains
the singular: every one of these devices is led up and
-—otf with its head! Thinking and thoughts? Most
certainly, all your mind can produce! But never another “device”; now only delighted and happy obedience to Christ.
6) Paul’s grand imagery can be carried a step
farther: “continuing in readiness to bring to justice
every disobedience,” etc. We may translate “holding
ourselves in readiness,” etc. When imperial armies
had subjected some nation, garrisons were installed.
These were ever on the alert to squelch any incipient
disobedience, to nip in the bud any revolt. When he
was in Palestine the author saw a detachment of English
troops rush by with machine guns. What was wrong?
Oh, a little “disobedience” in Transjordania! So Paul
and his lieutenants are ready to bring to decisive
justice (E'KSIJtﬁa'aL, effective aorist) “every disobedience”
that may arise in the domain which they have conquered. “Disobedience” ﬁts the preceding “obedience
to Christ” but means any “device,” any hostile “reasonings” that may again arise in any congregation under
the control of Paul and his lieutenants. They are ever
ready for this last task. “To bring to justice” is the
proper verb. Such “disobedience” deserves to get its
due. 0n arriving at the scene of disturbance the
Roman troops took matters in hand, inquired for the
disturbers, then meted out justice. That is exactly
what Paul means.
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The point of this clause is obvious. “Disobedience”
had showed its head in Corinth. Rebels had broken
into the congregation. Paul would have been a foolish

commander if he had not taken measures to frustrate
this movement, and if he would not plan to bring those
rebel invaders to summary justice. He purposely
speaks only about disobedience and about bringing to
justice. He does not specify who the disobedient are
or what the justice will be. Let the Corinthians think
what they must. Paul has mentioned “certain ones”
in v. 2 and also their contemptible actions. Do the
Corinthians want to join them and get their dose of
justice from Paul? Note the signiﬁcant repetition:
every height— every device -— every disobedience.
“As soon as your own obedience shall be completed”
(or fulﬁlled) applies to the Corinthians what the last
participle clause states regarding every disobedience
that may occur anywhere in Paul’s ﬁelds. It answers
the question as to why Paul did not at once rush to
Corinth when he ﬁrst heard of the disturbance occurring there. He did send First Corinthians, he followed this by sending Titus. He had refrained from
coming himself because he did not want to bring to
justice any of the Corinthians themselves—a most

painful task for him.

He trusted that the Corinthians

would right themselves under the measures he was

taking so that only the opponents who had come to
Corinth would need to be served with due justice, if
they, indeed, had courage enough to stay and ﬁnally to
face Paul when he would come. For this reason he
writes: “whenever (or as soon as) your obedience is
fulﬁlled,” i. e., you yet your own obedience into complete order again. It is what Paul has repeatedly said;
he is giving the Corinthians time._ This was wisdom.
When trouble arises, it is not always well at once to leap
in with all one’s might in order to crush it. Christians often right themselves under proper advice and
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counsel if they are given time; they thus obviate the
need of extreme measures.
The sum of this paragraph is plain: It is not Well

to challenge Paul’s courage or his weapons; he is alto—
gether too mighty and too victorious.

II.

It Is well for the Corinthians to Look at what 13
before Their very Eyes

7) -The ﬁgures of war are ended. The asyndeton
marks the turn of thought. At what is right before
your eyes, just keep looking at that! The object is

placed forward for the sake of emphasis; this removes
the verb to the end and makes it equally emphatic. The
present imperative urges the Corinthians to keep looking at what it is so easy to see. The A. V. and the
R. V. margin translate this sentence as though it were

a question, which implies blame: “Are you looking
only at what is before your face?” The R. V. translates
it as a declaration: “You are looking,” etc., which
implies the same blame. Both imply that the Corinthians ought not to look at what is before their faces, at
the outward appearance of things. If Paul intends
to state that he should say why it is a mistake for the
Corinthians to look at what is before the eyes. Yet he
does nothing of the kind, in fact, he does the opposite,
he points to what is right before everybody’s eyes and
lets the simple, obvious, undeniable facts tell the

Corinthians what the Corinthians should have seen all
along. We regard the verb form as an imperative.
It is the caption of this entire paragraph.
For this reason the elaboration starts with another asyndeton, and starts with the singular by
addressing one of the Corinthians who, with the rest,
is to look at a few obvious facts. If anyone has been
conﬁdent in his own mind (the perfect implying and
thus still holds this conﬁdence) that he belongs to
Christ, let him count on this again before his own
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mind, that just as he himself belongs to Christ, thus
also do we!

Paul is addressing one of the Corinthians, one who
was impressed by the opponents of Paul, one who
repeats their slander of Paul. He represents a number
of such foolish Corinthians, all of whom do not see
what should be so plain to them, which is lying, as it
were, on the very surface. The person addressed is
not one of Paul’s opponents, one of the J udaizers, as
some think. Paul never addresses them, he scorns to

do so. He always addresses only the Corinthians, he
speaks only of and never to the outside opponents,
never speaks of them as belonging to the Corinthians

but ever only as hostiles who have crept in.
This singular 729 is continued in 4)in in v. 10 and
in 6 rowﬁroc in v. 11.

All of these are the same person,

one of the Corinthian members, one of those who
especially ought to open their eyes and to see a few
obvious facts. Not for a moment would Paul admit
that the Judaizers belong to Christ. They are false
apostles, deceitful workers, pretending to be apostles

of Christ (11:13) ; they beguile as the serpent beguiled
Eve, they are snakes to poison simple minds (11:3) ;
they preach another Jesus, have another spirit, offer

another gospel, all of these being contrary to what
Paul has brought the Corinthians

(11:4).

Not for

one minute does Paul admit that they are Christians.
This :2: is a misled church member. He is not one of
the ma mentioned in v. 2 and in v. 12, who are the
false apostles.

Paul always speaks of them in the

plural: “certain ones,” and always characterizes them
by what they do.

The condition is one of reality (at with the indicative).

This Corinthian member has long been

conﬁdent that he is “of Christ” (the predicate genitive
with “to be”), i. e., that he is a Christian. The
emphasis is on the reﬂexive pronoun: “has been con-

J
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ﬁdent (and is so how) for himself,” in his own mind
and judgment. Paul does not dispute or question the
fact that this Corinthian is a Christian. Paul does
this: judging thus in his own mind regarding himself,
this Corinthian admits that he thinks he lmows what
a Christian is; very well, then let him put his mind
to work again: “let him count on this again before
his own mind, that just as he himself belongs to Christ,
thus also do we” (Paul and his assistants).
'qua‘ émrroii corresponds to éavréi, both thus being
emphatic. This is the juridical sari, “before” a forum
or judge, this Corinthian being the judge. He knows
what a Christian is, is conﬁdent that he is one. Then
he must know what makes other men Christians, what
makes Paul and his assistants Christians like himself.
Paul just asks him to count in “also us.” This Corinthian will certainly do that. Paul has no doubt about
it; he merely asks that this be done.
The whole Corinthian congregation got its Christianity from Paul and his assistants. They learned
from Paul what really makes a Christian. Any man
in Corinth who thus judged himself a Christian would
certainly not deny that Paul and his assistants were
likewise Christians—unless he had been so deceived
by these outside enemies of Paul’s as to count them
true Christians and had exchanged the Jesus, the
gospel, the spirit preached by Paul for what these
invading false apostles preached to tear down Paul’s
work (11 :8, 4, 13). For this reason Paul writes “if”;
but he writes it without fear on this score.
Paul puts this matter of being “of Christ” and

a true Christian ﬁrst.

Only a man who is such a

Christian will see the plain things that are right under
his eyes, which Paul is about to point out. One who
regarded the false apostles as Christians would be blind
regarding these plain things. All that Paul intends to
point out as being so very plain, so easy for any Corin-
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thian to see, rests on these two things, that the Corinthian himself be a Christian and lmow it, and that, in
the same way and judged by the same criterion, he
knows that Paul and his assistants are equally Christians. This is the simple basis. For any Corinthian
Christian who sees in Paul and his assistants fellow
Christians it will be as plain as day that all the personal
slanders against Paul and his helpers reveal only the
gulf between them and the false apostles, reveal only
that there is no comparison at all, that these false
apostles are only invaders who break into other
men’s labors and make that their grand boast.
8) The close connective 1': is in place because
what Paul adds about his and his assistants’ “authority” is necessarily closely bound up with their being
Christians They were the Christians whom the Lord
himself sent to build the church. “For” states that the
reason for referring to their being accepted as Christians is that something is going to be said about their
“authority.”
For also if I boast of something beyond that,
(namely) concerning our authority which the Lord
gave for building you up and not for wrecking you,
I shall not be put to shame -— that I may not appear
as if scaring you by means of the letters. For, The
letters, he says, are heavy and strong, but the bodily
presence is weak; and the word of no account. Let
such an one count on this that the kind we are with

the word by letters when absent just that kind also
when present (we are) with the deed!
The texts vary between the aorist subjunctive

Kavxﬁawyat and the future indicative xavxﬁa'opm (a frequent occurrence in the texts); the Koine may use
either after idv. The punctiliar aorist is best, for it
refers to some one instance when Paul may boast. He
says “if I boast” (singular) and not “we”; but he
says “concerning our authority” (plural, including his
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assistants).

Paul will do this boasting, and he takes

all the responsibility; but his boast will be about the

authority which his assistants have as well as he. All
of them act as a unit.
The comparative neuter with rt = “something that
goes beyond,” something that goes beyond just belonging to Christ like every other Christian. What this is the
phrase states, namely “concerning our authority,” the
right and power which we exercise in our ofﬁce as
ministers of Christ. If at any time Paul boasts regard-

ing this authority he certainly “will not be put to
shame.”

As far as he is concerned, he has so much of

which he can rightly boast regarding the ministry of
himself and his assistants that he certainly does not

need to exaggerate; and no one will then be able to
show that any boast he makes is hollow.

It is the Lord, Paul says, who gave us this authority of ours, gave it “for upbuilding, not for wrecking
you" (objective genitive). We see why Paul prefaces
this with the request that he and his assistants be

acknowledged as Christians by this man who regards
himself as a Christian.

This man’s Lord, who is

equally the Lord of Paul and his helpers, established
the ministry of the gospel, called Paul and his assistants into this ministry and thus invested them with the

blessed “authority” which they have.

In a little while

We shall see how Paul points out that it is authority which ﬁrst brought the gospel to Corinth and will
also carry it far beyond. But the great point of this
relative clause lies in the two sis phrases which denote
purpose. Our whole authority as given by the Lord,
Paul says, is “for upbuilding, not for wrecking you.”
In this way we use this authority, with this as the
aim and object, ever to build you up spiritually in the
Lord, never to tear you down and to wreck you spiritually. It is the aim which the Lord set for us; and
when we boast of our authority, it is as having ac-
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complished this blessed purpose, and no one can put
us to shame for boasting thus.

Here there is a direct blow against the false
apostles. What Paul and his assistants had built up
so beautifully, a very temple of God, these apostles,
stealing in later when Paul and his assistants were far

away, went on to tear down, to wreck. Paul puts it
personally: for upbuilding and not for wrecking “you."
The false apostles reversed that. They used their
spurious authority “not for upbuilding but for wrecking you.” Every reader felt that this is What Paul
meant with reference to these pseudo-apostles as Paul
indeed did. Note that xaﬂac’pem is the same noun that
was used in v. 4. Paul and his assistants were also to
do some “wrecking,” some tremendous wrecking with
great engines of war. See the description in v. 4, 5.
These false apostles wrecked the Lord's building, yea,
wrecked it by stealthy undermining.
9) The {ya clause belongs to the entire preceding
sentence. What Paul says about “our authority,”
about its being the Lord’s own gift not for wrecking

but for upbuilding you, and about his not being put
to shame when he so boasts of it, all this is for the
purpose “that I may not appear (as the false apostles
would like to make me appear) as if scaring you by

means of the letters” I write to you. Write a dash
before the clause, and it becomes clear. The dash has
the sense: “I am writing or saying this” that I may
not appear, etc. Various attempts to connect the clause

with only one word in v. 8 lose the thought.
’E:: in the inﬁnitive is causative: “to cause you fear.”
‘0; av is not the classic (iv with an inﬁnitive used for
the conditional optative or indicative with av (B.-D.
396) ; here it: “as if.” This is the only instance in
the New Testament where it is found with a simple
inﬁnitive (B.-D. 453, 3; R. 969). The article “with
the letters" refers to the ones which Paul writes and
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includes the present one. We know about two others,
the ﬁrst is mentioned in I Cor. 5:9, the sec0nd is First

Cerinthians.

That makes three.

Paul may have

written one for Timothy’s mission, another for the
mission of Titus; if he did, we know nothing about it.
The “tear-letter” which is found by the critics in
II Cor. 2 :3, is hypothetical. Nor would a tearful letter
such as the critics have in mind frighten anybody, it
would make the readers rather pity Paul.
10) "on states the point regarding scaring the
Corinthians with letters. It is the slander which is
bandied about in Corinth: “The letters are heavy and
strong (so as to scare one), but the bodily presence is
weak (never scares anybody), and the word of no
account” (“contemptible," A. V.; a perfect passive
participle with present connotation: “ever having been
and continuing to be treated as nothing”) . See v. 1 : lowly
and humble when present, bold and brave When far
away, at a safe distance. Me'v and 86 contrast and
balance the two parts of the statement. “The presence
of the body” uses a genitive noun where we have the

adjective “the bodily presence.” Paul’s Myos is not
only his delivery but also the substance of his oral
preaching.
Instead of regarding Paul as a sorry-looking individual with sore eyes, a neurasthenic, epileptic, and
what not, bald-headed, bowlegged, of unusually small
stature, and not a speaker with either ﬁre or thought,

we should do better to get our picture from the hints
which Paul himself furnishes and which Luke gives
(Acts 14:12). Barnabas looked more imposing, but
Paul was the superior speaker. In the next verse Paul
says that he and his assistants would show themselves

as being mighty in act as they showed themselves
mighty in writing. The man who made the addresses
which Luke sketches in Acts, which on occasion were
very dramatic, some of them impromptu at that, was

Second Com‘nthians 10:10,11
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indeed no shallow, glittering Tertullus (Acts 24:1-8)
but a real speaker. What else could a man be who
stormed the citadels of the great pagan world with
indomitable courage and established churches everywhere in spite of ﬁerce opposition? Let no Corinthian

slander deceive us in regard to Paul.
We prefer the reading (#an (A. V. margin), “he
says,” to dawn], “they say.” In v. 7 it is “anyone” (or
“someone”), and in V. 11 “such an one,” both are
singulars. Between them the singular “he says” is
correct as also the texts show. Paul is speaking about
one of the Corinthians who is impressed by this slander,

who himself also repeats it, silly though it is. Derogatory ﬂings ﬁnd such easy lodgement. People who
ought to know better repeat them and often act as if

they had to be true.
11)

“Our authority,” Paul says, about which I

shall boast and shall certainly not be put to shame in
doing so, is not brought forward as if I intend to scare
you so that you need someone to tell you that I am
brave and strong only in my letters, that you should

not be frightened and take seriously what I write, that
my bodily presence and my word when I am present
amount to nothing. Just to silence such talk “let such

an one count on this” so that he may not deceive himself
and deceive others of you Corinthians who hear him
talk so, “that the kind we are with the word by letters
when absent” and away from you “j ust that kind also
when present,” when face to face with you, “ (we are)
with deed.” This foolish member among you has only
repeated what he heard the false apostles say about
me in order to alienate you from me. He is wise if
he counts on the very opposite of such talk. I will say
to him that he had better count on this, and then when
we meet face to face we will make good by actual deed
every word that has been written in the letters. It will

be much safer for him to count on this.
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“Such an one” refers directly to the one who is
speaking in v. 10; both are in the singular. Paul does
not say: “The kind I am by word and letter when absent, that kind I am when present with deed." He
uses “we”; his assistants are of the same kind with
him, he would otherwise not have them as assistants.
Paul’s thought includes also his assistants. The reﬂection cast on him involves them. What kind of men
would they be to be under a chief who frightened
people with mighty words in letters and then did not
make good his words by deeds when he came to face
the people to whom he had sent those letters, these
assistants at times even carrying the letters? By
using the plural “we” Paul sets all of his assistants
over against this man’s foolish talk, the very fact of
their being Paul’s assistants testiﬁes to the kind of man
Paul is as well as to the kind they are.
Need we add how effective this reply is? To say
that “Paul winced under the biting criticism of his
looks and speech” conceives Paul as too little a man
entirely. Here he merely pricks this bubble in passing
in order to let the wind out of it, and he pricks it more
for the sake of his assistants than for his own sake.
Incidentally, Paul does seek to frighten this Corinthian a little by telling him that he had better count on
seeing the word of the letters made good by the deed.

12)

An explanatory ydp goes to the bottom of this

slander. When the false apostles started it they implied that they were better men than Paul, that al-

though they wrote no letters, their bodily presence and
their face-to-face speech were vastly superior to Paul’s.
The church member who echoed this slander implied
the same thing: Paul was not very great when he was
compared with these new apostles who had come to
Corinth. For this reason Paul says in v. 8 that he
intends to do some boasting. But before he begins
he makes this explanation which is ironically deadly

Second Corinthians 10:12
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for the comparison that was being made between him
and the false apostles.
For we are not hold enough to classify ourselves
or to compare ourselves with certain ones of those
who (merely) recommend themselves; yea, they,
measuring themselves (only) by themselves and
comparing themselves (only) with themselves, are
not (even) sensible. These are “the certain ones"
mentioned in v. 2, the false apostles. Why, Paul says,
I and my assistants would not dare to put ourselves
into the same class with these men as though we were
as high as they, or even to compare ourselves with
them as if we were in anything as high and as great
as they are, they who merely recommend themselves
and never need anything more! The last assertion cuts
the Corinthians deeply, for they received these men on
such self-recommendation alone.
We could not think of it, Paul says, I especially
who am looked down upon when one sees me present
as Tawctvtie, “lowly” (v. 1), as weak and of contemptible
speech (v. 10). “To classify ourselves with” =
aequipamre, as being on the same high level; “to
compare with” = compamare so that at least some kind
of a comparison can be made (Bengel) . The irony lies
in the fact that Paul and his assistants could not have
done this in sober reality. They actually were not in
the same class with these deceivers; there was not
even one point of likeness for the purpose of comparison. For these deceivers belong to that great
class which merely “recommend themselves." That is
the mark of so many deceivers: they everlastingly sing
their own praises. Yet they always ﬁnd foolish people
who accept them on that basis. This had happened
in Corinth. So high they are, Paul says, and they put
themselves there! We are counted out, not even a
comparison is possible. For, of course, we could not
possibly recommend ourselves in such a way.
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'AMd is not adversative; by translating it “but”
(our versions) a number of commentators turn off on
the wrong track. They refer the statement to Paul

and to his assistants and not to the false apostles and
therefore cancel from the text m’: amoﬁaw as well as the

following ﬁnds 85’, for which procedure textual authority
is entirely too slight. Evmoﬁaw and awuiaw are only
different forms of the same word. This conjunctive
de simply carries the story forward to another point

and is thus at times climacteric, making the new point
exceed the previous one; see R. 1185, etc. It does so
here: “yea,” they go as far as this, etc. It is no wonder
that we would not dare to compare ourselves with these

false apostles: they ((115705) are incomparable.

They

know only one standard of measurement and comparison
great and exalted enough to apply to themselves, and
that is “themselves,” “measuring themselves (only)

by themselves and comparing themselves (only) with
themselves.” Thus they always rate 100 per cent according to their own measurement and comparison.

How could anyone class himself with them or even
faintly compare himself with them unless, of course,

he be or become one of them?
But when they are doing this, Paul adds, “they are
not (even) sensible.” Anybody can do this, namely
make himself the standard and then ﬁnd that he fully
comes up to the standard. But that is silly. It is no
measurement at all. It is like only recommending
oneself, like singing one’s own praises (v. 12a). This
is irony, but irony that states only the cold, literal fact.

13)

Over against this folly Paul places ﬁnals,

what we do, Paul and his assistants; and now he
starts to boast as he said he would in v. 8, after having cleared the way for this boasting by the inter—
vening verses. But we on our part (when we now
boast) will (of course) not boast in regard to things
that nobody can measure but (will boast only) ac-
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cording to the measure of the rule which as a measure God measured out to us, (namely) our getting
as far as even you. For not as not having gotten out
to you are we overstretching ourselves (in our boasting to you), for as far as even up to you we were
the ﬁrst to arrive with the gospel of Christ—not
making other men’s labors our boast in regard to
the things that nobody can measure but cherishing

(some) hope, as your faith keeps growing, to be
magniﬁed in your midst according to our own rule
for still more, (namely) for evangelizing the parts
way beyond you, (certainly) not for making another

man’s rule our boast in regard to things already
prepared (by another man).
We, Paul says, have a standard, measure, and rule
for measuring ourselves, not one that we set up, not
our own selves, by which we always and easily rate
100 per cent; but one which God gave us, and by which
you Corinthians and anybody who cares to do so can
measure us. It is the distance and the extent of ter-

ritory into which, by God’s help, we have already carried the gospel and are about to carry it, from Syrian
Antioch onward through Galatia, the province of Asia,
Macedonia, even reaching to you in Corinth and in

Achaia.
These are 113 Emma (v. 16), “the things already pre-

pared,” already done.

It is the measure which God

gave us to be measured by.

Anybody can measure us

by taking this yardstick. We expect to carry the gospel
even far beyond you Corinthians, even into Spain
(Rom. 15 :23, 24), all of this being new territory.
Measure us by that! We are not crowding into other
men’s labors, into Christian congregations Which other

men have built, stealing the fruits of their work, and
then boasting about ourselves by making our own
selves the standard of measurement.
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This is what Paul has in mind in v. 7 when he tells
the Corinthians to look at what is right before their
eyes. A blind man could see this. But that is often the
trouble: people do not see the forest for the trees.
The chapter is a unit. Paul is such a lowly fellow,
and he cannot face anyone with manly courage, he is
courageous only when he is at a safe distance (v. 1).
The answer to that is the tremendous campaign which
he is directing as commander-in—chief by demolishing
the mightiest enemy fortiﬁcations (v. 2-6). Timid,
little cowards who make ﬁsts at a distance do not
wreck fortresses! Again, Paul is nothing in appearance, and his word amounts to nothing, and he scares
you only in letters that are written from a safe distance
(v. 10). The answer to that is the extensive territory
into which Paul had actually carried the gospel by the
authority which God had given him. He had certainly
not established all of these Christian congregations by
means of merely writing letters, to say nothing about
letters that were intended merely to scare people. This
Paul who is slandered as being nothing in appearance
and nothing in face-to-face speech was the ﬁrst on the
ground in all of these lands and these cities and by his
personal presence and personal speech accomplished
all of these results.
Paul is not comparing himself with the false
apostles, elevating himself above them, and casting
aspersions upon them. There is no comparison. Paul
could not make one if he tried.

This is the thing, which

is so evident in itself, that Paul asks the Corinthians
to see, actually to see. If the Corinthians merely see
it, this will be enough.
We, Paul says, are going to boast, “not in regard
to things that nobody can measure”; we, as you Corinthians surely can see for yourselves, are not in that
class of people at all. Such people, among whom are
these false apostles, do as they please about setting
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up a standard of measurement as to what they really
are, they make themselves the standard, measure and
compare themselves with themselves. They are the
100 per cent standard, and then, of course, when they
measure themselves by this standard, they always rate
100 per cent. How could they avoid it?
This is the trick that is still constantly worked.
Religious fakes and imposters, pseudo-scientists and
philosophers are arrogant specialists in this sort of
thing. They make 100 per cent ﬁt themselves so that,
when they measure themselves, they always rate 100
per cent; and then they scoff at everybody else as these
false apostles scoffed at Paul.
Is it so difﬁcult to see that these men are merely
tricking the Corinthians with Ta. dpcrpa, with “the things
not measured at all”? This word is sometimes understood as meaning mwsslos, “measureless,” exceeding

all measure. Our versions translate it “beyond our
measure.” The word means “the things not measured
at all” because nobody really measures them, cannot
measure them because they are tricked out of applying
a real rule of measurement. It is not measuring at all
to measure oneself by oneself. To insist on being
measured thus is to prevent all real measuring. No,
says Paul, we are going to boast, but never in order to
deceive either ourselves or you Corinthians by such a
trick, by offering a measurement that actually measures

nothing at all. E: = “in regard to."
We are going to apply a real norm of measurement (Km-d), a norm that you Corinthians or anybody
else can most easily apply to us. It is not a deceptive
measuring that has been devised by ourselves in order
to prevent a real measuring; it is “the measure of the
rule which as a (genuine) measure God measured out
to us.” God himself stretched this tape by which he,
we, you, anybody can take our exact measure.

This is

the tape that has the feet, the yards; the rods marked
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off so that anybody can see them: “our getting as far
as even you.” Look at the distance which we have
come with the gospel, count the line of cities where we
planted congregations, count onward to Corinth, “up

even to you" — that is our measure! Is that not right
under your eyes (v. 7a) ?

“According to the measure of the rule” has the
explicative or appositional genitive. Kayuﬂv has given
us our word “canon,” i. e., standard of measurement.

It acts as the [LéTpOV or measure which one applies. 05
is attracted from 5v; it is made genitive because of its

antecedent; its predicative noun pc’rpov naturally also
becomes genitive. The second aorist middle inﬁnitive
is in apposition to “which as a measure” (R. 1078).
14) Paul and his assistants had certainly gotten
as far as Corinth with the gospel: “For, not as not
having gotten out to you are we overstretching ourselves” (in our boasting to you). We are not exaggerating in the least. But this is only the minor
point which emphasizes the inﬁnitive used in v. 13. R.,

W. P., thinks that Paul may have coined {mepexrefvopcv
since it has been found only in Gregory Nazianzen who

lived years later.
The major point is brought by the second ydp and
the new verb: ”for as far as even up to you we were
the ﬁrst to arrive with the gospel of Christ.” This is
the great point: not just getting there ﬁrst with the
gospel. The false apostles also got to Corinth. They
made it their business to follow in Paul’s tracks, to
steal into his congregations, and then to undermine
his gospel work. They had not even a commission
from God, to say nothing of a mark of measurement
that had been set by God, which they were to reach.

Theirs was the devil’s work (11:3, 4).
Note {hub in v. 13. The Holy Spirit set Paul apart
for the special work of carrying the gospel to the

Gentiles (Acts 13:2; especially 26:16-18).

Thereby

Second Corinthians 10 :14, 15
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God himself set the mark for measuring Paul and his
assistants: “God measured out the measure to us”
(v. 13). The farther Paul penetrated the Gentile
world with the gospel, the nearer he came to the mark
and the measure which God had set for him. Of course,

God enabled Paul so that he got as far as he did. City
after city he reached as the ﬁrst herald of the gospel —
“even as you.” You Corinthians ﬁrst heard the gospel
from me.

Measure me with this canon, which is the

one God set for me!
The verb (1:0de should not be reduced in meaning
from “to come ﬁrst” (ahead of anyone else) to the
paler meaning “to arrive” (no matter when). “We
came ﬁrst as far as even you” is in contrast with
“getting as far as even you,” in contrast because it
says more. “As far as even you” means that Paul
arrived ﬁrst with the gospel also in all of the other
places which he had evangelized.

Still more important is the fact that the false
apostles broke into other men’s work, where these
other men (Paul and his assistants) had ﬁrst built up
the work. Their work would not have been so damnable if they had gone out into new territory as the

ﬁrst ones to preach their false Jesus; but no, they made
it their business to invade other men’s work.

proselyters still continue this.

Our

The whole world is

open to them in order to spread their errors if they
must do so; but they make it their business and their
delight to invade the congregations which were long
ago built up in the true gospel. The devil could not

remain in hell, he had to break into Eden (11:3).
15)
Unifying his thought, Paul continues with
two participles. Since these have case and number in
the Greek they naturally refer to “we” (73,1ch in v. 13

and the “we” in the verbs of v. 13 and 14): “(we)
not making other men’s labors our boast in regard
to things that nobody can measure,” etc.

This is the
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negative side. Both phrases are emphatic; both refer
to the nefarious work of the false apostles. Comparison
with Paul and his assistants? None is even possible.
The one thing which Paul never did was to build
on another man’s foundation, to preach where the
gospel had already been preached by the Lord’s preachers (Rom. 15:20) . For this reason he told the Romans
that he would only visit them on his way to pagan
Spain. Paul’s calling was ever to be ﬁrst with the
gospel, ever to conquer new ﬁelds. But these despicable false apostles never started a single new congregation of their own.

Noxious parasites, they

feasted on what other men, true men, had built up
with arduous, wearying labors (Kdrrow, plural and with
this signiﬁcant sense).
Again, these fellows boast “in regard to the things
that no one can measure” (the same phrase that was
used in v. 13 and having the same sense). They, of
course, have to do that, for otherwise people would
measure them and would soon see through them.
Craftiness is their game: their measure, which is in
no sense a measure so that the things which they do

remain a'pnpa, not measured at “all—that is where
their boast lies. These two go together: breaking into
other men’s labors—preventing the things they do
from being measured. Despicable? There is little
that is more so!
Now the positive side of our godly boasting: “but
cherishing (some) hope, as your faith keeps growing,
to be magniﬁed in your midst according to our own
rule quite abundantly,” etc. Note the spirit and the
beauty with which this is expressed. Paul does not
say‘ “having the hope” but only “having hope.” It is
only hope, only some hope. He may be disappointed
as he intimates. Boasting deceivers are so often
magniﬁed, praised to the skies. God’s great apostles
and true ministers may have to do without praise

Second Cmn‘nthz'ans 10:15
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from men. “The Master praises, what are men?”
Paul is not now hoping for praise. “As your faith
keeps growing” looks to the future. The faith of the
Corinthians will grow; deceivers will presently have
a difﬁcult time to get near them. The Corinthians
have had one experience which ought to serve them
for a long time.
But it would be normal for well-grown faith to
fulﬁll Paul’s hope that he and his loyal assistants “be
magniﬁed in your midst” and not, as hitherto, slandered. Yet magniﬁed only “according to our own rule”
(canon), the one just stated in v. 13, that by God’s
will and his grace we get as far as possible with the
gospel. This “rule” does not glorify men as men,
especially such as “recommend themselves” (v. 12) and
do this by “measuring themselves by themselves” (v. 12
again) ; it gloriﬁes God by using his rule with reference
to the men who apply it to themselves as their own
rule. It thus magniﬁes these men because of their
faithfulness to God and because of the extent of work
which he has laid out for them in the gospel.
Paul says: “to be magniﬁed according to our own
rule (is mpwau’av,” which does not mean “to the highest
height." Paul wants no extravagant praise. The
noun means “surplus” (M.-M. 508). But the phrase
does not mean “abundantly” (A. V.), i. e., magniﬁed
with a surplus of praise. The R. V.: “unto further
abundance” comes nearer to the mark, though only
nearer.
The idea of being magniﬁed is not that the Corinthians may presently sing Paul's praises, that he may
revel in this sweet music. He is not even thinking
about having a bed of roses spread for him. He means
“be magniﬁed so as to be encouraged by the Corinthians
for something more” than he has done thus far. This
at: phrase denotes an aim or object. Paul hopes that
the Corinthians will make him great for a surplus of
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work, a surplus he is already planning, for which he
feels that he needs all the support that he can get. In
a short time we see him writing to the Romans in the
same way and asking also for their support to carry

the work into Spain (Rom. 15:24).

How could Paul

go on into new territory and leave behind a congregation like Corinth that was still a prey to disaffection,

still listening to deceivers? The old work must be safe
before a surplus can be undertaken. The two phrases
go together: “according to our own rule—for still
more”; God’s rule for Paul was: ever more and more
new ﬁelds, ever a new surplus in territory.
16) It is plain that the negative inﬁnitive is only
the obverse: to evangelize those ﬁelds that lie beyond

Corinth; hence not to boast in another man’s work, in
regard to things already prepared. Both are aorist
inﬁnitives, both are effective: actually to evangelize
and certainly not merely to boast. Paul does not repeat
“in other men’s labors” from v. 15. He now uses a
singular; he also advances the thought by not repeating labor but by now stating the rule according to
which the labor is done. We see the force of this: to
boast “in another man’s rule” (canon again) is to try
to reap credit from this rule that Paul follows, to build
on virgin ﬁelds. These false apostles are so cunning,
they let Paul go ahead, build up churches in pagan

cities, and then steal after him and do their nefarious
work in those churches. Would they, for instance, be
the ﬁrst to go to pagan Spain? That thought would
not enter the heads of these parasites and proselyters!
Deep scorn throbs in Paul’s stunning phrase.
To make sure that we get its full impact he adds
the cis- phrase. He will never stoop to make his boast
in taking advantage of another man’s rule, the noble
rule of going ﬁrst into pagan territory, stealing in
after that man, and then making boast “in regard to

things already prepared” by that other true and noble

Sccoml Corinthians 10:16-18
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man. Ta ETOL/Lu are the things which the other man
put into condition at great labor, which he has carefully built up. Then these parasites make their soft
nest in them, eat their way in farther and farther,
and boast about it, try to get praise and honor for
it.
Disgusting!
No, not thus Paul!
Cannot the
Corinthians see it all? It is so plain (v. 7a).
17)
Now he who boasts, in the Lord let him
boast! Note the emphasis. Let him make the Lord
his boast. When the Lord sends and blesses him, when

he really does the Lord’s work according to the Lord’s
rule and method, then he may boast, not, indeed, as
taking glory for himself but as praising the Lord.

This is the true principle.
his apostolic work.

Paul follows it in all of

But it applies to every one of us

wherever the Lord has placed us, and whatever he
gives us to do.

Paul thus brings his discussion to a

focus and a resting point.
throughout.
18)

It is his way of doing

For he who (only) recommends himself,

not he is approved; but (only) he whom the Lord
recommends. We noted the great class of self-commenders in v. 12; the false apostles are excellent
samples. All that needs to be said now is that selfrecommendation never makes a man 86mm, a man
tested and tried and found true and genuine. The
emphatic €Keivo; lends added emphasis: not he, not he
at all. Drop the notion. Quite the contrary (JAM),
“he (alone) whom the Lord commends” (Luke 19 :17).
A man likes to ﬂatter himself. Like the deceivers in
Corinth, he may not even be honest. He may use false
standards. The Lord sees through and through.
Blessed is he whom the Lord recommends! In a phrase
“Lord” may readily be used without the article; when
it is a nominative it is more likely to have the article.
It is fruitless to seek a difference in the meanings here.

CHAPTER XI
Paul Does some Foolish Boasting about His
Own Person, 11:1 to 12:13
I. Paul Asks the Privilege of Playing the Role of a
Foolish Booster because of His great Personal Concem
for the Corinthians
This section is unique in all Paul’s writing. It has
been well called the most magniﬁcent and destructive
thing that Paul has done in the way of ironical
polemics. Like an actor on the ancient stage he puts
on a mask in order to act a part, and the part which
he acts is that of a fool, of a fellow who has no sense.
But it is only he himself who feels that he is acting a
fool. He asks his readers for once to allow him to do
this. He feels that he is inﬂicting something on them.
He asks them to tolerate it for a little while.

What makes Paul feel that he is acting the role of
a fool is the fact that he boasts about his owu person.
This is what he dislikes. But the Corinthians themselves crowd him into assuming so unpleasant a role.
He takes this role because of his great concern for
them, because of the attacks made upon his person in
order to injure not merely him but, most of all, the
Corinthians themselves, their faith and their entire

spiritual life. Paul’s whole motive and aim are not
self-aggrandizement but complete frustration of the
attempts of the false apostles who have already done
much to hurt the Corinthians. The assumption of this
role while he is telling the Corinthians that he takes
it only as a role, is the best means for completely overthrowing these ugly invaders and all the evil they have
(1232)
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done or may yet attempt to do. A deadly seriousness
thus underlies the mask which Paul assumes for a little
while.
He feels like a fool also because he seems to descend
to the level of the false apostles whose great asset was
self-recommendation and boasting about themselves.
Is Paul now not advertising himself in the sameway,
and‘that the more after he has exposed these men’s
folly as being senseless (of; mmoﬁmv, 10:12) ? Ah, but
these men are not playing a role after informing the
Corinthians that it is only a role; their whole life and
activity are this very folly. Paul only apparently stoops
to their level by now boasting about himself. Their
boasts are entirely hollow.

Behind the great show

which they make is not only nothing, mere empty air;
behind that show and pretense of great excellence and
power is, in stark reality, only secret viciousness which
they would not dare to let the Corinthians see. When
Paul now takes the boaster’s role, it is a role, just a
role, because all that he will say in boast of himself is

not sham, not pretense, not false and lying, but the
straight fact and the simple reality from beginning
to end, something which the false apostles would not
dare to reveal about themselves. The Corinthians cannot verify a single boast of the false apostles; they
have nothing but the simple word of these boasters,
whose greatness lies in comparing themselves with
themselves (10 :12) . Every word of Paul’s boasting the

Corinthians can verify, yea, most of what he will say
they have long ago veriﬁed. Truth does not like to
boast, lies must boast. Truth can truly boast, lies can
boast only by lying.
All of this shows why Paul put on this mask, allowed himself for once to be driven into personal boasting. It shows what a deadly thing for his false, boastful enemies his true boasting was. In parts one and
two of his letter 'Paul has prepared the Corinthians
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to be the audience of what he now does at the climax
of part three. Since they are so prepared, there is no
question about the effect of this section of part three.
It will sink in as nothing else would do.
1)
Would that you would bear with me a: to
a little something of folly! This wish and this assurance are the signature for the entire section (11:
1-12213). The sense is: “I hope you will bear with

me.” “Bear with me” implies that Paul is imposing
a little on the patience of his readers by now offering
them something that he himself admits to be “folly”
or ”foolishness.” Yet he minimizes: it is only “a little
something” of this kind, it will thus not be hard to
bear with Paul. Assured that his wish, which is a
kindly and an earnest request, will be granted, Paul
adds as if expressing his thanks: But, of course (va) ,
you bear with me! You are gracious to do that. An

imperative seems out of place after a wish: “Yea,
even do bear with we!” Thus B.-D. 448, 6; Robertson
is undecided, see his remarks 1186 on de, also W. P.
Opinions differ.

While aim” is really a second aorist verbal form,
the Koine uses it as a conjunction with a verb in the
imperfect tense to express a wish regarding the present
(thus in Rev. 3 :15). We have the genitive now to indicate the person: “bear with me,” and the adverbial
accusative to indicate the thing: “as to a little something.”
2) Before proceeding with the foolishness which
he desires to inﬂict upon them Paul tells what prompts
his peculiar wish. It is his grave concern for the Co—
rinthians. Back of the proposed foolishness lies the
deepest seriousness. Paul reveals his motive and his
aim at once and thus excludes all wrong ideas about
“a little something of foolishness” that is now to be
employed. When the purpose is so serious, any folly

or foolishness which serves that purpose will certainly
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not be frivolous, superﬁcial, or objectionable in any
way.
Three parties are most deeply concerned: Paul,
the Corinthians, and Christ. What unites them is
Paul’s great and holy ofﬁce. The ﬁgurative language

in which Paul brings these three and his oﬂice together in one brief sentence is certainly admirable
and highly effective. For I am jealous over you with
God’s jealousy, for I espoused you to One as husband to present (you) as a pure virgin to Christ.
Here we have Paul’s blessed and glorious ofﬁce in a
new and most lovely light. Here there are the three

that are concerned in that ofﬁce, all in their actual
relation. Here are the motives, here the purposes, all
intertwined, so supreme for all concerned. I confess
that I marvel at this expression of Paul’s thought.
The picture is that of a father who has betrothed
his daughter to the noblest of bridegrooms. Soon the
nuptials will be celebrated. Soon the father is to lead
his daughter to the altar (we use our modern language). This father can lead her there only as a pure
virgin. The point and pivot of the whole imagery lies

in this term: “a virgin pure.” Hence we have the pre—
amble: “I am jealous over you with God’s jealousy.”
I watch over you with jealous eyes and see that you
ever remain pure for that great day of presentation

to Christ.
As far as we are able to say, this imagery is borrowed from the Oriental style of betrothal in which
the bride was pledged to the groom by the parents,
which made the two man and wife, yet so that a longer
or a shorter interval intervened before the groom came
to claim his bride, to carry her to his own home in
grand state, there to consummate his marriage.
This way of entering marriage is much different
from ours. The binding pledges were made at the time
of the espousal or betrothal, none followed when the
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marriage was consummated; only the festivities and
the feast took place then. In our day the marriage
pledges are made on the wedding day. Today an engagement is only an advance promise to enter marriage and to take the marriage pledges at some future
date. The ancient Oriental and the present Occidental
customs have at times been confused. Engagements
have been regarded as already constituting actual marriages. This was said to be a following of the Word of
God. But the Scriptures know nothing about our present custom in this matter; they lay down no law, they
only describe the custom that was anciently in vogue.
It is well to note all of this.
The verb and the noun mean not only to be full of
zeal but especially in this context to be jealous. “With
God’s jealousy” is certainly not “with godly jealousy”
(our versions), merely a holy jealousy. It is much
more. It is the very jealousy of God himself, about
which the Old Testament has so much to say in reference to God’s relation to Israel because this people was
betrothed to him. The wifehood of Israel is not drawn
into Paul’s imagery, but there is merely a reference to
the bridal state before the consummation of the marriage, the period between the solemn betrothal and the
consummation to follow. “With God’s jealousy” recalls all of the Old Testament statements about God
and Israel. It ﬁts so well because the Corinthians, too,
were a congregation, a mass of people. God's jealousy
has come to ﬁll and to activate Paul who was acting for

God in the betrothal of the congregation. The same
feeling that ﬁlled God ﬁlls Paul.
The bride did not betroth herself. Her parents,
her father, or whoever was the head of the house did
that. Paul acts this part. He had founded the Corinthian congregation, he was its father. He had pledged
this church in betrothal “to One as husband,” namely
“to Christ.” Whereas in the Old Testament Yahweh
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is the bridegroom or the husband, in the New Testa~
ment it is Christ.
The verb is in the middle voice to indicate the personal interest which Paul has in this act: “I espoused
you for myself.” I as father, you as bride. Why translate: “to one husband” (our versions)? The noun is

predicative to the numeral: “to One as husband.” This
“One” is emphatic and signiﬁcant; it matches the other
predicative noun “as a virgin pure." The idea is: to
be faithful to this one as husband, to have not even a
thought of another, and thus to come as a virgin pure
to this One when the great festive marriage day comes
and Paul as the father presents this his daughter to
Christ.
Many think that the presentation takes place at
Christ’s Parousia ; they also mix the presentation with
the imagery of judgment. Paul has no special time in

mind when the presentation will take place, for he is
not writing allegory. He uses aorists as beﬁts his
ﬁgurative language: “did espouse” — “to present”
once, deﬁnitely, completely. But this does not refer to
single and momentary actions in the reality. Paul
dedicated the Corinthians to Christ all along when he
founded their church during the one and one-half years
he labored in their city, when he presented them ever
and ever as a pure, truly Christian church to One, to
Christ alone.
By expressing it ﬁguratively all the emotions and
the motivations become manifest. The love of the father
for his daughter; his great concern about her; the
manner in which his honor is involved, etc. The love
of the One for his bride; he has had himself
espoused to this virgin; this pure and holy bond binds
the two together. He is Christ, the Lord himself; the
Corinthians are his holy bride. See what Paul thus
stirred up in their hearts when he writes: “to One as
husband—as a virgin pure.” Dare the Corinthians
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befoul themselves with spiritual adultery? Do they
ever intend to risk breaking their espousal to Christ?
Could Paul have stirred up so many thoughts by means
of so few words if he had not used this imagery?
3)
Paul has cause for this parental jealousy regarding the Corinthians: the Corinthians themselves
have made him uneasy. Paul says: I espoused you
to Christ. But I am afraid lest in some way, as the
serpent deceived Eve in his craftiness, your thoughts
be corrupted from your single-mindedness and your

purity in regard to Christ.
Havoupyaz is the ability to do anything, and this word
is used in the evil sense of stooping to use the basest
means, any and all such means, to gain one’s evil ends
—“craftiness.” The outstanding example is the ser-

pent and his deception of Eve in the Garden of Eden;
Ex in the verb intensiﬁes: “completely deceived.” Jesus
used the same example in John 8 :44. It is so effective
because it is the ﬁrst deception that entered our world,
and because its results were so terrible. All other deceptions are the repetitions of this original, most fatal
one, are the outcome of this radical deception.

Paul says “Eve” and not “Adam” in this connection because he wants to designate “the serpent” as the

deceiver, and he dealt with Eve. He says “the serpent”
and not “Satan” because he wants to bring out the
full baseness of the act in its similarity to what the
false prophets were doing in Corinth. They crawled
into Corinth as Satan did into Eden, they were like
serpents. They used the same “craftiness,” they, too,
intended to slay the innocent. These deceivers in Corinth were doing the devil’s serpent work. Paul wants
to arouse all the horror of the serpent in the Corinthians. Like a ﬂash this word “the serpent” reveals all
the deadly danger from which the Corinthians should
ﬂee.
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Late Jewish ﬁction and speculation regarded the
fall of Eve as a sexual sin. Some of the commentators
collect all the Jewish statements on this subject on the

supposition that they cast light on Paul’s reference
to Eve, that Paul might at least have had them in mind
since he pictures the Corinthians as a pure virgin who
may not be found pure at her presentation to her bridegroom. We decline to follow them. We decline also
when pagan references are added regarding serpents’
misleading women. There is nothing sexy in Paul’s
words. Eve was a married woman and not a virgin.

The notion of the devil and of devils and evil angels
having sexual intercourse with women is monstrous
and found its ugliest form in the ﬁction of the incubus
and the succubus in the days of the witchcraft craze.
We mention this aberration only because it still appears in books.

In 2:11 yoﬁyam is used in an evil sense: “devices”
or schemes; the singular occurs in 10:5. Here the
word means simply “thoughts,” the products of the
mﬁs or mind. To corrupt them means to ﬁll them with
evil; the verb is the second aorist passive subjunctive,
an effective aorist: “be actually corrupted.” A phrase
is added for the sake of precision: “from the (your)
single-mindedness and the (your) purity in regard to
Christ.” The Greek articles emphasize: “that singlemindedness and that purity, that pertaining to your
relation to Christ.”
Here we have the literalness for what is stated
ﬁguratively in v. 3. ‘Aon’a-qc is exactly the proper word,
and it is used in the same sense as it was in 8 :2; 9:11,
13: “single-mindedness." Despite our versions and
others it does not mean “liberality” in these or in any
other passages. Its opposite is duplicity. The picture
is that of a cloth that is smoothly laid out so that no
fold hides anything under it. Here singlevmindedness
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refers to Christ; the mind and all its thoughts are set
solely and singly upon him in love, loyalty, devotion,
and there is no duplicity which secretly turns to another.
The addition of “purity” aids the thought by referring back to the ﬁgure of “a virgin pure.” The thoughts
are to be without a stain or a smudge of disloyalty of
any kind. In his craftiness the serpent aims to introduce duplicity into our thoughts which are directed to
Christ and thereby to deﬁle our thoughts regarding
him. We are no longer to be Christ’s alone in our
thoughts; secretly, in our hidden thoughts, we are
to hanker after someone else. Figuratively we should
thus no longer be a bride loyal and pure in heart for
our blessed marriage presentation to Christ. An admonition underlies Paul’s words which urges the Corinthians to ﬂee any contact with the false apostles.
What a shame to pretend to be loyal to Christ while
disloyalty has crept into the heart through the serpent’s agency which used the false apostles.

4) I‘dp states the ground for Paul's fear regard:
ing the Corinthians. For if he who comes (to you)
preaches another Jesus, whom we did not preach, or

you get a different Spirit, whom you did not get
(from us), or a different gospel, which you did not
receive (from us), you have it well.

This is a simple condition of reality and nothing
more. If we prefer the reading «ive’xmﬂc, the present
tense, all is exceedingly simple. If we accept the reading that .has the imperfect tense mzxwoe, all is still
simple, for this tense would say only that at different
times the Corinthians bore this sort of thing well without rising up in arms, and it would imply that such
complacent bearing is not yet ended. Worth-while tex-

tual criticism is undecided. The View that the apodosis
is one of unreality with (iv omitted is not acceptable.
If we have unreality we have one situation in Corinth,
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namely no false gospel; if we have reality we have
another situation, namely false gospel. All the other
evidence is in favor of the latter’s being true; v. 2, 3
are suﬂicient; v. 13 is more than that. Who ever heard
of upmSamia-TOAM preaching the true gospel? Men who
preach the true gospel do not use the serpent’s craftiness, do not produce the fear that the thoughts of
Christians will be corrupted and turned into secret
disloyalty to Christ, do not force a man like Paul to
say to the Corinthians: “Examine yourselves, whether
ye be in the faith!” (13:13).
Why does Paul then not attack these false apostles
on what would thus be the chief issue, their false
gospel? Why does Paul ﬁght about the issue of his
own person, as he does in these chapters, as if this
were the chief issue? Paul tells us throughout. These
false apostles made Paul’s person the supreme issue.
Unlike the Judaizers in Galatia, they used “craftiness”
in this. They intended to establish themselves as the
genuine apostles of Christ (v. 13). That is no marvel,
says Paul, for Satan tries to appear as an angel of
light (v. 14). They held their real teaching .in abeyance until they should have destroyed Paul’s standing
in Corinth and have fully established themselves; this
accomplished, they planned to come out into the open
with their false gospel. For this reason Paul compares
them to the serpent and to Satan. The Corinthians were
still in the dark as to what these liars really taught in
regard to the gospel. Paul rightly joins the issue which

they drew on his own person. This alone stood in the
open, the other was concealed, could thus be evaded if
it were attacked by Paul. Yet Paul introduces it. The
supposition that v. 4 decides the situation in Corinth
in one way or in another is unacceptable. It would be
strange for Paul to show in only one sentence—one
that is put into a conditional form at that—how
things really stood in Corinth.
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We have ,uév solitariurn, the force of which is concessive or restrictive (R. 1151) ; there is no equivalent

for it in English. The condition of reality speaks of
an individual case as a real one, yet by means of the
conditional form generalizes so as to include any such
case. ‘0 épxdiicvos = “the man who comes” and visualizes
that speciﬁc man. Several such have actually come to
Corinth, and any others who may yet come are included
in Paul’s indictment. He comes and preaches to you
“another Jesus, whom we did not preach” to you, “we,”
Paul and his assistants. You Corinthians know that it

is not the same Jesus. What do you do? Avoid that
man (Rom. 16:17, 18) ?

Nothing of the kind; you

tolerate him, “well do you bear him!” You have done
it already, and you thus show that you are this kind
of people. Let another, let others come and do the
same, and you will, no doubt, treat them well also.
That is the reason, Paul says, that I am afraid that
you may be corrupted from single-mindedness and
purity of heart toward Christ.

“Another Jesus” — as if there were another! You
Corinthians know there is but one, the “One" to whom
“as husband” I did espouse you, the “One” to whom
you know that you belong as a bride to her betrothed.

Paul does not say “another Christ” although another
Jesus would also be a different Christ. These false
apostles were offering a different picture of Jesus as

he lived and walked on earth, a Judaistic picture which
stressed the Judaism of Jesus in a false way. Since
Jesus lived as a Jew, so they preached, all his followers
ought also to live as Jews. This is What the foolish Corinthians bear so well instead of rising up against it
in indignation. By means of this Jewish Jesus these

false apostles played themselves up as “the superlative
apostles” (v. 5) who were vastly superior to Paul and
to his assistants, whom they then viliﬁed in all manner
of ways. Astounding -— the Corinthians “bear it well !”
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The two “or” are conjunctive and not disjunctive.

“Or” ﬁxes attention upon each separate item; “and”
would merely combine them. From “Jesus” Paul advances to the “Spirit” and then to the “gospel” because

it is the Spirit through whom Jesus works among men,
and because it is the gospel by means of which the
Spirit does this work. The three occur in their natural
and proper order. The false apostle, whom Paul de-

scribes, preaches “another Jesus” (Li/\Aos); he speaks
of the same person and uses the same name but makes
him altogether “other” than Paul does. Thus “another”

is in place. Such a Jesus would send “a different
Spirit,” who would also employ “a different gospel”
(both times Erepos). These two are not just “other”
with a different look and complexion as was the case
in regard to Jesus but actually “different” from the
Holy Spirit and the Christian gospel, namely a Spirit
who is only called so, a gospel that is such only in name,
each being nothing but a ﬁction. Indeed “another”
Jesus could not send the Holy Spirit with the real,
saving, divine gospel; what he would send, if he could
send anything at all, would be “different,” as different

as ﬁction would be from reality. Note that Aanﬁdmv
has more of a passive sense, belcommen, “to get” (B.-P.
730) ; «Se’xonm suggests the idea of acknowledging the
gospel proclamation and hence means “to receive” so
as to be governed by this gospel (C.-K. 379).
Note the careful wording: the false apostle comes
and preaches another Jesus — you thus get a different
Spirit, one that you did not get from us—and a different gospel (you get), which you did not receive
from us. The Greek needs no object in the apodosis,
but we supply one: “well are you (were you) hearing
it!” Because in v. 1 we have “bear with me,” our
versions supply “him” in v. 4. Both of our versions do
not seem to understand what Paul is saying, for the
A. V. margin has: “ye might well bear with me," as
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though Paul is referring to the request he made in
v. 1. The R. V. has: “ye do well to bear with him,”
but where is “ye do well" in the text? No; Paul registers the sad fact: You Corinthians stand this thing
well, oh, so well, to have a man come and preach another Jesus, to get from him a different Spirit, a different gospel! For this reason Paul fears for the purity of the Corinthians.
5) “He who comes” in v. 4 is what Robertson
calls a representative singular, one that is used to represent all who are like him. The condition of reality in
v. 4 refers to the men who had actually come to Corinth and had preached another Jesus, etc. ; it includes
any others of this type who may yet come. Sorrowfully
and with fear for the Corinthians Paul says to them:
“you bear well” such men although you yourselves see
that they bring you 3. Jesus we never brought, a Spirit
and a gospel that are different from those you got from
us. You evidently think these men superior to me and
to my assistants who work under me. How can you
otherwise treat such men so well after receiving what
you did from us? You must think them superior because of their logos or because they make you pay for
preaching their grand logos. An issue had been drawn
on both points regarding Paul’s great inferiority. Paul
thus answers both points, the latter quite fully.
This is not a digression: Paul announcing his foolish boasting in v. 1 and then inserting so much before
he starts that boast. Paul is stating the reasons which
call forth the foolish boasting which he asks the Corinthians to “bear": 1) their attitude toward the false
apostles whom they “hear so well”; 2) the attitude of
the false apostles who give the Corinthians a plenty
to “bear.” This supposed digression in reality fortiﬁes
the succeeding boasting on the part of Paul. The Gorinthians should not have forced Paul into this boast-

ing, a thing that makes him feel like a fool. They
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should certainly not have pitted such men as these
false apostles against him and thereby forced this
boasting from Paul, a thing that was so disagreeable
to him.
The connection is both true and close. First we
have the general statement. Well, I reckon that in
regard to nothing have I come behind the superﬁne
apostles! I‘dp simply refers to all that v. 4 states. It
is our introductory “well” or “well now.” The very
idea of treating these fellows who have come to Corinth and have brought what they did (v. 4) as “superﬁne apostles” after what the Corinthians have received
from Paul! Well, if a comparison is, indeed, to be

made where none can really be made, Paul for one
reckons that he has had to take no back seat as far
as these men are concerned. The perfect inﬁnitive
reaches from the past to the present: “have come hehind so as still to be behind.”
He ironically calls these interlopers who bring “another Jesus,” etc., “superﬁne apostles”; verbs of excelling and their opposites take the genitive (R. 519).

The compound adverb impazav is used as an adjective;
see 12 :11. .“Superﬁne” hits the nail on the head. They
came as grand fellows, indeed, who were vastly superior to any of the true apostles of Jesus, either the
Twelve or Paul. Did they not bring “another Jesus”
who was far superior to the one whom all other apostles brought? That alone was enough although we shall
see that there is more to make them “superﬁne” as
there naturally would be.
Our versions translate “the very chiefest apostles"
as though Paul means that he is not inferior to the best
among the Twelve, Peter and John and, perhaps, the
Jerusalem James. Some have held this view. The next
verse bars it out. Nobody could rate Paul as being
inferior to Peter, etc, on the score of his logos, training in dialectics and rhetorical skill. Paul had sat at
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Gamaliel’s feet. He had all the rabbinical schooling
of the Jews; Peter, John, etc., had none of it. They
were the iSLcB'raL, “laymen,” Paul the expert or specialist.
Throughout this discussion there is nowhere a reason

for comparison between Paul and any of the Twelve,
least of all here and in 12:11. The whole clash is
limited to Paul and the false apostles in Corinth. In no
case would Paul ﬂing an epithet like {map/Way at the
Twelve, his honored fellow apostles, and then say no
more about himself in relation to them. Softening the
word when translating it does not change matters.
It means “the excessive apostle," excessive as one who
is trying to outdo all the real apostles. We have them

right here in these chapters.
Paul calls these interlopers dnéa-rvoL, but only in the
sense in which he calls them ¢m8awémvoL in v. 13,

“emissaries.” The latter term brings out the fact that
they had no commission from anyone. They were in
the full sense “false apostles” who came with a sham
commission, one which they themselves invented, by
which to deceive people like the Corinthians. The supposition that they came from Jerusalem and that they

bore credentials from any of the Twelve is unwarranted. We know of no men who were sent 'out by any

of the Twelve to run around in the Christian congregations anywhere.

That very idea is untenable.

Any helpers of any apostle worked as did the assistants of Paul, under the eyes of that apostle.
These excessive apostles were not Jews from Jerusalem for the reason that such men could not boast

about their logos as being vastly superior to Paul’s.
Paul had the best that Jerusalem could afford. They
were Hellenistic Jews who had been trained in pagan
schools and could thus boast about something that Paul
did not have. Here the view goes on the rocks that

Paul had attended the university at Tarsus, his home
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city. If that had been the case, no one would have
looked down on him because of lack of Greek logos.
6) The ﬁrst point on which Paul’s standing is
attacked he settles in short order. But if, indeed
(Kai), I am a nonprofessional in regard to the (mat-

ter of) speech, nevertheless not in regard to the
(matter of) knowledge. This is the point of the
slander referred to in 10:10: “His speech is of no
account” (contemptible), it shows nothing of the rhetorician’s dialectical skill and training. Some conclude
that Paul admits this allegation. In View of the letters
which he wrote, of the highest skill which he displays

in their composition, of the rhetoric which he uses, the
niceties of language which are of the highest order,

the perfect word for each perfect thought, such a
blanket admission on Paul’s part would be strange. No;
this is not such an admission, it is refutation. What Paul
says is this: “What if I actually am what they say on

the score of the logos, what does that amount to when
I am decidedly not that on the score of the gnosis or
knowledge ?” We have two datives of relation. What
a silly thing to quibble about a man’s speech while
disregarding what that speech contains in the way of
knowledge!
This is an old trick: draw attention to the surface
in order to withdraw attention from the golden things
underneath the surface; fuss about the wrapping so
that nobody will look at what is wrapped up. The
Jews tried this trick on Jesus in John 7 :15 in order
to turn the people away from him because he was not
graduated from the schools of their rabbis, but Jesus
exploded their cunning; see the author’s exposition.
The same thing was tried against Paul. He uses only
a slight blow or two to render the trick innocuous.
From his various addresses recorded in Acts we

know what kind of speaker Paul was. Those ad-
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dresses show the same ability which his letters reveal. Only in one sense was Paul an taut-n7: 11:5 My;
— he was not a graduate of a pagan university. The
art which he employs is not the artiﬁcial technique
of the Greek, orators and rhetoricians. Their canons
of art and their practice ill accorded with what Paul
had to convey as an apostle. It contained too much
artiﬁciality. Paul’s art was the native expression of
the genuine gnosis or knowledge. In regard to that
“knowledge” he admits no inexpertness: “nevertheless (dMaZ) not in regard to the (matter of) knowledge.” Both datives are speciﬁc, hence we have the
article in the Greek. Nor is this mere assertion on
Paul’s part. With a continuative, conﬁrmatory and
(R. 1185) he adds: yea, (we) having in every way
publicly shown it in all respects in regard to you. In
other words: You Corinthians know it! We prefer the
reading ¢>avep<5¢mw¢s to the passive qsavepwoe’ms, “having
manifested” and not “having been manifested.”
Follow this public manifestation through: 2:14;
3:3; 4:2; 7 :12; and here. It has been said that Paul
scorns the use of a special ﬁnite verb and just appends
the participle. In the Greek the participle has number
and case and is thus perfectly plain as a reference to

all of Paul’s assistants as well as to himself, for he
operated to a considerable extent through them. All
of them showed the gnosis which they had, showed it
publicly. All of them dealt in public with their knowledge of divine truth: “in regard to you,” c'v «am, “in

every way,” ('1! «aim, “in all respects.” This is a telling
paronomasia, one phrase being on each side of the participle, which is itself a proof that Paul was no zsiu'n-qe
when it came to expressing himself effectively. Our
word “idiot” is derived from this term which meant
“layman” in distinction from an expert. The R. V.
renders c'v mimv as a masculine: “among all men”; the

A. V. is correct: “in all things,” still better, “in all

Second Corinthians 11:7
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respects.” That is that. No more need be added. Any-

body who still wants to disparage Paul in regard to his
logos is welcome to do so.
7) NOW the next point. Or did I commit sin in
lowering myself in order that you might be exalted,
in that I preached God's gospel to you gratis? Other
churches I robbed by taking sustenance for my ministry to you. It is merely misfortune when a man

lacks dialectical skill, at least if somebody thinks he
does; it is a different matter when he deliberately
chooses an unusual course of conduct like this of Paul’s.
This might be doing somebody a “wrong” (dSm’a, 12:

13), committing a “sin,” namely one against love (v.
11) . The question about not taking pay for his preaching is treated at length in I Cor. 9:4-19, where Paul
states that he has the fullest right to take pay and
shows why he, nevertheless, makes no use of this right.
But that, it seems, did not end the matter. When the

false apostles came to Corinth they very likely utilized
also this matter in order to injure Paul. They certainly took all that they could from the Corinthians —
of course, just because they loved the Corinthians so
much while Paul, who took nothing, showed that he
did not love the Corinthians! This is the angle from
which Paul now treats the matter.
He plunges right into it without the least preamble:
“Did I commit sin,” etc.? If there is any fault about

this matter it could be only a moral one, the commission of a sin. Paul does not tone down this expression
but at once formulates this “sin” so that the folly of
calling it a sin is made strikingly apparent: “lowering
myself in order that you might be exalted.” This is
what Jesus did with regard to the sin charged against

him, that by healing on the Sabbath he desecrated the
Sabbath. He asked: “It is lawful to heal on the Sabbath days?” Matt. 12 :10. That question answers itself.
To lower oneself in order to exalt others would be a
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saintly sin indeed. The sin is committed when one does
the reverse. Paul lowered himself by taking no pay,
by earning his own support, by thus risking disparagement on the part of the very people whom he served.
Yet the Corinthians were exalted by his labors, were
lifted to be children of the Highest.
'
'On is epexegetical: “in that.” Note the impact of
the Greek— great crime indeed: “gratis the God’s
gospel I gospeled to you.” A sin to give you God’s gift
for nothing? By placing m6 @eoﬁ in the attributive position it receives the emphasis. So also the use of the
cognate object produces both beauty and emphasis:
“I gospeled the gospel to you.” Are you Corinthians,
to whom I gave so much in order to exalt you so highly,
going to call me a sinner for doing this for you for
nothing? Many a truth need only be put into the right
words in order to rip away delusion and perversion.
Paul has the gnosis for that. Here there is another

case where he demonstrates it.
8) Paul causes this truth to smart: “Other
churches I robbed by taking support for my ministry
to you !” The Corinthians deserved this mortiﬁcation
in order to drive out their mean ingratitude. For what
is meaner than to slander a benefactor for bestowing
his benefaction gratis? But note, Paul says that he
“robbed” other churches, he took from them what he
should really not have taken, namely ézpuSmov, “susten—
ance.” “Wages” is too liable to be misunderstood as
meaning regular pay, which Paul never took from any
church, I Cor. 9 :15, 18. This was a ﬁxed principle with
him.
The noun has no article and means “some susten- ance.” It denotes a gift that was sent to him after he
had left those churches, which he could, therefore, not
refuse. Yet even then he felt that he was robbing those
churches, letting them press something upon him which

Second Corinthians 11 :9
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he would not let the Corinthians press upon him. What
made him feel thus the more was the fact that the other
churches gave him this present by means of which he

could come to Corinth and minister to the Corinthians.
Thus, in a way, these Corinthians had the beneﬁt.
9) Paul tells about it; xaf is explicative: namely, while present with you and having gotten behind,
I was a dead weight on no one; for the brethren who
came from Macedonia ﬁlled up my shortage; and in
every way I kept myself nonburdensome for you,
and I shall keep (myself so). At one time, Paul says,
during his stay of eighteen months in Corinth he really
got behind (aorist participle), he did not really have
enough; but even then he was a dead weight on no one.
Vincent regards the verb as a transitive: “Paul did not
benumb the Corinthians by his demand for pecuniary
aid.” The verb is intransitive: as one Who is benumbed
and helpless Paul was a dead weight on no one. The

verb is derived from nip"), 8. ﬁsh that, like the torpedo
or the electric ray, shocks its victim into numbness,
the noun thus also means numbness. Paul did not become benumbed so that he fell a burden to a single
person in Corinth. The verb is construed with the
genitive.
The brethren from Macedonia came and ﬁlled up
the shortage. These brethren had funds and came to
Paul’s assistance.

This is sometimes taken to mean

that they brought Paul a collection from Philippi or
from Macedonia, but the words contain no hint of a
collection. Windish ﬁnds in them a collection that Paul
ordered in the Macedonian churches; in fact, when he
ﬁrst came to Corinth he brought a tidy sum with him

but, needing a good deal of money for his travels,
etc., his funds gave out, and he thus had more money

collected for him mit Nachdo'uclc. This contradicts
what Paul says in I Cor..9:9-14 and overlooks what
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Paul says here. Paul, of course, registers only the fact
that he in every way guarded himself and kept himself “nonburdensome” for the Corinthians.
Robbing other churches refers to the tWo gifts
which the Philippians sent to Paul while he was at

Thessalonica (Phil. 4:15, 16). The plural “other
churches” generalizes, the Philippian church alone had
sent the gifts.

Later, when Paul was a prisoner in

Rome, the Philippians sent him a third gift.

We can

easily surmise how Paul came to be out of funds dur-

ing his stay in Corinth although he earned his living
in Aquila’s shop. We shall scarcely go wrong in saying
that he had used up his funds, not only to pay for his
own necessities, but also to provide for the necessities
of his assistants, whom he sent here and there. That
left him wholly destitute at one time while he was
working in Corinth. But even under those circum-

stances he followed his principle: “I kept myself nonburdensome to you EV mum’, in every way” (or case),
the same phrase that occurs in v. 6. He permitted the
brethren from Macedonia to assist him. Paul adds
signiﬁcantly: “and I will keep (myself so).” Let the

Corinthians mark it. Slander is the last thing to which
Paul would yield.
10)
There is (indeed) a truth of Christ in my
case so that this boasting shall not be dammed up
in regard to me in the regions of Achaia. Paul’s case

was different from that of any other apostle, totally
different. He came into the church as an abortion, was
not ﬁt to be called an apostle (see the exegesis of I Cor.
15:8, 9). All the others were believers and Christians

and as such were ﬁnally called as apostles. Not so Paul.
Dead foetus that he was, ﬁt only to be buried quickly
out of sight, on the road to Damascus Christ called him
to be an apostle even before he was converted to faith.

This is the truth of Christ “in my case.” This imposed on him the obligation, which he felt so keenly,
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never to take pay for his work. This “truth of Christ,”
i. e., what Christ did by calling him into the apostleship while he was still such a hideous thing, Paul ac-

cepted as the stamp upon his entire apostleship. No
church ever owed him anything, a man such as he had
been, a persecutor of Christ and of the church. He
felt that he could never make use of the right that they
who preach the gospel should live by the gospel. He,
too, had this right, but how could he ever think of
using it? See the exegesis of I Cor. 9:16-18.
'Ea'er, accented and placed forward=“there exists.” “A truth of Christ” has the genitive of origin:
a great fact which Christ himself produced in Paul’s

case. ’Ev 2,101: “in my case” (it is well explained by
R. 587) . ”on is consecutive and states the consequence
of this truth of Christ. The existence of this great fact
in Paul’s case involves “that this boasting shall not
be dammed up in regard to me,” etc. These slanders

that were being circulated in Corinth about Paul
amounting to nothing because he felt he was worth

nothing and showed it by taking no pay should not dam
up the boasting of the Christians in Achaia regarding

Paul, that Christ had marked him in a most astonish—
ing way.

His enemies might try to dam up and to stop this
ﬂow of boasting in Corinth. They shall fail there and
shall certainly not succeed in the province generally.
What these enemies consider so derogatory to Paul,
Paul will advertise, and all Christians will continue to
make it a boast regarding him even in all Achaia,
Corinth included. Since in I Cor. 15:8, 9; 9:9, etc.,

Paul has stated what this “truth” or fact is, and since
the Corinthians know it from other sources (the whole

story of Paul’s conversion being for a long time known
to them), Paul does not need to expound what this
“truth of Christ” is. (bpa’aaw means to fence in, dam up,

barricade, or stop: “shall not dam up in the regions of
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Achaia,” silence it so that this glory about Paul shall
no longer be heard there.
This passage has been variously interpreted. We
see this in our versions. R. 1034 regards the ﬁrst clause

as a “solemn oat ”; B.-D. 397, 3, and C.-K. 123 as
Betenerung, just a little less than an actual oath, and
Wohlenberg speaks of “a strong expression of assurance.” But such ideas are evidently incorrect.
What is there that Paul should swear to? He says
that in his case there exists a peculiar fact that is
due to Christ. Paul’s case is entirely exceptional; he
has told the Corinthians so.
Next, Paul does not say: “stop me in this glorying
(boasting) .” Eb; c‘p.é=“in regard to me”; see- “in
regard to you” in v. 6 and elsewhere. Paul is not running around in Achaia and boasting. He does not say:
“I shall not be stopped,” or, “my glorying shall not be
stopped”; “no man shall stop me” (our versions) is
not in the text. “This glorying about me,” Paul says,
“shall not be stopped,” it shall be continued in all
Achaia by those who appreciate what I am doing.
Some commentators interpret this passage contrary to I Cor. 9 :18, where Paul says in so many words
that he does all of his preaching “without charge.”
Nor was this done only in Achaia. The question as to
why Paul should make such an exception of Achaia
does not seem to occur to these commentators. Paul
preached everywhere without charge; read I Cor. 9.
Everywhere for the same reason. Everywhere he glor-

ied in doing so; Christians likewise gloried “in regard
to him.” He had told them this “truth of Christ in
his case.” They appreciated it and what Paul did in

consequence of it. Only in Corinth these invaders from
the outside turned the whole thing into slander. Therefore Paul tells the Corinthians: “This glorifying shall
not be stopped in the regions of Achaia.”

Second Corinthians 11:11, 12
11)

For what reason?
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Because I do not love

you? God knows (I do) ! Aum' = “for what reason?”
‘Iya-n’ would mean “for what purpose?” Does this insistence on the part of Paul that Christ made his case
peculiar so that he will take nothing for his sustenance

from anybody and will have this as his own boast and
as the boast of others also “in regard to him,” does
this mean that he disregards the feelings of the Corinthians in the whole matter, that he does not love
them? “God knows!” knows that I, indeed, love you
with my whole heart. This is not: “God alone knows,
I do not”; but the very opposite, the strongest assurance of love as God knows that it is. Regarding dyanra')
see the noun in 2:4. This is not mere affection and
liking but the love of full intelligence with purpose and
actions according. Although Paul’s case was peculiar
it was one which comported fully with this truest love
for the Corinthians and for all whom he won for
Christ. Christ would not have made Paul’s case what
he did if that would have interfered with Paul’s love.
12) That is settled. But in the case of the
Corinthians others besides themselves are to be considered. Aé brings up this other consideration. Moreover, what I do and will do, (I do and will do) in
order to out OE the occasion of those who want an

occasion, that in what they boast they be found as,
indeed, we (are found).

Paul says that what he does and what he will do
aims to cut off anything in the boasting which the false
prophets do by which they can make it appear that
they are what they are not, namely the genuine apostles
that Paul and his assistants actually are. Paul’s taking no pay while these false apostles take all they can
get shall not serve as the Mopmi, “starting point or oc—
casion” which they would love to have in the boasting
that they are constantly doing. This is a hill which
they cannot climb.
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The secOnd i’va states the purpose for which the
false apostles want a starting point, namely “that in
What they are constantly making a boast they may be

found as, indeed (Kai) , we on our part (emphatic music)
are found.” They would like to have people ﬁnd them
what people have actually found us. But the handicap

which Paul has placed in their way is too great. They
have a hard time explaining why they take all they can
get while Paul and his assistants never take anything.

All of their explanations are bound to be lame. One,
as it seems, was that Paul did not love the Corinthians
(v. 11). But that was weak. “God knows I do” is the

only answer needed. Another was that Paul took no
pay because he knew that he was no real apostle. But

that had the wrong effect. Perhaps that proved him
to be real and his detractors spurious. Paul achieved
his purpose: the false apostles had the starting point
which they wanted completely cut off.
13)
Paul drives home this point with an explanatory ya’p: For such men are pseudo-apostles,
deceitful workers, transforming themselves into

apostles of Christ. And no wonder, Satan himself
transforms himself into an angel of light. Paul calls

these men exactly what they are. “Pseudo-apostles”
appears only here in the New Testament; some think
that Paul coined this word after the analogy of pseudoChrists, pseudo-prophets (Mark 13:22), and pseudobrethren (Gal. 2:4). “False apostles” shows that the
Jesus whom they preached, the Spirit and the gospel
which they offered, were wholly pseudo or false (V.
4). “Workers 861nm” are such who deceive by putting
out bait to catch victims; the original meaning of the
noun 86M; is bait. The connotation is deception that

kills.
They put on a o’xﬁpa, an outward form or fashion
that makes them look like “apostles of Christ.” They

do not have the WWW» the form that is native to the
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essence, the form which all true apostles of Christ have.
Their own pop¢1§ they dare not display, for then all
Christians would run from them. So they put on a
mask and thereby transform themselves into apostles

of Christ.
14) Does this seem incredible? Does anyone ask
why men who have no use for Christ should want to
pass as true apostles of Christ? There is “no wonder”
about it at all. “Satan himself transforms himself into
an angel of light.” Again, as he did in v. 3, Paul brings
out the connection of all false apostles with Satan.
He uses the same verb. The present tense is important:
Satan does this again and again, it is his practice. He
makes people think that they are dealing with an angel
of light when, in fact, they are dealing with the prince
of darkness himself. How else can Satan get his deadly
lies across except by presenting them as God’s words

that are being spoken by one of God’s angels (a'yyers
= messenger) ? In “angel of light” the genitive is
qualitative.

In the apocryphal Vita, Adami et Evae there occurs
the passage: et transierunt dies XVIII, tunc iratus est
Satanas et transﬁguravit se in claritatem angelorum

et abiit ad Tigrem ﬂumen ad Evam, etc. The Apocalypse Of Moses states: 761': 6 carat/5.9 t‘ye’vc‘ro c'v (met. dyyéhov
Kai 5am 75v 065)! xaﬂafnep oi a'yychoc Kai wapaxd¢aau ix roﬁ Tefxovs
[Say (“I saw,” namely Eve) aﬁ'rav Show)! dyyc’hov. But the

conclusion that Paul uses “an apocryphal mythical

motif" here is unwarranted. In the Vita. Satan transﬁgures himself physically and proceeds to the Tigris
River; in the Apocalypse the same statement is made,
he puts on the physical looks, sings like the angels, and
Eve, leaning over the wall, saw him “like an angel."
When angels appeared to men they used a physical
form and bright and shining garments that were
visible to the human eye. The apocryphal statements

say that Satan imitated this. What Paul says is not
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that the false apostles dressed and made themselves
look like Paul physically, or that Satan did that and
made himself like an angel physically, but that they
used “the craftiness” (v. 3) with which Eve was deceived, that they “corrupted the thoughts” of unwary
men.

There was no physical transformation of any

kind, it was all moral deception.
We have at most only an allusion to the apocrypha,
a reduction of the apocryphal statements to what is
true regarding Satan and a stripping off of what is
not true. Paul uses iterative present tenses to describe
what is regularly done by these deceivers and not his—
torical tenses to indicate what Satan is supposed to
have done before the eyes of Eve. As to Satan and as
to his false apostles — they still deceive in the way in
which Paul states.

Who ever saw anything that is

similar to what these apocrypha allege regarding Eve?
15)

It is, therefore, no great thing (at all) if

also his ministers transform themselves as ministers

of righteousness —- they whose end shall be according to their deeds. There is nothing “wonderful” or
“great” about this imitation. What Satan does he will,
of course, teach his ministers. Paul signiﬁcantly calls

the false apostles “his (Satan’s) ministers,” men who
voluntarily serve Satan for the sake of the aid they
can give him; not “his slaves” (Samoa) who are compelled to work for him. All false apostles and teachers
serve Satan voluntarily. In order the better to do so,
they pretend to be “ministers of righteousness” (compare 3:9, “the ministry of the righteousness”). The
genitive is objective in both expressions: ministers
who serve righteousness.

“Righteousness,” too, is to

be taken in its full forensic, soteriological sense and
not merely in the sense of our righteous living (called

acquired righteousness) but as imputed to us by God’s
verdict for Christ’s sake by means of faith.

Second Corinthians 11 :15
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We might expect the direct opposite to “his
(Satan’s) ministers,” namely “God’s ministers.” As
he does in so many instances, Paul here has no formal
opposite but one which advances the thought and says
more. The fact that “ministers of righteousness,”
who bring justiﬁcation by faith and all that this in—
cludes, are ministers of God is self-evident. But this
expression ﬂashes into our minds all the blessedness
of this ministry. This reacts on “Satan’s ministers,"
for their work in serving Satan is to keep God’s saving
righteousness from men or to ﬁlch it from them if they
have already obtained it by the help of God’s ministers. The devilishness of this work is thus brought
out and the devilishness of the method employed in this
work, for these ministers of Satan pretend to bestow

what God’s ministers do bestow, yea, pretend while
they really bestow the opposite, assured damnation.
When it is placed at the end, the relative often has
strong demonstrative force. “Whose” = these who are
the very ones whose, etc. They may play their game
for a while, their “end will be according to their
works.” What that end will be need not be speciﬁed.
The very restraint exercised in the brief expression
is more effective than stronger language would be.
“Their works" includes the constant deception which
they practice by their lying transformation.

We are told that Paul ought to have told the Corinthians to sever themselves completely from these
ministers of Satan, the more so since they were still
active in Corinth. Is there any stronger way of de-

manding separation than by pointing to men as being
ministers of Satan?
Others ask: “Was Paul’s judgment regarding these
men just? Should we not hear also 'the other side’ ?”
The Oriental, the Jew, the Levantine are always ready

with the denunciation: “0f the devil l” even when their
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own passion plays a strong part. The judge and the
jury in this case are not we of today but the Corin—
thians, for this letter was written to them. “The other

side” was before the Corinthians in extenso and for
months. As to presenting sides, all the disadvantage
lay with Paul. If Paul were just a Jew, an Oriental,

a Levantine, why bother about this letter at all as
though he were not fair to Satan and his emissaries?
But Paul was Christ’s apostle, and not a common
Levantine who was uttering intemperate invective.
Besides, he wrote these words under the guidance and
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit.
II.

Paul Begins His Boasting as a Fool

16) Reluctance is written all over Paul as he now
crowds over the edge to fall into the pool of foolish
boasting. He is ashamed to do this sort of thing and
yet sees that he just has to do it. In y. 2-15 he has
stated the grave reasons for his present strange pro—
ceeding. Now that he is about to begin he wavers a
bit and tells the Corinthians how he wants them to
understand it. He is not one bit happy about doing
what has to be done.
Once more I say: Do not let anyone think that
lam (actually) a fool! But if (you will) not (grant
this wish), think of me, even if (you may think of
me) as of a fool, so that I on my part, too, may boast

in regard to a little something!
There is no need to assume that mim, “again” or
“once more,” intends to repeat what v. 1 has said. The
adverb states only that Paul is “again" speaking about
his acting the fool. “To speak of it again,” he says,
“please, let nobody think that I am actually a fool!”
Negative aorist prohibitions have the subjunctive and
not the imperative. Although he is about to act as a

fool by boasting like so many fools do, Paul is by no
means a fool. Behind this apparent folly there is some-
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thing that is vastly other than folly. This cannot be

said about other boasters.
But Paul’s wish will perhaps not be granted; the
Corinthians will perhaps take him to be the fool he is
acting. “Well then,” Paul adds, “take me so and grant

me the indulgence you grant a fool, let me do a little
boasting!” The translation above ﬁlls the ellipses
which make the Greek so neat but which the English

is unable to duplicate. The negative In; 7: cannot be
used elliptically in English. Translations usually give
only the sense and thus omit the negative.
17)

What I am going to utter I am not utter-

ing according to the Lord but as in folly, (namely)
in this undertaking of my glorying. The two present
tenses mu“. are futuristic (R. 869): “I am going to
utter,” the verb refers to mere utterance, the opposite
of keeping still. Kan; does not mean that Paul is not
going to follow the example of the Lord; it indicates
norm. This foolish boasting will not follow the norm

and principle of Jesus, for it will be done, not, indeed,
“in folly,” yet “as in folly.” It will look like folly. It
will thus stoop to a lower norm than Jesus used. If

it were done in actual folly it would, of course, be
stooping to sin; since it is done only in apparent folly
it is not sin but is ethically on a lower plane than the
one on which Jesus moved.

We thus see why Paul is so reluctant. We must
admire him the more for overcoming himself. But see
how he tells the Corinthians all about his reluctance.
They must know it in order to appreciate what Paul is
doing and thus to get the full effect of what he is doing. The second phrase is epexegetical: “namely in
this undertaking of my glorying.” It is difﬁcult to ﬁnd
the right word for inrdo'racns‘, a term that has various
meanings. If we translate, “this conﬁdence of my
(Greek article) boasting,” it would be the conﬁdence
or assurance which dares to do such a thing; if we
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think rather of the act, it would be mutiges Unterfangen, Wagnis, courageous undertaking, C.-K. 541.
18) Of his own volition=it would not occur to
Paul to stoop to boasting that would in any way
comport with the part of a fool. He is forced into
it. Since many are boasting according to the ﬂesh.
I, too, will boast. It is not the Lord’s norm or principle but only that of men. The “many” includes the
false prophets found in Corinth. Textually, “according

to the ﬂesh" is more assured than “according to ﬂesh.”
Yet according to either reading the phrase does not
mean “in a ﬂeshly, that is, sinful way.” To that Paul
would never stoop. The phrase is to be construed with
the main clause as well as with the minor clause. It
need not be repeated, especially not in the Greek. In
many connections “ﬂesh” signiﬁes anything that belongs to 0111' human nature; Leib, seine Art, C.-K. 893.
“The ﬂesh” sums up all such externals and nonessentials. For a little while Paul will stoop to make
“the ﬂesh” in this sense the norm of his boasting and

feel like a fool in order to be in the company of those
who know no higher norm.
19) As far as the Corinthians are concerned,
Paul says, he certainly need have no compunctions
about boasting as a fool. For gladly you bear with
the fools, (you) being (so) intelligent! This is
irony. People of intelligence cannot endure fools. But
these Corinthians are so intelligent that they not only

bear them but bear them gladly. The verb is the same
one that was used in v. 1 and governs the genitive.
“The fools” has the generic article. Paul is proposing
to enter this class for a little while. The remark that
he cannot call the false apostles “fools" overlooks the
fact that by “fools” Paul refers to “the many” mentioned in v. 18 who boast according to the ﬂesh, and

that Paul is now about to do the same thing. If the
Corinthians tolerate fools so well. Paul certainly feels
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encouraged: they will tolerate him and his foolish
boasting, too.
In the Greek dipompoc and aqbpom are a pair, we cannot duplicate this in English. But the former are not
“wise” (our versions), the term for which would be
oocﬁof, entirely too good a word. Even “intelligent” is
too good. “Smart” comes nearer the sense. Since they
are themselves smart, the Corinthians do not at all
mind fools, they rather like to have them around. The
sting in this remark is the implication that such smart
people are bigger fools than the fools they indulge;
and that, by getting such indulgence from people who
think themselves so smart, these fools are smarter than
the smart people on whom they impose.

20)

Just how smart the Corinthians are in

tolerating the imposition of fools gladly and with a
smile is driven home with a vengeance. They are so
smart that there is scarcely a limit to their folly.
Why, you bear it if one enslaves you, if one devours
(you), if one captures (you), if one lifts himself up
(over you), if one unites you in th‘e face! I am
speaking by way of disgrace that we on our part
have been weak.
Behold all that the Corinthians are Willing to bear
and even like! Paul lists the items and calls each one
by its actual name. All of the “ifs" denote reality. All
of them refer to past actualities that occurred in Corinth, but they cut more deeply: not only have the Corinthians actually tolerated such treatment on the part
of the false apostles, but the conditional form also
implies that they are ready to have it repeated again
and again. So “smart” are they, smart fools! Such
fools are the false prophets, mighty smart ones! The
irony is devastating, but it is the irony of the cold facts
—that produces the devastation. Irony is really of
two kinds: one that aims only to wound and disregards
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facts, the other that lets the facts speak, to wound in
order to help.
The ﬁve items make up one picture. Five is the
half of ten, i. e., the half of completeness, hence it only

sketches the fools that the Corinthians are to submit
to this sort of thing. The picture is one of outrage of

the most intolerable kind. That is the actual fact, but
the Corinthians bear it as something that is perfectly

in order. They submit to it “gladly.”
Kurd in the ﬁrst verb means “down”: “if one makes
abject slaves of you." The same is true with regard to

the next verb; but we say, not “eats you down," but
“eats you up” ; the English is queer, for instance, “burn
down” is also “burn up.” The third verb means “to
take,” yet not “takes of you,” robs you (A. V.), but
“takes you captive” (R. V.) so that he has you where
he wants to have you, to do with you what he pleases.

These three involve the fourth: “if one lifts himself
up over you” so that you simply have to submit. The
last puts in the ﬁnishing touch: “smites you in the
face,” but not in answer to resistance which you may
offer; no resistance on the part of the Corinthians is
thought of, this smiting is the regular, everyday treatment. The Corinthians take it “gladly.” Ac’pu means
literally “to ﬂay." We need not resort to a ﬁgure of
speech. Did Paul in I Tim. 3 :4 not write regarding the

bishop: “no striker" (not ﬁghting), and in II Tim.
2 :24, “must not be ﬁghting”? Lords and masters freely
used actual blows, and this custom persisted down the

centuries to very recent times, and it persists to this
day in many lands.
What an astounding picture of the false apostles,
the superﬁne apostles, who had come to Corinth as

high lords —and the Corinthians bowed in sweet submission!
21) But the worst cut of all follows in a sudden
and wholly unexpected turn. The reader thinks: “What
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a disgrace for the Corinthians!” and would stop at

that. Not Paul, not Paul by any means. “I am speaking by way of disgrace,” he says, “I am using this
category or norm” (and) ; and now comes the sudden

ﬂash: “that we on our part have been weak !” What a
disgrace for me and my assistants, poor, weak fellows
who could not act the abusive lords like that so that
you could submit to us with this gladness of yours!
The disgrace is mine.

In 10:12 Paul has already admitted that he and
his assistants are not in this class of high and mighty
men and cannot even faintly be compared with them.

In 10:10 he says, “My bodily presence is held to be so
weak, and my word amounts to nothing.” These false
apostles know how real apostles ought to act so as to
impress you with what real apostles are; we—why,

we did not even know how to act as apostles. The perfect tense “have been (and thus still are) weak” is the
correct reading, some texts have only the aorist “were
weak,” which omits reference to the present time.
Does Paul overdraw the picture? Then he would,
indeed, be a fool and deliberately defeat his own end.
His use of ﬁve clauses indicates that still more might
be said. Four is used to indicate ordinary completeness; four is not used here in order to avoid this impression. It is worth while to note even such points in
Paul’s writing. '9: an is simply declarative “that,” see
5 :19 with the references. R. W. P., regards (I)? as imply-

ing that the clause “We have been weak” is quoted by
Paul as the charge of others against Paul and his help—
ers; but see R. 1033 where Robertson himself is of a
different opinion.

Here there is another place where Paul is charged
with not being plain. The result is a guessing in regard
to whose “disgrace” he has in mind, and the choice
is assumed to lie between three: the pseudo-apostles,
Whose tyranny was a disgrace; the Corinthians, whose
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glad submission was a disgrace; Pan] and his apostles,
whoSe weakness in not having played tyrants is
esteemed a disgrace. But Paul is as plain as plain can

be with his most emphatic ﬁnds and his own admission:
“We, we have been weak!”
And let it be noted that what Paul pictures here
has been endlessly repeated. People will swallow anything on the part of false teachers. These men get their

followers just where they want them; they love to put
on lordly airs; they still get the huge salaries; they still
act abusively. The only change that we note is a little
modern veneer.
III.

The First Grand Gash of Foolish Boasting

22) After having been pent up so long (since
v. 1) the ﬂood now bursts the dam and roars down in
a torrent. Yet it is perfectly controlled. What other
long lists found in Paul’s letters lead us to expect is

duplicated here. Read the author’s study of the magniﬁcent one in Rom. 12 :7-21 which is perfect in every
detail; also the one in this epistle, 6:4—10 which is
briefer but equally perfect. For some reason the present one has found considerable appreciation among the
commentators. It ought to ﬁnd still more.
Here we have again a sample of the swift mind of
Paul. When he began this list, the whole of it was already. present to his mind. He did not start it and
shape it as he went along. If he had he would have
had the experience that we frequently have: we use
some of the pieces too soon, and our design becomes
faulty. Paul is a good teacher from whom to learn
rhetoric. With perfect, unsought facility he combines
his rhetoric with his material. Who except Jesus, the

ancient psalmists, and the prephets have ever done as
well?
Everything throbs with life. More than this, it
burns with vitality and with power. There is not one
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false note. Only the high points are touched. There are
so many that lesser things must be omitted. Only the
most obvious things are used, those which it takes only
half an eye to see. After the ﬁrst three items regarding birth the pseudo-apostles are left miles behind.
It is literally true as 10 :12 has stated: Paul Would not
dare to put himself into the same class with these men,
would not dare to draw a comparison. There was nothing in them with which comparison could be made.
Paul's boasting and that of the pseudo-apostles appear
like day and night. Verse 20 shows what they could
in reality boast of.
Paul leaves out his assistants. He had to. They,
indeed, shared many of these items; but if Paul had
used plurals he would have seemed to appropriate what
his assistants suffered for himself. At least the question would be raised concerning his share. Because
this is all “I — I,” it is boasting, foolish boasting like
that of common, unspiritual men; Paul is blowing his
own horn. Yet in a way it is not boasting; these are
only the bare, unadorned facts which appear as boasting only because Paul himself recites these facts. For
that reason Paul stoops to this fool thing as he calls
it. The effect that was produced on the Corinthians
simply had to be stunning.
The Corinthians had known many of the items long
ago. This does not imply that Paul went about with

a recital of them; but Paul's assistants and others who
knew much of Paul’s story had certainly talked in Corinth, had been asked to tell what they knew, and had
surely told. The effect of the recital lies, not in telling
a lot of new, startling things, but in putting together
in briefest fashion this whole array of the facts. The
effect produced lies in the mass. And the focus of this
effect is not lost, the point is not blunted. Paul is not
boasting about himself as being a superman, a mighty
Atlas who is holding up a world of inﬂictions; it is
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Paul’s weakness which constitutes his boast. Yes, this
is the man who is so weak, who lets all these inﬂictions
roll over him, he it is who “has been weak” (v. 21)

in Corinth and was unable to act the lordly tyrant, the
role which the false apostles assumed, the role which
the Corinthians liked so well in these false apostles
because they regarded it as the one that was really
proper in genuine apostles.
But in what thing anyone may be bold — I speak
(only) in folly—bold am I also! The Singular “in
what” challenges any point that may be brought up
by anyone, and av denotes Paul’s expectancy, he is
ready, come who will. If anyone has the boldness to
stand up and to make an issue on anything, Paul says,

I will do the same, and we shall see if I fall down. But
he just cannot help feeling like a fool when he does
this boasting. The Corinthians must know: “I speak
(only) in folly.”
Hebrews are they? I, too! Israelites are they?
I, too! Abraham’s seed are they? I, too! The frequently used rhetorical three begins the list. Our versions do well to regard them as questions, which accords more with the challenging tone. The three terms

are close synonyms, all are terms of honor among Jews
and together express all that made the Jews so proud
of themselves. The term ’IOUSaZOL, “Jews,” is, of course,
not among them. The false apostles in Corinth were of
genuine Jewish descent and made a grand boast of that
fact. In this purely external matter — external as far
as Christianity is concerned — they had no advantage
over Paul. Let them call themselves what they will,

choose what designation they please, “Hebrews —
Israelites — seed of Abraham,” they only include Paul,

too. He is all these without a ﬂaw.
“Hebrews” is the national name that was preferred
by the Jews, and it names them according to their lan-
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guage. Some think that the word is here intended as
a distinction from Hellenists. The “Hebrews” were the
old type of Jews who preserved their Aramaic and

used the Hebrew Bible, the Hellenists were the diaspora type who knew little or no Aramaic and used
the LXX; even birth in Palestine has been introduced.

But this overloads the word and dislocates the parallel
with “Israelites” and “seed of Abraham,” these two
being only variants of the same idea. All three are

just variants, all three are intended as boasting Jews
intended them when they spoke of themselves with

pride: they were of the choice Hebrew nation, descended from Israel, the father of the twelve patriarchs, born of the very seed of Abraham, the head of
the covenant.
23)
After this has been said, all the boasters
in Corinth are left behind forever. Ministers of

Christ are they? This question resembles the three
that precede and is thus connected with them; but it
is not intended as number four but as opening the

new, astounding line which runs through to v. 31. The
three questions are concerned only with birth and outward descent, which was a minor issue to Paul. But

“ministers of Christ” is the supreme and in reality
the only issue.

All four designations are not terms

chosen by Paul but terms that Paul caught up from
these false boasters.

Do they arrogate to themselves the title “ministers of Christ”? Do they set up such a claim?
Now Paul cannot say: miqu, “I, too!” Now he says:
{vi-2p €703, Way beyond that I! But he inserts: I am
talking as one beside himself! He means: “That
sounds crazy.” Can anyone be more than a “minister
of Christ” ? But note MM, and not, as in the parenthesis
in v. 22, Aéyw. The latter would be improper because ‘
it would refer to Paul’s meaning; the former refers
only to the sound of what he says.
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This clears up a number of questions. How can
Paul admit that the false apostles are in any sense
“ministers of Christ" and even compare himself with
them as being only more such a minister than they?
Is he not comparing himself with the Twelve, the other
real “ministers of Christ”? Paul is only quoting the
claim of these false apostles. He has said that they
“preach another Jesus” (v. 4); he has given them

their right name (v. 13). They, of course, sail under
the false ﬂag “ministers of Christ,” they would not
dare to do anything else. That is their boast—take
it for what it is worth; Paul puts his boast over against
it. His boast is that he is “way beyond” what they are
able only to claim. Paul's is not merely another claim
that is only more extensive than theirs; Paul opens

all the batteries of the facts, all of which prove overwhelmingly that he is in fact more than these false
boasters ever even dreamed of including in their false
claim.
'Ym’p is simply an adverb (B.-P. 1342); the fact
that we lack other examples of this use need not disturb
us. “I am beyond” means two things: 1) beyond because I have all the true marks of “a minister of
Christ,” have them in superabundance while they have
nothing but their claim, against which the facts in
their case, as stated in v. 20, cry out in horror; 2) beyond because I have the marks not only of “a minister
of Christ,” such as also Paul’s noble assistants have,
but even of an apostle of Christ. For in Paul’s list of

grand marks (v. 26-29) he brings in his extensive
travels and what goes with these travels. One who
was merely a minister of Christ might not be a travel-

ler at all. But an apostle dared not remain in one place;
the apostles had to “go to all nations" (Matt. 28 :19),
' “into all the world, to all creatures” (Mark 16:15).
Even in Corinth, Paul had to have the Lord's orders
to stay one and one-half years as he did (Acts 18:
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9-11) . Throughout all of Paul’s work we see how the
ground burned under his feet; his aim was ever to
cover as much new territory with the gospel as possible. We dilate on this point because it is sometimes
overlooked and yet sheds so much light on the composition of the present list.
The fact that Paul should introduce a comparison
between himself and the Twelve is so much beside the
mark that we need offer no refutation of it.
Paul says that he is “beyond” all such as have
no more than the claim of being “ministers of
Christ,” and that means completely beyond. An advance guard of four e'v phrases that is coupled with
adverbs shows how utterly he is “beyond” them:
Way beyond\ (am) I: in labors—excessively! in
prisons—excessively! in stripes—beyond measure! in deaths— often! These four are used to indicate ordinary rhetorical completeness and are ar-

ranged in an ascending scale: labors— prisons-—
stripes ——deaths. These four are selected from Paul’s
life.

Burdensome, exhausting labors (K61rot) are meant

—the sham ministers of Christ have nothing of the
kind. “Labors” is the proper word to place at the beginning; a genuine minister will do the heaviest labor
for Christ. These sham ministers do not even work
for Christ, to say nothing about labor. See Rom. 16 :18
for information as to whom and what they serve (but
compare the author’s interpretation of this passage).
With that combine v. 20 and note for what the false
apostles use their strength. Not a bit for Christ!
The next three expressions belong together: labors
and labors—but what a reward! “Prisons, stripes,
deaths.” Who of these sham ministers received a stripe
for Christ, ever faced death for Christ? Never a one!
The game which they play oﬁ‘ers no rewards like this;
Their “belly” would not endure it, Rom. 16:18. They
enslave, eat up, lift themselves up, abuse others (v.
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20). Is ,Paul trip? So far that he has left them out
of sight!
The adverbs are not adjectives, nor .are they used
in place of adjectives. They do not modify the phrases
but the adverb “beyond”: I am beyond them, not
merely a little but “excessively" beyond them in labors,
again "excessively" in prisons, even “beyond measure”
when it comes to stripes, and “often” when it comes
to deaths. This wipes out the idea that Paul means that
he has more labors and more prisons to his credit than
the false apostles, and that Paul drops the idea of

“more” when it comes to stripes and to deaths.
Why this view? Because the ﬁrst two are comparative adverbs, while the last two are not. R. 664
favors the idea that in every comparative adverb the
comparative sense is somehow conserved. He has
againsthim B.-D. 60, 3 who state that in some cases
mpwaoﬂ'pwc = I'rn'cpﬂadews. Here, where wonm follows, this is surely the case. If, however, we must have
comparison, it can be only this: “I am beyond them
in- labors as well as in prisons far more than I need
to be in order to destroy all comparison; in stripes
even excessively beyond them; in deaths often.” The
sense is that regarding these four points the false ministers have nothing whatever to exhibit. The last adverb “often” is a. drop downward from the other three
for the simple reason that “deaths" are the climax up-‘
ward. ‘.‘Stripes” are placed between “prisons” and
“deaths” because scourgings were so severe as at'times
to cause death. Paul wrote from cruel experience. The
backs of the false ministers showed not a single scar;

Paul’s back showed them {mp/BMWM.
24) By (the hand of) Jews ﬁve times I got forty
(stripes) less one; three :times was I beaten with
rods; once was I stoned; three times was I shipwrecked; a night and aday have I spent in the deep.
As was the case in v. 20, we have ﬁve items, the half
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of total completeness which is ten. Paul recites only
half of the whole story as to how he was often in the
shadow of death. “By Jews” has the regular preposition of the agent with passives although “I got” is
active. The Greek needs no noun, “I got forty minus
one” being plain enough. Luke 12:47 likewise omits

”stripes.” When Paul says he got the thirty-nine ﬁve
times he means that he got them. To suggest that on
a few occasions he got less because this scourging was

stopped before the full count was reached in cases
where the victim was weak and had collapsed, contra<

dicts what Paul says about his experiences. Five times
he got the full thirty-nine; if he ever got a smaller
count, it did not happen in these ﬁve instances. But
this is true, he names these scourgings with the full
count because each one brought him to death’s door.
Deut. 25:3 ﬁxes the extreme number of blows at
forty. The Jewish judge might decree a lesser number, but he might not go above forty. Beyond that lay
the death penalty. So Paul says he got the penalty just
below death ﬁve times from Jewish courts. In later

times the Jews ﬁxed the extreme number at thirtynine for fear of a miscount.
The victim was laid with his face on the ground,
was held by his arms and his feet until the blows were
administered before the eyes of the court itself. Originally rods were used. But later, despite the fact that
the Jews were so scrupulous about not exceeding the
number forty, the rod was exchanged for a leather
strap made of calf’s hide. The end of this strap was
split into ﬁve strips, which made the penalty much

severer. The Mishna states that the victim was bound
to a pillar, the breast and the shoulders were bared,
the body was bent, and thirteen blows were admin-

istered upon the breast, twenty-six upon the shoulders.
We have no record of these ﬁve Jewish scourgings
which Paul experienced. It is evident that they did
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not occur in Palestine where the Jewish courts could
unquestionably decree such penalties but in the Diaspora. This raises the question as to whether Jewish
synagogue courts were allowed to administer such
justice in pagan provinces. The Jewish Encyclopedia
IV, 277, etc., states that this right was assumed by
the rabbis.
25) Three times Paul was beaten with rods. This
verb indicates that this was a penalty which was
decreed in Roman courts and inﬂicted by lictors or,

where a court was of lesser grade, by common court
servants. Fortunately, we have Acts 16:22, 23 where
one of these three scourgings is mentioned, Where the

same verb is used. The question naturally arises as
to how Roman courts could scourge Paul since he was
a Roman citizen, and heavy penalties forbade scourging of Roman citizens in the empire. The account given

in Acts is valuable for showing that this did happen in
Philippi where the judges lost their heads before the
howling mob and Paul could not possibly assert his
rights and thus, together with Silas, received we do
not know how many blows. See the author on Acts 16
for the full story. The trouble was that a tumult was
generally raised, and no orderly trial took place. Thus
the Leo: Porcz'a went for nought. How dangerous this
Lea: was we see from Acts 16 :85, etc., where the judges
were badly frightened when they discovered whom
they had allowed to be scourged. We see the same
thing in Acts 22:24, etc. Here Paul was able to assert
his rights as a Roman. To assume that in the two
other instances, concerning which we have no details,
the Roman courts simply ignored the Lem, is not probable.

The one stoning which Paul mentions is fully recorded in Acts 11:19, 20. Paul was given up for dead.
Shortly before this Paul barely escaped stoning at
Iconium (Acts 11:5, 6).
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We know nothing about the three shipwrecks. But
that is not reason to cast doubt on Luke’s Acts because
he omits mention of them. He omits ever so much
more because he does not write a biography of Paul.
During one of these wrecks Paul was very likely adrift
on the open sea for a night and a day and was in con-

stant danger of being drowned, in danger also of not
being picked up. We have no earlier use of Wxﬂzifupov,
accusative to indicate extent of time. We have mue'm in
the sense of spending time in Acts 13 :33; 20 :3; James
4:13.
The tense is the perfect, the change to which after
the aorists B.-D. 343, 2 call “without sufﬁcient reason”;

R. 897 calls it the dramatical historical present perfect,
which is well enough as far as a name is concerned.
But why not another aorist? Because extent of time
in the past is to be expressed, and the perfect expresses
that: I have done “a night and day" in the deep. That
means tWenty-four hours, but it also means that they
began with the night, and that Paul was rescued only
toward the end of the next day. Another night would

probably have ended his life. “In the deep" does not
mean under the water, another Jonah-miracle; it
means on the high sea, on a raft or clinging to wreck-

age. These are a few of the almost fatal experiences of
Paul. They reveal how much of the strenuous life of
Paul is hidden from us.

26)

The ﬁrst dative éSomopz’m is different from the

eight stévm that follow; the ﬁrst governs the rest,
and, therefore, in order to mark this diﬂ’erence and this
dependence, mau‘vmc is repeated eight times. We have
a similar construction in v. 27. There, too, a main
dative governs the speciﬁcations, all of which are, however, cast in phrases. The eight dangers listed in our
verse are grouped into 2 — 2 — 3 — 1. Two have gen-

itives, two 6:: phrases, three c‘v phrases of place, one an
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c'v phrase of place but denoting persons: “among, false
brethren.” All of this is rhetorically perfect.
There was a reason that prompted Paul to list his
travels with all that they entailed. The emphasis is
usually placed on the “perils”; it ought to be on the
“travels.” The perils were incidental to the travels.
But these travels marked Paul as a true apostle. We
have already (v. 23) pointed out that “going” was the
essentialof apostleship. The apostles were to reach all
nations, the whole world. It was their very commission
to travel, ever to travel, and ever to travel into new

territory and new lands.‘ Obstacles, hindrances, dangers made no difference. It is in that sense that they
are introduced here. But perils or no perils, an apostle
had to do much travelling.

'OSouropiaLs is the dative of relation: f‘as regards
travels,” and it depends on: “Beyond am I” stated in
v. 23. _Paul says: I am way beyond the false ministers
as regards travels. He says that he is this «OWL: and

repeats this adverb found at the end of v. 23; he does
this purposely in order to indicate that the thought

developed in v.26 is a continuation of that begun in
v.23. As Paul was utterly beyond the false apostles
“in deaths,” which was “”often, namely every time
he incurred mortal danger, so he was utterly beyond
these false apostles every time he fared forth on an
apostolic jOurney, and that was again “often.” The
false ministers could never take an'apostolic journey,
they were “pseudo-apostles” (v. 13). They had no

commission “to go.” They had, indeed, travelled to
Corinth, but they were impelled to do this only by their
own evil impulses (v. 20). On whatever journeys they
undertook they, too, may have encountered perils, but

none of their perils were‘like Paul’s, could never be.
Paul’s were perils that were met with on apostolic jour-

neys, theirs were perils such as the Pharisees encountered when they “compassed sea and land to make
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one proselyte; and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of hell than yourselves,” Matt.
23:15. Compare v. 3, the serpent deceiving Eve, and

v. 14, Satan.
.
It is thus that Paul brings this decisive evidence:
As regards travels—often! with perils of rivers!

with perils of robbers! with perils from (my) race!
with perils from Gentiles! with perils in city! with
perils in wilderness! with perils in sea! with perils
among pseudo-brethren!

“Rivers” and “robbers” are genitives of source, the
two genitives are a pair. Few rivers had bridges over
them, many fords were dangerous, especially when the

rivers had risen because of ﬂoods. Robbers infested
the wilds despite Romanrule. They waylaid travellers,

robbed, and often killed them. Remember the Samaritan who rescued the man that had fallen among “robbers” (the very word which Paul here uses, Luke 10:
30, etc.). That poor man would have lost his life ex-

cept for his rescuer. Christ’s parable is taken from
life. How many times had Paul and his little party
been held up on the long and the frequent journeys
which he had to undertake?
All of the “perils” which Paul lists were mortal
perils, in anyone of which he might have easily lost his

life. As v. 24, 25 specify instances to substantiate “in
deaths often,” so v. 26 speciﬁes still further what some
of these death perils were. Whereas v. 24, 25 have exact
ﬁgures, the simple plurals used in v. 26 point to a large
number of mortal dangers. During all of his travels
Paul constantly took his life into his hands. Yet see
how much he travelled! Divine providence alone preserved him. Yet he had many distressing experiences.
A second pair made up of ex phrases follows. Deadly
peril often threatened Paul from his ye'vos‘, his own race.

Luke furnishes a number of such instance in Acts. The
hostile Jews ever wanted Paul’s blood. As they murdered
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Jesus and Stephen, so murder was ever in their hearts
—a lurid commentary on their morality. As Acts
shows, the Jews often stirred up the Gentiles to murderous hate. They drove Pilate to crucify Jesus against
his will; in the Diaspora they often found willing
Gentile cooperation—in Acts 17:5, “certain lewd fellows of the baser sort.”
The next are four 6'? phrases which are thus bound
together, but the last is distinct from the other three.
These perils occurred “in city" where one might think
himself safe because of the protection of civil magistrates and their police; but, of course, also “in wilderness,” on lonely roads, far from any habitation, and
“in sea,” in the small vessels of that day which were
so easily wrecked by storms. Tourists are told of the
wonderful “blue Mediterranean.” It is lovely, indeed,
when it is calm. But in 1925, in midsummer, the
author’s voyage 'from Sicily into the great fortiﬁed
harbor Valleda on the island of Malta, even on a good
French steamer, was made during a heavy gale which
would have been dangerous to the sailing vessels of
Paul’s day.
City — wilderness —- sea — pseudo-brethren. Critical eyes see a misplacement of the last, ascribe it to
an early scribe, and correct it by transferring the
pseudo-brethren to the place where the critic thinks
this item should be: my own race—Gentiles—
pseudo—brethren. The fact that c'v would then be joined
to tw0 e'K does not cause hesitation. “Among false
brethren” goes with the other three e‘v; “in city, desert,
and sea” the worst dangers to Paul were those that
threatened him “in (among) false brethren.” The last
phrase is exactly where it ought to be; no second phrase
could be joined to it in order to make a pair.
Judas was in a class to which no other class has
ever been added. Traitors are always in a class by
themselves. And they constitute the worst peril of
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all. Judas betrayed Christ to death. Under the mask
of “brethren” they who are pseudo-brethren have
easiest access to their victim. Being but human, unable to see through a Judas as Christ did, such a victim
is unsuspecting, takes no precautions, and unless the
Lord delivers him, his fate is sealed. Paul writes
¢w8amiarohot (v. 13) and now Iﬁcvb‘ddehdiot. He puts these
individuals into the same class. Both work secretly.
Their power is destroyed once they are exposed. Paul
discovered some of the pseudo-brethren and their dastardly work in Gal. 2:4.
27) As regards labor and toil, amid sleeplessneases often! amid hunger and thirst! amid fasting:
often! amid cold and nakedness! The dative is exactly like the one that introduces v. 26. As all the
“perils" modify the “travels," so all the e’v phrases
modify “labor and toil.” The travels were connected
with so many and such varied types of perils. The
travels as travels were also “labor and toil.” Whereas
“travels” is a simple plural, two singulars now produce
a similar effect: “as regards labor and toil.” The
singulars refer to mass, and both words bring out the
strain and the effort of exertion which produce great
fatigue.
Paul mentions four, the rhetorical number to indi—
cate ordinary completeness. The second and the fourth
items have paired terms like the ﬁrst dative; the ﬁrst
and the third items are made multiple by “often,” the

adverb that has already been used twice.
Paul has mentioned “labors” in v. 23, but only as
severe work. He is not repeating, for the emphasis is
now on the hardships “amid” which all the labor and
toil has to be accomplished. “And watchings often.”
The adverb modiﬁes the phrase. It is distressing to be
weary in body and in mind and then not to be able to
get the rest and the relaxation of sleep. “Hunger and
thirst" prevented sleep. “Cold and nakedness” did like-
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wise. Th’ose exhausting journeys -led through arid
places; on the long distances traVeled food also gave
out. ’
“Amid fastings” has nothing to do with ascetic

fasting. That was :a discipline which Paul certainly
seldom needed. Such tastings-would be ridiculous in
this catalog.‘ These are fastings that were caused by
the fact that one had no food at all or had food but
could not or dared not eat it. 2 We have an instance
from the later life of Paul (Acts 27 :33, etc.) ; it certainly also illustrates sleeplessness and terrible weariness. “Often,” Paul Writes for the fourth time. What
a tale it would make if we could get the details which
this adverb covers!
The ﬁnal touch is in f‘cold and nakedness,” the latter meaning lack of suﬂicient clothes. Many a day is
hot, but bitter cold is the night. When the road led
over -mountains, cold‘ nights were frequent. Paul
camped wherever hecould. In the fall and the spring
wet could be added to cold. Tourists complain that the
cold is miserable duringthese seasons, even the hotels
are icy. How little travellers could carry with them

in order to keep warm. Paul’s picture is only too true.
When we note it we shall appreciate the various references to “being sent forward” by the brethren on some
of these journeys. Their number means protection;
they carried supplies, food, clothing, etc. They some-

times went even- the entire way (Acts 17 :15 is such
an instance). Paul oftenvhad only two or three of his
own assistants with him.
28) ' Apart from the things (that thus come in)
besides (there is) the press of a crowd upon me day
after day, the worry over all the churches! All the

items mentioned from v. 24 onward are 11‘: wapexrdc, the
things that come in only “besides.” They are not at all
Paul’s chief burden, they are only the extras that are
thrown in for good measure.

“Apart from” 'them
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(xwpt’s‘) lies Paul’s real burden. In part those extras
accompany his frequent travels, his arrival in new
cities; in part they occur as extras when Paul is in

the midst of his work in any place. They are always
only “the besides.” They deserve no better name when
they are compared with Paul’s real load.

This xwplc phrase is astounding.

We think that

Paul has been heaping up all of his very worst troubles,
during some of which he was even nearly killed. With
the turn of a little phrase he now tells us that these
are only the little extras, the greens that garnish the
roast, the perquisites that are handed him in addition
to his full salary. These things come “often,” he now
adds the big thing that comes xaﬂ' {ms’pav (distributive
use of the preposition) : “day for day.” Those extra
things Paul does not at all mind. They would, of course,
frighten the false apostles in Corinth to death! A1ready that shows, as we have seen, how utterly “beyond” them (v. 23) Paul is. Paul uses ﬁve verses to
describe the extras, to indicate his real load he writes
one line. That is perfect psychology as far as the

effect to be produced upon his readers and the exposure
of the false prophets are concerned. The main burden
is thus not minimized by comparison —quite the con-

trary. To expand on the main burden would have dissipated the concentrated effect at which Paul aimed.
The two nominatives are like an exclamation al-

though we may supply “there is.” The vivid word
inform!” (R., W. P., aptly calls it thus) appears again
in Acts 24:12 in the same sense: “collecting a crowd,”
causing people to halt; or “a collection of people.” “Onset” is incorrect (R., W. P. on Acts 24 :12). Paul refers
to the number of people who in every city soon be—
sieged him with a thousand and one questions that
he should answer, a thousand and one difﬁculties about
the gospel which he should solve. The apposition: “the
worry over all the churches” (objective genitive)
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shows that all the questions and all the problems of
all his churches found their focus in him. In Luke
10:41 we have the verb that corresponds to the noun
pépmva, Martha “worrying" about many things; in
Matt. 13 :22 we have the noun “the worry of the world”
smothering the good seed. Liddell and Scott, 984:
.“earnest care,” with a note on derivations. This was
the real load which Paul carried. All else was only
“besides.”
On the dative pct see B.-D. 202. We have a compound verbal noun with the dative which is found only
once in the New Testament; a few texts read “my."

The A. V. has mistranslated the xmpz’e phrase. Many
wrestle with it as we see from the R. V. which offers
two marginal alternatives. “The things besides” are
the ones mentioned in v. 23-27, they are not “things
without,” things which Paul omits, or such as “come
out of course.”
29) In View of his main load (v. 28) Paul ex—
claims: Who is weak, and I am not weak! Who is
being trapped, and I on my part am not being
burned! No, not as a powerful man who is able to
endure all this is Paul boasting thus. If the false
prophets had even a few of the accessories to their
credit, how they would boast of strength! For this
reason Paul is so utterly beyond them (trip, v. 23).

He sees nothing in himself but weakness. He feels like
nothing in view of this vast load. Is any man weak,

too weak to hear his load, and am I, says Paul, not
weak? Has anyone a burden that is greater than mine
to make his legs give way?

The second exclamation is synonymous but a
climax. Its sense is: Is anyone getting himself into a
fatal trap, and I on my part am not doing even far
worse, getting myself into ﬁre? We may ask why we
have 376 only in the second question. It is because we
have only a mere parallel in the ﬁrst question: an-
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other is- weak—then Paul certainly has a right to
say that he, too, is weak (just deem: and (teams). But
the next two verbs are immensely stronger, both are
deadly, the second indicates a death that is worse than

the ﬁrst; hence e'yé with all its emphasis must be used.
The verb akaVSaMZw means to catch in a deathtrap,
and the passive means to be so caught. The noun
0Kdv8aon denotes the crooked stick to which the bait is
afﬁxed so that to touch the bait is to spring this trap
that kills the victim. M.-M. 576. The point of comparison is deadliness. The noun never means “stumbling block,” the verb never “to stumble,” its passive
never “to be made to stumble.” When it is used metaphorically it means: “offense, to offend,” etc., the idea
is always mortal offense, offense that kills spiritually.
Our versions misunderstand the word; dictionaries and
commentators generally follow them. See the author
on the previous instances of these words as found in
the New Testament, Matt. 5:29; Mark 4:17; Luke
7 :23; John 16:1; Rom. 9:33 (where wpdaxoppa, “stumbling block,” and axdvsmv, “trap-trigger,” are used
side by side) ; I Cor. 8:13.
Hupoipat is also passive. Both verbs are durative
present tenses: “is anyone being trapped” — “and am
I not (worse than trapped) being burned in ﬁre ?” ,Is
there anyone whose work and whose burden are about
to kill him as a trap closes down and crushes a victim?
If there is, am not I, Paul, one who is literally being
burned in the ﬁre by my work? Both questions are
sometimes misunderstood: Is anyone weak, and do I

not in sympathy share his weakness? R., W. P., gives
the second question the sense: “When a brother
stumbles, Paul is set on ﬁre with grief.” The sympathy,
the grief are introduced by the commentators. The
sense becomes extravagant, a sense and a thought that

Paul could never entertain, namely that in all Christendom there could be no weak person, no person get-
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ting caught in fatal trouble but that Paul feels it all
on his back, on his heart. It has thus been said: Paul is
here representing himself as almost equal to the heav-

enly Christus consolator. But such a thing is an impossibility for Paul, in fact, the opposite of what he

says.
30) It is all weakness in the case of Paul, weakness that breaks down of itself as weakness, weakness that gets burned in ﬁre by the load that is put
upon it. If I have to boast, in regard to the things
pertaining to my weakness will I boast! Paul is sure
that he will leave most men behind in these things.
Other men take pride in their personal strength and

power, Paul’s pride lies in the fact that he is weak,
yea, nothing at all.
Ad is used to indicate every kind of necessity, here
that which forces Paul to boast like other men boast.
Well, then, if it has to be, Paul says, I will boast, but

only of things that no one else except some other good
Christian would ever dream of using in a boast, of
things that show how wretchedly weak I am! The very
idea seems contradictory, paradoxical in the highest
degree: boasting—weakness. But the greatest thing
that Paul has come to see in himself is his weakness.
He is himself astonished to see how great his weakness

is. Men boast of the greatest thing they have; well,
Paul says, this is my greatest, so this shall ever be my
boast when boast I must.

31)

Is this facetious?

Is this pretense?

The

God and Father of the Lord Jesus knows, he who is
blessed to the eons, that I am not lying! Paul is not
lying by equivocation, by playing with words, by leaving an impression on his readers that is different from
what he really intends. As he says in 1:13, he writes
nothing other than what his readers read and what
they understand when they read. Strange as it may
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sound, his boast is nothing but his excessive weakness.
God knows it is the truth.
Paul uses the same assurance which he voiced in
v. 11 where he stated it in briefest form: “God
knows” ; here he expands the subject and merely adds
the object. “God knows” is not an oath in v. 11 or here
in v. 31 although it is called an oath by some com-

mentators. There is neither the form of an oath nor
the necessity for one. Paul is no profuse swearer. “God
knows” states an assured fact, one that helps to assure
others. Any additions to this brief basic formula do
not change it into an oath. In v. 11 the object omitted

is the one expressed in v. 31; with “God knows” no
other object can be used than “that I am not lying.”

It really needs no expansion in v. 11. Nor does Paul
Christianize this “oath” by adding to “God” what he
does add. Does Paul not always refer to the Christian
God when he writes “God,” Whether he adds something
to the word or not? The addition “and Father,” etc.,
intends to Christianize as little here in v. 31 as it does
in the benedictions in 1:3. See that passage for the

explanation that God is both God and Father of the
Lord Jesus. The addition to 6 (9:69 only describes God,
only bids the mind to dwell on who and what he is.
‘0 am m. is an apposition; the participle is made a
noun by means of the article. It is overstraining to say
that 6 é’w is more than merely “he who is,” that it:

“the Self-existent One," and that til/\oy'q-rés is another
apposition as it would then have to be. Although Paul

uses an apposition it embodies the common Jewish
benedictions with reference to God: “blessed to the
eons,” exactly as in Rom. 1:25.

EﬁAoym-ée is the verbal with the force of the passive
past participle “praised or blessed” in the sense of

alone worthy of praise and blessing. The Greek has
no word for “eternity”; it uses “eon” or the plural
“eons” (here) or the intensiﬁcation “eon of eons” in-
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stead. “Unto the eons,” cycles upon cycles, means “forever.”
Another word must be added regarding “weakness.” See the exposition of 12:5, 9, 10. The more of
weakness there is, the more room is there for pure
grace and all-sufﬁcient divine power; the less there is

of our own weakness, the less room is there for divine
grace and power. When we are reduced to nothing,
God is allowed to be our everything. The world cannot
comprehend such an experience. It was utterly beyond
({me’p, v. 23) the false ministers and apostles in Corinth. But it is literally true: our greatest asset, our
highest cause for boasting if we must boast, is this our
weakness and all the things in our lives that exhibit

this weakness: re rﬁs da9¢v€ia:. Paul writes more than
a God’s truth, he writes a most instructive one.
Let us add the caution: this is not what is called
“sinful weakness.” Nor is the word used as it is in
Rom. 14:1, etc., regarding a “weak” brother, weak in
regard to the faith, weak in knowledge, grace, etc. Of
this weakness one should be ashamed; he could never
make it a boast. To be wholly weak, in absolute dependence on God’s grace, help, gifts, etc., that is the
weakness which God works in us by his Spirit and also
ﬁlls with his power.
32, 33) Critics voice serious objection to v. 32,
33. Why a little story inserted here? Paul perhaps
told several, and his scribe liked this one so well that
Paul just let him insert it. Or the story is a gloss
which was placed in the margin. Textually this brief

story is assured. As far as Paul’s asseveration of veracity in v. 31 is concerned, this certainly seals v. 30,

it is not intended to fortify v. 32, 33, nor does it refer
to 12:1 on the hypothesis that the Damascus story is
an interpolation.
The list of items in Paul’s ﬁrst round of boasting
closes with v. 28. The addendum found in v. 29, 30
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points out what is essential in all of these items, especially in the real burden of Paul which is summarily
stated in v. 28: it is that in all these things the readers are to see exhibitions of Paul's weakness, and that
this his weakness, which is so exceedingly great, is his
great boast. This astounding declaration is full truth
and not a lie (v. 31).
The very career of Paul began with weakness, he
had to run away as a fugitive. We say his career began

thus, for the work in Damascus was not a part of his
apostolic career. What work among the Jews he did
there was abruptly discontinued. He tried a bit of
work. among the Jews in Jerusalem, but this, too, was
soon interrupted. Then there follows a long period in
which Paul is lost to view as he lives in Tarsus. Barnabas brought him to Antioch. There Paul at last
really began to work until after this preliminary training in Antioch the Spirit sent him forth on his real
work among the Gentiles in all lands. The ﬂight from
Damascus was the beginning. Paul’s career began, like
that of Moses, with ﬂight and with a long period of
waiting, waiting, nothing but waiting. This makes the
ﬂight from Damascus so signiﬁcant. It forced Paul
into the long wait in which he fully learned that he
was nothing, that his mightiest asset was utter weakness, weakness which enabled God to do everything
with him and through him.
The asseveration of veracity is supported by this
historical evidence which began the night when Paul
ﬂed from Damascus so that he might learn the long
lesson of his utter weakness, on the complete learning

of which his apostolic success depended. For this
reason the story is told here; for this reason a brief
reference would not suﬂice. For this reason it is told
at this most proper place. The tremendous energy of
Paul, which at one time made him the worst ravager
of the church, which after his conversion sought to
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make him the mighty disseminator of the gospel, must
ﬁrst
only
will
may

of all be
reliance
be with
be said;

humbled in utter weakness and learn the
which was at last learned by Moses: “1
thee!” Exod. 3:12; Matt. 28:20. More
let this sufﬁce.

In Damascus the Ethnarch of Aretas, the king,
was guarding the city of the Damascenes in order
to arrest me; and through a door in a basket I was
lowered through the wall and escaped out of his
hand.
This is the story related in Acts 9 :23-25. But Paul
and Luke relate it independently. Luke received his
account from Paul. To make certain of capturing Paul,
the Jews enlisted the aid of the Ethnarch by denouncing Paul as a dangerous disturber. This ofﬁcial posted

special guards at the city gates, and, lest Paul elude
them in disguise, the Jews, who knew Paul, helped to
watch. But Paul escaped at night as both he and Luke
describe this incident.
Along the city wall, where houses were built against
it, one house was found which had a door that had been
cut through the great wall high up from the ground;
the door opened out from the upper story or from the

roof of the house. This Buplc was “a little door,” eine
Luke, and not a “window” as we think of windows.
In a wall which served as a fortiﬁcation houses that
adjoined the wall would not have windows. This one
little door was so exceptional that the hostile Jews and
nobody else even thought about it even if they knew

of its existence. It was, of course, always tightly barred. Paul was seemingly to be caught until some friend
informed the disciples, and then Paul got safely away,
and the soldiers and the Jews watched for an indeﬁnite
time at the gates.
The imperfect “he was guarding” already intimates
that an aorist will follow which will tell about the out—
come. Guarding the city means no more than what
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Acts says, namely guarding the gates. We do not think
that the Ethnarch surrounded the whole city. Aretas

was the Nabataean King Harithath IV, the father-inlaw of Herod Antipas. Aretas ruled from 9 B. C. to
39 A. D. How he came to have an Ethnarch in Damascus at this time, and just when this occurred, are questions for discussion. We think of this Ethnarch as an

Arabian sheik.
An interesting point in the narration is the fact
that after Paul names Damascus he does not say
“guarded the city” but “the city of the Damascenes”
(the adjective used as a noun). This sounds as though
the city belonged to its inhabitants, and as though the
king’s overlordship through his Ethnarch was loosely
exercised. It is a point for the historians to discuss;
it is apparently one of the incidental touches that point
to the absolute reliability of the historicity of Paul.
Acts is full of such little tests. The “basket,” too, is

of interest since Luke calls it amptq and emphasizes its
roundness, Paul calls it aapydw; and emphasizes the fact
that it was plaited. In 1925 the writer was shown the
hole in the air where the “window” was said to have
been; the natives were making a new wall so as to enclose that hole again!
A lone, miserable fugitive is a man to be pitied.
The ﬂight from Damascus to Jerusalem was a long
journey. Mighty Paul proposed to enter Damascus
with a force of Levite police; he entered as a weak.
stricken, blind man. When he left, never to return,
he ﬂed under cover of night. Weakness, weakness to

learn so thoroughly as to allow God at last to use his
strength in Paul.

CHAPTER Xll
IV.

The Ultimate Extreme of Paul’s Foolish Boasting

1) It is necessary to boast. While not a furthersome thing, yet I will come to visions and revelations
of the Lord. The reading thus translated has the
best textual support. The 86!? is assured. Moreover, the
reading that has 8i would mar the sense by putting a

false emphasis on xauxaaam as if Paul were now making a transition to boasting as a new subject when it
has been the subject throughout and is mentioned as

such even in 11:30. Our versions punctuate improperly.
The ﬁrst two words are an independent sentence. “To
proceed with boasting is necessary.” All of the rest
is a second sentence that is tied together by the correlatives #6! and Si. The pe’v cannot be construed with
what precedes but must be linked with what the following Se’ brings. “While not a furthersome thing, yet

I will come to visions,” etc.
'
This verse introduces a new boast. It is added only
under compulsion just as all of the previous boasting
was. When he proceeds to the ultimate extreme in this
matter, namely to the most astonishing sample in the
great class of experiences that we label “visions and
revelations of the Lord,” Paul adds the preface with
uév: “while not a furthersome thing.” He means that
he expects to confer no spiritual proﬁt upon the Corinthians by telling about this phenomenal experience
of his. He uses it only in defense of himself as a man'
who is forced to boast. This is more true with regard
to this experience than. with regard to any item that
is mentioned in chapter 11. We must agree with Paul.
He is using a club to demolish the fake pretenses of the
(1290)
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false apostles who play themselves up as “superlative
or superﬁne apostles” (11 :5; 12:11). The task of
wielding this club is forced upon Paul. The Corinthians
derive no proﬁt from it. They are only to witness what
Paul is doing to these fake apostles.
Robertson 1130 regards the neuter participle owl.¢€pov as an accusative absolute. We question that because of the pév. We supply “is” and regard the participle as the predicate: “something furthering." Paul
does not say whether what follows is a vision or a
revelation; it may be called either or both. When he
says: “Yet I will come to visions and revelations of the
Lord” (genitive of the subject: the Lord is revealing),
he implies that he has received a number of them and
might relate several. Paul gently wards 03 the idea
that what he now tells is all that he has experienced
in this direction (Acts 16:9; 18:9; 22:17; 23:11; 27:
23; Gal. 1:12; I Cor. 11:23; Eph. 3:3). ’01r1'ad’ia:
vision: seeing miraculously; Spam = spectacle: a result
of seeing; awodivszs== revelation: act of imparting
something hidden. The latter is the Wider and the more
important term. Many visions served for the purpose
of revelation, but revelation could occur without a.
vision.
2) To the single incident narrated in 11:32, 33
another single incident is now added although this one
has a sequel (v. 7, etc.). In 11:32, 33 we have the

outer life, a lone fugitive stealing along through the
night, a poor ﬁgure indeed. Here we have nothing
but an a'v0panroc to whom God allowed something most
astounding to happen so that he can speak of it only
as if it were not he to whom it happened.
I know a human being in Christ, fourteen years
ago (whether in the body I do not know, whether out
of his body I do not know — God knows), such a one
snatched up to the third heaven. And I knew such
a human being (whether in the body, whether apart
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from his body I do not know—God knows), that
he was snatched into Paradise and heard unspeakable utterances, which it is unlawful for a human
being to utter. On behalf of such a one will I glory,
but on behalf of myself I will not glory, except in the
weaknesses.

Paul says that he knows the human being and what
happened to him. Paul has not the remotest idea how
this happened to this human being. The thing itself
was unspeakably glorious. That this person was Paul

we, of course, note at once. Paul shrinks from saying
so, he can scarcely believe it. He tells about it as
though it had happened to another man and not to
himself. The idea of Paul’s boasting about himself
is thus completely removed.

Another person might shout: “I, I have been in
Paradise!” and exalt himself above all his fellow men.

Another man might tell about it on every possible occasion. Paul kept it a secret for fourteen years; it is
now forced from him only by utter necessity. Even

under this compulsion he is able to tell about it only
as though it had happened to another person. It seems
incredible to Paul that it should have been he who had
been in Paradise through such an act of the Lord’s.
Paul’s humble character is here revealed. We have the
rarest of all examples: a boastless boast. More than
that, an extreme boast without a trace of common
boasting.
“I know” and not “I knew” hints at the person to

whom Paul refers. "Ayﬁpwme=a human being. The
fact that a simple human being should have been in
Paradise is so astounding. “In Christ” (see 5:17) is
the one mark of this human being, for only his connection with Christ (Ev) by faith would be essential in
being transported into Paradise. The Greek says “before fourteen years,” i. e., over fourteen years ago.
Paul at last breaks that long silence. Fourteen years
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ago places Paul in Tarsus near or at the time when
Barnabas came to summon him to Antioch.
Paul at once removes a question that will occur to
his readers: “Was this a bodily transfer into Paradise
similar to that of Enoch and of Elijah although it endured only for a brief moment, or was it a transfer
only of the soul like that of the other saints at death
and temporary, of course, in Paul’s case?” The ﬁrst

phrase “in body” needs no article, the second “out of
the body” has the article of previous reference; this
is also the case in v. 3. Paul simply does not know. It
was entirely miraculous. How could he, a mere human
being, know? The thing is utterly beyond curious ques-

tions. “God knows,” that is enough. This is a different
“God knows” from those used in 11:11, 31. It is
not a conﬁrmation or an assurance to the readers but

only a statement that God alone knows so that no one
must ever press Paul for answers.

“I know a human being” is followed by the participle, the only instance of this construction in the New
Testament (R. 1041). “Such a one” is added; he was
nothing but a human being in connection with Christ

who was “snatched” or removed by a raptus “as far
as the third heaven.” The ﬁrst heaven is that of the
clouds, the second that of the far ﬁrmament of the
sky and the stars, the third is the actual abode of God,
of the angels, and of departed saints in glory.
A mass of Jewish ideas about the seventh heaven
is introduced by some interpreters, and they place Paul
beyond the third heaven, viz. in the fourth. We consider all this Jewish material worthless for our interpretation. Are these Jews, who were never in heaven,

able to shed any light on Paul’s experience?
Man’s mind is so constituted that it cannot function
without the ideas of time and of space. Hence we always speak of heaven as a place, a 71-017 as the dogmaticians say. The Scriptures of necessity speak of
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heaven in the same way. Thus Jesus says: “Wherel
go” (51:01:), John 8 :21. Yet howlittle this is the space
of our conception Rev. 21 :16 shows, for it presents a
city of equal length, breath, and height, the idea of
space being carried to perfection in the cube. Here
we have “till” the third heaven, distance, it is again
our limited conception.
3) Paul repeats in solemn refrain, the words are
almost identical until the last clause is reached. The
old prophets often repeated with solemnity in the same
way.
4) We now have a (in clause instead of the mere
participle, yet the same verb is retained: I know “that he
was snatched,” etc. In place of “the third heaven” we
have “into Paradise.” It is the word which Jesus used
on the cross: “Today thou shalt be with me in Paradise!” Luke 23:43. Jesus himself tells us what place
he referred to by that other word: “Father, into thy

hands I commend my spirit!” Luke 23:46. We meet
Hapdsewos once more in Rev. 2:7. In the Greek it has
the meaning of a beautiful park, and it came to be
used for “heaven” as a description that was taken from
the Garden of Eden. The prophets at times pictured
heaven in colors that were drawn from Eden and made
heaven “Paradise Regained.” Chiliasts regard these
lovely passages of the prophets as references to their
millennium. The Edenic tree of life appears even in
the last chapter of the Bible, v. 2.
In Paradise Paul “heard unspeakable utterances,
which it is unlawful for a human being to utter.” Paul
is indicating only a triﬂe of what he experienced in
Paradise. Hence he says nothing about what he saw

or What he felt but mentions only that he heard 5pp‘m'a
ﬁﬁpa-m. (an oxymoron), “unutterable utterances”; this
adjective is used only here in Biblical Greek. Its ﬁrst
meaning is “unuttered” and its next “unutterable,”

Second Corinthians 12:1,
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but the latter is deﬁned by the relative clause “which it
is unlawful for a human being to utter," Ita/VIUM, to say
aloud. The utterances heard in Paradise were uttered

there; Paul could otherwise not have heard them; but
they were intended only for him and not as a revelation to be communicated to men in general. For this
reason Paul had never revealed this experience. We

may say that what Paul heard was for his personal encouragement, to be kept for himself alone lest it be
used in a fanatical way by those who were not satisﬁed
with what the gospel reveals.
The secrets of the Greek mystery cults were at

times also called appma in the sense that they were intended only for the initiate, all others being considered

“profane.” Paul’s use of the word is frequently attributed to these pagan cults. The word has been called
“technical” in these pagan cults. C.-K. 449 accepts the

idea that Jppnm are such because they are to be kept
from the profane. Ordinarily C.-K. repudiates this
mass of paganism and all the Jewish apocalyptic ideas
which have been drawn upon as shedding light on
Paul’s language. Paul is not an initiate, all other Christians are not viewed as “profane” and thus excluded.
Paradise is not a hall of mystery cults. The whole
pagan imagery is an abomination, from which neither
Paul as an apostle, nor the Spirit of God, who guided
his language, would borrow terms and expressions, to
say nothing about “technical terms” for the sacred
things of God.
The whole Greek language was open to the sacred
writers to be used by them at pleasure. When they
did use a word for their purpose, that does not mean
that they had to include this or that purpose, connotation, side meaning of some other men. Such an assumption is false in the case of these as of other writ-

ers in the Greek and in every other language. With
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ééév as a nominative we supply eon (R. 881, 491). The
negation would be of: whether it is construed with the
copula or with the neuter participle (R. 1139).
5)

When Paul adds that he will boast only "on

behalf of such a one,” such a one as he has described,
he emphasizes the fact that all that he is saying is not
to be taken personally. He is not boasting on behalf
of Paul, that 1, Paul, have been in Paradise. Though
he was “such a one,” no merit, no credit, no desert on
his part were in any way involved. For when it comes
to boasting (under compulsion, of course, v. 1), “on
behalf of myself I will not boast except in connection
with (iv) the weaknesses,” which repeats 11:30 and
thus needs no further exposition.
It has been remarked that Paul speaks as though

there were two Pauls. That is true if it is understood
as it is intended by Paul. At one time he sees himself
as being highly distinguished by the Lord, as being
granted even a glimpse of Paradise. Remember all

the pain and the distress mentioned in 11:23-33. As
if to forearm him against all of it so that he might not

break down in his spirit under this frightful, neverending load, the Lord let him have a taste of Paradise.

About that Paul cannot and will not boast. He sees
only the other Paul, the one depicted in 11:23-33, full
of weaknesses, full of nothing that would ever be a
boast for any man. That is the Paul of whom he will
boast, and the boast will ever be “the weaknesses,”
these themselves and as such and not the fact that he
bore them, that he did so much in spite of them and

thus after all boasts about himself. We admire a man
who does much despite great handicaps. Paul is not

such a man. He is one who is nothing, whose boast is
this very nothing.
6) Yet the fact that Paul makes his entire boast
concerning his weakness dare not be misunderstood.
For if I shall ever want to boast I will not be a fool

Second Corinthians 12:6‘
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like so many are who actually make fools of themselves by exaggerating, by even outright lying just
to aggrandize themselves, for in such a case I will

tell nothing but simple truth. With e‘u’w and the two
aorists thrice, and Kavxria’aa'gat Paul merely supposes a
single instance in which he might want to make a
single boast. The condition of expectancy is, however, not an actual expectancy, for in the next statement he adds but I forbear. The c'dv only vividly
imagines a case in which Paul might make up his mind

to boast concerning something that is to his personal
credit and not a great weakness and emptiness in him-

self. He would then tell the full truth. The Corin—
thians are to bear that in mind when they hear Paul
making nothing but his weaknesses his boast. The

trouble with the Corinthians might be that they suppose that Paul had nothing but weaknesses, and that

he could not, except by lying like a fool, boast about
anything else.

Even in his great humility Paul takes care to
leave no false impressions. He was something by the
grace of God (I Cor. 15:10). It would be falsehood
to deny it even by implication, an implication which

one might falsely deduce from the emphasis which
Paul puts on his weakness as being his only
boast. But why, then, not boast in truth about
what Paul actually was? Here is the other danger: lest anyone get to reckon in regard to me beyond what he sees me (to be) or hears from me. The
aorist is ingressive: “arrive at an estimate regarding
me beyond what his contact with me warrants,” i. e.,
admire me too highly. This Paul feared even more
than to be despised because of his weaknesses. We
know why: because it would rob the Lord of credit.
It is remarked that Paul here uses “fool” as indi-

cating an actual fool and thus differently from “folly”
in 11:1 and “fool” in 11:16 and 12:11. That is per-
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fectly correct, and it is purposely done. It quietly
makes plain how Paul might become a real fool, namely
by boasting beyond the truth about his own person

for such a man is a fool as everybody knows. What
Paul actually does when he calls himself a fool for
boasting in this unheard of way by bringing forward
all his weaknesses which all other men would want
to hide, is not real, is only assumed folly, call it a godly
folly if you will. It is the Lord’s own will that, despite
the fact that he once elevated Paul to Paradise, he not
only wanted Paul to remain utterly humble but also
wanted no man to think of Paul beyond what one could
see of Paul and hear from him in actual contact with
him. However highly the Lord favors and blesses his

ministers, for his work among men he is able to use
none unless they be lowly as he himself once was when
he walked on earth. Such alone are able to transmit
his gospel as. his, “that the exceeding greatness of the
power may be of God and not from us” (4:7). The
vessels dare he earthen only.
7) For this reason Paul adds the following. The
man to Whom the Lord had granted an actual visit to
Paradise is the man to whom God gave a messenger
of Satan to ﬁsticuﬁ him again and again. We omit Sui
before iva. No one knows what to do with it; thetextual
evidence for and against it is evenly divided. The canon
that the harder reading should be retained cannot be
applied to a reading that is devoid of sense. Efforts
to connect the dative that precedes Sui with something
that precedes in v. 6 or v. 5 are futile, and these do
not solve the presence of 8.6.
In order that by the exceeding greatness of the
revelations I may not be lifting myself up unduly
there was given to me a thorn for the ﬂesh, a messenger of Satan, to ﬁsticuﬂ" me in order that I may

not be lifting myself up unduly.

Second Corinthians 12:7
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The dative is placed before In for the sake of emphasis. This is often done. It is a dative of means.
Although the genitive is plural: “of the revelations,”
it refers chieﬂy to the one revelation which Paul has
just described, when the Lord granted him a visit to

Paradise. No revelation received by Paul exceeded this.
This alone was intended for his own person; all other
revelations, including the ﬁrst one on the road to Damascus, pertained to his ofﬁce. Most of the revelations
were for the purpose of information, some directed
Paul where to go or where to remain.
This one revelation, being so wonderful and intended for Paul alone, might tend to make him lift
himself up unduly. For what other apostle had until
this time been in heaven? The revelation granted to
John came later. R., W. P., makes the verb passive;
it is middle in both clauses, for it would be Paul alone
who would lift himself up unduly and no one else.
"There was given to me” must mean “by the Lord,"
and the aorist denotes a single act. “Was given to me”
is surely to be understood as it stands: this fearful
aﬁliction was the Lord’s gift to Paul. Rom. 8 :28 helps
us here.
As far as «amp is concerned, the wavering between “thorn” and “stake” may now cease. What of
it if in Homer and in a few classical passages we have
.the latter meaning, the plural, for instance, for “palisades,” even in the classics another word was usually
employed to designate a “stake” (see Liddell and
Scott). M.-M. 578, etc., shows that in the papyri the
regular meaning of this word is “thorn” or sharply
pointed sliver. So we should drop what Luther says
regarding ,impalement, should drop any reference to
cruciﬁxion, to Gal. 2:20, and to likeness to Christ’s
cruciﬁxion. “For the ﬂesh” is the ordinary dativus
incommod/i. "Flesh” denotes the physical substance
of which the body is composed. The tertium compara-
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tiom's in the metaphor “a thorn for the ﬂesh” is the
sharp, piercing pain that is produced when a thorn
is driven deeply into the ﬂesh.
A synonym elucidates: “a messenger of Satan
to ﬁsticuff me.” In “thorn” we have the idea of something sharp and painful sticking deeply in the ﬂesh so
that it remains there and cannot be drawn out. And
the Lord intends that it shall remain so. In the present
subjunctive we have the iterative idea of blows that
are struck with the closed ﬁst. This verb is rare, yet
it is used three times in the New Testament, ﬁguratively in I Cor. 4:11 and literally in Matt. 26 :67 where
the Sanhedrists beat Jesus after they had condemned

him. Derived from the word for “knuckles,” it means to
strike with the ﬁst so that the hard knuckles make the
blow sting and crush. “Slapping Paul in the face” (R.,
W. P.) is inadequate, for a slap is delivered with the

ﬂat of the hand.
These blows of the ﬁst were delivered by “a messenger of Satan.” This undoubtedly refers to v. 4 and
is in extreme contrast with it: the man whom the Lord
at one time took to Paradise is by this same Lord

turned over to Satan’s emissary to be beaten as a
rowdy beats a helpless victim. “Is it possible!”
one might exclaim. This thing occurs periodically.
Every now and then there comes a frightful attack.

Each is inhuman, is like an implacable demon who
knocks a defenseless mortal to pieces with hellish glee.
We have Job 2 :7 as an analogy. The Satanic agency
should not be eliminated. The passage in Job is helpful
in this that it shows us that God and Satan concur,

but the motive of the two is opposite. God intends to
try Job, to prove his faith victorious; Satan intends

to destroy that faith. The solution as to how God can
allow such attacks by Satan lies in the fact of Job’s
and of Paul’s sinfulness in this sinful world. The fact

Second Corinthians 12:7
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that the devil’s glee lies in the inﬂiction of pain needs
no proof.

Paul twice states the Lord’s purpose: “in order
that I might not be lifting myself up unduly,” i. e., in
order that I may ever be kept in deepest humility. The
higher Paul’s work was, the more he needed humility.

The more divine his work was, the more necessary for
him was the constant realization of utter dependence
on the Lord; for if he withdraws his hand, Satan would

have him utterly in his power. As it is, Satan’s messenger can go only so far.

The question is constantly asked as to just what
this ﬁgurative language means literally. Paul’s letters
as well as the Acts are searched for clues. The result
is that no man knows. The supposition is widely entertained that the Corinthians knew what Paul meant,
that his ﬁgurative language was clear to them. The

writer must dissent. Paul tells about this thorn for
the ﬂesh just as he tells about his raptus into Paradise

for the ﬁrst time. In both he bares intimate secrets of
his personal life which were never bared to the Corinthians before and are now bared only under compulsion.
It is really a question of forming a diagnosis. The
data on which to base it are wholly insufﬁcient. Paul
intended them to be so. We have only two expressions:
“a thorn for the ﬂesh” — “to ﬁsticuff me.” Two symptoms or rather only one expressed by two words. Yet
the theologians, who are mere laymen in the ﬁeld of
medicine and disease, proceed to diagnose the case like
the most expert medics and insist on the correctness

of their ﬁndings. These theologians are acting the part
of quacks. To allow them to do so is to condone their

quackery. To accept any diagnosis thus made is to
honor quackery. If I had a common disease I should
not call in one of these pretenders to diagnose my case,
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nor should I accept their diagnosis if it were gratuitously offered.
A few good medical men have examined our passage. Still fewer have ventured an opinion, and an
opinion is about all that could be offered. Because the

commentaries and other books about Paul so often
dilate on this subject, we feel compelled to list the
diagnoses that are on ﬁle, a mere look at which ought

to be warning enough for any man. The ﬁrst are Satanic suggestions: blasphemous thoughts—tortures

of conscience — sexual temptations (after meeting the
beautiful Thekla). The pathological ﬁlthy monkish
imagination loves the latter down to the present day.

Next, attacks on Paul by some persistent vicious opponent who made himself Satan’s tool. Beside this we
may place the generalization: all the afﬂictions and
hardships that were incident to Paul’s work. Finally,
a diseased condition. Here the list is long: eye misery,
headaches, malaria, ear trouble, sciatica, rheumatism,

Malta fever, leprosy, some nervous disorder, hysteria
or melancholia, epilepsy. Some men select something

that would disﬁgure Paul, a few some ailment at sight
of which the ancients would spit in their superstition.

8) Paul continues: Concerning this I urged the
Lord three times that it might (permanently, aorist)
stand away from me. And he has told me: Sufﬁcient for thee is my grace! For the power is brought
to its ﬁnish in weakness. Paul does not say When this
thorn was ﬁrst inﬂicted on him. All that one may surmise is that it may well have happened a short time
after the visit to Paradise because the two are such
opposites, and Paul narrates them together. Then Paul
made three efforts that urged the Lord to rid him of
the plague.

Hapaxaxéw=to call to one’s side, the context furnishes the special modiﬁcation. Here it is prayer, the
subﬁnal Iva clause states the substance of the prayer.

Second Corinthians 12:8, 9
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Some think that we should translate: “concerning this
one . . . that he stand away from me,” i. e., “Satan’s
messenger.” The trouble with this is that “messenger”
iseonly the elucidating apposition in v. 7 and not the
main subject, which is “thorn.” We prefer the translation of our versions which have the neuter: “concerning this,” etc.
“Three times” means that Paul received his answer
from the Lord the third time. Paul's petition comes
under the class to which we must add: “Lord, if it be
thy will." Hence it is incorrect to quote Paul’s three
petitions as an example of requests denied. In fact,
there was a denial in no sense whatever, for Paul’s
petitions contained his readiness to submit to whatever
the Lord might will. Paul does not need to record such
details; they belong to the elementary essentials of
prayer.
9) The perfect tense “he has told me" conveys
more than the aorist “he told me”; it adds the continuous present effect to the past fact: once heard, the
Lord’s answer is ever in Paul’s ears. Paul records
exactly what the Lord told him, and we should not Say

that Paul uses his own language to convey what the
Lord said to him. It is needless to inquire how the
Lord spoke to Paul, seeing that many such direct communications appear in the Scriptures without speciﬁcation as to how they were made. Those who received the
communication always knew who spoke and understood the very words which he spoke.
The Lord’s answer to Paul is weighty, indeed, and
of the highest signiﬁcance for the boast which Paul

has been making. “Sufﬁcient for thee is my grace,”
lip“: 00L, emphatically forward, “it suﬂices for thee,”

for all thy life, all thy work, all thy suffering, also
and especially for this distressing “thorn for the ﬂesh.”
By placing the subject last it is made equally emphatic: “my grace.” It is the blessed word xa’pis (see
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1:2) in the fulness of its meaning, the Lord’s undeserved favor toward one who as a sinner has deserved
the very opposite, this boundless favor with all that it
bestows, pardon and peace, support and deliverance,
comfort, strength, assurance, hope, joy, and every gift.
That grace knows why it “gave” Paul this dreadful
“thorn”; Paul has already indicated why. It permits

Paul to be tried, but only in order that what the Lord
had indicated by letting Paul see Paradise during his
earthly life may be most perfectly accomplished. This
grace cannot be insufﬁcient; it will attain its Ts’Aos- or

goal in Paul’s experience. This grace cannot abandon
Paul; it is mightier than “the thorn,” mightier than
any “messenger of Satan.” It will support him in every
ordeal and shine the brighter as pure, undeserved grace

the more it is put to the test. What a sweeter reply
from the Lord could Paul have desired?
This word of the Lord has been of untold comfort
to countless saints of God, all of them sinners like

Paul, many of them tried and tested as he was in the
ﬁres of afﬂiction, all of them ﬁnding this same grace
ever sufﬁcient, yea, more than suﬂicient. If we are
right in assuming that about fourteen years had passed
since Paul made his prayers and heard this answer
from the Lord we have these long years as evidence

that the grace did prove sufﬁcient for Paul. If the time
was not that long it still covered a number of years.
That ﬁrst sentence would have been enough; but
the Lord added an explanation in regard to the very
agony that had pressed the intense prayers from Paul’s
lips: “For the power is brought to its ﬁnish in weak-

ness.” The verb used is TcAd'raL, the very verb that is
employed

in

John

19:28,

30

where

Jesus

cried:

'rc're'Aca’raL, which our versions properly translate: “It
is ﬁnished!” literally, “it has been and is now ﬁnished."
But in the case of our passage our versions translate

Second Coﬁnthz’ans 12:9
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the same verb with the present tense “is made perfect.”
This sounds like a translation of «Ami-rat, a different
verb and an inferior variant reading.

One must distinguish between the two verbs. Jesus
said: “It is ﬁnished!” the end has been reached, the
last stroke has been done. The noun in the verb is
rams, the end, the last point. He said nothing about
his being re’Aaos, having reached a certain maturity or
perfection. The sense of our passage is not, as our

versions have it, the power “is made perfect,” comes
to perfection only in the midst of weakness. The Lord

says that the divine power “is ﬁnished,” is brought to
the end of its work in weakness. The present tense is
not “linear” (R., W. P.) but gnomic (R. 866) as it is

in all general propositions. We translate “the” and not
“my” power although, as the next sentence shows, the
Lord is speaking of his own power.
The Lord’s power is certainly always rc’AeLos, mature,
complete, and it cannot be made perfect, for it is ever
so. But this power works and does things in us. It
has much to do. When it has brought us to the point
where we are utter weakness, its task is ﬁnished. It
has then shaped us into a perfect tool for itself. As
long as we sinners imagine that we still have some

power we are unﬁt instruments for the Lord’s hands;
he still has to work on us before he can work properly
through us. But when he has reduced us to utter nothingness, then the 10.0; is reached; with such a tool the
Lord can do great deeds. “The power” is generally
identiﬁed with “my grace.” Strictly speaking, the
Lord’s grace possesses power and works and operates
in and through us with this its power.
This brief explanation showed Paul why the Lord
gave him the thorn for the ﬂesh. It was done lest he

lift himself up unduly and thus become a tool that was
unﬁt for the Lord. The verb £8661, shows that the thorn
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was a gift to Paul, a blessing for him. It was the
Lord's way of reducing Paul to total weakness so that
he no more lifted himself up but lay prostrate and

weak. So Paul became the wonderful instrument that
we see him to be during all these past years, and the
Lord Worked great things through him. Paul bares
the deepest secret of his spiritual life as an apostle.
It was his weakness that made him so excellent a tool
for the Lord. Nor is Paul an exception. The proposition is general. It is ever thus with the Lord’s instruments although he uses various means to produce this
weakness and its constant realization.

Very gladly, then, I will boast the more in my
weaknesses in order that the power of Christ may
spread its tent over me.

The superlative same is

elative (R. 670; B.-D. 246) : “very gladly," “with exceeding gladness.” Manny is distinct (R. 664; B.-D.
246), “the more,” “rather,” since Paul had received
this word from the Lord, which showed him the great
value of all his weaknesses for the Lord’s purpose.
Paul will now make all his weaknesses his one and only
boast. He now uses the plural. It includes the weakness of the thorn, which brought him down to the
lowest point, and all the other weaknesses of which he
has already spoken. All that he has said in 11:30 and
12:5 about his making only the weaknesses his boast,
all that at ﬁrst sounds so paradoxical and incomprehensible in these statements, is now perfectly clear.
The Lord’s answer to Paul’s prayers brings the clarity.

Paul’s boast had ever to be “in my weaknesses”; yours
and mine likewise.
Paul’s purpose in boasting thus about his weaknesses is in perfect accord with that of Christ, “that
the power of Christ (not: strength, R. V.) may spread

its tent over me.” The ﬁgure is beautiful. The power
of Christ spreads its tent over Paul and all his weak-

nesses, does so once for all and permanently (aorist).

Second Coﬁnthicms 12:9, 10
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All Paul's weaknesses are covered and hidden away
under that tent. It cannot be spread over one whose
boast is in his own strength. The purpose clause does
not mean that this is yet to be done, that Paul is still
waiting for it after all these years.

Paul will ever

boast as he does so that the tent that was once spread
over him may deﬁnitely remain over him.

We fail to see why this verb makes commentators
think of the Shekinah or Khabod. This was not a tent
or tabernacle at all but the cloud that rested on the ark
between the cherubim that were on its lid. It never
served as a cover. Other extravagant views have been
added recently. This “power of Christ” is thought to
be a hypostasis, an independent personiﬁcation which
subsists in itself. Paul desires to be “an incarnation
of the power of Christ” just as Simon Magus was in
Acts 8:10. The writer rejects all such views.

10) Reaching back into all that he has said and
rounding it out in a ﬁnal statement, Paul says:
Therefore I take pleasure in weaknesses, in mistreatments, in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses
for Christ’s sake; for whenever I am weak, then I
am powerful.

When he was boasting Paul spoke to others about

all his great weaknesses, but for himself he takes pleasure in them. They look beautiful and lovely to him.
He adds a few phrases by letting his eye run over four

groups of evidence that exhibit his weaknesses even to
other people. Four of the ﬁve c'v phrases are speciﬁcations of the ﬁrst. Any man is weak who has to submit
to “insulting, violent mistreatments” instead of violently denouncing and bringing to justice such enemies; who cannot rise above “necessities," wants, and
difficulties like the strong men whom the world admires; who flees from “persecutions” instead of turn-

ing against his pursuers with devastating power and
wrath; who is ever in “distress," tight places, where
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he can do nothing but suﬁer. What a statement to say
that all such situations are one’s pleasure and delight!

But do not overlook “in behalf of Christ,” for his
sake, Matt. 5:11, 12: “for my sake.” Paul thus enters
the glorious company of the ancient prophets, to which
none but such are admitted. This phrase puts a different aspect upon the whole statement. Blessed are

they who are thus in utter weakness “for Christ’s
sake”!
And so' we come to the end: “For when I am weak”
as thus indicated, “then, then indeed, I am powerful,”
not with any power of my own but with “the power
of Christ.” It reverses everything that the world knows

of power in a man but by that reversal reveals the only
power that is power in the kingdom.
V.

The Conclusion of Paul’s Foolish Boasting

11)

It is over With. l have become a fool! “I

have gotten to that point by allowing myself to say

what I have just said.” The perfect is to indicate the
completed state. Paul looks back to the point where
he has gotten and is ashamed. The folly announced
in 11:1 is now perpetrated. In what sense it is folly

we have seen in 11:1. You on your part compelled
me! “Not that this excuses me but it does say that

I did not become a fool wilfully; and since my folly
is recorded in a letter to you Corinthians, you are
jointly guilty, which remember when you read.” Mc'v
solita'rium is either concessive or restrictive and has

nothing to do with Se’ (R. 1151).
For I on my part ought to be commended by you,
for in no respect was I behind the superﬁne apostles
even if I am nothing. At least the signs of the (real)
apostle were completely wrought in your midst in all
perseverance, both with signs and wonders and with
power works.

Second Coﬂnthians 12:11, 12
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Instead of forcing Paul to boast like a fool about
himself and thus making him reveal all his weaknesses

as his boast the Corinthians ought to be commending
him. For this folly of Paul’s boasting the Corinthians
are as much to blame as is Paul. ’Eya’; is emphatically
in contrast with the preceding {rude and with the fol-

lowing {np' 1‘41.th The Greek uses the imperfect to indicate an obligation that was not met in the present. The
obligation extends to the past and is still pending, for

it has not as yet been met: “I ought to be commended"
(a'vvfa’faaaat, present passive inﬁnitive).
perfect see R. 920; B.-D. 358.

On this im-

For even if the Corinthians wanted to draw a comparison, in no respect does Paul fall behind the false

apostles who had invaded Corinth, who boasted that
they were “the superlative, the superﬁne apostles” in
order to impress the Corinthians. The Corinthians
should certainly know this, but they had forced Paul

to act the fool by compelling him at this late date to
show them how these superﬁne apostles were so far
behind that they could not even be compared with
Paul (see {wrép in 11:23 plus what there fOIIOWS). On
“the superﬁne apostles” see 11:5.

It is a telling thrust when Paul adds “even if I am
nothing.” For this fact that he is all weakness and
thus literally “nothing” is the very boast which Paul
has been making at length. He made it in literal truth
(see the assurance in 11:31 and the ﬁnal proof in 12:
9, 10), but the false apostles tried to make Paul out to be
nothing. Paul takes their very slander from their lips
and wields it as a double—edged sword.

12)

Solitary p.51! is restrictive in this instance and

= “at least,” although it has a lighter touch than our
heavy English phrase (R. 1151). Paul points the Corinthians to what they could and certainly should use
in commending him: At least, to mention nothing
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more, the signs of the (real) apostle were completely
wrought among you during the one and one-half years
that I was in your midst, wrought in all perseverance
(see 6:4). Three datives of means specify: “both with
signs and wonders and with power works.” They
“were wrought” means by the Lord. “The signs of the
apostle” =those that attest an apostle; “the apostle”
is the representative singular (R. 408) and hence has
the generic article (R. 757). Jesus himself tells us
what the signs of the true apostle are by which he will
be known anywhere: “Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers,
raise the dead, cast out devils,” Matt. 10:8 (his commissioning address to the Twelve). “Signs”=sure
indications that men may see and read in their signiﬁcance.

Among the outstanding signs which marked the
presence and the work of a real apostle were what we
summarize as “miracles,” for which the Scriptures
have the double designation “signs and wonders” and
then also vadpecs, “powers," in the sense of “power
deeds.” Both are here used without articles. Emuia

may be used alone but never répam. The former is the
nobler name that has ethical content since “signs”
point beyond themselves to the grace, mercy, divine
power, and help that are operative in them, all speak
about what the Lord wants to do also for the souls of
men and not only for their bodies.
Paul uses the word twice, ﬁrst in its broader sense,
in

which

it

may

include

more

than

miracles,

next in its narrower sense, in which it is used

with reference to miracles, especially when, as
here, it is combined with the term “wonders.” The
latter term designates miracles as acts that make men
wonder, ﬁll them with amazement. But this is only its
lower feature. Paganism, too, was proud of “wonders”
or portents; and it seems that on this account the word

is never employed alone in the Scriptures to designate

Second Corinthians 12:12, 13
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miracles but is always combined with “signs.” The
third term refers to miracles as deeds that are wrought
by the Lord’s omnipotence. All three terms appear in
Acts 2:22; Heb. 2:4. “Power works” are expressive
here, where, in v. 9, 10, Paul has so signiﬁcantly spoken
of “the power of Christ.”
Luke has no account of the miracles that were
wrought by Paul during his stay in Corinth. But that
accords with the object with which Acts was written,
namely to show how the gospel made its course from
Jerusalem to Rome. Hundreds of miracles were omitted, only those that were pertinent to Luke’s object are mentioned, and a few are described. Now miracles
were the most tangible evidence of the presence of an

apostle. As ,u’v indicates, the least that the Corinthians
could have done was to have pointed the false apostles
to such miracles. But the Corinthians failed even in
this. Not until now does Paul refer to miracles, and
even now he does so only incidentally and not as pointing to the chief evidence of his apostleship. What miracles attested the false apostles? Absolutely none. As

far as the chief evidence goes, Paul has already prekj"
sented that in the most effective manner in 3:2,.etc.
The great monument to his apostleship which Paul had
erected in Corinth was the Corinthian church itself,
which was so great that every inhabitant and every
visitor could see it and read its inscription.
13) Despite the fact that miracles were
wrought perseveringly in Corinth, Paul ﬁnally asks:

What, then (-yaip), is it in regard to which you were
treated worse than the rest of the churches except

that I myself was not a dead weight on you? Forgive
me this wrong.

Even down to miracles the Corinthians had received everything from Paul that attested his being a
true apostle. What could they, then, complain about
as a treatment that was inferior to or worse than that
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which the rest of the churches received, those that had
been founded by the Twelve, Peter, John, etc.? Paul

can think of only the one thing which he has discussed
already in 11:7-10, compare I Cor. 9:15-18, namely

that he for his own person had not made himself a
dead weight on the Corinthians (the same verb that
was used in 11:9), i. e., had taken no support from

them. Paul never did this as we have already seen.
If that was a wrong which Paul had committed he
here and now asks the Corinthians graciously to forgive him. This is the keenest irony. "O is the common

accusative with passives (R. 479); {nrép occurs after
a verb with the comparative idea: were treated worse
“beyond the rest of the churches.”
It undoubtedly cost Paul a good deal to assume the
role of a foolish boaster and to play it through to the
end. No more stunning answer could he have given

to the mean attempts to disparage him. He absolutely
outdoes all his viliﬁers. They made him out as amounting to nothing; Paul declares that exactly that is his
boast— I am nothing! I say it in utter truth (11:31),

yea, the Lord himself has reduced me to nothing (12:
7, etc.), and this is my joy and my satisfaction. But
what have you Corinthians lost thereby? In my nothingness I did not ask even a penny of support. Pardon
me for the great loss which you thus suffered!

The Impending Arrival of Paul
1.

He Will again Be of no Expense to the Corinthians

14)
Lo, this third time I am ready to come to
you, and I will not be a. dead weight. For I am not
seeking yours but you. All that follows belongs
under the caption of the ﬁrst sentence that Paul is
coming to Corinth and will soon be there. He announces that he will do as he has done before: be an
expense to no one. On this matter see v. 13; 11:7—10,

Second Corinthians 12:14
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the verb “to be a dead weight” in 11:9. Whatever
objection cavilers had raised against this practice of
Paul’s, he will not alter his course. But what he now
says on this subject is stated in view of his impending
arrival. Paul wants it understood that he and his
assistants will take nothing whatever from the Corinthians. The issue is to be considered as closed.

'Exw with an adverb = “to be.” Tps’rov 10510 is not
“this third time" (which should have 16 added) but “as
a third time this," and it amounts to the R. V.’s: “this
is the third time.” We see very little difference between “I am ready to come to you” and 13:1, “I am
coming to you,” since the present tense 2pxopm is constantly used with reference to a coming that will start

presently. In fact, Paul was now on his way and had
been for some time.
The question is not whether this is Paul’s third
visit to Corinth or the second, whether he has been in
Corinth twice before this or only once. The question
is concerned with this feature, whether Paul made a
second brief visit to Corinth after he wrote First Corinthians. All the “critical” hypotheses need this date
for the second visit to Corinth; all of them are overthrown when this date is not assumed. In order to
secure this date the time between First and Second
Corinthians is lengthened from a few months to about
a year and a half, for a few months are too short a

time to permit this date for the second visit. A further
hypothesis is a third letter that was sent often the

second visit, and this visit occurred after First Corinthians. Then there follow the hypotheses about the disgraceful scenes that took place in Corinth on the visit
that is thus dated; Paul left thoroughly defeated and
wrote a violent letter after he got back to Ephesus.
The interest of those who contend that Paul had
been in Corinth only once before is not the point of
the number of visits to Corinth but a visit that is
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dated after First Corinthians. If Paul had been in
Corinth only once, the question is, of course, settled by
that fact alone. But it is equally settled if Paul did
visit Corinth a second time (even several times) at a

date prior to First Corinthians. It is this prior date
which the critics must face. This date clears the atmosphere. No critic has been able to lodge a single
valid objection against it.

We thus understand Paul to say that his impending visit is his third. His second occurred some time
during the two years that he spent in Ephesus. That
second visit is of no importance whatever for either
First or Second Corinthians. We have shown in 2:1
that it was not made in grief as is so often thought

on the strength of miAw. That second visit was followed
by a letter that is lost to us, to which I Cor. 5 :9 refers

and about which we know no more. We do not think
that “I am ready a third time” refers only to the times
when Paul got ready and includes one time when he
got ready but changed his plans and delayed; 13:1
says: “I am going a third time.” Tpc’rov roﬁro modiﬁes
“I am ready” or “I am ready to come to you.” Why
refer the adverbial modiﬁers across to the inﬁnitive
and even into the next clause: “to come this third time,

and I will not burden this third time”?
Paul has already explained most fully why he took
no support from any of his congregations (I Cor. 9:
15-17; II Cor. 11:7-12). What he now says is a kindly
addition after the sting administered in v. 13. He is
not seeking rat stay, “the things of you,” i. e., your
goods, but this, “you yourselves,” i. e., your souls. The
false apostles, of course, did otherwise. They cared for

the wool and not for the sheep.
For the children ought not to lay up treasure for
the parents, but the parents for the children. Paul

speaks to the Corinthians as a father to his children.

Second Corinthians 1214,15
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His desire is to enrich them and to ﬁll them with the
spiritual treasures which he is able to provide for them
and make their own. It is unfair to say that Paul
should never have taken the present which the Macedonians sent him (11:9). Since when dare a parent
not accept a little present from his grateful children?
See that passage. It is also unwarranted to say that
when a parent becomes unable to provide for himself,
the children should provide for him. Paul was still
fully able to provide for himself.
It is also stated that Paul is overthrowing the very

law and principle which he lays down at length in I
Cor. 9:6-12b, 14. But Paul himself distinguishes between the right that he had and his making use of that

right. He did not make use of his right to support for
a great and suﬂicient reason. Paul is here speaking
about the spirit which animates him in foregoing that
right, his readiness to act as parents do toward their

children. Paul uses this relation of parents to their
children as an illustration and as no more.
15) Moreover, I on my part will very gladly
spend and be myself spent in behalf of your souls.
The illustration of parents and children deals with
ordinary obligation. Aé goes beyond mere obligation.

Paul is very glad on his part not only to spend of his
energy and love but himself to be completely spent
(6:: in the passive) for the beneﬁt of the souls of the

Corinthians. This is the spirit that animates him in
his work: utter unselﬁshness and selﬂessness.
Both verbs go far beyond spending money. The
second verb is so plain, for a person is himself utterly
spent, not by paying money, but by using himself up.
Here, too, Paul states for what he Will spend and himself be spent, namely “for your souls.” The illustration
of parents and the fact that they spend money for
their children is not retained. That illustration does
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not deal with any kind of spending but with the reverse, namely treasuring up, saving something to leave
to children.
Paul now advances to the real motive: If I love
you more abundantly am I loved the less? That
would be strange, indeed! Love usually kindles love.
This is “love” in the sense of 2 :4, which see. The comparative adverb refers to ever greater evidence of love.
A case occurs occasionally in which the more love is
shown, the Less that love is appreciated, and the less
love is returned. Do the Corinthians want to be such
a case?
'
16) Is something else hindering the love of the
Corinthians? Paul openly states the slander. But
granted—l myself did not burden you; nevertheless, being a crafty fellow, I caught you with guilel
Is that the direction in which your suspicions run?
Does that slander make you hesitate? On arm 86 in the
sense of “granted” see R. 948. It is rather too plain
that when Paul himself was in Corinth he burdened
no one. This is granted as being true by all the Corinthians themselves. But was that not merely a piece of
craftiness, just a bait by which to take the Corinthians? It is the way of vicious slander to do this very
thing: to make a virtue appear as cunning pretense
whereby to gain selﬁsh ends under cover.
17) Paul answers this with questions. Two have
the interrogative word p.15 which implies “no" as the
answer, and a double one has the interrogative word
at (repeated) which implies “yes” as the answer.
Anyone of those whom I have been sending to you,
did I through him over-reach you? All of the Corinthians will have to confess: “No, never l” The perfect
tense “have been sending" is to indicate repeated sendings (R. 893, 896). t It is the very tense that is required.

Second Corinthians 12:17, 18
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The accusative mi which is followed by 8" az'n-oﬁ
is called an anacoluthon (R. 488). It is a pendent accusative, it could also be a nominative. But the main
point is the reason for thrusting this indeﬁnite pronoun and its relative clause forward and then resuming it with Sui: it places the emphasis exactly where
Paul wants it. If Paul himself took nothing, is there
anyone, anyone at all whom he has been sending to

Corinth, whom he used as an underhanded means for
getting something out of the Corinthians? In (5v there
lies 701570.)? 05:.

The question includes all of the men whom Paul
had sent to Corinth since he left the congregation. Just
how many there had been we do not know; that point is
immaterial. Some commentators introduce the matter
of the collection but do not indicate how Paul could
have overreached the Corinthians in regard to this
money when I Cor. 16:2 makes it plain that none of
Paul’s assistants ever touched a penny with their own
hands. Paul includes men whom he had sent before
he asked that a collection be started. His question is
this: Can any man in Corinth stand up and say that
any person that had been sent by Paul in any way
whatever asked for a single penny for Paul or, without asking, ever received a single penny? “Did I overreach you” means: take nothing when I was in Corinth
but try to get something craftily later on.
18) The last two men whom Paul had sent were
Titus and another brother. I urged Titus, and I sent
along the brother. Did Titus overreach you in anything? Did we not walk in the same spirit? In the
same tracks? The last mission of Titus’ was not a
pleasant one; Titus had to be urged to undertake it.
Paul does not need to name the other man whom he
sent along with Titus. He does not name the two to
whom he referred in 8:18, 22; it is not necessary, the
Corinthians know.

“The brother” conveys only the
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fact that the man was not one of Paul’s regular assistants. Whether he was one of the two who are now
being sent by Paul a second time (8 :18, 22) we do not
know. The view that “the brother” was to watch Titus

is entirely unfair although it has been entertained.
Titus was the main character, and hence Paul asks:
“Did Titus overreach you in any respect?” M7; implies

that the answer must be “no.”
But negative answers would not satisfy Paul. He

would end his questioning with two of; that call for
positive answers. He now includes also himself together with all his assistants and others whom he had
sent to Corinth: “Do we not all walk in the same spirit?
in the same steps ?” The A. V. is correct in translating
“spirit” over against the R. V. which translates
“Spirit.” This is the dative of means or of norm. The

Scriptures never speak of the Holy Spirit as a means
or a norm that are used by us. By “spirit” Paul means
the inner motivation, by “tracks” the outward, visible
conduct. His double question is: “Are we not all alike
inwardly and outwardly ?” As I was when I was with
you, taking absolutely nothing — have not all my messengers to you been just the same?
Objection is raised on the ground that Paul relies
only on questions. In addition to that he is accused of

arguing in a circle by proving himself by means of
Titus and Titus by means of himself. Because he is
honest and unselﬁsh, his messengers must be the same;
then vice versa. Paul does neither; either would be a
farce. These questions are blanket questions that are
addressed to the entire congregation and include every
member. Their convincing power does not lie in argument, even as none is made; it lies in the fact that
every Corinthian is challenged to point to a single
instance where Paul or any messenger of his ever got

a penny from any Corinthian member.

Second Corinthians 12:19

II.
19)
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Pa/ul Fears What He May Find. when He
Arrives in Corinth
All this time you are thinking that we are

trying to defend ourselves to you. In God’s sight in
connection with Christ we are speaking (instead of
keeping silence). Moreover, beloved, everything is

for the beneﬁt of your ediﬁcation. Paul corrects a
wrong impression that is prevailing in the minds of
the Corinthians. He surmises that they are thinking
that Paul is merely defending himself and his assistants, that he is writing in his own interest. The verb

is apparently to be taken in the lower sense of “Whitewashing ourselves,” the present tense being conative,
“trying to whitewash.” Two things are wrong about

this assumption: 1) any self-interest on the part of
Paul and his assistants; 2) that Paul and his assistants are pleading their case before the forum of the
Corinthians. The Corinthians had better disabuse their
minds on both points.
In the ﬁrst place, the forum before which Paul and

his assistants stand is that of God: “in the sight of
God,” with him as the Judge “we speak.” Let the Corinthians not think that they are the judges; they face
that Supreme Judge as well as Paul and his assistants

face him. “In God’s sight in connection with Christ”
makes plain the entire situation. Christ, his gospel,
and his church are involved in all that Paul is writing. Hence, Paul says, “we speak,” the verb means,
“we are not and cannot be silent.” The right way in
which the Corinthians are to think about this epistle

is that it is open speech before God himself and involves Christ who commissioned Paul and his assistants for their work. How could they dare to be silent
unless they intended to abandon that work!
Ae’ takes care of the other point. Paul and his as—
sistants are not on trial, and the Corinthians are not
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the judges. The former are concerned about this matter in quite a different manner. Paul and his assistants are greatly concerned about the Corinthians,

namely about their standing before God in Christ.
“Everything” that Paul is writing is “in the interest
of your ediﬁcation,” of your upbuilding in Christ. This

is “ediﬁcation” in the Biblical sense, which includes
rebuke, warning, castigation, etc., and not in the modern sense of pleasant religious emotions. The idea is
not that Paul is placing an indictment against the Corinthians before God, that he is putting them on trial
before the Supreme Judge. The great Judge is looking
down on all of them, on Paul and on his assistants and
on all the Corinthians. Paul is speaking in his presence
so that he may hear that all he is saying to the Corinthians is, indeed, for the beneﬁt of building them up
in Christ. He is not a dumb dog, he speaks and speaks
plainly. As the Corinthians read this epistle they must
realize that God’s eyes are looking down on them, that
all these things are connected with Christ and are said
to them in connection with him. They will then stop
thinking that Paul is on trial before them in a kind
of self-defense. They will read this epistle as they ought
to read it. Paul thus inserts the address “beloved”
most effectively; it is expressive of his entire concern
for the Corinthians.
See how simply Paul does this correcting of all
foolish thoughts on the part of the Corinthians. Two
little sentences are enough, but they go to the heart of

the matter. But is Paul’s epistle not in part an dmkoyi’a
or self-defense before the Corinthians? Yes, he is
setting himself right in their eyes; he has even refuted
charges and slanders made against him. But he has
never done so in his own interest but only in the true

spiritual interest of the Corinthians themselves. He
wrestles with them in order to make them what they
ought to be “in the sight of God in connection with

Second Cminthians 12:20
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Christ.” There is no difﬁculty whatever on this score
unless we ourselves read this epistle with the wrong
thoughts which Paul removes from the minds of the
Corinthians.
20) “For” explains Paul’s concern and does it
in very plain language: For I fear lest perhaps, on
coming, I shall ﬁnd you not such as I want, and I myself shall he found for you such as you do not want;
lest perhaps (there be) strife, jealousy, angers, selfassertions, hackbitings, whisperings, puﬁngs-up, disorders; lest on my coming back my God shall humble
me before you, and l mourn many of those who have

been hitherto sinning and did not repent of the uncleanness and fornication and excess which they

committed.
The whole is one sentence: @ﬂoﬁpat followed by the

three clauses with mg: “I fear lest—lest— lest”; the
three heap up all that Paul fears. The ﬁrst two are
softened by era’s: “lest perhaps.” The aorist may indicates the moment of arrival in Corinth.
Note the skillful reversal of the thought in chiastic
form: “not such as I want shall I ﬁnd you—and I
myself shall be found for you such as you do not want."
If things were still awry when Paul got to Corinth or
would get worse by the time Paul arrived, he would
certainly not ﬁnd the Corinthians such as he wanted.
And that means that the Corinthians, too, would not
ﬁnd Paul such as they wanted. Congregations that are

in a bad state seldom want a church oﬁicial to arrive
who intends to make thorough work in cleaning up
their diﬁiculties. Part of Paul’s skill is evident in the
use of the passive form in the second statement. Note
the little difference: “not such as I want” — “such as
you do not wan .” Even the placement of the negative

is signiﬁcant. Read R. 1161 and 1174 on mix. The
writer thinks that mix atom and likewise m" 96hr: are
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each simply a single negated term; hence the negative
is properly 01': and needs no further explanation.
Paul states what he fears he may ﬁnd in Corinth.
We have four pairs. Four is used to designate ordinary
rhetorical completeness, and the doubling of each of

the four intensiﬁes the completeness. Strife and
jealousy — each sheds light on the other. In the Greek
abstract plurals are used for concrete exhibitions or
instances of what the abstract term signiﬁes. This

applies to the six plurals following. B.-D. 142. Thus
“angry outbursts— cases of self-assertion” (C.-K.
444). These two are well paired. So also “backbitings
——whisperings.” Angry self-assertion bursts out publicly, but backbitings and whisperings circulate quietly.
On the proud “puﬂings” note what Paul wrote already
in I Cor. 4:6, 18, 19; 13:4, which show the relation

between the two epistles. This was one of the failings that was prevalent in Corinth; it is here paired
with “disorders.”

Those who separate chapters 10-13 from Second
Corinthians and call this “the Fo‘ur Chapter Letter”
which was written earlier or later than Second Corinthians make much of the eight evils listed here on
the plea that the ﬁrst seven chapters show that things
were so far improved in Corinth that Paul could not

have harbored these fears when he wrote those seven
chapters. They do not note that those seven chapters

plainly show that enough trouble is still active in Corinth, and that Paul might well have his fears about

a new ﬂare-up. He is setting these things down in plain
words in order to head off this very danger. He tells

the Corinthians that, when he comes, he does not want
to ﬁnd any of these shameful conditions. It was one
of the wisest things he could do.
21) The two in; we clauses are a unit, the second
states the speciﬁcations for the ﬁrst. The clause that
has simple poi is an addition. Hence Paul again inserts

Second Corinthians 12:21
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“on my coming back.” On m’Aw see 2:1. In the interest
of the hypothesis of a disgraceful visit of Paul to Corinth between First and Second Corinthians efforts are

made to refer 1ra'./\w across the participle so that it
modiﬁes the main verb: “lest my God shall humble
me again.” Paul puts it in a striking way: not that

the Corinthians might suffer disgrace and humiliation, but that he, Paul, might be humbled by God be-

fore the Corinthians (rrptm tunic) at the sight of their
disgraceful condition, that he might be caused to
mourn over many guilty ones. Ah, yes, the Corinthians
should feel that way, but would they? Well, Paul
would! He does not use the plural and say that he
and his assistants would be humbled and would mourn.
His assistants would, of course, feel as he felt, but
especially he would be affected.

"Lest my God shall humble me,” the God whom
I serve so earnestly in Christ, brings out the full poign-

ancy of what Paul would feel—his own God bowing
his head in the dust. That would be a sad, sad dispensation of providence for Paul. Jesus had labored in vain

for Judas, for many others who then turned from him;
that sorrow Paul, too, had often enough experienced,

it would then be his again in Corinth.
But he is thinking also of the other and the older
dangers in Corinth, of those mentioned in I Cor. 5:9,
etc.; 6:9-20, the old pagan vices into which some of

the Corinthians had been drawn and were ever in
danger of being drawn. This ﬁnal fear of Paul’s so

plainly reaches back into First Corinthians that it
is useless to deny the fact. The fear is that Paul might
have to mourn “many of those who have been hitherto

(‘rrpo' in the participle) sinning and did not repent of
their uncleanness,” etc. Not repenting, they would, of

course, be lost. This is sufﬁcient reason for mourning
without thinking of excommunication and the like.
Paul speaks of that in its proper place. Paul uses ﬁrst
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the perfect and then the aorist participle, each tense in
its exact meaning. The sinning which started in the
past is pictured as going on unchecked to the present
(perfect), no decisive act of repentance at any time

in the past causes a stop (aorist).
Paul uses the verb [teravodv only here but uses it in
the same sense as the noun is used in 7 :9, 10, the inner
change of heart by true contrition which turns to
Christ for pardon. One article combines the three
datives: did not repent over (e'mf) ; we say: of “the uncleanness and fornication and excess which they committed.” The three terms describe sexual sins plus
what goes with them. See the remarks on Rom. 13 :13
for details.
“Uncleanness” refers to the stench; “fornication"

to the common type of this sin; “excess” to the unbridled action, da'c'kyeta, Zuegellosigkeit, Ausschwe’ifung.
The sinners described here have been identiﬁed with
those mentioned in v. 20. And they would, indeed, dislike Paul and cause the disturbances noted in v. 20.
They knew what Paul did in I Cor. 5 and what he wrote
in I Cor. 6 :12-20. They had no use for him and would
claim that Paul never intended to come (I Cor. 4:18) .
This identiﬁcation seems to be correct.
“I fear, I fear I” is Paul’s solicitous warning.

CHAPTER XIII
III.

Paul Warns the Corinthians regarding What He
Will Do, if Necessary, when He Games

1) This is the third time I am coming to you.
See 12:14. The repetition is emphatic. In 12:20, 21
and in 13:2 he also mentions his coming. All of these
accumulated references to his coming, save 12:14,
have the note of warning. I Cor. 4:18 indicates the
reason; in Corinth some had puffed themselves up as
though Paul would not dare to come. Such bold talk
may not have died down as yet although Paul had
been on the way for some time. The force of “this
third time” would, then, be: I have been in Corinth
twice, once after founding your church, and I shall
come even a third time now that it is necessary.
Paul follows this reminder with a cold legal
statement, which is abbreviated from Deut. 19:15:
By mouth of two witnesses and of three shall every
matter be established. That, Paul says, is what this
my third coming means if there should be any in
Corinth who need this procedure when I come. The
corroborating testimony of at least two witnesses was

required by the Jews when legal action was to be taken,
that of three was considered a maximum. The same
principle holds good in law everywhere. The Christian
Church cannot possibly dispense with this principle
when it deals with cases of discipline, and its action
may be that of expulsion from the congregation. Jesus

subjected himself to this principle of law, John 5:31,
etc.; 8:17, 18; he prescribed it for us in Matt. 18:16;
Paul holds to it in I Tim. 5 :19. Paul’s word is intended
as a warning. He has just mentioned repentance
(1325)
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(12:21). He hopes that there will be no unrepentant
sinners with whom he must deal when he arrives.
They will get a fair trial, indeed, but a trial they
will get.
Paul would, of course, not take such cases into his
own hands and out of the hands of the congregation,
he would not act as judge supreme and dictate the

verdict by virtue of his apostolic authority.

In I Cor.

5:3-5 he did the very opposite; in II Cor. 1:24 he

declares the direct opposite.

The congregation alone

can expel. It hears the necessary witnesses, it passes
every motion in every case. What would be Paul’s
function? The same as that which he exercised in his
letters: to advise and to guide the congregation in the
true spirit of Christ.

Since the time of Chrysostom Paul’s word about
the two or three witnesses has been referred to his two

previous visits in Corinth and the third which is about
to follow. We are told that TpZTOV and 1",:qu correspond,
that “this third time” is repeated because it would be
the third witness against the impenitent in Corinth.
When it is asked how Paul could note a parallel such
as that, we are told that this is “rabbinical” and therefore quite possible for Paul. Paul’s stay of one and
one-half years in Corinth took place prior to any

trouble that had occurred there. His second visit took
place prior to First Corinthians and had no bearing
on recent developments. Two or three visits by the
same man could not resemble two or three testimonies
by different witnesses. The essential thing is that
different persons serve as witnesses. No rabbi would
regard the same man as three witnesses!
2)
Pointing the Corinthians to Deut. 19:15 is
itself signiﬁcant, and this is followed by language
that is just as plain if not plainer. l have said in advance and I say in advance as present a second time
and (as) absent now to those who have hitherto been

Second Con'nthz'ans 18:2
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ginning and to all the rest that, if I come back, l will
not spare. Paul states in 1 :23 that he had purposely
delayed his coming in order to spare. It is an evangelical delay which allows the sinners who have merited

discipline time to repent and to amend, which also
does not hurry the congregation in its discipline. Paul
now forewarns all concerned that his delayed arrival
will bring this period to an end. “If I come back”

(ara’Aw as in 2:1) denotes expectancy and not doubt.
It is the Christian’s “if” which places the future into
God’s hands.
In I Cor. 5:3 Paul has used the same expressions
which he employs here. There he wrote “absent in
the body yet present in the spirit, I . . . as present”;
hence he says here: “as present the second time and
(as) absent now.” In I Cor. 5 :3 the time for sparing
one impenitent sinner had come to an end; here the
time for sparing a number of such sinners was now
approaching its end. In I Cor. 5 :3 Paul spoke dis wapu’w,
“as if present”; here he speaks die napc‘uv 15 Seufepov, “as

if present the second time.” When he writes “the
second time" he refers to I Cor. 5:3 as being the ﬁrst
time when he had to speak in advance to the Corinthians as he must now. The parallel is too marked to be
denied.
Those who hold to the hypothesis of a visit of Paul’s
to Corinth between First and Second Corinthians disregard the connection of our passage with I Cor. 5 :3.
They let dis mean “when”: “when I was present the
second time on that hypothetical visit.” All that which
makes this second visit impossible should be repeated
here. In addition we may note that in accordance
with this hypothesis wrapu’w is given the sense of an imperfect tense, dm’w that of a present tense. Kai combines the two participles and cannot be deleted. This
hypothesis separates the participles: “I have told you

before when I was present the second time” on that
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hypothetical visit, “and I tell you before when I am
now absen " What Paul plainly says is that when
he arrives he will not spare, that he has been telling
and is now telling the Corinthians this in advance “as
if (already) present the second time though (Kai) now
(still) absen .”
“Those who have been sinning" are the ones mentioned in 12 :21 where they are designated by the same
perfect participle with the addition that they had not
repented. Impenitent sinners dare not be indeﬁnitely

spared. “And to all the rest’{ means all the rest of the
congregation. If they do not take action against the
impenitent sinners before Paul arrives in Corinth,
Paul will not permit them to remain inactive after he
arrives. We feel that Paul hopes that the congregation
will take energetic action before he gets to Corinth.
We decline to make “all the rest” mean still other sinners besides those mentioned in 12:21, such as 12:20
indicates. We have already seen that in all probability
those mentioned in 12 :20 and in 12:21 were the same
persons. In addition to the sinners that call for action
Paul warns also the congregation which needs to
provide that action.
3) The statement continues: I shall not spare
since you are seeking a proof of the Christ speaking
in me, (of the Christ) who is not weak toward you
but is powerful among you. Yes, he was cruciﬁed
due to weakness but he lives due to God’s power!
Yes, we on our part are weak in him, but we shall
live with him due to God’s power toward you.
Amy»; is an actual “proof,” the result of a genuine
test. The Corinthians are seeking such real proof,
and Paul says that they will certainly get it when he
arrives. The proof is to demonstrate “the Christ
speaking in Paul," the Christ “who is not weak toward
you but is powerful among you.” We take this to be
Paul’s own statement regarding what the Corinthians

.2.
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want to see demonstrated by Paul. He says that this
Christ “speaks,” makes utterance in him, i. e., is not
silent. Paul calls himself Christ’s mouthpiece. This
speaking consists in the letters and the oral messages
which Paul has been sending to the Corinthians and
includes the letter which he is now sending. This
speaking sounds strong (10:10). What does it really
amount to?
The relative clause answers that question. Paul
informs the Corinthians, both those who still raise
such a question as well as all the rest who hear such
a question raised, that the Christ Speaking in Paul is
certainly “not weak toward you Corinthians," a Christ
who only utters (man) empty words through Paul’s
mouth, but a Christ who “is powerful among you.”
Both of the verbs are in the present tense. The Corinthians already have the greatest proof of the power
of this Christ in all that he has wrought in the Corinthians ; v. 5 points them to this proof. The Corinthians
had better put themselves to the proof in order to
realize what they themselves are, namely that Christ
is in them with his blessed, saving power. But if they
must, in addition, have proof of the opposite kind,
proof of the disciplinary power of Christ, they shall
get what they are seeking—“I will not spare.” Paul
has been sparing the Corinthians (1:25) in the hope
that they would not need and require this proof which
is bound to be rather painful. But since, after all,
they seem not to be satisﬁed unless it is furnished them
they shall get what they want.

4)

The two m2 ydp are parallel; the one deals with

Christ, the other with Paul and his assistants. Both
are concessive (B.-D. 457) ; we translate “yes” or “and
indeed" (the-idea is not “for,” our versions). Both
concessions are wiped out by the strong adversative
and. “Yes. he was cruciﬁed due to weakness.” Christ
was certainly weak, so.utterly 'weak and helpless that
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his enemies triumphed over him, nailed him to the
cross where he died the most painful and the most
ignominious death.

Paul names the extreme point of

Christ’s weakness. This, moreover, is the Christ whom
Paul preaches, who speaks in Paul, this Christ cruciﬁed, whose earthly life ended in the most abject weakness. Well, then the sinners in Corinth have nothing

to fear from such a Christ! Let such a Christ threaten
through Paul’s letters all he pleases!
Ah, “but he lives due to God’s power!” God’s
power raised him from the dead, exalted him in glory
and majesty, gave him a name above every name, etc.,
Phil. 2:9-12. “He was cruciﬁed” is one past act, “he
lives” is eternal activity. The two c‘x denote source,
the death came “out of weakness,” the living “out
of no less than God’s power,” and no greater power
than this exists. Do the sinners in Corinth and any
others who are misled by them want a proof of this

Christ’s power? Does anyone imagine that it cannot
or will not be furnished? Yes, it is the cruciﬁed Christ,

the Redeemer and the hope of sinners, who speaks in
Paul; but it is also this Christ of God’s power, the
divine Lord and Judge, the terror of all impenitent
sinners.

The ﬁrst statement deals strictly with Christ alone;
the second, in close parallel, adds “us” (Paul and his
assistants) to this Christ. “Yes, we on our part are
weak in him.” Because they are joined to him (5 :17),
his weakness, which is evidenced in dying on the cross,
is in a manner repeated in all his true ministers. They
suffer persecution and insult as he did, are hated by

the world and all impenitent sinners as he was. Weakness, Paul says, is our lot “in him” (some texts have
“with him”). We, too, look as if we might be easily
derided and outfaced. Is this all?

“But We shall live with him due to God’s power
toward you!” That is the other part of the story. The

Second Corinthwms 13:1,, 5
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tense is the future and might thus be dated at the ﬁnal
resurrection; but the ﬁnal phrase “toward or in regard
to you” forbids this. Due to God’s power Christ’s
ministers now live together with him. This is called
the logical future by some. As being weak in him we

shall ever live with him by God’s own power. It is
the same power that raised up and exalted Christ. Eph.
1:18, 19. With this power you Corinthians have to

reckon when you are dealing with us, Christ’s ministers.
The last phrase “toward you" lends a startling turn
to the statement. For the point to be noted is not

that Paul and his assistants should live with Christ
due to God’s power (Ex again source) and enjoy this

life merely for themselves.

Their whole life by God’s

power makes its impact upon the Corinthians.

Yes,

it is in one sense nothing but lowly weakness (12:9,
10), and it does not even pretend to be anything else;
but thus it shall ever be ﬁlled with God’s own power
toward the Corinthians in all that these ministers have
to do with them.
Does anyone in Corinth seek proof of the Christ
speaking in Paul? He should be satisﬁed, more than
satisﬁed, with God’s power in the weak, cruciﬁed
Christ, with this same power in the weak ministers of
Christ, whose voice is that of Christ, all his power
coming to them through it.

5)

In view of the conditions that have been

existing in Corinth, where even impenitent sinners
are found (12:21), the Corinthians should do something that is far more proﬁtable to themselves than
to demand proof of the Christ speaking in Paul.
Start trying your own selves whether you are in the
faith, start putting your own selves to the proof! Or
do you not fully know your own selves, (namely this

about yourselves) that Jesus Christ is in you? — unless you, indeed, are disproved!

Moreover, I hope
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thatyouwillknowthatweonourpartarenotdisproved!
This should be the real concern of the Corinthians.
The present imperatives are conative. When it is used
in an evil sense «mica» means to “tempt”; here it is
used in the good sense and has the meaning to “try”
and is followed by the synonym “to subject to a test”
as coins are tested to determine their genuineness and
their full weight. Note the terms: 8mm; in v. 3—

sonprizo in this verse—also 6.86am: three times—and
86mm once. We attempt to translate with English
words that are also derived from the same root: proof
—- put to the proof —— disproved (hence rejected‘,‘reproba ” in our versions) — approved (tested out,
proved and thus accepted as genuine).
The Corinthians are to apply the right tests to
themselves as to “whether they are in the fait ." We
do not see how “the faith” can be anything but objective faith: the Christian doctrine and the confession
which all believers have. The subjective feature is
found in the copula and in the preposition “whether
you are in." One is “in” the objective faith when he
has personal, subjective faith and with his whole heart
believes the objective faith. The assertion that “the
faith"'is never used objectively must be challenged as
being incOrrect.
To try and test oneself is simple enough. A few
honest questions honestly answered soon reveal where
one stands. There is “the faith” itself, the gospel
with its contents. Does my heart receive that, receive

it in toto, receive it without change of any kind? Do
I reject that or any part of it? Does my heart truly
believe this gospel of Christ? Do I trust it? Is my
conﬁdence full and strong? ‘ "
“Or” is not disjunctive, it presents only the alternative: “Or do you net fully know your own selves,”

Second Corinthians 13:5, 6
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i. e., realize concerning yourselves this essential “that
Jesus Christ is in you “.7" This alone could be the alternative. The Corinthians must have this realization
“unless you, indeed, are disproved,” i. e., tested and
found false, spurious, either not believing the real
gospel but something else or only pretending to believe
the gospel while not really believing it. Our versions
translate “reprobate,” a word that is so forcefully used
in I Cor. 9:27 by Paul regarding himself. Of course,
if the Corinthians do not truly know that Jesus Christ
is in them, if, in fact, they are spurious believers, they
will not feel like trying and proving whether they are
in the faith. Paul's question probes them. It does not
mince matters in the least. True believers never resent
that, only people who could not stand a real test are

resentful. E: pain implies that such a thing as the Corinthians being disproved or spurious cannot be possible. Note the expressions “to be in the faith”—
“Jesus Christ in you." Each deﬁnes the other. He is
in us when we are in him (John 15:5) ; this blessed
fact may be expressed in either way. This is the mystical union, but ever as mediated only by the gospel (objectively) and by faith (subjectively).
“Jesus Christ" is the Savior’s personal and his
ofﬁcial name which includes who he is and what he has
done and still does. Paul uses the simplest form of the
name because the test that he wants made is not to

be involved or diﬂ‘icult. We realize that Jesus Christ
is “in” us when our hearts hold fast to him in trust
and respond to the call and the prompting of his Word.
Only the absence of these reactions could prove the
absence of Jesus Christ in us.
6) Ae’ = “moreover.” The idea to be conveyed is
not that, whether the Corinthians are approved or dis!
proved, Paul hopes that they know that he and his
assistants are not disproved; the idea is that the Corinthians are not "disproved (spurious coins, rejected).
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and that Paul hopes that for this very reason they will
know that he and his assistants are likewise not disproved. Spurious Christians would not be able to know,
their judgment would be worth nothing; but Christians
who are able to test themselves and to realize their own
genuineness, one may hope, will know the genuineness

also of Christ’s true ministers. If they are able to
detect the presence of Jesus Christ in themselves they

should be able to recognize others in whom Christ’s
power operates, especially those who helped to put
Christ into their hearts. Knowing that Paul and his
assistants are not disproved but approved of Christ,
they will not listen to talk about a test to see whether

Christ really speaks in Paul.
7) Now we are praying God that you come to
do nothing evil, not (with the selﬁsh motive) that
we on our part may appear approved, but in order
that you on your part may begin doing the (morally)
excellent thing while (or: and that, 85’) we on our
part are as if disproved.

Ae’ adds this further statement about the intercession which Paul and his assistants are making for the

Corinthians. Their prayer is “that you may come to
do nothing evil” (finds is the subject of the inﬁnitive,
compare non-ﬁe). The aorist is important here: “may
come to do.” Paul is not speaking in general about doing any kind of evil; he is speaking about the speciﬁc

act of siding with the impenitent sinners in Corinth
so that when Paul arrives he will have to show himself approved by dealing unsparingly with them.

While they are praying thus, the great concern of
Paul and of his assistants is by no means that they on
their part “appear” before the eyes of the Corinthians
as approved or genuine because of their success in
keeping the Corinthians from making a serious mistake. Paul and his assistants know that they are ap-

proved of Christ, how they may appear to the Corin-
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thians is a secondary matter. Paul has his hopes in
regard to that (v. 6), and that is enough.

No; the motive behind this prayer is the thought
that the Corinthians may begin doing the noble or
excellent thing, the one that is pertinent to the situation, namely turning against the impenitent sinners
in their midst. The tense is again important, it is a
conative present subjunctive: “may begin doing.” They
cannot begin too soon. In fact, Paul hopes for a speedy

answer to these prayers so that when he gets to Corinth
he will ﬁnd that the congregation has cleansed itself,
that he does not need to use unsparing vigor upon it
to get it to act.

What if “we on our part are as if disproved,” as
having no opportunity by disciplinary action and by
taking the congregation itself unsparingly to task like
a father applying the rod (I Cor. 4:21) to show that

Christ speaks in us with God’s power? What of it?
Some may desire to see such a 80mm; or proof (v. 3).
Paul and his assistants will be glad to dispense with it.
There are many pleasanter ways in which to show that
they are approved and accepted of Christ. Note (in, “as

if,” which matches the preceding ¢avd3,u.EV, “may appear”
(aorist subjunctive).
8)
In order to explain somewhat this chief purpose of the prayer, which is directed entirely toward
the end that the Corinthians may do the excellent
thing even though Paul and his assistants get no special opportunity to appear as approved and genuine,
Paul adds regarding themselves: For we are not able

to do a thing against the truth but (are able to do
something only) in the interest of truth.
The axiom, “reality,” “truth,” does not mean the
actual facts as they exist in Corinth so that Paul would
say that he and his assistants cannot go counter to

what these facts demand but can do only what these
facts require. “The truth” = the blessed reality com-
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prised in the gospel. Paul and his assistants are
devoted wholly to this truth. They have no selﬁsh interest such as thinking that they must stand before the
Corinthians as approved, as tried and true. Just as
their interest is only that the Corinthians may make
no mistake, may do only the excellent thing, so their

one interest is the divine, blessed truth of the gospel.
Their arms are paralyzed so they cannot do even a
single thing Kara, “against” that truth, but these arms
are energized ever to do all that can possibly be done
im’p, “in favor” of that truth.

We note how necessary it is that Paul rise to this
highest plane. Kaxdv and 1:an are only the moral
aspects, “bad" —“excellent"; moreover, both refer
only to the Corinthians. The interest which Paul has
in the Corinthians as to whether they may make a
moral mistake or not in their present situation is of
importance for Paul and his assistants only in its connection with the truth, with the gospel, against which
they could not dream of doing a thing, in favor of
which they use their every effort. So, as far as they
are concerned, all self-interest is barred completely,
is replaced by the interest in the Corinthians, and even
this interest in the Corinthians is one that is connected
only with the great mom, the gospel truth, whose sum
and substance is Christ, the Truth.
9) The very verb Suvdpzoa, “we are able, have
power,” recalls the opposites power and weakness
that were used in v. 3, 4.

So this explanation is

added: For we rejoice whenever we are week while
you are powerful; this, in fact. (mi), we pray for,
(namely) your complete outﬁtting. The Corinthians
must not worry about Paul and his assistants. They
rejoice whenever they are weak, for they know then
that they are strong (12:10), for God's power works
in their weakness. Hence they are willing to appear
totally weak. All that they desire is that the Corin-

Second Coﬁnthians 13:9, 10
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thians may be powerful, i. e., that in their weakness,
too, God’s power may show itself most effectively (v.
4). For this also Paul and his assistants are ever praying, namely for the complete ﬁtting out of all that the
Corinthians may need.
The rare word Kara'p'nms appears only here in the
Bible; the verb is used several times (see v. 11). Kurd
in the compound is perfective: a ﬁtting out that is
thorough and complete. Note the English “artisan.”
The genitive {My is objective. Being completely ﬁtted
out, the Corinthians would again have their congregation in order as it should be; they would appear as the
product of a good artisan.
10) For this reason I write these things while
absent in order that when present I may not deal
sharply, according to the authority which the Lord
gave me for upbuilding and not for wrecking. Paul
would like to see the Corinthians themselves put everything in good order in advance of his arrival. For this
reason he is writing these things, in order to help them.
If, in spite of everything, they prove dilatory, he will,
when he comes, necessarily have to use sharpness. The
aorist implies one decisive act. He will then wait and
spare no longer (v. 2). He will then have to use the

full authority given him by the Lord. This is no
papistic, legalistic, or autocratic authority. The Lord
never gave him anything of this kind. Paul deﬁnes
it well: it is “for upbuilding and not for wrecking.”

We may call it the gospel authority. See John 20:
21-23. Paul says the same thing about it here that he
did in 10 :8, that the Lord gave it to him for upbuilding
and not for wrecking. The false apostles did the reverse; they wrecked what had been built up. Regard-

ing the wrecking which Paul does see the grand passage 10:4, 5. The point to be noted here is that if after
coming to Corinth Paul did not ﬁnally take strong
measures by not using his divinely given authority he
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himself would be helping to wreck. To be guilty of
anything like that is impossible to him.
IV.

The Conclusion

11)
Finally, brethren, farewell! Let yourselves
be completely ﬁtted out, let yourselves be admonished, keep minding the same things, live in peace!
And the God of the love and peace will be with you.

Our versions are correct in rendering xaipcre “farewell,”
valete. Some commentators think that this is wrong
because this is one of ﬁve imperatives. The number
ﬁve should have been a clue to them. This ﬁrst stands
by itself: “good-bye.” Then there comes a rhetorical
four in two pairs. The two passives are permissive:
“Let yourselves be completely ﬁtted out, let yourselves
be admonished!” See the noun in v. 9 regarding the
ﬁrst. As a meaning for the second our versions think
of being comforted, but Paul has been admonishing,

and he surely asks the Corinthians to let themselves
be admonished, i. e., to accept the admonitions which
will enable them to ﬁt themselves out completely.

The next two also go together, for when they keep
setting their minds on the same thing they will live

in peace. By “the same thing” Paul means the one
which he has been presenting in this epistle.

Paul seals these admonitions with the sweet promise that “the God of the love and peace will be with
you.” One article combines the two genitives and
makes a unit of them. That is the purpose of the article. The article at the same time makes “love and
peace” speciﬁc. It is not only love or peace but the love
and peace of which God alone is the source. On “love”
see 2:4; on “peace” 1:2. The View that this promise
is Pelagian, that the Corinthians must deserve this
presence of God before they can obtain it, is unwar—
ranted. Paul writes to “brethren.” He makes the same
promise to them that Jesus made to the eleven in John

Second Corinthians 13:12, 18
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14:23. After we have been converted, God is with us;
he will remain and not withdraw if we remain faithful,
and the more we prove faithful, the fuller and the

richer his presence in and with us will be.
12)
Salute each other with a holy kiss! On this
ancient custom see I Cor. 16:20; Rom. 16 :16.
There salute you all the saints! These are all the
brethren who are with Paul at the time of his writing. To say that this is the real “farewell” and not
xaipcre in v. 11 is, of course, not correct, for this is the
greeting that is being sent by friends. On “saints” see
1:1.

13)

Paul closes with what has come to be

called and with what is used as the New Testament
trinitarian benediction, the counterpart to the Old
Testament trinitarian benediction found in Num. 6:
22-27. The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ and the
love of God and the communion of the Holy Spirit
(be) with you all! The order of the persons as well
as the order of their gifts are signiﬁcant. We have
“the Lord Jesus Christ” ﬁrst, then “God”; we have

“the love of God” second and not ﬁrst. This benediction is pronounced upon people who are already Christians.
The love of God referred to is the love with which
God embraces his own and not the love which reaches
out to make men his own. God’s love is able to bestow
thousands of gifts upon believers which he could not
possibly bestow upon people who are not yet believers
or who are unbelievers. “The love of God” properly

occupies the second place in this benediction.
“The grace — the love — the communion” are not
conceived in the abstract but as including all gifts and
blessings that emanate from them. Nor are grace, love,

communion conceived as being separate from each
other. We see that grace is only a form of love, love
toward the undeserving. In 1 :2 grace emanates from
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both God and Christ. So both grace and love toward
believers also involve communion with them, and communion involves grace and love toward them. In fact,
communion is the crowning form of grace and love.
We should guard against intellectual distinctions. The
rationalism which ﬁnds “communion” incongruous and
not a true third in this trio gives evidence of the fact

that it does not rightly understand what any of the
three are.
Yet each concept is distinct in the union of the
three, and each is in its proper place. It is pure, unmerited grace on which every believer depends until
he draws his last breath. He is and remains a sinner
until his end. The blood of Christ’s grace must cleanse
him daily. By grace alone he enters heaven at last.

“Grace” keeps its full connotation of guilt and sin, of
unmerited pardon in 1:2 and here at the end. It is
always “the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ.” To think
that this dissociates it from the Father and from the
Spirit is to think that it is dissociated from the love
and the communion, neither of which is true or could
be true. The Triune God is the fount of grace for us
in Christ Jesus. Read the exegesis of John 1:16.
“The Lord" =he who has purchased and won us
and to whom we belong; “Jesus” = the name he bore
here on earth when he came to save us with his grace;
“Christ” =this person in his saving oﬁice. Each part
of his name glows with grace, and this form of his
name has become inﬁnitely precious to the church from
the days of the apostles onward.
We have already shown how “the love of God” follows. It is again the love of full comprehension and

corresponding purpose which in this benediction enfolds those who have been won by Christ’s grace. Since
it is here ascribed to “God,” the inﬁnitude of this love
is emphasized. And this includes the inﬁnitude of its
blessedness for us. If the sinner bows his head at the

Second Con’nthians 13:13
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pierced feet of the Lord because he is overwhelmed by
the grace, shall he not be utterly lost in this ocean of
the love which is as great and as blessed as God himself? Our little understanding staggers and falls, and
only worship and adoration are left.
The third place in this trio belongs to the heavenly
word xowwm’a, “union with,” “communion” or fellowship. The Holy Spirit stoops down to us and enfolds
us in his communion_in which are found all the grace
and the love. Not from afar are these extended to us
but in a union which is beyond our comprehension.
Yet we must not drift into what is called Schwaermerei, the false mysticism in which some revel. This communion is mediate, its means are Word and sacrament.
In these the Spirit becomes one with us, and we with
him. Apart from the means we are far from the Spirit.
\ The personality of the Spirit is often denied by
rationalism. Only a person can establish communion.

The Holy Spirit is here named beside the other two
persons. So much for this passage. The full answer
to unitarianism is compiled from the whole domain
of Scripture revelation in any good dogmatics.
“With or in company with you all" is itself communion and fellowship. With the picture of the great
apostle spreading his hands over the Corinthians with
this profound New Testament benediction his voice
sinks into silence. But the benediction remains upon
our hearts.
Soli Deo Gloria

